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THE TEllOW FLAG. ■

By EDHDHD TATESi 

I OF •■■i.uiKiHur,""«OMi>T'Bnn'nnn," Ao-M. ■

I UTTLS PARADIBB. ■

Thi place wUch Alice Clozton called 

lier bone, of trhioh aha wsa sole mistreBs, 

and which she dearlj loved, was sitnate at 

Hendon. An old-fashioned, dreamy, by- 

gone kind of TiUaf^, which, in these latter 

days, tiie Uidlond Railway has diacorered 

to be a metropolitan snbnrb, and, as such, 

has brought it into vogne. Until within a 

very few years, howerer, it was one of the 

qnieteet places in England, visited occa- 

sionally in the Bummer by a few people 

from town, who found that Hampstead had 

been already almost swallowed np in bricks 

and mortar, and who extended their outing 

to get a little fresher sir, and to enjoy the 

lovely view from Hendon Ghorch. Bnt its 

inhabitants generally were nothin^doing 

people, bred and bom in the parish, who 

preferred vegetating on an income which 

enabled them to keep a pony-chaise, and 

gave them perpetual leisure for pottering 

in their gamens, rather than adventuring 

tiieir litUe capital in speculations which 

might be disastrous, and which undonbtedly 

would be questionable. ■

The house where Alioe ClaxtiMi lived 

ms on the right-band side of the way as 

yon tnm from the little main street of the 

village towards the ohorch. There is no 

use in looking for it now ; it has been pulled 

down, and on its site have been erected 

two brand-new stncoo villas, with |ilate- 

glass windows and brass door-knockers, 

high flights of door-steps with a stone pine- 

apple on either side, and long strips of 

I gwden befoiie and behind, whicE the land- ■

seape gardener's art has decorated with 

be^ in the shape of peais, and hearts, and 

crosses, and various other elegant and 

appropriate designs. But in Alice's days 

it was a long, low>roofed, one-storied 

house, built of bricks of a comfortable 

warm ruddiness, without being glaringly 

red, and covered all over with a spleudid 

Virginia creeper, which, at this antmnnal 

time, was just assuming its loveliest hne. 

The rooms on the ground floor were large, 

with lather low ceilings, and opening with 

French windows |on to a little paved ter- 

race, verandah-covered. And it had been 

John Glaxtou's delight to suit the fittings 

and the famiture to the place for which 

they were destined. No modem stoves 

were to be found thrcoghont it, but open 

fireplaces inlaid with tiles, and iron dogs ; 

Uie high-backed chairs, the broad table, 

and the lieavy sideboard of the diniog> 

room, were all in antique black oak, bnt u 

the drawiug-room he had endeavoured to 
consult what he considered to be his wife's 

fancy, and the Venetian mirrors on the 

walls reflected the sheen of green silk and 

gold, in which the low quaint chairs and 

sofa and ottoman were made, uid produced 

endless repetitions of the nnmerons taste^ 

tul speoimens of glass and china with 

which the varioos ^tageres and whatnots 

were liberally covered. Alice, who before 

her marriage had been governess to the 

children of a Quaker wine-merchant in 

York, whose drab fumi<;nre had doue 

good service during three generations, at 

the first glimpse of her new home clapped 

her hands in childish delight, and immedi- 

ately afterwards turning round, reproved 

her husband for his extravagance. But 
John Claxton, catching her in his arms, 

declared that it was omy a little nest jost 
fitted for his bright, shining, sweet httle ■

181 ■
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bird, Mid bd eamestlj prayed tliat she 

migbt be bappy in ii. ■

And sfaar was bappj ; io happj thtA sba 

sometimeB felt ber happiness wm too 

greftt to be lasting^ and that some re- 

"verse of forinne must be in store for ber. 

Bat tbese fiighta of depressicm oaoly baj>- 

pened when John was away on his busi- 

ne» tours, and then only dnrinff the first 

baEf of his absence, ibr attring ile seeond 

sbe was busy in contemplatiiig bk retnm, 

a&d in devising all kinds of little expedients 

to show bow welcome he was. See her 

now on thia bright October evening, bo 

neatly aaid yet so beeomingiy dvesead 

in her tightly-fitting monse-colonred vel- 

veteen gown, fastened ronnd the waist by 

a narrow black leather belt and bnckle, 

with a linen collar ronnd her pretty throat, 

and Hnen cnfia showing off ber small white 

bands. Bhe had filled every available 

ornament with the remnants of the summer 

garden produce, the last of the monthly 

roses, and the scarlet geraniums and cal- 

oeoLmas, and the earbest of the autumnal 

crop of dahlias, china-asters, and cbrysan*- 

ili0xnnms. The air was chiH witbont, 

but within Ibe light hom the wood k)gs 

flidcered brightly on the plate and glass 

set on the snowy tabledoth, in anikstpatiDii 

of dinner, and the very odoor of the bom- 

ing beech-wood was home-like and oomfort- 

ing. Afber giving a finishing toocih to her 

flowo^ in the djawing*rooin, and again 

peeping into the dining-room to see that 

aH was right. and ready. Alios wonld open 

the glazed door and peer out into the dark- 

ness, wonld bend her head in eager listen- 

ing for the sonnd of wheds entering the 

carriage- drive. After two or three expe- 

riments her patience vras rewarded. Pbrst 

sbe heard the clanging of the dosing gate^ 

then the soond of the rapidly approaching 

carriage, and the next minnte she was in 

her hasband's arms. ■

*' Now come in, John, at onoe^ out of that 

bitter wind," she cried, as soon as she was 

released, which was not for a minnte or 

two ; *' it is enongh to out yon in two. It 

has been sighing and moaning ronnd the 

honse all day, and I am snre I was thank- 

ful that you were coming home and hadn't 

to go any sea Toyages or other dreadful 

things." ■

^ Thank you, my darling, I am aU right, 

I shall do very well now," said John 

Glaxton, in a chirping, cheery -voice. ■

Why had Tom Durham called him old ? 

There was a round bald place on the crown 

of his head to be sure, and wicb of his hair ■

asremained, and his whoskerSi were streaked 

with gtm. The lines round his eyes 

anA mouitt. wore aouewhat deeply graven, 

and the brow was heavy and Aoiig^l^ul, 

but his bright blue eyes were full of life 

and merriment, the tones of has v«ee were 

blithe and musical, his slight wiiy figtue, 

though a very little bowed and stooping, 

was as iron in its hardness, and wheaawAy 

&om busfness be was as full of animal 

spirits and fun as any boy. ■

'* I am all right, my daxfing,'' be re- 

peated, as, after taking off bis btrf^ and ooat^ 

he went with her into the diningt^room ; 

'* tiioagb I know it is by so means prvdent 

to stand in draughts^ especially for people 

of my age." ■

" Wow, John," cried Aboe, with np-bfted 

forefinger, "are you going to beg^n that 

nonsense c&actly vou come into the house ? 

You know how omn I have told you that 

subject is tabooed, and yet youhave scarcely 

opened your Hps before you mention it." ■

"Well, my dear," said John Claxfcon, ■

Eassing his arm round her and drawing 

er closely to him, " you know I have an 

age as well as fjtheiv people, and a good 

deal more than a great many, I am sorry 

to say; talking of it won't make it any 

worse, you know. Alley, though you may 

iffgve ti^ it won't make it any better." ■

"Silence!" sba cried, stopping his 

speech by placing ber hand upon his 

mouth. " I don't care whether it makes it 

better or worsen or whether it doesn't make 

ii anything at all ; I only know I won't 

have it mentioned here! Your age, indeed! 

What on earth should I do with you if you 

were a dandified petit maitre in a short 

jacket, with a Httle cane, or a great hulk- 

ing yaw-haw fellow in a tawny beard, such 

as one reads of in i^e noTefe." ■

" I have not the least idea, AUey, but I 

dare say you wonld manage to spare some 

of your sweet love and kmdness for me, if 

I wege eiiiier of iihe specimens you have 

mentioned. As I am neither, perhaps you 

wiU allow me to change my coat and wash 

my bands befora dinner." ■

"That you shall do. You will find 

everything Nady fbr you, and as you have 

had a loz^ journey, and it is the first time 

of your return, I insist on your availing 

yourself of the privilege which I gave you 

on Budi occasions, and on your coming 

down in your shooting-ooat and slippers, 

and hnaking yoors^ comfortable, John,, 

dear and don't be long, for we have your 

favourite dinner. ' ■

When Mr. Clazton appeared in the ■

^ ■

■
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diniog-Toom, baving changed his coat for a 

velvet shooting-jacket, and his boots for a 

pair of embroidered slippers, his wife's 

handiwork, having washed his hands and 

brushed np his hair, and given himself 

quite a festive appearance, he fonnd the 

soup already on the table. ■

'*Yoa are late, as nsttal, John," oried 

AHce, as he seated himself. ■

" I went to speak to Bell, dear," replied 

John Clarton; "bnt nnrse motioned to 

me that she was asleep ; so I crept np as 

lightly as I coold to her little bedside, and 

bent down and kissed her cheek. She is 

quite well, I hope, dear, bnt her face looked 

a little flushed and feverish." ■

** There is nothing the matter with her, 

dear, beyond a little over-excitement and 

&tigae. Slie has been with me all day, in 

ihe greatest state of delight at the pro- 

spect of yonrretam, helping me to cut 

and arrange the flowers, to get out the 

wine, and go through all the little house- 

hold duties. I promised her she should 

sit up to see her papa, but little fairies of 

three or four years of age have not much 

stamina, and long before the time of your 

return she was dropping with sleep." ■

'* Pbor little pet ! Sleep is more bene- 

flcial to her than the sight of me would 

have been, though I have not forgotten to 

bring the doU and the chocolate creams I 

promised her. However, the presentation 

of those will do well enough to-morrow." ■

The dinner was good, cosey, and delight- 

ful. They did not keep the servant in the 

room to wait upon them, but helped them- 

selves and each other. When the cloth 

was removed, AHce drew her chair close 

to her husband, and according to regular 

practice poured out for him his first glass 

of wine. ■

"Your own particular Madeira, John," 

she said ; ** the wine that your old friend 

Mr. Calverley sent you when we were first 

married. By the way, John, I bave often 

wanted to ask you what you drink at the 

hotels and the horrible places you go to 

when you are away — ^not Madeira, I am 

certain." ■

"No, dear, not Madeira," said John 

Olaxton, fondly patting her cheek ; " wine, 

^>^f^9 grog — different things at different 

times." ■

"Yes, but you never get anything so 

good as this, confess that ?" ' ■

"Nothing that I enjoy so much, cer- 

tainly ; whether it is the wine, or the com- 

pany in which the wine is drank, I leave 

you to guess." ■

" Oh, it is the wine, I am sure ! there is 

no such other wine in the world, unless 

Mr. Calverley has some himself. There 

now, talking of Mr. Calverley reminds me 

that you never have asked about Tom — 

about Tom, John-are you attending to 

what I say ?" ■

" I beg your pardon, dear," said John /( 

Claxton, looking upward with rather a ' 

flushed face, and emptying his glass at a 

draught. "I confess my thoughts were 

wandering towards a little matter of busi- 

ness whicn had just flashed across me." ■

" You must put aside all business when 

you come here ; that was a rule which I laid 

down at first, and I insist on its being ad- 

hered to. I was telling you about Tom, 

my brother, you know." ■

** Yes, dear, yes, I know — ^you went to 

Southampton to see him off." ■

" Yes, John ; that is to say, I went to 

Southampton and I saw him there, but I 

did not actually see him off, that is see him 

sail, you know." ■

" Why, Alice, you went to Southampton 

for the express purpose !" ■

*' Yes, John, I know ; but you see the 

trains did not suit, and Tom thought I had 

better not wait, so I left him just an hour 

or two before the steamer started." ■

" I suppose he cUd go," said John Claxton, 

anxiously ; " there is no doubt about that, I 

hoper ■

"Not the least in the world, not the 

smallest doubt. To tell you the truth, 

John, I was rather anxious about it myself, 

knowing that Tom had the two thousand 

pounds which you sent him by me, you 

dear, kind, good feUow, and that he is — 

well, perhaps not quite so reliable as he 

might be — but I looked in the newspaper 

the next day, and saw his name as agent 

to Calverley [and Company among the list 

of outgoing passengers." ■

"Did he seem tolerably contented, 

AHce?" ■

" Oh, yes, John ; he went away in great 

spirits. I am in hopes that he will settle 

down now, and became a steady and re- . 

spectable member of society. He has plenty j 

of talent, I think, John, don't you ?" ■

**Your brother has plenty of sharp, 

shrewd insight into character, and know- 

ledge of the wickedness of the world, Alice," 

said Mr. Claxton somewhat bitterly ; " these 

are not bad as stock-in-trade for a man of 

his nature, and I have no doubt they will 

serve his turn," ■

" Why, John," said Alice, with head up- 

turned to look at him more closely, " how ■
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cynically yon are speaking. Are yon not 

well, dear ?" ■

" Qnite well, Alice. Why do yon ask ?" ■

" Yonr face is rather finshed, dear, and 

there is a strange look in yonr eyes, snch 

as I have never noticed before. Oh, John ! 

I am certain yon work too hard, and all 

this travelling is too mnch for yon. When 

wyi yon give it np ?" ■

" When I see my way to settling down 

here in peace and comfort with yon, my 

darling, and little Bell. Depend npon it 

when that opportunity comes I shall grasp 

it eagerly enongh !" ■

" And when will it come, John ?** ■

'' That, my child, it is impossible to say ; 

it may come sooner than we expect ; I hope 

it will, I'm snre. It is the one thing now 

at the close of my life lefb me to look for- 

ward to." ■

'* Don't talk about the close of your life 

in that wicked way, John. I am snre if 

yon only take care of yourself when you 

are away on those journeys, and mind that 

vour bed is always aired, and see that you 

have proper food, there is no question 

about the close of your life until you have 

seen little Bell grown up into a marriage- 

able young woman." ■

"Poor Httle BeU," said John Claxton, 

with a grave smile; "dear little Bell. I 

don't think we did wrongly, Alice, in 

adopting this little fatherless, motherless 

waif?" ■

"Wrong, indeed ! I should think not^" 

said Alice, quickly. " Even from a selfish 

point of view it was one of the best thing^s 

we ever did in our lives. See what a com- 

panion she is to me while you are. away ; 

see how the time which I have to spare 

after attending to the house, and n^y gar- 

den, and my reading, and my music, and 

all those things which you insi^ upon 

my doing, John, and which X Teally go 

through conscientiously every day ; see how 

the spare time, which might be dull, is 

filled up in dressing her, and teaching her, 

and listening to her sweet little prattle. 

Do you think we shall ever find out whose 

child she was, John ?" ■

" No dear, I should say not. Ton have 

the clothes which she had on, and the little 

gold cross that was found round the mother's 

neck affcer her death ; it is as well to keep 

them in case any search should be made 

after the child, though the probability of 

that is very remote." ■

" We should not give Bell up, whatever 

search might be made, should we, John ?" 

said Alice, quickly. " The poor mother is ■

dead, and the search could only originate 

with the father, and it is not likely that 

after leaving the mother of his child to 

die in a workhouse bed, he will have any 

long deferred stings of conscience to make 

him inquire as to what has become of her 

offspring. Oh, John, when I think of the 

wickedness that goes on in the world,, 

through men, John, through men alone, 

for women are but what men choose to 

make them, I am so thankful that it was 

given to me to win the honest, noble love 

of an honourable man, and to be amoved 

in good time from the temptations assailing 

a girl in the position which I occupied*. 

Now, John, no more wine !" ■

" Yes," he cried, " give it to me quickly, 

full, full to the brim, Alice. There I" he 

said, as he drained it. " I am better now, 

I wanted some extra stimulant, to-night ; I 

suppose I am knocked up by my journey.'' ■

" Your &ce was as pale then as it was 

flushed before, John. I shall take upon 

myself to nurse you, and you shall not 

leave home again until you are quite 

recovered, whatever Mr. Calverley may 

say! You should have him here some 

day, John, and let me talk to him. I 

warrant I would soon bring hiXa round te 

my way of thinking." ■

" Your ways are sufficiently coaxing to 

do that with anybody, Alice," said John 

Claxton, with a &int smile; "but never 

mind Mr. Calverley just now ; what were 

we saying before ?' ■

" I was saying how pleased I was to be 

removed from the temptations to which a 

girl in the position which I held is always 

exposed." ■

" No," said Claxton, "I don't mean that 

— before." ■

"Yes, ves," said Alice, "I insist upon 

talking about these old times, John; you 

never will, and I have no one else who 

knows anything about them, or can discuss 

them with me. Now, do you recollect," 

she continued, nestling closer to him, " the 

first time you saw me ?" ■

" Recollect it ! As you were then, I can 

see you now." ■

" And so can I you, you are not altered 

an atom. You were standing at a book- 

stall in Low Ousegate, just beyond the 

bridge, looking into a book, and as I passed 

by with the two little Frestons you raised 

your eyes from the book and stared at me 

so hard, and yet so g^vely, that I " ■

"That you were quite delighted," said 

John Claxton, putting his arm round her ; 

" you know that^ so don't attempt a bash- ■

c ■
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fulness whicli is foreign to your nature, 

but confess at once." ■

" I decline to confess any sucb. thing," 

said Alice. " Of course, I was in tHe habit 

of being stared at by the officers and the 

young men of the town. Gome now, there 

is the return blow for your impertinent hit 

just now ; but one scarcely expects to create 

an impression on people whom one finds 

glozuig over bookstalls." ■

" Elderly people, yon should have said, 

AKoe." ■

" Elderly people, I will say, John, if it 

pleases you. Much less does one expect to 

see them lay down the book, and come 

sailing up the street after one in direct 

pursuit." ■

" Oh ! you saw that, did you, miss ? 

You never told me that before V' ■

"Saw it, of course I saw it. What 

woman ever misses anything of that kind ? 

At a distance you tracked me straight to 

Mr. Preston's door, saw me and my little 

charges safely inside, and then turned on 

your heel and walked away." ■

"While you went up to your room and 

sat down before your glass, admiring your 

own charms, and thinking of the dashing 

young cavalier whose attention you had just 

attracted. Was that it P" said John. ■

"Nothing of the sort, though I don't 

mind confessing that I did wonder whether 

I should ever see you again ! And then, 

two days after, when Mrs. Preston told me 

to take the little girls into the drawing- 

room in the evening, and to be sure that 

they practised thoroughly some piece which 

they would be called upon to play, as there 

was a gentleman coming to dinner who 

doted on little children, how could I have 

the slightest idea that this benevolent 

Mr. Glaxton was to be my friend of the 

Low Ousegaie bookstall P And yet you 

scarcely spoke to me once during that 

evening, I remember !" ■

" That was my diplomacy, my child ; but 

I paid great attention to Mrs. Preston, and 

was very favourably received by her." ■

" Yes, I heard Sir. Preston say to Mr. 

Arthur, as they stood behind the piano, 

^He's of the house of Calverley and Com- 

pany of Mincing-lane. Thee hast heard of 

it ? Its transactions are enormous.' " ■

" And I won Mr. Preston's heart by a 

good order for wine," said John Glaxton ; 

" and then I threw off all disguise, and I 

am a^id made it* clear that I had only 

made his acquaintance for the sake of pay- 

ing court to his governess." ■

" You need have very little delicacy in ■

that matter, John," said Alice; "neither 

Mr. nor Mrs. Preston had the slightest in- 

terest in me, and when I left they cared 

not what became of me. I suited tiiem as 

a governess, and they were angry when I 

first told them I was going away; but 

when they saw that I had fully made up 

my mind, their sole thonght was how best to 

supply my place. As to what became of 

me, that was no concern of theirs." ■

"No," said John Glaxton, whose colour 

had returned, and who seemed to have re- 

gained his ordinary composure, " no con- 

cern, perhaps, of either Mr. or Mrs. Pres- 

ton ; but what about the young gentieman 

whom you mentioned just now, Alice, Mr. 

Preston's nephew, Mr. Arthur, as he was 

called P Your decision as to the future 

course of life you intended to adopt was 

not qxdte so immaterial to him, was it, 

child ?" ■

" What do you mean, John ?" said Alice, 

looking down, as the blood began to mount 

into her cheeks. ■

" You know well enough what I mean, 

child ; exactly what I say. Mr. Arthur Pres- 

ton took great interest in you — was in love 

with you, in point of fact— is not that so ?" ■

" He said so, John ; but his actions be- 

lied his words. No man who had any real, 

honest love — nay, more, I will go further, 

and say respect for a girl — could have 

spoken or acted towards me as he did." ■

" Why, Alice," said John Glaxton, look- 

ing with surprise at her flushed cheeks, 

" you never told me anything of this before. 

Why have you kept it secret from me ?" ■

" Because I know, John," said Alice, lay- 

ing her hand upon his shoulder, "that 

however outwardly calm and quiet you 

may appear to be, however sensible and 

practical you are in most matters, you have 

a temper which, when anything touching 

my honour or my dignity is involved, is 

quite beyond your control. I have seen its 

effects before, John, and I dreaded any re- 

petition of them." ■

" Then why do you tell me now ?" ■

" Because we are far away from York, 

John, and from Arthur Preston and his 

friends, and there is no likelihood of our 

seeing any of them again, so that I know 

your temper can be trusted safely now, 

John ; for however much it may desire to 

break out^ it will find no object on which to 

vent itself." ■

" This conversation and conduct then of 

Mr. Arthur Preston were matters, I am to 

understand, in which your honour and dig* 

nity were involved, Alice ?" ■

■
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" To a certain extent, John, yes," Altered 

Alice. ■

" I shonld like to know what they were ?" 

said John Claxton. " I put no compnlsion 

on you to tell me. I have never asked you 

since our marriage to tell me anything of 

your previous life ; but I confess I should 

like to know about this !" ■

"I will tell you, John," said AHce; " I 

always intended to do so ; it is the only 

thing I have kept back from you, and often 

and often while you have been away have I 

thought, if anything happened to you or to 

me — ^if either of us were to die, I mean, 

John — how grieved I should be that I had 

not told you of this matter. Arthur Pres- 

ton pretended lie loved me. but he could 

not have done so really. No man who is 

wicked and base can know what real love 

is, John, and Arthur Preston was both. 

Some little time before I knew you he 

made love to me — fierce, violent love. I 

had not seen you then, John ; I had scarcely 

seen any one. I was an unsophisticated 

country girl, and I judged of the reality of 

his love by the warmth of his professions, 

and told him I would marry him. I shall 

never forget that scene ! It was one sum- 

mer's evening, on the river-bank just 

abreast of Bishopthorpe. When I men- 

tioned marriage he almost laughed, and 

then he told me in a cynical, sneering 

way, that he never intended to be married 

unless he could find some one with a large 

fortune, or with peculiar means of extend- 

ing his uncle's business when he inherited 

it. But that, meanwhile, he would give me 

the prettiest house within twenty miles. I 

need not go on ; be would not make me 

his wife, but he ofiered to make me his 

mistress. Was it not unmanly in him, John ? 

Was it not base and cowardly ?" ■

She stopped and looked at her husband. 

But John Claxton, whose face had become 

pale again, his chin resting on his hand, 

and his eyes glaring into the fire, made her 

no reply. ■

BRINGING HOME A BRIDE. ■

" At a time when" — as Mr. Barlow would 

have told Sandford and Merton* — the 

claims of the British labourer divide atten- 

tion with the Alabama claims ; when the 

ruin of the country is predicted for the 

hundredth time from a threatened rise in 

that bloated spendthrift's wages; when 

our concise and simple land-laws, our pa- ■

• See Alt, the Ybab Koubd, Kew Seriea, toL i. p. 156. ■

temal game-laws, our equitable law of 

landlord and tenant, are all in danger; 

when, on the other hand, the urban public 

believe that a family quarrel on these topics 

is raging in many cotmtry parishes — ^it may- 

be usefol to describe a bright little scene 

enacted the other day by all these charac- 

ters (except Barlow;, for it afifbrds some 

timely and pleasant considerations. ■

It was the home-coming of the squire 

of Platting-Hugh with his bride. The 

squire had intended, apparently, to get 

married " on the quiet, as they say in 

these parts. But he is the great man of 

the place, master of the H. B. fox-hounds,, 

lanmord of numerous farms, deputy-lieu- 

tenant, and all the rest of it; and hi» 

modest programme to get married at the 

country seat of the bishop of the diocese bj 

special license, to be conveyed in a special 

train to a by-station, and to slip home un- 

observed, oozing out, the important popula- 

tion of Platting declared itself slighted, and 

rose as one man. It held public meetings,, 

appointed a reception conmiittee, and pro- 

claimed a general holiday. Tenants on the 

estate, formers all over the H. B. country,, 

even the members of that distinguished 

hunt, declared that they would waylay the 

happy pair at their own park-gate, and 

greet them with a hearty welcome. ■

Upon these urgent representations the 

Chickabiddy station was abandoned, and 

the Platting station adopted. Being a 

stranger, I made for the wrong park- gate 

on the appointed day — having heard 

all the above gossip at the inn where 

my hunter stands — nor could I see a soul 

on my route to set me right. All the cot- 

tages on the Platting-Hugh estate which I 

passed — numerous and new-looking — ^were 

deserted. The one policeman at the 

Chickabiddy station who opened my way 

across the rails, knew nothing. Nobody 

could be observed in the home-ferm yard ; 

the lodge was shut up, the gate wide open ; 

not a living creature to be seen, nor a sound 

to be heard in the park. Cantering over 

the turf between the trees, I felt like an 

explorer in some exquisitely planted back- 

woods. Was I too later Had I been 

hoaxed ? Had the marriage been put off;, 

or, spiteful conjecture, had it gone off alto- 

gether ? ■

The answer was startling. My horse 

shied: a burst of huzzas pierced by a 

tally-o or two which might have split, but 

were not muffled by the tent that covered 

them ! Clear of my screen of trees, no pan- 

tomime ever displayed a quicker transfer- ■
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ination scene. Snddenlj presented to me 

were the decorated mansion in a dip of a 

grassy slope, triumphal arches, carriage- 

drives lined with Venetian masts and ban- 

ners, the foregronnd crowned with an 

enormons marquee flaunting gaily with 

flags ; crowds of rideriess horses lazily led 

about by holiday labourers ; lastly, their 

riders merrily emerging from the festive 

tent pulling on their gloves to mount. Pre- 

vious solitude and silence were at once 

accounted for. Everybody belonging to the 

place was there, and nowhere else. Inside 

the tent everybody was listening to wed- 

ding-day oratory that commanded silence, 

until pent-up enthusiasm burst forth and 

banished every unhandsome doubt. ■

Showers of invitations to "just one glass 

of champagne to wish them joy, you know," 

dismounted and brought me inside the 

pavilion to behold an immense and sump- 

tuous wedding - breakfast — Guntcr fecit. 

But there was no time for feasting. An 

equestrian procession was being marshalled 

by a host of commanding officers amidst a 

medley of yeomanry and hunting shouts- 

of-command. Yet we managed to form 

fours behind a huge waggonette with mag- 

nificent post-boys containing the volunteer 

brass band, and promptly to obey a con- 

fdsing order compounded of "Quick 

march !" and " Porra'd on !" ■

We presented a strong muster: four 

hxmdred horse at least. Our march through 

best part of a mile of gravelled drive did 

us real credit. We must have convinced 

the foreign invader (who, if present, na- 

turally kept in the background) with what 

remarkable ease the English hunter can be 

trained into the formidable trooper. A 

few chargers, howeyer, showed no taste for 

military music, especially a sturdy white 

cob, posted in the van, and therefore too 

near the waggonette. The brazen ilin&re 

and the big drum drove him nearly mad. 

Yet, although he caused gaps in our ranks 

here and there, the way in which we halted 

at the gorgeous arch near to the gate of 

triumphal entry, deployed twos about, and 

formed up on the turf in a lane of single Hues 

for the bridal procession to pass through, 

must have filled our innumerable oom- 

manders-in-chief with pride in tiiemselves, 

admiration of us, and confidence in our 

horses ; all which they showed by promul- 

gating very complicated orders to be executed 

at the supreme moment. Also, for fear of 

mistakes, they put us through a distra<;t- 

ing preliminary drill, which had the effect 

of thinning our ranks ; lai^e numbers of ■

scouts telling themselves off to distant 

coigns of vantage to give notice of the ap- 

proach of the carriage and (happy) pair. ■

A high embankment outside the park- 

gate conducts the railway into Platting. 

Upon this all eyes were fixed. Something 

like a shrill view-hallo in remote perspec- 

tive is discerned. Was it the special whistle ? 

Attention ! Another sibilation, more dis- 

tinct, followed very soon by the special 

itself. It passes at " slowed" pace. Four 

hundred of the soundest lungs in two 

counties discharge a volley of cheers which, 

drowning the noise of the engine, must 

have startled the two distinguished pas- 

sengers who had so recently been made 

one. ■

" Surely we shall not have to wait much 

longer now," I remarked to my left-hand 

file. ■

" Ah !" he replied, " you don't know the 

Platting folks. When once they get hold 

of 'em" ('em I took to mean the squire 

and his bride) " they won't part with *em in 

a hurry." ■

This gentleman's further information 

may be summed up thus. Platting shops 

shut, streets lined with streamers and 

people. Band of Royal Horse Guards from 

London. Procession formed of freeholders, 

flagholders, and lodge Number Fifteen 

Hundred and One of the Odd Fellows. 

School children to sing, in the red-carpeted 

station, a hymn composed expressly for the 

occasion by the Platting poet. ■

Meanwhile, more loud music : white cob 

next to unmanageable, obliging its accom- 

plished rider ■

To witch the world with noble horaemaoship ■

more frantically than ever. Gradualreaction 

into 8ubdu€d expectation ; the merest mo- 

tion at the gate causing a universal flutter. 

The first views of a much admired vis- 

countess driving her grand roan, of a 

one-horse waggonette freighted with back 

views all chignon and white muslin, of 

three policemen in three single detach- 

ments— ^ach separately greeted with a half 

spoken " Here they are 1" ■

But see ! The only scout in sight on the 

margin of the lake capers uneasily. He 

canters towards the arch. Here comes 

another, galloping ; a third ; a dozen ; 

twenty ; half a hundred ; squadrons of 

outposts galloping like mad. No mistake 

now. A faint cheer in the Platting road. 

Yet no wedding carriage. Delay accounted 

for by a halted scout breathless and de- 

liquescent. Toung ladies at the gate, he ■
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gasps, are showering bouquets on tbe 

bride, and more school children are sing- 

ing more hymns, composed expressly for 

the occasion by the Platting poet. A sweet 

musical little cheer is wafbed to us — end of 

hymn, perhaps. Four yeomanry cavahy 

in full uniform prance into view through 

the gate. Then (tremendous excitement), 

seated in an open caleche, ■

THE BRIDE AKD BRIDEGROOM. ■

The blare of music, eyen the park artil- 

lery is drowned by every form of cheenng 

known to excited mankind. Total military 

disorganisation and grand concentric charge, 

until every horse is wedged in tight round 

the carriage. Dead stoppage. Bride and 

bridegroom bowing and smiling at large ; 

carriage g^dually disentangled, and the 

mass moves on pell-mell. A shriek! 

Alarming halt. The white cob has dis- 

posed of his rider close under the hoofs of 

the bridal horses. Shock recovered (no- 

body hurt), a mobbed and tangled race 

commences for the near side of the caleche 

and a sight of the bride. I win. One 

glance confirms the county verdict to 

the full. If I said more, superlatives (how- 

ever truthful) might spur me over the 

fences of proprieiy. For this there would be 

no excuse after the remarkable instance of 

good taste then displayed. A great open 

semicircle of turf stretches out infant of the 

mansion. Here, by a spontaneous instinct, 

the whole festive army halted, that the 

squire might alight with his bride at his 

own door alone. An enormous half -moon 

of by no means irregular horse was, con- 

sequently, drawn up on the outer edge of 

this huge lawn. But, when the cali&che 

moved empty away from under the portico 

leaving the handsome spouses standing 

hand-in-hand on the steps bowing their 

thanks, an inspired trumpeter sounded the 

charge, and the dense circle made a fearful 

rush up to the very pillars of the portico. 

The bridegroom favoured us with a pleasant 

thanksgiving speech, the lady took an 

emotional leave in dumb-show amidst final 

volleys of ringing acclamation, and, led 

into the house by her husband, the cere- 

mony of Bringing Home the Bride was 

completed. ■

During my return — especially on the 

crown of the hill outside the park over- 

looking a broad extent of excellent fiBirm- 

ing — the spirit of Barlow was drearily 

supplanted in my soul by the shade of 

Pinnock. In the vein of that immortal 

catechist I asked myself a whole sixpenny- ■

book full of questions. What did this 

merry, warm-hearted welcome indicate P 

Was it purse-worship of a millionaire: 

kow-tow to a golden idol ? Was it family 

worship offered up to the heir of a long 

line of ancestry ? Did it, on the contrary, 

testify to the results of clean and careful 

tillage observable as far as the eye could 

reach, to the well-built home-steadings, 

to the clusters of comfortable labourers' 

cottages, and to the fact that where the 

land is well cared for, human beings are 

well-oared for also ? Would there be 

starvation, and dissension, and strikes any- 

where, if other estates were as well ad- 

ministered as, to the stranger's eye, this 

Platting-Hugh prope^y appears to be ? 

Would not a great many noble lords and 

right honourable and honourable gentle- 

men who sit in parliament under the pre- 

tence of managing the affairs of the nation, 

render the nation more happy, glorious, 

and (best of all) contented, if they would 

condescend to give more time and closer 

attention to their own affairs ; or, if they 

would select land - stewards with higher 

objects than screwing down wages, screw- 

ing up rents, taking everything that can 

be got off the land, and putting nothing 

into it or upon it except game ? ■

And so — leaving the answers to wiser 

heads than mine— ends my catechism. ■

GENERAL TACON'S JUDGMENT. ■

Since the Pearl of the Antilles has 

adorned the Spanish crown, the island of 

Cuba has always been governed by a 

captain-general, a mighty personage, in- 

vested with much the same power of autho- 

rity as that of a monarch in some coun- 

tries, and like a king could not possibly do 

anything that was wrong. The Cubans 

have seldom had reason to be grateful to 

Spain for the rulers she has appointed over 

them, because these have been usually 

selected rather on the score of influence 

than capacity or merit. There is, however, 

on record at least one captain-general 

whose name is held in esteem by the Cuban 

people, on account of the good he effected 

during his short reign in Havannah. Cap- 

tain-General Tacon established some deg^ree 

of safety for the inhabitants by introducing 

new laws, and by severely punishing cer- 

tain social offences which his predecessors 

had rather overlooked, if they did not them- 

selves set the example. It is said of Tacon 

that, like Alfred the Great, he promised ■

««= ■
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the Cnbans that they should be able to 

cast their pnrses npon the pnblic paye- 

ixient, and yet find them there again after 

many days. Stories are current in Cuba 

of the general's sing^ar mode of adminis- 

iering justice, which in many cases partook 

of an originaUty somewhat whimsical of 

its kind. The most popular story of this 

sort is that of the Cigar Girl of Havannah, 

told to the trayeller by those who were 

living in Cuba dtiring General Tacon*s ad- 

ministration. ■

The writer of this paper has gathered the 

facts of this very romantic tale, which he 

now offers to the reader, in the following 

form: ■

Miralda Estalez was remarkable alike 

for the beauty of her person and the ezoel- 

lenceof her tobacco. She kept a cigar-shop 

in Hayannah, in the Galle del Comercio ; 

a narrow street, with a footpath scarcely 

wider than an ordinary kerbstone. It was 

the veriest section of a shop, without a front 

of any kind; presenting, from the street 

side, much the same appearance as a bumi- 

out dwelling would exhibit, or a theatrical 

scene viewed by an audience. During the 

hot hours of the day a curtain was sus- 

pended before the shop to ward off the 

powerful rays of the sun, under whose in- 

fluence the delicate goods within might 

otherwise be prematurely dried, while the 

effect would be equally detrimental to their 

£ur vender. The easy mode of egress, as- 

sisted by the narrow kerbstone, together 

with many attractions within the shop, 

tempted many passers to drop in for a chat 

and a cigar. There was a little counter, 

with little pyramidal heaps of cigarette 

packets and cigars, of the genuine Ha- 

vannah brand, distributed upon it. Affixed 

to a wall at the back was a glass show- 

case, fitted with shelves like a bookcase, 

and laden with bundles of the precious 

leaves, placed like volumes side by side, 

and bound in bright yellow ribbon. Al- 

though Miralda was visited from morning 

till night by every kind of male, black and 

brown, as well as white, nothing was ever 

said against the virtue of the young tobac- 

conist. ■

Like the cigars she sold, Miralda was of 

"Calidad superior;" and, in the same 

manner, age had rather improved her 

quality than ortherwise, for it nad ripened 

her into a charming full-grown woman of 

sixteen tropical summers. Some merit was 

due to Miralda for the virtuous life she led ; 

for, besides the tempations to which she 

was daily and hour]y subjected, she was ■

quite alone in the world, her parents, 

brothers, and sisters being dead. Miralda 

naturally found many admirers among her 

numerous customers ; she, however, made 

no distinction with them, but had a bright 

smile and a kind word for all who favoured 

her with their praises and their patronage. 

One alone, perhaps, held a place nearer her 

heart than all others. This was Don Pedro 

Mantanes, a young boatman employed in 

the harbour near the Morro Castle. Pedro 

was of good white parentage, though one 

would not have judg^ so from the colour 

of his skin, which, from long exposure to 

the sun and the weather, had turned a pale 

coffee colour. Pedro loved Miralda fondly, 

and she was by no means averse to the 

handsome Creole. But the pretty tobacco- 

nist was in no hurry to wear the matri- 

monial chains. The business, like herself, 

was far from old-established, and she 

thought in her capacity of a married wo 

man the attractions of her shop would 

diminish by at least one-half, while her 

natrons would disappear in the same ratio. 

Miralda once made her lover a promise that 

she would marry him as soon as he should 

have won a prize in the lottery ; for, wit^ 

his savings, this would enable Pedro to 

have a share in her business as well as in 

her happiness. So, once a month Pedro 

invested a doubloon in lottery-tickets ; but^ 

as he never succeeded in winning a prize, 

he failed to wed the pretty tobacconist. 

Still, the young boatman continued to drop 

anchor at the cigar-shop as often as his 

spare time would %llow; and as the fond 

couple always conducted themselves with 

the strictest propriety, their engagement re- 

mained a secret. ■

Now Pedro Mantanez had a rival, and, 

to a certain extent, a formidable one. The 

Count Almante was a noble of Spanish 

birth, and an officer by profession. Me was 

one of those fortunate gentlemen who, from 

no inherent talent or acquired ability, had 

been sent from the mol^er-country to en- 

rich himself in her prosperous colony. Be- 

sides his wealth, which report described as 

ill-gotten, he gloried in the reputation of 

being a gay cavalier in Havannab, and a 

great favourite with the Creole ladies. It 

was his boast that no girl beneath him in 

station had been yet known to reject any 

offer he might propose ; and he wotud some- 

times lay wagers with his associates that 

the lady whom he had newly honoured with 

his admiration would, at a given time, stand 

entered in his book of amours as a fresh 

conquest. To achieve any particular ob* ■
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J0ct the count would nerer allow anything, 

ntixna& or otherwise, to stand in. bis path ; 

and bj reason of his wealth, his nobility, 

and his infLoetice with the authorities, his 

crimes were numerous aiul his punishments 

few, if any. ■

It happened that the last se&orita who 

had taken Count Almante's fancy was 

Miralda Estalez. The count spent many 

hours and many pesestas at the pretty ixT- 

baocanist's counts:, where, we maybe sure^ 

he used his most persuasive language to 

attain his very improper purpose. Accus- 

tomed to have pretty things poured into 

her ears by a variety of admirers, Miralda 

regarded iixe count's addresses with indif- 

feKnce ; and, while behaving with her 

wonted amiability of manner, gave him 

neither encouragement nor motive for press- 

ing his suit. One evening the count lin- 

gered at the cigaor-shop longer than custom 

allows, and, under the pretence of purchas- 

ing and smoking more cigars, remained 

until the neighbouring ^ops were closed 

and the streets were deserted. Alone with 

the girl, and insured 'against intruders, 

Count Almante ventured to disclose his 

unworthy passion. Amongst other things, 

he said : ■

" If you will love me and live with me 

I will give you as many golden onaas as 

you require, and I will pUice at your dis- 

posal another and a better shop in the 

suburbs of the Cerro, where you can carry 

on your business as before." ■

The Cerro was situated near the count's 

palace. Miralda said nothing in reply ; 

but, looking the count steadily in the face, 

gave him the name of another shop where, 

she informed him, he would obtain better 

cigars than those she sold. ■

Heedless of the significance of her re- 

mark, which he attributed to shyness, Al- 

mante rose from where he had been seated, 

and, approaching the girl, endeavoured to 

place his arm round her waist. Ever 

guarded against the casualties of insult, 

Miralda retreated a step, and at the same 

moment drawing a small dagger from the 

folds of her dress, warned the count not to 

touch her. Baulked in his desigpa, Almante 

withdrew, assuring the girl with a smile 

that he did but jest; but as he lefb the 

shop he bit his lip and clenched his fist 

with evident disappointment. ■

When Pedro heard of what had hap- 

pened, his indignation was great, and he re- 

solved to take summary vengeance; but 

Miralda begged him not to be precipitate, 

as she had now no fear of farther molesta- ■

tion from the count ; and as days elapsed, 

and Almante had not resumed his visits, 

it seemed apparent that he had taken Mi- 

ralda's advice, and transferred his custom 

elsewhere. ■

One evening, as Miralda was aboiit dos- 

ing her shop fi>r the night, a party of sol- 

diers halted before her door. The com- 

manding officer entered, and, without a 

word, presented to the astonished tobacco- 

nist a warrant for her arrest. Knowing 

that it was useless to disobey any officer in 

the employ of the captain-general, Miralda 

signified her readiness to accompany the 

nuiitaiy escort^ who, accordingly, placed 

her in their midst, and conducted her 

through the streets in the direction of the 

prison. But instead of halting here, the 

party continued their march until they had 

reached the confines of the city. Miralda's 

courage now deserted her, and, with tears 

in her eyes, she appealed to the officer in 

command. ■

'^Por la Yirgen Santisima!" she ex- 

claimed, '^ let me know where I am being 

taken to." ■

''You will learn when you get there. 

Our orders strictly forbid us to make fuiy 

explanation," was the only reply she ob- 

tained. ■

Miralda was not long in learning the 

worst. Very shortly her escort halted 

before Count Almante's castle, in the 

neighbourhood of the Cerro, and, having 

entered the court-yard of that building, 

the fair captive was conducted trem- 

blingly into a chamber elegantly fitted 

up for her reception. After waiting here 

a few minutes in painfdl suspense, an 

inner door was thrown open, and Count 

Almante stood before her. The scene 

which then followed may be better ima- 

gined than deserilbed. We n:iay be sure 

Uiat the count used every effort in order to 

prevail upon his prisoner, but without suc- 

cess. Miralda's invariable response was a 

gleam of her dagger, which never left her 

hand from the first moment of entering the 

odious building. Finding that mild mea- 

sures would not win the pretty tobacco- 

nist, the count, as is usual under such cir- 

cumstances with persons of his nature, 

threatened her with violence ; and he would, 

doubtless, have carried out his threat if 

Miralda had not anticipated him by promis- 

ing to relent and to become his if her per- 

secutor would allow her one short week to 

reconsider her determination. Deceived 

by the girl's assumed manner, Almante 

acceded to her desire^ and agreed to wait ■

V ■
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the prescribed days. Miralda, liow.ever, 

felt assured that before their expiration her 

lover would discorer her whereabouts, and 

by some means effect her release. She 

was not disappointed. Miralda's sudden 

disappearance was soon made known to 

Pedro Mantanez, who, confident that his 

beloTed had falleii into the count's clutches, 

determined to obtain access to Almante*s 

palace. For this purpose he assumed the 

dress of a monk ; and his face being un- 

known at the castle, he easily obtained 

an entry, and afterwards an interview with 

Miralda herself. The girl's surprise and 

joy at beholding her lover was unbounded. 

In his strong embrace she became oblivious 

of her sorrows, confident that the young 

boatman would now conduct her speedily 

into a harbour of refuge. She was not mis- 

taken. Pedro sought and obtained an au- 

dience with General Tacon. The general 

was, as usual, immersed in public affairs ; 

but, being gifted with the enviable facul- 

ties of hearing, talking, and writing at the 

«ame moment, merely glanced at his ap- 

plicant, and desired mm to tell his story. 

redro did as he was desired, and when he 

had concluded, Tacon, without raising his 

«ye8 from the papers over which he ap- 

peared intently engaged, made the follow- 

ing inqpiry : ■

" Is Miralda Estalez your sister ?** ■

** No, su ezcelencia, she is not," replied 

Pedro. ■

" Your wife, perhaps ?*' suggested the 

general. ■

" She is my betrothed !" ■

General Tacon motioned the young man 

to approach, and then directing a look to 

him which seemed to read him through, 

held up a crucifix, and bade him swear to 

the tmth of aJl that he had stated. Pedro 

knelt, and taking the cross in both hands, 

kissed it, and made the oath required of 

him. Having done so, the general pointed 

to an apartment, where he desirea Pedro 

to wait until he was summoned. Aware of 

the brief and severe manner in which 

General Tacon dealt with all social ques- 

tions, Pedro Mantanez left the augnst 

presence in doubt whether his judge would 

decide for or against his case. His sus- 

pense was not of long duration. In an 

hour or so one of the governor's guards 

entered, nshering in Count Almante and 

his captive lady. The general received the 

new-comers in the same manner as ho had 

received the young boatman. In a tone of 

apparent indifference, he addressed the 

count as follows : ■

" If I am not mistaken, you have abused 

your authority by effecting the abduction 

of this girl P" ■

" I confess I have done so," replied the 

count, in a tone intended to assimilate that 

of his superior ; " but," he continued, with 

a conciliatory smile, "I think that the 

affair is of such a nature that it need not 

occu py the attention of your excellency.'* ■

" Well, perhaps not^** said his judge, 

still busy over the documents before him. 

" I simply wish to learn from you, upon 

your word of honour, whether any violence 

has been used towards the girl." ■

" None whatever, upon my honour," re- 

plied Almante, " and I am happy in believ- 

ing that none will be required f" ■

" Is the girl already yours, then ?** ■

" Not at present," said the count, with 

a supercilious smirk, ''but she has promised 

to become mine very shortly." ■

"Is this true?" inquired the captain- 

general, for the first time raising his eyes, 

and turning to Miralda, who replied : ■

'* My promise was made only with a 

view to save myself fix)m threatened vio- 

lence." ■

" Do you say this upon your oath?" ■

"Upon my oath I do!" ■

The general now ordered Pedro Man- 

tanez to appear, and then carefully interro- 

gated the lovers upon their engagement. 

Whilst doing so, he wrote a despatch, and 

handed it to one of his guards. When the 

latter had departed, Taoon despatched a 

messenger in quest of a priest and a lawyer. 

When these arrived, the general com- 

manded the priest to perform the cere- 

mony of marriage between Miralda Estalez 

and Count Almante, and bid the lawyer 

prepare the neoesaarj documents for the 

same purpose. ■

The count, who had already expressed 

his vexation at what promised to be an 

attempt to deprive him of his new fiivourite 

by allying her with the boatman, was 

horrified when he heard what the go- 

vernor's mandate really was. His indig- 

nation was extreme, and he endeavoured 

to show how preposterous such an alliance 

would be by reminding the general of his 

noble birth and honourable calling. Pedro 

was equally disappointed at being thns 

dispossessed of his betrothed, and appealed 

to Tacon's generosity and sense of right. 

Miralda remained speechless with astonish- 

ment, but with the most perfect reliance in 

the wisdom of her judge. Meanwhile, in 

spite of all remonstrances, the marriage was 

formally consummated, and Miralda £stalez ■
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and Count Almante were man and wife. 

The nnhappy bridegroom was then re- ■

2 nested to return to his palace in the 
lerro, while his bride and her late lover 

were desired to remain. ■

Upwards of an hour had passed since 

the count's departure, and nothing further 

transpired. The governor had resumed 

his business afiairs, and appeared, as before, 

utterly unconscious of all present. He was 

however shortly interrupted by the appear- 

ance of the guard whom he had despatched 

with his missive. ■

** Is my order executed P'* inquired the 

general, looking up for a moment only. ■

" Si, mi general, it is," replied the guard. 

" Nine bullets were fired at the count as 

he rode round the comer of the street 

mentioned in your despatch." ■

Tacon then ordered that the marriage 

and death of Count Almante should be given 

every publicity, and that legal steps should 

be ti^en for the purpose of showing that the 

property and name of the defunct was in- 

herited by his disconsolate widow. When 

the genei*al*s commands had been fulfilled, 

and a decent period after the count's demise 

had transpired, it need scarcely be added 

that Pedro Mantanez married the countess, 

with whom he lived happily ever after. ■

FOOTSTEPS. ■

Iv the qnist hour of gloaming, ■

When the hueh U upon the earth, ■

When the etart gleam out and the low winds moan, ■

I fit and listen — listen alone, ■

By the aide of the desolate hearth. ■

I listen, hut not to the homeless lesTes, ■

As thej drift 'gainst the window pane ; ■

Nor the soughmg wind ttom the fir-crowned kill, ■

Nor the sigh and sob of the swollen rill. ■

Nor the whisper of careless rain. ■

I listen, I listen, and but to hear ■

The footsteps that fall around ; ■

The footsteps that gladdened my life of jore^ ■

The footsteps that seek mj side no more, ■

That hXL on no earthly ground. ■

The tiny steps of my first-bom ■

Come nattering quick and soft ; ■

He had trod like a man, had he stayed, by this^ ■

Tet oh I yearn for the baby kiss. ■

He tottered to give so oft. ■

JGTit firm tread rings out gallantly, ■

Just as it wont to do, ■

When I used to spring from this same low seat, ■

The comer I loTea the best to greet, ■

As he strode through the evening dew. ■

Slow and heavy, and quick and light ■

The echoes around me come, ■

The steps that through youth's gay footpaths ranged, ■

Of friends forgotton, of friends estranged, ■

Who once mside life and home. ■

Ah well, poor salrage from the wreck ■

All memory sares Mid stores, ■

Yet the sounds that people the sweet Psst's dreams ■

Are dearer to me than tne light that gleams ■

On the lonely Present's shorss. ■

OLD STORIES RE-TOLD. ■

DBIVBN TO GAKNIBALISK. ■

I OKCB travelled for seventeen days with 

a cannibal and found him excellent '* com- 

pany.*' Why docs yonr hair stand so sud- 

denly on end, my worthy reader? My 

cannibal was no wild Sonth Sea Islander, 

with face painted vennilion, a brass ring 

through his hideous nose, and the thigh- 

bone of a man stuck horizontally through 

his mafcted hair. He was simply a young 

English sailor, taciturn and somewhat 

graver than became his years. He spliced 

the rigging, skipped up the ratlins, and 

hung on to the great rolls of half-reefed 

sails, just like his blither companions, and 

snapped his biscuit, bolted his junk, and 

tossed off his rum in the ordinary nautical 

manner, with evidently no more sense of 

being a Pariah, or an exceptional person 

in any way, than I, the cabin-passeng^ 

in the Levant schooner Arg-yroupolos, ex- 

perienced. ■

The man's story was very simple. The 

trading vessel in which he was five years 

before I , met him, had been wrecked on 

the shore of New Holland. The captain, 

a black cook, and three sailors, escaped 

in a boat with no food but a bag of 

biscuits, a lump of pork, and a breaker (or 

small keg) of fresh water; but this last 

treasure was stove in on landing. The 

next day, tiieir food all but gone, and no 

wild animal being visible, the six ship- 

wrecked men began their painful journey 

through the bush in search of some human 

habitation. The second day the captain 

sank from fatigue, and soon after died. 

The third day one of the men had to be 

left behind. The fourth day the black 

cook fell ill, and could go no further. That 

night the first horrible thought of canni- 

balism came upon my informant. He de- 

scribed to me with simple pathos his horror 

at finding the black man dead in the nighty 

his still greater horror, when he stole to- 

wards the body at daybreak to cut off a 

limb, to see his only companion creeping 

also towards it. Of that unhallowed meal 

both the starving men ate that day, haunted 

by a terrible sense of doing an unhallowed 

thing to which death was almost preferable. 

It is no fitting place hero to describe how 

each day this horror grew less, or how at ■
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last, at the yeiy time that anotHer victim 

seemed inevitable, two or three natives 

appeared, and procured them a meal by 

collecting a pecnliar sort of hnge fat grnb 

from hollows in the fkllen gum-trees. A 

day or two after this my informant's friend 

died of eating some poisonous sort of fish 

he had caught and cooked against the 

advice of the natives, and gaunt and worn, 

the sole survivor, my cannibal companion 

reached at last, after many sufferings and 

dangrers, a native settlement^ and was 

saved. ■

It needs little to prove our arg^ument that 

debased animal natures, unaccustomed, 

and, after a time, unable to restrain any 

anii^ ciavings ^nder severe privations, 

soon sink into cannibalism. An example. 

The colony of Hobart Town was es^b- 

lished in 1803. In 1814, gangs of bush- 

rangers began to appear. In five years 

1822-7, more than one hundred and twenty 

prisoners escaped from the chain-gangs at 

Fort Macquarie and turned bush-rangers. 

With few exceptions, the whole of these 

were either hung, shot by soldiers, starved 

to death, or were killed and eaten by their 

comrades. In the year 1822, six convicts 

escaped from Macquarie: after ten days' 

bonier two oH^e men. named Pie^e 

and Greenhill, agreed to kill a third, named 

Dalton, and eat him, which was done. 

A few days after, Greenhill butchered 

another man named Bodenham, and he 

too was eaten. The next sufferer, John 

Mather, was allowed half an hour to pray, 

and then underwent the same terrible fate. 

After this two men returned to Port Mac- 

quarie, surrendered themselves, and in a 

few days died of exhaustion. Three only 

were left in the bush ; Travers, the weakest, 

was soon killed, and the survivors dried ■

?art of the flesh and took it with them, 
hey had now reached a beautiful country, 

abo^ding with kangaroo and emu. but 

they had no strength to catch them. The 

two cannibals dragged on glaring at each 

other, waiting for an opportunity to strike. 

Pierce, remembering that a dead comrade 

had said of the monster Greenhill, " that 

he would kill his own father rather than 

fast a day," was afraid to sleep or even take 

a step in advance of him. He kept the 

sohtary axe under his head at night and on 

his shoulder all day. At last Greenhill fell, 

either by accident or fatigue, and Pierce, 

instantly springing on him, struck him dead, 

and after making a meal travelled on, carry- 

ing with him the thigh and arm of his late 

associate for future use. Pierce afterwards ■

committed other robberies and murders, 

but was ultimately captured and hung. ■

There is no question that at a certain 

point of starvation there arises the horrible 

craving for cannibalism. Some brave and 

staunch men resist the dreadful tempta- 

tion and die (by preference) voluntarily of 

hunger. The majority, the weaker natures, 

succumb. This contrast is strikingly shown 

in the story of the wreck of the Medusa, 

when, it will be remembered, that the offi- 

cers w6re the slowest to yield to cannibaU 

ism, and the first to relinquish it. As 

anger boils over into murder, as avarice 

often corrupts into theft, so starvation 

among healthy and vigorous men has a 

tendency to resort to cannibalism. In 

New Zealand the detestable practice seems 

to have originate^ in a revengeful gra- 

tification of a conqueror's hatred, but still 

more in the utter want of flesh food and 

the absence of all living animals, till the 

English brought that savoury food, the ■

pig- ■

The steps by which men, in the impiety ■

of their despair, driven half mad by starva- 

tion, sink into this last resource of suffer- 

ing humanity, are depicted with astonish- 

' ing simple force and naive exactitude in 

the following narrative of the miraculous 

deliverance of Captain David Harrison, of 

the sloop Peggy. This unfortunate vessel — 

a poor rickety, single-decked craft — sailed 

from New York on the 28th of August, 

1765, with a cargo of lumber, staves, bees- 

wax, flsh, (fee, for the Azores, and arrived safe 

at Fayal on the 5th of the following Octo- 

ber. At FayaJ, Captain Harrison, an ener- 

getic God fearing man, received on board a 

cargo of twenty pipes of brandy, seventy- 

three pipes of wine, and one negro slave, 

named Wiltshire, who was sent out from 

New York as an article of merchandise, 

had failed to find a purchaser, and was now 

quietly reshipped for America. On the 

22nd of October, Harrison, having got his 

cargo snugly stowed away, eager to start, 

went ashore for his letters and despatches, 

being apprehensive, in so small a vessel, 

of the dangerous Atlantic seas that rage in 

winter round the coast of America. ■

It was more haste worse speed with a 

vengeance in poor Captain Harrison's case. 

For days after leaving Fayal the wind 

began to rise, and rip went the only stand- 

ing jib on board. Still blowing hard, a few 

days after, away went two parts of the 

foremast main shrouds, and the next day 

the continued nor'-wester carried away two 

fore main shrouds on the starboard side, ■

•r ■
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and BO the good ship tlie Peggy was 

plncked feather by feather. Till the 12th 

of November the weather was raging bad, 

the seas excessively heavy, and the peals 

of thunder almost ceaseless. A lull of one 

day followed, and then it began to blow 

"black December," and harder than ever; 

the sea growing mountains high. Strain- 

ing very hard, but still scudding away, 

the poor Peggy, on the 17th, lost her last 

spare sail, and while lyiug-to, in the same 

terrible gale, the flying-jib blew away. She 

still, however, made some little strnggliug 

way under easy sail till the 1st of Decem- 

ber, when another furious gale attacked 

her, and a dreadful sea broke two of the 

main chain-plates, and shattered and ren- 

dered useless the foresail. The Peggy was 

now, indeed, in evil case ; she had only one 

bit of canvas left; she leaked excessively, 

and Captaui Harrison, finding provisions 

running short, had to limit the crew to two 

pounds of bread a week each, and a quart 

of water and a pint of wine a day. The 

alternative was terrible ; if the vessel was 

saved the food would soon be all gone ; while 

even if the food lasted the vessel would most 

probably soon sink. To add to the miseiy 

and despair of the crew of the Peggy, she 

sighted two vessels during this storm, one 

from Jamaica, bound for London, the other 

from Dublin to New York, but they could 

only speak and pass on. ■

With no hope of escape, the worthy 

captain had long sinoe had to twist the 

screw closer. The daily allowance of pro- 

visions had been lessened, till every crumb 

and shred were exhausted, and there re- 

mained only about two gallons of dirty 

water at the bottom of one cask. The 

men, faint with hunger, and worn out with 

the ceaseless toil at the pumps, became at 

last mutinous, and told the captain boldly 

that as nothing else was left, he must not be 

surprised if they began to broach the wine 

and brandy. They soon, unfortunately, 

plunged into excess, cursed and swore all 

day, and grew deaf to all sense of honour 

or duty. The honest captain, however, 

supported by higher feeling, lived " as much 

as possible" on the dregs of the water-cask, 

and to that self-denial he owed the fact of 

surviving the ghastly complication of cala- 

mities that followed. ■

After long hopeless days of tossing at the 

mercy of winds and waves, the crew of 

the Peggy, to their extravagant joy, on the 

morning of the 25th of December, saw a 

sail to leeward. They all crowded upon 

deck, and instantly hung out a proper signal ■

of distress, and about eleven a.m. got near 

enough to speak and to inform the vessel 

of their plight, and to obtain a welcome 

assurance of relief. Their petition was a 

very humble one, only a little bread — all 

indeed, as the stranger captain assured them, 

he could spare them, as his own stock was 

running very low. They must wait, how- 

ever, he added, till twelve, when he had 

to make an observation. Believed by this 

momentary gleam of hope, Captain Harri- 

son, not only emaciated with fatigue and 

fasting, but labouring under three painful 

diseases, a severe flux, impaired sight, and 

acute rheumatism in the right knee, went 

down to his cabin for half an hour's resto- 

rative sleep. He had not been many 

minutes there, however, before the sailors 

came running down in unutterable despair, 

informing him in scarcely intelligible words 

that the vessel was making from them as fast 

as she could, and that they were now left 

to inevitable destruction. When Harrison 

crawled upon deck, he found, to his in- 

expressible grief, that their statement was 

only too true. The selfish captain had 

taken the reef out of his topsails and main- 

sail, and in less than five hours, with a free 

breeze in his &,vour, was entirely out sight. 

As long as the cruel vessel remained even 

as large as a fly against the horizon, the 

Peggy's crew hung about the shrouds, or 

ran in a perfect frenzy from one past of 

the ship to the other to collect signals of 

distress. They pierced the air with their 

cries, which increased as the ship grew 

smaller and smaller, and strained their 

very eyeballs to keep her in sight, in a 

despairing hope that some sudden impulse 

of pity might yet induce the captain to 

turn and stretch out a blessed hand of 

relief. What renders this man's conduct 

more detestable was the fact that Captain 

Harrison had promised if he would take 

his crew from the doomed vessel not to 

accept a single morsel of his provisions. ■

" My people," says Captain Harrison, 

"being thus unhappily cut off from all 

assistance, where they were so fully per- 

suaded of meeting with an instant relief, 

became now as much dejected with their 

disappointment as they grew formerly trans- 

ported with their joy. A desperate kind 

of gloom sat upon every face, which seemed 

regardless of the horror that was continu- 

ally expected to burst upon our heads, at 

the same time that it indicated a determi- 

nation to put off the fatal moment to the 

utmost verge of possibility. Actuated, 

therefore, by a resolution of holding out as ■

^ ■
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long as we were able, we inajmed our thoughts 

npon a pair of pigeons and a cat, which we 

had not yet destroyed, and which were the 

only living aniznals on board besides onr- 

selves. The pigeons we killed for our 

Qiristmaa dimier, and the day following 

made away with our cat^ casting lots for 

the several parts of the poor creature, as 

there were no less than nine of us to par- 

take of the repast. The head fell to my 

share, and in all my days I never feasted 

on anything which appeared so delicious 

to my appetite — ^the piercing sharpness of 

necessity had entirely conquered my aver- 

sion to such food, axid the rage of an in- 

credible hunger rendered that an exquisite 

regale whidb, on any other occasion, I must 

have loathed with the most insuperable 

disgnst. After the cat was entirely con- 

sumed, my people began to scrape the bar- 

nacles &om the ship's bottom; but the 

relief afforded from ^s expedient was ez- 

ivemely trivial, as the waves had beaten 

off the greatesi nnmber that were above 

water, and the men were, infinitely too 

weak to hang over the ship's side to gather 

them ; their continued intoxication seemed, 

however, in. some measure to keep up their 

spirits, though it hastened the destruction 

of their health, and every dawn of reflec- 

tion was carried off in a storm of blasphemy 

and execration." ■

Luckily for the brave captain, he had 

taken such an utter aversion to wine from 

the constant steam of the liquors the 

sailors were all day heating in the steerage, 

that he subsisted entirely on the refuse 

water in the dirty casks, drinking half a 

pint of it, with a few drops of Turlington's 

balsam in it for a flavour, every four-and« 

twenty hours. Li this nuserablo situation 

he would have patiently waited for the 

wave that was to sweep him into eternity, 

had it not been for the sustaining thought 

of his wife and young children, who were, 

perhaps, at that very moment praying for 

his return. ■

]y£atters just then, indeed, appeared hop&» 

less even to the youngest, healthiest, and 

most sanguine. Harrison was powerless 

w>h sickness, the men were either too ex- 

hsosted or too drunk to keep steady at the 

pumps, it blew harder than ever, and the 

last sail had just been torn away by a fresh 

nor'-wester. The vessel was now a mere 

onguidable wreck, and, worst of all, there 

was not a single inch of candle left to cheer 

the long dark winter nights. It seemed 

impossible that any new misfortune could 

render their condition more deplorable, and ■

even Captain Harrison now abandoned aH 

hope. Unable to hold a pen, he from 

henceforth ceased to even attempt to keep 

log or journal, but from time to time 

made some brief memoranda with chalk 

on the cabin panels. The climax of these 

horrors was fast approaching. Their last 

morsel of meat had been the cat of the 

26th of December. ■

"On the 13th of January following," 

says the captain, " being still tossed about 

at the discretion of the sea and wind, my 

mate came to me in the cabin, half drunk; 

indeed, but with looks so full of horror as 

partly indicated the nature of their dread- 

ful purpose, and informed me ' that they 

could hold out no longer, that their tobacco 

was entirely exhausted^ that they had eaten 

up all the leather belongp'ng to the pumps, 

and even tho buttons off their jackets, that 

now they had no chance in nature but to 

cast lots, and to sacrifice one of themselves 

for the preservation of the rest/ They 

therefinre es^ected my concurrence in the 

measure, and desired me to favour them 

with an immediate determination. Per- 

ceiving them in liquor, I endeavoured to 

soothe them firom their purpose as well as 

I could, begged that they would retire to 

rest, and that in case Providence did not 

interpose in their favour by the next morn- 

ing, we would consult further on the sub- 

ject. Listead of regarding my request, 

however, they swore, with a determined 

burst of execration, that what was to be 

done must be done immediately, and that 

it was indifferent to them whether I ac- 

quiesced or not, for, although they had 

been so kind as to acquaint me with their 

resolution, they would oblige me to take 

my chance as well as another man, since 

the general misfortune had levelled all dis- 

tinction of persons." ■

Captain Harrison, who had long expected 

some act of violence, had daily kept his 

pistols loaded by him for fear oi surprise ; 

but too weak to resist by force, and find- 

ing the sailors deaf to all remonstrances, he 

merely told them that he would on no 

account either sanction the death of any 

one of them, nor partake of the horrible 

repast They replied roughly that they 

did not want his consent, and as to eating 

or not eating he could just do as he liked. 

They returned to the steerage to cast lots, 

and in a few minutes returned to say that 

they had each taken a chance for their lives, 

but that tho lot had fallen on the negro. 

The short time -that they were absent, 

and the privacy of the lottery, infused ■

^ ■
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strong suspicions into the captain's mind 

that the poor black had not had fair play, 

bnt on farther reflection he only wondered 

that they had even given him the appear- 

ance of a chance. ■

'*The miserable black," says Captain 

Harrison, " well knowing his fate was at 

hand, and seeing one of die follows loading 

a pistol to despatch him, ran to me, begging 

I wonld endeavour to save his life. Un- 

fortunately for him I was totallv without 

power. They therefore dragged him into 

the steerage, where in less than two minutes 

they shot him through the head. They 

suffered him to lie but a very little time 

before they ripped him open, intending to 

fry part of him for supper, there being a 

large fire made ready for the purpose. But 

one of the foremast-men, whose name was 

John Campbell, being ravenously impatient 

for food, tore the flesh, and devoured it raw 

as it was, notwithstanding the fire at his 

hand, where it could be immediately 

dressed. The unhappy man paid dear for 

such an extravagant impatience, for in 

three days after he died raving mad, and 

was, the morning of his death, thrown 

overboard, the survivors, greatly as they 

wished to preserve his body, being fearful 

of sharing his fate, if they ventured to 

make as free with him as with the unfor- 

tunate negro. But to return. The black 

afibrding my people a luxurious banquet, 

they were busy the principal part of the 

night in feasting on him, and did not 

retire to rest till two in the morning. 

About eight o'clock the next day, the mate 

came to ask my orders, relative to pickling 

the body, an instance of brutality which 

shocked me so much, that I grasped a pistol, 

and mustering all the strength I was master 

of, I swore, unless he instantly quitted the 

cabin, I would send him after the negro. 

Seeing me determined, he withdrew, but 

muttered, as he went out, that the provision 

should be taken care of without my advice, 

and that he was sorry he had applied to 

me, since I was no longer considered as 

master of the ship. Accordingly he called 

a council, where it was unanimously agreed 

to cut the body into small pieces, and to 

pickle it, after chopping off the head and 

fingers, which they threw overboard by 

common consent. ■

" Three or four days after, as they were 

stewing and frying some steaks, as they 

called the slices which they cut from the 

poor negro (for they stewed these slices 

first in wine and afterwards either fried or 

broiled them) I could hear them say, ' Damn | ■

him, though he would not consent to our 

having any meat, let us give him some,' 

and immediately one of them came into the 

cabin, and offered me a steak. I refused 

the tender with indignation, and desired 

the person who brought it, at his "peril to 

make the offer a second time. In fact, the 

constant expectation of death, joined to the 

miserable state to which I was reduced, 

through sickness and fatigue, to say nothing 

of my horror at the food with which I was 

presented, entirely took away my desire of 

eating. Add also to this, that the stench 

of their stewing and frying threw me into 

an absolute fever, and that this fever was 

aggravated by a strong scurvy and a vio- 

lent swelling in my leg^. Sinking under 

such an accumulated load of afflictions, 

and being, moreover, fearful, if I closed my 

eyes, that they would surprise and murder 

me for their next supply, it is no wonder 

that I lost all relish for sustenance." ■

Notwithstanding the drunkenness of the 

men, they husbanded the negro's carcass 

with the greatest economy, setting them- 

selves on the strictest allowance. But when 

it was nearly expended, Harrison could 

constantly hear the sailors talking among 

themselves about the necessity of killing 

him next rather than cast lots among them- 

selves. The captain had slept little before ; 

now, as one may easily imagine, he slept 

less; and as the negro's flesh decreased 

day by day, his apprehensions grew more 

unbearable. Every meal of this seemed to 

him a fresh step towards his destruction. ■

So matters went on miserably enough 

till the 28th or 29th of January, when the 

drunken mate again entered the cabin at 

the head of the six sailors, and told him 

how the negro had been entirely eaten up 

some days back, and that as no vessel had 

appeared to give them even a glimmer of 

hope, it was necessary to cast lots again, as 

it was at all events better to die separately 

than all together. ■

" You are now hungry," the men said, 

" and will take your chance with us, as 

you did before when things looked better." ■

Again the captain warmly urged them 

to desist. He argued that killing the black 

had been of no use, for they were as greedy 

and emaciated as ever. He therefore urged 

them to submit patiently to the dispensa- 

tions of Providence, and offered to pray 

with them for immediate relief or imme- 

diate death. The men sullenly replied that 

when they were hungry was no time to 

cant or pray ; they must have something 

to eat, and if he did not instantly consent ■

•^ ■
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to cast lots they would at once oast lots 

withont him. ■

'* Finding them thns inflexible," writes 

the captain, " and having bnt too mnch 

reason to snspecfc some fonl proceedings 

unless I became a principal agent in the 

affair, I made a shift to rise np in my bed, 

ordered pen, ink, andpaper, and called them 

all into the cabin, lliere were seven of ns 

now left, and the lots were drawn in the 

same manner as the tickets are drawn for 

a lottery at GKiildhall. The lot, indeed, 

did not fall on me, but on one David Flatt, 

a foremast-man, the only man in the ship 

on whom I conld place any reliance. The 

shock of the decision was great, and the 

preparations for execution were dreadful. 

The fire already blazed in the steerage, and 

everything was prepared for sacrificing the 

wretched victim immediately. A profound 

sQence for some time took possession of the 

whole company, and would possibly have 

continued longer had not the unhappy vie* 

tim himself, who appeared quite resigned, 

delivered himself to the following effect: 

^My dear Mends, messmates, and fellow- 

sufferers, all I have to beg of yon is to des- 

patch me as soon as you did the negro, and 

to put me to as little torture as you can.' 

Then, taming to one James Doud (the 

man who shot the negro), ^ It is my desire,' 

says he, ' that yon should shoot me.' Doud 

readily yet reluctantly assented. The un- 

happy victim then begged a small time to 

prepare himself for death; to which his 

companions very cheerfully agreed, and 

even seemed at last unwilling to insist npon 

his forfeited life, as he was greatly respected 

by the whole ship's company. A few 

draughts of wine, however, soon suppressed 

these dawnings of humanity ; nevertheless, 

to show their regard, they consented to let 

him live till eleven the next morning, in 

hopes that the Divine goodness would, in 

the mean time, raise up some other source 

of relief. At the same time they begged 

of me to read prayers, promising to join me 

with the ntmost fervency. I was greatly 

pleased with this notion, and though but 

little able to go through a task of that 

kind, I exerted all my strength, and had 

the satisfaction to observe that they be- 

haved with tolerable decency." ■

As Captain Harrison lay down, faint with 

reading and prostrate with despair, he could 

hear the whole ship's company talking to 

poor Flatt, hoping that Ood would inter- 

pose for him, promising, though they never 

could catch a fish, they would drop some 

hooks over the side at daybreak, to give ■

their old messmate one chance more. Flatty 

however, in spite of this reassurance, grew 

stone deaf about midnight, and delirious 

about four in the morning. The men then 

debated whether it would not be greater 

humanity to despatch him at once, but the 

majority agreeing to spare him, as they had 

promised, till eleven in the next forenoon, 

they all retired to their hammocks, except 

the sentinel, whom they .always kept up to 

watch the fire. ■

About eight the next morning, as Cap- 

tain Harrison was in his cabin pondering 

over the &>te of poor Flatt, who had now 

but three hours to live, two sailors rushed 

down into the cabin, and, without saying a 

word, seized his hands. The captain at ( 

once concluded that the crew, afraid of 

eating the flesh of a madman, had resolved 

on sacrificing him. Disengaging himself, 

therefore, Harrison snatched up his pistols, 

resolved to sell his life as dearly as he could. 

The men at once cried out tnat they had 

seen a sail to the leeward — ^a large vessel, 

and standing in a fair direction. The rest 

of the crew soon after came down, and said 

that there was a sail, but that she seemed 

to be bearing off in quite a contrary course. ■

The captain was at first so overcome 

with joy that he could with difficulty give 

the orders to make signals of distress. The 

men, once more obedient, leaped about, and 

soon after begun to cry out^ '* She nighs 

us! she nighs us! She's standing this 

way I ■

As the ship grew nearer, the sailors tried 

to reassure Flatty but his mind was go^e, 

and he could not understand that his life 

was now safe. They then began to pass 

round the can, till the captain had con- 

vinced them that the ship might refase to 

take them on board if they were found 

drunk. This sobered them, but the mate 

refused to listen to any argument, and 

brutally drank on. ■

"After continuing for a considei*able 

time," says Harrison, "eagerly observing 

the progress of the vessel, and undergoing 

the most tumultuous agitation that could be 

created by so trying a suspense, we had 

at last the happiness to see a boat drop 

astern, and row towards us fully manned, 

with a very vigorous despatch. It was 

now quite a calm, yet the impatience with 

which we expected the arrival of the boat 

was incredible; the numberless disappoint- 

ments we had met in the course of our un* 

fortxmate voyage filled us with an appre- 

hension that some new accident might 

frustrate all our hopes, andplungreus again ■

*?= ■
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into an aggraTGited distress. Life and death 

seemed, indeed, to sit npon every stroke of 

the oar ; and as we still considered onrselves 

tottering on the very verge of eternity, the 

conflict between otir wishes and our fears 

may be easily snpposed by a reader of 

imagination. The boat at length came 

alongside; bat our i^pearance was so 

ghastly that the men rested upon their 

oars, and, with looks of inconceivable as- 

tonishment, demanded what we were. 

Having satisfied them on this point, they 

immediately came on board, and begged 

we would use the utmost expedition in 

quitting our miserable wreck, lest they 

should be overtaken by a gale before they 

were able to recover their ship. At the 

same time, seeing me totally incapable of 

getting into the boat without assistance, 

they provided ropes, by which I was quickly 

let down, and my people followed me— 1 

need not, I believe, observe, with all the 

alacrity they possessed." ■

The drunken mate, almost forgotten, 

came to the gunwale at the last moment, 

astonished at the boat and the strange 

sailors. The sight of Harrison's men, with 

their hollow eyes, shrivelled cheeks, long 

beards, and squalid complexions, made the 

captain absolutely tremble with horror as 

he led Harrison politely down to his cabin, 

thanking God for being made the instru- 

ment of his deliverance. The rescuing ship 

proved to be the Susanna, bound to London 

from Virginia, Thomas Evers, captain. She, 

I too, had had a battle with '^ a hard gale of 

wind," and a heavy sea, that at one fell 

swoop had licked off four hogs, five butts 

of fresh water, fifty fowls, twenty or thirty 

geese and turkeys, and the caboose and 

copper. With seven fresh hands on board, 

and a long series of foul weather, a head 

vnnd, and a leaky vessel, he had to limit the 

crew to two and a half pounds of bread per 

week, and a quart of water and half a pound 

of salt provisions a day to each man. ■

Harrison, that brave Englishman, who 

tells his dreadful story witJi such unaffected 

piety and naave simplicity, was three or 

lour days on board before he felt any in- 

clination to do anything but calmly sleep. 

The fourth day he sipped a little sago, but 

seemed to have lost all sense of taste. The 

next day he took some chicken-broth, and 

began to enjoy food. Soon after this, 

though unable to fsLce the vrind, he could 

crawl on deck, and the air gave him 

strength. A surfeit of roast turkey, how- 

ever, throwing him into a fever, Captain 

Evers, who acted as his kind physician and 

nurse, restricted him in food. Though ■

sadly wanting provisions, the Susanna 

sighted no vessel at all except a Frendi- 

man, from Cape Francis, as badly off as 

themselves. Nevertheless, about the 1st 

or 2nd of March they reait^ied the Land's 

End safely, and took a pilot off Dartmouth, 

who guided the long-tormented idoop into 

the quiet Devonshire harbour, wbere the 

sufferers were treated with generous kind- 

ness. Next day the wretched mate died, and 

his watch and trinkets were sold to pay for 

his funeral. Two others of the saiioiB also 

died. Poor Flatt still eontiimed out of his 

senses. Of the six men rescned, cnly two 

were strong enough to do any duty. ■

On arriving in London on the Istof April, 

1 760, Captain Harrison, who was insured at 

New York, lodged a protest in. order to 

secure an indemnity to his owners. The 

declaration was signed by Robert Shank, 

'^ notary and tabel^on public," and sworn 

to ^ upon the Holy EvangeHst of Almighty 

God," by the captain and a passenger 

of the Susanna, before the Right Hon- 

ourable George Nelson, Esquire, then 

lord mayor. He also published a short 

narrative of his sufferings a^d starva- 

tion for two and forty days, to show the 

"impiety of despair," at Harrison's, "op- 

posite Stationers' Hall, Ludgate-street. La 

the last page, this biave, stead&ist fellow, 

who, like the sailor in Hooraoe, " mox reficit 

rates," says, ** I am now returning to New 

York, in the ship Hope, Captain Benjamin 

Davis, where I shortly trust the goodness 

which I have already experienced at the 

hand of Providence will be crowned by a 

joyful meeting of my wife and £unily." ■

When Lord Byron was taunted with 

having taken his wreck in Don Juan from 

that of the Juno, already given in an early 

number of this series, he told a friend that 

he had drawn it from many suck narratives, 

which he named. Among those which he 

mentioned, the Melancholy Narrative of the 

Distressfrd Voyage and Miraculous De- 

liverance of Captain David Harrison, of 

the American Sloop Peggy, occupieB a very 

prominent place. ■

THE WICKED WOODS OF TOBEREEVIL. ■

BT THB AUTEOIl OP "HISTBB'S HISTORY/* ■

CHAPTE& XXXVU. MAT IS BIDDEN TO AN ESTEB^ ■

TAmiCENT. ■

When morning dawned. Bid went into 

her own little house and stripped the walls 

of the pictures which had lent them such 

splendour, carrying with these her chair, 

table, stool, and basket all to the cave which ■
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held tbe poBsessions of her cherished friends. 

" Sell them wid the rest," she said, " for 

Bid will be Bid the thraveller to the end 

o' her days." It was not without a sigh 

thai the old creatnre thns put out of mind 

her last earthly dream ; bnt so many earthly 

dreams had £Mled from her, that one more 

seemed easy to forget. Slaving emptied 

the cabin, she left the door standing open, 

so that Simon, or the winds, or the foxes 

might take possession when they pleased. ■

Early in the day Bimon arrived with 

some stont rnffians ready for any mischief. 

It was a vfery great labour for the old man 

to climb the hills, bnt his duty was before 

him, and he accomplished it. He did not 

find much trouble in doing the work after 

all, and he perceived with bitter regret that 

he could have easily done it ak>ue with- 

out the expense of assistants. The people 

walked out quietly with their bundles in 

their hands, haVing abeady suffered the 

worst of the evil that had been thrust upon 

them. They had wept out the blaze of 

their hearthstones ; they had broken their 

household gods with their own hands ; 

there was only now to pass for the last time 

across the familiar threshold. In one house 

indeed there was found a little difficulty ; for 

Simon on pushing into it came face to face 

with a corpse ; the body of the poor con- 

sumptive girl, who had died of fear in her 

mother's arms. Simon retreated in horror 

before the sight of death ; and this house 

was left in peace. ■

The woman who could not move was 

Hfled, bed and all, and placed on the hill. 

Later, friends took her on their shoulders 

and carried her down the mountain to Miss 

Martha's bam, where a snug little chamber 

had been cleared for her in the straw. 

Her eldest daughter stayed by to take care 

of her, and the other children were settled 

among the farmers in the neighbourhood by 

May, who was now moving about. So this 

family was disposed of till the father, who 

was in England, could contrive to find 

money enough to bring them across the 

sea. ■

Miss Martha gave a lodging to many 

other tired souls that night. In the dusk 

of the summer evening the partings took 

place. There was wild wringing of hands 

and weeping and embracing, for friends 

gathered from many parts to say good-bye 

to the wanderers. The band of sad tra- 

vellers passed away down the road and dis- 

appear^ like the shadows in a dream. 

They sang a wild " keen" in chorus as they 

went, and the shrill note of sorrow hung 

long and vibrated in the still air. Faintly ■

and more faintly it echoed in the night, the 

mountains replying to it as long as they 

could hear. Then silence and darkness 

settled down upon the moors, and Simon's 

work was done. The shepherds and the 

cattle might come to the mountains when 

they pleased. ■

News had come over the hills of great 

doings at Camlough. It was quite a year 

since there had been anything like an 

entertainment given at that place ; but the 

whispers of debt and diffictdty which had 

been multiplying like cobwebs over Sir 

John's fair fame for hospitality were now 

to be blown away upon the breath of much 

dissipation ; and Camlough was to witness 

scenes such as the hills had never dreamed 

of. Guests were coming from England, 

the castle was filling rapidly, and a series 

of entertainments had been devised. In 

this way were the Archbolds carrying out 

the doctor's prescription. They were pro- 

viding amusement for the heir of Tobe- 

reevil ; and they were bent upon doing it 

well. ■

The first piece of gaiety was to be a fancy 

ball, and guests were invited to it for a 

hundred miles round. It was a rare idea 

of Katherine's to send May an invitation. 

Miss Martha was not invited; nor was 

May asked to stay longer than just while 

the ball lasted. No carriage, no escort, no 

chaperone, no dress ! Katherine smiled as 

she sealed the missive which was meant to 

make May weep. ■

It was a sultry evening towards the end 

of July ; the sun had gone down, but the 

crests of the mountains were still at a 

red heat. Crimson and yellow were still 

throbbing in the air, and the woods looked 

hot and dusty, for the dew had not as yet 

begun to fall. The garden paths were 

baked, the roses hung their heads, and 

May knelt on the ground tying up the rose- 

trees, and gathering their fallen leaves. 

The sky made a wall of flame at the back 

of the Golden Mountain, and May's 

thoughts were beyond the mountain, and 

seemed to scorch themselves in the flame. 

A servant in livery rode up to the gate, 

and Bridget came down the garden with a 

note for her young mistress. ■

May read the note, and as she did so the 

blood rushed to her cheeks and forehead^ 

till her eyes ached with the heat, and re- 

fused to read any more. Then the flush 

ebbed away again, and she walked into the 

house as white as a ghost. ■

" Aunty," she said, " look at this. I am 

going out for a walk." And before Miss 

Martha's spectacles were fairly set on her ■
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nose, May was seyeral perches across the 

heather. ■

Lines of shadow were tracking out the 

hollows of the moor, and there were brazen 

lines beside them. May seemed walking 

all the way through wreaths of fire, but 

she noticed nothing of that, having fire 

within her heart. Castles were bnmed to 

cinders in the sky, crags quivered in flames, 

and were left charred and spectral. The 

fires were vanquished at last; twilight 

came, and a veil crept over the brazen 

brow of the woods. Fevered nature drank 

the dew, and slept. It was quite dark 

when May came in from her walk. The 

fires then were also quenched in her heart ; 

but a daring thought had been moulded 

into purpose while they burned. ■

In the morning she had written a note, 

and burned another before her aunt ap- 

peared. • ■

" I thank you, Katherine Archbold, for 

giving me an idea," she said, solemnly, as 

she tore the pretty letter, and burned it in 

little pieces. ■

"A wilful piece of impertinence," said 

Miss Martha, entering the room as May 

held the last fragment to her taper. " So 

plain that they did not want you when they 

never mentioned me. They might safely 

have paid the compliment, not fearing we 

should go. So plain that they did not 

want you." ■

" Very plain, indeed, Aunty. I shall take 

them by surprise." ■

** My dear," said Miss Martha, faintly, 

" what did you intend to say ?" ■

'* That I have accepted ^e invitation," 

said May. '* And I mean to go." ■

Miss Martha dropped her hand which 

had been raised to grasp the teapot. She 

looked astonished, shocked; then pained 

and angry. For some moments she was 

speechless. ■

"My love,*' she said at last, "you are 

surely not yourself. You do not know 

what you are saying. You " ■

" Do not say a word till you hear my 

plan," said May, quickly. " If I fail, you 

may talk to me in any way you please, or 

you may scold me if t succeed ; but you 

must not hold me back ; for. Aunty, this is 

the enterprise of my life." ■

"Tell me what you mean," said Miss 

Martha, with the air of a person whose 

mind is made up to the worst. Then May 

unfolded her plan, and her aunt, with many 

misgivings, was obliged to allow her to put 

it in practice. ■

May, having got her will, began to ■

follow it in curious fashion. She had first 

to consider about a costume in which she 

could appear at a fancy ball, and went 

about her duties with her mind set on 

queens and heroines, and especially on their 

wardrobes. She visited all Miss Martha's 

ancient stores, lumber-rooms, and closets, 

deep drawers, and seldom*opened chests, 

looking for possible treasures of colour and 

material, and hoping for an inspiration as 

she went along. There was little to be 

found that could sxdt her purpose till Misa 

Martha at last produced, a little reluctantly, 

some yards of carefally saved light-blue 

tabinet which had been part of her own 

mother's wedding finery; and upon this 

May seized at once with greedy hands. ■

" GKve it to me," she said, earnestly ; 

" indeed it could not be used for a more 

sacred purpose." ■

This fragment of the past, some old 

black velvet, and some clear-starched mus- 

lin, were the best that they could find to 

suit her purpose. A pair of long gold ear- 

rings, with a gold cross to match, presented 

to Miss Martha while she lived in Nor- 

mandy, decided May as to the costume 

which she must assume. She must make 

the best attempt she could at the dress of a 

Norman peasant. Miss Martha gave help 

in designing the apparel ; and by the aid 

of her aimt's memory, and the suggestions 

of an old water-colour drawing done in 

Miss Martha's govemessing days. May cut 

out the garments, and set to work. When 

Bid arrived from the mountain she was 

told that the young lady wanted her, and 

was taken into her chamber, where Miss 

May was stitching busily, and with plenty 

to say to Bid. ■

In one of Miss Martha's outhouses there 

stood an odd little vehicle which had been 

much used in its time, intended to be 

drawn by a mule, and called a waggon. It 

was covered with close curtains of a dark 

green stuff, and had a seat running round 

the interior supplied with hard green 

cushions. The floor was matfced, and 

many people have travelled in a less com- 

fortable equipage. On the night of the 

fi^te at Gamlough this waggon stood in 

waiting under the thickset hedge at the 

lower end of the garden at Monasterlea, 

having found a hiding-place, since its driver 

wished to escape all observation from the 

road. There were many strollers abroad 

on this particular night who watched for a 

glimpse of the carriages that had been i*oll- 

ing past all the evening. It was now getting 

kite, and the carriages had ceased appear- ■
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ing. They had a long way to drive after 

they had passed by Monasterlea. ■

May had been tired that day, and had 

gone to bed early. Bridget had brought 

her some tea, and Miss Martha had given 

orders that she was not to be distnrbed 

again that night. So the servants had 

gone to bed, and the place was very quiet, 

though about eight o'clock a young Nor- 

man peasant was standing in May's chamber 

tmng, with shaking hands, to fix Miss 

Martha's long gold ear-rings into her ears. 

Her short blue quilted petticoat and bodice 

of black velvet, her shoes, white muslins, 

and ornaments were complete. Her hair 

was rolled away tightly under the tall white 

cap, her cheeks glowing with excitement, 

her eye flashing &om place to place to see 

that nothing was forgotten. May had a 

trying time before her, and she was not 

going to turn coward, but rather to strain 

every nerve for the accomplishment of her 

enterprise. Now she was all ready, missal 

and beads in one hand, and a small black 

mask in the other. Miss Martha wrapped 

her closely in a long black cloak, and 

lastly embraced her ; and the old lady was 

trembling like a thorn-bush on a windy 

day. ■

"My darling!" she said, "give it up 

even now. If anything were to happen to 

you !" ■

" Now, Auniy, who are yon going to send 

to do me harm ?" ■

"If only the servants were to find it 

out — how humiliating that Would be." ■

"But yon know the servants are not 

going to find it out. If there were any 

chance of this, I'd have done it before them 

all. We don't want it talked about, and 

that is the whole thing." ■

" Well, the day is past when I was mis- 

tress : you are your own mistress now. Go, 

in God's name, and maj he hold you in 

his keeping." ■

A few minutes afterwards, May was 

seated close by Bid in the little waggon. 

Mrs. Kearney's eldest gossoon had taken 

the management of the mule ; he touched 

her with his whip, and May's adventnre 

began. ■

It was a hot, still night, and very dark, 

but the mule and the gossoon knew the 

road on the Golden Mountain. May kept 

hack her curtains, except when the sound 

of coming wheels warned her of other 

travellers on the road. The world seemed 

a mass of ragged and confused shadows, 

with here and there a startled light flash- 

ing out of a hollow. The stars blinked ■

drowsily on the edge of the sombre moun- 

tains, as if they could scarcely keep their 

eyes open in the heat. The air was filled 

with the rich scent of hay, the sweets of 

many flowers, and of the dew-laden thyme 

and heath. The journey seemed to May 

like the whole length of a day and night ; 

and yet the mule did her work bravely. 

When the travellers caught sight of Cam- 

lough, it was just one o'clock in the 

morning. ■

Below them in the hollow lay a fairy 

scene. The illuminated castle stood like 

a castle of light in the slope of the dark 

valley; and tents lay spread beneath it, 

which seemed also made of light. Many- 

coloured fires encircled the inner rows of 

the trees, and the foam-curves of the sea 

just glinted through the distance in the 

gleam of the late-rising moon. The wag- 

gon pulled up in the shelter of a little 

by-road which led off Sir John's great 

mountain-road, just above the gates which 

separated that great road from the drive 

to the castle. The mule was tied to a tree 

which hid the waggon, and the gossoon lay 

down beside him to doze in the grass ; for 

Bid and May had left him, and disappeared 

behind the brae. ■

They threaded their way very cautiously 

at first through bushes and ferns, by little 

tangled paths that wandered down to the 

level lawns and gardens, pausing, at last, 

in one of those long beech-alleys which 

spread their mazes over part of the 

grounds. To-night these alleys were 

Hghted with colonred lamps, and here and 

there a gaily-dressed pair enjoyed their 

privacy, sauntering together apart from 

the crowd upon the lawns. ■

"Now, God A'mighty purtect ye, honey!** 

said Bid, in a fi-ightened whisper, as she 

removed May's dark wrappings, and be- 

held her standing trembling in her strange 

attire, and about to be left alone. "Ye'll 

know yer way back to the boreen, avour- 

neen. I'll wait for ye there, for 'fraid we 

might miss other." ■

May nodded, and bent back the branch 

of a tree with both her hands, and the 

next moment she found herself in the 

crowd. ■

For the first few moments she felt sick 

with fear, but she had not come there with- 

out first assuring herself that she had 

courage for the adventure. The privacy 

which was insnred to her by the wearing 

of the mask, gave her a certain amount of 

confidence, and she kept where the crowd 

was thickest, so that she might not be ob- ■
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served to be alone. A lady or gentleman 

near her might be presnmed to be her pro- 

tector by any one who took a thought npon 

the subject ; and she felt that she must be 

safe while she kept her presence of mind. ■

It was a cnrions sight even to eyes that 

were accnstomed to festive scenes. If May 

had ever been " out " in the world, even in 

the mildest sense of the word, had ever 

danced at a ball or mixed in any gay crowd, 

the present experience might not have 

been so wonderful to her ; but after a life 

^>ent in soh'tudes, it was not unnatural 

that a scene like the present should take 

away her breath. After a time she oon- 

troded her wonder, and drifted along with 

the crowd, becoming a part of the pageant, 

which seemed to grow £Euniliar to her, as 

if in some other life she had shared in it 

before. She had made acquaintance with 

such a picture between the leaves of some 

old romance, and presently she became 

aware of this truth, which gave a fantastic 

unreality to all that she heard and saw. 

This very unreality was an assistance to 

her enterprise, for she could not feel greatly 

frightened at people who only seemed part 

of a dream. She was half carried along 

by the crowd, her eyes not daaaled bi2 

chaimed by the subdued colour and glitter 

of the figures moving along with and around 

her, her ears not troubled by noise, but 

soothed with happy murmurs and si^tened 

music. The large tents on the lawn were 

filled with flowers, and refreshment tables 

were spread in them, and people sat among 

the fiowers, or came in and 6ut at will. A 

band was playing somewhere, and there 

was dancing on the lawn; yet from the 

sounds that came from the castle, and by 

the flashing of brilliant figures past the 

open windows, one could see that this out- 

door entertainment was only the lesser 

portion of a cxuiously splendid whole. ■

As the crowd shifted about May attached 

herself first to one g^up and then to an- 

other, and in this manner made her way 

half across the lawn. She scanned anxiously 

every face that was uncovered, and every 

masculine figure that came within reach of 

her eyes, expecting a change in Paul, yet 

not knowing what appearance the change 

might take. She found herself watching 

the movements of a quadrille, in which 

Earoun Alraschid was dancing with a 

gipsy ; it was a gay fantastic picture, but 

Faul did not make part of it. She peered 

into the last tent, which she had left unin- 

spected ; but there wafl no Paul anywhere 

aa yet to be aeen. ■

What if he were too ill to appear, and 

shut in some upper chamber of the castle. 

The thought was not to be entertained, but 

even in passing through her mind left a 

trail of horror behind it. She battled off 

the idea, and renewed her energies in the 

> search. Might he not have escaped from 

the crowd, and be wandering in some of 

the dim alleys, or even down by the sea ? 

She gazed towards these quiet places, 

but dared not venture near ihem till her 

search in the crowd had been thoroughly 

made. ■

Meanwhile, Paul and Katherine were 

dancing at this moment in the chief draw- 

ing-room of the castle, Katherine having 

kept her hand on Paul's arm ever since 

the first guests had made their appearance. 

May's acceptance of the invitation had 

caused her great amasement, and no Httle 

dread. A hundred times she told herself 

that it was utterly impossible the girl from 

Monasterlea could keep her word, yet had 

all the time a latent conviction that May 

meant what she had said, and an unacknow- 

ledged faith in her power of doing any- 

thing that she had deliberately undertaken. 

And then what diange might be wrought 

in Paul by a sudden meeting with her ? 

Would it bring back his memory all in a 

moment, and with it his love for May and 

dislike of herself? These thoughts were 

not good for Katherine, as she walked 

about with her hand on Flaul's arm, mak- 

ing search through the rooms for May. 

As soon as she espied the unwelcome 

guest she would put Paul into safe keep- 

ing, and go off and dispose of May, for it 

must be the business of the night to keep 

the two apart. So her hand did not leave 

Paul's arm, and people pointed out Miss 

Archbold and her very singular lover. 

Now, while May hesitated outside the 

walls, uncertain whether to enter in at the 

door or peep through the windows, Kathe- 

rine and Paul were dandng in a quadrille. 

Elatherine was dressed like Marie Antoi- 

nette, in a robe of white satin, with her fair 

hair powdered and dressed high above her 

head, and one could hardly look away from 

her, she was so beauti^l. ■

All this excitement had a sing^ar effect 

on Paul. It had certainly driven away his 

stupid placidity, and his eyes had a wild 

briUiance. His moveme^its in the dance 

were quite correct; he did what other 

people did ; yet people watching him closely 

would say the man was out of his wits. 

Katherine watched him closely as they 

danced together ; if he happened to tarn ■
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his head she turned her head also in tlie 

same direction, being not easy in her mind 

while he crossed the floor in the qnadrille. 

She scarcely breathed freely when he 

passed out of the reach of her hand. ■

The reception rooms of the castle led 

one from another, and the windows came 

to the gronnd, and opened like so many 

doors. They were all fltmg wide now, with 

curtains of silk and lace meeting lightly 

within the opening. May passed along 

ontside, looking tfarongh the windows into 

each room as she went ; and she did this 

very cantionsly, for fear of attracting no- 

tice to herself. So at last she cang^t sight 

of Paul ; and Kftfherine in all her ^ory by 

his side. A great blow smote npon her 

heart, and her impnlse was to tnm at once 

and ran away, to leave this false lorer to a 

new love, new friends, and new magnifi- 

cence. Was it not shame for her, May, to 

come here stealthily looking for him ? Let 

her turn, and go home qnickly, and leave 

tiiese happy lovers to their dance. ■

But no ; he was neither false nor happy, 

and she would not move an inch. He 

turned towards her suddenly, and it was 

not Paml's &ce, though the mce of no other 

man. Oh, how had they been dealing with 

him that he had come to look like this ? 

She saw plainly with her eyes the thing 

that Bid had described to her ; Paul, and 

yet not Patd — a man whose mind was 

gone. ■

The dasice over, Katherine took Paul's 

arm again, and moved with him towards 

May's lurking-place. May^s eyes followed 

the pair, and Katherme looked even more 

prowl and determined than usual. Her 

&oe was saying quite frankly that she had 

always had her wsfy, and intended to have 

it always. She conld break a hundred 

hearts to get her wiB. She had now laid 

aside all fear of seeing May's unwelcome 

face; it was past one o'clock; impossible 

that any guest should arrive at so late an 

hour, and she had taken note of every lady 

who had until now presented herself. So 

KathetiHe made up her mind to put this 

dread away from her. The rooms were 

very hot, and she wished for air, and 

stepped out of a window, still holding by 

Paul's arm. May, who was watching her 

moveraents, followed near as they crossed 

the lawn. ■

Katherine sauntered up and down for 

awhile, had some refreshment, spoke to 

everybody, and caused a little sensation 

wherever she went. She made the circuit 

of the whole lawn, while the poor Httle ■

Norman peasant who was following upon 

her footsteps began to feel her heart beat 

wildly, for the moon was already setting, 

and Bigns of approaching dawn were be- 

coming visible in the heavens. True, it 

was still dark, but how long would the 

darkness last ? ■

S[atherine at last seated herself in a 

satisfied way upon a rustic bench under a 

tree; in a moment was surrounded by 

flatterers, and relinquished her hold of 

Paul, who remained standing by her side. 

People did not mind him much, but they 

paid eager court to her ; one fanning her, 

another oflering a smelling-bottle, and all 

expressing conviction that she was in- 

tolerably fatigued. Katherine yielded her- 

self to the flattery and received the homage 

which was precious to her, and in her 

greediness over the feast she forgot her 

vigUance as to her charge. Paul was 

pushed a little here and a little there, and 

by degrees he became separated from her, 

and strayed, overlooked by the crowd, in 

the purposeless way now habitual to him. 

His look of excitement had passed away, 

his head had sunk on his breast, and he 

took no notice whatever of the scenes going 

on around him. May alone watched his 

movements, and after a time had the happi- 

ness of seeing him direct his steps towards 

those dim quiet alleys which had latterly 

become his accustomed haunt. He crept 

under the trees, and was alone in a dark 

walk walled by high hedges of beech. ■

He hesitated, as if uncertain where to 

go, and May's heart died within her as she 

saw that here was the opportunity which 

might never occur again. Would he go 

down towards the sea, or move upward to- 

wards the hills ? While he wavered, the 

hum of merriment came swelling through 

the trees. May expected that at any 

moment figures might run through the 

bushes in search of Paul. Not yet — ^not 

yet; and meanwhile he walked up the 

alley which led to the woody hills. May 

waited then, just a very little longer, till 

the bushes and young trees had hidden him 

from the view of the possible seekers in 

the alley. Then she sprang on lightly and 

was at his side. ■

" Paul, Paul !" she said. ■

He stopped short suddenly. ■

"Who spoke?" ■

She put her hand lightly on his arm. ■

" It is May — it is I. This is my hand. 

Don't you know me ?" ■

It was so dark here that he could not see 

her &*oe ; but her voice was enough for him. ■
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"Know you ?" he cried. " Of course I 

know you. Where have you been so long ? 

— and I have been so wretched." ■

He had got her hand now. ■

"Where are we this moment?" he 

said. " I do not know — I cannot re- 

member. Oh, God ! I cannot remember." ■

" It doesn't matter about remembering," 

said May. " You have not been well, and 

this place is not good for you. I have 

come to fetch you away. You will not 

object to come with me ?" ■

" What is not good for me ?" said Paul. 

" And tell me where I have been. I can- 

not remember anything. My mind is all 

dark." ■

He spoke in a wailing tone, very terrible 

to hear from a man. It shook May's heart, 

but she only said, " Never mind — hold my 

hand, and let us keep close together !" He 

obeyed her readily, and they plunged on 

through heather and furze-bushes, through 

trees and loose stones, up the rugged hills, 

getting every moment higher up into the 

air, and fuvther removed from the castle 

lying glittering in the hollow. May 

humbled, thinking of her light dress, which 

she feared might attract attention, but she 

forgot that the merry-makers were sur- 

rounded by artificial lights, and their eyes 

too bedazzled to be caught by a speck of 

white up on the distant heights. ■

The fugitives pushed on together to- 

wards the rugged part of the hills, climb- 

ing slippery rocks and threading mazes of 

furze. Paul in his helplessness clung to 

the hand that dragged him on. He knew it 

was May's hand, and that May was beside 

him ; her voice had aroused him so far as 

to feel that a great affliction had come 

upon him, that he had quite lost his 

memory and powers of thought ; but every 

idea fled away from him as quickly as it 

was grasped, except that May had long 

been lost to him, and that he had found and 

was trying to hold her. The shimmering 

castle, the fire-wreathed trees, and the 

tents of lights all danced and shifted very 

far below them now as they sped along ; 

looking like sparks in burnt-out ashes when 

the children cry, "Look at the soldiers 

marching !" By-and-bye the clouds broke 

up suddenly, and the sky became of a chill 

and pallid grey. Stones, furze<bushes, and ■

thorn-trees were to be seen peeping out 

from the darkness with an ashen look, as of 

fear upon them. But then May and Paul 

had reached the road and found their 

firiends ready in waiting for them. They 

seated themselves, one at each side of Bid, 

in the vehicle behind the tree ; the curtains 

were closely drawn, the gossoon cracked 

his whip, and Miss Martha's little waggon 

set off on its journey home. ■

The mule trotted well ; yet many a time 

before the journey was over had the waggon 

to get under a hedge, so that fine carriages 

might pass it on their way from the balL 

The midsummer morning grew rosy above 

their heads, birds sang blithely, and the 

peasants wlustled and lilted as they went 

to their work ; but the travellers did not 

enjoy these pleasant signs of life, and would 

sooner it had been dark till home was 

reached. May sat in. the comer of the 

waggon, holding Bid's arm, while Paul 

slept like a child with some straw sup- 

porting his head ; and in his sleep the marks 

of a change Were very visible upon bis 

face. ■

Bid saw them as well as May, but she 

pretended not to think much of them. 

"He'll be Paul Finiston yet," she said, 

"in spite o' the devil." ■

It was about twelve o'clock in the day 

when the waggon was guided into another 

by-road, and Paul and May got out to 

walk to Monasterlea, which was only a 

mile away. May had stifled her heartache, 

and talked her old merry clatter as they 

strolled along through the daisies. Paul 

heard her with delight^ and held her hand 

fast on his arm; but he did not know 

where they had come from; nor did he 

remember anything that had happened. 

Miss Martha saw them approaching ; and 

so also did Nanny, who was getting vege* 

tables in the kitchen garden. ■

"Musha, thin," said Nanny, returning 

to the house, " what for did you tell me 

Miss May was in her bed ? She's comin' 

down the road wid Misther Paul ; an' the 

hood o' her cloak turned over her head." ■

" Well !" said Bridget, " I could W 

sworn she didn't lave her room to-day. 

An' so she met wid Misther Paul. God 

sees it's nearly time he took a thought o' 

comin' back to us !" ■
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The second floor front have come in, 

Bea," said Mrs. Hogg, of 19a, Foland- 

etreet, aa she opened tbe door to her hos- 

band on a wet and niady aotmuiial even- 

ing; "she have come and brought her 

'"ggsge— a green carpet-bag with a poll- 

parrot worked on it, and a foreign-looking 

bandbox tied np in a handkerchief — she's 

French, Ben, that's what she ia !" ■

" Is she," eaid Mr. Hogg, shortly ; " well, 

I'm hungry, that's what I am, bo get me 

my tea." He had had a long and dirty 

wftUc home from the West India Docks, ■

e he waa employed as a warehonse- 

man, and chattering in a windy passage 

abont his wife's lodger acarcely seemed to 

him the most deaJrabie way of employing 
his first moments at home. ■

,t after despatching two large break- 

fast-CQpa of tea, and several rounds of hot 

salt buttered toast, &om which the crost 

had been corefnlly cnt away, Mr. Mogg was 

eomewhat mollified, and wiping his mouth 

ftnd fingers on tiie dirty table-cloth, felt 
himself in cue to resume the conversation. 

"Oh, the nevr second floor has come, 

llartha, has she F" he commenced, " and 

she's French yon think ; well," continued 

Mr. Mogg, who was naturally rather slow 

m bringing his ideas into focns, " Dickson 

ma; or may not be a French name ; that it' 

an English one we all know, but that's n 
KHBOD that it should not be a French one 

too, there being, as is well known, several 
words which are the same ia both lan- 

guagea." ■

She wrote down P. Dickson when she 

came to take the rooms this morning, 

and I Bee P. D. worked on her portmonnaie 

when she took it out to pay the first week's 

rent in advance," said Mrs, ^ogg. ■

Then it's clear enough her name is 

Dickson," said Mr. Mogg, with a singular 

facility of reasoning. " What should you 

say she was now, Martha — you're good at 

rescuing 'em up, yoa are — what is the 

second floor fron^ should you say ?" ■

"Either ft gov'ness or a lady's-maid ont 

of place," said Mrs. Mogg, decisively. " I 

thought she was a gov'ness nutil I see the 

sovereigns in her portmonnaie, and then 

made np my mind she was a lady's-maid as 

had given up her place either through a 

death or the fiunily going abroad, or giving 

np housekeeping, and these were the 

sovereigna which she had just got &om 

tbe wardrobe-shop for the perquisites and 

etceteras which she had brought away 
with her." ■

" Tou're a clear-headed one, yon are," 

said Mr. Mo^, looking at his wife with 

great delight. " Has she bad anything to 
eat?" ■

" Oh yes," said Mrs. Mogg, giggling 

with some asperity ; " she brought a lettice 
in with her I suppose, for when I went up 

to ask her whetiiBr I Bboold get in any 

little trifle for breakfast, I found her eating 

of it, and dropping some lumps of sugar 
into a tumbler of water." ■

"Well, that's beastly," said Mr. Mogg; 

"these foreigners are disgusting in their 

ways, one always heard; but how did you 
make her understand yoa about break- 
fast ?" ■

" Lor' bless yer, man, she speaks English 

first-iate, so well that when I first see her 

I thought she was a country-woman of 
' mine from Norfolk." ■
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"Well, so long as she pays regularly, 

and don*t stop out late at night, it don't 

matter to us where she oomes frotn," said 

Mr. Mogg, stretching out his arms, and in- 

dulging in a heaHy yawn. " Now, Martha, 

get use my pipe, and when you have cleared 

these things away, come and sit down, and 

let's ha^e a quiet talk about how we are to 

get rid of the German teacher in the back 

attic." ■

The newly-arrived tenajit of the second 

floor, whom these worthies in the kitchen 

were th^os discussing, was walking up and 

down her room in much the same manner 

as she had paced the platform at Lymiag- 

ton, or the Prado at Marseilles. It was 

very lucky that the occupant of the draw- 

iztg-room, a gentleman who taught noble- 

men and senators the art of declamation, 

had not on that evening one of hiB usual 

cLasses, in which budding orators were ac- 

oustomed to deliver Mark Anthony's speech 

over the sofa pillow, transformed for the 

nonce into the dead body of Cesar, and 

where, to enooTirage his pupils, the pro- 

fessor would set forth that his name was 

Nerval, and proceed to bewail the bucolic 

disposition of his parent, or the grinding 

sound of the heels above would have sadly 

interfered with the lesson. It was well 

that Pauline was not interrupted, for the 

demon of rage and jealousy was at work 

within her. The burning shame conse- 

quent on the belief that she had been de- 

ceived, and made a fool of, nearly mad- 

dened her, and as every phase of the deceit 

to which she now imagined she had fallen 

so ready a victim, rose before her nund, 

she clasped her arms above her head and 

g^roaned ak>ud. ■

" To think," she cried, "that I, who had 

known him so long and so intimately, I, 

who had been his companion « in his plot- 

tings and intrigues, who had sat by night 

after night, and day after day, watching 

the patience and skill with wmch he pre- 

pared the pitfalls for others, that I should 

be so blind, so weak, so besotted, as to fall , 

into them myself. Lies from the first, and 

lie upon lie ! A lie to the man Calverley, 

whose agent he pretended he would be, 

a lie to the old man Claxton, who obtained 

the place for him, and sent him the money 

by the pale-faced woman ! Then a lie to 

me ; a cleverer kind of lie ! a lie involving 

some tracasserie, for I am not one to be de- 

ceived in the ordinary manner. To me he 

admitted he intended playing false with the 

others, and now I am reckoned among those 

whom he has hoodwinked and befooled ! ■

*^ The notion that came across me at that 

place ! It must be true ! He never meant 

to come there; lie sent me on a fool's 

errand, and he would never be within 

miles of the spot ! The wbole thing was 

a trick — a well-planned trick finom tiie first, 

well-planned, and so plausible, too. The 

flight to Weymouth, then to Guernsey, 

hours of departure of trains and steamer 

all noted and arranged. What a cunning 

rogue! What a long-headed, pkiisible 

rascal ! Aod the money, the two thousand 

pounds ; many would be deceived by that. 

He thougbt I would argue that if he had 

intended to leave me, he never wonld have 

handed over to me those bank-notes. ■

•* But I know him better ! He is a 

vaurien, swindler, liar ; but, though I sup- 

pose he never loved me in the way that 

other people understand love, I have been 

useful to him, and he has become used to 

me, so uaed that he cannot bear to think of 

me in misery or want. So he gave me the 

money to set his mind at ease, that my re- 

proachful figure should not rise between 

him and his new-found happiness ! Does 

he think tiiat money can compensate me 

for the mental agouy that I shall suffer 

always, that I suffer now ? Does he think 

that it wOl salve my wounded pride ? That 

it will do away with the misery and degra- 

dation I feel? And having been cheated by 

a shallow artifice, will money deprive me of 

my memory, and stop the current of my 

thoughts F Because I shall not starve, can 

money bereave me of my fancies, or keep 

away mental pictures afl will drive me mad 

to contemf^ate ? I can see th^n all now, 

can see him with ber, can hear the very 

phrases he will use, and can imagine his 

manner when he talks of love to her 1 

How short a time it seems since I listened 

to those burning words from the same 

lips ! How well I remember each inci- 

dent in the happy journey from Marseilles, 

the pleasant days at Genoa, the long stay 

at Florence ! Where has he gone now, I 

wonder ? To what haunt of luxury and ease 

has he taken his new toy? Fool that I am 

to remain here dreaming and speculating, 

when I want to know, when I must know ! 

I must, and will find out where they are, 

and then quickness, energy, perseverance 

— ^he has praised them more than once 

when they served him — shall be brought 

into play to work his ruin !" ■

At this point in her train of thought 

Pauline was interrupted by a knock at the 

door of her room. Starting at the sound, 

she raised her head and listened eagerly, ■

'^ ■
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bat whatever fancy she may have indulged 

in as to the idea as to who might be her 

visitor, was speedily dispelled by hearing 

the short snifi' and the apologetic cough 

with which Mrs. Mogg was wont to herald 

her arrival, and being bade to come in, 

that worthy woman made her appearance, 

smiling graciously. It was Mrs. Mogg's 

habit to £11 up such leisure as her own 

normal labour and active superintendence 

of the one domestic slave of the house- 

hold, known as " Melia,** permitted her, 

in paying complimentary calls upon her 

various lodgers, apparently with the view 

of looking afber their comforts and tender- 

ing her services, but really with the inten- 

tion of what she called " taking stock *' of 

their circumstanoes, and making herself 

acquainted with any peculiarities likely, 

in her idea, to affect the question of her 

rent. Having thoroughly discussed the 

possibility of getting rid of the German 

teacher with her husband, and it being 

pleasantly arranged between them that 

that unfortunate linguist was to be decoyed 

into the street at as early a period as pos- 

sible on the ensuing morning, and tnen 

and there locked out, his one miserable 

little portmanteau being detained as an 

hostage, Mrs. Mogg was in excellent 

spirits, and determined to make herself 

agreeable to her new lodger. ■

"Good evenings, ma'am," she commenced, 

'* time being getting late, and this being 

your first night nnoer our humble roo^ I 

took the liberty of looking in to see if 

things was comfortable, or there was any- 

thing in the way of a Child's night-light or 

that, you might require." ■

Almost wearied out with the weight of the 

wretched thoughts over which, for the last 

forty-eight hours, she had been brooding, 

Pauline felt the relief even of this inter- 

ruption, and answered gp^aciously and with 

as much cheerfulness as she could assume. 

"The room was comfortable," she said, 

" and there was nothing she required ; but 

would not madame sit down? bhe seemed 

to be always hard at work, and must be 

tired after climbing those steep stairs. 

Perhaps she would not object to a little 

refreshment ?" ■

Mrs. Mogg's eyes gleamed as from her 

neat hand-bag Pauline produced a small 

silver flask, and pouring some of its con- 

tents into a tumbler, handed the water- 

bottle to her landlady, to mix for herself. ■

"Thank you, ma'am," said Mrs. Mogg, 

seating herself on one of tho two rush- 

bottomed chairs, and smoothing her apron ■

over her lap with both her hands. " It is 

a pull up the stairs after one's been hard 

at it all day, and a little drop of comfort 

like tliis does one no harm, whatever they 

may say against it, more especially when 

it's like this, and not the vitriol and ma- 

hogany shavings which they sell by the 

quartern at the Goldsmith's Arms. You 

didn't bring this from France with you, 

did you, ma'am?" ■

"Oh no," said Pauline, with a half smile. 

" It is a long time since I left Prance." ■

"Ah, so I should think," said Mrs. Mogg, 

" hy your civilised ways of going on, let 

alone your speaking our language so capi- 

tal. Mogg, meaning my husband, was in 

France once, at Boolong, with the Foresters* 

excursion, and thought very high of the 

living he got during the two hours he was 

there." ■

" Ah, you have a husband," said Pauline, 

beginning to lapse into dreariness. ■

" Oh, yes, ma'am, and as good a hus- 

band as woman could wish, a hard-working 

man, and taking no holidays save with the 

Foresters to the Crystal Palace, Easter 

Mondays, and such like. He's in the docks 

is Mogg." ■

" In the docks !" said Pauline ; " he 

would know then all about ships ?" ■

" Oh no, ma'am," said Mrs. Mogg, with 

a slight toss of the head, " that's the Ka- 

therine's Docks you're thinking of^ where 

the General Steam goes from. Mogg is 

in the West Injia Docks : he's in the sale- 

room — horns and hides^ and other foreign 

produce." ■

"Then he has nothing to do with ships?" ■

" Nothing at all, ma'am. It would be 

easier work for him if ho had, though 

more out-door work, but his is terrible 

hard work, more especially on sale days. 

He's regular tired out to-night, poor man, 

for to-day has been a sale day, and Mogg 

was at it from morning till night, attend- 

ing to Mr. Calverley's consignments." ■

" Mr. Calverley !" cried Pauline, roused 

at last. " Do you know him ?" ■

" Oh no, not I, ma'am," said the land- 

lady, "only through hearing of him from 

Mogg. He's one of the largest merchants 

in horns and hides, is Mr. Calverley, and 

there is never a ship-load comes in but he 

takes most of it. Mogg has done business 

for him — leastways for the house, for when 

Mogg knew it first Mr. Calverley was only 

a clerk there— for the last thirty years." ■

" Is Mr. Calverley married ?" ■

"Oh yes, ma'am. He married Mrs. 

Gurwood, which was Miss Lorraine before ■

■
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she married Mr. Gnrwood, who killed liim- 

self with drisk and carryings on. A pious 

lady, Mrs. Galverley, though hanghtjr and 

stand-offish, and, they do say, keeping 

Mr. C.'s nose to ike grindstone close." ■

" And Mr. Galverley, what is he like?" ■

" Not much to look at, ma'am, but the 

kindest and the best of men. My nephew 

Joe is light porter in their house, and the 

way in which Mr. Calverly behaves to him — 

half-holiday here, half a crown there, Christ- 

mas-boxes regular, and cold meat and beer 

whenever he goes up to the house — no 

tongue can tell. Likewise most bountiful 

to Injuns and foreigners of all kinds, 

Spaniards and that like, providing for 

children and orphans, and getting them 

into hospitals, or giving them money to go 

back to their own country." ■

" Where is Mr. Calverley's address — ^his 

business address ; his office I mean ?" ■

'*Li Mincing-lane, in the City, ma'am. It's 

as well known as the Bank of England, or 

the West Injia Docks themselves. May I 

make so bold as to inquire what you want 

with Mr. Calverley, ma'am?" said Mrs. 

Mogg, whose curiosity, stimulated by the 

brandy and water, was fast gettingthe better 

of her discretion; '* if it's anything in the 

horn and hide way," she added, as the notion 

of something to be made on commission 

crossed her mind, "I am sure anything 

that Mogg conl^d do, he would be most 

happy." ■

" No, thank you," said Pauline, coldly ; 

''my inquiry Lad nothing to do with 

business." ■

And shortly after Mrs. Mogg, seeing 

that her lodger had relapsed into thought, 

and had replaced the silver flask in her 

hand-bag, took her departure. ■

"What that Frenchwoman can want 

with Mr. Calverley," said she to her hus- 

band, after she had narrated to him the 

above conversation, "is more than I can 

think; his name came up quite pro- 

miscuous, and she never stopped talking 

about him, while I was there. She'd have 

gone on gossiping till now, but I had my 

work to dp, and told her so, and came 

away." ■

Mrs. Mogg's curiosity was not responded 

to by her husband, a man naturally reticent 

and given in the interval between his 

supper and his bed to silent pipe-smoking. 

" They're a rum lot, foreigners," he said, 

and after that he spoke no more. ■

Meanwhile Pauline, left to herself, at 

once resumed the tiger-like pacing of her 

room. "I must not lose sight," she said. ■

(( ■

of any clue which is likely to serve me. 

Where he is she will be, and nntil I 

have found them both and made them feel 

what it is to attempt to play the fool with 

me — me, Pauline Durham — I shall not rest 

satisfied. I must find means to become 

acquainted with this man Calverley, for 

sooner or later he will hear something of 

Tom Durham, whom he believes to lukve 

gone to Ceylon as his agent, and whose 

non-arrival there will of course be reported 

to him. So long as my husband, and the 

poor puny thing for whom he has deserted 

me, can force money from the old man 

Classon, or Claxton, or whatever his name 

is, they will do so. But in whatever rela- 

tions she may stand to him, when he dis- 

covers her flight he will stop the supplies, 

and I should think Monsieur Durham will 

probably turn up with some cleverly con- 

cocted story to account for his quitting the 

ship. They will learn that by telegraph 

from Gibraltar, I suppose, and he will 

again seek for legitimate employment. 

Meanwhile, I have the satisfaction of strik- 

ing him with his own whip and stabbing 

him with his own dagger, by nsing the 

money which he gave me to help me in 

my endeavours to hunt him down. The 

money 1 It is there safe enough!" ■

As she placed her hand within the 

bosom of her dress, a curious expression, 

first of surprise, then of triumph, swept 

across her iace. "The letter!" she said, 

as she pulled it forth, ** the letter, almost 

as important as the bank-notes themselves, 

Tom Durham called it. It is sealed ! Shall 

I open it ; but for what good ? To find, 

perhaps, a confession that he loves me no 

more, that he has taken this means to end 

our connexion, and that he has given me 

the money to make amends for his betrayal 

of me — ^shall I Bah ! doubtless it is ■

another part of the firaud, and contains 

nothing of any value." ■

She broke the seal as she spoke, opened 

the envelope, and took out its contents, 

a single dieet of paper, on which was 

written: ■

I have duly received the paper you 

sent me, and have placed it intact in 

another envelope, marked, "Akhbar K," 

which I have deposited in the second 

drawer of my iron safe. Besides myself 

no one but my confidential head clerk 

knows even as much as this, and I am glad 

that I declined to receive yonr confidence 

in the matter, as my very ignorance may 

at some future time be of service to you, ■

4= ■
HP ■
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or — don't think me harsh, bnt I have known 

jon k>ng enongh to speak plainly to yon — 

may prevent my being compromised. The 

packet will be given np to no one but yonr- 

self in person, or to some one who can 

describe the indorsement^ as proof that 

they are accredited by you. ■

H. S. ■

This letter Pauline read and re-read 

over carefully, then with a shoulder shrug 

returned it to its envelope, and replaced it 

in her bosom. ■

"Mysterious," she said, ''and unsatis- 

factory, as is everything connected with 

Monsieur Durham ! The paper to which 

this letter refers is of importance, doubtless, 

but what it may contain, and who ' H. S.' 

may be, are equally unkiiown to me, and 

without that information I am helpless to 

make use of it. Let it remain there ! A 

thne raay come when it will be of service. 

Meanwhile I have the two thousand pounds 

to work with, and Monsieur Galverley to 

work upon ; he is the only link which 1 can 

see at present to connect me with my fugi- 

tive husband. Through him is the only 

means I have of obtaining any information 

as to the whereabouts of i£is pair of escaped 

turtle-doves. The clue is slight enough, but 

it may serve in default of a better, and I 

must set my wits to work to make it 

useful." ■

So the night went on, and the Mogg 

household, the proprietors themselves in 

the back kitchen, the circulating librarian 

in the parlours, the Italian nobleman, who 

dealt in cameos and coral, and bric-a-brao 

jeweUery, in the drawing-room, the Belgian 

basso, who smoked such strong tobacco, 

and cleared his throat with such alarming 

Tehemence, in the second floor back, and 

the German teacher in ignorance of his in- 

tended forcible change of domicile in the 

attic, all these slept the sleep of the just, 

and snored the snores of the weary, while 

Pauline, half-undressed, lay upon her bed, 

with eyes indeed half closed, but with her 

brain active and at work. In the middle 

of the night, warned, by the rapid decrease 

of her candle, that in a few minutes she 

would be in darkness, she rose from the 

bed, and taking from her carpet-bag a small 

neat blotting-book, she sat down at the 

table, and in a thin, clear, legible hand, to 

the practised eye eminently suggestive of 

hotel bills, wrote the following letter : ■

19a, Poland-ttreet, Soho. ■

^ MoNsiBXTK, — ^As a Frenchwoman domi- 

•ciled in England, the name of Monsieur Cal- ■

verley has become familiar to me as that of 

a gentleman — ^ah, the true English word ! 

— who is renowned as one of the most con- 

stant and liberal benefactors to all kinds 

of charities for distressed foreigners. 

Do not start, monsieur, do not turn 

aside or put away this letter in the idea 

that you have already arrived exactly at 

its meaning and intention. Naturally 

enough you think that the writer is about 

to throw herself on your mercy, and to 

implore you for money or for admission 

into one of those asylums towards the 

support of which' you do so much. It is 

not so, monsieur, though, were my circum- 

stances different, it is to you I should 

apply, knowing Uiat your ear is never deaf 

to such complaint. I have no want of 

money, though my soul is crushed, and I 

am well and strong in body though my 

heart is wounded and bleeding, calamities 

for which, even in England, Qxere are no 

hospitals nor doctors. Yet, monsieur, am 

I one of that clientele which you have so 

nobly made your own, the foreigners in 

distress. Do you think that the only dis- 

tressed foreigners are the people who want 

to give lessons, or get orders for wine and 

cigars, the poor governesses, the demoiselles 

de magasin, the emigr^ of the Republic 

and the Empire ? No, there is another 

kind of distressed foreigner, the woman 

with a small sum on which she must live 

for the rest of her days, in penury if she 

manages ill, in decent thrift if she manages 

welL Who will guide her ? I am such a 

woman, monsieur. To my own country, 

where I have lost all ties, and where remain 

to me but sad memories, I will not return. 

In this land where, if I have no ties, yet 

have I no sad memories, I will remain. I 

have a small sum of money, on the interest 

of which I must exist, and to you I apply, 

monsieur. You, the merchant prince, the 

patron and bene&ctor of my countrymen, 

to advise in the investment of this poor 

sum, and keep me from the hands of 

charlatans and swindlers who otherwise 

would rob me of it. I await your gracious 

answer. ■

Monsieur, and am ■

Your servant, ■

Palmtbb Du Tebtbe. ■

The next morning Pauline conveyed this 

letter to the office in Mincing-lane, and 

asked to see Mr. Galverley, but on being 

told by a smart clerk that Mr. Galverley 

was out of town, visiting the ironworks 

in the North, and would not be back for ■
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some days, slie left the letter in the clerk's 

hands, and begged for an answer at his 

chiefs convenience. ■

MODERN SCULPTURE. ■

IN TWO PARTS. PART I. ■

Sculpture is one of the few arts in which 

the moderns have not improved upon the 

ancients. More even than that, it is an 

art wliich has necessarily deteriorated for 

political, social, and religions reasons, which 

are inconsistent with snch admiration and 

encouragement as were bestowed npon it 

by the Greeks nnder whom it attained its 

high est perfection . Scnlptnre is essentially 

pagan, mythological, and poetical in its origin 

and progress, and all the masterpieces 

which the world owes to the scnlptors of 

Greece, as well as those, not few in nnm- 

ber, which it owes to the modem professors 

of the art, derive all their bearnty and 

gran denr from these sources. Without these 

elements sculpture* is little better than 

image-nuiking. Li music, poetry, and 

sculpture, the divine idea of creation is 

always latent, otherwise an organ-grinder 

would be considered a mnsician, a verse- 

maker a poet, and a wood-carver a 

sculptor. In modem sculpture the divine 

idea has gradually been lost sight of, and 

threatens, more especially in onr public 

monuments, to be wholly extinguished. 

The mission of music is to inspire joy, hope, 

and adoration, and to express courage, 

love, and a pleasing naelancholy. The 

mission of poetry is to excite the human 

soul to the love of the beautiful and the 

true, to exhibit the soul of goodness that 

may lie in things evil, and to run over the 

whole range of human thought for the 

purposes of its elevation. The mission of 

sculpture is to dignify, to exalt, to ennoble, 

to spiritualise the human body ; that body 

which we are told is made in the image of 

its Creator, and than which nothing more 

beautiful exists on this earth, a body in 

which no improvement can be suggested or 

imagined. ■

Without going back to the first rude 

attempts at sculpture by savage and semi- 

civilised races, we shall find that sculpture 

owes its refinement as well as its origin to 

religion. Its earliest and best efibrts in 

Greece, its home and school, if not its 

cradle, were images of the gods and god- 

desses, personifying the beneficent forces 

of Nature. These images, as grand, as 

sublime, as lovely as the imagination of a 

highly imaginative people could make them. ■

were erected in the temples set apart for^ 

public worship, as well as in the highways 

and market-places, and in the houses of 

the wealthy citizens. Next after the goda 

and goddesses came the heroes and heroines 

of history and tradition, the conquerors, the- 

lawgivers, the sages, whose memory the* 

people delighted to honour, whose statue* 

were erected by a grateful oountiy, to 

excite the emulation c^ the living. In an 

age when gods, goddesses, a2id diemi-god» 

are only recognised in mythology and fic- 

tion, sculpture mnst of neoes^ty live upon 

imitation of its past glories, or accom- 

naodate itself to the fonna and wants of i^ 

new civiHsatioKL ■

So Httle in our time is known of the true^ 

principles of this divine art, that about a. 

hundred yearo ago the great lexioograpliery. 

Doctor Samuel Johnson, defined sculpture- 

as " the art of carving wood and hewing^ 

stone into images." Moat, if not all, of his. 

successors, fallowing in tlbe groove he had 

hollowed out for thexa, adopted hia bald 

and. ernmeous definition without attempt- 

ing an improvement. Doctor Worcester,, 

whose dictionary, imperfect as it is, i& 

about the best which the English languago 

yet possesses, goes into farther details than 

Johnson, and explains sculptore to be '* the* 

art of carving or chiselling in wood, stone,, 

or other materials, or of forming images* 

or statues of visible objects from solid 

substances." If either the first or the^ 

second of these definitions could be accepted 

as correct, it would follow that the mei^ 

who made children's dolls or rocking-borses,. 

and who carved figure-heads for ships, and 

the wooden and painted Highlanders that 

formerly stood at the doors of snuff and 

cigar shops, were sculptors, and that 

Madame Tussaud's wax-work exhibitioii 

is a gallery of sculpture. It is prover- 

bially difficult to define poetry, wit, or 

humour, and other great words that repre- 

sent great ideas, but it ought not to be 

difficult to define sculpture, as the ancients 

understood it. ■

A piece of sculpture, primarily, means 

something that is carved, cut out, or 

chiselled, of solid and enduring material. It 

means in a secondary sense an image, not 

carved, cut, or chiselled, but modelled in a 

plastic material such as waj^ or clay, and 

then cast into bronze or other metal. ■

Sculpture, unlike the kindred art of 

painting, has not an unlimited range. To 

the painter no subject is alien or inadmis- 

sible. M orland is no more prohibited from 

painting a pig, or Sir Edwin Landseer a ■
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horse or a fox, than Sir Thomas Lawrence 

from painting a beautiful woman; and 

whether the painter chooses animate or in- 

animate nature for the display of his art, 

the world is alike pleased with his work if 

it be well ezecnted. To the painter all the 

realms of nature and humanity in all their 

moods are open — the grand, the gracefnl, 

the solemn, tbe ludicrous, the grotesqne. 

He can choose what he wUl, and if he 

prefers to leave hnmanity unrepresented, 

and to confine himself to the lower creation, 

to the landscape, the sea-scape, the garden 

and the forest, it is open to him to court, to 

deserve, and to receive the admiratioin of the 

world. Not so the sculptor. It is his func- 

tion to deal with humanity alone. Under- 

lying the whole scope, purpose, and function 

of ancient and modem sculpture is idiie idea 

of grace, beauty, tenderness, grandeur, and 

sublimity, as represented in the human 

form, oometimes, but only in connexion 

with a hnman action or interest-, the sculp- 

tor is allowed to exerdse his art in the in- 

ferior creation, and to represent the horse, 

the lion, the dog, the antelope, or some 

other animal to whose form or motions 

the idea of grace, beauty, or power is 

attached. In the rudest idolatrous times, 

figures of cows and other animak were set 

up to be worshipped, but when sculpture 

really became an art, no sculptor thought 

of executing a statue of any animal, except 

iu conjunction with some dignified repre- 

sentation of man or woman. Comio, vulgar, 

and ludicrous figures, whether carved in 

stone or wood, or cast in molten metal, do 

not appertain to the sculptor's art. They are 

mere carving and casting, and are the work 

oi the artificer and the mechanic,' and not 

of the artist and poet. ■

Although the ancient Greek sculptors 

sometimes coloured parts of their work, 

it gradually became recognised by the 

greater artists that colour was inadmissible. 

A mere image might be coloured ; but a 

statue depended for its beauty and excel- 

lence upon form alone. Sculpture may, 

therefore, be defined as the art of repre- 

senting by form alone the noblest and 

most beautiful objects that exist upon 

our earth — men, or women — represent- 

ing them without adornment, and in their 

highest aspects and most perfect develop- 

ments — pure, exalted, dignified, idealised, 

ennobled. The nude statue of a beaukifol 

woman representing all the beauties that are 

possible in all women, or the nude statue 

of a man in the prime of his youth fol 

manhood, representing in like manner the ■

strength, the courage, the wisdom, the 

virtue, the perfect harmony of a great soul 

in a noble body, are the most admirable 

works that a sculptor can produce. It is 

true that the ancient sculptors represented 

their deities under these forms of grace and 

beauty, but the fact remains that the forms 

were human, and that the sculptor presented 

to the world in his works the highest ideal 

of what the human form might be under its 

noblest aspects. And it is only because the 

forms are human that they excite our ad- 

miration. Next to these, in grace, dignity, 

and majesty, are the draped or partially 

draped figures of similar men or women, 

single or in groups. All other forms of 

sculpture are inferior to these, for reasons 

that will be exhibited hereafter. ■

Modem sculptors can appeal but imper- 

fectly to the religious sentiment of our day. 

They may give us their ideas in bronze or 

marble of the majesty of Zeus, the divine 

beauty of Apollo, the entrancing loveliness 

of Aphrodite, the martial vigour of Ares, 

the proud, self-sufficient womanhood of 

Juno, and the serene wisdom of Hermes ; 

but these, however beautiful, appeal only 

to classic traditions. They charm the poetic 

instingfc, and gratify the imagination, but 

they cannot touch the heart. The re- 

ligious aids of which advantage can be 

taken by the sculptor in our day are but 

three, either in Protestant or in Roman 

Catholic countries. The first is the Cruci- 

fixion, which, artistically speaking, is not 

one that ministers to the feelings which the 

noblest specimens of the sculptor's genius 

are calculated to inspire ; second, the Virgin 

Mary and the Apostles, which are of neces- 

sity draped forms whenever represented, 

and which would not be tolerated in the 

nude ; and, third, the figures of cherubim 

and seraphim, and the angels generally. 

These last, whether nude or draped, and 

however beautiful on the painter's canvas, 

are, when represented by sculpture, mon- 

strosities. The figures of stately men or 

beautiful women, with wings superadded, 

are doubtless more pleasing to look at than 

dragons, griffins, and other outrages upon 

taste and nature, which we owe to the 

Heralds' Colleges and the barbaric notions 

of our ancestors, but they are not t-o be 

defended upon any principle of beauty, of 

anatomy, of nature, of art, or of reason. 

The lovely proportions of the divine forms 

of the Apollo Belvidere, of Aphrodite Kal- 

lipyge, or of the Venus di Medici, would 

be utterly destroyed were a sculptor to 

affix wing^ to their shoulders. Every ■
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sculptor who moulds the figure of the 

conventional ang^l with the superadded 

pinions forfeits his claim to stand in the 

front rank of his art ;, and must be enrolled 

among the image makers. And not only 

wings, but all additions to the human form 

lire errors in art. The imagination of man 

can devise no improvement on the human 

shape. ■

As throughout Christendom the highest 

order of sculpture, the nude-beautiful and 

the nude-heroic, is no longer under the 

patronage of the State or the Church, the 

inducements held out to sculptors to exer- 

cise their genius in such masterpieces as we 

owe to the great artists of ancient Grreece 

is concentrated within narrow limits. It is 

only the very wealthy who can bestow 

adequate reward on the production of such 

works, and comparatively few even among 

them who possess alike the taste to order, 

and the house-room to lodge with ade- 

quate and appropriate surroundings, such 

triumphs of art. Unable, except in rare 

instances, to indulge his sense of beauty 

by the creation of works of this order, 

the sculptor who would live by the exer- 

cise of his genius, must betskke himself 

to those more remunerative branches of 

his profession which modem civilisation 

now allows. These are three ; first, the de- 

sign and execution of statues sometimes, 

though very rarely, undertaken at the na- 

tiomU cost, and more commonly by public 

or private subscription, to be set up in 

walhallas, pantheons, cathedrals, or in the 

highways, to honour the memory of the great 

and good men illustrious in arms, in science, 

or in literature ; second, the mortuary mo- 

numents erected in churches and burial 

places, by private affection to the memory 

of the departed ; and third, the portrait 

busts of living men and women, who 

desire by themselves, or through the inter- 

vention of their fiiends and admirers, to 

fierpetuate their likenesses in this fashion, 

t cannot be admitted that modem sculp- 

ture, either in the British Isles or the 

European Continent, or in the United 

States, excels in either of these three de- 

partments. The taste of the public at 

home and abroad is low and uneducated, 

and too commonly expects &om the statue 

or the bust that wmch it expects from 

the portrait and the photograph — literal 

truth to nature ; which in poetic sculpture 

(and if sculpture be not poetical it is mere 

image-manuAicturing) is undesirable. ■

In treating seriatim all the branches of 

sculpture, ancient and modem, which we ■

have attempted to classify, we shall com- 

mence with ■

THK KT7DE. ■

Tbe nude is divisible into the nude- 

beautiful and the nude -heroic. The 

modem sculptor, as already stated, ia pro- 

hibited from meddling with either of these 

highest developments of his art, unless he 

goes back to classical antiquity for his 

subjects. There have, however, been some 

beautiful exceptions to this otherwise hard 

and fast rule, and we proceed to enumerate 

them. The graceful statues by E. H. Bailey, 

Eve at the Fountain, a masterpiece of art, 

which ancient sculptors may have equalled, 

but never can have excelled, and Eve 

Listening to the Voice, which would have 

been as much and as deservedly admired 

if it had been given to the world before its 

companion — are the first that suggest them- 

selves to the memory. Here the subject 

has the advantage of being religious, and 

the nudity, pure as the mother of mankind 

in the days of her innocence, when she knew 

no shame, is as appropriate as it is lovely. 

Another example l^ Mr. E. D. Palmer, 

an American sculptor, of Albany, in the 

State of New York, is equally striking. 

The figure represents a nobly formed 

Puritan girl, the daughter of one of the 

'* pilgrim fothers," stripped and tied to 

the stake, preparatory to her cremation 

by the Indians. In this figure innocence, 

modesty, beauty, supplication, and terror 

are inextricably blended, all apparent, but 

not one overmastering the other in the 

oomposiiioD. The whole figure haunts the 

memory of all who are competent to 

criticise it as a joy and a sorrow for ever. 

Here, too, it is the religious element which 

gives dignity to the work, as may be seen 

by comparison witb the well-known statue 

of the Greek Slave by Hiram Powers. 

This last, which was made fieuniliar to the 

British public by the Gkeat Exhibition of 

1851, is nothing more than the image 

of a girl, who might as well, or better, 

have been draped, and does not even 

appeal to the sense of the beautiful, and 

only appeals to it to compel the verdict of 

the on-looker that the beauty is not of the 

highest order, and does not represent that 

of perfect, healthy, and unsurpassable 

womanhood, like Palmer's Puritan Girl, 

or Bailey*s incomparable Eve. ■

The "tome reasoning applies to the use 

of the nude heroic, and forbids the modem 

sculptor to seek his subjects among the 

heroes of modem times, and compels him 

to go back to the myth(^ogical period. The ■
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late Patrick Park modelled in Edinburgh 

a gigantic nndraped statne, eighteen feet 

high, of the great Scottish patriot and hero, 

Sir William Wallace. A friendly critic re- 

monstrated against the nudity. The sculp- 

tor defended it. " Wallace," he said, 

" though he was once a man, has become a 

myth, and as a myth he does not require 

drapery. " The reasoning would have been 

correct if the &ct had been true. Wallace 

is a great historical character and not a 

myth ; but if the sculptor had called him 

Hercules the plea would have been allowed, 

and the nudity would have excited no un- 

favourable comment. In consequence of 

the mistake in which the sculptor persisted, 

he could induce no one to support him in 

the design of erecting it in Scotland. It 

excited the laughter of many, and the 

reprobation of more, until in a gust of 

passionate disappointment he seised a 

hammer and dashed his work to pieces. 

On a smaller scale, and as the representa- 

tive of a personage in Greek mythology, 

the work would have excited univerffid 

admiration. In like manner, the sculptor 

who executed a nude statue of the Great 

Napoleon, which long stood, and per- 

haps still stands, at the foot of the stair- 

case in the Duke of Wellington's London 

residence, committed a grave error. The 

naked portrait of a man who lived so 

recently is an offence not only against the 

prmdples of high art, but against decency, 

as perhaps the great Duke of Wellington 

would have himself admitted, if any sculp- 

tor had been daring enough to model a 

nude statue of Arthur Wellesley. ■

The nude statues executed by the Greek 

Bcnlptors, that have come down to our 

time, are comparatively few in number, but 

are nearly all excellent, and in accordance 

with the purest and highest principles of 

art. There is, however, one, and that per- 

haps the most celebrated, which if critically 

considered, in reference to the great rule 

that nudity to be graceful as well as in- 

offensive must of necessity be pure and 

modesty does not merit all the praise that 

for many centuries has been lavished upon 

it. The statue is known as the Venus di 

Hedici, and is &miliar to most people from 

the many casts which have been made of 

it, and exhibited in all the museums and 

public galleries of the capitals of Europe. 

Byron says of it in Childe EEarold : ■

We gas0 and turn away, and know not where, 

Dawed and drank with beanty, till the heart 

Beeli with ita fulnen; there —for ever there^ 

Chained to the chariot of triumphal Art, 

We stand aa captiTet. ■

So entranced is the poet with the lovely ■

vision that he will not tolerate either the ■

praise or the blame of professional or other ■

critics. ■

I would not their vUe breath should crisp the stream 

Wherein that image shall for ever dwell, 

The unruffled mirror of the loveliest dream 

That cTer left the sky on the deep soul to beam. ■

Yet in spite of this glowing eulogy and 

bitter deprecation of adverse opinion, and 

in spite also of the all-prevailing chorus 

of praise that has been lifted up for ages 

in reference to this work, it cannot be 

accepted as a true representation of the 

divine Aphrodite of the Greeks, the Qod- 

dess of Liove and Beauty, or even as the 

highest ideal of a woman. The form is 

sensual as well as sensuous, which de- 

tracts from its perfect beauty; and the atti- 

tude of the goddess, which is that of a 

woman surprised in her nudity by pro- 

fane or prying eyes, suggests humanity 

rather than divinity, th^ sense of im- 

pudicity, rather than the bold, fearless, and 

unsuspecting innocence of one who knows 

not wrong, and who never wore drapery 

or clothes, and cannot therefore feel shame 

in being without them. BaUev's Eve is in 

this respect fBnc superior to the Yenus di 

Medici. The sensuous beauty, full, com- 

plete, and highly spiritualised, exists in the 

modern work without the shadow of a flaw. 

The ancient statue suggests Aspasia rather 

than Aphrodite, and the action of the two 

hands is such, that the divinity disappears 

in the mere mortal. ■

The heroic form of the Apollo Belvidere 

is so nearly nude that it may be included 

under this category, and contrasted with 

the perfectly nude form of the Yenus di 

MedicL The praise bestowed upon it is 

universal and unanimous, and all concen- 

trated and crystallised in the splendid lines 

of Lord Byron : ■

The Lord of the unerring how, 

The God of life and poesy and light, 

The sun in human limbs arrayed ; and brow 

All radiant for his triumph in the fight ■

• • • . . ■

But in this delicate form a dream of Lore, 

Shaped by some solitary nymph, whose breast 

Longed for a deathless loyer from above, 

And maddened in that yision— are expressed 

All that ideal beauty oyer blessed 

The mind with. ■

The form is strictly and in every respect 

human, yet the look, the gesture, the atti- 

tude, all portray the divinity which the 

artist intended to represent. Nothing is 

added to the perfect humanity of the shiipe. 

Nothing suggests the unhuman, and every- 

thing the superhuman, but in no respect 

is anything so superhuman as to place ik ■
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beyond the sympathetic admiratiozx of the 

men aud women for whose ejes it was in- 

tended. ■

There is another nnde or all bnt nnde 

statue, less celebrated than the Apollo 

Belvidere, and known as the Mercury or 

Antinoua of the Vatican. This work is 

esteemed by most critics as not inferior 

even to the Apollo as a perfect model of 

human symmetry. The creation — ft^r it 

is such — ^is dignified and exalted. It re- 

presents man at his very best, his beattfcy 

unimpaired in its perfect development by, 

excess, neglect, age, and original or in- 

herited malformation ; the admirable pro- 

geny of long lines of ancestors, who lived 

nobly and simply according to the dictates 

of nature ; when the good, the beautiful, 

and the healthful only mated with the good, 

the beautiful, and the healthful, and showed 

by the result what all men might become, 

if their forefathers and foremothers through 

countless ages had been exalted in their 

loves and wise in their selection. ■

PLAYING UPON NAMES. ■

PuNNiKO, says a hater of word-twisting, 

punning is execrable enough, but to pun 

upon names is worse still. Execrable or 

no, great wits have not thought it beneath 

them. Shakespeare, who dearly loved a 

pun, frequently indulges himself in ][^aying 

upon a name. Methodically-mad P^mchio 

calls his termagant lady his ■

Saper daintj Kmte^ 

For dainties are all catea : ■

and furthermore declares : ■

I am he, am bom.io tame you, Sate, 

And brin^ jou from a wild cat to a Kate, 

Conibrmable, as other hoowhold Kates. ■

Falstaff is ever playing upon his swagger- 

ing ancient's name, telling him he will 

double charge him with dignities, charge 

him with sack, or dismissing him with, 

" No more, Pistol ; I would not have you 

go off here ; discharge yourself of our com- 

pany, Pistol." When Bardolph announces 

that Master Brook has sent the knight 

a momjng draught, Sir John exclaims: 

" Call him in ; such Brooks are welcome 

to me, that overflow such liquor! " And 

after his misadventure at Datchet Mead 

he says : " Mistress Ford I I have had ford 

enough ; I was thrown into the ford !" So, 

examining his pressed men, the fat rogue 

tells Mouldy it is the more time he was 

used ; Shadow, that he is likely to make a 

cold soldier, but will serve for sunmier; 

Wart, that he is a ragged wart ; aud finishes ■

again !** But, like other jokers, honest 

Jack did not enjoy such humour when he 

was the butt, for it angered him to the 

heart when Prince Hal, setting a dish of 

apple-johns on the table, took off his hat, 

saying, " I will now take my leave of these 

six dry, round, old, withered knights!" 

When Jack Cade harangues his followers 

^with " We, Jack Cade, so termed of our 

supposed father," Dick, the butcher, puts 

in tne words, ** Bather of stealing a cade 

of herrings;" and upon his leader*s as- 

serting his wife was a descendant of the 

iaceys, interpolates, " She was, indeed, a 

pedlar's daugnter, and sold many laces." ■

Sdmetimes our great dramatist plays 

upon a name in most sober sadness, mak- 

iag Northumberland receive the fettol news 

irojD. Shrewsbury field with the inquiry : ■

Said he, joung Harry Penj'f spur wa« oolA? 

Of Hotopur, cold-spur? ■

and the dying old soldier, John o' Ghiunt^ ■

plays nicely with his name, to the wonder* ■

ment of his unwanthy nephew, as he gasps ■

out: ■

Old Gaunt, indeed ; and Gaunt in bein^ old ; 

Within me j^ef hath kept a tedious fast ; 

And who abstains from meat that is not gmint P 

For sleeping England long time faaye I wntch'd i 

Watohing breeda leanness, leanness is all gaunt, 

trhe pleasure that some fathers feed upon 

£b my strict fast— I mean my children's looks ; 

And thsran fu^Aog, has thou made me gaant. 

Gaunt am I for the f^re^ gaunt as a gravn. 

Whose hollow womb mherits nought but bones. ■

In his Sonnets, we find Shakespeare twist- 

ing his own name about to sofben the heart 

of on obdurate fair one : ■

Whoever hath her wish, thou hast thj Will, 

And Will to boot, and Will in overplua* ■

• • • • • 

If Uqr mvA cheek tliee the* I oobm ee near. 

Swear to thy blind soul that I was thj Will, 

And Will, thy soul knows, is admitted there. 

Thus far you love, my loTe suit, lore, fuULL 

WUl will fulil the tieasnm of thy lore ■

Ay, fill it f^ with wills, and my wiU one. ■

• • • • • 

Make but my name ifay love, and lore that still, 

And then than lor'st me— for my name is Witt. ■

Whether certain lines inscribed to Ann 

Hathaway were written by her famous 

husband in his oourting days or not, they 

afford too excellent a specimen of tJie ait 

of rhythmical punning on nunes to bd 

passed over. In its way the following 

stanza stands unsurpassed : ■

When Enry's breath and rancorous tooth ■

Be soil and bite fair woith and truth, ■

And merit to distress betray. ■

To soothe the heart Ann hath a way. ■

She hath a way to chase despair, ■

To heal all grie^ to cure ail eara. ■

Turn foulest ni^ to iairest day, ■

Xhou kaow'st, good heart, Ana hnth a way; ■

She nadi a way, ■

Ann Hathaway, ■
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As modem burlesqne writers hold them- 

selves licensed to distort words out of all 

recognition in order to produce what they 

call a pun, so, when complimentary play- 

ing upon names was in vogue, literary 

flatterers allowed themselves strange liber- 

ties. Capgrave, the chronicler, did not 

hesitate at antedating the death of Henry 

the Fiflh to make it fall upon the feast 

of St. Felix, as most appropriate to a person 

who was felicitous in all things. NichoUs, 

•the widter of a poem entitled Virtue's En- 

comium, puzzled how to deal with Sir 

Robert Wroth's name, got over the dificulty 

in this ingenious feshion : ■

Worth'0 ckief is dead, dnoe woHhj He U gone^ 

Who of that name moat worthy was alone. 

Te poor and Ymngrj, all his grare j|po Stnd, 

That faeida the bodj of so pare & mmd. 

There rit ^e down and sitf h for bounty dead. 

Bounty with that braye knight, to heaven is fled; 

Where aisce he came, Heaven, as it doth appear, 

Wantinff a star to ast bj bountaoiM Ciaae, 

In Wroth 4id pdace the o befocs the r. 

And made it Worthf which since is made a star. ■

Love is a muck better versifier than 

expectant gratitude. An admirer of a 

pretty girl named Bain thus gave expres- 

sion to his feelings : ■

Wliilst shivering beaux at weather rail, 

Of frost, and snow, and wind and hai], ■

And heat, and sold complain ; 

Mj rteaifier mind is always bent 

On one sole object of content — ■

I ever wish for Rain ! 

Hynaeo, tl^ votary's pmyer attend. 

His anziotts hepe and suit befriesid, ■

JiSt him not ask in vain ; 

His thirsty soul, his- parched estate, 

His blowing breast oomaiserato— ■

In pt^ give him Bain ! ■

Equally happy are the Mnes on a young ■

lady nanied Careless : ■

Oh ! how I could love thee^ thorn dear Careless thing I 

^h, happj, thrice happy ! I'd eovy no king.) 

Were you Careful for once to return me my love, 

I'd care not how Careless to others vou'd prove. 

I tiien shonld be Careless how Caroless yott were ; 

And the more Careless you, still the less I should care. ■

When Mrs. Little earned the Queen's 

guineas, and a Mend remarked, ''Every 

little helps !" the reminder was doubtless 

consoling to the happy father, who other- 

wise might have thought three times a 

little rather too much of a good thing. 

Brougham perpetrated a fair joke in ac- 

counting for Campbeirs absence from his 

accustomed place in court, by telling Judge 

Abbott the missing barrister was suffering 

&om an attack of scarlet fever, when he 

was really doiug the honeymoon with his 

bride, nee Scarlett. Still better was Bishop 

Philpott's defence of Lord Courtney's mar- 

riage with Miss Clack upon a lady ob- 

jecting to the bride's want of family. 

" Want of femily ? Why, the Oourtneys 

may date from the Conquest, but the Clacks ■

are as old as Eve." When a middle-aged 

coquette settled down in wedlock with a 

Mr. Wake, Miss Austen wrote : ■

Maria, good-humoured, and handsome, and tall, 

For a husband was at her last stdce ; ■

And having in vain danoed at many a ball, 

Is now l^ppy to jump ai a Wake. ■

Miss Holmes, the lady president of an 

American Total Abstinence Society, gave 

her hand to a Mr. Andrew Horn, thereby 

provoking the marriage lines : ■

Fair Julia lived a tempenuice maid, 

And preached its beauties night and mom ; ■

But BtiU her wicked neighbours said, 

" She broke the pledge and took A. Horn." ■

When a Miss Snowdon became. Mrs. 

White, a rhyming punster wrote of her as 

a lady : ■

Who always was Snowdon by night and by day. 

Yet never turned white, did not evoi look gre^ ; 

But Hymen has touched her, and wonderful si^ht, 

Though no longer Snowdon, she alwi^s is White. ■

This is pretty feir, but not so smart as the 

lines commemorating the union of Mr. Job 

Wall and Miss Mary Best : ■

Job, wanting a partner, thought he*d be blest, ■

If, of all womankind, he eeleeted the Best ; ■

For, said he, of all evils that oompaes the globc^ ■

A bad wife would most tiy the patience of Job. ■

The Best, then, he chose, and made bone of his bone ; ■

Though 'twas dear to his friends, sfae'^ be Best left ■

alone ; 

For, though Best of her sex, she's the weakest of all. 

If 'tis true that the weakest must go to the Wall. ■

Matrimonial cases apart, your punster 

rarely has an opportunity of playing upon 

two names at the same time. In the student 

days of Campbell the poet, he had such a 

chance given him, and could not resist the 

temptation. lit the Trongate, Qhifigow, 

Drum, a apirit dealer, and ^'if e, an apoUie- 

cary, were next-door neighbours, the latter 

displaying over his window iJie inscription, 

"Ears pierced by A. File." One night, 

Campbell and a oouple of chums fixed a 

long fir board from . the window of one 

shop to that of the other, bearing in flam- 

iDg capitals the Shakespearian line, "the 

spirit-stirring Drum, the ear-piercing Fife." 

A conjunction of names may be disagree^ 

ably suggestive; the proprietor of an 

Illinois newspaper felt obliged to decline 

an otherwise desirable partnership proposal, 

from the impossibility of arranging the 

names satisfactorily, since the title of the 

firm must read either Steel and Doolittle, 

or Doolittle and Ste^ so he wrote : " We 

can't join, one partner would soon be in the 

workhouse, and the other in the peniten- 

tiary." When Manners, Earl of Rutland, 

said to Sir Thomas Stow, " Honores mutant 

Mores," the chancellor retorted, "It stands 

better in English — Honours change Man- 

ners." The same names were brought ■
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fcogetlier rather cleverly, when Archbishop ■

liore was succeeded by Doctor Manners ■

BnMon, in some lines complimentaiy to ■

both dignitaries : ■

What aaj you P The archbuhop'i deftd P 

A loM indeed. Oh, on hie heed, * ■

May HeaTen ita bleninga {Knir, 

But if, with tuch a heart and xnind. 

In Mannert we his equal find. ■

Why ihoold we wiah for Move. ■

Epitaph writers have so often pnnned, 

sadly or saucily, upon the dead, that the 

selection of a ^ew examples is a pnzzling 

matter. An epitaph in Waltham Abbey 

informs ns that Sir James Fnllerton, some- 

time first gentleman of the bedchamber to 

King Charles the First, "died Fuller of 

faith than of fears, Fuller of resolution than 

of pains, Fuller of honour than of days." 

The connubial virtues of Daniel Tears are 

recorded in the couplet : ■

Though itranse yet trae, AiU leventj yean 

Was hif wife happy in her Tean. ■

Much more dubious in expression are the 

last lines of the inscription to the memory 

of Dean Cole, of Lincoln : ■

When the latter trump of Hearen ihall blow 

Cole, now raked up in aahee, then thalt glow. ■

Of jocular performances of this kind, two 

odd specimens will suffice : ■

Here liei Thomaa Huddleatone. Reader, don't imile^ ■

But reflect aa thti tombetone 70a Tiew ; 

That Death, who killed him, in a yery ihort while. ■

Will huddle a atone upon jou I ■

And this upon an organist : ■

Here Uei one, blown out of breath, ■

Who liTed a many life, and died a Merideth, ■

Vicar Chest turned the bones of Martin, 

the regicide, out of the chancel of Chep- 

stow Church, an act the vicar's son-in-law 

resented by inditing the following epitaph 

for him when he required one : ■

Here liei at reit, I do proteat, ■

One Cheat within another. 

The eheat of wood waa very good, ■

Who aaye lo of the other P ■

GFeneral Worsley, the officer to whose 

charge " that bauble" was given by Crom- 

well, was buried in Henry the Seventh's 

Chapel with great ceremony. The next 

morning the stone above his grave bore 

the words "Where never Worse Lay," 

words written upon it by the dead man's 

own brother-in-law, Roger Kenyon, mem- 

ber for Clitheroe, who had returned to the 

abbey after the funeral party (of which he 

was one) departed, that he might vent his 

hatred of the Protector by abusing his 

favourite officer. Party feeling is apt to 

find savage expression even in our own 

times ; when Gt)vernor Grev and the colo- 

nists of the Cape took different views on ■

the convict question, the following lines ■

appeared : ■

Mankind hare long diapated at the Gape 

About the devil's colour and hta ahape. 

The Hottentota declared that he was white, 

The Dutchman ewore that he waa black aa night. 

But now all rink their diffnenee, and aay, 

They feel quite certain that the deril'a— Orey. ■

A comical instance of a man playing 

upon his own name sprang out of ab- 

sent-mindedness. Sir Thomas Stranga, 

calling at a friend's house, was desired to 

leave his name. '^ Why," said he, " to tell 

the truth, I have foigotten it !" " That's 

strange, sir," exclaimed the servant *' So 

it is, my man, you've hit it," replied the 

judge, as he walked away, leaving the 

servant as ignorant as before. ■

Swift's friend, Doctor Ash, would have 

relished Strange's joke infinitely. Soon 

after the passing of an Act for the pro- 

tection of growing timber, the doctor turn- 

ing into an inn for shelter, asked the waiter 

to help him off with his coat; the man re- 

fused on the plea that it was felony to strip 

an Ash, an answer so much to the doctor s 

taste, that he declared he would have given 

fifty pounds to have made the pun himself. ■

A gentleman who never had been known 

to make a pun in his life, achieved one 

under very peculiar circumstances. Cap- 

tain Creed and Major Pack were fighting a 

double duel with Mr. Mathews and Mr. 

Macnamara. The first named &lling be- 

fore his opponent's sword. Pack exdalmed, 

"What^ have you gone, poor Creed?" 

"Yes," cried Mathews, "and you shall 

quickly pack after him," and with the 

words he brought the major to the ground 

by a thrust through the body. ■

Injustice to our readera we must not ■

trifle longer with their patience; but we ■

cannot resist quoting the lines with which ■

a poetess added grace to her contribution ■

to the fund raised for the widow of Hood : ■

To cheer the widow'i heart in her dietreia. 

To make proyirion for the fatherleea, 

!• but a Chriatian'a duty — and none ahould, 

Reaiat the heart-appeal of Widow— Hood ! ■

a quatrain worthy of the great poet-punster 

himself. ■

MY CHILD LOVE. ■

How we played among the meadowi. 

My child-IOTe and L 

Channff summer gleams and shadowi» 

Mr diiId-lo¥e and I. 

Wandering in the bowery lanee, 

Mining rose-tipped daisy-chains. 

Storing fairy treasure troTO, 

Tender chestnuts from the groTe» 

Juicy berries, sweet and re(^ 

Violets in their leafy bed, 

Peeping 'neath the old oak tree. 

All for my child-lore and me. ■

1P ■
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How we iped the houn together. ■

ICy ehild-lore end I, ■

In the bine undouded weather, ■

Mj ehild-loTe end I. ■

Two ^Id heede— ah, one is grej» ■

One IS pillowed oold in oley ; ■

Two bngfat gi eee one is ^Te» ■

One hid where pele the willows wade. ■

Two Uuffhe— I wot my smiles are few, ■

Bo angels sport as mortals do^ ■

Or as we dia in days gone by, ■

We, my sweet ehild-ioTe and I P ■

What infant mysteries we had, ■

My child-loTe and I. ■

Wbat little things conld make us glad, ■

My ehild-loTe and L ■

What ikir castles did we bnUd, ■

Srery room so gaily filled ; ■

With son and flowers ever new. ■

I so braTe, and she so tms, ■

Endless pkaasures, boundless wealth, ■

Ceaaeless joy, and cloudless health, ■

Hought should change, and nought could die^ ■

So ruled my child-lore and I. ■

We were parted in our youth. ■

My diild-lo?e and L ■

In our fearless baby truth. ■

My efaild.love and L ■

Slie in virgin freshness died, ■

I stood weeping at her side. ■

Turning to the world again. ■

Gathering man^ a deepening stain. ■

Other loree their empire held, ■

Fewer dreams sudi empire quelled, ■

Till far as traeklsss sea from sea. ■

Seemed my fair child-lore from me. ■

Yet 'twas an idyl that we had, ■

My child love and L ■

Bkv death dimmed all its gloiy glad. ■

My child lore and L ■

Though deeper sorrows deeper pleasures^ ■

mi for me life's foaming measures, ■

Tet, iSurect mid mj hopes and schemes. ■

Purest of my wanoering dreams ■

Is, now when all is past and done, ■

I'orfeit paid and panlon won. ■

In some calm sphere there yet may be ■

A home for my ehOd-lore and me 1 ■

STROLLING PLAYERS. ■

It is rather the public than the player 

that fltroUs now-a-days. The theatre is 

statioiiary — the audience peripatetic. The 

wheels have been taken off the cart of 

Thespis : Hamlet's line, " then came each 

actor on his ass," or the stage direction in 

the old Taming of the Shrew (1594)— 

'* Enter two players with packs on their 

backs," no longer describes accurately the 

travelling habits of the histrionic profession. 

Bat of old the country folk had the drama 

brought as it were to their doors, and just 

as they purchased their lawn and cambric, 

ribbons and gloves, and other raiment and 

braveiy of the wandering pedlar — ^the Au- 

tolycus of the period — so all their play- 

house learning and experience they acquired 

from the itinerant actors. These were 

rarely the leading performers of the esta- 

blished London companies, however, un- ■

less it so happened that the capital was 

suffering from a visitation of the plague. 

" Starring in the provinces" was not an early 

occupation of the players of good repute. 

As a rule it was only the inferior actors 

who quitted town, and, as Dekker con- 

temptuously says, " travelled upon the hard 

hoof from village to village for cheese and 

buttermilk." "How chances it they tra- 

vel ?" inquires Hamlet concerning " the tra- 

gedians of the city" — " their residence both 

in reputation and profit were better both 

ways." John Stephens, writing in 1615, 

and describing "a common player," ob- 

serves, " 1 prefix the epithet common to dis- 

tinguish the base and artless appendants of 

our city companies, which oftentimes start 

away into rustical wanderings, and then, like 

Proteus, start back again into the city num- 

ber." The strollers were of two classes, 

however. First the theatrical companies 

protected by some great personage, wear- 

vag his badge or crest, and styling them- 

selves his " servants" — just as to uiis day 

the Drury Lane troop, under warrant of 

Davenant's patent, still boast the title of 

** Her Majesty's Servants" — who attended 

at country seats, and gave representations 

at the request, or by tne permission of the 

great people of the neighbourhood; and 

secondly, the mere unauthorised itinerants, 

with no claim to distinction beyond such 

as their own merits accorded to them, who 

played in bams, or in large inn-jards and 

rooms, and against whom was especially 

levelled the Act of Elizabeth declaring that 

all players, ^., *' not licensed by any baron 

or person of high rank, or by two justices 

of the peace, should be deemed and treated 

as rogues and vagabonds." ■

The suppression of the theatres by the 

Puritans roduced all the players to the 

condition of strollers of the lowest class. 

Legally their occupation was gone alto- 

geUier. Stringent measures were taken to 

abolish stage-plays and interludes, and by 

an Act passed in 1647, ail actors of plays 

for the iame to come were declared rogues 

within the meaning of the Act of Elizabeth, 

and upon conviction were to be publicly 

whipped for the first offence, and for the 

second to be deemed incorrigible rogues, 

and dealt with accordingly ; all stage gal- 

leries, seats, and boxes were to be pulled 

down by warrant of two justices of the 

peace ; all money collected from the spec- 

tators was to be appropriated to the poor 

of the parish ; and all spectators of plays, 

for every offence, fine4 five shillings. As- 

suredly these were very hard times for ■
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players, playhouses, and playgoers. Still 

the theatre was hard to kill. In 1648, a 

provost-marshal was nominated to stimu- 

late the vigilance and activity of the lord 

mayor, justices, and sheriffs, and, among 

other duties, "to seize all ballad-singers 

and sellers of malignant pamphlets and to 

send them to the several militias, and to 

suppress stage-plays." Tet, all this not- 

withstanding, some little show of life stirred 

now and then in the seeming corpse of the 

drama. A few players met furtively, as- 

sembled a select audience, and gave a 

clandestine performance, more or less com- 

plete, in some obscure quarter. Play- 

acting was then, indeed, very much what 

prize-fighting has been in later times. The 

" office" was whispered, and the " events" 

came off, somehow, somewhere, despite the 

constables. Secret Boyalists, and but half-- 

hearted Puritans abounded, and these did 

not scruple to abet a breach of the law, 

and to be entertained now and then in the 

old time-honoured way. The players who 

had survived the war — naturally the ma- 

jority of them had taken arms in the king's 

service, for his foes were theirs also — 

gathered together during the Common- 

wealth, and made up a weak troop out of 

the wreck of seveial companies. They 

even ventured upon representationB at the 

Cockpit, in Drury-lane, with much caution 

and privacy. They remained undiscovered 

and undisturbed for some three or four 

days, when the Roundhead troopers beset 

the house, broke in about the middle of 

the performance of Fletcher's tragedy of 

RoUo, Duke of Normandy, and carried 

away the players in their stage dresses 

to prison. A little later, private perform- 

ances were given in noblemen's houses, 

some few miles from town — notably at 

Holland House, Kensington — when the 

select and limited audience made a collec- 

tion for the benefit of the actors. At 

Christmas and Bartholomew Fair time 

there was often bribing of the officer in 

command at Whitehall, and a few repre- 

sentations took place at the Red Bull, ia 

St. John's-street, with the chance always 

of the armed intervention of the soldiery, 

and the condign punishment of both players 

and spectators. ■

With the Restoration, however, Thespis 

enjoyed his own again, and sock and buskin 

became once more lawful articles of ap- 

parel. Charles the Second mounted the 

throne arm-in-arm, as it were, with a player- 

king and queen. The London theatres re- 

opened under royal patronage, and in the ■

provinces the strolled was abroad. He 

had his enemies, no doubt. Prejudice is 

long-lived, of robust constitution. Puri- 

tanism had struck deep root in the land, 

and though the triumphant Cavaliers might 

hew its branches, strip off its foliage and 

hack at its trunk, they could by no means 

extirpate it altogether. BeligioaB zealotry, 

strenuous and stubborn, however narrow, 

had fostered, and parliamentary enact- 

ments had warranted hostility of the most 

uncompromising kind to the player and 

his profession. To many he was still, his 

new Hberty and privileges notwithstanding, 

but " a son of Belial" — ever of neair kin 

to the rogue and the vagabond, with the 

stocks and the whipping-post still in his near 

neighbourhood, let him turn which way he 

would. And then, certainly, his occupa- 

tion had its seamy aide. With this the 

satirists, who loved censure rather for its 

wounding than its healing powera, made 

great play. They were never tired of 

pointing out and ridiculing the rents in the 

stroller's coat; his shifts, trialB, misfor- 

tunes, follies, were subjects for ceaseless 

merriment. What Grub-street and "penny- 

a-lining" have been to the vocation of 

letters, strolling and ** befn^strutting " be- 

came to the histrionic profession — an ex- 

cuse for scorn, under-rating, and mirth^more 

or less bitter. ■

Still strolling had its charms. To the 

beginner it afforded a kin^ of informal 

apprenticeship, with the advantage that 

wlnle a learner of its mysteries, he could 

yet style himself a full member of the pro- 

fession of the stage, and share in its profits, 

He was at once bud and flower. What 

though the floor of a ruined bam saw his 

first crude efforts, might not the walls of 

a patent theatre resound by-and-by© with 

delighted applause, tribute to his genius P 

It was a free, frank, open vocation he had 

adopted; it was unprotected and unre- 

stricted by legislative provisions in the 

way of certificates, passes, examination^ 

and diplomas. There was no need of ticket^ 

or voucher, or preparation of any kind to 

obtain admission to the ranks of the players. 

"Can you. shout?" a manager once in- 

quired of a novice. " Then only shout in 

the right places, and you'll do." No doubt 

this implied that even in the matter of 

shouting some science is involved. And 

there may be men who cannot shout at all, 

let the places be right or wrong. Still the 

stage can And room and subsistence of a 

sort for all, even for mutes. But carry a 

banner, walk in a procession, or form one ■

■
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of a crowd, and you may still call yourself 

actor, though not an actor of a high class, 

certainly. The histrionic calling is a ladder 

of many rungs. Remain on the lowest or 

mount to the highest — it is only a question 

of degree — you are a player all the same. ■

The Thespian army had no need of a 

recruiting sergeant or a press-gang to re- 

inforce its ranks. There have always been 

amateurs lured by the mere spectacle of 

the foot-ligbts, as moths by a candle. 

€rabbe*s description of the strollers in his 

Borough was a favourite passage with Sir 

Walter Scott, and was often read to him 

in his last fatal illness : ■

Of yarioiM men tbes* marchinfr troops are made, 

Pen-spamin^ clerks and lads eontemnixig trade ; 

Waiters and servasits hj oo&fiBement temd, 

And youths of wealth bT dissipation eased ; 

With feeliDg nymphs wno, such resource at hand, 

Scorn to obey the rigour of command, Ac. &c. ■

And eT«n to the sldlled and experienced 

actors a wandering life offered potent 

attractions. Apart from its liberty and 

adventure, its defiance of social convention 

and restraint, ambition had space to stir, 

and vanity could be abundantly indulged 

in the itinerant theatre. Dekker speaks of 

the bad presumptuous players, who out of 

a desire to " wear the best jerkin,** and to 

*'act great parts, forsake the stately and 

more than Roman city stages," and join a 

strolling company. By many it was held 

better to reign in a vagrant than to serve 

in an establisbed troop — preferable to play 

Hamlet in the provinces than Horatio or 

Guildenstem in town. And then, in the 

sununer months, when the larger London 

houses were closed, strolling became a 

matter of necessity with, a large number of 

actors; they could gain a subsistence in 

no otber way. " The little theatre in the 

Haymarket " as it was wont to be called, 

which opened its doors in sunmier, when its 

more important neighbours bad concluded 

their operations, could only offer engage- 

ments to a select few of their companies. 

The rest must needs wander. Whatever 

their predilections they were strollers upon 

compulsion. ■

Indeed, strolling was only feasible dur- 

ing summer weather. Audiences could 

hardly be moved from their firesides in 

winter, bams were too full of grain to be 

available for theatrical purposes, and the 

players were then glad to secure sucb 

regular employment as they could, however 

slender might be the scale of their remu- 

neration. There is a story told of a 

veteran and a tyro actor walking in the 

fields early in tne year, when, suddenly. ■

the elder ran from the path, stopped ab- 

ruptly and planting his foot firmly upon 

the green-sward, exclaimed with ecstacy: 

"Three, by heaven ! that for managers !" 

and snapped his fingers. His companion 

asked an explanation of this strange con- 

duct. "You'll know before you have 

strutted in three more barns," said the 

" old hand." " In winter, managers are 

the most impudent fellows living, because 

they know we don't like to travel, don't 

like to leave our nests, fear the cold, and 

all that. But when I can put my foot 

upon three daisies^ summer's near, and 

managers may whistle for me V* ■

The life was not dignified, perhaps, but 

it had certain picturesque qualities. The 

stroller toiling on his own account, " pad- 

ding the hoof," as he called journeying on 

foot — a small bundle under his arm, con- 

taining a few clothes and professional ap- 

pliances, wandered from place to place, stop- 

ping now at a fair, now at a tavern, now at 

a country house to deliver recitations and 

speeches, and to gain such reward for his 

labours as he might. Generally he found 

it advisable, however, to join a company of 

his brethren and share profits with them, 

parting from them again upon a difference 

of opinion or upon the receipts diminishing 

too seriously, when he would again rely 

upon his independent exertions. Sometimes 

the actor was able to hire or purchase scenes 

and dresses, the latter being procured gene- 

rally from certain shops in Monmouthr 

street dealing in cast clothes and tarnished 

frippery that did well enough for histrionic 

purposes; then, engaging a company, he 

would start from London as a manager to 

visit certain districts where it was thought 

that a harvest might be reaped. The re- 

ceipts were divided among the troop upon 

a pre-arranged method. The impresario 

took shares in his different characters of 

manager, proprietor, and a^tor. Even the 

fragments of the candles that had lighted 

the representations were divided amongst 

the company. The inferior actors had the 

task allotted them of snuffing the candles 

in the course of the performance ; a service 

of danger sometimes, for rude audiences 

were apt to amuse themselves by pelting 

the candle-snuffers. As Shift observes in 

Foote's farce : " He that dares stand the 

shot of the gallery in lighting, snuffing, and 

sweeping, may bid defiance to the pillory 

with all its customary compliments." Per- 

mission had always to be sought of the 

local magpiates before a performance could 

be given; and the best dressed and most ■

*8= ■
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cleanly-looking actor was deputed to make 

this application, as well as to conciliate the 

fanner or innkeeper, whose bam, stable, or 

great room was to be hired for the occa- 

sion. Churchill writes : ■

The itrollm^ tribe, a deepicable noe, ■

Like wandenng Anbi, anift from place to place. ■

Yaf^rants by lav, to juatioe open laid, ■

Ther tiemble, of the beadle's lash afraid; ■

And fawning, cringe for wretched means of life ■

To Madame Mayoress or his worship's wife. ■

"I'm a justice of the peace and know 

how to deal with strollers," says Sir Txm- 

belly, with an air of menace, in The 

Relapse. The magistrates, indeed, were 

much inclined to deal severely with the 

wandering actor, eyeing his calling with 

suspicion, and prompt to enforce the laws 

against him. Thus we find in Humphrey 

Clinker, the mayor of Gloucester, eager to 

condemn as a vagrant, and to conmiit to 

prison with hard labour, young Mr. George 

Dennison, who, in the guise of Wilson, a 

stroller player, has presumed to make love 

to Miss Lydia Meliord, the heroine of the 

story. ■

In truth, the stroller's life, with all its 

seeming license and independence, must 

always have been attended with hardship 

and privation. If the player had ever 

deemed his art the *' idle calling " many 

declared it to be, he was soon undeceived 

on that head. There was but a thin par- 

tition between him and absolute want ; 

meanwhile his labour was incessant. The 

stage is a conservative institution, adhering 

closely to old customs, manners, and tradi- 

tions, and what strolling had once been it 

continued to be almost for centuries. " A 

company of strolling comedians," writes 

the author of the BgmbmI to Ruin, who had 

himself strolled in early life, " is a small 

kingdom, of which the manager is the 

monarch. Their code of laws seems to 

have existed, with little variation, since the 

days of Shakespeare." Who can doubt 

that Hogarth's famous picture told the 

truth, not only of the painter's own time,*but 

of the past and of the future ? The poor 

player followed a sordid and wearisome 

routine. He was constrained to devote 

lon^ hours to rehearsal and to the study of 

various parts, provided always he could 

obtain a sight of the book of the play, 

for the itinerant theatre afforded no copyist 

then to write neatly out each actor's share 

in the dialogues and speeches. Night 

brought the performance, and, for the 

player engaged as " utility, " infinite 

change of dress and " making-up " of his 

face to personate a variety of characters. ■

The company would, probably, be out- 

numbered by the dramatis personsa, in which 

case it would devolve upon the actor to as- 

sume many parts in one play. Thus, sup- 

posing Hamlet to be announced for re- 

presentation, the stroller of inferior degree 

might be called upon to appear as Fran- 

cisco, afterwards as a lord-in- waiting in the 

court scenes, then as Lucianus, " nephew to 

the king," then as one of the grave-diggers, 

then as a lord again, or, it might be, Osric, 

the fop, in the last act. Other duties^ 

hardly less arduous, would fall to him in 

the after-pieces. " I remember," said King; 

the actor fie^mous as being the original Sir 

Peter Teazle and Lord Ogleby, '* that when 

I had been but a short time on the stage 

I performed one night King Richard, sang 

two comic songs, played in an inteorlude, 

danced a hornpipe, spoke a prologue, and 

was ftfberwards harlequin, in a sharing com- 

pany, and after all this &tigue my share 

came to three pence and three pieces of 

candle !" A strolling manager of a later 

period was wont to boast that he had per- 

formed the complete melodrama of Rob 

Roy with a limited company of five men 

ana three women. Hard-worked, ill-paid, 

and, consequently, ill-fed, the stroller must 

have often led a dreary and miserable life 

enough. The late Mr. Drinkwater Meadows 

used to tell of his experiences with a com- 

pany that travelled through Warwickshire, 

and their treasury being empty, depended 

for their subsistence upon their piscatorial 

skill. They lived for some time, indeed, 

upon the trout streams of the coun^. They 

plied rod and line and learned their parts 

at the same time. " We could fish and 

study, study and fish," said the actor. " I 

made myself perfect in Bob Acres while 

fishing in the Avon, and committed the 

words to my memory quite as &st as I com- 

mitted the fish to my basket." ■

The straits and necessities of the strollers 

have long been a source of entertainment 

to the public. In an early number of the 

Spectator, Steele describes a company of 

poor players then performing at Epping. 

''They are far from ofiending in the im- 

pertinent splendour of the drama. Alex- 

ander the Great was acted by a fellow in a 

paper cravat. The next day the Earl of 

Essex seemed to have no distress but his 

poverty ; and my Lord Foppington wanted 

any better means to show himself a fop 

than by wearing stockings of different 

colours. In a word, though they have had 

a full barn for many days together, our 

itinerante are so wretehedly poor that the ■

r ■
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heroes appear only like sturdy beggars, 

and the heroines gipsies." It is added 

that the stage of these performers " is here 

in its original sitnation of a cart." In the 

Memoirs of Mnnden a still stranger stage 

is mentioned. A strolling company per- 

forming in Wales had for theatre a bed- 

room, and for stage a large four-post bed ! 

The spaces on either side were concealed 

from the audience by curtains, and formed 

the tiring rooms of the ladies and gentle- 

men of the troop. On this very curious 

stage the comedian, afterwards &mous as 

Little Knight, but then new to his pro- 

fession, appeared as Acres, in the Rivals, 

and won great applause. Goldsmith's 

Strolling Player is made to reveal many of 

the smaller needs and shifts of his calling, 

especially in the matter of costume. " We 

had figures enough, but the difficulty was 

to dress them. The same coat that served 

Romeo, turned with the blue lining out- 

wards, served for his friend Mercutio; a 

large piece of crape sufficed at once for 

Juliet's petticoat and pall; a pestle and 

mortar from a neighbouring apothecary 

answered all the purposes of a bell; and 

our landlord's own &mily, wrapped in 

white sheets, served to fill up the pro- 

cession. In short, there were but three 

figures among us that might be said to be 

dressed with any propriety ; I mean the 

nnrse, the starved apothecary, and my- 

self." Of his own share in the representa- 

tion the stroller speaks candidly enough : 

" I snuffed the candles, and let me tell you 

that without a candle-snnffer, the piece 

would lose half its embellishments." But 

of stories of this kind, not always to be 

nnderstood literally, however, concerning 

the drama under difficulties, and the 

comical side of the player's indigence and 

quaint artifices, there has always been 

forthcoming a very abundant supply. ■

A word should be said as to the courage 

and enterprise of our early strollers. Tra- 

velling is now-a-days so easy a matter 

that we are apt to forget how solemnly it 

was viewed by our ancestors. In the last 

century a man thought about making his 

will as a becoming preliminary to his 

jonmeying merely from London to Edin- 

burgh. But the stroUers were true to 

themselves and their calling, though some- 

times the results of their adventures were 

luckless enough. "Our plantations in 

America have been voluntarily visited by 

some itinerants, Jamaica in particular," 

writes Chetwood, in his History of the 

Stage (1749). " I had an account from a ■

gentleman who was possessed of a large 

estate in the island that a company in the 

year 1733 came there and cleared a large 

sum of money, where they might have 

made moderate fortunes if they had not 

been too busy with the g^wth of the 

country. They received three hundred 

and sevenW pistoles the first night of the 

Beggar's Opera, but within the space of 

two months they buried their third Polly 

and two of their men. The gentlemen of 

the island for some time took their turns 

upon the stage to keep up the diversion ; 

but this did not hold long; for in two 

months more there were but one old man, 

a boy, and a woman of the company left. 

The rest died either with the countiy dis- 

temper or the common beverage of the 

place, the noble spirit of rum-punch, which 

IS generally fatal to new comers. The 

shattered remains, with upwards of two 

thousand pistoles in bank, embarked for 

Carolina to join another company at 

Gharlestown, but were cast away in the 

▼oyage. Had the company been more 

blessed with the virtue of sobriety, <fcc., 

they might perhaps have lived to carry 

home the liberality of those generous 

islanders." ■

It is to be observed that the strolling ■

?rofession had its divisions and grades, 

'he *' boothers," as they are termed, have 

to be viewed as almost a distinct class. 

These carry their theatre, a booth, about 

with them, and only pretend to furnish 

very abridged presentments of the drama. 

With them Richard the Third, for instance, 

is but an entertainment of some twenty 

minutes' duration. They are only anxious 

to give as many performances as possible 

before fresh assemblies of spectators in as 

short a time as may be. " Boothers " have 

been known to give even six distinct ex- 

hibitions on Saturday nights. And they 

certainly resort to undignified expedients 

to lure their audiences. They parade in 

their theatrical attire, dance quadrilles and 

hosnpipes, fight with broadswords, and 

make speeches on the external platform of 

their booth. Histrionic art is seen to little 

advantage under these conditions, although 

it should be said that many notable players 

have commenced the study of their pro- 

fession among the " boothers." The tra- 

velling circus is again a distinct institution, 

its tumblers and riders only in a very dis- 

tant and illegitimate way connected with 

even the humblest branches of the great 

Thespian family. 

But strolling, in its old sense, is fistst ■
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expiring. Bams have ceased to be temples 

of the drama. The railways carry the 

pnblic to the established theatres ; London 

stars and companies travelling in first-class 

carriages, with their secretary and manager, 

visit in turn the provincial towns, and at- 

tract all the playgoers of the neighbourhood. 

The country manager, retaining but a few 

"utility people,'* is well content to lend his 

stage to these dignified players, who stroll 

only nominally, withoipit "padding the hoof," 

or the least chance of hardship or privation 

attendingtheir rustical wanderings. Their 

travels are indeed more in the nature of 

royal progresses. Even for the " boothers" 

times have changed. Waste lands on which 

to "pitch" their playhouse are now hard 

to find. The "pleasure fairs" on which 

they greatly relied for profit, become more 

and more rare ; indeed, there is a prevalent 

disposition now-ardays to abolish edtogether 

those old-&,8hioned celebrations. And worse 

than all, perhaps, the audiences have become 

sophisticated and critical, and have not so 

much simple faith and hearty goodwill to 

place at the disposal of the itinerants. 

Centralisation has now affected the stage. 

The country is no longer the nursery and 

training school of the player. He com- 

mences his career in London, and then 

regales the provinces with an exhibition of 

his proficiency. The strollers are now 

merged in the " stars." The apprentice is 

now the master, which may possibly ac- 

count for the fact, that the work accom- 

plished is not invariably of first-rate quality. ■

FURNITURE— BAD AND GOOD. ■

t ■

One of the happiest results of Mr. Rus- 

kin's teachings has been his indirect in- 

fluence on the fashion of household furni- 

ture. Few persons who find themselves in 

the warehouses of some great furnishing 

establishment, surrounded by chairs, tables, 

sofiis and beds of the most varied and sump- 

tuous character, reflect on the conventional, 

and, sometimes, monstrous shapes and pat- 

terns of these articles. They are dazzled 

by the gilding and varnish, and carvings 

and stuff's, while the showman descants on 

the elegance and splendour of his " shaped " 

articles. To an artistic mind such a show- 

room is a chamber of horrors, with its crro- 

tesque and hideous patterns, and its no 

less ridiculous titles of " what-nots," 

" loungers," " Nelson sofas," and the rest. 

Everything seems made on the worst prin- 

ciples of beauty or use, and, after an un- ■

meaning foshion, whose sole object seems 

to be to increase the expense. ■

Let us take such simple objects as a chair 

and a table. A round table on a centre leg 

is a really ugly object, suggesting insecurity 

from its indifferent balance ; sometimes, in- 

deed, liable to be overturned when covered 

with heavy objects. To guard against such 

an accident, a heavy circular mass of wood 

is placed under the leg, which, in its turn, 

rests on three little feet, whose castors^ 

owing to the weight, are often forced into 

the carpet. Thus a large round table be- 

comes an awkward, sprawling, monstrous, 

top-heavy article, often warped out of 

shape. This is, certainly, making compli- 

cated what nature intended to be simple. 

Now, in furniture, as in everything else, the 

principle of simplicity and direct practical 

purpose insures beauty. Four legs, sloped 

outwards near the ground, and joined to- 

gethop near the floor with bars, produces a 

pretty and secure effect. There is no more 

material used than is necessary ; the article 

is light, and there is no need for that haul- 

ing and dragging required to move a mas- 

sive round table. Some furnishing houses 

have applied the simple principles thus ex- 

plained, and, obtaining designs from good 

artists, have revolutionised furniture pat- 

terns. Their phOosophy is no other than 

what may be styled that of the " three- 

legged stool" developed, from which sim- 

plicity an elaborate civilisation has led us 

astray. ■

A "city madam" furnishing her splen- 

did mansion, selects, of course, some of 

those vast mirrors whose frames are over- 

laid with scrolls and twisted horns, an 

extraordinary melange of crooks and curves, 

which has been the traditional way of mak- 

ing such a mirror look magnificent. What 

these things represent no one can tell. A 

general idea is that the frame of the glass 

is enriched and carved. Yet it is a fact 

that these things are cut out separately and 

fixed on with needles and nails. No carv- 

ing could produce such a result; there- 

fore there is a deception to begin with, 

also an insecurity, as they loosen with time 

and drop off; What should be the true 

principle ? A great sheet of looking-glass 

is in itself a handsome object; and the 

meaning of a "frame "is to preserve the 

edges ; it is, therefore, subsidiary — it should 

be broad and handsome, and be strong 

enough to answer its purpose. That sinuous 

shape at top, into which mirrors are some- 

times cut, is unmeaning, and diminishes 

the idea of size. A simple following the ■
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shape of the glass, with carving on the sur- 

face, will have a richness and massiveness 

of effect that will eclipse innumerable sqnare 

feet of twists and curves. ■

Again, a chair is rarely properly made. 

The shapes we see in drawing-rooms, with 

carved scroll backs framing a bulging oval 

of stuffing, are all false taste and uncom- 

fortable. The sitter, leaning back, finds a 

hard mass pushing into the centre of his 

spine; if his head drops back his neck 

comes on the sharp and pointed carving. 

The legs, too, are bent into graceftil curves, 

with a sensible loss of strength, which has 

to be supplied by nnnecessary thickness. 

The seat is always too shallow. There are 

drawing-room chairs called spider-chairs, 

or some such name, but considered ex- 

tremely light and elegant — a frail frame- 

work, which, under a heavy man, or a 

sudden effort, would collapse into a bundle 

of sticks. The purport of a chair is not 

ornament ; therefore, chairs with gilt lattice- 

work, which, if comfortably sat in, would 

he rubbed and frayed by the human back, 

are unsuited. So, too, are the chairs in 

French palaces, with Gobelin pictures of 

shepherds and shepherdesses woven on them, 

which haye an odd air when a large man 

sits down or rises. An artistic chair should 

he curved or hollowed in the back, with a 

long seat, strong and nearly straight legs. 

So with a sofa, the back of which is so 

often seen to terminate in a favourite shape, 

like the crook of a stick, for no conceivable 

object. An average trade sofa, with its 

covered spring seat high in the centre, so 

that the occupant finds himself slipping off^, 

and whose feet seem liable to slip off at either 

side, its miserable sofa-cushion and its 

scrolled head, is the most straitened, un- 

comfortable place of repose in th e world . A 

proper sofo should have a level flat seat, 

contrived in a sort of gentle scoop to the 

shoulder, so that every part of the figure is 

supported. Then there are those handsome 

sitting- sofas, seen in great mansions, which 

are like a vast arm-chair, made to hold half 

a dozen. But of all the monstrous objects 

commend us to the trade mahogany side- 

board — the vast hulking mass, with the 

locker at each side, the clumsy drawers, 

and the ugly back. For so huge a mass 

there is rery little utility. Now, by simply 

asking ourselves the purport of a sideboard, 

we arrive at something more artistic. It 

is, first of all, a table, and should be noade 

something after the pattern of a table; 

hence, there should be short feet under it. 

It is meant to be a sort of convenient store ■

for holding the necessaries, so that a person 

coming in to eat would find there all the 

necessary implements. The useless back, 

therefore, should be restored to its original 

purpose, and have light shelves or brackets 

on which to place the jugs and goblets, or 

the stray salver, the cruets, &c. The two 

lockers should be brought together as one 

in the centre, thus getting rid of those un- 

meaning and monstrous cupboards, to ex- 

tract anything from whose recesses the ser- 

vant must go on his knees. With drawers 

above and drawers below, the whole affords 

double the accommodation, and has the air 

of a handsome cabinet. The space between 

the two objectionable lockers, when covered 

with a rich bit of tapestry curtain, has a 

good effect. So with bedroom furniture. 

An ordinary cheap washstand, with the hole 

for a basin, its meagre legs, and skimpy 

edging of wood running round, is a de- 

grading object. What is wanted is a long, 

firmly-built table, high, broad, on which a 

big basin may stand; the top all round 

should be fenced by a screen, a couple of 

feet in height^ to keep the water from 

splashing the wall, with no hole for the 

basin, which is thus raised. Such an ar- 

ticle, made with tolerable taste and on 

principles of common sense, would com- 

mand respect, instead of contempt, and 

would be an ornament. In bedsteads there 

is a vast improvement ; and those of bmsa 

and iron, now in favour, are handsome 

enough, though the ornamental work is 

often very unmeaning. The old wooden bed- 

stead, on four legs, with its rickety frame- 

work for supporting white dimity cur- 

tains, is only seen in farces, where they are 

seen to rock unsteadily, as the funny man 

tumbles in. Every one will recal the foot- 

board, with its comers like rams' horns. 

Now, a simple brass nail performs this 

duty picturesquely, and the unpleasant 

thoughts associated with the inner joinings 

of the old wooden four-poster, are impos- 

sible. If a wooden bedstead is in favour, 

the solid and handsome French bedstead 

is a good pattern. The ordinary bracket, 

hung sometimes by a string from a nail, is 

a poor object enough, suggesting meanness, 

poverty, and shifts in the owner. The new 

school of furniture offers endless shapes ; 

one, that of a little broad gallery with a rail 

round it, under which are a couple of shelves, 

the lowest the narrowest. A bedroom 

cabinet, too, should not be the shallow, 

skimpy thing we see, but should be broad, 

with a drawer at top and two doors ; a 

bracket for books should always have a back. ■
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Even snch athingas the toilet-glass, swing- 

ing on its two slender snpporte, is meagre- 

looking ; with its snpporte made in pyra- 

mid shape, growing broad as they get near 

the table, and dispensing with the heavy 

Inmp of wood, which is to keep it balanced, 

the effect wonld be improved. Cnrtains, 

too, are all astray, mnning with wooden 

rings on wooden poles, wiih a grotesque 

clatter. Sometimes in drawing-rooms we 

see sham rings fixed to the gilt poles, while 

the cnrtains are moved nndemeath by a 

complicated system of cords. Experience 

and sense suggest the tme principle. Yon 

wish to draw your cortain back or forward 

in a complete way, with, perhaps, a single 

sweep of the hand. The pole shonld be 

thin and of metal, and the rings large and 

not thick; then they will fly. Carpets 

shonld be laid so as not to cover all the 

room, and shonld have a border. There 

are a hnndred points of this kind, which a 

little reflection will discover; and it is sur- 

prising, when the mind has got into this 

habit of inquiry, what pleasure it will receive 

from so simple a thing as a well-made piece 

of furniture. Mr. Eastlake led the way in 

this practical reform by his book on House- 

hold Taste; and it is gratifying to find 

that some of our upholstering firms have 

followed his advice. ■

THE WICKED WOODS OF TOBEREEVIL. ■

BT TBS A17TH0B OF **HBSnB'8 HI8T0BT.'* 

CHAPTER XXXVIII. THE FOOL'S DERELICTION. ■

The Kearneys retired to their cave, and 

Con stayed with them. He made himself a 

bed of heather and ferns, on which he slept 

every night, lying across the mouth of the 

rude dwelling like a mastiff at his master's 

gate. The cave was as good to him as the 

cabin had been, and so long as he could 

carry turf and water for Nan, and get his 

food from her hand, he cared very little 

for what was happening in the world. The 

midsummer days were long and fine, and 

the nights short and starry, and the moun- 

tain just the same mountain as before. Yet 

Con was seen to look sad when he passed 

the empty houses of the people who had 

gone away; would sometimes stop and 

scowl, and mutter to himself about Simon ; 

and had once been caught flinging stones 

down the cliff in the direction of the chim- 

neys of Tobereevil. But his queer fits of 

passion soon spent themselves on the air. 

The Kearneys were beside him, and he was 

content ; little knowing of the plot which ■

was being hatched for the destruction of 

his peace of mind. ■

The Kearneys, nine in family, were now 

ready to take the road out into the world ; 

having sold their pigs and furniture, and 

finding themselves with nb longer a pre* 

tence for lingering among their mountains. 

In Gkdway they had a well-to-do friend, 

frt)m whom they hoped to borrow money 

enough, with what they had got, to bring 

them across the Atlantic. . Once in a new 

country, when their hearts had bled away 

the sorest throes of g^ef, they hoped to 

earn a living, and to build up a new home 

with the toil of their many hands. Save 

for the anguish of memory, th^ would no 

doubt do very well. ■

But now a dif&cultj arose. What were 

they to do with the loving fool? They 

could not take him to America ; there was 

no question about that ; and to leave him 

alone in some city to which he might follow 

them, would be a cruelty of which they 

could not even think. Hardship and 

starvation must be his portion in a town, 

while at home in his familiar mountains he 

would always have friends enough. So 

Con must be left behind ; but how were 

they going to escape from him P ■

He followed Nan everywhere, keeping 

his eyes on her, as if he feared she would 

vanish if he closed them. He did not sleep 

soundly as he had used to do, but lay all 

night awake and watchfril, ready to spring 

up if any sound alarmed his ear ; or when 

he did fall asleep the slumber was so light 

that it was broken by the whimper of a 

plover. His friends Knew well that did 

they try to set out without him he would 

follow, while he had strength to crawl, 

were it through flood or fire ; and that no 

man might seek to hold him back. Yet 

the Kearneys must surely go, and Con be 

lefb behind. ■

At last a plan was hit upon to cheat him. 

Some lads who lived at a distance came and 

coaxed him to go with them for a day's 

climbing in search of an eagle's nest, and 

Con the fool forgot his vigilance, and fell 

easily into the snare. After a long and 

exciting day, scaling high rocks and racing 

along upper ridges of the mountains, he 

returned to the cave where he expected to 

find his friends. He was weary, and his 

steps lagged as he came along in the ruddy 

heat, and his fool's heaxt leaped as he 

caught sight of the dear hole which was 

the door of his home. He looked for the 

gossoons coming to meet him, for if Con 

did not reason, he knew the habits of every ■
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living thiDg around him. This evening 

there were no gossoons abont the hills, and 

Con was disappointed and quickened his 

lagging steps. He went into the cave, 

bat the place was empty. Neither the 

KeamejB nor their bundles were to be seen. 

Con was surprised, and his heart sank, 

just as a wise man's will sink under the 

chill of disappointment. Hq consoled 

himself in the best way he could by draw- 

ing together the embers of the fire, near 

which had been left for him a heap of turf 

and a pile of potatoes. He need not be 

cold or hungry for this night at least, even 

though his friends who had cherished him 

were gone away. To-morrow, indeed, he 

must look for another home ; but of this 

Con knew nothing, while he set to work 

upon the fire, kindling it up deftly as he 

weU knew how to do. "Saa would be 

coming in to make the supper by-and-bye, 

and Con laughed in his crowing way to 

think how glad she would be to see the 

blaze. She would laugh along with him 

and pat him on the head. The fool was 

used to such treatment, and knew what 

he had to expect. ■

The fire burned up and down again, and 

would have burned out too, if Con had let 

it ; and still no steps and no voices came 

near the cave. ■

The red hue had fled away from the 

heath, and the stars had come to light. The 

mountain was deserted indeed. Con sat, 

the only human being among the empty 

cabins, feeling his own loneliness, which 

horrified him ; g^wing afraid to look out 

any more through the opening of the cave, 

and crouching close to the fire, as the only 

thing that could comfort and protect him. 

He fed it continually, and trembled when 

it got low ; did not eat nor sleep, but sat 

clasping his knees, and listening with the 

vigilance of a hare. But nothing came 

near him, nothing moved save the ashes 

that kept crumbling at his feet. The 

breeze moaned and sobbed through the 

chinks in the cave, and Con lamented and 

wept. The tears of his desolation wet his 

hands and his naked feet. ■

As soon as the oppressive darkness with- 

drew from the realm where Con reigned 

alone, the poor fellow started from his 

watchfire, and set ofi* in quest of his friends, 

wandering up-hill and down-hill ; calling, 

whooping, whistling. The sun rose and 

gave him courage, and he went on confi- 

dently, hoping to meet the little crowd of 

the Kearneys lurking, for mere mischief, 

behind a heathery knoll, or racing up to ■

meet him from below ridges of waving 

broom. He mistook a slender bush for 

Nan, as it curtsied and becked to him in 

the morning breeze, and shot forward as 

if on wings, thinking he saw a group of 

little black heads nodding, which must 

surely be the children at their play, but 

proved to be clumps of loose broom black- 

ened by the fires already kindled in pre- 

paration for the shepherds. After each 

one of these failures, Con lifted up his 

voice and wept aloud. He met no one all 

day, so deserted was the mountain. He 

got up to the highest peaks, higher than 

he had been the day before when trackings 

the eagle. Foxes fled, and wild birds cried 

at his approach ; but nothing human did 

he meet. '* Nan ! Nan !" he shrieked, and 

the echoes enraged him, mocking back 

again with " Nan ! Nan !'* ■

Towards evening he came down from the 

clouds, and made his way back to the cave. 

The place was as solita^ as when he left 

it, and the fire was dead oesides. He took 

flints from his pocket and struck sparks 

and made a fire, but silence and desolation 

still reigned round him as before. He 

walked round all the cabins, rattled at 

the locks, and peeped in at the windows, 

but not so mucn as a mouse did he find 

to make response. He returned then to 

the cave with the sickness of hunger upon 

him ; ate some potatoes, and started again 

on his quest. ■

This time he descended to the lowlands, 

and after sunset was coming along a moor, 

beyond which lay some green fields, when 

he met a little girl carrying a milk-pail. 

She was a lowland lassie, but every one 

knew Con, and she was touched by the 

sight of his tear-bedabbled &ce. She 

offered him a drink of milk out of a tin 

which hung to her pail, and Con drank 

g^reedily, and then looked eagerly in her 

face. ■

"Nan,"he cried, "Nan." ■

" Och, thin, poor boy," said the pitiful 

little maid, "is that the ways it is wid 

you ? Ye'll be lookin' long for Nan afore 

ye set eyes on her. Sure Simon has settled 

wid them all, the creatures. Simon has 

sint them away." ■

Con stared at the girl with open mouth 

and eyes, till the vacant look dropped away 

from him like a mask, and his face became 

dark and convulsed with wrath. He 

uttered a long savage shriek which startled 

the herds at their evening meal and made 

the goats look down inquisitively from the 

clifis at a little distance. "Simon!" he ■
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screamed, with m order in his voice, and 

flung himself on the Ctarth, and tore the 

sod with his hands. The little girl was 

terrified, and ran away and left him. ■

All the agony of his desolation fell now 

on the fool's heart ; for the word " Simon" 

had been enongh to suggest to him that 

Nan had disappeared for evermore. He 

raged and wept; tore his clothes and his 

shaggy hair ; but by-and-bye got to his 

feet again and began running towards the 

woods. Very glorious they looked, decked 

out in all the hues of the evening sun. 

Many a summer evening had Con disported 

himself in their shelter, swinging from 

bough to bough, laughing and crowing in 

dcHcious happiness. Now they flamed 

with rage at him as his eyes flamed at 

them. ■

There lay about two miles of trees 

between Con and the mansion of Tobe- 

reevil ; and twilight had begun to fall when 

he plunged into the thickets, pushing right 

and left, crashing through the underwood, 

his pale face livid, and a lurid gleam of 

purpose burning for once in his vacant 

eyes. H« knew his way well through the 

darkest labyrinths of t2ae woods, and he 

went straight to the destination towards 

which he had set his face. It was 

wonderful that he did not dash himself 

against trees, trip over the brushwood, tear 

his feet with thorns, or cut his hands with 

piercing brambles as he swept them out 

of his path, yet no such ill befel him. He 

passed easily and without scath through 

savage places from which another would 

have come forth bruised and bleeding : shot 

like lightning across the dark spots which 

Tibbie knew so well, and trod out the 

baleful life-juiee of wicked herbs beneath 

his feet. The trees groaned and rocked as 

if they knew that there was a vengeful 

spirit among them, who^ unconscious as 

he was of the evilness of the evil, was yet 

possessed of all its power, which he would 

use for their destruction. Deeper and 

deeper plunged Con into the woods, and 

the perpetuid roar of the trees arose to a 

tumult, with a shriek in the voice of many, 

a frantic wrath in the movement of the 

swaying multitude, as if the woods, know- 

ing their doom, as also the spirits of 

wickedness that lurked in them, had found 

themselves at last and irretrievably undone. 

Or was it that the breeze was a little 

livelier than is usual on summer nights ? 

At last a tree stooped down in fury, caught 

Con by the hair and smote him on the 

face, breaking some of his teeth and ■

making the blood start out of his flesh. 

His heart was full of murder, and he 

turned to wreak his vengeance on the 

tree ; beat it, smashed the lower branches 

with his feet and hands; while the foe 

stood as straight as ever, roaring in mali- 

cious triumph over his head. Other trees 

joined in chorus with it, and they scofied 

at him where he stood quivering like a 

pigmy among giants. But his cunning 

served him now that he might wreak 

vengeance on his enemies. ■

He took flints out of his pockets, and 

struck sparks, with which he tried to burn 

the skin and fingers, that is, the bark 

and little twigs of his stalwart foe. This 

would not take effect, and then he tried 

another plan ; groping among the feet of 

the trees till he had swept up in a pile 

dead leaves, rotten sticks, withered herbs, 

and bits of bark, all so dry and tindery 

with the hot breath of the summer that it 

needed but a spark to kindle them into a 

blaze. The spark was flung amongst them, 

spark after spark as Con wrought to make 

a fire out of them, and triumphed. The fire 

hissed at his knees, and the rocking of the 

trees fanned it into intensity, and all the 

underwood around him became wrapped 

in flame. Fire was a thing that Con had 

always loved, and now he laughed as he 

beheld it do his bidding. He gathered up 

burning sheaves and flung them into the 

trees, tied stones among wicked sticks 

and crackling leaves, and impelled them 

wrapped in flame into the upper branches. 

The trees roared and groaned again as the 

fire went into their hearte, and flung them- 

selves upon each other to try and ex- 

tinguish it ; but the flames ate into the 

wood, and the scorching breath of the one 

sent destruction into the bosom of another. 

When Con saw that his work had taken 

efiect, he dashed from the spot and fled 

forward as before, with hia race towards 

the mansion of Tobereevil. ■

The miser was very restless at this time. 

Even since he had taken things in his own 

hands, and found that he could do his own 

work so well, he had grown more impatient 

of the little progress he made in money- 

getticg, and more feverishly ambitious of 

doing better in this respect ; the event of 

the shepherds seeking his mountain gave 

him new and broad ideas as to the amount 

of capital which might yet be wrought out 

of the stones and heather. One d^y people 

might come asking to make a quarry among 

his idle rocks, and in anticipation of this 

moment he marked off many new names ■
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whose owners must be taxed severely in 

preparation for their departure when the 

quarry-seekers should arrive. The workers 

of thi quarry would want dwellings for 

their families, and should pay him a good 

rent out of their wages. The manager 

of the works would need a comfortable 

residence, and the best farm on the estate 

must be at his disposal. He would doubt- 

less be very rich, and inclined to pay nobly 

for the accommodation so needful to bim. 

Simon reviewed in his mind the many farms 

which belonged to him, and decided that 

the manager of the quarry would prefer to 

have Monasterlea ; it being rich and fertile 

land which had been cultivated for years, 

and the master naturally liking to be near 

to his works. So Miss Martha was vmtten 

down as having to ** flit" as soon as the 

quarry-seekers should have arrived. ■

All these plans made Simon very rest- 

less. He could not bear to wait while 

his dreams realised themselves slowly out 

of the future. He thought that events 

which were to come ought to come at 

OQce, and meantime while ihev delayed the 

suspense was a torture whidi wasted his 

Hfe. ■

AH that day, on which Con had searched 

for Nan, and fired the woods, Simon had 

wandered restlessly about his house; in- 

doors and out of doors ; unable to sit still 

for a moment to reckon his treasures in his 

memory, or to remember about where he 

had hidden his keys. He went out glean- 

ing, this being harvest time for Simon, as 

well as for the £ftrmers his tenants. He 

knew from day to day what fields were 

going to be reaped, and followed like a 

spec&e in the trail of the reapers. Some 

of the richer or more generous would leave 

ears on the field purposely, so that the 

wretched old man might not be disap- 

pointed in his quest; but to-day he had 

to glean ground over which he had passed 

before, and there was little for him to get. 

Still, with great toil he succeeded in find- 

bg a few stray ears, besides sundry little 

wisps of straw ; and had added to these 

treasures little scraps of rags and down, 

and some cold potatoes which had been 

forgotten in a field. With these he was 

coming home, but his limbs trembled so 

violently with that anxiety about the 

quarry - men, that he spilt the best of 

his spoils, and the breeze carried some of 

them away. Upon this he wailed and 

wept, so enfeebled was he by his cares, 

but was consoled by seeing a fine bird's- 

nest between two branches of a tree. He | ■

poked it down with a stick, and found it 

lined with soft wool which had been 

plucked from the backs of sheep. "What 

wickedness and waste !*' cried the miser as 

he ripped it up. " It is shocking to think 

of the robberies which these creatures com- 

mit on man !*' He found eggs in the nest, 

however, so that his day did not go for 

nothing. ■

He was standing at the foot of the tree 

picking the nest to pieces, and carefully 

stufi&ng the wool into the pocket of his 

garment. His thin white hair fell on his 

shoulders, crowned by a hat so frail and 

discoloured, that it seemed to have been 

placed on his head more in mockery than 

for protection. His thin sharp face — long 

keen nose, greedy eyes, and twitching 

mouth — was bent over his task with all the 

avidity of an eagle that has found its prey. 

The worn and many - coloured garment 

clung round the skeleton limbs, and the 

sun laughed over its wretchedness, and 

pointed out its rents and patches. He 

was standing close by the cottage of a 

poor tenant whose field he had been glean- 

ing, and as he tore the bird's-nest a boy 

sprang suddenly forward. ■

" Ah, sir ! Don't tear the robin's nest, 

sir ! Indeed it is the robin's ; I saw her 

fly out this morning." ■

"Well, yon young rascal. A useless, 

thieving bird 1" ■

" Oh, sir ; don't do that, sir ! The robin 

that bloodied his breast, sir, when he was 

tryin' to pick the nails out o' the Saviour's 

feet !" ■

The child looked up as he spoke with a 

face full of earnestness and horror. It was 

as if he had been begging for the life of a 

little human playfellow. When he named 

the Saviour's name, Simon shrank back 

from him with a look of terror, throwing 

up his trembling arm with an impulse to 

screen his face from the child's gaze. He 

dropped the nest, and the boy picked it up 

and ran away; but Simon had the wool 

and the eggs safe in his wallet. Neverthe- 

less it had not been a good day, and he was 

in a restless and hungry humour. For his 

dinner he bruised down the ears of wheat 

into a paste, boiled the bird's eggs, and 

warmed the cold potatoes ; and these, with 

a draught of water, made a meal which 

was quite enough. There was a dead 

thrush in the larder, but that must do for 

to-morrow. " Now that I have some pro- 

spect of doing well at last," said Simon, 

thinking of the quarry, " I need not spoil 

everythmg by extravagance !" ■
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It was quite evening, and lie still 

walked abont ; strolled some way into the 

woods, rnbbing his thin hands together, 

and pondering his new scheme. The 

glorious harvest snnset cast a halo around 

his wretchedness, and flung after him trails 

of solemn splendour as he glided into the 

thickets. He was thinking, as he went, 

that after all it might be better to have the 

useless woods cut down. True, there would 

at first be some expense ; but what a heap 

of money all this timber must produce. 

These idle giants might gradually be 

changed into golden pieces ; it was not the 

first time that Simon had thought of the 

plan, but it had seemed a part of the fate 

of the masters of Toberee^ to cling with 

great faithfulness to the treesof the Wicked 

Woods, and to resist every temptation to 

lay them low. There was something in the 

fact that everything which involved expense 

at the first starting was sure to be shunned ; 

but Simon had gathered confidence from 

the success of his negotiations with the 

shepherds, and from the impending success 

of the quarry. He did really entertain the 

idea of cutting down the woods. ■

The air grew more glowing as the sun 

sank nearer to the hills, and the trees basked 

in the golden glare. Simon thought not 

of the beauty of the world, nor of the 

blessings that fall from heaven, as he 

tottered in and out of the thickets, planning 

their destruction. Now that he had made 

up his mind to the idea he became almost 

delirious with impatience to have the value 

of the woods poured in gold into his lap, 

and walked about feebly, guiding hims^f 

by the branches. Thus did Simon take 

his last walk in the woods of Tobereevil. 

He had resolved upon their ruin, but an- 

other had been before him. ■

He returned to the house, and again felt 

the impossibility of sitting down quietly to 

think of the ricnes which promised to flow 

in upon him, so wandei^ through his 

melancholy mansion, up the staircase, all 

aflame with the setting sun, past the black 

burning nymphs, past the mutilated Flora, 

with her gay and floating garments, and 

away through many solitary chambers. 

He was in a busy mood this evening, and 

he wanted to see if there was anything 

under his roof which he could turn to pro- 

fit, anything which he had overlooked and 

allowed to go to waste with that careless- 

ness and extravagance of which he had ■

never been able to cure himself. He looked 

angrily at the fragments of discoloured 

velvet which hung above some of the win- 

dows. Perhaps from these the birds — 

robbers who came through broken win- 

dows — ^picked some of the rags and wool 

with which they lined their nest. Bags 

were worth money, and these rags must 

be fetched down and sent to market. He 

gloated over the few pieces of worm-eaten 

furniture which remained in the stately 

rooms, and which he resolved should be 

sold at a high price to the quarry-master 

who was to live at Monasterlea. He went 

up to the lobby where the goblin presses 

stood, containing those precious heir-looms 

which the pedlar had forborne to buy, as- 

certained that the goods were safe, and 

foresaw that some other merchant would 

be found wise enough to purchase them. 

Coming down again through the house in 

the gathering of twilight, he bethought 

him suddenly of a third great plan for the 

increase of his store. He would take down 

the mouldering mansion of Tobereevil, 

eveiy stone of it, and turn it also into gold. 

These quarrymen would need good dwell- 

ings, many more than were to be found 

upon his land ; so he would sell them his 

bricks and beams, his door-firames, and 

window-frames, and fireplaces ; and another 

heap of gold would be the result. This 

third vision was too much for him; his 

head began to reel with the splendour of 

the hopes which spread before him. By 

the time he made his way to the lower 

staircase all the heavenly fires were burnt 

out for that day, the nymphs released from 

torture, and sleeping tnmquilly, with the 

stars shining in at them. When at last he 

sought his chair of rest in his own parti- 

cular den, he was utterly exhausted with 

his hopes. He tottered to the stand on 

which his pistols always lay, examined, and 

found them loaded, and placed them on 

the table beside him before he would sit 

down. The window-shutters were open, 

that he might have the last lingering light 

to bear him company as he sat, for neither 

candles nor fire were to be thought of in 

such weather. Very soon he would bar 

the shutters, and go to bed. He sank 

back in the chair, and closed his eyes, 

opened them again, and started, with his 

g^e fixed on the window, seeing Con*s 

white face glaring at him with a dreadful 

look of meaning through the pane. ■
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CHAPTER VII. IN THE CITT. ■

The descriptions of the great house of 

Gdveriej and Company, given respectively 

by 1&. and Mrs. Calverley, though differing 

essentially in many particulars, had each a 

sabstratum of truth. The house had been 

founded half a century before by John Lor- 

raine, the eldest son of a broken-down but 

ancient fimiily in the north of England, 

who in very early years had been sent up 

to London to shift for himself, and arriv- 

ing there with the conventional half-crown 

in his pocket, was, of course, destined to 

&me and fortune. Needless to say that, 

hke so many other merchant princes, heroes 

of history &r more veracious than this, his 

first experiences were those of struggling 

adversity. He kept the books, he ran the 

errands, he fetched and carried for his 

master — ^the old East India agent in Great 

St. Helen's — and by his intelligence and in- 

dnstry he commended himself to the good 

graces of his superiors ; and was iiot only 

able to twft.iTifn.iTi himself in a respectable 

position^ bat to provide for his two younger 

brothers, who were sipping from the fotmt 

of learning at the grammar-school of Pen- 

rith. These jimior scions being brought 

to town, and applying themselves, not, in- 

deed, with the same energy as their elder 

brother, but with a passable amount of in- 

terest and care to the duties set before 

them, were taken into partnership by John 

Lorraine when he went into business for 

himself^ and he^d, in a certain degree, to 

establish the fortunes of the house. Of 

these fortune^ John Lorraine was the main- ■

spring and the principal producer ; he had 

wonderful powers of foresight, and uncom- 

mon shrewdness in estimating the chances 

of any venture proposed to him, and with 

all these he was bold -and lucky ; *^ feirr too 

bold," his old employers said, with shaking 

heads, as they saw him gn^rdually, but 

surely, outstripping them in the race ; '^ far 

too lucky," his detractors growled, when 

they saw speculations, which had been 

offered to them and promptly declined, 

prosper auriferously in John Lorraine's 

hands. ■

As soon as John Lorraine saw the tide 

of fortune strongly setting in, he took to 

himself a wife, the daughter of one of his 

City friends, a man of tolerable wealth and 

great experience, who in his early days 

had befriended the struggling boy, and 

who thought his daughter could not have 

achieved higher honour or greater happiness. 

Whatever honour or happiness may have ac- 

crued to the young lady on her marriage 

did not last long, for, shortly after giving 

birth to her first child, a daughter, she 

died, and thenceforward John Lorraine de- 

voted his life to the little girl, and to the 

increased fortune which she was to inherit. 

When little Jane had arrived at a more 

than marriageable age, and from a pretty 

fubsy baby had g^wn into a thin, acidu- 

lated, opiniated woman (a result attribut- 

able to the manner in which she had been 

spoiled by her indulgent father), John Lor- 

raine's mind was mainly exercised as to 

what manner of man would propose for her 

with a likelihood of success. Hitherto, 

love affairs had been things almost un- 

known to his Jane, not from any un- 

willingness on her part to make their 

acquaintance, but principally because, not- 

withstanding the fortune which it was 

known she would bring to her husband, ■

ss?^ ■

vou vul ■ 183 ■
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noiM of the few youtig, mem who from timo 

ta time dtnad' aolenml}! in tiie old»ffehioned 

kotiae iit BVnnswickrsqnavc, or acted as 

oavalier to ibt miaftrcai tft tbe Andent Con- 

CQrte, or tbft Elibgi'a Tfieatre, could make 

up-tlteir min^^tR) address her in anything 

bni? tfte most common phrases. That Miss- 

Jane 'had a will of her own, and a tart 

manner of expressing her inteniien ofhay- 

mg. ihB,t will fulfilled-, ima also maittey of 

Gsaamea gpsaip ; stories were current among 

tils 9ie^» at Mincing-lano of the ** wig- 

ging" whisk tbey had heard her adminis- 

teringrto her ftcther, when she d*»ove down 

to. fetch him oiwvLy in her chariot, and ^wrhen 

he kept hernndnljp waiting ; the homsehokl 

servants in Bmnswick-sqnare had their 

opinion of Miss Jane's temper, and the 

tradesmen in the neigbbonriiood looked 

forward' to the entrance of her thin, dark 

fignre into their shops- everj Tuesday 

morning, for the performance of settiing 

the books, with fear and trembling. ■

Old John Lorraine, fallj appreciating 

his daughter's- infirmities, though partly 

from affection, partly from fear, he nerer 

took upon himself to rebake them, began 

to think that the fairy prince who was to 

wake this morally slumbering yirgin to a 

sense of something better, to burger views 

and higher aims, to domestic happiness 

and mamried bliss, would never arrive. He 

came at last) however, in the person of 

G-eorge G-urwood, a big, broad-shouldered, 

jovial fellow, who, as a son of another of 

Lorraine's early friends, had some time 

previously been admitted as a partner into 

the house. Everybody liked goed-look- 

ing, jolly George Gurwoed. Lambton Lor- 

raine and Lowther Lorraine, who, though 

now growing elderly men, had retaaned 

their bacheloc tastes and habits^ and 

managed to get through a great portion of 

the income aceruing to i^em from i^e 

business, were delighted with his jovial 

manners. His sporting tendencies, his con- 

vivial predilections. When the feot of 

Gfeorge'ff paying his addresses to their 

niece was first pn>malg»ted, Lambton had 

a serious talk with his genial partner, 

warning- him against tying himself for 

life to a woman with whom he had no 

single feeling in common. But George 

laughed at the caution, and declined to be 

guided by it. "Miss Lorraine was not 

mucii in his line,'* he said; "perhaps a 

little given to tea and psalm- smiting, but 

it would come all right ; he shonld get her 

into a different way ; and as t^e dear old 

guv'nor" (by which title George always ■

affectienately spoke of his senior partner) 

" SQsmed ta wish it, he was not going to 

aland in iho mig^. Se wanted a hame, and 

Jane should niake him a jallyone, he'd 

take care of that.** ■

Jane Lorraine married 6hsoi;grOvrwoed, 

but she did not make him a home. Her 

rigicLUaring and unyielding tempw wer. 

too strong, far hi& plastic, pliable natnrs; 

fojr msBiy menthiytfie struggle for niasieiy 

was oa t i ' ie i T on between them, butr in H^ 

end Qieorg^ — jolly Georgono longar-— giKve 

way. Ea had made a toksable gpeot fight 

of Us &u^ ^^ used* evev^ meaoa in his 

po wer to induce her to be lese bitter, less 

furtive^ less inexorable in the matter o£ 

his dinings-out, his sporting transactions, 

his constant desire to see his table suit- 

rounded by congenial company. " I have 

tried to 'gentle herj" he said to Lowther 

Lorraine one day, " as I would a horse, 

and tixere haa never been one of them yet 

that I could not coax and pet into good 

temper ; I'd spend any amount of money 

on her, and let her have her own way in 

most things if she would only just let me 

have mine in a few. I have ^ed hear with 

a sharp bit and a- pair of * persuaders,' but 

that waa no more use than the gentling! 

She's afi hard as nails, Lowther, my boy, 

and I don't see my way out of it^ that's 

the truth. 2o eome along and have a 

Bands." ■

If having a B and S — George's abbre- 

viation for soda-water and braady-^woald 

have helped him to see his> way oub of his 

difficulties, he would speedily have been 

able to perceive itv fbi? tliencefbrwaf d his 

consumj^en of that and many otiier kinds 

of liquids w«s enormous* Wretched in 

his home, George Gurwood took to drink- 

ing to drown care, but, as. in most similar 

cases, the demon proved himself &r too 

buoyani to be overwhelmed even by the 

amount which G-eerge pouived upon him. 

He was drinking morning-, noon, and 

night, and was generally in a more or less 

muddled state. v\rfaen he went to businessy 

which was now very seldom, some of ih» 

clerks in* the office laughed at' him, which 

was bad enou^, while others pitied him, 

which was worse. The story of George's 

dissipation was carefully kept firom John 

Lorraine, who had virtoally- xetired £rom 

the business, and devoted himself to 

nursing his rheumatism, and to superin* 

tending tite education of his giandson, a 

fine bo^ of five or six years of age, but 

Lambton and Lowther held many colloquies 

together, the end of i^en all being their ■

HP ■
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both agreeing tbat they could not tell 

wliat was to be done with George Gur- 

wood. What was to be done with him 

was soon settled by George Garwood him- 

self. Even his powerful constitution had 

been unable to withstand the ravages 

which constant drinking had inflicted upon 

it. He was seized with an attack of deli- 

rium tremens while attending a race meet- 

ing at Warwick, and during the temporary 

absence of the night nurse jolly George 

G-orwood terminated his earthly career by 

jumping from thfi bedroom wiiidow of the 

hotel into the yard below. ■

Then it was that the investigation of 

the affairs of the firm, consequent upon the 

death of one of the partners^ revealed the 

^lious state in which matters stood. All 

the name and fame, the laige fortone, the 

enormous colonial business^ the commercial 

•credit wbich John Lorraine had spent his 

life in building up, had been gradually 

crumbling away. Two years more of this 

decadence^ such as the perusal of the firm's 

books exhibited had taken place daring the 

last ten yeara^ and the great house of Lor- 

raine Brothers would be in the Bankruptcy 

Court Then it was that Mr. Calverley, 

hitherto otdj known aa & plodding, reliable 

head clerk, thoroughly cooiveraant with all 

details of bnisiness, but neves* having shown 

any peculittr capabilities, came forward and 

made his mark. At th» meeting of the 

ereditorahe expounded his views so lucidly, 

and showed so plainly how, by reorganising 

the business in every department^ it could 

<mGe more be pui on a safe and proper foot- 

ing; and reizistated in its old position as one 

of the leading houses in the City, that the 

helm was at. once put into his lumds. So 

safely and prosperously did he steer the 

shipthat^ before old John Lorraine died, 

he saw thus business in Mincing-lane, though 

no longer conducted under its old name 

(Mr. Calverley had made a point of that, 

and had insisted on claiming whatever was 

^ne to his ability and exertions), more 

flouncing than in its best days; while 

Lambton and Lowther, who had been paid 

out at the reorganisation of affairs, and had 

tboijght themselves very lucky at escaping 

heing sudc^ in by the ezpeeted whirlpool, 

were disgusted at the triumphant results of 

the operations of a man by whom they had 

set 80 little store, and complained indig- 

nantly of their ill-treatment. ■

And then John Calverley, who^ as one of 

the necessitieA involved in carrying out his 

hnsiiiess transactionB, had been frequently 

broufrht into communication with the ■

widowed Mrs. Garwood, first conceived 

the idea of making her an ofier of mar- 

riage. Pretty nearly forty years of his life 

had been spent in a state of bachelorhood, 

though he had not been without the com- 

forts of a home. He was thoroughly do- 

mesticated by nature, simple in his tastes, 

shy and shrinking fronL society, and en- / 

grossed by his unceasing labour during the 

day, that it was his happiness at night to 

put aside from his mind everything relating, 

however remotely, to his City toil, and to 

sit drinking his tea, and placidly chatting, 

reading, or listening to his old mother, from 

whom since his childhood he had never 

been separated. The first great erief of 

John Calverley's life, the death of uiis old 

lady, took place very shortly after he had 

assumed the reins of government in Minc- 

ing-lane, and since then his home had 

been dull and cheerless. He sorely felt the 

want of a companion, but he knew nobody 

whom he could ask to share his lot. He had 

but rare opportunities of making the ac- 

quaintance of any ladies, but Mrs. Gur- 

wood had been thrown in his way by 

chance, and, after some little hesitation, 

he ventured to propose to her. The pro- 

position was not disagreeable to Jane Gnr- 

wood. For some time past she had felt the loss 

of some constantly present object on which 

to vent her bile ; her tongue and her temper 

were both becoming rusty by disuse, and 

in the meek, pleasant little man, now rich 

and well-to-do, she thought she saw a very 

fitting recipient for both. So John Calverley 

and Jane Gurwood were married, with 

what result we have already seen. , ■

The offices in Minciug-lane remained 

pretty much in the same state as they had 

been in old John Lorraine's day. They 

had been painted, of course, many times 

since he first entered upon their occupation, 

but in the heart of the City the brilliancy of 

paint does not last very long, and in a very 

few months after the ladders and scafibld- 

ings had been removed, the outside wood- 

work selapBed into its state of grubbiness. 

There was a talk at one time of making 

some additions to the building, to provide 

ancommodation for the increased staff of 

clerks which it had been found necessary 

to engage, but Mr. Calverley thought that 

the rooms originally occupied by Lambton 

and Lowther Lorraine would do very well 

for the newly appointed young gentlemen, 

and there accordingly they set up their 

high desks and stools, their enormous 

ledgers and day-books. The elderly men, 

who had been John Lorraine's colleagues ■
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and subordinates in bygone years, still re- 

mained attached to the business, but their 

employer, not nnmindful of the good 

services they had rendered, and conscious, 

perhaps, that without their aid he might 

have had some difficulty in carrying 

out his reorganisation so successfully, 

took means to lighten their duties and to 

place them rather in the position of over- 

seers and superintendents, leaving the 

grinding desk- work to be performed by 

tibeir juniors. Of these young gentlemen 

there were several. They inhabited the 

lower floor of the warehouse, and the most 

presentable of them were told off to see any 

stray customers that might enter. The 

ships' captains, the brokers, and the con- 

signees, knew their way about the premises, 

and passed in and out unheeded, but occa- 

sionally strangers arrived with letters of 

introduction, or foreign merchants put in 

a fia.ntastic appearance, and for the benefit 

of these there was a sms^ glazed waiting- 

room set apart, with one or other of the pre- 

sentable clerks to attend to them. ■

About a fortnight afber Pauline's first 

visit, about the middle of the day, Mr. 

Walker, one of the clerks, entered the large 

office, and proceeded to hang up his hat 

and to don his coat, preparatory to put- 

ting on a sporting-looking garment made 

of shepherd's plaid, with extremely short 

tails, and liberally garnished with ink spots. 

Judging from his placid, satisfied appear- 

ance, and from the fact that he carried a 

toothpick between his lips, which he was 

elegantly chewing, one might have guessed, 

without fear of contradiction, that Mr. 

Walker had just returned from dinner. ■

" You shouldn't hurry yourself in this 

way. Postman, you really shouldn't," said 

Mr. Briscoe, one of the presentable clerks 

aforenamed. " You will spoil your diges- 

tion if you do ; and fiuicy what a calamity 

that would be to a man of your figure. You 

have only been out an hour and a quarter, 

and I understand they have sent round 

from Lake's to Newgate Market for some 

more joints." ■

"Don't you be funny, William," said 

Mr. Walker, wiping his lips, and slowly 

climbing on to his stool ; " it isn't in your 

line, and you might hurt yourself." ■

** Hurt myself," echoed Mr. Briscoe. " I 

will hurt you, and spoil your appetite too, 

when I get the chance, keeping a fellow 

hanging on here, waiting for his luncheon, 

while you are gorging yourself to repletion 

for one and ninepence. Only you wait till 

next week, when it's my turn to go out at ■

one, and yon will see what a twist I'll give 

you. However, one comfort is, I'm off at 

last." And Mr. Briscoe jumped from his 

seat, and proceeded towards the hat-pegs. ■

" No you're not," said Mr. Walker, who 

had commenced a light dessert on a half- 

hundred of walnuts, which he had pur- 

chased at a stall on his way ; ^ there's a 

pBTtj just come into the private office, 

William, and as you're picked out for that 

berth on account of your beauty and su- 

perior manners, yon will have to attend to 

her. A female party, do you hear, Wil- 

liam ; so brush your hair, and pull down 

your wristbands, and make a swell of yonr- 

self." ■

Mr. Briscoe looked with great disgust 

towards the partition through the dulled 

glass, on which he saw the outline of a 

female figure, then, stepping across, he 

opened a pane in the glass, and inquired 

what was wanted. ■

" I called here some time ago," said 

Pauline, for- it was she, " and left a letter 

for Mr. Calverley. I was told- he was out 

of town, but "would return in a few days. 

Perhaps he is now here ?" ■

" Mr. Calverley has returned," said Mr. 

Briscoe, in his most fascinating manner, 

a compound of the familiarity with which 

he addressed the waitresses in the eating- 

houses and the nonchalance with which he 

regarded the duchesses in the Park. " I 

believe he is engaged just now, but I will 

let him know you are here. What name 

shall I say ?" ■

" Say Madame Du Tertre, if you please," 

said Pauline ; " and mention that he has 

already had a letter from me." ■

Mr. Briscoe bowed, and delivered his 

message through a speaking tube which 

communicated with Mr. Calverley's room. 

In reply he was instructed to bring the 

lady up-stairs, and bidding Pauline follow 

him, he at once introduced her into the pre- 

sence of his chief. ■

As his visitor entered, Mr. Calverley 

rose from the desk at which he was seated, 

and graciously motioned her to a chair, 

looking hard at her from under his light 

eyebrows meanwhile. ■

Pauline wa« the first to speak. After 

she had seated herself, and Mr. Calverley 

had resumed his place at his desk, she 

leaned forward and said, " I have the plea- 

sure of addressing Mr. Calverley ?" ■

*' That is my name," said tfohn, with a 

bow and a pleasant smile. " In what way 

can I have the pleasure of being of service 

to you ?" ■
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" Ton speak kindlj, Mr. Calverley, and 

your appearance is jnst what I had ex- 

pected. You received a letter from me — a 

strange letter you thought it ; is it not so ?" ■

" Well," said John, " it was not the sort 

of letter I have been in the habit of receiv- 

ing, it was not strictly a business kind of 

letter, you know." ■

'* It was not addressed to you in your 

strictly business capacity, Mr. Calverley; 

it was written from the heart, a thing 

which does not. often enter into business 

matters, I believe. It was written because 

I have heard of you as a man of bene- 

volence and charity, interested in the fate 

of foreigners and ^dles, able, if willing, to 

do what I wish." ■

" My dear madam," said John Calverley, 

"I fear you much exaggerate any good 

qualities I may possess. The very nature of 

my business throws me into constant com- 

munication with people from other coun- 

tries, and if they are unfortunate I endea- 

vour to help them to the best of my power. 

Such pov^er is limited to the giving away 

of small sums of money, and helping them 

to return to their native country, to getting 

them employment if they desire to remain 

here, or recommending them to hospitals if 

they are iU ; but yours is a pecuHar case, 

if I recollect your letter rightly; I have it 

here, and can refer to it " ■

" There is no occasion to do that. I can 

explain more fully and more promptly by 

word of mouth. Mine is, as you say, a 

peculiar case. I am the daughter of a re- 

tired officer of artillery, who lived at 

Lyons. At his death I married Monsieur 

Du Tertre, who was engaged as a traveller 

for one of the large silk factories there. He 

was frequently coming to England, and 

spoke the language well. He taught it to 

me, and I, to aid an income which was but 

small, taught it again to several pupils in 

my native city. My husband, like most 

Prenchmen of his class, took a vivid in- 

terest in politics, and was mixed up in 

several of the more prominent Hepublican 

societies. One day, immediately after his 

return from a foreign journey, he was 

arrested, and since then, save on the day 

of his trial, I have not set eyes upon him. 

I know not where he is ; he may be in the 

cachets of Mont Saint Michele ; he may be 

kept au secret in the Conciergerie ; he may 

he exiled to Cayenne ; I know not. All I 

know is, I shall never see him again. 

' Avec ces gens 1^ H faut en finir,' was all 

the reply I could get to my inquiries — they 

most be finished, done with, stamped out, ■

what you will. There," continued Pauline, 

brushing her eyes with her handkerchief, 

" it is not often that I give way, monsieur ; 

my life is too stern and too hard for that. 

Afler he was taken from me I could remain 

in Lyons no longer. It is not alone upon 

the heads of families that the Imperial 

Q-ovemment revenges itself, so I came 

away to England, bringing with me all that 

I had saved, all that I could scrape together, 

after selling everything we possessed, and 

the result is that I have, monsieur, a sam 

of two thousand pounds, which I wish to 

place in your hands, begging you to invest 

it in such a manner as will enable me to 

live honestly, and with something like de- 

cency, for the remainder of my days." ■

John Calverley had listened to this recital 

with great attention, and when Pauline 

ceased speaking he said to her, with a half- 

grave smile : ** The remainder of your 

days, madam, is likely, I hope, to be a 

tolerably long period, for you are evidently 

quite a young woman, ifow, with regard 

to your proposition, you yourself say it 

is unbusiness-like, and I must confess it 

strikes me as being so in the highest de- 

gree. You know nothing of me, beyond 

seeing my name as a subscriber to certain 

charities, or having heard it mentioned as 

that of a man who takes some interest in 

assisting foreigners in distress, and yet you 

offer to place in my hands what constitutes 

your entire fortune, and intrust me with the 

disposal of it. I really do not think," said 

John Calverley, hesitating, " I can possibly 

undertake ' ' ■

" One moment, Mr. Calverley," said Pau- 

line. " The responsibility of declining to 

take this money will be far greater than 

of accepting it, for if you decline to act for 

me I will consult no one else ; I will act on 

my own impulse, and shall probably either 

invest the sum in some swindling company, 

or squander and spend it." ■

'*You must not do that," said John, 

promptly ; '* you must not think of doing 

that. Two thousand pounds is not a very 

large snm of money, but, properly invested, 

a lady without encumbrance," said John, 

with a dim recollection of the formula of 

servants* advertisements, " might live very 

comfortably on the interest, more especially 

if she had no home to keep up." ■

" But, monsieur, I must always have a 

home, a lodging, a something to Hve in," 

said Pauline, with a shmg. ■

** Yes, of course," said John Calverley, 

rather absently, for at the moment a notable 

plan had suggested itself to him, and he ■

i ■
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was revolving it in his mind. " Where are 

yon living now, Madame Du Tertre ?*' ■

" I liave a lodging — a bed-room — in Po- 

land-street," she replied. ■

"Dear me," said John Calverley, in 

horrified amazement. " Poland- street ? I 

know, of conrse; back of the Pantheon — 

very stuffy and grimy, children playing 

battledore and shuttlecock in the street, 

organ-men and fisb-barrowB, and all that 

kind of thing ; not at all pleasant." ■

"No," said Pauline, with a repetition of 

ber shrug ; " but beggars have no cboice, 

as the prtTverb sayB." ■

"Did it ever occur ix> you," said Jdbn, 

nervously, " thflct you migbt become a com- 

panion to a lady — quite comfortable, you 

know, and weill treated, made one of the 

Semiily, in point of iact?" be fulded, again 

recurring to the advertisement formula. ■

Pkuline's eyes glistened at onoe, but ber 

voice was quite calm as she said : " I have 

never thought of suob a l^ing. I don't 

know whether I should like it. It would, 

of course, depend upon the family." ■

"Of course," assented John. ^*I was ■

thinking of Do you play the piano, ■

Madame Dn Tertre ?" ■

"Oh yes, suflBciently wellJ" ■

" Ah, ' said John, unconsciously, ** some 

of it does go a long way. Well, I was 

thinking that perhaps " ■

** Mrs. Calverley, sir," said Mr. "Briscoe, 

throwing open tbe door. ■

Mrs. Calverley walked into tbe room, 

looking so stem and defiant that ber 

husband saw he must take immediate 

action to prevent tbe outbreak of a storm. 

Since tbat evening in Q-reat Walpole- street, 

when John Calverley had plucked up his 

spirit, and ventured to assert himself, his 

wife, thougb cold and grim as ever, had 

kept more outward control over her temper, 

and had almost ceased to give vent to the 

virulent raillery in which she formerly in- 

dulged. Like most despots she had been 

paralysed when her meek slave rebelled 

against her tyranny, and had stood in 

perpetual fear of him ever since. ■

"You come at a very opportune mo- 

ment, Jane," said John Calverley. ■

" It scarcely seems so," said his wife, 

from between ber closed lips. " I was 

afraid I might be regarded as an unplea- 

sant interruption to a private interview." ■

" It is I, madam," said Pauline, rising, 

" wbo am the interrupter here. My busi- 

ness with Mr. Calverley is ended, and I 

will now retire," ■

" Pray stay, Madame Du Tertre," said ■

John, motioning her again to Tier chair. 

"This lady, Jane,* is Madame Du Tertre, a 

foreigner and a stranger in England." ■

" But not a stranger to the history of 

Madame Calverley," said Pauline, rising 

gracefully ; " not a Btranger to the benefi- 

cence, the charities, the piety of Made- 

moiselle Lorraine; not a stranger," she 

added, in a lower tone, "to the sainted 

sufferings of Madame Gtirwood. Ah,, 

madame ! tbough I have been but a very 

short time in this great City of London, I 

have beard of you, of your religion, and 

your goodness, and I am honoured in the- 

opportunity of being able to kiss your 

band." And suiting tbe action to the 

word, Pauline took Jane Calveriey's plum* 

coloured gauntlet into ber own neatly 

gloved palm, and pressed it to her lips. ■

Mrs. Calverley was so taken aback ak 

this performance Intact, beyond muttering' 

"not worthy," and "too generous," she- 

said nothing, ^ut her husband marked 

tlie faint blush of satis&ction which spread 

over ber clay-coloured complexion, and 

took advantage of the impression made to- ■

«y: ■

*^ Madame Du Tertre, my dear Jane, is a 

French lady, a widow with a small fortune, 

which die wishes me to invest for her in 

the best way possible. In the mean time 

she is a stranger here in London, as I said 

before, and she has no comfortable lodging 

and no friends. I thought perhaps that, 

as I am compelled by business to be fre- 

quently absent from home, and am likely 

to continue to .be so, rt might break the 

loneliness of your life if Madame Do 

Tertre, who speaks our language well, and 

plays the piano, and is no doubt generally 

accomplished, might come as your visitor 

for a short time, and then if you found 

you suited each other, one might make 

some more permanent arrangement." ■

When Jane Calverley first entered the 

room and sAw a lady gossiping with her 

husband, she thought she had discovered 

the means of bringing him to shame, and 

making his life a burden to him. Now in 

his visitor she saw, as she thought, a 

woman possessing qualities such as she 

admired, but for which she never gave her 

husband credit, and one who might render 

her efficient aid in her Ufe's campaign 

against him. Even if what had been told 

her were false, and that this woman were 

an old friend of his, as a visitor in Great 

Walpole-street Mrs. Calverley would have 

her under her own eye, and she believed 

sufficiently in her own powers of penetra- ■
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tion to enable Iter to judge of the r«2ations 

betweeu them. So that after a little more 

talk the visit was determined on, and it 

was arraxiged ihat the neixt day Madame 

Da Tertre flhoold remove to her new 

quarters. ■

**And now," said Panlise, as she 

knocked at Mr. Mogg's door, whither the 

Calverley's carriage had brought her, 

" and now, Monsieor Tom Durham, gare a 

Tons I !For this day I hove laid the be- 

ginning of the irain which, iooaier or 

later, shall blow your newly boilt castle of 

happiness intto the -air ! ~ ■

i»» ■

KTUTS. ■

Ninas play a more important prirt in every- 

day life tlmn moat of ns are apt to iEmp- 

pose. They are vsnally little things, yet 

not Httle in their asefalness. What a nut 

really is, ia rather a pazsling question . Is it 

a se^, or a berry, or a fruit, or a aeed-pod, 

or a kernel P The truth seems to be tibat, 

in commerce and in manu&cturfls, in&mi- 

liar disoouTse and in domestic ecastomj, the 

name is giTen, somewhat sA random, to all 

these yarieties of vegetable growth. Never- 

theless, the true nut is a true fruit. Bo- 

tanically, a nut (nux) denotes *' a one^elled 

fruit, with a hardened pericarp, containing, 

when matnre, only one seed.'' Popularly, 

a nut is "a fruit which has the seed in- 

closed in a bony, woody, or leathery cover- 

ing, not opening when ripe. " When in Eng- 

land we speak simply of nnts, we usually 

mean liasel-nuts; on the Continent the 

name more frequently denotes walnuts. In- 

clnding nuts of all kinds, all countries, and 

applied to all purposes, the consumption is 

astonishingly large. Mr. P. L. Simmonds, 

who has recently collected much informa- 

tion on this nutty subject, tells us that, be- 

sides home growth, we import nuts and 

nat-produce to the value of three to four 

nullions sterling annually, more than half 

of which is purchased for tJie sake of the 

oil oontained in the nuts. ■

Edible nuts, those of which the kernel 

15 eaten as a pleasant fruit, are, mo hr as 

English taste is concerned, chiefiy the hazel, 

filbert, walnut, chestnut, almond, and cocoa- 

nat. Our hazel-nuts, or Spanish^nuts, are 

uarly all brought from Spain ; we buy them 

at about ten or twelve shillings a bushel. 

Among the small rogrueries of trade is that 

of gtving a rich colour to inferior Spamsh 

nuts before they leave that country, by 

means of sulphur fumes. Good and bad ■

together, we import<three hundred thousand 

bushels of these nuts every year. The Ken- 

tish cob-nut is a sort of large round hazel- 

nut. Most of the filberts sold in London 

are grown in Kent, the soil of which is iu 

some parte so favouraUe as to yield thirty 

hundredweights of filberts per acre — a 

highly profitable crop to the grower. We 

grow most of our chestnuts ; those im- 

ported from France and Spain cost from 

twelve to sixteen shillings a busheL The 

French are so fond of this fruit that they 

<are said to consume sis noiUion bushels of 

them annually^-more than half a peck of 

chestnuts to every man, woman^ and child 

in France. In Spain and North Italy ohest- 

nuts form a regular article of food, pre- 

served during the winter in layers of sand 

or straw, or else husked aod dried. Starch 

is made out of a large kind of oheetnut. 

Walnuts, when young aaid green, are 

pickled with the husks ; when a Httle elder, 

either with or without the husks. In the 

edible state as ripe walnuts, about the month 

of September or October, they are pro- 

nounced by dieteticphiloBophers to be whole- 

some when the skin is easily separable from 

the kernel, but not otherwise. Our importa- 

tions of this f mit are every year increasing, 

chiefly from France and Belgium ; six shil- 

lings a bashel is about an average price. 

Almonds are increasing in consumption in 

England very rapidly ; they grow luxuri- 

antly in* Spain andBarbary ; indeed, Spain 

is, par excellence, the country for nuts. 

The sweet almond, besides being eaten as a 

pleasant fruit, is used in confectionery, and 

for conversion into burnt almonds; while 

the bitter variety are used iu making 

liqueurs, macaroons, and medicines. Pis- 

tachio-nuts are not much eaten as a fruit ; 

they are more used in cooking and con- 

fectionery, and in making soap, hair-oil, 

and cosmetics. The dark-eyed Spanish 

beauties are said to apply an emulsion of < 

pistachio-nut to their black hair. Brazil- 

nuts are brought chiefly from the country 

which gives them their name, whence our 

merchants obtain them at about ten shil- 

lings per bushel. Ground-nuts are found 

in a peculiar position, just under the surface 

of the ground, whence their name, Arachis 

hypogea. They grow abundantly in hot 

climates, chiefly near the west coast of 

Africa, whence they are exported in thou- 

sands of tons every year. The kernel is 

eaten as a fruit, parched as food, and roasted 

as a substitute for chocolate. The meal 

is known to be nutritious — good whether 

made into a porridge, a custard, or a beve- ■
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rage. ■ The ' prodig^ons quantity of half a 

million bushels of these nnts is said to be 

imported annually into New York. The 

French amande de terre, a kind of earth- 

nut, is eaten as a fruit, made into orgeat, 

and roasted as a substitute for coffee. Pine- 

seeds are really nuts, eaten in some coun- 

tries as an occasional fruit, in others as a 

regular article of food, usually boiled. ■

It is the oil-yielding property of nuts, 

however, which constitutes their chief 

value. Almost every kind of nut contains 

oil, in small if not in large proportion, ob- 

tainable by pressure and by other means. 

The Brazil-nut, just mentioned, will yield 

nearly half its weight of a bland oil, useful 

in cooking and confectionery. The ^mond- 

nut is rich in oil, nearly colourless, and 

applifed to many purposes in medicine. Oil 

obtained from the walnut is much used on 

the Continent in cooking, as a fael for 

lamps, and to mix with artists* colours ; the 

nut yields the oil by cold-pressing and then 

hot-pressing. The hazel-nut gives up more 

than half its weight of bland oil, used by 

perfumers. The cashew-nut yields oil. 

The beech-nut is utilised in England chiefly 

as a food for swine, who are allowed to cater 

for themselves under the beech-trees, es- 

pecially in the New Forest ; whereas the 

French make coarse bread of beech-nut 

meal, roast it into a substitute for coffee, 

and obtain from it an oil useful in culinary 

concoctions. The candle-nut of the East 

contains an oil which renders good service 

in making soap, in lighting lamps, and as 

a drying oil for painters. The nutmeg, 

which wo import from the Straits' Settle- 

ments, is chiefly known to us as a spice ; but, 

on being pressed, it gives forth a concrete 

eil known as nutmeg-butter ; while the oil 

called oil of mace, is really oil of nutmeg 

obtained by distillation. The Americans 

have found out that their hickory-nut is 

rich in a limpid oil, very serviceable in 

lubricating machinery and watchwork. ■

The cocoa-nut eclipses in importance 

all the kinds hitherto described. Its uses 

are numerous, valuable, and varied. Our 

importation of three or four million cocoa- 

nuts every year may seem large; indeed, 

it is large, when compared with the trade 

twenty years back; but it gives us little 

idea of the luxurious growth of this fruit in 

intertropical climes. There are said to be 

two hundred and eighty miles of cocoa-nut 

trees along the coast of Brazil ; Malabar, 

besides supplying home, demand, exports 

four hundred million cocoa-nuts annually, 

besides an equal value of copperah or dried ■

kernels ; and there are seven million coooa- 

nut trees in Travancore. As for ourselres, 

we import these nuts almost wholly for 

eating, as a pleasant fruit, and give from 

twelve to eighteen shillings per hundred for 

them ; they come mostly from the West 

Indies and Guiana. The milky liquid con- 

tained within the nut is also pleasant to the 

taste. The oil expressed from the nut is, 

nevertheless, becoming more important 

than the fruit as an edible. Even the Fiji 

Islanders, occupying a tiny spot in the 

great Pacific, manage to press out several 

hundred tons of oil from their nuts, and to 

export it in Australian trading-ships. The 

copperah, or dried kernel, is the chief 

source of the oil as usually obtained. A 

Ceylon cocoa-nut tree will, on an average, 

yield about a hundred nuts each year for 

sixty or seventy years. From twelve to 

sixteen nuts will give two quarts of oil, by 

boiling, pounding, pressing, and skimming ; 

but when the nuts are exported from the 

country of their growth for oil-pressing in 

England or other countries, the kernels are 

dried over a charcoal fire, then dried in the 

sun, and, finally, ground into copperah. 

Hydraulic and steam-presses are now used 

in Ceylon for pressing cocoa-nut oil; the 

refuse oil-cake is available as a food for 

poultry, and as a rich manure. Another 

valuable product of the cocoa-nut is the 

coir, the fibre which envelopes the shell. 

The nuts imported by us would yield half 

a million pounds of fibre annually, if util- 

ised ; but the main supply of coir required 

by our manufacturers comes to us in bales 

of fibre, already separated from* the shell. 

In order to effect this separation, each nut 

is struck sharply on the point of a stake 

or spike, stuck in the ground; and the 

fibre, thus loosened, is beaten, soaked, 

and washed ; the tannin contained in it 

prevents it from rotting. Coir is difficult 

to twist into yam ; but, when twisted, it 

makes excellent rope and cordage for ships, 

strong, light, and elastic. The first use of 

it made in England was to stuff matti*esses ; 

then into rough cordage and mats, brushes, 

and brooms; but it has gradually come 

largely into requisition for table-mats, fancy 

baskets, netting for pheasantries and poul- 

try yards, church cushions and hassocks, 

clothes-lines, garden-string, horses' nose- 

bags, mats and bags for seed-crushers and 

oil-pressers, and even as a component ele- 

ment in the material for womens' bonnets. 

The hard part of the shell is wrought into 

cups, baskets, ladles, spoons, and other 

articles; while, when burnt and pulver- ■
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ized, it yielda a rich jet-black. What are 

called sea cocoa-nuts obtained that name 

from the drcumstance that the nnts were 

found floating on the snrface of the sea in 

the Indian Ocean. For a long tune it was 

not known whence they came, but at length 

it was found out that they grew in the 

SeycheUes Islands, where magnificent 

forests of them exist, and where the nuts 

profusely strew the g^und. These nuts 

are so large that the shells of some of 

them will hold two or three quarts each ; 

the shells are carved into baskets, bowls, 

jars, dishes, grain measures, liquid mea- 

sures, paint-bowls, and other articles; if 

divided between the lobes, each half is 

made to serre as a plate, dish, or cup. ■

It would be no easy matter to enumerate 

all the useful services which the cocoa-nut, 

and the other parts ot the tree to which it 

belongs, render to man, especially in the 

East. The kernel is not eaten as we eat 

it, as fruit, but is prepared in a variety of 

ways for curries and other dishes; the 

milky juice is relished as a pleasant bever- 

age; the oil is used in making stearine 

candles and marine soap, and, in tropical 

countries, lamp-oil, ointment, and an aid to 

cookery ; the resin from the trunk, mixed 

with the oil from the nut^ and melted, 

forms a substance useful for filling up the 

seams of ships and boats, covering the 

corks of bottles, and repelling the attacks 

of the white ant ; the root possesses narcotic 

properties, and is sometimes chewed like the 

areca-nut. The terminal bud is esteemed 

a dehcacy, although not easily obtainable 

without cutting down the tree. The sap, 

or toddy, is a beverage, and is also fer- 

mented to produce palm-wine and arrack- 

spirit. The dried leaves are used for thatch, 

and for making screens, mats, baskets, and 

a kind ot plait ; while the mid-rib of the 

leaf serves the natives as an oar. The 

wood of the lower part of the stem is very 

hard, takes a beautiful polish, and is known 

to our turners and ornamental joiners as 

porcupine wood ; the fibrous centre of the 

older stems is worked like coir into cord- 

age and similar articles. The husk of the 

ripe nut, when cut across, is used for 

polishing furniture and scrubbing floors. 

Within the nut is occasionally found a 

small stony substance of a bluish white 

colour, worn by the Chinese as, a kind of 

amulet or charm. In short, the cocoa-nut 

tree is one of the most useful products of 

the tropical regions. We must not, how- 

ever, run into a mistake too often made, 

that of confounding the cocoa-nut tree ■

with the cocoa, cacao, or chocolate tree.-; 

the former, the Cocos nucifera, is from sixty 

to a hundred feet high ; whereas the latter, 

the Cacao theobroma, sddom exceeds twenty 

feet in height, and is of a very diflerent 

growth. ■

The most really important oil-nut, so far 

as English manufactures, at any rate, are 

concerned, is the oil-palm of Africa. The 

cocoa-nut tree is itself one genus of palm, 

but the kind now under notice is diflerent. 

Most of the oil is obtained from the*pulpy 

fruit which envelopes the kernel. This 

pulp, forming about three-fourths of the 

weight of the fruity is bruised and boiled, 

and from it is obtained an oil which, when 

fresh, has a pleasant odour like that of 

violets ; when removed into colder regions 

it assumes the consistency of butter. The 

quantity of this semi-solid oil imported into 

England is becoming enormously large; 

last year it exceeded one million hundred- 

weights, having a wholesale value of nearly 

eighteen hundred thousand pounds sterling. 

It is a conamodity of much importance to 

Central Africa, seeing that the natives are 

provided, throughit, with numberless useful 

articles from England by means of legiti- 

mate industry and commerce, in regions 

which used to be cursed by slave wars and 

slave trading. Palm oil is used in this 

country for making many kinds of soap, 

and the lubricating grease used for the 

wheels of locomotives and vehicles of 

various kinds ; but its great application is 

in making candles, for which its introduc- 

tion hafl been notably beneficial. The 

Africans use the oil, when &esh, as butter. 

The kernels were formerly thrown away ; 

but as they contain a clear and limpid oil, 

they are now brought profitably into use : 

the two kinds are distinguished as palm 

oil and palm-nut oil. The unripe nuts are 

used in some parts of Africa for making a 

kind of soup. The trunk yields a sap 

which constitutes a pleasant and harmless 

beverage when fresh, but becomes an 

alcoholic intoxicating liquor when kept 

even one day. ■

Our dyers and tanners use so large a 

quantity of valonia as to cost them nearly 

half a million sterling annually; it is a 

portion of the nut, the acorn-cup, of an 

African tree. Myrobalan, another nut, is 

used in tanning and in ink-making. The 

so-called gall-nut, or nut-gall, of which the 

use in dying and ink-making is extensive, 

is not really a nut ; it is an excrescence 

formed on the trunks of the oak and 

other trees in Southern Europe, made by ■

■
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the punctures of the female g^-fly. Vege- 

table iyory is the kernel of the nut of a 

Peruvian palm-tree, white, and ezceedingl j 

hard; they eome over to England by 

millions, and are made at Birmingham into 

buttons, knobs, spindle-reels, umbrella- 

handles, and small boxes and trinkets ; 

good ohemioal dharcoal cftn be made from 

the shavings and waste. Betel-nuts are 

used in the East for chewing, and in 

Europe for tooth-powder and tooth-paste. 

Goquilla-nuts, having a hard kernel, are 

used for the same purposes a» vegetable 

ivory. ■

Axkd thus it is that we give ourselves a 

veritable nut to crack, in attempt&Dg to 

enumerate all- the virtues of nuts. ■

SIXPENCE A DAT. ■

Of all known, masdms^in poetry (nrprose, 

pei^ps the one t^ least in vog^e at the 

present, day is the notion that '* Man wants 

but little here below, Nor wants thai little 

long." On the eontrasyy man. wants as 

much as possible here bdow, in this tragi- 

comedy of High Life Below Stairs, and 

woman sometimes twice as- much as possible. 

Of course, they have it ; their doing with- 

out it is quite out of the question. Thej 

must keep up appearasiessv nmst do as 

other people do, and caauioi make them- 

selves the scarecrows of their squaara or 

their terrace. The oonseopence too oftem 

is, that they do not have ii, however much, 

they may want it, long. A day comes when 

tbey disappear ; and none of their former 

friends can tell you whether they are 

squatting in AnsttaUa or somi-starving in. 

the Seven DialSk ■

Between spending twioeyour income' and. 

reducing your horse to a straw a day — 

between a house for show, servants for 

show, extravagant; dinners and suppers, for 

show, a^d miserly depdvation of comforts, 

even necessaries — ^there assuredly ^dsts a. 

mean. But prodigality is evef more popular 

than prudence. Economy is held to scorn, 

as being a mere pretext- for penuriousness. 

'* Une poire pour la soif»" a something 

against a rainy day, if efver thought o^ are 

soon forgotten by spendthrifts who, afber- 

wardS) when cloudy weather, Ovid's tem- 

pera nubila, comes, would thankfully aceept 

the deficient umbrella and pear. ■

One gpreat proof of common sense is to 

be able to distinguish between the comforts, 

even the luxuries^ and the absolutely unne- 

cessary expenses of living. It is difficult to ■

speak of superfluities, because, under diflbr^ 

ing circumstances, there clearly exist both 

necessary and unnecessary superfluities. 

According to some philosophers, everything 

beyond mere shelter from the storm, and 

bread and water, with an occasional treat 

of herbs or vegelables, is snperfluous. But 

for most pereon., m«.y saperflnities beyond 

that simple allowance are absolutely neces- 

saries. Still, the important &ot remauis 

that many, very many snperflmties are 

perfectly unnecessary, and maybe dxspensed 

with, without any loss either of personal 

well-being or of social position, iiL the eyes, 

that is, o£ srasibla people wkose good 

opinion is alone worth retaimiig. 'Pot the 

greatest of all oomfbrtsy short of boctily aosd 

meiital. health, iS' tho consoiousttess of 

being out of debt, and the Arm resolution 

to keep oat of debt is certainly a virtue 

which ought to raise a household in the 

estmotion of their neighboms a&d friends, ■

Bmmple m fnigBlity is better tbiin pre- 

cept. When the New Poor Larw was dis- 

cussed' in. the House of Lords, it was 

objeotsd to' it that its dietary was in- 

humanely, insufficient. Wbrnwupo n , Doctor 

Stanley, late Bishop of Norwich, rose and 

startled, the Upper Chamber by stating 

that he had tried the regulated allowance 

on his own proper person— -that he had 

strictLy^ followed the nnion house i«gimen, 

conflning himself to the pauper diet—and 

ikab ho fomnd it< more than soffieieat ; he 

could not) eart it alL The argument seemed 

unanswerable ; no- test could appaseatly be 

steofl^er than a. personal test; And yet 

it might have been objected that the quan- 

tity and. quality of tiie food which sufficed 

for the intellectual, nervous^ indooivliving 

ecdesiastiQ, who had taken nutriment at 

will aU his life long, might be insofficient 

for ihe stolid, outdoor-working labourer, 

whose bodily ftame ww Uke an empty 

sponge^ ready ta absorb and assimilate 

whatever eamo uppermost, having never 

had itai flll in the oouzse of hia life. ■

There' are* two reasons for living on. a 

Httle^ which are qni£e diflerent, tiiough of 

nearly equal importance. 1^ first is 

eooKiQnatjv the wisdom of cutting one's gar- 

ment aaoording* to one's doth, and the 

prudence of even leaving a margin and a 

remnant wherewith to patch and mend 

accidental wear and tear. The< other is the 

consideration of health ; how much and 

what food, drink, and indulgence are need- 

ful to agstain a person's bodily strength, 

and sA what point any excess of that limit 

beoomea injurious. Ibia dear here tdiatno ■
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strict mie oan be laid down, except the 

genend principle of moderation in all 

thiDgs. The whole will depend on the 

work tahe done,, the climate dwelt in, and 

even the sex of 1^ individual ; for a mother 

nursing a vigorous in&nt and undertaking 

its entire care herself, will call for a diet 

different to that of the young lady whose 

mental and bodily exertions go no further 

than Hght literature and' carriage drivee. 

The stoam must be kept up» the fire well 

alight^ and the human locomotive in full 

play and action^ whether one Hves on six- 

pence, a shilling, or twenty shiliingB a day. 

Otherwise, it ia starvation by indies and 

eztinctuHa of the lamp for want of oiL ■

Necesaity is the mother of invention* 

Economical living is natnraJly the parent 

of economical travelling. Some ten years 

since^ there caone out in. Fsuris the Yoya^ 

d'un ArtisbB en Suisse, a Trois Fmics 

Cinquanta Centimes par Jour — 'An Artist's 

Journey in SfwitsEerland, at Three Francs 

and a Half (ixw shillings and elevenpttoce) 

per Day. The author. Monsieur A1 Des« 

barroUes, who practised painting and 

palmistry, acquired, greater fame as a pro» 

fessor of and writer on chiromancy than 

as an artist in any usual acceptation, of the 

woid. He was even permitted to inc^ect 

an imperial hand, which filled him with 

wonder asid admuratioo,, but the augury 

derived from which ha discreetly refrained 

from makiog pu(blic. He wast not allowed 

to see the hands- either of the imperial Ixuiy 

or of her youthful son. Our business, how- 

ever,, is with the book of travel, which 

certainly worked great good, by opening 

up a cheap Swibzerland to modest pursea 

To solve the problem. How to see Switzer- 

land for three francs and a half per day. 

Monsieur Desbarrollea' means of locomotion 

are Shanks's mare and the ten- toe caorriaga 

Nothing is allowed for that, not even shoe- 

leaidier. Moreover, the traveller must be 

content with two meals a day; breakfast 

of coffee, milk, bread, butter, and himey, 

one frana; dinner, a franc and a. half, in- 

cluding such an allowance of wine as he 

can get for the money ; bed one franc,, with 

a stem refusal to pay for candle or bougie. 

Waiter and chambermaid,, nothing. Total, 

three francs fifiy centimes. ■

This book is amusing from its intense 

AngLophobia, which we may pardon, con- 

sidering the service it has rendered. Of 

course it is no favourite with numberless 

innkeepers, who would like to see it burnt 

by the public executioner ; nevertheless, it 

has directed considerable custom to those ■

who are willing to meet (or even approxi< 

mate to) the demand for fidr aocommoda* 

tion at moderate charges. Monsieur Desbar- 

roUes boldly carried out the ideas which were 

long ago sugo^ested by Topper's charnnng 

Voyages en Zigzag. His grajad arcanum 

for the economical traveller is to fix his 

prices beforehand. Nor can it be too 

strongly insisted on that the whole art of 

cheap travelling in Switzerland consists in 

Allowing that recommendation. Have no 

shame or hesitation in doing it. The ion- 

keeper would thiok you a fool if you had. ■

But here comes the crucial question ap- 

pHcabla to all screwing systems of living. 

Is what oan be had for this money sufficient 

to sustain nature under the cireumstances ? 

A more substantial breakfast than that 

allowed by Monsieur DesbMrroUes is re- 

quired by most oonstitutiona while making 

a walking tour with only two meals a day. 

Extra fatigue demands extra restoratives^ 

Momdenr DesbarroUes' great merit is his 

having shown the way to economy in travel- 

ling. For most persons his allowanoe is too 

scanty. But doublet ^ «^a>^ triple it, and 

it is not dear. ■

Travelling on foot is more than ever the 

only way to see the wayside inddents and 

ruxal life of a country. In the coaching 

and diligence days you beheld something 

of them, and caught occasionally charac- 

teristic and humorous glimpses of a people. 

On railroads you get sight c^ almost no- 

thing, as £Bkr as the population aod thw 

ways are concerned ; and on scoaaftrailrocds, 

a» in certain parts of Northern Italy, they 

screen that nothing from your view by 

planting thick acaeia-hedges eci each side 

of the rail, so that you might as well be 

travelling between two wallsw To avoid 

this privation your only help is to take a 

hired horse-carriage, or to go on foot. ■

But pedestrian trips imply the possession 

of strength, sustained by due nounshment. 

To travel for pJeaanre, and submit to the 

privations of a pauper, is a less wise pro- 

ceeding than to stop at home. A late prelate 

of the English Church, distinguished alike 

for his hberal views and his ardent love of 

mountaineering, before his elevation to the 

bench, once encountered in the Highlands 

of Scotland a Cambridge acquaintance who 

was also exploring their scenery on foot. 

They joined company for awhile, but, as 

usually happens, their pace was not equal, 

one soon outstripped the other. At last 

the laggard could bear it no longer. " Don't 

walk so fiast," he piteously pleauded. " It is 

all very well for you, who are rich. You ■
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can take as much out of yonrself as yon 

like. Bnt I am travelling on a stinted 

snm per day, and, to confess the tmth, I 

can't afford to perspire." ■

A similar fear may deter people from 

reading How to Live on Sixpence a Day.* 

They may apprehend the loss of their 

strength, shonld they be begniled into 

following its irngal precepts. Let them dis- 

card such Tain alarms. Doctor Nichols's 

little treatise is a masterpiece, because, be- 

sides being written with great good sense, 

it admits a certain degree of elasticity. 

Thus it tells us that '^ pure light wines are 

the best drink for men, next to water— £str 

better than coffee or tea." But how to 

get pure light wines while living on six- 

pence a day it refrains from indicating. 

Some of its rules read like the celebrated 

Highgate oath: "Never drink hard or 

dirty water, if you can get that which is 

soft and clean." Amplifying the maxim, 

we might interpret its advice as : " Never 

live on sixpence a day when you can live 

on half a crown, unless you like it best." ■

Doctor Nichols is not one of those cruel 

ascetics who would rob us of the pleasures 

of the table, or who thinks that men may 

merit heaven by making every meal a dose 

of nauseous medicine. On the contrary, 

besides striving to show that a simple and 

cheap diet is not only sufficient for the per- 

fect nourishment of the body, but condu- 

cive to strength of mind and serenity of 

soul, he holds that living on sixpence a day 

may be made even more delightful to the 

senses than indulgence in costly and per- 

nicious luxuries, and that a pure and simple 

diet may be as elegant and delicious as it 

is healthful and invigorating. The food 

we eat should be pleasant to the taste, so 

as to cause a good flow of saliva in the 

mouth and of gastric juice in the stomach. 

We should enjoy eating, having a good ap- 

petite from a healthy condition of stomach 

and nerves, and an absence of all excess, 

a spice of the best sauce — hunger ; and our 

food should have some variety, and be 

nicely prepared and served. Alkthe better 

if eaten in pleasant company, gaily and 

mirthfully, and, in every case, with thanks- 

giving. What more is wanted to make a 

true bon vivant ? ■

Nor is that all. In another workf he 

dilates on "©sthetic gastronomy." The 

iBsthetics of eating consist partly in this : 

In our food and its preparation, the sense ■

By T. L. Nicholt, M.D. liongmanf. 

f How to Cook. LoQgmanB. ■

of sight, as well as taste and smell, should 

be gratified. Every meal should be beau- 

tiful as well as fragrant and delicious ; set 

in a clean and orderly apartment, on a table 

of proper sizeand shape, and well placed with 

respect to light and warmth. Let the table- 

cloth and napkins (which last should be pro- 

vided at every meal) be clean, fresh, and 

as nice as you can afford, and the knives 

and silver bright. Study order and sym- 

metry in placing the dishes, to make the 

table a picture. A vase of flowers or a 

dish of fruit, with green leaves, will help, 

or a vase of cool celeiy. There is a charm 

in a nice butter dish. Try not to crowd 

things. Make every meal a little ceremony 

and a refreshment to all the senses. ■

Can we hope for a more agreeable guide 

to reduced expenditure than the professor 

who here makes his offers of service P It 

would be unfair to reveal how he fulfils his 

task, seeing that to know it costs so little. 

We may diffidently suggest, however, that 

he is too hard on pork. " Horses, asses, 

and mules are sometimes eaten, and swine 

by many not veiy x>articular Christians, 

though loathed as unclean by Jews and 

Mahomedans. The hog is an unclean ani- 

mal, and too liable to be diseased and in- 

fested with parasites to be safely eaten. 

Pork is a coarse and nasty kind of food, fit 

on ly f or coarse and nasiy people." ■

What would William Cobbett say to that 

were he still in the flesh ? Here is what 

he did say before his departure : '* A couple 

of flitches of bacon are worth fifty thousand 

Methodist sermons and rehgious tracts. 

The sight of them upon the rack does more 

to keep a man from poaching and stealing 

than whole volumes of penal s&tutes, though 

assisted by the terrors of the hulks and the 

gibbet. They are great softeners of the 

temper and promoters of domestic harmony. 

They are a great blessing. Now, then, this 

hog is altogether a capital thing. The but- 

cher cuts the hog up ; and then the house 

is filled with meat ! Souse, griskins, blade- 

bones, thigh-bones, spare^ribs, chines, belly- 

pieces, cheeks, all coming into use one after 

the other." ■

Doctor Nichols shall be spared citations 

from the Almanack des Gourmands, Brillat- 

Savarin, and other authorities and admirers 

of charcuterie in its hundred and one 

forms; he shall hear nothing of Charles 

Lamb and sucking-pig, in the hope that, 

after due reflection, he will put a little 

water into his wine, as the French say, and 

moderate his choirophobia. In spito of 

which hatred of the cloven foot, which ■
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cheweth not the end. How to live on Six- 

pence a Daj, if it only helps ns to do half 

what it professes, is certainly a good six- 

pennyworth. ■

A8TSB0PE. ■

Thi gnen Imtm nutle in the broMa, the aommer ran ■

it low, 

With erimaon, and with amethyst, the akj is all ■

a-f low ; 

The^tlaah of oara tomaa from the lake, the Uaokbird ■

on the thorn 

Singi Bonga of lore to cheer hia mate. And on the ■

■oath wind borne, ■

There oomea a Bound of tinkling beUa from yonder hill- 

aide fold. ■

What time Uie aanaet gleaming, tipa the cloTer bade 

with gold. ■

The lark growa atill, hia clarion ahrill eeaaea, and to hia 

leat ■

Bown dropa ha eagerly to join hia brown mate on her ■

Oh air like balm ! Oh atilly calm ! Oh peaoeftil anmmer ■

ni|[htl 

There la not in the long Jane daya an hoar ao aweet ■

and bright, 

Jta when the ere begina with dew the flower-eupa to ■

Ind lilica float upon the moat ; and 'yond the pine- 

dad hill, ■

Arifeth np the evening atar, with ailTcr lamp on hi^h. ■

And 'pkmin^ aephyrs throagh the learea of nver- 

poplara aigh; ■

When from her coach Aaterope cornea forth, a dark- 

browed aueen, ■

Aad'drawa ner purple atar-atxewn yeil acroas the 

peaceful aoene I ■

CHRONICLES OF LONDON 

STREETS. ■

ISLINGTON. ■

Islington, scarcely two miles from the 

centre of Roman London, is sitnated on 

what was once the Ermin-street, or great 

Northern road of the time of Seyems (198, 

A.D., to 211, A.D.), a period when Tacitns 

describes London as already "illnstrions 

for its widely extended commerce." ■

The Roman garrison had a snmmer camp 

at Highbn^, and it is snpposed that the old 

Ermin, or Hermann-street, ledfrom Cripple- 

gate to Brick-lane, and crossing the City- 

road passed the east of Islington to High- 

bury and Homsey Wood, and so by the 

Green Lanes to Enfield. ■

The etymology of the name Islington 

has been mttch disputed. It has been traced 

by some to the British words ishel, lower, 

and dun, a fortification ; by others to Saxon 

words, signifying a hostage town. The 

more probable etymology is, however, Eisen- 

I dnn, the Saxon and British of iron-town, 

from its chalybeate springs. The present 

spelling seems to have been generally 

adopted abont £he beginning of the six- ■

teenth century. It is spelt Islingetnna 

in Domesday Book. There is also an Is- 

lington in Norfolk. ■

Fitz- Stephen (a -friend of A'Becket), who 

died in 1191, dilates on the fields and 

pleasant open meadows to the north of 

London, through which brooks flowed and 

where mill-wheelB made a delightful sound. 

Bamsbury, as late as 1295, was nearly all 

laid down in corn. The old northern lugh- 

ways of London were bad and few. There 

was only the road from Smithfield through 

St. John's-street, the Goswell-street-road 

from Aldersgate, and a bridle- way, once an 

old Roman road, and even these were in 

winter frequently rendered impassable. The 

bridle-way was much used by travellers 

on horseback, and carriers with pack-horses. 

The road from Smithfield was the chief 

track between the priories of St. John of 

Jerusalem, and St. Bartholomew in Smith- 

field, and was not paved till Richard the 

Second's^ time. In 1674, Ogleby describes 

the road from Holyhead as entering Lon- 

don by Islington, and robberies and mur- 

ders were frequent about there at that 

period. In 1415, Sir Thomas Falconer^ 

lord mayor of London, built a postern in 

the City wall, so that citizens might pasa 

into Moorfields and walk on the causeway 

towards '* Iseldon " and Hoxton. This was 

the probable origin of the old road leading 

from Moorgate to the Dog-House toll-bar^ 

near the end of Old-street, a place where 

the City hounds were once kept, and near 

where the City huntsman formerly lived. ■

In the reign of Heniy the Second^ 

the scholars and youth of the city took 

the air abroad in the summer evenings 

about Clerkenwell, where there were " foun- 

tains of water, sweet, wholesome, and clear^ 

streaming forth among the glistening 

pebble-stones." The scholars went out in 

bands there to play at ball, and the elder 

citizens came on horseback to see them 

disport, or to hunt and hawk. There were 

also races there every Friday in Lent. ■

In 1365, Edward the Third, to direct 

the exercises in the Finsbury and Islington 

fields, instructed the sheriff to order the 

citizens on holidays to use bows and ar- 

rows and cross-bows, and to abandon stone- 

throwing, foot-ball, hand-ball, bandy, and 

cock-fighting, as vain and profitless. ■

In 1392, the archery laws grew more 

stringent, £or an Act was passed to oblige 

all men-servants to practise with bows and 

arrows on holidays and Sundays. ■

In the reign of Henry the Eighth, that 

burly king, who was nimself an archer ■
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(as his father had been), appointed Sir 

Christopher Morris master of the ordnance, 

overseer of all mark and butt-shooting, 

and of the game of the popinjay, in the City 

and suburbs ; and it was decreed that no 

archer conld be sued or molested for 

shooting a man if, before he fired, he had 

shouted the warning word " Fast." In the 

third year of Henry the Eighth, so much 

was the safety of England supposed to de- 

pend on " the crooked stick and the grey- 

goose wing," that every &*her waa (^dered 

to provide his son with a bow as soon as he 

reached the age of seven, and in the sixth 

year of the same reign, all persons, except 

the clergy and judges, were obliged to shoot 

periodically at the butts. ■

On one occasion, at Windsor, King 

Henry the Eighth, seeing a yeoman of his 

guard, named Barlow, preparing for a 

final shot, said to him, ''Beat them all, 

fad, and thou shalt be Duke of Archers." 

Barlow clove the pin, and wafi at once 

created Duke of Shoreditch, the place 

which he honoured with his residence. 

Barlow's stalwart rivals were also enno- 

bled as Marquis of Islington, Earl of *Pan- 

cradge (Pancras), Ac. ■

The Shoreditch dnkels title (better earned 

than many of the peerages ip the Upper 

House) descended for several generations 

with the captainship of the London archers. ■

In this same reign (by statute thirty- 

three, Henry the Eighth), men of tbe age 

of twenty-four years were prohibited irom. 

shooting at any mark under two hundred 

and twenty yards. The longest distance at 

this period seems to have been nineteen 

score, or three hundred and eighty-six 

yards, and the shortest, from mark to 

mark, nine score, or one hundred and 

eighty yards. ■

In the sixth year of Henry the Eighth, 

the London citizens were so enraged at the 

in closure of the Islington and Hoxton 

fields interfering with the archers, and 

old people who desired a walk, that a 

riot broke out, and a turner, disgnised 

as a jester, came crying through the city, 

" Shovels and spades, shovels and spades." 

A great mob instantly assembling filled 

up the ditches, and broke down the hedges 

in an incredibly short time. The rioters 

then returned qnietly to their honses, 

"after which," says Hall, the chronicler, 

" those fields were never hedged." ■

In 1583, there was a splendid shooting- 

match in Hoxton fields, under the direction 

of the Duke of Shoreditch and his officers, 

the Marquises of Islington, Clerkenwell, ■

Hoxton, and Shacklewell. Three thou- 

sand archers assembling in Smithfield, went 

by way of Shoreditch Church. The tent 

for the duke and the chief citizens was set 

up in a fine large green pasture-ground of 

goodly compass. The shooting lasted two 

days ; on the evening of the second day the 

champions'wereled ofPthe field on horseback, 

escorted by two hundred torch-beax^rs. ■

In 1570, the bowyers, fletchers, stringers, 

and arrow-head makers "petitioned Qoeen 

Elizabeth concerning their decayed oondi^ 

tion by reason of the discomtiniiaiice of 

areheryJ' la tiha rcdgn of James tke First 

archery grew still more out of favour ; and 

Stow laments the inclosure of comimons, 

that drove angers to bowling-'aliey» and 

dicing-houses. James the First, in 1605, 

wrote to the lord mayor and other per- 

sons, including Sir Thomas Fowler, of 

Islington, alleging that various landowners 

had plucked up the old marks, and raised 

banks, hedges, and dry broad ditches, with- 

out bridges, and directing the ground, 

within two mfles' compass of the City and 

suburbs to be reduced to proper order 

and condition, as in Henry the Big]ith*s 

time. ■

Cliaries the Firsts himaeil an areher, re- 

new ed this edict of his father's, and directed 

all mounds to be lowered that hiadered 

the view from one mark to another. In 

1694, a book was published giving the 

names of t£t ike marks in Finebsry fields, 

with the distances. It wa»si>ld at the Swan, 

in Grub-street, then, mmck frequented by 

fleiicherst bowyers, and bowstring-maketrs. 

In the book re-edited by James Partridge 

in 1628, the editor laments the deca^ of 

this art in all placesi sarre London, where 

the citizens still, he says, *' resorted to the 

convenient fields aboid^ tbe City in divers 

companies. ' ' The marks Partridge mentions 

are more than one hundred and sixty. Tliey 

were wooden posts of various heignts atnd 

with yarioiwly fonnfid tops, Bcattered ovet 

the fields from Finsbiiry to Islington Com^ 

men,, beyond the Rosemary Branch, and 

close to the back of the east of the village. 

The names of the marks embodying many 

a good old joke and recording many a 

fine shot, stirke one as peculiarly quaint. 

We find Sir Rowland Lurching, Nelson, 

Martin's Mayflower,. Donstan's Darling, 

Beswick's Stake, Lambert's Goodwill, Lee's 

Leopard, Theife in the Hedge, Mildmay's 

Rose, Silkworm, Lee's Lion, &c. ■

In Cromwell's time men were too busy 

for archery ; but, afler the Restoration, Sir 

William Davenajit describes the Londoa ■
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attoFoeya and proctors as ohaQenging eack 

other to a shootiDg-match during the long, 

yacatum. ■

Kach with solemn oath ag^pee 

Tb niMt in fi«Kii of Fintburifr; 

Wiih lo^M ia etokwaM bow-cue tyed 

Where arrows stick with mickle pride ; 

With hats pinM up and bow in hand, 

All day* meet fieveely them they standi 

Like gboets of Adam, Bell, and Clymme^ 

Sol sets, for fear they'll shoot, at him. ■

In 1682, Charles the Soaoiid'was preaent 

at a magnifioent cavalcadB ol the FiDsbury 

archers, when the old titles were bestowed 

apcm the wiaxiers; but the day was wet, 

and the king was bqotl oblig^dr to leave the 

field. This same year William Wood pub* 

hshed the Bo'vransA'a Glory. ThisaiU^hor 

lias buried in the ohutrchyard of Sk John, 

Glerkenwell, with an epitaph that begins: ■

SirWiUiaiA Wood lienbaried seer thiftttoiw, 

In daya of archery esoeiied hy none. ■

The tiidia '^ Sir'' was, it appeaira, oaLy a oom- 

plimeii^ paid to Wood by his admiring 

brother archers. ■

A, jA&D. of the fields, in 17S7, showeonly 

twenty^f onrof th9 ancient shooting marks. 

The rest had been obliterated or removed. 

In 1746, however, the Artill^y Gompaay 

ohli^od a. cewke^per, named Pittfield, to 

renewr one o€ these narks, and iascidbed it 

<' Fittfi^d's. Bepentance. ' ' ■

The archers revived again^ in 17^3^ when 

targeta were erected domg the Easter and 

WUtson holidays, and the titles of eap* 

tain and lieutenant given for a whole 

year to the best shots. In 1788-, only two 

members of the archers' society were living. ■

The archers have since been incorporated 

with the Honourable Artillery Company, 

who still have an arohero' division; attached 

to their corps. In 1782, the compaity, in 

its macch. out on. the Ascension Day, 

ffircedaomechained. gates near Bail's Pond 

that hindered: their aoeess to* one of their 

sfame maxka. In. 1784^. they also marched 

haat Finsbiixy to Islington Common and 

removed several obstructions^ and in 1786 

they gave notice to eneroadung landlords 

to remove obstruotions,. and their pioneers 

pulled down several gardeurfences, and were 

about to attack the brick waU of a white-lead 

mill, between " Bob Peak's mark" and the 

"Levant," when submission was made; 

they then shot an arrow over the inclosure 

as aa assertion of the company's right. 

In 1791, when the long butts in Isling- 

ton Conunon were destroyed by digging 

gravel, the obstructions were removed and 

the marks replaced. Two old shooting- 

hutis remained till about 1780 on Isling- ■

ton Common, near the Rosemary Branch, 

and were sometimes used by tho London 

archers. In 1811 they had ^ven place to an 

adjoiiring butt defended witk iron .plates, for 

volunteer ballrfiring; but vestigea of the 

old marks still remained in the adjacent 

fieldsi* About 1791 there was a revival of 

archery. In that year a great many archery 

societies met on Blackheath. The members 

wore gr^GO. unifi^rms and half -boots. Sosae 

of these societies also frequented a field near 

Canonbury House. The absurd thettbxdcal 

dress is now reserved for benefit societies. 

The stags Bolun Hood has grown ashamed 

of the znodem foresters, and dresses as he 

should. ■

In the year 1465, the unfortunate Henry 

the Sixth, having hidden in oaves and woods 

for a year, B&ev the battle of HeadiMn, was 

taken in Lancashire, by Thomaa TaJbot, 

and brought to London, with, his- legs 

bound to his stirrups. He was met at 

Islington by the Earl of Warwick, the king- 

makOT, and his gilt spurs taken from his 

feet. He wasthen led to the^Tower. Edward 

the Fourth, his conqueror, wee shortly afto 

met and oangsatulated, between Islingtou 

and Shoreditch, by the lord mayor and. 

aldermen of Londjoiu ■

In 1^7, Henry the Seventh^ after debat- 

ing Lambert Simnel, wes^ naet in the same 

way in Homsey Park. He knighted the 

lord mayor, and, between. Islington and 

London^ also dubbed. Aldeisnan. Peroivall 

Imight. ■

On the third Sunday in Advent, 1557, 

in the reign of Quieen Mary, John Bough, 

who had been a. preacher among the Black 

IViars at Stiriing, afterwards ehaplain 

to the Earl of Amm, and who was the 

means- ef persuading Eoiox, the reformer, 

toent^rthe ministry, was i^prehended at 

Iding^n. Boger Serg^ant^ a tailor, who 

had betrayed him, informed, the ward 

that he^ Cuthbert a tailor^ and others^ were 

praying and reading the. Bible at the Sa- 

racen's Head^ under pretenee of learning a. 

play. Th^re was but one way with Bonner. 

Bough was burnt at Smithfield. But there 

was always good seed rising fix)m martyrs' 

ashes. In September of the same year 

Biohard Both, Ralph Allerton, James 

Anstor, and Margery Anstor, were all burnt 

in one fire at Islington. Bonner's fire, 

however, proved a poor unconvincing ail- 

ment, for in the y&rj next year forty iu/- 

nooent people were found in a brick- 

field near Islington, sitting together in 

prayer and meditating Qod's word Pre- 

sently came a spy to them, wha saluted them ■

t ■
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and observed their purpose. Soon followed 

a constable with six or seven followers, 

armed with bows and bills. He, observing 

their looks, at once arrested them. They 

were first taken to a beer-honse and then 

to a justice. Of the forty all bnt twenty- 

seven escaped. Twenty-two of these were 

sent to Newgate. There, by the infamous 

neglect of those cruel times, before Habeas 

Corpus, the men were detained seven weeks 

before examination, and then told by their 

keepers that they would be released if they 

would only hear a mass. Finally, thirteen 

of these poor inoffensive pious people were 

burned — seven in Smithfield,* and six at 

Brentford. ■

In 1599, the Earl of Essex rode through 

Islington, from his house in Seething- 

lane, on his way to Ireland, accompanied 

by a great train of noblemen and gentlemen 

on horseback. ■

In 1562, the queen went from the Tower 

through Houndsditch to the Spittle, and 

down Hog-lane over the fields to the Charter 

House. From thence, a few days later, she 

went to the Savoy over the fields; and 

shortly after came from Enfield to St. 

James's ; the hedges from Islington being 

cut down to make the way nearer for her. ■

There were many ponderous and tiresome 

small jokes about Islington introduced at 

the great. Kenilworth masques, in 1575. 

One of the euphuistic speakers, wearisome 

as Lely, and as fsintastic in his conceits as 

Sir Philip Sidney, talked much of the 

" worshipful village that supplied London 

xbindals with ftirmety for porridge, un- 

chalked milk for flawns, cream for cus- 

tards not thickened with flour, and fresh 

butter for pie-paste. ^' The Islington arms, ' ' 

says the squire minstrel of Middlesex, 

*' should be three plates between three milk- 

tankards, proper; a bowl of furmety for 

crest, with a dozen horn spoons sticking in 

it; supporters, a grey mare and her foal ; 

the motto, 'Lac caseus infans.' " The cry 

of the milk-wives of London in Shakes- 

peare's time was " fresh cheese and cream ;'' 

a grey mare, sometimes followed by her 

foal, carried i^e noilk tankards. ■

It was when riding beyond Aldersgate 

to Islington, one evening in 1581, to take 

the air, that Queen EHzabeth was disturbed 

and alarmed by a number of begging rogues 

from the Islington brick-kilns environing 

her. That night seventy-four beggars, some 

blind , others great usurers and very rich, 

were sent to Bridewell, and from thence 

the strongest of them to the Lighters. ■

Elizabeth was fond of Islington, and was 

often, in her little excursions, in the habit of ■

calHng upon citizens and noblemen who had 

houses there. ■

King James, on his arrival in London to 

accept the crown, was met at Stamford 

Hill by the lord mayor and aldermen, 

gorgeous and stately in their scarlet gowns 

and gold chains. They were followed over 

the Islington fields to Charing-croBS by 

five hundred grave citizens in velvet coats, 

and all mounted on horseback. ■

Charles the First, on his return from 

Scotland, in 1641, rode across the fields 

from Newington to Hoxton, and entered 

the City at Moorgate, accompanied by his 

queen, the Prince of Wales, the Duke of 

York, and a splendid cavalcade. Within 

the jear, the fields that that cavalcade 

trampled over was lined with trenches 

and ramparts, for in October, 1642, the 

committee of the militia of London gave 

orders to fortify all the roads leading to 

London and Islington fields, near Pancras 

Church, Mile-end, Ac. Many thousands 

of men and women went out to work, 

the common council and train-bands set- 

ting the example. May 9th, two thousand 

porters went out to dig. May 25th there 

were five thousand cappers and felt-makers* 

Another day four thousand to five thou- 

sand shoemakers. June 5th six thousand 

tailors volunteered. It was the enthusiasm 

of old Rome again. During these alarms 

a battery and breastwork was thrown up 

in the Ut>swell-8treet-road, another at the 

end of St. John's-street, a large fort with 

four half bulwarks at the New River upper 

pond, and a small redoubt near Islington 

Pound. ■

In 1653, a plot to assassinate Cromwell 

was detected, and among those sent to the 

Tower was Mr. YoweU, a schoolmaster at 

Islington. Vowell died bravely, at Charing- 

cross. He professed his adherence to Gk>d 

and the Church ; commended his soul and 

his large family to God*s providence ; and 

prophesied a Restoration; then, as there 

was no ladder there, he swung himself coolly 

from a stool, fetched by the guard. ■

Colonel Okey, one of the king's judges, 

was originally, according to report, a com- 

mon drayman at an Islington brewhouse. 

The staunch old colonel left Cromwell 

when he' assumed the supreme power, 

and fled into Holland. After the Resto- 

ration he and Miles Corbet and another 

were seized at Delft, and sent to London, 

where they were hung, drawn, and quar- 

tered, but Okey*s limbs were not hung on 

the gates, as those of his companions were, 

because, in his last speech, he had spoken 

well of the king. ■

^ ■ V ■
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Cromwell himself is said to have once 

lived in a house at the north side of the Up- 

per Holloway-road. This tradition is not 

true, but 01iver*8 great ally, the Leicester- 

shire baronet, Sir Arthur Hasilrigge, re- 

sided there ; for in May, 1664, he related to 

the House how the Earl of Stamford and two 

of his servants, for some old Cavalier grudge, 

had attacked him, as he was riding along 

the road leading fromPerpool-lane to Clerk- 

en weU, on his way from Westminster to his 

house in Islington, and had struck him 

with a drawn sword, and " other offensive 

instruments," upon which Sir Arthur was 

calmly enjoined to keep the peace and not 

send or receive any challenge. ■

There was a piece of ground in the Back- 

road, built on about 1811, which was for- 

merly called the Ducking-pond JHeld, and 

the reservoir was once an open pool, called 

the Ducking-pond. Goldsmith alludes to a 

pond in the midst of the town, probably on 

the green, or in the front of Pullin*s-row. 

The Wheel-pond of White Conduit House 

was also famous for this sport ; and a duck- 

hunt was advertised at this place as late as 

1810, but prevented by the magistrates. ■

An old comedy has embalmed for us the 

charges at Islington inns in 1681. A half- 

witted knight, two town gallants, and a 

gentlewoman of no great reputation are 

paying their reckoning, which comes to 

nine and elevenpence. The tapster, by re- 

quest, details the items : Cakes two shillmgs ; 

ale as much; quart of mortified claret 

eight^enpence ; stewed prunes a shilling; 

and a quart of cream half a crown. '* That 

is excessive," says Lady Jolt. " Not," says 

the tapster, " if you consider how many car- 

rier's ^gs miscarried in the making it, and 

the charge of isinglass and other ingre- 

dients to make cream of the sour milk." 

Then come other charges, two threepenny 

papers of sugar a shilling ; bread, and a 

pound of sausages. ■

Islington continued to be a great place 

for country excursions from Queen Anne's 

days, when Addison visited it for his 

health, and dated Spectators from the quiet 

spot whose humours coarse Ned Ward had 

epitomised, down to the time of Goldsmith 

and Bonnel Thornton. In 1756, Gheorge 

Colman, in a farce, describes the bustling 

with which a citizen's wife packs up neats' 

tongues and cold chickens, preparatory to 

going down to her husband's country box 

in the coach-and-three frY)m the end of 

Cheapside. The feasts of hot rolls, and 

the tea-drinkings at White Conduit House, 

the ale-bibbing and the smoking of pipes 

in snug summer-houses at Islington, have ■

been frequently sketched by tlie latter 

essayist. ■

Bunbury, that clever but slovenly drafts- 

man, produced, in 1770, a caricature of a 

London citizen in his country villa, and 

called it the Delight of Islington. Above 

it he has written the following series of 

fierce threats : ■

" Whereas my new pagoda having been 

clandestinely carried off, and a new pair of 

dolphins taken from the top of my gazebo 

by some bloodthirsty villains, and whereas 

a great deal of timber has been cut down 

and carried away from the Old Grove, that 

was planted last spring, and Pluto and Pro- 

serpine thrown into my basin, fi^m hence- 

forth steel-traps and spring-guns will be 

constantly set for the better extirpation of 

such a nest of villains. ■

" By me, ■

" Jeremuh Sago." ■

On a garden notice-board, in another 

print after Bunbury, of the same date, 

is this inscription : ■

" The new Paradise. ■

" No gentlemen or ladies to be admitted 

with naUs in their shoes." ■

Goldsmith was fond of Islington, and 

frequently mentions it in his prose works. 

The reckless, happy poet was fond of occa- 

sionally spending there what he called " a 

shoemaker's holiday." Three or four of 

his nearest friends rendezvoused at his 

chambers in the Temple, at about ten a.m., 

for breakfeist. At eleven they marched 

off up the City-road to dine at Highbury 

Bam, where there was a good ordinary of 

two dishes and pastry at tenpence a head, 

including a penny to the waiter. The 

company consisted of literary men, a few 

Templars, and some retired tradesmen. 

At about six o'clock they adjourned to 

White Conduit House to drink tea and 

punch. The expenses of this harmless 

day's amusement never exceeded a crown 

each, often only from three shillings and 

sixpence to four shillings, for which Gold- 

smith and his party obtained fresh air, ex- 

ercise, a good dinner, and pleasant conver- 

sation. ■

Islington was then full of gardens. There 

was Daubeney's, upon the site of Dobney's- 

place, an old house with bowling-green, 

garden, and ponds, which were laid out in 

1767 hy a man named Johnson. About 

1770, Price, an equestrian performer, ex- 

hibited feats of horsemanship at this place, 

while his rival, named Sampson, performed 

his exploits in a field behind the Old Hats. ■

=«= ■ =5= ■
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These men are eaid to have been the only 

predecessors of Astley. ■

The Angel, now the great omnibos house, 

is described in 1811 as possessing Tcry old 

staircases, and a yard surrounded by gal- 

leries. The Lion, which stood in the north- 

west comer, by White Lion-street, was much 

used by drovers, and bore on the front a 

lion rampant gai^ant in bold relief, with 

the date 1714. At the opposite eomer 

stood a house with lofty stuccoed ceilings, 

and a stone chimney-piece with the story of 

Oiphens charming the brutes, in relievo. ■

Islington had been visited Isy the plagne 

several times before the great scourge of 

1665, when five hundred and ninety-three 

persons died there of the pestilence, chie&y 

in the months of August and September. 

The story of how the plague arrived at 

Islington is one of the most gbastly epi- 

sodes of that terrible period. A sick 

citizen, who bad broken out of his house 

izv Aldersgate-fltreet, and oomre In Islington, 

was refused admission, both at the Angel 

and at the White Horse, fie then applied 

at the Pyed Horse, pretending that he was 

free from all infection, was on his road to 

Lincolnshire, and only wanted a night's 

lodging. The people, expecting some 

drovers laiext day, had only a .garret-bed 

empty. A servsost showed bim the room, 

which he gladly Aoeepted, saying, with a 

sigh, that he i»d seldoca kid in such a 

lodging, but would make shift, as it was 

but for one night, and in a dreadful time. 

He sat down on the bed, and ordered a 

pint of warm ale. JSText morning one asked 

what was become of the gentleman. The 

maid, starting, said, " Bless me, I had for- 

gotten him," When lihey went up, they 

found the maoi dead ucross the bed, his 

clothes pulle(L ofi, his jaw £i}ien, his eyes 

open, and staring frightfully, and the 'rug 

of the bed cksped tight in oue hand. The 

alarm was great ; the distemper spread in- 

stantly to houses nmind about, ^ and four- 

teen persons died of the plague that same 

week in Islington. ■

THE WICKED WOODS OF TOBEREEVIL. ■

i BT THX AI7TH0B OF "HBSTSA'8 HISTOBT." ■

CHAPTER XXXIK. A STRAXGE KIGHT. ■

When Mies Martha saw the condition 

into which Paul hsid strangely fallen, she 

agreed with May that it would be well to 

remove him to new seenes and leave his 

restoration to iime and Providence. Her 

anger was at once lost and forgotten in her ■

pity, and she began to pack her trunk in 

preparation for a journey which must begin 

before twenty-four hours should go past. 

There was no reason to fear t3]»t Paul 

would refuse to aoeompany her, and every 

cause for haste, for the mood of his mind 

had changed «mee his arrival at Monas- 

teirlea. He no longer lived in that 

quiescent coadition wbieh was almost a 

state of unoonsciouBnetB. Things which he 

saw around him here seemed striving to 

arouse his memory, and a struggle was 

beginning between the reason obscured 

within him, and that power by vhoee 

agency he was afflicted ; the Tesolt being a 

growing irritabiUty whic^ threateEued to 

imsreaee to wildneas did he t«nain long in 

the atmoBpfaere which iwinced it. Bo Miss 

Martha made ^ixvpaxwtioDs for her journey, 

while Paul weadeied in hiB^reBtlesslefihion 

sbont the fieids and moors; and May 

faovered between iAie two, wyw silently 

helping iber aunt, now Beeiug ^tfast Paul 

was safe. Her &oe was wiiiite and her eyes 

bad that look in them wiiidi we ium upon 

the dead ; yet«be was ready with her hands, 

and had her wits about her, aad did not 

heave a sigh, nor shed a tear. ■

When tiie Kearneys, watching fkterr 

opportunify, had left their oave in the 

mountain, ihey had sought ehelter for a 

night with a friend in the lowkmd, about a 

mile away oa tiieir road ^m Tobereevil. 

Here th^maet wait fiyr the eldest gossoon 

who had been hired by their friend Bid, to 

drive her on aa errand to Oamlo^gh. The 

Kearneys waited gladly, euspeot^ng that 

Bid's mysteriotoe joomey had something to 

do with Paul; that she was making an 

effort to saTe them though she had not 

thought fit to inform t^em of the venture. 

The errand was one of impaH»m;e, that the 

koQce-moiher knew, for had not Bid got a 

loan of Miss Martha's little waggon-cart for 

the journey ! Now when the gossoon had 

made the mule a bed in the ^tables, put the 

cart in the shed, and left Bid enjoying her 

break^Eist at Monasterlea, he ran off to tell 

his mother that Mr. Paul had eomehomeat 

last. ■

Then Mary, the mother of all the 

Kearneys, rose up and thanked the Lord 

for eending her this friend who would take 

the trouble out of her heart. So easily will 

people grasp at hope that Mary began to be- 

lieve that Paul had come all the way from 

Camlough for the sole purpose of forcing 

Simon to restore her to her home. She 

would go to Monasterlea witii all her chil- 

dren round her, and relate to young Mr. ■

•^ ■
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Finiston the dismal tale of her distress. Bot 

first, ought she not to wait to see if Bid 

would oome and fetdi her ? She waited 

till past sunset, and jet Bid had not 

app^med; the troth being that the old 

woman was engaged with Miss Martha, and 

knew that the Kearneys would not t^ink 

of departing till she went to see them off. 

Bid would not qnit Mooasterlea till Miss 

Mart^ and Paul were fairly staited on 

their jonmey. ■

Bot Mary Kearney had not patieweo to 

wait for this. As soon as twiligirt began 

to fall she gtarted -with ber i^Udren and 

walked to Monasterlea. Pan! was walking 

up and down the road with his head best 

on his lireaBt, and kis ha»ds <claq>ed behind 

htm in that dreary restless -way whidh wia 

halMtaal with him now. fie stopped nopw 

aiad then and passed h» haad ov«r his 

forehead, and tlmw up big -feoe with a look 

of pain, as if he strotue to nooTsr kis 

memory «t oae bound, w^iereas it wonld 

only retam to liim by slow degress. Some- 

times he stamped fats foot in despair, or 

kicked tke pebbte ont of bis path, as if they 

bad angered him. Baa mood was indeed 

dtanging, and it -were ^veti that he was 

ont of the eoantry. Suddenly, Mary 

Kearney and ber «ihiidrQn came round him, 

it being stifl just ligbt enongh for people 

to see ea^ ether dimly. Ti>ey came 

lightly along in their bare feet, and sur- 

rounded bim swiftly and suddenly, Paul 

starting as if ghosts had risen up to con- 

front him. This sensitiyeness in itself was 

evidence of a change; a few days ago he 

would not hwve started if the strangest 

visions on earth had passed under his eyes. ■

" God save you, Misther Paul !" ■

''Mrs. Kearney!'' cried Paul, looking 

keenly in her fiaee. ■

*' See that now ! — how well -he knew me, 

an' it dark !" said the woman. *' Lord 

love you, Misther Paul ! it's you that had 

the wish for us. We have walked the 

roads back to get a word wid you," ■

" What is it P" said Paul, with some- 

thing of his old air. It seemed as if the 

start with whidi he had greeted these old 

friends had helped him in his struggle, 

and shaken -some of the mists oat of his 

brain. ■

" It's on'y our little trouble, sir. I mane 

that Simon — that's the miser— I mane yer 

Qncle, sir, has threwn a heap o' us out of 

our houses, Misther Paul. O* course you 

know that, sir, an' some o' us is dead, an' 

nndher g^roun' out o' his road, an' some o' 

us is gone aoross the say. Borne is gone to . ■

beggary, but I'm here yet mysel', sir, wid 

the little girshes an' gossoons. An' I 

made bould to t^ mysel' that if I seen a 

sight o' yer honor you would remember ye 

had a wish for us, an"d put a word in 

wid yer uncle to let us go back to our little 

house. We built it a'most ours^'s, sir, 

when he threvni us out before, an' little 

Naa^s gettia a cferer han' at the basket 

makin'. The gossoons'll be men after a bit, 

piase the Lord ; an' there's not an idle bone 

in them, an' they'll pay it back to yer 

honor." ■

Paul stood listening, somewhat lUce a 

deaf man who suddeoiiy foo&d that he 

eould hear ; his eyes fixed on the womaa 

while be devomedall her words. ■

^* 'Simon put you Mt !'* he sadd. '^ Is 

that what yoa have toid me ? Simon, the 

raiser, put yosi ont P You and how many 

others?" ■

'' Thirty famiHea, mr. Bore I iJuiught 

yar iionor knewa it." ■

""I did not know it," said Paul, ""or I 

should have seen to it before. Tou may 

go now, m^y woman, and I will settle with 

Simon." ■

He walked quickly up to the eottage ; 

May met him on the garden path, and 

looked at him in amazemecLt ; his eyes 

were IBiaming, his month was moving ner- 

vously. He was walking straigbt towards 

the door, and did not see Iter. ■

"Paul!" she said. ''Oh, what is tke 

Btttter?" ■

** Nothing," he said, £eroely, *' only I am 

going to settle with Simon. This has been 

a long time delayed; I was born to do it ; 

and look at me, a man come to my time of 

Hfe, and my work still undone ! I have 

been astray this long time ; I had quite 

forgotten my duty; but a.fitessenger has 

just oome to remind me of it. Simon has 

driven out the people to die about the 

world. He has repeated the sin of the 

£rst Finiston ; it now remains for the last 

one to punish him, and put an end to this 

foul raoe !" ■

He pushed into the hall and took his 

gun down from tho wall. ■

May said, '^ What are you going to do ? 

Oome in here and tell me." And she 

drew him into the parlour and turned the 

key in the lock behind them. ■

** Do ?" criedTaul. " Why, of course, I 

will shoot him through the heart. I often 

told yoio," he said, testily, ^Hhat I have 

got to do this thing, and you would not 

believe me. But now you shall have proof 

of ft." ■
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" Very well, bnt you must wait a little: 

Yon have nothing to load your gun with ; 

your things have not arrived." ■

" That is most provoking. How soon 

will they be here ?" ■

**0h, in' about half an hour; in the 

mean time you can rest yourself, so as to be 

better able for your work." She shook 

up the pillows on the couch, and he flung 

himself impatiently upon them, taking out 

his watch to count the minutes; while 

May, hovering about the room, began telling 

some laughable story. After a time he gave 

her his attention and put away the watch. 

Presently, she began to sing softly a drowsy 

lullaby, which she had heard mothers 

singing to their babies in the cabins; and 

Paul listened to her tranquilly, having 

quite forgotten his passion as well as the 

cause of it. At last he lay so still that she 

tamed, her head cautiously to observe him, 

and found that he was asleep. She brought 

wrappings and covered him, so that he 

might rest there safely during the night, 

for it was now eleven o'clock, and she 

hoped he would not wake till the moaning. 

She locked him in the room, and the house- 

hold went to rest. ■

Yet May could not sleep, only lay staring 

at the little pools of moonlight on the floor, 

and wondering about the ending of this 

sad drama, in which she played so sore a 

part. Would Paul ever get well again ? 

Would he, indeed, seek the miser when he 

wakened on the morrow, and accomplish 

in his madness that doom which he had 

dreaded before the madness came? She 

could not sleep while there was so much 

to be prayed for : that Paul might be saved 

from impending evil, and guided into the 

keeping of good and faithful hands. ■

In the midst of her sad thoughts she 

heard a noise ; and sat up and listened in- 

tently. Surely that had been the sound of 

a window opening! She did not wait a 

moment, for there was but one thought in 

her mind. She went swiftly to the parlour 

door and opened it softly, softly. The moon 

shone into the room ; the window was wide 

open ; and Paul was gone. ■

She dressed herself rapidly and fled out 

of the house, hurrying down the garden 

and out on the road. She could see a long 

way before her in the clear midsummer 

night, which is scarcely night at all. Paul 

was not to be seen, but her lively terror 

could only lead her flying feet in one direc- 

tion. She sped, like the wind, towards 

Tobereevil, thinking as she went along of 

the likelihood of the mansion being well ■

barred up, so that no one, not even a mad- 

man, could make his way inside the walls. 

She should find Paul wandering about the 

avenue, or in the woods, or about the win- 

dows; would find him and bring him 

home. ■

Her heart beat so thickly and her feet 

went so fast that she had often to pause 

for breath, leaning against a hedge or tree, 

straining her eyes everywhere in hopes of 

seeing a figure, either behind her or before 

her on the road. At last she was obliged 

to go more quietly, lest^ having utterly 

exhausted herself, she should faint |it the 

sight of Paul, and be of no further use to 

him. ■

The beautiful calm country lay all aroxmd 

her, the hills wrapped in solemn shadow, 

but with lostrous peaks, majestically 

crowned with stars in the sky ; sad glim- 

mering fields and moors with all their 

human lights extinct at the moment ; the 

patient and melancholy land that had suf- 

fered and smiled and been beautiful under 

the tread of many afflicted generations, 

bom to a cruel time, but perhaps to a kind 

eternity. " How long, oh Lord, how long ?" 

seemed written over the wistful face of the 

valley. The woods had caught no tender 

glance from the moon, but rolled in black 

masses against the sky, as if the surges of 

their wicked restlessness would flood the 

fair &ce of the heavens, drowning the 

innocent stars which grew like blossoms of 

light therein. Thus appeared the woods 

in the last hour of their magnificent pride 

and might, even while there was a red spot 

in the midst of them that glowed and pnlsed 

like an angry thought in their heart. ■

May did not notice it, as. she pierced her 

way through the crowding trees to the 

avenue. She had seen smoke and flames 

in the distance when she fiinst set out on the 

road; bat fire- wreaths were common on 

the mountain now, and the sight had been 

no surprise. ■

As she drew near the dreary mansion 

she sickened at the thought of approaching 

it with such a terrible fear in her mind. 

Was it not altogether fantastic this journey 

of hers in the midnight P How could she 

have allowed terror so to work upon her— 

knowing Paul as she did, and that he 

would not hurt a fly ? A man quite nn- 

anped ! What harm could he do to ano- 

ther, even if Simon's doors and windows 

were not locked and barred ? Perhaps, 

even now he was safe at home, having 

returned to his rest after roving a little, in 

his wild way, about the fields. Admitting ■
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these thoughts, she leaned tremblingly 

against a tree, and again strained her eyes 

towards the thickets and across the moors. ■

The grey early dawn came creeping 

over the scene ; frown after frown dropped 

from the trees, and gronps and masses of 

unknown something threw off their sombre 

mystery, and became broken-down fences, 

clamps of ragged hedge, pieces of rained 

wall, or bnshes of nnsightly shape ! The 

bogs showed their dreariness, the river 

threw np a steel-like ray, and the marshes 

gave forth pale glimmers of beautiful hues : 

a grey look of awe was on the face of the 

waking world, as if the coming of a new 

day had been a fearful and unexpected 

boon. The dull shoulder of the mansion 

rose above some bristling trees ; and there 

was a great roar in the air coming from 

the distance. May noticed it without 

thinking of it, for every one knew of the 

grumbling of the woods ; but the trees of 

Tobereevil had never made such a sound 

I as this before. ■

|i She told herself that she had much better 

go home, yet could not bear to turn till 

1 1 she had first walked round the mansion to 

see that the fastenings were all untouched, 

and that no wandering footsteps, save her 

own, were about the place. There was a 

dreadful fascination for her in the nearness 

of the stem grey walls ; she could not turn 

her eyes away, and began walking quickly 

towards them. ■

She had been there but once before, and 

did not quite know her way among the 

vagrant bushes and straggling trees to the 

front of the house. She found herself at 

the back, and walked round many sides 

and gables, noticing with relief how well 

the windows were barred, and thanking 

God for the miser's caution, which was 

good for something at last. '^When the 

back is so well guarded," thought she, " it 

is not likely that the front will be found 

neglected. The door will be locked and 

bolted." Then May came stealing round 

the last comer of the house. But the hall- 

door was lying open ! ■

A cry of anguish rose in her heart, but 

the sound of it did not come through her 

lips, as she drew near the open door hover- 

ingly, as a blessed spirit might approach 

the mouth of hell, seeking for some lost 

one, sorely afraid to enter, yet impelled by 

the love that is stronger than death. She 

could not but go in ; her feet carried her 

across the hall, moved by the same fascina- 

tion which had drawn them towards the 

trees. Away to the right was the door ■

through which Paul had passed with Simon 

on the day when they had first met as 

uncle and nephew, when Paul had con- 

sented to share the miser's interests and to 

touch the miser's gold. That door led, as 

she knew, to Simon's sitting-room ; and it 

also lay open. A second threshold was 

crossed— she advanced a few steps, and did 

not need to go frirther. Simon was sitting 

in his chair ; his head lay back so that the 

face was almost hidden, his arm hanging 

over the chair, the long skeleton fingers 

nearly touching the ground. The old man 

was a corpse; his breast covered with 

blood, and blood lying round about him on 

the fioor. ■

This was the ghastly spectacle on which 

May and the cold dawn looked in through 

door and window. A terrible cry — of more 

than fear, of more than horror — rent open 

May's lips, and made the old house echo 

as it had never before echoed, even to the 

cries of the lamenting winds. Simon did 

not stii^— nor was anything startled within 

the cursed walls except the echoes. May 

tried to fly, with some vague idea about 

saving some one spinning round and round 

in her dizzy head; but, though the spirit 

might will the body would not obey, and 

she fell on the floor of the hideous cham- 

ber. For a long time she lay there silent, 

motionless, dead — like a second victim to 

whatever hatred had spilt an old man's 

blood on the floor by her side. While 

the long spell of silence lasted the light 

grew clear in the room, and the dreadful 

sight it looked upon became more fully re- 

vealed in all its details. It was a colour- 

less, grey morning, the sun had not yet 

risen, and yet there was a bright red glow 

lying on the g^und outside, and creeping 

like a gilding round the window frames. 

It shone in through the panes, and danced 

with fearfril frolic over tne awful figure in 

the chair, glancing on May, and dying her 

white dress as the feeling of Hfe returned 

gradually into her body. At the risk of 

bringing madness with it, consciousness 

came creeping back to her. ■

She wakened to life again, struggling 

with a pain at her heart, which seemed try- 

ing to crush it, that she might have death 

and peace ; but her healthful youth would 

not have it so, and out of her struggle came 

recollection, and with it the strong will and 

self -forgetting impulse which had already 

carried her so far in this adventure. She 

rose to her feet, and staggering, indeed, and 

still half-stunned, and covering her eyes 

w!lh her hands, that she might not behold ■
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again the sight that bad nearly killed her, 

she fled back across the hall and out of the 

house. ■

Then she found herself wrapped in the 

glare of the burning woods ; hissing and 

roaring the fire rolled towards her over the 

heads of the nearer trees, which were not 

yet drawn into the furnace, though it shone 

right behind them. Clouds of smoke blot- 

ted* the heavens, and were luridly pierced 

by the savage flames, which seemed to es- 

cape with every groan flrom the hearts of 

the perishing trees. Now that it had got 

mastery over the woods, the fire spread 

with a tenible rapidity, licking up root and 

branch, devouring oak, and beech, and 

chestnut, wrapping away in its embraces 

stalwart tipinks and wnthing boughs, and 

opening up such a raging abyss between 

heaven and earth, that it seemed as if the 

spirits of fire had been let loose oat of their 

kingdom, and the world having been givea 

up to them, the last day had begun. ■

May stepped out from the shadow of Uie 

grim house into a scorching atmosphere, 

that made her eyes grow dim and her breath 

seem, to bum. Her dress, her flesh, her 

hair grew hoi, so thai she felt as if alroady 

wrapped in the flames, while the fire hajf 

encircled her at the distance of about a 

hundred yards. With still the one idea of 

Paul's madness possessing her, the thought 

flashed through her mind, that this new 

horror must be in some way owing to it — 

that he himflftlf was even now buried in 

yonder furnace. "Paul! Paul 1" she 

shrieked in a< high shrill note that pierced 

the smoke-clouds and reached fiirther than 

the bellowing of the trees ; and, bereft of 

all reason, she rushed frantically towards 

the flames. ■

A few wild steps and her feet stopped 

again. What was that ? Oh ! what was 

it ? Not the roaring of the trees nor the 

hissing of the flames — not the groaning of 

the newly-attacked giants, whose bodies 

were girdled by fire — not like to any of 

these was the sound that made her stop. 

It was Paul's voice calling to her. '* May ! 

May !" it cried, in a k)ud and ringing 

voice; and it was not coming from the 

fire, though if it had summoned her from 

thence shfi would hafe obeyed it. It was 

coming &om behind her — &om the side 

where lay fields and meadows and the river 

cooling tiie land. ■

"M^y! May!" This time the voice 

sounded nearer to her — ^Paul was not far 

away — he could see her and was calling 

to her ; and it was not the voice o^ a ■

murderer nor that of a madman, but the 

clear, honest voice of Paul Finiston in his 

senses. May knew it of old; it was a 

sound sweet and unhoped for, and each 

echo of it pierced her brain with a state of 

perilous joy. The revulsion of feeling 

was so sudden that it almost robbed her a 

second time of her senses; and as she 

wheeled round to obey the call she doubted 

her own sanity, and nioaned aloud piteouslj 

in the agony of uncertainty. Was she, too, 

mad, and did she imagine hi^py sounds 

which could be heard no more on earth ? ■

She began running towards the direction 

from which the sound had reached her. 

Wheh the hot mist that had obscured her 

eyes cleared away a little and allowed her to 

see, she perceived Paul coming to meet 

her, wallang rapidly, pushing his way 

through the bushes from that rade of the 

wood not as yet apprbached by the fire. It 

seemed as if he had descended from the 

mountain. Ha was quickly at her side, 

and threw a protecting arm round her. ■

** You are going to faint," he cried. 

'^What can have brought you out here 

alone ?" ■

May shuddered and shrank from him. ■

" Simon is dead !" she said. " Simon is 

murdered I" ■

Paul started. "Simon murdered!" he 

said, awe-stmck. '^ What do you mean ? 

How do you know ?" ■

"I mean — I know — oh Bod, Paul, oh 

God I— ^tell me you did not do it !" ■

" I P" Paul drew back and looked at 

her with hooror. ■

'^Forgive me ! forgive me ! I think my 

senses have left me. Oh Heaven, what £ 

have suffered! Oh this tcxidble, terrible 

night !" ■

" My darling, calm yourself 1 You are 

distracted by the sight of this extraordi- 

nary fir& It has frightened you out of 

your sleep. It is very strange and awfal ; 

but can be traced, I do not doubt^ to some 

simple cause — ^the great heat of the weather, 

or some sparks from the fires on the moun- 

tain. You were raving just now, saying 

that Simon had been murdered; the fire 

has not reached the house^ and he shall cer- 

tainly be saved. I was hastening to look 

after him when I caught sight of your 

white dress." ■

May looked in his &ce with a puzzled 

and wistful gaze. ■

^' Paul !" she said, " are you sure you are 

in your right senses ?" ■

Paul smiled, though he was uneasy, 

thinking her a littls crazed by ficight. ■
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" I think I am," he said. " I feel like a 

sane man. I am more in mj right senses 

at least than yon are !'* ■

Still she looked at him wonderinglj and 

fearfully. ■

" Do you remember last night ?" she 

said. ■

« Yes," he answered, smUing, and will- 

ing to humour her. " I do remember last 

night ; sh(}uld you like to hear an account 

of it^? I wakened with the moonlight, 

where you allowed me to fall asleep on the 

sofa, in your parlour. I could not go to 

sleep again, and turned out to enj.oy the 

night, and to think over a ecowd of things 

which came into my head* I got up into 

the hills, and soon, saw that the wooda were 

burning. I watched them for some time, 

knowing, that there was uotlung for it but 

to let them bum themselvea todeaih.— -" ■

May shuddered. ■

" And then I suddenly thought about 

Simon; and was hurrying down to sav^e 

him when, as I say, I caught sight of yon." ■

May listened ; still looking at him with 

that p&le, unsatisfied gaze. ■

" But, before all that ?" she urged hira. 

" Do you remember what happened in the 

evemng, and. yesterday, and the day be- 

fore?" ■

** Of course, I do," he said. " On the 

day before yesterday I escorted Misa Arch- 

bald to Cajnlongh, and retumed to Monack 

terlea yesterday evenings I came home 

late and very tired, and. was allowed to sleep 

upon your so^ How this-canie to be isthe 

only thin^ I. am not perfeotly clear about. 

Bat why do you question me- like thia^ and 

what does it all sonify ?" ■

May looked, hajlf relieved, yei sriall ter- 

rifiad« ■

"PauH," she said, "it was April when 

you went to Camlough with Eiatherine 

Arahbold, fuad now it is July." ■

" Mayy you are dreaioing 1" he oried. ■

" Oh Paul, oh Paul ! it is you who hairo 

been oni» of your senses. You went to 

Camlough, you. h^eaxae ill and lost your 

mind,, and tbey kept you there. I went and 

stole you. away that you might be cured. 

While you were gone Simon ill-used the 

people, and they were in distress. Last 

night they told you this, and, in your mad- 

ness, you tfaraatened to murder Simou. I 

soothed the idea out of your mind, and you 

fell asleep. Afterwards, when you awoke, 

I heard you quit the house, and followed 

you in terror lest the idea of doing harm 

might still be working in your mind. I 

found Simon'9 door open ; and, oh God, ■

Paul ! he is lying murdered in his chair ! 

I thought you had done it in your mad- 

ness. Forgive me, Paul ! I thought it was 

in your madness." ■

Paul had become deadly pale. " Is this 

all true?" he said. *' Am I dreaming, or 

are you ?" ■

" Neither, neither — we are both too wide 

awake. It is all true that I have said. 

But you did not murder Simon, Paul ? 

Your senses had returned to you when you 

wakened out of your sleep ? You know 

what you have been doing all the time 

since you left the house ?" ■

Paul reeled under her words> and leaned 

heavily against a tree. May stood before 

him like a figure of siuow, and waited for 

his answer. The fire hissed and roared, 

and tlieyndther earn bch* heftrd it. ■

^I remember all distinctly," he said at 

last ; '* I have not the slightest doubt. My 

mind haa beeu sound and dear since I 

wakened out of my sleep and left the house. 

I know what I haiv« been doing ; and I did 

not>mujder Simon. Must I believe all that 

you tell me ? — itisunspeikkably strange and 

awful 1" ■

*' He did not do it," said May, speaking 

to herself in a kind o£ rapture. " He did 

not do it at aii — he did not even know of 

it. Stay, Paul; indeed I will not faint. 

I ha¥e tamed & littie blind, bnt, indeed, I 

shaJlnot&intL" ■

He held her up in his arms till the swoon- 

ing aeDsatton. left her. Suddenly & sharp 

cry broke ^m her. ■

*' The corsft is now at an end," sho said ; 

" ihe lasft nnsor is dead I Even the prophecy 

ifrfdlfilled — ^murdered !" she shuddered. ■

^^Not by a kinamaoL of his own," said 

Pinil. ■

*' No," aadd she, " but atill the curse is 

ended ; tatd you axa free and need, fear no ■

'^I do not fear aiiything*," he said, "un- 

less it be pain for you." ■

It was very plain, indeed, that whatever 

miachievtQua pdfwers had hUiierto irritated 

and maddened Paul, had'%t last given up 

their hold ci him, aud had left him in 

possession, of the facshies that God had 

given him. He spoke and moved with a 

calm and self-^ntained air which May had 

nevernoticed as belonging to him. Thought- 

ful and awe-struck as he was at this mo- 

ment, there was still no trace of that con- 

fusion of trouble — that gloom and nervous 

dread — which had always been so painfully 

visible in him when grief or perplexity had 

thrust themselves in his way. Even in his ■
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joy there had always been a feverishness 

and uncertainty which had not enggested 

peace nor any well-grounded happiness. 

Now, there was a quiet look of strength in 

his face — an expression of resolved content 

in his eyes, as if he would say : " Come 

what may, I will weather this storm ;" for 

he already saw it coming, though May did 

not as yet. She thought of nothing at the 

moment but the wondrous change in Paul; 

and joy, mingled with awe, filled up all her 

consciousness, leaving no room for antici- 

pation of things to come. Paul was re- 

stored to her, or rather given to her newly. 

As she clung to his arm, and he led her from 

the spot, she felt him to be at last possessed 

of that power, strong and fine, on which 

she could repose, by which he should govern 

himself and others without hindrance of 

doubt or fear. What her fitith had dis- 

cerned latent in^him, hidden by the over- 

shadowing of some mystery inscrutable, 

she now beheld manifested to her senses. 

Truly and indeed she had got matter for 

joy. Hitherto she had been the stronger — 

had battled for him and protected him as 

the man might protect the woman. Now, 

the Gk>d-given strength and dignity of man 

had appeared and asserted its superiority 

over her own ; and, with a sigh brimful of 

bliss, the woman fell back into her place. ■

Paul led her away, with her &ce to the 

fields and the cool river. He wanted to 

bring her home as quioklv as possible, so 

that he nught return and have Simon's 

body carried decently from the house be- 

fore the flames should get round the walls. 

As they hurried along they saw numbers 

of people running from all sides, attracted 

by the strange spectacle of the burning 

woods; all the early risers in the neigh- 

bourhood having been attracted from their 

homes by so extraordinary a sight. They 

were talking and gesticulating as they ran, 

suggesting causes for the phenomenon, and 

giving vent to their amazement. ■

" Oh, good Lord !" cried a woman, " the 

divil himsel* must ha* whisked a spark out 

o* hell wid him by mistake when he was 

night- waJkin' as usual in the woods !" ■

" Whisht wid your blatherin*," said a 

stout farmer. " The heat o* the weather's 

jist enough for to do it. A flash o' fork 

lightnin' when the branches is that dhry!" ■

*' A wheen o' sparkles from yon cursed ■

fires that the shepherdArhas for ever goin* 

night and day !" suggested a third. " Oh, 

murther! here's Misther Paul and Miss 

May hersel'." ■

" They've been lookin' after Simon," said 

a fourth. " Bad as he is, a body couldn't 

see him burnt." ■

" God knows fnzzlin' would be too godd 

for him all the same. Save ye, Misther 

Paul ! This is a terrible night we have:" ■

" Very strange and terrible," said PauL 

" But there is something more awfril still, 

up at the house. Simon Finistou has been 

murdered." ■

" Murdered !" A hum of horror rose and 

sank into silence. There was an extraor-' 

dinary look on every face. ■

"God knows he desarved it!" cried a 

woman fiercely, breaking the silence. ■

" Oh, ay !" said .a man, " but some wan 

be to done it on him." ■

"That's the point," said the former, 

solenmly, with a sombre look at Paul. 

" Thou Shalt not kiU." ■

Some of the people loolx^ askance at 

the young couple, and othm^ gazed away 

firom them with grief and embarrassment 

in their faces. Paul quickly saw the signs 

of the storm that was coming upon Imn, 

and his greatest desire was to see May 

safely at home. ■

" I must take this lady home, my men," 

he said to them, " and then I will return 

to you. Will you hurry on and remove 

the body before the flames get up to the 

walls ? There is not a moment to lose." ■

"Ay, ay!" they said, assenting, and 

moved slowly on. There was a heavy 

doubt on their minds, and Paul knew it. ■

"Till wan o' them be murdered by a 

kinsman of his own," muttered the former 

to himself. " I did not think Paul Finistou 

had it in him." ■

"Oh ye coward!" cried a woman who 

caught or divined his words. " Oh ye ill- 

minded man !" ■

"I didn't say nothin'," said the man. 

" It's the law's afiisur, not mine." ■

Now readj, price 5t. 6d., bound in g^een doth* ■
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JoLLT George Garwood's odIj child, the 

little boy 'whom tiis grasdikiher, old John 

Lorraine, made so much of during the latter 

jein of his life, after having been educated 

ftt Marlborough and Oxford, was admitted 

into holj orders, and, at the time of onr 

BiiOTj, was Vicar of Lnllington, & mral 

parish, about one hnndred and twent}r miles 

from London, on the great Northern road. 

A pleasant place Lnllington for a lazy man. 

A quiet, sleepy little village of half a hun- 

dred houses, scattered here and there, with 

a cHrpy little brook singing its way throngh 

wLat was supposed to be the principal street, 

Uid hurrying onwards ttroagh great broad 

tracts of green pasturage, where, in the 

Bammer time, the red-brown cattle drank of 
it and cooled their heated limbs in its re- 

freshing tide, nntil it was finally swallowed 

, np m the silver Trent, 

{ Lnllington Church wa« not a particularly 

pictoreaqne edifice, resembling a large barn, 

I irith a sqnare, weather-beaten tower at one 

I end of it ; nor was the chnrchyai-d at all 

likely to be provocative of an elegy, or of 

BQjlhiiig but rheumatism, being a damp, 

, dreary little spot, with most of its tomb-' 

I Btonea covered with green moss, and with 

J a public footpath, with a stile at either end, 

! ninning through the middle of it. But to 

■ the artists wandering through that part of 

' the country (they were not numerous, for 
Notts and Lincoln have not much to offer 

to the sketcher), the vicarage made np for 

'ne Bhort- comings of the church. It was 

3 ft square, old-fashioned, red-bricked house. ■

etanding in the midst of a garden full of 

greeneiy ; and whereas the charch looked 

time-worn and cold, and had oven on the 

brightest summer day a teeth- chattering, 

gruesome appearance, the vicarage had a 

jolly, cheerful ezpressiou, and when the 

sun gleamed on its little diamond-shaped 

windows, with their leaden casement*, you 

were inexplicably reminded of a red-faced, 

genial old gentleman, nhose eyes were 

twinkling in delight at some funny story 

which he had just heard, ■

It was just the home for a middle-aged 

man with a wife and family; for it had a 

large number of rooms of all kinds and 

shapes, square bed-chambers, triangular 

nooks, long poss^es, large attics, wherein 
was accommodation for half a dozen ser- 

vants, and ramshackle stables, where as 

many horses could be stowed away. It was 

just the honse for a man of large means, 

who would not object to devoting a certain 

portion of his leisure to his parochial duties, 

but whose principal occupation would be in 

his garden or his green-houses. Sncbaman 

was Martin Qurwood's predecessor, who 

had held the living for fifty years, and had 

seen some half-score boys and girls issne 

from the vicarage into the world to marry 

and settle themselves in various ways of 

life. The Beverend Anthony Camden was 

known as a rose-grower throughout three 

adjoining counties, and bad even obtained 

special prizes at Crystal Palace and Bo- 
tanical Qarden shows. He was a bit of a 

fisherman too, and had been in his younger 

days something of a shot Not being much 

of a reader, except of the Field and the Gar- 

dener's Chronicle, he would have found the 

winter evenings dull, had it not been for 

the excitement of perpetually re-arranging 

his large collection of moths and butlcmies, 

ig their corks and pins, and putting ■
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fresk pioce» of camplior into tbe coriicrs of 

the glMsed xir£M¥er» whicli contaMi«d t&em. 

Mr. CjuBidtei kn«w bM about orof)* and 

maauTdi and so^aoilkigaiid drainage; iiie 

farmexftitr' miles raand used to come to tbe 

▼iearai^ to eoMsuli bim, and he always 

gstve tbceai beer and advice, both of the 

best quality. He played long-whist and 

pleached short seriDOBSfr; and wheaa. he 

died in a green old age, itf ffots nniveraally 

Toted in Lnllington and its neighbourhood 

that it would be impossible to replace him. 

Gevtaixily^ tkere conld not have been a 

more marked coBtnwt than between him 

and' his successor. Martin Qurwood was 

a man of six-«nd«>twenty, unmarried, wnth 

apparently no thought in life beyond his 

sacred calling and the duties appertaining 

to it. Only half the rooms in the vicarage 

were furnished ; and, except on such rare oc* 

casions as his mother or some of his friends 

coming to stay with him, only two of them 

on the ground floor, one the vicar's study, 

the other his bed-chamber, were used. The 

persistent entreaties of his old house- 

keeper had induced him to relent from his 

original intention of allowing the garden to 

go to rack and ruin, and it was accord- 

ingly handed over to the sexton, who in so 

small a community had but little work in 

his own particular line, and who kept up 

the old-fashioned flowers and the smooth- 

shaven lawns in which their late owner had 

so much delighted. But Martin Gurwood 

took no interest in the garden himself, and 

only entered it occasionally of an evening, 

when he would stroll up and down the 

lawn, or one of the gravel walks, with his 

head bent forward and his hands clasped 

behind him, deep in meditation. He kept 

a horse^ certainly — a powerful, big-boned 

Irish hunter — but he only* rode her by fita 

and starts, sometimes leaving her in the 

stable for weeks together, dependent on 

such exercise as she could obtain in the 

spare moments of her groom, at other times 

persistently riding her day afber day, no 

matter what might be the weather. And. 

on those occasions the vicar did not merely- 

go out for a mild constitutional, to potter 

round the outskirts of his parish, or to trot 

over to the market- town ; he was out for 

hours at a stretch, and generally brought 

the mare home heated and foam-flecked*. 

Indeed, more than one of his parishioners 

had seen their spiritual guide riding across 

country, solitary indeed, but straight, as 

though he were marking out the line for a 

steeple-chase, stopping neither for hedge, 

bank, nor brook, the Irish mare flying all ■

JR her stride, her rider sitting with his 

kanis dcfnm on ker withers, his lipe com- 

piefl8ed,.aaid his Ikoe deadly pal& '* Tek- 

kitt it out of kis«lf, meibe/' smA Farmer 

Barford, when his soft deaerifaefll to him 

tfaia stgjit which he had somi timt ailer- 

noon ; *^ for all he's so close, and id meek 

and religious, there's a spice of the devil im 

him, aa ia mmery otfaw man, and BiH, my 

boj, tltatr^ die waij he takes it out of him- 

self." Thus Farmer Barford, and' to this 

efibet ftpobs several of the pari^ioaera hi 

commituB assembled over thair jngM and 

beer at the Dun Cow. ■

They did not hint anything of the kind 

to the Tioar kimself, tnist t£em for that ! 

Martin Garwood could not be called prau- 

lar amongst the community in which his 

lot was caair; ha was ohavitable in a degree, 

lavish with his money, thinking nothing of 

passing days and nights by the bedside of 

the sick, contributing more ihan half the 

funds necessary for the maintenance of the 

village sehools, acoeesibla at aU tiaaeSf aad 

ready with anxsh advice ov assistance as the 

ocoasion demanded, but yet they called him 

'' high and standoffish." Old Mr. Camden, 

making a house-to-house visitation, perhaps 

once a year^ when the fit so seized him, 

" going nia rounds" as he called it^ would 

sit down to dinner in a farm-heuse kitchen, 

or take a mug of beer with the farmer while 

they talked about crops^ and oocasionallj 

would preside at a harvest-home supper or 

a Christmae gatherin/?. Martm Garwood 

did /lothing of this' land ; he was always 

polite, invariably courteous, but he never 

courted anything like fellowship or- bon- 

hommie. He had joined the village cricket 

club OB his first arrival, and showed him- 

self an excellent and energetic player, but 

the fiimiliavity engendered in the field 

seemed displeasing to him, and though he 

continued his subscription, he gradually 

withdrew from active membership. Nor 

was his religious ardour particularly pleas- 

ing to the parishioners, who, under Mr. 

Camden's lax rule, had thought it snf^ 

ficient if they put in an appearance at 

morning service, and thus cleared off the 

debt of attendance until the succeeding 

Sunday. They could not understand what 

the parson meant by having prayers at 

eight o'clock every morning : who did he 

expect would go at such a time, they won- 

dered? Not they, nor their men, who 

were f&v away in the fields before that time, 

not the missuses, who had the dairy and the 

house to attend to ; not the girls, who were 

looking after the linen aad minding the ■

^ ■
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younger cluldroD ; nor the boys, who, if not 

afc school^ were out at farm- work. It was 

all very well for the two Miss Dyndey's, tlie 

two maiden ladies Hving' at^ Ivy Cottage, 

who had moztey oottiing in regnkr, piirid 

diem by the govemment (the Lnilingfon 

idea of oonsola was not partioaiarly clear), 

aaod' had nanght to do from iiiorni»g till 

aigiit ; it filled np their time like, and was 

a kind of aniusemeiit to them ! All very 

well for oid Mr. WilHa, who had made liis 

fbiione, it wns ssid^ by being a tailor in 

London, wto had boixgiii the Larches* where 

Squire Needbam nsed to* lire in the good 

old times, wbo could not ride, or drive, or 

ahoot, or fieh, or do anything but walk abrmt 

his garden wiik a spvd or^r his ahonlders, 

and who was said to be dying to get back 

to bosiness. These and some two or three 

of the bigger g^lsf fhnn the Miss Gilks's 

seminany for yonng ladies were all that 

attended at ^mattins," as the name of 

the morning ssrviee stood m early EngNah 

type on tiie index board in the oharcfayard, 

but Martin Garwood peraevvred and went 

through the aervioe with as nnich eamestF- 

nesa and dev^otion as tlioagh the clmrch 

had been fnll and the bishop of the diocese 

seated in the vicar'a pew. ■

There wae the nstsal amount of sonire- 

archy in the ne^hbonrbood, cmd on Martin's 

first introdnetion into its parish the squires* 

wives drove oiver, leaving their own and 

their husbands' cardsy and invitations to 

dinner, duly arranged for a time wben the 

moon w«9 at its ^11. Mr. Garwood re- 

sponded to these mviiations, and made his 

appearance at tbe varicms banqnets. Ac- 

cnstoBMd to old Mr. Camden with his red 

face, his baldhead^ his white whiskers, and 

black suit eat in the fasirion of a qnarter 

of a ceoAnry ago, ^se oDnvty people were 

at first- raither iBopressed with Miirtin Gur- 

wood's thin handsome face and small well- 

dressed ^tgase. It was a relief, the women 

said, to see a gentleman amongst them, 

and they were adl certain that Mr. Gnr- 

wood wonld be an acquisition to the local 

society f hmc as the guests were driving 

homeward ftotn the first of the.<(e feasts, 

several of the male convives impartt^d to 

their wives their idea that the new Vicar 

of Lallington was not merely unfit to hold 

a candle to his predecessor, bat was 

likely to prove a meddlesome, disagreeable 

fellow. It seemed that after the ladies had 

retired, the conversation becoming as usual 

mtfaer free, Mr. Gurwood had sat in blank, 

stony silence, keeping his eyes steiidiiy 

fixed upon the contents of bis dessert plate. ■

and neither by look nor word giving the 

slightest indmiition that he was aware of 

what was going on. But when i^llied from 

his silence by ^fr. Lidstene, a man of low 

tastes and small education, but enormously 

wealthy, Mr. Gurwood had spoken out and 

deolivred that if by indulging in such con- 

ver9atk>n, and telling such stories, they 

chose to ig^re the respect due to themselves, 

they ougbt at least, while he was among 

them, to recoDect the reepeet due to him, 

and to the catting whkb hs represented. 

He had no dosire to assume iho character of 

a wet blanket or a kill-joy, but they must 

understand that for the future they must 

choose between his presence and the in- 

dulgence in such conversation, and as they 

had evidently not expected any soch de- 

monstnUaon in the present instance, he 

wonld relieve them of his company at oi.oe, 

and leaw them to decide whether or not 

he should again ooine amongst them as a 

guests So saying, the parson had walked 

out of the window on to the lawn as cool 

as a cQcamber, and left the squirearchy 

gavping in astonishment. ■

They itere Boeotian, these connty people, 

arwn, ignorant,^ and rusted with prejudice 

from want of contact with the world, but 

tiiey were by no* means bad-hearted, and 

they took the parson's remonstrance in 

very good part. Each one who had 

abeady sent Martin Gmwood an invita- 

tion, managed to grip his band before the 

evening was over, and took odcasion to re- 

new it, declaring he should hare no occasion 

to reiterate the remarks which he had just 

made, and which tiiey perfectly understood. 

Nor liad he ; he went a round of these 

solemn festivities, finding esxk. one, both 

during the presence of the ladies and after 

their witl>drawal, perfectly decorous, but 

unspeakably dull. He had not been sufii- 

cieiitly long in the neighbourhood for the 

local gossip to possess the smallest interest 

to him, he was not snfficiesit of an agricul- 

turist to discuss the different methods of 

farming or the various qmdities of food ; 

he could talk about Oxford indeed, where 

some of his hosts or their friends had young 

relations whum he had known ; he could 

and did sing we41 certain Italian songs in 

a rich tenor voice, and he discussed churcb 

architccturo and decorations with the young 

ladies. Bat the old squires and the young 

squiras cared for none of these things. 

They remembered liow old Anthony Camden 

would sit by while the broadest stories were 

tr>ld, looking, save from the twinkle in his 

eye and the curling of his bulbous nether ■
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Up, as though he heard them not, with 

what feeling he would troll out a ballad of 

Dibdin's, or a bacchanalian ditty, and how 

the brewing of the bowl of punch, the 

" stirrup cup," was always intrusted to his 

practised hand. Martin Gurwood took a 

glass of cold water before leaving, and if 

he were dining out any distance always 

jiad the one hired ily of the neighbourhood 

to convey him back to the vicarage. No 

wonder that the laughter-loving, roisterous 

squires shook their heads when they 

thought of old Anthony Camden, and 

mourned over the glories of those departed 

days. ■

Martin Gurwood was not, however, at 

Lullington just now. He had induced an 

old college friend to look after the welfare 

of his parishioners while he r9n up, as he 

did once or twice in the year, to stay for a 

fortnight with his mother in Ghreat Wal- 

pole- street. John Galverley, who had a 

strong liking for Martin, a feeling which 

the vicar cordially reciprocated, was anxious 

that his step- son should come to them at 

Christmas; being an old-fashioned soul, 

with a belief in holly and yule logs, and 

kindly greetiugs and open-hearted charities, 

at what he invariably spoke of as that 

"festive season," and having an intense 

desire to interpose at such a tmie a friendly 

8Bgis between him and the stony-faced 

Gorgou, whom it was his lot through life to 

confront. But Martin GKirwood, regarding 

the Christmas season in a very different 

light, urged that at such a time it would be 

impossible for him to absent himself from 

his duties, and after his own frigid manner 

refused to be tempted by the convivial blan- 

dishmeuts which John held out to him, or 

to be scared by the picture of the grim 

loneliness of the vicarage which his step- 

father drew for his edification. So, in the 

early days of November, when the Lulling- 

ton farmers were getting well into their 

hunting, and the London fogs, scarcely 

long enough to embrace the entire length 

of Great Walpole-street, blotted out its 

middle and its lower end, leaving the upper 

part comparatively bright and airy, Martin 

Gurwood came to town and took up his 

abode in Mrs. Calverley's best epare bed- 

room. ■

The other spare bedroom in the house 

was occupied by Madame Pauline DuTertre, 

who had for some time been installed there, 

and had regularly taken up her position as 

the friend of the family and confidential 

adviser to the female head of the house. 

Immediately on gaining her footing within ■

the walls, Pauline had succeeded in esta- 

blishing herself in the good graces of the 

self-contained, silent woman, who hitherto 

had never known what it was to have any 

one to share her confidences, to listen pa- 

tiently to her never-ceasing complaints, and 

to be able and willing to make little sug- 

gestions which chimed in with Mrs. Cal- 

verley's thoughts and wishes. Years ago, 

before her first marriage, Jane Calverley 

had had a surfeit of toadyism and flattery 

from her poor relations and dependents, 

and from the servants who cringed to and 

fawned upon the young girl as though they 

had been southern slaves and she their 

owner. But in G«orge Ghurwood's days, 

and since her marriage with her second 

husband, Mrs. Calverley had made po 

friends, and even those whose interest it 

was to stand well with her had found it 

impossible to break through the barriers of 

icy reserve with which she surrounded her- 

self. They did not approach her in the 

proper manner, perhaps, they did not go 

to work in the right way. Commonly bred 

and ill-educated people as they were, they 

imagined that the direct road to Jane 

Calverley's £a.vour lay in pitying her and 

speaking against her husband, with whom 

she was plainly at strife. As is usual with 

such people, they overacted their parts ; 

they spoke stronely and bitterly in their 

denunciation of Mr. Calverley, they were 

coarse, and their loud trumpeted com- 

passion for their mistress jarred upon its 

recipient. Jane Calverley was a proud as 

well as a hard woman, and her mind re- 

volted against the idea of being openly com- 

passionated by herinferiorsi so she kept her 

confidences rigidly locked in her own breast, 

and Pauline's was the first hand to press a 

spring by which the casket was opened. ■

Before the Frenchwoman had been in 

the house twenty-four hours, ^he had 

learned exactly the relations of its inmates, 

and as much as has been already set forth 

in these pages of their &mily history. She 

had probed the characters of the husband 

and the wife, had listened to the mother's 

eulogies of her saintly son, and had sighed 

and shaken her head in seeming con- 

dolence over the vividly described short- 

comings of Mr. Calverley. Without effusion, 

and with only the dumb sympathy con- 

veyed by her eloquent eyes and gestures, 

Pauline managed to lead her new-found 

friend, now that she comprehended her 

domestic troubles, and would do her best 

to aid her in getting rid of them, and in 

many other ways she made herself useful ■

I ■
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and agreeable to the cold, friendless \voman 

who was her hostess. She re-arranged the 

furniture of the dreary drawing-room, 

lighting it up here and there with snch 

flowers as were procurable, and with ever- 

greens, which she bought herself; she 

covei*ed the square formal chairs and 

couches with muslin antimaccassars, and 

gave the room, what it had never hitherto 

had, the semblance of a woman's presence. 

She accomplished what everybody had 

imagined to be an impossibihty, an alter- 

ation in the style of Mrs. Calverley's cos- 

tume; she made with her own hands a 

little elegant cap with soft blond falling 

from it, which took away from that rigid 

outline of the chin, and instead of the wisp 

of black net round her throat, she induced 

Mrs. Galverley to wear a neat white muslin 

handkerchief crossed over her chest. The 

piano, seldom touched, save when Mrs. 

Calverby, in an extraordinary good temper, 

would, ibr her husband's edification, thump 

and stmm away at an overture to Semi- 

ramide »nd other set pieces, which she had 

learned in her youth, was now regularly 

brought into use, and in the evening 

PauHne would seat herself at it, playing 

long sdections from Mendelssohn and 

Beethovtn, or singing religious songs by 

Mozart, :he listening to which made John 

Calverlej supremely happy, and even 

brought something like moisture into his 

wife's stely eyes. It is probable that had 

Mrs. Caverley had any notion that these 

songs wore the composition of a Roman 

Catholic, and were many of them used in 

what she was accustomed to speak of as 

** Popish ceremonies," she would never 

have been induced even to listen to them ; 

but with unerring judgment Pauline had 

at once diiined this phase in her employer's 

character, ind, while the particular sect to 

which she belonged was of no importance 

to herself, had taken care to make Mrs. 

Galverley mderstand that Luther had no 

more devotd adherent. ■

" She is aHuguenot, my dear," said Mrs. 

Galverley toMartin Gnrwood, shortly after 

his arrival, .nd before she had presented 

him to the lew inmate of the house ; " a 

Huguenot o: ancient family, who lost all 

their proper^ a long time ago by the re- 

vocation of tb edict of somebody— Nancy, 

I think, was he name I You will find her 

a most amiabi person, richly endowed with 

good gifbs, an« calculated, should she hot 

Buffer from th evil effects of Mr. Calver- 

ley's companiaship, to prove an inesti- 

mable blessing o me." ■

Martin Gurwood expressed himself well 

pleased to hear this account of his mother's 

new-found friend ; but, on being presented 

to Pauline, he scarcely found the descrip- 

tion realised. His natural cleverness had 

been sharpened by his public school and 

university education; and, though during 

the last few years of his life he had been 

buried in comparative obscurity, he retained 

sufficient knowledge of the world to per- 

ceive that a woman like Madame Du Tertre, 

bright, clever, to a certain degree accom- 

plished, and possessing immense energy 

and power of will, would not have rele- 

gated herself to such a life as she was then 

leading without having a strong aim to 

gain. And what that aim was he was de- 

termined to find out. ■

But, though these were Martin Gur- 

wood's thoughts, he never permitted a 

trace of them to appear in his nmnner to 

Madame Du Tertre, which was scrupulously 

courteous, if nothing more. Perhaps it 

was irovx his mother that he inherited a 

certain cold propriety of bearing and frigi- 

dity of demeanour which his acquaintances 

generally complained of. The farmers of 

LuUington, comparing it with the geniality 

of their previous pastor, found it insuffer- 

able ; and his college friends, who had come 

in contact with him of late years, thought 

he was a totally changed being from the 

high-spirited fellow who had been one of 

the noisiest athletes of his day. Certain it 

was that he was now pensive and reserved ; 

nay more, that when out of LuUington in 

company — ^that is to say, either with any of 

his former colleagues, or of a few persons 

who were visitors at the house in Great Wal- 

pole-street — he seemed desirous almost of 

shunning observation, and of studiously 

keeping in the back-ground, when his 

mother's pride in him would have made 

him take a leading part in any conversation 

that might be going on. Before he had 

been two days in the house Pauline's quick 

instinct had detected this peculiarity, and 

she had mentally noted it among the things 

which, properly worked, might help her 

to the elucidation of the plan to which she 

had devoted her life. She determined 

on making herself agreeable to this young 

man, on forcing him into a certain amount 

of intimacy and companionship ; and so 

skilful were her tactics, that, without ab- 

solute rudeness, Martin Gurwood found it 

impossible entirely to withdraw from her 

advances. ■

One night she challenged him to chess, 

and, during the intervals of the game, she ■

^ ■
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endeavoared to learn more of him than 81)6 

h«ui hitherto been able to do in m(»'e deKul- 

tory conversation in the presence of others. ■

Mrs. Calverlej waa hard at work at the 

Berlin-wool frame, putting the final touches 

to Jftel and Sisera; Johji Calverlej, with 

the newspaf^er in his lap, wan fast asleep in 

his casj-cfaair, and the diess-plajers were 

at the hkT end of the rooxn, with a shaded 

lamp between them. ■

They formed a strao^ contrast this 

oonple ; he, with his wavj ohestnut hair, 

hifi thin red and white, dearr-eat, whiiiker- 

less face, his shiftaiig blue ejas, and his 

weak, irresolute mouth ; she, with her oHve 

complexion, her blue-ldibek hair, her steady, 

earnest gaze, her square, firm jaw, and ilie 

deep orange trimmings of her black silk 

dress, showing off stiwngely against her 

companion's sable-hued <;lerical dress. ■

" You are too strong for me, monsieur," 

said Pauline, at iihe conclusion o£ the fii«t 

game; " but I will not yield you the viotory 

without a furthw strufeirle.'' ■

*' I was going to say you played an oil- 

ceUent game, Madame Du Tertre; but after 

your remark, it would sound as though I 

were oompliroaujting myself," said Martin. 

'' I have but few opportunities for chess- 

playing now, but it was a favourite game 

of mine at coUe^^e ; and I knew many a 

man who prided himself on his pkiy whose 

head for it was eertaioly not so good as 

yoiwrs." ■

'* You have not many persons in your — 

what you caU your parish — who jjay 

chess?" ■

'* No, indeed," said Martin ; " oribbage I 

believe to be the highest flight in Uiat lioe 

amongst the farmers." ■

*^ Madame Calverley has explained to me 

the style of place that it is. Is it not weari- 

some to you to a degree to pass your ex- 

istence in such a locale amongst such a set 

of people?" ■

" It is jnj duty, Madame Du Tortre," 

said Martin, '* and I do not repine." ■

"Ah, monsieur," said Pauline, with an 

inclination of her head and downcast eyes, 

" I am the last person in the world to rebel 

against duty, or to allow that it should not 

be undertaken in that spirit of (Jhristiun* 

ity which you have shown ! But are you 

sure. Monsieur Martin, that you are acting 

rightly? However good your intentions may 

be, with your devotion to the cause you have 

espoused, and with your great talents, you 

should be taking a leading position in the 

great battle of religion ; whereas, by bury- 

ing yourself in this hole, there you lose lor ■

yours*»lf the opportunity of fame, while 

the Church loses a brilliant leader J" ■

" I have no desire for fame, Madame Du 

Tertre ; and if I can only do my duty dih- 

gently, it is enouj^h for me." « ■

^' Yes ; but there Lb another thing. Pardon 

me, Monsieur Martin, I am a strange woman 

and some years older than you, so that you 

must not think me guilty of an imperti- 

neiioe in speaking freely to you. Your 

Church — K)ur Church — does not condemn 

its ministers to an iiscetic or a celibate 

life — ^that is one of the wildest errors of 

Romanism. Has it never struck you that 

in consenting to remain amongst persons 

with whom you have nothing in common— 

where you are never likely to meet a wo- 

man calculated so to excite your admira- 

tion and affection as to induce you U make 

her your wife — you are rather following the 

Roman than the Protestant custom?" ■

A fiaiut flush, duly marked by I^mline's 

keen cj^, passed over Martin Gurwood*s 

handsome features. " I have no intention 

of marrying," he said, in a low voice. ■

" Not now, perhaps," said Pauline, " be- 

cause you have not yet seen any ore whom 

you could love. A man of your io^te and 

education is always ^tidious ; bu^ depend 

upon it, you will some day find sone k>vely 

girl of ancient family who " ■

'*It will be tiuM enough then to speak 

of it, Madame Du Tertre, would t not ?" 

said Martin Gurwood, flushing again. 

" Now, if you please, we will raume our 

game." ■

When Pauline went to her bed-oom that 

night she locked the door, threw herself 

into an easy- chair in front of th< fire, and 

remained buried in contemplati«n. Then 

she roise, and, as she strolled towards the 

dres.sirig- table, said, half aloud : ' That man 

is jcjilousy guarding a secret— aid it is his 

own !" ■

■••**i««^^^^^"^pw^***^^*^i^i^"^»^"^"»" ■

MODERN SCULPTJEB. 

In Two Parts. PaetI. ■

THE S£MI-DRAP£D AKD DaF£D. ■

N£iTH££ the semipdraped n<r the draped 

offer any drfficultios to an art^ of genius, 

when he treats ideal aud mythological 

subjects, or represents the ilMtcious men 

of Grreece or Rome. It is yMeu the artist 

has to deal with the heroes^^ages, states- 

men, poets, and other em^nt men of 

modern times, that the employment of 

drapery bectimee a stumbli^-block. He 

cannot represent these fibres nude or ■

*f ■

f ■
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eyen Bemi*Bude, and lie cannot xbape 

tibm in Grecian robes or Roman togas, 

without an anaclironiam that not only 

excites the derision of the moltitnde, 

but that detraota from the value of tJde 

work, both as a portraiture and a eon- 

temporarj record. The anoients had no 

such diffioalties, ^and could be -8orQ|i«IoaBlj 

ooiTBct in eoskune, without outraging the 

Bense of the beai]4ifnl in themseWes or 

their beholders. E^&ry man and woman 

wbom they met was to them a Model. 

They oould represent a. contemporary hero, 

or reigning beanty of the day, exactly as 

they fiaw them, and tlie results were c^ 

the highest order of art ; but the modern 

sealptor oannot repvesent ik Fimiiptj ^ the 

niaeteenth eentary without «ny drapery 

at all, or a Bmtas or « Caasins oi 1872 

in the dreesnooat, or valking* coatiune 

of the period, or lezhibit to the world » 

woman as lorely as ihe oeilobraied Venns 

KallipygiQ, looioiQg over her akonlder at 

her paoier or her btisque, or whatcTer be 

the oorreot name of that posterior addi- 

tion to their walking«costam.e in which onr 

modern beUeaand dbress^makeis deliglit. A 

man wit^ ]u6 hat on, in his nanal dress, 

&nd a woman attiredveither in the crinoline 

of the days not Icxng ago departed, or in the 

scantier garmemt a la japonnaise which is 

now worn,' wonld if &ithfally imitated of 

life size, in freestone, marble, or bronae, 

be so inartistic and so hideons that they 

would, if set np in a public place, excite 

the ridicmle of the veriest street Arab 

that ever ^'imnaed a wheel" or pieiked a 

pooket. In fact, the realistic, whether wikoUy 

or partially draped, belongs to the wax- 

moulder, thd carver, and the silversmith, 

T^iher than .to the sealptor. How fatal it 

is to art may be seen in many flagrant ex- 

Aniples that disfigure not only the British 

meferopolia, but most of the cities of Enropa 

One most egregious specimen, a Ii£e-ilike 

figure of the late 6ir Robert Peol, «tood 

for some months, a year or two ago, at the 

north-west corner of Paiaee-yard, with its 

face towards Westminster Hall, where it 

excited the ridicule of most people, and 

tibe disgust of such as had any pretensions 

to artistic taste. It was too much even for 

onr insular toleration of the monstrous, and 

was finally renaoved. The ibetropolis still 

possesses the draped figure of William the 

Fourth, in King William- street. Nelson 

with his «, three-cornered hat on the top of 

the pillar in Trafalgar-square, and the 

Bake of York on another column in GmtI* 

ton Gardens, e. lopsided £gu£e in arobea, of ■

whicdi no spectator can distingnii^ the 

form or fashiOiQ, ludess he mouirts to the 

top of the oolunan for the purpose. All 

these statues ai» so bad in tliemseives, and 

so badly placed, that it is diffiordt to deter- 

mine which is the worst. And though mili- 

tary ia more adapted than civilian costnmc 

to the poarposee of the eculptor's art, the 

same distressing taghtness and angularity 

that belongs to all modem dress, cscept the 

night-gown, prevents thBtexeonition of any 

noble statue to «. hero of onr time, unless 

he be idealised and -put back two idionsand 

years in his personal appearance. If wc 

^ke as examples of the best, or nearly 

the best, wbidi our sonlptore caoi do in this 

respect, there are five statues ready to our 

hand: General Sir Oharles James Napier 

and General fiavelock, in Trafa]gar*«qnare; 

General Lord Clyde and Captain Sir John 

Franklin frontiikg each other in Carlton 

QardsBis, and Gk&eral Ootram on the Vic- 

toria Emibankment at Whitehall. Four 

of these statues, if built into the wall of a 

large building, so that the spectator could 

not see behind or on either side of them, or 

obtain any other thaoi the foQ front view, 

wonld, if not placed too fareliove the level 

of the eye, be pleaang objeots as works of 

art, in spite of their modern costumes. The 

fiflh, is ihe statue of Lord' Clyde. Tiiis, with 

its accessories, could not he ofiherwsse than 

an inlenor and disagreeable work, in what- 

ever position it might be placed. It occupies 

no less than three pedestals; one for the 

figure of a woman sitting upon a lion, sym- 

bolical it ia supposed of thfe Bniioh Govern- 

ment of India ; a second for the support of a 

cylindrical column of red granite, and the 

third the aforesaid red ooluano, on which 

stands the dapper little figure of the hero 

who is supposed to be honoured. The 

efiect is painful, though the design, if exe- 

outed in silver, to be placed on a side- 

board in a diodng-room, or in ^e centre of 

a dinf>er«table, might not be subjected to 

much adverse criticism. ■

Captain Sir John Franklin, whose manly 

effigy stands opposite, is simpler, and there- 

lore better, and if bronght eix or eight feet 

nearer to the gronnd by the lowenng of the 

pedestal, wonld be recognised as one of 

tiie noblest statnes in the metropolis. Sir 

Charles James Napier and sir Henry 

Havelook, whose massive figures stand in 

the western and eastern comere of that 

place of sculptural horrors, Trafalgar- 

square, cannot be considered works of 

high art. Seen from behind, the drapery 

of both is cumbrous and inelegant in ■
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the extreme, and in the case of the gallant 

Havelock has to be supported by the tmnk 

of a tree, opportunely bronght down to the 

required height for the purpose. A simi- 

lar objec^on applies to the newest erection, 

that of General Ontram. From only one 

position can a fair and artistic view be 

obtained. On proceeding towards it from 

the railway-arch oyer the Thames Embank- 

ment, this figure, with the right leg out- 

stretched, presents a triangular aspect, 

which only disappears when the spectator 

is immediately in front of it. The space 

between the legs is filled up with a mass 

of armour, for which there is no artistic 

or any other necessity. The attitude, if 

represented in an oil painting or an en- 

graving, would be pleasing, but its excessive 

angularity in the mass destroys all the 

effect which the sculptor intended. And 

the height at which the figure stands 

on the pedestal exaggerates all its defects, 

diminishes all its beauties, and prevents 

any possible study or fair view of the 

features. ■

Anyone with an educated eye who walks 

through the British Museum or the Crystal 

Palace, may note numberless instances, both 

among the ancient and modem works ex- 

hibited, of the gracefal and ungraceful, 

the natural and the unnatural employment 

of drapery in sculpture. It is not every 

living woman who, if she had to wear the 

ancient Greek or Roman costume, could 

arrange it in graceful folds about her body. 

It is not even every woman who has either 

natural or acquired taste to wear a shawl 

or a scarf in a manner that would satisfy 

a sculptor's eye. Still further, it is not 

every sculptor who has studied drapery 

as a portion of his art with sufficient 

understanding to be able to represent it 

appropriately in bronze or marble. When 

Madame Ristori, the eminent Italian ac- 

tress, was in the height of her popularity 

in London, sculptors who seldom went to 

tlie theatre made it a point of being pre- 

sent at her performances every night, that 

they might study the exquisite arrange- 

ment of her drapery, for which she was 

as famous as for her dramatic power. 

Sculptors, for want of efficient models, are 

therefore driven to the study of Greek 

drapery on Greek statues, and kibour under 

the disadvantage that all modern sculpture 

would labour under, if it were impossible 

or very difficult to study from the life. The 

mistakes which they make are consequently 

many. In order to represent the form 

through the drapery, they resort to an ■

artifice which suggests that the drapery is 

wet, and drags to the shape, like a woman's 

bathing-gown when she emerges from her 

bath in the sea. Still more objectionably 

they imitate lace, with which they thinly 

veil the face or the body behind. When 

they represent the semi-nude, they too 

often plastet* rather than hang the drapery 

on the form, and place it in such a manner, 

that if similar drapery were worn by a 

living model, it would drop off at the first 

movement of the limbs, and leave the 

figure completely exposed, unless it were 

glued or pasted on; and, even in that 

case, would crackle and fall off sooner or 

later, like the mag^c robe in the well- 

known ballad of the Boy and the Mantle. 

An intelligent survey of the statues, good 

and bad, that are ranged in the Crystal 

Palace, will afford the spectator many 

examples of the decadence of the sculptor's 

art in this important particular. How 

Phidias, that great sculptor — so few of 

whose works unfortunately have come 

down to us — dealt with drapery, as an 

example to the sculptors of his own and 

of all other times, may be seen in the 

Minerva Borghese, a cast of which may he 

studied in the Crystal Palace. Nothing 

can be more perfect and more beautiful 

than this, and sculptors who cannot pro- 

cure living models who know how to wear 

and arrange antique drapery, cannot do 

better than study it. ■

EQUESTRIAN AND M0N17MENTAL SGULPTUBE. ■

Equestrian statues — usually employed in 

modem times to honour, or attempt to 

honour, the memory of great soldiers or 

monarchs — were often erected by the 

Greeks, and are recommended by their 

example. But they cannot, whether ancient 

or modern, be considered as belonging to 

the highest class of art. There are no 

animals, except man, of which the forms 

are beautifnl enough to be tit subjects for 

sculpture, though excellently well adapted 

for carving on a small scale. All animals, 

whatever may be the idea of grace, dignity, 

agility, or even of ungainliness and nn- 

comeliness be attached to them, are fit 

subjects for the display of the painter's 

genius in the imitation of nature. An 

elephant, a cow, or a herd of swine, when 

represented on canvas by a skilful painter, 

give pleasure to the beholder. Landseer's 

dogs delight us on canvas and in engrav- 

ings, but they would not delight us to the 

same degree if executed in marble and 

stuck upon pedestals. In paintings and ■

* ■
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engravings, the spectator sees those fami- 

liar objects under the one aspect that the 

painter chooses to present; bat if the 

sculptor were to represent either of them 

in marble or in bronze, the object would be 

seen under all aspects — some of which 

would be unpleasing or ungraceful. The 

painted representation of a pig does not 

oflend, but the sculptural repres^itation of 

a pig would be disagreeable. In like 

manner, a cow or an elephant, though 

admirable in painting, are neither admir- 

able nor admissible in sculpture, for the 

reason that they lack the dignity which in 

sculpture is all essential. An exception 

has been made by sculptors in favour of 

the horse, the lion, the leopard, the stag; 

and of such smaller animals as the wolf 

and the fawn ; and among birds the eagle 

and the dove. But the introduction of 

these animals detracts from the perfect 

heauty of the piece of sculpture in which 

they are mingled. From whatever point 

of view the nude figure of a perfectly 

formed man or woman is seen, it is beautiful 

and admirable ; but the figure of the horse 

is only beautiful from one point — that at 

which the animal stands when the horse- 

man prepares to mount him, or when the 

spectator looks at him from the level 

ground. The belly and legs of a horse on 

a pedestal ten feet above the eyes of the 

spectator, do not form a beautiful object. 

In like manner, a horse's back, as seen 

from the box-seat of a carriage, has no 

symmetry or grace sufficient to justify its 

imitation in stone or bronze of the size of 

life. A miniature in gold or marble, or a 

small statuette in marble, would not be 

disagreeable, but the reverse, nor contrary 

to the principles of art ; for such small 

ohjects as can be handled and moved about, 

can always be placed in positions where 

they can appear with best efiect to the 

eye. The same reasoning applies to lions, 

leopards, and other animals which sculp- 

tors, both ancient and modem, have taken 

into favour for the purposes of their art. 

Their form and outline are only agreeable 

to the eye from one point of view. They 

are excellently well fitted for the painter 

who presents this view, and no other, but 

for the sculptor they are stumbling-blocks 

in the way of poetic art. Let any one who 

does not see the full force of this reasoning 

stand under the equestrian statue of George 

the Fourth in Trafalgar-square, and he 

will at once understand what is meant. A 

pictorial representation, or a photograph of 

«iat statue, taken from the level of the top ■

of the pedestal on which the horse stands, 

would convey no idea of the ugly or ludi- 

crous ; but &e horse*s belly and dangling 

legs of the rider, seen from the only points 

of view in which the near spectator can 

regard the object^ are grotesque, ungainly, 

and unpleasant. So also of Sir Edwin 

Landseer's lions. By making the animals 

couchant, and thus concealing the least pic- 

turesque and graceful parts of their bodies, 

and by presenting only the front and two 

side views to the eyes of the spectator, 

the artist has given a dignity to his work, 

which it could not have possessed if the 

animals had been standing, like the smaller 

lion that overlooks them from the top of 

Northumberland House. This brute is a 

disgrace to London, and, unfortunately, 

only one of many. The statue of Charles 

the First at Charing-cross is scarcely better 

than that of George the Fourth. Seen 

from Trafalgar-square, the front leg of the 

horse and &e tail seem to dangle in the 

air, with a ludicrous effect, which the artist 

can never have imagined. ■

And this brings us to the consideration 

of the only proper uses to which the horse 

and all other animals, man excepted, can 

be applied in sculpture of the highest 

order. By employing the alto-relievo and 

the basso-relievo, the sculptor can compete 

successfully with the painter in presenting 

his object from a single point of view, and 

that the best ; and when these alti or bassi- 

relievi are introduced as friezes on pedi- 

ments of temples, palaces, or other large 

and important buildings, no valid objection 

can be raised against them. On the con- 

trary, they dignify as well as ornament the 

structure of which they form a part. The 

Duke of Wellington, mounted on his horse 

on the top of the arch at Hyde Park 

Comer, is from some points of view a 

monster of ugliness, quoad man, as well as 

quoad horse; but if the horse and man, 

exactly as drawn by the sculptor, were 

executed in basso or alto-relievo, and made 

a portion of the wall of a stately edifice, 

all the deformity and ugliness would dis- 

appear. The beautiful western and equally 

beautiful eastern pediment of the Pan- 

theon are examples in point. Any single 

horse of those represented, made into a 

complete statue and put upon a pedestal, 

to be viewed from the level of the earth, 

would, instead of being a gleeful object, 

as it appears from the only point of view 

which the alto or basso-relievo fignro 

allows, would exhibit portions of the form 

which are not gracefril, but^ on the con- ■
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ti^ary, gross and tmshopely, preftenting the 

ignoble parts ratter than the noble entirety 

of the thing to be portrayed. Therefore 

the truly great sculptor — ^the sculptor of 

the very highest order of genius — whether 

he create single figures or groups, will and 

must avoid tbe horse and all other animals, 

except in rdievo. Consequently, if this 

reafiontng be correct, no equestrian statue 

can be so perfect, so admirable, so faultless 

as the Apollo Belvidere, the Venus di 

Medici, or five at the Fountain. ■

The specimens of equestrian sculpture 

erected in London and throughout the 

British Isles in commemoration of kings 

and generals, are in no way creditable to 

British art. There is not a single eques> 

trian statue in existence amongst us which 

is not either bad in itself^ or rendered bad 

by misplaoement on too high a pedestal. 

Charles the First at Charing Cross, George 

the Third in Cockspur-street, George the 

Fourth in Trafalgar-square, the Duke of 

Wellington in front of the Boyal Exchange 

in London, and the same figure before the 

Exchange at Glasgow, and worst of all 

the Duke on the top of the arch at Hyde 

Park Corner, would each show to more 

advantage if their pedestals were lower, 

and the body of the horse brought to the 

level of the spectator's eye. The eques- 

trian steftues in which the horse is repre- 

sented in » prancing attitude, as tliat of 

Peter the Great at St. Petersburg, amd the 

Duke of Wellington before the- Registry 

OflBoe in Prinoe*s-street, Edinburgh — in 

both of which tho horse would inevitably 

topple over if he were not supported by his 

tail — are hideous monstrosities, unworthy 

of an artistic or civilised people. Perhaps 

the best equestrian statue in Great Britain, 

and it is by ne means of a high order of ex- 

cellence, isr thaA of the Earl of Hopetoun, in 

Edinburgh^ where the man stands beside, 

and does not sit upon the horse. Its 

pleasing efibct is partly owing to this- err- 

cumstanee and partly owing to its presen- 

tation on a level with the eje of the spec* 

tator. The statue of Richard CcBur de Lion 

by Bferon Marochetti, exhibited in the 

Great Exhibition of 1851, and subsequently 

erected on the open space between West* 

minster Abbey and the Houses of Parlia- 

ment, merite greater praise than can be 

accorded to any other equestrian statue in 

London. It is a true idealisation of a 

chivalrous and romantic character in En- 

gli^ history, and would be even better 

than it is if the horse and man were placed 

on a k>wer pedestal; better still if there ■

were no horse m the composition, ffud the 

king stood '* alone in his glory.'* ■

TOE BC0T. ■

Thera i» not strach to be said in fafov 

of the bust, as a means ol represeBticg' the 

form mdi features of the great and the 

beloved, except that the bust, whether of 

bronie or miffble, ia less perishable than 

the painted portrait or the printed en- 

graving. Without the bust, tiio medal, or 

the intaglio, posterity wouUl have known 

nothing, which verbal descrip^aon did not 

convey, of the features of the great men 

and lovely women of aatiquii^. Hence the 

busts of the CeBsam and others l^iat have 

coane down to modem times, either of the 

life-siae in maipble or braae, or in relief 

and in miniature upon coins aood medale, 

are of great interest and value. But aot^ 

withstanding all this, the more the hnst^ 

and especially the bust of a modem man 

or WDQHUi — ^partakes of the character of a 

veritable portrait, the less elevated is its 

rank ae a work of art. A strict fidelity to 

actual nature, if tiiat i» all that is wanted, 

ia more easily sittaanable in wax with 

odour, than in marble without colour, as 

will be evident to aaj one who compares 

the works in Madame Tussaud's exhibition 

with any ancient or modern bust. Pho- 

tography may do justice to the hnraan 

form, but not to the human fhoe. If 

photography approximates to justice, it is 

justice without mert;y. It represents form, 

but seldom represents expression. In short, 

there is* no soul in photography. Tet pho- 

tography is to a certain extend true to 

nature. In Hke manner, when the sculptor 

who executes » bust maleefr it literally as 

tame to nature as he can, be is only a carver 

and figure-head maker. The hus^ should 

represent the fkce of the person portrayed, 

in accordance with the underlying idea of 

all sculpture worthy of the name, with a 

certain asnount of dignity — ^the fhce not 

actually as it is to the common eye, but the 

&ce at its' very best — the face as it might 

be when lighted up by noble or inspiring 

thoughts ; not^ the fince o€ a man as seen in 

a^ Burror in his ordinary state of mind, or 

wnnt of mixid) but the ftice suggestive of 

a likeness without being one. There are 

three busts in the hall of th« Reform Club, 

in places which it would have grieved the 

soul of Sir Charles Barry, ttie architect of 

that building,, to have seen them, which, 

better than any other examples that could 

be cited, exhibit the true principles that 

should guide the hand of the sculptor ■
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in tins doportment of kis art The. first 

is OUvcr OpomweH, the second Richaond 

Oobden, the third Henry Lord Brougham. 

The boat of Cranwett (by Mr. NoUe) is 

of coarse imagiaativey bat the artait bae 

availed bimeetf of all the engra^ved portraits 

I and other likenesses in exMenoe as the baees 

of his ideal work, ami oompooftided o£ these 

materials a spiritaaHsed ToscinblaBioeiwbsoh 

combines the noblest chaivcteristicB ef the 

aaan, as refireseniiled by his deeds and his- 

tory, and wbieh is at anoe recognised as mi 

easalted Iskeaessv not oomtradoctory of, bnt 

sapplemeutavy to, tike portraits that banre 

come down to ns, and better far tbaoi any 

of the■^ frcon the sonl which the scnl^itor 

has thrown into his maa»ble. Aknost equal 

pnuse is dne to tiie boal of Mr. Oobden 

by the saase avtist* It sot only brings in- 

siaolly to tb* recollectioii of the spectator 

ike iieritnfble Gobdcn as he liTod among 

as, bat Cobden tnunsfignred ; Gobden with 

every point and trait of his character re- 

presented on the face and brain ; Cobden 

as he might have appeared in the semi- 

apotbeosiB of thai hi^y stnte when mind 

aod body are in healftbfai and ccmplete 

accord, and the ioitelleet and the afiectionfi 

are in foU play upon the feaimtes. The bast 

of Lord Brougham dEffiers from theee in every 

respeet, and afiKords a flaigprant example of 

£nilt» to be avoided. It is hard, dry, reaL 

Hteralr-« photograph im marble of bh ngly 

old nan, with all the hollows and wrinldes 

of his &ce represcftted with move than the 

fidelity of a mirror, inaseenich as they can 

be felt, and ganged, and measnred* The 

gieal olg'ect of art is to give pieaBare by 

its repffesentation> of nature, and of scnlp- 

tare as dieiliEiignished from carvings to be- 

stow dignity upon its object This bast 

cQppIies nekher of these conditional and 

BQggests an intention to carioatnre rather 

tban to tfxalt, and show what an ugly face 

rather thaa what a high intelleot belonged 

to Henry Brongham. That soch was not 

the intention of the sculptor, and c^ those 

for whom he eseeuted his work, is admitted. 

There is a beauty in old age as wel4 as in 

yonth and maturity, and if the soalptor who 

Kaode]^ the bust of a great man, at what- 

ever age he may foe represented, eannot 

infuse the beauty of intellect or of high 

character into his work, he mistakes his 

vocation, and should confine himself to 

wood-carviag ; or, if he prefer stone, to 

the production of gargoyles for the water- 

sponts of Gothic buildings, or other work 

'iu which the grotesque rather than the 

poetical is most nppro]iriat«. ■

SITBS AK]> PBDXTflTAliB. ■

It will be seen from a study of the prin- 

ciples we have laid down, if their truth 

be assented to, that independently of the 

intrinsic beauty and nobleness of a statue, 

much of its effect on the imaofitration and 

judgment of the beholder must depend on 

its site and the elevation of its pedestal. 

The Venus di Medici, standing where Nel- 

son stands, on the top of the column in 

Trafalgar-acfnare, would be as ndaplacied as 

a cheque for thousands of pounds at the 

bottiom of the sea. The ApoUo Bislvidere 

surmountiteg the dome of St. Paurs would 

Waste his divinity on the desert air, and 

the Laocoon and his sons stragghng with 

the fearful python which enfolds thebu in its 

venomous grasp wourld, if placed on the top 

of the arch where the Dt&6 of Wellington 

and his horse now ofier to view tfuch a 

mass of deformity, be a» utterly lost to 

pablic appreciation aa if it were not in ex- 

istence, and would seem but a lump of stone 

or bronze. There is but one statae in 

London good in itself, etaading on a per- 

fectly appropriate and unohj^eotionable site, 

and oa a pedestal which is not too elevated^ 

and that is the statue of Aehilles in Hyde 

Park. Theobjection to highpedestak applies 

in a still greatOr degree to statues perched 

on the tops of colwnnsy like the two ugly 

specimens that exist in London, and the 

one, not qui^ so ugiy, which was over- 

thrown by the Comnwnne in th^ Plaoe de 

Yenddme in Paris* ■

Modern sculpturey aa vegarde pablic 

monuments, requires a better understand- 

ings both by artists and the public, of 

two great essentials^ First, that seulptura 

is not the art of portrait^maldng, and, 

secondly, that a good work of art requires 

to be placed in a position where it can 

be seen ; in oiAier words, our advice to 

sculptors is two^dld : DioiriFY your- subjects 

and LOWBB youb pbdbstals. ■

&bq¥is8oat: ■

Mova «M buried vHh you, lorv^ ■

Than juvt the beautiful claj 

Tou left to chill the paaaionate kiss, ■

When yoto pasMd rrom oat }tle enfhj* ■

More was buried with you, love, 

Than the spring of your yoimg renotm, ■

And the glow of the Ivesh green laurel leavofl, 

That were weaving to make jour crown. ■

M!nre was buried with jou, love, ■

rhan golden hope* and dreams, 

Than all the glittertoe halo Uung 

Kound A true hearf a noble schemaa. ■

For oh when the heavy soda lay straight, ■

In the bluck December weather. 

The light of a home and the strength of a liUft, ■

Were left 'neatih their weight togetiheiL ■
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There were many irouod ynar graTe, love, 

With an honeet tear ana prajer, ■

Bat one, as she knelt beside it, Icneir 

Her youth, too, rested there. ■

OLD STORIES RB-TOLD. ■

ALEXANDER PEDEN, ONE OF THE OLD COYB* ■

NANTERS. ■

Among the many brave, Btrennons, and 

pious men in Scotl£uid that suffered frona the 

crael religions persecntions in the reig^ 

of Charles the Second, there was not one 

who evidenced a profonnder faith in Divine 

protection than that celebrated preacher, 

Alexander Peden. Among the stem bands 

of Covenanters who, in the bleak rain- 

swept hills of Galloway, sang their psalms 

amid the wind and storm, or, in the spongy 

mosses and chilling bogs, ground their 

broadswords ready for *' those men of 

Belial," Claverhouse's Dragoons, no man 

stood so high as an expounder of "the 

word," no one was looked upon as so 

favoured a prophet. ■

Alexander Peden, who died in 1686 

(James the Second), was bom in the parish 

of Lorn, in Ayrshire, in 1626 (Charles 

the First). On leaving college, previous to 

entenng the ministry, he became school- 

master, precentor, and session clerk to Mr. 

John Guthrie, minister of the gospel at 

Tarbolton. He then became minister at 

Glen Luce, in Galloway, but when the 

persecution began was compelled to take 

to the hills, with '* the Lord's people." 

There was great weeping in the kirk 

the day Peden preached his farewell ser- 

mon, from the text, " Therefore, watch 

and remember, that by the space of three 

years I ceased not to warn every one, day 

and night, with tears." When he closed 

the pulpit-door he struck it three times 

with his pocket Bible, saying three times 

over, " I arrest thee, in my master's name, 

that none ever enter thee but such as come 

in at the door as I did." Nor did any one, 

as it happened, ever enter the pulpit till 

after the Revolution, when a Presbyterian 

minister once more ascended the steps con- 

secrated by the feet of the Covenanter 

prophet. ■

For our account of Peden, we rely 

almost entirely on the testimony of that 

remarkable writer, the zealous Patrick 

Walker, and his various Scotch and Irish 

correspondents. Walker himself had, like 

Peden, been out on the hills with the elect, 

and is generally supposed to have fired the 

shot, that, in March, 1682, killed Francis 

Gordon, a hot-headed dragoon of Airly 's ■

troop, at Moss Plat, near Lanark. He was 

sentenced to transportation, bat, after six 

months in the Leith Tolbooth and Dun- 

nottar Castle, escaped again to the wild 

places, where the faithful grimly lurked. 

After the glorious Revolution, Walker kept 

a shop for the sale of religious tracts, near 

the Bristo Port, Edinburgh. He after- 

wards turned packman, to visit old scenes, 

and collect anecdotes of the saints, and 

probably died about 1733. The racy and 

graphic force of his style, and that of the 

fidthful ministers who corresponded with 

him about Peden, cannot be surpassed, and 

to Patrick Walker Sir Walter Scott was 

undoubtedly indebted for some of the finest 

scenes in Old Mortality. ■

When the troubles began, Peden (says 

Walker) joined with that honest, . sealous 

handful, in the year 1666, that was broke 

at Pentland Hills, and came the length 

of Clyde with them, where he had a me- 

lancholy view of their end, and parted with 

them there. ■

After this, in June, 1673, Peden was 

taken by Major Cockbum, in the house of 

Hugh Fergusson, of Knockdow, in Carrick, 

who constrained him to tarry all night 

Peden told him that it would foe a dear 

night's quarter to both; accordingly they 

were both carried prisoners to Edinburgh ; 

Hugh Fergusson was fined a thousand 

marks for reset, harbour, and converse with 

him; the council ordered fifty pounds 

sterling to be paid to the major out of the 

fine, and ordained him to divide twenty- 

five pounds sterling amongst his party. 

Some time after examination Peden was 

sent to the Bass, where he remained 

prisoner there and at Edinburgh nntil De- 

cember, 1676, when he was banished. ■

While prisoner in the Bass, one Sal> 

bath morning, being about the public 

worship of God, a young lass, of the 

age of thirteen or fourteen years, came to 

the chamber door, mocking with loud 

laughter; Peden said, "Poor thing, thou 

mocks and laughs at the worship of God ; 

but ere long God shall write such a 

sudden, surprising judgment on thee, that 

shall stay thy laughing, and thou shalt not 

escape it." Very shortly thereafter, as she 

was walking upon the rock, there came a 

blast of wind, and (as Walker relates with 

gloomy unction) sweeped the girl off the 

rock into the sea, where she was lost. ■

While prisoner there, one day walking 

upon the rock, some soldiers passing by 

Peden, one of them cried, " The devil take 

him." Peden cried, "Fie, fie, poor man, ■
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thou knowest not what tboa art sajing, 

bat thou wilt repent that." At which 

words the soldier stood astonished, and 

went to the gnard distracted, crying aloud 

for fear, saying the devil would immedi- 

ately take him away. Peden came and 

spoke to him, and prayed for him; the 

next morning he came to him again, and 

found him in his right mind, and nnder 

deep conviction of great guilt. The guard 

having to change, they desired the man to 

go to his arms ; but he refused, and said 

he would lift no arms against Jesus 

Cfaiist, his cause, or persecute his people, 

" IVe done that too long." The governor 

threatened him with death the next day, 

at ten o'clock ; he confidently said, three 

times, though they should tear all his body 

in pieces, he would never lift arms that 

way. About three days after the governor 

pat him out of the garrison, setting him 

ashore ; and he, having a wife and chUdren, 

took a house in East Lothian, where he 

became ''a singular Christian." ■

When "brought from the Bass to Edin- 

burgh, sentence of banishment was passed 

apon Peden, in December, 1678, and sixty 

more fellow-prisoners, for the same cause, to 

go to America, never to be seen in Scotland 

again, under pain of death ; after this sen- 

tence was passed, Peden several times said 

that that ship was not yet built that would 

take him or those prisoners to Virginia, 

or any other of the English plantations 

in America. ■

When they were on ship-board, in the 

road of Leith, there was a report that the 

enemies were sending down thumbikins to 

keep them from rebelling ; at the report of 

this they were discouraged; but Peden came 

on deck and said, "Why are you so dis- 

couraged. You need not fear, there will 

neither thumbikin nor bootikin come here. 

Lift up your hearts* and heads, for the day 

of your redemption draweth near. When 

we are over at London we will all be set 

at liberty." When sailing on their voyage, 

praying publicly, he said, "Good Lord such 

is Thy enemies* hatred of Thee, and malice 

at us, for Thy sake, that they will not let 

as stay in Thy land of Scotland to serve 

Thee, though some of us have had nothing 

but the canopy of Thy heavens above us 

and Thy earth to tread upon ; but, Lord, we 

bless Thy name, that will cut short our 

voyage, and frustrate Thy wicked enemies 

of their wicked designs, and will not get 

OS where they intend ; and some of us shall 

go richer home than when we came from 

thence." ■

When they arrived at London, the skip- 

per, who had received them at Leith, was to 

carry them no further ; the skipper, who was 

to carry them to Virginia, came to see them, 

they being represented to him as thieves, 

robbers, and evil-doers ; but when he found 

that they were all grave. Christian men, 

only banished for Presbyterian principles, 

he said he would sail the sea with none 

such. In this confosion, when the one 

skipper would not receive them, and the 

other would keep them no longer, being 

expensive to maintain, they were all 

set at liberty. Others reported that both 

skippers got bribes by friends at Lon- 

don ; however, it is certain they were 

safely set free, without any imposition of 

bonds or oaths; and friends at London, 

and in their way home through England, 

showed much kindness to them. ■

How Peden preached we can judge from 

the following quotation : In the year 1682, 

Peden was in Kyle, and preaching upon that 

text, " The ploughers ploughed upon my 

back, and drew long their furrows," where 

he cried, " Would you know who first yoked 

this plough ? It was cursed Cain, when he 

drew his furrows so long, and so deep, 

that he let out the heart-blood of his 

brother Abel ; and all his cursed seed has, 

and will, design, desire, and endeavour to 

follow his cursed example; and that 

plough has, and will, gang summer and 

winter, frost and fresh weather, till the 

world's end; and at the sound of the last 

trumpet, when all are in a flame, their 

theats will burn, and their swingle-trees 

will fall to the ground, the ploughmen will 

lose their grip of the plough, and the gade- 

men will throw away their gades; and 

then, O the yelling and shrieking that will 

be among all his cursed seed, clapping their 

hands, and crying to the hills and moun- 

tains to cover them from the face of the 

Lamb, and of Him that sits upon the throne, 

for their hatred of Him, and malice at his 

people !" ■

The following is the most celebrated of 

Peden's prophecies ; it contains a singular 

prediction of the death of Charles the 

Second, that bitter persecutor of his church : ■

On February the 2nd, 1685, Peden was 

in the house of one Mr. Vernor, in Antrim, 

at night, he and John Kilpatrick, Mrs. Ver- 

nor's father, a very worthy old Christian, and 

Peden said to him, " John, the world may 

well want you and me." John replied, " Sir, 

I have been very fruitless and useless all my 

days, and the world may well want me ; but 

your death would be a great loss." Peden ■

^ ■
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replied, " John, yoa and I will be bodi in 

heaven ahoiily ; boii thoagh yoa be much 

older than I, my soul will gst the foveetart 

of yoursy for I will be first in heaven, bai 

yosr body will have the advantage of mine, 

for ye will get rest ia your gta^e nntii Urn 

resurrection, and die there y hat the ene* 

mies, out of their great wickedness, will 

lift my corpse into another plae^ ; yet I 

am very indifferent, John, for I know my 

body shall lie amongst the dost of tbe 

martyrs, and thoogh they should take 

my old bones and make whistles of them, 

they will all be gatheredi together in the 

day of resurrection -, and then, Jolia, yon 

and I, and all that will be found haviaff 

on Christ's righteouaBM^ wiU get. da| 

about with them, and g^ve our hearty 

assent to their eternal sentence c^ dairBaa-' 

tion.'' The same night after thia diaconraey 

while about family worsh^,. a/bout ten, or 

^yen of the dock,, explainixig the portion 

of scripture be read, he suddenly halted 

and hearkened, then said^ three times over, 

" Wbat's thia I hear P" He hearkened 

again a little time, then ckpped hia hands, 

and said, '* I hear a dead shctat the throne 

of Britain ; let him go yonder,, he has been 

a black sight to these landa, especially to 

poor Scotland , we ara well ^it of him, 

there has been a many wasted prayer 

waired on him." And it was eonckided 

by all it was the same hour and the same 

night that unhappy man CharleB th» Seoond 

died. ■

Peden on the same night also- denoonoed 

James the Second as the poisoousv of hia 

brother. ■

On returning from L?e]and in " the heat 

of the killing time" in 1685, Pednn and 

other fugitives were pursued. They went 

eastward, somewhat contrary to hia iaeli- 

nation, and came to the top of a hill, 

upwards of two miles distant from the 

house for which they mada Peden-then 

halted, and sadd, " I will not go one foot 

further this way, there is undoubtedly 

danger before us." An herd lad being 

there, he gave him a groat, and desired 

him to go to the house, and fetch theok 

meat and news ; when the lad came to the 

house, the good-wife hastened, and g^ve 

him meat for them, saying, " Lad, run 

you hard and tell them that the enemies are 

spreading, and we are every minute looking 

for them here." An the lad was going 

from, the house, eighteen of the enemy's 

foot came, crying, *' Stand, dog." The 

lad run, and six of them pursued half a 

mile, aod fired hard upon him ; the ball ■

whistling close by his head. All that ^w 

Peden oontinued in prayer lor him, aad 

the rest, being twelve men ; when pray- 

ing with them, he said, *' Lord, shaU the 

poor lad thaVs gone our errand, eeek- 

is^ bread to support our lives, lose his? 

Direct the bullets by his head, aaod however 

near, let them not touch him, and, good 

Lordy spare the lap of Thy cloak, and cover 

the poor lad." And in this he was heard 

and answered, for soon a dark cloud of mi&t 

parted him and them. ■

The martyrdom of John Brown^ which 

has been so beantifully and affectingly nar- 

rated by ProfessNDT Wilson, Peden all bot 

shared. In tha beginning of May, 1685 

(says Walker), Peden came tO' the house of 

John Brown and kis wile, Isabel Weir, 

where he stayed all night; and in the 

morning, when Peden took his £ui0well^ he 

came out of the door, saying to himself 

twice over, '^ Poor woman, a fearfal want- 

ing — a dark misty momii^." The next 

morning, between five and six hours, the 

said John ]^ow% having performed the 

wor^ip of God in his family, was going, 

witk a spado in his hand, to make ready 

some peat ground; the mist being very 

dark, ho knew not, until bloody, cruel Gla- 

verhoase had compassed- him with three 

tnDopa of horses. They brought him to his 

house and there examined lum ; though he 

was a- man of a stammering speech, he yet 

anawered distinctly and solidly, which made 

Claverhouse examine those whom he had 

taken to be kis guides through ihe moors, 

if ever they heard Brown preaoh ;* they an- 

swered, " £l^no, he was never a preacher." 

Glaverhousa said, *' If he haS'Uever preached 

meikle, has he prayed in his time ?'* aod 

shouted to John^ '^ Gk) to your prayers, 

ibr you shall immediately die." When 

he was praying, Claverhouse interrupted 

him three times. One time that he stopped 

him, he was pleading that the Lord would 

q^are a remnant, and not make a foU 

end in the day of his anger. Claverhouse 

said, '* I gave you time to pray, and ye're 

beg^ to preach." John turned about 

upon his knees, and said, '^ Sir, yon know 

neither the nature of preaching nor pray- 

ing that call this preaching," then con- 

tinued without confmion. When ended, 

Claverhouse said, ''Ts^ ^ood- night of 

your wife and c^ldren." His wife, stand- 

ing by, wi^ her child in her arms, and 

another child of his first wife's, he came to 

her and said, '' Now, Isabel, the day is come 

that I told you would come, when I spoke 

first to you of marrying me." She said, ■

■^ ■

=? ■
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^ Indeocl, John, I can -vrillingly pcuri iribh ■

ru," Tbea he mid, *" Thaifs all I deam, h«7% no more to do bat die. I have 

been in care ix> meet; wilb death sO' nwny 

years." He kissed his wife and bairns, 

and wished porehased and promised bless- 

ings to ba nudtiplied upon tbenu ' €layev 

konse ordaied sifx soldiers toi shoot ham. 

The most part of tiie ballete esma vpon 

liis head, and soatterad his brains upon 

the ground. Claverhouse said to bin wife, 

^ Wkait thinkeat thou of isky hmbaiBd acow, 

womaa?'' She said, *^I tikought enrev 

arach good of hirn^ and as moA now as 

€T«r.'' He said, ^'^It were baA justico to 

hf you beside him." She said^ '^ if ye 

were permiUed, I d«rabii not but your cmclty 

would go that length ; but how will ye 

make answer for this morning's work ?" 

He said, " To man I can be answerable ; 

and for God, I will tai4e Mwt in my own 

hand." Claverhouse then mounted his 

Itorse* and nttarched, leaving her with the 

«0¥ps9 of her dead hus^MMid lying' there. 

8he set ths baira up(m th« grocnad and 

gathered his brains^, and tied rsp hia head, 

and Btiwghtened big body, and coTicrod 

lorn with her plaid, and set down and wept 

ever him; it being a Tery barren place 

where never violual grew, aad far from 

neighbonors. " Dt was some time belove any 

iriendiB caaie to her. The first that came was 

a very fit hand, that old siagalar Ghnstian 

woman in the Cummerhead, named Jean 

Brown, three miles distant, who had been 

tried wii^ the yioleot death el her hus- 

band at Pentland, afterwards of two worthy 

sons, Thomas Weir, who was killed at 

Dmnnieg, and David SteiU who was sud- 

denly shot afterwards, when taken. The 

mid Isabel Weir, sitting* upon her hus- 

band's grsvreslone, told me, that befoi« that 

she could see no blood, but she was in 

danger to fbint, aad yet wae helped to be 

a. witnesa ix^ all this, without either fainting 

or oonfiisioD, except when the shots were 

let ofl^ her eyes danled.'* His body was 

buried' at i^e end of his house wherm he 

was slain^ with thiis isiaeription on his grave- 

stone: ■

In ewtii'0 oold bod tbe duttj part here lies 

Of om who did the Mrth m duat^ <fespme; 

KvB im that plaea kon emhkk he took dapotuzvi 

Kow ha liM got the garhuid of the mart jx:. ■

This murder vras committed betwixt six 

md seven in the morning. Feden was 

^ut ten or eleven miles distant, having 

been ia tibie fields all night. He came to 

a hoase betwixt seven and eighty and 

I desired to call in the fbmily that he might ■

peay amongst them. Be said: ''Lord, 

wheu wilt Thou aveage Brown's blood ? 

Ok ! let Browm's blood be psecious in Thy 

sight,, and hasten the day whe» Thon'lt 

avengB it, w%th CamevoQDi'% GargiU's, and 

numy other of our martyrs; and O for 

that day when the Lord will avenge all 

their blooda" When ended, John Muir- 

head inquired wtet he meant by Brown's 

blood. He said,, twice over, ''What do 

I mean F Claverhouse baa been at the 

Prcsliill this morning, and has cruelly mur- 

dered John Brown; his< corpse is lying 

at the end of hie house, and his poor wife 

sits weeping by his corpse, and not a 

soul to speak eeaftfartably to her. This 

moraing, afW the suufrieing; I saw a 

strange apparition in the firmament, the 

appearance of a very bright elear-shinifig 

star fiaU firom the heavens- to the earth; 

and, indeed, there is a dear-shining light 

fallen this deiy, the greatest GhriBtiaiL that 

ever] conversed with.*' ■

One day,, prcaehing in the fielde^ in his 

prayer Peden prayed earnestly for the pre- 

servatioB of the people, and again and again 

prayed fi>r that man thait was to lose his 

life ;: the enemies came upon them the same 

day and fired upon Urn people, and there 

were none of them either wounded or killed, 

save one man, nad he was shot dead. ■

In the beginning of Maroh, 1686, Peden 

was fleeing from the enemy on horseback; 

they pursuingv forced him to- ride to a 

water, where he was in great danger of 

being lost.. When he got out he cried, 

" Lads,. fi)U0w not me ; for I asanre yoa ye 

want my boat,- and so* will oertainiy drown. 

Consider .where your landing will be ; ye 

are fighting for hell, and running post to 

it" — ^whioh afirighted them to enter the 

water. Another day, bemg hard pursued, 

Peden took to a dangerous bog and a 

mosa befbre him. One of the dragoons, 

more ftprward than the restt ran himself 

into that bog, and he and horse, were never 

seen more. ■

When the day of Pedien's death (says 

Walker) drew near; and he not able to 

travel, he caaM to his brother's house, in the 

parish of Sam, where he was bom ; he 

made them dig^ a. cave, with a saughen- 

bnsh covering ^ib mouth of it, near his 

brother's house ; the enemaes got notice, 

and searched the plltce narrowly many 

thuesv In the time that he was in this 

orre he said to some friends that God 

should make Scotland desolate; secondly, 

there ^ould be a remnant in the land 

whom God should spare and hide ; thirdly. ■
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thev shoald lie in holes and caves of the 

earth, and be supplied -with meat and 

drink ; and when thej came ont of their 

holes they shonld not have freedom to 

walk for stumbling on dead corpses ; 

fonrthl J, a stone, cut ont of the mountain, 

shoald come down, and God shoald be 

avenged on the great ones of the earth 

and the inhabitants of the land for their 

wickedness, and then the Ghorch shoald 

come forth with a bonny bairn-time at her 

back of yonng ones. If he were bat once 

buried they might be in doubts ; but if he 

were oftener buried than once they might, he 

said, be persuaded that all he had uttered 

would come to pass, and he earnestly desired, 

them to take his corpse out to Aird*8 Moss, 

and bury him beside Ritchie, meaning Mr. 

Gameron, that he might get rest in his 

grave ; for he had gotten little through his 

life. He told them that, bury him where 

they would, he would be lifted again ; but 

to the man that put first his hand to lift up 

his corpse four things should befal him. 

First, he should get a great fall from a 

house ; second, he should sit in adultery ; 

third, in thefb; for these he should leave 

the land ; and fourth, make a melancholy 

end abroad for murder; which accord- 

ingly came to pass. This was one Mur- 

doch, a mason to his trade, but then in 

the military service, who first put his hand 

to his corpse. A little before his death 

Peden said, " Ye will all be angry where 

I will be buried at last ; but I discharge 

you all to lift my corpse again." At last 

one morning early he came to the door, 

and left his cave. His brother's wife said, 

" Where are you going ? The enemies will 

be here." He said, "I know that, alas!" 

"Sir," she cried, "what will become of 

you ? you must back to the cave again." 

He said, " I have done with that, it is dis- 

covered ; but there is no matter, for within 

forty-eight hours I will be beyond the 

reach of all the devil's temptations and 

his instruments in hell and on earth, and 

they shall trouble me no more." About 

three hours after he entered the house, 

the enemies came and found the cave, 

searched the bam narrowly, cast over theun- 

thrashed corn, searched the house, stabbed 

the beds, yet entered not the place where 

he lay. Within forty-eight hours he de- 

parted. He died on January the 28th, 1686, 

being past sixty years, and was buried in 

the Laird of Afflect's Isle. The enemies 

getting notice of his death and burial, 

sent a troop of dragoons, lifted his corpse, 

and carried it two miles to Gummock- I ■

Gkillows-Foot, and buried him there, after 

forty days being in the grave, beside other 

martyrs. His friends thereafter laid a 

gravestone above him with this inscrip- 

tion: ■

" Here lies Mr. Alexander PEDBN,a faith- 

ful nunister of the gospel, some time at 

Glenluce, who departed this life, January 

28th, 1686, and was raised after six weeks 

out of his grave, and buried here out of 

contempt." ■

So escaped from the aze and sword a 

man with the courage of Daniel and the 

faith of Elisha ; a man, too, who, like the 

former, had spent many a dark hour 

among the lions, and who, like the latter, 

escaped the hand of many a slaughtering 

Ahab. ■

ALGOHOLIG DRINKS. ■

" You don't take much interest in the 

licensing question," said a lady to her 

daughter, who sat opposite to me in a 

French railway carriage, " although it has 

been uppermost of late. But listen to this, 

in yesterday s Times. ' It is even affirmed 

that if good wholesome beer and wine were 

saleable everywhere at low prices and with- 

out stint, the general sobriety of the popu- 

lation would be increased, just as there is 

little or no intoxication in the countries^of 

the vine itself.' " ■

*' Excuse me, madam, as a stranger," I 

said. " Does the well-informed Times be- 

lieve that to be the case P" ■

" I suppose so, sir ; for here . is the 

article. And in a land of light wines, like 

this," she continued, " it must be a great 

satisfaction to find, as the consequence, 

drunkenness much less common than it is 

in England." ■

" A — h ! It would be, madam, a great 

satisfaction — if it existed. But, however 

defective the English laws may be, I don't 

think we can be told, in this respect, ' they 

manage these things better in France.' " ■

" Really, sir ! Indeed ! I always thought 

a tipsy man here was a rarity." ■

" Had you been at my elbow only last 

(Saint) Monday, last New Year's Day, last 

conscription day, last fair-day, last market- 

day, you would have been convinced of the 

contrary. Fermented drinks are too plen- 

tiful for that. Strong liquors, madam, are 

far too cheap and potent, and human 

nature — male nature — too weak. The 

government — the Second Empire, followed 

by the so-called Republic — encourages the ■

=y ■
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sale of intoxicating liquors as far as lies 

in its power, for the sake of increasing the 

revenue derived from * contributions indi- 

rectes/ without any apparent regard to the 

results. In France some five millions of 

acres are occupied by the culture of the 

/ vine; and,therefore,forthe8upply of wine, 

not to mention the spirit distilled from 

com and beetroot, and the cider grown, 

and the beer brewed, which latter is an- 

nually increasing in quantity. It is hardly 

to be expected that such a vast amount of 

exhilarating fluid should be drawn out of 

the land and sent away, without the pro- 

ducers taking a pull at it, with the autho- 

rities encouraging them to do so. They do 

often take a long pull and a strong pull, 

and sometimes, madam, a pull altogether." ■

'* Extraordinary ! I thought Frenchmen 

were so yery temperate in their use of fer- 

mented or intoxicating beyerages." ■

" Many are, and many are quite the re- 

^erje. Those who are the reverse have 

nothing to restrain ihem. I had a neigh- 

bour — ^he is dead at last ; for, you know, 

madam, hard work will tell — ^who never 

took less than a quart of cognac or gin 

per day. Instances occur where double 

that quantity is imbibed. Others merely 

amuse themselyes at breakfast with half a 

pint, or perhaps a pint of gin, to wind up 

their spirits. It is nothing, with certain 

of my acquaintances, in the course of an 

evening, oyer a g^ame of cards, to sip some 

thirty, forty, or even fifty * chopes,' or half- 

pints of beer, without in the least putting 

themselyes out of the way. The other day 

I heard, on excellent authority, of four 

jolly fellows who set themselves round a 

cask of wine containing one hundred litres 

— as near as may be, one hundred and 

seventy-six English pints—and who went 

I on eating and drinking, without any ad- 

journment, until the said cask of wine was 

finished." ■

"But those, sir, assuredly, are all low 

people?" ■

" Not yery elevated, I grant, in any way, 

although some of them are rich for their 

station in life. Still, they are human beings, 

members of the politest nation on earth, 

which leads the van of civilisation, and so 

forth." ■

"If what you say be true, sir — and I 

do not doubt it — somebody should intro- 

duce temperance societies. They attack 

the evil at its root." ■

" In the land of the apple and the grape, 

dear madam, temperance societies (unless 

they could taJce the form of a religious con- ■

(I ■

fraternity) would be squeezed flat by popu- 

lar ridicule before they had time to draw 

their breath. Educated and well-bred 

people, who, as a rule, are far from intem- 

perate, try to persuade their countrymen 

to adopt, not abstinence, but moderation. 

A few years ago there appeared an article 

in the Siecle newspaper which caused Paris 

to abstain ^m absinthe (a poison which 

carries off* hundreds of lives annually) for 

a whole four-and-twenty hours. Scientific 

and medical men strive hard to enlighten 

the public mind as to the consequences of 

abusing fermented drinks. Monsieur Bou- 

chardat has especially done so in his * en- 

tretiens,' or lectures, which I have read 

attentively with profit. But to escape the } 

abuse, we need not forego the use. Excuse 

me, madam, but are you yourself a &ir 

personification of pure teetotalism ?" ■

"No, indeed, sir; I don't pretend to 

that. My doctor, on the contrary, orders 

me to take wine (for we reside in a neigh- 

bourhood subject to fogs), to resist the 

chilliness and humidity of the climate." ■

"He is right, madam. In marsh dis- 

tricts, a generous diet, assisted by a fair 

allowance of good red wine, exercises a pro- 

tective influence which, if not infallible, is 

inoontestible. Besides, it seems to be clearly 

demonstrat-ed that alcohol, whether pure or 

diluted, expending itself in the human sys- 

tem, produces heat, and that soon after the 

alcholic drink is taken. This physiological 

efiect explains the greater consumption of 

strong drinks in winter than in sunmier, 

as well as its entering more largely into 

popular habits in proportion as we advance 

towards the north. It follows, hence, that 

an abuse of spirituous liquors is more in- 

jurious in a mild or warm climate than 

in a cold one ; also in summer than in 

winter." ■

" But do fermented beverages give actual 

strength, as is generally believed ?" ■

"Competent authorities hold, that the 

increase of energy is only temporary, and 

that meat, properly employed, is the work* 

ing man's best support. Alcohol excites th6 

nervous system, causing visible but tem- 

porary excitement. If the excitement is 

not utilised at the moment, it is lost. It 

passes away ; a collapse or fit of depression 

follows, and there is an actual diminution 

of the original stock of serviceable strength. 

Who has not felt the agreeable influence of 

alcoholic stimulants ? * Sorrow is dry,' is 

a well-known saying; as helps to mental 

labour, the benefit they give is question- 

able. It must be employed at the very ■

^ff" ■
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moment when produced, or it is lost, eva- 

porated, wasted. The same holds vfiih 

oth^r excitants of the nervous systena, as 

coffee, tea, tobaeco, opinm ; oaly, under 

the infiaences of tea end coffee, the intdleot 

is cleared as well as awojcened, whereas 

under the effects of spiritnons drinks, it is 

more or less tinged with prismatic colour- 

ings, perceives distorted iinages, and is 

sometimes obscwred with a heavy ck>ad. 

It is nure that baechie stimnlation is em- 

ployed in devek>piQg and improving the 

intellect. A man, i^e best ifellow in the 

worid when sober, may become a perldct 

monster oar demon when drank. Yide clas- 

sical literature, general history, and police 

reports.*' ■

*' O that men should put an enemy iniyo 

their mouths, to steal away their brains !'' ■

" Some people langh, othera ery, others 

are affee^ionsufce, others quati«kome, when 

thfi dose has attained a certain amount — 

when the beer has got well home. To inoo- 

hcrent and absurd ideas succeeds incoherent 

and unreasonable oondttct. Mnch, however, 

depends on the daily life of the imbiber 

and the nature of his occupatuns. Exfoa 

fatigue requires extra restoxattivefi. A 

man's appetite for, and capabiliiby of dis- 

posing of, drink as well as meat, is very 

different wbaJte walkisg owor the Oberland, 

to what it is in a City corintifig-honae. The 

unwonted supply of fermented drink is 

consumed and nsed up by the unwonted 

exercise. But I fear I am wieazang yo«r 

patience, madam." ■

" Pray go on, air." ■

" Yon were just now allndiug to teetotal- 

ism. Whatever worshippers of 'Gob pnmp 

may say, good akohdics in moderate doses 

assist the convalescent exhausted by illness, 

and also the labourer worn out with fatigue. 

It is the excess wherein the danger lies. 

A thing may be very good in itself ; but 

too much d a good thing is good for 

nothing. In Bwedien, where many working- 

men Bse ttbile (by great paips-iaking and 

patient training) to swallow as much as 

a pint of spirit per day, disorders of the 

brain are extremely common among that 

class of tipplers, and their term of li£e is 

considerably shortened. In Russia, the 

consumption of alcohol is enormous, and is 

seemingly encouraged by the farmers of 

the taxies on spirituous liquors — as it is 

apparently here by the authorities in 

France." ■

" We know how injurious gin is, when 

administered to in&knts by unscrupulous 

nurses, in order iio make them sleep. I ■

have also heard that it is one of the nos- 

iarums given to young lapdogs to check their 

.growib, and keep them small. Wine, how- 

ever, is popularly believed to heboid people s 

milk." ■

'' It is so, wi^ this proviso and distinc- 

tion. If a person advanoed in jears can say, ■

rhcngh I hook mid, 7«t Hftctito^ tmi. iuntf; 

For in mf Touth I »ev«r M^fpij 

Hot and robellioiu liquors to my blood, ■

he should continue to observe a corre- 

sponding temp^ranoe. While still in ihe 

enjoym^t of a .green old age, he should 

take his alter*dkiBar glass at dessiert with 

great caution and moderation; but when 

he j^iliks into ths.loBa 'and slipp^sed, panta- 

loon, or into seoond -ohildishKieBs .said mere 

oblivion, when solid food is diffiucnlt of 

digestion, and the -fiarae of life n^ust be 

fed at any price, .genevoos wine (as in the 

well-known case of Louis the Fonntsenth) 

will prove an invaiuaye veBouroe." ■

"Tonr statement then, sir, would jgo to 

prove that there is a time to diink fer- 

mented beverages, as well sb a time to re- 

fjsain from drinking thena." ■

" £kcaotly, madajEu. One oommnn prac- 

tioe (especially ten the Continent) to be 

emphatioally warned a^inst,tis 41ie .morn- 

ing drarm or drop, iike whet on am empty 

stomach, the hair .fnom the dqg'stail who 

hit yon yesterday, the ^ gontto* of French 

woriung-men, the glass of absinthe to give 

an appetite— which has the coa;U'aiy effect 

on healthy ccnstitntLona. Alcohol, taken 

after a meal of solid food, is immediately 

laid hold of by it, and so diluted. Whereas, 

when applied to the unprotected coats of 

the stomadi, its strength is eswted in its 

full concentration. It irritates and in- 

flames the digesiive csrgans, causing thirst, 

which is often sought to fae allayed by 

other fermented drinks." ' ■

'^Th^ at least, if weak, can do no 

harm." ■

^ 1 am SDiry to. differ from you, madam, 

but experience teaches the contrary. Weak 

fermented liquors are treacherous, in con- 

sequence of their very weakness. They 

seem so innocent, so harmless, so light 

They insinuate themselves as mere 

quenchers of tiiirst, utterly incapable of 

such wicked work as the inebriation of 

their patrons. They are neact door to 

water, it would appear. Indeed, they 

profess to be merely water, just modified 

enough to prevent tlieirchiUingthestomach. 

As if anybody could ever be intemperate 

with them ! Such is the popolar belief I 

think." ■
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" ProbaWj. For I have heard people say, 

as a joke, that it is a wasie of time to try 

to get drunk with French wines." ■

" Is it indeed ? May be so. But more 

people in France get drank with ranall 

wines than with those of ^^eater stren^^th 

and body. From tke * petit bleue,* tippled 

by Parisian worloaen in suburban eating 

acd drinking^bouses, to the fluid supplied in 

the South by hosts who give you the choice, 

whether you will drink by measure, or at 

60 muob per hour, it is the quantity which 

makes up for tbe quality. If a man causes 

a streamlet to pass all daylong throogh 

his stomacb, however small a proportion of 

alcohol it may contain, in the eveiung there 

will be on aeoumulation of spirit in his body, 

to an amount he never suspected pos- 

sible." ■

*' Yon remind me of a case that came to 

my own knowledge. A small South Welsh 

farmer one day said to his medical visitor, 

'I cannot think what has ceme to me, 

doct£»r; I ean't sleep o' nighie, and the 

least thing sets me all of a quiver. I wish 

you would give me scffnething to take for 

it.' 'I -wish,' answered the doctor, 'I 

could take away £x)m you something you 

take. You have got, or are getting, de- 

lirium tremens." * Nonsense, doctor,' the 

other replied, that's quite impossible. I 

have always heard that delirium tremens 

comes from atrong drink. Now I never 

take anything stronger than our home- 

made cider, and only this little cupfal at a 

time-' 'True,' said the doctor; * but how 

many times in the course of the day do you 

go with this littb cup to the cider-cask, 

there, dose by, under the pantry-shelf? 

How many times a day? TeU me that!' 

*How many times, doctor?' he replied, 

trying to coxisnlt his memory. 'I really 

don't know, I never counted them, doctor. 

I never thought of that.' " ■

" Thank you, madam, for thid anecdote. 

Another important point is, that the habit 

of swallowing large quantities of fermented 

liquids is hard to change ; and then a trifling 

increase of the strength of the liquid may 

bring about serious consequences. In 

France, the vintages gathered on the same 

spot vary in streDgth from year to year. 

Some years they are twice as strong as 

the preceding year. Monsieur Boudiardat 

warned one of his tenants when this had 

occurred, advisii^ him to take only half of 

his usual allowance of wine in consequence 

of its doubled strength. The old man 

listened, and seemed persuaded. But as 

soon as he was gone gave his opinion, ' He ■

will never make -me believe that one litre 

of wine is as good as two.' Before six 

months were over he was dead." ■

" All which does not prevent your ad- 

vocating the use of wine in moderation." ■

'^ Rightly employed it is a great blessing. 

The complexity of the inoi^ganic substances 

which enter into its composition, and which, 

in certain respects, resemble those of the 

human frame, completely explains its re- 

storative effects when administered to pa- 

tients snflTeriag from insuffioien(b nourish- 

ment. For the same reason, for saiiors on 

ship«board, wine is preferable to spirit, 

which is often obhged to be given instead 

in consequence of difficulties of storage, as 

has been shown by a very oon elusive 

instance. TwoT cruisers, one French the 

other English, were detained in the South 

Sea by adverse weather. The French sailors 

were served with wine, the Engliaii with 

spirit. The latter were attacked by scurvy, 

the former completely escaped tiae disease. 

The inorganic substances contained in the 

wine, and particularly the salts of potash, 

supplied what was wanted to con^Jtete a 

healthy alimentation." ■

" But, surely, other alcohohsed beverages 

besides wine have their special merits. 

Cider, for instance " ■

'' Is one of the healthiest and pleasantest 

of ierxnented drinks. It may perhaps, too, 

be notmnch less ancient than wine. At the 

epoch of the Koman occupation, the abori- 

ginal Gauls quaffed their cider; and we 

know that, in 687, perry was the custo- 

mary draught of Sainte Biad^onde, queen 

of France. Cider is a ^ood drink, which 

pleases the palate Hie more we get used to 

it. In a hygienic point of view, from three 

to eight per cent of alcohol, oombtned with 

the malic acid of the apple and the carbonic 

acid produced by fermentation, is an ex- 

cellent mixture. The properties of the 

alcohol are thereby tempered ; nevertheless, 

it should not be ftvrgotten that good ciders 

inebriate like wine. If cider be more re- 

freshing than beer, it is also less nutritive, 

containing, in fact, fewer mixed materials 

which the animal economy can turn to ac- 

count. Cider and water is a capital thirst- 

quencher for field-labourers during the 

great heats of summer. The most danger- 

ous adulteration of cider is practised in 

years when the apples ripen badly, and 

acetate of lead and carbonate of soda are 

employed to clarify it. The cider is clari- 

fied; but enough lead remains to poison 

those who swallow it. To detect it, pour 

into the suspected cider a solution of iodide ■
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of potassium ; the result is a yellow preci- 

pitate of iodide of lead." ■

" And beer, sir, if yon please ?" 

" Grood beer, madam, though not fashion- 

able with high-born dames, is one of the 

most salubrious of fermented drinks. Its 

flavour may not please everybody at the 

outset ; but its uninterrupted employment 

from the most ancient times, and its in- 

creasing consumption, are a proof of its 

excellent qualities. In Egypt the priests 

of the god Osiris poured out to him liba- 

tions of beer ; and it may be supposed that 

they did not waste it all in that way. Long 

before the Roman invasion the Gauls and 

Germans Ijippled their daily ale. Barley, 

malted, its ususCl foundation, is sometimes 

replaced by other grains. Faro is prepared 

with sprouted wheat ; sprouted maize is the 

basis of * chica,' the wine of the Cordilleras. 

The addition of hops to any of these in- 

fusions forms a very complex mixture, 

which is thereby rendered suitable for re- 

pairing the losses of the animal economy ; 

for there is a happy relation between its 

principal elements and those which are 

necessary for the human frame. Beer 

assists digestion, allays thirst, and has a 

greater tendency to fatten than wine. But 

some people indulge in it to such a degree 

as to cause a notable distension of the 

stomach, whence arises sluggishness of that 

organ and difficulty in performing its proper 

functions. Needless to say that men may 

get tipsy with beer, as well as acquire in- 

convenient corpulence. The best remedy 

for such an abuse is, that it should be regu- 

larly consumed, and at the family meals. 

Such an employment of beer (as well as of 

cider or wine) is a hundred times more 

favourable to health than intemperate doses 

on Sundays or Mondays, and absolute pri- 

vation during the rest of the week." ■

THE WICKED WOODS OF TOBEREEVIL. ■

BT THX AUTHOB OP **HBSTBR'8 HI8T0&T.'* ■

CHAPTEB XL. THE FOOL'S SAD PATE. ■

When Katherine Arohbold, sitting on 

the lawn in the middle of her guests, was 

able to disentangle her mind from the 

flatteries which had wound themselves 

about it, she became suddenly and vexa- 

tiously aware that Paul had left her side 

and was no longer within reach of her hand. 

As soon as she made this discovery her 

mood so quickly changed, and seemingly 

with no reason, that the guests who had 

been worshipping her withdrew, shmgging ■

their shoulders, and commenting on her 

temper. The day broke soon after, and 

the whole crowd of fantastic creatures fled. 

Sunrise found Katherine in frantic humour ; 

Paul was not to be heard of; was nowhere 

to be seen. Her father suggested that he 

might have strayed out over the hills in his 

meaningless way, and have hurt or lost 

himself, very high up in the hills. " Let ns 

go out at once, and look for him!" said 

Sir John, and Katherine agreed readily, 

and they went out on the hills and 

searched. ■

The party of seekers went this way and 

that way, taking different paths; they 

sought for many hours, but in the heat of 

the day gave up the effort, while Sir Jobn 

sent messengers to Tobereevil and Monas- 

terlea. In the dawn of the next morning 

Katherine was out again upon the hills, 

unable to rest, haunted by a half-formed, 

ghastly fear that Paul would be fomid 

lying dead in some gorge of the hills, or at 

the foot of some precipice. In the dark- 

ness he might have missed his footing, and 

fallen from a great height. With a mantle 

thrown over her head, and dress careless 

for once, with pallid face and frightened 

eyes, she went clambering up steep rocks 

and looking over the edges, peering ronnd 

comers of cliffs, and creeping down into 

ravines, starting at every black object that 

came within her vision, as if it had been 

the thing for which she was seeking. She 

got at last into a narrow gorge which de- 

scended between high cliffs down to a narrow 

and basin-like valley, hollowed out of the 

very crown of one of the mountains. It 

was toilsome work, getting safely to the 

bottom, and she emerged weary and panting 

into the open waste which was the valley; 

hearing as she did so the sound of a human 

voice weeping, and talking incoherently. 

A few steps farther she came on a spectacle, 

ghastly enough, if not actually so sad as 

that which she ha^ feared to see. ■

It was the corpse of Con the fool, lying 

bruised and disfigured at the foot of the 

cliff", with Tibbie bending over him, wring- 

ing her shrivelled hands, and monrning 

into the deaf ear of the dead. Her lamen- 

tation was in Irish, but from time to time 

she raised the dismal sobbing " keen," pro- 

longed it for a few minutes with frantic 

energy, then dropped it again with a 'wail 

of despair, and went on with her inco- 

herent mutterings. It was awful to sec 

and hear this old creature, herself livid as 

a corpse, talking aloud to the dead in the 

silence of the wilderness. ■
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Con lay upon his back, having evidently 

fallen from a great height, for his brow 

was deeply wounded. Tibbie had straight* 

ened his limbs as well as she could; bis 

arms lay by his side, and one hand held a 

pistol ; the fingers clenched on it as if it 

had been a foe whom he had griped to 

death. Some force wonld be needed to 

remove it from the grasp of those frozen 

fingers. Katherine stood looking on at 

this scene in silent amazement. She had 

been looking for death, and here was death, 

accomplished by the very means which she 

had supposed likely to inflict it in snch a 

place. Here, indeed, was somebody who 

been killed by a fall from those sharp over- 

hanging cliffs. Oxdy it was not Paul the 

madman, bat Con the fool. ■

Eiatherine stood gazing with a feeling 

that she had been tricked by her eyes, or 

nnderstanding, till Tibbie looked up by 

chance and saw her. The keen died on 

the old woman's lips when she beheld the 

nnezpected intruder on her grief, and a 

harsb growling sonnd broke from her 

instead, as she rose quickly to her feet 

with her eyes fixed on Elatherine. She 

advanced a few steps, tottering, and holding 

both hands before her, jnst as* the snn 

rose above the opposite peaks of the valley, 

lighting np the strange scene with a jubi- 

lant splendour. ■

" It's you !" cried Tibbie, hoarsely ; " it's 

you, is it ? Yer come to take yer sport 

out o' me. You an' the divil that has 

cheated me betune ye ! Look at him there, 

a corpse; my lad that was to ha' been 

master o' Tobereevil, wid murther on his 

sowl an' blood upon his face. Con, avour- 

neen, aJanna! the purty lady's come to 

have her laugh over ye now. We'll laugh 

wid her my darlin' — ^ha ! ha ! ha ! ha !" ■

Her wild laughter sobbed itself away 

into the terrible keen, and the rocks rang 

their dismal echoes as if in sympathy with 

her woe. ■

*' How did it happen ?" asked EZatherine, 

disgusted at the scene, yet curious all the 

time. ■

'' Happen !" shrieked Tibbie. *< She dares 

to ask me how did it happen ! It hap- 

pened by way o' this," she said, drawing 

something from her bosom, " the divil that 

you give me, that was promised to do my 

will ; a divil that worked agin me that ye 

might get yer laugh at me! Bad luck 

came down on me from the first day I tuk 

it out o' yer ban's. Take back yer man- 

dhrake, lady ! an' may curses go back to 

I ye wid it an' light on yer heart T" ■

So saying she flung something right at 

Katherine's breast — the mandrake which 

E^therine had carved for her — half in 

malice and half in fun. At another time 

Miss Archbold would have laughed, and 

flung the thing back to her, but now the 

terrified young woman had got something 

in her mind which excluded both mirth and 

anger, and the mannikin fell unheeded into 

the grass, to remain there and rot under 

the sun and rains. Tibbie had said that 

Con was dead, and with a murder on his 

soul; Who, then, was also dead ? Whom 

had the fool murdered ? ■

" How did it happen ?" she repeated, 

with a new meaning in her question, 

thinking that two creatures without reason 

had met and quarrelled, and that both 

were dead. '* You spoke of murder," said 

Katherine. " Whom has he murdered ?" ■

"Murther!" screamed Tibbie. "Who said 

he had murthered any wan ? If any wan 

dares to say it I'll kill them wid this." ■

She lifted a heavy stone, and rushed 

towards Katherine, who turned and fled 

round the comer of the cliff, nor drew 

breath till she had toiled her way up again 

through the gorge, and was safe out of 

reach of her wretched and feeble foe. In 

fear and trembling she then continued her 

search, fully persuaded now that Paul had 

indeed been brought to untimely death, but 

met nothing on the hills to relieve her sus- 

pense. At last, when utterly wearied and 

unable to go further, she returned to the 

castle, her fojoe wild and white, her dress 

torn and disordered, no longer the proud 

beauty, only a scared and remorseful creature 

who had forgotten self at last in care for 

another. Betuming to her own dressing- 

room, however, she was startled to see the 

spectacle she had become, and the old 

Catherine Archbold revived within her 

again. ■

Come what might there was nothing 

in the world worth the grief that could 

transform a woman like that. She would 

not be haggard and ugly, even if Paul 

were murdered, and its Tobereevil treasures 

lost for ever. May must at all events suffer 

quite as much as herself, and May was a 

weak creature, and could not get over it as 

she would do. Sho dressed herself per- 

fectly, and her vanity thus comforted, she 

presented herself in the breakfast-room, 

where her fikther was already waiting for 

her. Her mother was ill in bed ; but that 

was not to be thought about at present. 

Katherine had quite enough on her hands, 

without thinking about her mother. ■
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Sir John was walking up and down the 

room in excitement. ■

'^ Eatherine/' he sadd, as she entered^ 

'*have yon beard this awful newe? Yom 

^nst nerve jonrsolf for a sfaoek. Bat I 

have no donottfaat you can bear it." ■

He did not mean to beaatiricdi, for he had 

beliered^ in Eaitheziiie'a siocenty for once. ■

^* He is dead, I soppose/' said Hio^erine, 

and ber &co was white enongh« ■

"He! Pkiil? ITo. Bat old Fimston, 

his unele, has been murdered.'* ■

"Well!" said Katberine, eagerly, with 

Tibbie's words and the truth flashing into 

her mind at once. ■

" Panl is* suspected of the crime/' said 

Sir Johnv solemnly; ^^Panl andtbat pretty 

little girl at Monasteoriea. *It seems be had 

heefn paying attentions to her as well as to 

yoru I catmot nnderttsoid it, I ooalessr. 

When be le£b as bere be went straigbt to 

Miss Monme's hotisci, and the strai^^t 

thing of all is thai they saiy he k now in 

his pnopsr senses. He was seen about 

Monasterlea tfaer day after he left ns, and 

the murder was done on the very ncoct 

nigbt. He amid the yoong giii were me4; 

coining from tber miser's house at daybreak 

in the monaing, by some people who had 

ran oat to see a fire, wbi^ strangely 

enough, has broken out ia the woods, and I 

believe is boming yet They say be told 

them Ibe old man was mordered^ and took 

the matter qtdi» ooolly. It is aJl exceed- 

ingly strange. A9 a magistrate, I am booiid 

to be bosy in the affair, and nnnt go to 

Tobereevil to-morrow, for the inquBst." ■

Katherine stood grasping the back of a 

obair, and gasEsiDg with distended eyes at 

her laUsu^r's ^e. ■

" And the girl ?'' she asked presently. 

** Is she also suspected P" ■

"Yes," said Sir John, "I believe so. 

There is something about a spot of bkiod 

on berdress*" ■

KMherrne sank into a seat and said 

nothing. It was now all plain to her abont 

the murder. ■

Con had done it, and Paul and May had 

discovered it wh«n they went out like the 

rest to see the fire, Paul was m his right 

senses, and he and May were just as they 

had been before she divided them ; except 

that they were under a grievous cloud of 

suspicion, overwhelmed with disgrace and 

grief, A word from her would even now 

divert this trouble from them, leaving them 

happy in each other, and the possession of 

wealth untold. And should she have to 

do this ? ■

She could not do it yet — of that she was 

very sure. She sat qnite still for some 

time, bating Paul and May with all her 

heart. " Let them be accused !'* ^e said. 

"I wflll not apeak." She sbvddered a 

little, and her fisther bade ber take some 

break&st. And sihe went to the table a&d 

sat down and- ate* ■

" I shall go witk joa," she said to her 

fiwther ; " I must see the end of this.'' ■

*' It would be mneb better taste lor you 

to stay where yoa are/' said Sir John. ■

But Katherine was not used to think 

much about meAters of taste. ■

When May returned to the cottage she 

found Bridget and Nsj^ny at the gate, 

watching the fire, aad beadng news from 

the passers-by. ■

They looked amased at seeing Paul and 

May> oomiag quickly down the load. PaoI 

left May a little way firom the gate, and 

hastened back towards Tobereevil, ashe liad 

promised be woald do. May passed in at 

the gate. ■

" Gb, Miss May ! Miss May I" ciied 

Bridget, " there's blood on your dt«6S !" ■

May lotted down at it) startled* '* Simon 

Finiston bas been niurdered," she said, 

sboddering, and went on into the houses ■

Her auai waa not awake, for it* was oiklj* 

four o'clock, and the cottage W€w quite still 

in the early summer Bansbiae. For dean* life, 

May could not have helped being unutter- 

ably happy, in spite of the awfail sights 

whsdi had kitriy passed before ber eyeai 

that Paul was wedl and safe wa» a good 

which must ontweagh all the troubles of the 

earth. It was true she felt weary and 

shaken with the reeent sJvocks ebe bad sus- 

ttomd ; her head was diszy and ber limts 

stiffs but she fellt nothing inooBveaient to 

her^ not eren suffering of tile body. She 

knrit and poured out ber thankfulness to 

Heaven; then sleep and utter weariness 

overpowered her, and, throwing herself on 

her bed, she slept soundly until breakfast- 

timei ■

On awakening, the horror of the murder, 

witb its attondant and gkaing' horror <^ the 

firev rose luridly in her mind ; bat she hod 

lefb all that with Qod befbre sleef^g, and 

this momiog she would tbink of nothing 

but her joy. Paal met her coming down 

the ball — pale, certainly, but fair tmd fre^- 

robed as a lily, and smiling ooi of eyes 

that denied any cause for gloom. Paul 

looked at her silently, astd the love in his 

heart could not refuse ber a smile in answer 

to her own ; but there was sadness in the ■
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smile — not of the old kind, 'which May 

now looked no more to see^ but a new and 

reasonable sadness^ which had nothing to 

do with fret or fear. He took her hands 

in his own, and drew her into the parlour 

that thej might talk. ■

''Wbatiia it, Eanl ?" she asked, feeling 

th«t thers was. something whdoh she did 

uot yek know. ■

" You have borne a great deal for me^*' 

ke said. " Can jaa. still bear something- 

more ?" ■

She blenched a little, for her physical 

powers were worn somewhat low ; but Bh» 

sud firmly, "I can, .Paul." ■

"' God bless you,*' he said,, with a solemn 

pdssioBi thati made her. tremble^ knowing 

there wb» soxDething heavy, indeed, to be 

jet bornA*. ■

'^May," he sakL, '^you and I are' sqa- 

pected of thiamnrderl*' . ■

"Are we? — Paul!" She drew a long 

broatfa, broken by neither sigh nov sob. 

Well, we can^beur it^ till. the trnthbefonnd 

out. Why arc we suspected ? * ' ■

"Circumstances aca against US'— don't 

you perceive it? We were met coming 

from the ploee aof early — and — and — ^there 

wag blood npoB your dress !*' ■

" I see ; but I shall ezpfedn how that, got 

tiiere/' ■

" My lore ! dcm't you see that your ex- 

planstion will tell against, us — ^against me, 

at least — more than anything else. Theoa 

there is that idea in the people's minds 

about the prophecy that a Finistom would 

be mvrderod by a kinsman of has own." ■

They loeked. in each other's faces — two 

poor young creatureft — brave in; their con* 

8cioQ» iiuioeeaoey but with all the world 

against them. Paul drew her to hia heart, 

and l^us they met i^eic great woe. !May 

quickly recovered, herself. ■

" Of course, we mustrtake this solemnly, 

Paul, bui not too much in earnest. We 

know we did not do it, neither you nor' I ; 

ax3d some one else did. God will reveal 

all ; and, meantime^ we must not let our- 

selves be crushed." ■

" No, darling ; we will not let ourselves 

be crushed." ■

He held her hasids tightly within his, and 

felt that thus linked together they must, in- 

deed, stand strong. Heaven could not for- 

sake one so innocent and trustful as the 

woman who was botmd with him in this 

martyrdom. ■

"We need not tell Aunt Martha yet, 

Paul — unless it is unavoidable. It would 

kill her in an hour." ■

"No, we need not tell her," said Paul. 

" Not; at least, till the inquest is over." ■

When Miss Martha appeared she was- en- 

lightened as to the events of the night, but 

was not informed of the crowning trouble 

that was impending. A few groans and 

shudders expressed her horror at the tale, 

aa it was related to her ;. but she was deeply 

affected, and sore old spots smarted badly 

in her heart.. She did not complain of 

these^ however, but let them wait till she 

could see to them in the privacy of her 

chamber. Her grief could not be such as 

to deaden her appreciation of the good 

things which must be the issue of this evil. 

It was horrible, indeed, that Simon should 

have been murdered, but an excellent thing 

for the country that he was dead. It was 

good for Paul and good for May ^ and the 

trouble oonld not be anything to compare 

with the delightfal comrort of seeing Paul 

Einist<aL master of Tobereevil and great 

wealth, sitting there in his own chasacter, 

in possession of sound reason and perfect 

health, by the side^ of his promised wife. ■

" And so the old house is burning, you 

say, Paul 1 Well, that is no harm ; you 

never could have made use of it, and it is 

better' it should fall. I have never heard of 

a more singular coincidenc&'—the fire and — 

and — the other event happening in one 

nig^. Does any one know how the fire 

could have happened P" ■

" It is thought the heat might have 

caused it^ or spaorks falling from Qie furze- 

fibres on the mountains. The timber being 

so dry a little thing would do it. God 

grant it may be a type of ihe purification 

of the country from the old evil." ■

Miss Martha looked at him with great 

approval. ■

"The sajne idea has been in my own 

miud," she said.. ■

" One could imagine," said May, "'that 

ail the evil that has haunted the place had 

concentrated itself in the heart of the woods, 

and burnt itself to death out of the lieat of 

its own passion. And with it ends the 

legend of the curse of Tobereevil." ■

Miss Martha said nothing, but looked 

into her teapots She had always denied 

that there was any meaning, however 

shadowy, in the story of the curse. She 

had just nmde an admission which seemed 

inconsistent with her belief, and felt a little 

confused as to her own position. ■

The body of Simon Finiston had been 

carried to the barn of a neighbouring 

farmer. ■

. " He niver did me a good turn in his ■

^ ■
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life," Baid the farmer; " but I'm not goin' 

to refuse to accommodate him now !" ■

So Simon was laid in the bam, where the 

inqnest was to be held. ■

The mansion of Tobereevil was not long 

in burning to the ground. The woodwork 

was rotten, the place was full of draughts, 

and by noon that day it was a heap of smok- 

ing ruins. Then it was that the rain began 

to fall, heavily, like arrows let loose from 

the clouds, and, after it had descended for 

some hours, tbe fire in the woods began to 

slacken. The mansion was a great mouth- 

ful, which seemed to have at last appeased 

its hunger. The rain fell and fell, and the 

fire hissed and slackened ; it had raged 

long enough, and now it should rage no 

more. The flames struggled and writhed 

in their eflbrt to devour every branch that 

waved on Tobereevil ground ; but the rain 

said no, and had its way, for a whole sea of 

water seemed let loose out of the heavens 

upon the trees. The fire was over-mastered 

and sank dying in the thickets. Then, for 

two miles, the land was a charred and desolate 

waste, with here and there a ghastly trunk 

standing erect — a black and dismal rem- 

nant of the splendours that had been. The 

densest and grandest, the darkest and most 

mysterious half of the miser's kingdom of 

trees was swept as with a breath out of the 

world. The veiy heart of the Wicked 

Woods was burnt to a cinder. ■

It was hard for May and Paul to live 

through that day. Paul did not hide him- 

self, being abroad among the people, but 

May had to sit still and hear her aunt's of)>- 

repeated wonders and speculations as to 

who could have committed the murder, 

and who should be suspected of it. *' De- 

pend on it," said Miss Martha, "it has 

been done by some of those poor wretches 

whom he rooted out of their homes. The 

murderer is by this time on board ship for 

America, and will never be heard of more." ■

May shivered, as she could not but ac- 

knowledge to herself that might very pos- 

sibly be true. Then, how was a foul sus- 

picion to be taken from Paul's name and 

her own ? Must they die for this deed, or 

live out their lives under a shadow whose 

gloom could never be lightened ? She had 

also to observe the people passing and re- 

passing, in spite of the rain, and see their 

furtive looks of awe cast towards the cot- 

tage. To avoid seeing this she turned her 

back upon the window. ■

At last she succeeded in escaping &om 

her aunt, and, hiding in her room, she con- 

centrated all the powers of her soul in 

prayer. When unable to kneel from weari- 

ness, she sat on the side of her bed, with 

clasped hands, still praying. God mnst 

send her aid. Gk>d would send her aid. 

She turned her eyes away from her tribu- 

lation, finding it impossible to look it in 

the face and remain calm. She gazed over 

it) and past it at the One to whom good 

and evil are known. God must see her ap- 

pealing eyes lookiag constantly to Him for 

help. ■

A knock came to the door, and old Bid 

presented herself. May shrank from her 

a little, knowing the thought that had hold 

of the people's minds ; but the faithful old 

woman saw the anguish in her eyes, and, 

creeping to her side, knelt down at her feet 

and Idssed the hem of her dress. ■

" Honey, honey !" she whispered, " don't 

you sit there wid that look upon yer face I 

I'd rather they said I did it mysel'. If 

you an' him had a hand in it, then 'twas me 

that did the deed for ye !" ■

" GK>d is going to see to it," said May. ■

" Throth, an' so is Bid ! Somebody he 

to done the thing. We haven't foun' yet 

what's gone wid Tibbie." ■

"Tibbie!" May started. "Oh, don't 

let us do a wrong to any one." ■

" No more we won't," said Bid ; " but 

Tibbie's not to be seen. Some says she 

was forgot about and burnt up in the house. 

I don't think she's burned, an' I won't close 

my eyes till they ha' seen her, I'm ofiT now 

to look for her, an' don't you go fret. The 

people's only dazed like, and can't see where 

they're goin'. It's the divil's partdn' fling 

has threwn a fistful o' dust in their eyes." ■

Bid shook her cloak straight, tied her 

kerchief tight on her head, and grasped her 

staff* in preparation for a ramble. May felt 

the old creature's sympathy very precious ; 

and Providence might work through Bid as 

well as through any other. She pressed the 

brown and withered hand in both her own ; 

and then Bid went away, and May tried to 

be patient. ■
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CHAFTEB IX. TOH DDBHAU'S FRIEND. ■

On the morning after tLe E«v«rend 
itartin Gnrwood and Madame Du Tertre 

hiA bad their game at chess, and held the 

conversation, just recorded, a straggling 

annbeam, which had lost its way, tnmedby 

uccident into Change-alley, and fell straight 

on to the bald head of a gentleman in the 
second floor of one of the houses there. 

This gentleman, who, according to the in- 

scription on the onter door jamb, was Mr. 

Hnmphrey Statham, iras so astonished at 

the unexpected solar apparition, that he 

laid down the bnndle of red tape with 

which he was knotting some papers to- 

gether, and advancing to the grimy win- 

dow, rubbed a square inch of dirt off the 

pane, and bending down, looked np at as 
mnch as he could discern of the narrow 

strip of dnn-coloured sky which does duty 

for the bine empyrean to the inhabitants of 

Change-alley, The sun bat rarely visits 

Change-altcy in summer, and in winter 

scarcely ever puts in an appearance; the 

denizens endeavour to compensate them- 

selves for its absence by hanging huge 
bnmished tin reflectors outside their win- 

dows, or giving up all attempts at decep- 

tion and sitting under gaslight from morn- 

ing till eve. So that what Mr. Statham 

saw when lie looked up was as satisfactory 

as it was anexpected, and he mbhed his 

hands together in sheer geniality, as he 

muttered something about having " decent 

weather for bis trip." ■

A tall, strongly- built man, and good- 
looking after his fashion, with a fringe of ■

dark-brown hair rotmd his bald crown, 

large regular features, piercing hazel eyes, 

somewhat overhanging bro^s, a pleasant 

mobile month, and a crisp brown heard. ■

Humphrey Statham was a ship-broker, 

though, from a cursory glance at his office, 

it would have been difficult to guess what 

occupation he pursued, furnished as it was 

in the ordinary bnsiness fashioD. There 

was a large leather- covered writing-table, 

at which he was seated, a standing desk in 

the window, an old worn, stained leather ' 

easy-chair for clients, the usual directories 

and commercial lists on shelves against 

the wall, the usual Stationers' Almanack 

hanging above the mantelpiece, the usual 

worn carpet and cinder-browned hearth- 

rug. In the outer office, where the four 

clerks sat, and where the smaller owners 

and the captains bad to wait Mr. Statham's 

leisnre (large owners and underwriters 

being granted immediate audience), the 

walla were covered with printed bills, 

announcing tho dates of departure of cer- 

tain ships, the approaching sale of others ; 

tho high desks were laden with huge 

ledgers and files of Lloyd's lists; and one 

of the clerks, who took a deep interest in 

his business, gave quite a maritime flavour 

to the place by invariably wearing a par- 

ticular short pea-jacket and a hard round 
oilskin hat. ■

Not much leisure bad these clerks; they 

were, to use their own phrase, "atit" from 

morning till night, for Mr. Statham's busi- 

ness was a large one, and tbongh all the 

more important part of it was discharged 

by himself, there was plenty of letter- 

writing and agreement copying, ledger- 

entering, and running backwards and for- 

wards between the office and Lloyd's when 

the "governor," as they called bim, was 

busy with the underwriters. This year ■

1S5 ■
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kad been a pectxHariy busy one, so busy, 

that Mi*. Statham had been unable to tabe 

hia nanal autumnal holiday, a period of re- 

laxation which he always looked forward 

to, and whkrh, bei&g fond of athletics, and 

still m tlie very prime of life, he usuallj 

passed among the Swiss Alps. This 

autumn he had passed it at Teddington 

inatoad of Courmayenr, and haid sBbstit^Bted 

a eouple of hours* puH on the river in the 

evening for his mountain climbing and 

hairbreadth escapes. But the change had 

not been sufficient; his head was dazed, 

he suffered und^r a great sense of lassi- 

tude, and his doctor had ordered him to 

knodc off work, and to start immediately 

&» a clear month's vacaticm. Where he 

was to go he had scarcely made up 

his mina. Of course, Switzerland in 

November was impossible, and he was 

debating between the attractions of a 

month's snipe-shooting in Ireland and the 

delight of passing his time on board one 

of the Scilly Islands pilot -boats, rough- 

ing it with the men, and thoroughly en- 

joying the wild life and the dangerous occu- 

pation. A gi-ave, plain-mannered man in 

his business — somewhat over cautious and 

reserved they thought him at Lloyd's — 

Humphrey Statham, when away for his 

holiday, had the high spirits of a boy, and 

never was so happy as when he had thrown 

off all the ordinary constraints of conven- 

tionality, and was leading a life widely 

different from that normally led by him, 

and associating with persons widely dif- 

ferent from those with whom he was ordi- 

narily brought into contact. Mr. Statham 

was, however, in his business just now, and 

had not thrown off his cautious habits* 

By his side stood a large iron safe, with 

one or two of ita drawers open, and before 

him lay a number of letters and papers, 

which he read through one by one, or 

curiously glanced at, duly docketed them, 

made some memorandum regarding them 

in his note-book, and stowed them away in 

a drawer in the safe. As he read through 

some of them, he smiled, at others he 

glanced with an angry frown or a shoulder 

shrug of contempt, but there were one or 

two during the perusal of which the lines in 

his face seemed to deepen perceptibly, and 

before he laid them aside he pondered long 

and deeply over their contents, ■

'* What a queer lot it is !" said Hum- 

phrey Statham, wearily, throwing himself 

back in his chair; "and how astonished 

people would be if they only knew what 

a strange mass of human interests those ■

papers represent ! With the exception of 

Collins, (MulBide there, no one, I suppose, 

comes m^ tliis rooBi wlfto does noi imagine 

that this safe contains nothkig Imi business 

memoranda, insuranoes, brokeragas^ caku- 

lationa^ and commissions ; ddbiilB' concern- 

ing the Lively Polly of Tarmouth, or 

the Saucy Sally of Whitstable; or ^o 

has the fiaraiMKi idtm that among the busi- 

ness doeumoBrts tl^ere are papers and let* 

ters which would form good stock-in-iaadD 

for a rouQABce writer ! Why ea earth do 

these fWows spin their bratna, wImk for a 

very smaQ. investosMBifc of enA. ihej could 

get people to tell iihem their own eipe- 

rienoes, actual facts and oeourences, in- 

finitely laaore fifcrilring and intfirp-sting than 

the nonsense which they invent ? Every 

man who has seen anytihjDg of ble must at 

one time or other have had some strange 

experience : the man who sells dog-collars 

and penknives at the comer of the cotirt ; 1 

the old broken-down hack in the outer 

office, who waa a gentleiim^ causa, and son* 

copies letters and runs errands for fifteen 

shillings a week ; and I, the solenxn, grave, 

trusted man of business — I, the cautions 

and reserved Humphrey Statham — per- 

haps I, too, have had my experiences which 

would work into a strange story t A storv 

I may have to tell some day— may have to 

tell to a man, standing face to face with 

him, looking straight into his eyes, aad 

showing him how he has been delivered into 

my hands." And Humphrey Stathaju 

crossed his arms before him and let his chin 

sink upon his breast, as he indulged in a 

profound reverie. ■

We will anticipate the story which Mr. 

Statham imagined that he would some dar 

have to teU under such peculiar circum- 

stances. ■

Humphrey Statham^s father was a mer- 

chant and a man of means, living in good 

style in Russell-square ; and, though of a 

somewhat gloomy temperament and stern 

demeanour, in his way fond of his son, 

and determined that the lad should be ecln- 

cated and prepared for the position which 

he would afterwards have to assume. 

Humphrey's mother was dead — ^had died 

soon aftOT his birth — ^he had no brothers 

or sisters ; and, as Mr. Statham had never 

married again, the household was conducud 

by his sister, a meek, long-suffering maiden 

lady, to whom hebdomadal attendance at 

the Foundling Chapel was the one joy in 

life. It had first been intended that the child 

should be educated at home ; but he seemed 

so out of place in the big old-fashioned ■

^ ■
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Lonsc, 60 strange in the company of liis 

grave fethcr or melancholy axuit, that, to 

prevent his b^ng given oyer entirely to the 

servants, whom he liked very mnch, and 

with whom he spent most of his time, he 

was sent at an early a^e to a preparatory 

establishment, and then transferred to a 

l^mmar school of repnte in the neigh- 

bonrhood of London. He was a dare- 

devil boy, fiall of fcin and mischief, capital 

at cncket and footbali, and, though re- 

markably qnick by nature, and trndonbt- 

edly possessiag j^enty of appreciative eom- 

mon sense and savoir faire, yet taking mo 

position in the school, and held in very 

cheap estimation by his master. The half- 

yearly reports which, together with tlie bills 

for edncatioEL and extras, were placed in- 

side Master Humphrey's box, on the top of 

his neatly-packed clothes, and accompanied 

him home at every vacation from Caoeham- 

Imry, did not tend to make Mr. Statham 

ftny the less stem, or his manaer to his son 

any more indn^^nt. The boy knew — he 

could not he^ knowing — that his fatiier 

was wealthy and inflaential, and he had 

looked forward to his ftdmre withoot any 

fear, and, indeed, without very mnch <xm- 

cem. He thought he should like to go 

into the anny, which meant to wear a hand- 

rame miifoim and do littlS or nothing, to 

^ petted by the ladies, of whose charms 

he had already shown himself perfectly 

<»)gmsant, and to lead a life of huniry and 

f^. But Mr. Statham had widely dif- 

ferent views. Although he had suoceeded 

^ his business, he had vastly ia&piK)ved it 

since he became its maabss^ and had no idea 

of surrendeiixi^ Sb lucrative a concern to 

a sfcraoger, or of letting it pass out of the 

faoaily. Aa he had worked, so should 

his son work in his turn ; and, accordingly, 

Piaster Humphrey on his removal from 

Canehambory was sent to a tutor resident 

in ooe of the Bhindand towns, with a view 

to kis instmction in French and German, 

and to his development from a eanreless^ 

^i^fa -spirited lad into a man of busizkess 

and of the world. ■

The Oerman tutor, a dreamy, misiy 

transcendentalist, was eminently un£tted 

fur the charge intrusted to ham. He gave 

(he boy certain books, and left liim to read 

them or not, as he chose ; he set him cer- 

tain tasks, but never took the trouble to 

f<?e how they had beem performed, or, 

indeed, whether they had been touched at 

all, till he was- remarkably astonished after 

a short time to find his pupil speaking 

nrj excellent German, and once or twice ■

took the trouble to wonder how " Hom- 

frie," as he called him, could have acquired 

such a mastery of the language. Had an 

explanation of the marvel ever been asked 

of Humphrey himself he could have ex- 

plained it very readily. The town selected 

for his domicile was one of the celebrated 

art academies of G-ermany, a place where ( 

painters of all kinds flocked from all parts 

to study under the renowned proBrosors 

therein resident. A jovial, thriftless, kindly 

set of Bohemians these pamtons, in the 

strict sense of the word, impecunious to 

a degree, now working from mom till 

eve for days together, now not touching 

pencil or maulstick for weeks, living in a 

perpetual fog of tobacco, and spending 

their nights in beer-drinking and song- 

ainging, in cheap epicureanism and noisy 

philosophical discussions. To this society 

of careless convives Humphrey Statham 

obtained a ready introduetion, aod amongst 

them soon established himself as a primo 

&vourita The bright face and intermin- 

able spirits of " Gesellschap's Englander,*' 

as he was called (Gesellschap was the name 

of his tutor) made him welcome every- 

where. He passed his days in. lounging 

from studio to studio, smoking pipes and 

exchanging jokes with their deniasens, occa- 

sionally standing for a model for his hosts, 

now with bare neck and arms appearing as 

a Roman gladiator, now with casque and 

morion, as a young Flemish burgher of Yan 

Artevelde's gmord, always ready, always 

obliging, roaring at his own Hnguistio mss- 

takes, but never failing to correct them, 

while at night at the painters' club, the 

Malkasten, or the less aristocratic Kneipe, 

his voice was th« cheeriest in the chorus, 

his wit the readiest in suggesting tableaux 

vivants, or in improvising practical jokes. ■

A pleasant life truly, but not, perhaps, a 

particularly reputable one. Certainly not 

one calculated for the formation of a City 

man of business, according to Mr. Statham's 

interpretation of the term. When at the 

age of twenty the young man tore himself 

away from his Bohemian comrades, who 

kissed him fervently, and wept beery tears 

at his departure, and, in obedience to his 

£»<^er's commands, returned to England 

and to respectability, to take up his posi- 

tion in the paternal counting-house, Mr. 

Statham was considerably more astonished 

than gratified at the manner in which his 

son's time had been passed, and at its too 

evident results. About Humphrey there 

was northing which could be called slang 

in the English sense of the term, certainly ■
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nothing vulgar, but there was a reckless 

abandon, a defiance of set propriety, a superb 

scorn for the respectable conventionality 

regulating the movements and the very 

thoughts of the circle in which Mr. Statham 

moved, which that worthy gentleman ob- 

served with horror, and which he considered 

almost as loathsome as vice itself. Previous 

to his presentation to the establishment 

over which he was to rule, Humphrey's 

long locks were clipped away, bis light 

downy beard shaved off, his fantastic gar- 

ments exchanged for sad- coloured, soberly 

cut clothes, and when this transformation 

had been accomplished, the young man was 

taken into the City and placed into the 

hands of Mr. Morrison, the chief clerk, who 

was enjoined to give a strict account of his 

business qualifications. Mr. Morrison's 

report did not tend to dissipate the disap- 

pointment which had fallen like a blow on 

the old man's mind. Humphrey could talk 

German as glibly, and with as good an 

accent, as any Rhinelander from Manheim 

to Dusseldoi^, he had picked up a vast 

amount of conversational French from the 

French artists who had formed part of his 

jolly society, and had command of an 

amount of argot which would have asto- 

nished Monsieur Philarete Chasles himself; 

but he had. never been in the habit of 

either reading or writing anything but the 

smallest scraps of notes, and when Mr. 

Morrison placed before him a four-sided 

letter from their agent at Hamburg, couched 

in commercial German phraseology, and 

requested him to re- translate and answer 

it, Humphrey's expressive face looked so 

woe-begone, and he boggled so perceptibly 

over the manuscript, that one of the junior 

clerks saw the state of affairs at a glance, 

and confidentially informed his neighbour 

at the next desk that " young S. was up a 

tree." ■

It was impossible to hide these short- 

comings from Mr. Statham, who was 

anxiously awaiting Mr. Morrison's report, 

and after reading it, and assuring himself of 

its correctness by a personal examination 

of his son, his manner, which ever since 

Humphrey's return had been frigid and 

reserved, grew harsh and stem. He took 

an early opportunity of calling Humphrey 

into his private room, and of informing him 

that he would have one month's probation, 

and that if he did not signally improve by 

the end of that time he would be removed 

from the office, as his father did not choose 

to have one of his name the laughing-stock 

of tho^ employed by hinu The young ■

man winced under this speech, which he 

received in silence, but in five minutes 

after leaving his father's presence his 

mind was made up. He would go through 

the month's probation, since it was ex- 

pected of him, but he would not make the 

smallest attempt to improve himself, and 

he would leave his future to chance. 

Punctually, on the vexy day that the 

month expired, Mr. Statham again sent for 

his son ; told him ho had discovered bo 

more interest in, or inclination for, the 

business than he had shown on his first 

day of joining the house, and that in con- 

sequence he must give up all idea of 

becoming a partner, or, indeed, of baying* 

anything further to do with the establish- 

ment. An allowance of two hundred ponnds 

a year would be paid to him during his 

father's lifetime, and would be bequeathed 

to him in his father's will ; he must never 

expect to receive anything else, and Mr. 

Statham broadly hinted, in conclusion, that 

it would be far more agreeable to him if 

his son would take up his residence anj- 

where than in Bussell*square, and that he 

should feel particularly relieved if he nerer 

saw him again. ■

This arrangement suited Humphrej 

Statham admirably. Two hundred a year 

to a very young man, who has never had 

any command of money, is an important 

sum. He left the counting-house, and 

whatever respect and regard he may hare 

felt for his father had been obliterated hj 

the invariable sternness and opposition 

with which all his advances had been re- 

ceived. Two hundred a year ! Ho would 

be off back at once to Bhineland, wheret| 

among the painters, he could live like ^ 

prince with such an income, and he went— 

and in six months came back again. The 

thing was changed somehow, it was not as 

it used to be. There were the same men, 

indeed, living the same kind of life, equalij 

glad to welcome their English commde, 

and to give him the run of their stndios 

and their clubs and kneipes, but after ft 

time this kind of life seemed very flat and 

vapid to Humphrey Statham. The truti 

is, that during his six weeks' office expe* 

rience he had seen something of LondonJ 

and on reflection he made up his mind that^ 

after all it was perhaps a more amasing 

place than any of the Bhineland towns. On 

his return to London he took a neat lodgingi 

and for four or five years led a purposeless, 

idle life, such a life as is led by hundreds 

of young men who are hardened with tliat 

curse, a bare sufficiency scarcely enough tfl ■

«8^ ■
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icep them, more than enougli to prevent 

them from seeding employment, and to 

dull any aspirations which they may 

possess. Ifc was during this period of his 

life that Humphrey made the acquaintance 

of Tom Darham, whose gaiety, reckless- 

ness, and charm of manner, fascinated 

him at once, and he himself took a liking 

to the frank, generous, high-spirited young 

man, Tom Durham's knowledge of the 

world made him conscious that, though 

indolent, and to a certain extent dissipated, 

Humphrey Statham was by no means de- 

praved, and to his friend Mr. Durham 

therefore exhibited only the best side of his 

natnre. He was engaged in some wild specu- 

lations just at that time, and it was while 

careering over the country with Tom Dur- 

ham in search of a capitalist to float some 

marvellous invention of that fertile genius, 

that Humphrey Statham met with an ad- 

Tentnre which completely altered the 

corrent of his life. ■

They were making Leeds their head-' 

quarters, but Tom Durham had gone over 

to Batley for a day or two, to see the owner 

of a shoddy mill, who was reported to be 

both rich and speculative, and Humphrey 

was left alone. He was strolling about in 

the evening, thinking what a horrible place 

Leeds was, and what a large sum of money 

a man ought to be paid for living in it, 

when he was overtaken and passed by 

a girl, walking rapidly in the direction of 

Headingley. The glimpse he caught of her 

face showed him that it was more than 

ordinarily beautiful, and Humphrey quick- 

ened his lazy pace, and followed the girl 

until he saw her safely housed in a small 

neat dwelling. The next day he made 

inquiries about this girl, the transient 

glance of whose face had made such an 

impression upon him, and found that her 

name was Emily Mitchell, that her father, 

now dead, had been a booking-clerk in 

-one of the large factories, that she was em- 

ployed in a draper's shop, and that she lived 

^th her uncle and aunt in the small house 

to which Humphrey had tracked her. 

Hnmphrey Statham speedily made Miss 

Mitchell's acquaintance, found her more 

Wntiful than he had imagined, and as 

fascinating as she was lovely, fascinating, 

not in the ordinary sense of the word, not 

^y coquetry or blandishment, but by in- 

nate refinement, grace, and innocence. After 

seeing her and talking with her a few 

times, Humphrey could no longer control 

liis feelings, and finding that he was not 

indifferent to Emily— his good looks, his ■

frank nature, and his easy bearing, well 

qualified him to find favour in the eyes of 

such a girl — ^he spoke out plainly to her 

uncle, and told him how matters stood. 

He was in love with Emily, he said, and 

most anxious to marry, but his income was 

but two hundred a year, not suflBcient to 

maintain her, even in the quiet way both 

he and she desired they should live ; but he 

was young, and though he had been idle, 

now that he had an incentive to work ho 

would show what he could do. It was 

possible that, seeing the difference in him, 

his father might be inclined to relent, and 

put something in his way, or some of his 

father's friends might give him employ- 

ment. He would go to London and seek 

for it at once, and so soon as he saw his 

way to earning two hundred a year in ad- 

dition to his annuity, ho would return and 

claim Emily for his wife. ■

In this view the uncle, a practical old 

north-countryman, coincided; the young 

people could not marry upon the income 

which Mr. Humphrey possessed, they had 

plenty of life before them, and when the 

young man came back and proved that he 

had carried out his promise, no obstacle 

should be made by Emily's friends. ■

Humphrey Statham returned to London 

and wrote at once to his father, telling him 

that he had seen the errors of his youth, 

and was prepared to apply himself to any 

sort of business which his father could place 

in his way. In reply he received a curt 

note from Mr. Statham, stating that the 

writer did not know of any position which 

Humphrey bould competently fulfil, re- 

minding him of the agreement between 

them, and hinting dislike at the reopening 

of any correspondence or communication. 

Foiled at this point, Humphrey Statham 

secretly took the advice of old Mr. Morri- 

son, the chief clerk in his father's office, a 

kindly as well as a conscientious man, who 

had endeavoured to soften the young man's 

lot during the few weeks he had passed in 

the dull counting-house, and at his recom- 

mendation Humphrey established himself 

as a ship-broker, and for two years toiled 

on from morning till night, doing a small 

and not very remunerative business, but 

proving to such as employed him that he 

possessed industry, energy, and tact. During 

this period he ran down to Leeds, at four 

distinct intervals, to pass a couple of days 

with Emily, whose uncle had died, and 

who remained in the house of her helpless 

bed-ridden aunt. At the end of this time 

Mr. Statham died, leaving in his will a ■
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sum of ten thousand ponnds to his son, 

" as a recognition of his attempt to gain a 

livelihood for himself," and bequeathing the 

rest of his fortune to various charities. ■

So at last Humphrey Statham saw his 

way to bringing Emily home in triumph 

as his wife, and with this object he started 

for Leeds, immediately after his father's 

funeral He had written to her to an- 

nounce his arrival, and was surprised not to 

find her awaiting him on the platform. Then 

he jumped into a cab, and hurried out to 

Headingley. On his arrival at the little 

house, the stupid girl who attended on the 

bedridden old woman seemed astonished 

at seeing him, and answered his inquiries 

after EmUy inconsequently, and with ma- 

nifest terror. With a sudden sinking of 

the heart Humphrey made his way to the 

old lady's bedside, and from her quivering 

lips learned that Emily had disappeared. ■

Yes ! Emily had fled from her home, so 

said her aunt, and so said the few neigh- 

bours who, roused at the sight of a cab, had 

come crowding into the cottage. About a 

week ago, they told him, she hjfti gone out 

in the morning to her work as usual, and 

had never returned. She left no letter of 

explanation, and no trace of her flight had 

been discovered ; ^ere was no slur upon 

her character, and, so far as their know- 

ledge went, she had made no strange ac- 

quaintance. She received a number of 

letters, which she had always said were 

from Mr. Statham. What did he come 

down there for speering after Emily, when, 

of all persons in the world, he was the 

likeliest to tell them where she had been ? ■

Humphrey Statham fell back like a man 

stunned by a heavy blow. He had come 

down there to carry out the wish of his 

life ; to tell the woman whom, in the in- 

most depths of his big manly heart he wor- 

shipped, that the hope of his life was at 

last accomplished, and that he was at 

length enabled to take her away, to give 

her a good position, and to devote the 

remainder of his existence to her service. 

She was not there to hear his triumphant 

avowal — she had fled, no one knew where, 

and he saw plainly enough that, not merely 

was all sympathy withheld from him, but 

that he was suspected by the neighbours to 

have been privy to, and probably the ac- 

complice of, her flight, and that his arrival 

there a few days afterwards with the 

apparent view of making inquiries was 

merely an attempt to hoodwink them, and 

to divert the search which might possibly 

be made after her into another direction. ■

Under such circumstances, an ordinary ■

man would have fallen into a fury, and 

burst out into wild lamentation or pas- 

sionate invective, but Humphrey Statham 

was not an ordinary man. He knew him- 

self guiltless of the crime of which, by 

Emily's friends and neighbours, he was 

evidently suspected, but he also knew that 

the mere fact of her elopement, or at ail 

events of her quitting her home without 

consulting him on the subject, showed thiit 

she had no love for him, and that, there- 

fore, he had no right to interfere with her 

actions. He told the neighbours this in 

hard, measured accents, with stony eyes 

and colourless cheeks. But when he saw 

that even then they disbelieved him, that 

even then they thought he knew more of 

Emily Mitchell's whereabouts than he cared 

to say, he instructed the local authorities 

to make such inquiries as lay in theii* power, 

and offered a reward for Emily Mitdbell's 

discovery to the police. He returned to 

London an altered man ; his one hope iu 

life had been rudely extinguished, a«d 

there was nothing now left fop him to care 

for. He had a competency, but it was 

valnelese to him now ; the only one way left 

to him of temporarily putting aside his 

great grief was by plunging into work, and 

busying his mind with those commercial 

details which at one time he had so fer- 

vently abhorred, and now, whem it was no 

longer a necessity for him, business came 

to him galore, his name and fame were 

established in the great City community, 

and no man in his position was more 

respected, or had a larger numiber of 

clients. ■

**Too late comes this ai^e to me," 

muttered Humphrey Statham, quoting 

Owen Meredith, as he shook himself out 

of the reverie into which he had fallen. 

" Nearly four years ago since I paid mj 

last visit to Leeds ; more than three si net', 

as a last resource, I consulted the ScotlanJ- 

yard people, and instructed them to do 

their best in elucidating the mystery. The 

Scotland-yard people are humbugs ; I have 

never heaini of tl\em since, and shall never 

hear of Emily again. Good God ! how I 

loved her ; how I love her still ! Was it 

that she stands out in my memory as mj 

first and only real love, lit up perhaps by 

boyish fancy — the same fancy that makes 

me imagine that my old bare cock-loft in 

the Adelphi was better than my present 

comfortable rooms in Sackville - strct^. 

Dans un grenier qu'on est bien a vingt 

ans, Ko, she was more than that. She 

was the only woman that ever inspired me 

with anything like real affection, and I ■
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worship her — her memory I suppose I 

most call it now— as I worshipped her 

own sweet self an hour before I learned of 

her flight* There, there is jun end of that. 

Now let me finish up this lot, and leave 

all in decent ord«r, so that if I end my 

career in a snipe bog, or one of the Tresco 

pilot-boats goes down while I am on board 

of her, old Collins may have no difficultjr 

in disposing of the contents of the safe/' ■

Oat of the mass of papers which had 

originally been lying before him, only two 

were lefL He took np dne of them and 

read the indorsement : " T. Durham — to 

be delivered to him or his written order 

(Akhbar K)." This paper he threw into 

the second drawer of the safe; then he 

took up the last, inscribed, *^ Copy of in- 

stmctions to Tatlow in regard to E. M." ■

" Instructions to Tatlow, indeed,'' said 

Humphrey Statham, with curling lip ; *' it 

is more than three years since those instruc- 

tions were given, but hitherto they have 

borne no fruit. I have half a mind to de- 

stroy them ; it is scarcely possible " ■

His reflections were interrupted by a 

knock at the door. Bidden to come in, 

Mr. Collins, the confidential clerk, put in 

tis head, and murmured, " Mr. Tatlow, 

from Scotland-yard." ■

" In the very nick of time," said Hum- 

pbrej Statham, with a half-smile. " Send 

Mr. Tatlow in at once." ■

STAGE WIGS. ■

^iGS have clainais to be considered 

amongst the most essential appliances of 

the actors : means at once of their disguise 

Jind their decoration. Without false hair 

tbe fictions of the stage cocdd scarcely be 

«Jt forth. How could the old look young, 

<'r the young lode old, how could scanty 

jocks be augmented, or baldness concealed, 

if the coiffeur did not lend his aid to the 

costnmier ? Nay, oftentimes calvity has to 

^ simulated, and fictitious foreheads of 

canvas assumed. Hence the quaint ad- 

vertisements of the theatrical hairdresser in 

professional organs, that he is prepared to 

vtnd " old men's bald pates" at a remark- 

^bly cheap rate. Bling Lear has been 

known to appear without his beard — indeed 

^1t. Garrick, as his portraits reveal, played 

ffie part with a clean-shaven face, we&v- 

ins? rnSes, knee-breeches, silk stockings, 

'ind diamond buckles, in strange contrast 

^^"ith his flowing robe of ermine-trimmed 

yclvet; but could the ghost of Hamlet's 

"ither ever have defied the poet's por- ■

traiture of him, and walked the platform of 

Elsinore Castle without a " sable-silvered" 

chin ? Has an audience ever viewed 

tolerantly a bald Romeo, or a Juliet grown 

grey in learning how to impersonate that 

heroine to perfection ? It is clear that at 

a very early date the players must have 

acquired the simple arts of altering and 

amending their personal appearance in these 

respects. ■

The accounts still extant of the revels 

at court during the reigns of Elizabeth and 

James contain many charges^ for wigs and 

beards. Thus a certain John Ogle is paid 

" for four yeallowe heares for head attires 

for women, twenty-six shillings and eight- 

pence;" and "for a pound of heare twelve- 

pence." Probably the auburn tresses of 

Elizabeth had made blonde wigs fashion- 

able. John Owgle, who is no doubt the 

same trader, receives thirteen shillings and 

fourpenoe for ^ eight long white herds at 

twenty pence tbe peece." He has chai-ges 

also on account of ''a black fyzician*s 

berde," " herds white and black," " heares 

for palmers," " herds for fydbers," &c. It 

would seem, however, that these adorn- 

ments were really made of silk. There is 

an entry : " John Ogle for curling of heare 

made of black silk for Discord's heade 

(being sixty ounces), price of his woorkman- 

shipp thereon only is seven shillings and 

cightpence." And mention is made of a 

delivery to Mrs. Swegoo the silk woman, of 

" Spanish silke of sundry cullers weighing 

four ounces and three quarters, at two 

shillings and sixpence the ounce, to gar- 

nishe nine heads and nine skarfes for the 

nine mnzes; heads of heare drest and 

trimmed at twenty-three shillings and 

fourpence the peece, in all nine, ten pounds 

ten shiUings." ■

The diary or account-book of Philip 

Henslowe, the manager, supplies much in- 

formation concerning the usual appoint- 

ments of a theatre prior to the year 1600. 

In his inventory of dresses and properties, 

bearing date 1598, is included a record of 

** six head tiers," or attires. An early and 

entertaining account of the contents of a 

theatrical " tiring room" is to be found in 

Riciiard Brome's comedy, the Antipodes, 

first pablished in 1640. Bye-pky says of 

Peregrine, the leading comic character : ■

He has got into our tiriog homo amongst us, ■

And ta'en a airict sur^ej of all our propertiea, ■

Our statues and our images of gods, ■

Our planets and our constellations. ■

Our giants, monsters, furies, beasts, and bugbears, ■

Our helmets, shields, and vizors, hairs and beards. ■

With the Restoration wigs came into ■
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voured to compensate for his want of loco- 

motiye power by taking snuff with great 

frequency, and waving energetically in the 

air a large and soiled pocket-handkerchief. 

This Pentland, indeed, appears to have 

been a curious example of the strolling 

manager of the old school. His company 

consisted but of some half-dozen per- 

formers, including himself, his wife, and 

his daughter. He journeyed from town to 

town on a donkey, the faithful companion 

of all his wanderings, with his gouty legs 

resting upon the panniers, into which were 

packed the wardrobe and scenic embellish- 

ments of his theatre. On these occasions 

he always wore his best light comedy suit 

of brown and gold, his inevitable wig, and 

and a little three-cornered hat cocked on 

one side, "giving the septuagenarian an 

air of gaiety that well accorded with his 

known attachment to the rakes and heroes 

of the drama ; one hand was knuckled in 

his side — his favourite position — and the 

other raised a pinch of snuff to his nose ; 

and as he passed along he nodded and 

bowed to all about him, and seemed greatly 

pleasea with the attention he excited." 

His company followed the manager on 

foot. Yet for many years Mr. Pentland 

was the sole purveyor of theatrical enter- 

tainments to several English counties, and 

did not shrink from presenting to his 

audiences the most important works in the 

dramatic repertory. ■

It is odd to find a stage wig invested 

with political significance, viewed almost 

as a cabinet question, considered as a pos- 

sible provocation of hostilities between two 

freat nations ; yet something of this kind 

appened some forty years ago. Mr. Bunn, 

then manager of Covent Garden Theatre, 

had adapted to the English stage Monsieur 

Scribe's capital comedy of Bertrand et 

Raton. The scene of the play, it may be 

stated, is laid at Copenhagen, and the sub- 

ject relates to the intrigues that preceded 

the fall of Struensecin 1772. The adapta- 

tion was duly submitted to George Col- 

man, the exandner of plays, and was by 

him forwarded to the Earl of Belfiist, then 

Lord Chamberlain, with an observation 

that the work contained nothing of a kind 

that was inadmissible upon the English 

stage. ■

Suddenly a rumour was bom, and rapidly 

attained growth and strength, to the pur- 

port that the leading character of Count 

Bertrand was designed to be a portraiture 

of Talleyrand, at that time the French 

ambassador at the court of St. James's. ■

Some hesitation arose as to licensing tbe 

play, and on the 17th of January, 1834, 

the authorities decided to prohibit its re- 

presentation. Mr. Bunn sought an inter- 

view with the chamberlain, urging a re- 

versal of the judgment, and undertaking to || 

make any retrenchments and modifications y 

of the work that might be thought expe- 

dient. The manager could only obtain a 

promise that the matter should be further 

considered. Already the stage had been a 

source of trouble to the political and diplo- 

matic world. It was understood that the 

Swedish ambassador had abruptly with- 

drawn from the court of the Tuileries in 

consequence of the production in Paris of 

a vaudeville called Le Camarade au Lit, 

reflecting, so many held, upon the early 

life of Bernadotte, King of Sweden. That 

nothing of this kind should happen in 

London the chamberlain was fully deter- 

mined. He redd the comedy most care- 

fully and, having marked several passi^ 

as objectionable, forwarded it to the ex- 

aminer, from whom, in due course, Mr. 

Bunn received the following characteristic 

note: ■

JaauurjSOCh, 1834. ■

Mt deak B. — With all we have to do, 

I don't see how I can return the manuscript 

with alterations before to-morrow. Pray 

dine with me to-day at half-past five — bnt 

come at four. We shall then have time to 

cut the play before we cut the mutton. ■

Yours most truly, ■

ac. ■

Both these "cuttings" were successfully 

accomplished, and on the 25th of January 

the comedy was officially licensed. Still i 

the authorities were uneasy. A suspicion 

prevailed that Mr. Farren, who was to sus- 

tain the part of Bertrand, meditated dress- 

ing and " making up" after the manner of 

Talleyrand. Sir Thomas IVIash, the comp- 

troller of the chamberlain's office, made 

direct inquiries in this respect. The 

manager supplied a sketch of the costume 

to be worn by the actor. " I knew it was 

to be submitted to the king," writes Mr. 

Bunn, and he looked forward to the result 

with anxious curiosity. On the 7th of 

February came an answer fi:;oin Sir Thomas 

Mash. "I have the pleasure to retnm 

your drawing without a syllable of ohjec- , 

tion." On the 8th, Bertrand et Eaton, 

under the name of the Minister and the 

Mercer, was first produced on the English 

stage. ■

The success of the performance was ii»- ■

r ■
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questionable, but the alarms of the autho- 

rities were not over. Maqj of the players 

took upon themselves to restore passages 

in the comedy which had been effaced by 

the examiner ; and, worse than this, Mr. 

Farren's appearance did not correspond 

with the drawing sent to the chamber- 

lain's office. His wig was especially ob- 

jectionable ; it was an exact copy of the 

silvery silken tresses of Talleyrand, which 

had acquired a European celebrity. It was 

plain that the actor had ** made up" after 

the portnat of the statesman in the well- 

known engravings of the Congress of 

Vienna. Mr. Bann had again to meet the 

angry expostulations of the chamberlain. 

On the 14th of February he wrote to Lord 

Belfast : " The passages bearing reference 

to the Queen Matilda in conjunction with 

Struensee having been en^^ly omitted, 

will, I trust, be satisfactory to your lord- 

ship. Until the evening of performance I 

was not aware what style of wig Mr. 

Farren meant to adopt, such matters being 

entirely at the discretion of performers of 

his standard. I have since mentioned to 

him the objections whidi have been pointed 

out to me, bat he has sent me word that 

he cannot consent so to mutilate his appear- 

ance, adding that it is a wig he wore two 

years ago in a comedy called Lords and 

Comnwms." If this was true there can be 

little doubt that the wig had been dressed 

anew and curling-ironed into a Talleyrand 

form that had not originally pertained to 

it. Meantime K^ing William the Fourth 

had stirred in the imitteE, despatching his 

chamberlain to the Lords Grey and Pal- 

merston. "^ They, said to be extrq^idy 

irate, instantly attended the performaace. 

In the box exactly opposite to the one 

they occupied, sat, however, the gentleman 

himself, Thomme v^table, His Kzcelleztcy 

Prince Talleyrand, in propria persona, and 

he laughed so heartily at the play, with- 

out once exhibiting any signs of annoy- 

ance at the appearance of his supposed 

prototype, that the whole affair wore a 

most absurd aspect, and thus terminated 

a singular specimen of ^ great cry axxd little 

wool.' " ■

A stage wig has hardly since this risen 

to the importance of a state affair. Yet the 

chamberlain has sometimes interfered to 

stay any direct stage-portraiture of emi- 

nent characters. Thus Mr. BuckstcHie has 

been prohibited from appearing ^'made- 

up" as Lord John Russell, and Mr. A. 

Wigan, when performing the part of a 

French naval omoer some five-and-twenty ■

years ago, was directed by the authorities 

to T6£ovin his aspect, which too much re- 

sembled, is was alleged, the portraits of the 

Prince de JoinvUle. The actor effected a 

change in this instance which did not much 

mend the matter. It was understood at 

the time indeed that he had simply made 

his costume more correct, and otherwise 

had rather heightened than diminished his 

resemblance to the son of Louis Philippe. 

Other stage wig questions have been of 

minor import — relating chiefly to the 

appropriateness of the coiffures of Hamlet 

and others. Should the prince wear flaxen 

tresses or a " Brutus ?" Should the Moor 

of Venice appear in a negro's close woolly 

curls, or are flowing locks permis^ble to 

him.^ These inquiries have a good deal 

exercised the histrionic profession from 

time to time. And there have been doubts 

about hair-powder and its compatibility 

with tragic purposes. Mademoiselle Mjbjts, 

the &mous Freaeb actress, decided upon 

defying accuracy of costume, and declined ^ 

to wear a powdered wig in a serious part. 

Her example was followed by Rachel, 

Ristori, and others. When Auber's Gus- 

tave, on le Bal Masqu^, was in rehearsal, 

the singers complained of the difficulty 

they experienced in expressing passionate 

sentiments in the powdered wigs and 

stately dress of the time of Louis the 

Fifteenth. In the maaqiserade they were 

therefore permitted to assume such costumes 

as seemed to them suited to the violent 

catastrophe of the story. They argued that 

" le moindre geste violent pent exciter le 

rire en provoquant Texploaion d*un nuage 

blanc ; les artistes soot done constraints He 

se tenir dans une reserve et dans une immo- 

bilite qui jettent du froid sur toutes les 

situations." It is true that Garrick and his 

contemporaries wore hair-powder, and that 

in their hands the drama certainly did not 

lack vehemently emotional displays. But 

iiien the spectators were in like case ; and 

" explosions d'un nuage blane" were pro- 

bably of too common occurrence to excite 

derision or even attention. ■

Wigs are still matters of vital interest to 

the actors, and it is to be noted that the 

theatrical hairdressers have of late years 

devoted much study to this branch of their 

industry. The light comedian still in- 

dulges sometimes in curls of an unnatural 

flaxen, and the comic countryman is too 

often allowed to wear locks of a qnite im- 

possible crimson colour. Indeed, the head- 

dresses that seem only contrived to move 

the laughter of the gallery, yet remain in ■
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an unsatisfactory condition. But in what 

are known as *' character wigs" thCTe has 

been marked amendment. The fictitious 

forehead is now often very artfully joined 

on to the real brow of the performer with- 

out those distressing discrepancies of hue 

and texture which at one time were so very 

apparent, disturbing credibility and de- 

stroying illusion. And the decline of hair 

in colour and quantity has often been 

imitated in the theatre with very happy in- 

genuity. Heads in an iron grey or par- 

tially bald state — varying from the first 

slight thinning of the locks to the time 

when they come to be combed over with a 

kind of " cat's cradle" or trellis- work look, 

to veil absolute calvity — ^are now repre- 

sented by the actors with a completeness of 

a most artistic kind. With the ladies of 

the theatre blond wigs are now almost to 

be regarded as necessaries of histrionic life. 

This may be only a transient fashion, 

although it seems to have obtained very 

enduring vitality. Doctor V^ron, writing 

of his experiences as manager of the Paris 

Opera House forty years ago, affirms : " II 

y a des beautes de jour et des beautes du 

soir ; un peau brune, jaune ou noir, devient 

blanche a Teclat de la lumiere ; les cheveux 

noirs reussissent mieux aussi au theatre 

que les cheveux blonds." But the times 

have changed; the arts of the theatrical 

toilet have no doubt advanced greatly. On 

the stage now all complexions are brilliant, 

and light tresses are pronounced to be more 

admirable than dark. Yet Doctor Veron 

was not without skill and learning on these 

curious matters. He discourses learnedly 

in regard to the cosmetics of the theatre ; 

paint and powder, Indian ink and carmine, 

and the chemical preparations necessary 

for the duo fabrication of eyebrows and 

lashes, for making the eyes look larger than 

life, for colouring the cheeks and lips, and 

whitening the nose and forehead. And 

especially the manager took pride in the 

capillary artifices of his establishment, and 

employed an " artist in hair," who took 

almost arrogant views of his professional 

acquirements. " My claim to the grateful 

remembrance of posterity," this superb 

coifi'eur was wont to observe, " will consist 

in the fact that I made the wig in which 

Monsieur Talma performed his great part of 

Sylla." But the triumphs of the scene are 

necessarily short-lived; they exist only in the 

recollection of actual spectators, and these 

gradually dwindle and depart as Time goes 

and Death comes. The wig-maker's fame 

had but insecure anchorage. Talma has ■

been dead nearly half a century. Does any 

living being befir in mind the kind of irig 

he wore as Sylla ? ■

A SUMMER ANTHEM. ■

A LILT floatiog down the Btream, and borne by tilver ■

tide awaj, 

A gold mote flecked acroM the leares of beech-trees on ■

a summer day ; 

The dew within tbe rose*a breast, the bloom dust an ■

the clusters rare, 

Of purple grapes ; all these are sweet, all these sre ■

beauteous and fair. ■

The pearl and amethyst upon thf gemmed wbgt of ■

the butterfly, 

The birch-trees ^uirering in the breeie, low rustling to ■

the south wind's sigh, 

The bistre on the brown-robed bee, the scarlet on the ■

robin's breast ; 

All these of Nature's cunning works are mid the ■

brightest and the best. ■

The amber of the cowslip's bell, the grandeur of the ■

Alpine snows. 

The gorgeous splendour of the palm, the softer beauty ■

of the rose ; 

Are not these all alike from Him, who knoweth when ■

the sparrows fall. 

Who on the unjust, and the just, causeth alike his lain ■

to fall ? ■

Ah yes ! There are no trifles, none, in all the range of ■

God's great store ; 

His hand the modest daisy shows ; the glowing tropics ■

can no more ; 

Nothing so humble but it shares the nurture of Gcd'i ■

dews and sun. 

In His all- tender, loving sight, there are no trifles— no^ ■

not one ! ■

CHRONICLES OF LONDON 

STREETS. ■

MARYLEBONE (CONCLUDED). ■

Mabylebone is situated in the hnndred 

of Ossulton, the second title of the Earls 

of Tankerviile, who are descended from Sir 

John Bennet, a faithful follower of Charles 

the Second, who was knighted at his coro- 

nation. The parish derives its name from 

the bourne, or brook, on which it is situated, 

the Ty-bourne, which flows from Hamp- 

stead into the Thames. In the reign of 

Edward the First, Tyboume was a village 

with a church of its own, but in the reign 

of Henry the Eighth is mentioned as Mary- 

bourne in government records. ■

The Tyboume, now no longer a fehining 

brook bordered by flowers, bat a black and 

buried sewer, flows from the south of 

Hampstead, and, passing through the Park, 

crosses the New-road at AUsop's-buildings 

and Oxford-street, and the corner of Strat- 

ford-place, Piccadilly, at the lowest part, 

and passing down the Green Park below 

the Basin, continues through Buckingham- 

gate to Charlotte-street, Pimhco, tinally 

crosses the Vauxhall-road, and discharges ■
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itself into the Thames, at a place formerly 

called King's Scholar Pond, a little above 

Vauxhall Bridge. ■

In 1772, north of Portland Chapel, there 

were only green fields on either side. The 

highway was irregular, with here and 

there a boundary bank. Past the New- 

road there was a turnstile at the entrance 

of a meadow leading to a little old weather- 

beaten public-house, known as the Queen's 

Head and Artichoke, said to have been 

once kept by a gardener of Queen Eliza- 

beth. A little beyond a nest of small 

houses was another turnstile, leading into 

) fields which brought you to the Jews' Harp 

House, tavern and tea-gardens. In the 

tavern was a large upper ball-room and 

dining-room, with an outside staircase. At 

the south front of these premises stood 

a large semi-circular inclosure for tea and 

ale-drinkers, guarded by painted wooden 

soldiers between every box. In the centre 

of this opening were tables and seats for 

smokers. On the east end was a trap-ball 

ground, and on the west a tennis-court 

and a skittle-ground. Behind the tavern 

were small tenements and summer-houses, 

crowned by wooden cannon, and skirted by 

gardens. ■

A few more notes of the old Marylebone 

Gardens before we quit the subject. ■

In 1772, coaches were allowed to stand 

in the field at the back entrance, and Mr. 

Arnold was indicted at Bow-street for 

letting off dangerous fireworks. There was 

a grand entertainment this year on the 

king's birthday, June the 4th, 1772. The 

king and his queen were painted on trans- 

parencies surrounded by fireworks. When 

these were over, a curtain, which formed 

the base of a painted Mount ^tna, rose 

and discovered Yulcan and the Cyclops 

working. To them entered Venus, who 

begged them to make some arrows for her 

son. They agreed, and the mountain 

above instantly appeared in eruption, with 

lava rushing down the precipices. ■

In 1773, the gardens were opened for 

general admission only three evenings in the 

week. Acis and Galatea was performed, 

and Signer Torre, the firework-maker, a 

printseller in the Haymarket, was assisted 

by Monsieur Caillot, of Ranelagh Gardens. 

On September the 15th, Doctor Ame con- 

ducted a concert of his celebrated catches 

and glees. On the 16th there was a show 

of fireworks for the benefit of the waiters. ■

In 1774, the gardens opened on May the 

20th. The principal singers were Mr. 

Dubellany, Miss Wewitzer, and Miss Tre- ■

lawny. The gardens were opened for 

Sunday promenade; admittance, sixpence. 

Subscription tickets of one pound eleven 

shillings and sixpence admitted two persons 

every evening. On Sunday evenings, tea, 

coffee, and Ranelagh rolls were provided for 

the guests. ■

The receipts of one evening, in 1774, 

amounted to ten pounds seven shillings and 

sixpence at the town gate, and eleven pounds 

seven shillings at the field gate. Doctor 

Kenrick, author of the Duellist, once de- 

livered his lectures on Shakespeare at the 

Burletta Theatre, in the gardens. He re- 

cited passages of Shakespeare, particularly 

those relating to Sir John Falstaff, to 

crowded audiences, and with great success. ■

In 1776, the gardens opened on May the 

11th vrith the Forge of Vulcan. In July, 

the boxes fronting the ball-room were fitted 

up to represent a Paris boulevard. There 

was a print-shop, a milliner's, a lottery-* 

office, a hairdresser's, a fruiterer's, a gan- 

ger-bread shop ; the proprietor of the last 

wearing a large bag-wig and dress ruffles. 

The newspaper of the time alludes to the 

ladies' head-dresses being as big as a 

bushel. The ball-room was hung with 

coloured lamps, and at one end of it women 

attended selUng orgeat, lemonade, and other 

cooling liquors. The scene was intended 

to represent the English Coffee House at 

Paris. There was also a booth represent- 

ing the booth of Signer Nicola at Paris, 

in which eight men exhibited a dance 

and a gymnastic performance called the 

Egyptian Pyramids. On the 16th the 

Fantoccini was shown; on Juno the 3rd, 

Breslaw exhibited his sleight-of-hand ; on 

the 25th Mrs. Smart gave a ball, Signer 

Rebecca (well known for his productions 

at the Pantheon) painting some of the 

transparencies. ■

Two years afber (in 1778), the population 

of Marylebone increasing, and the inhabi- 

tants constantly* complaining to the magis- 

trates of the danger of the fireworks, the 

gardens were finally suppressed, and the 

site was let to builders. ■

The Earls of Oxford kept their noble 

library of books and manuscripts in a man- 

sion not far south of the old Manor House ; 

it was afterwards partly rebuilt, and became 

a girl's school. The Harleian Library was 

commenced by that friend of Pope and 

Swift, Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford, 

Lord High Treasurer in Queen Anne's 

reign, and Governor of the South Sea 

Company. ■

On the accession of George the First, ■
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Harlej was impeached, bnt aeqnitted in 

1717. He died at his boose in Albemarle- 

street, in 1724. His son, Edward Harlej, 

married the heiress of the Dnke of New- 

castle, and lefib his estates to his only child, 

afberwards Duchess of Portland. ■

The libraiy, at the time of the death of 

Edward, Lord ELarley, contained nearly 

eight thousand volumes of manuscripts, ex- 

clusive of loose papers, besides forty thou- 

sand original rolls, charters, grants, sign- 

manuals, <Sbc. ■

The Harleian manuscripts were pur- 

chased bv government for ten thousand 

pounds of the Duke and Duchess of Port- 

land, as a supplement to the Gottonian, and 

placed in the British Museum. The books, 

comprising four hundred thousand pam- 

phlets, two thousand works of theoiogy, 

three thousand one hundred works of phi- 

losophy, &c., twenty thousand prints and 

drawings, and ten thousand portraits, were 

sold for thirteen thousand pounds to 

Thomas Osborne, a bookseller of Gray*s 

lasiy whom Doctor Johnson once knocked 

down with a folio. The binding of only a 

part of these had cost eighteen thousand 

pounds. ■

The interior of the dilapidated old choir 

of the church of St John the Evangelist, 

at Tyburn, is the wedding scene of Plate 

Pive of Hogarth's inimitable Bake's Pro- 

gress. The cracked table of conunaad- 

ments and the spider^s web over the poor- 

box, are exquisite touches of satira The 

complacent inscriptions in the picture were 

copied by Hogarth in 1735. Theblundeixag 

lines marking the vault of the Forset fanriiy 

are still preserved withgreat care, the letters 

raised in wood on panel being placed in 

front of a pew facing the altar. The two 

first lines are original, the others were 

renewed in 1816. The vault is now used 

hy the Portland family. The lines that 

Hogarth's keen eyes searched out run 

thus: ■

These pewi uucrewed and ta'en in eundar ■

In atone ibex's graven what ia under. ■

To wit a yalt for burial there is ■

Which Edward Poreet made for him and his. ■

The new church; opened in 1742, is an 

oblong brick building, with a small bell- 

tower at the west end. It has three 

galleries, and contains several of the monu- 

ments of the older church. In 1818 it 

was converted into the parish chapel. ■

The Marylebone workhouse was erected 

in 1775. The building was designed gra- 

tuitously by John White, Esq., the Duke 

of Portland's architect, the designer hav- ■

ing implicit belief in the advantages of such 

est&bHshments. He died in 1813, fully satis- 

fied, however, that such congregations of 

poor were mischievoBS. In 1793, Lieutenant 

M^CuIloch died in this workhouse. This 

unlucky man planned the reduction of 

Quebec, in the way successfully attempted 

by General Wolfe, after the failure of a 

plan of his own at Montmorency. He was 

also the means of capturing the Felicite, a 

French man-of-war; his grateful country 

allowed him to remain a lieutenant of 

marines, and die in a workhouse. ■

Maiylebone Church contains a tablet to 

the memory of James Gibbs, the architect 

of St. Martin's-in-the-F^elds and the Had- 

difie Library. The sturdy Aberdeen man's 

name is indissolnbly associated with the 

dark ages of architecture. There is also 

a tablet, cut by Banks, to Mark Anthony 

Josefe Barretti, the son of a Turin architect, 

who died in 1789. He came to London as 

an Italian master^ and became acquainted 

with Doctor Johnson. In 1 769, being jostled 

by some one in the Haymarket, he stabbed 

one of his supposed assailants in his fear and 

excitement. On the founding of the Boyal 

Academy, Barretti became their foreign 

secretary, and about the same time was pen- 

sioned by the crown. Barretti compiled an 

Italian dictionary, defended Italian writers 

against Voltaire, and Italian manners 

against Sharpe. He was buried in the cenie- 

terv on the north side of Paddington-street^ 

and was followed to his grave by Sir Wil- 

liam Chambers and several members of the 

Academy. His letters (including several 

from Doctor Johnson) were burnt by his 

executors. ■

The tablet to Caroline Watson, an en- 

graver, who died in 1814, was inscribed 

with some vapid lines by Cowper*s friend, 

Hayley. The two last lines are decidedly 

the best : ■

Ood fare thee giAv, luoh •• to fem mar fall. 

Thy haart to Him who gare devotod aU. ■

In the churchyard adjoining the church 

is a monument to James Ferguson, the 

self-taught astronomer, and his wife and 

eldest son. This singular genius, who died 

at his house in Bolt-court, in 1776, was 

origioally a farmer's servant at Banff. He 

came to Loudon in 1743, and dehrered 

lectures on the orrery, in his lodgings in 

Great Salisbury-street, hving, in the mean 

time, by painting ludian-ink portraits for 

half a guinea. He was a fellow of the 

Royal Society, and was allowed fifty pounds 

a year out of the king's privy purse. His 

public rewards were not great. ■

^ ■
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The parish regtsters record the fbllowiiig 

interments : ■

James Figg, the prize-fighter (died in 

1734)« Hogarth has introduced him twice 

into his pictures, once in the- second plate 

of the Rake's Progress, and again in 

Southwark Fair, where the redoubtable 

hnllet-headed man sits, stark and gaunt 

on horseback, sword-in-hand, a true "Figg 

for the Irish." ■

John Vanderbank, a careless and extra- 

vagant portrait-painter, in the reigns of 

George the First and George the Second, 

who died in 1739, in ihe prime of Kfe, of a 

consumption. He must teve been of Dutch 

extraction. "**A bold free pencil,*' says 

Verfcue, and "masterly drawing." He 

illostrafced Lord Oarteret*s edition of Don 

Quixote. Vandergucht engrared his draw- 

ings. Hogarth's designs for the sante work 

were paid for, but rejected, though, also, 

finally engraved. ■

Archibald Bower, bom at or near Dun- 

dee, in 1686. He became a Jesuit, but 

finally fled from Italy, as he said, to avoid 

the Inquisition. In 1726, he came to Lon- 

doD, conformed to ifhc Church of England, 

wrote a History of the Popes and a Uni- 

versal History lor tlie booksellers, and took 

pnpils. When three volumes of the Popes 

had come out, it was discovered that Bower 

had again become a' Jesuit. He died in 

1766, with these charges against his honesty 

still unexplained. ■

Edmund Hoyle, the lawgiver of whist. 

He died in 1760, aged ninety, no sufferer 

from late hours, or the anxieties of the intel- 

lectual game which he had so well studied. ■

John Michael Bysbrach, who died in 

1770. He was the son of a landscape 

painter at Antwerp, who came to London 

in 1720, and was farmed by Gibfog, the 

architect, who contracted for public monu- 

ments. Rysbrach executed the monument 

of Newton and that of tire Duke of Marl- 

borough, at Blenheim, also the bronze King 

William at Bristol, for which he received 

one thousand eight hundred pounds. His 

best busts were those of Pope, Gibbs, 

Sir Robert Walpole, and the Duchess of 

Marlborough. Thrown into the shade by 

Scheexnacher and Kent's Shakespeare, in 

Westminster Abbey, Rysbrach produced a 

Hercules, the arms of which were from 

Broughton, the breast from a pugilist coach- 

nian, and the legs from Ellis, the painter. It 

is now at Stourhead. Rysbrach lived in 

High-street, Marylebone,and died in humble 

circumstances. ■

William Guthrie, who died in 1770, and ■

was buried on tlie south side of Padkiington- 

street. He was originally, Ghurdbill says, 

a Scotch schoolmaster. He compiled his- 

tories for the booksellers, lent hi» name to 

a geographical grammar, and, BQCoeeding 

Doctor Joknson as parliamentary reporter 

to Cave's Gentl^naa's Magaoine, defended 

the Broad Boitom mimstry . There is also a 

record here of Allan fi«amsay,ihe fashionable 

portradt-pftinter to King George, and son 

of the lidinburgh barber, author of the 

G«ntle Shepherd, tine best modem Sooted 

pastoral. Ramsay wroto a pamplilet on the 

Elizabeth Canning ease. Hedt<ed in 1784. ■

Jehu Domimck Sems, a marine painter 

of eminence, who died 17d8, was also 

buried here. ■

The register of baptims oontaihis the 

following entry : 1803, May 18th, Horatia 

IfTelson Thompscm, born 29th Octolwr, 1800. 

This is said to be Nelson's daughter by 

that mischievous syren, the eX'-housemaid 

and painter's model. Lady Hamilton. ■

There are two large cemeteries attached 

to this chisoh, one on the south side of Pad- 

dingtouHstreet, consecrated in 1733, the 

otl^ on the north, ooaseCTated in 1772. 

It is computed that more than eighty 

thousand persons have been interred in one 

of these cemeteries alone. In the southern 

cemetery is interred the &tber of George 

Canning. The stone aad its inscription 

(dated 1777) are£i,9t mouldering into dust. ■

The old church becoming shamefully in- 

adequate for the great district iliat had . 

grown around it, Mr. Portman, in the year 

1770, offered to give the parish a piece of 

ground on the north side of Paddington- 

street, three thousand pounds being for- 

feited if the church was not built. Sir 

WiHiam Chambers made a design for the 

building, which was rejected a& too expen- 

sive, and the fine paid. The Duke of 

Portland, about the same time, offered 

five thousand pounds towards building a 

church on the site of Upper Harley-street, 

but this offer was ^so allowed to dirap. ■

In 1807, when the population amounted to 

above seventy thousand, the outcries about 

the religious destitution of the parish grew 

more violent. There was no font for bap- 

tism, and no room to place dead bodies dur- 

ing the funeral service but on the pews. A 

common basin was used ^ baptimns, and 

the people waiting for christenings were 

kept standing among the corpses. ■

In 1813, the Treasury granted land for 

a new church on the south side of the new 

road, near Nottingham^place. It was origi- 

nally intended for a chapel, but the vestry ■

■
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changed its mind, as vestries have been 

sometimes known to do, and not always 

wisely. ■

The chnrch was designed by Thomas 

Hardwick, a disciple of Sir William 

Chambers. The front is a miracle of bad 

taste ; it is called Roman Corinthian, and 

the tower is a circular temple, crowned 

with a dome and loaded with caryatic 

angels. There are eight columns to sup- 

port the portico, the pediment of which is 

imitated from a supposititious Pantheon. 

Above the central doorway is an empty 

panel, intended to have been adorned with 

a bas-relief of the entry of our Saviour into 

Jerusalem, but the zeal of the vestry, ex- 

hausted by the eighty thousand pounds 

paid for the church, has never supplied this 

work of art. The interior is rich, and the 

Ionic pilastered alta^-screen is adorned by 

a Holy Family, presented by West, that 

most trivial of aU religious painters, and two 

galleries. ■

In the new chnrch is buried John Hugh, 

eldest son of John Gibson Lockhart, Sir 

Walter Scott's handsome and sarcastic son- 

in-law, the well-known editor of the Quar- 

terly. This clever little boy, the fcivourite 

grandson of Sir Walter, was the little 

historical student for whom Sir Walter 

wrote his delightful Tales of my Grand- 

father. " Whom the gods love die young." 

He was snatched away in his eleventh 

year. ■

Here, also, lies shrewd old Northcote, 

Reynolds's pupil. Shall we ever know 

whether his conversations, that Hazlitt 

took down, were printed by his own wish 

or not ? ■

We will not attempt to venture into the 

great region of houses north of Oxford- 

street, but leave that for other opportu- 

nities. Sufficient to mention that the New- 

road, from Paddington to Islington, was 

cut in 1757, and that Cavendish-square 

was first planned and laid out in 1717. 

The whole of the north side was bought by 

the great Duke of Chandos, who had be- 

come enormously wealthy a« paymaster to 

Marlborough's armies, in Queen Anne's 

time. The duke lost enormously by the 

South Sea Bubble, and the square remained 

unfinished for several years. ■

Portman-square was begun about 1764, 

and Manchester-square in 1776. Montague- 

square was building at the jubilee to cele- 

brate the fiftieth year of George the Third's 

reign. It was built on a place called 

Ward's Field, near which stood a cluster 

of cottages, called Apple Village, at which ■

one of Mr. Steele's murderers resided. The 

Regent's Canal was begun in 1812, and 

opened 1820. ■

FLOWER FACTORIES. ■

Where do they all come from, those in- 

numerable multitudes of plants, which we 

see everywhere, in-doors and out, in pots, 

in beds, in ribbon-borders, in windows, 

brackets, and jardinieres, not one in a thou- 

sand of which leaves a lineal descendant to 

continue its race, in the shape of seedling, 

sucker, cutting, or offset ? And if such be 

the case with plants which, like dogs, do 

have their day — which appear in public, 

gladdening the universal eye, and enjoying 

their allotted seasonal term — what must it 

be with the plants which disappear — which 

retire into private life and are heard of 

no more ? Not one in a million of these 

would ever become a plante m^re, a parent 

plant. How then is their place supplied ? 

How many ladies per cent get their over- 

year's camellias to flower, or even to live ? 

Do not countless window gardeners grow 

semi-aquatics in mould as dry as brickbats, 

while they drench tropical succulents with 

water? Do they not think to get gera- 

niums through the winter in dark closets, 

musty cellars, freezing garrets, and dusty 

corners ? Is any plant so hard to kill that 

amateurs cannot overcome its obstinacy P 

In large towns and cities, the waste of plants 

as of infant life, must be enormous ; and 

yet the supply never falls short. Where do 

they all come from ? • ■

On popping these questions to my prac- 

tical friend Hortulus, who makes a con- 

siderable consumption of the article plant, 

he quietly answered, " I am going there 

next Tuesday, to fill up my vacancies. 

Come with me, and see.'* Groing and see- 

ing being one of my weaknesses, I accepted 

the invitation with a jump of joy. On the 

appointed morning, we took the branch of 

the Chemin de Fer du Nord which carries 

wayfarers into Belgium. The pleasant gliJf> 

to Lille has been described. Inside Lille 

station, until the other day, a poster 

gruffly intimated, "No traveller, of whatever 

nationality, can pass the frontier into Bel- 

gium without a passport a Tetranger." My 

passport, an old campaigner, bearing a 

strong resemblance to the famous flag' 

which has braved so long the battle and 

the breeze, bore old permissions to go to 

Switzerland and Italy, and more recently 

an authorisation to cross over to England. ■
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England is k Tetranger. Let ns try if that 

won't do. ■

Under this delightful system, at the last 

station before the frontier, as soon as the 

train stops, a gendarme gives the word of 

command at each carriage door, " Prepare 

your passports." Forthwith appears the 

commissaire of police, to examine these docn- 

ments and their owners. I fancy he pays 

as mnch attention to the faces as to the 

papers. Mine seems to pnzzle him by the 

multitude of its stamps, seals, and signa- 

tures. Spying in a residual comer the words, 

"Bon pour se rendre en Angleterre," he 

returns it, observing, " Yon are going to 

traverse la Belgique.** A few minutes 

afterwards, I'm o'er the border and awa'. 

I bave periformed the feat of getting out of 

France into Belgium. How many hundreds 

of people in France would have been glad, 

not so long ago, to do the same ! The 

triumph is chilled by the consideration, 

how am I to get back again ? We'll think 

of that to-morrow morning. Snflficient for 

the day ia the passport thereof. ■

From Lille to Ghent, or Gaud, the same 

pastoral strain continues, with a new note 

introduced — ^patches of cultivated tobacco, 

which in France can only be grown under 

surveillance and restrictions which render 

its culture next to impossible. And the 

music becomes fuller, that is, the crops are 

heavier. You see enough to convey a 

clear notion of <what is meant by " living 

on the fat of the land." Gand is noted for 

its "vigilantes," roomy hackney-coaches 

which convey you cheaply from the rail- 

way station to your hotel. You may use 

them all day long at the moderate rate of 

two francs per hour — no trifling con- 

venience ; because Gand, besides covering 

an extensive area,' is one of the easiest 

cities in which not to find your way. It is a 

town of monotonously white-painted houses, 

every one of them with looking-glass spy- 

mirrors fixed outside at such angles as to 

catch the reflection of every coming or re- 

tiring passenger. Not a few of the win- 

dows attract your gaze with very respect- 

able horticultural shows. But the streets 

themselves are neither crooked nor straight; 

they are warped to the right or to the left, 

in such gentle curves as to baffle the pos- 

sessor of the most highly- developed organ 

of locality. You fix the points of the com- 

pass in your mind, and resolve to reach 

your goal with inflexible directness. This is 

easy enough to do in rectilinear- streeted and 

rectangular-cornered towns : but in Gand, 

with comers like wedges cut out of a cheese. ■

and with streets bulging this way and that, 

like a whalebone walking-stick under a fat 

man's pressure, while making for the north 

you find yourself tending to the west, or 

desiring to become a southerner, you dis- 

cover that you are one of the wise men of 

the east. Your only guarantee for surety 

is a vigilante. ■

Hortulus proposes to do the little gar- 

deners first. Of course I have only to 

follow my leader. We wend our way 

through Gand, vast and quiet; not idle 

and stagnant, but slow and steady in its 

motions like the water that slides through 

its own canals. On the way, I note the 

amusing resemblance with English of Fle- 

mish wall-bills and trade-names over doors. 

Twraelf Kamer Strasse, Rue des Douze 

Chambres, Twelve Chamber Street. Zwem 

School, Ecole de Natation, Swimming 

School. They were to give a grand ball, a 

Grooten Bal, die zal beginnen om four and 

a half ure ; the reader shall not be insulted 

by a translation of this invitation to dance 

by daylight. On the Boulevard, there is, 

in French and Flemish letters of iron, the 

Defense de circuler avec Gheveaux, Voi- 

tures, et Brouettes, on the foot-paths ; 

Verboden te Ryden — 'tis forbidden to ride 

— met Peerden, Rytuigen, en Kruitva- 

gens — with horses, carriages, and wheel- 

barrows. ■

We further note, upon compulsion, that 

the frontiers created by language are more 

impassable than those devised by the rulers 

of men. In an inconspicuous lane, we 

enter an inconspicuous door, without name, 

sign, or other indication of its occupant 

and his pursuits, and discover within a 

little nursery whose speciality is azaleas 

and camellias. The nurseryman and his 

son are out, leaving the wife alone at home. 

Madame speaks neither French nor English, 

but Flemish only, which is Hebrew to us. 

Hortulus tries his French, in vain. I essay 

English, with a glimpse of hope, because 

all the naughty words are the same in 

English and Flemish ; if you want to call 

a Fleming, man or woman, bad names, 

nothing is easier ; but good words, it seems, 

do not enjoy the same privilege. I then 

try bad German, which I have occasionally 

found efficacious, just as people make them- 

selves intelligible to babies by negro talk ; 

but in this case it proves an utter failure. 

Madame then rattles out her Flemish louder 

than before, to make us understand it 

better, as if we were deaf; but the deaf- 

ness is of the mind, and not of the ear. 

We are about to retire, when a hand-barrow ■

1 ■
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rumbles on the stones in the lane, and 

stops. She seizes ns by the arms to retain 

us, vociferously shouting '* Kommen, kom- 

men, kommen 1^* or some similar sound. 

Immediately enter the £Either and son, 

simple workmen sliod with sabots. The 

son alone, of these three, speaks French ; 

and the intellectual mist clears up, &b if the 

sun had burst through a London fog. ■

Neither of our friends has the slightest 

pretensions to be mctfter gardeners, heads 

of houses, on chiefs of horticultural esta- 

blishments. Themselves are the only la- 

bourers they employ; consequently, they 

are excellently well served. They make no 

secret cither of their management or their 

manipulation. As to the former, the whole 

surface earth of tiieir little plot of ground 

is annually thoroughly renewed with heath- 

mould. The latter is as sim^de as fiddle- 

playing, when you are used to it. As 

Paganini might have said, after execut- 

ing his Cairnival of Venice, "It*s only 

that !" You have only to stick and &stcn 

a little bit of thos upon a htt\e bit of the 

other, in such a way that it shall grow, and 

grow vigorously too, and the thing is done. 

Look ! A cut or two with the knife, an 

opening of a cleft with a bit of blunt st^k, 

and a binding up the wound with a liga- 

ment. That's aUL If it were longer or 

more elaborate, how could we turn out 

our thousaiuds of camellias and azaleas in 

the given time ? There are only twelve 

months from the 1st of January to the 31st 

of December. To be sure, the operation is 

not everything. As bottles, after blowing, 

have to be annealed, in heat, in ovens, so 

these plants, after grafting, must be 6touf- 

fecs or stifled, under glass and in green- 

houses, in an atmosphere constantly main- 

tained in certain thermometrical and, above 

all, hygrometrical conditions. But all that, 

like the grafting, is mere ABC, when 

you have b^en in tke way of it for years. ■

Hortulus has long known all these de«- 

tails, but I have not ; so he kindly gives 

mo time to inquire. On what are the finer 

kinds of flowering plants grafted ? Well ; 

that depends^ When the seed of some one 

species of certain genera is easily procured, 

young plants are raised from it as sauva- 

goons, wildings, on which to graft scions of 

their more aruamental brethren. Thus, the 

common evergreen spurge-laurel. Daphne 

laureola, serves largely as a stock for the 

choicer and rarer species and varieties of 

Daphne. You see the seedlings -in rows, 

established in little pots, ready to receive 

the slips intended to metamorphose their ■

individuality. Young acacia plants per- 

form a similar duty ; so do those of the 

common laburnum. But they are not tiie 

speciality of this particular factory of flower- 

ing plants. ■

Cuttings of the single-flowered camellia 

are struck to furnish stocks for grafting 

the innumerable double-flowered varieties. 

Cuttings of the double kinds tnTF strike 

not unfrequently, and with care ; but they 

make less thrifty and handsome plants 

than these established on the wilding* 

stock — for such the single camellia may 

be assumed to be. They are also longer 

in becoming fit fer market ; which is all- 

important in a commercial point of view. 

After striking root, the camellia cuttings 

are potted off, to harden — such little in- 

fantile, baby-like things 1 Can it be possible 

to put a graft on such a straw-like stem as 

that ? The question is answered by a 

practical affirmative. Here are some, with 

stems no bigger, on which a fe^sh graft is 

putting forth young leaves. ■

Double camelltas are beautifnl flowers, 

and the season when they come renders 

them so welcome ; but I have a weakness 

for the single camellia, because years ago I 

saw in the royal gardens of Caserta, near 

Naples — ^may it still be continuing to 

flourish there— a big old bush of that spe- 

cies — not a tree with a stem, but a regular 

bush — covered with hundreds, probably 

thousands, of scarlet flowers. The CTound 

around it was carpeted with red. By the 

way, even the fallen flowers of the single 

caanellia render good service to bouquet- 

makers. They last, mounted, without 

fading, several days. ■

I do not want a photograph of ih«t 

camielha bush ; I have it fixed in mv 

mind*s eye, in its natural colours ; but I 

was glad to seize the opportunity of pos- 

sessing one, perhaps, of its progeny by 

extension. Could I have one of those 

little youngling plants, to keep as it is, 

without any grafting ? ■

"Assuredly." ■

" But when will it flower ?" ■

" Possibly in two or three years." ■

" Ah ! I can't afford to wait two years. 

Have you not one that will flower next 

year ?'* ■

" Take this, a well-shaped pretty plant.'* ■

"How much?" ■

" Twenty-five centimes; twopence half- 

penny." ■

" Have you another that will make the 

pair ?" ■

" This looks as if it would match it very ■

5= ■ =r' ■
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well, if yoa will take th^e trouble to train 

them alike." ■

** Thank you much." ■

I get (note that, owin^ to Hortulus's 

presence, I asx treated bb a wholesale eos- 

tomer) nay oonple of Bingle camellias for 

fivep^ice sterling, plus of course my share 

of the package aikd tha railway carriage 

home, ■

Indian aealeae are treated mixsh in the 

same way, except tha«t, after the graft has 

taken, they are planted without pots in the 

open grouiod, to be potted at the approach 

of autumn. The young azaleas are thus 

raised iik rows ; dutiful pupils (eleves they 

call them), who Bieyer break the ranks, nor 

play truant, nor disobey orders. And it is 

curious to see choice flowenng plants con- 

sidered as mere merchacidise, manu&ctured 

bj graffcizig and pricked out like cabbage 

plants, vegetable Kyo- stock bred and pro- 

pagated for popular consumption. Patient 

as little lambs do the rooted aaalea cuttings 

wait their turn, ready to receive their graft 

—the training which is to fit them for their 

future course of life. ■

These small special nurseries are good to 

visit, because they show how certain plants 

(which we only see in their advanced and 

lowering state, in shops, greenhouses, and 

exhibitions) are brought up from their 

earliest in^ney. They also disclose the 

life-routine of a vary worthy class of per- 

sons, who rarely work isolated or alone, 

but in small family associritions or partner- 

ships, such as fa^ier and son or sons, two 

or three brothers, brothers luad sisters, 

mother and children. The month of 

August is the time when they expect their 

customers' visits, and for these they prepare 

during the whole previous twelvemonth. 

Needless to say that ready money is very 

acceptable, and exerts considerable in- 

fluence on. the terms of a bargain. For 

most things, the time of delivery is early 

autumn, when the camellia and azalea buds 

are well set and apparent. Speaking 

French, as most of them do, as a foreign 

language — for few visttors can answer 

" Yes " to their eager question, " Do you 

speak Flemish?" — ^thetr conversation lias 

oilen a certain qnaintness. ■

Some of these humbler horticnlfcural es- 

tablishments have their approaches and 

entrances so undiscemible, that you would 

say they intended to baffie rather than 

invite the intrusion of strangers. " It must 

he somewhere here," says HortulusT " Last 

year I had difficulty in finding it, and I am 

not sure that I can find it now." On search- ■

ing close, we discover a sort of hole-in-the- 

wall or open sesame trap-door, defying all 

but the initiated to discover and open it. 

We enter and begin business with the usual 

routine salutation. ■

" Cela va bien ?*' ■

" Old, je vous remercie ; comme 9a. Et 

vous?" ■

" Pas mal. Comme vous voyez. Have 

you got anything new this year ?" ■

" Not much. Comme 5a. Azaleas frozen 

in spring, comme 9a. Plenty of standard 

laurustinua, oomme 9a, if you want them. 

Standard sweet bays, oomma 9a, the biggest 

of them gone to Russia. Kever have 

enough of them for Russia, ccanme 9a. 

Yariegated-Ieaved plants, comme 9a, the 

fashion ; obliged to grow them, comme 9a, 

but won't last, comkme 9a." ■

*^ And this new-old thing?" asks Hor- 

tulus, lookioag at me. It was a George the 

Third pelargonium, a bric-a-brac plant, 

harnK)nising with perukes, pigtails, chintz 

gowns, and silk socks that will stand 

alone without any wear^ inside to support 

them. ■

" Pelargonium tricolor, comme 9a. You 

like it, oomme 9a. Hayb only seven plants, 

comme 9a; naust keep OD<e, oomme 9a. 

You can take the other six, comme 9a, at 

fifty centimes apiece, oonajBie 9a." ■

Another clever individual, who has been 

a botanical collector in his day, and knows 

what tropical forests are, instructs us, and 

at the same time amuses us by pronounc- 

ing all the mute e's in his Frenck. ■

" Doucem«nt, doucemait; gently over 

the stones. If you go so £ast you won't 

see all the pretty things I want to show 

you. Here is a new fraxinelle, another 

species, not variety, of Dittany of Crete. 

I have it quite nouvellement. Like the 

other, the vapour round it will catch fire 

on a warm suanmer's evening. I dOben do 

it for my amus^ent. Those other novel- 

ties are only rubbish ; they are tout bon- 

nement, good for nothing at all. That's a 

nice elephant's foot (Tamus or Testudinaria 

elephantipes) ; but I am expecting some 

smaller and cheaper ones. You know they 

get them, like the zamias, by setting fire to 

the forests. That squat euphorbia, a green 

candelabra stuck on the top of a peg-top, 

is at least a hundred and fifty years old. 

I could let you have it for fifty francs, 

which makes it cost only threepence a year. 

But reellement I don't care to part with 

it. As I brought it home myself, and have 

taken great care of it ever since, I am fond 

of it, tres naturellement." ■
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Some pot or tub plants, like carriage 

horses, go in pairs; and the better the 

match, the higher the price and the greater 

unwillingness to separate them. Indeed, 

the seller will never part them ; the buyer 

njay do as he pleases, pocketing the loss 

and prepared for the diminished value of 

the divided companions. To be perfect 

pairs, plants must be reared as fiuch from 

their earliest infancy. Like twin children, 

they are dressed in the same fashion, fed 

with the same food, washed with the same 

water, have their hair and nails cut on 

the same day and in the same degree, and 

are sent out of doors and put to bed 

at the same hour. Many pair plants have 

an almost indefinite term of existence — 

myrtles, sweet bays, cycases, dracronas, 

juccas, agaves, bonaparteas, cactuses, 

euphorbias, tree and other ferns, laurusti- 

nuses trained with a head and a stem. 

Consequently, the process is long, occupy- 

ing years, sometimes lifetimes. The small 

horticulturists, with patient labour, devote 

daily attention to this class of nurslings, 

and assiduously train them in the way they 

ehould grow. ■

Unmatched plants belonging to this ca- 

tegory are comparatively cheap, being 

sometimes to be had for half what they 

would fetch if paired. Their owners well 

Imow the difficulty of providing them with 

a mate endowed with the reqxdred com- 

patability of disposition. This repetition 

of forms in ornamental plants is called for 

by the architectural requirements of ter- 

races, galleries, and greenhouses, which 

must have vegetable decorations, like sta- 

tues and vases, alike though not exactly 

the same. Some positions, however, are 

not symmetrical, and are content with owe 

attractive botanical specimen. Hortulus 

wants one Araucaria excelsa, to make the 

central figure in a group. We find a beauty 

in a large establishment, cheap, because 

single. It was either taller or shorter than 

the rest of its carefully coupled sisterhood ; 

and it stood in the ranks, commanding ad- 

miration, for sale, Hkc an unveiled beauty 

in an Oriental slave market. It is ours at 

once ; entered on our list of acquisitions at 

the price demanded. ■

But there are slips between cups and 

lips. Next morning comes a billet-doux 

from the very regretful horticulteur. " Ex- 

ceedingly sorry, but my brother had sold 

in the morning the araucaria you chose in 

the afternoon, without my knowing it. If 

you leave it to me, I will select another." ■

No you won't. We smell a Gantois ■

trick. The get-off may be bosh, or it may 

not. Has your brother, perchance, found 

up for his plant an unsuspected partner on 

the premises? Without vouchsafing an 

answer, we go elsewhere. Soon aft«r our 

entry, without receiving a hint, the pro- 

prietor points to a pyramidal tuft of green. ■

" Those are my unmatched araucarias. 

What I am to do with them, I don't know. 

I would let you have that fine fellow for 

five - and - twenty francs; and really it 

is *' ■

" Bon ! Done ! We'll relieve you of that 

difficulty." ■

They say that few women marry the 

man they love. Few gardeners cultivate 

the plants they like; they are obliged to 

conform to horticulture de convenance, as 

their fair customers are compelled to make 

manages de convenance. The more out- 

spoken amongst the fraternity avow the 

constraint put upon their affections. ■

" Is it not assommant, when one really 

loves good plants, to be obliged to work 

from morning till night at producing such 

heaps of rubbish ss this," giving the pots 

a contemptuous kick, "bedding-out stuff 

by the train- load and the milliard ? One 

gets sick of the very sight of all these 

zonals, nosegays, irisenes, perillas, and the 

rest of the lot. It is for ever and ever the 

same balan9oire, the same boutique, the 

same pacotille. Now and then a good new 

thing, or a good old thing renewed, comes 

in to vary our monotonous diet ; but it 

soon either disappears, or becomes itself 

one of the monotonies. But we must live ; 

so we are everlastingly making materials 

for rubans and massifs. I have a few nice 

things here, which I keep more for myself 

than the public," coaxing their leaves 

tenderly with the tips of his fingers ; " they 

take at least four years to come to this; 

and then if I try to sell them for a franc 

and a half each, people scream out and call 

it dear. You may well call my heliotrope 

bushes ugly, with their crooked rough 

stems and their shabby stragghng heads ; 

but they have helped to make the pot boil 

for many a year. I sell the flowers whole- 

sale to the bouquet-makers, and in winter 

they fetch remunerative prices. Ah ! If I 

were only rich, I would still continue to be 

horticulteur ; but then I would grow the 

plants that pleased me and not be the slave 

of such cochonnerie as this." ■

Another contemptuous kick at the of- 

fending bedders- out concludes the harangue. 

We retire, leaving the giant nurseries for 

another day. ■
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Onr horticultural acquisitions made, we 

look oat for things to offer to onr belong- 

ings at home. We bay gingerbread, 

mother - o'- pearl stads, pocket handker- 

chiefs, cocoa-nnt thimble>case8. Hortalas, 

who is blessed with a jealous scolding wife, 

makes a point in front of a sewing-machine 

shop, and gravely says, "There are two 

things I oaght to take back ; a padlock 

and a sewing-machine." ■

" What cam you possibly want a sewing- 

machine for ?" ■

" To sew up my wife's mouth when she 

is in her tantrums." ■

Were I to tell this on our return, what 

a sharp and shrill riot there would be! 

But madame, shrewd as she is, cannot read 

English, so there is no harm done by 

printing it. ■

THE WICKED WOODS OF TOBEREEVIL. ■

BT THB AUTHOB OF "HBSTSE'S HUTOBT.** 

CHAFTEB XLI. THE LAST TROUBLE. ■

Thb rain ceased early next morning, and 

the day proved aa lovely a day as ever 

midsnnimer brought to the world. As 

May walked down the garden the roses 

that l)ru8hed her gown were all fresh and 

ladeu with dew. Birds were singing 

blithely, the sun shining goldenly, the 

world was beautifiil, and seemed to call on 

hnman nature to rejoice ; yet the shadow 

of a great crime was lying upon it, and the 

black charred trees away to westward were 

the witnesses that bore testimony to its 

reality. May was going to the inquest. 

Could it be that Qod had willed that she 

should never more be glad while she lived 

in tkhis beautifal world. This was a wicked 

and horrible fear that arose in her mind as 

she breathed the happy air, and felt her 

youth leaping within her ; but she banished 

it on the instant. ■

Aunt Martha could not understand why 

May should want to be present at such a 

very painful scene. ■

" It is every way anseemly," she said ; 

" Paul, do not let her go." ■

But May said, '* Give me my own way. 

I have a reason, which I shall tell you by- 

and-bye." ■

Of all that might have to be told she did 

not dar^ to think. ■

As May and Paul walked across the fields 

between the blooming dykes and singing 

hedges they were overtaken by Sir John 

Archbold and his daughter, who were 

tiding to make part of a crowd which was ■

assembling at the farmer's house. Kathe- 

rine bowed hanghtily ; Sir John was more 

conrteous, yet there was something in 

his manner which gave Paul to under- 

stand that here was no all-trusting friend. 

Paul let the riders pass, and walked on 

with his head high. Many people had as- 

sembled at the barn. There were two 

other magistrates besides Sir John Arch- 

bold, who were come from a distance, full 

of curiosity about Paul Finiston and his 

story, and who had quite made up their 

minds as to the likelihood of his gailt. The 

whole history of the family, as they knew 

it, was a romance, and this murder made 

the culminating incident of the tale. For 

an excitable and whimsical young man, 

come of a bad race, tried beyond endurance 

by one so intolerable as the miser, nothing 

could be more natural than that he should 

end a violent quarrel by a crime like this. 

They pitied him a good deal, and hoped 

that at his trial the jury who should find 

him guilty would also recommend him to 

mercy. As to May, they simply wondered 

and could guess nothing. ■

The people divided and stood back re- 

spectfully to let her pass, and the women 

began to weep when they looked in her 

face. ■

" She niver had act nor part in it," said 

one ; " I wouldn't believe it if her ban's was 

covered wid blood." ■

" Whisht, whisht," said another, " sure 

the angels is takin' care o' her." ■

They stood together within the doorway 

with all eyes fixed on them ; looking grave 

but fearless, so that their accusers iound 

themselves silent and ashamed. Katherine 

had not dismounted from her horse, but 

was only a few yards distant from them, 

and could have touched them with her 

whip. All the way as she rode down from 

Camlongh the thought had been present to 

her mind that it was she who must save 

these lovers, and bestow on them perfect 

joy; musk give them each other, an un- 

sullied name, the world's sympathy, and 

boundless wealth. She had thought she 

would try and do it, after she had first seen 

their pain, beheld them crushed and terri- 

fied, and humbled to the dust ; but here 

she saw no terror nor any anguish of shame. 

They faced their fellow-creatures serene, 

and almost happy. From time to time they 

looked in each other's eyes ; and Katherine 

shut her lips, and the day's business began. ■

Witness after witness came up and told 

his story. It appeared from the evidence 

that one of Simon's well-known pistols was ■
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missdng, and it was believed that with this | 

weapon the murder had been done. Paul '•. 

was abont to be questioned, when Sir John 

took him aside and spoke to him. ■

"Jinistonr* he said, " I am deeply sorry 

for yon. Things are telling very plainly 

against you in this matter. I must say I 

perceive that you are now acting and speak* 

ing like a reasonable man, but quite Istely 

I saw you otherwise. Take my advice 

and plead insanity." ■

** I will plead nothing but ihe truth," 

Raid Paul ; ^ and on the night of the murder 

I was in possession of all my senses." ■

Sir John was puaczled, and said no more, 

believing that Paul had commiited the 

crime while his mind was astray, and that 

the shock of all its oanBeqfoaaces had re- 

stored him to his senses. Paml was now 

allowed to tell his stoiy. He gave a sketch 

of his whole life, confessing his horror of 

the miser, md of the curse which was 

attached to the family imheritance. He 

had f eli an especial dread of being driven 

to commit that crime with which he stood 

charged to-day. Hie had struggled against 

the feeling, which was simp^ a nervous 

hoiTor, had demised it, and wondered at its 

bold upon his mind. In the early part of 

the last six months a fitful gloom had taken 

possession of him, and since then he had 

sufiered from a mysterious dssorder of the 

mind, which deprived him of his memory 

and deadened ail his faculties. From this 

affliction he had been set free in a strange 

and sudden maniBier, and he did not attempt 

to account for either the disorder or iiie 

cure. Had the crime been oommitoed while 

he was in. a state which rendered him 

not acoountablie for his acfe», tlien would 

ho not have presumed to declare that 

he was innocent of the deed. Of much 

that had happened to him during the 

months lately past, of much that he had 

said and done, he was utterly forgetful; 

but on the night of Simon's murd«< he had 

been in possession of his reason. He de* 

scribed his waking in Miss Martha's par- 

lour, his going ont to walk and to think 

over matters which pressed into his mind, 

his first sight of the woods on fire, and 

meeting. with May, who told him about the 

murder. He was listened to attentively ; 

but his story sounded improbable, and he 

knew it. ■

When May's turn came she spoke up 

bravely, feeling as if Paul's credit de- 

pended on her courage. She was obliged 

to confess the reason of her anxiety when 

she found that he had left the house ; and ■

the terror that had urged hter to follow him 

to Tobereevil in the night. She described 

her finding the murdered man, and her 

swoon on the floor of ihe blood-stained 

chamber, her mnaaement ai the fire, and 

entire satisfaction when sh« met Paal 

comisD^ to look for her in perfect possession 

of his senses. " And I know that ke did 

not do it," she said, ^' and that the mur- 

derer will be found." There was deep 

pity for her in every fiaoe, bat her story 

told terribly against Paul. ■

Sir John bore witness te tise ytmng man's 

strange state while starring at his house. 

Two days ago he should have described 

him as a person utterly nnaoaimBtable for 

his actions. Katharine was also called 

upon to give evidence, and looked white 

and sullen, as she made her staitement. 

One might have supposed from her £ayce that 

she was the person who had been accoaed 

of the nrarder, as she glanced towards 

May and Paul, who stood together, neither 

stricken nor overwhelmed, but only grave 

and very quiet, as if they waited brewthlessly 

for the word of truth that shonU. tnni their 

sorrow iofto joy. She was net going to 

apeak it for diem. Let things tsJce ^eir 

course 1 She stated that Paul had been 

an insane man daring iite whole time of 

his visit at Camlough, and that he bad left 

that place strangely, on the night of Hie 

entertainment. All evidence hamn^ been 

taken, the coroner addressed the jury. He 

spdce pityingly of the jvung man who hcul 

been aiBicted as described hjr so many wit- 

nesses, bat it was plasn that he had no 

doubt as to Paul's having oonamitted the 

crime. The jury were qnte of his way of 

thinking; men who had su^red Utterly 

under the dead man's rule, and beHeved 

nothing oould be more natural tinn the 

impulse that should lead a man to shoot 

such a wretch when provoked, in the heat 

of quarrel. Nevertheless, they considered 

the matter for folly half an hour, during 

which time May sat on a heap of skrAVf, 

gazing out of the bam, past the people, with 

still that stead&st expectant look in her 

eye which had scarcely left it since this 

sore trouble began. PauJ stood beside her 

with folded arms, looking destracdon in 

the face, like a brave but condemned soldier 

waiting the signal that shall send his com- 

rade's bullet through his heart. ■

The crowd had been very quiet within 

and without the bam, but suddenly there 

was a movement, and Katherine, who was 

on horseback, uttered a cry, and reeled in 

her saddle as if she would fiUl. Some men ■
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were approacbing, followed bj a little 

crowd of women and children. The men 

carried a bier! As the procesgion came 

nearer and crossed the fields, it was seen 

tiiat a cart followed the bier, and that some- 

bodj was lying on the ca^t. There w«is 

great excitem^it immediately ; people i»n 

ont to meet the Tmexpected new-eomierB, 

and a little slorm of cries and groans arose 

upon the air when the two crowds met and 

explanations had been made. Then there 

was a great tnmnlt in the barn, so that 

when the jnrorB appeared to give their ver- 

dict they were not attended to, and the words 

** wilfnl nrarder against Panl Finiston" 

were only heard by a few. As the words 

were spoken the crowd bnrst np ix> the 

door of the bam, swayed, divided, and feil 

back, and the bier which the men had 

carried was laid on the floor ; beBa:ing the 

wonndedbody of Con the fool. ■

" My God, another !** saftd ike coraaer, 

and the noise of the erowd ceased, and the 

silence of horror fell nponthe place. Two 

or three women brok» ont crjring and were 

hustled away into a corner ; while all eyes 

were turned to the door again as the cart 

stood before it, and another snrprise was 

expected. The men were lifting some one 

ont of the e«wt — a fiving body, wrapped in 

blankets — and this they also carried into 

the bam and placed on a heap of straw. 

Bid was -beside them, and directed them 

where to lay their burden ; and, when the 

creatm^e who had been thus carried was 

placed lying in the straw, there was seen 

the weird and ngly face of Tibbie, the 

miser's honsekeeper, pinched and drawn 

with agony, and wet with the dews of ap* 

proaclmig death. She opened her dun 

eyes and gazed around her, then dosed 

them again and groaned dismally. ■

'• Aisy, woman, aisy !" said Bid, sooth- 

^^gfy» as she settled her head more com- 

fortably in the straw. "Don't be unpa- 

tionate. Spake up like a Christian an* the 

painTl soon be done." ■

Then Bid turned to Paul : ** Would yer 

honor step to wan side a little bit ?'* 

she said, curtsying with deep respect, ** so 

as how Tibbie don't see you where you 

Stan'." ■

Paul moved away, and then the deep, 

breathless sileaDice of expectation reigned 

in the bam. ■

" What does all this mean ?" asked the 

coroner, looking from one to another of the 

new-comers. A stout man from a distant 

part of the mountains answered him. ■

" It's wan Tibbie — this poor woman ye ■

see, sir, that has to make some kind o' a 

statement afore she goes. This other ould 

woman, Bid the thraveller, yer honor — a 

decent sowl^^she foun' Tibbie lying her 

lone upon the motntain, an' the body o' 

this poor fool-boy at her side. So we 

brought them all down here, yer honor, for 

there's a long story to telL"^ ■

'*The statement had better be made," 

said the coroner, '^for the woman has not 

many hours to live." ■

A groan from Tibbie followed his 

words. ''^I will not die bad," she whis- 

pered—" I will not go to the divil. He 

niver did nothin' for me, an' I won't stan' 

to him now. I always said I womld turn 

to good in ihe latther end." ■

Then she began her confession. It was 

rambling and disjointed, and spoken be- 

tweeoi gasps and moans, while Bid sup- 

ported her head and comforted her with 

little words of sympathy as she went on. 

By dint of patience and questioning, her 

story was at last clearly put upon paper. ■

On the evening before the discovery of 

the nmrder she had heard a noise in her 

master's sittang-room;^ and reached the door 

just in time to hear the report of fire-arms, 

and to see Con the fool rush past her flou- 

rishing one of her master's pistols in his 

hand. Me fled shrieking out of the open 

hall-door. Finding her master dead, she 

became terrified lest people should think 

that she had done the deed, Mad fled after 

Con, hoping to overtake him and hide him 

with herself in some of the capv*es m the 

hills. After hmg toiling and rimning she 

came upon him in the mountains, danc- 

ing and singing as he went along, and 

waving the pistol above his head. As 

soon as he saw her he uttered a cry and 

dashed on without looking where he was 

going. Following as well as she was able 

she saw him suddenly disappear over a ridge 

of cliffs, and when she came up to these 

and looked down a steep precipice she be- 

held him lying, as he now lay, on the grass 

far beneath her. She made her way to 

his side, and remained there till the lady 

from Oamlough found her. " Her that 

has the fine goold hair," said Tibbie, " an' 

give me the mandhrake." The lady 

found her first and talked to her, but she 

frightened her away. Afterwards Bid 

came to her, and then she was very ill and 

glad enough to be looked after. The run- 

ning had been too much for her ; and then 

the rain, she thought, had killed her. 

Cramps had got hold of her and a ter- 

rible illness. She had s^vom to Bid to ■
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tell the truth if she would promise to get 

Con decently buried. ■

When Katherine was mentioned, all eyes 

were turned on the proud lady who had 

known somewhat of ail this and had been 

silent. Katherine*s face was not pleasant 

to look at, but she sat calmly on her horse 

without wincing. ■

After this the Kearneys made their ap- 

pearance and told of the fooVs grief at part- 

ing with them, and his rage at the miser 

when the people were turned from their 

houses. Next came the little girl who had 

given him a drink out of her pail, and had 

been terrified at his fit of frenzy when she 

told him that Simon had sent Nan out of 

the country. Many tears were shed for 

Con as these simple facts were stated ; for 

the poor loving fool who had been so harm- 

less and so kind. When all had at last 

been told the sick woman was carried to 

a neighbouring cabin, and the jury put 

their heads together and returned another 

verdict. ■

Then there broke out a buzz of joyous 

excitement in the bam. The magistrates 

and the coroner stepped forward to shake 

Paul by the hand. Farmers and mountain- 

men, cotters and labourers, cheered him, 

and looked in his face, half laughing and 

half sobbing. The women wept wildly 

and struggled to kiss his hand. As their 

suffering had been deep, while forced to 

believe him guilty, just so was their joy 

extravagant at being able to make him a 

hero. He was their master, their landlord — 

the man who had banished the curse 

for ever from their land, and who was now 

going to rule over them in peace and kind- 

ness. ■

May had laid her head against some 

friendly sheaves of straw, and was not 

seen or heard of till the first tumult had 

subsided. Then she whispered to Paul, 

"Let me rest a little;" and Paul and the 

farmer's wife carried her into the farm- 

house, where she lay on a homely bed in a 

little shaded bedroom and rested perfectly, 

knowing that now her troubles were at an 

end. Afterwards, when the crowd had 

gone, Paul and she walked home together. ■

No one had congratulated Paul more 

heartily than Sir John Archbold. He now 

remembered that the young man was a 

millionaire, and that he had looked upon him 

as his future son-in-law. He would fain 

have viewed him again in that light, but ■

did not quite see how that might be, since 

he had heard May spoken of as his promised 

wife. Elatherine only could enlighten him 

as to this mystery. ■

" My dear," he said to her, " yon are, no 

doubt, delighted to find our friend so fnllj 

acquitted. We may now look on him with 

favour. It remains for you to tell me — 

shall I ask him to come to Camlough." ■

*' No," said Katherine, angrily, and rode 

on with her dark face turned away from the 

people. ■

Sir John insisted on stopping at Monas- 

terlea to announce to Miss Martha the 

happy acquittal of Paul. Much against 

his daughter's wish he reined in at the gate, 

and the old lady came fluttering down the 

garden-path, in her cap-ribbons, to meec 

him. ■

" Well, madam 1" he said, " this day has 

ended better than it began. I suppose you 

have heard that the mystery is cleared up, 

and the young man acquitted." ■

Miss Martiba started ; but she was a 

little in awe of Sir John and did not like 

to question him. She concluded that she 

had misunderstood him, and answered .- ■

*^ Ah, I am sorry for the poor fool, bat 

God has great mercy for such as he." ■

Sir John thought she took the matter 

coolly, but that was not his affair. ■

Miss Martha could not let these friends 

pass her door without inviting them to 

partake of some refreshment. Sir John 

agreed readily to her wishes in this re- 

spect, but Katherine sullenly declined the 

proffered kindness. ■

" Well then, my dear," said Sir John, 

" I must allow you to wait for me where 

you are, for I feel utterly famished, and we 

are a long way from home ;" and he followed 

Miss Martha, and left Katherine sitting 

disconsolate on her horse near the gate. 

She was very augpy at this treatment ; hot 

her father had lately shown her that if she 

would have her will on all occasions so also 

would he. So she had to wait under the 

shelter of a bush of honeysuckle, and her 

reflections were not pleasant as she did so. ■
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CHAPTER X. MR. TATLOW ON THE TRACK. ■

"Mr.Tatlow?" said Humphrey Statham, 

afi bis visitor entered. ■

" Servant, sir," said Mr. Tatlow, a some- 

what ordinary looking man, dressed in 

black. ■

"I had no idea this case had been 

placed in your hands, Mr. Tatlow," said 

Humphrey. " I' have heard of you, though 

I never met you before in business, and 

have always understood you to be an ex- 

perienced officer." ■

" Thank you, sir," said Mr. Tatlow, with 

a short bow. " What may have altered your 

opinion in that respect now ?" ■

" The length of time which has elapsed 

since I first mentioned this matter in Scot- 

land-yard. That was three years ago, and 

from that day to this I have had no com- 

munication with the authorities." ■

*' Well, sir, you see," said Mr. Tatlow, 

"different people have different ways of 

doing business; and when the inspector 

pnt this case into mv hands, he said to 

me, 'Tatlow,' said he, 'this is a case 

which will most likely take considerable 

time to unravel, audit's one in which there 

will be a great many ups and downs, 

and the scent will grow warm and the 

Bcent will grow cold, and you will think 

Jon have got the whole explanation of the 

story at one moment, and the next you'll 

think you know nothing at all about it. 

The young woman is gone,' the inspector 

says, ' and you'll hear of her here, and you'll 

hear of her there, and you'll be quite sure 

you've got hold of the right party, and ■

then you'll find it's nothing of *the sort, and 

be inclined to give up the business in de- 

spair ; and then suddenly, perhaps, when 

you're engaged on something else, you'll 

strike into the right track, and bring it 

home in the end. Now, it's no good worry- 

ing the gentleman,' said the inspector, ' with 

every little bit of news you hear, or with 

anything that may happen to strike you in 

the inquiry, for you'll be raising his spirits 

at one time, and rendering him more 

wretched in another, and my advice to you 

is, not to go near him until you have 

got something like a clear and complete 

case to lay before him.' Those were the 

inspector's words to me, sir — upon which 

advice I acted." ■

" Very good counsel, Mr. Tatlow, and 

very sensible of you to follow it," said 

Humphrey Statham. " Am I to understand 

from this visit that your case is now com- 

plete ?" ■

'* Well, sir, as complete as I can make it 

at present," said Mr. Tatlow. ■

" You have found her ?" cried Humphrey 

Statham, eagerly, the blood flushing into 

his cheeks. ■

"I know where the young woman is 

now," said Mr. Tatlow, evasively; "but 

do not build upon that, sir," he added, as 

he marked his questioner's look of anxiety. 

" We were too late, sir — you will never see 

her again." ■

" Too late !" echoed Humphrey. " What 

do you mean ? Where is she ? I insist 

upon knowing 1" ■

" In Hendon churchyard, sir,^' said Mr. 

Tatlow, quietly ; " that's where the young 

woman is now." ■

Humphrey Statham bowed his head, and 

remained sHent for some few moments, 

then, without raising his eyes, he Said : 

"Tell me about it, Mr. Tatlow, please; I ■

■
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should like to htkve ait lieiails, from, first ^ 

last." ■

** Don't you think," «Bid Mr. T»a«w, 

kiB^f — " don^ you HuuSl I mif^lit look in 

some •other time, flir? — you don't seem 

Terj fltroi^ joet bow; and it's no tiae a 

nmn trying his nerves when there is no 

occasion for it." ■

''Thank yon," said fiwnpiirey ^MIncq, 

** I %vookL sooner liear tihe sto^ now. I 

hn.we been ill, and am going ont of town, 

aAnd it may be some little time before I 

r^kom, and I should like, while I am a*way, 

to be able to tinnk ov«fr tHbat has — to 

know about — tell nie*please at once." ■

" The 6tory is not a lon^ one, sir,'* said 

Mr. Tatk>w, ''and when yon «ee how fdain 

and clear it tells, I dare say you will think 

the case was not a difficidt one, for all it 

took so long to work out ; but you see this is 

fancy-work, as I may call it, that one has 

to ta-ke up in the intervals of regular busi- 

ness, and to* lay aside again, whenever a 

great robbery or a murder crops up, and 

just as one is warm and interested in it, one 

may be sent off to Paris, or New York, and 

when yon come back you have almost to 

begin again. There was one advantage in 

this case, that I had it to myself £rom the 

start, and hadn't to work up anybody else's 

line. I began," continued Mr. Tatlow, after 

a momentary pause, taking a note-book 

fi'om his pocket and reading from its pages, 

" at the very beginning, and first saw the 

draper people at Leeds, where Miss Mit- 

chell was employed; they spoke very 

highly of her, as a good, industrious girl, 

and were very sorry when she went away. 

She gave them a regular month's notice, 

stating that she had an opportunity of 

bettering herself by getting an engage- 

ment at a first-class house in London. 

Did the Leeds drapers, Hodder bj name, 

say anything to Miss M.'s friends ? No, 

they did not," continued Mr. Tatk)w, 

answering himself ; " most likely they 

would have mentioned it if the uncle had 

been alive — ^a brisk, intelligent man— but 

he was dead at that time, and no one was 

left but the bedridden old woman. After 

her uiece*s flight she sent down to Hodder 

and Company, and they told her what Miss 

M. had told them, though the old woman 

and her friends plainly did not believe it. 

It was not until some weeks afterwards 

that one of Hodder 's girls had a letter from 

a friend of hers, who had previously been 

with their firm, but was now engaged at 

Mivenson's, the great di'apers in Oxford- 

street, London, to say that Emily Mitchell ■

had joined their egtablishmevt ; she ivas 

paning mder the name of Moore, imt 

this gSi knew her mt once, and ^;reed to 

keep her coalftdflBce. Vow 4o page forty- 

nine. That's only a ^nraie BaemKaud'Bm 

for way own information,'^ said Mr. Tadoir, 

turning overthe leaves of his book. " Pag« 

forty-aine. Here you are ! Miveii6ai''s, in 

OxfartL-MuiBCNl— old gentleman out of toim 

— -laid up iriih Ae gout — saw eldest sod, 

partner in the house — roeoUdcted Hhs 

Moore perfectly, and had oosld to than 

with gone ificoaaBnaadttiMiBr— ««i«r totk 

jamxg persons into tfaesr hovae saleBs tbey 

were properly recommended, and always 

kept regiater of referenee. Looking ioto 

roj^aUsr fuMiad Emilj M. had be^i recoo^ 

mended by Mrs. Calverley, one of their 

customeiSy most respectable lady, living 

in Ghreat WaApole-sh'eet. Made inquiry 

myself about Mrs. C, and made her out to 

be a prim, «kl«4y, evangdical party, wik 

of City man in large way of business. 

Emily M. did not remain long at Miven- 

son's. Not a strong girl ; had had a faint- 

ing fit or two while in their employ, and 

one day she wrote to say she was too 

ill to come to work, and liiey never saw 

her again. Could they give nim the ad- 

dress from which she wrote ? Certainly. 

Address-book sent for ; 143, Great College- 

street, Camden Town. Go to page sixty. 

Landlady at Great College^street perfectly 

recoflected Miss Moore. Quiet, delicate 

girl, regular in her habits ; never out later 

than ten at night; keeping no company, 

and giving no trouble, used to be brought 

home regular every night by a gentleman 

— always the same gentleman, landlady 

thonght, but couldn't swear, as she had 

never made him out properly^ though she 

had often tried. Seen from tie area, land- 

lady remarked, people looked so different. 

Gentleman always took leave of Miss Moore 

at the door, and was never seen again in 

the neighbourhood until he broaght her 

back the next night. Landlady recollected 

Miss Moore's going away. When she gave 

notice about leaving, explained to landlady 

that she was ill and was ordered change of 

air ; didn't seem to be any worse than she 

had been all along, but, of course, it was 

not her (the landlady's) place to make any 

objection. At the end of the week a cab 

was sent for, Miss Moore's boxes were 

put into it, and she drove away. Did the 

landlady haar tiio address given to the 

cabman ? She did. * Waterfoo Station, 

Richmond line V That answer seemed lo 

me to screw up the whole proceedings; ■

^ ■
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trymg to 6«d the doe to a perBoc, who, 

months he^Mfe, had gone cwray from'tbc 

Waterloo Stwuticm, soemed ae ^ely as feel- 

ing for a ^peepenny-pieoe in a oom-Baok. 

I made one or two nrqniries tot heapd 

nothing, :ftRd had -given the whole ^ing vp 

for as good as 4oet when — let me eee, page 

tiro hiHidred and one. ■

^HerjB you ai?e! McBiopanda in ^he 

ease of SenjaBim Biggs, cashier in 'the 

Limpid Wmer Kjowtpemf, barged "with 

embezslement. Wme game he kept irp, did 

Kt. BiggB ! Selaiy afeoot two 'hnndred a 

f€AT, and lired^t the rate of ten thoosftnd. 

BeantifBl place <mt "of town, jnst opposite 

Bobbington Lock, horaes, carnages, and 

wihat you please. I was ^engaged in Biggs's 

matter, and I had 'been up 'to Bobbington 

one aj^emoon-^for there was a notion jurt 

ihtn 4hat Biggs hadn't got dear off atnd 

might come >heme again — so I tbovght I'd 

take a lodging and hang aJbo&t Hbe village 

for a W6^ erinvo. It was pleasant summer 

weather, and IWe a likhig for ithe iwer and 

ibr ench a p4aee as Boshej Park, though 

net wi4fti nEiany oimortisnitiee of seeing 

muoh of ^^er. I had been throush Biggs's 

house, and was etemdiBg m l^ssenger's 

boat-yard, looking at the parties putting 

«ff on 4© the ivater, w^hen a Toioe, ok)se to 

my -ear, says, 'Halio, Totlowl What's 

up P' and (looking fpound i saw Mr. IfMher- 

'ton Whiffle, the leading juinor st the 

Bailey, and 4ke most rising tnsm at the 

€. C 'C. I 'seoroely !knew 4mn at first, for 

he had got mi a round straw hat instead of 

his wig, and a tight- fitting jersey instead 

of his gown, and when I ^reeogiased him 

-aad -told bim w^t bueiness I 4aad ^oome 

•<iown upon, be only laughed, and said 

that Biggs knew more than me 'and tA\ 

£ootland-yard pat together ; and tibe best 

thing ibat I could do was to go into the 

Angleroiand put any name to ^wSwt I liked 

tit his expense. He's a very pleasant 

iellow, Mr. Whiffle, and while I was drink- 

ing something ioed I told him about my 

waotiDg a lodging, and he recommended 

cae toa very TOspeetafble litt^le cottage kept 

by the iao<}her of bis gardener. A pretty 

place it ^vas too, not locking on the riv«r, 

hut standing in a nice neatly-kept garden, 

•with the big trees of Bushey Paiic at the 

back of you, and the btrde singing beauti- 

ful ! I ^moy when I am {superannuated I 

should like a plaoe of that sort for myself 

and Mrs. T. • Nioe rooms too, the lodgings, a 

bedroom and sitting-room, but a cut above 

my means. I was saying so to the old 

woman — motherly old oreatupe she was — ■

as we were looking round the bedroom, 

when I oaugbt sight of something which 

<&sed my attentaon at onoe. It was an old 

Mack box, Hko a 'Cold's scbodi-truok, with, 

on the outside lid, * E. M. ' in brass letters, 

and a railway label of the G. N. B., ' Leeds 

to London,' still sticking on it. Something 

told me I had ' struck ile,' as the Yankees \\ 

say, and I ae^d tbe old woman to 

whom that box be4onged. ^ To ber,' ehe 

said, ' i^he eupposed, leastways it bad been 

there fer many months, 'le& behind by a 

lodger who hflMd gone away and never sent 

for ib.' It toc^ « li^le bot ram-aaad-water 

to get the lodger*e «tory out of that old 

lady, sir ; not a reffresbing drink on a •sum- 

mer's day, but required to be gone tbrooigh 

in the oourse^of duty, and it was worth it, 

as jou wi9ll see. ■

^ iini^e previous summer ^he rooms bad 

been takrai by a gentleman who ge^e the 

-name of ^^mith, and who, the next day, 

brought 4own the yonuog lady and ber 

boxes. She was pretty, but very deKoate- 

kK)king, and aeemed to have "rery bad 

health. Mi& oame down three or four times 

a wedk, and then she brightened up a bit 

and seemed a 4ittle more cheerful; but 

when she was alone «he was di^adfully 

•down, and the ^landlady had seen her cry- 

ing by the hour together. They li^ed very 

•qmetly ; no going out, no water-'parties, no 

peoj^e to see tbem, bills of lodging paid for 

Ofveiy week ; quite the regular thietg. This 

went on for two or three mofrths ; then the 

gentleman's visits grew tlees -frequent, ho 

only oame down onoe or twioe a woek, and, 

on 'more tban one oecasiou, the <e^d woman 

sitting in the kitohen thcoght she heard 

high words between tbem. One Saiiurday 

Afternoon, when Mr. 'Smith bad 'gone away, 

fi^out an hour after his departure, the lady 

packed nXl her tbings, paid up the few shil-. 

lings which remained after his settlement, 

and ordered a fiy to take her to the station. 

There was no room on the fly for the little 

box whieh I had seen, and she said -she 

would send an address to whfieh it could be 

forw««»ded. On the Monday evening Mr. 

Smith came down as iisual ; he was very 

nmch astonished to find the lady gone, but, 

after reading a letter which she had left for 

him, he seemed very much agitated, and 

eent out for some brandy ; then he paid the 

week's rent, which was demanded instead 

of the notice, and left the place. The box 

had never been sent for, nor had the old 

woman ever heard anything further of the 

lady or the gentleman. ■

" The story hangs together pretty well, ■

V ■
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don't it, sir ? E. M., and the railway ticket 

on the box (I forgot to say I looked inside, 

and saw the maker's name, ' Hudspeth, of 

Boar-lane, Leeds'), looked pretty mneh like 

Emily Mitchell, and the old woman's de- 

scription of Mr. Smith tallied tolerably 

with that given by the lodging-honse 

keeper in Camden Town, who used to 

notice the gentleman from the area. But 

there we were shut up tight again ! The 

flyman recollected taking the lady to the 

station, but no one saw her take her ticket, 

and there was I at a standstill. ■

*' It is not above a fortnight ago, sir," 

said Mr. Tatlow, in continuation, '* that I 

struck on the scent again, not that I had 

forgotten it, or hadn't taken the trouble to 

pull at anjrthing which I thought might be 

one of its threads when it come in my way. 

A twelvemonth ago I was down at Leeds, 

after a light-hearted chap who had forgotten 

his own name, and written his master's 

across the back of a three-and-sixpenny 

bill-stamp, and I thought I'd take the 

opportunity 6i looking in at Hodder's, the 

draper's, and ask whether anything had 

been heard of Miss M. The firm hadn't 

heard of her, and was rather grumpy about 

being asked, but I saw the girl from whom I 

had got some information before — sha, you 

recollect, sir, who had a friend at Miven- 

son's, in Oxford-street, and told me about 

E. M. being there — and I asked her and 

her young man to tea, and set the pumps 

agoing. But she was very bashful and 

shamefaced, and would not say a word, 

though evidently she knew something; 

and it was only when she had gone up to 

put her bonnet on that I got out of the 

young man that Emily Mitchell had been 

down there, and had been seen in the dusk 

of the evening going up to the old cottage 

at Headingley, and carrying a baby in her 

arms." ■

''A baby!" cried Humphrey Statham. ■

" Yes, sir," said Mr. Tatlow, " a female 

child of a few weeks old. She was going 

up to her aunt, no doubt, but the old woman 

was dead. When they heard at Hodder's 

that Emily was about the place, and with a 

child too, the firm was furious, and gave 

orders that none of their people should 

speak to or have any communication with 

her; but this girl — Mary Keith, she's 

called, I made a note of her name, sir, 

thinking you would like to know it — 

she found out where the poor creature was, 

and offered to share her wages with her 

and the child to save them from starva- 

tion." ■

" Good God !" groaned Humphrey Sta- 

tham. '* Was she in want, then ?" ■

" Pretty nearly destitute, sir," said Tat- 

low ; " would have starved probably, if it 

had not been for Mary Keith. She owned 

up to that girl, sir, all her story, told her 

everything, except the name of the child's 

father, and that she could not get ont of 

her anyhow. She spoke about yon too, 

and said you were the only person in the 

world who had really loved her, and that 

she had treated you shamefully. Miss Keith 

wanted her to write to the child's father, 

and tell him how badly off she was ; hut she 

said she would sooner die in the streets 

than ask him for money. What she would 

do, she said, would be to go to you— she 

wanted to see you once more before she 

died — and to ask you to be a friend to her 

child ! She knew you would do it, she 

said, though she had behaved to you s» 

badly, for the sake of the old days. ■

"I shan't have to try you with very 

much more, sir," said Tatlow, kindly, as 

he heard a deep groan break from Hoin- 

phrey Statham's lips, and saw his head 

sink deeper on his breast. "Miss Keith 

addsed E. M. to write to you; bat she 

said no — she wanted to look upon your 

flEioe again before she died, she said, and 

she knew that event was not fiar off. So she 

parted with her old friend, taking a little 

money, just enough ta pay her fare up to 

town. She must have changed her mind 

about that, from what I leameid aflerwards. 

I made inquiries here and there for her 

in London in what I thought likely places, 

but I could hear nothing of her, and so the 

scent grew cold, and still my case was in- 

complete. I settled it up at last, as I saj^ 

about a fortnight ago. 1 had occasion to 

make some inquiries at Hendon workhouse 

about a young man who was out on the 

tramp, and who, as I learned, had slept 

there for a night or two in the previous 

week; and I was talking matters over 

with the nmster, an affable kind of maor 

with more common sense than one usually 

finds in officials of his sort, who are for 

the most part pig-headed and bad tem- 

pered. The chap that I was after had 

been shopman to a grocer in the Citji 

and had run away with his masters 

daughter, having all the time another wife, 

and this I suppose led the conversation ^ 

such matters, and I, always with your case 

floating in my head, asked him whether 

there were many instances of fondlings, and 

such like, being left upon their hands ? He 

said no, that they had been very lucky— ■

^ ■
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only bad one since he had been master 

there, and that one thej had been Incky 

enongh to get rid of. How was that, I asked 

him, what was the case ? Case of a party' * — 

and here Mr. Tatlow referred to his note- 

book again — "fonnd the winter before 

kst by Sqnire Mnllins's hind, lying against 

a haystack, in the four-acre meadow, 

pressing her baby to her breast — both of 

them half frozen. She was taken to the 

i7orkhonse, bnt only lived two days, and 

never spoke during that time. Her shoes 

were worn very thin, and she had parted 

with most of her clothing, though what she 

kept had been good, and still was decent. 

No wedding-ring, of course. One thing she 

liadn't parted with — ^the master's wife saw 

the old woman try to crib it firom the dead 

body roimd whose neck it hung, and took 

it from her hand. It was a tiny gold cross 

— ^yes, sir, I see, you know it all now — 

inscnbed, ' H. to E., 80th of March, 1864' 

— ^the very trinket which you had described 

to our people, and when 1 heard that, I 

knew I had tracked Emily Mitchell home 

at last." ■

Mr. Tatlow ceased speaking, but it was 

some minutes before Humphrey Statham 

raised his head. When at length he 

looked up there were traces of tears on his 

cheeks, and his voice was broken with 

emotion as he said, "The child — what 

about it^-did it Uve ?" ■

" Yes, sir," replied Tatlow, " the child 

lived, and fell very comfortably upon its 

legs. It -was a bright, pretty little crea- 

ture, and one day it attracted the notice of 

a lady who had no children of her own, 

and, after some inquiries, persuaded her 

husband to adopt it." ■

'* What is her name, and where does she 

live ?" asked Mr. Statham. ■

"She lives at Hendon, sir, and her 

name is Claxton. Mr. Claxton is, oddly 

enough, a sleeping partner in the house of 

Mr. Calverley, whose good lady first re- 

commended E. M. to Mivenson's, as you 

may recollect." ■

There was silence for full ten minutes — 

a period which Mr. Tatlow occupied in 

deep consultation with his note-book, in 

looking out of the window, at the tips of 

his boots, at the wall in front of him; 

anywhere rather than at the bowed head 

of Humphrey Statham, who remained mo- 

tionless, with his chin buried in his 

chest. Mr. Tatlow had seen a good deal 

of suffering in his time, and as he noticed, 

without apparently looking at the tremu- 

lous emotion of Mr. Statham's hands. ■

tremulous despite their closely interlaced 

fingers, and the shudder which from time 

to time ran through his massive frame, he 

knew what silent anguish was being bravely 

undergone, and would on no account have 

allowed the sufferer to imagine that his 

mental torturer were either seen or under- 

stood. When Humphrey Statham at length 

raised his head, he found his visitor in- 

tently watching the feeble gyrations of a 

belated fly, and apparently perfectly asto- 

nished at hearing his name mentioned. ■

"Mr. Tatlow," said Humphrey, in a 

voice which, despite his exertions to raise 

it, sounded low and muffled, " I am very 

much your debtor; what I said at the 

commencement of our interview about the 

delay which, as I imagined, had occurred 

in clearing up this mystery, was spoken in 

ignorance, and without any knowledge of 

the real &cts. I now see the difficulties 

attendant upon the inquiry, and I am only 

astonished that they should have been so 

successfully surmounted, and that you 

should have been enabled to clear up the 

case as perfectly as you have done. That 

the result of your inquiries has been to 

arouse in me ilne most painful memories, 

and to — and to reduce me in £act to the 

state in which you see me — is no &ult of 

yours. You have discharged your duty 

with great ability and wondrous perse- 

verance, and I have to thank you more 

than all for the delicacy which you have 

shown during the inquiry, and during the 

narration to me of its results." ■

Mr. Tatlow bowed, but said nothing. ■

" For the ordinary charges of the in- 

vestigation," continued Humphrey Stap- 

tham, " your travelling expenses and such 

hke, I settle, I believe, with the people at 

Scotland-yard ; but," he added, as he took 

his cheque-book from the right-hand 

drawer of his desk, " I wish you to accept 

for yourself this cheque for fifty pounds, 

together with my hearty thanks." ■

He filled up the cheque, tore it from the 

book, and pushed it over to the detective 

as he spoke, at the same time holding out 

his hand. ■

Mr. Tatlow rose to his feet, looking 

somewhat embarrassed. It had often been 

his good fortune to be well paid for his 

services, but to be shaken hands with by a 

man in the position of Mr. Statham, had 

not previously come in his way. He was 

confused for an instant, but compromised 

the matter by gravely saluting after the 

military fashion with nis left hand, while 

he gave his right to his employer. ■

■r ■ 1 ■
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" Proud, air, aad grauixjful^" he saod. " It 

Im8 been » long ease, tbougb not a parti- 

ciilarlj stiff one, and I tkfknk it ha» been 

worked dean out to the end. I conld ha»y« 

wished — bfii, bowever, that ia neither here 

noff there," said^ Mr. Tallow, checking him- 

self with a e<ragh<. *' About the child^ air ; 

don't you wish anj further particoilars 

about tke child ?" ■

''Noy" said Huimphrej Statham, who 

was fast relapaing iato his moody state ; 

''no, nothing new, at all eyenta. If I 

wauii any fnpthei} infofmati^m I sball send 

to yonv Taiilow, direct; you may depend 

upon tibat. Now,, once move,, thanlca, and 

good-bya" ■

Bbolf an) hour had elapsed ainoe Mr. 

Tatlow had taken hii» departure, and atill 

fiantpbirey Statham sat at bis desk buried in. 

profound rererie, hi» chin restiag on/ hia 

breast, his arms phun^d almost elbows-deep 

into* hiS' podceta. At length he roused hiflir- 

self, looked away the eheqpe-book wliidit 

lay fluttexring opeiL before him, aiid pasauoi^ 

his hands direamily through the &iBg& of 

hair on his^ tempiesi muttered to himaelf : ■

'* And. so there is aa end of it ! To die 

nuimbed and froaen in a workhouse bed ! 

To bear ai child to a mau for whom she 

miaed my life, and who in his tuim ruined 

hers — my £au;ly periehing with cold and 

want r I shaU meet hiad yet,. I know I 

shall ! Long b^foare I heard! of this stoiy, 

when I looked upouihim qbIv as a sucGes»- 

fal rival, who w^liTkig wil her u, e<>». 

fort and lozury, and laughiag over my 

disappointment^ even then I felt co»yineed 

that the hour would come when I should 

hold him by the throat aad make him beg 

his miserable life at my handa I Now, 

when I know that his treeioiMmt of her haa 

been worse even than his treatment of me, 

he will need to beg hard ij&deed for mercy 

if I once ooBie across his path ! Ce^verley, 

ehp" he con;tinued, after amonueut'spauee, 

and LB a softer voice, '' the husbanid of the 

lady who has adopted the ehild is a partner, 

in Calverley's house, Tatlow said. That 

is the house for which Tom Durham 

has gone out as agent. How strangely 

things come about? For surely Mrs. 

Calverley, doubtless the wife of the senior 

partner of the firmi^ is the mother of 

my old friend Martin Gurwood ? What 

two totally different men I Without doubt 

unacquainted with each other, and yet with 

this curious link of association in my miud. 

Her child ! Emily's child within a couple 

of hours' ride ! I could easily £nd some . ■

excuse to intiDdace myself to- tfaia Mrs. 

Gko^toni,. and to g«t a glimpse of the girl 

— she is £mily'» flesh and yood, and most 

probably would be like her ! I have half ■

a mind to No> I am not well enough ■

for any extra exeitemient or exertion, anii 

the child^ Tatlow says^, is happy and well- 

cared for; £ tsmt see her on my return— I 

can then naamge the introdiuHdoK ia a 

mure proper and formal maomeF ; 11 can hunt 

up> Martin Gurwoodi,. and thromgh; him, and 

his mother I cant obtain an. introduofcian t^ 

ihis- partner hu Calverlsy's. hoase,. and must 

trust to my own powers of making myaelf^ 

agreeable to continue the acqaadntance oa 

aJboting o£ intimaioy, whidi will* givo me 

couatant opportunities of seeing Emily's 

oholdA Iflbw, there i* naore thoux eyerneces- 

sfty to^ get ooib of ihi» at once ! Ali* dear 

now, except these two packets ;- esue, Tom 

Durham's memoraoidum, which muat^ be- 

kept anyhow,, so im it g^Dea into tin safe. 

The other, the inetruotioiis for Tatlow — that 

can be destroyed — Jttr^ there is no harm ia 

keeping that £bv a hittle;. one* mervuv ksows 

how things may turn out — in it goes toe." 

And as he spoke he plaeecb the two padaets 

ia the^ drawer, ckMKid and Ibcked the safe. 

^< GoUins !" he called, and the* confidoitial 

dierk appeared. ^' Youi have aM thait yoa 

want — the cheques, tStM duplioaube key of 

the safe, the paas^book?" ■

"Yes, sir," said Collina ; " eveiytiHiig 

except your addroM." ■

"ByJove*!" said Himnphrey Stathanv 

" I had ftngotten thaii ; even aew I am nb* 

decided. Tosung shall da it. Heads the 

Drvmnovana suipeMbog; i^ak^ tker Tresco 

pilot-boat. Toils it is ! the pik)t*boat Ins 

won. So, Collins, my address*— n€fver to b» 

used exD^t in moat urgent neceaeity — is^ 

' P.O., Tresco, SwMy,' left tfll caikd for. 

Now you have my ttapa in the outer 

office r tell them to put them on a haasom 

cab) and you will see no more* o£ naeftir ax 

weeks*" ■

^ As the four-fifty " galloper" for Exeter 

glided out of the Paddington Station, 

Humphrey Statham was seated in it, 

leisurely cutting the leaves of the evenrng" 

paper which he had just purchased. The 

first paragraph, whicb met his eye ran as 

follows : ■

GifanltJtc ■

The captain of the Peninsular and Ori- ■

eutal Company's steam-ship Massilia, ju^t ■

arrived here, annouioiees the supposed deatK ■

by drowning, of a passenger nankedDurhaxn, ■
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agent to Messrs. Calverley and Company, 

of Mincing-lane, who was proceeding to 

Cejhn, The unfortunate gentleman re- 

tired to rest on the first night of the vessel's 

sailing from Southampton, and as he was 

never seen afterwards, it is supposed that 

he must have fallen overboard during the 

mghtf when, the Maaulia was at andboir off 

Hurst Caatie* ■

OLD STORIES KE-TOLD. ■

A SLATER OF G7DIANS. ■

Di27UlL BooHB, one cf the beaveBt and 

most sagack>ii» of tbose iatr^iid pumeerd 

wWfirst widesied th<iydofiiinionfl of Asteriea, 

WW bom in Buoks Cououty, Peiknejlvsnoav 

ia 1753'. His &tker, whaeame Irons Bn^U 

niiieh, near Exeier, in 1717,, with his wife 

and nine ehiMren, purohas^d laad iiLvarioTis- 

parta of Mairyland and Virginia. ■

When Daniel was a* mere boy hia fatitor 

removed to a part o£ PeniuyWania, nt?t 

hr from Beadiag, at that time a fron- 

tier settlement, »warmiAg with deer apd 

Indiane. Hece^ anud the rough log^cabine 

in iJie dLearinga, sivTouBded by biaekened 

pine-stuznpB and siaall pk>ts of coBn^ Daniel 

gcew up, keen of eye, swiit of foot, stcong 

of hand^ and rapidly became a mighty 

lionter* Constant danger soon made the 

young rifleman patient, persevering, and 

sagacious. His mind biscame vigorom, 

his a pp rehensian quick : aitcl in sel^posfiesr- 

sion, self-conire}, and promptitude he was 

equalled by none of his compamons. When 

Daniel was about eighteen years old, his 

father remcved the family to North Caro- 

lina, and settled near the waters of the 

Yadkin, a mountain stream in the north- 

western part of that state. Here young 

Daniel formed an acquaintance with Re- 

becca Byran, whom he married. ■

For several years after his marriage 

Boone lived quietly as a farmer in Korth 

Carolina, bunting only when there was 

no field-work to do. In the mean time, 

settlers began to spread along the banks of 

the Yadkin, and the tributary streams, and 

the woodman's axe soon resounded along 

the valleys of the Holston and Clinch rivers. 

The Cherokee Indians being pacified by 

degrees, several companies of hunters from 

Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina, 

hearing of the abundance of game along 

the head wnters of the Tennessee riVer, 

pushed on across the wilderness. At the 

head of one of these enterprises was Daniel 

Boone, who explored the valleys at the head ■

waters of the Holston, in the south-west part 

of Virginia. The young pioneer was soon 

employed by land speculators to report on 

the country along the Cumberland river, 

within the present boundaries of Kentucky, 

which was to prove the scene of his chief 

exploits. Boone, although relentless agp.inst 

an enemy, was by nature gentle, humane, 

charitable, generous, frugal, and ascetic. 

He had grown disgusted with the Scotch 

adventurers who filled North Carolina, and 

with the English officials who oj^resscd 

the people with taxes, and eventually 

drove them to insurrection. His mind, 

naturally daring and ambitious, was fired 

by the narratives of a hunter named Finley, 

who had traded with the Indians along the 

Kentucky river, and had brought hom.e 

stories of the rich cane-brakes there that 

swarmed with all kinds of game. In 1769, 

Boone joined Finley and four others in an 

exploring expedition to the new paradise. 

He tells the story in his autobiography, 

which Klson, the narrator, has, however, 

done the best to spoil by the addition of his 

own bombast : ■

" It was on the 1st of May, 1769," he 

says, " that I resigned my domestic happi- 

ness, and left my family and peaceable habi- 

tation on the Yadkin river, in North Caro- 

lina, to wander through the wilderness of 

America in> quest of the country of Ken- 

tucky, in company with John Fiidey, John 

Stua^ Joseph Holden, James Money, and 

William CooL ■

" On the 7th of June, after travelling in a 

westerly direction, we found ourselves on 

Red River, where John Finley had formerly 

been trading with the Indians, and from the 

top of an eminence we saw with pleasure 

the beautiful level of Kentucky For some 

time we had experienced the most uncom- 

fortable weather. We now encamped, made 

a shelter to defend us from the inclement 

season, and b ega n to hunt and reconnoitre 

the country. We found abundance of wild 

beasts in this vast forest. The buffaloes 

were more numerous than cattle in our 

settlements, browsing on the leaves of the 

cane, or cropping the herbage on thoso ex- 

tensive plains. We saw hundreds in a 

drove, and the numbers about the salt 

springs were amazing. In this forest, the 

habitation of beasts of every American 

kind, we hunted with great success until 

December. ■

" On the 22nd of December, John Stuart 

and I had a pleasing ramMe, but fortune 

changed the day at the close of it. We 

passed through a great forest, in whi(ds ■
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stood a mjristd of trees, some gay with 

blossoms, others rich with fruits; and 

numberiess animals presented themselves 

perpetually to our view. At sun-down, near 

Kentucky river, as we ascended the brow 

of a small hill, a number of Indians rushed 

out of a cane-brake and made us prisoners. 

They plundered us, and kept us in confine- 

ment seven days. During this time we dis- 

covered no uneasiness or desire to escape, 

which made them less suspicious; but in the 

dead of night, as we lay by a large fire 

in a cane-brake, when sleep had locked up 

their senses, my situation not disposing me 

to rest, I gently awoke my companion. We 

seized this favourable opportunity and de- 

parted, directing our course towards our 

old camp, but found it plundered, and our 

company dispersed. About this time, as 

my brother and another adventurer who 

came to explore the country shortly after us 

were wandering through the forest, they 

accidentally found our camp. Notwith- 

standing our unfortunate circumstances and 

our dangerous situation, surrounded by 

hostile savages, our fortunate meeting in 

the wilderness gave us the most sensible 

satisfaction. ■

" Soon after this, my companion in cap- 

tivity, John Stuart, was killed by the 

savages, and the man who came with my 

brother was soon aft<er attacked and eaten 

by the wolves. We were now in a dan- 

gerous and helpless situation, exposed daily 

to perils and death, among savages and wild 

beasts, and not a white man in the country 

but ourselves. ■

"Although many miles from our own 

families, in the howling wilderness, we did 

not continue in a state of indolence, but 

hunted every day, and prepared a little 

cottage to defend us from the winter. On 

the 1st of May, 1770, my brother returned 

home for a new recruit of horses and ammu- 

nition, leaving me alone, without bread, salt, 

sugar, or even a horse or a dog. I passed 

a few days uncomfortably, and the idea 

of a beloved wife and family, and their 

anxiety on my account, would have disposed 

me to melancholy if I had further indulged 

the thought." ■

At this time buffaloes were very nume- 

rous along the Red River, and hundreds 

could be seen together in the cane-brakes 

and glades, or gathered round the salt- 

licks. Boone hunted till December and 

never saw a single Indian, though the 

Shawanoes, Chickasaws, and Gherokees 

had all claims to portions of the territory. 

Two years after this Boone sold his farm ■

on the Yadkin, and removed his family to 

the hunting-grounds of Kentucky. One 

of his despatches about this time will serve 

to show the curt Spartan style of writing 

which was peculiar to the man. ■

April Irt, 1775. ■

Dear Colonel, — ^Af ter my compliments 

to you, I shall acquaint you with our mis- 

fortune. On March the 28th, a party of 

Indians fired on my company, about half 

an hour before day, and killed Mr. Twitty 

and his negro, and wounded Mr. Walker 

verv deeply ; but I hope he will recover. ■

On March the 28th, as we were hunting 

for provisions, we found Samuel Tate's son, 

who gave us an account that the Indians 

fired on their camp on the 27th day. Mj 

brother and I went down and found two 

men killed and scalped, Thomas M'Dowell 

and Jeremiah MTeters. I have sent a 

man down to all the lower companies in 

order to get them all to the mouth of Otter 

Greek. My advice to you, sir, is to come 

or send as soon as possible. Your com- 

pany is desired greatly, for the people are 

very uneasy, but are willing to stay and 

venture their lives with you ; and now is 

the time to flusterate their (the Indians') 

intentions and keep the country whilst we 

are in it. If we give way to them now, it 

will ever be the case. This day we start, 

from the battle-ground for the mouth of 

Otter Creek, where we shall immediately 

erect a fort, which will be done before yon 

can come or send ; then, we can send ten 

men to meet you, if you send for them. 

I am, sir, your most obedient, ' ■

Daniel Boone. ■

N.B. — ^We stood on the ground and 

guarded our baggage till day, and lost 

nothing. We have about fifteen miles to 

Cantuck, at Otter Creek. ■

In 1776, Boone erected a stockade fort on 

the bank of the Kentucky river, two hun- 

dred and fifty feet long, and one hundred 

and seventy-five feet broad. The redskins 

soon became troublesome. On the 14th 

of July, 1776, three of Boone's young 

daughters, crossing the river near t3ie fort 

in a canoe, were seized by five Indians, and 

carried away. Colonel Floyd, one of the 

party who recaptured them, has left an 

account of what happened. He says : ■

" Next morning by daybreak we were 

on the track, but found the Indians had 

totally prevented our following them, by 

walking some distance apart through the i 

thickest canes they could find. We ob- ■
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served their conrse, and travelled up- 

wards of thirty miles. We then ima- 

gined that they would he less cautious in 

travelliDg, and made a turn in order to 

cross their trace, and had gone but a few 

miles before we found their tracks in a 

bnfiTalo path ; pursued and overtook them 

on going about ten miles, just as they were 

kindling a fire to cook. Our study had 

been more to get the prisoners, without 

giving the Indians time to murder them 

af^er they discovered us, than to kill them. 

We discovered each other nearly at the 

same time. Four of us fired, and sdl rushed 

on them, which prevented them from carry- 

ing away anything except one shot-gun, 

without ammunition. Mr. Boone and myself 

bad a pretty fair shot, just as they began to 

move off. I am well convinced I shot one 

tbrongh, and the one Boone shot dropped 

bis gun — ^mine had none. The place was 

very thick with canes ; that, and being so 

very much elated on recovering the three 

bttle broken-hearted g^rls, prevented our 

making further search. We sent the Indians 

off without their moccasins, and not one of 

them with so much as a knife or a toma- 

hawk." ■

The fort being now in much danger from 

Indians, and salt running short. Captain 

Boone and thirty men undertook to msike 

an armed foray, and bring a supply from 

the Lower Blue Licks, but when the pack- 

horses, with salt, had just been despatched 

to the fort, a party of a hundred and two 

Indians fell on Boone, and made him their 

prisoner. Although the British governor 

of Detroit offered one hundred poimds 

for his ransom, the Indians determined that 

Boone should become a member of their 

tribe, and Blackfish, a great chief among 

the Shawanoes, adopted him as his son. ■

The forms of the ceremony of adoption 

are often severe and ludicrous. The hair 

of the head is plucked out by a tedious and 

painful operation, leaving a tuft, some three 

or four inches in diameter, on the crown, 

for the scalp-lock, which is cut and dressed 

up with ribbons and feathers. The candi- 

date is then taken into the river, and there 

thoroughly washed and rubbed, " to take 

all his white blood out." The captive is 

next taken to the council-house, where the 

chief makes a speech, in which he expa- 

tiates upon the distinguished honour con- 

ferred on him, and the line of conduct ex- 

pected of hinu His head and face are 

painted in the most fashionable style, and 

the ceremony is concluded with a grand 

feast and smoking. ■

Boone bided his time. His rifie-balls 

being always counted by the Indians, ho 

contrived to split several bullets, and so 

laid up a store for future use. Finding at 

Chillicothe four hundred and fifty warriors 

in their war-paint, prepared to march against 

the fort, he at once resolved on escape. 

Secreting some jerked venison, he struck 

out one morning for his home, and reached 

it in less than five days, only eating one 

regular meal during the forced march of 

one hundred and sixty miles. A few days 

after, four hundred and forty-four Indians 

arrived at the fort, with British and French 

colours flying. Boone's force was only be- 

tween sixty and seventy men. The cows 

and horses had already been driven inside 

the walls, and water had been collected in 

every available vessel, ■

Duquesne, the commander of the Indians, 

proposed a parley. Though suspecting trea- 

chery, it was determined, after consultation, 

to accede to the proposition of Duquesne, 

and hold a treaty. Nine persons were 

selected for the hazardous and responsible 

duty — ^four of them being Flanders Cal- 

laway, Stephen Hancock, William Han- 

cock, and Squire Boone. The parties met 

on the plot of ground in front of the 

fort, and at the distance from it of about 

sixty yards. The terms offered were ex- 

ceedingly liberal ; too liberal, as Boone and 

his associates saw, to come from honest 

intentions. The propositions were, that 

they should remain unmolested, and retain 

all their property, only submitting to the 

British authorities in Canada, and taking 

the oath of allegiance to the king. At the 

conclusion, the Indians proposed, that, on 

so great an occasion, '* to jn&ke the chain of 

peace more strong and bright," they 

should revive an ancient custom, and that 

two Indians should shake hands each 

with a white man, and that this should be 

the token of sincere friendship. Captain 

Boone and his associates were from the 

first prepared for treachery. Before they 

left the fort, twenty men were stationed 

with loaded rifles, so as to command a full 

view of all the proceedings, and ready for 

the slightest alarm. The parties on the 

treaty ground had no weapons, and -were 

divested of all outside garments. As they 

had agreed to hold the treaty, it would have 

been regarded as a breach of confidence, 

and a direct insult, to refuse the proffered 

ceremony at the close. When the Indians 

approached, each pair grasped the hand 

and arm of their white antagonist. A scufiie 

ensued, for the Indians at once attempted ■

r= ■
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to drag them off as prisoners. The Ken- 

tnckians, however, either tnocked down, 

tripped, or pushed off their antagonists, and 

fled into the fort. The fire from the vigilant 

guard at the same time threw the enemy into 

confusion. The Indians liien mshed from 

their camp, and made a vigorons attack on 

the fort. Squire Boone was wonnded, but 

not severely. The siege lasted from the 

7th to the 20th of December. The Indians 

then retreated, having lost thirty-seven 

killed, while the Kentnckians had only two 

killed, and fonr wormded. According to the 

statement of Captain Boone, a hnndred and 

twenty-five pounds of musket-balls were 

picked lip rottnd the fort, besides those that 

penetnuted and were made fast in tiie logs. ■

During the siege, Jemima, the eldest 

dausfhter of Boone, afterwards Mrs. CaHa- 

Tviiy, reoeived « eo^tasion in her hip, from 

a sp^it ball, while she was supplying her 

father with ammunition. While the parley 

was in progress, an imprincipled negro 

man deserted, and went over to the Indians, 

carrying with him a large, far-shooting 

rifle. He <crosBed the river, ascended a 

tree on its bank, amd «o placed himself 

that he oould raise his head, look through 

a fork of the tree, and Are into the fort. 

One man had been killed, and ivnother 

wounded, from tha4; direction, ^cn Captain 

Boone discoiveFed the negro, by his head 

peering above ihe fork. The old hunter 

fired, and the negro was seen to fall. Afker 

ihe Indians had retreated, his body was 

found ; his fepehead was pieroed with ihe 

ball, fired at the distanoe c^ a hundred and 

seventy yards. The Indtazis, who burned 

or carried off their own dead, would not 

touch his body. In a subsequent fight 

with Indians the Kentacky miH4aa were de- 

feated, and Boone had iJhe agony of having 

his son killed by his side. ■

After the defeat, when General Clarke, 

with whoni Boone eerved, was burning some 

Indian towns, a SBiall party of flouthem 

Indians attacked a 4Bettleonent called Crab 

Orchard. A party of ravages approached 

a single <o»biD, in which were a woman, her 

<iiildren, and a negro, from whom they ex- 

pected no resistsnoe. One of the number 

jentered in advance of the reet, thinking, 

doubtless, to secure the whole as prisonere, 

or, at least, to obtain their fioalps. fie seized 

tiie negro man, expecting no resistuioe 

from the others. In the scu^Be both fell, 

when the children ^ut and bolted the 

door, and with an axe Ihe mother cut off 

iihe Indian's head. The rest of the Indians 

hearing the seufiSe rashed at the door, whic^ ■

they found barricaded against them, and 

assailed it with their tomahawks. Bat the 

mother seized an old rusty gun, without a 

lock, which lay in a comer, and put it 

through a crevice in the logs, which bo 

alarmed them that they left the place. ■

In 1783, Kentucky became more settled, 

and the town of Danville was founded. At 

a short distance from his cabin EooDe had 

raised a small patch of tobacco for the use of 

his neighbours, for he himself never smoked. 

As a shelter for curing it, he had huilt 

an incloBure of rails, a dozen feet in height, i 

and covered with cane and grass. Stalks 

of tobacco are usually split and strung on 

stidcs about four feet in lengtfh. The ends j 

of these are laid on poles, placed across the 

tobacco-house, and in tiers, one above the i 

other, to the roof. Boone had fixed his j 

temporary shelter in such a manner as to 

have three tiers. He had covered the lower 

tier, and the tobacco had become dry, when i 

he entered the shelter for the purpose of 

removing the sticks to the upper tier, pre- i 

parotorvto getting in the remainder of the 

crop. He had hoisted np lAie sticks from 

the lower to the second tier, and was stand- 

ing on the poles that supported it, while 

raising the sticks to the upper tier, when 

four stout Indians, with guns, entei*ed the 

low door and called him by name. " Now, 

Boone, we got you. You no get away 

more. We carry you off to Chillicothe this 

time. You no cheat «s any more. " Boone 

looked down upon their upturned feces, 

saw 4iheir loaded guns pointed at his breast, 

and recognising some of his old friends, the 

Bhswanoes, who had formerly made him 

prisoner near the Blue Lic^s, coolly and 

pleasantly responded, "Ah, oid friends, 

glad to see you 1" Perceiving that tiiey 

manifested impatience to have him come 

down, he told them that he was quite will- 

ing to go with t^em, and only begged they 

would wait where they were, and wat«h 

him doscSy, nntil he could finish removing 

his tobacco. While parlepng witii them, in- 

quiring after old acquaintances, and propos- 

ing to give them his tobacco when cured, he 

diverted their attention from his purpose, 

untfil he had collected together a aumber 

of sticks of dry tobacco, and so turned 

them as to fall between the poles directly 

in their &ces. At the same instant he 

jumped upon them with as much of the dry 

tobacco as he couM gather in his arms, fill- 

ing their mouths and eyes with its pungent 

dust, and blinding and disabling iAtem from 

following him, rushed out and hastened to 

his cabin, where he had the means of de- ■
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fence. Koiwiilisteai^tisg^H^ narpow escape, 

he could not resi&t &B temptatioii, after 

retreatiof^ some fi&eea or tweiaij jards, to 

look round aod aee the fiooooes of his 

EchieyemeBt. The indiaDfi, blinded and 

nearly finffocated, were stretc^ng out their 

hands and feeling about in dijQTerent direc- 

tions, cafiiag }iim bf name, ^oureing him 

for a rogue asd themwlveB for fools. The 

old hunter, when telling tfie story, used to 

imitate their ges t uit w and tones of voice 

with graftt gka. ■

Boone aext K«mo¥ed to ibe Kenliawa, in 

YirgLuia, mud fipona ihern, Baekkag more 

elbow-room, he pushed on to the Femme 

Osage settlement, in iha district of St. 

Charles, about forty-five miles west of St. 

Louis. There he received a grant of ten 

thousand jrpsBats of ohmce land on the 

north side of the Missouri, and became 

<omjaBmdBai of a disirtet. Even in old 

age he continBed his hmaian^ expediitions 

in 9BUck of daer jmd bewrar, aod Tentmred 

witJa only » »fi^n> boy in i^M wildest paris 

cf the dma^ tareztory. On one ODoasvMi, 

soon after pnsfiKiiDg ins loamp asid hj^ 

iog m im ^emfphaB idr the winter, he was 

tadEen sisk aoid lay a ibng tixae in camfL 

Ihe iiQKBBs ware hobbled enb on tbe nuo^ 

Afber a period of atomy waatibec, tibeve 

csme ft 'plsBssnii .and delightfiil <day, and 

Bosne idet able io vmlk out. WHk his 

fltefE^ ior be vae iquiilie Heebie, be i»ok ibe 

liof tio iAte aeoDmitof ^ smaU «BaiiiMicei» aad 

marked cntt tbe ^noond in ehape of a 

grave. Mo anBtnmted tibe boy, in loase df 

hk daoeaae, ^ wash end lay his body 

stndgbi, iwiKpped ep m one of ibe cftaaiiest 

UaidDets. He wias daen ilo oon^iruet a 

kind of iriiofBly asMi wnl^ that onatmrnan^ 

sad tbe hadoAeb (to «big a grave eaaeily es 

be bad ■ne.Tibfld it (ont. Hie wsas #i6n ix> 

dcag lAe bofl^ -to ibe plaae, and pet it da 

tbe grarve, wkiuBbi be was dsrsatod io oo^vwr 

«p, plsong pests et the bead emd §9oL 

Boies wens to be (placed aiienoj ajid ^orer 

the enrfisce.*; Hkte trees 40 be luarloed, so 

that tbe place oooiid be essilyibuMft by bis 

fnends; tbe banses wtere to be esngbt, ibe 

Uankete And sidsM gs^hfinsdiip, and be gime 

fiOBiespeQud iestruoiiHflB aboBit bk ebi riifie^ ^ 

aad vsirioiis messages, to the ilEamiiy. AM 

those diveoticnnweregEmreB, as tbe boy after" 

wards dedarod, with ^entire eabnaiess. Bet , 

the eld man soon neoov^ttd, brolce np his < 

<^ainp, sad FBtamed bomewaed without tbe 

VKtti spoils of a winter's bant. ■

At ibe age of fanrsoore, and witiiout a 

Tood of laad, the old bnsiker peibitianed Con- 

gress for a oosfiiznation cdT the Spssosb ■

graots. Tbe lonely Ibrt be bad <»ice built 

was now sorronaded by four hundred thon- 

saad sools, yet be had to emves* little eaar<b 

&r «bari<7. In l£arch, 1818, Boone lost his 

wi£B«t the age of seveaty-eix, cuod in 1820 

the old pioneer expired in the eighty- sixth 

year of bis age. ■

For years before eicaggesated stories 

about Boone bad been ei^calated by the 

AoneEicaii pness, one especially, the wildest 

of the set, bad gadned wide cred^ioe. A 

traWkr from Obilliootbe, Ohio, visited 

tbe Missouri territory, in tbe siunmer 

of 1618. On bis reborn, an editor of a 

weekly paper in tbat town qneeiaoned this 

gentleman £m* news £*om Missouri, ibis 

tenrxtory being iken a frontier in tbe Far 

West. In a iRS^ogisb baeaojer^ the ti»- 

valler vepdfted, " I do not reeolWct swftbing 

new or sinange, ea;eept one ^erent that oe- 

cnrred wbife I was in tbe territory. Tbe 

ficdebrated bneter, Danid Beoae, <^ed in a 

very singular manner while I was there." 

The story, given by the narrator was, that 

tbe old pioneer bad enounped at a salt bok, 

wsftcbing the deer, as oeetomary ; tbe next 

moiming he mm fonnd dead, iyieg on his 

breaet, witii bis rifle to his sb^lder, and the 

eyeball glacaad in death, as tbongb be was 

taidng eight, or, as a hunter would say, 

" ebnerang a bead" upon a<deer. The Mis- 

eonxi Gasette netioed the fiction and eoo- 

tradicted the story; bnt truth always lags 

behdnd faiaebeed. A £9W wedcs after (this 

etnry bad obtained onrveney, a frnend told 

the old pioaieer the tale wbidi the news- 

papers bad made aibont binu With has 

custamary pleasant smile, Boone said, " I 

^eoeld not hebe^e that tale if I tdd it 

myself. I have not watched a deer's Ikk 

iler ten years. My eyasigbt is too &r gone 

toiomt.'' ■

Tbe Reveoend John M. Peak, wbo bns 

written an eznellent biography of Daniel 

Boone, has described n visit he paid to tbe 

old Leatbecstodking. In boyhood be had 

eaad of Daniel Boone, the pjoneer of Ken- 

isickWf the oelebcated hunter and Indian- 

figliter: and »»^»tiaa had porirajrod » 

rough, fievoB-looking, nnoouth speoimen of 

humanity. But in every respect tbe re- 

verse appeared. Boone's high, bold fore- 

head was slightly bald« and his silvered 

locks were combed smooth ; his counte- 

nance was ruddy and Dair, and exhibited 

the simpliciiy of a ehiid. Bis voice was 

soft and melodious, and a soiile !&equently 

played over his featuires in oonversation. 

His clothing was tbe coarse, plain manu- 

facture of the £anuly; but everything ■
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about bim denoted that kind of comfort 

which was congenial to his habits and feel- 

ings, and evinced a happy old age. His 

room was part of a range of log-cabins, 

kept in order by his affectionate daughter 

and grand-danghters. ■

The Reverend James C. Welch has 

sketched Boone at the age of eighty- 

three. "I gazed," he says, "at the old 

colonel with no ordinary interest, having 

heard my parents in Kentucky speak of 

him with admiration from the time of my 

earliest recollection. He was rather low 

of statnre, broad shoulders, high cheek- 

bones, very mild countenance, &ir com- 

plexion, soft and quiet in his habits and 

manners, 'having but little to say unless 

spoken to, amiable and kind in his feelings, 

very fond of retirement, of great self-pos- 

session, and indomitable perseverance. He 

never made a profession of religion, and 

yet he was what would be called by the 

world a very moral man. He listened to 

the preaching with apparent interest. I 

asked the old colonel about the tales I had 

heard of his digging a large hole in the hill- 

side, near the Kentucky river, as a habita- 

tion for himself and family, and calling it 

Boonesburrow. ** Oh ! sir," said the colonel, 

" I dug no hole in any hill ; I built my cabin 

and stockaded it around as a defence from 

the Indians, as all new-comers were in the 

habit of doing. That was all I did." ■

To the end of his life Boone lived in a 

log cabin, and his trusty rifle was the most 

valuable chattel he left behind him. His 

last words were prophetic of the destiny of 

the great nation to which he belonged : ■

" Too crowded, too crowded ; more elbow- 

room." ■

In the rotunda of the Capitol at Wash- 

ington, over the door of the chamber of the 

House of Representatives, there is a relievo 

representing Boone in deadly grapple with 

an Indian, while another lies trampled 

under his feet. The redskin is raising his 

tomahawk, but Boone's heavy hunting- 

knife is already at his heart. This is 

founded on a fictitious adventure, but it 

serves at least to preserve the memory of a 

bi'ave man. ■

MIDSUMMEB EVE. ■

A ST7VBST glory Iine« the weit ■

With streaks of crimtoiL In the pine, 

The ring' dove murmurs on her nest ; ■

And mjriad golden starlets shine. ■

Upon the fair, calm hour of night. 

As she her sable veil lets fall, ■

The swallows from the dixzj height 

Of tried steeple twittering calL ■

As twilight fades, and dnrknesi grows, 

Upon the landscape, and the kaTea ■

Of dew-filled flowers, slowlj close, 

And martins gather 'neath thv eaTSf. ■

And on the breast of silver stream. 

The lilies quiver, whilst the sif h ■

Of rustling^ night-breeze, like a dream, 

Stirs their white blooms, and passes bj. ■

The sleeping swans, with ruffled wings 

And head reposing, slow drift on ; ■

The nightingale meloidiotts sings 

The blossom-laden bough upon. ■

The plashing of the mill-wheel falls 

Like music on the farm-boy's ear : ■

As homeward trndgine, blithe he oaOs, 

And whistles when his cot is neae. ■

The lights go out, in cottage homM, 

The labours of the daytime cease ; ■

Abroad, the kin^ of slumber roams. 

And in his tram are — ^Best and '^ ■

PIC-NICS AND CLAM-BAKES. ■

The pic-nic flourishes in England ; the 

home of the olam-bake is in America. 

The two institutions, as the AmericaDS 

would call them, are identical in their 

nature and purposes, though so dissimilar 

in name, and 'neither of them is likely to 

fall into disuse so long as there are young 

people in the world, or old people who 

prize a day's leisure and enjoyment in the 

fresh air of the country. Modem civilisatioa 

has so irresistible a tendency to encourage 

the growth of great cities, that such crowded 

hives of hard-working people as Birming- 

ham, Manchester, liyerpool, Sheffield, 

Leeds, Newcastle, Glasgow, Paisley, and 

Dundee, in the Old World, and New York, 

Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Boston, Chicago, 

and others in the New, would be little better 

than sufifpcating prisons if the toiling 

people could not' now and then make their 

escape, to feel their feet on the grass, see 

the blue sky aboye their heads, and breathe 

the firagrant air blowing freshly around 

them, scented with the odour of the new- 

moMm hay. But more than all these 

crowded marts of commerce and manu- 

facture, that mighty eongexie of towns, 

boroughs, and cities, which is called Lon- 

don, needs, and must have, more frequent 

outlets and holidays for its people than all 

the other cities combined. Its parks, though 

they are called lungs, are not sufficient for 

the purpose of healthful respiration. The 

industrious, and the over-wrought people^ 

or such of them as are not too deeply 

sunk in squalor and the apathy that grows 

but of it, are compelled by sheer necessity 

every now and then to lose sight altogether 

of streets and houses, and to go further 

afield for needful air that will freshen and ■
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revive their Itings. And thanks to the rail- 

ways, aided by co-operation and manage- 

ment among themselyes, the pio-nics of 

the working and middle classes increase 

every year in number and in volnme, and 

spread themselves over a greater extent of 

the beantifnl country that stretches around 

the metropolis to a radius of thirty miles 

on every side. ■

The pic-nic derives its name from France, 

where, however, it is not much practised. 

The Parisian Frenchman finds more enjoy- 

ment in his caf(^, or restaurant, than in the 

free air of the open country, and the sights 

and sounds of nature. The London Eng- 

lishman, having no elegant caf6 to resort 

to, betakes himself, when he has a chance, to 

the roadside inn in Kent, Surrey, or Hert- 

foi*d8hire, or to Brighton for nine hours at 

the seaside. The pic-nic differs from the 

mere excursion, in the fact that the main 

part of the enjoyment consists in the lunch 

or dinner upon the grass, or under the 

shadow of trees, or upon the sea-beach— 

anywhere except in a covered room ; and 

that each member of the party is ex- 

pected to contribute something towards the 

feast and the expense. There is consider- 

able doubt among etymologists as to the 

origin of the word. "In theory," says 

Doctor Scadding, quoted in Wheatley's 

Dictionary of Beduplicated Words in the 

English Language, " pio-nic has taken the 

place of coterie in its etymological sense, 

suggesting an al fresco repast on cold fowl, 

or similar contributed victuals." A pic- 

nic, however, was something more spiritual 

in its primary association. It appears to 

have been a sort of tournament of wit, a 

gentle passage of repartees, of retorts 

counter and polite, in which it was " tu me 

piques— je te niques." In other words, 

if one person " piqued" another by saying 

a smart thing, the person addressed 

"niqued" it by saying something better. 

K this were the original idea, which is 

doubtful, it would never have answered in 

England, where the wit of the Anglo- 

Saxon, if such a thing can be said to exist, 

is apt to take the rude and vulgar form of 

what is called chaff; and where it would 

be much easier for the participators in the 

festival to contribute bread, beef, salt, or 

mustard, than the Attic salt of conversa- 

tion. In Mr. Wright's England under the 

House of Hanover, 1848, the origin of the 

word is referred to the commencement of 

the present century, when he says, " a 

society of private, or as they termed them- 

selves dilettante actors, was formed in | ■

London, and assumed the name of the Pic- 

Nic Society, from the manner in which 

they were to contribute mutually to the 

general entertainment. That old meteor of 

London fashion. Lady Albina Buckingham- 

shire, is understood to have been the ori- 

ginator of the scheme, in which, besides 

.the performance of farces and burlettas, 

there were to be feasts and ridottos, and a 

variety of amusements, each member draw- 

ing from a silk bag a ticket which was to 

decide the portion of entertainment which 

he was expected to afford." ■

Enough, however, of the word. Let me 

come to the thing signified, in whatever 

way it acquired its name. Among the 

various lovely spots that invite the presence 

of the Londoners in the fine season, that 

may be said to commence annually at or 

near Whitsuntide, none is a greater favourite 

or offers more attractions, than Boxhill. 

It stands between the pleasant little village 

of Mickleham and the town of Dorking, 

and is but twenty-two miles from the 

metropolis by rail. But the great majority 

of the many thousand pic-nickers, who 

annually visit its airy heights and shady 

groves, prefer the road and the excitement 

and advantage of a splendid drive ail the 

way through Sutton, Cheam, Ewell, Epsom, 

Leatherh^, and the lovely vale of Mickle- 

ham. No pic-nic party can visit Boxhill 

without my cognisance and my observa- 

tion, if I choose to be a spectator, a fact 

which makes me well posted — as our 

American friends would say— on the physio- 

logy and philosophy, and the humours of an 

English rural holiday, as enjoyed alike by 

the young and old of the industrial classes. 

It is not to be wondered at that Boxhill 

is such a &vourite. It ascends gradually 

from the road, about a mile beyond Mickle- 

ham, to a height of three hundred and 

fiflby feet above the bed of the Mole, 

which winds around its base. On the 

summit, where it immediately overlooks 

the little town and one solitary spire of 

Dorking, it forms an almost perpendicu- 

lar precipice of three hundred and twenty 

feet. The ascent from the Mickleham 

road over the green back of the hill, 

covered with short herbage, amid which 

stand a few hawthorn trees, wild roses, 

sweet-briers, and dark yews, is easy, and 

scarcely tires the feeblest pedestrian. The 

top is covered with a perfect forest of box« 

trees, intermingled with a few oaks and 

beeches, amid which shady avenues and 

arcades, leading into yet thicker groves of 

teeming vegetation, stretch on every side, ■
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seemiag to be as remote from ctyiHsBtaazi 

and the crowded Hanats of men as if they 

were in 4he backwioods of America or 

Anstralia. Five hnndped pi&^nie partiefi 

might ibe <m ihe hUl together without in- 

terferimg with ihe privAcj of each other^ 

60 mnltitadinons are the shady nooks, the 

deUs, the dingles, the copses, the open 

DieadB or lawns tibat ihe top and the sides 

of the hill tJScfrd. The paaoramic riew orer 

^niey and Kent, which is obtainahle from 

almost every point that is not imbedded in 

the thick wilderness of box aod jew, is as 

beantAful as that from the Crystal Bdiace, 

or from Hampstead Heaibh, or from the 

terrace at Windsor Castle; ashd wonld be 

mirrvalled in EDgdand if the landsoape pos- 

sessed the additdoBdd and safitsniiiig gcaoe 

of a river or large sheet of waiter to diTer- 

eifyit. ■

The pic-nio parties thttt -exdiwen Boxhill 

ixL the spring and snnimer, aiad tiuut ajre 

enlivened and refreshed by it i& netnm, 

may be dmded into ihree oiasses: ihe 

school children of die poorer li^txiots of 

London, ihaJb -sometiaBbes oome «bwn -sn: er 

seven hnndred strong ; the work-peo|pie at 

eierks, and other «inpioyes of graat fiototb- 

iishmente, who give themselves, tiwsr wives, 

and ohildren an anmui hoHda^, and pv^ 

iiieir own expenses ni wh<^ or part, iieittg 

sometimes aided by -a oontribntian from, 

and sometimes by the presenoe of their era- 

l^oyers; last, ihe -priraibe pardes of ifriends 

and aeqnaistanees, not by aay measisso 

niimeroas as ihe oiher two, bat qnifee as 

meny aad as <eager io enjoy themaelveB. 

It gi<ves mepleacnve to see all these people, 

especiaUT ii ihe >d«y be &ie, and st pains 

nTif tL nins nuk auiL ^e wind. Uo^. 

as they too often do in oar idimate, isL the 

floweiw BMmth of May and the leafy month 

ofj,^. 6on>e«.pe»tkioiuipeopiaa«»t 

tiliat we liave oefy to appoint a day, a 

month or a fortnight in «u3vaBioe, for a 

great pio-nic party, to bring down tibenin, 

as a matter of ecfone. Bat this is & Itel 

on the eiimate >e(£ Engkaid, which, taken 

all in all, advantages and diwwbacks, ^od 

and evil, is ihe most esfoyable climate in 

the world, and permitB of more ont-door 

peoreation than any other, in whoehever 

of the five great divisiDDS of the world it 

may he eitnated. ■

On a fine day, upon Bozhiil, no «ight 

ean be pleasanter to a iover of nature and 

of human kind than a pic-nic parhr oi 

Hme ^rls from White^l, ^^uO- 

green, Poplar, Marylebone, or -otiher iover- 

peopled distriole, ranging . from siit to ■

twelve or fourteen years of age, brcmght 

down, most likely, 1^ ihe parson or the 

Bohool-teaohers from the crowded alkjs 

and sqnalid thoroaghfares, whese thar 

yomng Eves are pafised. To tibem the Tiffloa 

of ihe greesi ktUa, the trees, the daisies, 

ihe botteroapa, ihe oowsliips, the diatuit 

kuodflcape, seems lake a foretsAte of ihe 

paradise of which they have doabtlefis 

heard. They shost with deligflit when the 

hill first bursts upon their view, and kk 

soon soatiered all over it in groups, all to 

meet again at an a^ipointed spot, to partahe 

at the appointed hoar of the ^reat Haut 

of the -dsy — ^the plnmneaiBe and tea, or it 

m^ be ginger-beer or lemonade, or Milk- 

and-watrar; aaid, greatest ti«at of aU, to 

partake of it npon the grass. The firsi 

thing that nine-tentiis of tibem set ahoat 

doin|^ is te ^aifdier daisies and bntfaeneaps, 

or oldier yn\d flowens—Htbe wild thyBM 

abounds on ihe hill--^€r to strip off twigs 

of yew, hawthorn, box, wild briei; or way- 

side bwiheB of overy kind, ssmL form them 

into ^gas^bsnds. I£ they are to have tea, 

and have hronght a lacge pot dowm with 

thenBL in 'the van along with the other 

BBMieraaihi of the feast, the ^veat csjoy- 

nnnt is te oeUeot 'dry stioks, aaid kiadie a 

fire, gipsy &duon, to provide boiliBg 

water. It is qneetaonable whether aaj joj 

of their fidtnve lives wnM. over -eqital the joj 

of helping io anakethat potiboil «nder ihe 

tines npon tiae gmss, or of eaiting the too 

znre -plmn-oake in the suxny open ais^ The 

boys of the same age oeiiffoely seen to 

take the same defigkt in tiMse prooaedia^ 

as iha P*^^ ^^ ooBunence eUmbing tbe 

trees amer birds'HaeiBts, or jnmpDOBff^ orsr 

eacdi other^s hacks aifc laap-i&og. Another 

pdeasare is to lie upon the grass, and roll 

over And over down the mSe of the hill, 

as if that apecifls of ioocanotion wore the 

noblest, or, as they oall it, the joUkot ia 

ihe worid. They ^lon't seccn to oaew 60 

noeh ior ihe flowers, nmleaa they caai 

eiamber mp the feooes aronnd-a gpentlanaa's 

garden, and break oif bnanohfisof lAoosaaag 

lilac or labomnm, carin^^ nothing for the 

sacindness of the private property whidi 

ihoy invade, tmd thinking notihang of the 

damage which they do. But there is room 

enon^ on the hiU, and to spare, even to 

those.; and wihen the riateiiis crowds — 

riotons with hfe and happiness *nd the 

sense of nnwonted fueedooi — arrive va^ 

the shadow of the^great trees, thejy can doao 

harm, and enjoy themselves fdmpst as much 

as if they conld. !Nezt te chmbing np the 

tnees, or rolling down the hill lake n ateoe, ■
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ilM London boy*s dearest pleasure fioems to 

he to strip off fais shoes and stockings, and 

wade, knee-deep, in the water, "which, ex- 

cept in the rare seasems when the M(Ae is 

in flood, after heavy rains, and mshes, ten 

feet deep, all flie way from Betchworbh to 

the Thames, he anaa. 'saleiy do at most 

plaees if he will bat avoid ^e pools. Bfit 

as there ai*e pools, tins is a praotice that 

is discouraged, not without diffioully, by 

t^eir dders and teachers, for the sigbi of 

tlie water is iemptkig, and its contaot 

deiieiovs. As the -children eontribirte 

nothmg to these parties bvt 'their presenoe 

and their happiness, they ane not to he 

ctdled pio-nies proper ; h&^ whatsf^r trhey 

may he 'oaUed, they a(re occasions of 

genwne, ^akhfel, md inexpeMivB ^irjoy- 

ment, wh»^ the ricAi, who maJoe their 

wmey «rt of wcaSthy and -too sqnaiKd 

LonCMn, cannot do better -than -encemnge 

whenever opportimity presents itself, or 

their spiritB are naoved to do good by ikoee 

who know and -feel for the wants of the poor. 

The second class ef pic-nios is '^e tme 

and geosine pie-nie, when hard-'W<N*kiBg 

'men, whether they work with <ihe hand or 

the hroifi, -g^^^ themselyos the iraedful 

holiday, and ta(k<e their wives and fomiHes 

b^ond the smoky limits of the Umm, for 

a few horars' enjoyment. As many as ^m 

two to five or six hnndred persons, all in 

the serme-of, or maintained hy^ one finn <if 

^Bsployers in the grevt, metvopoiis, some- 

tiBB^ arrive to make a day of it. If the 

hnlk of 4ftieBe mexTy-^Mikers come by the" 

rail, (the managers of the festind generally 

-centrifve to travel hj the nMid, somertimcB in 

a van, snch as the oockney heart delighrts 

ia ; or tf of a higher gmde, as Tegords meeBas 

or pretenfitoofi, in a 4}oach and pair, with 

an ansstenr bogler er Fvendi-hoFn player 

behind to •exliven ^kem <m the road. In 

any ease there are geneniUy flags and mmac, 

in company with <dsie cold fowJs «nd pies, 

the faiiead, the cheese, the •oondinaeBtB, and 

the driaicab&es. If theoe be ladies of the ■

Ey there ane sniie to be lobsters, and if 

^bens, in -all probability •ehampagne, or 

something' sparlding that miv^ be innocent 

^ the grape, bat which, neverthelesB, is 

honoaiied with the name of wine. Oentle- 

Bien'a peorties maiiagB to do wiliiont these 

deUeacMS, bnt if thene tare ladies both aoe de 

ngnevr, and not to be dispeaated with. And 

the joy -of these gnown-np people is ahnoat 

as gi^sat as that of the ofasldren. The 

cxidDBraiat langhter of the girls and yonag 

womea nogs loadiy in the dear air, 4und 

the men, like boys let loaee from school, ■

revel in the free nse of their limbs, and 

mn and shont as if the mere sense of 

animal hie in the invigorating atmo- 

sf^re were a stimulant and an intoxicant. 

Yet nine ont of ten of them^ — old and 

youngs— seem not to €mjoy the pare frergfc 

air unless they taint it with tobaooo smoke, 

«nd act as if there -oonM be no plet^ 

sure, even amid the trees and flowers, 

nnilese tiaey had a pipe or a cigar in their 

months, 8ome who are too old and 

staid — fathers ,and grandfailiers perhaps, 

w^ do net care to danboe attendance 

npon or pay coort to the ladies — >t»kc 

«k ^niet and drowsy delig*ht in •sinretch- 

ing themselves on Hkieir backs at fall 

length npon the ^?as6, shading their eyes 

wi& thexr hands to gaze up «t ike beanti- 

fal bine sky, or the sailing white clonds, 

which are nowhere seen in greater and 

mere wried beairiy than in England. 

Others veverae the arttitnde, and, needing 

ne fdiade from ^e -snn, oontem^te the 

grass eanid whidii they l>e, doubtless allow- 

ing their thongbts to revet in the doles far 

viente, and in the half-oenscioBsness, not 

espressed or fennnlated, bnt pei^nps felt, 

that for -one day at least they hwi^e left 

work behind them, and may be as eaneless 

of aH bulk the passing minnte as if they 

were bees or bntteriies, 'Or the blades of 

gvass they are stpetohed npon. ■

IBnt tiiese contemplative and qniet men 

ape in ihe minority. The siaokera and the 

roy sterers, the runners and ihe leap^fs, form 

the gresfterm^erityef the young; and even 

the middie-aged sometimes oateh the con- 

tagion from their jnsdoiv, and ran riot in 

the -welcome liberty which eomes to them 

so seldom. in the antamn of 1671, 

one poor fellow, « confidential clerk in 

a lawyer's eiffiee, who had not enjoyed 

the blessing of a hoMay lor more tlian 

twenty years, was the here 'of a very 

moornflil tragedy <oki the dope of Utie faiU. 

Forgetting tiiat he was no longer & boy, 

hot "feeling as delighted es if he were one, 

end as if the laet twenty years without 

holidays had passed over his head without 

leaving their mark, he challenged a yov^ 

to ran a race with ham down the hill, 

whereat dopes to the noad at an an^e of 

at least forty«five degrees. Onee in motion 

he was powierless to help himself, and ran 

£cdl titlt with his head agaonst the upright 

of the wioket-gate >at the foot, and never 

spoke more. The stmsTrimg blow prodnced 

uneonsciaBsness from which he ne^ver re- 

vived, bnt expsred wathin less than an 

hour afheiwards. Sadly and sorrow&dly ■
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Prosecutor ; " It was quite in the regular 

course of things, you see, that those per- 

sons should have fallen out with each, 

other." The eloquence, too, when it came 

to the Conuniaaary of the Goyemment's 

reply, was amazing. Here is a choice 

specimen: "You, it is you who dare to 

say that the French army is wanting in 

loy&lty and generosity towards its enemies. 

Were there need, and without passing be- 

yond Prance, I would appeal to the shades 

of all those who hare laid down their lives 

in bfittling with us, and I would say, 

' Bise up, you English and Spaniards^ who 

saw US at Toulouse. Rise up, you Kus- 

sians and AHstrians, who met us in a hun- 

dred battles, at Montmirail and Champaur 

bert. Bise up, even you Prussians, of all 

men, who have seen us so often, alas ! at 

Sedan, Coulipiers^ and oth&r places, come 

to this bar and say if ever the French 

Boljdier, whether conquered or conquering, 

was wanting in loyalty or generosity to- 

wards his enemy.'' Outbursts of this sort 

were invariably followed by enthusiastic 

applause from the audience. When Mon- 

sieur Chevriea had stated that he had seen 

one of the accused at the execution, and 

a question of disputed identity arose, our 

prosecutor was again equal to the occasion. 

" What !" said this fervid orator, " when a 

witness hke thie inspector of the Lyceum — 

a mAn who refused the noble offer made 

him by one of the missionaries to take his 

place ; a man fostered in a university, 

and with a past history worthy of being 

compared to the most splendid achieve- 

ments of Greek and Boman history, when 

a man like this steps on this platform and 

-says, * I recognise him, he wajs there, I saw 

him from my cell,* I defy any mortal to 

have the least doubt of his sincerity." This 

was very well in its way, though, unfortu- 

naitely, wholly beside the question, which 

was whether this witness might not have 

been mistaken. And very awkwardly for 

the eloquen€e of the prosecutor, it turned 

out that he was mistaken. One of the 

most exciting and dramatic episodes that 

ever occurred during a trial was connected 

with this incident, and is worth recording 

in this place. ■

A certain Pigerre waa among the pri- 

soners, and lay imder the serious accu- 

sation of being one of the officers of the party 

told off for shooting the hostages. This 

was supported by the testimony of several 

witnesses, and above all by several of the 

accused. The prosecutor fairly enough con- 

sidered that he had secured this prey, whose ■

&te might be considered certain. The mas, 

indeed, denied the charge, and said he was 

fighting in a different part of the town at 

the time, but this was only too common a 

form of defence. Witness after witness 

came up. Bamain recognised him dis- 

tinctly as the leader who had threatened 

him with the sabre. " He is the cause," he 

added, " oi my being in this plaee." Vat- 

tier, who carried the light for ihe dismal pro- 

cession, recalled his face at once. Latour 

did the same. Then Pigerre, being inter- 

rogated) spoke out, and told his story 

frankly. He said he had never even known 

of the execution of the hostages until he 

was taken up and put in prison. ** Picon, 

one of my fellow-prisoners, came up to me 

one day azid said, * Is it possible that yon 

don't know what took place at La Boqnette 

on the 24th of May ?* * No,' I answered j ■

* for the five months that I have been here> 

I have seen no one from outside.* *And 

you don't know that they shot the arch- 

bishop and five others P I was thunder- 

struck. He then called over Vattier, and 

asked him if he knew me. To my amaze- 

ment the other replied, 'Yes, he comr 

manded the firing party.' I thought this 

was a joke, and took no notice of it. But 

two days later Vattier came agfain, and sat 

down by me. * So you weren't at the 

prison on the 24th ?' he asked- I said, * No.' ■

* You are Jean Baptiste Pigerre^ ain't yon?' ■

* Of course I am.*" ' Well, then, it was yon 

who commanded the firing party ?' Mj 

arms fell to my side, my tongue seemed 

paralysed. They had all made a plan to 

destroy me.** He then questioned the wit- 

nesses against him, and asked them all if 

they recollected how he was dressed and 

how he wore his beard. One said he 

had a cap; another that he had more 

beard than he had at present ; a third that 

he had moustaches. "Now," said Pigerre, 

" I think I can show the court that there is 

a mistake. I never had a hair npon my 

upper lip in my life, as doctora can prove, 

if they examine it." The president said, 

dryly, that " the court would give its 

value to the fiwjt." Then another wit- 

ness came up, the respectable Monsieur 

Chevrieu before alluded to. " I was par- 

ticularly struck," he said, "by the face 

of an officer, in the dress of a Ifational 

Guard, with a scabbard trailing after him, 

marching with a curious nonchalant ex- 

pression, and appearing to take the least 

interest in what was going on, and I shall 

never forget him. The fece was fixed in 

my memory. My duty is to tell the conrt ■
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thfltitwasrcry like his (Kgcrre's)." When 

he hod innahed bis eriidence Pigerre begged 

of him to come dose to look ait bim again. 

The other did so, and after a fixed stare 

adhered bo tbe opmion be byd giren. 

"Then," said the accasedi, ^'aa be reeog- 

niaed the sabre^ I notiee a member of 

the comt with one eatactly like mine." 

(Laughter). He was asked wbftt officer. 

" Captain Reporter," said our prisoner, 

" TiroBld you be kiofl enoagb to show yonr 

sabie ?' * (Load, laaigiiter). The Pi»esident : 

''Siknce! gentlemen, there is nothing to 

hugh at in all this." But the sabre* kral to 

no^^ng, and Pi^erae was in a worse eon«- 

dition than betore.. Another witoess, Soi»- 

son, a poHe»-officer,. dbme np, and swore 

he saw tho priaoner with the firing party. 

A^ain Pigerre* tried to shake bim — ^what 

dms) whottk cap was be wearing? He 

could not safy — ^he had only noticed his 

face. Wei},, let bim loodc again, say aA the 

profile. The po£iee*officer stepped l<iKPwardv 

and after » moment's gaae, said, "No 

mistake, that's the mmt!" The unfortii)- 

naie Pigerre eonld only say, "Yon are 

confounding me with some one else;" at 

which aadaci(ty load nuurmars bnoke from 

the audience ; mere witaesees- came,, each 

yet more peeitirej aaid whenever he, poor 

prisoner, proposed that hie fii,ce sbonld be 

seratinised cloaely, the andience burst into 

hmd laughter. It was becoming rather a 

good joke for eyerybody, except, it may 

be presumed, f&ff poor Pigerre bimsef. ■

But BOW was to eome a dram«tie incident. 

GeutoB, the Oommuinist judge, preyed to 

ba¥e broQgbi the order for executing the 

hostages, bad fbund the evidence gradually 

closiDg round him ; and, after some ex- 

planation, relative to bis own case, broke 

ont with much earoeatness : " As regards 

myself," he saod, " it is all one. You eam 

shoot me if you^ like. Bui ae to Pigerre, 

I tell you he is inoocent. I would wish to 

save you from a judicial bkmder. H^ had 

nothing to do with it — it was a maob called 

Verig, and another fiur-baired one, who 

commanded" The prosecution argu^ed with 

bim calmly. If this were so, how wee it 

Pigerre wae aoeused ? They oa their side 

knew nothing o£ him until he wa» de- 

nonneed by his own side. " I teli you," 

answered Genton," you should make every 

excrtioB to find out a man that resemloks 

this Pigerre. Set him before me Oiiiee, aiad 

I win ten you be i» the man, though I 

know not his name. I do you a service in 

letting you know this; find bim speedily 

before I am put out of the way." This ■

eamestnesa wa» met coldly. He was re^ 

minded that there were seven witnesses 

against his testimony; and that, after all,, 

his testimony, if accepted as true, only 

amounted to this, that he had seen the 

firing-party return under the leadership of 

Yerig, and that Pigerre was not with them. 

However, all the witnesses were made to» 

stanikd up agmn and look at the prisoiner,. 

and then persisted that be was tdie maa.. 

Afler this there was no mere ta be said;, 

the trial wenA on, the preaeeutor summed 

up in a fervent speech, reqiniriiig the een*^ 

vietion of Pigerre among others. The ad*- 

vooates for the prisonera delivered aknart 

appeals for their clients, and the case waft 

all bat over when, a fresh dramatic inciidsnt 

oeourred ■

All through the trial reference hod been 

made to a man named Jarraud, who had 

figured in this tra^pedy, and of wboia 

every one spoke. To have brought hinb 

forward it was felt would have cleared & 

gpreat deaL up ; but it waa believed that he 

had heeui shot by the soldiers. To the 

snrpriae ef every one he turned up at th» 

monaient. The tn£d wae suspended. Genton 

must have turned pale ae he a»w him ap«- 

pear, for this man was to seal his doom. 

He told bis story with an extraordinary 

fulness of detail, and a natural manner that 

recommended its truth to all. The leader 

of the hand, he said, was & man called 

Sicard; there were two in commaad, the 

other was, of course, Verig. Pigerre 

was ordered to etanid forward. "That's 

not the man who aommauded Oh^ n% it 

is not be at all !" This was so far satis*- 

faetory; and on that evening a dihgent 

search being made, it was discovered 

that there was a dying man xieaned Sicard 

in the prisons of Paris. He was carried 

into court ; he could hardly speak, and it 

wa& plain that be had only a few days to 

live. As be wae placed in a chair, every 

one remarked a strange likeness to Pigerre; 

His evidence was not much to the purpose, 

for he, of course, denied that be himself 

was at the execution ; but still he declared 

that Pigerre wae not the man. Jarraud 

waa then called in, and, after looking at 

Sicard closely, declared he was the leader. 

And the truiJft of this assertion was more 

thou confiirmed by a Uttle incident. All 

through the trial it had been stated that 

the leader of the party, whoever he wasy 

had come without a sword, and had bor- 

rowed one, so as to give the word of com^ 

mand with due effect. The dying witness 

not knowing this, answered, unconscious of ■
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the effect, that he had no sword that day. 

Finally, the witnesses who had sworn to 

Pigerre were brOnght forward, one by one, 

and confronted with the new witness. It was 

most interesting to see how first one and 

then another began to hesitate, save the three 

Commnnist prisoners, who adhered firmly 

to their first statement, that Pigerre was 

there. After this '* incident was emptied," 

to nse a favourite phrase of the judge's, the 

prosecutor, in a theatrical speech, in which 

he made himself appear as if he were doing 

some noble thing, withdrew the charge 

against Pigerre ; or, in his own phrase, de- 

manded ^* that the accusation that he had 

formulated against Pigerre should be an- 

nihilated," which was done accordingly. ■

Never was there such a narrow escape: 

Everything seemed to hang on a thread, or 

on many threads. There was the loyalty of 

Genton, so honourable to him, and of which 

none of the other Communists had 6hown 

instances, they being rather anxious to 

make others share their fate. There was 

the ca«e of the man supposed to have been 

shot, turning up, and, finally, the produc- 

tion of Sicard, who might have died before 

he could have been produced, and whose 

visible presence was absolutely necessary 

to establish the likeness. ■

THE WICKED WOODS OF TOBEREEVIL. ■

BT THI AUTHOB OF "^HSSTIB'S HI8T0BT.'* ■

CHAFTEBLXII. CONCLUSION. ■

Meantime Paul and May quitted the farm- 

house, and were walking slowly across 

the fields, as exquisitely happy as two 

people could be, in spite of all the shocks 

which had lately tried their courage. It 

could not be a laughing, gleeful happiness 

to-day ; but that also would doubtless 

come by-and-bye. There was plenty of 

time for mirth. Life was sunny before 

iliem. ■

Just as they left the last field-gate and 

came on the road, their eyes were attracted 

by the sight of a heavy vehicle rolling to 

meet them from the distance, preceded by 

a cloud of dust. They stood by the dyke 

to wait till it should pass, for it was thunder- 

ing along at such a pace that it seemed 

likely to overrun them. As it came nearer 

they saw that it was a four-in-hand coach, 

and that a gentleman, was driving with a 

lady by his side. The gentleman took off 

his hat and waved it high above his head. 

He waved it to May and Paul. Who could 

the gentleman be ? ■

" It is Christopher Lee !" cried May, in 

astonishment. The next moment the C02u;b 

was pulled up before them, and there sat 

Christopher, bare-headed and smiLing at 

them, as if this meeting was the happiest 

thing in the world. Another moment and 

he vaulted to the ground and was shaking 

May and Paul each by a hand, and intro- 

ducing them to the lady who sat aloft on 

the coach. ■

" My wife. Miss Moume. Mr. Finiston, 

my wife." The lady was a pretty, bright 

creature, who leaned down from her high 

place and squeezed May's hands, and looked 

with eager gaze into the faces of her hus- 

band's &iends. She was an artless, fresh 

young thing, all glittering in pretty clothes, 

which were rich enough for a duchess. 

There had scarcely been time to say " Wel- 

come" and " How do you do" before a large 

face was thrust out of the interior of the 

coach, and a voice of complacent melancholj 

was heard expostulating with them all : ■

" Let me out I say, Christopher, my 

son ! ' Am I already forgotten in my old 

age. A-a-ah ! the young will ever push 

the old people aside. My dear Miss Mav ! 

I am waiting to embrace you. You were 

always as a daughter to me. Lucy will not 

be jealous — I told her so long ago." ■

As it was known to be a work of some 

difficulty to get Mrs. Lee out of the coach, 

May stood upon the steps and allowed her- 

self to be kissed. Afterwards, that the ser- 

vants on the back seat might not be too 

much entertained by Mrs. Lee's fond ex- 

pressions, Christopher handed his %vife 

and May into the coach to bear her com- 

pany, while Paul mounted beside him on 

the box, and the party moved slowly on- 

ward. ■

"You wonder at all this, eh?" asked 

Christopher, unable to withhold his news 

from a sympathising friend. " There was 

nothing about it in my last letter." ■

"No," said Paul, " but it is a long time 

since you wrote to us." ■

" Yes," said Christopher, " I^ have been 

very much occupied, and besides I wanted 

to give you a surprise. To tell the truth 

at once, J am in possession of that property 

which I once lost by my folly. My wfe— 

bless her ! — ^is the person who was enriched 

by my misfortune. I could not rest a 

moment till I confessed this to you. I 

have much more to tell you when there is 

time. It is a very odd story; but don't 

think badly of me." ■

"I know you too well for that," said 

Paul, kindly, for Christopher looked em- ■

««= ■
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barrassed. " I congratulate you warmly — 

with all my heart." ■

The ladies were not losing their time 

inside the coach. Little Mrs. Christopher 

was chattering gleefully about the good- 

ness of her husband, his gratitude to his 

friends, and her own intense desire to be 

May's dearest friend for life; and what 

with her pretty rapid speeches, interrupted 

by Mrs. Lee's long complacent sighs and 

explanatory remarks, May had scarcely to 

do more than smile in the two faces that 

were beaming at her. ■

So this coachful of very happy people 

dashed up to the gate at Monasterlea. ^d 

there sat Elatherine on her horse, waiting 

for her father under the honeysuckle bush. 

Nobody noticed her at first, for the sun 

was in the eyes of the two young men, and 

she was in the shade. As for her, she was 

taken by surprise; had been gazing in 

another direction from that by which they 

had come, and was in too bad a humour to 

turn her head for a moment to glance at 

passing travellers. The sudden stopping 

of the vehicle made her first start and look 

at it Her amazement was extreme, as she 

saluted the two young men with a haughty 

bow, and all her old triumphant spirit 

flashed from her eyes as she beheld Chris- 

topher. What could bring him back to 

these wilds where he had suffered, if not to 

look again upon her £Gkce ? ■

Truly, the infatuation of man was a very 

curious thing. With an effort she prepared 

to be more gracious, seeing that Christopher 

rapidly descended from his seat as if to 

approach. He first turned to the carriage 

door, however, and handed out a lady 

whom Katherine had never seen ; a lovely 

and dainty lady, as she saw at a glance. ■

There was mischief in Christopher's eye 

as he drew his wife's arm through his own, 

and led her a few steps, so that she stood 

with him by the side of Katherine's horse. ■

" Miss Archbold, allow me to present to 

you my wife. Lucy, ypu have heard me 

speak of Miss Archbold, a lady who did me 

a service, for which I can never be suf- 

ficiently grateful. ■

Katherine gazed down at them both, with 

astonishment and chagrin both visible in 

her face. The young wife gazed at her 

with eyes that were trying to express 

nothing but polite interest; yet betrayed 

fear and a little disgust, and worse than 

ail, pity. The two ladies exchanged a bow, 

and then May and Paul joined the group ; 

so happy were both, that they could afford 

to be kind to Elatherine. They begged her ■

to dismount and accompany them in-doors ; 

but at every smile and gracious word 

Katherine's &ce became d^xker, till at last 

she turned on them and said abruptly, " I 

wish you a good morning," plucked her 

horse's mouth, and rode away. Her father 

joined her soon afterwards, and the Arch- 

bolds were forgotten at Monasterlea. ■

A very happy party met now within 

Miss Martha's walls. The Lee family were 

so full of their own delight with the world 

that they did not notice any shadow upon 

their friends, and so catching was this 

mirth that under its influence all remains 

of that shadow melted away. Of course, 

they had heard nothing of the terrible 

events which had lately happened in the 

neighbourhood, and May and Paul felt 

this ignorance a relief and were not at 

all eager to drag painful news under the 

notice of their guests. When, in the evening, 

the whole group, including the two old 

ladies, went out to sit in the open air and 

enjoy the sunset under shelter of the ruin, 

something of the story was told in order to 

account for a change in the landscape. The 

woods had been burned, and the miser was 

dead. This news did not tend to make 

the guests at all less merry. They only 

found that Paul must now be rich, which 

pleased them greatly, seeing that they had 

found their own wealth to be rather con- 

venient. ■

Mrs. Lee 1^ been overflowing all day 

with certain inteUigence of her own, whicn 

only a sense of propriety had restrained her 

from pouring forth long ago. She waited 

a propitious moment, however, when the 

men were conversing together about 

mannish things, and Miss Martha was 

fully occupied with the bride; and then 

did Mrs. Lee withdraw May under cover 

of her own umbrella, and tell her the 

pleasant sequel of her son's harrowing 

love-story. ■

''A-a-ah, my dear!" she said, "who 

could have imagined it wo old all end so 

happily ? The world was very dark to me 

and Christopher on that day when we last 

took leave of this hospitable dwelling. My 

poor boy was not used to work, and, though 

be did his best, I feared that he would be 

disappointed and broken down a.11 his Ufe. 

You know he went to work in an attorney's 

office, and looked forward to earning a 

maintenance for himself." ■

Mrs. Lee sighed heavily, as if the earning 

of his maintenance were the greatest afflic- 

tion that could be laid upon a man. She 

dwelt on the memory of this calamity with ■
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a bliesfal ea«dsiees, as if making a luKixiy 

oat of past trou^. Finallv, ehe nodded 

l^r bei^oBoe, twioe, ibri«^ ; a dMet^ 

nod ev€frj Hme ; the £pfit esppesmg resig- 

nation, die saomid oontentnient, and tlie 

-tfnipd deligkt of ike most iriunpluMit 

ohsuiaoter. ■

" Now, I ean 'tell yo^^" cfce eaad, " there 

is nothing mope to ivet about. My «on has 

got hdfl ppopeirty." ■

^Indeed !'* said May. **The property 

we thengirt he ^d lost ?** ■

'' My dear ma'am ! we vnistst allow that 

be did loee it, tliroiigli the wickedness of a 

woman ; bat it has been Testored to him 

hj the oofisoienttonsness <9f another mem- 

•ber — as I vay say-— of the same sex. 

And, my dear, there ne^er was saoh a love- 

matok in ^e world !*' ■

^' Tlien Hbe jsroperty ^lengs to his wife P' 

gaid May." ■

''i^^c2 b^ong, Biy'dear, tifl site made a 

present 49f it to l&er hufl^bmid. The s^Kieetest 

iittk) oreaAnre ! 1 will teU yon a^nt iier. 

She is a Oanadisn, a •dirtamt <x>uiezion of 

o>ar own, but we never ftiad seen and knew 

nothmg abeiat h«r. T>be property went to 

^er wkcn Ohristopber fa^ed to falfil his 

oofaditioBs. Her ^parents 'were Iriflh, and 

when fate made lier wealthy •she persRMuied 

her gnardian to bring her across the oocan 

-to ^sit hmc ' nati\^ oomitry,' as eAie calls 

it. Wo met her in Dublin at the bovae 

^ a friend, who had told me of the dear 

child's pity lor the poor genilemaB who 

had been so robbed and maltreated. His 

loss didiiot trovblehor the less because the 

gain bad been aM her o«na. ' She made me 

sudi a pretty speeok that night, that I took 

her to my heart at once and inyited her to 

^it oae. We became the beet «f friends, 

•and yon may imagine that through t^ 

feelings of a isiother I mixed up a good 

deal of my son with my con>rorBation, espe- 

cially as she was such a sympathetic crea* 

'tore. It seemed ^e never could hear 

enevgh abont his troubles and miefor- 

tunee. ■

" ' Oh, Mrs. Lee,' she eaid one day, * if I 

had been m her place I'd have given him 

all the fortune, and gone witiaout myeelf, 

fiooner than have played ham suoh a 

wretched trick !* ■

'^ 'Mydear,' said I, ^ehe could not have 

done ihsi ; but she could have given him 

the fortune along with hersetf, and she 

would not do it. There is no generosity 

left in the world.* ■

'^ ^ Oh yes there is !' she said, and looked 

as if she were going to cry. * Tlie worst ■

is that the people who would have "tiie inll 

to be generous are not those that get ike 

opportunity. ' ■

^ Another time oho said she iiopad ibe 

might die young in order to leave &e for- 

tune to Christopher in her will. 'For/ 

she declared, * i £9el Hke a rubber, and ^ei, 

I emppoee, he would not take it if I were 

t9 make bim a present of it.' ■

'* ' LMbed I think not, my dear, except 

under oertain conditions,' i said. ■

" f^ne hung her head, and wvaldtalk no 

more on that occasion ; but I «ooii sawtkst 

the little good-heorted ereatsre ooold think 

of nothing bvt Christo^ier and his beggary 

from morning i^ night. I did notiM^gleet 

to point it out to my soa-Hmdead, wImq 

have I over failed in nnf duty to him*?— 4)ut 

he ottly got cross about it, and asked me 

dad I want bin to cap ins f onoter feilies by 

turning foitoue-bsnter. ^Tbe girl ie a 

charming girl,' he saod, ^and onasiy v^i 

love -her. £he shall not be vmide a vietim 

to her own kindness of heart. She vrill bo 

iraser by-«flaid*bye, And choose a hnshanil 

for herself.' ■

*^ * I betiove shewHpnld choose osbody bot 

yoo, iff the truth wene known,' i said. ■

** My dear ma'am, he flew in a passion, 

and I got nothing bat ill-usage for my 

pauaa ; bat when that had ooolfcd dewn a 

little, I persnaded tho vwoet creature to 

come on a visit to our ibmaafble dweOing* 

wtiere she made hersoM as iiappy as -a bird, 

just attendiaag on an old womaa, and get- 

ting little enough attention irooa a veiy 

snOen host. At last, however, she lost her 

i^xirits and got pale, and then she toki ve 

she must leave us, as die had ontsta^ 

her welcome and was giving annoyance to 

Christopher. He had taken a dislike to her, 

she said, and nothing would induce her 

to remain longer in the house. Of course, 

I had to give in, and angry enough I was, 

to be snve, when I b»w her go down the 

stairs with her bonnet on and her tracks 

waiting in the haM. Ohristopher was in 

has study, and she turned to go in and bid 

bim good-by«, aaat iwishamg, as she sadd, to 

part in anger. She put iher hand on t^ 

door and took it away agaior-^^e would 

and she wouldn't— -but at last west in in 

earnest, and did not oome out again in a 

hurry. How it bappened, and what tbej 

suddenly found out to say to each odier at 

the last moment, I never oould make oat ; 

bat they met as ill-humoured with of^ 

another as two people could be, and tbey 

came out of the room — ^I was going to a»y 

man and wife — but, my dear ma'am, it's ■
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tlie same tking, I b^ieTe, when |ieople axie 

true." ■

'* And BDW ihej h^ve the prepertj be- 

hr^en tbem," sadd May. '* Notbiag oouid 

be fwrar^ snd it's a -vicry puefaby etosy !" ■

" I .an>.iderit k, my dear ; tboogh <»«>e 

^ple are ao iBnxuAded aK to think ^- 

fisareiiily^/' ■

" Kire frei £ar irliat people will think," 

sad Maj, "we migbt nervex liffc a finger 

eiilier lor our own iu^piiicas or for tim.t <of 

aaoiher. Purxiy and honesty of indention 

ongki to need noappknsefrom the world/' ■

The woods having been idBstrofjfied and 

the micer nmrdoofed b]y a kiMTiwBn of bis 

own, k was proved, beyond dtMibt, that 

the eorte mnat he vemoiedi frsua the race 

of Fiiuston :kfr evermore. In oiider io 

vksise^oTB of tihiB faot,JMOie people took 

tbe ironble to iaiqniiie into the parent^^e of 

Conihe fbol, and aBcerfaamed that, in tniAh, 

be had been tbe son of Simon's beather. ■

The toees were mot all destroyed, ondy the 

thidDeBtaasdmoBtaonibre part of them; but 

they were known no k>nger ai ihe Wacked 

Woods. The <chArred irankB and ashes of 

onoe-sproading ioonghs were cleared away, 

and the plongh wes^ever the earth tiiat had 

bcane IftwaGL Tbe bJackened walk of tbe 

dd mansion wore taken down, a tcarefnl 

seaech hem^made the white for the aoifier^ 

starfng-'boK, which did not appear among 

the rabbit. This box contained bis gddd — 

tke accnmnlated gold of generations, it 

was well known to haTO existed ; bnt no 

imoe of any snch ixteacmre has as yet he&a 

foatid. ■

Thene 'was gneat oonstemarticm in tbe 

oooiutiy when it became knowm as a oer- 

tainty that tbe mnoh talked of ireafinre of 

the misers of Tobereevil had Tanished ont 

of the world and was never more to be 

seen. The wonder-ioving had food for a 

year's gossip, and many cnrions stories 

were long in cir^juhition as to tlu3 tnys- 

terions disappearanee of the fortune. Some 

averred that the Evil One himself had car- 

ried it off, with, the miser's eonl, as part of 

bis boofy ; whiie others, less nncharitahle, 

suggested that the good angel who keeps 

watch over even the reprobate had bartered 

it with Satan for leave to regain possession 

of his immortal charge, and had borne 

away the sin- oppressed and long-saffering 

spirit to regenerate it in the cleansing 

waters that wash the shores of Eternity. 

According to this fancy the treasure had 

been given onrer as a kind of hostage to the 

powers of evil, securing peace to the happy ■

deaoendflflits lef a raoe no longer accursed. 

The natural idea that the fliarong-box had 

been bvried in i^e earth for perfect safety 

was aocepted by a few, aaord cnany searches 

were made wJAk spade and pickaxe, to end 

isavaxuibly in diappointmeot. Long after 

Paul had given np tiie qineflt, ibtUe bands of 

fipontaneons acekers wooM spring itp from 

tone io tine, amd ibe seen diggsng about 

the roots of .trees and burrowing nndeir 

Stones, still dneamiag o£ the reward that 

success jauttBt bring iitem. Even to this 

day a treasure seeker occasionally appears 

an the neigbbeniftiood, posseasad by a sort 

of madness, wdiieh is iftie hope of finding 

the fongetiten gold of tlie Pimatona. Bnt 

iAie eaih obstinateiy refases to ^ve up its 

godden aecset. ■

Bo Baul was hcsir to an impoviecished 

estate, nad a taaantry, the mcst mf whxm 

WBTB iittie better than paapem. He wsas 

diisappointed at first, thsnkifpg that, had the 

numey OMne into his haai^ he might have 

purified it by nsing tibe greater part of it 

fiur the good of ithe poor. iBnt wisen time 

proved tiwt lihe tmasore had been myste- 

riowify remcwed ent of reach of ins hand, he 

allowed Mm^ to persnade him that this de- 

prrvntioB was a biasing. ■

^'I eamiat tell yon how gdad 1 3um of it!" 

said May. ^ I soppoee we oonkL not have 

been exacriSy jnstdfied in fasrying the money 

onmeives; yet it would huYB been a ioad 

about our necks so long as we lived." ■

^ Perhaps so," -anlL Panl; '' bnt I could 

htnie been giad to bmid a handsome hoase 

for my wife, to dness her ^Hke a lady, and 

give her the good things of the world, after 

the troubie she has had with one." ■

"I foretell abont that lady idie won't 

cave fiar handsome houses. Hfow, ynst tell 

me, sir ! how conld I love any damp, coid, 

aew-boilt maasien, all smeiling of paint 

and mortar, as well as I do this dear old 

sfaanty, where we have been so happy among 

the owls and ivy ? As to clc^be», I expect 

you will be able to afford me a clean calico 

gown in the sununer, and a warmer one 

in winter, and £or &od— ^hy there's the 

potato field r ■

" And the pigs V said Pand, laughing, 

^ and the oadgdaage garden \ We shall ha^ve 

to be .eontent witii these for many years, as 

most of die income must go to set the poor 

people Tight upon their feet at last." ■

^*I declare," said May, ''what with 

hams and vegetables, to say nothing of 

fowls and fi'esh eggs, which 1 foresee will 

be always coming to table, we are likely to 

have a very hard time of it." ■

«^ ■

#• ■
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" I warn you that my appetite will be 

dreadful," said Paul. '* It has increased 

alarmingly since I took my first step 

towards restoring happiness to Tobereevil. 

Let all onr ill-luck go with the money! 

And if an honest man's effort can make the 

wilderness flourish around us, and put 

crooked ways straight, that effort shall not 

be wanting. And who knows but after 

all we may have riches yet.'* ■

" And have them without a curse. At 

present we have got our poverty with a 

blessing." ■

In this spirit Paul and May began their 

married life, working togetiier through 

sunshine and gloom, through hard times 

and good times, till after a few years the 

face of the country became changed, and 

prosperity began to shine upon &e little 

world of Tobereevil. Land had been re- 

claimed, houses built, and gardens culti- 

vated. The Kearneys' little farm was one 

of the best managed in the neighbourhood, 

and Bid had a home of her own under the 

hedge of her friends' potato field. A village 

sprang up with its small shops and trades, 

and the spire of its pretty church made a 

pleasant feature in the landscape. On the 

river-side a mill hummed its thrifty 

song, and com waved on the site of the 

ancient mansion. Enough of the woods 

remained to beautify the country, but the 

noxious weeds and evil spirits had vanished 

with Tibbie and her haunts. No one now 

feared the neighbourhood of the trees since 

the burial-place of the ftimished had been 

inclosed as holy gpx>und, marked by a 

cross. ■

People visited the spot on Sunday 

evenings, and the children decked it with 

flowers ; the legend lost its ghastliness, and 

took new and tender outlines. The country 

had been chastened, maybe, for ite sins ; 

but the curse had departed from the land. 

The dead had got their rest, and the living 

were happy and at peace. ■

Paul's unexpected poverty revived 

Katherine Archbold's spirits, and caused 

her to think that she had had a lucky 

escape. This young lady lived to enjoy 

the triumph of marrying a duke, and be- 

coming a leader of the fiishionable world ; 

but a sketoh of her after-life would not 

make pleasant reading. Sir John, like 

many other men, paid the penalty of pride 

and extravagance, and the castle of Cam- ■

lough passed away into new hands. His 

wife did not live to see this change. ■

Li due time. Miss Martha having gone 

to her rest beside Father Felix, the cottage 

in the ruins was given over to the parish 

priest, who being a scholar and antiquarian 

knew how to prize the quaint abode ; and 

who, being likewise tender-hearted, kept the 

graves in his care, scattering prayers over 

the sod thick as the dew or the daisies. 

By this time the master of Tobereevil had 

built a dwelling of his own, on a sheltered 

bit of the land, not grand nor ostentations, 

but a nest of prettiness and comfort. There 

he lived witn his wife May, as long as 

it is ^ood for a man to live, and as happy 

as it is allotted to most men to be. No trsu» 

of the cloud that had rested on him ever 

appeared to trouble him again. So brave 

and wise and genial was his nature in its 

maturity, that his children would langh 

when " &ther" assured them that in his 

youth he had been a coward and a fool. ■

Yet when Paul Finiston, a man of weight 

in the country, a member of parliament; 

" a little odd in his notions ; a bit of a phi- 

lanthropist you know, but as honest a man 

as ever lived" — when this Paul Finiston 

and his faithful wife* sat hand-in-hand at 

their fireside, in their old age, and looked 

back over the years they had spent together, 

they always lowered their voices and looked 

wistfully in each other's eyes, when Ihey 

spoke of one year in their lives when the 

man had been attacked by the evil that 

had destroyed his forefathers, and the 

woman had done battle for him because his 

hands were tied. But they are now both 

fast asleep under the roses at Monasteries; 

and few remember vividly the story of the 

Wicked Woods of TobereeviL ■
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I^HE breakfasts in Great Walpole-street, 

looked upon as meals, were neither satis- 

factory nor satisfying. Of all social gather- 

ingB a breakfast is perhaps the one most 

difficult to make agreeable to yonrself and 

your guests. There are men at other 

periods of the day, bright, sociable, and 

chatty, -who insist npon breakfasting by 

themselves, who glower over their tea and 

toast, and gprowl audibly if their solitude is 

broken in npon ; there are women capable of 

everything in the way of self-sacrifice and 

devotion except getting up to breakfast. 

A breakfast after the Scotch &rShion, with 

enormous quantities of Finnan-haddy, chops, 

steaks, eggs and ham, jam and marma- 

lade, tea and cofiee, is a good thing ; so is 

a French breaakfast, with two delicate cut- 

lets, or a succulent filet, a savoury omelette, 

a pint bottle of Nuits, a chasse, and a 

cigarette. But the morning meals in 

Great Walpole-street were not after either 

of these fashions. AJber the servants had 

risen from their knees, and shuffled out of 

the room in Indian file at the conclusion 

of morning prayers, the butler re-entered, 

bearing a hissing silver nm, behind which 

Mrs. Calverley took up her position, and 

proceeded to brew a tepid amber-coloured 

flnid, which she afterwards dispensed to 

ber guests. The footman had followed the 

bntler, bearing, in his turn, a dish contain- 

ing four thin greasy strips of bacon, laid 

out side by side in meek resignation, with 

a portion of kidney keeping guard over 

them at either end. There was a rack ■

filled with dry toast, which looked and 

tasted like the cover of an old Latin dic- 

tionary; there was a huge bread-platter, 

with a scriptural text Tound its margin, 

and a huge bread-knife with a scriptural 

text on its blade ; and on the sideboard, 

far away in the distance, was the shadowy 

outline of what had once been a ham, and 

a mountain and a promontory of flesh, with 

the connecting link between them almost 

cut away, representing what had once been 

a tongue. On two or three occasions, 

shortly after Madame Du Tertre had first 

joined the household, she mentioned to 

Mrs. Calverley that she was subject to 

headaches, which were only to be gotten 

rid of by taking a sharp half-hour's walk 

in the air immediately after breakfast — the 

fact being that Pauline was simply starved, 

and that if she had been followed she would 

have been found in the small room of 

Monsieur Verrey's cafe in Regent-street, en- 

gaged with a cutlet, a pint of Beaune, and 

tiie Si^le newspaper. To John Calverley, 

also, these gruesome repasts were most de- 

testable, but he made up for his enforced 

starvation with a substantial and early 

luncheon in the City. ■

On the morning after Humphrey Sta- 

tham's departure for Cornwall, the break- 

fast-party was assembled in Great Walpole- 

street. But the host was not among 

them. He had ^one away to his ironworks 

in the North, as ne told his guest : '* on his 

own vagaries," as his wife had phrased it, 

with a defiant snort : and Mrs. Calverley, 

Madame Du Tertre, and Martin Gurwood 

were gathered round the festive board. 

The two ladies were sipping the doubtfnl 

tea, and nibbling the leathery toast, while 

Mr. Gurwood, who was an early riser, and 

who, before taking his morning constitu- 

tional in Guelph Park, had solaced himself ■

■
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vitil a^ bewl of bread^ndhJiiilk, had paabid 

mid» bis plate, and i«a» reading oulr isont 

Hhff Times aitch s«ra;^s of intelligencs as ha 

tli£rag]|ilK migtit pno^ kxtarestiiig. On a 

saddMr h& stopped, the aspect of his face 

groifitrg rather graiie, as he said : ■

" B&Br» is some news, mother, which I 

am snre will prove distressing to Mr. 

Calverl^, even if his intooBifc d» nob mtSer 

from ihs event whick ifc reooids.** ■

*' I caa gness what it is," said Mrs. Cal- 

iceiJflj^ in? her thin acid voice. " I have 

an iziisaaiviFa idaa of what has occaeved. I 

aIWa7s> predated it, and I took care to let 

Mr. Calverley know my opinion — the 

SwartmooT* Ironworks have flailed ?** ■

'^ No, not so bad as tiiat,'' said Mr. Ghxr- 

wood, " nor, indeed, is it any question of 

the Swartmoor Ironworks. I will tell you 

what is said, and you will be able to judge 

for yourself how £ar Mr. Calverley may be 

interested-" And in the calm, measured 

tone habitual to him. from constant pulpit 

practice, Martin Gurwood read out the 

paragraph which had so startled Humphrey 

Statham. on the previous evenings ■

When Martin Gurwood finished reading, 

Madame Du Tertre, who had listened at- 

tentively, wheeled round in lier chair and 

looked hard at Mrs. Calverley. That lady's 

placidity was, however, perfectly undis- 

turbed. With her thin bony hand she still 

continued her employment of arranging 

into fantastic shapes the crumbs on the 

table-cloth, nor did she seem inclined to 

speak until Pauline said : ■

" To me this seems a sad and terrible 

calanodty : if I, knowing nothing of this un- 

fortunate gentleman, am grieved at what I 

hear, surely you, madame, to whom he was 

doubtless well known, must feel the shock 

acutely." ■

" I am glad to say," said Mrs. Calverley, 

coldly, "that I am not called upon to 

exhibit any emotion in the present instance. 

So little does Mr. Calverley think fit to ac- 

quaint me with the details of his business, 

that I was not aware that it was in con- 

templation to establii>h an agency at Ceylon, 

nor did I ever hear of the name of the 

person who, doubtless by his own. impru- 

dence, seems to have lost his life." ■

"You never saw Mr. — Mr. — how is. ho 

called, Monsieur Gurwood?" ■

" Durham is the name given here," said 

Martin, referring to the newspaper. ■

"Ah, you never saw Mr. Durham, 

madame ?" ■

" I never saw him ; I never even heard 

Mr. Calverley mention his name." ■

'• Foot man, poor man," mnmmrfld 

Madame 9tu lot'to, with downcast eyes; 

'^lest so BuitdiBnly, as jour Shlitaspean 

says' — * sent to hift acoount witballhis im- 

pcrfeetions on his head&' ft i» tiEs£le Id 

til ink of, is it not. Monsieur Mkrtin?" ■

" To be ctit off with our sins y^ in- 

expiated," said Mai'tin Gurwood, not mes^ 

ingptfatt 8«ac«h]agf ^^hnce riveted nponUa, 

"*ia^ as jon. aagi Sladame Du Tertie, & 

terrible thing. Let us tnw^ this nafortH' 

nate man was not whollj trnpeeparod/' ■

" If' he were a friendot »r. Gajreriey's," 

hissed the lady at the end of tiie table, 

" and he must have been to have been 

placed in a position o£ tmst^ itris, I should 

say, mos^ im pr ob a b le iktat he- wafik fitted for 

the sudden change." ■

That moraing^ MadRsiv Dn Tertre, 

although her breakfast Had been of the 

scantiest, did not find it necessary to repair 

to Verrey's ; when the party broke up fito 

retired to her room, took the precaution of 

lockiug tibye^door, and: baring aontething to 

think out, at once adopted her old resoiufc« 

of walking, up and down. ■

She said to herself: "The news bas 

arrived, and just at the time that I ex- 

pected it. He has been bold, and every- 

thing has turned out exactly as he eonld 

have washed. People will speak kindly of 

him and mourn over his fate, while be is 

far away and living happily, and laughing 

in his sleeve at the fools whose compassion 

he evokes. What would I give to be there 

with him on the same terms as those of the 

old days. I hate this dull British life, this 

ghastly heuse, these people, precise, exact, 

and terrible,.! loathe the state of formality 

in which I Jive, the restraint and reticence 

I am obliged to observe ! What is it to me 

to ride in a carriage by the side of that 

puppet down-stairs, to sit in the huge dull 

rooms, to be waited upon by the silent 

solemn servants!" And her eyes blazed 

with fire as she sang, in a. soft low voice : ■

II ■

LeBigoBiiai, lea guevzi 

Sonb leagena lieuroux; 

lis B*aiinent entre euz. 

Tiveiit les gueux!' ■

i>» ■

As she ceased singing she stopped suddenly 

in her walk, and said, " What a fool I am 

to think of such tilings, to dream, of what 

might have been, when all my hope 

and desire is to destroy what is; to dis- 

cover the scene o£ Tom Durham's retreat, 

and to drive him from the enchanted land 

where he and she are now residing. And 

this can. only be done by steady con- 

tinuance in my present life,, by passive en- ■
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dai«uu:e,lr^ iiever<tflaggzDg'einrgj andper- 

peiuil obBerration. Tiena! Haye I not 

done some goad this momins, eT'On inlifiteiiM 

ing to the betise talk of t£at biIIj woman 

and Her Bombre son P ^ She bo^d never 

.seen Tom Dnorbam/ sbe snd, ^ bad nover 

heard of bimy be bas never been brought 

to the house-;* this tixeu gives cokmc to 

all that I have snapeetedi It is^ aa I ima» 

gined, through the influence of the. old maa 

Claxton that Tom Tme nominated' as' agent 

of ihe house of Calverley. Mr, Calverley 

hiinselfprobably knows noddling of him or he 

would; most assuredly kavei mentioned the 

name to his wife, haveaskedhxm; to dinner, 

after the Sngiiih fiusikion, before sending 

him outto such a positian* Buit no) bos very 

name is unknown to her, and it is evident 

that he is the sole proteg^' of Monsiear 

Clazton-^Churton, from whom the pale- 

faced woman who is bis wifb, hisi mistress 

— what do I know or careK-*obtaaned tbe 

money with wihioh Torn. Durham thought 

to bny my valence and his freedom* Not 

jet, my deav &iend, not yet ! The g»me 

between us promises to be long, and to play 

it properly with a chn,noe of success will 

leqaire all my broiixs and all my patience. 

Bat the cards are alveady beginning to 

get shnfiSed into their places^ and the lUck 

has aUsady dedajced on my side/' ■

A few mosnings ofiiGrwaTds Mft. Cal- 

verley, OS ooming down to breakfhst^ held 

an open paper in her haaod ; layiag it on 

the table and pointing at it with her bony 

finger, when the servants had left the room, 

she 88Bd, *' I have aan intimation- here that 

Mr. Calverley will return tbisevening. He 

has not thought fit to write to me, but a 

telegram has been received from him 

at i£e oflee ; and t^e head derk, who, I 

»n thankfid to say,, still preserves some 

notion of what is due to me, has forwarded 

the information/* ■

^^Is not this return somewhat unex- 

pected?" asked Pauline, looking inquisi- 

tively at her hostess. ■

"Mr. Calveriiey's return is never either 

^expected or expected by me," said the 

^y ; " he ia immersed in business, which I 

tniat mayprorve as profitable as he espects, 

though in my father's time- " ■

"Perhaps," interrupted* Martin Gnrw 

vood, cutting in to prevent the repetition 

of that wail over the decadence of the 

ancient firm which he had heard a thou- 

sand times, " perhaps Mr. Calverley's re- 

turn has on this occasion been hastened by 

the news of the loss of bis agent, which I 

i«ad out to you the other day? There ■

is more alxmt it in the paper this 

momxng. ■

" Mon ! What more ?" cried Paahne, 

eagerly. ■

'' Nothing satiisfiictory, I' ant sorry to say. 

The body ha» not been foundi, nor is there 

any credible aeconnt of how the aoctdent 

happened; the ftn«ther new9 is contained 

in a letter from one of the passengers. It 

seems that this unfbrtunate gentleman, Mt» 

Umizam^ had even, during the short time 

which he wets onboard the ship, succeeded in 

making himself very popular with the pas- 

sengers. He had ^kea to some of them 

of the importance of the position which he 

was going out to fill, of his devotion to 

business^ and to his- employer; and it is 

agreed on all rades thaA tibe welMcnown 

firm of which he was* the agent will fioid it 

dtffieult to replace him, so s&ealoos- and so 

iisterested in their behalf did he show him- 

self. H>e was one of the last who retired 

to rest, and when in the nK>ming he did 

not put in an appearance, nothing was 

thought of it, as it was imagined'*-not that 

he had suocumbed to sea-sioknesB) ae he 

had described himself as an old sailor, who 

had made many, voyages — but that he was 

fatigued by t^e esertions of the previous 

day. Late in the evening, as notiiing bad 

bemi heard of him, the oaptain resolved 

to send the steward to his cabin^ and the 

man.' returned with the report ihsai the 

door was unlocked, the berth unoccupied, 

and Mr; Durham not to be found. An in- 

quiry was at once set on foot, and a search 

made tfaropghout the ship, but without any 

result. The only idea that could be arrived 

at was, that finding the heat oppressive, or 

being unable to sleep, he made his way to 

the deck, and, in the darkness of the night, 

bad missed his footing and fiillen overboard. 

Against this supposition was the fact that 

Mr. Durham was not in the least the worse 

for liquor when last seen, aoid that neither 

the officers nor the men on duty throughout 

the night had heard any splash in the water, 

or any cry for help* The one thing certain 

was that the man was gone, and all that 

could be done was to tranship his baggage 

at Gibraltar, for return to Bngland, and to 

noake public the circumstances fi>r the in- 

formation of his friends." ■

" It seems to me," said Martin Gurwood, 

as be finished reading, "that unless the 

drowning of this poor man had actually 

been witnessed, nothing could be much 

clearer. He is seen to retire to rest in the 

night, he is never heard of again, there is 

no reason why he should attempt self-de- ■
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Btmction ; on tlie contrary, he is represented 

as glorying in the position to which he had 

been appointed, and full of life, health, and 

spirits." ■

" There is one pointy" said Mrs.Calverley, 

'' to which I think exception may be taken, 

and that is, that he was sober. These sort 

of persons have, I am giyen to understand, 

a great tendency to drink and vice of every 

description, and the fact that he was pro- 

bably a boon companion of Mr. Calverley's, 

and on that account appointed to this 

agency, makes me think it more than likely 

that he had a private store of liquor, and 

was drowned when in a state of intoxi- 

cation." ■

" There is nothing in the evidence which 

has been made public," said Martin 6ur- 

wood, in a hard caustic tone, ** to warrant 

anv supposition of that kind. In any case, 

it IS not for us to judge the dead and " ■

" Perhaps," said Pauline, interposing, to 

avert the storm which she saw gathering 

in Mrs. Calverley's knitted brows, "perhaps, 

when Mr. Galverley returns to-night, he 

will be able to g^ve us some information on 

the subject. A man so trusted, and ap- 

pointed to such a position, must naturally 

be well known to his employer." ■

The lamps were lit in the drawing-room, 

and the solemn servants were handing 

round the tea, when a cab rattled up to 

the door, and immediately afterwards J ohn 

Galverley, enveloped in his travelling-coat 

and nmny wrappers, burst into the apart- 

ment. He made his way to his wife, who 

was seated at the Berlin wool frame, on 

which the Jael and Sisera had been sup- 

planted by a new and equally interesting 

subject, and bending down, offered her a 

salute, which she received on the tip of her 

ear ; he shook hands heartily with Martin 

Gurwood, politely with Pauline, and then 

discarding his outer garments, planted 

himself in the middle of the room, smiling 

pleasantly, and inquired, " Well, what's the 

news ?" ■

"There is no news here," said Mrs. 

Galverley, looking across the top of the 

Berlin wool frame with stony glance; 

" those who have been careering about the 

country are most likely to gather light and 

fHvolous gossip. Do you desire any re- 

freshment, Mr. Galverley ?" ■

" No, thank you, my dear !" said John. 

"I had dinner at six o'clock, at Peter- 

borough — swallowed it standing — cold 

meat, roll, glass of ale. You know the 

sort of thing, Martin — hurried, but not 

bad, you know — not bad !" ■

" But after such a slight refreshment, 

Monsieur GalverW," said Pauline, rising 

and going towards nim, " you would snrely 

like some tea ?" ■

"No, thank you, Madame Du Tertre, 

" no tea for me. I will have a little— a 

little something hot later on, perhaps— 

and you, too, Martin, eh ? — ^no, I forgot, 

you are no good at that sort of thing. And 

so," he added, turning to his wife, "yon' 

have, you say, no news ?" ■

" Mis. Galverley does herself injustice m 

saying any such thing," said Pauline, in- 

terposing; "the inierests of the hasband 

are the interests of the wife, and, when it 

is permitted, of the wife's friends ; and we 

have all been distressed beyond measure to 

hear of the sad £eite which has be&Uen you 

trusted agent." ■

" Eh !" said John Galverley, looking at 

her blankly, " my trusted agent P I don't 

understand you." ■

" These celebrated Swartmoor bonworb 

are not beyond the reach ot the post-office, 

I presume ?" said Mrs. Galverley, with a 

vicious chuckle. ■

" Gertainly not," said John. ■

" And telegrams occasionally find their 

way there, I suppose ?" ■

" Undoubtedly." ■

" How is it, then, Mr. Galverley, that yon 

have not heard what has been in all the 

newspapers, that some man named Dur- 

ham, calling himself your agent, has been 

drowned on his way to India, where he 

was going in your employ ?" ■

" Drowned !" said John Galverley, tnrD« 

ing very pale, "Tom Durham drowned! 

Is it possible ?" ■

" Not merely possible, but strictly true," 

said his wife. " And what I want to know 

is, how is it that you, buried down at your 

Swartmoors, or whatever you call them, 

have not heard of it before ?" ■

"It is precisely because I was buried 

down there that the news failed to reach 

me. When I am at the ironworks I have 

so short a time at my disposal that I never 

look at the newspapers, and the people at 

Mincing-lane have strict instructions never 

to conmiunicate with me by letter or tele- 

gram except in the most pressing cases; 

and Mr. «reffreyB, I imagine, with that 

shrewdness which distinguishes him, saw 

that the reception of such news as this 

would only distress me, while I could be of 

no possible assistance, and so wisely kept it 

back until my return." ■

" I am sure I don't see why you shoula 

be so distressed because one of your clerks ■

««^ ■
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got drank and fell overboard," said Mrs. 

Calverlej. " I know that in my father's 

time " ■

" This Mr. Dnrham mnst have been an 

espedallj gifled man, I suppose, or jon 

wonld scarcely haye appointed him to such 

an important berth? Was it not so?" 

asked Pauline. ■

"Yes," said Mr. Calverley, hesitating. 

''Tom Durham was a smart feUow enongh." ■

"What I told you," said Mrs. Calverley, 

looking ronnd. " A smart fellow, indeed ! 

bnt not company for his employer's wife, 

whaterer he may have been for——" ■

*' He was a man whom I knew bnt little 

of^ Jane," said John Calverley, with a cer- 

tain amoont of sternness in his voice ; " bnt 

be iras introduced to me by a person of 

whom I have the highest opinion, and 

▼ham I wished to serve. On this reoom- 

modstion I took Mr. Durham, and the 

Mel saw of him was certainly in &vour 

, o! bis seal and brightness. Now, if yon 

\ please, we will change the conversation." ■

Tbat night, again, Madame Du Tertre 

nigbt have been seen pacing her roonL 

"The more I see ot these people," she said 

to herself, " the more I learn of the events 

with which my lite is bound up, so much 

the more am I convinced that my first 

tbeoiy was the right one. This Monsieur 

€al7erley, the master of this house — ^what 

was his reason for being annoyed, oon- 

trarie, as he evidently was, at being ques- 

tioned about Durham? Simply because 

he himself knew nothing about him, and 

could not truthfully reply to the pestering 

inquiries of that anatomie vivante, his wife, 

as to who he was, and why he had not been 

presented to her, the reigning queen of the 

great firm ! Was I not right there in my 

anticipations P 'He was introduced to 

ine,' he said, * by a person of whom I have 

the highest opinion and whom I* wished to 

serre;' that person, without doubt, was 

€laxton — Glaxton, the old man, who, in 

his torn, was the slave of the pale-faced 

woman, whom Tom Durham had be- 

fooled ! A bon chat, bon rat ! They 

&re well suited, these others,' and Messrs. 

Oalverley and Glaxton are the dupes, 

though, perhaps" — and she stopped pon- 

dering, with knitted brow — ** Mr. Calverley 

knows all, or rather half, and is helping his 

friend and partner in the matter ! I will 

take advantage of the first opportunity to 

press this subject further home with Mon- 

sienr Calverley, who is a sufficiently simple 

bonhomme, and perhaps I may learn some- 

thing that may be useM to me from him." ■

The opportunity which Pauline sought 

occurred sooner than she expected. On 

the very next evening, Martin Q-urwood 

being away from home, attending some 

public meeting on a religious question, and 

Mrs. Calverley being detained in her room 

finishing some letters which she was anxious 

to despatch, Pauline found herself in the 

drawing-room before dinner, with her host 

as her sole companion. ■

When she entered she saw that Mr. 

Calverley had the newspaper in his hand, 

but his eyes were half closed and his head 

was nodding desperately. "You are fa- 

tigued, monsieur, by the toils of the day," 

she said. " I fear I interrupted you ? ' ' ■

" No," said John Calverley, jumping up, 

" not at all, Madame Du Tertre ; I was 

having just forty winks, as we say in 

English, but I am quite refreshed and all 

right now, and am very glad to see you." ■

" It must be hard work for you, having 

all the responsibility of that great establish- 

ment in the City on your shoulders." ■

"Well, you see, Madame Du Tertre," 

said John, with a pleasant smile, " the fact 

is I am not so young as I used to be, and 

though I work no more, indeed consider- 

ably less, I find myself more tired at the 

end of the day." ■

" Ah, monsieur," said Pauline, " that is 

the great difierence between the French 

and English commerce as it appears to me. 

In France our n^gociants have not merely 

trusted clerks such as you have here, but 

they have partners who enjoy their utmost 

confidence, who are as themselves, in fact, 

in all matters of their business." ■

" Yes, madame, but that is not confined 

to France ; we have exactly the same thing 

in England. My house is Calverley and 

Co. ; Co. stands tor * company,' vous savvy," 

said John with a great dash at airing his 

French. ■

" Ah, you have partners ?" asked Pau- 

line. ■

"Well, no, not exactly," said John, 

evasively, looking over her head and rattling 

the keys in his trousers-pockets. ■

" I think I heard of one Monsieur Clax- 

ton." ■

" Eh," said John, looking at her discon- 

certedly, " Claxton, eh ? Oh, yes of course." ■

" And yet it is strange, that intimate, li6, 

bound up as this Monsieur Claxton must 

be with you in your afiairs, you have never 

brought him to this house — Madame Cal- 

verley has never seen him. I should like to 

see tnis Monsieur Claxton, do you know ? 

I should " ■

i ■
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But John Galverley -stepped hurriedly 

forward and laid bis hand upon her arm. 

'^ Stay, for God's sake/' he said, with an 

expression of terror in every leaturo ; " I 

hear Mrs. Calyei*ley'fi step on the staire. 

Do not mention Mr. Glaxton's name in thus 

honse ; I will tell yon why flome other time 

^- only—' don't mention it !" ■

** I nnderstand/' said Pauline, quietly ; 

and when Mrs. Calvcrley entered the room 

she found her guest deeply absorbed in the 

photographic eJlbum. ■

That night the party broke up early. Mr. 

Calverley, though he used every means in 

hie power to disguise rthe a^tation into 

which hifi -conversatioa with Paulioae had 

i^upown him, was abaeut and embarrassed, 

whilo Pauline herself was so occupied in 

thought over what Ihad oooursed, -and so 

desirous to be ftlone in order that she might 

have the opportunity for fuU Teflection, that 

she did not as usual ^icoura^ her hostess 

in the small and ^teful talk in whiohtbat 

lady delightted, .and iuone were sorry when 

ihe dock, striking ten, gia^e th^n an ezouse 

for adjournment. ■

" Allons done,*' said Pauline, when she 

had once SM>re regained her own chamber, 

*' I have made a great sucoeas to-night, 'by 

mere chance work too, arising from my 

keeping my eyes and ears always open. 

See now ! It is< evident, from some cause or 

other — why I eannet at (present compre- 

hend — that this man. Monsieur Calveriey, 

is frightened to death lest his wife should 

see ms partner ! What does it nokatter to 

me — the why or the wherefore ? the mere 

fact of its being so is sufficient to give me 

power over him. He is no fool; he sees 

the influence whibk I have already acquired 

over Mrs. Calverley, amd he knows that 

were I just to drop a Jiint to that queru- 

lous being, that jealous wpetch, she would 

insist on being made known to Claxton, 

and having all the business transactions 

between them explained to her. Threaten 

Monsieur Calverley with that, and I can 

obtain from him what I will, can be put 

on Tom Durham's track, .and then left to 

myself to work out my revenge in my own 

way! Ah, Monsieur and Madame Mogg, 

of Poland-street, haw can I ever be suffi- 

ciently grateful for the chance which sent 

me to lodge in your mansarde, and first 

gave me the idea of making the acquaint- 

ance of the head of the great Arm of Cal- 

verley and Company !" ■

The next morning, when, after bres^ 

fast, and before starting for the City, Mr. 

Calverley went into the dull square apart- ■

ment behind the dining-room, dimly flighted 

by a window overlooking the leads, which 

he called his study, where some score of 

unreadable books lay half jreclining a^inst 

each other on ehelves, but the most used 

objects in which were a hat and clothes- 

brush, some walking-K^anes and umbrellas, 

he was surprised to find himself closely 

followed by Madame Du Tertre ; more sur- 

prised when that lady dosed the door 

quietly, and 'turning te ihim said, with 

meaning: ■

"Now, monsieur, five words with you." ■

** Certainly, madame," said John, very 

mudi taken aback ; " but is .not this rather 

an odd place — woald AOt Mis. Galverlej 

think ?" ■

" Ah, bah," said Pauline, with a shro^ 

and a .gesture very mnch m<»e reminisoeai 

of the dame de con^ptoir than of the daaie' 

de compagnie. ** Mirs. Calverley has gone 

down-stairs to battle with those wretched 

servants, and she /is, as you know, safe to 

be there for half .aai hoxix. What I have 

tosay wiH not i/ake ten minoteB — shall I 

speak?" ■

JohA bowed in silenoe, looking at the 

same time ansiansly .towards the stadj^ 

door. ■

^ You do not know wuch of me. Monsieur 

Calvedey, birt you will bcEEore I harve done. 

I am at present— and «m, I fancy, likely to 

remain — an inmate of your house ; I have 

established myself in Mra. Calveitiay's good 

graoes, and have, as jrou mnst kzK)w veiy 

well, a oertun amount of influence with her ; 

but it was you to whom I made my original 

appeal ; it ds you whom I wi^ to retadn aa 

my friend." ■

John Calverl^, with flushing cheeks^ 

and constantly reeurring glance towards 

the door, said, '^ that he was very jmmd, 

and that if he only knew what Madame 

Dn Tertre desired " ■

" You shall know at once. Monsieur Cal- 

verley: I want you to accept me as your 

^end, and to prove that you do ao bj 

giving me your -confidence." ■

John Calverley started. ■

" Yes, your oonfidence," continued Pan- 

line. '^I have talent and energy, and, 

wlien I am trusted, could protve myself a 

friend worth having ; but I am too proud 

to accept haH-confidences, and where no 

trust is reposed in me I am Apt to ally my- 

self with the opposite faction. Why not 

trust in me, Monsieur Calverley— -why not 

teUmeaU?" ■

" All— what all, madame ?" ■

*' About your partner, Monsieur Glax- ■

■■ ■

^ ■
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ton, and tlie reason whj you do not bring 

him " ■

" Hofili ! pray be silent, I implore yon !" 

said John Calverley, stepping towards her 

and taking both her hands in his. *' I 

cannot imagine," he said, after a moment's 

panse, '' what interest mv business afiairs 

can have for you ; but sinoe you «eem io 

wish it, you shall know them all ; only not 

here and not now." ■

" Yes," said Pauline, with provoking 

cahnness, *' in the City, perhaps ?" ■

'* Yes ; at my ofGlce in Mincingolane." ■

"And when?" ■

" To-morrow week, at four o'clock; come 

down there then and I will iell you all you 

wish to know." ■

''Bight," said Pauline, slippiug out of 

th.e room in an instant. And be&re John 

Calverley let himself out at the street 

door, he heard the drawing-room piano 

nsging out the grand march in the Pro- 

pbete under her skilful hands. ■

Three days afterwards a man caane up 

from tbe ofiELce with a letter for Mrs. 

Calverley. It was from ber husband, 

stating he had a telegram calling him down 

to Swartmoor at once, and requesting that 

his portmanteau might be packed and 

given to the messenger. This worthy was 

seen and interrogated by the mistress of 

the house. " He knew nothing about the 

telegram," he said, " but when his master 

gave him the letter he looked bothered and 

dazed-<like." ■

Mrs. Calverley shook her head, and 

opined that her prophecies anent the down- 

fall of the Swartmoor Ironworks were 

about to be realised. But Pauline did not 

seem to be much put out at the news. '' It 

is important, doubtless," she said to her- 

self, " and he must go ; but he will return 

in time to keep his appointment with me." ■

The day arrived and the hour, and Pau- 

line was punctual to her appointment, but 

Mr. Calverley had not arrived, ihough one 

of the clerks said he had left word that it 

was probable he might return on that day. 

That was enough for Pauline.; she would 

await his arriv^. ■

An hour passed. ■

Then there was a great tearing up and 

down stairs and hurrying to and fro, and, 

presently, when a white-^Aced derk came 

in to gethis hat, he stared to see her there. 

He had forgotten her, though it was he 

who had ushered her into the waitii^- 

room. ■

"There wtbs no- use in her remaining ■

there any longer," ho said; "the head 

clerk, ISlv. Jcfceys, had been sent for to 

Great Walpole-street, and, though nobody 

knew anything positive, everybody felt that 

something dreadful had occurred." ■

ROUND THE TEA-URN IN CElS^TRAL ■

RUSSIA. ■

" That's right, barin ;* just in time ! 

Masha (Mary), my little dove, bring out 

the samovar (tea-urn) if it's ready; I've 

got the black bread and sausage, and the 

salted cucumbers, all laid out; and now 

there's nothing wanting but the guests !" ■

So vociferates, with a grin of welcome 

at my approach, a tall, wiry, bearded man 

(my host for the time being), in a coarse 

red shirt of cotton print, and baggy "blue 

trousers tucked into the huge boote that 

reach to his knee. Wo are going to have 

an open-air tea-party in front of our hut^ 

and 1 have returned from my afternoon 

"constitutional" just in time to see* the 

guests arrive. ■

This is just the time to hold an out- door 

feast, and just the place in which to spread 

it. The air is cool and fresh after the 

scorching heat of the day, and up here, on 

the brow of the hill, the sweet evening 

breeze comes to us pleasantly. Along the 

green incline, and in the greener valley 

below, the little white log-huts lie dotted 

like scattered dice, each with its tiny plot 

of garden and its low square palisade. To 

the northward mile after mile of forest lies 

outspread in the glow of the sunset, tree- 

top after tree-top catching the light, till all 

is one blaze of glory ; while far away on 

the south and w^est the soft, dreamy, sunny 

uplands of Central Russia melt, in curve 

after curve of smooth green slope, into the 

golden haze of the sky. ■

Just the evening for an al fresco repast, 

if ever there was one ; but in any season, 

should you happen to be living in a Russian 

village, it is better (if possible) to take 

your meals out of doors than in. In 

sunmier, it is true, when windows and 

doors can be left open, matters are not 

quite so bad ; but in winter, what with the 

barred doors and doubled casements, the 

stifling heat of the stove, the cracking and 

groaning of the timbers ; what with the 

spiders, that make a gymnasium of the 

cross-beams of the roof, and the " tarakans" 

(black-beetles), which run races across the 

paste of straw and mud calkd by courtesy ■

^ AxMireriag'to our "«ir;" litaMlly **inMter." ■

■^ ■
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a floor; what with the reek of animal 

warmth from the cows, dogs, pigs, and 

fowls, crammed into the adjoining shed, and 

the concert of lowing, barking, grunting, 

and screaming, which serves the human 

inmates both for matins and even-song, 

the whole building might psiss for Noah's 

first attempt at an Ark, over-crowded by a 

false alarm of the Deluge. ■

But here, at length, come our guests, all 

five of them ; Ivan Miassoff, the butcher, 

and Alexey Sapogin, the shoemaker, and 

Vasili Petroff, my host's brother-in-law, 

with his wife, Peiageya Grigorievna (Pe- 

lagia, the daughter of Gregory), a bright, 

cheery little body, but, like all Russian 

peasant women, prematurely aged by hard 

work and exposure; and, last but not 

least, Sergei Bikoff, the watchman, a huge, 

red-haired fellow, who has lost, by a frost- 

bite, what little nose he ever had. Each in 

turn doffs his cap, and crosses himself be- 

fore the little gilt-edged picture of Saint 

Nicholas (my host's patron), which, with 

a small lamp burning before it, is seen in 

a comer of the hut through the open door. 

This done, they seat themselves (I being 

literally voted into the chair) anywhere 

and anyhow, one on a low bench, another 

on a stool, a third on a tub, and my host 

and hostess upon their " soondook," a huge 

chest clamped with iron, and painted bright 

red, whioh is the pride and glory of every 

Russian peasant who can afford it, and is 

bought with sore pinching by many who 

cannot. ■

For a time the meal proceeds with silent 

industry, and one can survey the pictu- 

resque group at leisure. These are the 

famous " Mujiks" of Russia, men supersti- 

tious as the ancient Athenians, ignorant as 

Australian savages, inured to hardships 

from which a medisBval anchorite would 

have shrunk ; at once gluttons and ascetics ; 

peaceful even to sluggishness, yet capable 

of the most frightfal revenge ; able to sus- 

tain life on a pittance of food that would 

starve a British seaman, and to pass whole 

nights in the depth of winter, wrapped in 

a sheepskin, outside their master's door ; 

intensely susceptible of kindness, yet un- 

governable save by extreme severity; 

the strangest and most incomprehensible 

of all the waifs and strays left by the ebb 

of Asiatic barbarism upon the shore of 

Europe. Each and all of our guests dis- 

played the broad, flat, sallow, low-browed 

type of the genuine Russian, except my 

host, whose tall gaunt frame and promi- 

nent features argue an admixture of Cos- ■

sack blood ; but the one thing about them 

which strikes one at the first glance is 

their defective physique, the utter want of 

that solid strength which untravelled 

writers ignorantly ascribe to them. Broad 

and bulky, indeed, they are; but the strong 

outline is poorly and shakily filled in. 

Whatever might be the natural strength of 

the Muscovite, it is sapped from the veiy 

first by bad diet, by drink, by overwork, and 

by the constant alternation of fasting and 

gluttony produced by the ordinances of the 

Greek Church. His average length of life 

is barely half that of Western Europe. The 

total number of able-bodied men, drawn 

from a population of sixty imillions, is not a 

whit greater than that furnished by the 

thirty-eight millions of France. The weak- 

ness in productive age is such that, whereas 

in Ghreat Britain the proportion of persons 

alive between fifteen and sixty is five fann- 

dred and forty-eight per thousand (and in 

Belgium five hundred and eighteen), in 

Russia it falls as low as two hundred and 

sixty-five. In a word, I have seen the 

physical power of the Russian tested in 

every possible wav, and his hardihood tried 

by every variety of climate, from the 

Niemen to the Ural Mountains, from the 

Gulf of Bothnia to Kamiesch Bay. I have 

taken part in his favourite sports, and 

measured my strength with his again and 

again; but all my experience only con- 

firms the original conclusion, that the 

average Russian, though capable of a pas- 

sive endurance bordering upon the in- 

credible, possesses little more than half the 

muscular power of the average English- 

man.* ■

But all this while the feasting has been 

going vigorously on; the various good 

things are now disposed of, and the exercise 

of tongues succeeds to that of teeth. For 

a time the talk runs chiefly on local mat- 

ters ; how troublesome the wolves were 

last winter, and what a famous crop of 

rye there is likely to be this year ; how old 

Oicipoff, the corn-dealer, is going to marry 

his third wife, and Feodor Nikeetin's eldest 

boy has been drawn for the conscription ; 

how soon the weather is likely to change, 

and whether Father Alexander Nikolaie- 

vitch (the Emperor) will give us the rail- 

way that folks have been talking of making ■

* I could eanly accumulate proofs ad nauseam, but 

one will suffice. In 1868 out of the total number of 

conscripts sent up to the various recruitbg centres, to 

supply the annual contingent of eifhtj-four thousand 

men, no fewer than forty-four £ousand were re- 

jected Tor disease and other physical defects, not in- 

dusiye of short stature. ■

^ ■

=^ ■
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in these parts. But after a time my host 

lets drop a remark which tells his gnests 

that I have made the two jonmeys which 

are the ne pins ultra of the Mnjik — ^to 

Kiev and Jemsalem ; and forthwith they 

begin to overwhelm me with questions 

about the far-away places which they never 

saw, nor shall see. I describe to them the 

splendid barbarism of many-towered Con- 

stantinople; the broken necklace of the 

Archipelago^ with aH its scattered jewels ; 

the lifeless grandenr of the Pyramids ; the 

blank dreariness of the Suez Canal, and 

the vast rampart of rock that bucklers the 

naked shore of Arabia ; pyramidal Jaffa, 

bending moodily over the chafing sea ; the 

funereal beanty of the Dead Sea, and the 

grim loneliness of the Desert of Moab; 

the fragrant shadow of the countless 

orange-groves which curtain imperial Da- 

mascus ; and, lastly, the Holy City itself, 

clustering within its huge grey rampart, 

environed by the Ufe-guard of mountains 

which *' stand round about Jerusalem." 

As the story proceeds, it is a treat to watch 

how the hard faces brighten with childlike 

pleasure, and the rough figures bend for- 

ward in eager expectation. This is per- 

haps the first real and tangible conception 

of the world around them which has ever 

reached these brave, simple, untaught souls, 

to whom their newly-acquired freedom has 

as yet brought notlung, save the conscious- 

ness of their own helplessness. To the 

poor Mujik everything beyond the narrow 

circle of his daily wants and occupations 

is a hopeless blank. His own country is 

as strange to him as the deserts of Central 

Africa. Moscow and St. Petersburg are 

mere names, vaguely suggesting a dim 

idea of vast and shadowy grandeur, count- 

less leagues away. Upon everything with- 

out the frontier of Holy Russia he looks 

with the same mysterious atwe with which 

the Greek and the Roman regarded that 

unknown waste of waters which rolled be- 

yond the Pillars of Hercules. In a word, 

the influence of Western civilisation (de- 

spite the fan&ronnades of Russian opti- 

niists) has hitherto merely trickled over 

the sur&ce of the great empire ; the mass 

is still to be penetrated. When I stood, 

five months ago, upon the verge of the 

plain of Jericho, and watched the black 

swirl of the Jordan rushing headlong into 

the pulseless crystal of the Dead Sea, I 

looked upon a perfect symbol of the two 

great divisions of the European family. 

The energy of the Teutonic races flows 

*^e a strong current, turbid, .perhaps vio- ■

lent, overbearing, dark with war and re- 

volution, but still fertilising, full of life, 

for ever moving onward. The Slavonian 

world lies like a tideless lake, fenced in on 

every side — vast, deep, beautiful to look 

upon, but inert and useless as a buried 

treasure. That their common work may 

be done, the two must thoroughly amalga- 

mate ; but the time for such fusions is not 

yet. ■

" And is Arabia, too, a country of un- 

believers ?" asks Petroff", as I pause in my 

recital. ■

" Yes, they're all Mahometans down 

there," answer I, " and a queer-looking set 

they are, too— long, lean, brown fellows, 

with nothing on but cotton drawers and 

white skull-caps, and every other man an 

eye out with the sand and the flies. But 

they've got a splendid climate, for all 

that: fine weather all day long, and — no 

winter." ■

At this terrible announcement, thrown 

in by me out of malice prepense, the whole 

circle exchange glances of horror. ■

"No winter!" exclaims old BikofT, the 

watchman, to whose deep tones the loss of 

his nose adds a double solemnity ; " how 

the devil do they manage to live, then ? 

Well, it's (Jod's iudgment upon them, the 

accursed heathens — they don't deserve to 

have a winter." ■

"Ah, Sergei Mikhailovitch I" whispers 

Miassoff, '* don't you see that the barin's 

making fun of us ? No winter ! why the 

thing's impossible." ■

A kind of silence now falls upon the 

party, in the midst of which I notice Sapo- 

gin sidling up to my host, and whispering 

something in his ear. ■

"Ay, you are right, Alexey Feodoro- 

vitch — I had almost forgotten it. Barin," 

he added, turning to me, " you can read, 

can't you ?" ■

" Yes, brother, I can read. What then ?" ■

"Why, you see, Dmitrie Ivanoff*, the 

postman, has left us a newspaper, with a 

capital story in it (so he says) of something 

that's been done up in * Mother Moscow;' 

but, you know, we pc>or fellows are all 

"negr&motni" (unlettered), and Father 

Arkldi, the priest, can't come to us to- 

night : so perhaps you will graciously con- 

descend to read it to us yourself." ■

I graciously condescend to do so, and, 

picking out the marked passage, read the 

following story — a perfectly true one, be it 

remarked : ■

"Scrupulous Accuracy. — One of the 

I celebrities of the Moscow ballet lately ■
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called npon a local official with a request that 

he would give her the nsnal formal permis- 

sion to take a month's tonr in the provinces 

for the benefit of her Iiealth, retaining her 

salary during the time of fnrlongh. The 

man in office received her very poKtely, and 

asked for her 'written petition.* ■

" * I have no written petition,' answered 

the artiste ; ' I had no idea that such a 

thing was necessary !' ■

" * Not necessary, madam ? Why, nothing 

can be done withont it !' ■

" * What am I to do, then.?' ■

" ' Nothing easier. Here are pens, ink, 

and p^er ; be so good as. to sit down and 

write while I dictate.' ■

"The lady obeyed; the petition was 

written, signed, and folded. ■

" * And now/ said the representative of 

justice, *you have only to deliver it,* ■

"* To whom?' ■

" * To whom?' repeated the official, with 

a slight smile at her simplicity. ' To me^ 

of course !' And taking the petition which 

he had himself dictated, hjB produced his 

spectacles, wiped them carefully, adjusted 

them upon his nose, read over the whole 

document as though it were perfectly new 

to him, docketed and filed it in. due form, 

and then, turning to the impatient danseuse, 

ssdd, with the utmost gravity, ' Madam, I 

have read your petition, and regret ex- 

tremely that I cannot grant it !* '" ■

When the general laughter has subsided 

(for the Mujik is fond or a quiet joke, sub 

rosa, at the expense of native officialisxn), 

I assert my prerogative as chairman by 

•calling upon our entertainer for a song. ■

"Fin no singer," answers the founder 

of the fieast ; " but here's my brother-in- 

law will do it for you. Yaskep, my lad, 

gfive us that song you learned up at Peter 

(St. Petersburg) in the earnivaLtime." ■

And Petroff, nothing loth, Gleai:s his 

throat, and trolls out in a deep, and not 

unmusical voice, the bold,, dashing, un- 

^allant song which Lermontoff has made 

ramiliar to every reading maa in Busaiar: ■

TBB CIBCiJBIAa'ft COVVSIXb ■

MaidsBi thron^our hiUi^ I wofv ■

Starry night u in their eyes ; 

Life with them — an enried lot! 

Bat oar freedom- moro me privsi 

(Cnostr^ Wed net^ wed tbae not^ good youths 

Well my counsel heeol 

Here is gold for thee, good yoa^ 

BugrthyaellTa steed! ■

He who takes himself a wife ■

111 hath chosen, wretch forlorn ! 

If ever rides he to the strife. ■

Why ? because hi* spouse would mourn I ■

Wed not, ke. ■

Ikar and fUse are women all, 

Gold will boqr tliee spcNisea twain ; ■

He who trusts m them ahail fall,. 

Bat a steed, is priceless gain ! ■

Wed not, A«. ■

He betniys not — thy good steed ! ■

Blood nor fire with nim we fear; 

lAke the desert bkMt, his speed ■

iiCakea the farthest distaaoe iieac» 

Wed not, &c. ■

It wouW startle a stranger to obseire 

with what skill these rongb felltms, not 

one of whom can write his own name, or 

read it when written, take up their sereral 

parts in the chorus, and wlkat a mellow 

volume of sound they pour forth; bnt 

through: all the grand swell of the refrain 

runs that weird undercurrent of melancholj 

which is characteristic of aill Rnssiaa 

music^^ — ^the wail of an oppressed people, 

sending- up its unspoken prajers, age after 

age, to the GV)d and leather of all. ■

" WeD done !" say T, as the chflfnt ends; 

"that's something Kk© a song'. Bht yon 

know the saying, * After a feast, a song ; 

after a song, a story.* Which of yon 

knows a good one ?'^ ■

" If you waiKt stories, here's your man," 

answered old Bikoff, pointing to my host, 

" he's got a famous stock of 'em. Pawl 

Tvanoritch (Paul, the son of Jbhn,) 1» 

good now, and grve us the story of Ilia 

Murometz, Vladimir's champion."* ■

I start ihToluntarily at tho- mention of 

this old acquaintance, the simplest and 

noblest of ths old Slavonic traditions 

which erery man of our party prohablj 

knows from begmning to end. But a 

Bussian wiU gladly hear the same ston 

ten times orer, provided it be a good one; 

and all ^spose themselves to listen atten- 

tively, whUe our chronider- Begins as fol- 

lows: ■

"Long ago, in the days when Prince 

"Vladimir reigned over Holy Rnssia, there 

lived near the town of Murom, in tim 

vfflage- of Karatcharovo, a certain peasant', 

by name Ivan ; and he had a son called 

IHa, upon whom Qo& had Beni> a sere sick- 

ness, so thttt he could move neither hand 

nor foot, but lay like a felled tree. All the 

village callled him ' Ilia the €HppIe ;' and 

when any one fell sick, or was stnuck 

down by wountfe, they used to say, * He is 

na more good now than Ivanoviteh.' And 

whei^ men spoke of the great deed^ they 

had done in battfe. Ilia hung his head ; and 

when they told' of hunting, or wrestling, or 

running swiftly through the forests, he 

turned his face to the wall aaid wept. And 

so the time went by, and great wars were ■
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wa^d; and great battles fcmglit, amd the 

warriors of Holy Kassiar went forth and' 

smote the hoets of l^e pagan ; bat Ilia lay 

helpless in a comer of his hut all the weary, 

weary, wefiny yeaar. ■

**]f ow, when thirty years were past and 

gone, Hia lay outeti^etched in the sunshine at 

the door of his hovel one summer evening, 

and wondered why God had made him so 

miserable, when eveorything around himt 

was bright and happy. And aa he lay 

there camb towards him thiree nuen^ dusty 

and foot-aore, dressed like th« beggars who 

roam, from village to> Tillage^; and the 

foremost said to him, *Iliia Ivanovitch, 

rise np and giv& na to drink, for we aire 

thiratyr ■

''And Ilia answeired' wondeoing, 'Bro- 

thers, how am I to ziaa np P neither hand 

nor foot can I stir !* But the stranger 

saidk again, *Bise up^ I say, and stand 

npoa yon: fbet ; fov this day God gives yoni 

back yonr strengtti, and henceforward you 

shall be no longer Ilia Ivanoviteh the 

Cripple^ bud Ilia Mnrometz, the Champion 

of Holy Russia.' ■

"His voice wa« very low and sweet> but 

it filled the air like the blast of a hurricane 

through the forest in autumn ; and at the 

sonnd of it Ilia started up like one aroused 

from sleep, and brought up from the cellar 

a cask such as five oxen could not draw, 

and gave them to drinks ■

"'Do yon feel your strength, Bia?' 

asked they. And Ilia answered,. *I feel 

my strength, and it is as though I could 

lay one hand upon Kiev, and the other 

upon Gh^eat Novgorod, and turn the whole 

hmd of B;ta6aia inside dbwn.' Bat the 

strangers said, one to antstiieri *Tlria 

strength is too great for a mortal man; 

we must lessen, it ;' and ^bj&j gave him; to 

drink also. Then they asked again, * Feel 

yon your strength, Ilia?' And Ilia an- 

swered, ' I feel my strenffth, and it is but 

half what it was before.' *- Enough !* said 

the stranrars, and turned to go away. ■

" But Ilia begged them to tell him at 

least who they were, that he might give 

thanks fbr them to God. And lo ! the fece 

of him who stood on the right became as 

that of an old white-haired man, on whose 

head was a crown of ^ory ; and he said, 

* I am he who died for the true faith, and 

my name is Peter.' And he on the left 

looked up, and showed a firm, dark &ce, 

above which hung a crown of glory like 

the other ; and he said, * I am he who 

preached to the heathen, and my name is 

Paul.' ■

" And then the third laid his hand softly 

upon Ilia's head, and said to him, ' The 

next time you go into the churoh to pray, 

look at the great picture above the altax, 

and you will know what mt name is. ■

"And suddenly, aa He spoke, on His 

forehead shone a fiery cross, which dazzled 

Ilia so that he shut his eyes ; and when he 

opened them again the three strangers 

were gone." ■

And so the story proceeds through all 

the great deeds and wild adventures of the 

Slavonian Hercules, while at every word 

the hard features of the listeners soften 

more and more into a glow of genuine 

enjoyment. To these poor labourers, whose 

whole life has been one long struggle with 

hardship and want, it is no light comfort 

to be told of a Power which, in the form of 

one poor and unknown as themselves, once 

walked the earth to help the helpers and 

give strength to the weak. Bough and 

uncultured as he is there are noble qinalities 

in the Russian peasant. Bis native slug- 

gishness and coarse vices are the- fruit of 

the benumbing system under which he has 

been reared; his frank hospitality and 

simple childlike piety are all his own. For 

him and for his there remains yet another 

emancipation from the tyranny, not of prin- 

cipalities and powers, but of grovelling 

ignorance, and brutal excess, and debasing 

superstition ; an emancipation as far above 

the mere material enfranchiaement of 1861 

aa the soul is above the body. ■

VnUJ BlftOWEBS; ■

Fmlb api^to blosiomv and red ftbwvm^ ■

AMtveofinm and tulipa' taU, 

Which ligfit with flaming toroh the showers ■

Of slim green Ibavev yndxih. round them fhO, ■

Are tmiline here, and through the rift 

Of Taniehed jean what* thovght* ariae^. ■

Ab on each glowing bud, I Hffc 

Baxzled and dim my wearied ejei. ■

The B«peet»brier fragianefr q£ jour jKNithi, ■

A wild, finabloiaom, tendert puse, 

Yeb x&ch> witbpromiae (euoh in. tMUhr ■

Ever, to raciest firuife^ matuxe). ■

The glory of our Tuioan apring, 

Transparent, warm, witn bloom divine, ■

Wtom leaf and flower and Tines which dinp 

From tree to tree witii tendhls fina^ ■

Tha teaminf splendoup'of OBV plaia^ ■

A sea of yerdure lost in. blue ; 

Our curring hills, the ripening grain, ■

With fir^ies glittering- through and tiixongh^ ■

Our old tower* whence the owls would call 

* Ofb and again their one sweet note ; 

The wealth of roses on our wall. 

By summer, spring, and autumn brought^ ■

* Hawthorne lived for three months at tiia Tower of 

Montaoto, BellosguardOa and there began Tnuiafonaa- 

lion. ■
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All in thia pictured panel liTet, ' ■

And like a cbann unaeaU my eyes ; ■

A spell diirine a fairr weavea. 

To dothe the eartK with rainbow dyea ■

The moonlight and the lunlight clear, 

The hope, the joy which nature wore. ■

Life, youth, and paanoo, all are here, 

Ana Italy is mme once more. ■

AMONG THE TIPSTERS. ■

I KEYEB saw a race ran in my life, and 

pretend to not even a mdimentary loiow- 

ledg^ of horse-racing, bnt I confess to a 

great partiality for easily-earned money. 

A short time ago a copy of one of the sport- 

ing newspapers chancing to fall in my 

hands, I read in it a series of advertisements 

(inserted by persons who, for the most 

part, claimed infallibility in the selection 

of the winner of the Derby) of so glowing 

a sort, that I determined to write for their 

" tips," as the utterances of these prophets 

are styled in sporting parlance. It is not 

necessary that I shonld confess whether or 

no I acted on the information communi- 

cated through these channels. My ex- 

perience, at all events, cost me the postage 

stamps which the tipsters asked as the 

price of their information. T leave it to the 

reader to judge for himself whether it was 

worth the money ; and I leave him also the 

alternative of laughing at my simplicity if 

I went further, or of congratulating me on 

my caution if I let the postage stamps 

stand as the sum-total of my unremunera- 

tive outlay. ■

The following advertisement was the 

first that caught my eye. There was a 

mysterious El Dorado seeming about the 

figures with which it commences which 

was very alluring. ■

60d9^^aBATIS! GRATIS!! GRATIS !II ■

JAMES CABTWRIGHT sent 184 winners last 

season to his subscribers, winning for them 6069^. 

Circular now ready (two stamped enyelopes) containing 

my neat double erent OTer the Derby and Oaks at 

400r to 12.— Address, James Cartwright, 19, Glou- 

oester-ioad, Peckham, London, S.E. ■

I received the following reply to my 

application for information respecting the 

"great double event :" ■

" If you look at my advertisement again 

you will see my terms are eighteen stamps, 

for which I send six winners per week for 

the whole season." ■

The reader can " look at my advertise- 

ment again," and see for himself if there is 

any mention in it of eighteen stamps. ■

The promise of long odds, the assertion 

of genuineness, and "one of the best things ■

ever known for the Derby," combined, 

tempted an outlay of half a crown for a 

reply, to the following advertisement : ■

F. MAXWELL has one of the best things rrar 

known for the Derby, and at kmg odds. The laToaritM 

will all be beaten by his seleetion. — Send thirty stsmpi 

and directed enTelope to F. Maxwell, CushilUm, 

Surrey. N.B. — This oeing atriotly genuine reqoirei ii» 

puff. ■

The reply was at once emphatic and 

affectionate. " My dear sir," it ran, "joa 

cannot do better than back the Sunbeam 

Colt and Queen's Messenger, and kj 

against Prince Charlie and Cremome, as I 

am perfectly satisfied they have no chance.*^ ■

The name of Fordham is familiar to the 

veriest griff in turf matters; and there 

was, besides, something so seductive about 

the " rank outsider" for a place that I had 

no hesitation in answering the foUowing' 

advertisement : ■

CHARLES FOBDHAM wishes hia subeeriben to gv 

for a raker on his selected one for the Derby. Iboi» 

who are not on should send at once (inclosing thirteea 

stamps and directed enTelope), and get on at ooee. 

C. F. will sJso send a rank outsider {jar a place, ^htm 

owner and trainer are sanguine of winning; but h» 

will be found une<^ual to the task of beatbg C. F.'i 

selected one, but will certainly be in the first three- 

Address, C. Fordham, Newmarket, Cambs. ■

The valuable selection I received for my 

thirteen stamps was as follows: ''Back 

Prince Charlie to win, and Drummond a 

place for the Derby, to win a good stake, 

and please put me on a present." This 

must have proved awkward advice to 

any confiding sportsman who complied 

with Mr. Fordham's wishes, and went s 

" raker." ■

INVEBESK I UHTEBESK ! ! SOUCAB ! ! ! - 

ABTHUB WEBB'S success.— On Saturday pick«r 

Inreresk at 88 to 1 and Soucar to win the CliMtef 

Cup; Prince Charlie for Two Thousand ever since 

November last Subscribers, we are as certain to win 

both Derby and Oaks. A horse at 10 to 1 for a pltM 

in the Derby ; York winners included ; six stamps^ 

Address, Mr. A. Webb, 292, Waterloo-road, LamtMth, 

London. ■

For such a certainty as this six stamps 

were a bagatelle, and I sent them, receiv- 

ii^gi ^J return, a printed circular entitled 

The Kacing Ghiide, in which Mr. Webb 

states that his information ^' comes from » 

private and confidential source, and can 

always be relied on." Whether, in point of 

fact, Mr. Webb's information is invariably 

to be relied on, the reader may judge from 

the fact that the Derby selections sent by 

this gentlem an were *' Queen's Messenger 

to win. Bertram, one, two, three." ■

He must be a poor clinker — whatever a 

" clinker" may be— -that is dear at a penny, 

and I lost no time in responding to the 

following advertisement : ■
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AN OUTSIDER WINS TH£ DSRBT.-A oertain 

dioker now at a tremendous price has just won an 

extraordinsTT triaL The trainer considers it ^[ood 

•noueh to win the Berbr in a canter. The advertiser, 

well known on the turf, has got full particulars from a 

penon connected with the stable. Send stamped ad- 

droH immediatelT to Mr. Alfred Day, 8, Westmoreland- 

toed, London, S.£. ■

The reply (lithographed) was as follows : 

" I do not usually send my advice gratis ; 

but lay the odds to one ponnd against 

Prince Charlie for the Derby (he has not 

the remotest chance of winning), and send 

and join my list. I regret to say my out- 

sider broke down badly yesterday, and will 

not ran ; I therefore advise you to put a 

good stake on the undermentioned at once, 

knowing it to be a certainty — Sunbeam 

Colt, win and place. Please put me on 

^TB shillings." ■

6BATIS.~J0HN BITBLEY guarantees to send 

the winners and place-horses in the Derby and Oaks, 

with scToal oertamties at York and Doncaster, for four 

ftsmps and enTclone. Reward ma firom winnings— 

J. Barley, 16, Cansl-street, Albany-road, Cambenrell, 

London. EsUblished 1865. ■

There was an enticing lavisbness of pro- 

mise in this that '* fetched" my four stamps 

readily. The reply, having stated that ^* the 

inclosed names of horses are real good 

things,, and ought not to be neglected if 

you wish to win money, and have a good 

start for the season," gives Queen's Mes- 

senger to win the Derby, and the Sunbeam 

Colt for a place. It proceeds : *' Any per- 

son sending ten shillings to put on the 

double event of Derby and Oaks, we 

guarantee (by Burley's system) to return 

a hundred and twenty-five pounds. Mr. 

Burley wishes it to be understood that he 

does not put money on in the common 

every-day system, as other commission men 

do (whereby you would ruin the Bank of 

England), but on an entirely new and 

honourable system originated by him. No 

other person knows the secret. Burley's 

betting club system is on the same prin- 

ciple as practised by the leading racing 

men of the day." It is to be hoped — I will 

not say for their own, but for Mr. Burley's 

sake — that but few sent a remittance to be 

put on the double event named. ■

One may be shy of professional tipsters, 

but how was it possible to refrain from an 

outflow of confidence toward one advertis- 

ing in a style of such pretension as this ? ■

A aENTI^MAK of position in Turfcircles will give 

to private gentlemen the benefit of a bon& fide Tuxf 

secret. 10,000^. may be realised. Stamped address to 

C. H. RawfloOf 8, Chatham-place, Old Eent-road, Lon- 

don. Berbj winner, 10002. to 302. ■

Besides, the revelation of the secret pos- ■

sessed by the " gentleman of position" cost 

but a penny stamp. I sent the stamp, and 

got the following reply : ■

Drummond has only to run up to his trial to win the 

Derby in the commonest of canters, he having been 

tried many lengths better than Prince Charlie's public 

form : this alone should be sufficient for you to back him 

to win a fortune, but in addition the horse is improving 

daily, and belonjn to the most straightforward sports- 

man on tlie Turf, and will be ridden oy the most accom- 

plished jockey of the day, O. Fordham ; therefore this 

golden opportunity should not go by without benefiting 

you to the tune of a thousand. Being desirous of ex- 

tending my connexion amongst sporting gmtlemea 

residing in the country, if, after the JOerby, tou can in- 

troduce a few of your select friends, I shall reel greatly 

obliged. Terms of subscription, whole season, two 

guineas, including postage and telegrams. ■

I have not as yet seen my way to introduce 

any of my " select friends" to the " gentle- 

man of position." ■

The next advertisement which attracted 

my notice was a long and florid one of 

the Premier Racing ULrcular, proprietors, 

Messrs. James Rawlings and Co., 65, York- 

place, Edinburgh." Concerning the Derby 

this advertisement contained the following 

glowing paragraph ; ■

Over this race now-a-days it has become usual for every 

Briton to sport his " fiver" or "pony," and those who 

would land a heavy sum bv so doing must stand our 

selection and nothmg else for this event, as he will ae 

surely cut down his field over Epsom Downs, and land 

the Blue Hibbon of 187S in a common canter, as we are 

now penning theee lines. Conscious that the proba- 

bility — ^nay possibility— of defeat does not exist, we can 

consequently recommend our selection as an infallible 

investment alike to large and small speculators, in the 

full confidence that he will triumphantly carry ue 

through in selecting our tenth Derby winner in succes- 

sion. Not an hour should be lost in sending to us for 

these selections, as the remainder of the stable commis- 

sion may go into the market at any moment, after 

which it wul be well-nigh impossible to get on at any 

price, though at the present moment a good price i» 

obtainable. ■

The charge for this Midas-hke circular was 

but six stamps, in return for which I re- 

ceived quite a batch of documents. I quote 

from the Circular as follows : " Were we 

to write pages we could only sum up as 

now in four words: He, Prince Charlie, 

cannot be beaten ; and we would use every 

power of pdy^uasion we possess to induce 

every reader of these lines to back him to 

win them as large a sum as they can pos- 

sibly afford, satisfied as we are that such 

an absolute moral certainty was never 

previously known in the history of the 

Turf. . . . The Derby is the greatest 

certainty for Prince Charlie ever known in 

the history of the. Turf. . . . No one 

must neglect to stand this moral, as such a 

* dead certainty* does not often occur." To 

prevent any such neglect on my part, an 

elaborate voucher — so much resembling a 

cheque that my mouth watered — was in- ■
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closed, statdng that my oorrespondents bad 

taken for me the bet of ''one hundred 

pounds to twenty ponnds Prince Charlie to 

win the Derby.'' Aithongh thift was an 

nnsolicited fevonr, I venture to trust that 

it has not inconvenienced my zealous and 

emphatic correspondents. ■

TO lilOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN BACKESS 

WHO INYESI LAUGELY. ■

Maanvv H. WILSON and BIXON, oommiMba 

a|[snto oi Qiall and Edinburgh, will hook fld« tend tin 

innner of tb» Gtea* Northam Handioap or die Spwm 

Derlrf to maj nntleaiAn who wiU kt thsm, stand ia 

to win 20L On reempt of a latt«r addfMted to H. 

Wilson, Turf Herald Offioe, Hadt, a telefnphic UMnagv 

will be sent off aHi oaee- gmtis. ■

This hardly apf^ed to me ; hxA in anotiier 

advertisement from the antne people in the 

same paper I found the follbwing : ■

THE EPSOM DERBY. ■

An outsider at 40 to 1 will get a place (XO to 1 for a 

plaoe). Thia is the rer^' h^t Hung wa ever knewv 

Heard of it at Cheater, aoid if our oth«r selected makes 

the least mistake^ this outsider will not only get a plaee 

but win right out. ■

And this with a batch of other winners was 

to be had for three shillings. I sent the 

money, received in retnim aprmted oiroular, 

which the following passage alone con- 

cerned me : ■

After dulj weighing up, wa arast oome- to the eon* 

elusion that Prince Cluu'lie is not in a false position, for 

he haa dona all that has been asked of him, but then 

hia price is not remunerative enoughr thaaefiin we have 

studied «nd searched the stables tlusooglL tat other 

animals who will pay better than backing tno fiurourito, 

and we strongly reoonunend that Labonuun* Wenloeki 

and Bertaam Da backed ibr wins and places, knowing 

that&most clever sdiool axa gping for thaloti. ■

By another post came a piece of red 

tissue paper, on which it was that '* each 

subscriber stands in to win ten shillings to 

nothing on Labncnum," which sum^ in case 

of that hoDse winning, would be remitted. 

Beneath wa» the fc^LIowing: '^Tip — Lib- 

bumuuL or Prince Charlie to> wia YouJog 

Sydmonto& for place. The Oak»— Ddlnet'' 

(sio.) ■

WHAT WHiL WHf THB DEEBTl? 

TBX FAXEPLAys LONa 8H0T& ■

My Derby outsider at 60 to L Sore to be placed. 

Inclose two stamped directed envelopes, J. PAIEFL AT, ■

Ipswich. 

DigJbjGsand, Bnfiald, and Maimonk prorad uta^ I ■

advised. ■

What Fairplay's outsider has done^ I for 

one shall never know. The following is the 

reply I received : " My Derby outsider will 

prove another Hermit ; I will put anything 

on for you, bub I will not spoil the market 

till the owner's commission is done." I do 

not habitually see my way to investing on ■

Sigs in pokes, and therefore did not accept 

Ir. Fairplay's offer. ■

If otwitstanding that I did not recognise 

the association between Kingsdere and 

Soho, I sent the requisite remitonce in 

repl^ to the following advertisement : ■

THE KINGSCLERE TURF GUIDE omtanis 

winner of the Derby and two for places. Send twvltv 

stampa and directed envelope to Mr. TOM WALSH« 

Po8t«ofBce, Greek-street, Sono, London. ■

• ■

And duly received a little fly^DoBf like a 

tracts which enunciated in large* type the 

statement that '' Druid or Beihnal Go-een 

will win." ■

The North of En^aod Turf Qmde, sde 

proprietors, Messrs Grey and Wilkinson, 

67, Waterloo-stveet, G-lasgow, (Maimed to 

"contain some of the finest and most 

gsnuizte informaAiozi ever placed before the 

public. Of Messrs. Grey and Wilkiason'a 

Derby selection, the advertisement spoke ■

Ohe of tfie most genuine investmenta tbey ever 

knew, and it is as sure to win as this is in prist, for 

besides being a public perfbxmer of the first class, ithsi 

been tried so highly and so satisfVustorily that nothinjGf 

can possibly beat it. There is no secret made by the 

stable, evei^hing is as open as the day, and the heapi 

of money that luive, ani am still, bemp pat down oa 

their chanspkm, shows how hig^y theiy aatimafte hit 

chance of success. ■

The* ecRmlar, whdcfa cost six stamps^ gave 

tiw foUowing information : " Not only ^ 

we- fbel confident of suocesst, bat look on 

loss as uttexiy impossible. Prince Charlie 

in .nre ta win the D.rby; notiiing can 

possibly beat him, and h» will* canter in the 

esfliest winner over known. We have often 

been confident^ and with good cause too, 

but thia is tine greatest certainty evev we 

dsd know." ■

Probably the reader bos by* thia time 

had enough o£ the tipstezs. The ^ greatest 

certainty" ever I knew iathot I ha^re parted 

with about a pound'a worth of stamps to 

very little purpose. ■

TWO. VERY OLB SONG&. ■

It is the fate of many old songs to be re- 

memberedy aung; and thoroughly rriiehed 

long after the names of the w riittBa of the 

words, or composem of the nmsie,. or both, 

have been fbi^tten: Bomeftimes thia ob> 

scurity results* from the words or music 

having been frequently altered in. detail, 

without leaving distinct trace of the original 

form. Sometimes the ^vriters were men 

who achieved nothing else worthy of record, 

and never had the luck to be talked' about. 

In other instances the song did not become 

popular till after the writer's deaths when ■

=iP ■
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the means of verification were lost. While 

in not a few cases tmcertainty has resnlted 

from the proneness of music ptiblishers t>o 

issue their sheets undated, leaving it donbfc- 

ftil which of two old editions preceded the 

other in order of time. ■

There is a femons old school-song" which 

is in this predicament, so far at least as the 

words are concerned ; while the mnsic itself 

cannot with certainty be assigned to one or 

ike other of two composers who happened 

to possess the same name. Dulce Domtim 

is the song here referred to. Every Win- 

chester hoiy or Wykehamist — ^that is, every 

hoy that has been educated at the femons 

old Winchester School — ^knows this song'; 

and if ha does not, when as an oH boy he 

has become a bishop, judge, statesman, or 

general, still sing the song, he nevertheless 

deiights* to hear the annnal singing of it in 

the old room, if opportunity leads his steps 

in that Erection. WilHam of Wykeham 

! was the foimder of the school; and the 

I Wykehamists are wont to celebrate thein 

patrou by singing and dining and other 

: pleasant observances. ■

What is known of this song^ of Dnltee 

Bomnm ? According to tradition,, a Win- 

chester schoolboy was once, for some mis- 

condnct, kept in when all* the other boys 

had departed for their snmmer holidays. 

fle was confined to his room, according to 

«ne stoTf ; chained to a tree in the school- 

gronnd, according to another ; bnt at any 

iTute be pined and pined with melancholy, 

thinking of home and its enjoyments, and 

comparing his own loneliness with the 

buoyant fi^edom of his companions. He 

wrote a song to relieve his sadness, and 

cut tbe words " Dulce jyowvxa.^' on the 

bark of. the tree. Drooping and declining 

with Tery hopelessness, he died before the 

next school-time began. H"ow this is a 

toncBing story, that goes to the heart of 

every one ; nevertheless there is one weak 

point abont iU There is not a word of sad- 

ness- in the old song. It speaks of the 

joyons delights of a holiday, a change from 

the school to tiie home'; but ft says nothing 

of the miseries endured by a boy who has 

nnerpectejdly been shut out from participa- 

tion in the plfeasure. As the song is in 

Latin, vf« will not reprint allthe six verses, 

but will give the first, to show the style : ■

CcNMiaamii|i, O aodaletl 

£JA I (^d ulemiu ! ■

iTobile canticum ! ■

Dulce meloe) dommii ; 

JMoB doznum xeflooamui I ■

with a chonas of : ■

Bcmianif doouimt. dules donmm ; 

PuloO) duloe, dulcs domum I 

Pulce domum, i«8onemu8 ! ■

There were two English translations of 

the song given in the Gentleman's Maga- 

zine many years ago. One of them ad- 

hered pretty closely to the metre of the 

original ;, but the other was rather a para- 

phrase, or imitation^ in the metre called in 

paalmr-books eights and sevens : ■

Sine tt 8W0e6 mebditnu meuvue, 

Vv aft enchanting lays around ; 

Home I a theme replete with pleasuroi 

Home } a gratefm theme reeeund ! 

(Obobub) Hornet aweet home, an ampile tnaenie, 

Home ! with ev'ry hleaaing crown'd 1 

Home ! perpetual source of pieaeure I 

Home! a. nobl^ ttrain^ x«eouad ! ■

Another imitation, sung as a breaking-up 

holiday song for school, beg^l^ : ■

Letuiiail, m^ hUtbe> ooaiMmioDS) 

Join in xnuihful, mirthful glee ! ■

Pleasant our subject ! ■

Bweel?, oh sweet our object I 

Home, sweet home^ we soon shall seo! ■

The best translktion of the real Dulce 

Domum is considered to be that by Bishop 

Wordsworth, who was formerly second 

master of Winchester School. This we 

will give in full : ■

Come« comj^anionsi join your yoioes, 

Hearts wxdi pleasure bounding, 

Sing we the noble lay,. 

Sweat seng of hoiidags 

Joys of home, sweet home, resounding. 

(Choxxts) Home, sweet home, with er'ry pfeamre^ 

BJome with ev'zy blessing coown'd,. 

Homc^ our best delight ana treasure. 

Home, the welcome song sesound. ■

Seoi, tbo^wish'd-far day aopvoaohaib 

Day with joys attended; 

School's heaty connris roxr, 

Safitiif the goat is won, 

Hawt goal, where toils are ended. 

Home, sweet home, &c. ■

Quit, lay weary. Hose, your labours. 

Quit your books- and learning ; 

Banish all cares away, 

Welooma tfae>holidaijr, 

HeaBts.foc home* and freedom, yoamiagv- 

Home, sweet home,. Ac. ■

Smila» the season, smile the meadows ; 

Let us, too, be smiling ; 

Now the sweet- guest is oomej 

Miilomal, to her heme, 

H^newaid, too, our steps beguiling. 

Home, sweet home, &c. ■

Bagen, ho ! 'tis time for atastlng, 

Haste with horse and traces,. 

Seek we the sceneof blise, 

'Where, a fond mother's kiss 

Iiongmg waits her boy's embtaoea. 

llome, sweet home, Ac, ■

Sing onoe more, the gate surrounding,. 

Loud the joyous measure ; 

Lo ! the bright morning star, 

Slow xising m>m afar, 

Still retards our dawn of pleosureb 

Home, sweet home, &e. ■
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Snch thoughts might have occurred to the 

Winchester boy before he knew that he 

was to be kept in ; but we mnst perforce 

agree with those critics who think that 

the language does noij betoken the broken- 

hearted sadness of the lad when incarce- 

rated. However, there the words are, and 

the question still remains unanswered — 

who wrote them ? Doctor Milner, writing 

his History of Winchester, seventy or 

eighty years ago, says, " The existence of 

the song of Dulce Domum can only be 

traced up to the distance of about a century ; 

yet the real author of it, and the occasion 

of its composition, are already clouded with 

fable." Doctor Milner, Doctor Hayes, 

Doctor Busby, Mr. Malcolm, Mr. Brand, 

Bishop Wordsworth, Mr. Mackenzie Wal- 

cott, Mr. Chappell, Doctor Rimbault, all 

have written on the subject ; but none have 

found the name of the author, or the date 

of composition, of Dulce Domum. ■

Concerning the music, there is a pretty 

general agreement that it was composed 

by John Reading, the organist ; but some 

place it in the time of Charles the First, 

others in that of Charles the Second. 

Doctor Rimbault has pointed out that there 

were three musical men of this name in the 

seventeenth century, all organists; and 

that the real John Reading was probably 

he who was organist at Winchester during 

the later years of Charles the Second's 

reign. Mr. Chappell gives the tune in his 

excellent work on the Popular Music of 

the Olden Time. It is a plain, simple 

melody, in oonmion time, with eight bars 

for the song, and eight more for solo and 

chorus ; being easy to learn and easy to sing, 

it clings to the memory of those who have 

any lo(»J ties of attachment to it. ■

The song, be it written by whom it may, 

is sung annually at Winchester School. 

Doctor Busby, in his Concert Room and 

Orchestra Anecdotes, after narrating the 

tradition of the Winchester boy, adds, *' In 

memory of the melancholy incident, the 

scholars of Winchester School or College, 

attended by the master, chaplains, organist, 

and choristers, have an annual procession, 

and walk three times round the pillar or 

tree to which their unhappy fellow- col- 

legian was chained, chanting as they pro- 

ceed the Latin Dulce Domum." The 

Reverend Henry Sissmore, who died about 

twenty years ago, at the advanced age of 

ninety-five, and was wont to speak of his 

experience as a Winchester boy in the 

early part of George the Third's reign, re- 

membered the boys singing Dulce Domum ■

under the tree. On one occasion, finding a 

sort of shed built up there, they pulled it 

down before they b^gan to sing ; the head 

master. Doctor Warren, who sat on a 

pony hard by, enjoying the fun. The present 

Domum tree in the ground is not the 

original, but probably an offshoot from it. 

Mr. Mackenzie Walcott, writing in 1852, 

said, " At the present time, the Domum is 

sung on the last six Saturdays of the ' long 

half,' just before * evening mils ;' and daily 

before and after dinner, the beautiful 

Wykehamist graces are chanted by the 

choir singers." He gave an engraving of 

the hall, with the assembled boys singing 

the Domum. Mr. Chappell, some years 

later, stated, " Dulce Domum is still sung 

at Winchester on the eve of the break-up 

day. The collegians sing it first in the 

schoolroom, and have a band to play it ; 

afterwards they repeat it at intervals 

throughout the evening, before the as- 

sembled visitors, in the college mead or 

playground." ■

Mr. Mackenzie Walcott, in his pleasant 

volume concerning William of Wykeham 

and his colleges, tells how affectionatelj 

the old Winchester boys regard the annual 

celebration : '* Still in July the annual 

festival comes round, which commemorates 

the old tradition of the Domum song, and 

has been made the season for gathering 

together the family of Wykeham, drawing 

close again the bands of love which bind 

together kindred hearts. . . . Reassem- 

bling around this, their father*s hearth, the 

rallying place of their common affections, 

the young and the old, all children and 

brothers, growing young again and un- 

selfish, forgetting every difference of age 

and fortune, among the dear remembrances 

of boyhood. Beautiful, indeed, is it, when 

the school walls are gay with garlanded 

flowers and festooned flags, and the floors 

are hid with the crowds of those who 

come to keep the high day of Winton; 

when the bands burst forth in joyous 

melody, and the choristers and grace- 

singers lift up their voices, Concinamas, 

Sodales — then the chorus and burden 

Domum Domum thrills through the verj 

heart, quickens and blends all in one 

warm,- genial, genuine flow of joy and 

kindliness. . . . Dulce Domum, tne green 

home of memory in the sterile waste of 

years — Domum, domum, dulce Domum." ■

Another old song, concerning which 

there has been a controversy, is associated 

BO exclusively with festive doings that vte 

do not hear it or of it at any other time. ■

•^ ■
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When a grand banquet is held, and the 

choice Tiands have gone the way of all 

viands, and the chairman of the evening is 

doing hifl very best (or worst) to prepare 

some neat speeches for health-proposing, 

then does diis song make itself heard. 

'Non Nobi^ Domine is, indeed, not quite a 

song ; it is a grace after meat, something 

between a hymn and a prayer of thanks- 

giving ; but very few of the guests think 

of it in that light. There is no controversy 

about the words; they are simple, and 

traceable to a well-known source. "Non 

nobis, Domine, non nobis, sed nomini tuo da 

Gloriam," is the Latin of " Not unto us, O 

Lord, not unto us, but unto Thy name give 

the praise." The composer, whoever he 

may have been, simply took these words, 

and composed music to them. The tune 

is of the kind called a canon, in which 

three voices take up the subject alternately. 

The first goes through the words once, 

arranged in six bars of conmion time; 

then he goes through them again, with a 

different order of notes ; while the second 

singer takes up the first part, both singing 

together. Then the third singer, taking his 

share, begins with the first line of music, 

and so proceeds to the end, while the other 

two are singing the second and third lines 

respectively. The three lines of music 

harmonise, and blend pleasantly to the ear ; 

they are almost alike, difiering chiefly in 

pitch or register. All the three singers, 

too, sing the same words, though they are 

not pronouncing the same syllables at the 

same time. This is not a very scientific 

way of describing the affair; but perhaps 

it will suffice to give a general notion of 

the style of composition. Some composers 

have a great liking for the canon, and for 

another and somewhat sinoilar composition 

called a round. Li both the yoices imitate 

one another, observing particular rules in 

the imitation. A madrigal and a glee are 

constructed on other principles. All four 

kinds may be arranged for three or more 

voices, according to the taste and skill of 

the composer. ■

It is not, we have said, about the words 

of this Latin grace, but about the music, 

that there has been a controversy. Italy 

has combated with England in the matter, 

and the best opinion seems to be that Eng- 

land has won. Sir John Hawkins, in his 

learned ffistory of Music, stated that the 

composition is deposited in the Vatican 

Library, where it is assigned to the great 

composer Palestrina, who composed a large 

quantity of ecclesiastical music three cen- ■

turies ago. Sir John saw a concerted 

piece for eight voices, by Carlo Bicciotti, 

which was published about a century ago ; 

with a note stating that the subject or 

melody of' the piece was taken from, or 

founded on, a canon by Palestrina; this 

canon he found to be Non Nobis Domine. 

Hawkins, however, proceeded to express 

an opinion that the canon wus composed 

by William Bird, Byrd, or Byrde ; and in 

this opinion he was supported by Doctor 

Bumey and Doctor Pepusch, both, like 

himself, learned historians of music. In 

1652, Hilton published a collection of 

catches, rounds, and canons, in which Non 

Nobis Domine appeared, with Bird named 

as the composer; but no earlier printed 

copy seems to be now known. If there 

reaUy be a cherished copy in the Vatican 

Library, it is most likely in manuscript. 

William Bird was one of the singing boys 

at Edward the Sixth's Chape], and after- 

wards a gentleman of the Chapel Royal, and 

organist of Lincoln Cathedral. Palestrina 

and Bird were both composing at the same 

time, and both composed voluminously. 

Anthems, services, responses, psalms, songs, 

fantasias, fugues, concertos, canons, pro- 

ceeded in great numbers from Bird's pen. ■

There is some reason to believe, although 

the evidence is not conclusive, that Non 

Nobis Domine was composed for the 

Merchant Taylors' Company, to be sung at 

a grand banquet. The records of the com- 

pany tell us that a sumptuous entertain- 

ment was given on the 16th of July, 1607, at 

which King James the First and his son, 

Henry, were present. Mr. William Byrde 

is named among the persons who assisted 

in the musical part of the entertainment. 

In Stow's Annals some of the proceedings 

of the day are described : *'The king, during 

this and the election of the new maister and 

wardens, stoode in a newe window made 

for that purpose ; and with a gracious 

kingly aspect behelde all their ceremonies ; 

and being descended into the hall to de- 

part, his majestic and the prince were 

then again presented with like musique 

of voyces and instruments, and speeches, 

as at the first entrance. The musique con- 

sisted of twelve lutes, equally divided, six 

and six in a window on either side of the 

hall, and in the ayre between them was a 

gallant shippe triumphant, wherein were 

three rare men like saylors, bein^ eminent 

for voyce and skill, who in their several 

songs were assisted and seconded by the 

cunning lutenists. There was also in the 

hall the musique of the City, and in the ■

i ■
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upper chamber the children of his majestie's 

chappell sang a grace at the king's table." 

It is not known that there was any other 

mnsical grace in existence at that time 

besides Non Nobis Domine ; and as WilHam 

Bird, or Byrde, was present, and as he is 

credited with being the composer of the 

tane, there is certainly a temptation to 

believe that this celebrated canon must 

have been the one selected on that festive 

occasion, perchance composed ei^presslyfor 

the purpose. As it is a pleasant theory, 

we will not press hardly upon it on the 

score of logical proof. ■

ON THE EDGE OP THE MOOIt. ■

A flOFT low-lying purple haze floats 

over the moor. It has been intensely hat 

all day, and the evening breeae has not 

sprung up yet. By-and-bye, when the sun 

(now making a sea of heather on fire in 

the west) has quite set, Mrs. Kane will 

venture a little further from the farm-yard 

gate to watch for the one who is coming. ■

Once or twice already her poor anxious 

old face lias brightened up under the im- 

pression that she sees something moving 

at the vanLshing point of the ragged cart- 

road tliat is the channel of communicatian 

between this farm-house on the edge of 

Dartmoor and civilisation. But the im- 

pression has l3een a false one, bom of a 

hope that is not to be realised just yet. 

Indeed, reason tells her that it is idle to 

expect her traveller one hour before that 

traveller can possibly arrive. ■

Mrs. Kane listens to reason at last. She 

goes back through the farm-yard, " not so 

well stocked afi it was when she was home 

last, poor maid," she thinks, with a pang of 

unselfisli sorrow, into the cool moist red 

dairy. The butter has been made to-day. 

Butter that to-morrow will command the 

readiest sale in the Barnstaple market. It 

looks rich and £rm, as her butter has always 

been reputed to look. But there is less of 

it than of old, and the weary shake of the 

good grey head, that has never shaken re- 

piningly when she alone has been concerned, 

is at the quantity, not at the quality. ■

But she takes one of the plumpest x^c^ts, 

and fills a bowl with the richest cream 

from one of the flat pans, and goes away out 

of the dairy and into the kitchen, where a 

table is already well covered with country 

dainties. There is a chicken-pie, a shape 

of damson-jam, and a glass dish with a 

cover containing a great luscious piece of ■

honeycomb. There are fresh eggs, and 

tempting loaves of brown and white home- 

made bread. And as she adds the butter 

and cream to the display the mother hopes 

tliat "Alice will be happy, and enjoy it 

all." ■

" This'll be the air to give her an appe- 

tite," she adds, with a pleased sense of 

j)art proprietorship in the air. " The best 

air in the world, her poor father used to 

say, and he should ha' known, for he was 

■born in it, and his father and grandfather 

before him, for the matter of that." ■

She sits down in the high handsome 

chair that stands on' one side of the fire- 

place, wherein a feathery bunch of aspara- 

gus foliage is waving, or aether would he 

waving if there were the faintest breath o! 

breeze to stir>it. Sits down and folds her 

hands over the dead black Coburg dress, 

and smooths out the wide weepers that 

mark her a widow, and strives to make 

her loving, anxious heart beat calmly and 

patiently. ■

She looks a very gentlewoman as she sits 

there, her still bright dark eyes bent on the 

door, her soft grey hair put back plainly 

under the dead white border of the widow's 

cap. A verygentlewoman, indeed ; not a 

lady ; Mrs. Kane never wishes, never has 

wished to be thought to be "above her 

daas." But a woman so full of natnral 

gentleness and intelligence that she can 

never wound the feelings or the taste of 

any genuinely refined person. ■

Up to within the last three naonths Hrs. 

Elane has been one of the most capable 

farm-house wives in that bold, active, in- 

dependent district, where the soil is made 

productive by incessant toil. !But she has 

had a seizure. The brave heart that nerer 

quailed under anv reverses while her hus- 

band lived, kept her up to the mark of the 

laboQT that was necdfal when he died. 

Bat the brain was overtasked bj its sense 

of responsibility, and when she recovered 

partially from the blow that prostrated body 

and will for a time, her powers, her vigour, 

had fled, and only her indomitable perse- 

verance remained to be the ruling spirit of 

the farm. ■

It is a fi^eehold property this, on which 

the picturesque, quaint, thatched, many- 

gabled &,rm-house stands. And it has 

been in the Kane family for genera- 

tions. If she could only go on, as she had 

gone on for five years after her husband's 

death, she might look fixrward io gratifying 

the wish that is neorost to dier hearU 

namely, that she may be able to leave it to ■
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Alice as her father lefl it. But she has 

boen stricken down, and things have gone 

unkindlly with the cattle and the sheep, and 

— " well, ghe has many blessings," she tells 

herself in a burst of heart-felt gratitnde as 

she thinks of Alice. ■

There is em opportnmo stir in the honse ■

and abont the house at this very moment. ■

Jane — a ubiquitous and highly-gifbed youn^ ■

person, who is cook, house and dairy-maid, ■

superintendent of the pigs and poultry, ■

vender of the butter, oream, ajid eggs, on ■

market^daps — comes stumbling in more ■

clumsily^ smilingly, amiably than is usual ■

even with her. The yard- dog barks, and ■

performs a war-dance at the extreme end ■

of his chain. Tiie cocks and hens Butter ■

backwards and forwards across the yard in ■

the inconfiequant w^ ziatural to them ■

when «iythiBg of an extraordinary nature ■

occurs in their vicinity, and Mrs. Kane^ets ■

Dp and goes out with a little more flush on ■

her face, a little more flutter about her ■

hands, and looks along ihe road, and sees ■

Alice. ■

" There was a pony-ohaj to fetch her the 

last time," the mother thinks, half-sor- 

rowfuUj, as the market-cart lumbers up. 

But now Alice is out of the cart, em- 

bracing hier mother, shaking Jane's hand, 

which is Jittle less rugged than the road, 

patting the old dog*s head, laughing and 

rayiog, and declaring herself deafened by 

the fowls, all in one minute. ■

"You're better, mother? say you're 

better,'' she says .presently, when she is 

seated at the 'tea-table. There is a wistful 

look in ber eyes, lightly as she speaks, as 

they take in every change, every sign of 

loss of power and gain of years in her 

mother. ■

'* It'B done my eyes good to see you," 

MrB, Xane says, warmly. And indeed 

Alice is a sight to do other eyes than her 

mother's good. ■

Alice is what it has been allowed her 

mother is not — quite a lady. Quite a lady 

in mind and manners and appearance; quite 

a lady in frank, honest dignity — in the de- 

licacy of her speech, and tone, and dress. 

A handfiome, tall, well-formed girl, with a 

clear strong head, and a pure strong heart, 

she fiilly deserves all the pride her mother 

feels in -her. ■

Mrs. Kane looks — she can't help looking 

as the^ naove so lightly about the tea- 

things — At the smooth white hands that 

are so daintily kept and cared for. She 

thinks, regretfully, of how they will get 

roughened and embrowned in doing the ■

work tliat she has done cheerfully and 

gladly for so many years. But she does 

not put that sorrow into words yet. She 

resolutely twinkles away a tear, and con- 

soles herself with the thought that it 

"won't be long before Robert Ford will 

come and take all the toil and trouble of 

the farm off Alice's hands." ■

Can Alice be thinking of the same thing ? 

Nothing leads up to the question ap^ 

parently, yet she suddenly asks : ■

" How are the Fords, mother dear ? Is 

Robert married yet?" ■

" Married yet ! why, no, you don't ask !" 

Mrs. Xane is so perplexed that she fia,lls 

into the vulgar tongue <employed by Jane 

during that young person's moments of 

amazement, which are many. ■

"But I do ask!" Alice says, rising up 

asid taking the ofiBoe of putting away 

]ipon herself at once. " Poor dear Rob ! 

he's as slow. about that as about everything 

else, I see." ■

"He hasn't been slow in turning over 

the tidy bit of money that his father left 

him," Mrs. -Kane begins indignantly; but 

the indignation vamshes before the laughmg 

bright keen gaze that is turned full upon 

her from behind th^ cupboard-door. ■

" Dear -mother ! it'-s so easy to turn it 

when once one has the iidy bit ; but I'm 

glad to hear ho has been so — plucky ; and 

how's Dolly ?" ■

" Dolly came here the other day with a 

hayrick on the back of her head, and a 

great wire frame over her poor hips, that 

she called a dress-improver." Mrs. Sane 

pauses when she utters this awful word, 

and looks as if she expected Alice to 

make a remark. Accordingly, Alice makes 

one, though she scarcely feels justified in 

doing so, not having given due consider- 

ation to the iniquity. ■

" Well !" she says. ■

" Well ! is that all you can find to say ; 

well, I told Miss Dolly wbat I thought of 

such folly, and what I knew you would 

think of such folly in a miller's daughter 

aping the silliness of her betters ; you don't 

wear such things, Alice." Aid Mrs. 

Kane, as she speaks, looks at Alice's hand- 

some head, round the back of which the 

hair is rolled in a thick coO, and at her 

straight lissom figure, about which the 

folds of a dear neutral-tinted muslin dress 

fall very softly and gracefully. ■

"Ko-o; I don't wear them, myself,^ 

Alice says, coming back with a spring, and 

leaning over the mother with suoh a joyful 

uncalled-for confusion in her manner, that ■
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Mrs. Kane thinks Alice is determined to 

think nothing but good of Rob's pretty, 

^ silly, fair-haired sister. " I don't wear 

them myself, because — because I've been 

taught better.'* ■

''Then the ladies don't wear them in 

Exeter, Alice ?" ■

Alice Kane nods her head and smiles 

again, and puzzles her mother by saying! 

•* Yes, they do." ■

** Then Mrs. Lovell — a true lady — didn't 

like them ?" ■

" Mrs. Lovell ! dear mother, Mrs. Lovell 

wears them herself." ■

"And she has the charge of young 

girls. Well ! well ! and she spoils the form 

Heaven gave her. I never thought it of 

her, Alice." ■

There is very little more said about Mrs. 

Lovell or the atrocities of fashion this 

night, this first happy night of Alice's 

return home to lift the burden from her 

dear old mother's shoulders. Alice, the 

future manager, has to be made acquainted 

with a variety of domestic details that are 

new to her, farmer's daughter as she is. 

For Alice has been away from the house on 

the edge of the moor for ten ,years, and she 

is only twenty-two now. For six years she 

was a pupil at a good school in Exeter, and 

for the last five years she has been a gover- 

ness in another and equally good establish- 

ment, in the same city ; but she takes to 

the idea of all the duties that are to devolve 

upon her with delightful spirit, with re- 

freshing eagerness. ■

" I always made the butter myself until 

that trouble came upon me, three months 

ago," Mrs. Kane says. "Jane is willing, 

but there's less than there ought to be 

now." ■

" And I'll always make the butter now, 

mother ; at least, when I've learnt to make 

it." ■

"And old Baxter doesn't do with the 

land what your poor father did, or what 

I've done." ■

" I'll make Rob teach me what is to be 

done, and how it is to be done." 

."Ah!" Mrs. Kane says, with a deep 

sigh of satisfaction, " if you have Robert's 

help, dear, all will be well." ■

" And, of course, I shall have his help," 

Alice answers, her head going up in slight 

surprise ; " he'd fly to help you, or me, or 

Jane— or anybody else for the matter of 

that ; it's Rob's one fault, to be stupidly 

good-natured." ■

The old homestead beautifies itself soon 

under Alice's auspices. The girl has saved ■

money from her earnings, and with it she 

bays another cow and new farm implements, 

and hires the services of an able, honest 

man, who owes allegiance to Robert Ford, 

and, therefore, does not attempt to defiraud 

the young lady, after whose interest all 

men know Robert Ford will look sharply. 

Mrs. Kane's heart grows lighter day by 

day as she witnesses, and Jane testifies to, 

the general improvement. Nothing beau- 

tifies a house more than the heart of the 

head of it being light. ■

They are twelve miles from Barnstaple. 

They are six miles from their nearest neigh- 

bour, but Alice never seems doll. It had 

been a woeful grief to the mother when 

first she had been compelled to send for 

Alice, to think of the solitude into which 

her child would be plunged in this remote 

home of hers. Bat it is a grief to her no 

longer. Alice Kane is as free from care 

as the sky above or the breeze that blows 

over the moor on this sunny clondlesa day. ■

Light of heart, light of foot, fall of rich 

young health, full, too (but this her mother 

does not know), of a full, rich young hope, 

the young girl goes briskly through the 

round of her duties, and is never t£ed by 

them. ■

A deliciously invigorating healthy life it 

is out here on the edge of the moor. She 

daily gains a sense of greater freedom, a 

feeling of greater power, a firmer belief in 

her own ability to go on doing her best, 

and doing it successfully. ■

Robert Ford, who has been the slave of 

his love for her, and of his belief that event- 

ually he shall have the courage to tell her 

of it in so many words, from the day she 

was eight years old, comes to see *** how 

they're getting on" frequently. He is 

the nearest neighbour ; but six miles is a 

very short distance when no one lives 

nearer to you. ■

He comes in early one day, just as Jane 

is about to start for the market. Alice is 

full of justifiable pride. She is sending 

more pounds of butter, more e^gs, more 

poultry away for sale than have been sent 

for five years from that farm. ■

He is a well-built, broad-shouldered young 

man, with yellow hair, like his sister Doro- 

thy's. He does not wear his hair in a 

haystack, but has it closely cropped all 

over his head. It is curly and rebellions, 

though. And so, whenever he comes to see 

his idol, he puts on it " oil enough to mix 

a salad with," as the idol thinks a little dis- 

dainfally. ■

His blue eyes are very wide open — ihB ■

=?P ■
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very homes of candour and Bimplicity — 

simplicity nn tain ted by any shade of folly 

or weakness, be it nnderstood. IJnlackily 

for himself they always open wider, and let 

out all their secrets, when they rest on 

Alice. ■

But she has not cared to find out the 

secrets yet. To her, Robert is a sort of 

hnman Newfoundland — a faithfnl, honest, 

strong fellow, who wonld be pleased to pull 

her, or anybody else, out, if she, or any- 

body else, got into the waters of difficulty. 

Her heart was too full of an idol she had 

erected at Exeter for her to respond to the 

heart whose idolatry he was lavishing on 

her. Respond to it, indeed! Porblind 

Alice did not yet realise that it was lavished 

upon her. ■

He has not arrayed himself in all his 

bravery, believing, as the Laird o' Oockpen 

did, that no woman could resist that, even 

if she could him. He has simply put on 

his thoroughly good, and excessively ill- 

made, light-grey clothes, because it is a 

way of showing homage to this lady whom 

be loves. He would do anything for her. 

And her mother knows it, and loves him 

for his devotion to her Alice, and, practi* 

cally, asks him to dinner. ■

" Do stay, Rob," Alice says carelessly ; 

*' Jane is gone to market, and you'll see me 

making a pie and peeling the potatoes ; it 

won't be amusing to you, but it will be 

better than riding home under the mid« 

day son." ■

He takes up a knife in his excess of hap- 

piness and is ready to peel a pie or make a 

potatoe, or do anything else that is vague 

and impossible. Alice, in her wonderful 

dress, that is not a bit like Dolly's, and that 

still does not look old-fashioned, steps about 

lightly, does ber work, and forgets him. ■

Presently — ^he is standing close by the 

end of her table — ^he speaks : ■

"Alice!" ■

" Oh, Rob ! I thought— I thought you 

had gone out with moUier," she says, look- 

ing round, and missing the old lady. *' I'm 

glad you didn't," she adds, politely, " I 

like to have some one to talk to while I'm 

making a pie!" ■

He sees that the girl is less collected, 

less careless, less absolutely in possession of 

herself than she ordinarily is. Neverthe- 

less, being a man in love, he is unwary 

enough to proceed : ■

"Alice!" his face grows red through 

the sun-brown on it, and his blue eyes 

become hopelessly confiding, " Alice ! you 

know why I come here, don't you ?" ■

She stops and looks at him with a 

kindly air of interest. She has such sweet 

thoughts of her own, that it is by an effort 

only that she can compel herself to try to 

take in the meaning of what he is saying. 

Resting the rolling-pin on one end, and 

balancing her hand on the other, she looks 

at him thoughtfully, and fears, pitifully, 

that he is in some trouble about Dolly. ■

As she looks at him, in her perfect un- 

consciousness, the red«dies out of his face 

and the light goes out of his hope. ■

" I see you don't," he says energetically. 

" You've taken my love and never seen it 

even." ■

She is very sorry, little as she says: 

for it is BUC& a surprise to her that she can't 

say much. He feels that she is very sorry, 

but that does not take the sting out of his 

pain. Like a man, he wants to get him- 

self away directly ; and, like a woman, she, 

in her cruel kindness, can't bear that he 

should ride away in that sun. ■

"We were children together," she re- 

minds him ; " if you were to get a stroke I 

should never forgive myself." ■

" I've had my stroke already, this morn- 

ing," he says, with a ghastly effort to be 

sprightly. ■

"Nonsense — ^nonsense — ^if we had only 

been like cousins it would have been dif- 

ferent; but we've been like brother and 

sister. You'll go away and see some 

stranger, and adore ' ■

" Aj9 you have done," he interrupts her 

gently ; but it is her turn to be red in the 

face and awkward in maimer now. ■

After awhile they go out together to 

look for Mrs. Eane. They meet her com- 

ing from the hen-house with her apron full 

of eggs. Seeing them together, she is quite 

ready to drop the eggs and bless them, but 

something in the expression of Robert's 

face deters«her. ■

For the first time in her life she is angry 

with Alice. Robert is a rich man, as 

riches go in this class in this part of the 

world ; and a good man, as goodness goes 

in any part of it. She is not the type of 

mother who thinks that her daughter 

ought to think herself very well off to get 

a husband at all ; but she does think that 

the like of Robert Ford will not come by 

again in a hurry. ■

It is rather a dull dinner of which these 

three partake presently. Robert Ford is 

not angry with Alice, but he is angry with 

himself for having clouded Alice's brow 

and Alice's heart, even for an hour. When 

she speaks to him, as she does constantly ■
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and kindly, something in his frhroat makes 

his eyes water sympathetically, and then 

he hates himself for hia weakness ; for Alice, 

at the sight of it, evidentiy haa an extra 

twinge of pain. ■

When he is going to ride away, in the 

cool of the evening — he had* planned for 

this whole holiday for more than ar fort- 

night — Alice stands by, patting hia- roan 

horse's neek, and bidding him genUe good- 

bye. She is dreftdfnlly inclined to t^lo- 

gise to him, bnt ihe- saving remembrance 

that the miatake was caused by no iknlt of 

hers steps in, and she compromises matters, 

between her tenderness and sense of jvB" 

tice, by saying : ■

"Rob, you'll soon eom>e again, won't 

you ?" ■

" Why ? Totr don't wimt me, Alice ?" ■

•'Mother will miss yon so rnnoh;*' sh?e 

pleads ; " andit won't seem like Homecwitb- 

ont yon and BoUy coming' in and ont." ■

" And, by-and bye, I shall find some one 

else here ; that will be it, you know, Alice," 

he adds, as her ftce growa sutmy with a 

happiness she would hide if sb» ooold; 

** and when tfcat happens " ■

'* How^ can- wo tril what maty hafipeit?" 

she interrupts sententiously. ■

" I shall have all- the pain to- go* over 

aigain, but I'll come. God bleaa you, Alice. '* 

Hb gives* her hand ihe truest ckusp it will 

ever have from a man. Andaa he. rides 

I away she looks after him, and thinks • how 

true he is, and how good; aed what a pity 

it is he doesn't go about more and see 

other girls. ■

"So that's settled,. Alice,"" her mottier 

says, as Alice goes back slowly into the 

room. ■

Alice goes up and stands close to her 

mother, but behind her. ■

" I wish you could' have cared for the 

lad," Mrs. Kane says softly. And ^then 

Alice puts her head down on her mother's 

(Moulders, and says : ■

" Mother, I must tell you now. I care 

too much for another lad to marry poor 

Rob»" ■

Mts. Kane is all eagerness for informa. 

tion ; Alice the soul of candour in imparting 

it. But, after all, there is little to tell. ■

It is only another edition of the old, old 

story. The outspoken lover has a rival in 

an unspoken one. Alice has given her 

heart away, after the improvident habit of 

young women, before it has been asked for, 

in so many words. ■

The girl does not go into ecstacies in 

describing him, but in spite of this reticence , ■

the mother sees that this Mr. Guy Wyae ia 

the hero of Alice's heart. ■

" He i» an artist—" ■

"Then it's he who taught you better 

sbout dress," Mrs-. Kane gtiesses shrewdly. ■

"Yes, about dress, and everytlung." 

Then all Ute story of how they met eomes 

out. Mr: Wyse was maicing a brief stay in 

Exeter, where, at an evening party, he met 

Mrs. Lovell; Ahoe, and some of tibe pupils. 

He was sknick with Alice's- besufy at once. 

He made aoqttointanoe with "Mta* Loveil, 

he called, he ingratiated faimeelf with every- 

body, he gave some of the girlfa drawing- 

lessone— he made studies oi Alice^ he 

showed her mutely how he leved her, and 

things were at this stage w^e&' Aliee was 

recalled home. ■

She tells her mother all i^ ; and then 

there i» a* Idng pauses at kst Misc Kane 

88^9: '^He haa had time to oome after 

you, Alice." ■

Then Alioe grows- soariet, emBBon, whiie^ 

in rapid Boocession, aad coisfoMea: ■

"When we said good^bpe he* told me 

be should oome to see me in two -months, 

and asked would I promise him> a welcome. 

I promiseflk him oxke; the two months are 

not over yet, mother." ■

"Andthat'aaliP* ■

"That's all; but i^s enough;; he wiU 

oome, mother." ■

" I wieh it had been Bob tiiat you had 

known the best and worst of," Mrs. Kane 

sighs ; but Alice laughs and says : ■

"We shall soon know the best and 

woFst of Guy, mother; he'll soon> come." ■

Her words seem to be prophetio. The 

day after a letter x«aches her ^m Guy 

Wyse. A buoyant letter, full of pleasure 

at the thought ot seeing her so soon. He 

is going to stay ai Westward Ho I whence 

he imagines he can easily run over, as 

he believes the fkrm is somewhere near 

Barnstaple. Will she mind writing to 

him, and giving him the route? He ad- 

dresses her as his- "dearest friend," and 

si^s himself, "hers ever and always/' 

and she believes him; ■

From the moment she answers^ his letter 

Alice grows a little better. She bounds 

through the round of her duties more 

rapidly thaa ever, it seems, aad then gets 

out on the free, fragrant moor, that is still 

covered with heath. Some of the purple 

flowers have turned brown and yellow, but 

still, faded as they are, they make glorious 

patches of colour. He does not know the 

moor yet. How he will love its wild 

beauty. ■

If ■
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She long« to Bee the plboe to whioh he is 

coming. Though she has been bom and 

bred in this place^ she has nefvev seen far- 

&med Westward Ho ! Mother ha» nerer 

seen it either. She coaxes and persmades^ 

and they make a ^j^gnmuge thither to see 

the place to which the ** iBappy Prince with 

Jojhxh'Bjesf' i»cotnihg'. ■

There 19 nothing nnmaidenly about Alice 

Kane. !l^ she did not know tiiat Gay 

ironld not be there fbr another week she 

woald not go near Westward' Ho ! As it is, 

she sighs to see iiie place where he will be 

living danng' the happy days of anthorised 

ooortship that are ooniing< — tilat she -feels 

so sare are coming: ■

The* market-caH" ia mad^ comfortable 

with rags and cushions- for Mrs. Kane, and 

Alice tafeestho' reins, and they spend three 

hours of a lo^ly afntnmn day in- driving 

over the lonely ragged' road to Bfemstaple. 

On the way they meet Robert Pord^ and it 

tmnspires that fie has never been to West- 

"ward Ho! **And all North Devon men 

onght to know it, or be ashamed to think of 

Charles Kingsley!*' Alioesays with enthu- 

siasm. Then she adds, " Come, Boh," and 

he comes. ■

Being next to- her he feels that he is 

steaming through P£u?adise as they go by 

train from Barnstaple to Instow. Alice 

feels that she is in Paradise too— but not 

because she is- next to Rob. Mrs. EZane 

likes the present aspect of things too well 

to worry herself abont the future. This is 

the first holiday she hae had for years. 

It will be grand to see the spot about 

which such a book has been vwitten ! ■

At Instow the two young people find a 

£ury boat and boatman ready to wafb them 

over the streanxto Appledore, where a glori- 

fied pony'-oaccriage is procnx^ to take them 

through NGrtham to Westward Ho ! ■

This (to her) abrupt transition from the 

isolation of her dear old home on the 

moor, to the life and exoitement of pony- 

carriage-driving down the road, and avenues 

running, up fromit to lovely mansions before 

which peaeooks> and ladiee are walking, is 

bewildering to Mrs. Kane. She likes it, 

but it makes her sleepy. She closes her 

ejcs, and Alice and Rob are presently as 

much alone as if the mother were back at 

the farm-house. ■

" There's a reason for this, isn't there, 

Alice? 'tisn't only a holiday," Rob says 

softly. ■

Alice tnms her face towards him frankly. 

Slightly shaded as it is by the sailor's hat 

he sees it in all its radiance. ■

" There itf a^ reason, Rob ; I db want to see 

Westward Ho!" ■

" Some one yoa love has been, idiere?" ■

" Some one I love i» coming," eho mur- 

murs^ and she is half-proud, and half- 

ashamed. ■

Bob is only a miller ; his grammar is 

often defective-; his pronunciation ia always 

so ; but he ifr a very knight of purity. The 

fear that Alice's lover may be there already, 

never crosses his- mind' fbr a moment: ■

So they go- on* and on till they meet that 

other fresh breeee which is so different to 

the wind that blows over the moorland — 

'tihe breeze that comes over the sea. ■

They get dewn to the hotel presently, and 

find' it full of life^ and the savour that greets 

them reminds them ihat they are- very 

hungry. So they have 'dinner^ and tdien Mrs. 

Kane goes to sleep, and Alice and Rob go 

out for a walk. ■

The pebUo ridge is a marvel, but a 

fhdguing one to* surmount. They soon 

have enough of that; They get out on 

the Northam Burrows, whew several de- 

tached partkee are out playing golf. If 

you do not happen to hove your head 

cracked by a ball winging its elegant way 

in utter oblivvousnesa of your existenoe, 

this is a dehghtful ganie to witness-. Alice 

has never seen it before, and so flinga her- 

self into the spirit of it as she watches^ and 

thinks what pretty pictures Ghiy will make 

of some of these pretty girls by-andthye. ■

They stroll about for an hour. Rob 

refrains from making lovej and Alice is 

very happy in the thought i^at the next 

time she comes here it will probably be with 

Guy, as his bride perhaps. They will spend 

a good deal of time in the old home, of course, 

and when they are away she will Ifeave a 

pair of paragons to look after the ftirm and 

her mother. Then she remembers Rob, 

and asks a little timidly : ■

" Have you ever been to London, Rob ?" ■

Robert shakes his head. He never has 

been. To the best of his belief he never 

shall go, now. ■

" Not if I ever live there, Rob ?" (You 

cat without design, playing your hapless 

mouse so unconsciously). " Surely, if I 

ever live there, Rolb, you'll come to see me." ■

Rob is about to answer plaintively, but 

a golf-ball whizzes by, and he is compelled 

to perform a leap in the air to avoid it. 

Instead of being plaintive, when he comes 

down, he is penitential. ■

" Let us get away from here, Alice ; there 

is some wild playing going on with those 

two over there." ■

IP ■
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*< Which two ?" Alice asks, and Rob in- 

dicates a Dolly Yarden dress, and a shoot- 

ing-costume in the distance. That is all 

Alice can see. So she langhs, and says : ■

*' A bridegroom and his bride, I should 

say. Blind to everybody else, they may 

knock one's head o£^ as you say." ■

"Yon were saying," he begins, as they 

turn to walk back to the hotel, " that if yon 

ever lived in London yon'd like to see me. 

Is it there yon're to live, Alice F" ■

" I don't know — I know nothing, Rob. 

Can't yon understand that I feel sure with- 

out knowing." ■

Yes; he can understand. He can un- 

derstand only too welL The understand- 

ing stabs him with pain, but he bears it 

like a man, and answers : ■

" I suppose he's very different to all we 

down here?" ■

Alice thrills to the tone of misery. Keenly ■

, alive as she is to the difference between ■

her handsome, refined, smooth-spoken lover, ■

and this rough diamond by her side, she ■

will not point it. ■

" He is like you in one thing, Rob ; he is 

very true and good," she says in a low 

voice. Then she adds, with an effort, " You 

must not take it all for granted yet— it may 

be a long time yet. Didn't I tell you I 

felt sure without knowing — ^he and I are 

both so young." ■

The exigencies of golf have brought 

the Dolly Yarden dress and the shooting- 

costume right into the path they must cross 

to get back to the hotel. Alice and Rob 

are sauntering on in chat that is pleasant 

and confidential to the one, agonising and 

tantalising to the other. They are a hand- 

some, striking pair ; and the little lady in 

the Dolly Yarden dress points them out to 

her companion with an admiring laugh. ■

" Look there, dear ! Are they like our- 

selves, I wonder !" ■

He looks ! The handsome pair are 

near to them now ; and Alice is standing 

still, with a whiteness spreading over her 

beautiful face. ■

"By Jove ! it is— it is !" The gentle- 

man in the shooting-costume tries his 

hardest to be easy. "It is Alice Kane. 

My dear old friend let me introduce you to 

my wife, Mrs. Guy Wyse." Then, as Alice 

recovers her breath and her colour, he 

adds : " I didn't tell you I should bring a ■

companion with me to Westward Ho ! I 

meant this as a surprise." ■

" It is a surprise !" Alice says simply, as 

she shakes hands cordially with the golden- 

haired bride. ■

Mr. Guy Wyse has more than a slight 

idea of how things really are with Alu». 

He has done his best to make them what 

they are ; and if it had not been for a 

sudden fancy for this pretty creature bj 

his side — seen for the first time since he 

parted with Alice — all would have ended as 

Alice had a right to expect. He is a very 

slender, refined-looking, handsome yoting 

man. He is not naturally heartless, and 

he would like now to call Alice "a poor 

little thing, and hope she'd be happy with 

that stalwart young fellow." But Alice is 

half an inch taller than himself, and feeling 

that half inch keenly, he feels tibat he can't 

call her a " poor little thing." ■

Mrs. Kane wakes up presently, and hears 

that it is time to be going home. She tells 

Alice that she knows she (Alice) is oye^ 

tired. ■

Alice's answer is brief : ■

" Guy Wyse is here with his wife, 

mother ; don't say anything." ■

" May I say I'm glad for Robert's sake ?" ■

Alice shakes her head. ■

" He is so grieved ; don't be glad that 

he has my sorrow as well as his own to 

think of now ; that is the only difference it 

will make to him, mother." ■

They go back, in the chill antumn night 

air, that does not make one of them tiunk 

of Paradise, to the old home on the edge 

of the moor. ■

And there we leave Alice. ■
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Whbk Alice first beard the news of Tom 

Darham's deatb, she was deeply and se- 

noTislj grieved. Not that she had seen 

mnch of her half-brother at any period of 

lier life, not that there was any special bond 

of sympathy between them, nor that the 

shif^, thrifUess ne'er-do-well possessed any 

qualities likely to find mnch fekvonr with 

a person of Alice's nprightness and redd- 

tnde of condnct. Bat the girl conld not 

forget the old days when Tom, as a big 

strong lad, jnst retnmed from his first 

rough introduction to the world, wonld 

take her, a little delicate mite, and carry 

her aloft on his shoalders ronnd the garden, 

and even deprive himself of the huge pipe 

and the strong tobacco which he took such 

pride in smoking, becanse the smell was 

offensive to her. She could not forget that 

whenever he returned from his wanderings, 

short as his stay in England might be, he 

made a point of coming to see her, always 

bringing some little present, some quaint 

bit of foreign art-manufacture, which he 

knew would please her fancy, and though 

his purse was generally meagrely stocked, 

always asking her whether she was in want 

of money, and offering to share its con- 

tents with her. More vividly than all she 

recalled to mind his softness of manner and 

gentleness of tone, on the occasion of their 

last parting ; she recollected how he had 

clasped her to his breast at the station, and 

how she had seen the tears felling down 

his cheeks as the train moved away ; she 

remembered his very words, "I am not ■

going to be sentimental, it isn't in my line, 

but I think I like you better than anybody 

else in the world, though I didn't take to 

you much at first." And again, " So I love ■

?ou, and I leave you with regret." Poor 

'om, poor dear Tom, such was the theme 

of Alice's daily reflection, invariably ending 

in her breaking down and comforting her- 

self with a good cry. ■

But, in addition to the loss of her brother, 

Alice Glazton had great cause for anxiety 

and mental disturbance. John had re- 

turned from his last business tour weary, 

dispirited, and obviously very much out of 

faeidth. The brightness had faded from 

his blue eyes, the lines round them and his 

mouth seemed to have doubled, both in 

number and depth, his stoop was consider- 

ably increased, and instead of his frank, 

hearty bearing, he crept about, when he 

thought he was unobserved, with dawdling 

footsteps, and with an air of lassitude per- 

vading his every movement. He strove 

his best to disguise his real condition from 

Alice ; he struggled hard to talk to her in 

his old cheer^ way, to take interest in the 

details of her management of the house 

and garden, to hear little Bell her lessons, 

and to play about with the child on days 

when the weather rendered it possible for 

him to go into the shrubbery. Bnt even 

during we time when Alice was talking or 

reading to him, or when he was romping 

with the child, he would suddenly subside 

into a kind of half-dazed state, his eyes 

staring blankly before him, bis hands 

dropped listlessly by his side ; be wonld 

not reply until he had been spoken to twice 

or thrice, and would then look up as 

though he had either not heard or not un- 

derstood the question addressed to him. If 

it was painful to Alice to see her husband 

in that state, it was far more distressing to ■
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^bserre his strogglos to recover bis cooii- 

coiovAiess, and his ailpfceiapts at^aing viove 

WsB -his oki «elf. Iii.hk emdeayanK to talk 

ttnd laogh, .^e rmlW his joweig wife after his 

'ttsnall^&itm, satta "to comprehend and be 

duterestedin the playfdl babble of iTieohild, 

Ihere wbb a ghastly galvanised vivacify 

most pakiful to behold. ■

Wntching her huttfaaiid'di^'iiyil^, wifch 

tlie greatest intereet snd eavQ, ^strwi^dng 

him. fio idosely that she was enabled to an- 

'iioipato Imb vsnous changes of manner, and 

siaaieBt to fooreboll the next expreBsicii (^ his 

£Efcce, Alfoe-OlMrton became oonvinoed that 

there was something seriously the matter 

wfOi him, ftnfl'it was her duty, whether he 

widied it or not, to 'call in medimd «cdvioe. 

Mr, Broadbent, iiie village apothecary, had 

!had a great deal of experience, and was in- 

"isariably spoken of as a clever, kind-hearted 

man. When the Glaxtcns £i6t established 

.themselves at Hose Cottage, the old- 

JPashiened residents in Mie neighbonrhood 

duly x^ed .and left their cards ; but after 

John had confiuited with Alice, telling rher 

that he left her to do entirely -as ^she 

thought Jit in the luatter, bat tluet for his 

own part :he had jio desire to commence •a 

new series of acquaintance, it was agreed 

between them that it would be sufficient to 

'deliver cards .in jretnm, and all idrther 

attempts at social intercouxBe were politely 

put aside amd ignored. In such a village 

as ^Qendon was a few years ago, it was,. how- 

ever, impossible without actual rudeness to 

a^oid t^e acquaintance of the vicar and the 

doctor, and, consequently, the Reverend 

Mr, Tomlinson and .his wife, and Mr. and 

Mrs. Broadbent^ .were on :visitiQg terms at 

Rose Cottage. ■

Yisiting terms, so :&r as .the Tomlinsons 

were concerned, meant an interchange ef 

dinners twice in the year.; fbut Mr. Broad- 

bent was seen, by Mrs. Qaxton at least, £ar 

more frequently. The story of little Bell's 

adoption had ,got wind throughout the 

neighbourhood, and the .i^insters and the 

gushing young ladieB, who UiongM it "so 

romantic," unable to effect an entrauioe for 

themselves into the enchanted bower, anxi- 

ously sought information from Mr. Broad- 

bent, who was, as they knew, a privileged 

person. The apotheoaiy was by no means 

backward in [purveying gossip for the edi- 

fication of his fair hearers, and his eulogies 

of Mrs. Claxton's good looks, and his de- 

tailed descriptions of Httle Bell's infantile 

maladies, were received with much dehght 

at nearly all the tea-tables in the neighbour- 

hood. Whether John Glaxton had heard ■

of this, whether he had taken any pereosal 

dislike to Mr. i Bna w i bent, or wiie^er itms 

fnerely ^wiiif^ to iiis naAural s^wms and 

reserve, that he absentaA hinsds from the 

room on "nearly every ^ocaaoiDn at Abe doc- 

tor's visits, Alice could not i«n ; Imt sach 

was Ihe case. When they did meei tli^ 

talked politely, and seemed on the tet i 

tonos, bai Mkr so c m ed to take care iiuri; 

their naetiTiy ihfl>«ld be as few as pos- 

sible. ■

What was to be done f Jdfan Imd bow 

been ^hame liiree days, and mss visibly 

worse than on his arrml. Ahee bid 

spoken to him once or twice, serioiisly 

imploring him to tell iier ^hat was tk 

iD ii ttw r-wiiL fem^'bilfc had'beeai'SBoetved WI& 

first time with a half-laugh, the second time 

with a gBBf^e fro^nn. Bie was (pate well, be 

said, quite well, so far as liis bodily health 

was concerned ; alittle worried, he allowed, 

business wviri'ies, ^w^iich a wourtm (Xft^nw 

understand, matters connected with the firm 

whdohfpBsre hiBx>a«ertein«mouiiis(tf aszie^ 

— noihuig .more. Aiiee tboo^ht that ibis 

was not the whole truth, ^nd Miat John, in 

his love ^r hevj .and • desire to ^are her any 

grief^ had made .light of what was reallj 

serious sufiering. The 'more she thongM 

over it the more anxious and adarmed At 

became, 4ucLd at length, when on the fbvrtli 

morning afiter John's retumi, she had pe^ed 

into the little .library and seen her husband 

sitting 'thooe at the window, not heeding 

the glorious^DOspeot be&ffe him, not heeding 

the book whioh day i^pon his .lap, hut lying 

inckwafds in Mb chair, with his hands 

clasped J^ehind has iiead, his eyes closed, 

his oompteTBJQn -a dull- sodden ored, she de- 

termined on^ationoesendingfor Mr. Broad- 

bent, witihoiit saying a wovd to John abont 

it. An axGuse <could easily be found ; liitk 

Bell had a icold, and was slightly feverish. 

and the doctor had been sent for to pre- 

scribe for her; .and iihough lie eould see 

Mr. 'Claxton and ha;ve >a talk with hinv 

Alice would take care ithst John could not 

suspect that he was the object of Hr. 

.Broadbent!s visit. ■

Mr. Broadbent came, pleasant and chfttty 

at first, imagining he had been sent for io 

see the little girl in one of the ordinacry 

iUnesses of childhood; graver and mnch 

less voluble as, on their -way up to tbe 

nursery, Mrs. Clazton confided to him ber 

real obj eot in re(|uesting his presence. Little 

Bell dxdy visifted, the conspiring pair cam^ 

down stoivs again, and Alice going first, 

opened the door and discovered Mr. Clfix- 

ton in tiie attitude in whinh she had last ■

^ ■
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«een him, fast asleep and brestliiiig'heavilj. 

He roused at "tfae noise on their entrance, 

mbbed his eyes, and Efted iiimself wearily 

to his feet, covered urith cortfusion, as 

soon as he made ont that AHce had a com- 

panion. ■

" Well, John," tsried AKce wiiii a well- 

feigned liveliness, " you were asleep, 1 de- 

clare ! See, here is Mr. Broadbent come to 

shake han^s with you ; lie was good enough 

to come round and look at little Bell, who 

has a bad cold, poor child, and a Httle 

flndhing in the skm, ^w'hich frightened me ; 

hnfc Mr. Broadbent says it's nothing." ■

"K'otliing at all, Mr. Olarton, take my 

word for it," said ttie doctor, who had by 

this time advanced into the room, and by 

a little fildlful manGeuvring bad got his 

back to the window, while he had "turned 

John Glaxton, whose hand he held, wi^ 

his face to i^e light, "nothing at aU, the 

merest Tiothing.; but ladies, as you know, 

are even frightened at that, particularly 

where lit^ ones are concerned. Well, Mr. 

Oiaxton," continued tbe doctor, who was a 

big, jolly man, with a red &ce and a pair 

of black, bushy whiskers, and a deep voice, 

" and how do you find yourself, sir r" ■

" I am quite well, *fiEank you, doctor," 

said John Claxton, plucking up and striv- 

ing to do his best. " I may say quite weiD." ■

" Lucky man not to find all your travel- 

ling knock you about," said the doctor. 

^ I have known several men--Gommer- 

-cials— who say they cannot stand the rail- 

way half so w^ll as they used to do ttie old 

<X)aches — shakes them, jars them alto- 

gether. By the way, there is renewed talk 

about our Imviug a railway here. Have you 

heard anything about it ? ■

" Not I," M.id John Claxton, *" and I fer- 

vently hope it will -not come in my lime. 

I am content with old Davis's coaoh." ■

" Ah," said the doctor with a laugh, 

**you must find old Davis's coach rather a 

•contrast to some of the railways you are in 

the habit of scouring the count^in, both 

in regard to speed and comfort. However, 

I must be off ; glad to see you looking so 

well. Grood morning. INow, Mrs. Clax- 

ton," added the doct^, as he ^ook hands 

with John, "if you will just come with 

me, I sbanld like to look at that last 

prescription I wrote for tiie little lady up- 

stairs." 

• No sooner were they in the dining-room, 

with the door closed behind them, than 

Alice laid her hand upon the doctor's arm 

and looked up into his &ce, pale and 

eager with anxiety. ■

"Well," she said, "how does he look? 

What do you think ? Tell me at once." ■

"It is impossible, my dear Mrs. Clax- 

ton," said the good-natured apothecary, 

looking at her kindly, and speaking in a 

softened voice ; " it is impossible ior me to 

.judge of Mr. Claxton's state from a mere 

cursory glance and casual talk ; but I am 

bound to say, that from what I oould ob- 

serve, I ian(^ he must be considerably out 

of health." ■

**^So I thought," said Alice, " sol feared." 

And ber tears fell &st. ■

" You must not give way, my dear ma- 

dam," said Mr. Broadbent. "What I say 

nmy be entirely unfounded. I am, recol- 

lect, only giving you my impression after a 

conversation with your husband, in which, 

at your express widi, I refrained from ask- 

ing him anything about himself." ■

" If I could manage to persuade him to 

«ee yoa, would you* come ul this afternoon, 

or to-morrow morning, Mr. Broadbent ?" ■

" I would, of course, do anything you 

wished. But as Mr. Claxton .has never 

hitherto done me the honour to consult me 

professionally, ami as it seems to^me to be a 

case the diagnosis of which should be very 

carefully gone into, I would recommend 

that he should consult some physician of 

eminence. Possibly, he knows such an 

one." ■

"No," said Alice, " I have never heard 

him mention any physioian since our mar- 

riage." ■

•** If that be the case, I would strongly 

advise you to call in Doctor Haughton. He 

is a man of the greatest eminence ; and, as 

it happens, I see him every day just now, 

as we have a regular consultation at the 

Rookery — ^you know, the large place on the 

other side of the village, where poor Mr. 

I^ggott is lying dangerously ill. If you 

like, I will mention the case to Doctor 

Haughton, when I see bim to-morrow." ■

" Thank you, Mr. Broadbent, I am deeply 

obliged to you, but I must speak to John 

first. I shenld not like to do anything 

without his knowledge. I will speak to 

him this afternoon, and send a note round 

to you in the evening." And Mr. Broad- 

bent, much graver and much less boisterous 

than usual, took his departure. ■

John Claxton remained pretty much in 

the same dozing kind of state during the 

day. He came into luncheon, and made 

an effort to talk cheerfully upon the con- 

tents of the newspaper and such like topics, 

and afterwards he had a romp in the hall 

with little Bell, the weather being too raw ■
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being dazed and stunned, and sore all over, 

as though he had been severely beaten, ■

John Claxton knew what this meant. 

He felt it would be almost impossible any 

longer to hide the state in which he was 

from the eager, anxious eyes of his wife. 

Ho would make one more attempt, how- 

ever, so bracing himself together, he ma- 

naged to proceed with tolerable steadiness 

towards the house. Alice came out to 

meet him, beaming witii happiness. ■

"What has become of you, yon silly 

John," she cried. " I have been looking 

for you everywhere ? Bell told me she 

left you hiding somewhere in the garden, 

and I have just sent up for my cloak, de- 

termined to search for you myself." ■

" Bell was quite right, dear," said John, 

slowly and with great effort. " I was 

hiding, as she said, but, as she did not come 

to find me, I' thought I had better make 

the best of my way without her." ■

" Not befofe you were required, sir. I 

was waiting for yon to give me my monthly 

cheque. Don't you know that to-day is the 

twenty-fourth, when I always pay my old 

pensioners and garden people ?" ■

"Is to-day the t wenty- fourth ?" asked 

John Claxton, his face fiushyig very red, 

as he fumbled in his pocket for his note- 

book. ■

" Certainly, John. Thursday, the twenty- 

fourth, and ■

" I m.ustgo,"said John Clalton, hoarsely, 

after he had found his note-book and looked 

into it ; "I must go to London at once." ■

" To London, John ?*' ■

"Yes, at once; particular appointment 

with Mr. Calverley for to-day. I cannot 

think how I have forgotten it ; but I must 

go. ■

" You are not well enough to go, John — 

you must not." ■

" I tell you I must and will !" said John 

Claxton, fiercely. " I shall come back to- 

night; or, if I have to go off out of town, 

I will tell you where to send my portman- 

teau. Don't be angry, dear. I didn't 

mean to be cross — ^I didn't, indeed; but 

business — most important business." ■

He spoke thickly and hurriedly, his veins 

were swollen, and his eyes seemed starting 

out of his head. ■

"Won't you wait for Davis's coach, 

John," said Alice, softly ; "it will start in 

half an hour." ■

" No, no, let it pick me up on the road ; 

teU Davis to look out for me ; a little walk 

will do me good. Give me my hat and 

coat ; and now God bless you, my darling. ■

You are not angry with me ? Let me hear 

that before I start." ■

" r never was angry with you, John. I 

never could be angry with you so loBg a& 

I live." ■

He wound his arms around her and held 

her to his heart ; then with rapid shambling' 

steps he started off down the high road. 

He walked on and on ; he must have gone,. 

he thought, at least two miles ; would the 

coach never come ? The excitement which 

sustained him at first now began to fait 

him, he felt his legs tottering under him, 

then, suddenly the blindness and the deaf- 

ness came on him again, the singing in his 

ears, the surging in his brain, and he feU 

by the roadside, helpless and senseless. ■

The delightfully interesting case of Mr^ 

Piggott, of the Rookery, had brou^t to- 

gether Doctor Haughton and Mr. Broad- 

bent, after a separation of many years, and 

led them to renew the old friendship which 

had been interrupted since their student 

days at St. George's. Nature w-as not 

doing much for Mr. Piggott, and the case 

was likely to be pleasantly protracted. So^ 

that on this very day Doctor Haughton had 

asked Mr. Broadbent to come and dine and 

sleep at hia house in Saville-row, where he 

would meet with some old friends and 

several distinguished members of the pro- 

fession, and the pair were rolling easily 

into town, in Doctor Haughton's carriage, 

with the black bag, containing Mr. Broad- 

bent's evening dress, carefully placed under 

the coachman's leg8» ■

What is this ? A knot of pectple gathered 

by the roadside, all craning forward eagerly,, 

and looking at something on the ground? 

The coachman's practised eye detects an 

accident instantly, and he whips up his 

horses and stops them just abreast of th& 

crowd. ■

" What is it ?" cried the coachmaiL ■

"Man in a fit," cried one of the crowd. ■

"That be blowed," said another; "he 

won't have any more of jsuch fits as them, I 

reckon — the man's dead, that's what he is !"^ ■

Hearing these words, Mr. Broadbent 

opened the door and pushed his way among 

the crowd. Instantly he returned, his £ace 

full of horror. ■

" Good God !" he said to his companion,. 

" who do you think it is ? The man — ^the 

very man about whom I was speaking to 

you just now — Claxton !" ■

Doctor Haughton descended from, the 

carriage in a more leisurely and profes- 

sional manner, stepped among the people^ ■

==JP ■
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who made way for him right and left, knelt 

by the prostrate body, lifted its arms and 

applied his fingers to its wrists. Then he 

shook his head. ■

" The man is dead," he said ; " there can 

be no doubt abont that." And he bent for- 

ward to look at the features. Instantly 

recognising him, ha sprang back. " Who 

did you say this man waa r" he said, turn- 

ing to Mr. Broadbent. ■

" Claxton — Mr. Claxton, of Eose Cot- 

tage. ■

)> ■

**IfothiDgof the sort," said the doctor. 

" I knew him. well ; it is Mr. Calverley, of 

Great Walpole*street." ■

" My good sir," said Mr. Broadbent, " I 

knew the man well. I saw him only yes- 

terday.** ■

"And I knew Mr. Calverley well'. He 

was one of Chipchase's patients, and I 

attended him when Chipchase was out of 

town. We can soon settle this. Here, 

yon lad, just stand at those horses' heads. 

Gibson," to his coachman, " get down and 

come here ! Did you ever see that gentle- 

man before ?" pointing to the body. ■

The man bent forward and took a long 

and solemn stare. ■

"Certainly, sir,"' he repliedi at length, 

touching his hat, " Mr. Calverley, sir, of 

Great Walpole-street. Seen him a score 

of times!" ■

"What do you think of that?" said Doctor 

Haugbton, turning to his companion. ■

" Think 1" said Mr. Broadbent. " I will 

tell you what, I think that Mr. Claxton, of 

Rose Cottage, and Mr. Calverley, of Great 

Walpole-street, were one and the same 

man!" ■

END OF BOOK THE FIBST. ■

A FOGGY SUBJECT. ■

" Well, Jones, whereabouts are we now, 

do you suppose ?" ■

" Ton my word," said Jones, " I don't 

know." ■

This was a very unusual admission for 

Jones, but, under the circumstances, ifc did 

not much snrprise me. For our little 

yacht — Jones captain and self mate — had 

been all night becalmed in a dense fog, 

which now, as day broke, allowed us a view 

of no greater range than about a dozen 

yards on all sides, beyond which the dark 

grey, oily-looking water seemed to blend 

with the thick atmosphere. ■

"All I know," continued Jones, as he 

finished the mug of coffee which Jim (our ■

crew) had duly provided for our early re- 

freshment, "all I know is, that we are in 

the Channel, and probably somewhere be- 

tween Portland and Beachy Head; but 

after drifting about in this way all last 

night, I defy a fellow to say exactly. I wish 

we could see a little ftirther — it would be un- 

commonly awkward to find ourselves under 

the stem of a steamer, and screws don't 

give one such good warning as paddle- 

wheela do." # ■

" I should think you wouldn't be able to 

hear anything far in such a. fog," said I. ■

" N*o, and so think most people ; but it 

is a matter upon which scientific men are 

not agreed. Some say that fog deadens 

and stifies sound ; others maintain that it 

is actually a good conductor. The &ct, I 

suspect, is, that \he same term is used by 

some to denote fog properly so called, and 

by others to signify 'fog, mist, low-lying 

cloud, or, in short, any similar medium 

which obscures the air. Now each of tJhese 

various substances may affect sound in its 

awn ip^v3mr way, and hence perhaps arises 

the difference of opinion. It seems as if 

their effect in deadening or altering sound 

were owing to the fact that their presence 

in the air destroys its homogeneity (or uni- 

formity of texture), for anon-homogeneous 

body cannot vibrate regularly in unison as 

a wholo — just as a cracked glass does not 

ring, because the sonorous vibrations are 

not transmitted with regularity throughout. 

This was prettily illustrated by an experi- 

menii made by Chladni." ■

" And who was he, pray ?" ■

"A German philosopher, who distin- 

guished himself in the early part of this 

century by his writings on acoustics. He 

found that a glass filled with effervescing 

champagne would not give a clear ring 

when struck, but as the effervescence sub- 

sided the tone became clearer and clearer, 

until, when the liquid was quite tranquil, 

the glass would ring as well as ever ; and, 

on stirring^ up the wine, so as to reproduce 

the bubbles, the tone again became dull 

and dead." ■

"I see," said I; "when the wine was 

full of bubbles it was not of a uniform sub- 

stance throughout. And I suppose the 

particles of mist or fog in the air act in 

the same manner. That seems to settle 

the question as to whether they would 

deaden a sound." ■

" Just so," replied Jones ; "but still the 

fact remains that their action in that re- 

spect is very little understood, and I think 

the silence of Doctor Tyndall on the sub- ■
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ject, in his Lectures on Sonnd, is some 

evidence of the unsettled state of science 

in the matter." ■

" Well, sound or no sound, if a breeze 

would only spring up, we should soon run 

in shore, and finaout where we are." ■

" Exactly," was the reply; "but that is 

one of the aggravations of a fog. As a 

general rule, when it is foggy, no wind; 

when it blows, no fog. Mind, I am speaking 

of true fog, not of mist or low cloud. These 

are nearly always accompanied by wind 

blowing generally from the sea towards the 

land. For instance, during the time when 

the weather is so thick as to require the use 

of fog-signals, the strongest winds on our 

eastern coast are from the eastward, some- 

times blowing a gale ; and the average wind 

during the whole time of the fogs is rather 

more than a moderate breeze, blowing from 

seaward. On the western coast, in foggy 

weather, the strongest winds are from the 

south-west, sometimes blowing a strong 

gale ; the average wind on that coast dur- 

ing fog being about a fresh breeze, and 

blowing &om seaward. Some of the wea- 

ther must consist of meteorologically true 

fog, which would occur during calm or 

very light airs, and if one could tell exactly 

how much of this true fog there is, so as to 

strike it out in taking the average force of 

the wind, of course we should find that the 

Ihick weather caused by mist or low cloud 

is accompanied byagreater average strength 

of wind than what I mentioned. But you 

know the signal-men cannot be expected 

to draw such nice distinctions. All they 

have to do is to keep an account of the time 

during whicb it is found necessary to use 

their signals ; and whether this be owing 

to true fog, or to mere mist, is of no con- 

sequence either to them or to the seamen ■

for whose benefit What is it ?" For ■

just then a sound caught my ear, and I 

held up a finger in token of attention. ■

''Did you hear anything just now, 

Jones ?" ■

"No. Did you?" ■

" Yes. Hush ! Perliaps it may come 

again." ■

We listened, but nothing was heard save 

the lap, lap, of the water imder our quarter. 

The smoke from Jones's pipe curled up- 

wards in a departing thread. He was 

about to replace it between his teeth, when 

the sound was repeated — a fisdnt bray as 

of a trumpet. Jones had his watch out in 

an instant. ■

" Don't speak, Smith. I heard it. Wait 

a bit." ■

Silence aga^n. Jones laid his pipe gentlj 

down, and seemed lost in a brown study. 

Jim, coming aft for the cofi*ee mugs, vas 

repressed by a stem gesture into a kneel- 

ing attitude on the deck. Once more the 

same sound, but louder. Another pause. ■

"All right," cried Jones, as the sound 

returned, this time full and plain, a dis- 

cordant brazen blast. " All right, Smith ; 

that is St. Catherine's fog-horn ; so we're 

not far from port." ■

" But how do you know that it is that 

particular fog-horn ?" I asked. " There is 

another at Dungeness, and though I sup- 

pose we can't be so far up Channel as that, 

still we might be." ■

" So we Blight," said Jones ; " but the 

signal at Dungeness sounds for five seconds, 

and is silent lor twenty seconds. The one 

at St. Catherine's sounds for five seconds, 

and stops for fifteen seconds. I timed it 

b^ my watch, and could have punched 

Jim's head just now for making that con- 

founded noise with his mugs ; he nearlj 

made me miss the signal." ■

" Did he though ? Then if yon are right 

in what you said just now about the wind 

during fogs or mists, I don't believe much 

in the use of such signals. Here we are, 

becalmed, or very nearly so ; there's a light 

air beginning to come up from the south- 

ward now, the mainsail is just lifting & 

bit, and yet the rattling of a couple of 

mugs is enough to drown the sound. Well, 

suppose it was blowing fresh, with perhaps 

a nasty sea on, and everything straining 

and creaking, the wind whistling through 

the rigging, and we glad to tie a sou'- 

wester over our ears to keep the stinging 

spray from cutting them off — what chance 

should we have of hearing anything of the 

signal then ? To say nothing of the bustle 

and anxiety that even you would be in if 

we were going ten or twelve knots no- 

where in particular, but certainly on a lee 

shore. And how about timing the sound, 

even if you did catch it once in a wayj' 

Of course in this present case it doesn't 

much matter whether we are off the Isle 

of Wight, or off Dungeness, but there are 

circumstances in which it would be of the 

utmost importance to know exactly what 

part of the coast one was on." ■

I* Yes," said Jones, " that is the weak 

point about all these fog-signals, thej 

haven't power enough to make themselves 

heard in thick 'weather against a strong 

wind — just exactly when they are most 

wanted— because that means fog on a Ice 

shore." ■
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Bj this time a light sontherlj breeze had 

spmng up, and the fog rolling away, we 

foand onrselves abont a mile to the south- 

east of St. Catherine's. The fog-horn had 

ceased to sonnd, bnt we conld distinguish, 

in front of the lighthouse and pretty gronp 

of dwellings, the white building whicn 

contained it. We ran smoothly along the 

beautiful Underdiff, and in a short time 

the Periwinkle was snugly anchored at 

Ventnor. ■

" Jones," said I, as, after paying due at- 

tention to the requirements of tne inner 

and outer man, we lighted our pipes and 

strolled on the beach, " suppose we walk 

oyer and pay a visit to the fog-horn, in re- 

turn for its friendly call ?" Jones agree- 

ing, we walked over accordingly ; avoiding 

the high road by a path nearer the sea, 

leading through the prettiest part of the 

Undercliff, and emerging on the road again 

near Marrables. Living Niton and St. 

Catherine's Down on the right, we pre- 

sently reached the lighthouse, and applying 

to the principal light-keeper, were cour- 

teously shown over the premises. ■

After duly inspecting the lighthouse 

itself, and admiring the marvellous neat- 

ness and cleanliness eveiywhere prevailing, 

we went through the keeper's garden down 

to the fog-signal house, a small stuccoed 

building, with a tall chimney rising in the 

middle, and our brazen friend the horn pro- 

trading its head froin the seaward slope of 

the roof The building contains an entrance 

lobby, a room for tools and sundries, a coke 

store, and the machine-room, the latter 

being about twenty feet by eighteen, well 

ventilated and lighted by windows on three 

sides. Here we found me other end of the 

fog-horn, which passes through an iron 

cylinder fixed in the roof, and is attached 

to pipes communicating with large iron 

receivers. Two strange-looking machines, 

each with a heavy fly-wheel and a multipli- 

city of complicated cranks and rods — sug- 

gestmg the idea of a steam-engine doubled 

Tip with cramp — ^were, as our guide in- 

formed us, Ericsson's caloric engines, for 

working the pumps which condense the air 

in the receivers. Only one engine is worked 

at a time, the other being a spare one, 

feady for use in case of accident. We were 

informed, however, that no breakdown had 

occurred since the machinery was erected 

in 1868, and that the engines are very 

simple in their working, and entirely free 

. from risk of explosion. Each is about two 

and a half 'horse-power, consumes about 

twelve pounds of coke per hour, and can ■

be started to work in about thirfy minutes 

— the latter feature being of importance, 

as it is necessary that the signal should 

begin to sound without delay when a fog 

comes on. The horn itself is of brass, in 

shape somewhat resembling those of the 

Russian Horn Band, which in my younger 

days created a sensation in the musical 

world. This particular instrument, how- 

ever, would be scarcely suitable for an 

orchestra, being nine feet long, two and 

three-quarter inches in diameter at the 

small end, and two feet across the mouth ; 

and a very little of its brazen roar would 

go a long way. The horn stands erect, with 

its upper end bent and its mouth directed 

seaward; and the keeper pointed out an 

ingenious mechanical contrivance by which 

it is made to turn slowly on its vertical 

axis, so as to throw its sound over a wide 

arc of a circle, and thus enable it to be 

heard by vessels in different positions. This 

accounted for our having heard it at one 

time much more plainly than at another, 

the mouth having, no doubt, been then 

turned directly towards us, and afterwards 

in a different direction. We learned that 

this horn is called after its inventor, an 

American, Mr. DaboU; but respecting 

other fog-signals the keeper could give us 

no information, except that gongs are used 

on board light-ships, large bells ftt some 

lighthouses, and cannon at Flamboro' Head, 

Lundy Island, and North Stack. ■

Our recent adventure induced me, on 

returning to town, to make inquiries upon 

the subject of fog-signals; and I learned 

that no fewer than six kinds of instruments 

are used &r the purpose, namely, horns or 

trumpets, whistles, bells, gongs, guns, and 

syrens. ■

Horns were long ago used for signals in 

fogs ; but until machinery was employed to 

compress the air for sounding them, they 

were blit feeble instruments. In 1844, 

the late Admiral (then Captain) Tayler 

invented a machine for this purpose, but 

it was never adopted in practice. The 

first one which was actually used as a 

fog-signal was the invention of the late Mr. 

DaboU, and 'was established, in 1851, at 

Bhode Island, in the United States. The 

air-pumps were worked by a horse-gin, of 

which a quaint engraving is to be found in 

the Report of the United States Light- 

house Board of 1862. The experiment 

appears to have been successful. Captain 

Walden, an officer who was appointed by 

the United States government to report 

upon it, says that he heard it at a distance ■
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of two miles and a half, in a ron^ sea,; 

and with a strong wind blowing, not dead* 

against the sonnd, but across it ; and he 

recommended that similar instmments 

should be established at varions oth^r 

places on the American coast. In 1863, 

the invention was introduced mto England, 

and in 1864 an experimental horn was set 

up at Dnngeness by the Trinity House; 

but, as it was not considered sufficiently 

powerful for that station, it was replaced 

in the following year by a larger one, 

similar to the one we saw at St. Catherine's, 

the small one being transferred to a light- 

ship on the ^Norfolk coast. Another of 

DaboU's trumpets was put up in 1^6, at 

Cumbrae, in the Firth of Clyde ; and, al- 

though no larger than the one fixed at 

Dungeness, it appears to be a more efficient 

instrument, having been heard from three 

to five miles at sea, in foggy weather, 

against a strong breeze. This seems to be 

the greatest distance attained by the, note 

of any trumpet under similar circum- 

stances; and the signal is highly com- 

mended by masters of vessels trading to 

the Clyde, as indeed it oaght to be, sinee 

it frequently enables them to steer right for 

their destination during dense fog. ■

DaboU's invention has, since its first in- 

troduction, been considerably .improved 

upon. It was mentioned before, that we 

noticed a ^eat vaiiaticm in the .power of 

the sound as it turned to difierent .poiiits, 

the horn sending forth only a nazrow 

beam of sound, ^so to speak. This is a 

defect, becanse a sailor who expects to 

hear the .signal at a certain distance off 

shore may be actually within ihat diatanoe 

without hearing it, if the wind be .strong 

and the trumpet not .pointing directly 

towards him. To reme<^ this. Professor 

JEolmes— ^well known in -oonnezion with 

the electric light — ^has sxtocesddd in con- 

structing a trumpet which throws out a 

broad beam of scnmd ninety degrees wide:; 

and, by grouping two or mare of such 

trumpets together, he .'propoaea to difinae 

the sig^nal at onoe over any required arc, 

the tnunpets in this case being stationaiy. 

It is fonnd ^at there are situations in whidi 

the trumpet itself can be placed mnch te- 

ther out towards the sea than the buildings 

containing the engines and air*pinnps ; 

and one of Baboli's inventions was, to 

work the ^calves whioh transmit the air 

from the condenser to ihe trumpet, by 

means of wires or 2X)ds, much in the same 

manner as railway signals are worked at 

a distance from the stations. But as wires ■

are liable to break and rods to bend, and 

as the force required to work them wonld 

consume some of the power of the engine, 

instead of allowing it to be entirely devoted 

to the air-j)nnips, the indefatigable pro- 

fessor devised a plan for making the pres- 

sure of the air in the reoeiver the means 

of opening and shutting the valves; so 

that the trumpet may now -be plaoed in 

any situation with reference to d)e bnild- 

ingsi, and at a considerably greater distance 

than was formerly possible. The trumpet 

at Souter Point is about one hundred and 

twenty yards from the air-pumps, and 

might, if necessary, be even further re- 

moved. ■

•As in the case of fog-horns, so also in 

that of fog- whistles, it is a noteworthy cir- 

cumstance that the idea was first si^gested 

here, and "first practically applied on iho 

other side of the Atlantic. ' In 1845, a 

Select Conunitteeof the House orComiDOBs 

sat to investigate matters connected with 

lighthouses and sim^ar works; and the 

late Mr. Alexander Gordon, a civil engineer 

distinguished by his application of east 

iron to the constouction of 'lighthonse 

towers, was one of the witnesses examined. 

In tiie course of his evidence Le suggested 

that powerful whistles, on the same prin- 

ciple as those of locomotive Engines, should 

be used far coast signals duiing fog, in 

combination with reflectors for the purpose 

of concentrating their sound. .He pointed 

out that a shrill high note penetrates 

further, -and is better heard, than a lower 

note which may be more powerful when 

near at hand ; and illostvated this hj a 

reference to the great distance at which 

the chii*ping of a cricket can Ise heard. 

But nothing came of his suggestion uni^ 

1850, when Jdr. DaboH jirodnced an ap- 

paratus for usii&g<a large locomotive whistle, 

sounded by oompreBsed aic, for the purpose 

of a fqg-slgnal ; and the TInited States f^ 

-venmaent, promptly recognising its vaine, 

caused one to be erected at Bhode Island. 

The same Tnachinery served for both the 

whistle .and the tmrnpet, and official and 

other j^orts i^eak very Jiighly of the e£G- 

ciency of both instruments. Shortly after- 

waidsib scheme was brought outfbrsonjid- 

ing a whistle for the same purpose hj high 

pressure steam ; and an apparatus on this 

pidaciple was erected by the New Brnn^ 

wick government at Partridge Island, in 

the Bay of Fundy. Its sound is officially 

stated to iiave been heard at a distance oi 

£ve and a lialf .mUes, against a hea-vy g^^ 

and with the sea running high. ■
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The vahie of both tliese whistles was 

80 eyident, that many similar ones wero 

speedily erected on the American coasts. 

But the news of their performance seems 

to hafve taken a long time in crossing the 

Atlaentio and penetrating to the British 

Ixrain, for it was not nntil 1869 that one 

was -established here, and i^at was by the 

harbonr commissioners at Aberdeen. It 

IS on the same principle as that at Par- 

tridge Island, and is said to be of great 

servioe. ■

Some other ingenious schemes for fog- 

whistles bave been suggested. One was 

for increasing the intensify of libd sonnd 

bjr the "fiklling of a heavy weight npon a 

piston working in a cylinder, so as to drive 

the air wi^ fl]bnoBt explosive violence into 

the whistle. ■

Mr. B. A.'Oowper — ^whose name deserves 

to he known as that of the tmselfisb in- 

ventor wto gave to the world, mipatented, 

the "maroon" or explosive railway signal 

— ^proposed tbe combination of a powerftil 

steam -wbistle with -a monster trompet 

twenty and even forty feet in lengtii ; the 

<3 on o oqnoneo s of stmidkkg elose in front of 

which, wbile eoimding, it is agonising to 

contemplate, though its far-readiing vmce 

would be welcome mnsic to tbe mariner. 

But as these schemes have not been tried 

in pivaotioe, their usefyness oan only be 

judged of theoretically and by analogy. ■

The idea of bells as a fog-signal has been 

rendered familiar to most of ns by the 

hallad of Balpb the Eover, and their 

application to the purpose is undeniably 

andent. They aare iisod at isolated or 

"rock" lighthouses, and rary in weight 

from three to seven bundred- weight. Some 

of those at lighthouses ^n shore are even 

heavier ; the one at Start Point weighing 

npwavdsof a ton and aibal^ that at Sonth 

, Stack two tons, while more than one on the 

Irish coast exceeds even that weight The 

soQQd of a bell, howevar, posaoMes but 

little penetrative power, and can reach to 

•no groEit distance against a atrong wind. ■

The bells at " rock'' lighthouses are sus- 

pended by strong brackets from the gallery 

or stone platform surrounding the lantern, 

and, according to the height of the tower, 

are from sixty to one hundred feet above 

the sea level. Such is the violence of the 

waves during a storm, that a solid mass of 

water sometimes runs up the shaft of the 

tower and clean over the gallery ; and, if 

it should meet with the bell, hanging in- 

yitiDgly mouth downwards, the prohalnlity 

18 that the latter would be unable to re- ■

sist the force of ciroumstanoes, and would 

literally " go with the stream." On the 

night of the SOtti of January, 1860, there 

was a fearful utorm, which rolled up the 

great Atlantic waves in mountains, and 

oast them thundering on the rocks of Scilly. 

On one of the most exposed of these rocks 

stands the Bishop lighthouse, a magnificent 

triumph of engineering skill. Buitt of 

granite, witii every stone bound firmly to 

its neighbours by all that cement and 

joggles and wedges can do, it shook and 

trembled that night under the tremendous 

assaults of the sea ; while the keepers sat 

together in awe-stmck silence, or spoke 

only with bated breath. All at once the 

tower quivered like an aspen, a terrific 

crash and shock followed, and the men 

started up with the cry, " There goes the 

lantern !" But the lantern stood firm, the 

light shone fiuthfully throughout the night, 

and not until daybreak did the light-keepers 

^scover what it was that had g^ven way. 

When morning came, the bell was no longer 

in its place, nor was anything seen of it 

afterwards, save that, when the storm 

abated, a single fragment was found on the 

rocks at the foot of the tower. ■

As bells are not to be had for nothing, and 

the process of landing and fixing one at 

a " rock" lighthouse is sometimes a matter 

of considerable expense and difficulty, it is 

necessary to hang it where it is le^ ex- 

posed to the wares. As a general rule, 

this is on the side furthest from the open 

sea, where it is sheltered by the body of 

the tower. But this very shelter, while 

preserving the bell as mutsh as possible 

from risk of injury, acts also as a screen to 

cut off its sound to seaward, perhaps in 

the very direction in whidi it is required 

to be heard farthest, so that the remedy is 

nearly as bad as the disease ; a consolatory 

reflection being, that the bell, wherever 

suspended, is not of much use, because 

when a vessel is to leeward of it, she does 

not generally require its signal, and when 

she is to wmdward, with a strong breeze 

blowing, the sound cannot be heard at any 

distance sufficiently great to be of practical 

assistance. ■

Although the small Daboll horn, trans- 

ferred from Bungeness to the Newarp light- 

ship, was not considered sufficiently power- 

ful for its former station, it must be a great 

improvement upon the gong which it re- 

placed at the latter. Gongs are so naturally 

connected with the idea of China, that no 

surprise is felt on learning that those used 

on board our light-ships are imported from ■

IP ■
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thence. During foggy weather, one of the 

keepers beats, or is supposed to beat, the 

gong, more or less Tigoroosly, as a warning 

to vessels in the neighbonrhood ; and, in 

tolerably calm weather, the signal is pro- 

bably of service as indicating that a light- 

ship is somewhere thereabouts. Judging 

from the effect which the noise of a gong 

near at hand produces upon my own nerves, 

I think one's inclination would be to pound 

away rather gently, and not to overdo the 

thing. Yet there must be some of the men 

who either enjoy the noise, or whose zeal 

for the service outweighs their own dis- 

comfort, since the gong is sometimes broken, 

and sent on shore to be repaired, which is 

effected by the simple process of cutting 

out the cracked or broken piece, if not too 

large, when the gong is considered again 

lit for service. ■

The guns used for fog-signals at the 

three stations on tho Engli£ coast, are 

eighteen-pounders. They have a charge 

of three pounds of powder, and are fired 

every quarter of an hour. There is great 

diversity of opinion respecting the efficiency 

of cannon as a fog-signal, and the evidence 

as to the distance to which their sound will 

reach is contradictory and uncertain. The 

fog- guns being fired at intervals of a quarter 

of an hour, a vessel running twelve knots 

with a strong wind dead on shore would 

travel about three miles in that time, and 

might be in dangerous proximity to the 

land before the signal was heard. ■

The syren, in modem times, has been 

transformed into a box or cylinder, pierced 

with holes, and breathing high - pressure 

steam. She has lost her fisital beauty, but 

has reformed her evil ways. No longer the 

cruel foe and terror of the sailor, luring him 

to destruction, she is now his faithful friend, 

and singps only to warn him of danger. She 

inhabits the North American coast, and is 

much esteemed by those who are acquainted 

with her. ■

It remains to mention, that the working 

expenses of different kinds of fog-signals 

are found to be as follows, per twenty- 

four hours of signalling: DabolVs third- 

class horn (similar to the first one at Dun- 

geness and that, at Cumbrae), fourteen 

shillings and threepence; ditto, second 

class (St. Catherine s), eighteen shillings 

and a penny; the steam- whistle at Par- 

tridge Island, nineteen shillings and ten- 

pence ; ditto at Aberdeen, one pound two 

shillings and fivepence ; guns (on the Eng- 

lish coast), nine pounds eight shillings and 

a penny. All the above rates are exclusive ■

of wages and repairs, and refer solely to 

the fuel, powder, oil, and other stores, 

necessarily consumed in the working of 

the signals. ■

Jones, who has just seen what I have 

written, desires me to add a remark of bis 

own. He says that in a country such m 

ours, almost all sea-coast, very few parts of 

which are not occasionally beset with fog, 

the subject of fog-signals must be of im- 

mense importance to shipping. He is 8U^ 

prised to find that so little appears to be 

known respecting the laws "vdiich govern 

the action of fogs upon sound ; and that 

we are even ignorant as to the distance at 

which the fog-signals, actually in use on 

our coasts, can be heard in thick and stormy 

weather. He thinks that these matters 

deserve more investigation, and that thfi 

expense of a thorough scientific inquiry 

into the whole subject would be money 

well laid out ; and he is not without hope 

that, before long, such an investigation will 

be authorised and entered upon. ■

Inallof which ofaaerviUdons I agree with 

Jones. ■

THEOLDHOMB. ■

Thi roof tree itandf ms eTer it etood, the jamiiM flen ■

tbewaU, 

Hie ffiMt weeteria's puple bloomi o'er dark gnj gaUei ■

fall, 

Tbe rotee that our mother lored, blnah 'neath her ■

window ail]. 

And the dematia oar father trained droope» aa ha taos hi ■

it, etui. ■

The Auguet sunset lights the panea, where we wew ■

wont to watch, 

Its rays of crimson and of gold on baby brows to eatdi. 

On the wall where your first nest we timnd, the gruul ■

old iyj waTes, 

As when we chose a shoot to plant upon our laered ■

graves. ■

The thrushes that we paused to hear are dead long ■

summers gone, 

Yet tbe sweet rose thicket echoes now to the seHf-esme ■

ringing tone, 

The flowers a tvilleit glor j show, and the trees a deepsosd ■

shade, 

Naught else on Nature's faoe is dianged, since hers ef ■

yore we played* ■

Naught else on Nature's faee. Oh, Kfe, can erer seasoos ■

pass 

.And leare our hearts renewed as fair and bright »» ■

meadow grass ! 

Death's icy shadow rests for us, on the home that ones ■

was ours, 

We see through tears the bairns that sport among our ■

childhoocTs flowers. ■

The stranger's shadow flits across our old familiar 

floors, ■

The stranger's footstep as of right seeks our old open 

doors, ■

With a dun sense of loss and wrong, like one irom 

death returned, ■

We look on all for which for years our faithfnl fond- 

ness yearned. ■
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Better to k«ep the fancy sketch of all it uicd to be. 

Better than blurrio^ by the truth the hues of memorr ! 

Oh earth has no abiding place, but the mighty woio ia ■

ffiven, 

Ko doud, or caM, or change will tcx the oonntless homes ■

ofHeayen! ■

CHKONICLES OP LONDON 

STREETS. ■

ISLINGTON AND THE NEW BIYER (CONCLUDED). ■

Islington has for oentaries been cele- 

brated for its dairy-&rms, and the milk* 

walks of tihat district (so conyenientlj near 

the New River) are still the chief sonrces 

of London milk. It may not be uninterest- 

ing to describe the mode of managing cows 

practised by Mr. Rhodes and Mr. Laycock, 

the chief cow-keepers in 1811, at a time 

when hay was selling at ten guineas per 

load. ■

The cows kept were short-homed Holder- 

nesse cattle. At three a.h. each cow had 

half a bushel of grains. At four they were 

milked ; a bushel of turnips was then given 

each cow, and very soon afterwards they 

were given some soft green grassy hay 

(one truss to ten cows). At eight a.m. they 

passed into the cow-yard. About twelve 

they were again stalled up, and fed again 

with grains. About half-past one the milk- 

ing recommenced. At three they had more 

tomips, followed by hay. This mode of 

feeding continued during the turnip season, 

from September till May. During the other 

months the cows were fed with grains, cab- 

hages, tares, and rowen, or after-growth 

hajr. When they were turned out to grass 

they were kept in the field all night, but 

even then were fed with grains. Mr. Lay- 

cock used to store up in pits as much as 

ten thousand quarters of grains at one 

time. Distillers' wash was often mixed 

with the dry provender, and also potatoes 

and turnips. The calves were sold at two 

or three days old, and fetched from twenty- 

five shillings to thirty-five shillings each. 

The cows were seldom kept more than 

thi^ee or four years, and were then fattened 

for the butchers. The average yield of a 

cow was nine quarts per day, and the milk 

was sold to the retail dealers at about two 

shillings and sixpence per eight quarts, 

which was called a bam gallon. The milk 

nsed to be carried to London by Welsh 

girls and Irish women. They arrived in 

Islington, even in the depth of winter, at 

three or four o'clock in the morning, 

laoghing and singing to the music of their 

rattling pails. The weight they carried 

on their yokes for miles was between one ■

hundred and one hundred and thirty 

pounds. Mr. Laycock kept about five or six 

hundred cows, seventy or eighty horses, and 

fifty carts and waggons. Ue gave as much 

as two hundred guineas for three cart- 

horses, and seventy-five pounds for three 

mUch-cows. ■

Forty or fifty years ago, says Nelson, the 

local historian, writing in 1811, tibere 

were many small grass farms at Islington, 

one on the site of EUiot's-place, in the 

Lower-street, another, where Bray's-buiid- 

ings stand, and a third in Upper-street at 

HoUoway. These, however, were gradually 

absorbed by the farms of Mr. Rhodes and 

Mr. Laycock. ■

• The adulteration of milk is an old com- 

plaint with Londoners. The milk trade 

has long been the only one in which no very 

scrupulous man can engage. It has become, 

as every one knows, almost impossible now 

to get pure milk in London at any price. 

Let us relate an anecdote to show the de- 

gradation to which cupidity has brought 

tradesmen of the present century. ■

Two friends of ours, both conveyancers, 

had to conduct the sale of two Islington 

milk-walks. In the first case the papers were 

already signed, and the money paid, when 

the man selling the walk asked the new- 

comer if he did not wish for thirty pounds 

more to buy his secret The honest fellow 

was indignant, and laughed at the offer. 

" Oh very well," said the rogue; "as you 

like. You'll be ruined without it ; but do as 

you choose. You can but try ; and when you 

want it, it's yours for thirty pounds." The 

man did try ; he sold pure milk, but with 

deplorable results. No one liked it ; every 

one complained of its unusual taste, colour, 

and effects. His profits became smaller 

and smallerr. In despair, he went to the 

rogue and bought the receipt. It told him 

in what way, and in what proportions, to 

water the milk. The rogue sAbo handed 

him a small bottle of chemical stuff, rank 

poison, a drop or two of which was to be 

stirred into the day's milk, to produce a 

thickness that might pass for cream. But 

let us do justice to humanity. The other 

purchaser was a man of finer mould. He 

refused to adulterate, and finding it im- 

possible to compete with men whose milk 

was more than half water, he threw up 

the farm in disgust. ■

The Old Pied Bull Inn at Islington is 

described, in 1811, as a fine relic of the 

Elizabethan age. It was a tradition in 

the neighbourhood that this house had 

been once the residence of Sir Walter ■
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Baleigh« The panes of -a Trindow, oontom- 

ing the anns of Sir John Miller, bor- 

dered TTith mermaids, giobee, Bea-horees, 

leaves, and parrots, were sappoeed to haye 

cnee displayed the arms or iUIeigfa, of 

whose YoyagBB the emblems were emble- 

matical. The bnnch of green leaves was 

geneoealfy ^.sserted to represent the tobaoco- 

piant that Sir Waiter's ships bron^ht from 

Virgsma. The parlonr -was formerly 

painted in panel with scriptnre lustorieB. 

The ichimney-pieee contaiaEied ^gsreB of 

JB^aith, Mope, and Oharity, smrcnmded by 

ixirdeiB cf oherabim, frnzt, and foiiage. 

The centre "figure, Ohariiy, snrmonnted by 

two cnpids supporting a crown, with a 

lion and nnicom oonchiuit beneaiih, was sap- 

posed to be emblematical of Queen Elisa- 

beth. On the ceiling were personificatioos 

of the Five Senses, with Latin mottoes in 

stvusco. ■

At ihe sonth-east ooitn&t of Cadd's-Tow 

formerly stood the Doke's Head public- 

home, kept by Topham, ** <^e strongman." 

This athlete, the son of a carpenter, kept 

a public-hoase neoo' St. Luke's, bat fiuHng 

'there, de^voted bims^ to feats of strength, 

said became landlord of an inn at Isling- 

ton. Has ft*st public exhibition was palling 

against a horse in Moorfields. Doctor 

DesagnHers saw him roll np a pewter dish 

with his 'fingers, bend an iron poker by 

stiiking it on his bore arm, snap a rope of 

two inches drcnmference, and lift a stone 

of eight 'hundred-weight. ■

in 1741, Topham iSted three hogsheads 

lof water, weighing eighteen hundred and 

tiiirty^one pounds, in Goldbath Fields, in 

commemoration of the taking of Portofc^elk) 

by Admiral Vernon. The admiral and 

many thousands of spectators were present. 

Drawings of the fnit were ^engraved at the 

time. One night, seeing a waCx^mian 

asleep, Toj^am carried the old man and 

his box, and dropped them over the wall 

of JBonhill Fields burial-ground. Another 

time, as he was sitting at a publio-house 

window, he snatched half an ox from the 

back of a butcher who wav passing. A 

third time, for a joke, he pulled down part 

of a scaffold from a house that was build- 

ing, and with it half of the front wall. He 

was often known to break a oocoa*nut on 

his head, and to pull a cart backwards in 

spite of the driver whipping the horse for- 

ward. One night, when iwo of his guests 

quarrelled in his tapro^n, he seised ihem 

Hke chiklTen, and beat their heads to- 

gether. He could lift two hundred-weight 

with has little finger. He onoe ' broke a rope ■

that would sustain twenty hundred-weigtt, 

an4 lifted with his teeth an oak table 

six feet long, that had a hundred-weigbt 

tied to it. He lifted a person, ^o weighed 

twenty-seven stone, with one hand. One 

iiight, when an ostler was Tude to him, 

Tophcon took down a kitchen spit from the 

mantelpiece, and twisted it round the fel- 

low's neck like a handkerchief. Finally, 

this Samson took a public-house in Hog- 

lane, Shoreditoh, and in 1749, finding his 

wife unfaithful, he one day stabbed ber, 

then hims^, and died «oon a^r of the 

wounds. His worthless wife reoovered. ■

Doctor Johnson describes going to Isling- 

ton to see poor ■Collins, flie poet, when his 

mind was beginning to fail. It was after 

ColiinB had returned from France, and had 

oome to Islington, directing his sister to 

meet him there. " There was then," pays 

the doctor, ** nothing of dis<H^r difseeniible 

in his mind by any but himself; hut be 

had withdrawn from study, and tmvelkd 

with no other book than an Eng^lisfa 

Testament, such as children carry to the 

Bohocd." When his friend took it in his 

hand, out of curiosity, to see what com- 

panion a man of letters had chosen, *'I 

have but one book,"i3aid Covins, ** but that 

is the best." ■

The road to Gore's-place, Islington, from 

Bmithfield Bars, was paved in 12i&d, and jet 

as hvte as 1770, travelers in winter were 

obliged to remain at the Islington inns all 

night, as tiie iT>ads were then dangerous. 

The Angel, the Red Lion, and the Pied Bull, 

were the great houses for travellers on the 

northern road. Bo late as 1740, the IsHng- 

ton roads were pronounced ruinous, and 

almost impassable for five months together. 

The road frcnn Paddington to Islington 

was made in 1756. It was advocated br 

the Duke of Gknfton, and opposed by the 

Duke of Bedford, who tbought it would 

approach too near his house. ■

The City-road was opened in 1761. It 

was projected by Charles Dingley, Esq., 

the same man who tried unsuecessfallj to 

introduce the sawmill into England, hi 

the Act of Paxiiament it was entitled " a 

road leading from the north-east side of the 

Groswell-street-road, over the fidds and 

grounds to Old-strect-road, opposite the 

Dog House Bar, and at and "from the Dog 

House Bar to the end of 'CFhisweH-street, 

by the Artillery GhiDund." ■

The Old Queen's Head, a pubhc-honse 

in Lower-street, mentioned by Nelson in 

1811, was said to have been built^ or at 

least patronised, by Sir Walter Raleigh, who ■

'tf ■
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used to come there to "taketob&t5Co;"tind 

as Raleigh obtained a patent for licensing 

taverns, it is possible tnat this tradition is 

Dot erroneous. There, are traditions tibat 

Burleigh and the Earl of Essex redided 

there, and also^Qneen Elizabeth's saddler. ■

Nearly opposite the end erf Cross^treet, 

in the Lower-street, stood iFisher House, a 

ladies* school in ihe year of the iRestora- 

tion. It was afterwards a madhouse, 

where Brothers, the pretended prophet,"was 

confined. At "flie south end of BVog-hcne, 

nearly facing Brrtannia-row, stood a pubKc- 

house called Frog Hall, -which bore *for 

sign a pk>agh drawn by firo^. In a large 

room on the first floor of the Old Parr's 

Head, on the terrace, Uppernsireet, John 

Henderson, the celebrated player, used to 

give his recitations, and there Garrick and 

John Ireland induced him to go on the 

stage. Ball's Pond was formerly a spot 

famous for bidl-baiting, and a duck-htmting 

pond, belonging to a iavem-keeper named 

Ball. ■

At a housre in Comdcn-passage, near the 

west end of Camden-street liyedthiat-strange 

but good man, Alexander Cruden, the com- 

piler of the Concordance to the Bible. He 

also resided in the Upper-Btreet and Old 

Paradise-row. 'Oruden was the son of an 

Aberdeen merchant, and was bom in 1701. 

After being a private tutor and a corrector 

of the press, he opened a bookseller's shop 

under the Royal Exchange. His Concor- 

dance not selling, he was obliged to shut up 

his shop, and, his mind becoming affected, 

he was .sent to a private asylum at Bethnal 

Green. In 1754, on his release, he insisted 

on being put in nomination at the election 

for the City of London. He applied for the 

honour of knighi^hood; and went about 

with a sponge, erasing thfe ** Number Forty- 

five" on the Walls, to show his aversion 

to John Wilkes, against wliom he wrote a 

pamphlet. Latterly he became corrector 

of the press to Mr. Woodfall's paper, the 

Public Advertiser, and devoted much time 

to reforming the felons in Newgate. His 

second edition of his invaluable Concor- 

dance he dedicated to King George the 

Third, and presented it to him in person. 

He died in 1770. One morning, when 

tbe servant went to inform him that break- 

fiist was ready, Cruden was found dead on 

his knees in the posture of prayer. He was 

buried in a dissenting burial-ground in 

Beadman's-place, Southwark. ■

The list of Islington vicars includes 

George Stonehou'se, who, lending his pul- 

pit to Whitfield, caused the death, from ■

chagrin, of Mr. Sxsott, the lecturer. Whit- 

field on one occasion being refused the 

church, preached a sermon 'from a "tomb- 

stone in the churchyard. ■

The oH Islingtcm Cirardi, *bu?lt about 

1463, was pulled down as unsafe in 1781. 

The new tjhurch was built by Mr. Steven- 

son, under the direction of Mr. Dowbiggin, 

xme cff the unsuccessful competitors for 

Hlackftiars Bridge. It cost seven thousand 

three hundred and forty pounds. In 1787 

the Bpire was repaired bv being inclosed 

in a wicker case, inside which was lashed a 

ladder. This plan was invented by Sir 

William Haiues, a builder, when the spire 

of St. Bride*s was struck by lightning in 

1764, and after his scaffold poles had been 

carried away by a storm. The vault con- 

tains two iron coffins and a gable-roofed 

one of cedar, which holds the body of a 

certain Justice Palmer. His object was to 

defeat the worms, and to allow no other 

dead man to be placed upon him. ■

Among curious epitaphs once existing in 

this churchyard are these eccentric lines : ■

Am Death, onoe iraTeUiiig the nostlieza zoad, 

Stopt in this town eome short abode, 

Enqninagirhere tnteimerit lay^ 

H' flnTjwi Bad aHtch'd Urn jouAwimy. ■

Mr. Herd, a clerk of the Custom House, 

who was murdered in 1782 in the fields 

near the Shepherd and Shepherdess, was 

buried in this church. He was returning 

from town with a friend, and two servants 

well armed, when he was attacked by foot- 

pads armed with cutlasses and 'fire-arms, 

one of whom, who was afterwards hanged, 

shot him witli a blunderbuss as he was re- 

sisting. Mr. Herd was a friend of Mr. 

Woodfell, the celebrated parliamentary re- 

porter. ■

Here also lies buried Sir Ceorge Whatton, 

who was slain in 1607, in a savage duel 

with James Howard, ^dson of King 

James, and eldest son of Lord Blantyre, 

Lord Treasurer of Scotland. They fought 

with rapier and dagger at the ftirther end 

of Islington, and both young men were 

knied. In April, 1620, Sir John Egerton's 

son was also killed in a duel at Islii\gton ; 

he is said to have been basely stabbed by 

his antagonist Edward Morgan, who was 

himself " sorely hurt." ■

There is an entry in the Islington register 

of the burial, in 1808, of Elizabeth Emma 

Thomas, aged twenty-seven. This young 

woman was disinterred on suspicion, and a 

large wire pin found sticking in her heart. 

It was, however, found that this had been 

done by her doctor at her own request to ■

T ■
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prevent the possibility of her being buried 

alive. ■

The Thatched House (a public-honse) 

was formerly a reoeption-honse for the 

Humane Society. Doctor Hawes, the 

earliest promoter of this society, was the 

son of the landlord of Job's House, or 

the Old Thatched House Tavern, near this 

spot. The Gentleman's Magazine had 

for thirty years called the attention of the 

public to the means of resuscitating persons 

apparently dead. Their practicability being 

denied, Doctor Hawes proved their possi- 

bility by offering rewards to those who 

rescued drowning persons, and brought 

them to the reoeption-houaes. Li 1774^ 

Doctor Cogan and Doctor Hawes brought 

each of them fifteen friends to a meeting at 

the Chapter Coffee Hpuse, and founded the 

Humane Society. In 1774, Doctor Hawes 

wrote a pamphlet on the death of Doctor 

Goldsmith, which he attributed to the malad- 

ministration of a popular medicine. He also 

lectured on suspended animation, and re- 

frited the errors of the Reverend John Wes- 

ley's Primitive Physick. In 1793, this good 

and energetic man was the chief means of 

saving twelve hundred &milies of SpitaJ- 

fields weavers from starvation during a 

time when cottons had begun to supersede 

silks. This excellent person died in 1808. 

There is a tablet to bis memoiy in Isling- 

ton Church. ■

The free-scbool and alms-houses in St. 

John's-street-road were founded by Dame 

Alice Owen, who was born at Islington in 

Queen Mary's reign. Her first husband 

was a brewer, her second an alderman, her 

third a justice. She died in the reign of 

James the First, and there is a monument 

to her memory in Islington Church. There 

is a legend about these alms-houses. Lady 

Owen was one day, when a girl, in the fields 

where this school now stands, stooping 

down, learning from a milkmaid how to 

milk a cow, when an arrow from a careless 

archer passed through her high-crowned 

hat. In g^tiiude for her escape, she de- 

clared that if she ever lived to be a woman 

she would erect some memorial of the 

event on that very spot of ground. ■

In 1811 there used to be a grass farm 

near PuUen's-road, and there were hay- 

stacks near the south end of Colebrook- 

tcrrace. There was a tradition at Islington 

(which is also found elsewhere) that Mr. 

Pullen continually tried to get together one 

thousand cows, but that one always died, 

keeping his number down to nine hun- 

dred and ninety-nine. ■

Duval's -lane once contained an old 

moated house, said to have been the retreat 

of Claude Duval, the French page, irho 

became a notorious highwayman in Charles 

the Second's time. The tradition is, how- 

ever, obviously untrue, as even in an old 

survey of 1611 the house is called " the 

Devil 8 House in Devil-lane." Duval was 

hanged at Tyburn in 1669, and was hnried 

in the middle aisle of Covent Garden 

Church, and his funeral was attended br 

flambeau-bearers and mourners of both 

sexes. Butler wrote a Pindaric ode on 

Duval, beginning : ■

He like a lord o' tlie manor aeued upon ■

WhateTer happen'd in hie way, ■

Aa lawful weh and atray, ■

And after, by the enetom, kept it aa kii own. ■

The cutting of the New River was an 

event of great importance in the history of 

Islington. In the reigns of Elizabeth and 

James many schemes were projected for 

supplying London with water. The con- 

duits having graduaUy become totally in- 

adequate to meet the demands of a grow- 

ing city, Elizabeth granted the citizens 

liberty to convey a river to London from 

any part of Midalesex or Hertfordshire, but 

it was never acted upon. In the third 

year of James the First another Act was 

passed, granting similar powers, but this 

also fell through. ■

At last Mr. Hugh Middleton, a Welsh- 

man, and a goldsmith of London, who had 

enriched himself by a copper or silver mine 

in Cardiganshire, persuaded the Common 

CouncO, in 1601, to transfer to him the 

power vested in them by the Act of Parlia- 

ment obtained at his instigation. He at 

once set to work, at his own risk and 

charge, to bring, in four years, the Chadwell 

and Amwell springy to London by a route 

thirty-eight miles long. In some places 

the trench was thirty feet deep, and in 

others the Boarded River, as it was called, 

passed over a valley in a great wooden 

trough, raised on brick piers twenty-three 

feet high. ■

The projector, much harassed and im- 

peded by factious and greedy landholders 

in Middlesex and Herts, was at last obliged 

to petition the City for another five years» 

in addition to the original four. Bat his 

troubles were not yet over ; he had already 

brought the water as far as Enfield when 

lie became so impoverished that he was 

obliged to apply to the City to aid him in 

the great and useful work. On their refusal 

to re-embark in so hazardous an enterprise., 

he applied, with more success, to King ■

'! ■
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James himself, rousing his cupidity by 

making over to him a moiety of the con- 

cern, on his agreeing to pay half the ex- 

pense of the work. The scheme now went 

on flowingly, and on the 29th of September, 

1613, the water was let into the New River 

Head at Clerkenwell. ■

Hugh Middleton*8 brother (mayor of 

London), and many aldermen and gentle- 

men, came to witness the ceremony. Sixty 

labourers, well apparelled, wearing green 

Monmouth caps, and carrying spades, 

ahoveL^ and pickaxes, marched to the sound 

of drums two or three times round the 

cistern; then stopped at the mount on 

which the company stood, and one of them 

recited a poetical speech beginning : ■

Long have we labottr'd, long dedred, and pray'd 

For this great work's perfection, and by in' aid 

Of Hearen and mod men's wishes, 'tis at length 

Happily eonquerd by coat, art, and strength. 

Ana afker fiye jreeres deare expense, in dayes, 

Travail, and paines, besides the infixdte ways 

Of malioe, envy, false suggestions, 

Able to daont the spirits of mighty ones 

In wealth and courage, &e. &c ■

Then marched by borers, paviors, and 

bricklayers to represent the six hundred 

men employed, and the poem concluded 

thus: ■

Now for the fkuits, then. How forth, predous Spring, 

So long and dearly sought for, and now bring 

Comfort to all who Ioto thee ; loudly sing, 

And with thy crystal murmurs struck together, 

Wish all thy true well-wishers welcome hither. ■

At which words the flood-gates flew open, 

the stream ran gallantly into the cistern, 

drams and trumpets sounding in a trium- 

phal manner, and a brave peal of chambers 

(cannon) gave full glory to the entertain- 

ment. ■

It was a considerable time before the New 

Biver water came into full use ; and for the 

first nineteen years the annual profit scarcely 

amounted to twelve shillings a share. The 

following table of dividends will give the 

best idea of the improvement of value in 

this property: 1633, three pounds four 

shillings and twopence ; 1680, one hundred 

and forty-five pounds one shilling and eight- 

pence; 1720, two hundred and fourteen 

pounds fifteen shillings and sevenpence; 

and 1794, four hundred and thirty-one 

pounds eight shillings and eightpence. ■

The shares in 1811 were considered 

worth eleven thousand five hundred pounds, 

and an adventurer's share has been sold by 

auction for as much as fourteen thousand 

pounds. ■

The great undertaking cost the first 

projectors half a million sterling. There 

"^ere originally seventy-two shares, and ■

thirty-six of these were vested in the 

projector, whose descendante became im- 

poverished, and were obliged to part with 

the property. The mother of the last Sir 

Hugh received a pension of twen^ pounds 

per annum from the GK>ldsmiths* Company. 

This last Sir Hugh was a poor man, whose 

whole employment was drinking ale. He 

was put to board with a sober farmer at 

Chigwell, in Essex, and there lived and died, 

a striking and unhappy contrast to his great 

ancestor. Other branches of the family 

were relieved by the New River Company, 

and a female descendant, even as late as 

1808, obtained a small annuity from the 

Corporation. ■

The Crown's moiety was re-granted to 

Sir Hugh Middleton by Charles the First, 

who seeing the company's afiairs look un- 

promising, accepted instead the yearly rent 

of five hundred pounds, which is still paid. 

Sir Hugh, afraid of the courtiers' fingers, 

had precluded King James from having any 

share in the management. ■

The New River has between two and 

three hundred bridges over it, and upwards 

of forty sluices. From Highbury it passes 

to Stoke Newington, and proceeds by a 

subterranean passage of about two hun- 

dred yards in length under the highway to 

Colebrook-row. It then continues under 

the Ciiy-road to the reservoir near Sadler's 

Wells. In old times the neighbourhood of 

the New River Head was much resorted 

to for bathing, in spite of all the efforts of 

the magistrates. ■

At the river head there is a house, built 

in 1613, and new fronted in 1782, by Robert 

Mylne, the engineer of the company. The 

board-room is described in 1812 as a fine 

wainscoted 'room, with a portrait of King 

William in the ceiling, together with the 

arms of Middleton and Green. Under this 

room is one of the cisterns. Mr. Robert 

Mylne, the architect of Blackfriars Bridge, 

raised a monument to Sir Hugh Middleton 

on a small island at Amwell. A statue to 

this gra&t public benefactor has also been 

raised within the last few years on Isling- 

ton Grreen. ■

There used to be a windmill at the river 

head to raise the water to the Upper Pond 

Reservoir in Pentonville. There is no doubt 

that Sir Hugh Middleton became after all 

an eminently prosperous man. He died 

aged seventy-six, leaving large sums to his 

children, an ample provision for his widow, 

many bequests to his friends and relatives, 

annuities to servants, and gifts to the poor. 

The old Islington tradition, however, is that ■
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he was rained, turned pavior in a ShFop- 

shire village, applied for relief to London 

citizens almost in vain, and died disre- 

garded. ■

SIR DOMINICE'S BARGAIN. ■

A LEGBNI) OP DTJNOBAN. ■

In the early autumn of the year 1838, 

business called me to the south of Ireland. 

The weather was delightful, the scenery 

and people were new to me, and sending 

my luggage on by the maa-ooa<jh route in 

charge of a servant, I hired a serviceable 

nag at a posting-house, and, full of the 

curiosity of an explorer, I oommenced a 

leisurely journey of five-and-twenty miles 

on horseback, by sequestered (sx>BS-rQadB, 

to my place of destination. By bog and 

hill, by plaia and ruined castle, and many 

a winding stream,, my picturesque road 

led me. ■

I had started late, and having made little- 

more than half my journey, I was thinking 

of making a short halt at the next con- 

venient place, and letting my horse have a 

rest and afced, and making some provision 

also for the comforts of his rider. ■

It was about four o'clock when the road 

ascending a gradual steep, found a passage 

through a rocky gorge between the abrupt 

termination of a range of mountain to my 

left and a rocky hill, that rose dark and 

sudden at my right. Below me lay a little 

thatched village, under a long line of 

gigantic be^ch- trees, through the boughs of 

which the lowly chimneys sent up their thin 

turf -smoke. To my left, stretched away for 

miles, ascending toe mountain range 1 have 

mentioned, a wild park, through whose 

sward and ferns the rock broke, time- 

worn and lichen-stained. This park was 

studded with straggling wood, which 

thickened to something like a forest, behind 

and beyond the Uttle village I was ap- 

proachiji^, clothing the irregular ascent of 

the hillsides with beautiful, and in some 

places discoloured foliage. ■

As you descend, the road winds slightly, 

with the grey park-wall, built of Ijoose 

stone, and mantled here and there with 

ivy, at its left, and crosses a shallow ford ; 

and as I approached the village, through 

breaks in the woodlands, I caught glimpses 

of the long front of an old. ruined house, 

placed among the trees, abont half-way up 

the picturesque mountain- side. ■

The solitude and melancholy of this ruin 

piqued my curiosity. When 1 had reached 

the rude thatched public-house, with the ■

sign of St. Columbkill, with robes, mitre, 

and crosier displayed over its lintel, having 

seen to my horse, and made a good meal 

myself on a rasher and eggs, I began to 

think again of the wooded park and the 

ruinous house, and resolved on a ramble of 

half an hour among it& sylvan soUtudeB. ■

The name of tha place, I found, was 

Dunoran ; and beside the gate a stile ad- 

nutted to the grounds, through which, with 

a pensive enjoyment, I began to saunter 

towards the dilapidated mansion. ■

A long grass-grown road, with many 

tum& and windings, led up- to the old 

house, under the shadow of tne wood. ■

The road, as it approached the house, 

skirted the edge of a precipitous glen, 

clothed with hazel, d^warf-oak, and thorn, 

and the silent house stood with its wide- 

opem haU-doo^r facing this dark ra^dne, the 

further edg« of wkii^ was crowned with 

towering forest; and great trees stoodabont 

the house and its daserted court-yard and 

stables. ■

I walked in and looked about me, through 

passages overgrown with netties and 

weeds ; from lOom to Poem with ceilings 

rotted, and here and theve a great beam dark 

and worn, with tendrils of ivy trailing avet 

iL The tall walla with rotten, plastes were 

stained and mouldy, and in 'some rooms 

the remains of decayed wainscoting crazily 

swung to and fro. The almost safihless 

windows were darkened also with ivy, and 

about the tall chimneys the jackdaws were 

wheeling, while from the^ huge trees that 

overhung the glen in sombre masses at the 

other side, the rooka kept up a ceaseless 

cawing. ■

As I walked through these melancholy 

passages — peeping only into some of the 

rooms, for the flooring was quite gone in 

the middle, and hewed down toward the 

centre, and the house was Ycry neatly un- 

roofed, a state of things which made the 

exploration a little critical — I began to 

wonder why so grand a house, in the 

midst of scenery so picturesque, had been 

permitted to go to decay ; I dreamed of 

the hospitalities of which it had long ago 

been the rallying place, and I thought 

what a scene of Redgauntlet revelries it 

might disclose at midnight. ■

The great staircase was of oak, which 

had stood the weather wonderfully, and I 

sat down upon its steps, musing vaguely 

on the transitoriness of all things under 

the sun. ■

Except for the hoarse and distant cla- 

mour of the rooks, hardly audible where I ■
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sat, no sound broke the profonnd stillness ""Well, I should guess you to be about ■
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of the spot. Suoh a sense of solitude I 

have seldom experienced before. The air 

was stirless, there wajs not even the mstle of 

a withered leaf along the passage. It was 

oppressive. The tall trees that stood close 

about the building, darkened it, and added 

something of awe to the melancholy of the 

scene. ■

In this mood I heard, with an unpleasant 

surprise, close to mo, a voice that was 

drawling, and, I fancied, sneering, repeat 

the words: "Food for worms, dead and 

rotten; God over all." ■

There was a small window in the wall, 

here very thick, which had been built up^ 

and in the dark reoess of this, deep in the 

shadow, I now saw a sharp-featured man, 

sitting with his feet dangling. His keen 

eyes were fixed on me, and he was smiling 

cynically, and before I had. well recovered 

my surprise, he repeated the distich : ■

" If death wtfs a thiog that money could buy. ■

The rich they would five, and the poor they would die. ■

"It was a grand house in its day, sir," 

he continued, "Dunoran House, and the 

Sarsfields. Sir Dominick Sarsfield was 

the last of the old stock. He lost his life 

not six foot away from where you are 

sitting." ■

As he thus spoke he let himself down, 

with a little jump, on to the ground. ■

He was » dark-faced, sharp-featured, 

little hunchback, and had a walking-stick 

in his hand, with the end of which he 

pointed to a rusty stain in the plaster of 

the wall. 

" Do yon mind that mai'k, sir ?" he asked. 

"Yes," I said, standing up, and looking 

at it, with su curious anticipation of some- 

thing worth hearing. ■

" That's about seven or eight foot from 

the ground, sir, and you'll not guess what 

it is." ■

" I dare say not,^ said I, " unless it is a 

stain from the weather ?" ■

" 'Tis nothing BO lucky, sir," he answered, 

with the same cynical smile and a wag of 

his head, still pointing at the mark with 

his stick. " That's a splash of brains and 

blood. It's there this hundherd years ; and 

it will never leave it while the wall stands." 

" He was murdered, then ?" 

" Worse than that, sir," he answered. 

" He killed himself, perhaps?" 

" Worse than that, itself, this cross be- 

tween us and harm ! I'm oulder than I look, 

sir; yon wouldn't guess my years." ■

He became silent, and looked at moi 

evidently inviting a guess. ■

five-and- fifty.' ■

He laughed, and took a pinch of snufl', 

and said : ■

" I'm that, your honour, and something 

to the back of it. I was seventy last 

Candlemas. You would not a' thought 

that, to look at me." ■

" Upon my word I should not ; I can 

hardly believe it oven now. Still, you 

don't remember Sir Dominick Sarsfield's 

death ?" I said, glancing up at the ominous 

stain on the wall. ■

" No, sir, that was a long while before T 

was born. But my grandfather was butler 

here long ago, and many a time I heard 

tell how Sir Dominick came by his death. 

There was no masther in the great house 

ever sinst that happened. But there was 

two sarvants in care of it, and my aunt 

was one o' them ; and she kep' me here 

wid her till I was nine year old, and she 

was lavin' the place to go to Dublin ; and 

from that time it was let to go down. The 

wind sthript the roof, and the rain rotted 

the timber, and little by little, in sixty 

years time, it kem to what you see. But 

I have a likin' for it still, for the sake of 

ould times; and I never come this way 

but I take a look in. I don't think it's 

many more times Til be turnin* in to see 

the ould place, for I'll be undher the sod 

myself before long." ■

" You'll outlive younger people,*' I said. 

And, quitting that trite subject, I ran on : 

"I don't wonder that you like this old 

place; it is a beautiful spot, such noble 

trees." ■

" I wish ye seen the glin when thfe nuts 

is ripe ; they're the sweetest nuts in all 

Ireland, I think," he rejoined, with a 

practical sense of the picturesque. " You'd 

fill your pockets while you'd bo lookin' 

about you." ■

" These are very fine old woods," I re- 

marked. " I have not seen any in Ireland 

I thought so beautiful." ■

" Eiah 1 your honour, the woods about 

here is nothing to what they wor. All the 

mountains along here was wood when my 

&ther was a gossoon, and Murroa Wood 

was the grandest of them all. All oak 

mostly, and all cut down as bare as the 

road. Not one left here that's fit to com- 

pare with them. Which way did your 

honour come hither — ^from Limerick ?" ■

"No. Killaloe." ■

"Well, then, you passed the ground 

where Murroa Wood was in former times. 

You kem undher Lisnavourra, the steep ■
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knob of a hill about a mile above the village 

here. 'Twas near that Mnrroa Wood was, 

and 'twas there Sir Dominick Sarsfield first 

met the devil, the Lord between ns and 

harm, and a bad meeting it was for him 

and his." ■

I had become interested in the adventure 

which had occurred in the veiy scenery 

which had so greatly attracted me, and mj 

new acquaintance, the little hxmchback, was 

easily entreated to tell me the story, and 

spoke thus, so soon as we had each resumed 

his seat : ■

It was a fine estate when Sir Dominick 

came into it ; and grand doings there was 

entirely, feasting and fiddling, free quarters 

for all the pipers in the counthry round, 

and a welcome for every one that liked 

to come. There was wine, by the hogshead, 

for the quality ; and potteen enough to set 

a town a-fire, and beer and cidher enough 

to float a navy, for the boys and girls, and 

the likes o' me. It was kep' up the best part 

of a month, till the weather broke, and the 

rain spoilt the sod for the moneen jigs, and 

the fair of AUybally Killudeen comin' on 

they wor obliged to give over their divar- 

sion, and attind to the pigs. ■

But Sir Dominick was only beginnin' 

when they wor lavin' ofi*. There was no 

way of gettin' rid of his money and estates 

he did not try — what with dnnkin', dicin', 

i^acin', cards, and all soarts, it was not 

many years before the estates wor in debt, 

and Sir Dominick a distressed man. He 

shewed a bold front to the world as long 

as he could ; and then he sould off his dogs, 

and most of the horses, and gev out he 

was going to thravel in France, and the 

like ; and so off with him for awhile ; and 

no one in these parts heard tale or tidings 

of him for two or three years. Till at last 

quite unexpected, one night there comes a 

rapping at the big kitchen window. It was 

past ten o'clock, and old Connor Hanlon, 

the butler, my grandfather, was sittin' by 

the fire alone, warming his shins over it. 

There was a keen east wind blowing along 

the mountains that night, and whistling 

cowld enough, through the tops of the 

trees, and soundin' lonesome through the 

long chimneys. ■

(And the story-teller glanced up at the 

nearest stack visible from his seat.) ■

So he wasn't quite sure of the knockin' 

at the window, and up he gets, and sees 

his master's face. ■

My grand&tther was glad to see him safe, 

for it was a long time since there was any ■

news of him ; but he was sorry, too, for it 

was a changed place, and only himself and 

old Juggy Broadrick in charge of the house, 

and a m9.n in the stables, and it was a poor 

thing to see him comin' back to his own 

like that. ■

He shook Con by the hand, and says he: ■

'* I came here to say a word to yon. I 

left my horse with Dick in the siskble ; 1 

may want him again before momiiig, or 

I n:iay never want him." ■

And with that he turns into the big 

kitchen, and dlraws a stool, and sits down 

to take an air of the fire. ■

^ Sit down, Connor, opposite me, and 

listen to what I tell you, and don't be afcard 

to say what you thmk." ■

He spoke all the time lookin' into the 

fire, with his hands stretched over it, and 

a tired man he looked. ■

" An' why should I be afeard, Masther 

Dominick ?" says my grandfather. " Your- 

self was a good masther to me, and so was 

your father, rest his soul, before you, and 

I'll say the truth, and dar' the devil, and 

more than that, for any Sarsfield of Duno- 

ran, much less yourself and a good right 

I'd have." ■

"It's all over with me. Con," says Sir 

Dominick. ■

"Heaven forbid!" says my grandfather. ■

" 'Tis past praying for," says Sir Domi- 

nick. "The last guinea's gone; theould 

place will follow it. It must be sold, and 

I'm come here, I don't know why, like a 

ghost, to have a last look round me, and 

go off in the dark again." ■

And with that he tould him to be snre, 

in case he should hear of his death, to give 

the oak box, in the closet off his room, to 

his cousin, Pat Sarsfield, in Dublin, and 

the sword and pistols his grandfather 

carried at Aughrim, and two or three 

thrifiing things of the kind. ■

And says he, " Con, they say if the divil 

gives you money overnight, you'll find 

nothing but a bagful of pebbles, and chips, 

and nutshells, in the morning. If I thought 

he played fair, I'm in the humour to make 

a bargain with him to-night." ■

"Lord forbid!" says my grandfather, 

standing up, with a start, and crossing 

himself. ■

"They say the country's full of men, 

listin' sogers for the King o' France. If I 

light on one o' them, 1 11 not refuse his 

offer. How contrary things goes ! How 

long is it since me and Captain Waller 

fought the jewel at New Castle ?" ■

" Six years, Masther Dominick, and ye ■

V ■
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broke his thigh with the bullet the first 

shot." ■

"I did, Con," says he, "and I wish, in- 

stead, he had shot me through the heart. 

Have you any whisky ?*' ■

My grandfather took it out of the buffet, 

and the masther pours out some into a 

bowl, and drank it off. ■

" 111 go out and have a look at my horse," 

says he, standing up. There was a sort of 

a stare in his eyes, as he pulled his riding- 

cloak about him, as if there was something 

bad in his thoughts. ■

" Sure, I'won't be a minute nmnin' out 

myself to the stable, and looking after the 

horse for you myself," says my grand- 

&ther. ■

*' I'm not goin' to the stable," says Sir 

Dominick ; "I may as well tell you, for I 

Bee you found it out already — I'm goin' 

across the deer-park ; if I oome back you'll 

see me in an hour's tii|ie. But, anyhow, 

you'd better not follow me, for if you do I'll 

shoot youy and that 'id be a bad ending to 

our firiendship." ■

And with that he walks down this pas- 

sage here, and turns the key in the side 

door at that end of it, and out wid him on 

the sod into the moonlight and the cowld 

wind ; and my grandfather seen him walk- 

in' hard towards the park-wall, and then 

he comes in and closes the door with a 

heavy heart. ■

Sir Dominick stopped to think when he 

got to the middle of the deer-park, for he 

had not made up his nund when he left 

the house, and the whisky did not clear his 

head, only it gey him courage. ■

He did not feel the cowld wind now, nor 

fear death, nor think much of anything but 

the shame and fall of the old family. ■

And he made up his mind, if no better 

thought came to him between that and 

there, so soon as he came to Murroa Wood, 

he'd hang himself from one of the oak 

branches with his cravat. ■

It was a bright moonlight nighty there 

was just a bit of a cloud driving across the 

moon now and then, but, only for that, as 

light a'most as day. ■

Down he goes, right for the wood of 

Murroa. It seemed to him every step he 

took was as long as three, and it was no 

time till he was among the big oak-trees 

with their roots spreading from one to 

another, and their branches stretching over- 

head like the timbers of a naked roof, and 

the moon shining down through them, and 

<!^^8ting their shadows thick and twisted 

abroad on the ground as black as my shoe. ■

He was sobering a bit by this time, 

and he slacked his pace, and he thought 

'twould be better to list in the French 

king's army, and thry what that might 

do ^r him, for he knew a man might take 

his own life any time, but it would puzzle 

him to take it back again when he liked. ■

Just as he made up his mind not to make 

away with himself, what should he hear 

but a step clinkin' along the dry ground 

under the trees, and soon he sees a grand 

gentleman right before him comin' up to 

meet him. ■

He was a handsome young man like 

himself, and he wore a cocked-hat with 

gold-lace round it^ such as officers wears 

on their coats, and he had on a dress the 

same as French officers wore in them 

times. ■

He stopped opposite Sir Dominick, and 

he cum to a standstill also. ■

The two gentlemen took off their hats 

to one another, and says the stranger : ■

" I am recruiting, sir," says he, " for my 

sovereign, and you'U find my money won't 

turn into pebbles, chips, and nutshells, by 

to-morrow." ■

At the same time he pulls out a big 

purse full of gold. ■

The minute he set eyes on that gentle- 

man. Sir Dominick had his own opinion of 

him ; and at those words he felt the very 

hair standing up on his head. ■

" Don't be afrafd," says he, " the money 

won't bum you. If it proves honest gold, 

and if it prospers with you, I'm willing to 

make a bargain. This is the last day of 

February," says he ; " I'll serve you seven 

years, and at the end of that time you shall 

serve me, and I'll come for you when the 

seven years is over, when the clock turns 

the minute between February and March j 

and the first of March ye'U come away with 

me, or never. You'll not find me a bad 

master, any more than a bad servant. I 

love my own ; and I command all the plea- 

sures and the glory of the world. The 

bargain dates from this day, and the lease 

is out at midnight on the last day I told 

you; and in the year" — ^he told him the year, 

it was easy reckoned, but I forget it — " and 

if you'd rather wait," he says, "for eight 

months and twenty-eight days, before you 

sign the writin', you may, if you meet me 

here. But I can't do a great deal for you 

in the mean time ; and if you don't sign 

then, all you get from me, up to that time, 

will vanish away, and you'll be just as you 

are to-night, and ready to hang yourself on 

the first tree you meet." ■
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Well, the end of it was, Sir Dominick 

chose to wait, and he came back to the 

honse with a big bag full of money, as 

round as yonr hat a'most. ■

Mj grandfather was glad enongh, yon 

may be sure, to see '^he master safe and 

sound again so soon. Into i^e kitchen he 

bangs again, and swings the bag o' money 

on the table ; and he stands up straight, 

and heaves up his shoulders like a man 

that has just got shut of a load ; and he 

looks at the bag, End my grandfather looks 

at him, and from him to it, and back again. 

Sir Dominick looked as white as a sheet, 

and says he : ■

"I don't know, Con, what's in it: it's 

the heaviest load I ever carried/' ■

He seemed sby of openin' the bag ; and 

he made my ^ajidfather heap up a roaring 

fire of turf and wood, and tlren, at last, he 

opens it, and, sure enoug^i, 'twas staffed 

fin o' golden guineas, brigit and new, as 

if they were only that minttte out o* the 

Mint. ■

Sir Dominick made my grandfe£her sit 

at his elbow while he counted eVety guinea 

in the bag. ■

When he was done countrn', and it 

wasn't far from daylight w^feen that time 

came. Sir Dominick made my gn yidfa tfier 

swear not to tell a word about it. And a 

close secret it was for many a day after. ■

When the eight months and twenty- 

eight days were pretty near spent and 

ended, Sir Dominick returned to the house 

here with a troubled mind, in doubt what 

was best to be done, and Jio one alive but 

my grandfather knew anytbing about the 

matter, and he not half what bad hap- 

pened. ■

As the day drew near, towards the end 

of October, Sir Dominick ^ew only more 

and more troubled in mind. ■

One time he made up his mind to have 

no more to say to such things, nor to speak 

again with the like of them he met with 

in the wood of Murroa. T]hen, again, his 

heart failed him when lie thought of his 

debts, and he not knowing where to turn. 

Then, only a week before the day, every- 

thing began to go wrong with him. One man 

wrote from London to say that Sir Dominick 

paid three thousand pounds to "the wrong 

man, and must pay it over again; another 

demanded a debt ne never heard of before ; 

and another, in Dublin, denied the payment 

of a tundherin' big bill, and ^r Dominick 

could nowhere find the receipt, and so on, 

wid fifty other things as bad. ■

Well, by the time the night of the ^8th ■

of October came rgund, he was a'lnost 

ready to lose his senses with all the de- 

mands that, was risin' up again bim on all 

•sides, and ndthing to meet them hit the 

help of the one dhreadful friend be had to 

depind on at night in the oak-wood down 

there below. ■

So there was nothing for it bat to go 

through with the business "that was beo;nn 

already, and about the samra hour as he 

went last, he takes off the litflecrncifix he 

wore round his neekjfdrhewas a CaAolic, 

and his gospel, and his bit o' ifcethnie 

cross that he had in a locket, for since he 

took the money from ike ®vfl One he vne 

growin' frightfal in himself, and go* all he 

could to guard him from the power of the 

devil. But to-night, fi>r his Hfe„ he^arent 

take them with him. So he gfves them 

into my grandfather's hands wi&ont a 

word, only he looked as wWte ais a sheet 

o' •paper ; and he takes has hat and sword, 

and telling my grandfather to ^mtA fw 

him, away he goes, to try "wha* wonld 

come of it. ■

It was a fine "Biill night, and tiie moon 

— i*ot so brij^, though, now «s 'the fe«^ 

time— »wa8 t^inBtT orver heath and rock, 

and down on the lenesoasve oak-fwoed below 

him. ■

His heart beat thick as he drew -near it. 

There was not a sound, not even the dis- 

tant bark of a dog from the village behtiid 

him. There was not a lonesomer ^Bpot in 

the country round, and if itwwsnH for hi* 

debts and losses tiiat was -drivin' him on 

half -mad, in spite of his 'fears ibr his sobI 

and his hopes of paraiitse, 'aiad aH his good 

angel was whisperin' in has ear, •he woold 

a* tamed back, aind «ent for las t^argj, 

and made his confession and his <penaiice, 

and changed his ways, and led a goedhfe, 

for he was frightened enough to ha?e done 

a great dale. ■

Softer and slower he stept as he got, 

once more, in undher the big branches of 

the old oak- threes ; and when he got in a 

bit, near where he met with ihB »bad spirit 

before, he stopped and looked Tonnd him, 

and felt himself, every bit, -tttraing as 

cowld as a dead man, and you may be 

sure he did not feel much betth«r when be 

seen the same man steppdn' from behind 

the big tMe that was teuchin' his elbow 

almost. ■

" You ftmnd the money gooA,*' says he, 

"but it was not enough. No matter, you 

shall have enough and to spare. Tfl ^ 

after your luck, and I'll give you a hint 

whenever it can serve you ; and any time ■

■fr ■
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jovL want to see me jon hsve only to come 

down here, Mtd oaU my face to mmd, and 

wish me 'present. UTota ehan't owe a shil- 

ling by the end of tihe year, snd yon sbail 

never miss tkie right esvd, ^e beet throw, 

and the wiimix^ korse. Are yon Kvilting ?'' 

The yonng gentleman's rvtme aimaat 

stnck in liis throat, axtd his hair was .nBing 

on his iieeKl, inrt he did get cot Aivond 

or two to siflDrfy tliat he consented ; and 

with l^iot *Qia £}yii One handied'himra needle, 

and bid him give faim three drqpsof (Mood 

fram his arm ; and he took them in the 

cup of tanaoova, and ga^e him a pen, rand 

hidiiim ^wnteiBome^wonisthst hevepeitted, 

and that ShrBonnsiiek did mot nDderstaud, 

on two'ihin sh^ of panshmant. Sa took 

one hhnael^ aiul Jthe other iie aaoD^dn Sir 

DomiiBok's aaan mt latie .plaoe ^where he 

drew the .hlood, and he cloBed the fle& 

over it And iiaot's aa trae /as yon^ 

sattin'theee ! ■

Wdl, Bir Jdoniiniek'wnit hoeia. Sb mmB 

a frightened iobsl, aoid wall he onigfat b& 

Bnt'in « little time he began to grow aisier 

in his mind. Anyhow, he got ont of dsht 

'very qmck, and moaey .oanae 'tnadbhikg in 

to make ldmnehflr,«Bud everything he todk 

in hand prospared, vend iie never tnadoa 

^wager, or played «i game, bat he won ; and 

for all that, there was not a poor man on 

^e -estate l^at was not chappier HdiaooL 6ir 

Domkiiok. ■

So he took again i<o his old^wayB-: for, 

when the money came back, all came back, 

and 'there wtas hovnds a&d horses, and 

wine galore, and no -tfnd .of company, land 

gfttnd doin's, and divarsion, up hjoore at 

&e gBoat honae. And fiome said Sir Do- 

nmdok was ihinkin' of gettin' married; 

.and more said he wasn\t. Bnt, anyhow, 

there WBB enangthin' thsonhliii* him more 

than common, and so aae might, unknownst 

to all, awagr he goes to the lonesome oak- 

wood. Itrwas'6omething,'nHiybe,.my:grand- 

father ^tfaen^tt was iaronblin' him., abont la 

heautifnl yonng lady he was jealons of, and 

mad in.loTe witii <her. £nt that was only 

gness. ■

W^ when £ir IDominiok got into the 

wood this time, the grew more in dread 

than ever ; and he was on the point of 

tnmin' •and lavin' the place, wbeoi who 

should he see, olose beeide him, bnt my 

gentleman, seated on a l)ig stone nndher 

one of the trees. In place of looking the 

fine yonng gentleman in goold lace and 

grand clones he appeared before, he was 

now in rags, he looked twice the size he 

had been, and his face smutted with soot, ■

and he had. a mnrtherin' Hg steel hammer, 

4is heavy as a halfdnmcbred, with a handle 

a yard kng, across his knees. It was so 

dark under the tree, he did not see him 

quite clear iar some time. ■

Hb stood up, and he looked swfal taH 

^eastmfy. And what passed ^between them 

in ihsA disoonrse my grandfather never 

heensd. But Sir Dominidk was as blaok 

as night afterwards, and hadn't a langh 

ior anything nor a word a'most for any 

•one, and he only grew worae and "worse, 

and darker and darker. And now this 

thing, whatever it was, nsed to como to 

him of its own acooid, whether iie wanted 

it 'Or .no; someiimeB in one shape, and 

sometimes in another, in lonesome piaees, 

and 'Sometimes at his side hj aight when 

he'd be ridin' home alsne, mitU at last 

iie lost heart aliogeter srad sent for the 

"priest. ■

The ^est was with him .a iong time, 

vndwhen dbe .hBei^ed i£he wJKde dtory, he 

Tode off :all Ihe way for the (bishop, and 

the bishop roanse 'here to the ^gnoat honae 

next day, andhegev Sir Dominick a good 

advice. He toirit him iie mnst give over 

djcin!, ond sweBvin', and drinkin!, and all 

had company, land live a vartoons steady 

life nntil the «Bven years' ibangam was ont, 

and if the divil didn't come for him the 

minnteafiiher the stroke of twelve the first 

memin' of the mossth vof Match, he was 

s^ ont of the bargain. 9?hare was not 

more than eight or ten moBtrhs to ran now 

be£oie >thie seven years w^or rdai, ^and he 

lived all the time according to the hi^^op's 

adrnce, ee sfcriot as if he was '* in iretreat." ■

WeU, yon may guess he felt qnare 

enough when the momin' of the 26th of 

Eobraaiy casBB. ■

The psiest came op hj appointment, and 

Sir Dominiek and 'his uarverense wor to- 

getiaier inthe.room yon see theve,rand kep' 

up their pipyers together till the «look 

struck twdve, and a good hour afiber, and 

not a sign of a distnrbanoe, nor nothing 

came near them, and the priest slep' Ihat 

night in the house in the room next Sir 

Dominidk's, and all went over as 'oomfort- 

able as could be, and they shook hands and 

kissed like two comrades afiber fwinning a 

battle. ■

So, now, Sir Domdniok thought he might 

as well have a pleasant evening, after all 

his fastin' and praying ; and he sent round 

to half a dosen of the neighbouring gen- 

tlemen to come and dine with him, and 

his raverence stayed and dined also, and 

a roarin* bowl o' punch they had, and no , ■
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end o' wine, and tlie swearin' and dice, and 

cards, and g^nineas changing hands, and 

songs and stories, that wonldn't do any one 

good to hear, and the good priest slipped 

away, when he seen the torn things was 

takin', and it was not far from the stroke 

of twelve when Sir Dominick, sitting at the 

head of his table, swears, ** this is the best 

first of March I ever sat down with my 

Mends." ■

" It ain't the first o' March," says Mr. 

Hifieman of Balljrroreen. He was a scho- 

lard, and always kep' an almanack. ■

*' What is it, then ?" says Sir Dominick, 

startin' np, and dhroppin' the ladle into the 

bowl, and starin' at him as if he had two 

heads. ■

" 'Tis the twenty-ninth of Febmary, 

leap year," says he. ■

And jnst as they were taUdn', the dock 

strikes twelve ; and my g^randfather, who 

was half asleep in a chair by the fire in 

the hall, openin' his eyes, sees a short 

sqnare fellow, with a cloak on, and long 

black hair bnshin' ont from under his hat, 

standin' jnst there where yon see the bit 

o* light shinin' again' the wall. ■

(My hnnohbacked friend pointed with his 

stick to a little patch of red snnset light that 

relieved the deepening shadow of the pas- 

sage.) ■

" Tell yonr master," says he, in an awfrd 

voice, like the growl of a baist, " that I'm 

here by appointment, and expect him 

down-stairs this minnte." ■

Up goes my grandfather, by these very 

steps yon are sittin' on. ■

" Tell him I can't come down yet*" says 

Sir Dominick, and he tnnis to the com- 

pany in the room, and says he, with a cold 

sweat shinin' on his &ce, ''for Qod's sake, 

gentlemen, will any of yon jump from the 

window, and bring the priest here ?" One 

looked at another, and no one knew what 

to make of it, and in the mean time, up 

comes my grandfather again, and says he, 

tremblin , " He says, sir, unless you go down 

to him, he'll conibe up to yon/' ■

*' I don't understand this, gentlemen, 

I'll see what it means," says Sir Dominick, 

trying to put a face on it, and walkin' out 

o' the room like a man through the press- 

room, with the hangman waitin' for him 

outside. Down the stairs he comes, and 

two or three of the gentlemen peeping over 

the banisters, to see. My grandfather was 

walking six or eight steps behind him, and 

he seen the stranger take a stride out to ■

meet Sir Dominick, and catch him np in bis 

arms, and whirl his head against the wall, 

and wi' that the hall-doore flies open, and 

out goes the candles, and the turf and 

wood-ashes flyin' with the wind out o' the 

hall-fire, ran in a drift o' sparks along the 

floore by his feet. ■

Down runs the gintlemen. Bang goes 

the hall-doore. Some comes rannin' up, 

and more runnin' down, with lights. It 

was all over with Sir Dominick. They lifted 

up the corpse, and put its shoulders again' 

the wall ; but there was not a gasp left in 

him. He was cowld and stiffenin' already. ■

Pat Donovan was comin' up to the great 

house late that night, and after he passed 

the little brook, that the carriage track up 

to the house crosses, and about fifty steps 

to this side of it, his dog, that was by Ins 

side, makes a sudden wheel, and springs 

over the wall, and sets up a yowlin' inside 

you'd hear a mile away ; and that minute 

two men passed him by in silence, g^in' down 

from the house, one of them short and square, 

and the other like Sir Dominick in shape, 

but there was little light under the trees 

where he was, and they looked only like 

shadows ; and as they passed him by he 

could not hear the sound of their fiset, and 

he drew back to the wall frightened ; and 

when he got up to the g^reat house, he 

found all in confusion, and the master^s 

body, with the head smashed to pieces, 

lying just on that spot. ■

The narrator stood up and indicated 

with the point of his stick the exact site 

of the body, and, as I looked, the shadow 

deepened, the red stain of sunlight vanished 

from the wall, and the sun had gone down 

behind the distant hill of New Castle, 

leaving the haunted scene in the deep grey 

of darkening twilight. ■

So I and the story-teller ported, not 

without good wishes on both sides, and a 

little ** tip," which seemed not unwelcome, 

from me. ■

It was dusk and the moon up by the 

time I reached the village, remounted my 

nag, and looked my last on the scene of 

the terrible legend of Dunoran. ■
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CBUTGB I. BBEAKINa THE HEWS. ■

[ Doctor HAuaHTOH st&red h&rd at his ■

' old friend, wbo bad jost made sacli an as- 

tounding aimoniicement — stared hard, but 

said nothiug. Naturally a reticent man, 

in bis capacity of physician he had had a ■

' great many odd things confided to him in 

bis life, and had coDseqaentl; not merely ■

' learned the valae of silence, hat had almost ■

' lost the faculty of astonishment. ■

I After a minute's panse he turned to the ■

I little crowd, end said in a quiet, hnainesa- 

iike way, " Jnat four of you lift this poor ■

, gentleman's body, two at the head and two 

at tie feet, and carry it over to the tavern 

I see on the other side of the road. Gib- 

son," to the coachman, " yon go with them 

and piy them for their trouble. See it ■

I properly placed on a bed or sofa aome- 
wLere, and have the door looked, and tell ■

' the landlord bo will ho properly paid, and ■

I that a hearse will come out and fetch it 

away this evening." 

When Gibson returned and reported ■

: that all these directions had been properly ■

I obeyed, he mounted his box again, and the 

gentlemen, re-entering the carriage, drove 

off Bwifcly towards London, leaving the ■

I little crowd in the road gazing afl«r them. ■

I The gentlemen inside the brongham com- 

posed themselves comfortably, each in his 

corner, looting out of the window, and ■

I Waiting for the other to speak. Each was ■

j most aniions to hear all that the other ■

' might have to tell him, but both knew the 

professional etiquette of cantiou so well ■

I that neither hked to bo the first to com- ■

r ■ r ■ I ■

menoe the conversation. 

Broadbent, who was a year or two younger, 

and considerably more impulsive than his 

friend, broke the silence by saying, in a 

casual manner, and as thongh the subject 

bad but little interest for bim, " Odd that 

I ahonid have been talking to you about 

that man this morning, and that we should 

have come opon himjust now, wasn't it?" ■

"Very odd; very odd indeed," said 

Doctor Haughton; "quite a coincidence I 

Odd thing, too, his going under two names. 

Mr. Calverley certainly could not be called 
an eccentric man." ■

" !Nor could Mr. Claxton, so far as I have 

seen of him at least," said Mr. Broadbent; 

" a thoroughly steady-going man of busi- 

ness, I should say." ■

" Ah !" said Doctor Haughton. And 

then there was a pause, broken by the 

doctor's saying, as he looked straight out 

of the window before him, " No need in 

asking what made the man adopt this 

mystery and this alias, eh P A woman of 
course ?" ■

"'Well,therecertainly is a' Mrs. Claxton," 

said Mr. Broadbent, "and a very pretty 
woman too!" ■

"Poor creature, poor creature!" said 

Doctor Haughton ; " snch things as these 

alwa^ fall ijardest upon them.' ■

" Tea, it's a bad thing for her losiug her 

husband," said Mr. Br<^bent. ■

" Her hnsband," echoed Doctor Haugh- 

ton. " I — I — I Buppose every one at Hen- 

don thought she was Calverley's wife ?" ■

"Thought she was!" cried Mr. Broad- 

bent; "do yon mean to say she wasn't?" ■

" Why, my good friend," *iaid Doctor 

Haughton, pushing bis hat ou the back of 

his head and staring at his companion, 

" there's a lira. Calverley at home in Great 

Wat pole- street, whither we are now fjoitip, ■
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tawhom Calverley has been married for the 

\Adi ten or fifteen yeaf*." ■

*" Good Heaven !'' ened Mr. Broftdtetti; 

" tfteir tLat poor girl wk ftose Cottage is-*- 

ab, poor child, poof cbi)4 !" And he sighed 

and shook bis hesd v.cry sorrowfullj. Ho 

kH«w »t timt mottent that so soon as the 

stevy got wind he would have to brave hie 

wife's anger, and the virtemft iadigDfttio& 

of Kilil his neighbours, who tiro^l j be fbrieiii 

at lurriDg received him ifi tfreir fl^potless 

dot»ieite» after his attendance on sneh a 

''ereaitire;^ but his first emotions were 

pity for the girl, liewerer erring she might ■

I)C. ■

"Very distressing indeed," said Doctor 

Haughton, blowing hiis nose loudly. " It 

is a most extraordinary thing that men 

who are liable to a cardiac afiection are not 

more careful in such matters. And tlie 

girl is pretty too, you say ?" ■

"Very pretty, young, and interesting,** 

said Mr. Broadbent, kindly. ■

"Ah!** commented Doctor Haughton; 

" doesn't resemble Mrs. Calverleymuch, as 

you will say when yon see her. No doubt 

poor Calverley — however, that's neither 

here nor there. Do you know this is a re- 

markably unpleasant business, Broadbent ?*' ■

" It is indeed," said Mr. Broadbent, 

" and for both the families.*' ■

" Yes, and for us, my good friend," said 

Doctor Haughton, " for us, who have to 

break the news to one of them within the 

next half-hour. Where on earth can we 

say we found the man ? I suppose he was 

living out at this box of his, wasn't he ?'* ■

" Yes, he has been there for the last few 

days. He was in the habit of passing a 

week or ten days there, and then going 

off, as Mrs. Claxton told me, on business 

journeys connected with the firm of which 

he was a partner." ■

"That exactly tallies with Calverley's 

own life. He was absent from his home 

about every fortnight to look after, as he 

said, some ironworks in the Worth. It is 

very little wonder that a man leading a 

double life of such enormous excitement 

should bring upon himself a cardiac attack. 

Such a steady sobersides as he looked too ! 

Gad, Broadbent, I shouldn't be surprised if 

you were to turn out a Don Juan next." ■

" No fear of that," said Mr. Broadbent, 

with a half-smile ; " but really this is a most 

unpleasant position for us. Where can we 

say we found the poor fellow ? We cannot 

possibly tell Mrs. Calverley we picked him 

upon the roadside, as he was probably sup- 

posed by her to be travelling in the North. ■

AnA jret she must know the truth some 

(ky/* ■

"Tes, bill iMitytfl/' said DoctotHang^- 

tOBy " noi' #e«i wer take ixfon ouiIkIv^ the 

trottbfe and anxiety of MntLg fief* We can 

sny to i/kes. Calverley that ihji pMtr mdn 

waa found dead in a railway carriage which 

ah» w««Lld be ready to believe, iumginiflg 

him to be o» Ine leiHrn from these iroii* 

woi^a And Hum tre eould tell Mr. Oor^ 

wood, a cfergymaii, her son by her fotmet 

hasfaBfifd, who happens to bvstefpittg'iii At 

house, haw the maiter fmJ^ itew, ud 

get hnn to expkia it to lier «* mmmt httkta 

occasion." ■

Mr^ Brandbent agrded to this neohaaii- 

cally, for, indeed, he was but little con- 

cerned about Mrs. Calverley, and was 

wondering" what woald beoome of tie poor 

little woman at Rose Cottage when she 

should hear the fearful news. ■

" And I'll tell you what, my dear Broad- 

bent," continued Doctor Haughton, after a 

pause, " if you don't mind my giviug you 

a little advice. I should let this young 

woman up at Hendon ihid out this news bj 

herself — 1 mean to say I shouldn't tell ber. 

No one knows that yoti know anything 

about it, and it is as well fbr a professional 

man to mix himself up in sach matters 

under such circumstances as little ^ 

possible." ■

Mr. Broadbent again signified his assent. 

He was a kindly- hearted man, but he knew 

that from a worldly point of view his com- 

panion's advice was sound, and remember- 

ing Mrs. Broadbent's tongue, he determined 

to act upon rfc. ■

So the two gentlemen journeyed on until 

the carriage pnlled up in front of the dull, 

grim, respectable house in Great' Walpole- 

street, and there, feeling very nervous 

despite their professional training, they 

alighted. * ■

There was no need to give their names, for 

the butler recognised Doctx>r Haughton at 

once, and ushered the gentlemen into the 

drawing-room, where Mrs. Calverley was 

seated alone, with the eternal Berlin wool 

frame in front of her. She looked up at 

the butler's announcement, rose from her 

seat, and stood with her hands crossed 

primly before her, waiting to receive her 

visitors. ■

Doctor Haughton advanced, and taking 

one of her cold flat hands shook it in a 

purely professional manner, and then let 

it drop. Nor could Mrs. Calverley, how- 

ever acute she might have been, have 

gleaned any intelligence from the doctor's ■

!l ■

■1 ■
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look, which was also purely profossion&l, 

and met her steel j, blue eyes as though 

it were inspecting her toB^^. But Mrs. 

Calverley was not acute, and she merely 

said, " How do you do, Docter Haughton ?'* 

in her thin acid voice, and stared blankly at 

Mr. Broadbent, as though wondering how 

he came there. ■

''This is Mr. Broadbent, an old Mend 

of mine, and a medical man of great ex- 

perience, whose company I was fortunate 

enough to have on this very melancholy 

occasion.'* ■

Doctor Haughton laid great stress upon 

the last words, but Mrs. Calverley took 

them very calmly, merely saying "Yes?" 

and rubbing the palms of her aiJUk mittens 

softly together. ■

'' I am afraid I have mot succeeded in 

making you understand, Mrs. Calverley, 

that a great misfortune has be£Ebllen you." ■

*' The Swartmoor Ironworks," savi Mrs. 

Calverley, suddenly brightening up. "I 

always said — but how could you know 

about them ?" ■

'' The calamity to which I am alluding 

is, I regret to say, much more serious than 

any mere business loss," replied Doctor 

Haughton^ gravely. " Mr. Calverley has 

beeu out of town for some little time, I 

believe ?" ■

"Yes," said Mrs. Calverley, becoming 

rigid with rage ; " he is away carrying out 

some of those ridiculous schemes in which 

he wastes our money and " ■

" Do not speak harshly, my dear madam," 

said the doctor, laying his hand upon her 

arm. " I am sure you will regret it ! Mr. 

Calvei'ley is very ill, dangerously ill." ■

Mrs. Calverley looked up sharply into his 

iace. "Stop one minute, Doctor Haugh- 

ton, if you please ; I should wish my son, 

the Reverend Martin Gurwood, to be pre- 

sent at any communication you have to 

make to me respecting Mr. Calverley. He 

is somewhere in the house, I know. I will 

send for him." And she rang the bell. ■

" By all meajis," said Doctor Haughton, 

looking helplessly at Mr% Broadbent, and 

feeling how very much more difficult it 

would be to tell his white lie, prompted 

though it was by merciful consideration, in 

the presence of a clergyman. ■

In a few minutes Martin Gurwood 

entered the room. He knew Doctor 

Haughton, and shook hands with him, 

bowing to Mr. Broadbent, to whom he was 

introduced. , ■

*' Doctor Haughton was beginning to 

Diake some communication to me about ■

Mr. Calverlejs" said Mrs. Calverley, " and 

I thought it better, Martin, that you should 

be present." ' ■

Martin Gurwood bowed, and looked in- 

quiringly at the doctor. ■

" It is, I regret to say, a very painful 

communication," said Doctor Haughton, 

in answer to this mute appeal. " Mr. Cal- 

Vdriey was found this afternoon in a very 

critical state in a — ^in a railway carriage on 

the — on the Gveat Northern lii;ie," said the 

doctor, with some little hesitation, feeling 

himself grow hot all over. ■

Mr. Broadbent, feeling the actual respon- 

sibility thus lifted from his shoulders, pre- 

served a perfectly unruffled demeanour, and 

nodded his head in solemn corroboration. ■

" May I ask how you came to hear of this, 

Doctor Haughton?" said Martin. ■

" It so happened," said the doctor, " that 

I had been called in consultation to a case 

at — a short distance from town" — it would 

never do to name the exact place while 

this woman is present, he thought to him- 

self — " and we were returning in the train 

when the discovery was made, and we at 

once offered our services, little thinking 

that the unfortunate suSerer would prove 

to be an acquaintance of mine." ■

" Some one must go to him at once," 

said Martin, looking hard at his mother. ■

"It is a great pity that Madame Du 

Tertre is not in the way just now when 

she is wanted," said Mrs. Calverley, quietly ; 

" this seems exactly one of the occa- 

sions " ■

" There is no necessity for any one to 

go," interrupted Doctor Haughton; "all 

that it is possible to do has been done." ■

" Do you consider Mr. Calverley to be in 

danger ?" asked Martin, anxiously. ■

" In extreme danger," replied the doctor, 

and then catohing Mr. Gurwood^s eye, 

he endeavoured by the action of his mouth 

to frame the word "dead." But Mrs. 

Calverley's steely eyes were upon him at 

the same moment, and she guessed his 

meaning. ■

"You are endeavouring to deceive me, 

Doctor Haughton," said she, with her 

stoniest manner. "Mr. Calverley is dead," ■

"My dear mother," said Martin, leaving 

his chair, and putting his arms round her. ■

" I can bear it, Martin," said Mrs. Cal- 

verley, coldly ; " this is not the first time 

I have known suffering. My life has been 

one long martyrdom." ■

" Is this true ?" asked Martin, turning 

to the doctor. ■

" I regret to say it is," said Doctor ■
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Hanghton, " Out of consideration for 

Mrs. Calverley's feelings, I endeavonred to 

break the news as gently as possible, but it 

is better that she should know the trnth as 

she does now." ■

*' It is some consolation for me to think," 

said Mrs. Calverley, in measured tone.s, 

"that I never feiiled to utter my protest 

against these reckless journeys, and that 

if Mr. Calverley had not obstinately per- 

sisted in ignoring my advice, on that as on 

every other point, he might have been here 

at this moment." ■

"What was the immediate cause of 

death ?" asked Martin Gurwood, hurriedly, 

for his mother's tone and manner jarred 

harshly on his ear. ■

" It is impossible to say without — with- 

out an examination," said the doctor, 

lowering his voice ; " but I should say, from 

the mere cursory glance we had, that death 

probably arose from pericarditis — what you 

would know as disease of the heart." ■

"And that might be brought on by 

what ?" ■

"It would probably be the remnant of 

some attack of rheumatic fever under which 

the deceased had suffered at some period of 

his life. But it has probably been accele- 

rated or increased by excess of mental ex- 

citement or bodily fatigue." ■

"There need have been no question of 

excitement or fatigue either ; if my advice 

had been followed," said Mrs. Calverley, 

with a defiant sniff, " if Mr. Calverley had 

been more in his home " ■

" Yes, mother ; this is scarcely the time 

to enter into such questions," said Martin 

Ghirwood, severely, for he was ashamed 

' of his mother's peevish nagging. " What 

arrangements have you made, doctor, in 

regard to the body of our poor friend ?" ■

"None whatever at present," said the 

doctor ; " we did the best we could tempo- 

rarily, but this is a matter in which I 

thought it would be better to speak with 

you — alone," he added, after a pause, 

glancing at Mrs. Calverley. ■

But that lady sat perfectly unmoved. 

" Will there be an inquest ?" she asked. ■

" I trust not, madam," said the doctor, 

dryly, for he was much scandalised at Mrs. 

Calverlcy's hardness and composure. "I 

shall use all the influence I have to prevent 

any such inquiry, for the sake of the poor 

gentleman who is dead, and whom I always 

to and a kind-hearted, liberal man." ■

" I know nothing about his liberality," 

said Mrs. Calverley, only exhibiting her 

ajjpreciation of the doctor's tone by a slight ■

increase in the rigidity of her back ; " but 

I know that, like most of his other virtues, it 

was never exhibited towards me, or in his 

own home." ■

" I never saw Mr. Calverley except in 

this house," remarked the doctor, anpnly. 

Then turning to Martin, he said, ''These 

arrangements that we spoke of, had we not 

better go into them ?" ■

" I think eo," said Martin. Then turn- 

ing to Mrs. Cfidverley, he added, " My dear 

mother, I must have a little business tftlk 

with Doctor Hanghton about some matters 

in connexion with this melancholy affair 

which it might perhaps be painful for jon 

to listen to, and at which there is happilj 

no neoessily for your presence. Shall we 

go into the drawing-room or " ■

"Pray don't trouble yourself I will 

relieve you of my company at once," said 

Mrs.* Calverley. And wifli a very small 

inclination to the visitors she rose and 

creaked out of the room. ■

The usual pallor of Martin Ourwood's 

face was covered by a burning flush. " You 

must excuse my mother. Doctor Hanghton, 

and you, too, if you please, sir," turning to 

Mr. Broadbent. " Her sphere in Ufe has 

been very narrow, and I am constrained to 

admit that her manner is harsh and forbid- 

ding. But it is manner and nothing more."^ ■

" Some persons are in the habit of dis- 

guising the acuteness of their feelings 

under a rough exterior," said the doctor. 

" Mrs. Calverley may belong to that class. 

At all events subjects of this kind are better 

discussed without women, and we have a 

communication to make to you which it 

is absolutely necessary she should know 

nothing of, at least for the present" ■

Mar&i Gurwood rose from his chair and 

walked to the mantelpiece, where he stood 

for a moment, his head resting on his hand. 

When he turned round his face had re- 

sumed its usual pallor, was, indeed, if any- 

thing whiter than usual, as he said, ** I have 

guessed from the first that you had some- 

thing to say to me, and I have a fearful 

idea that I guess its purport. Mr. Calverley 

has committed suicide ?" ■

" No, I think not, I certainly think not," 

said the doctor. " What do you say, Broad- 

bent?" ■

" Most decidedly not," said Mr. Broad- 

bent. " When I saw him yesterday, even 

in the cursory examination which I ^ns 

able to make, I satisfied myself that there 

were symptoms of pericarditis, and I will 

stake my professional reputation it was that 

that killed him." ■

^~ ■
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"When you saw him yesterday?** re- 

peated Martin Gnrwood, looking blankly at 

the snrgeon. '* Why, yesterday he must 

have been in the North. It was on his 

return journey thence, as I understood, that 

he died in the train.** ■

" Yes — exactly,** said Doctor Haughton, 

" this is just the point where a little ex- 

planation is necessary. The fact is, my 

dear sir, that our poor friend did not die in 

the train at all, but on the public road, the 

high road leading to Hendon, where he 

lived." ■

"Where he lived!** cried Martin Gnr- 

wood. " You are speaking in riddles, 

which it is impossible forme to understand. 

I must ask you to be more explicit if you 

Tvish me to comprehend you.** ■

" Well, then, the fact of the matter is that 

our poor friend for some years past has led 

a kind of double life. Here and in Mincing- 

lane he was, of course, Mr. Calverley, but 

at Hendon, where, as I said before, he some- 

times lived, having a very pretty place 

there, he passed as Mr. Claxton.'* ■

" Glaxton I*' cried Martin. " I have heard 

that name before.** ■

"Not unlikely,** said the doctor. "It 

came to be understood that Mr. Claxton 

was a kind of sleeping partner in the firm. 

Our friend here,** pointing to Mr. Broad- 

bent, " thought 80, as well as many others. 

No doubt the suggestion originated with 

the poor man himself, who thought that 

«ome day his connexion with the firm might 

crop up, and that this would prove a not 

ineffectual blind.** ■

"What an extraordinary idea,** said 

ilartin Gurwood. "And he took this 

lionse at Hendon and lived there, you say, 

from time to time.** ■

" Exactly,** said Doctor Haughton, look- 

ing hard at him. ■

" As an occasional retreat doubtless, to 

which he could retire from the worries of 

business and — other things. You are a 

man of the world. Doctor Haughton, and . 

though you have not been much at this 

house you must have remarked that my 

mother is somewhat exacting, and scarcely 

calculated to make a comfortable home for 

a man of poor Mr. Calverley *s cheerful 

temperament. I can understand his not 

telling his wife of the existence of this little 

retreat." ■

"Yes — ^why — ^he,*' said Doctor Haugh- 

ton, dryly. " There was another reason 

^hyhe did not mention its existence to 

Mrs. Calverley. The fact is, that this little 

retreat had another occupant.** And the ■

doctor paused and looked at Martin with a 

serio-comic expression. ■

" I am at a loss again,** said the clergy- 

man, " I do not understand you.** ■

" My good sir,** said Doctor Haughton, 

" your parish must lie a long way out of 

the world. Don*t you comprehend ? Mr. 

Calverley did not live alone in this rural 

box ! There was a young woman there.** ■

" What !** cried Martin Gurwood, stagger- 

ing back against the mantelpiece. "Do 

you mean to say that this man, so looked 

up to and respected, has been living for 

years in open crime ?** ■

" Scarcely in open crime, my good sir," 

said the doctor, " as is proved by the fact 

that it has been kept quiet so long. More- 

over, he is gone, poor fellow, and though 

there can be no question of his guilt, there 

may have been what the lawyers call ex- 

tenuating circumstances. I fiincy from 

what I saw of him that Mr. Calverley was 

of all men inclined to be happy in his home 

had matters run smoothly.** ■

" I think you are very right, sir,'* said 

Martin Gurwood, " and it is not for me to 

judge him. Heaven knows, nor,** he added, 

seeing the doctor*s eyes firmly fixed on him, 

" nor any other sinful man. You have so 

astonished me by your revelation that I 

feel myself almost incapable of any further 

action at present. You did perfectly right 

in concealing this dreadful story from my 

mother ; she must be kept in ignorance of 

it as long as possible. Now, what else is 

there to bo said ?** ■

" Nothing, after you have given me the 

address of tho undertakers you wish to 

employ.** ■

" I know none in London, nor, I am 

sure, does my mother. You will be more 

accustomed to such matters, and I should 

be obliged to you to act for us.** ■

"Very well,** said Doctor Haughton. 

" I will give orders that the body be fetched 

from the tavern, where it is now lying, 

and brought here to-night. I will see yon 

in a day or two, and I think you may trust 

to me for arranging the business, without 

any unpleasant legal inquiry under which 

the facts might possibly come to light.** ■

Martin Gurwood shook hands with his 

retiring visitors, amd followed them to the 

door, which he closed behind them and 

carefully locked. Then returning to the 

chair which he had occupied he fell on his 

knees beside it, and prayed long and fer- 

vently. He must have felt strong love for 

the man whose death and whose crime had 

just been revealed to him, tho story just ■

■
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narrated nrast have Btrack deeply into his 

soul, for when he lifted his face from be- 

tween his hands where it had been buried, 

it was strained, and seared, and tear- 

blnrred. ■

What was to bo done? The dreadful 

news must be kept from Mrs. Galverley as 

long as possible, not, as Martin well enough 

knew, that her feelings towards the dead 

man wohld be wounded as almost any other 

woman's feelings would be wounded by 

the disclosare; not that in her case it 

would involve any shattering of the idol, 

any revulsion of love long concentrated on 

one earthly object, and at the last finding 

itself betrayed, but in fear lest the woman's 

ungovernable temper should break forth 

and blurt out to the whole world the story 

of her wrongs, and of her husband's dis- 

honour. ■

There was the other wcHnan, too, the 

poor wretch who had been the shar^t* of 

that dislionour, who had been Jiving with 

a man on whom she had no moral or legal 

claim, and who even now was all uncon- 

scious of the blow which had fallen upon 

him, cutting him off in the midst of his 

wickedness, and leaving her to the scorn 

and reprobation of ^the world. Martin Gur- 

wood's large-souled pity had time to tnm 

even io this outcast, as he thought of her ; he 

pictured to himself the desolation which 

would fall upon that little home,' and could 

not help contrasting it with the proper and 

conventional display of grief which had 

already commenced to reign in the house 

in which he sat. ■

Yes ! Grief as understood by undertakers 

and mourning- warehouse keepers, which is 

a very different thing from grief as dis- 

played in red eyelids and swollen cheeks, in 

numbed feelings and dumb carelessness as 

to all that may happen, had begun to reign 

in the mansion in Great Walpole-street. 

The blinds had all been drawn down, and 

the servants stole about noiselessly on tip- 

toe. It was felt to be a time when people 

required keeping up, and the butler had 

opened a bottle of John Calverley's parti- 

cular Madeira, and the cook had announced 

her intention of adding something special 

to the ordinary supper fare. Mrs. Cal- 

verley had retired to her bedroom, and 

announced that she would «ee no one save 

Madame Du Tertro, who was to be shown 

up directly she returned. And about seven 

o'clock in the murky autumnal evening, 

there was a noise of wheels and a low knocjc, 

and It arrived, and was borne in its shell on 

men's shoulders up the creaking stairs to | ■

an unused room on the second floor, where 

it was left alone. There It lay deserted by 

all ; It that had been young John Calverler, 

the worshipped treasure of the old mother 

long since passed away ; It that had bees 

the revered head of the great City house of 

Galverky and Company, of world-wide fame 

and never tarnished renown ; It that had 

been '*dear ojd John," so passionatdy 

loved by Alice Claxton, who was even now 

looking out into the dark night from her 

cottage-porch, and wondering whether her 

husband had gone off on business or whether 

he would ratum. ■

Long before It was brought there, Mr. 

Jeffreys had arrived from tlie City, had 

had an interview with. Mr. Gurwood, in 

which he learned of his principal's snddeu 

death. As Mr. Jeffreys came down the 

•steps he met a lady going up, a lady who 

seemed in a state of great excitement, and 

who Asked the footman standing at the 

hall-door what had happened. ■

The footman was eonoise in his reply. 

''Mr. Calverley is dead, mum," he said. 

" And Mrs. Calverley wished to see Madame 

Doo Turt as soon as possible." ■

OLD STORIES RE-TOLD. ■

THE WESLEY FAMILY GHOST. ■

In the month of December, 1716, the 

family of the Reverend Samuel Wesley ■ 

(father of the celebrated John Wesley), 

vicar of Epworth, a Lincolnshire village 

inhabited by flax-growers, was much dis- 

turbed by sounds that, with the simple 

credulity of those days, were without hesi- 

tation set down as sapernatural. ■

Mr. Wesley, an elderly man of theftld 

High Church principles, had in his joath 

produced some inflated poems, which Pope 

at one time intended to ridicule in the 

Dunciad. As poor as Goldsmith's de- 

lightful vicar, the good man was as easy 

to deceive; and his Presbyterian parisli- 

ioners had long persecuted him with untir- 

ing malignity. These rough fen-men hid 

houghed his cattle, injured his horses, and 

even threatened his life. In extreme poverty 

the good old parson had consoled him- 

self with his Hebrew books and his verses ; ' 

and, aided by an excellent wife, had spent 

his time in educating his large family of 

sons and daughters, and trying to sollen 

and civilise the coarse flax-growers, who 

hated everything he had been tanght to 

love, honour, and admire. In faith and in 

the pursuit of duty he had pitched his tent 

among the sons of Eedar, and no threats ■
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or Tioleanoe could induce him to quit that 

6tony place or those scoffing peof^. That 

he, a poor obscure village clergjman, 

shonld have been selected for what he 

coDsidered undoubted supernatural sounds 

and phenomena, no doubt marked him out, 

in his own opinion, as a person destined to 

exercise great spiritual influence. He was 

a man of courage, however, and he set 

himself to obs^TC the phenomena as be- 

came their extraordinary significance and 

importanee. ■

It was on the 21&t of Beoenaibw, a little 

before one A.M., that this worthy man was 

awoke by nine distinct knocks, which seemed 

to come from the room next to his own. After 

every third knock ihere was a distiact pause. 

The rector, awakening his wife, sat up in 

bed and quietly discuased the sounds. He 

pronounced at onoeithatit was somedrunken 

or mischievous disturber outside the house, 

and re«»emb^cing his stout mastiff diained 

below, believed he could easily frighten off 

any would-be thief. The next night, how- 

ever, the rector was again awoke, after he 

had been in bed and aaleep some thnee hours, 

by the sa^oifi sounds ; but this time there 

were only six knocks, and they were fainter 

than before. Not^blng else was heard. On the 

morning of Sunday, the 2drd, however, the 

alarm spread, for, about seven in the dim 

morning, the rector's daughter Emily called 

her mother in a fright^ied and sudden way 

into the nursery, and told her that the 

strange noises could then be heard there. 

The careful mother instantly went, and, 

sure enough, heard the sounds first near the 

bed and Uien under the bed. When Mrs. 

Wesley knocked, tentatively, she was an- 

swered by a rap, and when she looked 

under the bed, " something like a badger'* 

ran out and escaped. ■

Afler this the daughters confessed at 

breakfast that ever since the 1st of De- 

cember they had heard strange noises, 

groans, and knookings in nearly every 

room of the house. Susannah and Anne 

Wesley, when below stairs in the dining- 

room, had heard, £rst at the door, then 

over their head, and under their feet, 

strange rappings from rooms which were 

at the time empty. Emily Wesley, com- 

ing down-stairs one night at ten o'clock, 

to methodically "draw up" the clock and 

lock the doors as usual in that regular 

iamily, heard under the staiiN^se a crash 

among some bottles ; yet when she looked 

nothing was broken and nothing was there, 

^ps had also been heard by the servants 

in both kitchens, at the* doors, against a ■

partition, and overhead, while one of tho 

maids had distinguished groans as of a 

dying man at all hours of the night. Foot- 

steps had been heard as if some one wero 

going up and down stairs, and there had 

been " vast rumblings " below stairs as well 

as in the garrets. A man who slept in the 

garret had heard some one pass his bed, and 

appar^itly disturb his shoes, though there 

were none there. There bad also been heard 

a gobbling like a turkey-cock, noises in tho 

nursery, and apparent dancing in a locked- 

up matted chamber next the nursery. Mrs. 

Wesley had at first persuaded her daughters 

and the servants that rats inside, or drunken 

people outride the house, were tho only dis- 

turbers ; but fear soon converted her to the 

general notion of a ghost. But why not 

have told 'before the fieither, husband, master, 

and general protector Y The reason was, 

that there prevailed a village superstition 

that no person to whom such noises boded 

ill could ever hear tiiem. Now that they had 

increased, and were the universal wonder 

and terror of the house, now, moreover, 

that Mr. Wesley himself had heard them, 

no further concealment was possible or 

necessary. Besides, the spirits could have 

no power unless it was given them from 

above* To warn or exorcise these dumb 

and foolish spirits would indeed be a great 

privilege, thought Mr. Wesley, in the 

natural pride of the moment. ■

The night after the appearance of the 

badger under the nursery bed, the noises 

broke out about one o'clock with triumph- 

ant violence. There was no hope of sleep. 

Bravely the rector arose, and his wife 

insisted on sharing his danger. The two 

went together into every room up and 

down stairs, and in nearly every chamber 

they entered they heard ijie noises in tho 

room thej had just left. At the bottom 

of the stairs they heard the crash Emily 

had described among the bottles, as if 

they had been all broken to pieces, and 

then a jangling splash, as though a peck 

of money had been emptied at their feet. 

Xhey then went cautiously through tho 

hall into the kitchen, and there they rather 

shuddered to see the big mastiff come 

whining towards them. It had never, in- 

deed, barked sinco the first night. Only 

supernatural and unseen visitors, the rector 

argued, could have so alarmed a ferocious 

dog. The mastiff appeared more frightened 

than the children. The I'ector, and his wife 

also, heard "rattling and thundering" in 

every room of the house except his study, 

where as yet the vexatious ghost had not ■
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intruded. After about an hour the worthy 

:ind credulous pair returned to bed. The 

satisfied ghost did not materially disturb 

them any more that night. On Wednesday, 

December the 26th, a little before ten, 

Emily Wesley heard in the nursery a sound 

which usually preceded tlie noises, a vibra- 

tion like the difficult winding up of a jack. 

Calling her father and mother, they all 

listened, and there came raps from below 

at the bed foot and head, and under the 

bod. The rector then went down-stairs, 

and knocked with, his stick at the smoky 

juists of the kitchen ceiling. The ghost 

answered as often as it wab questioned. 

But Avhcn the rector knocked a peculiar 

cliauge, such as he used to do at his own 

dcior (one— two, three, four, five, six — 

seven), it seemed to puzzle the mimetic 

ghost, who failed to answer it in the same 

manner, though the children afterwards 

heard it give the same kind of tat- tat two 

or three times on other occasions. ■

Going anxiously into the nursery, the 

rector found the knocking under the bed 

and at the bed's head continuing inter- 

mittingly, the children starting and mov- 

ing in their sleep, and at last awaking. 

The good father staying there alone to guard 

them, bade them go quietly to sleep again, 

and sat at the bed's foot watching them. 

When the sounds began again Mr. Wesley 

very gravely asked the ghost who he was, 

and why he disturbed innocent children, 

and did not come to him in his study, in a 

decorous way, and there tell him plainly 

what he wanted. Soon after there came a 

farewell knock at the outside of the house, 

and then the purposeless ghost *' knocked 

off" for the night. ■

During these visitations, when Mr. 

Wesley, at prayei*s, mentioned the names 

of King George the First and the prince, 

*' Jeflrey," as the family, by this time grow- 

ing accustomed to the troublesome ghost, 

began to familiarly call the spirit, would 

make a great noise overhead, so that he 

was shrewdly suspected of being a Jaco- 

bite. Three times (probably in the dark) 

the astonished reotor was pushed, by " in- 

visible power," once against the corner 

of his study desk, once against the door of 

the matted chamber (a favourite haunt of 

Jeffrey), and a third time against the right- 

hand side of his study door as he was 

going in. At all hours, day and night, with 

lights and without, the puzzled rector 

followed the noises through every room of 

his house, alone, and with others, waiting 

to interrogate the spirit, and entreating it ■

to answer. Yet on no occasion did there 

come any articulate voice, and only once or 

twice two or three feeble squeaks, like the 

loud chirping of a bird, which were pro- 

bably only caused by rats. ■

On Friday, December 28th, Mr. Wesley 

had^ to pay a visit to a friend, but the noises 

were so boisterous on the Thursday night 

that he did not care to leave his startled 

family. A Mr. Hoole, of Hazey, came there- 

fore at his request, and spent the Friday 

night with him. Soon after ten the sounds 

began as usual, and thepsame performances 

were gone through. ■

From that time till January 24th Jef- 

frey was quiet That morning, when the 

prayer for the king was read, there were 

the usual protesting knocks. At night, 

when the kmg and prince were mentioned, 

they came again, and louder, and one very 

loud knock at the " Amen" was heard at 

the door. After nine, Robert Brown, the 

servant-man, sitting alone by the kitchen 

fire, saw, as clearly as eyes can see any- 

thing, something like a small rabbit come 

out of the copper-hole, with its ears down, 

and dart up and run round in a circle fire j 

times. Bobert ran after it with the tongs, j 

but, losing it, grew frightened, and ran to ' 

tell one of the maids in the parlour. On 

Friday, the 25th, there being prayers at 

church, Mr. Wesley left out the prayers 

for the king and prince at home, and at 

this concession to Jeffrey there was no 

knocking. One morning, on reviving 

King George and the prince, the intermp- 

tion began again, and eleven persons in the 

room distinctly heard the knocks. One 

night, directly Mr. Wesley spoke to the 

noises, they ceased. Gradually the fiunilj 

grew more indifferent to the sounds, and 

about the end of January, 1717, they 

ceased. ■

This is the old rector's version of the 

ghost. The view taken by Mrs. Wesley, 

and gathered from letters to Her son 

Samuel, then an usher at Westminster 

School, is somewhat different^ and pre- 

sents the story in a somewhat new aspect. ■

On the Ist of December, a little be- 

fore ten, one of the maids and Bobin, 

sitting in a snug room opening on the 

garden heard knocks and groans at the 

door. Twice or three times they opened 

the door, 1t)ut found no one. Startled at 

this, they rose and told Mrs. Wesley, who 

laughed at their foolish fears, and sent 

them to bed. Two or three nights after- 

wards the knocking began, sometimes in the 

garret, but most conunonly in the nursery. ■
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or green chamber. Mrs, Wesley, who had 

heard that frequent blowing a horn often 

frightened away rats, to whom she attri- 

bated these visitations, ordered one to be 

sent for. Molly Wesley was very mnch 

opposed to this, as she argued with girlish 

vivacity that, if the distnrber were super- 

natural, he would feel hurt at it, and, 

growing angry, become more troublesome. 

And so it proved ; for after the horn was 

blown in the garrets the noises, which be- 

fore had only been at night, were now 

heard at all hours. The mother and girls 

all this time pretended to keep their hearts 

up, but were really miserable, concluding 

that the knocking was a warning of Mr. 

Wesley's death, as be alone had not yet 

heard it. On telling Mr. Wesley, he grew 

very angry, and said to his wife : ■

^' Sukey, I am ashamed of you ; these 

boys and girls fright one another, but you 

are a woman of sense, and shonld know 

better. Let me hear no more of it.'* ■

At prayBrs that very day, at six p.m., 

during the prayer for the king, he first heard 

the knocking^. The same day Mrs. Wesley 

heard a cradle violently rocking in the 

nursery, where no cradle had been for 

some years. So convinced was she that 

this sound was preternatural that she ear- 

nestly prayed it might not disturb her 

in her own chamber, in her hours of re- 

tirement; and it never did. Sometimes 

the noise, which continued for hours to- 

gether, was like that made by a carpenter 

planing planks. One night in the dark, in 

the nursery, Mr. Wesley adjured the spirit 

to speak if it had the power, and tell him 

why he troubled the house, He questioned 

it dso as to whether it was his son Samuel, 

and begged it, if it could not speak, to knock, 

bat no response was made. All this time 

Mrs. Wesley was fearing that her brother 

in India was dead, but he was not, though 

some time after he went up the country, 

before returning to England with his 

wealth, and disappeared for ever. Once, 

when Mrs. Wesley asked the ghost to 

answer her, it repHed with knocks to the 

stamps she gave on the nursery floor. 

Kezzy Wesley, a httle girl of seven, then 

said, " Let it answer me, too, if it can ;** 

and every time she stamped her little foot 

the spirit replied. On looking under the 

bed something " pretty much like a badger" 

m out under Emily's petticoats. Another 

night there came nine strokes near the bed, 

as if some one had beaten with an oak 

stick upon a chest. Mr. and Mrs. Wesley 

also constantly heard sounds as if some ■

one were running down the garret stairs ; 

down the broad stairs; then up the nar- 

row ones into the garret, and so over and 

over again. The rooms trembled all the 

time, and the doors shook till the latches 

clattered. ■

Emily Wesley's experiences differ from 

those of her mother. She did not hear the 

noises for a fortnight after the rest. One 

night, however, when she went from her 

mother's room to the best chamber to fetch 

her sister's candle, she heard the doors and 

windows shake, and a sound in the kitchen 

as if a vast piece of coal had been thrown 

down and smashed. She went down with 

the candle, but could see nothing ; still the 

knocking began in every place just after she 

had passed it. The latch of the back-kitchen 

door lifted in her hand, but she locked the 

door, and saw nothing, though something 

resisted her pressure. At last the sounds 

became intermittent, and would come only 

on the outside of the house, and passed 

further and further off till they ceased alto- 

gether. ■

The same night that EmUv Wesley heard 

the lump of coal shatter m the kitchen, 

and the bottles knock their heads to- 

gether under the stairs, her sister Hetty 

was sitting waiting on the lowest step of 

the garret stairs for her father going to 

bed, the stair-door being shut behind her 

back. Suddenly there came down behind 

her "something like a man" in a loose 

night-gown trailing after him, which made 

her fly, rather than run, to Emily in the 

nursery. When Mr. Wesley was first told 

of these noises, Emily says, he smiled incre- 

dulously, imputed it to their romping, or to 

some lovers of theirs, and was more careful 

than usual from that time to see them safe 

in their bedrooms. This made the girls 

especially anxious for a continuance of 

Jeffrey's visits, that their father should be 

convinced that they were not in fault. 

Emily's theory was that the whole affair 

was caused by witches, for witchcraft had 

recently been detected in a neighbouring- 

town. Moreover, Mr. Wesley had for several 

Sundays preached against the habit of con- 

sulting cunning men which prevailed among 

the poor people of Epworth, and this had 

perhaps vexed the witches. The badger- 

shaped creature seen by Mrs. Wesley, as 

Emily deposed in her letters to her brother 

at Westminster, was observed another even- 

ing by the man-servant sitting by the din- 

ing-room fire, and when the man entered it 

ran past him, through the hall, and under 

the stairs. He followed and searched for it ■
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with a candle, but it had disappeared. The 

white rabbit seen in the kitchen, Emily Wes- 

ley BO firmly believed to be a witch, that she 

says, " I would venture to fire a pistol at 

it if I saw it long enongh." The initiatory 

signal sound Emily describes as " like the 

running of wheels, and the creaking of 

ironwork," and says that the knocks pro- 

duced hollow and loud sounds that none of 

the girls could imitate. ■

From Molly Wesley we have a new 

aspect of the matter. The first thing she 

heard of the ghost was on the aforesaid 

December the 1st, when Fanny Marshall, 

the maid-servant, came running to her in 

the dining-room with a bowl of butter in 

her hand, to tell her she heai^ groans in 

the hall as of a dying man. A fortnight 

after, as Molly Wesley sat reading at the 

table, just before going to bed, her sister 

Snkey began telling her how, the day be- 

fore, she had been frightened in the dining- 

room by a noise first at the foldihg-door, 

and then overhead. Molly had just replied 

that she did not believe a word of it, when 

at that moment Jeffrey rapped immediately 

under her ffeet. The two girls, frightened 

at this, hurried to bed, when just as they 

lay down, a great copper warming-pan at 

their bedside jarred and rang, axid the latch 

of the door began to dance up and down. 

After this there was a soundi as of a great 

iron chain &lling on the outside of the door, 

and then, in infernal accordance, door- 

latch, hinges, warming-pan, and windows, 

all shook and clatttered, and the house had 

a trembling fit from top to bottom. A few 

days after, between five and six in the 

evening; Molly Wesley being alone in the 

dining-room, the door seemed to open, 

though it really remained shut, and seme- 

body seemed' to walk in in a^ trailing night- 

gown, a«d pass leisurely round her, yet 

nothing visible actually appeared. Molly 

at once started ofi', ran up-6tairs to her 

mother's room, and told her the story. 

Constantly the latch of a door would lifb as 

she waa about to touch it. Molly was pre- 

sent that night when her father left l^e 

family in the matted chamber, and went 

alone in the dark into the nursery, where 

the ghost was- knocking. It remained silent 

when he asked it why it came, aft which 

Mr. Wesley, says Molly, grew veiy angry, 

spoke sharply, called rt a deaf and dumb 

devil, and repeated the adjuration. Molly 

and her sisters, huddled together in the 

outer and lighted room, were all this time 

trembling, lest the' ghost should speak; 

but the only reply it deigned was a tre- ■

mendous knock on the bed's head, that 

seemed as if it would break it to shivers. ■

Sukey Wesley's experiences were in 

many respects diiPerent. Sukey first heard 

the sounds one night when she was work- 

ing in the best parlour, and knowing 

the room below was locked, she was so 

frightened that she leaped into bed with 

all her clothes on. One night hearing 

the noises loudest in the nursery, this 

brave girl resolved to go and sleep there. 

Late at night several violent knocks were 

given on the two lowest steps of the 

garret stairs, close to the nursery door. 

Then the door^latcfa seemed to dance about 

as if mad) and knocks began on the floor 

about a yard from the door. The sounds 

came gradually towards Hetty Weslej's 

bed, and Hetty trembled violently in her 

sleep. It then beat three loud strokes on 

the bed's head. Mr. Wesley soon came 

up and adjured it, but it condnued knock- 

ing, then remo^e^ to the room overhead, 

and beat furiously in reply to Mr. Wesley's 

interrogative knocks. Sukey, fairly scared 

at this, fled to her sister Emily's room, from 

whence they could hear the noises continu- 

ing in the nursery. Sukey, a httle rallying, 

and the roses returning to her cheeks, now 

proposed a game at cards to begpiile the 

vigil; but tiiey had no sooner dealt the 

cadrds than Jeffrey, indignant at such con- 

tempt^ began knocking under their feet. 

They then left ofi* playing, and the noises 

returned to the nursery. One Sunday, 

in Snkey Wesley's sight, her &ther'8 

trencher began to dance on the dinner-table 

till "an adventurous wretch took it up 

and spoiled the sport." ■

Nancy Wesley wrote her own impressions 

of the ghost to her brother John, then at 

school. The first time she heard JeSrej 

was the night her motiier ordered her to 

go Tip in the garret in Hke d«tk and blow a 

horn to frighten awi^ the rate, as that ■

?lan had answered at a neighbour's house, 

'he poor girl, terribly afraid, knelt down 

on the garret staii% praying that as she 

did not da it to please herself the ghost 

might harve no power over her. As soon 

as ehe got into the room the sounds ceased, 

but an hour or two afterwards they began 

more furiously than ever. There used to 

be steps> as of a person fi^llowing her 

when BbB passed in the daytime finom room 

to room. The ghost would track her from 

one side of the bed to the other, and re- 

peated every noise. Once as she was sitting 

on a press-bed, flaying at cards with her 

sisters Molly, Hetty, Patty, and Kezzy, the ■

=i? ■
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bed was lifled np with her on it. She 

had grown careless of the ghosts, and 

only said, as she leaped down laughing, 

*' Surely old Jefirej would' not run away 

with me." Her sisters then persuaded her 

to sit down again, on which the bed was 

again liflted several times a great height. 

After this nobody could be induced to 

sit down on the bed any more. Whenever 

any of the &inily mentioned a certain 

Mr. J., the knocking began and continued 

to do so til] they changed the discourse. 

Whenever Sukey Wesley wrote to Mr. J. 

the sounds began, and the night she set out 

for London, to see him, JeSrej knocked till 

morning without any intermission. It was 

always observed tiiat the noises were 

oftenest near Hetty Wesley, and she was 

frightened because Jeffrey seemed to have 

a special spite against her. ■

Robin Brown, Mr. Wesley's man, took a 

very narrow view of the matter. The first 

time he heard it, he says, he was fetching 

down some <3om from the garret, when some 

invisible thing knocked at €^ door jnst by 

him, and made him run down-stairs in a 

fright. Frequently somebody, apparently in 

jack4)oot« and a trailing nighi^gown, came 

through his bedroom, stumbling over the 

shoes by the bedside, and gobbling like a 

torkey-cock. Resolved to be too sharp for 

the ghosts Robin one night left his shoes 

and boots down-stairs, and took a large 

mastiff, newly bought^ to bed with him ; 

hnt the ghost came just the same, and 

seemed to stumble over as many as forty 

mortal pairs of boots. The dog creeped 

into bed, and made such a howling and 

barking together, in spite of all the man 

could do, aS' to alaem all the family. One 

day, when grinding oom in the garret, 

when he stopped the handle of the mill, it 

^ent round of itself very swiftly. Nothing, 

Bobin used to say afterwards, vexed him 

80 much as that the mill was empty at the 

time, for if there had been com in the mill 

old Jeffrey might have ground his heart 

oat without his disturbing him. One day 

Betty Massy, a fellow-servant, denying 

all belief in old Jeffrey, Robin tapped the 

ceiling of the dining-room where they were 

three times with a reel he had in his hand, 

and the knocks were at once repeated, till 

the house shook again, and Betty begged 

^d prayed him not to knock any more, 

fot fear the ghost should appear cor- 

poreally. ■

A few more facts about the ghost we 

draw from memoranda collected by the 

celebrated John Wesley, then only a boy. ■

" The knocks always came," he says, " be- 

fore any signal misfortune happened to the 

fiEunily, or before any illness." The neigh- 

bours opposite often listened, but could 

hear nothing. Once Mr. Wesley was going 

to fire a pistol at the place from whence the 

sound came, but Mr. Hoole being there, 

caught his arm and said : ■

**Sir, you are convinced this is some- 

thing preternatural. If so, you cannot 

hurt it, but you give it power to hurt ■

you. ■

The next evening, when Mr. Wesley ad- 

jured the spirit, he said to his daughter 

Nancy : ■

*' These spirits love darkness. Put out 

the candle, and perhaps it will then speak." ■

The knocking continued, but still there 

was no articulate reply. Mr. Wesley then 

said: ■

"Nancy, two Christians are an over- 

match for the devil. Go all of you down- 

stairs but Nancy ; it may be when we are 

alone he will have the courage to speak." 

Mr. Wesley then said, " If thou art the 

spirit of my son Samuel, I pray knock three 

knocks, and no more." ■

Nancy Wesley, only fifteen, was sore 

afraid at this, but the spirit never answered. 

But in the daytime, when it followed her 

through the rooms, imitating her sweeping, 

she felt no fear; only she wished he had gone 

before her, and so saved her the trouble. 

Gradually all the sisters grew accustomed 

to the disturbance, and when a gentle tap- 

ping came at their bed-head about ten, 

they used only to say, " Jeffrey is com- 

ing; it is time to go to sleep." And as 

for Kezzy Wesley, the youngest child, 

directly she heard Jeffrey was knocking 

up-stairs, she used to run up and pursue 

him from room to room. ■

The following phenomena attended these 

sounds. 1. A wind outside the house rose 

when they began, and increased as they 

continued. 2. The first signal was usually 

heard at the top corner of the nursery. 3. 

The windows clattered and metal rang be- 

fore the sounds began, and in every room 

the ghost entered. 4. Whatever noise was 

made, the dead hollow rap was heard clearly 

over all. 5. The sound, not to be imi- 

tated, was often heard in the air and in the 

middle of a room. 6. The ghost never really 

moved anything except the door-latches, 

except once, when it opened the nursery 

door and lifted a bed. 7. It began nearly 

always at a quarter to ten. 8. The mas- 

tiff dog only barked once at it. After that 

it always whined or ran and hid itself. ■
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Thirty - four years aft^wards, Emily 

Wesley, then the wife of an apothecary near 

London, believed that Jeffrey still warned 

her of coming misfortunes. ■

And now as to the cause of these noises. 

All the Wesleys believed that the ghost was 

a "messenger of Satan," sent to buffet their 

father for having, in 1701, left his wife for a 

a whole year because she would call King 

William the Prince of Orange. But Doctor 

Adam Clarke, Wesley's biographer, men- 

tions a story, " respectably related," though 

treated slightingly by him, which seems to 

furnish a better clue to the noisy ghost. The 

story is this : ■

The Wesley family having retired one 

evening rather earlier than usual, one of the 

maids, who was finishing her work in the 

back kitchen, heard a noise, and presently 

saw a man working himself through a 

trough, which communicated between the 

sink-stone within and the cistern on the out- 

side of the house. Astonished and terrified 

beyond measure, she, in a sort of despera- 

tion, seized the cleaver, which lay on the 

sink-stone, and gave him a violent and, 

probably, a mortal blow on the head ; she 

tlien uttered a dismal shriek and fell sense- 

less on the floor. Mr, Wesley being alarmed 

at the noise, supposing the house was beset 

by robbers, rose up, caught up the fire- 

irons of his study, and began to throw 

them with violence down the stairs, calling 

out, ** Tom ! Jack ! Harry !*' &c., as loud as 

he could bawl ; designing thus to intimidate 

the robbers. Who the man was that re- 

ceived the blow, or who were his accom- 

plices, was never discovered. His com- 

panions had carried him off: footsteps and 

marks of blood were traced to some dis- 

stance, but not far enough to find who 

the villains were, or from whence they 

came. ■

Ten years before, the dissenting parish- 

ioners had stabbed Mr. Wesley's cows, 

mutilated his house-dog, threatened his 

life, burnt his flax, thrown him into Lin- 

coln gaol, stripped him of the chaplaincy 

of Colonel Lepelle's regiment, fired off guns 

under the rectory window, and threatened 

to turn his wife and children out of their 

house. The servants during the ghost affair 

were both new ones, why might not* the 

rough fen-men have sought this fresh op- 

portunity of rousing the good man's fears 

and driving him from the place? Doctor 

Priestley, into whose hands these ghost 

documents fell, and who published them, 

pronounced the whole business a mere trick 

and imposture. The noises could have been ■

produced by the servants or the maid's 

lover, and the animals seen were probably 

real rabbits and badgers turned loose in the 

house to aggravate the disturbance. The 

plate-breaking ghost has been often detected 

to be a mischievous servant, why not sus- 

pect servants of planning the rapping 

ghost, whose coming led to nothing, and 

to whom speech was denied ? Modem spi- 

ritualists, who spend their lives in furbish- 

ing up old superstitions, are never tired of 

quoting the Epworth ghost as the most irre- 

^gable and unanswerable of his species? 

They tell you calmly that the simple solution 

of the tnatter is, that Wesley's daughter xras 

a great medium, and that wherever she was 

these rappings would have come. Glorying 

in any story that aids superstition, they 

gloat over these silly tricks, and hold them 

up as proving their own claims. For th& 

excited imagination of a simple-hearted 

and credulous family, who believed in 

witches, they make no allowance; the 

religious faculty of the Wesleys, morbidly 

active and strengthened by a retired life, 

they altogether ignore. The flEust certainly 

remains, that for so many days at Ep- 

worth rectory, in the years 1716-17, certain 

noises, supposed to be supernatural, began, 

and that after a time, when the family grew 

indifferent to them, they ceased. No result 

was obtained by them, they warned, guided, 

reproved no one, they only frightened some 

girls and puzzled some men. Let no one 

who has not lived in old timber houses and 

heard the unearthly rushes, rattles, clatters, 

gnawings, and rappings produced by rats, 

say that those vermin were not enough 

alone to produce two-thirds of the sounds 

heard by the Wesley family. Let our soln- 

tion be right or wrong. Doctor Priestley 

says truly of the whole story that " it is per- 

haps tlic best authenticated and the best told 

story of the kind that is anywhere extant ; 

on which account, and to exercise the in- 

genuity of some speculative persons, he 

thought it not undeserving of being pub- 

lished." And for the same reason we give 

it in this place, with more grains of salt 

added, however, than any spintnalist salt- 

cellar can conveniently hold. ■

BY THE XmB. ■

Whbbb the purple heights of Hambledoa stand cle^ ■

against the sky, 

Where the great trees bow their mighty heads, s5 ibe ■

winds go wailing bj, 

Where the rain falls fast and heavy, on moorland snd ■

on lea. 

The Ure with all her tribute streams ehaf49s onwaid to ■

the sea. ■
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Down from bonnio Wenilejdale, past brteken, bruah, ■

and fern, 

Bj DitDT a moonide homeatead, by many a iparkling^ ■

bnniy 

By minster and grey abbey, by ivied Tillaere fane, 

Full fraught with 'inland whif periags, Ure flashea to ■

the main* ■

She t^lli how Spriag'a gay sumouma ia calling thickly ■

forth 

Bright budi and fireih green leafleta, in the oopaea of ■

the north. 

She telle how btida are mating ia erery coppice lone, 

How glowing flowera, like acattered gema, on meadow ■

lands are atrown : ■

How children fling upon her, from many a crumbling ■

arch, 

Pale primioae-laaTea and black aah-boda, tot-fraita of ■

bouterooa Search. 

She telle how aun and shadow fast fleck her glittering ■

breait. 

Meet heralda of awaet April, in her changeful garmenta ■

dieet. ■

But, dares sho bear old ocean a hint of what she left. 

Where the willows droop their silvery haae, aboTC a ■

grassy deft. 

Where mid ▼iolet tufts, and accmitea, and daiaea nd ■

and white, 

A fairer floweret than them all waa left, akme, at ■

night. ■

Ah, pretty babe, no mother*s lore to lap Chee soft and ■

No tender hands to tend and guard the tiny fragile ■

form. 

Only the quick rain's pitying tears upon thy rest were ■

ihed, 

The Ure to abg^ thy lullaby, the blosaoma for thy bed ! ■

Where larked the bitter story of woe, and shame, and ■

•in? 

In grey old grange, or Tillage street, or dull town's ■

weary din P 

Mid the cruel or the careless, cold rich or sullen poor P 

While the murdered baby lay serene beside the rushing ■

Ure. ■

Ah, laved from life and sorrow, poor pretty helpless 

waif; ■

l4t it sleep beneath the fresh spring grass, from harm 

and trouble safe. ■

But I think, though fast our busy life forgets a tale of 

wron^, ■

One ear wUl ahrink, while hearing lasts, from the rest- 

lea river's aong ! ■

THE SLBEPINa BEAUTY. ■

" You will scarcely believe me, perhaps," 

exclaimed Maximilian, with a most bea,m- 

ing countenance, " when I assnre you that 

the stones of the Sleeping Beanty and of 

Snowdrop are precisely identical." ■

** Stop a moment," said Laurence. *' Let 

US bethink ourselves a little, before we 

begin to discuss your remarkable proposi- 

tion. Snowdrop was first made known to 

ns Britons when a collection of Grimm's 

popular German stories was translated and 

published with illustrations by Mr. George 

Cruikshank. * ■

"Nearly fifty years ago," interposed 

Edgar. " The German name of the story 

was Schneeweisschen." ■

" Stick to the dialecfr," insinuated Maxi- 

milian, " and say Sneewittchen." ■

** Anything to please," remarked Lau- 

rence. " As for the Sleeping Beauty, she 

is known to everybody, figuring as she does 

in those tales of Mother Goose, which I, by 

no means a chicken, read when I was a very 

small boy." ■

** That Mother Goose of yours," snarled 

Edgar, " is simply Charles Perrault, who 

flourished in the days of Louis the Four- 

teenth." ■

" Psha !" ejaculated Laurence. "Perrault 

knew Mother Goose as well as I do, and as 

you don't. In one of the early editions of 

his immortal talcs, there was a frontispiece 

on which was depicted an old goose telling 

them to her goslings." ■

"Strange fellow that Perrault," observed 

Maximilian with a sigh. " He revived for 

a degenerate age the most popular stories 

of the inhabited globe, and none knew 

whence he had gotten them. The big- wigs 

in the days of the Great Monarch believed 

that he invented them himself." ■

" Well, don't be hard on our benefactor," 

pleaded Laurence, "if he did not know 

whence he had derived his stories. There 

is many an honest gentleman, now-a-days, 

who is perfectly aware of the foreign source 

of his forthcoming's, and pretends to be 

original notwithstanding." ■

" We are wandering from our subject, as 

we frequently do," objected Maximilian. 

" Gome now. You say that the story of 

the Sleeping Beauty, as told by Charles 

Perrault, alias Mother Goose, is known to 

everybody. Are you quite certain that you 

know it yourselves P" ■

" Perfectly," shouted Laurence and 

Edgar, with exceeding force. ■

"Tell it with becoming humility, and 

give us a taste of your quality," suggested 

Maximilian. ■

" Good, I'll represent both of us," said 

Laurence. " There was a certain lady, who, 

blest with an unexpected daughter, in- 

vited the fairies to her christening. They 

all promised the child all sorts of good 

things, but there was one cantankerous old 

fairy, who had not received an invitation, 

and who dropped in to predict that the 

little princess would pierce her hand with 

a distaff, and consequently die. A youDg 

fairy coming opportunely forward, declared 

that the death should be commuted for a 

sleep of one hundred years. The king 

forbade the use of distaffs among his sub- 

jects under pain of death, but nevertheless 

some miserable old lady, unmindful of tho ■
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decree, employed the prohibited instrnment 

in the palace, and the young princess, aged 

sixteen, ingeniously contrived to run it 

through her liand, and slept accordingly. 

When the hundred years had expired, the 

crown-prince of a strange family, that had 

come to the throne in the meanwhile, 

chanced to stray into the wood in which 

the palace of the fair sleeper was situated. 

At his approach she awoke, and he 

married her." ■

" Bravo. And they lived happily together 

ever afterwards, didb't they ?*' cried Maxi- 

milian. " Are you quite sure you are at 

the end of the story ?" ■

"T remember," replied Edgar, evasively, 

*^ that I once saw a veiy admirable dramatic 

version of the tale by Mr. Planche, in 

which he lefl off at the very point at which 

I have arrived." ■

*' Of course he did," retorted Maximilian, 

*^ Mr. Planch^, as a dramatic artist, knew 

well enough that the rest of the story could 

not so readily have accommodated itself to 

plot. Bnt Mr. Planch^, as an archffiologist, 

who has translated the tales of Perrault, 

and illustrated them with erudite notes, 

would have told yon, had he been here, 

that you had stopped short. Don't you 

recollect that the prince, though the Sleep- 

ing Beauty had presented him with a 

daughter named Morning, and a son named 

Day, kept his marriage secret during the 

lifetime of the king his father, because he 

feared the cannibal propensities of bis 

mother, who was supposed to be an ogress ?" ■

*' To be sure I do, ' exclaimed Laurence. 

*^ And on the death of the old king the 

young one brought his wife and children 

to court with great magnificence, and very 

inconsistently committed them to the care 

of his mother, while ho made war on a 

neighbouring potentate." ■

"Of course," said Ed^r, " it's all clear 

when one comes to think of it. The queen- 

mother, left to her own devices, soon re- 

vealed her mischievous propensities, and 

would successively have eaten the two 

children and her daughter-in-law, had not 

a sofb-heartcd major-domo concealed the 

intended victims in his own apartment, and 

deceived his mistress by serving up other 

dainties." ■

" At last," added Laurence, " little Day, 

about to receive a wholesome castigation 

from his mamma, set up a cry, which 

reached the ears of the ogress, who would 

have thrown the young queen and her 

children into a tub filled with toads and 

vipers, had not her son returned home just | ■

in time to prevent the atrocity, whereupon 

his evil mother flung herself into the midst 

of the reptiles, and was devoured afc once." ■

" How could we have forgotten all this, 

even for a moment ?" inquired Edgar. ■

"Because," answered Laurence, "this 

supplementary tale of the queen and her 

two children docs not seem to grow natu* 

rally out of the narmtive of the Sleeping 

Beauty, but to be an independent story, 

accidently tacked on." ■

'* That sort of tacking is by no means 

uncommon," observed Maximilian : " but I 

am prepared to show that it has not taken 

place in this particular instance, the stones 

of the Sleeping Beauty and her children 

being parts of one indivisible eniiretj. 

First, however, let me recal to your me- 

mories Grimm's tale of Snowdrop, which, 

though pretty generally known, is less 

familiar than the other. Snowdrop, yoa 

may remember, was the lovely daughter 

of a queen, who pricked her finger while 

working on a snowy day at a window with 

an ebony frame, and wished she might 

have a child as white as snow, red as 

blood, and black as ebony. The wish hav- 

ing been granted by the birth of an infant 

with fair skin, rosy cheeks, and black hair, 

the good queen died, and the king, her 

husband, took unto himself another wife, 

whose magic mirror assured her that she 

was the loveliest lady in all the land, 

and repeated the comforting assurance 

till Snowdrop had completed her seventh 

year, when it provokingly told its royal 

mistress that, though she was fair, her 

step-daughter was a thousand times hand- 

somer. In the rage natural to jealous step- 

mothers, the queen ordered a confidential 

huntsman to take Snowdrop into a wood, 

and tixere murder her. The rather good 

man was so far compassionate that, instead 

of killing the little girl himself, he left her 

to be devoured by wild beasts; but find- 

ing herself alone, she strayed about, till 

she arrived at a small house inhabited by 

seven kindly dwarfs, who took pity on 

her, and employed her as their servant, 

warning her against the possible machi- 

nations of the queen. That wicked lady 

learned from her glass the place of Snow- 

drop's retreat, and disguising herself as a 

pedlar, called at the house of the dwarfs 

during their absence, and persuaded the 

girl to purchase a stay-lace, which she 

fastened so tight that apparent death was 

the result. The dwarfs, on their return, 

restored animation by loosening the stay- 

lace ; and they were equally successful ■
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when, on another occasion, the queen had 

induced Snowdrop to put on a poisoned 

comb. A poisoned apple, which the qneen 

I brongfat on a third occasion, proved, how- 

ever, too moch for them. Snowdrop was 

I not to be restored by any available means, 

> and the beneficent dwarfs placed her body 

ia a glass coffin, which each of them guarded 

in turn, and on which was stated, in golden 

letters, that she was the daughter of a 

king. A prince accidentally coming to the 

spot, became enamoured of the deceased 

i Wtj, and persuaded the dwarfs to make 

I biffl a present of the coffin. This was 

carried on the shoulders of his servants, 

I in^ho happened, to stumble, and a poisoned 

apple-pip £dling £nom the lips of Snow- 

dix^p, she was at once restored to life, and, 

of coarse, married the prince. The wicked 

qneen was invited to the wedding-feast, 

^ foroed to danoe in red-hot iron shoes 

tm she died." ■

"And that is the whole story?" said ■

Edgw. " Well, there is a sort of resem- ■

I blanee between the resuscitation of Snow* ■

' drop and the waking of the Sleeping Beauty, ■

: hat wiiea we consider what a family like- ■

oeas there is amon^ a vast number of ■

popular stories, 1 canbardly see the identity ■

which you profess to have discovered." ■

"Yonlu^e not as yet heard the pre- 

misses by whicbL I arrive at my conclusion," 

retonied Maximiliain. '^To obtain these 

jon must go all the wdy to Sicily, or, at 

&UJ lute, to the collection of Sicilian stories 

^^ by Laura Gonzenbach." ■

" Can't you be our guide P" asked Lau- 

rence. ■

"Certainly," replied Maximilian; "and 

I will begin by telling you the tale of 

3Ianixzedda, a name, by the way, which is 

& Sicilian diminutive for Maria. This 

^lamzzedda was the youngest and most 

beantifdl danghter of a poor cobbler, 

^ted, like Cinderella^ by her two sisters. 

Going out one day in search of work, he 

took wit^ him. his eldest girl, and as he 

found a job, which brought him a trifling 

snot, he and his daughter expended half 

the treasure by refreshing themselves in 

the next house, and took the other half 

home. A similar operation was performed 

on the following day, when double the first 

snm was earned by the cobbler, and his 

second daughter was his companion. But 

on the third day, when his gains were 

trebled, Maruzzedda, who was now his 

companion, persuaded him not to spend 

half upon the road, but to take home the 

whole and share it with her sisters.'* ■

"I foresee that these wretched sisters 

will not be grateful,'' observed Edgar. ■

**0f course they were nothing of the 

kind," replied Maximilian. ** They hated 

Maruzzedda more than ever for her gene- 

rosity, and prevailed on their father to 

adopt the old expedient of taking Maruz- 

zedda to a wood, and there leaving her. 

Finding herself alone at sunset in the 

dismal forest, 3({aruzzedda wandered about 

till she came to a magnificent castle, which 

she entered without obstacle. The cham- 

bers through which she walked were su- 

perbly ftimished, and in one of them was 

a well-appointed table and a bier, on which 

lay the body of a lovely female. Other 

inhabitants there were none, so Maruz- 

zedda, unbidden, refreshed herself at the 

table, and then went to sleep in a handsome 

bed," ■

'* Considering the lovely deceased as no- 

body ?" asked Edgar. ■

''When she had resided for some time 

in the castle," continued Maximihan, " she 

chanced, looking out of window, to see her 

father. Liforming him that she could not 

give him admittance, she desired him to 

remember her kindly to her sisters, who, 

when they had heard the news, rewarded 

her good wishes by sending their father to 

the castle with a poisoned cake. Then, on 

the night before his arrival, Maruzzedda 

dreamed that the dead lady called her by 

name, and advised her to try the coming 

cake upon the cat. The advice was fol- 

lowed, and when the father had come and 

gone, having been rewarded with a little 

money, a piece of cake was given to the 

cat, which perished accordingly. Another 

visit to the castle enabled the cobbler to 

report that Maruzzedda was still hving; 

and he was now sent by her sisters with a 

hat which had the power of suspending 

animation. She was warned in a dream 

by the dead lady not to put it on, but when 

she received it she deposited it in a chest, 

to be worn on some fiiture occasion, whereas, 

of course, she ought to have destroyed it." ■

" I don't see that, when she had not 

been counselled so to do," objected Edgar. 

" Was there no other convenient animal 

that could have answered the purpose of 

the unfortunate cat P" ■

''Perhaps the poisoned bonnet points a 

moral against female vanity," suggested 

Laurence. ■

" After a lapse of time," proceeded Maxi- 

milian, " the dead lady was received into 

heaven. Before her departure she appeared 

to Maruzzedda for the last time, and be- ■
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qneaihed to her the castle, with all the 

treasures it contained. Left alone with 

her wealth, Marnzzedda amused herself bj 

rummaging over her old chest, and light-ed 

on the fatal hat, which she heedlessly put 

on, and became insensible in a moment. 

The dead lady, descending in the night i 

placed the lifeless body on the bier which she 

had left vacant, and there it lay perfectly 

motionless, but neither pale nor cold. More 

time elapsed, and the king of the country, 

sporting near the castle, shot a bird, which 

fell into Maruzzedda's room. Every door 

was locked, but two of the king's followers 

entered the room through the window, and, 

struck with admiration, called the king to 

join them, and ^ew the beautiful corpse. 

Suspecting that Maruzzedda was merely 

asleep, lie removed the hat, and animation 

immediately resulted. Now pay particular 

attention. The king married Maruzzedda, 

but kept his marriage secret, and contented 

himself with visiting her at the castle, be- 

cause he feared his mother, who was a 

sorceress. In the course of three years the 

young wife gave birth to as many sons, 

the first of whom she named *I love 

thee' (T'amo), the second *I loved thee* 

(T'amai), and the third ' I shall love thee' 

(T'amero)." ■

"I see whither we are going," said Lau- 

rence ; and Edgar nodded assent. ■

" The old queen," continued Maximilian, 

" at length discovered her son's marriage, 

and sending a message to Maruzzedda, 

with kindly words persuaded her to in- 

trust the three children to their grand- 

mother. When they were all in her power, 

she ordered her cook to kill them, but the 

compassionate man concealed them in his 

house, and deceived her by providing the 

hearts of three young goats. In the mean- 

while the king had fallen ill, and his 

mother availed herself of the occasion to 

invite Maruzzedda to visit her. Having 

put on three dresses, the deluded lady pro- 

ceeded to the royal palace, and found in 

the court a large fire, into which the queen 

ordered her to be cast. She asked leave to 

take off her dresses, and as she threw them 

aside, one after another, she successively 

uttered the significant names of her three 

children. Musicians had been placed at 

the door of the king's chamber to deaden 

the sound of his wife's voice, but the names 

reached his ear, and on hearing the last he 

sprang from his bed to rescue Maruzzedda, 

and to put his mother in her place. The 

children, of course, reappeared, and the 

cook was rewarded." ■

"Good," said Laurence. "Now I plainly 

perceive we ha^ a story which is essentiaUy 

that of Snowdrop, with a termination which 

is essentially that of the Sleeping Beauty." ■

" I am much struck," remarked Edgar, 

" by the dead lady, about whom no expla- 

nation is given, and who performs the office 

of the seven dwarfs. She seems almost like 

a second Snowdrop invented for the rescne i 

of the first." ■

" Now there is another Sicilian story," 

proceeded Maximilian, " about one Maria, 

who was lost in a wood by her fiaiher at the 

instigation of a wicked step-mother, and 

wandered about till she came to a smalt 

house kept by seven robbers, 'On whom she 

waited, and who afiTorded her protection. 

The step-mother, discovering her retreat, 

sent her a magic ring, which apparently 

deprived her of life, and the robbers, plac- 

ing her body, with many treasures, in a 

handsome coffin, had it drawn to the king's 

castle by oxen, and deposited it in one of 

the royal stables. The king, hearing of 

the arrival of the coffin, had it placed in 

his own chamber, where it was opened, and 

revealed its living contents. Four wax 

candles were solemnly lighted, and the 

king, dismissing his attendants, knelt alone 

by 5ie coffin, weeping. His mother, miss- 

ing him at meal-time, and coming to his 

room, saw him through the key-hole, and 

caused the door to be broken open. She, 

too, was moved with compassion, and tak- 

ing Maria's hand, drew oft* the ring, think- 

ing that such a precious jewel should not 

be consigned to the grave. Maria revived, 

and the king married her with his mother's 

consent." ■

" Ah, now we get back to Snowdrop's 

seven protectors, who appear in less re- 

spectable shape, and we lose the wicked 

step-mother," exclaimed Edgar. ■

"There is still another Sicilian story 

about the Fair Anna, which belongs to onr 

subject," resumed Maxinulian. "In this 

we have three sisters, who lived together 

without fether or mother, and the elder 

two of whom hated Anna, the youngest^ 

because she was most admired by the 

king's son as he passed their window. 

Anna was purposely lost in the wood by 

her eldest sister, and came to a fine house 

inhabited by an ogre, who was so' touched 

by her beauty that, instead of eating her, 

he afforded her shelter, and she not only 

lived very happily with him and his wife, 

but became ow^ner of the house and its 

contents after their speedy decease. Here 

she was discovered by her sisters, who ■

•^ ■ =^ ■
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poisoned her with a bnnch of grapes, and 

left her for dead on the terrace. The 

king's son found her, restored her, married 

her, concealed his marriage on account of 

his wicked mother, and became father of a 

son and daughter, named Sun and Moon. 

The story goes on like that of Maruzzedda. 

While the king is ill, Anna is about to be 

thrown into a cauldron of boiling oil, and 

takes off three dresses, respectirelj de- 

corated with silver, gold, and diamond 

hells. She is, of course, saved, and the old 

qneen suffers in her stead. Thus you have 

i the last of my premisses." ■

"Give UB your conclusion in detail," 

said Laurence. ■

" Note, then," replied Maximilian ;' " we 

have gone through five stories, and in three 

of them we find that the marriage of a 

prince with a lady awakened from a trance 

is followed by the persecution of his wife 

and children by his wicked mother. The 

connexion, therefore, between the two parts 

of the Sleeping Beauty is not accidental. 

Note again ; the elements of all the stories 

are continued in the Sicilian tale of Maruz- 

zedda. She is obviously Snowdrop; and 

if you expand the indefinite period of her 

trance into one hundred years, she becomes 

the Sleeping Beauty of Charles Perrault." 

** Capital," cried Edgar. " Snowdrop 

and the Sleeping Beauty being both Ma- 

razzedda, the Sleeping Beauty is Snow- 

drop. Q.B.D." ■

'' And look here," exclaimed Laurence. 

''Does not Maruzzedda, living in the castle 

with that mysterious protectress, and per- 

secuted by her sisters, remind you some- 

what of the position of Psyche in Cupid's 

palace, described in the inmiortal romance 

ofApuleius?" ■

SIR PETER'S MONUMENT. ■

CHAPTEB I. ■

Young Oliver Kempe, who called him- 

Relf a '' statuary," and was the tenant of 

a rather confined studio in George- yard, 

King's'Sqnare (since called Soho-square), 

Oxford-road, wrote home to his anxious 

relatives in Lincolnshire something as 

follows : ■

'' I have triumphed. The gold medal 

of the Royal Academy is mine. I received 

it from Sir Joshua's own hands. My name 

i'i to be engraven round its edge. I long 

to show it you. The president compli- 

mented me most warmly on the merits of 

my design- He is no less good than he is 

great. Yon can't think how my heart ■

beat when the secretary called my name 

and I struggled through the crowd to the 

president's chair. My model is to be carried 

to Buckingham House to be inspected by 

their most gracious majesties the king and 

queen. I have received compliment and 

congratulations on all sides. Many main- 

tain that mine is the best historical design 

that has been produced in England for 

years. The subject, as I have already told 

you, is the Continence of Scipio. ■

" The Academy, you know, is in Somerset 

House, formerly a palace. Lectures are 

given every Monday night by Hnnter on 

anatomy. Wall on perspective, Sandby on 

architecture, and Sir Joshua on painting. 

In the life school the model sits two 

hours every night. I have seen two men 

hanged, and one with his bre^t cut open 

at Surgeons' Hail. The other being a 

fine subject, they took him to the Royal 

Academy and covered him with plaster-of- 

paria, after they had put him in the posi- 

tion of the Dying Gladiator. I neglect no 

opportunity of improving myself in draw- 

ing, modelling, and anatomy. ■

** I have already one or two commissions 

for portrait bustos, and have great hopes of 

being chosen to carve the monument of the 

late Sir Peter Bembridge, parliament man 

and East India merchant, to be erected by 

his widow in New Marylebone Church. 

Meanwhile, materials are so costly, and 

living here in the most moderate way runs 

away with so much money, that if you 

could spare me a few guineas I should be 

very glad. I am rather in debt, but not 

gravely so. Some urgent clainois upon me 

I must find means to discharge shortly, 

however. With deepest affection," Ac. ■

To another of his correspondents — ^not a 

member of his family — Mr. Kempe wrote 

to this effect : ■

" I have won the medal. How I wish 

that you were near that I might hang it 

round your soft, sweet,* white neck ! my 

adorable PhQlis ! I think of thee without 

ceasing, and always, be sure, with the 

tenderest love. I have still — need I say it ? — 

the golden tress you clipped from your fair 

head one night-*— moved by my beseeching, 

and bestowed upon me out in the meadow 

of the Dairy Farm beyond the mill-stream. 

You remember ? Surely you missed it not, 

nor any one else. My dear mistress is so 

rich in golden locks. How many might 

she be rified of and yet none be the wiser : 

not even herself 1 I wear it, as I said I 

would, next my heart over, wrapped in 

that same little blue silken case your deft ■
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fingers sewed for it. It is to me an amulet, 

shielding me from evil, assmring me of 

fhtxire bliss. I Kad need of some snoh magic 

charm, for this London is a big, wicked, 

cmel giant of a place. 'Tis hard to wrest 

a living from it ; how mnch harder to bring 

it to my feet and force it to pay me 

homage ! But I'll not despair, if my Phillis 

will but be true to me. iVe won the medal, 

that's something. I'm proud of it, I own, 

because I think it may make my Phillis, if 

ever so little, proud also. But I mean to do 

greater things. I intend to succeed. For 

success means fame, fortune, and best of all, 

the right to call Phillis really and truly 

xnine for eter. ■

^' I have been ailing « little, from over- 

work, I think, and at times feel myself de- 

spondent somewhat, and indlined to lose 

heart. I am but one, and I have to strive 

against so many. My life is very, very 

lonely. I have but few friends outside my 

studio, and my friends here are made for 

the most part of clay, plaster, and stone. 

They are cold' and dumb. Yet let me not 

blame them ; they've been true to me. And 

if I am faithful to them and to my art, shall 

I not in time reap reward ? ■

*' One friend I have forgotten. It is the 

love of my Phillis. May 1 hope that that 

is with me ever ? That my kind mistress, 

in spirit, tends me and hovers near me like 

a guardian angel always P At least, let me 

believe so, for the thought brightens and 

cheers me as the sun the fk)wers. But I 

must end. \ ■

** Good-nigbt, sweet Phillis ! Heaven 

preserve and bless you, and make you love 

me, and me worthy of your love. I ha;ve 

kissed the paper just where I am writing. 

Please kiss there too, Phillis," &c. ■

CHAPTER II. ■

If it was with a light purse tiaat 'Oliver 

Kempe had quitted his native village for 

London, it was with a light heart also. He 

came of worthy, honest folk of yeoman 

condition, who had not much money where- 

with to endow him ; of what they possessed^ 

however, his family gave him generously ; 

his &ther cautions and counsel, his mother 

tears and prayers, his sisters sobs and 

kisses. Then he had his own stout health, 

fresh youth, and abundant hopes. Further, 

he was famished with the blessings and 

good wishes of quite a host of friends and 

neighbours who assembled at the cross- 

roads to see him meet and mount into the 

waggon which was to carry him laboriously 

to London, and to bid him good speed upon ■

5, ■

his long and it might be perilous journev. 

All were glad to see him set forth in sncli 

good spirits. His kindred especially rejoiced 

thereat, or said they did, their looks most 

rueful and woebegone the while. Intmtli, 

the parting was very grievous to them. 

He, their loved one, seemed to have taken 

all hope with him, and left them only 

fear. ■

He looked elated, sanguine, oocupied 

witii the future, full of faith in himself 

and his plans. But perhaps beneath all 

this moved a stronger under-current of 

sadness than they oould give him credit for. 

Yet the yearnings that were so painfallj 

restless within him, try havd as he might 

to still 4Uid suibdne them, weve not solely 

for those of his own house. There wbs 

aSectiooi -Sor his kin, but there was love for 

a stranger in blood. lie wore suspoided 

from his neck, swinging down towards 

his heart, the amulet, as he caiQed it in 

the letter quoted above, bestowed upon 

ham by a oertain damsel of his neigh- 

bo lerhood^'^-Phillis Blair, the schoolmaster 

•daughter. Of her precious gift none knew 

save only he and she. The twain had in- 

terchanged most tender speeches, most 

ardent vows. Their leave->taking had been 

very trying to both. She had wept pite- 

ously, and striving to stay her tesvrs he had 

but unlocked the flood-gates of his ctni 

grief. He besought her, not wholly in vain, 

to share his high hopes and expectations. 

Soon he was to return &mous and prospei^ 

ous to cladm her hand and make her his 

wife. Their union otherwise was not pos- 

sible. They must venture if they were t^) 

win. Cupid was ever a gamester. They 

staked their present happiness to win 

greater by-and-bye. Meantime, of course, 

they must consent to be wretched : for they 

must part .She could not suggest the 

possibility of failure, of their losing botb 

the present and the future. To doubt her 

suitor's success was to question his merits- 

She could not do that. She loved him. ■

The last fu^ewell spoken, the last kiss 

given, she felt herself the most miserahle 

of maidens. Beside her love she had no- 

thing. He had action, ambition, deeds to do, 

a name to make. Thoughts of these, per- 

haps more than they should, lightened his 

heart. Hers was heavy indeed. ■

He was a likely-looking young felloir 

enough, hthe of figure, quick of move- 

ment, with his mother's large, tender. 

brown eyes, and his father's breadth of brow 

and shapeHneas of feature. His thick dark 

hair was neatly combed &om his face auU ■
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tied into a club at the back of his head. 

He was simply clad in bine broadcloth, -with 

grey worsted stockings; and bright pewter 

backles decked his shoes, fie had served 

his apprenticeship to a wood-carver. Then 

be had tried his hand upon stone, and gamed 

credit by his marble mantelpieces, fie had 

execnted a bust or two far certain provin- 

cial patrons, and won priees for his draw- 

ings and models from the "Society of Arts 

in the IStrand. His ambition grew. He 

Jonged for a larger pnblic. The worid in 

which he moved was not big enough for 

him or for his art. He mnst go to London, 

of conrsc. He did not credit that its streets 

were paved with gold as some asserted; 

silver would do. Surely he should there 

find reward for his toil, recognition of his 

capacity, and, in dne time, fame and pro- 

sperity. He was a genins ma he believed ; 

he would try and' make the <WQrld believe 

so too. He had a future before him ; it 

behoved bim to go forth and meet it. ■

His letters did not tell the whole isruth. 

What letters ever do ? He had suffered 

more than he caved Bhonld be known. 

He had met with care, sidniesa, disap- 

pointment-^he had even undergone priva- 

tion. His small stock of money was ex- 

hausted. But he eould not — he was too 

brave or too proud — ^tell of these things. 

It would have broken bis naother's heart to 

tnow all her son had endured. He only 

wrote when he had good tidings to tell. 

His letters necessarily had not been so 

frequent B.8 his fnende could have wished. 

But they forgave his neglect or seeming 

neglect of them. They felt so sure that he 

was most busily occupied making his for- 

tune. Poor lad ! It was all he could do to 

earn bread. ■

Still it was something to say that he 

had won the gold medal of the Royal Aca- 

demy. How rejoiced they were I how 

proud of him ! They had quite settled 

that the precious token should remain ever 

as an heir-loom in the family. Just at that 

moment he was weighing it in the palm of 

his hand, considering how much his friend 

the pawnbroker— 'With whom he had had 

many previous transactions — ^would ad- 

vance him upon a deposit of it. ■

Bat if he might regard the medal as the 

turning-point in his fortune! It really 

seemed now that the clouds wore lifting— 

his prospects brightening. He had a rea- 

sonable chance of a commission to execute 

Sir Peter Bembridge*s monumenti The 

*' portrait bustos'* he had mentioned in his 

letters home were not likely to be very ■

remunerative works. They were merely 

models in clay of the heads of certain of 

his .fellow-students, whose pockets were 

little better supplied than were his own, 

and who pretended in no way to be patrons 

of art, but rather professors. ■

There was a noise without the statuary's 

studio. The grating of wheels upon the 

roadway, the cotter of .earriage steps, the 

voices of footmexL " My Xiady Bembridge" 

was announced. Oliver Toee to receive her. 

He opened wide the door as she swept 

majestically into the Toom. He bowed 

and blushed, rmuttered ac^owledgments 

of his sense of the honour conferred upon 

him, and placed a chair for her ladyship. 

She warved bar hand; she did not care 

to sit. ■

OHiLPTEB lU. ■

He had beeaa day-dreaming, sitting with 

his hands before his eyes, laming forward 

with one arm on each knee. He rose up 

a trifle dazzled and c<»3iased« The scent 

of mask her ladyship brought with her 

into -the studio seemed to him ratiber over- 

powering. And her ladyship's presence 

was sufficiently disturbing. How much 

depended upon his winning her favour ! ■

She was attired in deep mourning, for 

Sir Peter's demise was of recent date. He 

had been what the world then called 

^' a nabob/' who had returned late in life 

from the East, possessed of a good fortune 

and a bad liver, to marry a young wife 

and leave a rich widow. Something of the 

bloom of youth Lady Bembridge had now 

lost ; still her dharms had not yet attained 

the Ml glow of maturity — the ripeness that 

immediately precedes decay. For a widow 

she was certainly young, whatever she 

might have been otherwise accounted. 

And she was very handsome. No doubt 

her beauty suffered from the restrictions 

of costume unavoidable under the circum- 

stances. Her dress was as intensely 

mournful, indeed, as milliner could make 

it. Wits at the chocolate - houses had 

likened her to the fifth act of a tra- 

gedy. She had even abandoned the use 

of rouge, while she had thickly coated 

her complexion with white paint. Her 

sighs were frequent, and she bore in her 

hand her cambric kerchief, in constant 

readiness to stanch any sudden overflow 

of tears she might be visited with. Yet 

neither in &ce nor figure was she quite 

acceptable as a personification of Niobe. 

Her graces were rather of a Bacchante 

type, although just now, perhaps, a Bac- 

chante afflicted by the fact that grapes ■
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were not in season. Her large round lus- 

trous eyes did not seem made for weeping. 

Their fire was not to be subdued by tears ; 

her full scarlet lips were not suited to 

sighing purposes ; but ratber for smiling, 

or, it might be, kissing. She was grandly 

formed. Oppressed as be was by ill for- 

tune, and cowed by the majesiy of his 

patroness, the sculptor could not resist a 

thrill of admiration of a purely professional 

kind, as he surveyed the noble outlines of 

that massive Juno-like figure. The head, 

he admitted, was not purely classical ; but 

for the rest, her ladyship's physical posses- 

sions seemed to him cast in quite an antique 

mould. ■

She sighed deeply, and raised her kerchief 

to her eyes. No tears had gathered there, 

but the movement was graceful, and had 

become habitual to her. Then in luscious 

contralto tones she asked : ■

*' Had Mr. Kempe completed his sketch 

for the proposed monument ?" ■

Mr. Kempe exhibited a model in clay, 

removing its wrappings of soaked cloths 

necessary to keep the material duly moist. 

It was the day for wild feats of stone-cut*' 

ting in the way of parable and apotheosis. 

Mr. Kempe's production was a compara- 

tively modest work of this class. But, in 

truth, the late Sir Peter had been no very 

important personage — ^had led but a com- 

monplace sort of career. The most fertile 

fancy could not have suggested for him 

any very extraordinary monument. ■

Still Oliver Kempe had done his best. 

In the foreground of his design appeared a 

recumbent fig are representative of the de- 

parted. An angel with prodigious wings 

knelt mourning over the body. A palm- 

tree waved its plumes close by. In lower 

relief in the background appeared a ship 

at sea — presumably an East Indiaman — 

and emblems of trade with Europe in the 

shape of bales of goods piled into a pyramid ; 

while Asia was symbolised by an elepbant 

and castle, and a camel kneeling. Above 

was the coat of arms of the Bembridge 

family. The crest was a palm-tree, proper ; 

the motto, " Palma virtuti." Floating 

cherubim filled up the vacant corners of 

the composition. ■

Her ladyship appeared gratified. She 

wished no expense to be spared, she said. 

The sculptor explained that the design was 

on a reduced scale, and that the block of 

marble necessary for so important a work 

would be very costly. Her ladyship re- 

peated that she wished no expense to be 

spared^ ■

There was a pause. Lady Bembridge 

grew more composed. She was able at 

last to venture upon a little criticism. ■

" You've forgotten Sir Peter's spec- 

tacles," she said. ■

Mr. Kempe explained that in monu- 

mental works it was generally deemed 

advisable to suppress detfuls of that kind. ■

" I should wish it to be like him in every 

respect^" observed her ladyship. " He was 

one of the best of men ; but be was not> 

perhaps, what the world would conaido: 

handsome." ■

The sculptor stated that in his claj 

model he had not attempted any precise 

portraiture. He had merely aimed at con- 

veying a notion of the general effect of tbe 

work. Her ladyship, loosening her mantilla, 

called attention to the miniature she wore 

on her capacious bosom. ■

" That was the very image of him," she 

said. ■

The artist drew near to inspect it. ■

" Admirable, indeed ! " he exclaimed, with 

a bright flush on his cheeks. The portrait, 

however, was that of a very uncomely old 

gentleman with curiously ape-like features. 

Mr. Kempe could hardly have known what 

he was saying. Lady Bembridge sighed, 

but not very sorrowftdly this time. There 

was something even resembling a smile 

quivering upon her fipuity lips. She lowered 

her eyes, and gathered the folds of her 

mantle about her massive white throat. ■

"I think," she resumed, "you mnst 

really wrap Sir Peter up a little more." ■

" In classical compositions," explained 

Mr. Kempe, '*it is thought desirable to 

introduce the nude." ■

" He was not young, you know, poor 

dear soul 1 and he hated the cold. He found 

the climate here very trying. He wore 

furs, and always carried a mufiP, even in 

summer. It makes me shiver to think of 

his being like that." ■

" The figure shall be draped if your lady- 

ship prefers it." ■

" Yes, I think so. I like to carry out 

his wishes in everything. And I'm sure, li 

he could express an opinion, he would wish 

to be warmly wrapped up. And that's mt?, 

I suppose?" ■

Her ladyship pointed to the kneeling 

angel. Now Mr. Kempe had here contem- 

plated a purely allegorical figure, by no 

means the introduction of a portrait of Sir 

Peter's widow. He thought such a thing 

would be hardly appropriate, wotdd indeed 

be open to serious objection ; but prudently 

he held his peace. ■

^ ■
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" It's vastly pretty, I protest," she went 

on ; " but I think I'm rather stouter — ^not 

about the waist though — ^that's really too 

thick. The wings — ^they're poetic, I sup- 

pose ; but people might think it odd, pre- 

sumptuous of me assuming wings ; and the 

clothes, they're scanty, ain't they, and very 

close to the figure ? I'm not sure that I 

should wish to appear quite like that." ■

The sculptor hesitated. " We might 

alter it, if your ladyship thought proper, to 

Fame with her trumpet proclaiming a hero's 

virtues to an admiring universe." ■

'* I think that would be better ; but then 

a trumpet, it^ swells out the cheeks rather, 

doesn't it? And those heads? You're 

going to add bodies, I suppose ?" ■

" We don't generally, as your ladyship 

is probably aware, give bodies to cherubs." ■

'^ I think they would look more com- 

plete." ■

" But your ladyship will perceive they 

might be taken for cupids." ■

'* And why not ?" said her ladyship. 

'' I don't see that they would be so much 

ont of place." ■

The sculptor, with rather a puzzled air, 

promised to amend his model. Her lady- 

ship thanked him. She repeated that she 

wished everything to be of the best. She 

was quite sure that Mr. Kempe would be 

able to accomplish a most suitable work. 

He must at once proceed to obtain the 

necessary marble, and she pressed into his 

hands a pocket-book well stuffed with bank- 

notes. ■

Blushing with pride and gratitude he 

led her to her coach. She was smiling 

graciously, her eyes very bright indeed. 

Suddenly she recollected that the world 

demanded of her a different demeanour. 

She resumed her Melpomene airs, her long- 

drawn sighs, her up-raised kerchief pre- 

pared for the reception of tears that seemed 

to be in no hurry about arriving. Perhaps 

at most she looked like Thalia^ in widow's 

^eeda ; but still very beautiful. So at least 

thought the sculptor. And what a warm, 

soft white hand she had! The gentlest 

touch of it had sent a sweet thrill through 

his frame. And surely there was something 

intoxicating about that fragrance of musk 

^•ith which she had filled the studio. It 

^as as the incense from an altar, or the 

perfomed clouds which at once veil a 

goddess and reveal her presence. ■

CHAPTER IV. ■

Her ladyship's coach — it was a heavy, 

liimbering vehicle, but its festooned, tas- ■

selled hammercloths w^re very grand in- 

deed, and its elaborately painted panels 

were quite choice works of art— often car- 

ried her to Gborge-yard, Soho, after this. 

She took great interest in the monuments 

she avowed. Apparently her interest in 

the sculptor of the monument was little 

less ; and gradually her show of grief abated 

somewhat its intensity. The dark mists 

of crape that had shrouded her dispersed 

in some measure, as though overcome and 

put to flight by the radiance of her beauty. 

The faint dawn of rouge reappeared upon 

her pallid cheeks, and gradually quite a 

meridian glory of colour glowed there once 

more. She scarcely now ever affected to 

need her kerchief for weeping purposes. 

She had even been heard to laugh. ■

Oliver Kempe was very busy. He had 

little space to move in now, his studio was 

so crowded. A superb block of the purest 

marble half filled the chamber. On all 

sides were fragmentary models and studies 

of portions of the great work he had in 

hand. He felt that it would not be quite 

what he had wished to make it. His de- 

sign had been subjected to much modifica- 

tion to suit the wishes and caprices of his 

patroness. Still he had great hopes that 

altogether it would be worthy of himself 

and his art, and would bring him fame and 

fortune. Strange! he did not now add, 

"andPhillisl" ■

He was very busv. He had no time for 

writing letters. He knew, he could not 

but Imow, that) in his native village, 

letters from him were looked for, hoped 

for anxiously, painfully. Still he did not 

write. ■

It is hard to say when he first became 

conscious that a change had come over 

him, his sentiments, his plans, his hopes. 

For a long time he forbore to question 

himself in this regard. But one day the 

ribbon snapped that suspended his amulet 

round his neck. Was this ominous ? It 

was with rather a guilty feeling that he 

hurriedly thrust poor Phillis's gift into an 

empty drawer and turned the key upon it. 

Had he ceased to love her ? It seemed so. 

Did he love in her stead my Lady Bem- 

bridge ? He dared not answer as yet. He 

could but blush and tremble. ■

But suppo^ng that he had presumed to 

love her ; surely she had encouraged his love ! 

Why did she come so often to his studio ? 

It was not really to watch his progress, to 

encourage his labours, to urge the comple- 

tion of the great monument. That was 

but pretence. Sho rarely spoke of the mo- ■
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nmnent now. She just glanced at it and 

turned away. " Oh, that's the marble is 

it P*' she had aiid, passing her palm over 

its smooth snr&ce. " Lord 1 How cold it 

is !'* And then, as though inyolrmtai'ilj, 

h«r chilled hand had sought his, perhaps 

for warmth and shelter, and had not been 

withdrawn: for some moments.. Meantime 

he had pressed and caressed tendcriy those 

soft phomp white fingers, and received no 

rebuke. At least she cared for him ? ■

Then, he had been busy casting an im- 

portant part of his design — the kneeling 

angel, let ns say — until overcome with ^ 

tigue he had £»lien bock asleep in his chair. 

He had not heard the noise of carriage 

wheels. She had been borne perhaps to the 

studio in her sedan, for of late it had been 

her fancy to give an air of secrecy, almost 

of mystery, to her visits. He was disturbed 

by a ciirioiis>w»rm preBsure Bpon hia cheek. 

He cmild have sworn that soma one had 

kissed him. He could hear the rustle of 

a dress, and He opened his eyes to find her 

ladyship standing close beside him. He 

looked at her half delighted, half frightened. 

She laughed and turned away as she said : 

'* A wasp had settled on your face. Thank 

me for brushing it away. Yon migkt have 

been stung. My poor boy, how sound asleep 

you were, how scared you look !" And she 

gently passed her handkerchief across his 

forehead, as though repeating a former 

action. Yet he was well satisfied that more 

than this had happened while he slept. 

A wasp ? A woman, rather. A sting ? 

Nay, a kiss. A few minutes afterwards 

she went her way. How he wished then 

that he had done what impulse had bidden 

him do ! How he mourned and upbraided 

himself that he had not promptly fallen on 

his knees and avowed his love. ■

For now he could not conceal from him- 

self that he loved Lady Bembndge. ■

Yet was he somewhat ashamed of his 

passion. Not because it involved treachery 

to Phillis. Love can still remorse on such 

subjects; can teach f orgetfdlness . of the 

past. He had but to call it a boyish f&ncj 

— to plead that he had not known his own 

mind, and he could, for the present, at any 

rate, thrust far from him all thought of 

his wooing of Phillis. For a moment the 

pale ghost of his past love troubled him, 

and then vanished. It was powerless to 

cast a shadow in the bright glare of his 

new passion. But this new passion, how far 

was it pure, true, worthy ? ■

It was none of these, as he knew. For 

Lady Bembridge — granted her beauty- ■

he could yet concede that she was vulgar, 

illiterate, coarse-minded, to say nothmg 

of hev being older than himself Still slie 

might be all these, and yet adorable. Idols 

of the poorest clay have been devoiitly 

worshipped. But in his love for her was 

thei*e no leaven of self-interest ? ■

He had conned over the names of artists 

who had married lich wives ; who had in 

such wise, as it seemed to him, risen to 

eminence. They were nuzneroos. Why 

should he not do likewise ? He was poor, 

very poor, and despondent. Could be rise, 

or hope to rise, in any other way than by 

this golden ladder of a wealthy wife's pro- 

viding ? So he began to think of winning 

her, taught himself that it would he well 

for him if he oould love her. Then had 

come^ surely he cottld not be oaietakeQ, her 

willingnesB to be loved. She had not dis- 

guised it — had almost openly manifested 

it. This and her indisputable beautj had i< 

inflamed him. If his iancy was only | 

affected at first, by-and-bye the fire reached 

to his heart. ' ■

Blamable it might be in its beginning, i 

irregular and unhealthy in its growth ; but , 

now his love for his patroniess held him 

securely, raged within him fiercely. ■

An eminent naturalist has described a 

female spider he has seen thait ia a^t some- 

timea to seize upon the nmle insect in the 

midst of his wooing of her, to envelop him 

in a close web) and then deliberately to 

devour him. ** The sight,'* observes the 

student, " filled him with horror and indig- 

nation,'' as well it might. But do not 

some women rather resemble this female 

spider ? They don't, of course, outright 

feed upon their suitors ; but they take plea* 

sure in cruelly destroying the hopes they 

have rather laboriously animated. They toil 

to soften a heart, so that it may the more 

tenderly feel the wounds they purpose by- 

and- bye to inflict upon it« ■

Lady Bembridge's manner chan^d to- 

wards her lover. She had thawed him 

sufficiently, she now proceeded to freeze 

him. ■

Her appearance, as she entered the ^udio, 

was superb. She had almost abandoned her 

mourning : she was radiant with jewellerr. 

her die^s aflame with roug^. Her air 

was dignified, but something of offended 

majesty pervaded it. ■

'' She had been disappointed — she would 

not say deceived. She had tho(,nght, when 

she commissioned the monument, that 

Mr. Kempe was already a distinguished 

sculptor. She admitted that she was not ■
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well inforuved on sixoh subjects. It now 

appeared that ha wae but a student — 

really quite a beginner — a sort of school- 

boy, in fact. It was a pity that the Aca- 

demy was not more explicit about its pro^ 

oeedings. Who was to know that it gave 

gold medals to inferior artists ? Mr. 

Kempe would please do nothing further at 

present. Her ladyship must consult her 

friends.** ■

Her speech was to that effect. ■

The poor artist was quite crushed. Was 

his mind giving way ? Could he trust his 

senses? Was it to him, Oliver Kempe, 

she had spoken ? Were those bitter words, 

those angry glances, really meant for 

! Lim? ■

' He burst into tears ; he surrendered him- 

self to despair. Then he %Yrote a be- 

seeching letter, humbling himself to the 

dast, whining like & whipped spaniel. ■

His letter was returned to him. Lady 

Bcmbridge could not be addi*essed in sxMoh ■

I terms. (Hef own system, of writing and 

spelling was that of a modem washer- 

woman.) He wept aloud. Was his state 

tjie more pitiable or contemptible ? ■

One expression in her ladyship'a note 

comforted him somewhat. He ventured 

to found upon it the most absurd hopes. 

She had said simply that she would see 

him soon *' about the monument." ■

CHAPTirR T. ■

When her ladysbip came again she ■

I brought witb her in her coacb a splendid 

gentleman dressed in bine and silver. It ■

1 was my Lord Lockeridge ; but she called 

him " Frederick" simply, and he, it seemed, 

was permitted to address ber as " Do- ■

' rothea," He was of attenuated figure, 

with a white^ worn face, spotted here and ■

I there witb black sticking-plaster. He did 

little but gape . behind his thin, sallow, 

jewelled hand, and take snuff from an 

enamelled box. ■

Lady Bembridge bowed sligbtly to the 

sculptor. Hifi heart sank within him as 

he met her cold, hard, merciless glance. ■

j "This is the — the youth," she said to 

his lordship. ■

" Ah V* and Lord Lockeridge turned on 

his red heel. **What a grave-yard f" he ■

I said, surveying the studio through bis 

quizziDg-glass. *' Plenty of stuff to make 

paving-stones of." ■

Upon her ladyship's invitatfon be in- 

spected tb© model for the monument, and 

presumed to criticise, even to ridicule it. 

Oliver bad heart or strength for nothing ■

now, or he would have knocked the imper- 

tinent nobleman down with a mallet. ■

"Yastly diverting," said his lordship. 

** So this is ar— a— monument, is it, Mr. — a 

— what's your name ? Monstrous,j^absurd. 

Elephant and cattle, and a camel saying 

its prayers. Grad's bud 1 quite a wild-beast 

show. And little boys without bodies — and 

—what 1 more tavern signs 1 The Angel 

and Trumpet, and the Wheatsheaf — ^no — 

I beg pardon, I » see it's the Cocoa Tree. 

But where's the Swan with Two Necks, 

and the Blue Boar ?" ■

His lordship was credited by fond fi^ionds 

with the possession of a pretty wit. Lady 

Bembridge found his remarks eminently 

entertaining. She joined him in laughing 

at the monument she had planned to erect 

to the memory of her late husband. The 

sculptor was speechless. ■

" I fear it will never do," she said. ■

'^ It would be the laughing-stock of the 

whole town, a standing subject for lam- 

poons, a naine of wealth to the witlings. 

Wby a monmnent at all? It seems to 

me——" ■

" Well, I thought," sbe interposed, " that ■

respect for poor Sir Peter " She spoke ■

with hesitation; there was no affectation 

now of grief for the departed. There al- 

most seemed some shame that she had ever 

been weak enough to lament him. '^ 1 owe 

bim so much," she resumed. ■

" But bow deeply he was indebted to 

your ladyship. He had the honour of call- 

ing you bis wife. Common decency re- 

quired him to expire as soon as he could. 

It was the only way in whicb he could 

recognise and repay tbe obligation you had 

conferred upon him. You still wish^ some- 

thing should be done ? Most persistent, 

Dorothea ! Well, say a little tablet — two 

foot square, ■with a black border, and a 

neat inscription ; any mason fellow would 

manage the thing for a few shillings 1" ■

And without another word to the sculptor 

they quitted the studio. It waa to be 

understood, of course, that Mr. Kempe's 

services were no longer required, that his 

labours were ended. ■

He was white as a sheet, shivering, faint- 

ing almost. The room seemed to swim 

round him. He staggered like a drunken 

man. He pressed his tremnJous hands 

upon his burning forehead. Then an angry 

moan escaped him, a cry of suffering, and 

he seized bis mallet and beat to powder 

every portion of his model. The room was 

filled with a choking cloud of dust. The 

design for Sir Peter's monument, the studies, ■
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models, moulds and castings, had abso- 

lutely disappeared. ■

He had been false to his Phillis, to his 

art, to himself. In all the frenzy of his 

sufifcriDg and his despair, he conld yet 

admit that his pnnishment was well-de- 

served. Bnt that it should come from her 

hand ! At least her ladyship conld bring 

no charge against him. He had not sinned 

against her. It conld be no crime in her 

eyes to love her as he had loved her. Her 

ladyship, however, was bnt the instmment 

called on to inflict a merited chastisement. 

That was the character in which she had 

to be regarded. The executioner does not 

ply his lash, or knot his cord, or wield his 

axe because of sins against himself. In the 

case of Oliver Kempe, Lady Bembridge 

had performed the cruel duties of the most 

ignoble officer of justice. ■

She had befooled and betrayed Oliver 

Kempe, as a child tears a fly to pieces, for 

mere pastime. He had been as a whet- 

stone upon which the weapons of her 

coquetry had been sharpened and bright- 

ened, and preserved from rusting during 

her widowhood. She had used him as a 

marksman a target : she had tested upon 

him her accuracy of aim, riddled him with 

the keen shafts of her glances, and then 

flung him aside as worthless and done 

with. ■

She married Lord Lockeridge, of course, 

who wasted her fortune and personally 

maltreated her in the most shamefcd way. 

The Lockeridge divorce case occupied the 

law courts and the upper house of parlia- 

ment, and was a great public scandal during 

many years of the last century. But with 

that notorious matter we have no concern 

here. ■

CHAPTER VI. ■

Oliver Kempe had fallen senseless upon 

the huge block of marble provided for Sir 

Peter's monument. When consciousness 

returned to him he could scarcely move, he 

was so numbed by the severe cold of his 

stone bed. His every limb seemed frozen, 

while yet his forehead ached and burned 

with fever. ■

He prayed for death. The thought of 

existence was intolerable to him. How 

could he bear to lead a shamefril life ? He 

had been false in all. He a worshipper of ■
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Art ! He had knelt at her shrine, not as a 

faithful devotee, but as a petty ihief to filch 

the jewels and gold that decked it. ■

He prayed for death. But life came. 

Warm soft arms circled his neck, and 

sweet kisses were pressed upon his parclied 

lips. " Come back to me, my own," whis- 

pered Phillis. He wept upon her tender 

bosom and was saved ; not to be fiunous, 

but to be happy. He was pardoned, of 

course. Phillis was one of those women, 

rich in Heaven's own gifts of pity and 

mercy, and swift to forgive. ■

A legacy had come to her from a wealthy 

godmother lately deceased. She carried 

home her fruil and ailing lover ; enriched 

and restored him. He helped in her father's 

school. By-and-bye he occupied altogether 

the schoolmaster's desk. He plied his 

statuary's implements now and then, bnt 

he cannot be said to have ever achieved 

any work of great importance. Ln his native 

village, however, he was always accounted 

famous at carving the handles of walking- 

sticks. His school boasted many pupils, 

whose numbers, as the years passed away, 

were frequently increased bv tie enrolment 

of recruits, who calledr Oliver &ther and 

Phillis mother. No monument was ever 

erected to his memory, save only a simple 

tablet in his parish church. Still, in that 

respect he was better cared for than Sir 

Peter ; whose widow forgot at last to pro- 

vide even the cheapest form of record in 

stone of the virtues (supposing him to have 

possessed any) and the public services (if 

indeed he ever performed such) of her firet | 

husband, the rich nabob. ■
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DuBiNa the time that It wu lying in the 

nnosed secoad-floor room anaitmg its last 

liismal jonruey to Kenaal Qreen, Martin 

Gnrwooa kept the story which had heen 
told him locked in his own breast. Once 

or twice he -saw Doctor Hanghton, who 

)iad managed to set aside the impend- 

ing; inquest, and to him Martin spoke, 

hoping that either he or Mr. Broadbent 

■night suggest the adrisabilily of their 

commtmicatiog with the tenant of the 

cottage at Hendoi), and letting her know 

what had occurred. But on this subject 

the astato physician was singularly re- 

eerred ; and whenever there was any ap- 

proach to it he invariably tamed the 
current of the oonversation. It was a 

shy sabject, be thonght, and one in which 

gtuve men in his position should not 

be mixed up. They were men of the 

A'orld, of course, and knew that snch 

things were ; but both for professional and 

privat« reasons it was best to ignore them 

u mnch as possible. ■

So Martin Garwood, left entirely to his 

own resources, almost gave himself np to 

despair. He felt that it would be im- 

poasihle much longer to conceal the truth 

from Mrs. Calverley, bat he ^new that 

before mentioning it to her, he ought to 

possess himself of the details of the stoiy, 
and those he could not learn without a 

personal visit to Hendon. Then, too, it 

was more than probable that this young 

woman, the dead man's mistress, was even ■

yet ignorant of his fat«, and out of mere 

Christian charity she ought to be made 

acquainted with it. Martin Garwood did 

not know what to do. His worldly know- 

ledge was small ; snch of it as he possessed 

had been acquired at Oxford, and immedi- 

ately after leaving the nciversity, and it had 

grown dull and rusty in his subsequent 

coracies and in the Lallington vicarage. If 

he had only a friend, a clear-headed, far- 

seeing man of experience, to whom he 
could intrust the secret, and on whose 

judgment be could rely ! Suddenly a bright 
thought occurred to bim — Humphrey Sta- 

tham — there was the very man. Sound, 

single-heart«d, and worldly-wise ! Martin 

had known him off and on for many years, 

and not merely in his own experience of 

him, which was small, had found in him all 

the qualities be had named, hut had beard 

him accredited with them hy others whose 
relations with Statham had been more 

intimate. He would go down into the "City 

the veiy next day, and hunt him out. And 

Martin Garwood went to bed that night 
with a sense of relief at hia heart. ■

The month onboard the Scilly pilot-boat 

had done Humphrey Statham an immeose 

deal of good. Mr. Collins had carefully 

avoided troubling hia master with any 

lettQTB or papers, though even if they had 

been forwarded it is doubtful whether they 

would have reached their destination, as 

the season bad been very stormy, and the 

pilot's services in constant reqaisition. Mr. 
Statbam's spirits rose with tlie wind and 

the storm. Knowing the Bea-going qualities 

of the boat beneath him, he was never so 

happy as when knocking about in heavy 

gales and fuam-crested rollers. He had 
had a remarkably happy holiday, and hail 
come back with renewed health and freali 

vigour for business. ■

Q'J ■
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On tbe second morniag^ after bis retium 

lie was seated at hia dask looking over 

some special papets irhtch tbe Tigiiani 

Collins bad placed before liim, when that 

discreai faodioAai^F presented bimself at 

the door. ■

^ A gentleman to see yon, sir," be said ; 

" says nis business is pressing. Here is 

bis card." ■

Mr. Statbam took vp tbe card, and 

^aaced at it. " Tbe Reverend Martin 

GuTWDod," be cried; "sbow him in at 

once. Wby did yon besitate ?" ■

**Beg yovr pardon, Mr. Statbam, but 

tbese matters," pointing to tbe papers on 

whicb Hmnpbrey bad been engaged,- " are 

important. Been bottled np for a fort- 

nigbt, and won't keep any longer. CN"or- 

land and Company, owners of tbe brig 

Samson, found derelict off Cnxbaven, are 

coming ta see yon at two; and Captain 

Tbompson, of tbe barque Snsqnebanna, mn 

into in tbe fog of tba nintb instant off Dnn- 

geness, bas been bere tbree times, and gets 

more and more impatient eacb visit." ■

" Captain Tbompson's patience must be 

yet farther tried, I am afraid, Collins, and 

Messrs. Korland mnst wait my leisnre," 

said Hnmpbrey Statbam. " Sbow Mr. Gar- 

wood in at once, and don^t let me be dis- 

turbed wbile be is wrtb me." ■

Mr. Collins bowed witb a deprecatory 

sbrug of tbe sboulders and retired, speedily 

returning and ushering tbe visitor into bis 

master's presence. ■

" My dear Garwood," cried Hnmpbrey, 

as soon as tboy were alone, "tbis is an 

unexpected pleasure ! What an age it is 

since I bavci seen you. I am so glad I am 

in town ; I only returned tbe day before 

yesterday." ■

" Your trip, wbatever it bas been, seems 

to bave done you good," said Martin. 

" How strong and well you are looking." ■

" I bave been in a pilot-boat for tbe last 

tbree weeks — you know my old lunes — ^and 

bad all tbe London dast blown out of me 

by strong gales and wasbed off me by run- 

ning seas. I wisb I could return tbe com- 

pliment, my dear fellow," added Statbam, 

" but I'm sorry to see you doing no credit to 

Lullington air. You look as pallid and as 

sodden as any Londoner, Gurwood. Wbat's 

tbe matter witb you, man ?" ■

" I bave bad a good deal of mental 

worry witbin tbe last few days, and I 

suppose I am sbowing its effects," said 

Martin. "It is this which bas brought 

me lo see you, to ask for any advice and 

assistance you can give me.*' ■

•* Sorry for tbe cause, but ddigWed to 

be of any vse im my power," said Btatkam. 

**Ia it in ngr Hn0 of basiness ? Any of 

yoBc step-fatfaer'fl argosies mn dovm and 

wrecked on their bomewttrd v«f Mft? By 

the way, a thousand pardons f what at 

idiot I am ! I now remember to lave seen 

in the Times a paragraph announoing }Si. 

Galverley'a mddm death." ■

" It is in conneiian with that event tibit 

I bave come to you. You are* a man of 

tbe worldf I know, and a thoioogh go»d 

fellow into th« bargaia, wbO^imalli^iMien 

requiring tact and deeinon I waa hmBBiMj 

deficient." ■

'* Merely the manner of bnngiay;^ up, nf 

good Mend," said Humphrey StathaxxL ^'I 

am practical and bard-headed: you are 

theoretical -and lat^gfa-hefitfttd. What tbe 

wine-merchants call a ' btending'' of the 

qualities of btrth of txs would make, I sup- 

pose, the r%ht sort of feli«»vr. Now, tiiek 

what has gone wro»g? Mr. Calverl^ 

bas died intestatle^ I fiuppose, or there is 

some bitch abovii U^e diflpoeition.of his pro- 

perty." ■

*' No, so^ far all' is right. The will, made 

about two years ago, is clear, concise, and 

properly attested. I am joined in tbe 

executorship with Mr& Calverley, and so 

far all is plain sailings Besides, I have 

been mixed up with so many of my | 

parishioners in such matters that I should | 

scarcely have needed advice. What I have 

come about is a much more serious affair/' ■

" Out witb it, then, man, and don't bave 

any further hesitation. You won^t be able to 

astonish me. AH sorts of wonderful tilings 

have been told me by people sitting in that 

chair. The last person wha occupied it 

before I went away was a detective officer, 

and your story cannot be more strange than 

bis, or moropathetically interesting — ^tome 

at least." But tbe last words were almost 

inaudible. ■

" You must let me say what I bave to 

say in my own way, tihen," said Martin 

Gurwood, " and try and follow me as best 

you can. It was given out that Mr. Cal- 

verley died in a railway carriage. Tliis 

was not the case. He died in a fit on the 

big4i road to Hendon, and was found there 

by a London physician who knew him, and 

who happened to be passing in his ca^ 

riage." • ■

"Hendon?'* repeated Humphrey Sta- 

tbara. " Wh&t have I heard about Hendon 

lately ?" ■

" It is a place which has a great deal to 

do with tlie story I am about to relate," ■

11 ■

^ ■
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said Martiin, '* ae 70a will judge when I tell 

yon that the late Mr. Calyerley, unknown 

to hia wife or to aay of V8» had & house 

there." ■

Himip^rB7 Staihaitt looked izp sharply ; 

then whifitiLed long and low; ■

''A hoQBoio whieh he waa m the halitt 

of retifkg every other fortsi^hi or ao, 

giving out amd lettviag it to be imagiocd 

that he had gooft down to some ironworks 

which he had p«reha0ed in the North, aod 

which re<|niffed hia fraqnent anperrifiiaa." ■

" Yes/' saad Statham, nodding his head 

compDflJedly, "I ^niW undarataad. Of 

coarse at iJhk ooentry seaidanoe ha did&'t 

pass in his emn name ?" ■

"How in the world could yea ha^ge 

gnessed that?" said Martisv aetoniahed. 

'Ton aro rights howevier. It aeoEBA that 

at Hendoft he waa kau^wn ao Ma. Ohus- 

ton." ■

'' Claxton !" eried Humphrey. " Good 

Heavanal what an extraoirdiiiarf tittng." 

Th«B^ c^eekiAg^ hkaself, he repeated, " Yea, 

knowa aa Mjt. Qasbon ?" ■

*' The name aettoaa fiuniiliar to yoni; it 

isy I sufifiofie, Bot an- nnocBunoDi ona?" 

said Mfl^^in. "However,, ky it he was 

known." ■

"Yes/'saidHniBphray Statham^abaentiy. 

His thoogihts ware iter away then, intent 

on Tatlow's story about Exniliy MitchelFs 

child and thia lady who had adopted her. 

** Tas," he repeated, reealiiag hda attention 

hj aa effort, '^H think I ooa aee my way to 

<som6 very awkward details. The nuuiwho 

passed as Glaxtom was not alona aA this 

retreat?" ■

"He was sot,." said Mairtisi, loeacing un- 

conrfortabJa. *' The eottage had, as I am in- 

formed, a yoiaaag womam for its permanent 

xaistresfl^" ■

"Exactly," said Stathaav "as zni^ 

hafe'been antidpated." ■

" Grood Heavens !" cuied Martin, in his 

tarn, *' are anoh things soeoeDinon that you 

take the veveJation thus calmly? When 

this news was told to n%a I was staggered 

heyond beliei" ■

" Perfcotly natural in your case, my dear 

Garwood," said Humphrey Statham, who 

had resumed his old bearing and maBner ; 

^had it been otherwise, you would not 

have been fitted for the position you oo- 

<^py. What youj and other men call 

* knowledge of the world,' with which you 

are pleased to acoredit me, means an 

experience of the worst side of human 

i^ure, laughed at, and glossed ovmt by 

the thoughtless, but often horrible in its ■

abandonment and profligacy. Bach know- 

ledge is hardly earned, and, to a man of 

any refiHLeniieivt and decent feeling, is emi- 

nently unsatisfaatory in its resuHs ; but it 

is what we most of us hare to go through, 

aaid in such matters it is of no use being 

B^eamish ! Woll ! Mir. Calrorley was 

known as Mr. Claxton in his Hendou |( 

home, whieh he shared with a young 

vonmn. Has Mrs. Calverley been madb 

acquainted with this story ?" ■

"No; nor do I know how it is to be 

broken to her ; that is one point on which 

I have to consult you. More than this, 

the^— the peraon in question is, so &r as I 

can make cot, aa yet unaware of what 

hsB transpved— i mean cf Mr. Oalnrerl^'e 

deatk" ■

" The deuoe> she is ! Haa no one been 

to see her?-" ■

^ No one at aM. The whole thing traa- 

spired uk a very odd manner. It appears 

that the Hendoai apatheoary happened to 

be in tiie oarriage with the London phy- 

sidofn, of whom I have spoken, and recog- 

nised the dead man as his acquaintance, 

Mr. Glaoton." ■

*' Then he was, of ccmrse, the very man 

of all others to tell this woman what had 

happeaed." ■

" So I thought, and hinted as much as 

strooiglj as I dared ! But he declined to 

take the hint, nor would his companion. 

Doctor Haugbton, the physician, he^ me 

out in my suggestion." ■

"This is very awkward," said Humphrey 

Statham, after a paoase. *'You see your 

great object nmst naturally be to keep the 

story of this disgraceful connexion from 

Mrs. Galverley's ears. &he will have worry 

enough of her own, poor woman, without 

h&vxDg her fieeJitiga harrowed by the dis- 

covery of her husband's baseness." ■

"Yes," saad Martin Gurwoed, but he 

spoke Mnily. Knowing his mother as he 

dad, he felt it impossible to indorse his 

Mend's ideal description- of her state. ■

" Well, it seems to me moao than pro- 

bable tihat in a very short time this young 

woman of whom we have been speaking, [ 

believing as I thiuk you said she did, that 

the soi-disant Mr. Ciaxton was a partner 

in Galverley's firm, will be sendiog down 

to the house of business in the Gity to in- 

quire what has become of him. If she 

does that she would at once discover the 

true state of affairs, and then, if she be 

like l^e rest of her dass, a row-royal will 

ensue." ■

''What do you meanP" asked Martin ■
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Garwood, in alarm. " What do jou think 

she wiU do ?" ■

"My good fellow, she will do every- 

thing she possibly can to make the best 

bargain for herself. Persons in her 

position generally imagine that this is best 

effected by creating a disturbance, and 

rendering themselyes as obnoxious as pos- 

sible. It is probable, therefore, that this 

woman will torn all her energies on to 

Mrs. Calverley, beginning by explaining to 

her the position, and proceeding to extort 

money." ■

" I should scarcely think she would be 

able to do that where my mother is con- 

cerned," said Martin Gnrwood, finding it 

impossible to restrain a grim smile. " Mrs. 

Calverley throughout her life has been a 

thorough woman of business, and would 

be quite able to hold her own in any matter 

of that kind. But it is most advisable 

that the recent state of affairs should be 

kept from her as long as possible, and that, 

when it is found necessary to disclose them, 

the story should be told with all possible 

delicacy." ■

"Exactly; and with that feeling we 

musn't leave it to the young person at 

Hendon to do." ■

" Of course not," said Martin Gnrwood. 

" I really am distressed b^ond measure. 

I have no notion what ougnt to be done, 

or who should do it." ■

Humphrey Statham rose from his seat, 

plunged his hands into his trousers-pockets, 

and took two or three short sharp turns 

up and down the room. Then he stopped 

in front of Martin Gurwood's chair, and 

said : ■

" 111 tell you what it is ; this matter will 

have to be &ced out sooner or later, and it 

is better that it should be done at once. 

For your mother's sake, and for your own, 

it is necessary ihat there should be as little 

scandal as possible, and, so far as I can 

see, the only way to avoid an expos^ is for 

some one to go up to Hendon and see this 

young woman." ■

" Yes," assented Martin Gnrwood, dole- 

fully. " What a very unpleasant task !" ■

" This must be done at once, before she 

gets an inkling of what has occurred, or 

else, as I say, she will be coming down to 

the City, and thence to Mrs. Calverley, and 

all our plans will be upset. Now, whoever 

sees her must tell her exactly what has ■

happened, and By-the-way, the will ■

has been found, you say, and you have seen 

it?" ■

*' Certainly. I am one of the executors." ■

" And there is no provision made for— 

for Hendon in the will P" ■

" None at all ; there is no mention of, or 

allusion to, the subject." ■

" So much the better," said Humphrey 

Statham. " Men are so essentially selfish 

that, no matter what extravagance they 

may commit for those people during thezr 

life-time, they seldom leave them anything 

at their death. If, however, they have any 

kind of feeling about them, they usnaUy 

make some separate provision while they 

are alive, and do not risk the chance 

of having their memories mocked at hy 

any testamentary acknowledgment of their 

frsulties. Of course you know nothing of 

any settlement having been made by Mr. 

Calverley during his life ?" ■

" Nothing at all ; neither the businesa 

nor the private accounts have yet been 

looked into." ■

" I should say most likely nothing was 

done in that way. Mr. Calverley was not 

an old man, and up to the time of his death 

had not been ailing. He probably expected 

to live on for many years, and even if he 

intended to provide for this young person, 

did not see any necessity for doing so at 

present. If this be the case, it is so far in 

our favour. We have something to gain 

from this young woman — ^her silence— -and 

it must be purchased." ■

"Yes," said Martin Gnrwood; "I Bee 

the necessity for that, and I dare say it 

could be managed. It will be necessary to 

take Jeffreys, the chief clerk, into confi- 

dence, as he will have the preparation of 

the a.ccount8." ■

" Limited confidence to Jeffreys is not 

objectionable," said Mr. Statham. "Very 

well, then ; this person can be told that so 

long as she conducts herself properly, and 

keeps her mouth shut in regard to her life 

at Hendon, she will receive a certain 

annxdty, the amount of which can be deter- 

mined upon hereafter. It'll stand yon in, 

I should say, from a hundred to a conple 

of hundred a year, but you must get Mr. 

Jeffreys to arrange that for her, and if she 

holds to her share of the bargain, yon may 

consider yourself well out of what might 

have been a very disagreeable affair." ■

** I think so too, and I am very mnch 

obliged to you for the advice. But there 

is one point on which I am as mnch in the 

dark as ever." ■

" And that is P" ■

" Who am I to get to go to Hendon to 

transact this business ? Of course I fihould 

be very unwilling to go myself; but even ■
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if I conld OTercopie m j repugnance, I donbt 

whether I should be of the smallest use." ■

<<I am perfectly snre yon would not; and 

even if yon were likely to sncceed, yon 

most not be sent on a mission to make 

terms with a woman of this class. No ; 

they say that if yon want anything pro- 

perly done yon mnst do it yonrself, and as 

I was the originator of this proposition, I 

rappose I must take npon myself to be its 

ezecatant." ■

" Do Ton mean to say yon will take npon 

yourself to go to Hendon and do all this 

for me ?" ■

"I suppose I mnst." ■

" Yon are the best fellow in the world," 

said Martin Gnrwood, shaking his friend 

heartily by the hand. ■

"No," said Statham, ''I, am very far ■

from that. Bnt I haye wandered here and ■

there, and seen men and cities — and women, ■

|| too, for that matter — and, I dare say, I ■

shall do this better than any of yonr ac- ■

qnuntsDce. So consider the matter settled, ■

and lore it to me." ■

"When will yon go to Hendon ?" ■

To-morrow, and I will see yon on the 

daj following*. Gome here abont this time 

and jon shall learn the resnlt of my 

mission." ■

" 1 will do 60. I never can be sufficiently 

gratefdl to yon, Statham, for the kindness 

Ton have shewn me in this matter." And 

Martin Ghirwood took leave of his friend in 

a much more comfortable frame of mind 

than when he arrived that morning in 

Change-alley. ■

When Hnmphrey Statham was left by 

himself he remained perfectly qniet for a 

few minntes ; then he rose from his chair, 

and resuming his qnarter-deck-like patrol- 

ling of the room, plnnged into thonght, 

which fonnd expression in the following 

words: ■

" This is certainly a most extraordinary 

complication of affairs ! To think that 

Emily Mitchell's child shonld have been 

adopted by a woman who proves to be Mr. 

Cakerley's mistress ! The stigma of sin 

and shame seems to cling to the poor little 

wretch most tenacionsly. However, it 

mnst be my bnsiness to pnt an end to that 

connexion as speedily as possible, and I do 

not snppose there will be mnch difficulty. 

The child was all very well as an amnse- 

ment, bnt now that the snpplies are cnt off, 

or, at all events, very mnch reduced, I 

fihonld think madam wonld be only too 

glad to be rid of the encnmbrance. Fancy ■

remarkably respectable and qniet-looking 

old gentleman, Mr. Calv^rley ! And having 

been carried on for several years, too, with- 

out any one being one bit the wiser. Not 

a bad notion that, calling himself Claxton, 

and giving ont that he was a sleeping 

partner with Galverley and Company, which 

wonld account for his being seen to go in 

there, and being recognised by the clerks 

and porters if any one had thought it worth 

while to watch him from Hendon to the 

City. What a world it is ! What a world 

of lies and swindling, dishonour and deceit ! 

And here is Martin Gurwood creeping abont 

round the edge of it, and knowing no more 

of what goes on within than a fly on a 

clock-&ce knows of the movement of the 

works ! He would have made a nice mess 

of it if he had gone up to Hendon, for he is 

an earnest man according to his lights, and 

wonld probably have remonstrated with 

the young woman, and exhorted her to re- 

pentance ; her comments on which proceed- 

ing would probably have been delivered 

in rather strong language, at which he, 

being naturally shocked, wonld have re- 

tired, and the whole thing wonld have 

&llen through. ■

" Now let me see what I have got to do. 

In the first place I must stipulate with the 

young woman that she mnst clear ont of 

the place at Hendon as soon as possible. I 

dare say there is the usual g^mcrack, 

tawdiy furniture, which persons of her 

class think so elegant, but which will sell 

for a mere song. But that's no bn^ness of 

mine, and all I can do is to make the an- 

nuity which we pay her contingent on her 

clearing ont at once, on her good behaviour, 

and on her complete silence as regards Mr. 

Galverley. The most awkward part of the 

business I have undertaken is that breaking 

the news of the old gentleman's death. It's 

possible, but not very likely, that this poor 

creature may have some feelings of grati- 

tude to him for the home he gave her, and 

the kindness he showed her ; and if so I shall 

be in a horribly unpleasant position. I 

never can stand any tears or anything of 

that sort. Of course there is an element 

of roughness in what I have to say, 

however gently I may put it. I think 

the best plan will be for me to go to tho 

place and try to get an interview with 

the young person without at first entering 

npon the object of my visit. By that 

means I shall be enabled to take stock of 

her, and see which is the best way to ap- 

proach her. ■

such an affair as this happening with that '* Now what excuse can I make to get into ■

=iP ■
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the house? People of that sort, when 

they are in Inek, are apt to stand mery 

much on their dignity, pooi* creatures ! and 

to be trem^idonsly exelnsive. If I were 

to send in my own name witAiont an- 

nonncmg any business, I shouldn't be ad« 

mitted. If I iDeKtione4 Calverley or 

Claxton, I should havo to invent a story 

-which would be bad, or, to tell tftie tnrth, 

which would be worse. Now, how can I 

manage it ?" ■

He paused for a ferw xnomcnorte, leaning 

against the mantslfnece. Then a sudden 

thon^tt strack him. ■

*' By Jove ! Tatdow was up i& ibfJb neigh* 

bourhood and heani from Ids <^eiid, the 

master of the workfabuse, aboat this Mrs. 

Claztoii, asshe<9iiled herself. Perhaps, in 

the ooucse of ins inquiries, he may have 

learned eomieliiing wfaioh will give me a 

hiut as to kow I siionld best act. ■

He touched a spring-bedl on tiie tM/s, 

'* Collins," he said, when that worthy ap- 

peared, " I ana at leisure now lor a few ■

''Glad to bear it, sir," said ColUns. 

'' Mr. Gborge Norland is outside wud get- 

ting very savage at being kept awaiting. 

And as for tho cajatein ei the SuBC[ue- 

hanna " ■

*' You oan send Mr, Norland in as 8€KMi 

as you leave the room, and the captain of 

the Susquehanna as soon as he comes out, 

and any one else, to follow hot and hot, Kke 

chops. But, in ihe first place, telegraph to 

Scotland-yard, and ask Mr. Tatlow to step 

down to me this afternoon," ■

By the time Mr. Tatlow arrived Hum- 

phrey Statham had seen various impatient 

ship-brokers, and was tolerably exhausted 

with the business of the day. ■

" Just one word, Tatlow !" he said. " I 

want to have a little talk with that lady of 

whom you spoke to me--«she that Hves at 

Uendon, and adopted the child. But, of 

course, I don't want to give my own name, 

or to let her have any hint of the object of 

my visit. What should you eay now was 

the best Hne for me to take P" ■

" Charity, sir !" said Mr. Tatlow promptly. 

'^Mrs. Claxton goes in for that hot and 

heavy — so they told me down there ; and 

if you were to go as the agent of a society 

and pitch a good tale, she'd be sure to see 

you." ■

"Poor creature!" said Humphrey Sta- 

tham to himself, after the detective had 

departed. ** Charity, eh ? — they frequently 

do that, I believe. It is tho only way in 

which any remnant of good that may be ■

left in tiiem can find vent. Well, 111 make 

my first appearance as agent for a charity 

to-morrow afternoon." ■

MICROMEGA. ■

FRAF^»-MMnB Arouit, wit, poet, dn- 

nuktist, hifitorian, philosopher, satirist, spe- 

culator, man of science, man of affairs, 

man of gallantry — ^who made for himself 

the ftimous name Voltaire — ^fenmd the wise- 

acres of tfce French Academy of SeieDoes 

droning off into the slumber of self-e(Hn- 

placency. They had decided to their com- 

plete eatisftvctien that latere "were mo other 

baMtable worids than ours; that there 

were no inhabitants in the world, worth 

speaking of, except Frenchmen ; that there 

were no Frenohmen bemdes Parisians ; and 

that there were no Parinens deserving 

mention outside the Academy. YoHaire 

put tibis stinging-nettle into their bed. ■

In one of those huge planets which 

wheel round Sirias, the dog-star, there 

lived a very intelligent young man, whom 

I had the pleasure o( meeting tiie laat time 

he visited the little ant-hill we call earth. 

He was called Micromega, a name whieh 

for that matter well expresses the compa- 

rativie insignificance of all great people. 

He was twenty-fowr miles high. When I 

say twenty4bur miles, I mean it : he mea- 

sured a hundred and twenty thousand feet 

in his stockings. ■

Now, place any geometrician in posses- 

sion of this gentleman's height, and he 

will at once sit down and calculate, i^at 

since a globe of twenty -five thousand 

miles round produces a man of about five 

and a half feet high, the planet which Mr. 

Micromega inhabited must necessarily have 

a circumference just twenty-one nullions 

six hundred thonsand times greater than 

our tiny earth. Nature, you see, is ord»ly 

and proportionaite in all her woite. ■

Such being the height of his highness, 

an artist will readily ascertain ^hat he 

must have measured fifty thousand feet 

ronnd the waist ; whilst, since the nose is 

a third of the length of the human face, 

and the face again the seventh pact of the 

height, it follows that the Sirian*s nose 

must have measured neaa*ly a mile and a 

half in length. ■

As for his mind, it was most highly 

cultivated. He knew much, and invented 

more. At the early age of two hundred 

and fifty he evolved more than fifty new ■
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propositions of Euclid from his own in- 

ternal coneoiouanefis. As he advanced to 

boyhood, at fbor hnndi*ed and fifty, he 

took pleasure in dissecting many of the 

tiniest insects, invisible to -ordinary nucro- 

scopes, being no more than a hundred feet 

long. He composed a learned book about 

them, which made quite a stir. But the 

king of his country, who was bott igno- 

rant and crotchety, iuisiated that the book 

incolcated heretical and emoneous doc- 

trines, and sentenced the author to be 

banished from court for eight hundred 

years. Micrcunega was very little troubled at 

leaving a court celebrated for arvpgant igno- 

rance and servile shoe-licking. He wrote 

some smart verses against the king and his 

courtiers, to the monarch's very oonaider- 

able annoyance, and then set out on a 

joamey from planet to planet to form his 

Bund. We wno dwell upon a mera blot of 

mnd, a ^lash from the ^gieat universe, 

and seldom conceive of anything beyond 

oar own clouds, can scarcely realise any 

form of locomotion better than ihose with 

which we are familiar. Hut our traveller 

knew the laws of gravitation^ and was 

alive to the nature of the centrifugal and 

centripetal forces. By means of fire con- 

densed from sunbeams he obtained a most 

powerful motive force, without need of 

fael, whereby he was cuoabled to flit from 

planet to planet, as a bird hops from 

bough to bough. He simply took flight, 

and, after a rapid journey, alighted on the 

planet Saturn. Macromega could scarcely 

repress a smile at seeing the little globe 

and its little people. For sinoe Saturn is 

only nine hundred times as lai^ge as the 

earth, its inhabitants are mere dwsurfs of 

only about a mile high. But he had quite 

sense enough not to ridicule a man be- 

cause he measured no more than five thou- 

sand feet. When he had done astonishing the 

people, he became familiar with them» and 

soon formed an intimate frifindship with 

the Secretary of the Academy of Sciences. 

It may be interesting to report a singular 

conversation which took place one day 

between Micromega and the Satumian : ■

"How varied is Nature in her ways !'* 

said Micromega, lounging into a seat. ■

" True," answered the Saturnian. " Na- 

ture is like a garden of flowers." ■

"Never mind the flowers," said the 

other. ■

" Nature is like an assembly of beautiful 

damsels — like a gallery of superb pic- 

tures.'* ■

"Nevermind comparisons,^' said Micro- ■

mega, sharply. "Nature is Nature, and 

no more can be said about it. Why do 

you try ?" ■

"To please you," answered the secre- 

tary. ■

" I don't want to be pleased," said Mi- 

cromega. " I want to be instructed. Tell 

me how many senses the people of your 

glo be p ossess." . ■

" We have seventy-two," said the acade- 

mician ; " but every day we find them too 

few. Our imagination soars beyond our 

capacities for realising its dreams Our 

seventy-two senses, our ring, our five 

moons, all are too circumscribed ; and, in 

eipite of all, we weary and die of tedium 

vit« rather than of old age." ■

"I quite believe it>" answered Micx-o- 

mega. "It is the same with us in our ■

flobe, where we have a thousand senses, 
have tmvelled not a little, and seen 

beings both superior and inferior to our- 

selves ; but I have never yet found any 

who had not more desires iihan wants, and 

more wants than could be gratified. Maybe 

I shall one day reach a country where 

people want for nothing; but up to the 

present time I have not seen any one who 

could tell me exactly where it is situated. 

Let us revert from fancies to (acts. How 

long do men live in this planet P" ■

" Oh, but a very little while," said the 

little Saturnian ; " only five hundred revo- 

lutions round the sun" (about fifteen thou- 

sand years of our reddening). " You see 

it gives us no time at all. Our life is but 

a pointy our years are but a moment, our 

globe is but an atom. One has scarce 

begun to live — experience is impossible — 

when death comes and casts us down." ■

Micromega answered: "Were you not 

a philosopher I should fear to afflict you, 

by telHng you that our life is seven hun- 

dred times as long. But when the moment 

arrives for us to give up our bodies to the 

elements, to be reanimated into new forms 

(the process we call death), it matters little 

to have lived an eternity or to have lived 

but a day — it is the same thing. With us, 

we are always complaining of the shortness 

of life ; and I have been in distant planets, 

where folks live a thousand times longer. 

It is the same there. Only now and then 

does one meet a wise man who accepts his 

lot and gives humble thanks to the Great 

Author of his being. But tell me, how 

many essential properties of matter you 

distinguish ?" ■

" If you speak of essential properties, 

without which our globe could not exist," ■
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replied tlie Satnmian, "we reckon three 

hundred — snch as expansion, impenetra- 

bility, mobility, gravitation, divisibUty, and 

soon." ■

"Doubtless this small number suffices 

for the purposes the Creator had in view 

in making so small a planet^" said Micro- 

mega. " I reverence His wisdom in it all. 

A Httle globe — little inhabitants with few 

sensations — matter with meagre properties 

— it is all- wise and proportionate. What 

colour is your sun ?" ■

" A yellowish white," said the Saturnian ; 

** and when we divide one of its rays we 

find it composed of seven colours." ■

"Our sun," said Micromega, "is of a 

metallic red tone, and wo have thirty-nine 

primitive colours. No sun I have ever seen 

is like it." ■

After some more conversation of a 

similar nature, the two philosophers deter- 

mined tctravel together and explore other 

planets. So, packing up their mathema- 

tical instruments, they left Saturn, and 

soon alighted upon the ring. Thence they 

journeyed froin moon to moon, and avail- 

mg themselves of a passing comet, they 

mounted it, and were swiftly carried through 

space. After a long time, seeing a little 

shining ball beneath them, they resolved 

to rest there, and so descended the tail of 

the comet. An aurora borealis brought 

them safely to our earth, where they landed 

on the southern shore of the Baltic Sea, 

July the 5th, 1737. First they walked from 

north to south, then they walked all round 

the world, accompHshing the latter journey 

in thirty-six hours ; but they could not see 

a single inhabitant, nor discern the least 

sign to lead them to suspect that beings so 

distinguished as ourselves had the honour 

of existing. ■

The Saturnian academician, who some- 

times jumped rather rashly to conclusions, 

decided, without hesitation, that the earth 

was uninhabited. The first reason he gave 

was that he had not seen any inhabitants. ■

"Allow me to remind you that your 

reasoning is bad," said Micromega; "for 

by the same argument you might contend 

that many stars of the fiftieth magnitude, 

which are distinctly visible to me, do not 

exist simply because your little eyes cannot 

perceive them." ■

" But," returned his dwarfish compa- 

nion, " I have examined carefully." ■

** But," said the other, " you have badly 

weighed the results of your examination." ■

"But," urged the dwarf, "this little 

globe is so badly constructed, it is so ■

irregular and so ridiculous in shape. It is 

all a chaos. Look at those little crooked 

streams, no bigger than a thread, and those 

shapeless ponds, neither round nor square, 

nor any other shape, and these little peaks 

that prick one's feet so in walking." (He 

was speaking of rivers, and oceans, and 

mountains.) " Observe the form of tbe 

globe, how flat it is at the poles. Then 

see how absurdly it turns roimd the sun in 

such a way that it is nearly always dark 

at the poles. What makes me think it is 

uninhabited, is because no person well 

supplied with senses could possibly reconcile 

himself to dwell here." ■

"Very good," said Micromega; "but 

even that would not exclude people icdif- 

ferently supplied with senses from living 

here. It seems to me all this was not 

made for nothing. It may appear irre- 

gular enough compared with Jupiter and 

Saturn ; but the fact that we cannot per- 

ceive its order should not make us suppose 

it is necessarily in confusion. Have I not 

told you that my travels have led me to 

remark the variety of Nature's ways ?" ■

The Saturnian replied somewhat warmly, 

and the dispute would not have soon 

finished, had not Micromega by accident 

broken the thread of a diamond necklace he 

wore. The diamonds fell upon the ground. 

They were nice little gems: the largest 

might . weigh four hundred weighty the 

smaller, perhaps, fifty pounds. The dwarf 

began to pick them up, and, as he did so, 

discovered that the fashion of their cutting 

rendered them splendid microscopes. He 

took one little microscope which magnified 

a hundred and sixty times, and applied it 

to his eye. Micromega chose one of a 

magnifying power of two thousand five 

hundred. Tbe diamonds were excellent 

lenses, but at first they could perceive no- 

thing by their aid. Presently, beginning 

to learn the focus of the instrument, the 

inhabitant of Saturn saw something very 

small and black upon the Baltic Sea: it 

was a whale. He raised it gently from 

the water, and setting it on his thumb-nail, 

showed it to his fellow-traveller, who could 

not help smiling at the exceeding littleness 

of the inhabitants of our globe. ■

The Saturnian, now convinced that the 

earth was inhabited, concluded at once that 

it must be peopled with whales, and began 

to speculate on their origin, and to wonder 

if they had ideas and free will. Micro- 

mega examined the atom with great care, 

but was unable to pronounce whether it 

had a soal or no. They were both inclined ■
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to think that no living thing endowed with ■

spirit existed upon the e^riSi, when, hy the ■

aid of their microscope, they observed ■

another object about the size of the whale ■

floating on the waters of the Baltic. The ■

fact was, a shipload of philosophers were ■

returning from a grand intellectual and ■

international congress, where they had ■

distinguished themselves by making a ■

great many observations, which neither ■

Uiey nor any one else understood. The ■

newspapers said their vessel ran aground ■

in the Gulf of Bothnia, and that passengers ■

and crew were saved with great difficulty ; ■

bat one seldom knows in this world tne ■

exact history of any transaction. I am ■

going faithfully to recount what took place, ■

without adding anything of mv own, and ■

that is no little privation to an nistorian. ■

Micromega stretched out his hand to- 

wards the object, lifted up the vessel full 

of philosopHers very tenderly with two 

fingers, and set it on his finger-nail for fear 

of squeezing it. ■

"Ah," said the dwarf from Saturn, 

"here, now, we have an animal distinctly 

different from the former." ■

The Sirian removed the animal in ques- 

tion to the hollow of his hand for safety. 

The passengers and people of the ship be- 

lieving themselves lifted up by a hurricane 

and cast on a species of rock, instantly 

began to set themselves in commotion ; the 

sailors took barrels of wine, 6ast them over- 

board upon the hand of Micromega, and 

then descended the ship's side. The geome- 

tricians took their quadrants, their sextants, 

and their theodolites, and came out upon 

the Sirian's fingers. The giant felt some- 

thing tickle his finger; it was the iron- 

tipped staff of the theodolite which they 

had driven a foot lEkud more into his skin ; 

a kind of bristle, Micromega judged, pro- 

ceeding from the little animal in his hand, 

but did not suspect the truth. The micro- 

scope, which could hardly distinguish a 

whale fr^m a passenger-ship, entirely failed 

to reveal a creature so imperceptible as man. 

Taking up a diamond of much greater mag- 

nifying po^wer, imagine the Sirian's pleasure 

when he first saw these little insects move 

about upon Lis open palm. Trembling; with 

delight, he placed a similar lens in the hands 

of his fellow-traveller, and both began to 

watch them with wonder and surprise. ■

They qnestioned whether it were possible 

that these mites could have anything equi- 

valent to a soul. The Satumian refused to 

believe it. He said that presupposed in- 

telligence; that intelligent beings could ■

communicate ideas ; that he had not heard 

these beings speak ; and therefore he sup- 

posed they did not speak. Besides, how 

could imperceptible beings have organs of 

speech, and what could they have to say ? 

In order to talk it was needful to think, or 

something like it ; but if they thought, they 

must have souls; to attribute souls to 

things so small was absurd. ■

" Let us examine these insects ; we can 

reason about them afterwards," said Micro- 

mega. With that he drew out a pair of 

scissors, and cutting a piece of his thumb- 

nail, rolled it up into a kind of ear- trumpet 

like a vast funnel, and put the small end 

against his ear. The mouth of the speak- 

ing trumpet entirely enveloped the whole 

ship. The feeblest voice entering the funnel 

reverberated loudly against its circular 

sides, so that, at length, the philosopher 

above was able to hear a faint buzz pro- 

ceeding frx)m the insects beneath. After an 

hour's persevering application he could 

distinguish words. So could the dwarf, 

but less clearly. Their astonishment in- 

creased every moment. • They heard the 

mites talk good sense. Marvellous freak 

of nature ! ■

The Sirian took the dwarf upon his knee, 

and bending down his head to the little 

people in his hand, he spake thus in his 

softest whisper: *'0h, mvisible insects, 

whom the hand of the Creator has been 

pleased to make so infinitely small, I thank 

Him for showing me a mystery I deemed 

inscrutable. It may be they would disdain 

to receive you at the court whence I was 

banished, but I despise nothing, and I ofier 

you my protection." ■

If any people were ever astonished they 

were those to whom these words were ad- 

dressed. They could not imagine whence 

the words came. The ship's chaplain began 

to pnay, the sailors to swear, the philoso- 

phers to propound theories, but neither 

plan proved effectual in revealing the source 

of the strange voice. Then the Satumian 

dwarf, who had a much softer voice than 

Micromega, told in a few words who they 

were and whence they came, and after com- 

plaining of the exceeding smallness of his 

hearers, began to question them. Had they 

always lived in this wretched state, on the 

very borders of annihilation? What did 

they do in a globe apparently made ex- 

pressly for whales ? Were they happy ? 

Did they marry and have families ? Had 

they souls ? And so on. ■

One geometrician of the company, more 

hardy than his fellows, and shocked to find ■
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any one Bcepftical dbonb tbe mental endow- 

ments of the race, took an obserration of 

tbe speaker with his quadrant from three 

different points of view, and having done 

so, spoke thus : ■

" And so yon think because you happen 

to measure five thousand feet from your 

boots to your crown, that therefore " ■

" Five thousand feet !" cried the dwarf, 

"(rood heavens, how did he know my 

height ! Not an inch out. What ! This 

atom, measure me ? This is geometry. He 

knows my height, whilst I, who am con- 

scious of his existence only ttrrough an 

immensely powerful microscope, actually 

don't yet know his." ■

"Yes," said the geometrician, **I have 

measured you, and now I wiU measure 

your big companion." Micromega was 

obliged to lie down, for when he stood up 

his bead was in the clouds. The mites 

quickly ascertained by trigonometry that 

they saw before tbem a young man of a 

hundred and twenty thousand feet high. ■

" Oh, intelligent atoms," swd Microm^a, 

** in whom the Eternal shows forth His great 

power, pure indeed must be your joys, for 

since you possess so little matter and ap- 

pear to be all soul, you must doubtless pass 

your whole time in thought and love ; the 

true life of spirits." ■

A very frank philosopher replied, that 

with the exception of a mere few, and those 

few held of little account by the masses, 

all the rest of the world consisted of an 

assemblage of fools, malefactors, and idiots. ■

" We have more matter than is requisite 

to do a great deal of mischief," said- he, 

" if one only has the will. At this present 

moment there are a hundred thousand fools 

of our species who wear helmetsi engaged 

in killing or rather murdering a hundred 

thousand otiiers who wear turbans. Almost 

all throEDgh the world the same thing is 

going on, and has been going on. from time 

immemorial." ■

The 8irian frowned and asked what could 

be the cause of such horrible quarrels 

among such pitiful little people. ■

" AH about a bit of cKrt no bigger than 

your fingernail," answered the philoso- 

pher. ■

"Not one of these theusands of men 

who are cutting one another's throats," con- 

tinued he, *• cares one straw about the bit 

of ground he is fighting for. It is only 

whether it shall belong to one man whom 

they call Sultan, or to another they call 

(I can't tell why) C»sar. Neither of these 

men has ever seen, or.ever will see the bit ■

of land the fighting is about, and scarcely 

one of those who are mutually cutting each 

other's thix>ats on their behalf has ever 

seen either of the men for whom they get 

their throats cut." ■

"Wretches!" cried BGcromega, indig- 

nantly, " it is hardly possible to imagine 

madness so furious and malicious. I should 

be doing a fust action were I to go and 

crush out the whole antVnest of ptmy 

murderers with three steps of my foot." ■

" Do not give yourself the trouble," said 

the philosopher. "They annihilate them- 

selves quite fast enough. Even when they 

do not draw the sword, fomine, overwork, 

and intemperance carry them off nearly as 

fost. It is not they who should be punished^ 

but tiiose sedentary savages who sit in 

luxurious palaces, who, during an after- 

dinner lounge, wfll order the massacre of a 

million of their kind, and then be driven to 

church in state to give solemn thanks to 

Heaven for it." ■

The traveller was moved with pity for 

the tiny race. Said he to the philosophers : ■

" Since, then, you belong to the innall 

number of wise men who do not appa- 

rently earn your bread by killing eaxjh 

other, pray tell me how you occupy yonr 

time ?'^ ■

Answered one : " We dissect flies— we 

measure lines — we calculate figures. We 

are perfectly agreed upon two or three 

pointe which we understand, and we are 

eternally disputing about two or three thou- 

sand which we do not understand." ■

It seemed like some strange dream to 

the Sirian and the Satumian to listen to 

the doings of these thinking insects. ■

" How far do you reckon it from Sirins 

to the star Castor P" asked Micromega. ■

They answered altogether, "Thirty-three 

and a half degrees ?" ■

" And how fer from here to the moon?" ■

"About thirty diameters of the earth, in 

round numbers.** ■

"Wlat is the weight of your atmo- 

sphere?" ■

Here he thought to puzzle the litde 

people ; but they answered, readily enough, 

it was about nine hundred times less than 

the weight of a like volume of water, and 

ninety thousand times less than that of 

standard gold. At this reply the Satur- 

nian dwarf was so astonished that he was 

inclined to take for sorcerers t^e very 

beinga to whom, not a quarter of an hour 

before, he had denied the possession of souls. ■

Micromega said : " Since you are so well 

acquainted with what is beyond you, doubt- ■

=1? ■
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less jou are do less well informed as to that 

wbicli is wiUiin. Tell me what is your 

son], and bow yon account for the formation 

of ideas?" ■

They began to speak altogether, as 

before, but this time no two of them were 

agreed. One quoted Aristotle, another 

rderred to Descartes; this one spoke of 

Malehranche, that ef Leibnitz, the other of 

Locke. Presently an old Descartian phi- 

losopher made himself heard above the rest. 

Said he : ■

" The soul is au inteUigenoe. The reascHi 

of its being, is because it is% This is what 

Aristotle expressly states, page six hundred 

and thiHiy-three, Loavre ediUon.'' He 

quoted the passage^ ■

"I don't understaad Greek," said the ■

giant. ■

" Nor I," answered the philosophic mite. ■

" Then pray why do you quote Greek ?" ■

''JBeoaafle," answered the philosopher, ■

" nothing can be more appropriate than to ■

speak of a subject of which one knows ■

nothing izi a language o£ whioh one under- ■

standfl still less." ■

Another piiiloBopher said : *' The soul is 

a spirit which, previous to its birth, is ac- 

quainted witdi the whole Bfstem. of meta- 

physiosi bat on being bom is obliged to go 

to school to re-learn that which it once 

knew Tery well, but can never know any 

more." ■

''It pamfits nothing," sand Micromega, 

' to have been so wise before birth cmly to 

grow «p into a man whose only sign of 

wisdom is his beard. But, what do you 

mean by a spirit P" ■

" Why do you ask ?'" said the debater ; 

'* bow can any one tell what spirit is ? We 

only kaow it is not matter." ■

'* But do yon know what matter is P" 

'* Certainly. For in^anoe, this stone is 

of a gptegF eolour, it has a certiain form, it 

baa ita three dimieasions, it is weighty and 

divdsibla." ■

'' Very ^od," answered theSirian ; "this 

obieot wludbi you say appears to be divisible, 

weigbij, and so ea — will you tell me what 

it is P ITon are acquainted with some of its 

qnailtiesy but the gpoaad of the thing — the 

thin^ itaeif — do you. know what that is P" 

'* No," said he. ■

'.' Then you do not even know what 

matter is." ■

Micromega, addressing himself to another 

sage seated upon his thumb, asked what 

he thoog'ht his soul was, and what wc» its 

purpose ? ■

'* Nothing; at all," said the disciple of ■

Malehranche, " for Qod does all in me and 

for me and through me. It is He does 

everything with which I am concerned." ■

" Scarce worth while, then, to be," ob- 

served the Sirian. " And you, my friend," 

turning to an exponent of Leibnitz, " what 

say you?" ■

" The soul," answered he, "is the hand 

that points the hours whilst my body strikes 

them ; or, if you like, the soul strikes the 

hours which my body indicates ; or, better, 

my soul is the mirror of the universe, and 

my body is its frame. I hope I moke my- 

self sufficiently clear." ■

Then spdie a disciple of Locke. " For 

my part I do not know how I think, but I 

know that I never derive impressions ex- 

cept throiigh the medium of mj senses. I 

do not dispute that there may be immaterial 

and intelligent substances, but it seems to 

me impossible for thought to be communi- 

cated to matter. I reverence the Great 

Eternal Fixtrex. It is not for me to set 

bounds td it. I affirm BothiDg>, but am 

content to bdieve there are many things 

possible to a supreme intelligence which 

it would be impoaeibla far me to under- 

stand." ■

The giant smiled, yet he i^ought this 

one not the least wise of all the philoso- 

phers. The dwarf would have embraced 

the speaker had not his extreme dispro- 

portion of sise prevented such a cordial 

manifestation. Unfortunately, a little fellow 

in a square cap pushed himself forward 

and begged to dissent from the opinions 

expressed by the other philosophical ani- 

maleulto. He said he knew all about the 

soul and all about the universe. He said 

it was a source of unspeakable comfort to 

him to feel (imd he&e he looked the two 

celestial insitants daUberately up and down 

from top te toe) thait they and their worlds, 

their sunSi and stars,, sod mighty systems, 

had all been created expressly for the good 

of mankind i ■

At this the two travellers became con- 

vulsed with that inextinguishable laughter 

which, according to Homer, is an enjoy- 

ment belonging exclusively to the gods. 

They shook with it to that extent that the 

vessel tumbled off the Sirian's pahn and 

fell iato his pocket. The two good folks, 

after much groping about, found the ship, 

and replacing the little mites on board set 

it afloat again. In bidding them farewell, 

Micromega i^oke very kindly, notwith- 

standing he was not a little vexed to find 

beings so infinitely little puffed up with 

conceit so infinitely greaJb. He promised ■
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to write a book of pbilosopliy for their in- 

stmetion and gpiidance, assnring them they 

shonld therein see the snm of all philosophy 

and the snbstance of all wisdom. ■

In due course this yolmne f onnd its way 

to Paris, to the Academy of Sciences ; but 

when the good old secretary opened it 

he found nothing but a book completely 

blank! ■

PASSED AWAY. ■

Wnp no more, ttriTe no more, let the dieam to, 

No soft summer ehowere make plucked roeee blow. ■

The feir rtie m broken, the iweet eeent ii loet, 

Let the oruthed firmgmenti lie, count not the ootL ■

The bond thet ie MTered no duinn Mn unite, 

No magio can make again noonday'a epent light. ■

Weep no more, hope no more, praj not, nor truft; 

Oh, fair waa our iaol, we firained it of duct. ■

It crumbled before ut, the gaT coburt iled. 

The radiance haa Taniahed, the glory ia dead. ■

Yearn no more, look no more moumftillT back. 

Let the long graases waTO OTer the track. ■

Let the loft ittnehine ilee^ quiet and calm. 

Let the low wind breathe ita musical balm. ■

Till the pang la forgotten, forgotten the tomb, 

Till o'er the crushed leaflets fresh Tiolets bloom. ■

What! they will not leare fragrance^ like those we ■

have known. 

Hush, think no more, weep no more, summer is flown t ■

SIGHT-SEEINQ IN BETHNAL 

OREEN. ■

If it be accepted as an established hct 

that it is a " far cry to Loch Awe," it must 

also be conceded that, from a West- end 

point of view, Bethnal Ghreen marks nearly 

the uttermost bounds of metropolitan civi- 

lisation, and that the upper end of the 

Hackney-road is almost the ultima Thule 

of the world of London. And it cannot 'be 

said that the beauties of the route — ^at all 

events of the route which was sdected by 

the beery cabman who took charge of the 

present writer a couple of Saturdays ago — 

are at all calculated to lighten the tedium 

of the journey. The passage, for instance, 

of the defile of Orange-street, Bed Lion- 

square, is not dalculated to produce an 

equable frame of mind at starting. This 

cheerful thoroughfare is always blocked 

up by a railway van; a ginger-beer cart, 

in charge of a small boy of hopelessly 

stolid aspect and preternatural obstinacy ; 

a hand-barrow, the owner whereof is 

presumably solacing himself at the bar 

of the neighbouring public-house; and a 

hansom cab, the driver of which smiles ■

pleasantly on the turmoU around him, and, 

save that at intervals he expectorates 

and swears pleasantly, manifests no signs 

of life, however much he may be adjnjed 

to "pull up 'arf a yard," or '"jist back 

up agin the kerb." When he haa suffi- 

ciently goaded his fellow-man to madness, 

he makes the desired concession — ^I be- 

lieve that it is always the same man, 

and that he adopts this means of display- 

ing his hatred of his kind — and leaves jnst 

room enough for you to pass between his 

wheels and those of the railway van. It 

is scarcely necessary t^ say that the gen- 

tleman in charge of this latter vehicle never 

by any chance makes way at all, but sits 

aloft diewing a straw, and grimly enjoying 

the sarcasm with which the boy who looks 

after the interior of the van relieves the 

monotony of the proceedings. Neither is 

he concerned when, after sending the hand- 

barrow flying among the foot-passengers, 

and knocking the ginger-beer Doy among 

his bottles, your cabman wildly dashes his 

wheels against the rock of Pickford. He 

knows what will come of thatp— he has 

tried it often — and his grin of satisfaction, 

as you are wildly bumped firom side to 

side, is even harder to bear than the shriU 

whistle with which his boy hailB your mis- 

fortunes. Thus it happens that 70a emerge 

from Orange-street— -at least I uways do — 

in an agitated state of mind, scarcely to be 

soothed even by the gentle melancholy of 

Clerkenwell. However, those long lines 

of dull, shabby streets; of mean Httle 

houses distinguished only by the number 

and magnitude of the smning brass plates 

with which they are adorned ; of narrow 

up and down thoroughfeires, stretching 

away in endless succession to right and lef^i 

and reminding you a little of Bath in very 

reduced circumstances ; of beer-houses and 

watchmakers, general shops and lodgings 

to let, speedily produce their ordinarily 

depressing effect, and prepare the mind bj 

gentle degreed for the dirt and miseir, the 

uncomfortable sighto and sounds of Shore' 

ditch and the adjacent neighbourhood. 

Through what back settlements I passed 

to reach the Cambridge-road, I shall in aU 

probability never know. All that I can 

say of them with any certainty is, that 

they were not pleasant either to the eye or 

to the nose, and that they made the Cam- 

bridge-road itself, albeit as dry, and dusty, 

and uninteresting as the great desert of 

Sahara, quite a cheerful and pleasant 

thoroughfare by contrast. ■

Unaccustomed barouches are to be seen ■
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to-day in the Cambridge-road. A shin- 

ing mail-pbaeton stands before a Bethnal 

Green pnblic-honse, and the groom in 

cliarge, gorgeons as to bis buttons, bril- 

liantly black and delicately cream-colonred 

as to his top-boots, is burying his nose 

in an Easttcnd pewter, not proud, but yet 

with a certain air of superiority and con- 

descension refreshing to behold. A real 

live swell of the first brand (meeker he 

than the booted one) is contemplating, 

not without wonder, the shop of the dairy- 

man who keeps his cows in the front 

parlour, and draws his milk "in your own 

jugs," as if it were bitter beer, or " cream of 

the valley ;" and more elegant ladies* dresses 

stir the dust of Bethnal Green than Beth- 

nal Green has ever seen before, except, 

perhaps, in process of manufacture, in 

which condition the neighbourhood is aware 

(painfully enough, sometimes) of silk, and 

£uniliar with lace, and feathers, and rib- 

bons. But these novelties have no attrac- 

tions to-day, even for a Saturday afbemoon 

crowd, with plenty of time on its hands. 

There is something more attractive just 

round the comer. Horses and carriages, 

and even real live swells, your East-ender 

can see any day he may choose to make a 

joamev westward ; but to have a museum 

opened all for yourself, to have had it in- 

angnrated with all sorts of state and cere- 

mony by the Heir to the Throne, and to 

be able to go in and out free g^tis and 

for nothing, as often as you like, are 

events the like of which are not of every- 

day occurrence in Bethnal Gh*een. Thus 

it happens that the hardworking, strug- 

gling people of the East, and the curious 

dilettante of the West, who are attracted 

bither by the &me of Sir Richard Wallace's 

noble loan, agree for the time to sink 

their differences, and flock with one accord 

to the latest exx>eriment of the indefatigable 

Mr. Cole. ■

The Bethnal Green Branch of the South 

Kensington Museum, as the new exhibition 

in the Last is officially called, is our old 

friend the Brompton Boilers removed from 

South Kensington, and, with certain altera- 

tions, put up in the heart of Bethnal Green. 

The attractions which the South Kensington 

part of the show offers to sight-'seers are not 

particularly exciting or interesting, but the 

liberality of Sir Richard Wallace has pro- 

vided, in this remote part of London, such 

an exhibition of works of art, as it would 

be difficult to match in the proudest collec- 

tions in the world. This gentleman, already 

well and favourably known to the poor of ■

Paris as well as of London, may in truth 

be called the founder of this museum. 

Without his loan of the art treasures col- 

lected by the late Marquis of Hertford, a 

collection justly described in Mr. Cole's in- 

troduction to the catalogue as being of 

'* almost unexampled beauty and value," it 

might perhaps not have been very easy to 

make the Bethnal Green Museum so attrac- 

tive as to insure its immediate success. But, 

as it is. South Kensington is as lucky in the 

East as it has been in the West, and has 

secured at once, and without difficulty, a 

good start — one of the most important 

points for any enterprise, and more espe- 

cially for an enterprise addressed in the 

main to ignorance, and exposed to the un- 

reasoning prejudices too often entertained 

by the lower class of English people against 

art and all belonging to it. ■

If the stream of people flowing into the 

building is a goodly sig^ of success, the 

crowd inside is even better evidence still, 

and most satisfactory of all is the proof 

which is afforded by a bird's-eye view of the 

building from the upper galleir, and by a 

subsequent tour of the various departments, 

that the bulk of the people present are the 

very people for whose benefit the exhibition 

is intended. The fate of mechanics' insti- 

tutes, of working-men's dubs, and of maay 

other well-intentioned but perfectly futile 

attempts to get into the confidence of what 

are conventionally known as the working 

classes, and to help in some way the work 

of education from outside, might have in- 

spired misgivings as to the probable success 

of the Bethnal Green Branch in the proper 

quarter. But the first glance at the people 

present is sufficient. Whether it is that 

gratuitous shows are rare in the north- 

east of London ; whether it is that a love 

of art for its own sake actually exists in 

the Bethnal Green breast; whether the 

prestige of a royal visit has anything to do 

with it, or whatever the cause may be, the 

result is clear. Sir Richard Wallace's col- 

lection attracts, literally, the people. ■

We are all here. Prom all parts of Lon- 

don, in all sorts of clothes, by all sorts 

of conveyances — Shanks's mare and the 

MarrowDone stage having, I fancy, been 

most in request — we have come in our hun- 

dreds, if not in our thousands, and being 

here, seem determined to make the most 

of what is provided for us. We are here, 

three of us, in diaphanous muslins, in fly- 

away silks, in impossible bonnets, inpaniers, 

high-heeled shoes, chignons, poudre dc riz, 

and the rest of it. We don't know what it ■
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is to want anything, and know nothing of 

work except that it is " horrid," and not for 

the likes of us. With ns is onr escort, no 

whit behind ns in splendour, though in a 

somewhat more subdued style, and we look 

through our eye-glasses, say rude things 

in an audible tone, and make ourselves 

generally objectionable in our usual man- 

ner, and in a perfectly natural and artless 

style, as it is our nature to do, being, as it 

is also our nature to be, perfectly satisfied 

with ourselves the while. We are here 

also, four of us, in alpaca, a good deal worn 

and rather &ded ; with poor Httle shawls 

and mantles, and crushed little bonnets 

— ^we must keep up with the fashions — 

or shapeless little hats ; with odds and ends 

of ribbon, where no ribbon should be, 

and with generally va^e ideas on the sub- 

ject of the proper management of colours, 

which it is to be hoped Sir Richard Wallace 

may help to set right. Our escort has a 

fustian jacket and a fur cap, and has his 

barrow somewhere round Uie comer, and 

we know right well what it is to work hard 

for our scanty wage, and have often had a 

pretty good notion what starvation means. 

But we seem to take just as muclji interest 

in the beautiful things before us — albeit we 

have never seen such things befora-^as 

those resplendent beings to whom such 

sights are common, and we are satisfied, 

for the time being, with ourselves and our 

lot, and are just as free with our conunente 

on our neighbours as if we h^id been bom 

and bred in &shionable circles. We are 

here, whole families of us — small tsadesfolk 

we — somewhat bewildered, but critical, 

and disposed, the elder of us, to improve 

the occasion with lectures, and to turn the 

Museum into an educational instrument for 

the benefit of the younger members of our 

fiunilies, a proceeding which reduces us 

youug&p branches (our ^ name being also 

legion) to the lowest depths of gloom and 

misanthropy. Some of us have mounted our 

Sunday suits in honour of the occasion, some 

of us have come in our working clothes, 

many of us in all probability have to make 

one suit serve for work and play, and must 

perforce come in thsCt, or stay away. We 

have come, having to do with the diiving of 

sheep and cattle, in the long square-cut linen 

or hoUand coat with many pockets protected 

by huge flaps, in the tight horsey trousers, 

big ankle-jacks, mud-coated in the driest 

weather, and thick sticks, affected by our 

kind. We are shrewd-looking mechanics, 

engineers in Hnen working-jackets, rail- 

way porters in velveteen suits, carpenters, ■

ll ■

smiths, weavers, labourers : representatives, 

in fine, of all the countless induatries of the 

industrious East. We are of as many and 

as widely different occupations as are ce- 

lebrated in the old nursery line abont 

*' Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor, gentleman^ 

apothecary, ploughboy," how does it ead? 

Thief, I am afraid. And I am afraid also 

that even that branch of industry is not un- 

represented among ufi. For .we are, Bome 

of usy too slinking as to our walk, too 

stealthy as to onr eye, too defiant and ag- 

gressive, and, at the same time, too cring- 

ing and mean as to our manner, not to 

be easily recognised. When we assume 

this shape we are as a rule too bng in 

the neck, and much too narrow iu the shoul- 

ders; our hair is sui^icionsly short, or 

greasily long ; we are shabby rakes addicted 

to dirty finery, and our complexions have 

that peculiar muddy, unwholesome shade | 

of colour, which seems, somehow, ezacUy 

adapted to the atmosphere of a metropolitan 

police-station, or ox a low public*house 

singing-room. But beidg here (as we are, 

indeed, everywhere else) we cannot but feel j 

that the exercise of onr predatory instincte 

would be out of place, not to speak of the 

vigilant eye of the policeman being upon us, 

and we cast aside the rosponsibilities of busi- 

ness and enjoy ourselves with the best 

"Father" and "mother" are hjere, be sure, 

old-fiishioned in manner as well as in years, 

and rarely to be seen away from their own 

neighbourhood, for the young brood are all 

scattered, and there is no strong arm left 

to help the old people. Consequently, vben 

mother, who, though old enough in all con- 

science, ii still apple-cheeked and briak, 

bustles cheerily up the stairs, fiiiher, vho 

in the naatnesa of his poor drees, and the 

elaborate brushing of his old-world broad- 

brimmed hat, speaks vd.umes in fiivour of 

mother's care, is fain to rest^ half-way, on 

his stick, and to reply to the cheerful call, 

"Gome on, father^" wiiii a tired cough, 

and some little irritabilii^ of manx^' 

Here also, of course, are Jones and his 

" old 'oman." Jcsies, a steadj, pefrsever- 

ing sight-seer, generally in soaae way con- 

nected with carpentering or u^olstering, 

for ever pushing on, and sorely troubled bj 

the old 'oman, who, dressed in the wannest 

clothing, is a perspiring and flame-coloured 

witness to the heat of the day, and would 

give anything to be allowed to sit down or 

go home. Young and old, men and women, 

boys and girls, rich and poor, we have all 

been invited to the feast, and have all come. 

We have, as may be supposed, the most ■

^ ■
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different views on matters of art, bat we 

unite on the conunon groiuid of colonr, 

aod when we see plenty of it, know we 

are all right. Thns a. Dead Peacock 

and Hare, by Weeninz, bnlliant in the 

brightest of bines and greens, makes all 

our world kin, and holds ns in rapt and 

open-eyed admiration. An nnmistakable 

I oostormonger remarks that it is '*a fine 

thing;" two yonng ladies with a certain 

' undefined air of sewing-machine somehow 

I pervading their appearance, opine that it 

is a '^gorgeons picture;" and one yonng 

gentleman in a large green tie, which 

serves admirably to sei off the somewhat 

seedy state of the rest of hm attire, re* 

narks to his friend that it is a '' splendid 

work." The friend, conspicuous by wear- 

ing, himself, a large portion of a peacock's 

feather in his wideawake hat, thinks it 

"stunning," but is even more impressed 

by a remarkaSide portrait of Her Majesity 

the Queen, by SuUy, painted many years 

ago, whicb is a perfect dream of red and 

crimson. By -and -bye, no doubt, these 

worthy people will learn to look at the two 

noble Vandykes close by, which tiiey now 

pass over with hardly a glance ; but we 

must not ^q>ect too much, all at once. All 

in good time, too, will come on eye for Sir 

Joshua, but Nelly O'BHon has now to look 

reproachfully from under her large hat at 

careless gaaerS) and tiie Strawberry Girl 

and Lady Conway must for the time go 

without their usual crowd of admirers. But 

we seem to respect the. gift-horse proverb, 

and look ai; everything respectfully^ even 

if we cazmot understand or admire it all ; 

except, indeed, when we oome to allegory. 

^^'sgory aknost aJwi^ys excites ns to mirthi 

and even to densian, and it must be ad« 

mitted that we have some reason for tum«> 

ing up our noses, educated or uneducated, 

at LemoynA's "Time revealing Truth," 

whidi not one of us £eu1s to do. We are 

not qnite up to Meissonier and the subtler 

French pictures (we are a little astonished 

at there being any French painiera at aD 

to begin vritn), but Decamp'a Arabs, and 

Yemcrt*8 dashing soldiers and brigands, the 

blood-dripping sword of Allan M'Aulay, 

and the broken head of the dog of the 

regiment^ oome home to all our feeUnga, 

and it is a blo^* to us when even Y^met 

proves too much for us with the Apotheosis 

of Napoleon, which we pronounce " a rum 

go," azid 'M'hich we declare (and not with- 

out reason) our inability to make out. 

Hosa Bbnheur holds qnite a levee of dro- 

vers, pale with admiraiian, and it is ■

curious to notice that one of our favourite 

pictures is Ary Scheffer's noble Francesca 

di Bimini. It is true we can't quite make 

out what it is about, but there is no doubt 

we admire it hugely, and Gostermonger 

Joe, who stands before it Ml of admira- 

tion, and explains his views to his party 

with much energy — ^the effect of i^e lecture 

a little marred by the goodly bunch of 

flowers the honest fellow will keep in the 

comer of his mouth — ^has quite a large 

and appreciative audience. The gentle- 

man in the dress-coat and black satin 

waistcoat over yonder also attracts a con* 

siderable circle of listeners as he loudly 

expresses dissatisfaction with Mr. W. P. 

Frith's " Lady bringing in Wine on a 

Salver," whom he avers to be identically 

the same individual as the '^ young gal in 

the print they calls ' Sherry, sir F' as 

hangs in the dub-room," and is not to be 

appeased until reminded that the picture 

was painted by *' 'im as did the Derby 

Day," when he is somewhat mollified, and 

even goes the length of conceding that the 

picture is a "pretty thing." But being 

of a critical, not to say a carping disposi- 

tion, he is presently to. be found again ad- 

dressing the pnblic before Meissonier's 

admirable '* Polichinel," which he pro- 

nounces with great fervour to be ** no more 

like Punch than it's like my Bill," and 

presently, overcome with disgust, leaves 

the building, to all appearance the only 

discontented man among us. ■

How we inspected the china, popularly de- 

scribed as " sudli a lot of cups and saucers/' 

\he beautiful vases, and miniatures, and 

objects of art generally ; the Beauvais tapes- 

try and old French dialrs and sofas, ski^ 

matised by an authority among us, with a 

carpenter's rule protruding from his breast- 

podcet^ as " rig'lar shabby furniture ;" the 

Venetian thrones, which, in the opinion of 

the same authority, have been ''just done 

up expensive," and all that we thought and 

said of aU these thix^s, there is no time or 

space to tell here. Neither is it necessary to 

chronicle the acute boredom and mental 

prostration which overcame most of ua 

when we fell a prey to the Food Collection 

(although Mr. Cole does tells us it is one 

of the most popular divisions of the South 

Kensii^ton Mnsexmi), or worse still, when 

we were claimed for its own by the Animal 

Products Collection, whidi is " intended to 

illustrate the various apf^cations of animal 

substances to industrial purposes." It may 

be merely recorded that we took no intere»b 

in the quantity of water contained in rye^ ■

ISr ■
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that albumen and gluten did not come home 

to our feelings, and that for the most part 

we looked with incredulity, if not with 

contempt, on the glass phials and cubes sup- 

posed to represent the chemical components 

of the human body. Nor did an exhibition 

of mushroom powder, of dried mushrooms, 

and of a bottle of mushroom ketchup, at all 

raise our spirits. Indeed, in this depart- 

ment all that we seemed curious about was 

the case containing the analyses of various 

kinds of liquors, and as that reminded us 

that the human body requires periodical 

refreshment, we generally withdrew after a 

brief examination of this part of the show. ■

We behayed ourselves admirably, as 

Londoners almost invariably do when the 

better side of their character is appealed 

to, and when they are trusted, as they are 

trusted here, to be, so to speak, themselves 

the guardians of order, and I have no doubt 

it would have gone hard with any one who 

had shown the smallest disposition to be- 

have iU. And the worthy alderman who 

objected so much to the introduction of 

beer into Victoria Park some two or three 

years ago, may perhaps be surprised to hear 

that, although Mr. Cole has been rash 

enough to'listen to the voice of the tempter, 

and to establish Spiers and Pond in the 

basement^ the Bethnal Green Branch 

Museum is not in consequence turned into 

a ^'drunkery," and that no sign of any 

likelihood of an abuse of reasonable privi- 

leges was anywhere to be seen. As I left 

the building, people were still streaming 

into it in crowds, and I met many more 

evidently bound for the Museum as I made 

my way along the Cambridge^road. Icould 

have no doubt that the complete success of 

the undertaking is thus early assured. ■

It had been an exciting week for Hack- 

ney and Bethnal Ghreen, that last week of 

June, aud an unmistakable moming-afler 

air pervaded the neighbourhood on the 

Saturday. Two royal progresses — the 

Museum was opened on Monday, and the 

Princess Louise did her part of the good 

work by inaugurating an excellent chil- 

dren's hospital in the Hackney -road on 

Friday — are enough to try any neighbour- 

hood, and had ^' taken it out" of Hackney 

considerably. The flags which had waved 

a welcome to the royal visitors were com- 

ing down very leisurely, and the tradesmen 

were taking their time about stripping the 

red and gold hangings and inscriptions 

from their shops. Indeed I saw one gentle- 

man, evidently unable to bring his mind to 

the destruction of the elegant decoration ■

which made his first-floor &ont bo brave a 

show, who was calmly sitting at bis open 

window and smoking a contemplative pipe, 

as if he were almost in hopes that the 

Prince of Wales might have forgotten 

something at the Museum, and might 

shortly be expected back that way to fetch 

it. It was hot in the Hackney-road and 

dusty, and there was much sitting in the 

gateways of brewhonses and outside taps, 

and much scraping of fiddles, and a general 

air of mild dissipation which was very 

seductive. So I did at Hackney as the 

Hackner^s did, and poured a modest liba- 

tion to the success of the Museum ; and to 

the healths of Sir Richard Wallace, who 

nobly deserves the thanks not only of East 

London, bnt of his country at large, and 

of Mr. Cole, who has been one of the best 

abused men of his time, but who wfll per- 

haps in the long run be found to have done 

almost as much for the edncation of the 

working classes as any philanthropist of 

themalL ■

KING CBAM IN INDIA. ■

We all know King Cram in England, as 

the terror of parents and gnardians who 

have young men to launch in life. We are 

not here accustomed to give him the sove- 

reign title ; though we know him to be&st 

exceeding his proper functions as priine 

minister to King Competition, and makbg 

himself master of that constitutional mo- 

narch. Bat in Indift— according to com- 

plaints made far and wide — ^he has already 

arrived at the extreme pitdi of power, and 

exercises despotic sway over the service 

which supplies the administration of the 

country. ■

From his seat of government at home 

King Cram rules over the services of Eng- 

land and India indiscriminately. But the 

military service is now geneml, and it is 

of the civil service that I specially speak. 

In England the service proper is odIj > 

bureaucracy, and parliament takes care to 

exercise the governing authorify; but in 

India there is no parliament, and the ser- 

vice furnishes the main element in the 

councils which make laws and help the 

viceroy to do his ruling. From the same 

body, too, many of the judges are supplied; 

the governors and lieutenant-governors of 

provinces for th^'most part ; and upon more 

than one occasion the governor - geneml 

himself has been of the number. All these 

officials are selected from the presentations ■
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made to King Com petition, and as thej are 

nominated beforehand by King 'Cram, it 

follows that King Cram mnst exercise, in 

India alone, an enormous influence upon 

the destinies of abont one hundred and 

eighty millions of people. ■

To see how King Cram obtained his 

power we need not go very far back. The 

competitive system was introdnced into 

India — ^portentous sign — jnst before the 

revolt of 1857. There was no nrgent neces- 

sity for the change, except that the East 

India Company had become too much of a 

family party, held itself as independent as 

possible of pnblic opinion, and cherished 

old traditions of a Chinese kind, opposed 

to any improvement which involved open- 

ing np the country to the enterprise of 

*' foreigners" out of their pale. And the civil 

service, nnder the company's auspices, had 

for some time had its own way in India a 

great deal too much. Noisy men among the 

proprietors and noisy men in j^rliament 

traced undoubted grievances to this source ; 

and the result was certain reforms, of 

irbich the institution of the competitive 

system for the civil service was one of the 

most important. ■

It was welcomed by every class of the 

community in India, except the members 

of the service themselves, and the change 

was almost universally applauded, until the 

new men began to arrive. Then the insta- 

bility of public opinion became manifest. 

Nobody tnought the competition roan — 

who was supposed to have made his way 

by bis own merits— by any means so con- 

siderable a personage as the child of the 

patronage system, supposed to have been 

chosen from his birth for a member of 

council or a lieutenant-governor. The new 

man, apart from his merits, came out under 

unfavourable social conditions. Nobody 

knew him. Instead of being put up with 

a big civilian immediately on his arrival, 

petted by the big civilian's wife, and intro- 

duced to society at a series of dinners and 

balls, he had to vegetate abjectly at an 

hotel or a boarding-house. It is the custom 

in India for the new arrivals to call upon 

tbe residents, and so make their acquaint- 

ance in the first instance, more particularly 

as regards the members of the same service. 

The competition man never dared make 

Buch a demonstration, and would remain for 

months at the presidency where he arrived 

without making any acqikaintances beyond 

travelling companions and fellow-lodgers. 

Then — just when his condition was most 

critical — a native journal christened the ■

new class of civil servants " Competition 

Wallahs." There is nothing satirical in the 

phrase, but it has humble associations, and 

somehow seemed comicaUy contemptuous. 

It made a hit, and came into common ap- 

plication, not to the increased dignity of 

those so designated. The new-comers, too, 

were critically compared with their prede- 

cessors in the service, and with many 

reasons for being at a disadvantage^ Every- 

body knew the old class of men. They 

were nearly all related to one another, and 

to the older members of the service. Their 

very names associated them at once with 

the history of the country for a hundred 

years past. In coming to India they seemed 

to be coming home, and at home they made 

themselves without loss of time. It is easy 

enough for young men to be high-spirited 

and popular with the encouragement they 

received; it is equally natural for young 

men not similarly received to be depressed 

and reticent, and to make an unfavourable 

social impression. This the ''wallahs" 

somehow managed to do; and, whatever 

exceptions may have been admitted, they 

were certainly not popular as a class. They 

had the reputation, too, of being mere desk 

men, very well at books, but without any 

knowledge of horses, or taste for field- 

sports. It was said, too, that they always 

wore spectacles, and were prudent to a 

fault in their personal expenditure. There 

was a substratum of truth in all this. They 

were in a strange country, with a strange 

career before them, and the consciousness 

that they had only themselves to depend 

upon. The grinding they had undergone 

was not conducive to active habits. Some 

could not ride, others, who could, were 

chary of buying horses until they found 

^themselves with substantial appointments ; 

they had none of the ardent instincts of 

their predecessors, who, anticipating the 

highest positions, drew freely upon their 

prospects, and, in the old times at least, 

took to indebtedness as naturally as a duck 

takes to the water. A young civilian used 

to set himself up at the outset with all the 

luxuries that he might expect to pay for 

when he got high up in the service, and it 

was a proverb that he had not established 

his footing in the country until he owed a 

lakh of rupees. There were no traditions 

to tempt the ** wallah" into such brilliant 

errors. He was content to be prudent and 

unassuming, and so, through one cause and 

another, the idea became prevalent that he 

was not a gentleman. The " wallah" him- 

self felt this imputation keenly, and one of ■
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the first impressions be woidd try to make 

upon you, when you met him for the 

first time, was that he had no occasion to 

depend upon his merits, and would have 

had sufficient interest to get his appoint- 

ment without any deserts und£r the did 

system. ■

As time went on, the competiticHiers be- 

came more at home in the country ; and it 

was found that the new system, like the 

old, produced men of varying degrees of 

ability, with this difference between the 

two classes; that while ihe new system 

produced a fair average, and excluded the 

decidedly ''bad bargains,'' it did not ap- 

parently bring to the Indian service men 

of the highest mark. I believe that this 

is the result of experience up to the present 

time, and that, to a certain extent, the old 

character ascribed to the '' wallab" is justi- 

fied ; he is more a man oi the desk than a 

man of action, and is therefore uBsxuted for 

many positions in which, in a coualary like 

India, a civil servant is required to be a 

man of physical capacity, with the instincts 

and habits of a spoHsman, and ovon of a 

soldier. ■

For the supposed requbemenis df the 

new dass of civil servants, 'King Compe- 

tition of oourse bears the blame. But a 

gentleman who belongs to another branch 

of the service — ^the medical — told us ttie 

other night that, not Eang Competition, 

but King Cram is the delinquent. I refer 

to Doctor George Birdwood, the officer in 

charge of the Indian Department at the 

International Exhibition, who enhghtened 

the members of the East India Association 

upon this subject, at the rooms of the So- 

ciety of Arts. The doctor, in his address, 

did not make any invidious charge against 

the members of the service. His object 

was simply to show that the service is not 

thrown open, as it is supposed to be, to the 

mass of Englishmen. He is not against 

the competitive system, but only against 

the mode in which it is exercised. He 

calls the test a " competitive steeple-chase," 

and, comparing men with horses, says that 

the race is not so much to the strong, as 

to the swift — for a short distance. The 

express aim of the examination, he says, is 

to trip up as many of the competitors as 

possible — to pluck, not pass ; and unfortu- 

nately and inevitably, the result is too 

often the plucking of the very candidates 

who, under a scientific system, would have 

passed, while it passes those who ought to 

be plucked. He declares, indeed, advi- 

sedly, that the competitive i^stem, as a rule, ■

plucks the best man, and passes thewoist. 

And he cites Mr. Matthew Arnold in sap* 

port oi his belief. Mr. Arnold has eaod: 

'* I once bore pari in the examinatioBfi lor 

the Indian civil service, and I can My 

say that the candidates to whom Igavetbe 

highest marks were, almoat without ex- 

ception, the candidates when I would not 

have i^ppointed. They were examined mes, 

not formed m«n." The 'effect is, that the 

dvil service fails to attract the best men; 

and, aoeording to Doctor Birdwood, the me- 

dical servioe, which has undergooa a fiiiailar 

test, has smffeared in the same wwf . This 

Bervioe, through the indiffeneace of author 

rify, had grown unpopidar, and out of de- 

mand, and the competitive ^etem was in- 

troduoed into it abnoait in the absence of { 

oompetitois — ^tbe nunber of ^aandidates, hr 

some time, ocareely exceeding the nfunber 

of appointments offsred to the public. Tbe 

service was thus made "a &ast for ih» 

poor, the maimed, thehak, and the Idisd." 

It is not so bad in these (lays, however, ai 

the doctor adanita. ■

As retgazds the civil service, says Doctor 

Birdwood, it would be * complete com- 

pensation for the apathy and indifference of 

the India Offioe (whidi has no care for 

men not appointed by itself) if tiie com- 

pietiticm system were diffiusing an interest 

in the Indian service among the people of 

England. But this the present system 

has emphatically fiiiled to do. India hu 

be^i thrown opea to the people, and tbe 

people will not have it. The sed^Ij cf 

young men is suraely k^t up by tbe 

"crammers." These gentlemen, the doc- 

tor tells US| impress sharp boys for tbe 

service, ana guarantee their passing in 

ccmsideration of a heavy premium. These 

boys must be quick and rich, ocr they hare 

no chance. If a boy be not superficiailj 

clever, and cannot" pay their charge,' they 

reject him off-hand. Competition, in short, 

instead of opening up chances for poor 

men to rise in life, yearly aaakes it mon 

and more difficult for any but the rich to 

attempt to obtain a position in the public 

servioe. The training required is absolute^ 

injurious, is good only for the competitive 

examination itself, and is worthlsBS for aU 

eke beyond, as well as below it. The 

system is really the doseat monopoly tha^ 

could be devised, the gang of examiners (I 

quote Doctor Birdwood) being the directors 

of the New East India Competitive Exami- 

nation Dodge Company (stnotly limited), 

but which not even its undoubted success 

can make honourable. Some of tbe Iitdiao ■
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services still remain closed against oompe- 

tition, and it is remarkable, says the doctor, 

that, altboHgh paid less than the competitive 

service, they attract better men. Thus the 

very best English ofi5.cdal8 in India are 

found ia the nncovenanted servioe, edoca* 

tional department, and eedesiastioal esta- 

blishmenits. And Doctor Birdwood might 

have added the legal deportment^ which is 

certainly manned with ahilijty, though, 

perhaps, I shonld not call it a department, 

as the appointments held by barristers 

are on an iildt^ieiident fooilng in tha 

country, and have a status of their own. ■

Knowing, as we do, the increasing diffi- 

culties attendant upon a proCesaionai career 

in England, in the public service or other- 

wise, these revelations of the role of King 

Ci-am in India are doubly disoowi^g. 

It is high time that poor men rose in in- 

surrection against him, 'Or what is to be- 

come of, say, the sons of ofQoers of the 

army and navy, barristers, clergymen, and 

professional men generally, who cannot, as 

a role, be qu^iScd for his patronage P. 

Doctor Bardwood recommends scnnething 

like a coup d'etat, by which he siiall bo de- 

posed, and the appointments so long in his 

gift be otherwise bestowed. The dootor 

proposes to place vaoanoies at iiie dia. 

posal, in tnm, of every public school, 

college, and university in Great Britain, 

reserving a fi&ed proportion, say one-third 

of the covenanted, and two-thLrds of the 

uncovenanted appointments under the go- 

yemment c^ India, for the Indian univer- 

sities and schools. A scheme of this kind 

would reqture careful adjustment, and 

inight be made complete under a proper 

development of our new educational aystem. 

Meanwhile the idea is a good one, ajxd we 

^ave machinery quite sufficient for the 

broad purpose in view to throw open the 

Indian servioe in honest reality to the mass 

of the community, and effect the deposition 

of the tyrant King Cram. ■

MRS. PRANK. ■

Mrs. Frake. That was just hor name ; 

nothing more. But whether it was Mrs. 

Frank as a Christian name, or Mrs. Prank 

as a surname, no one knew ; and as Miss 

C^ripps, the Mentham milliner and post- 

mistress, said to Mrs. Barnes, the rector's 

Wife, " Ifc vras a particularly awkward thing 

not to know which it was when you came 

to think of it" ■

As httle was known of her ol(f home or ■

belongings as of her legal patronymic. If 

she had oome from the clouds she could 

not have dropped into Mentham and Fair- 

view more suddenly, or with more mys- 

tmous aptness. ■

'* It was to be supposed," said Miss 

Gripps, repiresenting public opinion on the 

matter, *^ that Squire Tapp, the ovnier of 

Fairview, was satisfied. But if he was, no 

one else was ; and he^K>ald have considered 

his neighbours' leelings." ■

Indeed, public opinion in Mentham raa 

quite high against Mr. Tapp; and the 

Menthamites were disposed to resent it as 

a personal affr(xit that he should have let 

one of their prettiest places to a stranger 

with no more sponsorship than- had this 

monesyllabio Mrs. Frank. Whait did he 

know of her P th^ asked indignantly of 

eaoh other. Notiung, absolutely nothing ; 

and to know nothing was equivaJbnt to 

knowing-— everything. ■

Mrs. Frank was young and pretty ; two 

grave ofienoes in a society oomposedmauily 

at umnarided ladies of a certain age, witL 

a couple of disappointing bachelors in 

leash. Young, pretty, alone, reserved, un- 

happy, and not too rioh, the Menthamites 

were convinced she was no good ; and that 

if every one had Ins or her due, and moral 

obliquities were punished like legal ones, 

she would be somewhere now in a mob-cap 

and a grey woollen dress, picking oakum 

behind a grating. The only person in the 

place who expressed his firm belief in her 

respectability was Mr. Gravas, the surgeon. 

But then Mr. Graves was an odd man ; not 

accounted quite sound in his theological 

views, and vaguely suspected of an amount 

of liberalism — it was called by another name 

iu Miss Cripps's back parlour — which, if ' 

Mentham could have vei-ified its suspicions, 

would have made Mr. Graves look else- 

where for patients than among its safe and 

orthodox homesteads. So that his advocacy 

did the new-comer little or no good, and 

was even regarded as one suspicious cir- 

cumstance the more. For, you see, he was 

not an old inhabitant, like Squire Tapp or 

Mr. Lumley, the two disappointing bache- 

lors who had held the female world of 

Mentham in divided allegiance for all these 

years ; but comparatively a new-comer, and 

not well known even now, though he had 

been some four years in the place, and had 

had every &»mily more or less through his 

hands in the time. And when it was re- 

marked that Mr. Graves and Mrs. Frank 

soon became exceedingly intimate, and that 

the reserved, harsh- voiced surgeon spent a ■
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good deal of his spare time at the pretty 

little woman's, Mentham assumed an atti- 

tude of indignant reprobation; and if 

there had been another M.R.C.S. within 

hailing distance, John Graves would have 

had but a barren time of it here. ■

Indeed, there was talk of some public 

kind of protest, and the rector was gravely 

exercised in his mind as to the propriety of 

allowing the new-comer to stay with the 

rest on sacrament Sunday; but he took 

counsel of the rural dean, and so was fain 

to conteiit himself by a scorching sermon, 

which, supposing that Mrs. Frank were 

really all she was held to be, would scathe 

her pretty sharply. She bore the test, 

however, without any public self-betrayal ; 

and the Menthamites wondered, when tiiey 

came out, whether it was innocence or 

hardened indifference that had carried her 

through. ■

It was a still summer's evening when 

Mrs. Frank and John Graves were walking 

by the river-side. A hundred yards or so 

below sat Miss Oripps, snugly ensconced 

within her arbour — ^half an old boat set up 

on end; and sound on such an evening 

travels far with the stream. ■

'* I cannot, John. I would do anything 

you told me, as you know ; but this is too 

hard," said the woman's soft voice, in a 

piteous kind of entreaty. ■

" You must. Aline. What is the use of 

me if you will not let me guide you ?" was 

his reply, made sternly. ■

" Well, I'm sure," said Miss Cripps, with 

her sharp nose in the air. "They have 

not lost their time at all events. ' John' and 

* Aline,' indeed ; and she not here six weeks, 

the minx !" ■

" But such a terrible step !" said Mrs. 

Frank. ■

** It is for your own good," answered her 

companion. " If you refuse, you know 

what I can do. Aline; and in your in- 

terests — ^mark, in your interests, child — 

what I will do." ■

He spoke strongly, harshly, and so far 

seemed to have overborne Mrs. Frank, for 

she did not answer him for- some moments. 

Then she said: "When is he coming, 

John?" And Miss Cripps fancied there 

were tears in the soft voice. ■

" To-morrow." ■

" To-morrow ! Oh, John ! dear John !" ■

" Aline, you must be brave ! All de- 

pends on your firmness and courage." ■

" And I have so little of either, and you 

and he so much I" she said, sighingly. ■

" Why do you couple us together ?" said ■

Mr. Graves, angrily. " You know I havB 

repudiated him. To-morrow is the last 

time I will ever see him, and the last time 

you shall ever see him too." ■

" Ah, John ! it is all very well for yon 

to be so stem ; you are not a woman —jou 

cannot tell what I feel !" said Mrs. Frank. 

'* I am not a woman, as you say, child, bat I 

can understand what you must feel at your 

association, remote as it is now, with aach 

an unredeemed villain as he is !" answered 

John Graves, with that hard and vicious 

Ifind of coolness which betrays so much in 

a man. ■

"No, no! not that — more weak tlian 

wicked," she pleaded. ■

" I don't think Lacy Manners thinks bo," ,1 

said Mr. Graves, the surgeon, grimly. | ■

And then Miss Cripps heard the nnmis- ' 

takable sound of sobbing, with a confused '| 

kind of whispering, as if he were trying to i 

comfort her, as the two retraced tb^ i 

steps and went back towards Fairview. | ■

"I thought there was something bad i 

about her from the first," said Miss Cripps, I 

triumphantly; "and now I've found her |! 

out ! As for that Mr. Graves, he's past 

praying for, and I always thought so. I | 

only hope the poor-law guardians will bear i 

of it, and put another man in his place, , 

the serpent ! And to think of her being 

such a minx — oh, the bad, brasen creature r ■

The next morning Miss Cripps was stir- 

ring betimes, and watching carefully. Tbe | 

omnibus that ran between Mentham and 

Heaton railway station went past her house, | 

bringing the mail-bags among other things. 

and sometimes passengers who became 

her lodgers ; and sometimes boxes of milli- 

nery for her own use in trade. To-day it 

brought the bags, as usual, and two boxes 

of the sweetest trumpery Heaton could 

produce ; but of the three gentlemen trarel- 

ling outside, never a lodger for her, thougli 

she felt convinced that, wrapped in the 

coat of one of them, sat Mrs. Franks 

secret. Which was it? There was no 

mark by which He could be distinguished 

— this mysterious He who was so sternlj 

reprobated by John Graves, so tenderly 

bewailed by Mrs. Frank, and who ^s 

to come to-day to be discarded for ever 

after. One was a fat, red-fiaced man, 

who looked like a cattle-dealer; another 

was dark-haired, smooth-shaven, one who 

wore his hat jauntily, had a showy scarf, a 

huge * breast-pin, and a loud style of dress 

generally, and who had the appearance of 

a low-class actor ; and the third was a fair- 

haired, boyish-looking fellow, like a mother s ■

•^F ■
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pet or a sister's darling^ — ^a careless, loose- 

lipped kind of man, who might have been 

only eighteen or twenty years old, so little 

of tiie results of experience did he carry on 

his &ce, and so boyish and facile was the 

type. ■

Miss Cripps decided on the dark-haired 

man in the middle. He was the most dia- 

repntable-looking of the lot ; and as she 

was snre that f^ abont Mrs. Frank was 

disreputable, this was the one she chose as 

the partner in the mysterious drama play- 

ing out at Fairriew. She raised her eyes 

to him severely. She meant virtue, and 

she looked it. But the actor gave her a 

wink that sent her into her shop as if she 

had been shot ; ' and the omnibus rumbled 

on bearing the Mystery unsolved to his des- 

tination. ■

*' Like the impudence of those men," she 

said, as she turned to stamp and sort her 

letters; <'an4 I'll let Mrs. Frank know 

what I think of her for bringing such stuff 

as that to Mentham." ■

Miss Cripps was wrong. Not the smooth- 

shaven, londly-dressed man, but the &ir- 

haired, youthful fellow asked his way to 

Fairview, with a careless tone and a kind 

of lounging, slippery grace that seemed to 

mark a not too solid nature ; and, guided 

by the ostler of the George and Dragon, a 

few moments brought him to the iron gates 

that shut in the gardens of pretty Mrs. 

Frank's pleasant home. ■

Mrs. Frank was in the drawing-room as 

the stranger passed in. John Graves, the 

surgeon, was with her. As she heard 

the light swift step on the gravel she 

started up, and her &ce broke out into a 

trembling, plaintive kind of love more 

pathetic than tears ; but her companion laid 

his hand on her arm and checked her 

sternly. ■

** None of that. Aline," he' said. " Are 

jou going to throw away your advantage ?" ■

Mrs. Frank sat down again, and buried 

her face in her hands. ■

" It is hard," she murmured, while the 

surgeon looked at her with an expression 

in his eyes it was well she did not see. It 

would have told her something more than 

she knew already if she had seen it, and 

something it were, perhaps, better for her 

and him should be unknown. ■

Then the door opened, and the maid 

nshered in " Mr. Smith." ■

The stranger went up to the pair sitting 

side by side against the table, like two 

assessors of judgment, and offered his 

hand. ■

"No, sir," said John Graves, sternly, 

" I do not shake hands with rogues." ■

The young man's fair face flushed. " As 

you will," he answered, half carelessly, 

half defiantly. " I will try to survive the 

infliction. ' ' He turned to the lady. " And 

you, Aline ?" he said, in a different tone, a 

tone tender, musical, appealing ; ** do you, 

too, refuse to shake hands with me ?" ■

She looked down, her eyes filling with 

tears. ■

'* Your silence is an answer," said very 

gently the man the servant had called 

Mr. Smith. '* Perhaps I have deserved it^ 

Aline, but it is bad to bear all the same. 

I have always loved you, always been true 

to you, and were our places changed at this 

moment it is not I who would refuse to 

touch your hand, were it loaded with ten 

times the amount of dirt there is on mine." ■

'* I know that, Frank," said Aline, sofUy, 

and she laid her hand in his. ■

"This is not the time for fiaJse senti- 

ment," put in John Graves, in a harsh 

voice. "While you have paltered and ■

E rated of love, forsooth, see to what you 

ave reduced her and yourself by your 

villainy. It was always the way with you, 

Frank, to talk like a hero and td act like 

a blackguard ; and talking satisfied you." ■

" And it was always your way. Jack, to 

be hard on me and every other poor devil 

who chanced to make a sHp," answered 

Frank, with that nonchalant grace which 

evidently irritated the sui^eon. " But I 

want to speak to Aline, not to you, and it ia 

her decision I have come for, not yours." ■

" Hers is the same as mine ; separation 

final and irrevocable," said Mr. Graves; 

" the total obliteration of your very name, 

of your whole existence. When you leave 

this house you leave behind you all you 

ever held — both a brother and a wife. If 

you do not consent to this, then neither 

do I consent to be your shield any longer ; 

and the law — and Lacy Manners — ^may do 

their worst." ■

" Is it so. Aline P" asked Frank, leaning 

nearer to her. She was weeping bitterly, 

and made no answer. ■

"Speak, Aline," cried John Graves, 

grasping her arm. " I too have some right 

to be consulted." ■

" I must," sobbed Aline. " You yourself, 

Frank, have separated us. You have put it 

out of my power to help you any more." ■

" And to love me, Aline ?" asked the 

man's tender caressing voice.' ■

" And to love you," echoed John Graves, 

sternly. ■

V* ■
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Sbe clasped lier bamds oyer her eyes, the 

tears forcing their way throngh her fingers. ■

"I take only her word for that," said 

Frank, turning whh a qnick finish and a 

dark look to his brother. "In. this at 

least you have no part ! Tell mev Ah'imR," 

and his voioe trembled, " have yon. ceatsed 

to lore me ?" ■

The snrg^oB, who had never remo^ied 

his hand from her arm, here gripped it so 

hardly that she blenched with pain ; bat she 

looked up into his, not her hssband'e, face, 

-and answered steadily: ■

^ No, BO I I can never do that, Frank ! 

I loTe yon is I have always loved yon, as 

I always nutst love you.. Am I not yowr 

wife?" ■

^' Tes, AliBA, for better, for worse* So 

at least yoa said. Bui vows don't oimnt 

£or aaoidb, I find, wlian the earxeat sets the 

wrong way.' ■

'* If yon woBld nse tine short tune before 

yona in bnsikess, ziot in sickly schoolboy 

seniimentyit would be rnose to the purpose, 

said Mr. Graves, with his aoaessor maimer. 

" If your love hiad been tiie love- of a mao, 

SAid net of a fool — ^and a vicious fool too — 

yon woidd never have brought your wife 

into this pass. If you bad not respected 

yourself yen might fvfc leaet have eared for 

year name and for hers. It sickens me to 

hear all this abanrdity of love when you 

have reduced her to what she is— ^ihe< wife 

of a '' ■

" Hush, Irash, John !'' cried Aline, 

placing her hand over his numth. " You 

must not say' the ward< — the thing is bad 

enough !" ■

"Always the way with women I" mat- 

tered the surpeouy 'Contemptuously. *' The 

word worse than the thing !'' ■

" Thank you. Aline,'' said Frank. And 

for the first time their eyes met. She 

coloured violently, then gi^w pale and 

white, and turned her eyes away as if she 

had done wrong; but his fastened thene 

selves on hers with as much pertinacity as 

tendemes^pfbllowdng her face as it drooped 

aside, as if he was exertmg some kind of 

power over her. ■

At that moment the servant rushed into 

the roouL ■

"If you please, Mr. Graves, sir," she 

said, breathlessly, " you are sent for at once 

to the rectory. Mrs. Barnes"— rfihe was 

the rector's wife — "is in a fit, and they 

don't think she has a moment to Hve. The 

rector's own horse is here." ■

John Graves, never the meekest of men, 

rose from his place with an imprecation. ■

" Lost V he said, betwen his doDcfaed 

teeth. "Bat I Willi make one effort more! 

I will be bacdE in a few momeBU," he aaid 

to Aline; "and I shall find you herSj. sir," to 

Frank, sternly enough. Then to \nk\i, 

" Remember the duty before you, and tk 

only terms on which my protoctioii will be 

gsanted." ■

On which he went out, and thestmigeiy 

positioned pair sitting idierei so near jet 

so far oSy seemed to breathe more finely 

when he had lefik ■

As the garden gate swung to^ and thBf 

heard the horse's hoofs thundering down 

the road, Frank rose Irom his seat Sflsd wwt 

over to Aline. He flung himself oa his 

knees by faer^ and laid his head oa ker 

shouldsir inJtk the caressug gpsstore ef the 

old fond love days so long ago noT^. ■

" Ah, yon hove made me so happy in 

the midbt of all my nuseryi" he flsi4 

tenderly. ** Ton love me stilly Aline 1" ■

"HowoanIhdpit,lmnk9 leonldnot 

if I tried," she answered, anapiy.. ■

" Yet you are gedi^ to senonnce me for 

.ev«r? Yon, my wife! gou^g to sepaiate 

younself from my very name, from cJl ihe 

past, and all the hope of the f ntuie ?" ■

" It is not 1^ dear, it is you who liave 

mnde onr life tc^tfaar impossible,'' Ae 

cried. ■

" Nothing iw impossiUe to lovOi Aliae»" 

Fsank answeved. ■

" Oh, do not say that ! You know I 

love you — love yom," she repeated, "and 

that I am forced to leave yon for ever." ■

" I know that you need not if you do not 

wish tt," said Frank. " I know thst jou 

are merely obeying the cruel wiU of a man 

who, tbongh my brother, has been mj 

enemy all my life ; that you have let bim 

come between us ; and that in his jealoo^ 

of me he does not mind making ua cuse^ 

able, and forcing you to commit a sin." ■

" Jealousy P" echoed Aline. ■

"Why, Aline,'* remonstrated Iwk 

"you cannot pretend to be ignorant of the 

fact that John ia in love with you— has 

always been in love with you ! Get me out 

of the way ; kill me with grief and de^tair 

— aad there you are ! To be sure you are 

his aifitar>in-law, but the world will no^ 

know that : and your marriage, if illegal, 

will not be questioned. And you would 

try to make me believe you do not foresee 

all this — ^you, clever and shrewd as yon 

are ?" ■

You are wrong, Frank ! indeed yon 

" said Aline, earnestly. " John is ny 

brother and best friend, no more." ■

are ! ■
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He Bzniled qmte pleasantly, being a 

man af as little malice as earaestneBS. *' A 

conyenieBi) kiiui of frieiid if the husband 

could be got rid of/' he said, as if it in no 

wise GODoerned himself. And Aline, in 

spite of herself, lowerod hw eyes, and 

trembled nndar his. ■

"Gone into the giurden," then said 

Frank, caressingly ; ^^ we have sweeter 

asfiocinAions there than in a stifling room 

like this. Do yon romember when we 

used to walk in the garden at RedhillP 

Aline, can yea. forget tihose days ? I 

cannot !*' ■

Aline shivered. " Oh^ that I had nerer 

known anything but those days of lo¥e 

and trust !" she oned, paaBionately. ■

" Yon haye only to will it, Aline, wife ! 

We i and tkey wiU eome again, never to 

be inteirapted," said Frfsnk,. aa he drew 

ber hand withijft hie arm, and led her ten^ 

derly iate the gardeni; and Aiiae^ yielding 

to his fi^Bcinaiian, aa if aha had been a gizl 

not wholly wooed, went to what end she 

knew would come. She had always been 

in love with her handscMne, slippery, good- 

for-nothing husband; and she was a 

woman who only felt and nevier reasoned. 

Love was her sole logic; and what she 

hoped that she believed in. ■

Here John Graves found them,. when he 

came back from the reciiory, sitting, lover- 

like, under the shadow of the ^ocse- 

chestnui in the shrubbery; and at a glance 

he saw the ground he had lost and the way 

Frank had made. The love of a narturally 

yielding woman for a man with rare 

powers of persuasion was stronger than 

all the dictates of prudence or even grati- 

tudo; and he ^It that his work of 

strengthening and hardening had to be 

done over again ; if, indeed, it ever cofold 

now be done over again! He had it at 

heart to save her from his broiler; not 

because he was " in love" with her in any 

paltry sense, but becanae he loved her, and 

because he thought his brother unworthy 

of her. She was his cousin, and he had 

been left her guardian and trustee under 

her £Efcther's wiU; and ho had always blamed 

himself that this marriage with hand- 

some, scampish Frank had been the up- 

shot of the intimacy that had followed. 

So that he felt it in a manner a sacred kind 

of duty he owed her, to protect her now in 

the best way he could from the conse- 

quences of her own folly, and to break the 

marriage which his brother's crime had 

rendered dishonouring. He did not ask 

if he would give her pain ; he only knew ■

he should keep her safe. And the end 

justified the means, he thought; ■

The pair, sitting in the shadow of the 

chestunt-tree, started Hke a couple of sur- 

reptitiouB lovers surprised, as John Graves 

strode up to th^A ; but they said nothing 

to turn him from his purpose, when he re- 

peated again what he had said before, that 

they mufit part now, and for ever. On the 

contrary, Frank expressed himself resigned 

to the inevitable; and Aline^ never once 

raising her eyes, looking' neither to her 

husband nor her brother-^in-law, and speak- 

ing as if in a dream, seemed scarcely to 

know what she said, when she merely re- 

peated, afler Frank, " If it must be, John, it 

most." Bat John Gnsavea, who knew«very 

turn oi her face, had his own uoieasy 

doubtS) and £ilt there was more behind 

than came to the front* ■

** I wish she had looked at him or me, 

that she had either cried or remonstrated," 

he said to himself, uneasily; and yet he 

could not tell what it was he feared. For 

when the omaibus went back to Bleaton, 

Frank went back with it; and on his way 

to the inn, where John took the precaution 

to see him safe, he swore a solemn oath 

that he would never trouble his brother 

more, nor reappear in Engliuad now that he 

was set afloat in the world again, his forgery 

bought up, his debts paid, and a certain sum 

of money in his pocket wherewith to begin 

life anew in the New World. So John 

Graves went aboiit his day's business with 

a lighter heart, or raiher with a heart that 

strove to be light, when the omnibas had 

fairly started, carrying his brother Frank, 

with all hi^ mistakes and perplexities, 

away from Menthan., and fr<,m AUne. ■

The day wore on, and as evening ap- 

proachedy Aline became more and more 

nervous. She had been occupied in her 

room all the day, and the servants had 

scarcely seen her. Luncheon and dinner 

both had been asnib away untouched ; and 

the little household gossiped, as house- 

holds will, whether big or litiJfe. For, in- 

deed, it had been an eveniful day for the 

quiet order of Fairview, and the mystery 

that surrounded Mrs. Frank had never 

seemed so mysterious «« now, when it had 

crossed the threshold of her home in 

bodily shape. ■

The day darkened into the evening, and 

the evening deepened into night. Aline 

sat by the drawing-room window, which 

opened on to the lawn, looking into the 

darkness, and listening. The servants 

were in bed, and the last few lights across ■
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the water had long been extinguished. 

Suddenly she heard a step on the gravel — 

a light, swift, yet cautious step; and a 

man's figure crossed the dark lawn. It 

came nearer, and Frank's tender voice 

whispered her name. In an instant she 

was in his arms. ■

*' Oh, love ! love 1 what it is making me 

do !" she said, half in ecstasy, half in de- 

spair, as her head sunk on his shoulder, 

and her hot tears rained fast. ■

" Repenting already, my Aline ?** ■

" No, no Frank I Repent of being with 

you ?" and her arms tightened round his 

neck. " Only sorry for John — ^that I am 

deceiving him after aU his goodness to me !" ■

'*We will forget the past, dear," said 

Frank, hastily. "If you are deceiving 

your cousin, is it not to protect and be 

with your husband ?" ■

" Ah, I cannot live without you Frank !" 

she murmured, passionately; "for I love ■

you. ■

" You shall not regret it, Aline," Frank 

said, with a husky voice. " In a country 

where we are not known, and under another 

name, I shall have a fresh start, and this 

time you shall not be ashamed of me. I am 

not bad all through. Aline." ■

" I know that, darling. I have always 

said so." ■

" God bless you, wife ! and you have said 

true," he answered; kissing her. "Only 

trust in me this once again. Love me, 

and do not leave me, and all will be well." ■

" I do love you, and I will trust you and 

never leave you," she said solemnly. ■

And with this she came out into the 

darkness; and the two, hand-in-hand to- 

gether, passed through the gate, and took 

ike road that led through Mentham and 

away to the west; John Gb^ves stirring 

restlessly in his troubled sleep as the sound 

of a carriage, driving at hot speed, dashed 

over the village stones. ■

The next morning all Mentham was astir 

with the news that Mrs. Frank of Fairview 

wafi missing. No one knew where she had 

gone or what she had dose ; whether she 

had run off with a lover or run away from 

her creditors ; some said she had probably 

drowned herself in the river in despair at her 

sins, whatever they might be. All that was 

sure, however, was just this — she had gone, 

and no one ever knew more. She was held to 

have committed some grievous crime ; and ■

the only man who could have cleared her 

name kept silent, and told no one how that 

she had eloped with her own husband, a 

swindler, a forger, whose public proseca- 

tion and disgrace he, John Graves, bis 

brother, had bought off with all his savings. 

If he had but known, however, that he was 

going to make this return, he would hare 

given him over to the consequences of his 

crime. As it was — ^let them go I She was 

weak and he was wicked ; though it broke 

his heart to lose her, and lose her thnB— 

let them go ! In the future years, when 

she had learnt for the second time the 

miserable mistake she had made, she wonld 

come to Mm again, and he — ^he would love 

her and shelter and protect her as before. 

So he turned to his life's work again, 

harder, sadder, more reticent than ever; 

but always looking out towards the west 

for the return of the woman he loved, whose 

happiness he believed his brother had de- 

stroyed, and whose happineas he, John 

Graves, would give his life to build np 

again. ■

But they never met. Years after, a 

staid and naturalised citizen of Boston, 

who, some did say, was a reformed rake 

with a history at his back that would not 

bear repeating, and a matron still beantifnl 

and loving, read in an English newspaper 

the death of one John Graves at Mentham ; 

and in the same paper they read a lawyer s 

advertisement for '* Aline, wife of Frank 

(Graves, " who, if living, would inherit her 

cousin's property. If she was dead it was 

to go to a charity. ■

<* My enemy to the last. Poor old Jack 1" 

said Frank, as he put down the paper with 

a sigh ; and Aline, laying her hand on his, 

looked into his eyes tenderly, her own filled 

with tears, and said : ■

" I did right, Frank ! I sared one life. 

if I saddened another and deceived my trae 

friend. But I saved the one which was 

most precious, and I kept faith with the 

dearest love !" ■
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Mr. Oalyeblet dead! The annotmce- 

ment, so suddenly and so calmly blurted 

ont by the footman, so took Pauline by 

surprise that she literaUy staggered back 

two paces, and supported herself against 

tlie wall. Dead, on the very day, almost 

at the very hour when he had promised 

to meet her, when she had calculated on 

worming from him the secret which, once 

in her possession, she had intended to use 

as the means of extracting information 

about Tom Durham, and of putting her on 

to her fugitive husband's track. Dead ! 

What was the meaning of it all ? Was 

the mystery about this unknown man, 

this not- to-be-mentioned invisible partner, 

Claxton, of deeper importance than she had 

thought ? Were Mr. Calverley, Claxton, 

and Tom. Durham, so intermixed with 

business transactions of such a nature that 

sooner than confess his connexion with 

them the senior partner had committed 

self-destmction ? The thought flashed like 

lightning through Pauline's brain. But 

ere she had time to analyse it, the solemn 

voice of the footman repeated in its croak- 

ing tones : ■

'' Mrs. Calverley wishes to see Madame 

Doo Turt as soon as possible." ■

"Yes," said Pauline, in reply, "I will 

go to Mrs. Calverley at once." ■

Past the range of hat-pegs, where the 

dead man's coats and hats still hung ; 

past the little study, through the open 

door of which she saw a row of his 

boots standing in order against the wall, ■

VOL. VUL ■

i»i' ^ ■

his umbrella and walking-stick in the cor- 

ner, his folded gloves and clothes-brush 

laid out upon the table; up the heavily 

carpeted stairs ; past the closed drawing- 

room door, and on to Mrs. Calverley's bea- 

room, at the door of which she knocked. 

Bidden to come in, Pauline entered, and 

found the widow seated prim and upright 

in a high-backed chair, before the Are. ■

"This is sad news, my dear firiend," 

commenced Pauline, in a sympathetic voice ; 

" this is a firightful calamity. ■

" Yes," said Mrs. Calverley, coldly," it 

is very hard upon me, but not more than I 

have always expected. Mr. Calverley chose 

never to live in his own home, and he has 

finished by dying out of it." ■

" I have heard no particulars," said Pau- 

line. "Where did the sad event take place ?" ■

" Mr. Calverley was found dead in a rail- 

way carriage, as he was returning from 

those ironworks," said the widow, with 

vicious emphasis on the last word. " He 

entered into that speculation against my 

will, and he has now reaped the reward of 

his own obstinacy." ■

Pauline looked at her curiously. The 

dread event which had occurred had not 

softened Mrs. Calverley in the slightest 

degree. ■

" This is very, veiy sad," said Pauline, 

after a pause. " If I were to consult my 

own feelings I should withdraw, and leave 

you to your overwhelming grief, which no 

attention can solace, and which must run 

its course, and yet I cannot bear to think 

of you alone and unaided ! What would * 

you wish me to do ?" ■

" You had much better stay," said Mrs. ■

Calverley, shortly. "I feel myself quite ■

unequal to anything, and there is a great ■

deal to bo done." ■

I Tho tone in which these words were ■

p<B=a( ■

V ■
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■

xit#eT6d was cold, penrnptorj, and 

plwHant, but Pauline todk no nolicft of il 

ttlne kad « .,greafe deal to think a^r«r, axbd 

would tak« the ficst oppoitenity of arrang- 

ia^ Imr pkaaft. Ab it was, she busied her- 

self iin^eoing to Mra. Calverle/'s oomfort. 

She Itad iong since relieved her of the fiii« 

perintendence of domestic affairs, and now 

she made snggestions for «« inlmmew with 

tbe mini&er, for the orderin|^of the aervuite' 

motuaDODg, and for the general condact of 

the liOBflahoM, in all of which the widow 

col<% AcqniesGed. ■

Then, m> soon as she could, Paoline 

songlit the privacy of her room, and gave 

hoxttelf 'Up >to meditation. ■

" Was there ever anythaag «o unfortu- 

nate," she thought to herself, as, having 

changed her neat French walking-boots 

for shppers, in order not to be heard bj 

Mrs. Cfalverley in the room beneath, she com- 

menced pacing up and down the floor, *' was 

there ever anything so unf ortxmate ! By this 

man's death my whole position is changed ! 

Not that I think there is any doubt of 

stability of my int^erest in this house! 

Tbougb it was he that first suggested that 

I should come here, I have so strengthened 

myself since tben, I stand so well with the 

wretched creature down-stairs, the woman 

with a heart like a dried pea, that had he 

lived and tried to bring his influence to 

bear against me it would have been un- 

availing. I bad better stay," she thought. 

** Housekeeper, dame de oompagnie, drudge 

even, if she could make me so, and all for 

my board and lodging. "Well, it is worth 

my while to remain for that, even now, 

though by this man's death my chief pur- 

pose in coming here is defeated. ,In the 

dead man I have lost, not merely my first 

friend and patron, but one whom I had in- 

tended should be my victim, and who alone 

could save me in the matter dearest to my 

heart. To all left here now that rascally 

husband of mine was unknown. Even of 

the name of Tom Durham they have only 

heard since the account of his supposed 

death appeared in the newspapers. The 

clue is lost just when I had my hand upon 

it ! And yet I may as well remain in this 

place, at all events until I see how matters 

progress. There is nowhere I could go to 

on the chance of hearing any news, unless, 

indeed, I could find the agent who signed 

that letter which Monsieur mon mari gave 

me the day we were at Southampton. He 

or she, whichever it may be, would know 

something, doubtless, but whether they 

would tell it is another matter. For the ■

.pi^flent, then, here I stay. The hoofe 

"wifl not be «o tinll as it wu before, &r 

ilMse eOB«iiria£iiglish people, oioliBanlyBO 

triete and vtmtwB^ eeem ii ew;)be them- 

selves with deaths and &neraJB; sad im>w 

this jpmsfc, this Monsieur -Asrw^od, who 

was on the point of going away, iriU 

have to remain to attend to the j&bs, 

imd t» 4m *a oooofart to his Borrovs^ 

mothac I .am xaxxck mistaken if then is 

not something to be made out of Mannear 

Garwood. He is sdy and Heorokm, ud 

wfll hide all he laiows, biuk ao^ powv of 

will is stronger thttn hiB^aaid. if^ imder lihese ■

altered circumstancefii he leams anythiDg 

which maj'Hiterest Me, I ^baA he able io 

get it &OB0L him." ■

Mrs. Galvedey remained in her room 

that e^cenimg; occnpyitg horsdlf in writing 

up her diacj, which she had ecrupnloiislj 

kept for masxf 7ear% and bi eompanag her 

record of the fedingtt which she imagined 

she ought to haive ei^erienced, and which 

was very diSarfintfrom what she really did 

experience, with the entry in a previoasdiaiy 

of a dozen years ago, on the day of George 

Gurwood!s death. She had bad a second 

interview with Madame Dn Tertre, and 

had talked over the arrangements of ^e 

milliner, and bad discussed the advisability 

of a short run to Brighton, or some other 

lively place — it must be a lively place at 

such a wintry season — for change of air 

and scene. And she had made a very 

fair meal, whioh had been sent up to her 

on a tray finom the dinner-table below, at 

which Martin Gurwood and Pauline were 

seated, solemnly facing each other. ■

The presence of the butler at this repast, 

always annoying to a man of Martin Gw^ 

wood's simple habits, was on this occasion 

perfectly unendurable; and, after requesting 

his companion's assent, he instructed tbe 

domestic to retire, telling him they wonLl 

wait upon themselves. ■

"I thought jou would not mind it, 

Madame Du Tertre," he said, with a grave 

bow, after the man had withdrawn. " At a 

time when one is irritable, and one's nerves 

are disturbed, it is beyond measure an- 

noying to me to have a person looking on, 

watching your every mouthful, and doing 

nothing else." ■

" I am most thankful that you sent the 

servant away, Monsieur Gurwood," said 

Pauline, "more especially as I could nor 

speak to you in his presence, and I am 

anxious to learn full particulars of what has 

occurred." ■

Why did Martin Gur wood's pale face ■

^ ■
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become fiaffnsed with a bnrniiig red ? What 

was there, Pauline thought^ in her obser- 

Tation to make him evince enoh emotion ? ■

** I Bcaroely know that I am in a position 

to give yon any information, as all I know 

myself is learned at second hand." ■

'^Anything will be information to me," 

said Panline, ** as all Mrs. Calveriey told me 

was the bare fact. Yon have never been 

to — what is the plaoe called — Swartmoor, 

I suppose ?" ■

" No, never," said Martin Gnrwood, with 

increased perturbation, dnly mafrked by 

Pauline. " Why do you ask ?" ■

^^ I merely wanted to know whether it 

was an unhealthy pkoe, as this poor man 

seems to hare caught his death there." ■

" Mr. Calverley died from heart disease, 

brongbt on by mental worry and excite- 

ment." ■

"Ah," said Pauline ; " poor man !" And 

she thought to herself, " that mental worry 

and excitement were caused by his Jcnow- 

ledge that he had to encounter me, and to 

tell me the true story — for he was too dull 

to devise any fiction which I ehould not 

We been able to detect — of his dealings 

with this Claxton." ■

After a pause she said : ''These worries 

sprung from his intense interest in his 

business, I suppose. Monsieur Garwood ?" 

"I — I should imagine so," said Martin, 

flushing again. "JAr. Calverley was de- 

voted to business." ■

"Yes," said Pauline, looking straight at 

Him. " I often wondered he did not give 

himself more relaxation; did not confide 

the conduct of his affairs more to his sab- 

ordinates, or at least to bis partner." ■

The shot told. All the colour left Mar- 

tin Ghirwood's face, and he looked horribly 

embarrassed as he said, " Partner, Madame 

Du Tertre ? Mr. Calverley had no partner." 

** Indeed," said Pauline, calmly, but 

keeping her eyes fixed on his face; "I 

thought I understood that there was a 

gentleman whose name was not in the firm, 

but who was what you call a sleeping 

partner, Mr. — Mr. Claxton." ■

"There is no such name in the house," 

said Martin Garwood, striving to master 

his emotion. " From whom did you hear 

this, madame — not from my mother?" ■

"Oh, no," said Pauline, calmly; •*! 

think it was from Mr. Calverley himself." 

" You must surely be mistaken, Madame 

Du Tertre?" ■

"It is mure than probable, monsieur," 

said Pauhne. "In my ignorance of the 

language I may have mistaken the terms ■

which Mr. Calverley used, and given them 

my own misinterpretation. Ah, and so 

there is no one of the name of Claxton, or 

if tbere be he is not a partner ? So as far 

as being able to relieve Mr. Calverley was 

concerned, it came to the same thing. Of 

course with a man so precise, all the busi- 

ness arrangements, what you call ijie will 

and those things, were properly made ?" ■

"Oh, yes; all in strict order," said 

Martin, gratef al for the change of subject. 

" Mr. Jeffreys went from hence to the 

lawyer's, and has sinoe been back with a 

copy of the will. With the exception of a 

few legaoies, all the property is left to Mrs. 

Calverley, and she and I are appointed 

joint executors." ■

"That is as it should be," said Pauline, 

" and what <might have been -expected from 

a man like Mr. Calverley ! Just, upright, 

and honoxnvible, was he not P" ■

"I always believed him to be so, ma- 

dame," said Martin, with an effort. ■

" And his death waa as oreditable as his 

life," pursued Pauline, with her eyes still 

fixed upon her oompanion. ^' He was 

killed in the discharge of his business, and 

no soldier dying on the b«t tie-field could 

have a more honourable death. Tou agree 

with me, Monsieur Garwood ?" ■

" I do not give much heed to the kind of 

death which falls to the lot of men, but rather 

to the frame of mind in which they die." ■

"And even there^ monsieur, you must 

allow that Mr. Calverley was fortunate. 

Respected by his friends, and beloved by 

his wife, successful in his business, said ■

happy in his home " ■

"Yes," interrupted Martin Gurwood, 

"but it is not for us to pronounce our 

judgment in these matters, Madame Du 

Tertre, and you will excuse me if I suggest 

that we change the subjeot." ■

When dinner Was tiniBhed Pauline went 

up-stairs again to Mrs. Calverley 's room, and 

had another long chat with the widow before 

she retired to rest. Mrs. Calverley had been 

made acquainted with the fact that It had 

arrived, and her son had suggested her 

visiting the chamber where It lay. But 

she had decided upon postponing this duty 

until the next day, and sat with Pauline, 

moaning over the misfortunes which had 

happened to her daring her lifetime, and 

so thoroughly enjoying the recital of her 

woes that her companion thought she 

would never leave off, and was too glad to 

take her leave for the* nigiit at the first op- 

portunity which offered itself. ■

Once more in the satety and solitude of ■
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her own cliambcr she resumed her medita- 

tion. ■

" That was a safe hit that I made at dinner 

or the priest would never have changed 

colour like a blushing girl. This reverend's 

face is like a sheet of plate-gla88---one can 

see straight through it down into his heart. 

Not into every comer though. There are 

recesses where he puts awav things which 

he wishes to hide. In one of them lies some 

secret of his own. That I guessed almost 

directly I saw him; and now there is, 

in adaition to ihat, another which wUi 

probably be much more interesting to 

me, as it relates in some way, I imagine, to 

the business in which Glaxton is mixed up. 

It must be so, I think, for his tell-tale 

colour came and went as I mentioned the 

partnership and that man's name. Now, 

how am I to learn more from him on that 

point ? He is uneasy when allusion is made 

to it in conversation, and tries to change 

the subject, and it is plain that Mrs. Gcd- 

verley knows nothing at all about it. Mr. 

Gfurwood, too, is evidently desirous that his 

mother should not know, as he betrayed 

such anxiety in asking me whether it was 

from her t had heard mention of the 

partnership. And there is not another 

soul to whom I can turn with the chance of 

hearing any tidings of Tom Durham. ■

**Stay, what did this man say about 

being appointed joint executor with his 

mother r In that case he will remain 

here for yet some time, and all the dead 

man's papers will pass into his hands. Such 

of them as are not entirely relating to the 

business will be brought to this house, and 

I shall have perhaps the opportunity of 

seeing them. In them I may discover 

something which will give me a clue, some 

hint as to why Claxton obtained the agency 

for Tom Durham, and on what plea he 

asked for it. That is all I can hope to 

learn. About the two thousand pounds 

and the pale-faced woman, this man who is 

dead knew nothiog. I must glean what I 

can from such papers as I can get hold of, 

and I must keep a careful watch upon the 

movements of my friend the reverend." ■

On the following morning Mrs. Oalverley 

remaining in bed to breakfast, and Pauline 

being in friendly attendance on her, it 

suddenly occurred to the widow that she 

should like to know the contents of the 

drawers in the. writing-table used by her 

deceased husband in his City office. ■

" I have always been of opinion," she 

said to Pauline, after mentioning this sub- 

ject, "that some extraordinary influence ■

must have been used to induce Mr. Calverley 

to go into that speculation of the ironworks, 

and I think that very likely we may find 

some papers which wUl throw a light upon 

the matter." ■

Pauline's eyes brightened as she listened. 

Perhaps the mysterious Mr. Claxton was 

mixed up with the speculation, or the 

drawers might contain other docnments 

which might lead to a solution of his 

identity. But she answered cautionslj. ■

" It may be as you say, madame. ShaH 

I step down and ask Monsieur Martin to 

be good enough to go te the office and 

search the desk on your behsJf ?" ■

" Nothing of the sort," said Mrs. Cal- 

verley, shortly. " This is a private matter 

in which I do not choose to ask my sou's 

assistance. You are good enough to act as 

my confidential Mend, Madame du Tertre," 

she added, with the nearest possible ap- 

proach to softness in her manner," and I 

wish you to represent me on this occasion." ■

Pauline took up the hard thin hand that 

lay on the coverlet, and raised it to her lips. 

"I will do anything you wish, my dear 

friend," she murmured, scarcely knowing 

how to conceal her delight. ■

"In the top right-hand drawer of the 

dressing-table you will find Mr. Calverley's 

bunch of keys," said the widow. "One 

of them opens his office desk. If yon will 

give me my blotting-book I will write » 

few lines to Mr. Jeffreys, authorising yon 

to have access to the room. Once there, 

yon will know what to look for." ■

An hour afterwards Pauline walked int^ 

the offices at Mincing-lane. Signs of monrn- 

ing were there in the long strips of wooi 

painted black, which were stuck up in front p 

of the windows ; in the unwonted silence I 

which reigned around, the clerks working j| 

noiselessly at their desks, and the business 

visitors closing the doors softly behind 

them, and lowering their voices as thougl* 

in the presence of Death, the messengers 

and porters abstaining from the jokes and 

whistling with which they usually seasoned 

their work. ■

Pauline was shown into the little glazed 

room, already familiar to her, and wai> 

speedily joined by the head-clerk, to whom 

she handed Mrs. Calverley's note. Aft«r j 

reading it Mr. Jeffreys hesitated, but only for 

an instant. From his boyhood he had been 

brought up by Mr. Calverley, had served 

him for thirty years with unswernng 

fidelity, and had loved him as deeply as his 

unsentimental business nature would per- 

mit. In his late master's lifetime no re- ■

■
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quest of Mrs. Calverley's, unendorsed by 

her bnsband, would have had the smallest 

weight with the head-clerk. But Mr. Cal- 

verlej was no longer the chief of the house ; 

no one knew how matters would turn out, 

or into whose hands the business would 

fall, and Mr. Jeffreys had understood from 

Messrs. Pemberton's, the lawyers, that 

Mrs. Calverley was appointed as executrix, 

and knew that it would be as well for him 

to secure a place in her favour. So taking 

a key from his pocket he requested the 

visitor to follow him, and ushered her up 

the stairs into the room on the first floor. ■

There it was, with the exception of the 

absence of the central figure^ exactly as 

she had last seen it. There stood his 

desk, the blotting-pad scribbled with recent 

memoranda, the date index still showing 

the day on whicb he had last been there, 

the pen-rack, the paper — all the familiar 

objects, as though awaiting his return. 

Mr. Jeffireys walked to the window and 

pulled up the blind; then looked round 

the room, and in spite of himself, as it 

were, heaved a deep sigh. ■

" It is Mrs. Calverley's wish, madame, I 

see/* he said, referring to the letter which 

he held in his hand, " that you should be 

left alone. If you should require any 

assistance or information from me, and 

will sound this bell," he pointed to the 

spring-bell on the table, which his master 

had used for summoning him, and him 

alone, " I shall be in the next room, and 

will wait upon you at once/* Then he 

bowed and retired. ■

Left to herself, and certain that the door 

was safely closed, Pauline took the bunch 

of keys from her pocket, and soon hit 

npon the one she required. One by one 

the drawers lay open before her, some al- 

most empty, some packed to the brim, most 

of them with a top layer of dust, as 

though their contents had been undisturbed 

for years. What did she find in them? 

Aq assemblage of odds and ends, a col- 

lection of papers and written documents, 

of printed prospectuses of stock-jobbing 

companies, some of which had never seen 

the light, while others had perished in 

thpir speedily - blossomed maturity years 

ago. One contained a set of red-covered 

domestic account-books, neatly tied together 

with red tape, and on examining these 

Pauline found them to be the receipted 

hooks of the butcher, baker, Ac, " in ac- 

count with Mr. John Calverley, 48, Cole- 

brook-row, Islington," and referring to a 

period when the dead man was only a ■

struggling clerk, and lived with his old 

mother in the suburbs. In another lay 

scores of loose sheets of paper covered with 

his manuscript notes and calculations, the 

first rough draft of his report on the affairs 

of Lorraine Brothers, the stepping-stone 

to the position which he had afterwards 

occupied. ■

But amongst all the papers written and 

printed there was no allusion to the 

Swartmoor Ironworks, no reference to what 

concerned Pauline more nearly, the' name 

of Claxton, and she was about to give up 

the search in despair, and to summon Mr. 

Jeffreys for his farewell, when in moving 

she touched something with her foot, some- 

thing which lay in the well of the desk 

covered by the top and flanked on either 

side by the two nests of drawers. At first 

she thought it was a footstool, but stooping 

to examine it, and bringing it to the light, 

she found it to be a small wooden box, 

clamped with iron at the edges, and closed 

mth a patent lock. The key to this lock 

was on the bunch in her possession ; in an 

instant she had the box on the desk, had 

opened it, and was examining its contents. ■

" Of no value to any one but their owner." 

The line which she had seen so often in the 

advertisement sheets of English newspapers 

rang in Pauline's mind as she turned over 

what had been so jealously guarded. A 

miniature portrait on ivory of an old grey- 

haired woman in a lace cap with long, 

falling lappets, and a black silk dress ; a 

'folded piece of paper containing a long lock 

of silky white hair, and a written memo- 

randum, "Died April 13th, 1858/' two 

newspaper cuttings, one announcing the 

death of Mrs. Calverley, of Colebrook-row, 

Islington, at the date just mentioned, the 

other the marriage of John Calverley, Esq., 

with Jane, widow of the late George Gur- 

wood, Esq., and only daughter of John 

Lorraine, Esq., of Mincing-lane and Bruns- 

wick-square. Then Pauline came upon a 

packet of letters stained and discoloured 

with age, which on examination proved to 

have been written to him by his mother at 

various dates, while he was absent travel- 

ling on the business of the firm. ■

And nothing else. That box seemed to 

have been used by the dead man as a 

sacred depository for the relics of the old 

woman whom he had loved with such filial 

tenderness, whose memory he had so fondly 

cherished. Stay! Here was something 

else, an envelope cleaner, fresher, and of 

newer shape than the others. She took it 

out and opened it eagerly. Ah, at last ! It ■

n ■
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coDtained a half-sheet of note p^>er, on 

which were these words : ■

" October 4, 70. Transferred to prirate 

account, two thousand pounds. To be given 

to T. D. at reqnest of A, C." ■

She had fonnd something, than— not 

much, but something. T. D. was, of conrse, 

Tom Darham, and the A. C. at whose re- 

qnest the money was to be paid to him was 

eqnally, of course, Mr. Claxton. She had 

neyer heard bis Christian name ; it must be 

Albert, Al&ed, Andrew, or something of the 

kind. ■

Pauline replaced the paper in the enve- 

lope, which Edie put into her pocket. No 

need to tell Mrs. Calrerlej aaythinff about 

that — that was her prize. It contained no 

reference to the Swartmoor Ironworks, and 

would have no interest for the widow. So 

she locked the box, and replaced it in its 

former position under the desk, pressed the 

. spring bell (the familiar sound of which 

made Mr. Jefireys jump off his chair), 

thanked the chief clerk on his appearance, 

and took leave of him with much suavity. 

Then she took a cab, and returning straight 

to Qreat Walpole-street, reported to Mrs. 

Calverley the total flEiilnre of her mission. ■

There is a certain amount of bustle and 

confusion in Great Walpole-street, for the 

time has arrived when It is to be removed. 

At the Oxford Arms, intersecting Horatio- 

street, tile hearse and the mourning-coaches 

have been drawn up for some time, and 

the blade-job gentlemen are busying them- 

selves, some in fixing plumes to the horses' 

heads, others in getting out the trappings, 

staves, hat-bands, and other Ixyrrible insignia 

of their calling. Then the cold fowls and 

sherry having been consumed by the 

mourners, the dismal procession files off to 

Kensal Green. Whence, in less than a 

couple of hours, it comes rattling back with 

some of the occupants of its carriages 

laughing, and all of them talking — all save 

Martin Gurwood, who, in addition to his 

real grief at the loss of the dead man, is 

thinking that about that time Humphrey 

Statham has gone on his mission to the 

cottage at Hendon. ■

SHODDY, CHALK, AND JONATHAN. ■

Not that shoddy is exactly a bad tbing 

in itself. It is only bad when intended to 

deceive ; when it presents itself to the world 

as something which it is not. If I order a 

new coat, and am told that it is made of West 

of England superfine, then I am not treated 

honestly if there be any admixture of shoddy ■

in its composition ; if I am told that it is all 

new wool, whether West or North of Eng- 

land make, I am entitled to object to the 

presence of shoddy. But if I procure a 

so-called melton, tweed, or pilot-cloth, 

whether for coat, vest, or trousers, although 

the name itself may be a deceptive one, the 

purchase is not necessarily unprofitable 

merely because shoddy is present; it is, in 

this case, a question of price. Shoddj is 

umply wool which has been used before; 

if new wool be added, many a month of 

hard wear, and many a hard shower may 

be borne by it, without any nnsightly be- 

trayal of its origin. ■

Quite early in the present centuiy, the 

woollen manufttcturers of Yorkshire turned 

their attention to this matter. Old woollen 

rags, old carpets, old worsted stockings, 

were sold as manure, when no further nse 

could bo found fi3r them ; but some of the 

sharp-witted Yorkshiremen were convinced 

that the short fibres still retained a por- 

tion of their original strength, and of ihtA 

peculiar felting or entangling property 

which gives closeness of texture to woollen 

doth. But how to get the wool out of the 

fusty old fragments : how to separate it 

fibre from fibre ? Mills were erected, and 

machines constructed for the purpose. So 

abominably dirty and dusty are the bits, 

that the processes had to be kept qnite dis- 

tinct from those relating to new wool ; and 

some moral critics, believing that dirt and 

cheating must necessarily go together, 

gave the name of devil's-dust to the dis- 

integrated, or at least disentangled fibres. 

Like many other critics, they were a little 

beside the mark ; for though the dirt is 

unquestionable, cheating is not necessarily 

an element in the matter. Cleanliness is 

next to godliness, we know ; but how if a 

personally clean man happens to he a 

rogue ? ■

Let us suppose that Mrs. Motherly, a 

careful housewife, sells all her old woollen 

scraps, instead of consigning them to the 

dust-hole. The heten^neous dealers to 

whom she sells them find purchasers in 

various directions. The seams and irregn- 

lar knots, the bleared and blotched portions, 

are cut away, and are applied — some for 

making into flock for stuffing cushions 

and mattresses, or for giving a surfkce to 

flock ' paper-hangings ; some for making 

into coarse rough paper; some as a ma- 

terial whence prussiate of potash may be 

obtained ; and the rest as a manure, cmefly 

for hop-grounds. Then the smoother bits, 

free from seams and knots, are sent to ■
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Yorksliire, where they are torn up into 

shoddy. Bnt, as there are three degrees 

of ezceDence in most things, so are there 

in this — mnngo being the best, shoddy 

the next best) and extract the worst. 

Mnngo is the rag of gpod woolleoi cloth, 

the best being yeritable new bits-— taOors* 

cuttings too small to be available for the 

piece-brokers ; shoddy is obtained from 

poorer cloth, and. from old carpets, rugs, 

blankets, flannel, and worsted stocJangs ; 

while extract is the woollen portion of 

mixed or nnion goods, in which the warp 

threads are cotton, the weft only being 

made of wool or worsted. In regard to 

the latter, it may appear strange that any 

chemical process, can be profitable for 

such a hvmble material ; but chemistry is 

always starting something new in this way. 

Certain acids, alkalies, or salts hay.e the 

property of dissolving the. cotton and 

leaving the wool intact ; hence the produc- 

tion of extract. As to shoddy and mnngo, 

the rags are treated ruthlessly enough. 

They are thrown into a machine, the in* 

terior of which is studded with teeth by 

thousands, which act against and into one 

another, and tear th& rags into separate 

fibres — very short, but long enough to bear 

the subsequent processes. One machine will 

produce from half a ton to a ton of anch 

stTrff in a day. But, oh the dust! Millions 

of particles settle down at the bottom of 

the machine, and milHons more find their 

way out throngh crevices into the factory 

rooms. Try what they will, the mannflEic- 

tnrers cannot control this dust. Batley, 

and some other Yorkshire towns, tell the 

tale plainly enough; and as the rags are 

oflen of ill odour in the first instance, the 

dost of coarse does not emit a very refresh- 

ing perfume. If the dust bo all of one 

colour, such of it as can be collected is sale- 

able to flock-paper makers ; if mixed and 

nnequal, it is still available as manure. ■

The shoddy, the mnngo, and the extract 

are made into cloth, but not alone. So 

much of the felting property has departed 

from the wool that the cloth would fall to 

pieces too soon ; and therefore new wool is 

added to remedy the defect. Herein lies 

the great feature of the shoddy trade. 

There is no limit to the number of pro- 

portions between the new wool and the 

5^g; there maj be ten parts of the for- 

mer to one of the latter, or ten of the 

latter to one of the former, or equal 

parts of both, or any other proportion. 

And, moreover, the manufiMJtnrer may use 

this mixtnre only for weft threads, making ■

the warp of cotton. In this way the goods 

may be made to vary as much in kind 

as m quality, no matter what they are 

called— -heatheors, tweeds, or cheviots, for 

tourists' suits ; petershams, beavers, bear- 

skins, or deerskins, for over-coats ; pilots, 

for pea-jackets; friezes, for sale in Ire- 

land ; witneys, for mantles and cloaks ; 

the cheaper kinds of so-called mohairs and 

alpaca^s ; flushings, for sailors' and work- 

ing-men ; paddings, for struffings and stiffen- 

ings ; linings ; coloured blankets for niggers 

and far-hunters ; convict-doths and ponce- 

cloths; army-cloths and navy-cloths — all 

may have, and often really have, mungo, 

shoddy, or extract in their composition. ■

No small trade this. Five years ago 

it was estimajbed that a hundred million 

pounds of wool-rag or rag-wool were 

worked up annually by the YoScshire cloth* 

makers ; and now the quantity must be 

much more. About four-fifths are home 

prodnce, the rest is imported from Germany, 

Holland, and Denmark. The continental 

woollen manufacturers have not yet done 

much in the making up of shoddy into 

cloth ; some of the rags are sent to 

England for sale as rags, the remainder is 

ground up into shoddy and shipped in that 

state. Dealers in Yorkshire buy all that 

comes to hand, rags and shoddy alike, sort 

it into many kinds and qualities, and sell 

it to tho manufacturers of different kinds 

of textile goods. ■

We repeat, there is nothing reprehensible 

in this utilising of half- worn woollen fibres, 

provided the commodity be not sold to us 

as "all new wooL" Let us settle down in 

the belief that nearly all cheap and middle^ 

class woollen cloth contains some mungo 

or shoddy, in small or large proportion as 

the case may be ; that it will render a fair 

amount of useful service; and that it is 

worth what it has cost. ■

But we cannot give such a verdict in 

regard to the chalk which chokes and over- 

weighs nearly all the calico now made. 

Under a plea which has a small amount of 

usefulness to recommend it, the manufac- 

turers have gone on to an extent which 

fair dealing cannot justify. We call the 

offender chalk, because there is a popular 

belief that chalk is the word, although 

this does not absolutely correspond with 

the fact. In preparing cotton yam for 

the weaver, the threads require a cer- 

tain amount of preparation or dressing 

to smooth them, to lessen the amount 

of friction while the weft is crossing the 

warp in the loom, and to increase the ■
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strength — all good objects, tending to 

make the calico what it ought to be. Bat 

see how the matter has trayelled on from 

one stage to another. The substance 

employed was at first a kind of size or thm 

glue, made by boiling animal membrane ; 

and hence the name of sizing. Then came 

a kind of liquid flonr-paste, afterwards 

superseded by a fermented muddle of flonr 

and tallow. The quantity used was gradu- 

ally increased, untU the mixture amounted 

to about twenty per cent of the weight of 

cotton in the calico. The next advance 

was made on the score of colour. Some of 

the sizers or dressers, observing that the 

mixture gave a brownish tint to the calico, 

if inferior flour were used, made experi- 

ments which led them to the fsict that a 

small addition of china-clay — such as is 

dug up in Cornwall for the use of the 

Staffordshire and Worcester porcelain 

manufacturers — would give whiteness to 

the mixture. They also found that the 

china-clay so far reduced the glutinous 

quality of the flour that the warps would 

weave easily with a smaller amount of 

tallow in the mixture. Thus &r the calico 

weavers had reason to be satisfied with the 

change, and no particular harm was done ; 

but they were tempted into a path which 

gradually led away from — well, let us call 

it the path of rectitude. When the war 

with Russia caused a considerable rise in the 

price of tallow, some of the manufacturers 

omitted this ingredient wholly or in great 

part, and made up the deficiency with 

china-clay, of course purchasable at a much 

smaller price; but the total percentage of 

dressing was not much greater than before, 

relatively to the weight of calico. The 

makers of the better kinds of calico, or the 

firms which looked out for the maintenance 

of their good name in the eyes of the world, 

continued to prepare a white dressing by 

using good flour with tallow, ignoring the 

china-clay altogether. ■

Matters thus went on until the eventful 

cotton &mine in 1862, when the closing of 

the American ports by the Federal forces 

nearly cut off the supply of cotton on which 

England had been accustomed to rely. 

Cotton rose rapidly in price ; the best kinds 

were almost unattainable ; while the poorer 

kinds do not weave well without a large 

amount of dressing or sizing. So far 

there was a justification for increasing the 

proportion of such additions to calico ; but 

mark the result (we will quote official 

language in narrating it) : " Weight for 

length had been, as it still is, the chief test ■

of the goodness of any description of 

yard-wide cloth ; and with the scarcitj of 

raw material came the practice of giving a 

fictitious weight to cloth containing less 

cotton, in order to make it appear &it it 

contained more. It became a matter of 

rivalry with sizers which of them could, 

on the order of the manufacturer, anxious 

to meet the demands of merchants, put 

most foreign matter upon the cotton warps. 

From this practice of heavy sizing, &e 

more respectable manu&cturers long kept 

aloof ; but they did so at the expense of 

their immediate trade; and for the last 

three years, every yard of cotton cloth 

made at Todmorden, and many other 

places, has been weighted with quantities 

of size." ■

These are the words of Doctor Buchanan : 

how they came to be used we may now 

explain. A few months ago a memorial 

was presented to the Lords of the Privj 

Council, from more than sixteen hundred 

operative weavers in the factory district of 

Todmorden. The memorial told the calico 

story thus : ■

" That for several years a material called 

kaolin, or china-clay, has been introduced 

into the manufacture of calico and other 

grey goods. ■

"That in some mills sizing, indading 

china-clay, is laid on to the warp to the 

extent of forty, sixty, and even one hundred 

per cent. ■

" That before the American war the pe^ 

centage was ten. ■

" That ingredients believed to be poison- 

ous are used to make the china-day adhere 

to the warps. ■

" That to prevent the breaking, through 

dryness of the atmosphere, it is necessaiy 

to close the ventilators in the weavers' 

sheds. ■

" That through this closeness of venti- 

lation the weavers are compelled to inhale 

the dust from the chinarclay that rises 

from the warps, mixed with the poisonous 

ingredients." ■

The memorialists proceeded to detail the 

modes in which, according to their opinioOi 

their health was afiected by this state of 

things ; distress from heat and thirst, diffi- 

culty of respiration, loss of appetite, bron- 

chitis, and other nncomf ortables ; &n^ 

finally urged that the Lords of the Council 

would send a medical inspector to inquire 

into the whole affair. They did so ; Itocfcor 

Buchanan was sent ; and his report has been 

published among the parliamentary papers. 

He inquired into the various substances ■

=2= ■
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known by the general name of sizing or 

dressing — flour, tallow, Epsom salts, chlo- 

ride of magnesium, sulphate and chloride 

of zinc, animal size, and china-clay, com- 

bined two or three together, in various 

ways, and found that the last-named is the 

most generally used of all. Coarse and 

middling calicoes have fifty to ninety per 

cent of dressing given to them, of which 

one-third is clay. ■

We will not go into the medical details 

adduced by Doctor Buchanan, acting in his 

official capacity as medical officer of the 

Local Government Board. He found that 

it really is the case that the calico- weaving 

rooms are full of dust, one-half of which 

at least consists of fine particles of china- 

clay ; and that this dust acts injuriously on 

the lungs of the workpeople. And while 

this is going on, we have the uncomfort- 

able consciousness that we are buying clay 

and calico instead of calico alone. Messrs. 

Huckaback and Dimity, drapers and mer- 

cers, of course do not admit this ; they 

would deny that thev ever sell a yard of 

clay; but it is a ract that among the 

coarser goods, at any rate, a so-called yard 

of calico has a seriously large per centage 

of clay in its composition. ■

And now, how about Jonathan P Who 

is he? We have learned a little about 

shoddy and mango in woollen cloth, and 

chalk, or rather clay, in calico ; but— who 

or what is Jonathan P Jonathan, then, is 

a thing, not a person : a thing whose name 

has but recently come under the notice of 

the public ; and, unhappily, this thing is a 

cheat, a deceit, an adulterant, a sophistica- 

tion, a sham, a shame, a discredit, a dis- 

grace. ■

Let us give the particulars of a recent 

prosecution in the North of England, sup- 

pressing the names of the offenders and of 

the town, in the hope that the town will 

mend its ways, and induce the offenders to 

reform. A miller was summoned before the 

magistrates, by order of the local board of 

health, charged with having in his posses- 

sion " sixty-three sacks of an article, sup- 

posed to be sawdust, for the adulteration of 

meal, contrary to the provisions of the 

Adulteration of Pood Act.*' The article, it 

appears, was known to the trade by the 

mysterious name of Jonathan. It was 

clearly proved that the sacks filled with the 

commooity had been delivered at the mill ; 

bat it had to be shown what Jonathan 

really was. A witness for the defence said 

it was meal : a witness for the prosecution 

asserted that it was not fit for the food ■

either of man or beast. An analytical 

chemist was requested to examine it. He 

reported that it consisted entirely of fibre, 

generally resembling oat-husks which had 

been calcined and ground. There was 

scarcely a trace of anything that could be 

called nutriment. It would be worse than 

sawdust if eaten either by man or beast, 

because the husks would irritate the in- 

terior membranes and bring on inflamma- 

tion. In no sense could it be called meal. 

The accused, driven up into a comer, and 

anxious to show that Jonathan is not 

sawdust, was obliged to admit that it is 

oat-husk; but contended that it is not a 

"foreign substance" within the meaning 

of the Act of Parliament. But the Bench, 

fortunately for th^ cause of justice and 

morality, decided that Jonathaji is a very 

" foreign substance" indeed, when used as 

an adulterant of meal ; and they signified 

their opinion by imposing a fine and costs. 

It came out^ during thecal, that Jonathan 

had been known among the millers for 

fifteen years; it was mixed with maize- 

meal, barley-meal, and pig-meal. The 

mixers undersold the honest millers in the 

market ; for genuine meal would naturally 

be more costly to produce than meal plus 

oat-husks. ■

« TO BEGIN WITH RATS." ■

''Do you know," asked Maximilian, 

" what a rat-king is P" ■

"A king of the rats, I suppose," inno- 

cently replied Edgar. ■

" Oh dear, no," said Maximilian. " A 

rat-king, or, as tJiey would call it in Bran- 

denburg, a ' Rattenkonig,* is a much more 

complicated entity than you imagine, con- 

sisting of a number of rats, with their 

tails so entangled together that they cannot 

get apart. Such a combination is said to 

have been found towards the end of the 

seventeenth century. No fewer than fif- 

teen rats were discovered with their tails 

twisted together afler the fashion I have 

described, so that the whole group, if we 

may trust the record, bore no small resem- 

blance to a plaited chignon of the present 

day. After they had been discovered they 

endeavoured to make their escape ; and all 

attempts to kill them or to separate them 

by means of a broom proved fruitless. Boil- 

ing water thrown upon them by a servant- 

girl at last terminated their complex lives ; 

but even after death their tails were not to 

be disentangled." ■
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" There is no knowing what we may find 

in those old Brandenbnrg Mtfrches," ex- 

claimed Lanrence. " Near a town called 

Rheinsberg, which takes its name from the 

Rhein, a river which empties itself into the 

Havel, and is not to be confonnded with its 

celebrated namesake, is a lake, from which 

the river perhaps derives its sonrce. Li 

this lake is an island, where thej saj years 

ago was discovered the tomb of no less a 

person than Remns, who, as wo were taught 

to believe, was killed by his brother Romu- 

lus on the site of Rome." ■

"And whose existence," interposed 

Edgar, " we have since been taught to dis- 

believe altogether." ■

" The discovery was made long before 

the days of Niebxihr,V said Laurence, " at 

a time when people were much more ready 

to believe than they are at present. The 

tomb seems to have consisted of two marble 

blocks, one somewhat longer than the 

other ; and the convincing proof that the 

huge bones discovered within it were those 

of Remus, was the fact that on one side 

there was a representation of six birds " ■

" I see," cried Edgar, " these were, of 

course, the birds seen by Remus upon 

Mount Aventine." ■

" On the other was an inscription," pro- 

ceeded Laurence^ "which, however, was 

scarcely legible." ■

" Capital r sliouted Edgar. " Six birds 

carved on one stone and a few scratches on 

another, are sufficient to constitute an his- 

torical monument !" ■

" I assure you there have been learned 

people who have not treated the matter so 

lightly. It has been argued that the river 

ought to be called Remus, and that Rheins- 

berg might be conveniently converted into 

Remusberg. Nay, some have said that 

Remus could have effected his escape to Ger- 

many with the greatest ease. In his time 

the most powerSil people in Italy were the 

Tuscans. Tho Tuscans were called Tuis- 

Qones, and Tuiscones is only a variation of 

Deutschen. Now, of course people of the 

same race are sure to be on friendly terms 

with each other." ■

"I am not sure that history exactly 

proves the truth of that proposition," 

remarked Maximilian. "Indeed, the doc- 

trine it embodies was exploded long before 

the Flood, by Cain and Abel. It would be 

more rational to conjecture that the six 

birds were the hawks with which King 

Henry the Fowler was amusing himself 

when the Franks and Saxons offered him 

the crown of Germany." ■

"I don*t see it," sneered Edgar. "We 

have not the slightest notion where Remus 

was buried, and for all we can prove to the 

contrary, his remains may lie near t>ie 

banks of the Havel, or of the Mississippi, 

or of whatever river you please. On the 

other hand, we are all aware that King 

Henry was comfortably interred in his 

&vourite city, Quedlinburg." ■

" To say nothing of the fiaict," added 

Laurence, "that the earliest chroniclers 

who write about Henry do not say a word 

about his bird-catching." ■

" Well, gentlemen," said Maximiliao, 

looking somewhat humiliated, "let me 

observe, that when you do agree, your 

unanimity is wonderful. Let us settle the 

dispute by conceding that the hawks seen 

by Remus, and Henry's pet Picons, were 

most probably birds of a feather." ■

" Or of no feather," impertinently sug- 

gested Edgar. ■

"Laurence's story, if story it can be 

called, is, however," continued Maximilian, 

"so far important, that it almost ridi- 

culously illustrates a truth, about which we 

were all agreed long ago, that ancient 

monuments often, instead of throwing light 

upon true history, are sources of mere false- 

hood. But while we are mentally in 

Brandenburg, let us glide upwards from 

this Rheinsberg, or Remusberg, or what- 

ever it is to be called, and taking a south- 

western direction, arrive at Tangermiinde, 

near Stendal, in the Old March, with which 

we are all familiar. We shall find there a 

story of the Maid Lorenz, which is one of 

the most popular in the district." ■

"We need scarcely say 'proceed,'" said 

Laurence, " especially as the lady seems to 

have been a namesake of mine." ■

" Her ftill name," returned Maximilian, 

"was Emerentia Lorenz, and so mar- 

vellous was her beauty that all Tanger- 

munde was proud of her. She was like- 

wise well endowed with property, real and 

personal. Shehada4x>wn house admiiablj 

furnished, and withal a large patch of 

woodland, Tx)rdered by good arable land 

Now, one fine momino:, in Whitsuntide, 

when all nature wore a very pleasant and ■

EromLBing aspect, this beauiful Brandenbnrg 

eiresa, straying into a forest, there lost her- 

self, and after much wandering aboui^ lay 

down and slept. When she awoke the sun 

waa already setting, and the way out of the 

wood seemed harder to be found than ever. 

She was therefore compelled to abandon 

the search, and make up her mind to re- 

main beneath the trees all night The ■
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return of moming brought with it renewed 

hopes, bnt again evening came, the wished- 

for dificovery had not been made, and 

Emerentia was obliged to pass another 

night in the wood, feeling very weak 

through want of sostenance, the few berries 

which she had eaten through the day 

proving anything but substantial fare. On 

the third moming, however, when she 

awoke ^m her night's sleep, she felt her- 

self invigorated, and uttered a fervent 

prayer, Towing that, if Heaven in its 

mercy would allow her to leave the wood 

and return home, she would devote herself 

to a • secluded religious life, and never 

marry. When her prayer was jntt con- 

cluded — and she was rtill on her knees--*a 

stag mshed through the thicket, and, 

suddenly stopping himself, remained sta- 

tionary before her, as if surprised to find 

her in so secluded a spot. ■

" After awhile he touched her with his 

horns, motioning her to follow him, and ae 

fihe did noii appeax to understand, he knelt 

down, so olearly inviting her to seat herself 

on his back that she, without hesitation, 

accepted the offer. Away they went, the 

stag being evidently aoqoainted with every 

indb. of the track, and soon the wood was 

behind l^em, and Tangermiinde in sight. 

Without stepping, the stag carried his fiaar 

harden through the streets of the town, till 

he reached the portals of the church of St. 

J^icholas, where he knelt down, and £me- 

reatia alighted. While she was engaged 

within the hoJy edifice^ rendering thanks 

for her delivery, he remained respectfully 

attbQ door, and afterwards accompanied 

her to her house, which henceforth he made 

his home, now and then paying a visit to 

the forest, but never remaining long ab- 

sent. A collar, which she fastened round 

his neck, and which was inscribed with her 

name, protected him &om injury as he 

went to and firo, the inhabitants of the 

town generally regarding him with venera- 

tion. To her vow of celibacy she rigidly 

ddhered, and she set up in the church of 

St. Nicholas, to which she bequeathed her 

estate, a stag's head, upon which was a full- 

length figure representing herself. This 

figure, I believe, still remains in its place, 

although the church has been converted 

into a hospital, and it is said that strange 

unearthly noises are heard if any one 

ventnres to touch the horns of the stag." ■

"That is a very pretty story — pretty 

from its simplicity," observed Laurence. 

" The supernatural element creeps into it 

Without destroying its natural interest." ■

" Ay," said Edgar, " how it would have 

been sJtered if it bad fallen into the hands 

of one of the professed tale-makers; the 

Countess dAulnoy, or Madame de Ville- 

neuve, for instance, would assuredly have 

converted the stag into an enchanted prince, 

and we should have had another Royal lUm 

or Beauty and the Beast, with all sorts of 

courtly decoration." ■

*' While we are on the subject of Tanger- 

miinde, I can tell you another tale, whioh is 

not so pretty, but far more curious," said 

Maximilian. ■

"Then do so by all means," returned 

Laurence. ■

"Well, then, many years ago an aged 

couple lived in one of the streets of Tan- 

germiinde, and gained a subsistence partly 

by hard work, and partly by training bees. 

One day, while the old man was in his 

garden watohing his hives, his wife came 

to ihe back door of the house to call him 

in to dinner. To her astonishment she per- 

ceived standing behind him, and looking 

over his shoulder, a man dressed in a long 

flame-coloured cloak, with a red cap on his 

head. So great was her terror, that she 

returned into the house without calling her 

husband, where her alarm was increased, 

when glancing at a picture, which had 

hung against the wall from time imme- 

morial, she observed that it bore a strong 

resemblance to the red-clad, pale-faced 

stranger in the garden. When her husband 

came in after awhile, she questioned him 

about his sirange visitor, but he did not 

seem to understand what she meant, and 

strongly asserted his opinion that she had 

hem. dreaming." ■

'* Some would have entertained a less 

courteous hypothesis," interrupted Edgar. ■

" Courteous or not, it led to a few words," 

proceeded Maximilian, " causing the first 

quarrel that had ever ruffled the lives of 

this worthy pair. On the noon of the fol- 

lowing day, the old lady, going to the 

back door, as before, saw the same appari- 

tion ; but her husband, so far from seeming 

to be aware of its presence, walked straii^ht 

through it, without meeting any apparent 

obstacle, and asked her if the visitor of the 

previous day had again made his appear- 

ance. Sorely perplexed, the old lady, on 

that very day proceeded to her confessor, 

and asked him what had best be done 

under these very difficult circumstances. 

She was informed that on the next day she 

ought to enter the garden herself at the 

time of noon, make a sign of the cross, 

and boldly ask the stranger whence he had ■
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come, and whither he was going. This 

counsel she followed, and at the prescribed 

honr went into the garden, her husband, 

for some reason or other, refusing to ac- 

company her, in spite of her urgent en- 

treaties. The stranger was there, the 

questions were asked, and by way of an- 

swer, the poor old lady received from an 

icy cold band a slap which levelled her 

with the ground. When her husband came 

to look for her, she lay extended on a spot 

in the garden where two paths crossed. 

The stranger was not to be seen," ■

"It is a strange feature in this story, 

that the spectre, contrary to precedent, 

selects noon for the time of his appear- 

ance," observed Laurence. ■

" And perhaps it is still more strange," 

added Maximilian, "that the red man 

should reappear within the last forty years. 

The death of the poor old lady, who ex- 

pired three days after her encounter with 

the apparition, and carried to the grave 

five black finger-marks on her cheek, oc- 

curred long ago ; but according to popular 

belief, a little girl, of two years, belonging 

to more recent owners of that house, could 

never be prevailed upon to walk on the 

cross-path, but always chose some other way, 

and when asked for her reason, exclaimed, 

' Red man ! Red man t' The child died at 

the age of five, and they accounted for her 

terror by affirming that she had actually 

seen a red man standing on the indicated 

spot." ■

"This red man seems to be very fond 

of killing people," observed Edgar. " Did 

he box the ears of the little girl ?" ■

" On the contrary/' replied Maximilian, 

" though he was seen in the garden after 

the death of the old woman, he never 

molested anybody." ■

" He must have been intensely good- 

humoured," said Laurence, "to allow the 

old man to walk through him." ■

" True — and all things considered," re- 

marked Edgar, " I think the old woman 

had better have left him alone. But after 

all, what is this red man supposed to 

be?" ■

" That I cannot* say," replied Maximilian, 

" but there is a story connected with that 

apparition, which, perhaps, you would like 

to hear, though it is possibly a compara- 

tively recent invention. You are to suppose 

that ages ago, the son of one oY the great 

men of Tangermiinde fell in love with a girl 

of humble condition, though his father had 

chosen for him a lady to whose family he 

was deeply indebted." ■

"We have heard of similar positioiis 

before," ejaculated Edgar. ■

"The poor girl, lamenting her hapless 

state, sat one evening in the garden," con- 

tinued Maximilian. ■

"The identical garden, afterwards te» 

nanted by the old couple F" inquired Lau- 

rence. ■

" The identical garden, afterwards te* 

nanted by the old couple," echoed Maxi- 

milian. " Suddenly, in the full light of the 

moon, she saw standing in the cross-pat^ 

a little red man, who, bidding her not to 

be alarmed, asked her to come to the same 

spot on the following evening. She com- 

plied with the request, and at the appointed 

place found the little man, who, seating 

himself beside her, narrated his own his- 

tory. He was, it seemed, the ghost of a 

Wendish prince, who, by birth a heatiien, 

had become a Christian through his love 

for a Christian lady, and had deserted a 

bride of his own race in conseqnenc& 

Having overheard his declaration of lovt 

made to her rival on the banks of the Elbe, 

the forsaken damsel flung herself into the 

stream and perished. The prince buried 

her with all honour ; but her ^ther oon- 

denmed him to wander upon earth until be 

was released from the spell by a pair of 

faithful lovers, whom no oonsideratioii 

could separate. Not having been fortunate 

enough to find a couple answering to this 

description, he had had recourse to other ex- 

pedients. He had, for instance, built a con- 

vent, endowed it with all his wealth, and 

even died in it ; but all this had been to no 

purpose, and since the hour of his decease 

he had been a miserable wanderer. Now, 

however, deliverance seemed at hand, and 

he bade the girl meet him on the following 

evening with a spade in her hand." ■

" That will make three evenings," inter- 

posed Edgar ; " he would have economieed 

time if he had told his story, and given 

his orders for the spade on the first." ■

"Have you forgotten that predilection 

for the number three which is visible in bo 

many legends and popular tales ?" asked 

Laurence. ■

" I stand corrected," said Edgar. ■

"The girl came as required, althongh 

there wsls a violent storm, and though au 

oak on the cross-path was struck by light- 

ning, she boldly used her spade, and dog 

the ground till she came to an iron chest 

fall of gold and precious stones. This 

treasure she presented on the followii^ 

morning to hor lover, who, releasing hw 

father from all pecuniary diflficnlties, mar- ■

f ■
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ried her without obstacle. The lillkle red 

man was never seen again, and it was 

therefore to be presumed that he had at- 

tained the desired repose ; bat his portrait 

was painted from menaory, and hnng up aa 

a gratend monument in the house. ' ■

**Here we have the picture that was 

seen by the old woman," remarked Edg^r ; 

** bat fdtogether this pretended introduction 

does not accurately fit the popular story. 

The red man ought not have reappeared, 

after he had assisted the girl to marry her 

lover, and yet it is to account for his 

appearance at an after date that the tale is 

told." ■

" At all events we understand why he 

slapped the old woman's face," said Lau- 

rence. '* The ghost of a man, who has 

bnilt a convent, and ended his life in peni- 

tence, is, from the legendary point of view, 

an honest ghost, and would, therefore, 

naturally dislike to be exorcised like an 

evil spirit." ■

"Nevertheless," olgected Edgar, "he 

need not have hit so hard." ■

LOYFS BEASONS. ■

Why do I lore mj darling so P 

Good faith, m j heart, I hardlj know, ■

I have nioh itore of leaaona; 

Twould take me all a summer da j — ■

Hajr Mkyinff ^'^l^ ^^*^ ^ eould say 

WouIdfiU the circling seasons. ■

Beeanse her eyes are softly browB, 

My doTe, who quietly ha^ flown ■

To me as to her haven ? 

Because her hair is soft, and laid 

liadonna-wise in simple braid. ■

And jetty as the raven P ■

Because her lips are sweet to touch. 

Not chill, nor fiery overmuch. ■

But softly warm as roses. 

Bear lipa that chasten while they move^ 

Lips that a man may dare to love, ■

Till earthly love-time closes ? ■

fiecaoae her hand is soft and white^ 

Of touch so tender and so light, ■

That where her slender finger 

Doth fall or move, the man to whom 

The ffuards of Eden whispered, '* Come!" ■

Beneath its spell might linger P ■

Because her heart is woman-soft, 

80 true, so tender, that I oft ■

Do nuurvel that a treasun, 

So rich, ao rare, to me should faU, 

Whose sole desert — so small, so small, ■

la — loving past all measure P ■

Because ahe has such store of moods, 

80 archly smiles, so staidly broods, ■

So lovinglj caresses ; 

80 that my heart may never tire 

Of monotone, or more desire ■

Than she, my lovo, poss es s es P ■

Ah me I what know or what care I P 

Or what hath love to do with " why" P ■

How simple is the reason ! 

I love her— for she is my love, 

And shall while stars shall shine above. ■

And season follow season. ■

CHRONICLES OF LONDON 

STREETS. ■

OLD ST. Paul's. ■

The somewhat credulous aud simple- 

hearted autiquaries of Charles the Second's 

reign fought hard with Sir Christopher 

Wren, because he would not allow that a 

Roman temple to Diana ever stood on the 

site of St. PauFs. There had indeed been 

a vague tradition among the lecLmed for 

many centuries that in the reign of Edward 

the Third an incredible quantitv of stag- 

horns, boars* tusks, and skulls of oxen had 

been dug up in St. Paul's Churchyard, and 

these bones, the antiquaries insisted, were 

remains of ancient sacrifices to Diana. 

Moreover, they pointed with triumph to a 

small household image of the chaste god- 

dess that had been found between the 

deanery and St. Paul's. But Wren woald 

listen to none of these things. He stuck 

steadily to facts, and assured the ' Scri- 

bleruses of the day that in all his excava- 

tions he had not found a single bone or 

horn. ■

But what he did find was curious. In- 

side the old Roman prsdtorian camp he 

discovered, deep below the aisles of the old 

church, rows of Saxon graves Hned with 

slabs of chalk, and Saxon stone coffins. 

Below these, in due seqaence, came the 

British graves, with here and there among 

the earth ivory and wooden pins that 

had fastened the woollen shrouds. In the 

same level, and deeper (eighteen feet from 

the surface) were Roman funeral urns, 

lamps of red Samian ware, vessels for hold- 

ing tears, and vessels used in sacrifices. 

Outside the old pnetorian camp, therefore, 

according to the Roman custom, there 

had evidently been a Roman cemetery. Yet, 

singularly enough, the old theory of the 

Temple of Diana cropped up again in 1830, 

for in that year a rude stone altar, with an 

image of Diana upon it, resembling in formr 

and attitude the Diana of the Louvre, turned 

up under the foundation of Goldsmiths' Hall 

( Foster-lane, north side of Cheapside). So 

that those who love old traditions can still 

believe that during the Diocletian persecu- 

tion the first Christian church on the site of 

St. Paul's was pulled down, and a temple 

to Diana built on its ruins, while at West- 

minster a shrine to Apollo displaced St. ■
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Peter and his keys. One thing, at least, is 

certain, that in the olft times, when the 

north of London was all swamp and forest, 

the' Romans on the banks of the Thames 

frequently erected shrines to the divine 

huntress. ■

Mellitns, a oompanion of St. Angnstine, 

was the first bishop of London, and Ethel- 

bert. King of Kent, founded and endowed a 

cathedral, which he dedicated to St. Paul, 

who, as ecclesiastical tradition asserts, first 

brought Christianity to Britain. For thirty- 

eight years the pagan Londoners resisted 

the Cnristian bishops, nor, till the brother of 

St. Chad of Lichfield arrived at St. Paul's 

did their shouts cease to Wodin and 

Thor. Erkenwald, the fourth successor of 

Mellitns, brought, however, wealth and 

saintly glory to the cathedral. His greatest 

miracle was this. The worthy man used 

to preach in the forests round London ; 

after a certain rough drive one of the two 

wheels of the cart that conveyed him on 

his rounds came off, and there he must 

have remained water-logged had not the 

sound wheel miraculously moved on alone, 

and carried him safely to his savage con- 

gregation. Even a greater miracle happened 

after his death, at his sister's nunnery at 

Barking. Directly they heard of his death 

the monks of his abbey at Chertsey made 

forced marches to Barking to secure his holy 

bod^ ; but the canons of St. Paul's, equally 

anxious to found a profitable shrine, pushed 

for Chertsey too, and arriving there first, 

bore off the body in triumph towards Lon- 

don. The Chertsey monks and the nuns 

of Barking followed, weeping and protest- 

ing. Heaven seemed to hear their cries ; 

a tempest came on, and the River Lea rose 

in fury. A pious man present adjured 

both claimants to leave the matter to the 

decision of Heaven. The London clergy 

burst forth into a litany. The Lea at once 

calmed down, the procession passed over to 

Stratford, and from thence inarched in sun- 

shine to St. Paul's. The shrine soon, became 

famous; pilgrims began to pour in, and 

with the richer pilgrims came costly offer- 

ings. King Stephen translated the body 

of Erkenwald from the crypt to a spot be- 

hind the high altar. Three goldsmiths of 

London were employed a whole year at the 

shrine. The relics of St. Mellitns were for 

ever eclipsed. The dust from the new 

tomb, mingled with water, wrought re- 

markable cures, and brought in many a 

penny to the dean and chapter. When 

King John of France was taken prisoner 

at Poictiers he presented four basins of gold ■

at the high altar, and tweniy-two nobles at 

the shrine of St. Erkenwald. ■

William the ConquercH^ is said to hare 

bestowed valuable privileges and immimities 

on St. Paul's ; at all events, the oathednl 

clergy claimed them as real. The ve^ 

year the stem Norman died a great fii^ 

swept away the Saxon cathedral, eai pro 

bably reduced to ashee the bodies of 

MellituB and Erkenwald. BislM^ MauritiTis 

set strenuously to work to rebuild his 

cathedral, and the Conqueror, sJmost on 

his death-bed, gave towards the restoiation 

the stone of the Palatine tower, perhaps a 

Roman fort, that stood where we Bkcb 

friars monastery afterwards arose. For 

forty years MauritinB and his f ru^ sue* 

ceasor, De Belmeis, went on building Si 

Paul's, and Henry the First granted ex- 

emption to all vessels which entesed the 

Fleet laden with stone far the new cathe- 

dral. ■

During the strife between King Henry 

and the ambitiooa Becket, Gilbert Foliot, 

Bishop of London, and Becket*s rival, was 

excommunicated by Becket, one of whose 

emissaries had the courage during bi^ 

mass to approach the altar ^d thrust the 

sentence into the hands of tne officiating 

priest, shouting at the same time : ■

'' Know all men that Gilbert, Bishop of 

London, is excommunicated by Thorny 

Archbishop of Canterbury." ■

In the troublous reign of Edward the 

Second, the threshold of St. Panl's was first 

stained with the blood of a murdered man. 

Walter Stapleton, Bishop of Exeter, and 

lord high treasnrer of England, who held 

London for the king, had demanded the 

keys of the City from the lord mayor, who 

was swerving to the queen's side. Tho 

citizens rose in arms and frightened their 

mayor into treason. The cry vras raised, 

"Death to the queen's enemies!'* The 

mob fell on a servant of the Despensers and 

cut off his head. Then rasmiig to the 

bishop's palace (Exeter -street. Strand), 

they broke down the gate and destroyed 

all the jewels and plate. The bishop riding 

out in armour towards Islington, galloped 

back to St. Paul's to claim sanctuaiy. At the 

north door he was dragged from his horse, 

and with two of his retainers beheaded in 

Cheapside. The bishop's body was tossed 

contemptuously into the Thames. ■

The reforms of Wycliffe brought fresh 

uproar into St. Paul's. In the last yosr 

of Edward the Third's reign, when the 

old kiug was fast dying, Wydifie was 

summoned to St. Paul's for his heretical ■

f ■
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opinkms. Bishop Conrtenay, proud and 

inflexible, was bearded by Wyoliffe's friendB 

and supporters, Jolin of Gkuut and the Earl 

Marebal Percy. Tbey ^oed a way for 

Wychffe through the scowlmg crowd, and 

demanded a soft seat for the culprit in the 

Lady ChapeL Th^ taunted i^e bishop 

-with pride, and the earl was said to have 

threatened to drag him out of the church 

by the hair of his head. The people 

complaining of i^e esA'l-inarshfd's assump- 

tion within the lord mayor's jurisdiotion, 

a tumult rapidly spread through the City, 

and a priest, mistaken for the earl-marshaJ, 

was murdered. John of GkirUnt's palace in 

the Savoy was attadced, and would have 

been burned but for the bishop's intei^ 

cession. ■

A few years more, and old John of Gaunt, 

" time-hononred Lancaster," was buried in 

St. Paul's. The helmet, spear, andhorn targe 

of the claimant of the crown of Castile was 

hung upon his sumptuous pinnacled tomb, 

and by the side of his calm, recumbent effigy 

lay that of his second wife, Constance of 

Castile. When Henry Bolingbroke (before 

his coronation as Henry the Fourth) came 

to St. Paul's to oflTer prayers for the success 

of his invasion, he ^sed to ehed tews 

over the grave of his fisither, John of Gaunt. 

Soon after, when Richard the Second was 

starved to death, or murdered at Ponta- 

fract, his shrunken body was brought to 

St. Paiil's, and there eodiibited for three 

days, and Henry and his nobles 8{KPead 

cloth-of-gold upon the bier of the poor reck- 

less spendthrift whom they had deposed. ■

During the Wars of the Hoses, many of 

the historical pageants of those cru^ times 

took place in the old cathedral. In March, 

1451, Richard, Duke of York, took his oaiih 

of fealtj to the young king, so soon after 

his deadliest enemy, and swore on the 

gospels to be a " humble subject and liege- 

man," and to bear *' &ith and trust to his 

sovereign liege lord," and as he stood there 

amon^ the knights in their glistening 

armorirr, he appealed to the Host that stood 

on the high altar. Six years later, after the 

battle of St. Albans, the treacherous duke 

again came to St. Paul's to meet the weak 

and irresolnte monarch, and knelt in feigned 

reconciliation. Two years later and the 

cmel and tmrbulent m^i who figure in 

Shakespeare's Henry the Sixth, once more 

gathered in St. Paul's. Again there was a 

feigned reconciliation, although the captive 

king had already been forced by Warwick to 

award the enccession to the Duke of York, 

and his grizn Queen Margaret was already ■

gathering her Lancastrian forces in the 

North. In 1461, St. Paul's welcomed King 

Edward the Fourth and Warwick his ally. 

Then the whirlpool of blood grew larger and 

more raging, till WsErwick, the king-maker, 

feU at Bamet, and his naked body was ex- 

posed in St. Paul's for three days, to con- 

vince his London adherents that the Achilles 

of their party was really dead. In the fol- 

lowing month the corpse of Henry himself 

was displayed in ihe cathedral, and in 

whispers the scared citizens hinted that 

Richard of Gloucester, the Orookhaok, had 

slain him with his own hand in t^e Tower. ■

Then comes that dark reign that Shake- 

speare has painted with all the gloom of 

Rembrandt. After the death of Edward 

the Fourth, Richard paid his ostentatious 

orisons in St. Paul's ; and after the young 

prince was removed from the bishop's 

palace to the Tower, from which he was 

never to emerge. Doctor Shaw, a brother 

of the lord mayor, preached at Paul's 

Cross (in the churchyard), a hireling ser- 

mon, denouncing fl(ll the elder brothers of 

Richard as illegitimate. Jane Shore, an- 

other of the Crookback's victims, did pe- 

nance in St. Paul's for witchcraft ; and her 

exquisite beauty, as she walked, bowed 

down with ahame, touched the hearts of the 

citizens. On his accession, the evil king, 

with suspicious ^es, his fingers, as the old 

chroniclers tell us, ever twitching at his 

dagger, rode with his spiritual and tem- 

poral peers to the London cathedral, and 

was there received with the usual vociferous 

welcome. ■

Bosworth came at last,fmd after Baohard's 

gashed and mutilated body had been thrown 

over a horse and carried to Leicester, Henry 

the Seventh donned the crown. To St. 

Pai:kl's the grave and cautious conqueror 

came after his defeat of Simnel, in two 

solemn processions, the oowed impostor 

(afterwards a scullion in the royal kitchen) 

riding in his train. And soon again St. 

Paul's was defiled with blood. Fit^ames, 

Bishop of London, hating Dean Colet, the 

friend of Erasmus, and furious against those 

early reformers, the LoUards, had two of 

them burned in Smithfield. One of them, 

named Hunn, who had contended against 

the abuses of the Ecclesiastical Court, he 

imprisoned in the Lollards' Tower, the 

bishop's private prison, at the south-west 

comer of the cathedral. One night the 

man was found hanged, and the bishop's 

chancellor, the sumner, and the cathedral 

bell-ringer were tried for the Lollard's 

murder. The king, however, pardoned ■
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the fanatical criminals on their paying 

fifteen hundred pounds to the dead man^s 

family ; and Fitzjames shielding his officers, 

burned Honn's body, sixteen days after, 

at Smith field. Golet himself had a narrow 

escape of the flames. The last time Henry 

the Seventh entered St. PanVs he was a 

passive spectator. On his death, at Rich- 

mond, in 1509, his body lay in state in 

St. Paul's ; for his gpreat carved casket of 

a chapel at Westminster was not yet ready 

for him. ■

Henry the Eighth's pride, splendour, and 

tyranny were all illustrated in the pageants 

and ceremonials that took place in the 

cathedral of London. When the pope, 

little suspecting the future, sent the young 

king a hood and cap of maintenance, the 

king rode to the church door wearing 

a purple satin gown, chequered with gold, 

a doublet of gold brocade, a jewelled collar, 

" worth a well full of gold," and a jewelled 

purple velvet cap. vVolsey, too, took no 

mean part in many of the high days at 

St. Paul's. Li 1618 we find him preach- 

ing a sermon on the proolamation of the 

peace between France, England, and Spain, 

when the choir was hung with gold bro- 

cade, heraldically emblazoned. The king's 

pew was formed of cloth of gold, and in 

front of it stood a small aJtar crowded with 

small silver-gilt images, amongst which 

stood a golden cross. On the other side 

in a raised chair, under a canopy, sat the 

proud cardinal. The king's tunic was 

studded with pearls and jewels, and on the 

collar he wore round his neck glowed car- 

buncles as large as walnuts, it was after 

a mass by Wolsey at St. Paul's, in the 

king's chapel, that Henry, standing be- 

tween two legates, signed the marriage 

contract of his beautiful sister, Mary, and 

the French dauphin. A few years later 

the king's aversion to Luther (for he had 

not yet quarrelled with the pope) was pro- 

claimed at St. Paul's by the public de- 

nouncement of Luther by Wolsey, the while 

a pile of Luther's books was blazing out- 

side in the churchyard. When Charles the 

Fifth paid one of his artful business visits 

to England, Wolsey said mass before him 

in St. Paul's. ■

With Edward the Sixth, rough hands 

visited St. Paul's. One November night, 

the great rood in St. Paul's and the 

images were pulled down, and the walls 

whitewashed, to the destruction of all idol- 

atrous paintings. The rich plate and vessels 

were seized, and the Protector Somerset 

pulled down the chapter and charnel-house ■

in Paul's Churchyard, and carted off five 

hundred tons of bones to Finsbury fields. 

He demolished also the long cloister within 

the precinct, and used the stones for his 

new palace, called Somerset House, in the 

Strand. ■

The promising young " imp of promise" 

died, and Queen Mary very quickly re- 

clothed Si Paul's, and raised again the 

fallen statues. At the first sermon at 

Paul's Cross, Doctor Bourne the preacher 

prayed for the dead, denounced the recent 

imprisonment of Bonner, and railed at 

Bishop Ridley. The Protestant mob, cha- 

fing into a rage, shouted "He preaches 

damnation ; pull him down, pull him 

down," and a dagger was thrown at 

Bourne, who was only saved by the inter- 

position of two good Protesta&ts; and 

soon after this a bullet was fired at Doctor 

Pendleton, another preacher. Then Bonner 

replaced the rood, and there were con- 

stant processions of coped men to the re- 

stored cathedral, and King Philip, grim 

and cold, came and heard Gardiner preach 

against heresy in St. Paul's. All through 

this cruel reign of blood and fiame, the 

martyrs, sent to the Smithfield fires 

with terrible rapidity, were arraigned 

at St. Paul's before the lord mayor, 

sheriffs, the Bishop of London, and his 

gloomy doctors; to-day, Gardmaker, the 

vicar of St. Bride's, and a poor Walbrook 

cloth-maker ; to-morrow, an upholsterer, a 

preacher, and a tallow-chandler's appren* 

tice — all went the same way to the last 

great argument of Bonner and his priests. ■

With Elizabeth, sunshine again broke 

out upon St. Paul's. The old cathedi-al 

was purified of its mummery, down went 

Bonner's rood cross, and in many 

places bonfires were made of copes, ban- 

ners, robes, and altar-cloths. Soon after- 

wards. Miles Coverdale, and several well- 

known bold Reformers, preached at the 

Cross, and Veron, a popular preacher, firesh 

from the Tower, shouted firom the pulpit, 

with justifiable exultation, " Where are the 

bishops and the old preachers ! They hide 

their heads." In the midst of all this re- 

joicing, a more terrible purifier than the 

Tudor queen came to cleanse the sanctu- 

ary. During a terrible storm in 1561, St. 

Martin's Church, Ludgate, was struck by 

lightning, and, at the same time, the cathe- 

dral steeple suddenly broke into a flame. 

For four hours the fire raged till the hells 

melted, stones crumbled to ashes, and the 

great leaden roof fell in. "A judgment; 

a manifest judgment," at once shouted ■
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Bonner's party. ** A pumshment for papal 

sacrilege/* roared the t^rotestants. In 

vain Dean Nowell, the Sunday after, at 

the Cross, reminded the Homan Catholics 

that in Stephen's time, the church had 

been bnmed, and that in Richard the 

Second's time (the time of redundant faith), 

an earthquake had shivered down the spire. 

**A wonder it has been spared so long," 

still cried the zealots on both sides, and 

gloried in the ruin of God's temple. ■

Protestant zeal was not tardy, the queen 

gave one thousand marks in gold, and one 

thousand marks' worth of forest-timber. 

The clergy raised fourteen hundred and 

siity pounds. A false roof was soon 

erected, and in November of the same year 

the lord mayor, aldermen, and all the crafts, 

with eighty torch-bearers, came and heard 

a suitable sermon. The steeple, however, 

as Dean Milman mentions, was never again 

restored, in spite of the irascible queen's 

protests. Queen Mary had, in her hot zeal, 

done her best to purify St. Paul's of many 

abuses, especially to prevent brewers , fish- 

hucksters, and fruit- sellers carrying casks 

and baskets through the church, and 

carriers and drovers leading mules, horses, 

and beasts through the cathedral aisle with 

as Httle reverence as English tourists, who 

lug their portmanteaus through German 

cathedrals. Her sister Elizabeth, following 

the same path, threatened two months' im- 

prisonment to any one who dared or offered 

to draw his rapier, or fire his hand-gun or 

•*dag" within the precinct of St. Paul's, 

and also warned off all who chaffered and 

bargained during the time of divine service. 

Yet so inconsistent is human nature, that 

although the very year of the fire a pillory 

was set up in the church, and a brawler s 

ears cut off, the disgrace still continued. 

Servants thronged to St. Paul's to be 

hired. HunOTy and thirsty sponges hung 

about Duke Humphrey's tomb, waiting for 

a job or an invitation, stabbers came 

there to watch their victims, advertisements 

were posted up in the middle aisle, and 

hungry men - about - town paced up and 

down, bantering and laughing till the ordi- 

nary dinners were ready in Paternoster- 

row and Fleet-street. ■

Just before Bishop Sandys's election 

(1570), John Felton, a daring fanatic, had 

the hardihood to nail a copy of the pope's 

bull against the queen on the bishop's 

gates, before which he was very soon hanged. 

One extant anecdote of Elizabeth especially 

connects her with St. Paul's. One day 

DeanNowell placed in her pew in the church ■

a German prayer-book full of illuminated 

pictures of the saints. Long and loudly 

the queen chided the rash dean for not 

knowing that she had an aversion to such 

idolatry. On another occasion the dean 

denounced from the pulpit, as full of super- 

stition, a book, which had lately been dedi- 

cated to the queen, till the queen in a 

bitter voice called from her closet, " Leave 

those ungodly digressions, Mr. Dean, and 

return to the text," which nearly frightened 

the reverend gentleman out of his day's 

appetite. ■

Then came thatglorious time when eleven 

Spanish fiags, wrested from the shattered 

Armada, waved from the battlements of 

St. Paul's, as the queen, followed by her 

council, nobles, and judges, rode up to the 

cathedral in a chariot drawn by four 

white horses. Over the preacher on that 

triumphant day fluttered an idolatrous 

Spanish flag, representing the Virgin with 

the child in her arms. In this reign the 

choristers of St. Paul's performed plays in 

their singing-school. The first state lot- 

teries in England were at the same period 

drawn in a shed at the west door of St. 

Paul's. ■

There was blood again shed at St. Paul's 

in King James's time. Four of the gun- 

powder plot fanatics were hung, drawn, 

and quartered outside the west door of St. 

Paul's, while Guy Faux and four others 

suffered at Westminster. A few months 

later, Ghimet, the Jesuit confessor of these 

desperate men, perished also in St. Paul's 

Churchyard. King James, visitii^g St. 

Paul's to see the ruins of the old spire, 

headed a subscription for its restoration. 

Lxigo Jones and other conmiissioners pro- 

nounced twenty-two thousand pounds to 

be requisite for that purpose, and the stone 

collected for the repairs the Duke of Buck- 

ingham afterwards begged for his palace, 

now gone, though the water-gate still stands 

in a Strand by-street. ■

With Charles the First, the zeal of Laud, 

Bishop of London, soon revived the dor- 

mant plans of James. Inigo Jones was 

building a palace at Whitehall, and ho 

was chosen to restore St. Paul's. The king, 

himself a man of some taste, was so pleased 

with Inigo Jones's classical portico, that 

he undertook to pay for it out of' his own 

purse. Laud gave twelve hundred pounds 

towards the fund, and it was proposed to 

shut all shops in Lombard- street and Cheap- 

side, except the goldsmiths', to make the 

avenue to St. Paul's more splendid. Shops 

and houses crowding the west front were ■
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recklessly polled down, and the clmrch of 

St. Gregory, abutting on the south-west cor- 

ner of St. Panl's, quickly remoyed. Lsigo 

Jones, who had been, according to Mil- 

man, bom near Si Paul's, went zealously 

to work. He cut away the old Gothic 

carving wherever decayed. His design, 

though patchy, was splendid; his west 

front, supported by four florid Gorinthiaxi 

pillars, one hundred and sixty-one fee6 

long, one hundred and sixty-two feat high» 

was remembered by Wren. Above the 

pillars were the statues of ten princely 

bene&ctors. The portico was to be an 

ambulatory for idlers. Laud scraped to* 

gether obnoxious ecclesiaBtical fines to pay 

the builders, while a princely citizeui Sif 

Paul Pindar, a silk mercer, whose house 

still exists in Bishopsgate, built a costly 

screen, and spent four thousand pounds in 

repairing the south transept. !Uut when 

the axe ^11 at Whitehall the building at; St. 

Paul's ceased. The parliament, driven hard 

for money, seized the seyenteen thousand 

pounds of subscription^ and paid Colonel 

Jephson's Puritan regiment with the price 

of the tower scaffolding, the removal of 

which quickly brought down part of the 

south transej:^. They burned the copes of 

St. Paul's to extract the gold, and sent the 

money to the tish Protestant poor. They 

clapped Cavalier prisoners £x)m Colchester 

into the deanery, and sold the silver vessels 

to buy gunpowder. A Puritan lecturer 

preached in a comer of the building. There 

is a tradition that Cromwell intended to 

sell the cathedral to the Jews. The royal 

statues over the portico were thrown con- 

temptuously down, the portico was parcelled 

out into seamstresses' shops, the body of the 

church became a cavalry barrack, and the 

Puritan dragoons annoyed passers-by, by 

stopping and questioning them, and playing 

nine - pins at unreasonable hours. The 

churchyard cross was also pulled down. ■

Soon after the Restoration, Wren was 

called in to see the half-ruined cathedral. 

The carved stalls in the choir, with the 

organ, had been kicked to pieces by the 

Puritan troopers, or chopped up for bivouac 

fires by Cromwell's Lonsides ; the preach- 

ing place of Doctor Burgess, the orthodox, 

who, too quote Hudibras, ■

PxoTcd hii fidtli bj blofm aod hnooki, ■

was now enlarged, but the rest of the church 

remained disordered and desolate. Wren's 

report was gloomy enough. The cathedral 

had never been well built. There was not 

abutment enough to resist the weight of the 

now ruined roof. The great pillars, eleven ■

feet in diameter, were bent outwards ai 

least sjx inches. Moreover, the pillars them- 

selves proved mere tubes filled with rabbisli 

and mortar, and the outward coat of free- 

stone was rent with age, and mouldered 

with the saltpetre it contained, ^hich 

worked through the plaster. Wren advised 

that the inside of St. FauFs should he cased 

with lar^e stone in the Soman manner, as 

Inigo Jones had flagged the exterior, a&d 

that the roof shoold. be a ihm and liglit 

shell of stone, or brick stuccoed^ as ininaiij 

Boman buildings. The tower was leaning, 

and the three buttresses lefb were sq irre- 

gular that they were "iocorrigiblfi." One of 

Wren's remedies was to cut off the inner 

cornices of the cross, so aft to reduce the 

middle spaoe into a dome with a cupola 

and a lantern. " This," said the wise little 

man, '' would give the churchy whiah was 

at present much too narrow f or ito heigM, 

incomparable more grace in the remoter 

aspect than it is possible for the lean shafb 

of a steeple to afford.*' Wren's report 

closes with what Milman very truly calls a 

generous homage to Inigo •Tonea's beauiifiil 

portico, which his successor calls "an abso- 

lute piece in itself." On Augxiat the 27ih, 

1666 (six years after the Bestoration), 

Evelyn men^ons going with. Wren^and other 

of his brother commissioneis to suryey the 

old ruinous church. Some of the party were 

of opinion that the walls had been purposely 

built to bulge outwards, and were d^iroas 

to repair the church only on its own founda- 

tions, but Wren, Evelyn, and the rest re- 

jected this poor economy, and resolved to 

alter tl^e mean shape, "and build it with a 

noble cupola, a form not as yet known in 

London, but of wonderftd grace." The 

plans and estimates were that yotj day 

ordered, and Wren set to wcM-k, grayelj 

measuring with rule and compass. ■

That was August the 27th ; at ten fjl 

on Saturday, September the fiist, the Gcreat 

Fire broke out, and dashed a red cancelling 

line across Wren's plans. Early on Sun- 

day morning Pepys, who lived in Seething- 

lane, near the Tower, went out^ hearing 

the alarm, and found the lord naayor in 

Cannon-street, begging people in vain to 

pull down houses and check the spread- 

ing and most threatening flames, but no- 

body obeyed, so Pepys csJinly roUed home 

to bed. AfW dinner that same dayPepja 

again went to St. Paul's,, and found the 

danger increasing. Gt>ods brought for 

salety that morning to CaAnonrStreet were 

now being carted off to Lombard- street On 

Tuesday, the 4th, Evelyn saw the flames 

snatch hold of the scaffolds round St. ■

f ■
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Paul's; ten thousand bouses were in 

flames; two miles of bnildings were 

alight; and the donds of smoke trailed 

fifty miles away. People were too frightened 

even to tij to save the cathedral. The 

stones burst like hand-grenades; the 

molten lead ran in cascailes; the very 

pavement grew red hot. A certain Tas- 

well, at that time a Westminster boy, saw, 

at eight p.m. on the Tuesday, the flames 

break out on the top of St. Paul's, and in 

an honr's time, standing near Westmin- 

ster, could see to read a small Terence by 

tho glare. The crypt of St. Paul's (the 

church of St £Wth) bad boon stujQfed with 

books, and every aperture dosed, but the 

fire soon burnt down to them. Taswell 

saw the bells melt and the great stoneB roll 

donm. Near the east end of St Faith's, he 

found the yellow shrivelled body of an old 

woman who had crept there for safety, and 

}iad been burnt to death. This was almost 

the only person who. perished in the great 

fire. The boy, putting on a sword and hel- 

met he had picked up among the ruins, 

passed safely through Uie dangerous region, 

though he saw engines near him on fire 

and deserted by the firemen. The ashes 

from the books in St Faith's were blown 

as far as Eton. ■

On the Friday Evelyn again came to 

London Bridge to see St. Paul's. But alas, 

the beautiful portico was now rent in pieces^ 

vast stones were split into flakes, and no- 

thing was remaining but the inscription 

on the architraveSk of^ which not one letter 

was defaced. Six afires of lead on the roof 

liad melted dean. away. The grand monu- 

ments, the stately columns, the rich frieses, 

the carved capitals, were calcined. Yet 

strangely enough the fire, like a monster 

whose appetite was at last scU^iated, had 

capriciously left the lead over the altar at 

the east end. Among the monuments of 

deans one only escaped, the curious e&gj 

of Donne, the great preacher and poet of 

James the First's days, in his diroud, as 

the artist, by his own desire, modelled him. ■

So passed away old St Paul's. ■

A WATERING PLACE IN THE 

PTRENBES. ■

Thb waters of Ganterete are certainly 

iu)t what the French call les eoux pour 

nre. While more pretentious watering- 

places, such as Eaux Bonnes and Luchon, 

boast amusements various enough to ne- 

cessitate four or five toilettes daily, this ■

attractions as promenades, balls, or con- 

certs. But few people are deluded enough 

to come here with any view but that of 

excursionising, or of drinking the waters. 

As a rule the convives of the table d'hotes 

have strong legs or weak throats, and 

depart as soon as their respective courses 

are accomplished. But, devoid of agre- 

ments as Cauterets indisputably is, we 

suspect that many, who, like ourselves, 

betake themselves hither with exclusively 

sanitary motives, prefer the quiet inde- 

pendent hfe here possible, nay inevitable, 

to one of more gaiety but less freedom. ■

Whereas elsewhere the towns cluster 

round the springs, the waters of Cauterets 

are at so considerable a height up the moun- 

tain sides, that the double expedition in 

search of the daily dose, goes a good way 

towards reconciling those who are not 

strong to primitive hours and habits. A 

five-miles' vralk or ride daily has a de- 

cidedly tranquillising effect, and most 

people intent on their regime find suffi- 

cient variety in the drinl^g, bathing, in 

the table d'hotes, and in strolling about 

the village and mountains. Then, after a 

winter at Pan, inevitably leading to the 

discontent inseparable from keeping house 

in a fo^ign country, what luxury to be 

cheated at a fixed rate ! to live for one 

brief month where one eats, drinks, and 

sleeps by taiiff ! For almost every one 

in the Pyrenees sojourns in hotels or ■

We have seen Cauterets at all times 

of the year, excepting winter; have been 

here early in what is called the " peasants' 

season," in the fiishionable summer months, 

and have lingered on into the autunm. 

The price of the waters and baths is very 

small up to June, to accommodate the 

poor, who flock here in great numbers 

from all parts ; then the tariff becomes 

higher, and rises still more for July visi- 

tors. The season cannot be said &arlj to 

begin before July the 15th, up to which 

day but few hotds or shops open, and no 

diligences ply to and &o the springs. For 

those, however, who are strong enough to 

be independooit of such means of locomo- 

tion, and are not afraid of the cold weather 

to which one is, of course, exposed in May, 

the dead season has its charms. The 

crowds of water-drinkers are very pic- 

turesque. On the road to the Baillere 

and Mabourat fountains there is, morning 

and evening, a procession of the poor, the 

maimed, the halt, and the blind ; the old 

carefully led by the yoimg, little children ■
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ported by relatives. The procession as it 

wends its way np the hill of health to 

descend more blithely from the healing 

springs, recals th© old picture of the crowds 

of decrepit folk going to be gronnd 

yonng again at the magic mill ; and, in- 

deed, the transformation wronght by the 

end of the season in numbers of the wan 

faces and feeble forms is little less than 

miracnlons. Rnsset mixes with motley. 

Here comes a group from the Ossalois 

valley, the gigantic peaked hoods of their 

dark bemouses making them look like peri- 

patetic extinguishers, while the tassels and 

pendent points of those knitted purse- 

like caps identify their wearers as Bare- 

geois. Old hags, whose thread of life must 

be nearly spun out, mutter and mumble 

as they saunter along, distaff in hand, 

reminding one of the fotal sisters — appari- 

tions hideous and gaunt enough to suggest 

the witches in Macbeth. The bright- 

coloured blouses and berrets of the young 

men, and the girls' dainty bizarre fichus, 

relieve the sombre hue of the ancients. 

Stately Spaniards, wrapped in striped 

blankets, stalk sulkily on, with their 

peculiar swinging gait, distancing the 

more dilatory Beamais. But both now 

and later priests form one of the principal 

features of the place ; some of the waters 

being a specific for weak voices, and 

"priests' throats," as common a malady 

here as " clergjmens* throats" in England. 

The affection is, indeed, it is said, often 

greatly aggravated by the loud chanting 

of the funeral and other open-air services, 

often against strong wind and boisterous 

storm. One is tempted to exclaim with 

Front de Boeuf, " Surely the devil keeps 

holiday here, that, relieved from duty, the 

priests stroll thus wildly through, the 

country !" The good men positively 

swarm, drinking, gargling, or bathing in 

the different 6tablissements, and in the 

intervals of business muttering over their 

breviaries as they pace the roads and lanes. 

For those among them who have country 

tastes, or whose friends live in the neigh- 

bourhood, this must be a veritable priests' 

paradise — free to geologise, botanise, or 

explore the mountains, reverend cur^s are 

seen, armed with hammers and sticks, 

making, petticoats tucked up, for some 

distant spot, whei"e stony or flowery trea- 

sures are to be found. In the park they 

sit chatting with aged parents, brothers 

or sisters, enjoying for a few short weeks the 

pleasures of domestic life, to which they 

have so long been strangers. ■

The principal streets of Oauterets are 

built, or rather have grown at different 

times, something into the shape of a Y, tbe 

centre of the fork forming a small open 

space, where is the Bureau des DiHgences, 

and whence the huge unwieldy vehicles 

start. In small side streets which radiate 

from the diminutive Place are humble lodg- 

ing-houses, shops, &c. The different 6ta- 

blissements are perched about, some near 

the town, but most in distant spots on the 

mountain sides, sufficiently di£5cult of access 

to the aged and rheumatic limbs which toil 

painfully along. Early in the year the 

fashionable part of Oauterets is like a citj 

of the dead ; the main streets are almost 

uninhabited ; and it is curious to watch the 

little town gradually coming to life — open- 

ing, as it were, first one eye and then the 

other. From a state of utter darkness we 

suddenly find our evening path enlightened 

by lamps hoisted to chains suspended 

across the streets from house to house, or 

from rock to rock. The narrow footways 

are monopolised by cleanly bouseholderss 

busily engaged in washing the winter's 

dust and scars off their dismounted doors 

and shutters in the sparkling water which 

runs down each side of the street in open 

channels. The Utopian standard upheld 

in the proverb should be attained here, for 

a pedestrian is speedily made aware tbat 

every one cleans his own doorstep, inas- 

much as he is at all hours hunted off the 

pathway by energetic besoms and ladles 

which alternately sputter his boots with 

dust and water. Here and there a hotel 

or shop opens, and great is the excitement 

over the unpacking of the goods on their 

arrival from the plain — greater still when 

a carriage tears up the steep little street^ 

whip cracking, bells jingling. The first 

comers are marked men, and of greater 

importance than they can ever again expect 

to be, for they are affectionately regarded 

and welcomed by the population of Can- 

terete as the swallows who are to bring the 

summer. When we in our hotel muster 

five or six, we constitute the first table 

d'hdte serieuse, and are promoted to a 

dinner-bell, by no means a popular sound 

later in the year, for one of the torments 

of the place in the height of the season is 

the multitude of bells summoning the re- 

spective convives. Imagine a town of 

hotels, each of which tries to outring its 

neighbours, all at nearly the same hour, 

varied by violent cracking of the whips of 

drivers, guides, and enterprising travellers 

entering the street ! Then may be heard ■

I ■
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a loud drumming preliminary to the an- 

BonDcement bawled out by the town crier, 

nicknamed B^compense. He in this some- 

nvhat original nwnner dmms into notice aJl 

important news from the price of meat to 

a lost bracelet. Let ns listen to his naJive 

invitation to a concert to be given by the 

OrpheonisteB of Ganterets, Recompense 

himself being one of the singers. " Mes- 

sieurs et Mesdames. (Tum-damm-tnm-da- 

mm.) Yoici comment on passe le temps k 

Ganterets agr^blement,'* and then follows 

a programme of the performance, place, 

time, price, &c. These concerts are yery 

creditable to the mountaineers, who spend 

their long dreary winter evenings in prac- 

tising under the conduct of the kind and 

intelligent schoolmaster. Of course, there 

is a good deal of blustering and bawling 

about " La Gloire" and "La Patrie," but 

the shepherds' ballads and the songs of 

which the choruses imitate natural sounds, 

8ncb as the rush of the Gkbve, and the 

whistling of the wind, are very character- 

istic and pretty. We this year brought the 

minstrels a selection of English music, so 

ere long the Pyrenees iQ^y (for not the 

first time!) echo the notes of Rule Bri- 

tannia and the Blue Bells of Scotland. ■

The two great days of the year are the 

race dkj and the Pete Dieu. We have 

only once witnessed the Courses de 

Cauterete, nor do we particularly wish 

again to see a performance which is a per- 

fect farce and very cruel, as the unfortu- 

nate horses have to run along the hard road, 

the only available race-course, to the no 

small risk of their knees, and the certein 

rain of their legs. The only interesting 

part of the spectacle was the foot races of 

the mountaineers, their broad and high leap- 

ing, and their throwing matehes. The 

running, or more correctly speaking, climb- 

ing races, take place about a nule from the 

village. The shepherds, who practise for 

some weeks previously, start from the foot 

of a mountain, and make their bare-footed 

^^J) hy any I'oute they choose, circuitous 

or direct, to the heights on which are 

planted the two flags which serve as goals. 

Their agility is marvellous, and it is curi- 

ous to observe the devious routes taken to 

the same end, some of the athletes finding 

it easier to ran cuiming even when doubling 

the distance, than to make direct for the 

goal. It is fortunate such difierences of 

opinion and powers exist, or the danger 

would be greatly increased by the thronging 

of the direct and precipitous path, where 

ftn unintentional touch or jostle might ■

easily prove fatal, or the dislodging of a 

stone or crag by a foremost runner cause 

the £dl of a rival. An unusual f eatuiie of 

this entertainment, the only one of a secular 

nature at which we have ever renmrked 

them, was the number of prieste among the 

spectators, and very picturesque were the 

white and dusky forms perched about 

the neighbouring heighte. ■

A few days before a religious f ^te all the 

children's heads assume a pepper-and-salt 

hue, but the newspaper papillotes give place 

on the great day to magnificent bushes of 

curly hair. Special attention is bestowed 

on the angelic pates of those destined to 

figure in die procession, or to enact the 

parte of cherubim and seraphim at the 

reposoirs, as the extemporised shrines in 

the streets are called. On the morning of 

the Pete Dieu the barbers' shops swarm 

with incipient angels,, whose divine heads 

contrast queerly enough with their de- 

cidedly human little bodies. The rapidity 

with which these " functions" are got up is 

marvellous. At eleven o'clock there was 

no sign of anything unusual; by twelve, 

men and women were bringing boughs and 

nosegays into the village, and by two 

o'clock the streete were a mass of green. 

Pive large reposoirs had sprung into exist- 

ence, constructed out of the roughest 

wooden scaffolding, testefully wreathed 

with coloured muslin, and adorned with 

figures, flowers, real and artificial, and gold 

and silver tinsel ; the steps were carpeted, 

and thereupon stood pairs of the cherubic 

beings, who, in white frocks and blue rib- 

bons, were much more suggestive of cupids 

than angels. The processions consist of 

priests, choristers, and school children, pre- 

ceding and following the parish cur^, who 

slowly paces along under a grotesque awn- 

ing carried by four men, and which exactly 

resembles the upper part of an old- 

fashioned four-poster bed. Small boys in 

white and gold wave before him censers, 

which produce a curious clicking sound 

hke castenets, others strew his way with 

rose petels, to supply which all the neigh- 

bom*ing gardens are laid under contribu- 

tion. So they make their progress through 

the village, chanting and singing all ^e 

way, and stopping to kneel and pray at 

every altar. Towards the end of the day 

we have noticed the cherubim and seraphim 

so irked and wearied that they had to be 

bribed to remain on duty by sticks of 

barley-sugar; sucking and brandishing 

which they were induced to stand and wait 

to the end ; but oh ! the glee with which ■
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the fat little legs toddled down the -steps a» 

soon as permission was given ! ■

On St. John's Day, in every village, the 

prettiest boy of five or six is chosen to 

represent the saint. Naked, bat forapieoe 

of skin fiustened roand bis waist, he marches 

in the midst of the procession, followed by 

a lamb marked on the back or head with a 

magenta or blue cross. The animal ought 

voluntarily to follow close at St. Joh.n*s 

heels, as he is reared with the child in his 

cottage home, and is fed and petted by the 

fdtnre saint ; bat bewildered by the crowd, 

and by 'his master's nnaccastomed appear- 

ance, the poor beast is seldom equal to ihe 

occasion, and has generally to be dragged 

by a eord, or, tied by the legs and cast^ is 

carried oatstretdied on a shatter. ■

So havB we seen the in&nt Baptist lag, 

and blabber till some one in tl^ orowa, 

spreading an umbrella to shelter his &t 

little person from rain or sun, as the case 

might be, dragged him by the hand to the 

end of his journey. A pleasing diversion to 

the general routine was effected on one 

occasion by a friend of ours who consented 

to sing at one of the principal r^posoirs. 

Concealed by a booage we eztemporiaed in 

a balcony, Madame Olivier, whose voice is 

singularly beautiful, arrested the course of 

the procession by singing a Salve Regina. ■

The astonishment and delight of the 

people were great, and from our bowery 

balcony we oould^ unseen, watch the effect 

produced on the crowd below ; study the 

uplifted faces fresh from prayer, and ob- 

serve how the censers ceased to wave and 

the rosy shower to fall, as, entranced by 

such exquisite singing as they had never 

hoard be&>re, the simple mountaineers 

listened as though to angel strains. ■

Life at Les Eaux affords grand oppor- 

tunities for flirtations, and matches are 

occasionally made there. Pleasant ac- 

quaintances are often formed, and some- 

times real friendships. An association of 

three weeks or a mionth gives opportunities 

of knowing something of companions, and 

we ourselves owe more than one lasting 

friendship to neighbourhood at the table 

d'hdte of the comfortable Hotel d'Angle- 

terre. Those who have read the Abb^ 

Perreyve's touching letters to the journey- 

man mason, Micol, his ami des eaux, know 

how close and valuable a tie may be formed 

under such circumstances, for points of 

common interest and of sympathy are 

numerous enough to draw people together. 

But it must be confessed that amities des 

eaux, in the ordinary sense of the word, is ■

not a system that would work well in En^ 

land, fingliehmen would not oonJBe&t to 

associate for weeks on perfectly eqiuJ 

terms with iiiose 'who, in their own neigh- 

bourhood ' and under other drcumstanoee, 

would fitand on a diffgrent rang of the 

social ladder. To a BVenehman Budi an 

assooiotian is merely an incident in his 

watering-place life, to be resumed or not as 

soits in each individuid case, and nfflther 

party foels any incongruity in' meeting 

again, it may be ' over tibe coiniter, it nu^ 

be at a greater distance. Englishmen are 

'fiu* too much afraid of eompromisiag them- 

selves, and canry about with iiiem a chiU- 

ing atmosphere of self-consoioiisnesB which 

fr<eeaes those who approach them. It is a 

'Sitfirter of vongratoLation to travelers in 

(France that the national diaractcr and 

etiquette insure an entente ccodiale among 

follow-traveUers for the time being, and 

forbids any breach of good xoaBneis. At 

flrst sight <the Frenob system recommends 

itself to an impaartial observer, and i^iere is 

no doubt that our c ountrym en lose a great 

deal that is profitable and enjoyable bf 

their timi^ty and folly. Far be k ivom ns 

to justify the stupid pride of the typical 

travelling John Bull, but it must be 

aUowed, aiid to his credit be it said, that, 

his own prejudices altogei^er apart, no 

English genUeman would Tenture to be- 

stow on a social inferior andh oaprioioDs 

attentions as are given and taken in Franoe 

as a matter of course. ■

Foremost among our convives ocean to 

our minds rt^e kind old doctor who acts >s 

president, and holds himself equally re- 

sponsible for the credit oi Monsieur MeH- 

}on*s cuisine, and for the health of those 

who have i^course to his beloTsd springs 

a specific, according to good Doctor Toneg, 

for every known malady. So fearfol is he 

of discourag^g any pilgrims to tiie sulphur 

shrine, and so carefrdly does he consult varj- 

ing tastes, that we, wily patients, could, by 

leading questions and suggestive remarks, 

induce him in one breath to contradict 

himself, and Tecommend what we wished; 

each doing by his neighbour as he wooM 

not be done by. So courteous and loqua- 

cious is the simple old man, that many a 

time have we, by entering into ovDspir^cj 

turn by turn to ex^gage him in conversa- 

tion, deprived him of any saiasfi^jtoiy 

dinner. If we cannot be said to have 

found our warmest welcome at an ion, at 

least we are, each year, certain of a very 

warm one from the old patron of the 

hostelry. Blessings on your head, dear ■

4 ■
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old doctor! Seldom have wemei* your 

equal for ooorteBj and credulity ! Then 

his friend the old naval ofEoer, "whose 

featares won for bim the nicknaoBe of 

Beqain, how pleasant a companion when 

OQe was ahsokitely without engagement, 

for there was no possibility of curtailing 

or escaping his long technical yams. ■

Shall we ever visit the pleasant chateau 

in BoEgandy, to which our charming 

friends the D'E^ have invited us every 

joar since we met amid the eulphureous 

fames of the Cfcar P ■

Poor little Madame Olivier: we little 

thought when listening to you singing, or 

when playing chess in the ^ady piok with 

Oapitaine O., tiiat before the nest season at 

les £auz, at which we had planned to meet, 

the devoted wife of the Id&d]^ frank sailor 

wodd be a widow i How we haye laughed 

together over the simple, youog wine mar- 

chant who was ooonpJaisfmli enough to make 

a fool of himself for our amnsemenit on the 

smallest encouagemenib — simple and yet 

crafty, for we used to marvel at the reck- 

lessness with which ha would bet bottles of 

rechevch^ wine on the least provoeatioa, 

till we accidentally disco veorad that he sup- 

plied mine host with fi»id wines^ so that 

whether his bets were lost or won, profit 

accrued to the &rm\ Wonderful are the 

manners and customs of the SngHrih as 

represented by Boulerat io his coredalous 

countrymen. £Le was supposed to be 

qualified to enli^itea them on the strength 

<^ having paid a mo»llh*B visit at the 

coontty seat of an Engleesh M.P., for 

the double purposes of business, mod of 

studying English. Much has that &lla- ■

cious M,P. for H shire to ansiwer for ! ■

The Prince of Wales was represented as 

directly intMCsted in commeroe, inaemnch 

ftfi he k not above taking part in a large 

grocery fouainess, and dining onoe a year in 

company with the brothers of the tea and 

cheese trade. To those British youlte who 

n»ay have a distaste for Euclid and mathe- 

xnatioB, the alternative of playing a* game 

of eh&BB sxtecessfhlly is offered at the 

Oxford and Gambridfi:e examinations. In 

this land of primogeniture, younger chil- 

^^"611 occupy an unenviable position, as, 

according to our friend, it is illegal for 

parents to leave them a sou ! But richest 

of all was Boulerat, when, inspired by his 

own wine, he treated us to choice morsels 

of " Omelette,** better known, perhaps, as 

Hamlet, only as his ifbquaintance with the 

immortal Williams was limited, we learned 

to dread the bardic tone and bearing he ■

was wont to assume preparatory to de- 

claiming. ■

Beoollection peoples the long table of 

the salle-&-manger in the garden with the 

well-known faces of the aristocratio Swe- 

dish officer, t^e agreeable IHnissian mer- 

chant, the ^egotiBtioal BoBsian spy, the 

skittish English meeees, the chatty Breton 

squire, the shy Yorkshire farmer, and 

many more. Again and again, in the 

oourse of each day, do the *' dirinkers" 

encounter one another — cm the way to and 

from the source — in the ^tabhssements, in 

the park, in the long stroll to meet the 

diligenoe^ or on tiie MameLdn Vert. In 

the gargling-house and the pulverisatioa- 

room one finds oneself in ludicrous pro- 

pinquity, standing in long rows bsfiwe the 

stone troi:^h» like so many pigs or poal^. 

A greater trial to a self-conscions man can 

scafloely be inoagined than said g^argling- 

house. One is reminded of Albert Smith's 

bun^e^ier, to whose comfort spectators 

were {atel. To look at a sby tyro in the 

gavgUng art seems to pa(ralyae lus pewera ; 

•disgusted or resentful he bides his time, 

and watches his oompanions with ill- con- 

cealed curiosi^, trying by furtive glances 

to learn the dodge. A professor of gar- 

gling would really be a .good institntiosi, 

and would find more disoiples than many a 

more learned brother ! Some gwrglers, wi^ 

inflated cheeks, like cherubs on a grave- 

fitone, go in for the sublime, some are ele- 

gant and languid, some audacious, while 

nothing is easier than to reoognise old 

handsi or rather throats, by their indif- 

fbrenoe of demeanour. The poses assumed 

by the performeiB vary greaUy. Here are 

garglers, and very aecomplished ones, erect 

as soldiers on parade ; others, their bodies 

throwsi backwards at absolutely right 

angles; others, agaiQ, in graoeful curves 

and supplicating attitudes. The chorus of 

gurgling «oiinds^ spluttering, scraping, and 

coughing, can be likened to nothing but 

frogs in a pond afflicted with croup. 

Within the walls the patiente are saved 

from intermption, but mocking relatives 

thccmg the door, looking at the spectacle. 

The salle de pnlvensation presents a yet 

more ridiculous aspect. A baigneur 

envelops each patient as he enters with a 

huge white pinafore, and ties round his 

neck a long mackintosh bib. He is then 

seated on a three-legged stool, in a long 

row of fellow-sufferers, all facing a stone 

trough. Exactly opposite his lips, and at 

a distance of^ perhaps, three inches, is a 

tube whence a narrow stream of mineral ■

ii ■
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water issues with sncli force that it reaches 

the snfiferer's throat in the form of spray, or, 

so to speak, aqueous powder. This per- 

formance, too, requires a certain knack. It 

is by far the most expensive remedy for 

throat maladies, but wonderfully e£Boacious 

in some affections, especially the " priest's 

throat," and accordingly out of the spray 

imbibers a large proportion are always 

reverend fathers. Singers and readers 

also avail themselves largely of the spray 

douche. In a neighbouring salle people 

sit simply breathing the compressed sul- 

phureous fumes with which the room is 

filled. Down-stairs, baths, foot and demi- 

baths, douches, and every inaaginable 

application of mineral waters, may be 

obtained. An ordinary drinker's day is 

passed somewhat as follows : He rises so 

as to be at the distant source by seven or 

eight ; returns, after draught and bath, on 

foot to a d^jedner k la fourchette at half- 

past ten ; has to kill time in-doors or out 

till three or four, when dose number two is 

due, which, and the return firom the source, 

occupies the time till table d'hote, about 

six, and most people are glad to go to bed 

somewhat early. How far these primitive 

hours and active habits conduce to the 

cures performed here it is difficult to say, 

but those who have never watched the pro- 

gress made by patients would find it im- 

possible to believe in the results of a 

sojourn at Gauterets, Eaux Bonnes, Eanz 

Chaudes, Sdo,, to sufferers from gout, 

rheumatism, paralysis, and pulmonary 

complaints. The waters are, as a poor 

peasant poetically said, ^' La medicine du 

bon Dieu," a veritable Pool of Siloam in 

which to wash and be clean. Besides the 

largely frequented Cesar, Baillere, and 

Mahourat sources, there are, at Gauterets, 

the Oeufs Espagnols, the Bains du Pr<^, du 

Bocher, Bieumiset, the Great and Smaller 

Pauze, all varying more or less in quality 

and strength ; iron, arsenic, and sulphur 

being the principal ingredients. ■

As wo said before, Gauterets forms capi- 

tal head-quarters for those bent on serious 

mountaineeiing, but there is little to be 

done in the way of moderate excursions. 

As a.lounging place the park is most enjoy- 

able, literally carpeted as it is with wild 

flowers. Here is a patch golden with parrot ■

flowers, yonder the pretty blue grey of 

the common squill mixes with the purple 

crane's bill, and the yellow poppy, the whole 

spangled with large marguerites, while 

every rocky rill is dotted with the prettj 

penguicula. The beauty of the meadow 

flowers is doubled by the abundaDce of 

insect life. Dragon-flies, butterflies, and 

bees swarm. Often every blossom in a 

tuft of bine scabsBus will be crested with a 

blue-black butterfly, while the red butter 

flies haunt their &vourite flower, the 

creamy meadow-sweet. There is no end 

to the varieties of the beetle and spider 

tribes, while grasshoppers, common and 

uncommon, abound, producing the peculiar 

ringing noise which is so like that made bj 

the grelots of a carriage in the distance 

that it will deceive any but an ear practised 

in mountain sounds. The park is shaded 

by really fine trees, while comfortable 

seats are afibrded by the rocks tumbled 

about in all directions, and here we were 

wont to sit (in the air when not in the 

water) reading, drawing, or working. ■

The favourite expedition from Ganterets 

is to the Pont d'Espagne and Lac de Oanbe, 

which can easily be accomplished between 

breakfast and dinner, or tourists can 

break&st on the salmon-troat caught in 

the lake. Then what pleasant rides have 

we had in the opposite direction, down the 

beautiful valley, to Pierrefitte or Argelet, 

taking a peep at St. Savin, or at Charle- 

magne's tower, on the way down to break- 

fast in the plain, at kind Madame Creii- 

sol's inn, or on Monsieur Peyrafitte's cele- 

brated foiee h la broche and pancakes! 

Monotonous as life must be, when snch 

expeditions, the arrival of the diligences, 

carriages, or mail-cart, create quite an ex- 

citement, we never drive away down the 

valley without a feeling of r^ret that our 

sojourn in this quiet little out-of-the-waj 

nook in the Pyrenees is ended. ■
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The blinds are np at the house in Great 

Walpole-street, some of the windows have 

been open to get rid of the prevalent 

''stuffiness," and after the late melancholy 

week a general reaction towards sprightli- 

ness has set in among the household. This 

is confined to the lower regions, of course ; 

np-stairs Mrs. Calverley, to whom the as- 

tute French milliner, aided and abetted by 

the counsel of Pauline, has actually given 

something* like shape, sits full dressed and 

complacent, reading the letters of condo- 

lence wbicli arrive by every post, and lis- 

tening to the loud rings which precede the 

leaving of caa*ds, and the making of kind 

inquiries. Pauline is very attentive to her 

friend, listening patiently, now to her que- 

rulous complaints as to the hardness of her 

fate, now to her childiBh delight at being 

the object of so many sympathetic letters 

and calls ; she is unwearied in her endea- 

vours to amnse Mrs. Calverley, and she 

succeeds bo well that that worthy lady has 

given np her intention of visiting Brighton, 

which would not at all have coincided with 

Pauline's plans. ■

For, on further thinking over the subject, 

Khe has become more and more convinced 

;hat Martin Gurwood is in possession of 

ome secret regarding Mr. Calverley 's death, 

nd she cannot divest herself of the idea 

hat this secret has some bearing on the 

latter which she has nearest at heart, the 

lentificatioii of Claxton, as a means to the 

iscovery of Tom Durham. The reverend 

\ preoccupied now, and even graver than ■

usual. If she could only induce this old 

woman to let her have a little time to her- 

self, she could watch where he goes to ! 

Now, at this very minute, on the morning 

after the funeral, the servant is brushing 

Mr. Gurwood's hat in the hall, and he is 

about to start on some expedition which 

might perhaps have as much interest for 

her as for him. ■

Perfectly unconscious of the excitement 

he was causing to his mother's visitor, 

Martin Gurwood sallied forth and walked 

down Great Walpole-street, in quest of a 

cab to take him to the City. The good- 

looking young clergyman, unmistakably 

handsome, despite his grave and somewhat 

ascetic appearance, was an object of much 

remark. The nursery-maids, who were 

convoying their little charges to scamper 

about Guelph Park, were in some in- 

stances outspoken in their admiration of 

him. The people hiding behind the wire- 

blinds in the physician's dining-room, 

waiting their turn for an audience, looked 

out with envy at his trim figure and brisk 

activity, and turned back in disgust to re- 

fresh themselves with the outside sheet of 

the Times, or to stare with feeble curiosity 

at their fellow- victims. But however bright 

may have been his personal appearance, it 

is certain that he was in a state of great 

mental disquietude, and when he ascended 

the dingy stairs leading to Humphrey 

Statham's office, his heart was beating 

audibly. ■

Mr. Collins was a man who never re- 

peated a mistake, so that directly he caught 

sight of Martin he gave him precedence 

over the business people, who were await- 

ing in the outer office, and showed him at 

once into Mr. Statham's sanctum. ■

Humphrey was not at his desk ; he had 

palled his arm-chair in front of the fire ■

VOI-. vni* ■
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and vras reclining in it, his feet stretched 

out on the fender, his hands plungjpd in his 

troneers-pockets. So deep in rumination 

was he that Ke did not look np at tlie 

opening of the door, but thinking it was 

merely Collins with some husineaB question, 

waited to bo spoken to. ■

"Asleep?'* said Martin Gnrwood, bend- 

ing over Inm, and touching him lightly on 

the shoulder. ■

" What, is it you ?^' cried Humphrey, 

starting up. "Asleep, no! but I confess 

l>erfectly rapt and engrossed in thought.'* ■

" Ana the subject was ?" ■

" Exactly the subject which you have 

come to talk to me about. Ah, my dear 

fellow, I have had the most extraordinary 

time since I saw you." ■

" You have been to Hcndon ?" ■

" Yes, I went yesterday." ■

" And you saw this young woman ?" ■

" I did." ■

" Well, what is she like? Does she agree ? 

What terms did you offer her?" ■

" Stay, it is impossible for me to answer 

all your questions at once. You must let 

me tell my story my own way, while you sit 

there, and don't interrupt me. Yesterday 

morning I drove out to Hendon in a han- 

som cab, and while the driver was pulling 

up for refreshment, I made my way to Rose 

Cottage, where I had been told Mrs. Claxton 

lived. Such a pretty place, Gnrwood ! Even 

iu this wretched weather one could not fail 

to understand how lovely it must be in 

summer time, and even now how trim and 

orderly it was ! I walked round and round 

it before I could make up my mind to ring 

the bell — I must tell you I had already 

arranged in my mind a little plot for re- 

presenting myself as deeply interested in 

some charity for which I intended to request 

her aid — but the place looked so different 

to what I had expected, so cosy and homely, 

that I hesitated about entering it under a 

false pretence, even though I knew my 

motive to be a good one. However, at last 

I made up my mind and pulled the bell. It 

was answered by a tidy, pleasant-faced, 

middle-aged woman. I asked if Mrs. Clax- 

lon were at home, and she answered yes, 

but doubted whether I could see her, invit- 

ing me at the same time to walk in while 

she took my message to her mistress. And 

then she ushered me into what was the din- 

ing-room, I suppose — all dark green paper 

and black oak furniture, and some capital 

proofs on the wall ; and as I was mooning 

about and staring at everything the door 

opened, and a lady came into the room.*' I ■

" A lady ?" echoed Mai^in, involun- 

tarily. ■

"I said a Udy« and I meant it, andl 

hold to the tarm," said Hamphrey Stsr 

tham, looking straight at him. "I don't 

know what her birth and braedicg may 

hare been — I should think both nmst have 

been good — ^but I never saw a more per- 

fectly iady-like or a gweeter manner." ■

** What is tlie character of her personal 

appeai-ance ?" asked Martin, coldly. ■

*' Yon mean what is she like to look at 

I suppose?*' saidStatham. "Quite young, 

not more than two or three and twenty, 1 

should think, with a slight giriish figure, 

and a bright, healthy, wholesome face. 

Yon know what I mean by wholesome- 

beaming hazel eyes, clear red and wliite 

complexion, sound white teeth, and in ber 

eyes a look of frank honesty and innocence 

which should be her passport through the 

world." ■

" She will need some such recommenda- 

tion, poor girl,*' said Martin, shaking his 

head. ■

** I am not at all sure about that," said 

Humphrey, energetically ; '* certainly not 

so much as you think ! You wait until I 

have told you all about it, and I shall be 

greatly surprised if you are not of mr 

opinion in the matter. Let me see, where 

was I ? Oh ! she had just come into the 

room. Well, I rose on her entrance, bat 

she very courteously motioned me to my 

seat again, and asked me my business. I 

confess, at that moment I felt like a tity 

mendous impostor ; I had not been the least 

nervous before, as, with such a woman as I 

had expected to meet, I could have brazened 

it out perfectly ; but this was a very dif- 

ferent affair. I felt it almost impossible to 

tell even a white lie to this quiet little crea- 

ture. However, I blundered ont the story 

I had concocted as best I conld, and she 

listened earnestly and attentively. When 

I stop'ped speaking she told me that her 

means were not very large, but that she 

would spare me as much as she could. Sht 

took out her purse, but I thought that w'as 

a little too much, so I muttered something 

about having no receipt with me, and tolJ 

her it would be better for her to send her 

subscription to the office. I thought 1 

might as well learn a little more, so I intro- 

duced Mr. Claxton's name, suggesting, 1 

think, that he should interest some of his 

City friends in the charity, but her poor 

little face fell at once. Mr. Claxton iva> 

away, she said, travelling on business, and 

she burst into tears. I was very nearly ■

fi ■
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myself breaking down at this, but she re- 

covered herself quickly, and begged me to 

excuse her. Mr. Claxton was not in good 

health, she said, at the time of his depar- 

ting, and as she had not heard from him 

.since, she could not help being nervous.'* ■

" This is very dreadful," said Martin 

Gurwrood, covering his face with his hand. ■

"Ah, bat if you had only seen her," 

said Humphrey, "her pale, wistful face, her 

large eyes full of tears ! I declare I very 

nearly dropped the mask and betrayed my- 

self. I asked her if Mr. Claxton were 

well known on the line on which he was 

travelling, suggesting that^ if that were the 

case, and ke had be^ taken ill, some one 

would surely have written to her. But 

she didn't seem to know where he had 

gone, and she did not like to make any in- 

quiries. Mr. Claxton was, she said, a part- 

ner in the firm of Calverley and Company 

of ^lincing-lane, and she had thought of 

going down there to make inquiries con- 

cerning him. But she rem^nbered that 

f^ome time ago Mr. Claxton had warned her 

in the strongest manner against ever going 

to the City house, or taking: notice to any 

one of his absence, however prolonged it 

might be. It was one of the laws of busi- 

ness, she supposed, she said, with a faint 

.^mile ; but she had now become so nervous 

that she was very nearly breaking it." ■

" That is precisely the catastrophe which 

we have been trying to avert,!' said Martin. ■

" And which we shall certainly not be 

able to avert in the manner we originally 

intended," said Humphrey Statham. ■

" The story grows blacker as you pro- 

ceed witb it," said Martin, looking uneasily 

at his companion. " From all I gather 

from you. it seems evident that — this-—" ■

^* This lady," said Mr. Statham almost 

sternly. ■

" Certainly — ^this lady is quiet, sensible, 

and well behaved.^' ■

" More than that," said Humphrey, 

^gerly. "After I left her I had my lun- 

clieou at the inn. I dropped in at the 

little post-office and stationer's shop; I 

chatted with half a dozen people about 

Mrs. Claxton, and from one and all I 

heard the sanoe story, that she is kind- 

hearted, charitable, and unceasing in doing 

^'ood; that she is the vicar's right hand 

among the school-children, and that she is 

u pattern wife." ■

"Wife!" echoed Martin Gurwood. "Do 

you mean to say " ■

" I mean to say, Martin Gurwood," said 

Statham, bending forward and speaking in ■

a deep earnest voice, " that I have not the 

smallest doubt that the woman of whom 

we are speaking was married to the man 

whom you buried yesterday. I mean to 

say that at this instant she believes herself 

to be his wife, and that it will be .next to 

impossible to make her nnderstand the 

awful position in which she is placed. I 

mean to say that she is the victim of as 

black a fraud as ever was perpetrated, and 

that — there I won't say any more, the 

man's dead, and we have all need of for- 

giveness." ■

" The Lord help her in her trouble," said 

Martin Gurwood, solemnly, bowing his 

head. '^ If what yon say is right, and I 

feci it is, the mystery of the double name is 

now made dear," ■

"Yas," said Statham ; *'had this lady 

been what we originally supposed, it is 

probable that he would not have given 

himself the trouble of inventing any such 

mystery, bat being, as she fondly imagined 

h^self^ his wife, it was neoessary to give 

her a name by which she might pass un- 

recognised by any of his friends who might 

accidentally come across her. The whole 

scheme must have been deliberately con- 

cocted, and with its association of Claxton 

9S a partner in Calveiiey's house is dia- 

bolically ingenious." ■

There was sHence for a few moments, 

broken by Martin Gurwood. " The ques- 

tion comes back to us again," he said. 

"What are we to do?" ■

" It comes back," said Hxnnphrey, " but 

this time I have no hesitation as to how 

it should be an.«jwered. When we last 

entered into this subject, after long dis- 

cussion, we decided that the inhabitant of 

Rose Cottage must be informed of what 

had taken place, and that an annuity must 

be offered her on condition of her keeping 

the knowledge of her position and even her 

existence from Mrs. Calverley. Now, part 

of our programme must be held to, and 

part abandoned." ■

" It is our duty, I imagine, to break to 

her what has occurred," said Martin. ■

" And to do so without a day's delay," 

said Humphrey. " That is necessary for our 

own sake as well as for hers. I did my best 

to impress upon her the inadvisabilty of her 

going to the house in the City ; but as each 

day passes and no news is heard of him 

whom she awaits, her anxiety v^ill increase 

more and more, and there is no knowing 

what rash step she may take." ■

" Of course, if she went to Mincing-lane 

she would learn at once that no Mr. Clax- ■
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ton was known there, and that Mr. Cal- 

verley was dead. Putting these two facts 

together she would at once understand 

what had occurred." ■

^^ Ay, and she would not be long in rea- 

lising her own position, poor thing ; for of 

course she woidd hear of Mrs. Calverley, 

and then nothing could be kept from her. 

No, to such a woman the horrible truth 

blurted out in that way might prove fiital, 

and though to die might possibly be the best 

thing that could happen to her, we must 

do our best to prevent any such calamity. 

The truth must be told to her, but it must 

be told kindly and gently, and it must be 

pointed out to her that as she has sinned 

unwittingly, she will not be condenmed." ■

" Is she to be told that?" cried Martin 

Gurwood. " If whoever breaks the news 

to her talks to her after that fashion, he 

will be right if he is alluding to the Divine 

mercy, but can he say the same to the 

world ? Will not the world condemn her, 

point at her the finger of scorn, bid her not 

darken its respectable doors ? Will not 

women priding themselves on their good- 

ness and their charity take delight in hunt- 

ing her down, and withdrawing themselves 

from the contamination of her presence? 

Will she not henceforth, and for the rest of 

her life, lie under a ban, be kept apart, sent 

to Coventry, have to perform social qua- 

rantine, and to keep the Yellow Flag flying 

to warn all who approach her of the danger 

they run ?" ■

Humphrey Statl^m looked at his com- 

panion with surprise. He had never seen 

him so animated before. " Yon are right," 

he said. ^' Heaven help her ! it is the penalty 

which she will have to pay for this man's 

sin, in which no one will believe that she 

did not participate. There are thousands 

who will be ready to speak pityingly of 

liim, while their hearts will be closed against 

her ! Such is the justice of the world 1" ■

*' It must be our task, provided all that 

you imagine turns out to be true," said 

Martin, " to endeavour to alleviate her 

position as much as possible." ■

'' As a relative of the dead man who has 

worked this wrong, and as a clergyman, 

your influence and example can do her 

more good than those of any other person. 

Except, perhaps, Mrs. Calverley," added 

Statham, after a pause, ** who, I hope, for 

more reasons than one, will* never know 

anything of Mrs. — Mrs. Clax ton's ex- 

istence." ■

" All that I can do, I will do most ear- 

nestly," said Martin. ■

'* You must do something more, Martin 

Gurwood," said Humphrey, "you mast go 

to Hendon to-morrow and break the news 

to this poor creature." ■

" I !" cried Martin Gurwood ; " it is 

impossible — I ' * ■

" You, and no one else," said Humphrey. 

" In the first place you are more accas- 

tomed than I am to such scenes, deeply pain- i 

ful, I grant, as that which will ensue. It l<i 

fitting that the words which you will have 

to say to her should come from the montli 

of a man like you, a servant of God, keep- 

ing himself unspotted from the world, 

rather than from any of us who are HviDg 

this driving, tearing, work-a-day life." ■

Martin Gurwood was silent for a few 

moments, his eyes fixed on the groand, 

then he said with a shudder, ^' I cannot do 

it. I feel I cannot do it." ■

'* Oh, yes, you can, and yon will," said 

Humphrey, touching him kindly on the 

shoulder. ■

" Shall I have to tell her— all ?" ■

*' The all is unfortunately simple enough- 

Yon will have to tell her that so far as she 

was concerned the life of this man who ha^ 

ju^t passed away.was a fraud and a pre- 

tence ; that his name was not Claxton, but 

Calverley ; that he ^as not her husband, for 

at the very time when he, as she thongbt. 

made l^r his wife, he was married to 

another woman. You will have to expose 

all his baseness and his treachery— and 

yon will find that she will speak pity- 

ingly of him, and forgive him, as women 

always do forgive those who ruin them 

body and soul !" ■

" You think they do ?" said Martin Gur- 

wood, looking at him earnestly. ■

" I know it," said Statham, " but that 

it neither here nor there. You must under- 

take this duty, Martin, for it lies more is 

your province than in mine. If my ori- 

ginal notion had proved correct, I couM 

have assumed the requisite amount of stern- 

ness, ^and should have done Yery well, bo: 

as matters stand at present I should 1' 

quite out of my element. It is meant for 

you, Martin, and you must do it." ■

"I will do my best," said Martic 

*' though I shudder at the task, and gre&tlv 

fear my own powers in being able to carry 

it through. Am I to say anything aboo: 

the annuity, as we settled before ?" ■

"No, I think not," said Humphrey 

Statham, promptly ; *' that is a part of ti.»' 

affair which need not be touched on ju>' 

yet, and when it comes to the front I ba 1 

better take it in hand. Not that yon wonil ■
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not deal with it with perfect delicacy, but 

it reqnires a little infasion of business, 

which is more in my way. Yon are per- 

fectly certain yon are right in what you 

told me the other day about the will ? No 

mention of any one who could possibly be 

this lady, whom we know as Mrs. Clax- 

ton ?" ■

" None. Every person named in the will 

is known to me or to my mother.*' ■

" Have you been through Mr. Calverley's 

privB^te papers ?'* 

i| "I have gone through most of them; 

they were not numerous, and were very 

methodically arranged." • 

{I " And you have found nothing suspicious 

in them, no memorandum making provision 

I for any one ? ■

jj " Nothing of the kind. But last night 

, Mr. Jeffreys brought up to me the banker's 

pass-book of the firm, and I noticed that 

j about four months ago a sum of two 

thousand pounds was transferred from the 

business account to Mr. Calverley's private 

account, and I thought that was remark- 

able." ■

" It was, and to have noticed it does you 

credit. I had no idea you had so much 

bnsincss discrimination." ■

'" Yon have not heard all," said Martin. 

" On my pointing this out to Mr. Jeffreys, 

, of course without hinting what idea had 

I struck me, he told me that three or four 

years ago, he could not recollect the exact 

date off-hand, a very much larger sum, ten 

thousand ponnds, in fact, had been trans- 

ferred from one account to the other in the 

same way." ■

" Then it seems pretty clear to me," said 

Humphrey Statham, "that wo shall not 

have to tax our inventive faculties, or to 

bewilder Mr. Jeffreys with any mysterious 

story for the purpose of famishing Mrs. 

Claxton with proper means of support." ■

" Yon imagine this money was devoted 

to her service ?" asked Martin. ■

" I have very little doubt about it. The 

ten thousand pounds were no doubt set 

a.side and invested in some safe concern, 

yielding" a naoderate rate of interest, say 

live or six per cent, and settled upon her. 

From this she would have a decent yearly 

income, more than enough, if I may judge 

from what I saw of her yesterday, to keep 

her in comfort. I don't know what the two 

thousand pounds transferred recently can 

have been for, unless it was that Mr. Cal- 

verlcT found his health beginning to fail, and 

desired to make a larger provision for her." 

" Might not this second sum have been ■

given as a bribe to some one?" asked 

Martin, "for the sake of buying some- 

body's silence — some one who had dis- 

covered what was going on, and threatened 

to reveal it ?" ■

" Most assuredly it might," said Statham, 

in astonishment, " and it is by no means 

unlikely that it was applied in that manner. 

I am amazed, Martin, at your fertility of 

resource ; I had no idea that you had so 

much acquaintance with human nature." ■

" In any case, then," said Martin Gur- 

wood, ignoring the latter poi-tion of his com- 

panion's speech, "it will not be necessary 

for me to touch upon the question of money 

in my interview with Mrs. Claxton." ■

"Certainly not," said Humphrey, "be- 

yond broadly hinting, if you find it ne- 

cessary, that she will be properly cared for. 

But my own feeling is, that she will be far 

too much overwhelmed to think of anything 

beyond the loss she has sustained, and her 

present misery." ■

" You do not under-state the unpleasant- 

ness and the difficulty of the mission you 

have proposed for me," said Martin, with a 

half- smile. ■

"I do not over-state it, my dear Gur- 

wood, believe me," said Statham. " And 

all I can do now is to wish yop. God-speed 

in it." ■

When Martin Garwood returned to Great 

Walpole-street that afternoon, he found that 

Mr. Jeffreys had been sent for by Mrs. 

Calverley, and was already installed in the 

dining-room, with various books and docu- 

ments, which he was submitting to the 

widow. Madame Du Tertre sat at her 

friend's right hand, taking notes of such 

practical business suggestions as occurred 

to Mrs. Calverley, and of the replies to such 

inquiries as she herself thought fit to make. 

To Martin's great relief the banker's pass- 

book, which he had seen on the previous 

evening, was not amongst those produced. ■

Mrs. Calverley looked somewhat con- 

fused at her son's entrance. " I asked Mr. 

Jeffreys to bring these books up here, 

Martin," she said, "as it was impossible 

for me to go to the City just yet, and I 

wanted to have a general idea of how 

matters stood." ■

"You did perfectly right, my dear 

mother," said Martin, absently, throwing 

himself into a chair. His conversation with 

Statham, the story he had heard, and the 

task he had undertaken, were all fresh in 

his mind, and he could not concentrate his 

attention on anything else. ■
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"You seem fatigued, Monsieur Martin/* 

said Pauline, eying him closely ; " the worry 

of the last few days has been too much for 

you/* ■

" It is not that, Madame Du Tertre," said 

Martin, rousing himself ; " the fact is I 

have been engaged iii the City all day, and 

that always tires me." ■

" In the City !" repeated Pauline. " Ma- 

dame asked Monsieur Jeffreys, and he told 

us you had not been there." ■

"Not to Mincing- lane. I had an en- 

gagement of my own in the City, which 

has occupied me all day." ■

" Ail 1 and you found that very fatigu- 

ing ? The roar and the noise of London, 

tho crowded streets^ the want of fresh air, 

all this must be very unpleasant to yon, 

iMonsieur Martin. Yon will be glad to get 

back to your quiet, your country, and your 

— what you call — parish." ■

" I shall not be able to return there for 

some little time yet, I fear," said Martin ; 

" I have a great deal yet to do in London." ■

" I should like you to go through some 

of these books with me to-morrow. Mr. 

Jeffreys can leave them here, and can come 

up to-morrow, and " ■

" Not to-morrow, mother," said Martin. 

" I have an engagement of importance which 

will occupy me me whole day." ■

Mrs. Calverley looked displeased. " It 

is much better not to postpone these mat- 

ters," she said. ■

But Martin Gurwood answered shortly, 

" It cannot be to-morrow, mother ; the ap- 

pointment which I have made must be 

kept." And as he looked up tho tell-tale 

colour came again to his cheeks as he saw 

Madame Du Tertre's eyes eagerly fastened 

on him. ■

"An appointment which must bo kept," 

muttered Pauline to herself, as she locked 

her chamber door for the night. " I was 

right, then ! This man has been away all 

day, engaged on some business which he 

does not name ! He has an appointment 

for to-morrow, about the nature of which 

he is also silont. I am convinced that he 

is keeping something secret, and have an 

inoxpliciiblo feeling that that something 

has to do with me. Mrs. Calverley will 

have to pass her day in solitude to-morrow, 

for I, too, have an appointment which I 

must keep, and when Monsieur Martin has 

an interview with his Mend^ I shall not be 

fiir away. ■

Madame Du Tertre was with her dear 

friend very early the next morning. She ■

had received a letter, she said, from a poor 

cousin of hers who, helpless and friendless, 

had arrived in London the previous eveninf^. 

Pauline must go to her at once, but would 

return by dinner-time. Mrs. Calverley gra- 

ciously gave her consent to this proceed- 

ing, and Pauline took her leave. ■

Soon after breakfast Martin Gnrwoocl 

issued from the house, and hailing tlic 

driver of a hansom cab, which was just 

coming out from the adjacent mews, fresh 

for its day's work, stepped lightly into the 

vehicle, and was driven off. Immediat^lr 

afterwards, a lady, wearing a large black 

cloth clbak and hat, with a thick veil, called 

the next hansom that appeared and bade its 

driver keep the other cab, now some dis- 

tance ahead, in view. ■

An ostler, who was passing by, with a 

bit of sti*aw in his mouth, and an empty 

sack thrown over his shoulders, heard the 

directi<Hi given and grinned cynically. ■

" The old game ! Always a woman for 

that sort of caper !" he muttered to himself 

as he disappeared down the mews. ■

BOWLES, THE WAITER.. ■

I AM often amazed — I have retired on a 

luxurious competence, which entitles me 

to enjoy such feelings, and have the recital 

of such attended to with respectful in- 

terest — ^I am often amazed, I say, at the 

common plans suggested in every-day con- 

versation for acquiring knowledge of life, 

philosophy, getting through the world, and 

the rest of it. We hear of schooling, uni- 

versities, foreign travel, Australia, and the 

bush. I have heard arguments by the honr 

on this subject. I have seen the same 

question discussed in that great engine of 

the press, which, aa it truly states, has the 

largest circulation in the world, and is read 

from the rising to the setting of the sun. 

Yet one' and all persistently overlook tho 

great school for learning life, philosophy, 

and manners, which, to use a vulgarism, 

was lying under their very noses. I allude 

to WAiTERiNG—that honourable, intellectual 

calling by which I raised myself to ease and 

competence, finally letting a whole house 

out in apartments to an opulent connexion, 

but refusing all retaining briefs in my old 

business. The strain on the mind I now 

find too much. I am fairly entitled to a sort 

of judicial ease, and what, in the profes- 

sion, is considered equivalent to a seat on 

the bench. For I would pray you to ob- 

serve the distinction here, the confound inij ■

■«= ■
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which often does injustice to a superior 

body of men. Waitering must be viewed 

apart from butlerising, the woolsack of the 

latter being the public-house. We look 

for a retreat where we can put to profit 

the manners acquired bj the opportunities 

and practice afforded by the exercise of our 

profession, and can offer to those who favour 

oar apartments a finish of attendanco as 

can only be attained by years of preferring 

and withdrawing, and of quietly ascertain- 

iDg the wishes of human nature. A house 

newly reddened, glistening with plate-glass 

from top to bottom, with clean muslin cur- 

Uius^ gasalicrs everywhere, to be tenanted 

on the drawing-room floor by modest countiy 

famihes come to town for weddings or balls, 

on the parlour floor by a permanent gentle- 

man with a club, is the honourable retire- 

ment to which we look. ■

There are vulgar people who suppose 

that we have something in common with 

greengrocers, and I have noticed that where 

entertainments are given in novels, gentle- 

men following this ti-ade are invariably 

had in from round the oomer. There is 

an ignorance, as well as a narrowness, 

in this view^ that is surprising. As well 

say that) because mere supernumeraries, 

like the coachman or stable-boy, with the 

ibvour of their mode of life strong upon 

them, are had in, that such creatures really 

icait, instead of stumbling and bunghng 

about the room. At rustic feasts, or where 

there is a dearth of professional hands, I see 

no objection to having in a dealer in market 

stuff to assist. But it speaks ill for the acu- 

men of those who broach such idle talk, that 

they cannot distinguish between skill, train- 

ing, and even genius, and the coarse work- 

manship of ignorance. It proves that such, 

I fear, only care, swine-like, for the grati- 

fication of their appetites, regardless of how 

they are served. Others, no doubt, are 

merely thoughtless, and repeat what they 

hear. But there is no greater popular error 

than this as to the greengrocer ; he attends, 

hut does not wait. ■

Again ; talk of the statesman, the man 

who knows the world, and is full of stories ! 

Why, it is amongst us that there is to be 

found the real statesman who knows the 

world. Day after day we see all the vices 

and meannesses of our common nature un- 

rolled before us as on a map, and .with the 

most amazing candour, for no one appears 

to credit us with even common intelligence, 

and we arc minded about as little as if we 

were without eyes or ears. Frequently, as I 

huve held the entree forward, stooping my ■

head well down, between a lady and gentle- 

man, the latter has not cared to lower his 

voice as he proceeded with his scandal 

about a lady of high honour round whoso 

table. I had travelled many times, only a 

few evenings before. Yet what a compli- 

ment was here implied. Look at the grave 

manners, at the trained expression of face, 

that shows neither joy, sorrow, interest, nor 

hilarity; look at the self-possession, the 

spirit of organisation, the forecasting, the 

aplomb, and own that there are few walks 

in life wh^re such valuable virtues are de- 

veloped. I am speaking of the average 

member of our bar — but the leaders are 

remarkable men indeed. Some, I can assure 

you, develop at our state dinners precisely 

the same qualities that would win them 

distinction in the field, or enable them to 

manage the House of Commons. There are, 

say, thirty people to be served at one of 

these state dinners^ yet the true artist will 

prefer to have but a small force, trusty 

soldiers, on whom he can rely ; ho knows 

he would only be embarrassed by a crowd 

of volunteers, ill-disciplined, though will- 

ing. Everything must be ready in advance, 

and, as I have heard a House of Com- 

mons speaker say, though he did not think 

that the person who was filUng his glass was 

treasuring up the remark, that while de- 

livering one sentence you must be con- 

structing the next, so the chief of our de- 

partment must be all in anticipation, and, 

while one course is being happily carried 

through, must be looking to the next. 

There must be no noise, none of that 

jostling, shouldering, and clattering which 

betrays wretched fourth-class work. For 

it is a curious fact that what in other 

departments is accepted as a mark of good 

execution, is, to a judge of waitering, a 

sign of inferior work absolutely disgust- 

ing — namely, heartiness and eagerness to 

do the work. Such is exhibited by tlie 

coachman, and amateurs of that sort, to 

whom I have already scornfully alluded. 

As for the greengrocer before mentioned, 

words cannot portray how execrable he is in 

every point of vie*-, for tho worst vices of 

the other class, in his instance, are accom- 

panied by a self-sufi&ciency which tempts 

one to fold one's hands and look on in 

despair. ■

I am not ashamed, though now enjoying 

comparative opulence, to turn back to a 

beginning which I may call humble. All 

will remember the late Mr. Bosh, Q.C., who 

was famous for his dinners, wines, cheerful 

manners, and good things, both of speech ■
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and table; as well as for his defence of 

notorious criminals. It was at his house, 

I may say, that I made my studies, and 

a most improving school it was. It is 

seldom, indeed, that young beginners are 

so favoured. I was then a mere stripling, 

comparatively ignorant, with a heavy touch 

and elephantine tread, and with nothing to 

suit me for my profession but a burning 

desire to excel in it. Some of our con- 

nexions were high in the profession, but 

pronounced unhesitatingly that I had no 

gifts that way ; but that I had the true in- 

stinct, the issue proved. It was reserved 

for Waddy, who was one of the leaders — 

attending at Court, Sutherland House, and 

such places — ^to secure for me the opening, 

which the dulness or indifference of my 

prejudiced relatives denied to me. This 

man, who was utterly unspoiled by his 

position, and never affected to draw a line 

between himself and his brethren, making 

it a point to accept engagements of even 

a poor character at suburban houses, on 

principle, so that it should not be given 

out that he was taking airs — it was Waddy, 

I say, who first prophesied the rise there 

was before me. He often afterwards spoke 

of the circumstance, and I shall not, I hope, 

be thought wanting in modesty by men- 

tioning it, as it will be profitable for young 

beginners by way of lesson. ■

It occurred at one of the modest suburban 

places, where Waddy attended on principle, 

as before stated. It was near the close of 

dinner, when cheese and port wine went 

round, and I was attending my chief with a 

tray of wine-glasses. Through some acci- 

dent, on turning suddenly, Waddy's elbow 

struck one of the frail port wine-glasses, 

tilting it over and deluging a lady's dress. 

Wad dy carried it off as if it were part of his 

ceremonial, like the Scotch fashion of drink- 

ing a toast. But when the feast was over 

and the guests had gone, the lady of the 

house at^ked me with great ferocity for 

myboorishness, declaring, I should never be 

had in again. I was tempted to justify my- 

self, but an instinct of sagacity restrained 

me. The next day, when my senior came 

to receive the half-sovereign due upon his 

brief, the lady broke out in contemptuous 

abuse of his staff - officer, when Waddy 

awed her by avowing contemptuously that 

he was responsible. The trath was, he 

added,' that such things ought never to 

happen, and never did happen, at the houses 

of gentlemen where a liberal spirit pre- 

vailed; but where fuss and flurry, and, 

above all, a want of confidence was present, ■

such accidents followed as a matter of 

course. He hinted that a few more Bnch 

scenes would corrupt his style. ■

Waddy was pleased to declare that I was 

the only gentleman present in the pkce, 

that my taking the blame on myself was 

" worthy of the Guards at Waterloo," in 

which corps, and on which occasion, a re- 

lation of his own had figured. From that 

hour he was my fast friend and patron. 

Like a great barrister with a favourite 

junior, he would get me introduced into all 

his heavy cases. Under such patronage I 

rose almost at once into first-class busi- 

ness, working with him at the best houses, 

and, what was very welcome, going down 

special with him to the country for a week 

at a time to a shooting party, or a '^ coming 

of age." The " fill your house" parties, 

which lasted, perhaps, a fortnight, were 

the holidays most popular with the- pro- 

fession. Although the work was hard, 

and we had no sooner "cleared away" 

than we had to "lay" again, still there 

was gaiety, and much pleasant socieij 

below, agreeable ladies'-ladies, pleasant 

valets, who had acquired polish ana know- 

ledge of the world by travelling over it 

with their masters, and whose company 

was pleasitnt. I am bound to say, too, that 

the regular official of the house honour- 

ably dealt with us as guests, more or 

less, and had too much delicacy to make 

us execute heavy tasks. They seemed to 

rely on us chiefly for the finer touches and 

ornamental work. The butler, at such 

places, if the family have a town mansion, 

is always found to be a superior man, who 

in a higher station would have m^de an ex- 

cellent director of an office, or even magis- 

trate. The popular ideas about those men, 

the descriptions in novels, or plays, which 

shows them secretly taking the port, Ac., 

are all wrong and fisilse. They are abore 

all that, and do not care for it. Many of 

them, I am proud to say, have graduated at 

onr university; I mean, have done years 

of what we call "grinding" at our work. 

This is what gives them that Robert Peel 

manner, that calm portliness which inspires 

confidence, and is so diflerent from the 

comparative flippancy of an ordinary foot- 

.man. Indeed, there is really no such 

school of discipline in the world as waiter- 

ing. And after this people talk of the 

greengrocer! ■

Gi'eengrocer, indeed ! I could give in- 

stances by the hour of the degradation, 

the dead loss, the burlesque introduced into 

any entertainment by these impostors. Tet ■
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I am man of the world enough to admit 

that thej have a strong hold on human 

oature, for so long as cheese-paring, and 

scraping, and pretence have their place in 

tho mean oomer-cupboards, as I may call it, 

of character, so long will the greengrocer 

waiter be in demand — in certain circles, of 

course. The people who give cheap poison- 

ous wines, and who make the persons they 

employ go through the cheat of saying, 

"Champagne, hock, port!" (I have often 

been tempted to add, " at two-and-six the 

bottle !") ; who have messes from the pas- 

try-cook's which they call vol-au-vents and 

mayonnaises, are exactly the class who 

Lave the greengrocers. Having impos- 

tures of dishes, you may as well have im- 

postors to hand them round. As I have 

beard gentlemen of eminence make the re- 

mark at table, " Great is truth, and it will 

prevail," so I have seen the remark come 

out in practice in the most singular way. ■

Those who, in spite of respectful warn- 

ing, tnll have in the favourite greengrocer, 

are almost invariably put to shame and 

disgrace before the night is over. I think 

I should be doing a service by putting on 

record here one remarkable instance of a 

party being thus hoisted by their own 

petard, the latter instrument of war being 

in this case represented by the green- 

grocer. ■

Waddy being one evening hastily sum- 

moned to a nobleman's, sent for me, and 

begged me to undertake a " light dinner," 

with a ball and supper, at another house, 

in his place. The light dinner was in the 

Camberwell direction, at Number Five, 

Matilda Villas. The owners of Number 

Five were Mr. and Mrs. E. .Piper John- 

son, parties who were, as I discovered, 

particular about the E being never left out 

on their cards or the direction. This 

looked third-class rather ; but I knew that 

Waddy refused to recognise distinctions of 

the kind, and where there had been a suit- 

able introduction, I can assure you went 

through his duties as .conscientiously as 

though he were performing at the very best 

house in LondoA. The Matilda Villas were 

just what you might have expected : a row 

of boxes, with a bit of a garden, and walk, 

and railing. I was met in the hall by E. 

Piper Johnson himself, in a sort of dress- 

y^i gown, with an excited face, and bear- 

ing a doth in his hand! That spoke 

volumes. I heard Mrs. E. Piper Johnson 

Bcreaming over the stairs for some one " to 

bring down tho sperm candles," and some 

of the children were carrying up and down ■

bits of fui*niture. All this spoke more 

volun/es. I know this sort of thing at the 

first glance: it means cheapness, nastiness, 

pretence, make-believe, and forfeiture of 

self-respect. I was not in the least sur- 

prised when E. Piper Johnson said to me, 

loftily, " You will, of course, have assist- 

ance, as Cowmcadow will be here in a few 

minutes." ■

Cowmeadow was the greengrocer. ■

"Might I ask," I said, "of how many 

parties will the party consist P" ■

"Of ten," he replied, consequentially. ■

" Well, then," I said, " we could do far 

better without Mr. Cowmeadow ; it will be 

a great extra exertion for me, still I should 

prefer doing it all myself." ■

" Out of the question," he said, with a 

lofty smile. " I could not disgrace the 

thing by having a single waiter." ■

" It will be better done," I said, " believe 

me, bv having only a single attendant." ■

" Nonsense," he said, " we always have 

Cowmeadow. He goes to the best houses. 

In fact, he is next to being my butler — 

you understand?" ■

I took this to mpan that at Number 

Two, Matilda Villas, and at Number Nine, 

this greengrocer was patronised by the 

doctor and clergyman, and that I was 

expected to assist him, not he me. Here 

was more speaking of volumes, but I 

spoke not a word myself. In a few 

minutes Cowmeadow arrived, a tall, red- 

faced fellow, with greengrocer written 

on every part of his person. His manner 

to me was inexpressibly free and familiar. 

He said this was a disappointment about 

Mr. Waddy, but he supposed he and I 

would " hact" very well together. B. Piper 

Johnson came, and in a solemn way said 

he hoped we would be most particular to 

make things go off well, that there would 

be no mistakes or delays. ■

" Oh, we'll take care of that^ Mr. Johnson. 

You leave it all to hus." ■

I said not a word. ■

"Oh yes, Cowmeadow, that's all very 

well, you know. But there is a great deal 

depending on this, and you must be most 

particular ; Mr. and Mrs. Byles, of the 

Bank, are coming, and I wouldn't for fifty 

pounds anything was wrong. Mr. Bylcs 

goes out into the best society, and I request 

everything will be attended to, and I am 

sure there can be no excuse with two 

waiters." ■

I could have corrected him — one and a 

greengrocer — ^but I still said nothing. I 

knew Mr. Byles of the Bank very well, ■
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haviog handed him entrees many a time 

at the great state dinners ; and dnring 

the day I made out readily enough, not 

by pumping the maids as greengrocers 

wonld do, but simply by listening to what 

was said openly before me, that E. Piper 

Johnston had got a sort of half promise of 

a place in the Bank. ■

As for Cowmeadow, I never met emch 

a combination of ignorance and self-suffi- 

ciency. That he Imew nothing, absolntely 

nothing, save perhaps how to carry in a leg 

of mntton, may be conceived ; but his vul- 

garity of style was almost incredible. When, 

after a short absence, I found he had 

twisted the napkins into some ridiculous 

shapes that would have only done for a 

pantomime, and that he was making idiotic 

arrangements with the knives and forks, 

and doing it all with great pride, as if it 

were something artistic, I went straight to 

the owner of the house. I told him all 

the facts. I hinted that I would speak to 

him as one man of the world to another — 

though, as I need scarcely tell you. I 

knew well enough he was nothing of the 

kind. As he was having Mr. Byles and 

lady, and as the object was to give satisfac- 

tion to those parties, I conveyed that things 

were not being done in a way that would 

exactly give satisfection. The person who 

was appointed as my coadjutor would, 

in every detail, jar upon Mr. Byles, 

and the end in view would inevitably be 

defeated. He grew red and angry, as I 

knew he would, and asked did I dare 

dictate as to his arrangements. Did I 

know who he was? I went on — that I 

had noticed from the labels of recently 

arrived bottles that the wines were from a 

well-known house, more distinguished for 

the energy of its advertisements than for 

the quahty of its liquor. I knew enough 

of Mr. Byles to say that if such were set 

before him, the offence would never be for- 

given. This of course I suggested merely 

in a general way, and it was entirely a 

matter for his private consideration ; but as 

for co-operating with the person who was 

at that moment twisting the napkins into 

shapes fit only to be exhibited at the 

Chamber of Horrors, and places of the 

kind, that concerned my own self-respect. 

Firmly and distinctly I required that our 

relations should be changed, or I would ask 

leave to resign, engaging to send within half 

an hour a substituxe who had no scruples, 

and was accustomed to work of the kind. 

He sputtered, grew red again ; but, after a 

consultation with Mrs. E. Piper Johnson, ■

had to agree. Cowmeadow was called up, 

and after some time came down, puffing 

his cheeks, and saying, " Very well. This 

must come to an end. To be told at thai 

time of day that he didn't know his basi- 

ness ! But we should see.' * ■

But being now officially recognised, I at 

once took another tone, and assuming a 

firm and haughty air of command, pro- 

ceeded to level the ridiculous Chinese 

puzzles he had been constructing, and re- 

laid the table according to true prin- 

ciples. Of course he and they thoneht 

everything was spoiled, having uneducated 

eyes, but I remained firm. The wine was 

of course their concern ; but I had dis- 

charged my duty, and my conscience was 

free. All the while the greengrocer was 

not of the slightest use ; ever3rthing he bad 

done I was forced to undo. He stood there, 

gaping and puffing, occasional ly rendering 

assistance by putting everything in the 

wrong place. I saw at once, too, tli:;t 

he was what wo call in iAie profession "a 

blower" — a sure sign of a low-class work- 

man ; I mean one of those creatures who, 

as they offer a dish " Wow" on the gnest? 

cheek,^ and who are especially disagreeable 

to ladies. Bunter and the great cooks and 

confectioners always look to this depart- 

ment of breath, and never employ an;.* 

afflicted with this complaint. By the bonr 

of dinner the rude and tasteless hosts. I 

could see, had to admit the presence of 

taste, and seemed astonished at the qniet. 

unobtrusive elegance I had thrown over 

the poor materials I had to work with. ■

At seven o'clock the guests began to 

arrive, and I and the greengrocer were at 

our posts. I. put him to the door, but eren 

for that department he was hardly qualified. 

But his costume ! A high-collared, short- 

waisted coat, a shrunk white waistcait, a 

cravat of enormous size and cloudy hue, 

and white thread gloves that reminded mr 

of the bandits at Richardson's show. It 

almost made me shudder. My own cos- 

tume was, of course, simply that of a 

private gentleman. It puzzled them, and 

I fancy they preferred the coarse theatricfa 

display of the other; but they understood 

nothing of these things. Cowmeadow, I 

could see, was subdued and nervous, for I 

did not speak much, but fixed a cold ere 

on him. I announced Mr. and Mrs. Bjies 

in my best, quiet, gprave style; Doctor 

Trumper, the vicar ; Captain and Mr.>. 

Blue her, and Miss ditto, and Lndy M*CtJ- 

loch, whom I very soon ascertained t/> be 

only the widow of a Scotch major. I wisb ■

I ■
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I could describe the solenm grandeur and 

importance of E. Piper Johnson and lady, 

as he received these great people — their 

trembling pride and delight, the excited 

way in which he said, "Now dinner, 

Bowles !" as if I were the old family butler. 

All below I saw depended on me ; nothing 

coherent was to be expected from the *' had 

in" cook, the loaned seoliion ft*om next door 

to "wash np," and the hired greengrocer 

—the latter literally ihcapable nnder my 

cold eye. At the last minute I said to him 

cfoictly, " You will make a mess of this, 

I can see, and your only chance is to take 

your time and orders from me — ^mind." 

He was pushing and bustling about, taking 

up dishes and putting them down. " Leave 

those,*' I said, firmly; "you will smash 

something before the night is over. " ** Yes ; 

do, Mr. Cowmeadow," said the regular 

cook of the house. He had sunk even in 

their eyes ! ■

They were now coming down. Mr. E. 

Piper Johnson and Mrs. Byles in fipont; 

Mrs. B. Piper Johnson and Mr. Byles 

bringing up the rear. We stood to arms 

below, the greengrocer looking like a bad 

parish beadle. I looked, I know, hke a 

gentleman who had just stopped to see a 

processioB paas, with an air of quiet self- 

possession that contrasted with the vulgar 

importance of my miserable subordinate. 

Yet not one of the party but saw who was 

the guiding spirit of the night. Then be- 

gan the business. The work I had to do 

was inconceivable. I had to see to every- 

thing — ^kitchen, hall, and dining-room. The 

wretched greengrocer was " off his head " 

from the first moment ; now dragging away 

plates before their time; offering things 

here, there, and everywhere, and blowing 

all the time like a walrus. When I was 

bnsy trying to repair his blunders, I could 

have blushed, as I heard his coarse voice in 

altercation with the maid outside the door ; 

and I never felt such complete degradation 

as when, afber hearing son^thing like a 

scuffle, I parsed out and found the wretched 

creature struggKng with the deputy cook 

for a dish ! Both appealed to me ; it wa^ 

to be brought in — ^it was not to be brought 

in. Shocked inexpressibly, I ordered the 

scullion below, merely fixing him with my 

eye, under which he quailed. But Cow- 

meadow was beyond decency. ■

I found I must do eveiy thing, unless a 

sheer breakdown was to be expected, and 

the moment was now come to help round 

the wine. Cowmeadow insisted on under- 

taking this duty, and was weak enough to ■

fimcy he might be equal to such- an ele- 

mentary business. Yet there he was, ac^ 

tively struggling with the cork, allowing 

it to ''fizz*' and burst, holding the flask in 

alarm, and I had to come to his rescue. 

Then his style — " Champeene, sir, Mr. 

Byles !" in a loud coarse voice, as if it 

was some real Johnsberg from the cellars 

of the Austrian ambassador himself, though 

there^ there would be no more noise than 

if it were a glass of dry sherry. What 

I had predicted came about. Mr. Byles gave 

one sip, looked down into his glass as 

if there were a fly floating in it^ and then 

deliberately put it away from him. When 

it next came round he said with a testy 

voice, "No, give me a gla£S of aherry !" 

What would it be when he came to the 

claret furnished from the same famous bins ? ■

I own I lost all patience, when, just after 

wild-duck time, I met Cowmeadow hurry- 

ing up with the ice-pudding, which he had 

forced the cook to turn out in spite of "all 

protests. Of course he insisted on carry- 

ing and helping the shape of jelly, which 

he caused to reel and nearly totter ofi" the 

dish, and which he attempted to catch 

with his clumsy fingers; and, of course, 

when helping it he allowed some to escape 

from the spoon and leap down between 

Mrs. Byles and her neighbour. But why 

linger on these humiliating scenes ? I can 

only reflect with pride on my fortitude, self- 

possession, and training, which repaired 

and glossed over all mistakes, and kept 

everything together in some shape. As 

for the celebrated claret, at three shillings 

a bottle, I felt for the wretched guests, 

and had gloomy presentiments as to their 

probable condition next day. Mr. Byles, 

a good judge, as I have intimated, after the 

first sip persistently declined, saying again, 

" Give me a glass of sherry.*' It was a bit 

of comedy to hear E. Piper Johnson flourish- 

ing hia meagre drink. '^ Pass the claret. 

You are stopping tlie claret, Trumper. No 

more claret? Do let us have up some 

more !" as if there was a c^lar below with 

a row of choice bins. They knew no better, 

poor grovellers, and drank it. ■

Cowmeadow, when all was over, began 

to assume a revolting self-sufficiency, and 

said, "we had got through very well!" 

From that day I registered a vow never 

more to serve with a greengrocer, and 

this on principle. I felt a few more such 

trials would corrupt me, and perhaps spoil 

my style for ever. As I had anticipated — 

for I took pains to find out the fact — ^Mr. 

Byles was furious at the cheap wine, and ■
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exerted aJl his influence to prevent E. Piper 

Johnson from getting the place. And this 

fact alone supports me tlm>ugh the recol- 

lection of that trying scene. ■

TBEE, AMONG THE DEAD. ■

Hbeb, thy way wu set with marea, 

Mid thy hanreat spnuig the tares, 

Cankers lurked in fairest flowers, 

Nightshade twined in brightest bowers. 

Misconstructions, doubts, and scorns, 

Filled thy every path with thorns ; 

Now, the haunting fears are fled. 

Thon art free, among the dead. ■

Baffled here thy eagle sight, 

Weakened here Uiy arm of might. 

Tired here thy upward foot. 

Blighted here thy ripened fruit ; 

Coldness mocked thee — blindness jairedi 

Love was false and friendship hard ; 

Now, the latest sneer is said. 

Thou art free, among the djcad. ■

Nothing now compels thy heart. 

To the feeble human part. 

Nothing now can sting or tret. 

Nothing now of vague regret. 

Springing firee ftom oartmy stains, 

Doubt nor cloud thy soul restrains ; 

Free, where God's mil light is shed, 

Free, my darling, 'mong the dead. ■

A PREY TO THE LIONS. ■

Mt cousin, Richard Roe, had come up 

from Cumberlandshire to spend a few days 

in town, and was therefore haling and 

hurrying me from exhibition to exhibition. 

He was of a methodical and thrifly turn of 

mind, and was bent upon obtaining as 

much sight-seeing as possible in return for 

his outlay of time and toil. Mine was a 

false position, for whereas he credited me 

with being a thoroughly competent guide 

to the curiosities and spectacles of London, 

I was, in truth, Tery inadequately informed 

on the subject. Though I seemed to be, 

therefore, a sort of steam-tug, towing my 

massive relative hither and thither, I was 

really propelled by him in directions of 

which I knew little, and at a rate of speed 

I was wholly imable to control. For the 

sights of London exist less for its residents 

than for its visitors. But of this fact my 

cousin did not appear to be aware. ■

Still, in acknowledgment of the cordial 

hospitalities I had met with during my 

occasional visits to Roe Hall, I had felt 

bound to place myself at the disposal of its 

proprietor, and to wander, or rather to rush, 

with him to and fro, since that was his 

good pleasure, in quest of sights. I trust 

it was sport to him ; I know that it was 

to me something very different. I forbear to ■

catalogrue the galleries, exhibitions, and in- 

stitutions we visited; the task wonld be 

endless. For days I lived in a \vbirl of 

pictures, sculpture, waxwork, machinerj, 

at rest and in motion, stuffed birds, beasts, 

and fishes, raw materials and manufac- 

tured articles, models, preparations in glass 

bottles, specimens in glass cases, natural 

products and artistic achievements, until 

my brain grew giddy and my eyes dim. I 

had, in fact, fieJlen a prey to the lions of 

London ; bound hand and foot, I seemed to 

be bodily handed over to them, and they 

were making very short work of me. Asleep 

or awake, it was all the same ; I was the vic- 

tim of exhibitions. Even in the dead of ni^ht 

I found myself starting from my fevered 

couch in obedience to &ncied demands for 

the price of admission to this or that show, 

for shillings for catalogues and guide-books, 

for the surrender of my umbrella and over- 

coat. Voices were for ever whispering in 

my ear scientific theories, learned explana- 

tions, profound lectures upon all kiudK of 

subjects, whUe marvels of every sort were 

being forced upon my bewildered gaze; 

and over all I was conscious of the strident 

tones of my cousin, and the tug of his 

stalwart arm, as he urged me on to re- 

newed efforts, and compelled me to tra* 

verse and explore the galleries, cabinets, 

nooks and comers of yet other valuable and 

interesting institutions. ■

I felt that my mental powers were yield- 

ing, and that my consciousness was aban- 

doning me. At last I hardly knew where 

I was, or what I was doing. I have a 

recollection, however, of sinking in an 

exhausted condition upon a stone bench 

somewhere, and imploring my companion 

mercifully to leave me there awhile, to go 

on his way alone, and, hip task concluded, 

to come for me again at a later period of 

the day. This, I think, after a slight re- 

monstrance, he consented to do. ■

Rest and peace were permitted me but 

for a few moments. I felt myself touched 

upon the shoulder. A tall, elderly gentle- 

man, with a profuse snowy beard, stood 

before me. In one hand I noticed he ca^ 

ried a large bunch of keys, in the oth^ 

what looked like a baton of office — ^it was, 

in truth, as I discovered upon closer in- 

spection, a sheet of paper closely rolled up. ■

" You will follow me," he said, in a 

grave tone, as he bowed to me with an air 

of digni6ed politeness. ■

" Another exhibition ?" I moaned, as I 

prepared to obey his bidding, for, indeed, ■

■
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Rt the moment I felt myself without 

fitrengtli to resist anybody or anything. ■

As I rose to follow him I was struck by 

the curious nature of bis attire. It ap- 

peared to be entirely composed of paper, 

hanging from his shoulders in large loose 

sheets, partly written on and partly printed, 

arranged one above the other like the 

manifold capes of a^ cabman's great-coat. 

Upon his head he wore a tall, conical, brim- 

less hat, also made of paper of a bluish- 

white colour. ■

" It is in some sort an exhibition,'* he 

paused to explain, " but it differs from all 

other exhibitions. We collect here in our 

museum, not what is rare, but what is 

common. Necessarily our institution is on 

a very large scale, and we are very much 

cramped for room. At the same time we 

do not demand of our visitors that they 

should curiously examine our collection in 

defail. A cursory glance is generally 

found sufficient by most people. They are 

content to recognise familiar objects, and 

to pass on. Merely to hurry through our 

rooms and galleries occupies very con- 

siderable time, however. Still, I should 

state that our institution is generally re- 

garded as of a very interesting character. 

It has been founded out of pure benevo- 

lence. It is especially commended to the 

favour of authors and readers. Nor is it 

as an exhibition that we claim encourage- 

ment and support. Our institution is also 

to be viewed as an asylum, a hospital, a 

sanatorium, and a penitentiary. This is 

the Miller Ward, but here you will pro- 

bably not care to linger long." As he spoke 

he unlocked a large door, and ushered me 

into a spacious chamber, with shelves and 

cabinets neatly arranged against its walls. 

I should mention that I have faithfully 

recorded the purport, if not the precise 

terms, of his speech. ■

Still I did not clearly understand the 

nature of the institution I was visiting. ■

"You are the curator?" I said, doubt- 

folly. ■

** Yes," he answered, with some hesita^ 

tion ; *< I may so describe myself. But I 

am also a patient, and, I must confess, a 

prisoner." ■

"And.thisis ?" ■

"The Miller Ward,. as I said. It is so 

called after Joseph Miller, comedian and 

author, who flourished many years ago. 

We have here a very complete collection, 

not only of the jests of which Miller was 

the unquestionable originator, but also of 

those which, by common consent^ have ■

long been ascribed iA him. I need not in- 

form you that their number is very great 

indeed, and that it is only by dint of the 

most careful packing and arrangement that 

we have succeeded in disposing of them in 

a space so limited. The great majority of 

these jests are in a sadly tattered and worn 

condition. You see they have been about 

in the world so long, and have been sub- 

jected to such very severe wear and tear. 

It was really a most charitable act to re- 

ceive and care for them under this roof. 

But it was quite time that something was 

done. In a Christian land it could no 

longer be permitted that these aged jokes 

should wander about the country, exposing 

everywhere their poverty and wretched- 

ness, and most painful infirmities. To 

sensitive people they had long been the 

occasion of very acute distress. Some 

few may possibly still be at large ; but I 

am thankful to believe that by far the most 

of them are now here, safely under lock 

and key. Perhaps the inspection of one 

of these forlorn creatures will be quite 

sufficient for your purpose." ■

He again plied his keys, and forthwith I 

found myself gazing upon a venerable and 

painfully familiar jest, although it really 

bore upon it but the faintest traces of 

humour or comicality. It was shrivelled 

and bent double with age and hard usage, 

and was covered with innumerable lines. 

Upon inspection through a magnifying- 

glass, kindly handed to me by the curator, 

I discovered that these lines recorded the 

number of times, the > occasions when, and 

the names of the persons by whom, the 

poor old jest had been employed. I was 

surprised to find how* often the Houses of 

Parliament, and the Courts of Justice, and 

the theatres of England were mentioned in 

this record. Among the names registered 

were some well known to fame, and stand- 

ing high in public estimation. I mentioned 

the fact to the curator. ■

" It is very true," he said, mournfully, 

" And I may confess that my own name is 

included in the list. It is owing to my 

own weakness in that and similar respects 

that I am reduced to the humiliating posi- 

tion in which you now find me." ■

" But surely these poor creatures, who 

after all are for the most part inoffensive 

enough, are not always kept in durance 

thus r You let them out sometimes, I sup- 

pose. They must have many friends in the 

world outside who would rejoice to see them 

again; would welcome them, and make 

much of them." ■
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** Too much," said the curator. "It has 

been their misfortune that thej have been 

made too much of, and that they have had 

too many friends. But they are treated 

here leith extreme indulgence. They have 

frequent holidays. It has been found, in* 

deed, that the world cannot altogether dis- 

pense with them. I must add that they 

retuni to us in a dreadful state — more 

jaded and soiled than ever, and often in 

liquor. They have been to convivial 

meetings. They have associated with 

undergraduates — with students of all pro- 

fessions ; they have appeared at the call- 

parties of barristers, at debating societies ; 

in fact, society generally admits them to its 

assemblies. Several have even assured me 

that they have been regaled with tea and 

muf&ns by popular ministers of various 

denominations. For my part* I cannot but 

think that they are over-indulged by the 

institution. A little more severity would 

bo better for all concerned." ■

"I begin to understand," I observed. 

" This wing of your building was designed 

for the reception of decayed and indigent 

jokes. They were to remain here in peace 

and quiet until they really expired of ex- 

treme old age." ■

** Just so. But they don't expire. Their 

longevity is quite amazing. The vitality 

of some of these old jokes is beyond belief. 

However exhausted and decrepit they may 

secm^ some one or other is sure to discover 

life in them. So long as I can remember 

— and l*ve been here now very many years 

— there has never been a death in the Miller 

Ward. Every now and then an inmate may 

fall seriously ill — even to losing all his 

faculties, such as they are, and becoming 

paralytic and bedridden — ^but eventually he 

recovers, although he may never again be 

quite the same substantial old joke he once 

was. Still he is able to get about, and drag 

on his poor existence somehow." ■

We quitted the Miller Ward. ■

" Whither are you taking me now ?'* I 

inquired. The curator was turning the 

lode of another door. ■

'' This is our collection of Latin quota- 

tions." ■

"Thank you," I said; "I wiU not 

trouble you. I know them all too well." ■

"As you please," he answered. "But 

it is my duty to point out the contents of 

our museum." He had opened the door, 

but upon my urgent entreaty he was pre- 

vailed upon to close it again. Something 

of tlie contents of tbe apartment I could 

not help seeing. There caught my eye : ■

Horresco referens; Quantum mntatng; 

Simplex munditiis; Quorum pars magna 

fni ; Monstrum horrendum ; and other too 

familiar acquaintances. On account of fiome 

of them and their authors I had been 

birched in my youth. I hurried away, the 

curator following me, his paper robes 

flapping and rustling about him as he 

moved along. ■

" They are in very fair preservatioii, all 

tilings considered," he observed. " Latin 

quotations are wonderful thin^ for wear- 

ing. To some people they're always as 

good as new." ■

He led me down a long corridor. " We 

now approach," he said, " what we caJl our 

Great Gallery of Illustrations and Figures 

of Speech, perhaps the most interestmg 

department of our institution. I should 

explain to you, however, that tkis is some- 

thing i& the xuuture of a loan exhibition, 

after the manner of South Kensington. 

The articles collected are only here tempo- 

rarily, and we aro often obliged to pait 

with possession of them for a term. It 

thus happens that some of our most pre- 

eious specimens are not at present on view. 

They have been borrowed upon the express 

understanding that they are to be returned 

to us before very long. As you are aware, 

stock figures of speech are greatly in re- 

quest now-a-dajs, especially during the 

parliamentary session. It was only yes- 

terday that one of the chief ornaments of 

the House of Commons insisted upon car- 

rying away the Stone of Sisyphus to burl 

at a rival statesman. The Sword of Brennos 

has been borrowed by a popular drajnatL< 

who declared that without that weapon be 

found himself unable to repel the assaults 

of his critics; while a well-known jonraalist 

who came here avowing that he oooid nol 

rest for want of the Bed of ProcruEtes, was 

of course allowed to remove that famous 

piece of furniture. There is no hdp for it ; 

but of course, this loan system oft^a injures 

very seriously the worth and completeness 

of our collection. At present it is by no 

naeans what I could wish it to be. StiU, I 

do not doubt you will find mudb to interest 

you, if only on account of the extreme com- 

monness of everything exhibited." ■

We stood in a vast hall of handsome 

proportions, lighted by means of a Gothic 

lantern in the roof. The light streamed 

down upon the strangest congr^ation of 

objects, indescribable by reason of tiieir 

number, variety, and incongruity. Now 

the hall and its contents seemed to me to 

wear something the look ofxa pawnbroker s ■
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shop-HDOW of a waxwork exhibition. Here 

were traces of a zoological mnseTiin, there 

of an Indian bazaar, or of an Anstralian 

goods store. ■

" On the right," eaid the curator, point- 

ing, as he spoke, to the di^Bsrent objects 

with his roll of paper, ** on the right yon 

will obserre i^e Coffin of Mohammed, still 

hasging, as yon are aware it has long hnng, 

between heaven and earth. On the left is 

Mohammed himself, and the well-known 

Monnt»in towards which, as it will not 

oome to him, he is seen to be advancing. 

Here is the eminent Grerman metaphy- 

I sician and a figure of the camel he evolved 

I from the depths of his own internal con- 

I sdoQsness. Kext to ihe German comes 

the popular New Zealander standing npon 

, a broken arch of London Bridge contem- 

plating the nuns of St. Paul's. He has 

been awmy for some days, and only came 

hack this morning. I've no donbt he will 

be out again to morrow, for we're seldom 

able to keep him k)ng, he has so very 

large a circle of admirers. Here we have 

Philip Drank, and his inseparable com- 

panion, Philip Sober. Here is Sir Boyle 

Aoach's Bird, in two places at once, and 

here are Sir John Ontlor's Stockings, 

darned entirely. These are greatly ad- 

mired specimens. In this comer you will 

find a cwrioiis collection of classical objects 

and figures. You recognise Homer, nod- 

ding of course, and the Oaudine Forks. 

Close by yon will observe the G-ordian 

Knot, Pandora's Box, the Skirt of Nessus, 

and a choice stock of the mantles of various 

eminent personages; Ciesar's Wife, who 

mnst not even be suspected ; the Bow of 

Apollo, the Cestus of Yenus, the Apple of 

Discord^ the Cup of Circe, the Foot of Her- 

•enles, ^e £!ar of Dionysius, and the Eye 

of Mars. Here is the Cynthia of the Minute, 

here Niobe, all tears, and here the White 

Elephant, a very noble animal. On this 

shelf ar^ fionie smaller objects, very highly 

prized, hofvever : a Stab in the Dark, a 

Snake in the Grass, and the very celebrated 

Thin End of the Wedge." ■

" Enong'b," I cried. "I'D see no more. 

For Heaven's sake let me out !" ■

"What !" he said, "you won't look at 

the Xjast Onnoe that broke the CameVs 

Back, at tihe Straw which shows which 

way the Wind Blows, at the Bird in the 

Hand, nor the Eggs in the Bush ?" ■

" No," I answered, rather rudely; "nor 

do I want to hear the Tune of which the 

Old Cow IDied." ■

*' Wo have the skin of the cow carefully ■

preserved," he explained, " and the original 

manuscript of the fatal composition locked 

in a drawer np-stairs. There's no know- 

ing when it may be wanted. It may even 

prove to be the Music of the Future. But 

I will not detain you longer, though I 

should much like to have shown you the 

Two Birds, and the One Stone that killed 

them ; the Harp that once ; the Pierian 

Spring — we keep it in a tank — it's I'ather 

unclean from so many dipping their fingers 

in to taste it ; and a charming picture of 

the Long Lane that had no Turning, as it 

originally existed— it's been a good deal 

built on of late years. However, no donbt 

you will pay us another visit, when you can 

more carefnlly examine the treasures of the 

gallery." ■

I escaped from the great hall of the 

institution with the feelings of one roused 

from a nightmare. We now stood in a 

much smaller room, which looked like a 

library. It was well supplied with books, 

in bindings that seemed rather serviceable 

and enduring, than ornamental. ■

** I confess," said the curator, ** that there 

is nothing here that need detain ns long. 

This is called the Chamber of Familiar 

Similes and Expressions. They are regis- 

tered in alphabetical order. No one can 

have the slightest difficulty in finding the 

one wanted. You will be content, pro- 

bably, with a few examples. Here, then, is 

Black as Night — ^Clearas Day — Plain as a 

Pikestaff — ^True as Steel — Quick as Thought 

—•Pale as Death — and so on. Wo also 

collect here, for the nse of novelists, the 

most established forms of beginning and 

conclnding works of fiction. Here yon 

have the favonrite opening lines, * The sun 

was dowly sinking in the west ;* * Fifty 

years ago in the county of Blankshire there 

lived,* and the familiar mention of *Two 

horsemen who might have been observed,' 

&c. And here tire the most esteemed con- 

cluding phrases. * He vanished — into the 

night.' * The sins, ' sorrows, trials and 

troubles of Giles Scroggins were over for 

ever,' and * He raised her from the ground 

— she was dead.' You are tired, I see, or 

I shonld like you to visit the other depart- 

ments of the institution. We have what 

we call our Poet's Corner, with a very fine 

collection of fancies and imaginings, tropes 

and figures, some fetched from a very great 

distance, and some that are really so ad- 

vanced in years that they should know 

better than to expose themselves as they 

do ; but they have been much in request, 

however, and highly rated in every sense, ■

ip ■
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of late. We have also our Orator's Refujje, 

where, in a conservatory, we preserve the 

flowers of rhetoric. Many, I venture to 

think, are rank weeds, and some are dread- 

fully &ded ; but generally speaking they 

all flourish very fairly. I account for it 

from their so often having airings. We 

will pass over these wards. The Sanatorium 

and Penitentiary, however, I cannot allow 

you to leave unvisited." ■

I followed him again, as he walked 

briskly forward, rattling his keys, his paper 

robes rustling behind him. But to what a 

strange institution he had introduced me ! 

And I had never before even heard of its 

existence ! ■

He threw open the double doors of a 

large room. It was crowded with people 

of both sexes and all ages. I was struck 

by the extremely youthful appearance of 

some of them. They were variously oc- 

cupied in writing, reading, conversing, or 

walking to and fro. Some were plainly in 

a dejected condition of mind, and sat at 

tables leaning their heads upon their hands. 

They looked jaded and worn, their dress 

neglected, their hair rumpled, and their 

eyes wandering. Others maintained a cer- 

tain spruceness of aspect, bore themselves 

erectly, and glanced about with a sort of 

defiant self-satisfaction. They spoke in 

loud tones, and laughed frequently, always, 

it seemed to me, at their own jokes. I 

noticed that here and there sat ladies in 

elegant dresses, with a simper on their 

faces, writing on loose sheets of paper very 

rapidly indeed. One of them, I remember, 

waB smoking a cigarette, and sipping now 

and then from a Venetian glass full of amber- 

coloured liquid. In my own mind I de- 

cided that these were fashionable female 

novelists. As fast as they wrote, and they 

wrote very ^t indeed, their manuscript 

was taken from them, torn to shreds, and 

flung into a waste-basket, by certain fierce, 

hungry- looking men. I took these to 

be critics. Nevertheless, the ladies con- 

tinued their labours as persistently and in- 

dustriously as ever. Glancing at the other 

groups I observed that while there were 

very many talkers, there were no listeners. ■

" We need not advance beyond the 

threshold," said the curator. ■

"You think these people dangerous?" 

I inquired. ■

"Not exactly," he answered. "But 

many find it more easy to get in here than 

to get out again." I thought he looked at 

roe significantly as he spoke. " These are 

our patients," he resumed. " Some have ■

been lodged here by their friends, in hopes 

of amendment of their condition. 8ome 

have been committed here for a term for 

safe custody and punishment in coose^ 

quenoe of t^eir persistence in error after 

repeated warnings. Ton will observe that 

a few are conscious of wrong-doing, and 

properly penitent. They will probably be 

released shortly with a ticket-of-leave and 

a certificate of their good behaviour, upon 

their wgning a pledge not to give occasion 

for their detention here again. I regret to 

state that pledges of that kind are, in troth, 

of very little worth. But. the majority en- 

deavour to justify themselves, assert their 

innocence, or rather, I should say, brazen 

out their guilt These are our most hope- 

less inmates." ■

" But in what respect have they sinned P" ■

" The worst offenders have been guilty 

of savage assault and battery upon the 

Queen's English. Of these there are not 

very many here at present. There has 

been some reform in that regard. Others 

have been convicted, afiber a fair ^ trial, 

of passing hackneyed quotations, and the 

abuse of familiar expressions, trite illus- 

trations, and fiigures of speech, &c. They 

have erred almost involuntarily in the 

first instance, but transgression of this 

kind soon becomes a habit. It's very like 

drinking, only perhaps less pleasant. Oar 

inmates may be regarded in the light of 

literary dipsomaniacs. When they once 

begin there is no stopping them. They go 

on and on, from * Gonsule Planoo* to 

' every inch a king,' from 'ab initio' to 'ad 

infinitum,' or * hie jacet^' until, in shorty 

you find them here." ■

" And you P" I said, turning to the 

curator. ■

" I was an author," he answered, bow- 

ing his head. " I own it, but I'm not 

proud of it. I am here for my sins. I 

have in my time used and abused every 

article contained in this institution without, 

so far as I can now call to mind, one single 

exception. I have ransacked onr Poet's 

Comer, and made available the contents of 

our Orators' Refuge, even of Miller's Ward. 

I have little excuse to offer for my sina 

Only this I would state. I had often to 

write under extreme pressure. I was once 

the esteemed contributor of a leading news- 

paper." He even mentioned the title of 

the journal. This I regret I cannot now 

recal. " But I can only assure you that 

I am now deeply penitent, and if my time 

were but to come over again — ^but that, of 

course, is impossible. I now hold the ■

li ■
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office of cnrator of this institution, and am 

also a warning of what a popular writer 

may sink to. I do not hope that I shall 

ever live to be relieved of my present 

odious duties, though I cannot but think 

that there are many offenders equally 

guilty still at large in the world." ■

**Then all these are authors?" I said, 

pointing to the inmates of the large room. ■

" Of course they are ; for what else did 

yon take them P They are poets, historians, 

essayists, novelists, journalists; many of 

them enjoy the highest popularity. Surely 

yon must know them ; they cannot, indeed, 

be unknown to you or to any one. Why, 

their photographs are in all the shop win- 

dows, and in some cases have a prodigious 

sale. Look at them again." ■

I did so. Forthwith I recognised several 

of my most intimate literary friends. One 

of them, I remembered, I had called upon 

quite recently. I was told that he was 

from home ; that he was not expected back 

for several days. It was true enough. He 

had come, or he had been brought to this 

most extraordinary asylum. ■

" Some of our patients," said the cura- 

tor, perhaps reading my thoughts, '* present 

themselves hero quite voluntarily. They 

feel an, attack coming on, and they know 

that they are safer here than anywhere else. 

The paroxysm over, they are immediately 

released. Others are quite incorrigible 

offenders ^ they are here for safe custody 

and refonn, if that could reasonably be 

expected of them. But if released to-day, 

they would certainly recommence to- 

morrow their old evil courses; and they 

cannot be brought to a sense of their guilt. 

Strange to say, many are even proud of 

their cruel abuse of terms and their savage 

assaults upon language. They are as luna- 

tics who dress themselves in all kinds of 

worn-out frippery and tawdry finery, and 

persist in believing that their appearance 

is thereby improved." ■

'*I thmk I'll go now, please," I said; 

for it was painful to me to be standing thus 

gazing at so many afflicted acquaintances, 

although I should state that they appeared 

to be quite unconscious of my presence. 

But a strange uneasy feeling had come 

over me. I turned to depart. Suddenly I 

found opposite to me the fece and figure of 

a man I knew well. He recognised me 

immediately. As I bowed, smiled, and 

a(lvanced, he did the same. I put out my 

I'ight hand to greet him. Strange ! He 

stretched forth his left. Ah ! I was look- 

ing at my own reflection in a large mirror! ■

" I thought as much," exclaimed the 

curator. *' I've suspected it for some time, 

and now I'm convinced of it. You are an 

author; it's useless to deny it. You ought 

to be locked up here aa much as any one. 

Yott, in your time, have made free, very 

free, with the Miller Ward, You have re- 

sorted frequently, too frequently, to our 

gallery of Familiar Illustrations, and all 

the rest of it. Our Figures of Speech 

have often posed before your desk. Your 

writings, I don't doubt, are full of them. 

Come, a brief stay in our sanatorium, a 

sharp course of remedial treatment will do 

you all the good in the world. Let me 

have the immediate pleasure of turning tlic I 

key upon you." ■

** Never," I cried. " I have been guilty 

with the rest, no doubt. But," I added, 

resorting to the simple penitential phrase 

familiar to me in my childhood, " I will 

never do so any more." ■

I endeavoured to avoid him, but he 

arrested me by the collar to hinder my 

departure. A desperate struggle ensued. 

The curator's bunch of keys fell with a 

great crash. His paper robes were torn to 

shreds. "Another victim!" shrieked the 

inmates of the institution, suddenly per- 

ceiving the confiictf and hurrying towards 

us, dancing, leaping, and howling mania- 

cally. I was surrounded. Still I fought 

with the curator. But it was impossible 

to hold him ; his frail raiment gave way in 

my grasp. He was overpowering me. My 

last effort merely knocked off his tall, 

conical hat. Then, strangely, his aspect 

underwent a change. His features were 

transformed. Gradually he had ceased to 

be the curator. He was my cousin, Richard 

Hoe, shaking my arm very violently indeed. ■

" Hullo, I say, old fellow," he observed, 

"you've been asleep, and having a jolly 

dream, by the look of you, no doubt. It 

comes of taking so much sherry at lunch. 

Now, come along, and see the mummies. 

They're no end of a lark." ■

"No, thank you," I answered. "I've 

seen mummies enough, and larks enough. 

Two killed by one stone!" I was talking 

incoherently. " Let me alone, pleasfe." ■

" But you'll be locked up if you stay here 

much longer." ■

" Locked up ? Never ; I'm not so lost 

as that comes to." Presently, I resumed, 

with greater sobriety, " You've had enough 

of exhibitions, I trust." ■

" Thank you, yes. I think I've seen all 

T want to. I shall go back home to-night 

by the late express." ■
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" Thank Heaven ! I mean I hope you've 

enjoyed your stay in town.'* ■

" Very fairly. Only at these exhibitions 

the worst of it is there's too much to be ■

ii ■

seen. ■

**I ag^ee with you. There's a great 

deal too much to be seen ; I've found it so. 

The lions of London, like other lions, are 

terribly devouring. They've made quite 

a meal of me." ■

I don't think he quite followed the 

meaning of my remarks. Lideed, he rarely 

did. ■

'^ Talking of meals, let's have dono with 

sight-seeing and dine," he said. ■

It seemed to me I had never heard a more 

sensible speech. He had at last appreciated 

the fact that man has other fiaculties than 

those of eyes and ears, and that the dinner- 

table has attractions which lions cannot 

alTord. ■

MY SPANIARD'S MYSTERY. ■

It is just fifteen years since I revisited 

the north of Italy, and renewed my ac- 

quaintance with Venice. Lest you should 

mistake me at starting, and your interest 

in my little story collapse on learning the 

ti-uth, I must tell you that I am neither a 

pretty widow, nor a handsome young gen- 

tleman, nor even a profuso and fastidious 

lord, but a middle-aged English bachelor. 

I am not rich, but I can do very much as 

I please, you understand, because, although 

my income would by no means, according 

to your ideas, make a wife and family com- 

fortable, it suffices to make mo very easy 

indqed. ■

I am popular among my friends ; an 

afTable traveller, easy of access. My ten- 

dency is in railway carriages, at a ttable 

d'hote, in the galleries, nay, in the churches, 

and in the very streets, to ask questions, 

fall into talk, and add to the long muster- 

roll of my acquaintance. I am one of those 

gossiping and companionable persons who 

cannot enjoy sight>-seeing, music, art, the 

tlieatre, quite alone. I believe I am good- 

natured, that is to say, a little officious, and 

I know I am inquisitive. I wear spectacles, 

and carry a good deal of copper coin loose 

in my coat-pockets. ■

I had not been at Venice two days, when 

I made the acquaintance of a Spanish 

gentleman who boasted the classic name of 

Gonzales. ■

He was a handsome man, and very ac- 

complished; a fine musician, and a real ■

connoisseur in painting. He was a man 

who had thought and read, and seldom 

said anything that was not worth listening 

to. His great fault, as a companion, was 

that he was melancholy, and even gloomy. 

Nothing seemed really to interest him; 

not even dinner, which I confess I love. ■

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, how- 

ever, I liked his company, and coltivated 

his acquaintance. His conversation in- 

terested me, and he had, in a high degree, 

the quality of being always ready to ac- 

commodate his plans to Ins companions; 

to walk or to row, to go to church or to 

the theatre ; it was a polite apathy, wlucb, 

while it showed how genuinely blase he 

was, was yet a moat convenient and com- 

fortable attribute in the companion of a 

somewhat capricious and impnlaive sight- 

seer like myself. ■

I was often tempted to ocwapare my ac- 

quaintance with the gloomy Spaniard who, 

in the same romantic city, as yoa probably 

remember, sold the vial containing the 

bottle imp to the renowned German tourist. ■

I did not, every day, meet my Spaniard. 

I had made other acquaintances, and wheu 

I devoted a day, as I sometimes did, to ex- 

ploring the older parts of the city, I took a 

gondola to myself, and made it a sohtary 

excursion. ■

One day, while thus employed, floating 

on a dark canal in a luxury of contempla- 

tion and reverie, I saw some pictures in 

a window, very dirty, and " old enough to 

bo good enough," as the old phrase has it ; 

and thinking I might possibly pick up a 

bargain, I slipped from my gondola, and 

talked with the brown-eyed dealer in his 

studio, or rather in his workshop, for he 

seemed something of a " jack-of-all-tracies," 

He led me up-stairs, aftar awhile, to a back 

room, where there were some better pic- 

tures. The window was open; a pet cat 

was sitting on the window-stone, in the 

sun, blinking demurely; two flower-pots, 

with geraniums in them, pleased the eye 

with a little bit of«green and red. The son 

was shining askance, and the hght on the 

window-sill looked pleasant in the deep 

shadow of the rest of the room. There was 

a small picture there, a very good sketch, 

which he said was a Titian, and whicli ho 

advised me to buy. Tbo price he asketl 

however, was considerable ; and I resolved, 

although I liked it, and was not determl 

by the probable cost, to take my Spanish 

friend's opinion upon it, before making the 

purchase. ■

After I had looked at the pictures, and ■
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bought one or two trifles, I walked to the 

open window, and stood there fpr a minute. ■

On a sadden there broke npon mj eiar a 

female voice of the most ravishing sweet- 

ness. The spell was irresistible. I held 

my breath and listened. I conld distinguish 

the words, for the aiiiiculation was exqui- 

sitely distinct. I perceived them to be 

Latin ; it was one of those ancient hynms 

that are composed in what is termed 

monkish rhyme. The air was so awful, 

though beautiful, that I trembled as I lis- 

tened. I had never heard anything like 

it. It ceased aa suddenly as it began, and 

I remained breathless for awhile in silence. ■

So soon as I was satisfied that the 

songstress had no intention of singing 

more for that time, I popped my head out 

of the window on the chance of detecting 

her as she peeped from her casement. 

I looked right and left, but, alas ! nowhere 

was there a head out but my own. ■

I turned to the artist, who was smiling 

in tlie shade. ■

" What a» neighbour you have !" I said. 

"What a divine singer ! Who is she ?'* ■

" Your wgnoria will be perhaps surprised 

when I tell you that I know not even her 

name. They are two ladies — one at least 

is young. They go out now and then; 

they are dressed in mourning, and wear 

long black veils. I have seen them only 

once get into the gondola. I think they 

are poor." ■

1 had half fallen in love with that voice. 

If I had been a young fellow I should have 

been in for an adventure. ■

"You have heard, though; it is only 

next door ; I am sure with that voice — is 

she beautiful ?*' ■

"I have not heard, signer; I doubt 

whether any one except her friend and the 

one servant who accompanies her has seen 

her face since she came here." ■

" How long ago is that ?" ■

"About a fortnight, signor." ■

" Well, her figure ; you saw that as she 

came down the steps and entered the 

boat:" ■

" Your signoria is right ; I did ; it is a 

^ery fine and graceful figure." ■

" Is she a singer ? Is she on the stage ?" ■

" I know not, signer, certainly not here ; 

there is no opera at present." ■

" I am curious," 1 said ; " such a voice 

as that should make all Jpurope ring ; we 

mnst make out all we can about her. I'll 

visit your studio again in a day or two ; 

perliaps you will have heard something 

inore about her in the mean time." ■

Full of this resolution, I took my leave ; 

haunted incessantly by a luxurious curio- 

sity, and next day, in the afternoon, I called 

upon Don Gonzales in his lodgings on the 

Canalc Grande. ■

He was talking to his servant as I was 

shown into his sitting-room, and seemed, I 

thought, embarrassed when he saw me. 

There were traces of agitation in his manner, 

man of the world though he was, while ho 

spoke to me ; and I observed that the old 

confidential servant looked also pale and 

distressed. ■

Ho signed to the man to leave the room ; 

and so soon as we were alone, I told him 

that I had come to induce him to accompany 

me to see the sun set on the Lagunes. ■

" I was thinking of going to the church 

of Santa Maria della Salute this evening," 

he said, and seemed, I thought, unwilling 

to accept my proposal. ■

" Oh, yes," I recollected, " I heard there 

is to be some good singing there to-night ; 

I don't mind if I go with you." ■

" I prefer your plan, however," ho con- 

tinued, as if I had not spoken; "by all 

means, let us see the sun set over Venice." ■

He look up his hat which he had laid 

upon a chair, having only a few nunutes 

before come home from his ramble ; and as 

I turned I saw the sketch which I had 

heard the day before attributed to Titian, 

placed upon a table, with its back leaning 

against the wall. ■

" I bought that yesterday," he said. " It 

was called a Titian ; I have my doubts ; 

but it certainly has something of the master 

about it." ■

I laughed a little ; and he looked at me 

a good deal surprised. • ■

" You must forgive me ; but I saw that 

yesterday, and I had made up my mind to 

ask you to come and look at it." ■

" Oh ! Then you were at Antonio Me- 

loni's house ?" ■

" I suppose so ; I forgot his name, but I 

have it to a receipt." ■

"Yes," he said, "he has a great many 

pictures ; a great deal of rubbish ; but he 

has two or three things that may be of 

value. Did you stay long there ?" ■

" No, a short time ; and it would have 

been shorter, bu^ for the most heavenly 

voice you can imagine." ■

" I hate heavenly voices out of place," 

said Gonzales, dryly. ■

" I don't agree with you there," I an- 

swered. " I think a beautiful voice heard 

unexpectedly gains so immensely by the 

surprise." ■
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" That is exactly what I mean," he an- 

swered ; " it gains so immensely that yon 

don't perceive its inferiority to others. Let 

the same voice that charms yon in a dingy 

street from a garret window, be heard 

before the footlights from the lips of the 

pnma donna, snrronnded by the splendours 

of the opera, and yon will know its real 

quality. It will be hissed, very likely, off 

the stage." ■

" Not this one, I would stake my life on 

it. You must hear it." ■

"When you please; only let us come 

down ; we shall miss the sunset if we 

delay much longer." ■

And so y^e got into our gondola, and 

glided eastward over that beautiful high- 

way of the sea. I am no poet, but that 

wondrous old city ofpalaces predisposes me 

to the serene and melancholy rapture which 

is akin to poetry. We scarcely exchanged 

a word till we reached the Lido. I don't 

think my Spaniard was amusing himself 

with romantic fancies just then ; on the con- 

ti-aiy, his dark eyes were fixed moodily on 

the water through which we swept. ■

I called his attention to the scene. We 

had by this time glided from island to 

island, and stood exactly to the east of the 

beautiful city, its white phantom-like struc- 

tures, its domes, and towers looming in 

deep purple shadow against the broad flood 

of red and golden sunset. ■

Gradually these beautiful tints faded, 

twilight came, and the moon began faintly 

to silver the waves. ■

I had observed one gondola, and one 

only, to leeward of us. I don't know how 

far away it was. It lay a little black mark 

on the water. ■

The gondola was motionless. I suppose 

the people in it were employed, as we had 

been, in contemplation of the beautiful 

scene. My companion had begun to grow 

chatty, a little excited even. He talked 

eloquently of the follies of youth, and the 

retributions of mature age. ■

" You are happy," he said ; "you have 

no remorse to trouble you." ■

" Every one," said 1, " has something to 

trouble him. I make it a rule to be as 

cheerful as I can." ■

" Every one," he said, " is, I fancy, as 

cheerful as he can be. But when you sink 

below a certain point, there is no recovery 

by your own effort. If we could only get 

rid of the relation of cause and effect, or if, 

when we have learned prudence, we could 

only pull up, and make a fresh start, emanci- 

pated from the Nemesis of the past, the 

mystery of life would lose its terror, and ■

the dreadful spell of necessity be broken. 

But no force is ever lost, consequences are 

eternal, and the chain of this dreadful law 

surrounds us. Here am I, an example of 

that immovable servitude, under an eternal 

yoke. What can release me? Nothing. 

Prayer ? Will prayer dry up this sea, or 

roll back those stars in their course ? Yon , 

can enjoy that sparkling sea" — he threw ' 

some drops of it into the air with his ' 

fingers — "that sublime sky, and fading ' 

scene. But I cannot ; the smoke of my | 

torment spreads between it and me, and i 

discolours and defaces all, the smell of 

death is everywhere, and I am already 

under my eternal bondage." ■

As he concluded this rhapsody, with a 

deep groan, he looked like a man fainting 

from a painful wound. He was white as 

death, and there was a strange clammy 

damp over his face and forehead. ■

" You brood too mucb over your Yei- 

ations, be they what they may," I said, 

more shocked, however, than I allowed him 

to perceive. "That is the way to make 

oneself a hypochondriac." ■

" If you were suffering under a persecu- 

tion, such as I endure, you would speak 

as I do," he answered, gloomily, "bnt 

lamentation is as vain as wishing. See, 

the misf begins to steal in from the sea. 

Shall we return to the city ?" ■

I assented, and we began to move 

swiftly towards Venice, whose red lights 

were now reflected in multitudes of streaks 

upon the tremulous water. ■

In the thin white haze that was now 

dimming the city lights, and spreading oyer 

all things a transparent but delusive me- 

dium, a solitary boat —the same, I Bnp- 

pose, which we had seen nearly a mile to 

the east — came sweeping by us swiftly 

and silently, and on a sudden, clear and 

high as a bugle-call, a bar or two, and 

no more, rose the powerful voice I could 

not forget. The thrilling notes, swell- 

ing and soaring, swept by us, and all 

round, and seemed to die away in the dis- 

tance with a sigh, and leave all again to 

silence. Already the, boat, from which the 

ringing notes had come, looked like a this, 

grey shadow far off in the mist, and, at the 

same strange speed as before, continued its 

flight, until we lost it among the shipping 

that lay between the Dogana and the qnav 

of the Doge's palace. ■

" That is the voice I told you of. Isn't 

it magnificent ?" I exclaimed. ■

" Yes, it is sweet, and it is powerful, 

he said ; " do you perceive its third 

quality ?" ■
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"I don't qnito see what yon mean," I 

answered. ■

*' Don't yon perceive that it is the voice 

of a demon?" he replied. ■

I smiled, bnt I did not feel qnite easy in 

his company ; in fact, I began more than 

Lalf to suspect that my companion was not 

"in his right mind," and I pmdently re- 

solved *' to keep a civil tongne in my head," 

at least until we had reached terra firma ; for 

my friend Gonzales could have soused me 

in the waves, and given me to the fishes, as 

easily as I conld have drowned a kitten. ■

"My couriers precede me in couples," 

he said, after a long interval, during which 

he seemed to be thinking of some totally 

diferent subject. ** One is sin, the other 

death. Choosing one, you must accept the 

other, and so they both have you. But I am 

dreaming, and my dreams are for no one 

bnt myself. Therefore, let us talk of other 

things. Ay, you like travelling ?" he said, 

as we were nearing the quay, at the end of 

the Piazzetta, " because, perhaps, you have 

everything to keep you at home, at least, 

there is nothing to compel you to leave it. 

In my case it is different. * Wandering 

stars, clouds driven of the wind ;' " he made 

his quotation from the sonorous Latin of 

the Vulgate. " Even in a strange city I 

am never suffered to find rest for the sole 

of my foot. Pain drives me on; it is the 

punishment of the Wandering Jew. And 

although I shall not outlive my natural 

tale of years on earth, yet shsJl I find 

rest hereafter ?" ■

We landed at the Piazzetta, and walked 

side by side under the two famous pillars, 

between which so many lives have come to 

a tragic end. ■

In the place of St. Mark gloomily he took 

his leave, having appointed next morning 

to go with me to my new acquaintance, the 

man from whom he had bought the sketch 

by Titian. ■

In the morning, however, when I called 

for him, he was gone ; he had left the city, 

I was told, with his servant, and all his 

Inggage, at daybreak. He was represented 

only by a little note, in which he told me 

that sudden business in another part of the 

^orld had called him away, adding some 

civil generalities about a chance of meet- 

ing me again before»long in my wander- 

higs throngh Europe. My curiosity, there- 

fore, was balked for the present. ■

Nearly two years had passed before I 

returned to England, where, for a time, I 

led very much the life of a tourist. ■

In the year ISC'} 8, 1 passed a month at the ■

It is small, surrounded with trees, and 

has many quaint and even curious old 

houses in its High-street, and one of the 

prettiest old churches I ever belield. It 

does not contain a spot from which you 

have not a peep at the green fields and 

woodlands that surround it. Nothing can 

be more quiet, rural, and antique. You 

feel in those serene and old-world precincts 

as if you had been carried back two 

centuries, and found yourself among the 

simple folk and manners of George Her- 

bert's and Izaak Walton's days. ■

I had not been in that pretty little town 

a week, when in the quaint High-street I 

saw a face which I fancied I had seen 

before. It was that of a thin, grave man, 

with a brown face — ^a foreigner. I saw him 

look at me, I thought^ with a half recogni- 

tion and a hesitating smOe. It emboldened 

me to stop and ask him if I had not met 

him before. ■

Yes; he was the servant of my old 

Spanish friend, Gonzales. ■

Was he in Wykebridge ? ■

No, he was to arrive next dav, and the 

servant had just taken lodgings for him. ■

I was curious to see this man once more, 

although, on the whole, I hardly knew 

whether the prospect of his arrival pleased 

me. ■

The country about Wykebridge is, to my 

mind, quite beautiful. It breaks here and 

there into glens, precipitous, rocky, and 

wooded, with nearly always a little stream 

flowmg deep downL thei/ sbadow through 

the thickets and broader foliage of their 

hollow windings. There are wider valleys 

of greater length, and now and then a bold 

stretch of level moor or sloping sheep-walk. 

Near the straggling town, among little hills 

and hollows, surrounded by lofty trees, and 

the long grass and grey tombstones of its 

churchyard, stands the pretty little church 

I have mentioned. ■

I arrived in the evening, and had tea ; 

and by this time, seeing that a beautiful 

moon was shining over Wykebridge and 

all its hills and trees, I was tempted to 

take a stroll in that enchanting light. A 

stroll with a cigar or two in such a scene 

is a rather desultory business, and I pre- 

sently heard the clock over the town-^all 

strike ten. In my homeward ramble I found 

myself near the grey tower of the old church 

surrounded with its majestic trees. Between 

two open piers a short avenue, lined with 

immense Hme-trees, led up, in the shade, to 

an iron gate, between the bars of which I 

saw the tombstones, white in the moonshine. ■
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tignity with this hannted-looking spot; so 

I tnrned about and sat down on the faMen 

trunk of a great tree about half- way down 

the avenue. ■

There was just air enough to make a 

low, melancholy sighing in the trees above 

me ; and faintlv over the now silent fields 

and hedge-rows fioat'ed the distant chimes of 

a quarter-past ten from the old town clock. ■

There had been stealing over me the 

"pleasing terror" that in matnrer hours 

recals at times something of the thrill, 

without the panic, of the supernatural 

alarms of the nursery, when on a sudden 

two black figures, draped in long garments, 

and separated from me only by the narrow 

road, passed down the avenue from the 

churchyard as noiselessly as the shadows 

of a cloud might glide over the grass. ■

I lost sight of them almost as soon as I 

saw them. I confess I was considerably 

startled ; and as soon as I felt a little more 

mysdf I hastened to escape from the pro- 

found darkness of these trees, and was glad 

to find myself once more under the clear 

light upon the open road. ■

Next evening I revisited the scene of my 

adventure. ■

A stile admits into this picturesque 

churchyard, and a portion of it at the 

north side is thickly planted with flowers. 

I walked about here in a contemplative 

mood among the tombs, reading the in- 

scriptions, and, with an indolent melan- 

choly, moralising on the trite but solemn 

themes they suggested. All within these 

precincts seemed deserted; but on a sudden, 

through a church window that was open, 

the plaintive swell of the organ came. ■

I paused delighted, for I instantly recog- 

nised the hand of a master in the subhme 

ait. I listened in a rapture to the ever- 

varying chords that swelled and fainted, 

forming those glorious transitions and un-' 

dulations of sound that roll and melt one 

into the other like the prismatic hues in the 

cloudg with a magnificent graduation. I 

withdrew to a little distance, and sat down 

at the £oot of a tombstone. ■

The sun had set when the sound of the 

organ ceased ; and the solemn sky and hour . 

enhanced the impression itsmusic had made. | 

As I rose, a few minutes later, I heard the ' 

iron gate (dang, and I saw two ladies in 

deep mourning, who had evidently just 

passed out, disappear among the trees and 

underwood that grow about the enti-ance. 

At tlio same time the sexton made his ap- 

pearance, with the church key in his hand, 

and I at once, full of curiosity, accosted him. ■

The younger of the two ladies I had ■

seen was, I learned from him, the ftkilled 

performer whose music had so delighted me. 

They had arrived only a few days before 

in the town, had taken lodgings in an old 

house in a very quiet situation, ond seem' d 

to be in deep affliction. Their onlj plea- 

sure appeared to be that derived from visits 

to the organ-loft in the old church. The 

sexton had two keys, and had lent, with 

the vicar^s sanction, one of th«n to these 

ladies. No doubt the sexton had his own 

reasons for obliging them, which were no 

business of mine. ■

For the organ these ladies had sncL a 

passion that, in defiance of churchyard 

superstitions, they had visited the church 

by night more than once. ■

This, no doubt, explained my mysterious 

encounter of the night before. ■

That woman who played bo divinely, and 

brought out with such transcendent effect 

the limited capabilities of an organ sot 

much more powerful than average oounhy- 

churoh organs, must be a genius* 1 ^as 

thinking that she ought to be taken up by 

some rich lover of music, and cultivated 

into a prodigy. ■

As I followed my desultory train of 

thought, I approached the town circmt- 

ously, through a rocky* hollow, which soon 

assumed the character of a wooded ravine. ■

Presently I heard a hasty step approach- 

ing. I raised my eyes, and beheld Gon- 

zales. I was shocked. Little more than 

two years had passed since I had last seen 

him, and he seemed twenty years older. 

His hair was white as snow, and lines of 

maliguant pain appeared in his faoe. His 

great dark eyes were the only features that 

retained their youth. Their fire had in- 

creased ; they were unnaturally vivid. ■

" I have becu miserably ill since I saw 

you ; you see a ruin ; but the worsts I hope, is 

over," he said, ** and now I am detennincd 

to bo happier than heretofore ; I have made 

a successful run, I hope, from my afflictions. 

I have scarcely stopped three times, and 

not a day each, on my route from Viennt 

to this quiet English nook ; and I hare 

seen no enemy all that way. Hitherto, 

hke a man who walks awav from the sun, 

I have projected a shadow before me. Cro 

where I would, I have been always pre- 

ceded by those who seek my ruin. I have 

found hope at last. They drove me fn»m 

Venice as they did, afterwards, from MnlaL'^i. 

from St. Petersburg, from Boiiin, fn>:ii 

Malta. Their power is expended, not theii 

malice. I am well advised ; I believe i"V 

bondage is over, and I am .free. Let ':i 

now speak of other things.'* ■
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So he began to talk agreeably, and even 

cheerfnllj; insomuch that I bcoame in*- 

teres ted, and even amused by his conversa- 

tion, and gradually I got over, not only the 

shock of the change which so short a time 

had wrought in his appearance, but the 

kind of antipathy with which his strange 

wild talk here, and at Venice, had inspired 

me. I was soon very glad that he had 

come. We i-ambled together by footpaths 

and stiles to the village ; and I parted with 

Lim at the door of his lodgings, having 

appointed to take a short walk in the 

moonlight an hour or two later. ■

Before our appointed hour he called for 

me. We directed our steps along a road 

which I had not yet tried; steep and 

narrow it was, and the woodbine that clung 

in the hedge of hawthorn and hazel at its 

Bide, diffused a delicious perfume in the air. 

By a curve this sequestered i^oad united 

itself with that by which I had repeatedly 

walked before, and quite unexpectedly I 

found myself again under the noble lime- 

troes and the grey tower of the church. We 

turned up tlie broad avenue ; it was at this 

moment intensely dark, for rising clouds 

had jnst screened the moon. Looking 

through the iron gate of the churchyard, I 

saw from the window, near which I had sat 

that day to listen, a large square patch of 

light thrown upon the grass. I instantly 

concluded that the mysterious musician was 

making one of her nocturnal visits to the 

organ ; I touched my companion's arm, and 

in a low tone told him to foUow me noise- 

lessly. I heard the faint peal of the organ as 

we approached. We picked our steps softly 

among the stones and graves, and took our 

seats at the foot of the great flag which had 

served me for the same purpose some hours 

before. My companion seemed strangely 

interested by the music. In a little time he 

became even agitated ; he pressed his hand 

on my arm, and whispered, " Let us go.'* ■

I rose, but he hesitated. " No," he said, 

"I can't yet; I can't." ■

As I hstened, to my amazement, the 

music suddenly broke into that wild and 

awful hymn which I had heard through 

tlie window of the old house in Venice ; the 

air had seized upon my imagination ; the 

organ ceased, and shrill and terrible the 

voice I had heard in Venice thrilled me. 

So powerful was the effect that I had in- 

stantly risen to mj feet, and had turned 

toward the open window without being con- 

scious, for some time afterwards, that I had 

altered my position. ■

In the window stood the two black 

^'.;nircs. They had thrown back their veils. ■

A tall old woman, not thin, with a face 

unnaturally white, and a fixed smile of 

horrible benignity, was gazing with large 

eyes full at us. In her left hand she held 

a candle that seemed to my scared sense 

to emit an alniost unbearable light. A 

graceful, giiiish figure was leaning with 

its head resting on the old woman's right 

Qhoulder. She had passed her right arm 

over the girl's neck, and with it seemed to 

direct her hand • toward us. If this girl 

was elegantly formed, and her attitude full 

of graoe, her pallid &ce, scarred as it 

seemed with fire, and her blind, white eye- 

balls turned toward ns with a faint smile 

as she sang, were revolting enough to make 

the- whole image frightfiil. ■

As she reached the end of the hymn the 

older woman extinguished the light-, and 

all in a moment was dark and silent, ex- 

cept that a sound like wings in the air 

seemed to pass close over my shoulder. ■

We left the place. My first distinct 

recollection is that of finding myself side 

by side with my Spanish companion, at the 

end of the short road leading up to the 

church. We were still under the great 

trees, and he, as we walked on, was up- 

braiding me fiercely for seeking to gratify 

my curiositjr by pwctising an experiment 

Upon him. ■

I assured him and I think satisfied him, 

at length, that no such motive had entered 

my mind. ■

He walked on in an agitated way, and 

was silent nntil we had nearly reached the 

town. Then, stopping on a little eminence 

that overlooked it, he said : ■

"I shall leave ibis place in the morn- 

ing. It is now plain that nowhere on earth 

can I find rest for the sole of my foot. You 

do not understand the nature of the per- 

secution under which my health, my energy, 

my youth have vanished. If you care to 

hear a story that will amaze and horrify 

you, I will relate it before we finally part. 

At this moment I am not able." ■

We pursued our way homeward, and I 

parted from him at the door of his lodg- 

ings. I returned to mine, nervous, and a 

prey to new al^irms. I was so visibly and 

disagreeably haunted by the group I had 

seen in the church window, that for a long 

time I remained in my sitting-room, rumi- 

nating upon the adventure, and no longer 

doubtful that these persons were connected 

with the sufferings of Gonzales. ■

I scarcely slept that night ; the moment 

I closed my eyes those frightful figures 

appeared before me as I had seen them in 

the window of the church. ■

i ■
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At daybreak I got up and dressed. I was 

nervous and gloomy ; it was a relief to 

baye done with that hannted night, and 

I longed to hear the confession of mj 

Spaniard. ■

At nine o'clock I walked to his lodgings, 

which occupied the drawing-room floor of 

one of half a dozen old and roomy houses 

that form a short street diverging from the 

High- street. ■

You ^ter this street between the back 

walls and old garden trees of the comer 

houses of the High-street, and at the farther 

end a thick clump of fine old elms closes the 

perspective with piles of sombre foliage. 

Thus these few old houses acquire an iso- 

lated and gloomy air. ■

The servant-girl was standing on the 

steps, looking down the quiet approach, as 

I drew near. From her I learned what a 

little surprised me. A few minutes after I 

had taken leave of Gonzales, the night 

before, he had gone out alone. ■

He had not returned during the night, 

and his servant had been out since, before 

eight o'clock, in search of him. ■

Near the town, as I think I have told you, 

there is a narrow by-road, which findjs its 

way into a deep and dark glen, wooded 

throughout, and with here and there sides, 

not of jagged and graduated rock, but per- 

pendicular as a wall. ■

At a very dark comer of this glen, under 

a steep cliff which rises in the shadow from 

the edge of the narrow road, the body of the 

missing man, late in the evening, was found 

among weeds and brushwood, mangled and 

lifeless. ■

The clouds had cleared, by the time he 

had gone out again, on the night before, 

and there was bright moonlight, so that 

his fall from the edge of the precipice could 

hardly be referred to accident. ■

The sun had set as I mounted the stairs 

of the Spaniard's lodgings, conducted by 

his servant, to the room where the body lay. ■

It was a large square wainscoted apart- 

ment in the front of the house. ■

The body lay upon the bed. Whatever his 

story and his sufferings were, they were now ■

Huihed into depths beyond the watcher's diving. ■

I had expected to meet the village doctor 

at the bedside ; but no one, except its cold 

and awful tenant, was in the room as we 

entered. The windows were wide open. 

Along the roof of the substantial old house ■

opposite, the golden light of sunset was 

lingering. All below lay like the silent 

street itself, in grey shadow. The windows 

on the corresponding floor, in the hoase 

opposite, were wide open also, as I ob- 

served, on turning after my melancholy 

contemplation of the dead face. ■

I was now looking through them into 

the shadowy interior; I fancied I saw 

something moving there. I asked the ser- 

vant if he knew who lodged over the way. 

He said he understood that the tenants 

were two ladies who were in great affliction. ■

Again I fixed my eyes, and after some 

time, standing back in the room to escape 

the light, I began to see the outlines and 

tints of things dimly in the apartment, as 

one sees them come out, under the sponge 

and varnish of the cleaner, in an old Dntck 

picture. ■

With a strange chill, I saw again the 

same figures and fiskoes, grouped exactly as 

I had looked at them the night before ; and 

the same hateful air stole sweetly, shrilly 

out upon the gentle evening air, and 

trembled in the room where I stood. ■

The servant had left the apartment. I 

hurried from it, closing the door, and leaving 

it full of that music, not without a strange 

fear, that, even now, the fatal sounds might 

wake the rigid form upon the bed. ■

I had contracted a horror of these weird 

women. I passed out by the back door, 

and as I paced through the garden, under 

the old trees, to make my escape throngh 

the lane in the rear, I still heard the same 

strange music, though fidntly, in the air 

above me. I hurried away from that place; 

my ear was not as yet haunted by the air, 

as my retina was by the hated g^oup. That 

night I left Wykebridge for London, and 

went on to some friends in ComwalL I 

bbuld not dissociate those two reclnse 

women in black from the supernatural. I 

lived in terror of remembering the strain 

of music, which seemed to me to possess 

an unearthly power, and instinctively I felt 

that if it had fixed itself in my memory, 

the rapport commenced by the organ of 

sight would have been established, and 1 

should gradually have become the victim 

of a mysterious persecution. ■

Thank Heaven ! I never saw them more. ■

Nor did I ever learn more of the secret of ■

Gonzales, and I think that, with respect to ■

my Spaniard's mystery, there does not live ■

I a human being capable of enlightening me. ■
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Mabtin Gubwood had a distnrbedrideto 

' HendocL The difficnltj of the task whioh 

I lie had imdertaken to discharge seemed to 

increase as he progressed towards his des- 

tination, and he lay back in the cab bnried 

in thought^ revolving in his mind the best 

manner of breaking the fearful news of 

which he was the hearer, and wondering 

how it would be received. From time to 

time he raised himself to gaze at the pretti- 

ness of the scenery throngh which he was 

passing, to look at the wild, gorse-oovered 

expanse of Hampstead Heath, and to re- 

fresh his eyes, wearied with the dnll mono- 

tony of the London bricks and the glare 

of the London pavemenfc, with that soft 

greenery which is so eminently character- 

istic of our northern suburbs; bnt the 

thought of the duty before him prevented 

his enjoying the sight as he otherwise 

would, and resuming his reverie, he re- 

mained absorbed until he roused himself at 

the entrance of Hendon village. ■

*' There is the finger-post that Statham 

spoke of, and the little pond close by," he 

said to himself. '^ It is no use taking the 

3ab any farther; I suppose I had better 

nake the best of my way to Hose Cottage 

m foot." So saying, he raised his stick, 

md, obedient to the signal, the cabman 

Lrew np at the side of the road. " You 

lad better go and put up your horse at the 

tin," said Martin to him; " it has been a 

3ng poll for him, poor animal, and I shall 

•e some little time before I want to return." 

'he driver carefully inspected his fare. ■

He had come a long way, and was now set- 

ting down, not at any house, not at any 

lodge, but in an open country road. '* Was 

it a case of— -no 1 The graviir of Martin 

Gnrwood's &ce, the length of his coat, the 

spotless stiffness of his white cravat, had 

their effect even on this ribald of the cab 

rank. ■

** You will come for me, sir, then, to the 

public when you want me ?" he said, touch- 

ing his hat with his forefinger, and drove 

away contented. ■

Then Martin Ghirwood, following Sta- 

tham's directions, walked slowly up the 

little street, took the turning leading to the 

church, and looked out for Hose Cottage. 

There it was, standing some distance back 

from the road, with i£e ruddy glow of the 

Virginia creeper not yet whoUy gone from 

it. Martin Gurwood stopped at the gar- 

den gate and looked at the little paradise, 

BO trim and orderly, so neatly kept, so 

thoroughly comfortable, and yet so fully 

unpretentious, with the greatest admira- 

tion. Then he lifted the latch and walked 

towards the house. ■

The gate swung to behind him, and 

Alice, who was in her bedroom hearing 

little Bell her lessons, heard the clanging 

of the latch. She laid down the book, and 

stopping .the child*s babbling by her up- 

lifted finger, leant her head to listen. ■

" What is it, mamma ?" asked litUe Bell, 

in wonderment. ■

''Hush, dear," said Alice, "I heard the 

garden gate. No sound of wheels ! Then 

he cannot have brought his luggage — still 

it must be John !" She rose from her seat 

and hurried down the stairs into the little 

hall. Just as she reached the half glass- 

door, and had her hand upon the lock, a 

man stepped into the portico, the figure was 

strange to her — it was not John. ■

v(»u vin- ■
J 93 ■
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Sl^ tliought she wob^ kave fainted ; her 

gnfksp on ike door i«lax«d, an^ sftLe; etag^- 

gered a^aiziBt the waB. Seeing hmr^ coEkdi* 

tios^ ike gentlwimn enAered the ba!I, took 

hex" with a kixicE ftnoi hold by ihe arm, and 

led ht9 infeo tike diniBg-room, tke door of 

whiofii stood open. She went passivdy^ 

making no resistance, taking as k were 

DO notice, bnt throwing hcraelf istfi a chair, 

ftnd stonn^ blankly at him^ stricken dumb 

vhk wckeuintg apprehension. ■

"^I asn speaking to Mrs. — Mrs-ClAztonP" 

li» said, a^«r % moment's patue, in a eoQ^ 

kind Toice. ■

He was a yonng man she began to notice, 

fair aad good-looking, and dresaed in cle- 

rical garb. That last &,ct had a peculiar 

significance for her. In the far north- 

east of Bngland, on tlie sea-coast, where 

some of AHce's early days had been passed^ 

it was the practice ol the fisliermen, when 

one of their zniix^er had been lost, te get 

the parson to go to the newly made widtew 

and break the news to her. In a slormy 

season Ahee had often seen the sabfe-garbed 

messenger proceeding on his doleful nns- 

sion, and the remenArance ol him and of 

the "parstm's work," as it was eallecK, 

when he was so engaged, rose viridly be» 

fore her, and inspired her with sudden 

termr. ■

" Ton are a d^rgyman ?** she said, look- 

ing hard at him. ■

^' I am,*' he replied, stiH in the same soft- 

tone. "My name is Gurwood — Martin 

Gnrwood ;. aod I have come here to—" ■

*' Yon have come here to tell me seme- 

thing dreadf nl — I know it, I feel it — some- 

thing dreadful about my hnsband \** ■

She pushed her hair back from off her 

face, and leaned forward on the table, look- 

ing at him, her eyes staring, hfer lips apart. 

Martin thought he had Bcsffcetj ever seen 

anything so beautiful. ■

"My visit to you certainly relates to 

Mr. Ckxton," he began, as»d then he hesi- 

tated and looked down. ■

" Ah !" she cried, immediately noticing 

his confusion. "It is about John, then. 

There is something wrong, I know. Tell 

mo all about it a^ cmce. I can bear it. 

I am strong— much stronger than I look. 

I entreat you not to keep me in suspense !" ■

*' I am deeply grieved for you, madam^" 

said Martbv, *' for you are right in antici- 

pating that I bring bad news about Mr. 

Ulaxton. During his absence from home, 

he was attacked by a very sharp illness." ■

"He was ill when he left here," cried 

Alice. ''I knew it, and Mr. Broadbent, ■

Iha doctor, knew it tfio^, thongli Icoald not 

get him lo aay qq. 'fie ougbi not ie have 

gone aw0|t. I ou|pte not to have let him 

go. Now tell me, sir» Vf^X? ^ ^ ^^^^ 

very ill, you say ; is he oettr ?^ ■

"I ii^st he is better,** saii Martin, 

solemnly. ■

Scnething in his tone struck Alice at 

QKce. " Ak»" aba «B«d, with a short sharp 

sereaB^ *' I know Me\>r — he is dead V And 

covering her face with her hands,, she aeUnd j 

violeiAly. ■

Martin Gurwood sat by» W^^ ^ ^ \ 

with tear-dimnMd erne. He was not a ' 

man given to the roafcg of character ; he 

had n<»t beem in the necun wiih this giri lor 

more than ^ve minutes, he had not ex- 

changed ten sentences with her, and yet lie 

was cerCsiii that Hum^hrsy Statbam T^as 

perfectly right ia the estimate which he 

had formea of her, and that however 

cruelly she might have been treated, she 

herself was wholly innocent. ■

After some moments, Alice raised her 

head from out her hands, ^f can listen 

to you now,^ ske said, very q^lly ; *^ will 

jtm teB me ail about il r 1 suppose ii 

wee ishe faol el my Teco^aiemig yoa as i 

dergymaaft tlisl gave aoa 4&e inlistivi 

knowledge ^taA aomeflnng dpeadfbl had 

happened amd iSiail yon had come to t^ 

me all. I am ready tD hear it now !^ ■

Martin Qwrwood was horribly diaeoni' 

posed aiihis. He ^1 he e<nM give her 

no infonnaliofn, for it would be miposnble 

to tell her tbat t^man wliom she suppoftd 

to behnrlhiisbaadliaddied ontlkedaythat 

he left !ffendoR, as ehe would naturaSy io- 

qpsire why the news of hn death had 80 

long been kept fh)m her, and Martin owned 

to hhnBelf that he wae net good at inresr 

tion. He did not know what to say, and 

he therelose remazDed nlent^ his hand 

fluttering nerronsly round his montk ■

*' Mj dear madaniy.'^ commenced Marinif 

with moeh hesitation, ** beyond the awfbl 

fftct, tliero ia indeed nothing to tefl.^ ■

She looked disai^xiinted for am inslsBit; 

then striving to oontrel the working ef her 

lips, she eaid r '' Did be ask for me ? did ■

he speak of me before— befee Ah, my ■

darling Johoi f Mr dear, good old! Joha, 

kindest, beet, and dearest. I eaanot bear 

it ; whaA shall I do T She broke down 

utterly, «nd agasa baried her &ee^ down 

which the teim were streaming, in ^ 

iianQS'. ■

Knowing the impossiyiity of afifbrding 

her amyr^iei^ Mar^ Gurwood sat help- 

lessly by. He could only wait until the ■
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outburst of grief should moderate ; he 

knew that it was of no use attempting to 

check it, so he waited. ■

Presently, she raised her head; "I 

thought I had more command over myself,** 

she said. ** I did not know I was so weak. 

But when there is any occasion for me to 

act, I shall be found strong enough. Tell 

me, sir, if you please — where ifi he P When 

will they bring him home ?" ■

Martin Gurwood was not prepared for 

this question ; it was not one of those which 

he had talked over with Statham. Its 

being put so straightforward and direct, 

was a contingency which he never contem- 

plated, and he knew not how to meet it. ■

" Where is he ?*' repeated Alice, observe 

iog his hesitation. ** There i» perhaps 

some difficulty about his being orougkt 

Hiere." ■

*' There — there is," said Martin Gurwood, 

catching at the chanoe. ■

" Then I will go to hiu ! I will be taken 

to him at once ! ■

'* There will be some difficulty about that, 

my dear madam/* said Martin. '*I am 

afraid it cannot be managed so easily as 

you seem to anticipate. ** ■

" Difficulty ! Cannot be znanaged ! I 

do not understand what you mean, sir !** ■

"Why/* said Martin, hesitating worae 

than ever, "you see liiat — in thes^ znat- 

teis *' ■

" In these matters who should be with 

them, who should be by them,** cried Alice, 

** but their nearest and dearest ? Who shall 

tell me not to go to my husband ? Who 

shall gainsay my right to be by him at 

such a time ? Me had no relatives ; he 

^as mine — mine alone, and I was all the 

world to him ! Oh, my dear old John !" 

And again she burst into an agony of 

t^ara. ■

Martin Gurwood was almort at his wits' 

end. He foresaw that if the question were 

put to him agaJA — as it would be pul^ he 

&new, so soon as her access of grief was 

over — ^if Alice again called upon him to 

take her to her husband, in de&ult of any 

I'easonable excuse he should probably be 

ibrced to confess the truth, and then he 

iiiust be prepared to fake the cousequences, 

which he knew would be serious. This 

girl's utter prostration and humiliation, 

Mrs. Calverley's first outburst of raee^ and 

subsequent malignant revenge, the shatter- 

^g of the dead man's reputation, and the 

despicable slander and gossip which would 

ensue, Martin Gurwood thought of all 

these; knew that their being called into ■

action was dependent on h<»w to maoage to 

get through the next few minutes. Why 

on earth had he undertaken this business ? 

Why had not Statham, whose experience 

in such matters ought to have forewarned 

him that such a point was likely to arise, 

why had he not instructed him how to deal 

with it ? From her point of view this poor 

girl was, no doubt, strictly right. She 

considered herself to be the dead man's 

widow (Martin had now ni>t the smallest 

doubt on that point), and wafi therefore 

perfectly justified in demanding to be taken 

to him. Even if Martin Garwood's con- 

science would have absolved him from tell- 

ing a white lie on tihe occasion, his inventive 

powers were zx)t of calibre sufiicient to de- 

vise the necessary fiction ; he felt there was 

no chance for him but to tell Alice aa little 

of the truth as would satisfy her, in as 

roundabout a manner as he could manage, 

and than to risk the result, ■

Ju£t as he had arrived at this determina- 

tion he raised his eyes, and saw a little 

child run past the window. A small, 

delicate-looking girl, with long fair hak 

streaming down her shoulders, prettily, 

even elegantly dressed, and laughing 

heartily as ahe pursued a large elastic ball 

which bounded before her. Martin saw 

her but for an instant, then she disappeared 

down the garden path. ■

But that momentary glimpse was suffi- 

cient to give Martin Gurwoo^ an idea. 

And when Alice raised her tear-blurred 

face, now atem with the ejqpreasion of a set 

and determined purpose, he was to a cer- 

tain extent prepared §ov her. ■

'*You must take me to my husband," 

she said, quietly. " I am grateful to you 

for coming here, Mr. " ■

" Gurwood — ^my name ia Martin Gur- 

wood.** ■

" I am grateful to you for coming here, 

Mr. Gurwood, and for the delicate manner 

in which you have performed your task. 

But now I wish to be taken to my husband. 

I have a right to naake that claim, and I 

do so V ■

"My dear madam,'' said Martin Gur- 

wood, in the same quiet tone, but with 

much more firmness than he had hitherto 

exhiHted, *' I will not allow that you owe 

me the smallest obligation; but if you did, 

the way in which you could best repay me 

would be W exciting yoiurself as httle as 

possible. Under these most* painful cir- 

camstanoes, you must not give way, Mrs. 

Claxton; you must keep up as best you 

can, for the sake of his memory, for the ■
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sake of the child which he has left behind 

him." ■

" Little Bell ? the child who is playing 

in the garden, and who just now passed the 

window ?" ■

''Yes, a fragile, fair, bright - looking 

mite." ■

" Little Bell ! She is not Mr. Claxton's 

child, sir, nor mine, bat she is another 

liying proof of John's goodness, and 

thonghtfulness, and care for others." She 

rose from her seat as she spoke, and wan- 

dered in a purposeless manner to the 

window. " So thoughtful, so unselfish, so 

generous," she murmured. "It is three 

years ago since little Bell first came here." 

" Indeed," said Martin, delighted at the 

unexpected reprieve, and anxious to divert 

her thoughts as long as possible from the 

one dread subject. ** Indeed. And where 

did she come from ?" ■

" From the workhouse," said Alice, not 

looking at him, but gazing straight before 

her through the window, against which her 

forehead was pressed; "from the work- 

house. It was John's doing that we 

brought her here — all John's doing. It was 

from Mr. Tomlinson, the clergyman," she 

continued, in a low tone, and with a cer- 

tain abrupt incoherence of manner, " that 

we heard about it— such cold weather, 

with the snow lying deep in the fields. 

Mr. TomHnson told us that they had found 

her lying against a haystack in one of 

Farmer MuUins's fields, half frozen, and 

with a baby at her breast. So thin and 

pale and delicate she looked when we went 

down to see her lying in the workhouse 

bed. She had been starved as well as 

frozen, Mr. Broadbent said, and her cheeks 

were hollow, and there were great dark 

circles round her eyes. But she must have 

been pretty, oh, so pretty. Her chestnut 

hair was soft and delicate, and her poor 

thin hands, almost transparent, were white 

and well-shaped." ■

In his first relief from the repetition of 

her demand which he expected Alice would 

make, Martin Gurwood did not pay much 

attention to the commencement of her little 

story, but as it progressed his interest be- 

came excited, and at this point he left 

his chair and stood by her at the window. 

"Who was sheP" he asked. "Where 

did she come from P" ■

" We never knew," said Alice, shaking ■

her head. " She never spoke from the ■

time they found her until her death, two ■

days after ; but she had never been married ; ■

I there was no wedding-ring on her finger, ■

and when they told me that, I turned to 

John and spoke to him." ■

" Do you recollect what you said ?" 

asked Martin, half with a desire to satisfy 

his own curiosity, half wishing to lead her 

on. ■

" Recollect P" said Alice. " I remember 

the very words. *0h John,* I said, *my 

dear old John, isn't it an awful thing to 

think how this poor creature has been de- 

ceived ; you may depend upon it^ John,' 1 

said, * that the man who has brought her to 

this shame made her a promise of marriage, 

or deceived her in some cruel and heartless 

manner.' " ■

" Did you say that P" asked Martin, in a 

low voice. ■

"I did, and more. '.Her doath will 

lie at his door, John,' I said, ' as surely as if 

he had killed her with his hand. He did 

kill her, first her soul and then her body, 

and he will be held responsible for the 

murder of each !' I rcioolle^ then that John 

threw his arms around me, and implored 

me to stop. His face was quite white, and 

the tears were streaming down his cheeks, 

for he had the tenderest heart. And then 

when the poor girl died, he proposed that 

we should take the baby ana adopt it for 

our own, and we did so. Strange it was, 

I recollect, that for weeks after that, when- 

ever John was at home, and in one of his 

silent moods, which came upon him first 

about that time, I would see him of an 

evening, when he thought I was not look- 

ing at him, with his eyes fixed upon me, 

and with the tears stealing down his 

cheeks." ■

Was it strange, knowing what he did ? 

Martin thought not, but he did not speak. 

" He was thinking of that poor girl, I 

suppose," murmured Alice, half to herself; 

"thmking of all the troubles and sufferings 

she had gone through ; thinking, I shouldn't 

wonder, that they might have been mine^ 

if I had not been mercifullv placed in % 

different position, and out of the reach of 

temptation, for he had the tenderest heart, 

and he loved me so dearly — oh, so dearlj, 

that the mere thought of anything happen- 

ing to me to cause me pain or suffering, 

was enough to make him utterly wretched.*" 

Then the sense of her situation dawning 

again upon her, she cried out : " And now 

he is lost to me for ever ! There is no one 

now to think of or take care of me ! We 

were aU in all to each other, and now I am 

left alone in the world ; what shall I do, 

oh, what shall I do !" ■

It had been Martin Gurwood's lofc> in the ■
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discharge of his clerical duties, to listen a 

hnndred times in his life to this despair- 

ing wail from women just robbed of their 

husbands by death : a hnndred times had 

he cheered the darkened and dispirited 

soul with recapitulations of the Almighty 

goodness, with the hope that the parting 

from the loved and lost one was bat tem- 

porary, and not of long duration, and that 

in the future the two reunited might enjoy 

an eternity of bliss such as they had never 

known here. What could he say to the 

woman now grovelling before him in her 

misery and despair P What word of en- 

couragement, what scrap of hope could ho 

whisper into her dulled ear ? How could 

he, with the fearful knowledge which he 

had acquired, speak to her of the future 

of this man, whose memory she so blindly 

worshipped, ignorant of the manner in 

which he had basely betrayed her ? How 

could he even speak kindly of the dead 

man's past, and echo the terms of affection 

in which she mentioned him, knowing, as 

he did, the full measure of the deceit and 

iniquity practised upon her by the man 

whom she imagined to have been her 

husband ? ■

No ! In all Martin Gurwood's clerical 

career (and the experiences of a zealous 

and earnest clergyman in an agricultural 

district are fraught with far more horrors, 

and tend to a far lower appreciation of 

the human race than the uninitiated can 

imagine), he had never had to deal with 

such a case as this. In his reproof he 

could temper justice with mercy, in his 

consolation he could bid "despair and 

anguish flee the struggling soul," but to 

attempt now to cast down the idol from its 

pedestal, to attempt to show to the heart- 

broken woman, whose sobs were resound- 

ing through the room, that the man whose 

loss she was deploring had been her worst 

and bitterest enemy, to point out that the 

emotion which he had exhibited at the story 

of the outcast woman and her baby, was 

merely caused by " the conscience prick and 

the memory smart," proving to him the 

similarity of his own crime with that of 

the man on whom he was invited to sit in 

judgment — to do. all or any of this was be- 

yond Martin Gurwood's power ; he ought to 

have done it^ he knew, but he was only 

human after all, and he decided to leave 

it alone. ■

The story of the frozen woman with the 

baby in her arms — ^his thoughts had wan- 

dered away to that — slight and delicate 

was she, and with long chestnut hair — what ■

a strange coincidence ! That this man, 

who had himself deceived a young and 

trusting woman, should by his unsuspecting 

victim be called upon to exercise his cha- 

rity towards another victim, should be 

expected to denounce the crime of which 

he had himself been guilty ! How strange 

to think that — Martin was interrupted in 

his reverie by a movement on Alice's part. 

She had risen to her feet, twisted her dis- 

hevelled hair into a knot behind her head, 

and stood pale and statuesque before him. ■

'* I shall be ready in five minutes," she 

said, " and I shall iken. expect you to take 

me straight to where my husband's body is 

lying. If you refuse to do so, I shall call 

upon you to tell me where it is — ^to give 

me the address. I have a right as his wife 

— oh, my God!" she moaned — "as his 

widow ! to demand that, and I shall do so." ■

The critical time had arrived ! Martin 

knew that, and felt stronger and more 

self-reliant than he had anticipated. The 

fact was, that he thought he saw a way of 

tiding the matter over until he could com- 

municate vdth Humphrey Statham, and 

possibly get his friend to take the burden 

of the disclosure upon himself. ■

" My dear madam," he said, " I can 

quite appreciate your anxiety, which is 

perfectly natural under the circumstances, 

and which I shall be most anxious to al- 

leviate, but I must ask you to have a little 

patience. This evening — should vou still 

wish it — you shall be taken to the place 

where Mr. Claxton's body was conveyed." ■

" Where is that place, Mr. Gurwood ?" 

cried Alice. "There is some mystery 

about this which I do not understand ; I 

insist upon knowing where this place is 1" ■

"You shall know," said Martin, quietly. 

" The place to which the body was con- 

veyed, was Mr. Calverley's house in Great 

Walpole-street." ■

"Mr. Calverley's ! What, John's part- 

ner ?" ■

" Mr. Calverley, of Mincing-lane. You 

have heard of him ?" ■

" Oh, a thousand times. Mr. Claxton 

was a sleeping partner in the house of Cal- 

verley and Company, you know. Oh, of 

course it was quite natural that my poor 

darling should be carried there ! I am so 

relieved, Mr. Gurwood. I was afraid that 

poor John had been taken to some horrid 

place, and thought that was the reason why 

you objected to my going there ; but as he 

is at Mr. Calverley's house " ■

" For that reason you must defer going 

there until the evening," said Martin Gur- ■

■■
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wx>od, with more firmness than he had 

hitherto shown. " This sad event has 

thrown the house into great confusion, and 

it will be necessary that I should go back 

and apprise Mrs. Calverley, whom yon do 

not know, I thinkj of yonr intention of 

cominjr there to-night." ■

'* I soppose yoit are right," said Alice, in 

a disappointed tone. " I suppose, even at 

such a dreadftd time as this, there are 

regulations and observances winch must be 

respected. Will yon promise me that you 

will come to me this evening ?** ■

" Either I myself or some friend whom 

I can trust,'* said Martin. "And now I 

must leave you, for the time- is short, and 

I have a great deal to do in it." ■

He took one glance at her pale, tearful 

face, with even more than interest, and 

withdrew. ■

He was thinking to himself how very 

beautiful she was, when his reflections were 

checked by his catching sight of a female 

figure, in a black cloak, in the path before 

him. ■

On his near approach the lady raised her 

veil, and to his astonished eyes revealed the 

features of Madame ]>n Tertre. ■

STONEHENGB; WHAT IT IS, AKD 

WHAT IT IS NOT. ■

The usual aiitumii manceuvres will this 

year be held on the broad expanse of 

Salisbury Plum. A nobler arena could 

not be selected for the purpose. But it is 

not to discuss the military question, or any- 

thing connected with it, that I take up 

the pen ; but to direct in advance the at- 

tention of the thousands of spectators who 

will be attracted to the spot to one of the 

most venerable monuments of antiquity 

that remain on the globe — ^the ruins of 

Stonehenge. Ruins, alas ! they are, but 

precious relics of a pre-historic age, of which 

we know but Httle, though we may guess 

a great deal. There are many monuments 

of antiquity still remaining in England 

that, if destroy^, could be restored — ^as 

York Minster was, and as Warwick Castle 

will be — but there are other and still more 

interesting memorials of the post, which, 

if destroyed, could never be restored, and 

which, running no risk from fire, are 

nevertheless exposed to a greater danger 

than that arising from any airger of the 

elements short of an earthquake — the 

danger of piecemeal removal at the hands 

of the owners of the ground on which ■

they stand, or the ruthless utiKtarianism 

of people who would not scruple to pave 

a road, or build a bam or a wall with tbe 

precious relics of antiquity. Need it be 

said that the monum€?nt8 referred to are 

the Drmdical stones still left standing" in 

mysterious antiquity at Avebury, in Wilt- 

shire, and. those equally mysterious, but 

gander and more siibKme, in the centre of 

Safisbnry Plaiin, and known to the whole 

civilised world under the oomparativelj 

modem name of Stonehenge ? ■

Had ornr ancestors been as wise and pro- 

vident as they might have been, even so 

late as three centuries ago, these singnlar 

remnants of a dead religion and a wom-oat 

civilisation might have be^i made national 

property, and preserved at the national 

expense from the hands of the spoiler. 

But this unfortunately was not done ; and 

of the great temples o£ Avebury and Stone- 

henge, but little now remains to testify to 

the Titanic architecture of the people who 

inhabited the British Isles a thousand years 

before the invnding hosts of Jnlins C«sar 

set foot upon the sfcore. The Avebxriy 

stones have suffered greatly from the depre- 

dations of the Wiltshire farmers and pro- 

prietors. In the year 1648, when John 

Aubrey, the antiquary, visited the place, he 

counted sixty-three of the pillars still stand- 

ing within the circular trench. In K20, 

Doctor Stukeley fomwi only twenty-three 

remaining ; and in 1812, Sir Richard Hoare 

found but seventeen. At present only two 

monoliths of the great western avenue are 

standing. The rest have been brt^en into 

pieces, and removed- — ^possibly to bniW pig- 

styes, possibly to build barns or out-houses 

for the greedy or unthinking depredators, 

who never heard of the difference between 

a Dmidical high-priest, who lived 'three 

thousand years ago, and a clodhopper 

who perpetrated these acta of Vandalism 

the day before yesterday. For some time 

past the antiquaries and scholars of Wilt- 

shire and elsewhere have been up in 

arms to prevent these encroachments— 

but "may not a man do what he will 

with his own ?** And as the scholars and 

antiquaries were either unable or unwil- 

ling to purchase the land and its precion* 

relics from the legal owners, these latter 

did as seemed best in their own eyes, antl 

left scholarship and antiquarian ism to show 

their teeth in the approved British feshion 

— without biting. Fortunately, one gentle^ 

man with the means, the knowledge, SLXid 

the public spirit, was found to ^ what 

ought long ago to harve been done by tbe ■
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State. Sir Jolin Lnbbock stepped fortii to 

therescne of ATebnrj, and by his liberality 

its monuments will be preserved as they 

stand — safe from all fdridier danger. But 

ongfat such prioeless relics of the early 

British people — as old as» or it aoay be older 

than, the Pyramids — be exposed to snch 

forlorn hopes as this ? And ought not the 

Bi'itifih natioDy thongb iaite in the work (bnt 

not too late), determme once for all that a 

greater than Avebary, the grand, the weird, 

the mysterious, the awfnl StoDebenge, duiil 

no longer be at the mercy of tho owners of 

Sftlisbnry Plain, acad all that stands thereon, 

bat be preseorved Sap ever as the property of 

tbe British nartion ? It woold not cost mnch, 

and if the cost werea hvndred times greater 

than it is possible to be, it wonld not be 

too great to pay for tbe proeerfstion of so 

laighty a momiment of our earlieBt an- 

cestors. ■

Though everybody in these dayB of read- 

ing is supposed to know all abont eTery^ 

tbiag (espeoiaUy if they are candidates 

for employBLent und^ the government, 

and are to nndergo the crucial torture of 

a competitive examinataon), nobody knows 

much about Stonehenge, except that it 

stands upon Salisbury Plain, and is the 

impeifect and comparatively small rem- 

nant of a mveb larger edifice; that it 

consists of two eirdes — an inner and an 

oater — ^tbe outer oomposed of a number of 

hnge monoliths, and connected at the top 

by architraves of similar monoliths, many 

of which have fiillen from tbeir places by the 

action oi time, or the more rnthless agency 

of man ; and that in all probability the edi- 

fice was a temple or place of worship, erected 

by tbe earliest inbaJbitants of Qreat Britain, 

perhaps two thousand years before the 

Christian era. Indeed, some writers, so 

great is tbeir reverence for these remains, 

and so decided their opinion of their vast 

antiquity, have not hesitated to express 

tlieir bdief that they were erected before 

the days of Koaii, and are the only archi- 

tectural remains of the ^ World before the 

Flood." ■

In matters relating to pre-historic times, 

luimes have the value of things, and throw 

light upon much which migbt, without 

their assistance, be hopelessly dark. The 

British name of this temple, as enshrined in 

the pages of early writers who knew nothing 

Viiatever of the language of the early 

Britons and Gdts, was described as Choir- 

^nr, or Choir Vaure ; and the Saxon name 

givesi to it in the comparatively recent tames 

of the conquest of the aboriginal Britons ■

by that Germamo people, is Stone Heng^c. 

A few remarics on the meaning of both of 

these names will kelp to clear up $;ome 

doubtful points that bavo never yet been 

explained by any writer on tbe subject. ■

Firstly, as regards Choir-Gaur, or Choir 

Vaure. The Saxon and Norman monks, 

and the other eariy writers who first men- 

tion Stonehenge, were utterly ignorant of 

the language of the Celtio people, though 

that language was tlien, and still continues 

to be, spoken in the British Isles in its two 

great varieties of Cymric or Welsh, and 

Guelic or Erse, the former confined to 

Wales, and the latter to the Highlands of 

Scotland, Ireland, and the Isle of Man. 

Looking to Chreek and Latin for the ety- 

mology instead of to the Celtic, they dis- 

covered that Ohoir-Ghiur, or Cboir Vanre, 

meant Cborea gigantum, or the " Dance of 

Giants." Another set oi etymolog^ists, not 

satisfied with this derivation (the chief of 

whom was one Doctor Smith, who wrote in 

1771), maintained that " choir" was the 

same as tbe Englisb ^ choir" of a church, 

^ the true sense of the word being lost in 

all the Celiac languages," and that gaur in 

the Irish, gauvr in the Armorican, spoken 

in Brittany, and gafr in Welsh, all signify 

a he-goat, the sign of the zodiac known as 

Capricorn. From this Doctor Smith inferred 

that his readers '^ would be convinoed that 

Stonehenge was an astronomical temple 

erected by the Ancient Druids ibr obserring 

the motions of the heavenly bodies." ■

In support of the first derivation many 

supposed ancient legends and traditions 

were cited ; one to the effect that the enor- 

noous monoliths of which the temple was 

composed were brought by giants from 

Africa, as was set ioHh by Nennius in 

the ninth, and GeofPrey of Mbnmonth 

in tbe twelfth century, and repeated by 

Giraklus Cambrensis, and many subse- 

quent writers. It was further stated that 

these giants first conveyed the stones 

from Africa to Kildare, in Ireland, and 

that the great British magician, Merlin, 

transported them by demoniacal agency 

from Elildare to Salisbury Plain. The 

stones were believed to possess a mys- 

terious and medicinal virtue, and it was 

supposed that th^ object of the giants 

in bringing them from Africa, and of 

Merlin in bringing tbem into England, 

was to make baths of them, that the stones 

might impart their healing virtue to the 

water. Most of these legends and fancies 

were evidently due to a false etymology 

and a mistranslation. The meaning of the ■
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British word coir, or choir, as may be seen 

in any Erse or Ghielic dictionary, is "right" 

or "justice," suggestive of. the idea that 

the edifice was a coxu*t of justice or religion 

(the English conrt and the French oonr 

are derived from this root). The word 

ganr is a corruption or misapprehension of 

the sound of the adjective vanre, more 

properly mhor, pronounced "vor," great. 

Thus, coire vaure or " coir mhor" would 

signify in this ancient language, by hr the 

most ancient now spoken in Europe, the 

great hall, court, circle, or Temple of J ustice 

and Right. ■

The word Stone Henge, or Hanging 

Stones, is derived from those stones, placed 

by nature during some great convulsion, 

or by the art of man, at such an angle 

or inclination upon the top of another, 

that they will rock with a slight propul- 

sion wi^out being overthrown. On this 

point the learned Jacob Bryant^ in his 

Analysis of Ancient Mythology, throws a 

flood of Hght. " It was usuaJ," he says, 

"among the ancient Egyptians, to place, 

with much labour, one vast stone upon 

another for a religious memorial. The 

stones thus placed they sometimes poised 

so equably that they were affected with the 

least external force; nay, a breath of 

wind would sometimes make them vibrate. 

... I question whether there be in the 

world a monument which is much prior 

to the celebrated Stonehenge. There is 

reason to think that it was erected by a 

foreign colony, one of the first which came 

into this island. There is extant at this 

day (the close of the eighteenth century) 

one of those rocking stones of which I have 

been speaking. The ancient Egyptians dis- 

tinguished stones erected with a religious 

view by the name of amber, bv which was 

signified anything solar and divine. The 

Grecians called them Petr® Ambrosias, and 

there are representations of such upon 

coins. HorapoUo speaks of a sacred book 

in Egypt styled Ambres, which was so^ 

called from its sanctity, being a medicinal 

book of Hermes, and intrusted solely to 

the care of the sacred scribes. Stone- 

henge is composed of these amber stones ; 

hence the next town (Amesbury) is de- 

nominated Ambresbury — not from a Ro- 

man Ambrosius, for no such person existed, 

but from the AmbrosisB PetrsB, in whose 

vicinity it stands. Some of them, as I 

have taken notice, were rocking-stones, 

and there was a wonderful monument of 

this sort near Penzance, in Cornwall, 

though I believe it is now in a great mea- ■

sure ruined. It still retains the name of 

Main Amber, by which is signified the 

sacred stones." ■

The name Stonehenge is the Saxon 

translation of the Celtic Crom-lech, bang- 

ing, inclined, or crooked stones, of which 

so many exist not only in the British Isles, 

but in every part of Europe. By the time 

that the Celtic or Graelic had ceased to he 

the dominant language in the south of 

England, and had been to a large extent 

superseded by that of the Anglo-Saxon 

conquerors, another meaning was found for 

the words Stone Henge, and they were 

interpreted to signify tiie stones of Hen- 

gist, who, along with Horsa, was supposed 

to have commanded one of the invading 

hordes of Ghermans who established them- 

selves in the east and south of England 

It is doubtftil, however, whether such per- 

sons as Hengist and Horsa ever ezistedf 

for Hengist is but the German Hengst^ a 

horse, and Horsa a mare — ^figures that were 

emblazoned on the flags of the invadera 

Nennius is the first who has recorded this 

tradition, and has been duly followed by 

Geoffrey of Monmouth. He says : " Stone- 

henge was a monument erected in the reign 

of Aurelius Ambrosius*' (an imaginary 

king) " by Ambrosius Merlin" (the &ioons 

wizard), "to perpetuate the treachery of 

Hengist, the Saxon general, who, haviog 

desired a friendly meeting with Yortigem, 

at the monastery of Ambresbury, assas- 

sinated him, with four hundred and sixtj 

of his barons and consuls, aflber which the 

bodies of the slaughtered Britons were in- 

terred at a buiying-place near the monas- 

tery where they had received their deaths; 

and Aurelius Ambrosius, going to see 

the sepulchre soon after he had mounted 

the British throne, not only shed tears at the 

sight of it, but resolved to perpetuate the 

memory of that piece of gpronnd, which was 

honoured with the bodies of so many nohle 

patriots that died for their countiy, with 

some noble monument." This, then, accord- 

ing to the early historians, was the first 

idea of Stonehenge, communicated by the 

monarch to the prophet Merlin, who 

brought the stones from Kildare by wAg^^ 

art and the aid of the devil. This second 

myth hangs upon the misunderstood word 

Hengst, as the first did upon the mis- 

translated word choir, and both are eqaali/ 

illusory, more especially the Saxon legend 

which would make Stonehenge an erection 

of no greater antiquity than the middle of 

the fifth century.. That the temples of Ave- 

bury and Stonehenge existed at the time ■

f ■
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of the Roman invasion, though not men- 

tioned by Julius Cesar or the Roman his- 

torians, is clear from the fact that the 

Roman way from Bath, the city of the 

Aqn89 Ca1id», or warm waters, to London, 

reached Silbnry Hill in a straight line at 

Avehnry, and then turned abruptly south 

to avoid these memorable remains. This 

&ct alone would be sufficient to disprove 

the Saxon origin of Stonehenge, as also 

the equally absurd supposition of Inigo 

Jones, who was requested by King James 

the Hrst to write an essay on this mys- 

terious subject. Inigo Jones, who does not 

appear to have visited the place, was of 

opinion that Stonehenge was a temple of 

the Romans of the Tuscan order, dedicated 

to the worship of Coelus. ■

The questions always asked with regard 

to Stonehenge, or the Coir-mhor, are: 

Whence came the mighty monoliths to 

Salisbury Plain ? For what purpose were 

they erected on end, in the form of an 

inner and an outer circle, and long avenues 

of approach? And who and what were 

the people, and at what age of the world 

did they flourish who erected these and 

similar monuments in other parts of 

Europe? • ■

With regard to the first question, it is 

impossible to believe that in the very early 

age to which the building must be referred 

—when the largest ships were but small 

hoats in comparison with ours — ^that such 

ponderous monoliths, so difficult to handle, 

could have been conveyed into England by 

sea. Either England, at that remote epoch, 

must have been a portion of the European 

continent, or, being an island as now, the 

stones must have been found in the vicinity 

of the place where they stand, or trans- 

ported from some other part of England 

at no great distance. Going back to geolo- 

gical epochs, long before the earth was 

first fitted for the habitation of man, one of 

two agencies must have been at work to 

account for the enormous masses of stone, 

standing in plains, remote from mountains 

in every part of Europe and of the world. 

These are, first, volcanic action project- 

ing them violently from the bowels of the 

earth, and hurling them to great distances ; 

and, second, glacial action, by which these 

n>ckB were wafted on the moving sea 

or current of ice from the North Pole 

southwards, until they were deposited on 

the soil in warmer latitudes. It is far 

^ore probable that the huge monoliths 

of Salisbury Plain were found there by 

the ancient Celtic people^ than that they ■

were transported by mechanical agencies 

from any considerable distance. And this 

suggests an answer to the second question. 

Bringing with them their own religion, 

their own civilisation, their own rites and 

customs, these monoliths would appeal 

strongly to the imagination and feeling of 

the immigrants, and remind them of the 

similar monoliths and gigantic rock-carving 

of the religion and the civilisation which 

they had left behind. The tradition that 

the stones came from Africa suggests the 

Egyptian home of the Druidical religion 

which these earliest colonists introduced 

into the then sparsely inhabited, or per- 

haps wholly uninhabited isles of Britain. 

The Egyptians, living in a flat country, 

and slolled in the raising of great mono- 

liths, were partial to their use, not only in 

the construction of their religious temples, 

but as conspicuous monuments in a flat 

country. Cleopatra's Needle, now lying in 

the sands of Egypt, is one instance, and 

the beautiful obehsk of Luxor, standing on 

the Place de la Concorde in Paris, and 

brought from Egypt, and erected by the 

government of l^ing Louis Philippe, is an- 

other example of the great part played by 

monoliths in the art and civilisation of 

the East. The Sphynx is another mono- 

lith of world-wide fame. Jacob Bryant 

suggests that the Pyramids themselves 

are each formed of a single rock, roughly 

hewn into the form in which we now see 

it, and made even on the surface by arti- 

ficial masonry fitted into the inequalities 

of the original mass. Whether or not 

Great Britain was colonised by Egyptians 

or Phenicians, or by some other Asiatic 

race, it is impossible to affirm or deny with 

certainty, though, on the evidence of lan- 

guage, we are compelled to believe that 

they were an Eastern people, and that 

Druidism, their form of religion, was 

Eastern also. Bel, or Baal, ''the living 

God," was worshipped by the Irish and 

Scottish Celts and Druids long after the 

Christian era, and that the same god, under 

the same name, was worshipped by the 

contemporaries of Moses, we know from 

the books of the Old Testament. The 

Beal fire, or Bel-tein, formerly lighted on 

all the hill-tops, from Cornwall to Cape 

Wrath, is still spoken of in Scotland, and 

renowned in Scottish legendary poetry. 

Little is known as to the Pruids and their 

worship, their rites or their observances. 

The first writer who mentions them in Bri- 

tain is Julius Csesar, who, coming as a mili- 

tary conqueror, is not likely to have known ■

=5" ■
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very much about tbeia, or to have been ini* 

tiated very deejay, if at all, into their mys- 

teriee. He records that Britain was the great 

school of the European Druids, and that 

their chief seat was in the Isle of Mona, or 

Anglesea. The people of Gaul and Gexv 

many, who wished to eocnplete their edn- 

cation in Druidieal learning, resorted to 

Mona for the purpose. The Druids formed 

a distinct caste, baing the theologians, the 

philosophers, the poets, the musiciaiis, and 

the scientific men of the nation. They 

performed aJl the public sacrifices and rites 

of religion, dsstribated rewards asd punish- 

ments, and perfonned ail the fknetions of 

justice. They had the power to ezeom- 

municai}e offenders and unbeheyers, and 

deny civil and rehgioua privileges and 

rights to all who dared to oppose their 

decrees. They taught tiiat tiMre was one 

supreme and only God, tlie creator and up- 

holder of the universe. They believed in 

the immortality of the soul, and its trans- 

migration through various bodies to all 

eternxfej. They studied the motions of the 

heavenly bodies, and were both astrono- 

mers and astrologrists. Yet, although this 

mudi is learned from Cnsar, and eorro- 

borated by odier authorities, not only their 

doctrine, but their name, remains more or 

less d^ a mystery. The Grreeks, not know- 

ing the venerable Asiatie language which 

the Druids brought into Europe along with 

tiiem, misinterpreted and misunderstood 

their words, and fell into an error, whidi 

has pervaded all literature and history to 

this day, as to the true meaning <^ Druid. 

The vrord is supposed to be derived from 

drus, the €h:«elr£Dr an oak-tree, and it is 

alleged that they worshipped their god, or 

gods, in oaken groves, and were therefore 

called Dmidee. Th^ is no proof tluiit the 

Draidis worsh^>ped under oaks, or any other 

trees, except m circumstances where they 

could not construct a stone temple on a 

plain, or where was the necessity for such 

magnificent edifices and central temples as 

they erected in Avebnary and Stonehengein 

England, and Gamac in Brittany ? There 

is, moreover, no reason why a religion and 

a langua^ so mnch more ancient than the 

language and rdigion of Greece, should have 

borrowed a title from a nK)re modem tongue. 

In the ancient Geltie and the modern Gaelic, 

which are fondamentally the same, an oak 

is called darag, a word which has bat two 

letters in common with, and but very slight 

resemblance to the Greek drus. In Celtic 

the word druid means to enclose, to shut, 

to sunrouad ; dmidheadh means iha act of ■

enclosing, encircling, or surroanding ; a&d 

druidh means a philoBopher, a maficiaD, & 

wizard, a high priest These derivations 

would se^n tx) show that a Dniid was a 

priest of the inner ctrcde, or holy of holies, 

and one who had been duly initiated into 

all the mysteries of the ahrine, or sanctoaiy, 

into whKsh the pro£uae vulgwr were not 

permitted to penetrate. ■

Another curious point with reference to 

the Druids », that they were smaetimes 

called in Grreeoe by the name oi Saronides, 

from Saron, who^ says Mr. Bryant, " was 

undoubtedly an ancient god in Greeoe. 

Diana, the sister of ApoUo, was named 

Saronia." Mr. Bryant, ignorant, as he 

confesses himself, of the fiastem languages, 

as well as of the Celtic, defines Suvon u 

meaning the Lord of Lig^t. The same < 

people that gave the name o£ Coir-mhor to 

Btonehenge, possesa in their language the 

two ^lablfis which the Greeks borrowed 

£rom an Eastern aouree, nanely, Sar, meaa- 

ing a lord, a piinoe, or a hero, and An, or 

On, a i^net. Thns Saion, in Celtae, wonkl 

mean t^M Lord of tJbe Planet, or the Son, or 

the Imd of Life and Light, tlie same a 

ApoUo, a &ot thai would laelp to proye, 

what is already known, that the DraidB 

were son-worshippeea. ■

AJl the religions of theancient world, widi 

the sole exo^ition of the Hebrew, were as- 

tronomical, and eHher taieght the worship 

of the son, as the viaiMe representation i 

the one supreme God, or inoluded is their 

wordip the whole of the heavenly bodiei, 

as mamfestatiaBS of His power and glory. 

The priesie of India, figypt, and Phenida 

were all astronooMrs, as were those, though 

perhaps to a smaller extent, of Greece 

and Boma Their chief temples alwajs 

served am astmaaomdcal as well as a reHgioos 

purpoasL It has recently been established 

that the Pyvamids were astronomical edi- 

fices, formed for the verification of the 

motions of the heavenly bodies. It is gds- 

speeted, with good raason, that Stoneheoge 

partook of tins character, so eesential to 

the objects of Druidism. ^ Stonebenge," 

sajB Mr. Wansey, writing m 1796, '' stands 

in the best situa^n possible for observing 

the heavenly bodies, as there is an koriaos 

nearly three miles distant on all sides. But 

till we know the methods by which the 

ancient Dmids calculated eclipses long be- 

fore they happened, so as to have made 

their astronomkal observations tritb ao 

much aeeuracy as Cbsar mentaons, we cti>* 

not explain the theoretical uses of Ston^ 

henga/' ■

•«= ■
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A letter, dated the 22iid of June, 1872, 

signM W. Beck, and published in the 

Times three days afterwards, corroborates, 

in a striking manner, the tradition that 

Stonehenge was originally intended for 

astronomical, and consequently for devo- 

tional purposes. '* It is no slight induce- 

ment," says the writer, '* that will take a 

person into so exposed a situation as Salis- 

bury Plain at the chilling hoar of three 

o'clock in the morning; bat, nnless bad 

weather prevails, a group of visitors, more 

or less numeroas, is sure to assemble at 

tliat hour of dawn on every 21st of June, 

there to watch for the rising sun. As the 

hour approaclies they gather to the circles 

of StonebeBge, fronn. the centre of which^ 

looking north-eastj a block of stone, set at 

some distance from the ruin, is so seen as 

that its ibp coincides with the line of the 

horizon, and, if no mist or clond prevent, 

the SUA as it rises on this, the morning of 

the longest day in the year, will be seen 

coming up exactly over the centre of the 

stone, known, from this circumstanoe, as 

the "Pointer." Our group of watchers 

yesterday morning numbered some thirty- 

five, assembled chiefly from the neighbour- 

ing towns — ^four of them« however, from 

London, who had walked from Salisbury 

through tihe nighty for the chance of seeing 

this interesting proof of the solar arrange- 

ment of the eircJes of Stoaehenge. As one 

who has now on several oocasions been 

present, and seen the sun thus come up 

over the Pointer, and strike its first rays 

through die central entranoe to the so- 

called akar stone of the ruin, I oommend 

this obvious proof of solar worship in its 

constructors to those recent theorists who 

see in StonAenge only a memorial of a 

battle or a victory. Let a visitor, also, on 

any day at noon look to this Pointer, and 

see if the huge stone be not set at sach 

a particular inclination as to be like the 

gnomon of a Sfuu-diaL^ ■

Stonehenge, its age^ its origin, its whole 

purposes and intentions are, and probably 

ever will be, mysterious, nn&thomable, and 

only partially provable. All the greater is 

the reason that a monument so remarkable, 

and undoubtedly one of the most ancient 

of the works of man now existing on the 

face of the globe, should be taken at onoe 

and for ever under the national protec- 

tion. It has suffered much from the rude 

hands of the spoiler. It is more than time 

that such spoliation in the future ahoald 

he prevented' by all the powers which the 

nation, as custodian of so pricdesa a ■

morial of antiquiity is aloae able to employ. 

Almost any oth^ of o«r national monu- 

ments, if destroyed, could be replaced. This 

alone, if lost — and it only oan be lost by 

wilful destruction — would be a calamity, in 

every respect irreparable. There may not 

be another Sir John Lubbock to step in to 

the rescue, and if there be, it should not be 

left to chance, and a single person, to do 

that which the State should consider it both 

its piide and its duty to undertake. ■

AT THT GRAVK. ■

WiLTXB the soft gmaa at mj feet ; ■

DMt tkMi feel me near ibee, sipeet ? ■

Though the e*rtii upon tbj fiue* ■

Holds thee close from mj embrvx^ 

Tet mjr spirit thine can reach, 

Veeda bettrist us t««w n« s pe ee h , 

JTor tha aMBM soul Hrea ii ■

Kow I flseei ae teoder ejea ■

fieekiag mine, in K>ft smiae ■

At some brok«n uttera&oe faiot, ■

Smile ^uick brightening, sigh half ^pent. ■

Yet m aoae aweet hoara gone by, ■

1^0 naaBondiiig eya to m ■

Needed we, foraympathj. ■

liova, I mtmio Ma tfaa* staai 

Sileut in a abadowry ]*Bd ; ■

With a look upon thy face 

Aa if even in that dim place ■

Memonea of yawabad years. 

Or £aint echoes of theae teas. ■

Yet, I wottUnot hafie it thv. ■

Then would be moat piteous ■

Our divided lives, if tbou ■

An imyarfect bliaa abouldat kBow. 

Aweet my aufferiog, if to tbea 

Peath haa brought the £acul^ 

Of entire felicity. ■

fiatber would I weep in Taia, 

That tbou canst not share my pain. 

Deem that Lethean waters roll 

<fioftly o'er thy separate aoa^ 

Know that a dtridsd Uisa 

Makea thee caseleas of my kiss, 

Than that ibou ahonldat feel diatrBM. ■

Huah ! I hear a low aweet aound ■

Aa of mosio stealing round. ■

Ibnna thy hand Ike thnlltBg«]iGt(da ■

Xnto more than ^token worda f 

Ah 1 'tis but the gathering bseeae 

Whispering to the budding trees. 

Or the aang af early beeai ■

ljor% where art thou P Caaa't thou not 

Hear mei, oris all ferrolP 

Beei'at th«i net liheae tuning teara ? 

Can my worda not reaeh thine eara? ■

Or betwixt my aoul and thine ■

Baa Bome myaterr diftB« ■

Sealed a ac^aiating Itna^ ■

la it thus then after death, ■

OU thiaga none BaHembamtkF ■

Ja the smrit benoeforth clear ■

Of the nfe it gathered here ? 

Will our noblest longings seem 

Like aome dim-niBiembefred dreaaa 

lathe aftflv.wQKld'« fuU bsMa? ■
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Hark I the rtiay wind blows loud, ■

Seuds ftboTo tho Hurrjiog doad ; ■

Hashed is all the wong of bees; ■

Aikjnj murmurs of the trees 

Herald tempests. Silent jet 

Sleepest thou — nor tear, nor fret 

Troubles thee. Can I forget ? ■

MAD DOGS. ■

The French eqnivalenfc of " Give a dog 

a bad name, and hang him," is, " Quand on 

yeui tner son chien, on dit qn*il est en- 

rage ;" " When you want to kill your dog, 

you have only to say that he is mad." 

France has a right to her version of the 

proverb, because, whatever may be the 

reason, canine madness is much more com- 

mon in that country than it is in the 

United Kingdom, to a degree quite un- 

accounted for by its more southern latitude, 

or any other obvious cause. The number 

of deaths there from that frightful malady 

is annually so great as to startle strangers 

who for the first time become cognisant of 

the fact. ■

Nor is the unequal prevalence of hydro- 

phobia confined alone to European coun- 

tries. Mr. Darwin found the same irre- 

gularity occurring in South America. In 

one vaUey in Northern* Chile, an order 

had recently been issued that all stray dogs 

should be kiUed, and he saw many lying 

dead on the road. A great number had 

lately gone mad ; several men had been 

bitten, and had died in consequence. On 

previous occasions hydrophobia had pre- 

vailed in this valley. It is remarkable 

thus to find so strange and dreadful a 

disease, appearing time after time in the 

same isolated spot. It has been remarked 

that certain villages in England are in like 

manner much more subject to this visita- 

tion than others. ■

We may even ask how hydrophobia got 

to South America. Doctor Unanue states 

that it was first known there in 1803 ; it 

broke out in Central America, and slowly tra- 

velled southwards. This statement is con- 

firmed by the fact of Azara and Ulloa having 

never heard of it in their time. It reached 

Arequipa in 1807 ; and it is said that some 

men there, who had not been bitten, were 

afiected by eatilig a bullock which had 

died of hydrophobia. After 1808, a long 

interval ensued without any cases. On 

inquiry, Mr. Darwin did not hear of hydro- 

phobia in Yan Diemen's Land, or in Aus- 

tralia ; and Burchell says that during the 

five years he was at the Cape of Good 

Hope, he nerer heard of an instance of it. ■

Webster asserts that at the Azores hydro- 

phobia has never occurred ; and the same 

assertion has been made with respect to 

Mauritius and St. Helena. Would it be 

possible lo stamp it out, once for all, in the 

British Isles ? ■

Canine madness, that hopeless maladj 

which is communicable to other animals 

and to the human race, is commonly spoken 

of as " hydrophobia." As no known re- 

medy exists, it is important to be ahle to 

recognise its symptoms, in order to be 

upon our guard and take every possible 

preventive measure. ■

Hydrophobia simply means the dread of 

water, which is one of the symptoms of 

canine madness; but the same symptom 

also occurs in other diseases distinct from 

it. The horror of water almost (not ab- 

solutely) always accompanies canine mad- 

ness, but it is also met with, in greater or 

less intensity, in several nervous diseases. 

It may be brought on by strong mental 

emotion of various kinds. A school- 

master, after a violent fit of anger, died 

in fifteen hours, with decided symptoms of 

hydrophobia. Fright will have the same 

effect. A man bitten by a dog which be 

believed to be mad, had fearful attacks of 

hydrophobia, which ceased several months 

afterwards, on his learning that the dog 

remained in perfect health. A girl who 

wikiessed a sudden broil, in which the 

disputants fought with swords, was so 

terror-stricken that she was seized witii 

hydrophobia, and died. A woman whose 

companions had abandoned her alone in the 

fields all night, was greatly terrified thereby; 

next day, she refused every sort of liquid, 

and shortly died* ■

It is therefore not surprising that an 

aversion to water should have been occa- 

sionally induced by the bite of men and 

animals that were not mad. Malpigbi 

records the case of his mother, who be- 

came hydrophobic after having been bitten 

by her daughter in an epileptic fit. Cases 

are not rare in which, when one person 

has bitten another, the bitten person h^ 

been attacked by, and sometimes died of 

apparent canine madness. The most sin- 

gular instance is that of a young man, 

twenty-nine years of age, who bit his own 

finger in a violent fit of rage, and be- 

came so hydrophobic in four-and-twenty 

hours, that at the very name of water 

he fell into strong convulsions. Tbe 

above facts (which might be considerably 

multiplied) are very important to reassure 

timid persons that a passing repngnaiice ■

I ■

1 ■
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for liqxdds does not necessarily imply the 

existence of trne, hopeless, canine madness. 

It is cnrable, and has often yielded not 

only to jndidons medical treatment^ but to 

mere moral remedies. ■

It is high time, however, to demolish the 

prevalent belief that if a dog eats and drinks 

there is nothing the matter with him. He 

may eat and dnnk, and yet be, all the while, 

a great deal madder than the maddest 

March hare. It is equally incorrect to 

suppose thai madness in dogs manifests 

itself by fits of rage and attempts to 

bite. This error is all the more dangerous, 

because it induces us to accept, without 

mistrust, caresses from an animal whose 

bite may prove ultimately mortal. An ailing 

dog, although sulky in his behaviour to 

indifferent persons, feels increased affec- 

tion for his real masters. He even licks 

their hands and face more frequently than 

when in good health ; but at that stage the 

spittle is already infectious. As the dis- 

ease proceeds in its course, the dog tries 

hard and makes every effort not to bite the 

persons he loves. The increased caresses 

of a do^ out of health should be far from 

setting his owners' minds at ease. ■

Monsieur H. Bouley (whose Rapport 

sur la BAge deserves careful perusal, both 

by the medical profession and the police 

authorities) relates the following fact. 

Two ladies came to the veterinary school 

of Alfort, accompanied by a little girl four 

years old, to consult the surgeon about a 

dog which they nursed on their knees 

throughout their drive, and which wore a 

perfectly useless muzzle. This dog, they 

said, who slept in their room, had become 

so excited as to prevent their sleeping. 

All night long, he did nothing but scratch 

the floor with his feet. ■

The dog was evidently mad. He was 

scarcely within the iron gates of Alfort 

before his characteristic bark put the 

students on their guard. And yet this 

very dog, during the three days following 

his first indisposition, had scrupulously 

respected his mistresses. He had slightly 

bitten the child, but his teeth had not 

penetrated her clothing. When Monsieur 

Bouley expressed his astonishment at the 

easy way in which the ladies treated 

the affair, they answered, " How could we 

suppose the dog to be mad ? He drank 

frequently; he even seemed thirsty and 

anxious for drink." ■

The bark which is peculiar to madness 

ifl the symptom most easily recognised 

by unprofessional persons. That bark ■

has lost its usual strength; its tone is 

mournful ; it is hollow, stifled, degenerat- 

ing into three or four half-uttered howls, 

producing a plaintive and singular effect 

on the ear. The first symptoms of canine 

madness are a suUenness of temper and an 

involuntary restlessness which manifests 

itself by a continual change of position. 

Instead of being snappish or aggressive, 

the dog tries to hide himself. During this 

first period, he does not always refuse his 

food. ■

Soon, however, he begins to loathe it. 

Then comes on an irresistible desire to bite ; 

to gratify which he tears, crushes with his 

teeth, and swallows all sorts of things 

which are useless as food. A young dog 

certainly will tear things for fun, but he 

will not swallow them, whereas post mor- 

tem examinations of . mad dogs show their 

stomachs to be full of sticks, straw, wool, 

stones, and other indigestible substances. 

Consequently, every dog past puppyhood 

who cannot be prevented from dragging 

about and destroying the carpets, mats, 

and cushions in the house, ought immedi- 

ately to be placed under strict surveillance. 

The same precaution should be taken with 

dogs who show themselves unusually ag- 

gressive towards other animals of the same 

species. Indeed, a symptom of madness 

not to be neglected is the impression made 

on the mad dog by the dog in good health. 

Immediately the sick animal perceives the 

healthy one, a fit of rage is the consequence. 

At Alfort^ this very test is had recourse to 

in doubtful cases. When the patient is 

shown another dog, if truly mad he does 

his utmost to get at him, and if allowed to 

do so, bites him furiously. ■

Curiously enough, all animals, of what- 

ever species, when suffering under canine 

madness, are similarly affected by the pre- 

sence of a dog. All are equally irritated, 

and manifest the same desire to attack the 

dog ; the horse with his feet and teeth ; 

the ram and. the bull with their horns; 

even the sheep, gone mad, butts at the dog. 

Still more curiously, the anger of the ailing 

animal seems especially directed against 

the species of animal by which the disease 

was communicated to it. For instance, a 

horse inoculated at Alfort from a mad 

sheep, contracted the disease in its most 

exaggerated form, since ho tore the skin of 

his own forelegs off with his teeth. But 

when a sheep was put before him, he was 

immediately seized with a paroxysm of 

rage, and the poor creature in no time was 

bitten 'to death. ■

^ ■
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The tendency of human patients to bite 

has been imagined, or enormously exagge- 

rated. There is no case of the disease hav- 

ing been communicated from one human 

being' to another. The friends of a sufferer 

may therefore fearlessly and charitably 

nurse him, without employing any greater 

precaution or any more violent or barba- 

rous means than the strait- waistcoat during 

crises. His mind requires support and 

calming, as much as his body. Moral reme- 

dies are most efficacious ; indeed material 

remedies, it may be believed, derive much 

of their influence from their moral effect. 

Every effort should be made to divert the 

patient's attention from the fixed idea which 

masters him. Even superstitious fancies 

have rendered good service. ■

Nor is an imitation of the voice of dogs a 

sign of hydrophobia, but rather one of those 

impostures and hallucinations which people 

delight in from time to time. At one 

epoch, extraordinary births; at another, 

marvellous abstinence from food; at an- 

other, communications witb the unseen 

world, will be the rage, and find many imi- 

tators. Now and then t^e human voice 

assimilates itself to canine utterances. The 

Philosophical Transactions give an account 

of an extraordinary Spasmus of the kind, 

wherewith two femilies at Blackthorne, in 

Oxfordshire, were seized. The novelty of 

the thing attracted numerous visitors, and 

amongst them Doctor Willis, who a good 

while ere he reached the place heard a ter- 

rible noise of barking and howling. Upon his 

entering the house he was straight saluted 

by five girls, howling and answering each 

other by turns, with violent motions of the 

bead. At intervals they had their reason and 

senses entire. Doctor Friend, tbe author 

of the memoir, himself visited another 

family in the same village, where one boy 

and three girls had been seized ten weeks, 

without any apparent preceding cause. 

At his arrival they were all at play uncon- 

cernedly before the door. Soon the eldest 

girl, about fourteen years of age, was seized 

with, a fit. The others followed, making 

incessant and disagreeable noises. The 

doctor took the affection to be natural, 

arising froni what was then supposed to 

be the common cause of all convulsions ; 

namely, '* from the animal spirits growing 

unruly in the nerves and driving the 

muscles into various contractions, according 

to the circumstances of the indisposition.'^ 

It is a pity the doctor did not t^ the ex- 

periment of a good ducking under the 

pump, at the first symptom of an approach- ■

ing paroxysm, with an additional applica- 

tion of birch to the boy. ■

Diogenes, the cynic or doggish philoso- 

pher, is reputed to have died of hydro- 

phobia. He is known to have snarled at 

his fellow- creatures, although it is not re- 

corded that he howled, barked, or bit 

Still, an attack of the disease may be pre- 

ceded by curious premonitory feeliDga. 

The fourth Duke of Richmond — the Athe- 

nflBum tells us — was doubly celebrated. 

He fought a duel with a prince of tlie 

blood, and he fell a victim to canine mad- 

It is right to add that he was a ■

ness. ■

brave man, of unblemished character. The 

circumstances of his death were very sid. 

It happened long after the wound had 

healed. The duke was dining in a tent 

pitched in a Canadian clearing, when he 

said, '^ I don't know how it is, but I cannot 

relish my wine as usual ; and I feel that, if 

I were a dog, I should be shot as a mad 

one." ■

Virulent hydrophobia appears to origi- 

nate with quite a few animals. Dogs, 

wolves, foxes, and oais are alone suscep- 

tible of becoming spontaneously mad, and 

of transmitting the disease to other 

animals. The virus secrated by mad 

wolves is even xiore virulent than in mad 

dogs. That is, of a given number of per- 

sons bitten by a mad wol£^ mare will die 

than if the same number had been bitten bj 

a mad dog. Not every animal gone mad 

after being bitten is able to communicate 

the madness. Among these are swine, 

cows, and sheep. Indeed, a n:iad sheep 

makes no attempt to bite, but evinces its 

excitement by butting with the head. 

Canine madness is most developed neither 

during severe winter's cold nor in the 

great^t summer heats, but in the months 

of Maroh and April with wolves, and in 

May and September with dogs. It is rare 

both in very hot and very cold countries; 

in Egypt and in Siberia it is scarcely known. 

It is erroneously supposed to be coafined, 

in Europe, to the dog days, or at all events 

to the warmer nionths of the year. In 

France, cases are nearly, if not quite, as 

frequent in winter as m summer. ■

It often happens that a dog, as soon as 

he feels ill, runs away from home. One 

would say that he is conscious oi the 

danger which his presence might cause to 

those he loves, and that he mtentionallj 

goes to die in a comer or get killed in a 

street. Sometimes, and exoeptionaHj) 

yielding to a natural attraction, he return^ 

and responds to a caress with a bite. Once ■

«^ ■
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really mad, and running about at liberty, 

he attacks every living creatare be meets, 

giving the preference to dogs over otber 

animals, and preferring aaj aniznal to 

haman beings. ■

We cannot too often repeat tbat, what- 

ever charlatans may say, there is no known 

remedy for canine nmdnesB. When bitten, 

the surest means to escape in&ction is the 

application of red-hot iron with a. firm 

hand, and as soon as possible. A curtain- 

rod, a small poker, a bit of stout wire, a 

knife, any iron nearest to hand, heated tg a 

bright red, will suffice. With this the 

wound must be sounded and burnt. It is 

good to put the iron again into the fire and 

repeat the operation efifectually. The pain is 

quite supportable. Monsieur Lebhmc, senior, 

says that the cauterisation gives the person 

bitten, not exactly pleasare, but decided 

satisfactioii, faeeaose the sense of preserve 

tioii and safety oomplelely overpowers the 

paiu inflicted. In Hai^, where eanine 

madness is oomvM», they apply guupowdw 

to the wounded parts and tke& set fire 

to it. After this a blister, and mercurial 

b*eatmeiii earned to salivation, coonplete 

the cnre, or rather prevent the disease. Of 

course, after these necessary preoauttons^ 

any known nostrum may be employed. Old 

women's receipts and popular prescriptions 

can do bo l»na, and may do good by 

keeping up the patient's spirits, and in* 

spiring him with hopes of a fiKvoorabie 

result. ■

Old fiincies abmii hydropliobia are strange ■

enough. Persons attacked never recovered, ■

except when they were able to recognise ■

themsehres in a mirror, " beeaoie ibat was ■

a proof HbAt the poison had not yet taken ■

possession ef Hie aaimal parts." The hair ■

of a wMd dog, plttoed on the womad he has ■

bitten, attracts tbe vtnom and cnreB the ■

patient. Some people appear io think that ■

one madness may homeopathieally be driven ■

out by another. A new preseriptioB, £rom ■

a misBktnary in Annam, and quite as ■

strange as new, is» " Take ihree handfnls ■

of thorn-apple leaves (Datnra stramomnm, ■

a fearful poison) ; boil them in a <|nart of ■

water until it is reduced io a pint. Let ■

the patient drink this off at a draught ■

Violent madness will follofi^ but ai short ■

duration; profuse perspirataom will sncceed. ■

In twenij4bnr hours, the patient will be ■

owed"— if not killed in twelve. It is ■

cxmsidemteiy added that the remedy may ■

be tried on ammals only. It reminds one ■

of Jerome Paturot's famous mode of pre- ■

'veotii^ flheep ficom djing of the rot *^ In- ■

troduce into the oesophagus a certain 

quantity of prussic acid." A similar plan 

has long been practised by shepherds, who 

send for the butcher^ to save the lives of 

ailing lambs. ■

It is a great consolation to know that a 

person may be Intteu by a really mad dog 

without contracting the disease. A bite 

through clothing has rarely serious con- 

sequences ; the saliva — ^the only vehicle of 

infection — being thus wiped from the 

animal's teeth. Out of twenty individuals 

bitten, it is uncertain how many will go 

mad i perhaps none. But it is quite cer- 

tain that they will not all go mad. The 

cause of the escape is unknown ; but suck 

escapes make i^ fortune of charlatans, 

cunning men, and practisers of supersii- 

tiona. Bitten persons, who have taken 

such and such' drugs, or have gone through 

such aad such devotional forms, and remain 

unharmed, never fail, they and theirs^ to 

attribute the reeuU to the means employed. 

But it is a reassuring thou^t, likely to have 

a favourable influence, withont lundering 

the employment of rational precautions, to 

know tha^ although bitten, it is quite pos- 

sible not to be touched by the poison. 

Infinitely better is it to persuade the 

patient of this^ than to haeard reme- 

dies which will make as many victims as 

there are persons fooiish enough to try 

them. ■

Taxes, after all, may be good for some* 

thing. The hi^ tax on dogs in England 

probably prevents many sad accidents. 

Even now, in France, since the imposition 

of the dog-tax at tine begimning of tibe 

Seocmd Empire, tfaero is at least aae dog 

to every eighteen infaabitanita. Before that 

tax, there must hove been nearly as many 

canine as human inhabitasis. Deaths firom 

hydrophobia weiw teriibly frequent-— they 

still are much more so than in England— 

and more ooonrred than met the pubHc 

ear. Sudden deaths, mjiat&nona hints as to 

Bufierings shortened by opium and other 

means, were some of the fiiuts of the plague 

of dogs. Ycm could not traverse a village 

without being barked at and pursued by a 

pack of cnrs. If you oompkined, every 

viUager assured you that his own particular 

dog was the best-tempered possible, and 

was never known to bite. Many of these 

dogs, kept fi)r poaching and other forms of 

private amusement, were maintained at the 

expense of their owner's children. The 

writer has often seen them snatch away 

the meal (a thick sliced bread and bntt^) 

that had been given to their master's child, ■
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who had therefore to fast until meal-time 

came round again. ■

When the dog-tax — one of Napoleon the 

Third's boldest measures — ^was decreed, 

dogs were hnng and drowned, thronghont 

the land and the water, by thousands ; and 

there still remain too many to be either 

safe or pleasant. Why does not Monsieur 

Thiers triple that tax r Doctor Boudin, in 

a memoir read before the Paris Academy of 

Medicine, calculates that the maintenance of 

the dogs existing in Europe costs more than 

forty thousand pounds sterling per day, or 

more than fourteen millions and a half 

annually. He does not believe in the spon- 

taneous outbreak of hydrophobic madness, 

either in the dog or any other animal, but 

that it is always communicated. ■

The muzzle is as questionable a precau- 

tion as it is inefficacious. Most muzzles 

are simply inconvenient and irritating 

appendages to a dog's head ; mere pretexts 

for giving the dog liberty to bite. A 

muzzle tight enough to prevent biting, 

would also prevent breathing by the mouth. ■

STAGE STORMS. ■

Addison accounted '* thunder and light- 

ning — which are often made use of at the 

descending of a god or the rising of a 

ghost, at the vanishing of a devil or the 

death of a tyrant" — as occupying the first 

place *' among the several artifices put in 

practice by the poets to fill the minds of an 

audience with terror." Certainly the stage 

owes much to its storms ; they have long 

been highly prized both by playwrights 

and playgoers as awe-inspiring embellish- 

ments of the scene; and it must have 

been an early occupation of the theatrical 

machinist to devise some means of simu- 

lating the uproar of elemental strife. So 

far back as 1571, in the Accounts of the 

Revels at Court, tiiere appears a charge of 

twenty-two shillings paid to a certain John 

Izarde " for mony to him due for his de- 

vice in counterfeting thunder and light- 

ning in the play of Narcisses; and for 

sundry necessaries by him spent therein ;" 

while to Robert Moore, the apothecary, a 

sum of twenty-seven shillings and four- 

pence is paid for " prepared corianders," 

musk, clove, crunamon, and ginger com- 

fits, rose and " spike" water, " all which," 

it is noted, ^' served for flakes of ice and 

hayle stones in the maske of Janus ; the 

rose-water sweetened the balls made for 

snow-balls, and presented to her majesty by ■

Janus." The storm in this masque most 

clearly have been of a very elegant and 

courtly kind, with sugar-plums for hail- 

stones and perfumed water for nun. The 

tempests or the public theatres were as- 

suredly conducted after a ruder method. 

In his prologue to Eveiy Man in his 

Humour, Ben Jonson fincb occasion to 

censure contemporary dramatists for the 

** ill customs" of their plays, and to warn 

the audience that his production is not as 

others are : ■

He ZAther pnyi 70a will be pleaied fto tee ■

' jM ahonldbe; 

fon o'er the Mii, ■

One such to-dlky as other pkyi ahonld be; 

Where neither ehome wafts ■Rs Toa O'er ine sees, 

Nor ereaking throne comes down the boYs lb pleii^ 

Nor nimble squib is seen to make afeara 

The gentlewomen ; nor rolled bullet heard 

To say it tiiunders ; nor tempestuous drum 

Sumbles to tell you when the storm doth oomSt &e. ■

It has been conjectured that satirical alla- 

sion was here intended to the writings of 

Shakespeare ; yet it is certain that Shake- 

speare sustained a part, most probably that 

of Old EInowell, in the first representation of 

Jonson's comedy. Storms are certainly of 

frequent occurrence in Shakespeare's plajs. 

Thus Macbeth and the T^ipest both open 

with thunder and lightning ; there is "lond 

weather" in the Winter's Tale ; there is 

thunder in the First Part of King Hemy 

the Sixth when La Pucelle inTokes the 

fiends to aid her endeavours ; thunder and 

lightning in the Second Pftrt of King 

Henry the Sixth when Margery Jourdain 

conjures up the spirit Asmath; thunder 

and lightning in Julius GsBSar ; a storm ftt 

sea in Pericles, and a hurricane in King 

Lear. It is to be noted, however, that all 

these plays could hardly have been repre- 

sented so early as 1598, when Every Han 

in his Humour was first performed. ■

From Jonson's prologue it appears that 

the rumbling of thunder was at that time 

imitated by the rolling to and fro of bullets 

or cannon-balls. This plan was in time 

superseded by more ingenious oontrivancee. 

It is curious to find, however, that some 

fifty years ago one Lee, manager of the 

Edinburgh Theatre, with a view to im- 

proving the thunder of his stage, ventured 

upon a return to the Elizabethan system of 

representing a storm. His enterprise was 

attended with results at once ludicrous and 

disastrous. He placed ledges here and 

there along the back of his stage, and, ob- 

taining a parcel of nine-pound cannoo- 

balk, packed these in a wheelbarrow, which 

a carpenter was instructed to wheel to and 

fro over the ledges. The play was Lear, 

and the jolting of the heavy barrow as it ■

•V ■
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was tmndled along its uneven path over 

the hollow stage, and the rmnblings and 

reverberations thus produced counterfeited 

most effectively the raging of the tempest 

in the third act. Unfortunately, however, 

while the king was braving, in ftont of the 

scene, the pitiless storm at the back, the 

carpenter missed his footing, tripped over 

one of the ledges, and fell down, wheel- 

barrow, cannon-balls, and all. The stage 

being on a declivity, the cannon-balls came 

rolling rapidly and noisily down towards 

the front, gathering force as they advanced, 

and overcoming the feeble resistance offered 

by the scene, struck it down, passed over 

its prostrate form, and made their way 

towards the foot-lights and the fiddlers, 

amidst the amusement and wonder of the 

andience, and the amazement and alarm 

of the Lear • of the night. As the nine- 

ponnders advanced towards him, and 

rolled about in all directions, he was com- 

pelled to display an activity in avoiding 

them, singularly inappropriate to the age 

and condition of ilie character he was 

personating. He was even said to re- 

semble a dancer achieving the terpsichorean 

feat known as the egg-hompi]pe. Presently, 

too, the musicians became alarmed for the 

safety of themselves and their instruments, 

and deemed it advisable to scale the spiked 

partition wbich divided them from the 

pit ; for the cannon-balls were upon them, 

smashing the lamps, and falling heavily 

into the orchestra. Meantime, exposed to 

the fall gaze of the house, lay prone, beside 

his empty barrow, the carpenter, the inno- 

cent invoker of the storm he had been 

unable to allay or direct^ not at all hurt, 

hnt exceedingly frightened and bewildered. 

Afler this unlucky experiment, the manager 

abandoned his wheelbarrow and cannon- 

halls, and reverted to more received 

methods of producing stage storms. ■

In 1713, a certain Doctor Beynardson 

published a poem called the Stage, which 

the critics of the time agreed to be a pretty 

and ingenious composition. It was dedi- 

cated to Addison, the preface stating that 

'Hhe Spectator's account of the Distrest 

Mother had raised the author's expectation 

to such a pitch that he made an excursion 

from college to see that tragedy acted, and 

upon his return was commanded by the dean 

to write upon the Art, Rise, and Progress 

of the English Stage ; which how well he has 

performed is submitted to the judgment of 

that worthy gentleman to whom it is in- 

scribed . ' ' Doctor Beynardson*s poem is not 

a work of any great distinction, and need ■

only be referred to here for its mention ■

of the means then in use for raising the ■

storms of the theatre. Noting the strange ■

and incongruous articles to be found in ■

the tiring-room of the players — such as ■

Tarquin's trousers and Lucretia's vest, ■

Boxana's coif and Statira's stays, the poet ■

proceeds : ■

Hard by a quart of bottled lightning lies 

A bowl of double use and monttrout sixe, 

Kow rolls it high and rumbles in its speed, 

Now drowns the weaker crack of muatard seed ; 

80 the true thunder all arrayed in smoke, 

Launched firom the skies now rives the knotted oak, 

And sometimes naught the drunkard's prayers prevail, 

And sometimes cooMsoends to sour ale. ■

There is also allusion to the mustard bowl 

as applied to theatrical uses in the Dnnciad : ■

Now turn to diiferont sports, the goddess cries, 

And learn, my sons, the wondrous power of Nom. 

To moTe, to raise, to ravish ererj heart 

With Shakespeare's nature or with Jonson's art, 

Let others aim ; 'tis ^ours to shake the soul 

With thunder rumblmg from the mustard bowl.. ■

And farther refeirence to the ft>equency of ■

stage storms is continued in the well-known ■

lines, written by way of parodying the ■

mention of the Duke of Marlborough in ■

Addison's poem the Campaign : ■

Immortal Rich ! how ealm he sits at ease, 

'Mid snows of paper and fierce hail of pease ; 

And proud his mistress' orders to perform 

Sides in the whirlwind and directs the storm. ■

A note to the early editions of the Dunciad 

explains that the old ways of making 

thunder and mustard were the same, but 

that of late the thunder had been advan- 

tageously simulated by means of " troughs 

of wood with stops in them." " Whether 

Mr. Dennis was the inventor of that improve- 

ment, I know not," writes the annotator ; 

"but it is certain that being once at a 

tragedy of a new author he fell into a 

great passion at hearing some, and cried, 

' 'Sdeath, that is my thunder.' " Dennis's 

thunder was first heard on the production 

at Drury Lane Theatre, in 1?09, of his 

Appius and Virginia, a hopelessly dull 

tragedy, which not even the united exer- 

tions of Booth, Wilkes, and Betterton could 

keep upon the stage for more than four 

nights. The Dunciad was written in 1 726, 

when Pope either did not really know that 

the old mustard-bowl style of storm was out 

of date, or purposely re&ained from men- 

tioning the recent invention of "troughs 

of wood with stops in them." ■

In July, 1709, Drury Lane Theatre was 

closed by order of the Lord Chamberlain, 

whereon Addison published in the Tatler 

a facetious inventoiy of the goods and 

movables of Christopher Rich, the mana- 

ger, to be disposed of in consequence of ■
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his ** breaking up honsekeeping.'* Among 

ihe effects for sale are mentioned : ■

A mustard-bovl to make thunder with. 

Ancther of a bigger fort, by Mr. D ' *■ directieiif, 

little tued. ■

The catalogne is not of oonrse to be 

viewed seriously, or it migtt be inferred 

that Dennis's new thnnder was still some- 

thing of the xnnstard-bowl sort. Other 

items relative to the storms of the stage 

and their accessories lure : ■

Spirita of right Nants brandy for lambent fUuDea and 

apparitions. ■

Three bottlet and a half of lightniog. ■

A sea consisting of a doaen large wares, the tenth 

bigger than oidiBary, and a little damaged. ■

(According to poetic authority, it may be 

noted, the tenth wave is always the lai^gest 

and most dangerous.) ■

A doaea and a h(alf of oloidatriBBMidwiA blsflk, and 

well eooditiotied. ■

A setof elowia after tkaCnnch node, iteeaked with 

lightning and furbelowed. ■

One shower of snow in the whitest Frendi paper. ■

Twoshowenofabi ■

It is probably to this meniion of snow*- 

storms we owe the :&miliar theatrical story 

of the manager who, when white paper 

failed him, met the difficidty of the situa- 

tion by snowing brown. ■

The humours of the theatre afforded 

great diversion, to the writers in the Spec- 

tator, and the storms of the stage are re» 

peatedly referred to in their eseaya. In 

1711, Steele, disooursing about inanimate 

performers, pul^bed a fictitious letter 

) from *^ the Salmoneus of Covent Garden," 

demanding pity and favour on aocount of 

the unexpected viciasitudea of his fortune. 

" I have for many years past," he writes, 

"been thunders: to the playhouse; and 

have not only made aa much n(»se out of 

the clouds as any predecessor of mine in 

the theatre that ever bore that character, 

but have alto descended, and spoke oa the 

stage as the Bold Thunderer in the Re- 

hearsal. Wh^i they got me down thuts 

low, they thought fit to degrade me 

further, and make me a ^ost. I was cou- 

tented with this fior these last two winters ; 

but they carry their tyranny still further, 

and not satisfied that I am banished from 

above g^round, they have give^ mo to un- 

derstand that I am wholly to depart from 

their dominions, and taken from me even 

my subtermneocis employment." He con- 

cludes with a petitK>n that his services 

may be engaged for the performance of a 

new opera to be called the Expedition of 

Alexander, the scheme of which had been 

set forth in an earlier Spectator, and that ■

if the author of that work '* thinks fit to 

use fire-arms, as other authors have done, 

in the time of Alezazider, I may he a 

cannon against Poirus, or else provide for 

me in the burning of Peraepo&s, or what 

other method you shall think fit.^' ■

In 1714, Addison wrote : " I look upon 

the playhouse as a world wi&im itself 

They have lately furnished the middle re- 

gion of it wi^ a new set of meteors in 

order to give the sublime to masy modem 

tragedies. I was tkere fast winter at iha 

first rdiearsal of the vmw thunder, whkh 

is nvash more deep and sonoroos than any 

hitherto stade use of. They haw a Sal- 

moneus behind the soenes, who phiys it off 

with great success. Their lig^tnoigB are 

made to flask more briskly than hereto- 

fore; their olovds ai« also better fvrbs- 

lowed, and more volmniaous ; xaot to men- 

tion a violent storm looked up in a greai ' 

chest that is designed fiar tiia Tewpe^ ^ 

They are also provided with a doaeo 

showers of snow, which, as I am infonMd, 

are the plays of many unsuooessfol poets, 

artificially cut and shredded for thai use." 

In an eariier Spectator he had written: 

*'I have often known a bell introdnced 

into several tragodlses with good effect, 

and have seen the whole assembly in a 

very great alarm all tiie while at haa been 

ringing." Pope has his mentaou in the 

Dunoiad of the same artifice : ■

If ith faems and trnmpeto now to madnen «weIV 

Nwr mk in tanow tnth a toiOiag bell ; 

8ueh iMipipj arts attanticp eaa •nmmainl, 

When fancy flagi, and mbm is at a Jtaod. ■

The notion of storing lightning in a bottle 

for -ose when required seems to have been 

frequently reverted to by the authors of the 

last century as a means of entertaining the 

public Thus a writer in the World, in 

1754, makes no doubt *'of being aUeto 

bring thunder and lightning to market at 

a much cheaper price than common gun- 

powder,'' and describes a friend who bas i 

applied himself wholly to eiectricid experi- 

ments, and discovered ^at ''the meet 

effectual and easy method of making this 

comnaodity is by grinding a certain quan- 

tity of air between a glass ball and a bag 

of sand, and when you have ground it into 

fire your lightning is made, and then joo 

may either bottle it up, or put it into casks 

properly seasoned for that purpose, and 

send it to market." The inventor, hoir- 

ever, confesses that what he has hitherto 

made is not of a sufficient degree of strength 

to answer all the purposes of natural light- 

ning ; but he is confident that he will soon ■
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be able to effeab tliw, and faae, indeed, 

already so far perfected bis experiments 

tbat, in the present of several of kis 

aeigbboars, be bas sneceeded in producing 

a clap of tbnndtf wbicb blew out a casdle, 

accompanied hf a flasb of Ugbtning' wMcb 

made an impression npon a pat of batter 

standing npon i^ table. He is also confi- 

dent tbat in warm weather be can shake 

all the pewters n^n bis shelf, and fnllj 

expects, when his thermometer is at sixty- 

two degrees and a half, to be able to sour 

all the small beer in kis cellar, and to 

break his largest pier-glass. This paper in 

ibe World, apart from its bnmoroas inten- 

tion, is cnrioQB as a record of early dal> 

blings in electrical experimentB. It may 

be mentioned that in one of Frankbxi's 

letters, written apf)arently before the year 

1750, tiie pouits of reeemblance between 

b'ghtning and the spark obtained by frio- 

tion from an electrical apparains are dis- 

tinctly stated. It is bat some thirty years 

ago that Andrew Crosse, the fkmons ama- 

teur electrician, was asked by an elderly 

gentleman, who came to witness his ex- 

periments with two enormous Leyden jars 

charged by means of wires stretehed for 

miles among the forest trees near Tannton : 

** Mr. Crosse, don*t you think it is rather 

impious to bcvt^ the lightning ?'' ■

*^ Let me answer your question by asking 

another," said Crosse, laughing. " Don*t 

you think it might be considered rather 

impious to bottle the rain-water ?" ■

Further it may be remembered that 

cnrious refeirence to this part of our sub- 

ject is made by "the gentleman in the 

small-clotJies" who lived next door to Mrs. 

Nickleby, and presumed to descend the 

chimney of ber house. " Very good," he 

is reported to have said on that occasion, 

"tben bring in the bottkd Kghtning, a 

clean tumbler, and a corkscrew." ■

The illusions of the stage were greatly 

enhanced by Garrick's Alsatian scene- 

painter, PkiHp James de Loutbcrbonrg, a 

man of genius in his way, and an eminent 

innovator and. reformer in the matter of 

theatrical decoration. Before his time the 

scenes had been merely strained ** flats" of 

canvas, extending the whole breadth and 

height of the stage. He was the first to 

introduce set' scenes and what are techni- 

cally caDed " raking pieces." He invented 

transparent scenes, with representations of 

moonli^bt, rising and setting suns, fires, 

volcanoes, Ac, and contrived effects of 

colour by means of silk screens of various 

hues placed before the foot and side lights. ■

He was the first to represent a mist by- 

suspending a gauEe between the scene and 

the spectator. For two seasons be held a 

dioramic exhibition of his own, called tho 

Eidophusikon, at the Patagonian Theatre 

in Exeter Change, and afterwards at a 

house in Fanton-square. The special at- 

traction of the entertainment was a Bt(»rm 

at sea, with ^e wreck of the Halsewell, 

East Indiaman. No pains were spared to 

picture the tempest and its most striking 

effects. The clouds were movable, painted 

upon a canvas of vast size, and rising dia- 

gonally by means of a winding machine. 

The artist exc^led in his timtment of 

clouds, and, by regulating the action of his 

windlass, he could direct their movements, 

now permitting them to rise slowly from 

the horizon and sail obliquely across the 

heavens, and bow driving them swiftly 

along acoonling to tlieiT supposed density 

and the power ascribed to the wind. Tho 

lightning quivered through transparent 

pl«e8 in the Ay. The waveB, carved in 

son wood from models made in clay, 

coloured with great skill, and highly 

varnished to reflect the lightning, rose and 

fell with irregular action, flinging tho 

foam now here, now there, diminishing in 

size, and, dimming in colour, as they re- 

ceded from the spectator. " De Ixmther- 

bourg's genius,'* we are informed, ** was 

as prolific in imitations of nature to as- 

tonish the ear as to charm the sight. He 

introduced a new art — the picturesque of 

sound.'' That is to say, he imitated tho 

noise of thunder by shaking one of the 

lower comers of a large, thin sheet of 

copper suspended by a chain ; the distant 

firing of signals of distress from the doomed 

vessel he counterfeited by suddenly strik- 

ing a large tambourine with a sponge 

affixed to a whalebone spring, the reverbe- 

rations of the sponge producing a peculiar 

echo as from cloud to cloud dying away in 

the distance. The rushing, washing sound 

of the waves was simulated by turning 

round and round an octag<mal pasteboard 

box, fitted with shelves, and oontaining 

small shells, peas, and shot; while two 

discs of tightly-strained silk, suddenly 

pressed together, produced a hollow whist- 

ling sound in imitation of loud and fitfal 

gusts of wind. Cylinders, loosely charged 

with seed and small shot, lifted now at ono 

end, now at the other, so as to allow the 

contents to fi^ in a pattering stream, 

effectually reproduced the noise of hail and 

rain. The moon was formed by a circular 

aperture cut in a tin box containing a ■
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powerful argand lamp, which was placed 

at the back of the scene, aud brought near 

or removed from the canvas as the lumi- 

nary was supposed to be shining brightly 

or to be obscured by clouds. These con- 

trivances of Mr. De Loutherbourg may 

now, perhaps, be deemed to be of rather 

a commonplace description — they have 

figured so frequently, and in such amplified 

and amended forms upon the modem stage ; 

but they were calculated to impress the 

painter's patrons very considerably ; they 

were then distinctly innovations dae to his 

curiously inventive genius, and the result 

of much labour and heedfbl ingenuity. If 

the theatrical entertainments of the present' 

time manifest little progress in histrionic 

art, there has been, at any rate, marked 

advance in the matter of scenic illusions 

and mechanical effects. The thunder of 

our modem stage storms may no more pro- 

ceed from mustard-bowls, or from " troughs 

of wood with stops in them," but it is, at 

any rate, sufficiently formidable and up- 

roarious, sometimes exciting, indeed, the 

anxiety of the audience, lest it should crush 

through the roof of the theatre, and visit 

them bodily in the pit ; while for our mag- 

nesium or lime-light flashes of lightning, 

they are beyond anything that " spirit of 

right Nantz brandy" could effect in the 

way of lambent flames, have a vividness 

that equals reality, and, moreover, leave 

behind them a pungent and sulphurous 

odoar that may be described as even 

supematnrally noxious. The stage storm 

still bursts upon the drama from time 

to time; the theatre is still visited in 

due course by its rainy and tempestuous 

season ; and thunder and lightning are, as 

much as in Addison's time, among the 

favourite devices of our playwrights^ — ^for 

sufficient reasons, we no longer designate 

them poets — "put in practice to fill the 

minds of an audience with terror." The 

terror may not be quite of the old kind, 

but still it does well enough. ■

LORD WESTBOURNE'S HEIR. ■

A STORY IN TWO CHAPTERS. CHAPTER I. ■

It was as a great favour to me that my 

lord's agent let me stay on at the farm, 

after my poor husband died. It was but 

a small farm, and it was sadly overrun by 

the hares and rabbits, so there were not 

many good tenants offering for it. The 

house lay in a comer of the great wall 

which my lord had built, miles and miles 

long all round his park, for nothing but to 

spite the fox-hunters. He had lived such ■

a wild, bad life, aad there were such 

goings-on a£ the Hall, that no lady in the 

county would set her foot in it, and as 

years went by even the gentlemen turned 

a cold shoulder upon him, in spite of his 

lordship. It was then he built the wall ten 

feet high round the park, in the midst of a 

great hunting country, and many and masj 

a good run had been spoilt, and many and 

many an oath sworn against him by the 

fox-hunters. ■

That was all over now — ^the wickedness I 

mean. The wall waa standing still, falling 

here and there into great gaps. My lord 

had been so angry at last with the gentry, 

who avoided him, that he shut up the Hall, 

and took himself off to some foreign place 

abroad, him and his heir, Mr. LdoneL 

There the grand old house remaiiied, de- 

serted and silent, as if it was being purified 

from its great wickedness. All the servants 

were discharged, and only an old valet of my 

lord's was left, who was trusted to sleep 

in it alone, quite alone in the solitary attics, 

with all the great galleries, and reception- 

rooms, and guest-chambers, which had 

once been alive with many faces, and voices, 

and footsteps, now as silent and empty, 

more empty, than a churchyard. It used 

to make me shake and dither to think of 

it, when I lay awake of nights, in my own 

little house. ■

Not that my house was much less lone- 

some, after my husband died. I'd a little 

servant-girl sleeping under the same roof, 

and that was all. There were only two 

labourers working on my farm, and thej 

were married, and lived in cottages of their 

own. Nancy Trevor, the wife of one of 

them, was my other servant, the best and 

trustiest woman in all the country side, as 

careful for me as ever I could be for 

myself. For a few nights after my hus- 

band's death she slept at my house, bat I 

could not keep her away from her own place 

always; so now I used to lie awake of 

nights, listening to the stillness, and think- 

ing how awfully lonesome was mj lord's 

valet, in the gi*eat pile of buildings, far 

away out of hearing or seeing of any otlier 

dwelling. ■

That feeling of nervousness was growing 

upon me very fast, when one day 1 saw a 

6ti*ange gentleman riding up to the fold- 

gate ; for the house stood in the fold, and 

there was no other way of getting to it 

There was no road passing my farm nearer 

than a mile away ; and whoever came U) it 

must come on purpose, and for businoss of 

his own. There were very few people, 

besides the butcher and the cheese-factor, ■
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who had any business inth me. I had jnst 

finished making the morning's cheese, and 

had only time to take off my coarse apron, 

and pat on a clean cap, before the strange 

gentleman was np at the front door. He 

was a yonng man abont thirty, very plea- 

sant looking ; and I conld see by his dress 

that he was a clergyman. I dropped him 

a cnrtsy, and asked him if he'd please to 

step into my little parlonr. As I was try- 

ing to open the window, which stuck &st 

from not being opened often, I conld see 

him looking abont reiy attentively. It 

was only seldom we used the parlonr, but 

it was as clean as Nancy's hands and mine 

conld make it ; and though the furniture 

was very old, having belonged to my hus- 

hand's mother, it was kept very bright. 

So I did not feel offended at the gentle- 

man's keen eyes going from one thing to 

another. ■

** I called to ask you, Mis. Abbott," he 

said, "if you'd have any objection to 

taking in a lodger who would pay you 

wen. ■

I wondered if he meant himself, and I 

felt in a moment how much less lonesome 

it would be with another person in the 

honse. But I waited for him to say more, 

only curtsied again to let him see I was 

attending. ■

" I wish to find a home for a young mar- 

ried lady," he went on, " witn a baby a 

few months old. She is used to a quiet, 

country life, and a &rm-house, and will not 

give you much trouble. If I might tell 

yon who she is, and who her hush«md is, 

yon would know that it would be very 

mnch to your advantage to receive her; 

hut you must take my word for it. I, too, 

will be responsible for any money due to 

yon, and will pay you once a month." ■

"Will you please to say who you are, 

sir?" I asked, half afraid of giving him 

oflfence, but he only smiled very pleasantly. ■

" I am Charles Vernon," he said, " the 

rector of Qlen Parva. I know your little 

farm well; for Lionel Westbourne and I 

Innched here, in this pretty room, six or 

Beven years ago." ■

Then I recollected him, for I had had a 

feeling all along of having seen him before ; 

and it had been a rare enough thing, even 

in my husband's lifetime, to have a visitor ; 

though now and then young gentlemen 

who were shooting about the place, might 

call in, and ask for a draught of our home- 

hrewed ale. Yes ; I remembered him, and 

the young lord, as would be, sitting there, 

eating bread and cheese as hungry as 

labourers, and laughing and joking together ■

like great friends. After that I could give 

no other answer save yes. ■

" I want you to meet her yourself," said 

Mr. Vernon, after all arrangements had 

been made ; '' you have a trap of some sort, 

I suppose, and she will come down to 

Newton by the half-past three train to- 

morrow. I do not wish to be seen with 

her myself; why, you will understand fully 

some day soon, I hope. By-the-bye, she is 

not an Englishwoman, and does not know 

a word of English; but she will learn 

quickly. You will know her by that, and 

by her haviug a baby in her arms. I will 

prepare her to know you when she sees 

you." ■

It was a lovely afternoon the next day. 

Hay harvest was just over, and the fields 

were almost as bright a g^en as in the 

spring ; while the com was at the yellowest 

and sunniest ; before growing brown with 

ripeness. My gig had been made many 

and many a year, and it was large enough 

to hold ihree with comfort; and my old 

cob was as sure-footed as a donkey. But 

it was a long time since I had driven into 

Newton, and the town seemed so full of 

folks that I inquired at the inn if anything 

was going on out of the common. But 

they said no ; it was always as full as that. 

The station was ten times worse; there 

was such a hurry, and confusion, and 

scrambling when the train came in that I 

was fairly bewildered ; and it was not till 

it was gone on again, and nearly out of 

sight, that I saw a young lady, very sweet, 

and pretty, and pale-lookine, who was 

standinflT all alone, with a litUe baby held 

tight i Aer arms. I ran to her, and offered 

to take the child from her. ■

" I'm Susan Abbott, ma'am," I said, *' the 

person Mr. Vernon sent to meet you." ■

But the poor young thing only shook 

her head, and smiled ; though I saw the 

tears start into her eyes. Then she mar- 

mured a little word or two, which I could 

not make any sense of, and laid her baby 

in my arms. It was as fine and lovely a 

child as I ever saw, and I could not forbear 

bending my face down to it, to kiss its soft 

rosy cheek. As I lifted up my head again 

I saw the young lady wipe away her tears. ■

" Come with me, ma am," I said, very 

loud, and pointing to the gig outside in the 

station-yard. She understood me quite well 

and followed me like a lamb, and ^ot into 

the gig, and took the child upon her lap. 

Then I saw to the trunk being safely tied 

at the back of the gig, and so we started 

off home. ■

It was very queer riding beside a person ■
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wbo did not know ft word you said. She 

looked about the countzy, with her lovely 

blue eyes, as blue as the sky overhead; 

and I did mj best to explain what the 

places were. We had to pass the HaU 

gates, with their great stone pillars covered 

over with moes, and the hinges all brown 

with rust. I pulled up the cob to let her 

look down iha long avenue of Hme-treesi, 

and see the deer lying down amoog the 

bracken in the shadow of the trees. ■

" Hall !" I cried, very distinctly, " Hall ! 

Lord Westbounie, his house ! Lord West- 

bourne !" I ilioraght she seemed to undeiN- 

stand me a little, for the colour came into 

her &ce, and she leaned forward to look 

the better into the park, all green and 

suoay, with long shadows across the tnrf 

thrown by the Ldw light of the sun. So 

we lingered a minute ; and then we drove 

on to the fields, which, lay between the high 

road and jnj farm. ■

I never knew a creature settle down so 

quickly and natarally mixx a new home. It 

was like a stray, unfiedged«bird come back 

to its neest again. The sweet pretty darling 

found a place for all her few things imzoe- 

diately, made a little cot for her baby, un- 

dressed him herself^ and then sat in my 

roekin^chair outside the door, for it was a 

warm evening, singing him to sleep, while 

Nancy and I milked the cows in the fold. 

All the house seemed changed, with her 

and the child there. It was cheery and 

sociable like a home. The very click of 

the rockers on the quarries was almost as 

much music to me as her singing was; 

though ihat was very sweet and soothing, 

and brought to my mind the days when I 

was a child, and had a mother. I felt that 

I did not much care whether Mr. Vernon 

paid for them being there or not. ■

But he did pay regularly^ sending a ten- 

pound note every month £or me inside a 

letter to the young lady. These letters 

were all written in a mreign language; 

and, of course, I did not know a word of 

them. She was learning a little English ; 

just the naxnes o£ the things she wanted 

most; and how to call me and Nancy, 

and the names of the animals about us. 

Genei'aJly she noiade herself very content ; 

but now and then she would be low and 

i^ope a little. Once when she was most 

melancholy, I fetched her bonnet and shawl 

and made signs to her to put them on ; and 

I dressed myself and the oaby. I thought 

we would go across the park and up to the 

Hall, for I fancied a little change would do 

her good. ■

So long as we were in the park it did do ■

her good. It was very beautiful vriih the 

old trees branching out across the tur( 

and the leaves all brown and red and gold 

with the autumn, and tossing and dancing 

is. the wind; and the deer watching ns 

shyly from a distance ; and here and there 

a hare leaping across our path. But when 

we reached the stables, which we h&d io 

pass to get to the house, they looked forlorn 

enough. There were stalls for a hundrod 

horses^ and many coach-houses, and a large 

clock over the archway ; but there was not 

a sound to be heard, and the clock was 

standing, and grass was growing up be- 

tween the stones of the yard. Madan, 

as I called her, not yet knowing auy other 

name, pressed cloae to my side^ and looked 

eagerly into my face. ■

"* Stables !" I said, '' horses I No horses 

now ! " and I shook my Ixead moumfrillj ; for 

I had known the time when we should hare 

heard manya whinnvand the stamp of sianj 

a hoof^ and the whistling of a score of 

grooms and the rattling oi carriage- wheels 

going in and out. How different it was now ! ■

But if the stables were desolate what do 

you suppose the house was P We found 

my lord's valet in the kitchen looking like 

a single parched pea in a big canister. He 

was small, and thin, and spare, and had a 

scared face as if every night he slept with 

the clothes drawn oyer his head for fear. 

We were welcome to see over the Hall, he 

said ; and he would go witk ns, for it was 

not oflen lie had a chaxLce of any talk with 

anybody savehimselfl So he and I walked 

together, and my sweet young lady, widi 

her baby in her arms, stroDed here and 

there with a serious sad &.ce wMch scarcelj 

brightened up once. ■

It was no place to raise one*s spirits, it 

is true. There were all the grand saloons 

with the furniture left in them as if thej 

w^re in daily use, and you might expect 

my lord to come in and sit down on one of 

the satin cheira, or come upon some of his 

gay London visitors playing at bUliards, 

or laughing and chatting in one of the 

boudoirs. The bed-diambers were the 

same, with the beds made up as if thej 

were slept in every night ; and I could not 

help the feeling that they were slept ia, 

though I would not have said so te nij 

lord's valet for the world. Desolation 

reigned over the place ; and I could not 

get it out of my head that it was bein^ 

cleansed from the stains and disgrace of 

my lord's wicked ways, by being given np 

to silenoe and loneliness, saxd the sound- 

less creeping presence of inmates whom we 

could not see. ■

■^ ■

^ ■
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"When will my lord ccMooe back?" I in- 

quired. ■

" Never !'* said the valet, very drearily ; 

"tut I live in hopes that Mr. Lionel will 

marry, and come here. I live in hopes." ■

We were walking through a gallery just 

tlien, with polished floors and great win- 

dows looking oat npon the terrace. There 

were a few portraits hangieg against the 

wall, as large as real life : and wq heard a 

little cry, and saw madam standing a^ still 

as a post before one of them, her fajoo 

deathly pal€» and her blue eyes full of pain 

aBrd terror. ■

"That's Mr. Idonel/' said my lord's 

valet. ■

I van to her, and called *^ Hr, Lionel I 

Mr. Lionel f in her ear, as plainly «i I 

could speak. Then she began to shiver 

Md sob a little^ and I took the child from 

her, and she sank down oa a wincbw-sIU, 

and wept quite quietly, without a sound, 

but as if she would cry her v«ry heart awaj. 

It was tizzMs like that I most longed to 

kuow how to talk to her, and comfort her ; 

but I could do nothings save sit down bj 

ber, and draw her pretty head on to mry 

bosom, and let her feel the baby's face 

against her own. When she had recovered 

herself pretty well, we bii good«bye to my 

lord^s valet, and went away home. ■

After that 9he began to droop and fade 

like a flower that lacks sunshine. But I 

boped that the sun would break out upon 

ber soon, and cheer and revive her. Seme^ 

times I thought I would write a lifta or two 

to Mr. Vernon ; but it waa hard work, was 

writing, and I put it off &om day to day, 

especially as he wrote regulaorly to her,, and 

she to him. Januaiy came in very cold, 

tbe snow lying feet deep over the country, 

and we were shut out &om all the world. 

Sbe liked the snow, I was sure, for she sat 

at the window hours together, her poor 

fauce almost as white, and her eyeaa d^per 

blue than the frosty skies were. I noticed, 

too, that she left off trying to learn English, 

and would talk and sing te the baby in that 

strange, outlandish tongue, as if she wanted 

to teach it to him. ■

Tet it waa all so evadual, the fading and 

tbe pining, that I did not think of death 

till his hand was upon her, and I could see 

it in her pinched &ce and shining eyes. 

Then I sent Nancy's husband for a doctor, 

in spite of the deep snow and heavy roads; 

but when he came he said it was of no use, 

and he could have done nothing if he had 

come sooner. But I made up my mind 

that I would drive over to Glen Parva, ■

Mr. Vernon, as soon as ever there was a 

little thaw to soften the roads. ■

The end camie quicker and sooner than I 

expected. The pretty dear called me to 

ber side one afternoon, and 1 stood by her, 

looking down on her white fa/ce, with the 

pillows, and Hnen, and ouriains of the bed 

all white, and the white snow out of doors 

glistening very coldly, and lying like a 

winc^ng-sheet over the fleldsand meadowa 

It made me shiver till I could hardly stand 

steady, and keep her iey cold hand in my 

hard worn fingers. The baby Is^ beside her, 

&st asleep, wkh a face like a rose on the 

pillow. Her blue e^yes were growing glazed 

and dim, but they fastened upon mine with 

a beseeching, frightened look, like a poor 

dumb creature caught in a anare. She 

talked fa&ty. very fast, but every word in 

that unknown language, and her head 

tossed to and fro restlessly as she turned 

from me to her boy, and ^en back again 

t9 me. I knelt down by her side, and 

kissed ber hand, poor love ! telling her over 

and over a^in that the boy should be like 

my own. But the pity was she could not 

understand ; she could understand nothing 

save my tears and kisses ; and she went on 

talking, talking, till her voice began to &il, 

and her thin (£eek was getting chiUy with 

death. ■

Then the poor young thing made a sign 

with, her fingers on the bed-clothes, as if 

they held a pen, and she was writing. All 

at once it came across my mind that she 

might have written what she had been try- 

ing to say to me, and somebody would have 

known the meaning of the words. At the 

least Mr. Vernon would. So I ran and 

fetched the slate that hung behind the dairy 

door, where I used to set down things I had 

to recolkci ; and I laid it before her, and 

put the pencil into her stiffening fingers. 

She opeK»ed her eyes, and roused herself 

with a smile of great gladness on her pretty 

face ; buit it was almost too late. It was 

growing dark with her, and her hand would 

hardly do what she wished. But she wrote 

a few words in large, unsteady letters, 

stretching across the slate, and then with 

a very quiet, soft sigh, her head dropped 

again on the pillow, and I knew thai aU 

was over. ■

Just then the baby awoke, and began to 

cry, feeling about for his mother. I took 

up the poor darling, and carried him away ; 

taking care my teaxs should not fall upon 

his face, for luck's sake. Nancy was wait- 

ing down-stairs, and I sent her to do what 

must be done in every death-room, bidding ■
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to laj the poor yoxiiig foreign lady in. A 

yery dreary night it was to me, though the 

bal^, dear child ! slept sweetly and sonndly 

in my arms. ■

The next morning early I left Nanoy in 

charge, and droye oyer to Olen Parya. 

Before I started I copied the words 

from the slate, just as my young lady had 

written them. They were uiese : '* Amiez- 

le bien, mon pauyre jpetit Victor. Quand 

son pere re^iendra. That was aU. It 

seemed a thousand pities eyerybody did 

not speak English, which comes naturally 

to one. Howeyer, Mr. Vernon would 

understand the words, and know what 

must be done with the. child. I only hoped 

he would leaye him with me for awhile ; 

for the baby had been weaned these three 

months, and I had done almost eyerything 

for him since his mother had been taken 

iU. ■

I droye to an inn near the church and 

rectory, and got down from my gig. The 

landlord gaye a helping hand, and when I 

was safe on the causeway, I asked him 

right away, for I was in haste to get home 

again, twelye miles out and in, and the 

days so short, if he knew where I could 

meet with Mr. Vernon. ■

" Lord loye you !" he cried, "where do 

you come from, as you hayen't heard the 

news ? Mr. Vernon was drowned dead a 

week last Wednesday, skating on the riyer, 

and trying to saye a lady as had fallen 

through the ice. He was buried yester- 

day." ■

You might haye knocked me down with 

a straw ; and the landlord, seeing me like 

that, helped me into the bar-parlour. He 

told me all about it, so exactly, that I 

seemed to see the fine, pleasant young 

gentleman being drawn out of the riyer, 

with, the water streaming down from his 

hair and clothes, quite dead. " He hadn't 

any near relations," said the landlord ; 

" but all the country gentry had made a 

great funeral for him which I should 

haye seen, if I had only come the day be- 

fore." ■

Though I was in a good deal of per- 

plexity, I did not say much to the land- 

lord. Only I showed him the words I had 

copied, and he held the paper to the light 

aU ways; but he could make nothing of 

them, except he thought Victor was a 

Christian name. There was nobody at the 

rectory to go to ; so as I was afraid of the ■

night, I started home again, as soon as my 

cob was ready to take me back. ■

Eyerything rested upon me now. So I 

buried my young lady quietly in our parish 

churchyard, foUowing her to the graye 

with the little laughing baby in my arms. 

I was also careful to examine her trunk for 

papers or letters, but I did not find one. 

I^ot eyen Mr. Vernon's letters. There was 

not a thing to show who she was ; not even 

a single ring, or trinket, or keepsake. Very 

likely Mr. Vernon had' taken care of eyery- 

thing of that Bort^ for fear of her losing 

them in a country foreign to her. The 

linen and gowns she had left I used up for 

Victor whilst he was wearing frocks ; for 1 

liked to see him in his poor mother's things. ■

The child was mine, all my own ; and 

neyer was woman so glad as I was. Eyery- 

thing prospered with me after that My 

ewes brought two or three Iambs apiece, 

and none of my calyes died, and the cows 

flourished, and eyen the hares and rabbits 

seemed less mischieyous than formerly. I 

gaye Victor a good education, only I 

brought him up to farm-work as well, so 

that he might do for either his mother's 

station or nunc, supposing we oyer found 

out who his mother and &ther were. We 

used to talk much and often about her, as 

he grew older ; and he was neyer tired of 

hearing what I could toll hin. I think it 

kept hun gentler and bettor mannered than 

country boys often are, though he was 

fond of work, such as I let him do, taking 

the cattle to water, and driying the cows 

to pasture, and seeking for eggs in the 

fiurm-buildings. ■

He was near upon ton years of age, as 

bonny a lad as any in the oountry-side, 

when one day I heard his dear, boyish 

yoice talking earnestly at the wicket in 

front of the house. I glanced through the 

window, and saw a gentleman standing 

there, with a handsome face, only spoiled a 

little by high Hying, such as is common 

enough among our gentry. Victor had 

his hat off, and his brown hair was pnshed 

off away from his wide, white forehead, 

and his blue eyes — ^like his poor mother's 

— were shining brightly as he looked np 

into the stranger's faice. I had often &ncied 

Victor reminaed me of somebody I knew; 

and now as those two stood opposite me, 

a sudden pang shot through my hearts 

You would haye sworn they were ftther 

and son. ■
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The dri-veor of the hansom cab which 

Pauline had chartered did his dnty nobly 

hy hie fojre* In going so long a distance, 

I and on a comparatively des^ted road, he 

i knew too well the impossibility of endea- 

[ Tearing to conceal his pursuit from the 

I ohseryaticiii of his brother Jehu ; indeed, no 

sooner did tliey pass the confines of Guelph 

Park than, the driver who had Martin 

under his charge turned round, and there 

ensued betmreen the two men an inter- 

change of aigns familiar only to the initi- 

ated of the craft, which set them both at their 

ease, and prevented further interrogation. 

Pauline's driver followed the other hansom 

at sufficient distance never to lose sight 

of it ; and when Martin Gnrwood stopped 

the cab and alighted from it^ the pursuing 

cabman drew up at a convenient bend of 

''he road and communicated the fact to 

lis fare. Then Pauline jumped out, dis- 

charged the man — she would provide her 

^wn means of return she said — and slowly 

Jid stealthily followed Martin's retreating ■

igore. ■

The pnrsnit in which she was engaged 

ras by no means unpleasant to Pauline ; in- 

eed, she rather liked it. There was, as 

as before been noticed, something stealthy 

id cat-like in her nature and her manner ; 

ad the mere fact that, unknown to him, 

16 was watching a person who was evi- 

mtly engSLgedi on a private mission, the 

acovery of "which might seriously affect 

m and would in any event be disagree- ■

able to him, had for her a potent charm. 

As she journeyed onward in the cab, her 

thoughts, too, had been preoccupied as to 

the object of Martin Gurwood's secret ex- 

pedition. ' That it was of importance she 

was certain, or he would not otherwise have 

revised with so mnch decision his mother's 

request that he should devote the day to 

the inspection of documents in Mr. Jefifrey^s 

company. That it had to do with tiie 

mystery of Calverley and Clazton, and 

consequently with the greater, and, to her, 

&r more interesting mystery of Tom Dur- 

ham's disappearance, she fully believed. 

As yet she had been able to elucidate no- 

thing concerning the paper which she had 

discovered in the wooden box underneath 

Mr. Calverley's desk, the memorandum of 

the transfer of the two thousand pounds 

" to be given to T. D. at the request of A. 

G." Perhaps the very business on which 

she was engaged might give her some clue 

to it — might reveal the identity of this 

Glaxton which Mr. Calverley had so pertina- 

ciously concealed £rom her. Once brought 

face to face with him, she could readily 

trust to her own wit and tact to extract 

from him the information she required, or, 

at all events, to learn something that would 

be of service to her in accomplishing her 

self-imposed task. ■

What can there be for Martin Gurwood 

to search after in this queer, out-of-the- 

world village, amongst these old-fashioned 

cottages, standing back in gardens, where 

the size of the trees, the hedges, and the 

evergreens shows the length of time they 

have been growing? This man Glaxton 

cannot Hve here in this place, so remote 

from the bustle of life, so inaccessible to 

ordinary traffic. This is a spot to which 

one might retire for rest and repose afler a 

long career of business. What had brough t ■
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Martin Gurwood to such a place ? Whom 

can he be seeking bere ? ■

As these thonghte p9i69ed throngb Pan- 

line's mind, tlie objecfe of her pursuit tnrned 

from the high rtMid amd passed out of 

her sight. Sh^ noted the spot where he 

had disappeared, and when she reached it 

was just in time to see him leaning over 

the balf-gate, and oaiiteiapkiiiiig^ the gar- 

den stretched out before him. PaotiBe 

paused at the end of the road until she saw 

Sam open the gate and enter the garden ; 

ihm die bIow}]^ satmtered on. ■

When Pftnlme reached the gate Martin 

Gurwood had ^feappeared. n^ie gate, 

slammed to by the spring attached to it, 

waa. still vibrating on its hinges, his re- 

treating footsteps on the gravel path were 

still famtly audible, but the man himself 

was not to be seen. So far, then, she had 

succeeded. She had tracked him to the 

house which he had come Us visit ; notr 

she must ascertain what was his businesi^ 

there. ■

How to 66t about this perplfeied her 

sorely. A score of differeiit noiron^ rushed 

into her mind. It would be easy to ascer- 

tain the name and character of the occu- 

pant of the house from any of the trades- 

people in the village, but on looking round 

Pauline found that there were no shops 

within sight, and she was fearful that dur- 

ing the time occupied by her absence 

Martin Gurwood might leave the place. 

Should she open the gate, boldly march up 

the carriage- drive, and ask for the miister 

of the house, trusting to herself to find 

some pretext for distili'blng him when he 

came ? That would lay her open to the 

chance of Martin Gurwood's seeing her 

before she had been able to ^ain any infor- 

mation, and either postpcttlitig the business 

which had brought him there, or deceiving 

her as to its nature. She mtist think it an 

over more careftilly before she acted, and 

meanwhile she would walk rouiid and sur- 

vey the premises. ■

The cottage stood, as has beeti stated; iA 

the midst of a very large old-fashioned gar- 

den. On the left of this garden was a nar- 

row path, bounded on one side by' the gar- 

den itself, on the other by a huge hedge 

belonging to Doctor Broadbcnt, and en- 

couraged by him in its wildest luxuriance, 

to screen his premises from the observation 

of such of the villagers as used the path for 

the shorfc cut from the village to the Lon- 

don road. The hedge had at one time been 

equally luxuriant on the Rose Cottage side, 

bilt Alice had strong notions of the neces- ■

flhy ftr plenty of air, and had persuaded 

John to havn it trimmed to a moderate 

height. **'VVln4 ob. earth do we want with 

thai great gteen screen, keejung olf every 

breath of air," she said: *'aad as ferwh&t 

^. Broodbent says about prme^, that is 

all nosisense. Not ten people in the d&j 

go down the lane, and none of them eier 

thi&k of looking iako our garden. If tb^ 

did, they woud he perfectly welcome; 

would they not, John f I am sure there ia 

nothing here that we wish to conceal ; is 

there, dear?'* And John aeq[Qie0etng, as 

he did in everything she proposed, the 

hedge "WTO" trimmed aecordhigfy. So that 

Pauline, walking down this path, found that 

as soon as she had proceeded a certain dis- 

tance she had an uninterrripted view of the 

back of the house, and of a large portion of 

the garden. ■

She knew noising of faorttcnlture, and 

had never given any attention to gardens, 

they had not come into her line of life, but 

she was always observaBt, and she noticed 

the trim and orderly manner in which this 

place was kept, and thought that it re- 

flected great credit on the gardener^ whom 

she saw in the distance -vdieeling awaj a 

great load of dead leaves, which he had 

collected intd a heap and pressed into his 

barrow. She was about to call the man to 

her, and compiiment him on the state of 

his garden, at* the same time taking ad- 

vantagi^ of the opportunity of asking a feir 

qnestrons about his emphoyer, when a little 

girl, with long' feir hair streaming dovn 

her back, ran out of the shrubbery, in chase 

of att india-rubber ball which bounded he- 

fore her. ■

Panhn^ drfew back ftnr an ioBtantj but 

the child did not notice her, so engrossed 

was she by her game. In a few minutes, 

however, the ball bounded over the hedge, 

and fell at Pttuhnc** feet. ■

T^e chi!d looked round for aid, which 

was generally available inthe person of the 

gardener, but the gardener had wheeled 

his bsirrow out* of sight by this time, and 

all that the child could do, therefore, was 

to put her &ger to her lip, and burst into 

tears. ■

"Don't cry, my child," said Panline, 

softly, speaking to her. ■

Thd' child looked up, but on catching 

sight of' Pauline hid her face in her hands, 

and cried more copiously than before. ■

" Don't cry, my child,** repeated Pauline. 

" Don't be afraid. See, here is your hall/' 

holding if up. " ShaH I throw it to ron:' ■

•• Ess>" said the child, looking up shyly ■

V ■

■
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through her fingers^ "&ow it down at 

wonst, pease." ■

Pauline complied. The ball fell at the 

child's feet, and rolled a little distance be- 

hind her, but she took no notice of it ; she 

was fully occapied in examining her newly 

found friend. ■

Out of her great blue eyes the child 

stared in silence for some moments, then 

coming closer to the hedge she said, still 

staring earnestly, " Are yon a Hinjin ?" ■

Paaline was completely puszled. ■

" A what, child ?" she asked. ■

"A Hinjin," repeated the child* "Do 

you tarn from Hinjia P" ■

"Gr— 'r— rand Dien," cried Pauline, 

surprised inta one of the exclamatione of 

her old li£e. "2^o, child, what makes you 

think that ?" ■

'* Tos yon have dot a brack face» and yem 

speak so funny/' said the child. ■

Pauline smiled. "A black faoe," she 

said to herself. *^I am swarthy enough, I 

Icnow, but if this c^iild thinks me black, 

she must needs haye lived with yeiiy faiP 

people. She seems saffioienUy intelligent^ 

and may probably be able to give me ^me 

information. What ie you? sMoe^ my 

dear P" she said to the dbdld. ■

''Bell," said the child, promptly. ■

"Bell," repeated PaulL:ie; "what a pretty 

name — blonde et belle. What is your other 

name, my dear P" ■

The ohild thought for a mpment, and 

then said, gravely^ '' Lickle Belk" ■

'^Oh, but yon must haye aome other 

name besides that," said Pauline* ^ Whe.t 

is jour other naoae ?" ■

"No more^'' said the child, shaking her 

head. ■

"Yes, but' your nom de fiunille-^your 

iamily name. You ba?»e that ?" ■

*' Ko, no, no," eaid the child, emphasising 

each word with a shake of her head. ■

" But your papa " ■

" He's dom away tavelling on 'ail'oad." ■

"Gone travelling on the railroad, has 

he ? Has year mamma gone with him ?" ■

" No, me mamma's at home^been teach* 

ing me my 'cripture 'istory," ■

"What a kind, good mamma," said 

Pauline, with durling lip. •* And what is 

your mamma's name, de^r P" ■

" Misse C'axton, 'Ose Tottage, 'Endon, 

Mid'sex," said the child, all in a breath, 

the sentence being evidently the reeult of 

mnch practice. ■

^Mrs. Claxton, the wife of the man at 

whose request Mr. Calverley had given the 

two thousand pounds to Tom Durham! ■

Ah, how PauKne's heart bounded, and how 

the cdoiur flushed into her swarthy oheeksiy 

at hearing those words ! She had been 

right, then; the instinct that so seldom 

deserted hsr had served her truly in this 

instance. She had felt all ak>ng that the 

secret business on which Martin Gurwood 

had been engaged had some reference to I 

her affairs, and now she had proyed it ! ■

What were the relations b^ween Martin 

Qtirwood and Mts. Glaxton ? Pshaw I Had 

her steady business^hke brain taken to 

weaving romances P What more likely 

than that Mi9. Galverley's son should 

come out to seek an interview on business 

mattery with the vrife of her dead huaband's 

partner. Stay tfaeagh-^with the partner, 

yes ; but the child had said that Mr. Clax- 

ton was away travelling on bmsiness. 

PauUne knew of h^ own knowledge that 

Mrs. Galvepley had neyer seen Mr. Claxton, 

much less his wife, and recogpaised at once 

that had busineea been the ob^ot of the 

interview, it waa Mr. Jeffreys who would 

haire been despatched to seek an interview 

wiith the partner, and not Mr. Gurwood to 

see the wifa The xaysteiy aifciU remained 

in fullest loree, and had yet to be eluci* 

dated by her ! ■

Of what more use could the chiiLd be to 

her P The child, who, seeing her newly 

found frtend imnnersed in her own thoughts, 

had again ti«med to her ball. There mi^rht 

be still some more informatian to be ob- 

tained^ and Pauline would try and gadn it. ■

" And so your papa ia notaii home P" she 

oommenoed. ■

" Tayelling on 'aU'ead," said the child, 

making the ball bound again. ■

'* And your mamma is aU alone P" ■

"Not all alone now, gemply turn. Mamma 

thought it was papa, and me got off 'crip* 

ture 'istory. Me saw it was strsuoge gonply, 

and run off wif my ball." ■

"A strange gentleman, eh!" said Pan* 

line. " Did you never see him before ?" ■

" Me never saw hii& before ; me wish he 

would always turn at lesson time." ■

"And how long has your papa been 

away from home P" ■

"Two, &ee weeks, t^x), free months. 

Me frow my ball to you, and you frow me 

back again." ■

As she spoke the ball came bounding 

across the hedge. Pauline took it up aad 

threw it back to the child. ■

" Do you know Mr. Calverley, dear P" 

ahe asked, as Bell stood with the ball in 

her hand, ready to laundh it at her again. ■

" Misse Calyerley," repeated the child, ■
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"me not know him; me know Doctor Broad- 

bent, what brings nassie powders in his 

pocket." ■

" Yon don't know Mr. Calverley ?" ■

'* No, me not know Misse Calverley. Me 

go and get George to play at ball/' she 

added, a&r a moment's panse, finding that 

there was no more amusement to be had 

from her newly fonnd friend, and mnning 

away after the eardener. ■

Panline watched the child disappear in 

the shmbbery, then folding her arms across 

her breast^ fell into her old habit of walk- 

ing to and fro to think ont the emotions 

nnder which she was labouring. ■

Perhaps she had deceived herself after 

all, perhaps her fertile brain had been con- 

juring up and given M£& and name to a set 

of phantoms. There was no evidence to 

connect this Mrs. Glazton with the pale- 

faced woman whom she had seen at South- 

ampton, who might 'have been a mere 

emissary of Tom's, employed by him to get 

the money and bring it to him there. It 

seemed impossible that the wife of such a 

man as Mr. Glazton, who was on all sides 

represented to be a partner in the house 

of Calverley and Company, could descend 

to such a position, it seemed impossible 

that She stopped in her walk motion- ■

less and transfixed. ■

She had been looking at the house, and 

at one of the lower windows, a large 

French window opening on to the jm>unds, 

she suddenly saw the figure of a wo- 

man. She recognised it in an instant; 

recognised it as the pale-&ced woman 

whom she had seen walking to and fro 

on the railway platform at Southampton 

with Tom Durham, and of whom he had 

taken such an affectionate fieureweU, pale- 

&ced still, and tearful, with bent head, and 

wringing hands. She stands for a moment 

alone, the next instant she is joined by 

Martin Gurwood, who seems by his actions 

to be exhorting her to confidence and 

courage. It is, of course, by their actions 

alone that Pauline can judge what they 

are doing, but her southern nature leads 

her to translate their pantomime, feeble 

though it may be, more readily than could 

any one less accustomed to gesture and 

action. See her bent head, her shrinking 

figure, her hands outspreisul before her. 

Then notice his look turned upward, the 

growing uprightness of his stately figure, 

his elevated hand. Evidently she is giving 

way under the weight of some distress, 

while he is consoling ber, and, as Pauline 

judges from his actions, pointing out to ■

her the course of duty. The reverend's 

consolation has but little effect, Pauline 

thinks, as the pale-faced woman, giving 

way to her grief, sinks upon the gronnd, 

and lays prostrate at her companion's 

feet. ■

Now to see what is the exact state of 

the relations between them, now to see 

whether the secret which from the first 

she has believed Martin Ghirwood to be 

concealing in his breast has reference to a 

woman ; whether this misogynist^ as bis 

friends think him, and as he strives to 

prove himself, is but as other men are, fndl 

and feeble, liable to be diverted from bis 

path of duty, and to be turned hither and 

thither by a woman's influence. ■

By Mu'tin's actions the reply is patient to 

her at once. Had he been tiiis woman's 

lover, had he been striving to become ber 

lover, he would have oast nimself down on 

his knees beside her, and striven to have 

raised her, bidding her repose herself and | 

her grief on him. As it was, he stood 

there looking at her, as Pauline could dis- 

tinguish, with eyes ftdl of sorrowful regard, 

wiui head bent, and hands that involnn- 

tarily sought to raise her, and were then 

restrained and folded across his breast 

No further action, no movement of his lips 

so far as she could see. ** It is in his capacity 

as priest^" she said to herself, " that he is 

here ; there is no question of his being ibis 

woman's lover ; evidently she is suffering 

from some great trouble, and be has come 

to announce it to her. They are not as 

our priests, these Pirotestants, and he is an 

Englishman besides. He has told his story 

in &eir usual cold, matter-of-fact, unimpas- 

sioned way, and awaits now quietly until 

she shall arise from the swoon into wbicb 

the receipt of the intelligence has thrown 

her. So far I have been wrong. That be 

had a secret, I still believe ; but that it is 

not in the loast connected with this woman, 

I am sure. What it may be I have still to 

learn, and I will learn it, that it may gi^e 

me power over lum, and, through him, over 

his mother, whom I intend to minister to 

my comforts, and to be my principal sonroe 

of support for years to come. This pale- 

£BK;ed woman, too !" She had thought that 

she had brought down both the birds with 

one stone ; now each mystery was still a 

sealed book to her. ■

How was she to get at them ? It wonld 

have been useless to inquire of the trades- 

people in the village now, who would simply 

tell her what she knew already, the name 

of the occupant of Rose Cottege, of his ■

■
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station in life, of his position as Mr. 

Calverley's partner. Of all this she was 

already aware. From whom was she to 

learn more ? From Martin Gurwood him- 

self, and no one else. She must brave it 

out with him ; she must bring to that in- 

terview, which mnst take place at once, all 

her courage and all her knowledge of the 

world, the one to bear her np in confront- 

ing the rage which he wonld nndoubtedly 

feel at finding he had been followed, the 

other in enabling her to see throngh any 

deception which he might try to practise 

upon her. ■

See I they move. The pale-&ced woman 

rises from the floor. Ah, with what dig- 

nitj, Pauline acknowledges to herself, keep- 

ing her eyes straight upon the window. 

She standLs upright now before her com- 

panion, and is evidently speaking with 

simple, nnexaggerated action. He is striv- 

ing to refute what she is saying, if he can 

be judged by the bending of his shoulders, 

by the moving of his hand. He iails, 

though ; Pauline sees that. Then he bows 

in taking his leave, and disappears. ■

What she has to do must be done at 

once. She is to meet and confront him, 

and brazen it out before him. She had 

noticed that the cab in which he had come, 

after setting him down, had rolled off in the 

direction of the village. To get to the vil- 

lage be must pass the end of the path in 

which she then stood. If she could get 

there before him she would be in time. In 

another instant she had gathered her skirt 

around her and set off into a swift and 

steady ran. She reached the end of the 

path as Martin Gurwood emerged through 

the garden gate, and remained still, await- 

ing- his approach. ■

He came on steadily, his eyes fixed upQn 

the ground, until he was within a short 

distance of her. Then he looked up, and 

wavered in his walk for an instant, seeing 

her planted directly in his path. For an 

instarit ; the next he continued his advance 

— continned it even when she threw back 

her veil, and when, as she saw by a quick 

npw^ard g'lance at him, he recognised her 

feat ares. ■

It was best, she thought, that she should 

speak first, ■

" Good morning, Mr/ Gurwood,** she said, 

in a light and pleasant tone. ''You are 

surprised to see me here ?** ■

JGLis face was stem and rigid, as he re- 

plied : " Sad it been any one else, I might 

have 1)6011 surprised ; in Madame Du 

Tertre such conduct appears to me per- ■

fectly natural, and what I always imagined 

her nerfectJy capable of being guilty of.** ■

"Such conduct! guilty of!" she re- 

peated. " This is h^h language, Mon- 

sieur Martin. Of what conduct pray 

have I been guilty P** ■

" Of f oUowing me, and spying upon my 

actions, madame ; of that there can be 

Httle doubt !** ■

" And yet at that yon are not surprised," 

she said, with a laugh. " You had so low 

an opinion of me, that you take ' such con- 

duct ' as a matter of course. Well, I am 

not disposed to deny it. I have followed 

you, and I have, as yon call it, spied upon 

your actions. It ia for you to explain 

them !** ■

" To explain them !" cried Martin Gur- 

wood, with a burst of indignation ; " to 

whom, pray? To my conscience, I can 

explain them readily enough ; to those who 

have any claim upon me to ask for an ex- 

planation, I can give it. But to you, in 

what capacity am I to explain it ?** ■

"In my capacity as Mrs. Calverley*s 

Mend and agent,** said Pauline, making a 

bold stroke. " I am here in her interests ; 

it is by her that I am authorised to do 

what I have done." ■

The shot had told ; she saw its effect at 

once in his blanched cheek, and his hesita- 

ting manner. ■

" You have come here as my mother's 

agent ?" he asked. ■

" I have,** she replied, looking him 

straight in the face. ■

" Then,** he said, after a moment*s pause, 

" if you are really and truly her friend, I 

must ask you in her interests to conceal 

&om her all you have seen, to tell her a 

story in no way bearing upon the truth, 

to divert her thoughts and suspicions — for 

she must needs suspect, if she has employed 

you, as you say, to watch me in what I do — 

into some totally different channel.** ■

Pauline smiled grimly. " I thought so,** 

she exclaimed. " It will not suit the 

Beverend Martin Gurwood, rigid moralist, 

the most holy of men, to have it known, 

even by his mother, that he has been to 

visit a pretty woman, and that his conver- 

sation with her has been of such effect that 

she has cast herself at his feet during her 

husband*s absence, and that he has been 

enabled to give her consolation in her deep- 

est sorrow.** ■

" If your taunt fell upon me, and upon me 

alone,** said Martin, drawing himself up, 

and looking straight at her, " it would bo 

harmless enough, but I have others to ■
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think of, and oilers to shield. If you 

knew who the la»dy is of whom yon are 

speaking in this thonghtless manner, you 

wonld " ■

**I know well enough," said Panline, 

with a sneer, " this woman — this firiend of 

yonrs, is the wife of Mr. Clazton, the 

partner of yonr mother's hnshand, whom 

you have jnst bnried." ■

" Yon think bo," cried Martin. " She 

thinks so herself, but it is for me to unde- 

ceive yon, thongh I have kept the truth 

from her. This woman is oske whom Mr. 

Calveriey most basely deceived ! Under a 

hlse name, the name which you have 

mentioned, he wooed and won her, and 

she at this moment beUeves herself to. be 

his widow !" ■

WHAT WE W5AR. ■

Clothes, dwellings, and cooked food, 

take eqnal rank as necessaries of the human 

race. There are, no doubt, members of the 

great &jnily whose requirements are met 

by a minimiim of all iiiree, bnt even the 

Boot Digger and ihe Andaman Islander 

have some representative of house, kitchen, 

and wardrobe. It is on the last of these 

that mankind have exercised their inven- 

tive powers the most freely. For one style 

in architecture there have been a dozen 

in dress. A new dish is a rarity, but new 

fashions sprout up with the spontaneous 

rapidity of so many mushrooms. An 

exhibidon which should comprise every 

vagary of tailor and miUiner, from the 

dawn of history to this present year of 

grace, would be great indeed. ■

The skins of beasts, mentioned in Grene* 

sis as the raiment of our first parents, take 

precedence of all the materials for wearing 

apparel. They iumished the winter garb 

of the woad-stained Britons. They sup- 

plied a covering for sundry of the wild 

tribes that followed the pc^yglot host of 

Xerxes in its expedition against Hellas. 

Hercules deigned to don the lion's skin, 

and Bacchus that of the leopard. The 

spear-throwing heroes of Homer, in leaguer 

against white-walled Troy, lay down to 

rest, wrapped in shaggy capotes of goat- 

skin, such as their robber descendants, the 

Elephts of the mountains, still afiTect. The 

brown bearskin was bed and mantle in 

one to the Norseman, and that of the 

white bear was held too precious, by oarly 

converts from paganism, to be used for 

meaner purposes than the covering of some 

high altar. The skin of the seal is the ■

only available resource to protect the 

Greenlander from deadly cold, as tlie 

reindeer gives clothing, food, and means of 

locomotion to the Laplander. The opossum 

rug of the Australian black, the kaross of 

the Kafier, the sheepskin of the barbarous 

hordes who once ranged over at least tvfo- 

thirds oi the vast ^npire of Russia, were 

in a manner prescribed to them by the 

circumstances of their condition. Turkish 

family tradition represents Othman as wear- 

ing a wdfekin, and the bleached buffalo 

robes of the Ncith American Indians, soft, 

white, and stamped in variegated patterns, 

as w^ as their deerskin vests, gay with 

tinted embroidery, with beads and ^ells, 

with stained quills and oolonred smew- 

threads, £&ow how much can be done bj 

taste and skill to beautify the humblest 

materials. ■

Old Europe, the Europe of Gaul aud 

Gk^ek, of Bh^rurian and Iberian, was clothed 

in linen and in wool, the latter predominat- 

ing. Western Asia wore much wool, and 

a little linen. China added to wool and 

cotton her exclusive treasure of silk. 

Egypt had flax and cotton to supplement 

the fleeces of Goshen. The Roman gown, 

the old-fashioned virile toga, was, like the 

belted plaid which Campbells and Gordons 

wore before the invention of the modem 

philabeg, adapted either for peace or war. 

l^e Quirites literally girded themselves up 

for battle or broil, and it was only in quiet 

times that sweeping garments were to be 

seen. The kilted Greeks entertained a 

peculiar antipathy to the loose robes and 

wide Oriental trousers of their Persian foes. 

Such articles of attire were, in Athenian 

eyes, the very badge and symbol of Medish 

tyranny, and the comic dramatists spoke of 

them as English satirists of the later Staart 

reigns alluded to the wooden shoe that 

typified French influence. At a much sub- 

sequrait date the braccaa of the conquered 

Gauls, odious and absurd in Roman esti- 

mation, came to be regarded as the dis- 

tinguishing mark of a barbarian. ■

!prom mutilated statuary, fix)m frescoed 

paintings, marvellously preserved beneath 

the ashes of Pompeii and the lava of 

Hwculaneum, we can «ke ont the verbal 

descriptions which have come down to ns 

from the writers of antiquity, and form a 

fair idea of how the women of classic times 

were wont to dress. The flowing drapeir 

which they wore was certainly graceful, 

but scarcely convenient, while the ap- 

parent unstudied arrangements of those 

folds cost much toil, and many a sharp re- 

proof to the slaves who acted as tiring- ■
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since the gorgeous pageants of the Middle 

Ages, with all their revelling and hunger, 

all their magnificence and sqnalor, their 

sentimental charity and indifference to 

suffering, passed off the stage. For in all 

the short-hved splendours of .which the old 

chroniclers tell so much, women had hut 

little part, whether as the wearers or the 

makers. The first milliners were hearded 

men. It was a tailor, not a mantua-maker 

in the modem sense of the word, who 

brought home Katharine's new g^wn to 

the house of Petmchio. Nor did the com- 

paratively simple and becoming attire of 

the ladies of feudal times change by 

any means so often from the decorous 

grace of its original type as that of their 

more fickle lords. There is less diffe- 

rence, sartorially speaking, between Queen 

Eleanor and Mamiret of Anjou, between 

Berengaria and Isabel of !France, than 

between the men of their respective times. 

They never made themselves sublimely 

ridiculous, as masculine vanity so con- 

stantly urged the fops of the period to do. 

Until we reach the bristling ruffs and 

steeple-hats of Elizabeth's reign, there is 

nothing — unless it be the fantastic contrast 

of colours brought in by Henry the Sixth's 

imperious consort — to provoke a smile, 

from the days of the Confessor to those of 

the Defender of the Faith. ■

But the men of those centuries were 

arrayed as superbly as so many bright- 

winged butterflies, flashing with rainbow 

tints and powdered with gold. In every 

household of any pretension to rank, even 

in those of the poorer gentiy who groaned 

over the fashioner's charges and haggled 

smartly with the chapman who sold the 

wares, a large slice of the family income 

was devoted to clothing its head. Squire 

Claypole, worthy man, might usually wear 

hodden grey not better than that of his few 

tenants, and ride in untanned boots about 

the swampy fields of his small estate ; but 

it was thought incumbent on him, half a 

dozen times a year or so, to come forth 

like a strutting peacock, glorious in brave 

apparel. Perhaps my lords the king's 

justices were at the assize town, with 

trumpeters and javelin-men; and all the 

legal rout, Serjeants in silk and stuff, 

clerks, bag-boys, attorneys, scriveners, 

assessors, riding with sword and dagger, 

and steel jazerans under their, black 

cassocks, because of rebel and robber. 

Possibly the legate of his holiness had 

journeyed down to exhibit his violet coat 

and purple dalmaticum in our bishop's 

court plenary and throne in the cathedral. ■

It might even be the king's grace who was 

condescending, with his retinue of three 

hundred men and proportionate mules and 

palfreys, to eat the mitred abbot of 

Slochester out of house and home. At 

such a moment, when the gentlemen of 

the shires were mustering to do honour to 

the county's great guest, could tbe bead 

of the -Claypoles be absent, and did be not 

owe it to the name he bore to ruffle it witb 

the best ? • ■

It must have been a grand spectacle, 

that Claypole toilet, at which wife and 

sister, son and daughter, lent all tbe aid 

they could, hovering about the chamber 

where the Claypole regnant was getting 

ready to confront at least reflected royalty. 

With what tender reiference did they lift 

from the oaken chest, where it lay in laven- 

der, his worship's doublet — that doublet of 

Florence satin, quilted with silk, stiff with 

embroidery, and sown with seed-pearl, 

which represented a mortgage on nine com 

ricks and the swine of Brackley Fen. 

Those slashed sleeves, cunningly pinked 

with cloth of silver, had been the innocent 

causes of thin ale and stinted beef^ last 

winter, at the Hall, and the broad gold 

laces on those hose, the amber leather of 

the Cordovan boots, had swallowed up the 

profit of all the yam so painfully spun 

by the mistress and her maidens, this 

twelvemonth past. Even that Moloch of a 

hat, which all the establishment fall down 

before and do homage to, with its jewelled 

clasp and nodding feather — white as snow, 

and said to pertain to a monstrous bird 

called the estridge or ostrich, hunted by 

the Mahound worshippers of Paynim Afric 

— ^has cost the price of a load of as good 

barley as ever malster bought. But what 

matters that, while the blue-coated serving- 

men are saddling their horses and burnish- 

ing broadsword, badge, and buckler, to ride 

behind their master as gallantly as becomes 

the attendants of a Claypole ? ■

Not merely vanity and ostentation, but 

the gregarious instinct which we share with 

sheep, pushed medieaval mankind into a 

practical compliance with fashions which 

were directly injurious to health. The 

warm clothing, and in particular the 

weighty hoods worn in Edward the Third's 

reign, were excellent allies to the deadly 

epidemics of the time, and may even have 

whetted the scythe of that Black Death 

that mowed among our forefathers as 

among thick grass, and that swept away 

half the population of Europe. The e^tr^ 

vagant tightness of the French hose and 

doublet worn under Louis the Eleventh— ■

^ ■
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and of whicli Charles the Bold's towering 

effigy, as he stands in stone, larger than in 

life, beside the £unoiis chimney-piece of the 

Bruges town-hall, is the best example — 

was succeeded bj the Indicrons bnlk of the 

bombasted garments of Francis of France 

and bluff Harry of England. Trunk hose 

and Flanders coats, stuffed out with hair 

and wool, with bran or straw, according to 

the liberality of the customer, was what 

taflordom had then to offer to a discerning 

pnblic ; and soon afterwards the stiff Eliza- 

bethan ruffy excruciatingly starched, and 

with its bristling points as sharp as the 

spiked leaves of a holly-hedge, began to 

encase the mnch-enduring necks of both 

sexes. Then to the brocaded doublets and 

short hose of the originals of the Vandyke 

portraits, there succeeded the lace falls, the 

knee - buddes, flapped coats, fathomless 

waistcoats, and majestic periwigs of that 

Augustan age of which the CsBsar held his 

revels at Wliitehall, and spent in a month 

of ea«y-going, careless, almost joyless pro- 

digahty, the yearly income which England 

and the French Kmg subscribed for Charles 

the Second. ■

Down to the time of the battle of Pavia, 

or thereabout, Spanish influence in dress 

had been tmfelt beyond the Pyrenees. In 

truth, the Christians of Spain, engaged 

for centuries in their long grapple with the 

Moors, were of no more account to other 

nations than if their country had been on 

the soutb of the Mediterranean. Politi- 

cally speaking, Spain was in Africa, not 

in Europe. She had more to do with 

armaments at Fez, with a revolution in 

Tafilet, the rise of caliphates and the 

incursion of Amazirghs, than with what 

happened in France and Flanders. She 

could send few lances to the Crusades ; the 

infidels were at her threshold, and every 

nerve had to be strained to keep the 

crescent from bearing down the cross. At 

last the Moor grew feeSle, and Spain, mis- 

tress of the Netherlands and of half Italy, 

with her fires ablaze for Jew and Moslem, 

with her sternly disciplined infantry, and 

tall war-ships norrent with cannon, the 

silver of a subject continent gorging her 

exchequer, assumed a very high place in 

the scale of nations. It so happened that 

the Spaniards — probably through their 

aversion for the fevourite Moorish white — 

had a peculiar liking for black garments, 

and that this fan^ was strongest among 

the aristocracy. Sanoho Fanza speaks of 

some richly-dressed person as being in 

'gold and jewels, like a foreign count," 

^d, indeed, the hidalgoes of VastHie were ■

prone to leave gay hues to the alien, and to 

wear few ornaments beyond a weighty gold 

chain, or collar of pearls. The Puritans, 

then in every land, becoming formidable, 

had for widely different reasons an ab- 

horrence of glittering <x)lours and gew- 

gaws, and the don and the precisian be- 

tween them brought in that custom of 

wearing sober black, which has gained 

ground ever since, until in the United 

States it almost rises to the dignity of a 

national uniform. ■

All thi» time the mass of the people of 

all countries had been sufi&ciently ill-clad, 

that their poor attire should make a dusky 

background, against which the rainbow 

radiance of their lords and masters glit- 

tered with artistic effect of light and 

shadow. England and Flanders had, as 

a rule, a better-dressed population than 

France or Germany. For in the former 

countries the bulk of the people were free, 

whereas, elsewhere, the bonds of serfage 

continued to shackle the limbs of the cul- 

tivator until the close of the eighteenth 

century. But frieze cloth, leather, and 

coarse linen, must have seemed all the 

uglier and plainer for the glaring contrast 

with velvet pile and cloth of gold. Under- 

clothing was scarce, and of indifferent qua- 

lity. Gentlemen could afford fine holland, 

and my lord the earl the delicate web from 

Cambray looms, but the poor man's linen 

was of rough mixture, and too commonly 

dispensed with altogether. Calico shirts, 

when the material was first introduced by 

the Merchants Adventurers of India, pro- 

duced the same effect on the English 

drapers and pullers and wool-combers that 

a red rag is supposed to do on the temper 

of a bull. They cried out to the legisla- 

ture to forbid the gentry from " flaunting" 

in a cotton garment made by turbaned un- 

believers at Calicut, while English fleeces 

and English flax awaited purchasers. As 

it was, an Act of Parliament commanded 

that thQ dead should sleep their last sleep 

in woollen wrappers, and there was pre- 

cedent enough for coercing public taste 

into paths approved of by the collective 

wisdom of Lords and Commons. ■

Parliament had been busy, from the first, 

in assigning to every man and woman in 

the realm the raiment that befitted his or 

her rank and fortune. Miniver and silk 

and fine cloth for one, catskin and lamb- 

skin and plain stuff for another, and for 

none below the condition of an earl or 

countess, the rare and more expensive furs, 

the tissues of silver and gold, the embroi- 

deries, the satins, from over seas. But it ■
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would have taken Argus himself to have 

informed against the brea]^ers of the sxmip. 

tuaiy laws, and Briarens, as beadle or 

constable, to collect the fines. The statntes 

were so systematically disregarded, as to be 

dead letters from the beginning, yet they 

were published. Even Sir Walter Raleigh's 

historical suits, heavy with pearls, and worth 

several thousands of pounds, were worn, 

probably to the admiration of the queen's 

highness, of whose court he was an orna- 

ment, but in defiance of law. Presently the 

Themis of Albion grew wiser, and ceased 

to prohibit in principle what she had never 

restrained in practice. The hoop of Queen 

Anne's reign, like the crinoline of the Second 

Empire, although an exotic, found, per- 

haps, its truest devotees among the ladies 

of England. The reason of this wide- 

spread adoption probably was, that, in our 

country, what is called a national costume 

had died out amonff the. million, far more 

rapidly than was the case elsewhere. It 

was not merely the wealth of London which 

caused William of Orange to declare that 

when he made his triumphal entry, he be- 

held more well-dressed people than he had 

ever before seen. Nowhere else could have 

been collected such a multitude of persons 

who, according to their means, attired 

themselves after the fashion of their supe- 

riors in station. In Paris or Amsterdam, 

the white coifs or kerchiefed heads of the 

peasant - women, the blouses or serge 

jerkins of the labouring men, would have 

badffed and ticketed the immense majority 

of tne gazers. It would have been easy to 

discriminate between the brown cloth and 

black velvet of the tiers etat, and the 

peach-blossom and sky-blue, the red, the 

purple, the gold and silver, of the classes 

privileged to wear their swords, and 

dangle their clouded canes in courtly ante- 

rooms. But a London crowd, so early as 

the end of the seventeenth century, was 

exceptional. ' Those who could pay for fine 

clothes, were at liberty to wear them. Joe 

Thrum, citizen^ and hosier-expectant, at 

the sign of the Golden Lamb, wore on 

work-days a flat cap, or slouched hat, grey 

stockings, and a sad-coloured suit of Wilt- 

shire woollen. But Joe was his father's 

heir and junior .partner, and his broad- 

pieces were as welcome as those of the wild 

young Scourers west of Temple Bar to 

that judicious man, Soloman Shears, mer- 

chant-tailor, of the Strand. On high days 

and holidays. Master Thrum could come 

forth in a plum-coloured coat, with gold 

on every seam, in Flanders cravat and 

rnfiles, his long waistcoat covered with ■

blush-roses in floss silk, his periwig curled 

like that of my late lord. His Grace of Mon- 

mouth, and perfect in every particular, 

from the amber snuff-box to the diamond 

shoe-buckles, sword, fan, fringed gloves, 

clocked stockings, and all. A few old- 

fashioned civic heads might be shaken in 

pitying disapproval of the young mercer's 

dandyism, but that was all. There were 

in London no swaggering noble guards, 

no vapouring mousquetaires, no gannt 

cadets from Gascony, to flout and buffet, and 

finally run through the body the audacions 

tradesman who assumed the gnise of a 

cavalier. ■

Dress> like the garish iint^ and violent 

contrasts of a young beginner in painting, 

has been gradually toned down to suit the 

calm, easy flow of modem social life, against 

the placid decorum of which all loud 

sounds, vehement expressions, and gandy 

colours, appear to sin. That handful of 

Nestors among us who have seen George 

the Fourth ti^tly buttoned in blue, with 

strangling cravat and dangling seals, conld 

hardly realise the mental image of the 

same monarch, when a prince of three-and- 

twenty, leading off the dance at a public ball 

in a pink silk coat and powdered hair. Great 

is the gulf that divides us from the time, 

when pink silk was possible wear for any 

male, other than a jockey. But this was 

the epoch, not so far removed from our own 

in mere years, but an SBon away from n3 

as to taste and feeling, when officers wore 

scarlet about the pul^ic streets, and in trar 

veiling ; when you knew the divine by his 

cassock and bands j when the physician 

clung to his gold-headed cane, and Coun- 

sellor Snvertongue deemed his wig and 

gown fit wear for a morning visit ; when 

the professions, in short» were labelled and 

docketed ; when a star on the breast de- 

noted rank ; when bankers wore drab, and 

when a countryman in town, or a Londonerin 

the country, attracted an amount of notice 

that would now-a-days not be bestowed 

even upon a Japanese or a Parsee. ■

A ROUND OF VERY OiLI> JOKES. ■

If a recent number of this journal* some 

examples were given of the cosmopolitan 

character of anecdote and fanmonr, and of 

the curious fidelity with which the same 

joke, although localised and assigned to a 

particular individual in one eoun^, ^^ 

found to reproduce itself among other races 

and nationalities. ■

• See All the Ybab Bouvd, New Series, toI. rii- p. ^^' ■
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It is less commonl J known throngli how 

long a line of tradition these " merry jests" 

have come down to our day, and how many 

of the drolleries, still popular among our- 

selves, are almost liteml reproductions of 

the fun and humour which shook the sides 

of generations past and gone in remote 

ages of antiquity. ■

Probably one of the very last quarters to 

which a modem humorist in search of 

specimens of the wit and humour of the 

ancients would think of turning, would be 

the works of the philosophers ; and among 

the philosophers, perhaps the least promis- 

ing would seem to be the spiritualised and 

dreamy school of the Neo-PIatonists. One 

might, with equal appearance of pro- 

bability, expect to find a rechaufie of Joe 

Miller in the metaphysics of Reid, or in 

Bishop Berkeley's Minute Philosopher, or 

look for a string of puns and comicalitaes, 

such as Hood's, in Wordsworth's Excur- 

sion. Nevertheless, if the reader's curi- 

I osity be active enough to encounter the 

trouble of looking through a little-known 

and very unattractive volume, printed in 

the seveateenth century — the works of 

Hierocles, a Neo-Platonist philosopher, who 

lived -at Alexandria about the year 450— he 

will find, strangely associated with a Book 

on Providence, Fate, and Free Will, a 

Commentary on the Golden Verses of 

Pythagorajs, and seven books On Duties to 

the Gods, to Parents, and to Society, a 

little collection of Ast^a or Pleasantnes, 

which» with a few modifications of name 

and place, would in almost every respect 

fall in wiih the tone of a modem jest-book, 

and might take its place most>£mpropriately 

as a supplementary chapter of Joe Mill^. 

Perhaps it is only reverent to tha memory 

of the grave Neo-Platonist to add, that 

although, printed among his acknowledged 

works, SLud formerly ascribed to him as 

author, the verdict (h modem criticism has 

set tliis judgment aside, and assigned the 

authorsliip of the Asteia to another Hier- 

oclesy of later date and of very inferior 

fame. ■

Bnt ^w^hoever may have been the author 

of this little collection of comicalities, it is 

impossible not to be struck by the fidelity 

with ^which their spirit, and almost their 

very terms, have been handed down to us 

ihrongli iJl the intervening centuries. 

Even tlie hero, or, more properly, perhaps, 

the victim, of these pleasantries (for they 

are almost invariably at his expense), is 

identical with his representative m modern 

anecdote. He is a certain Soholasticus, or ■

<( __T 1. ■ .«^»» ■ Xl.^ T\^, ■ k^^^ ^^ ^\ «pv« «*^r«^x«p« ^K^ ■

Sir Walter Scott's novel — ^whose simplicity, 

awkwardness, and want of perception of 

the fitness of things, betray him into all 

kinds of blunders and absurdities. No 

special nationality is assigned to Soholasti- 

cus in the Asteia, but his blunders are for 

the most part of the class which the modem 

anecdotist would ascribe to an Irishman, 

and which among the Greeks were popu- 

larly represented as characterising the 

people of Abdera. ■

Every one, for example, has heard the 

Irish counterpart ol the following : ■

" One of two twin-brothers died. Soho- 

lasticus soon afterwards chanced to meet 

the survivor. *Was it you that died,' 

said he, * or your brother P'" Again, there 

is a story still popular among our story- 

tellers, of a gentleman writing a letter at 

his club, and breakiog off in tiie middle of 

the page by tellii^ his correspondent that 

he had a great deal more to write, but can 

go no further, on aecount of a confounded 

Irishman who is looking over his shoulder 

and reading every word as he puts it on 

paper, whereupon the Irishman unconsci- 

ously convicts himself by solemnly declar- 

ing that he had not read one single line of 

the- letter. Who can fail to see the germ 

of this anecdote in the analogous blunder 

of Soholasticus ? ■

^' When Soholasticus was in Greece, a 

friend wrote to request that he would buy 

some books for him. Scholasticos neg- 

lected the commission. After some time, 

when he returned home, he met his friend. 

* By-the-bye,' said he, *I never received 

that letter which you wrote me about the 

books when I was in Gbrecce.' " ■

There is another well-known Joe Miller 

story about an Irish soldier, who, during 

a battle, was caanrying on his back a 

wounded comrade to have his leg ampu- 

tated by the surgeon. On their way to 

the ambulance^ a cannon-ball, without the 

Irishman's perceiving it, carried away the 

wounded man's head, and the surgeon, 

when he saw the.headless body, rated the 

Irishman for bringing him such a case. 

"By the powers," replied the Irishman, 

" he told me it was his leg." This blunder 

is anticipated almost in its very terms by 

Soholasticus. ■

" Scholasticus's son was sent off by his 

father to the wars. When he was setting 

out from his home he promised his fEither 

that he would bring back to him the head 

of one of the enemy. ' Oh !' said Soho- 

lasticus, ' I don't care if you come back 

even without your own head, provided only ■
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Still more literal is tlie identity of the 

modem story of the Scotchman's horse, 

which died jnst as the owner had brought 

it to live on a straw a day, with the joke 

against Scholasticns. ■

*' Scholasticns wishing to train his horse 

to live on very little, gradually took away 

the fodder from him. At length, of conrse, 

the horse died of starvation. 'What a 

pity!' said Scholasticns, 'jnst as I had 

him trained to live on notlung at all, he 

dies !' " ■

There are several similar prototypes of 

the Irish bnll, or the Irish blunder. ■

Scholasticns in trying to learn to swim 

has a narrow escape of drowning. Straight- 

way he vows that " he will never touch 

water again till he shall first have learned 

how to swim." ■

A friend tells him that he was dreaming 

about him last night, and that he imagined 

he met him in the street and saluted him. 

"I beg your pardon," said Scholasticns, 

" for not returning the salute, but I did not 

observe you." ■

Another of his fiiends falling seriously 

ill, Scholasticns goes to see him. On his 

asking him how he was, the patient was 

not able to answer him, and Scholasticns 

became very angry ; " I hope I shall soon 

be sick myself," says he, *' and when you 

ask me how I am, I shall pay you back for 

this by not answering you." ■

Again, wishing to see how he looks while 

sleeping, he shuts his eyes and stands 

before the looking-glass. Hearing that 

ravens live to the age of two hundred 

years, he buys a raven in order to test by 

experiment whether this account as to their 

age is true. On another occasion, on board 

ship in a storm, seeing the rest of the pas- 

sengers lashing themselves to planks, hen- 

coops, oars, and other objects, as a security 

in case of wreck, Scholasticns makes him- 

self fast to an anchor. Finally, having 

occasion to make a hurried journey, upon 

his coming to a ferry, he enters the ferry- 

boat on horseback, booted and spurred, and 

when asked why he does so, replies, that 

he wants to get over the river more 

quickly. ■

In some of the anecdotes, two Scho- 

lasticuses are introduced, in order to play 

each other ofiT, and thus mutually to 

heighten each other's absurdity. ■

Scholasticns one day is surprised to meet 

a brother Scholasticns who had lately been 

reported to be dead. " Is it possible ?" 

says Scholasticns. " Why I heard that you 

were dead !" "Well," repliedf his friend. ■

it ■

you see me still alive and kicking." 

Scholasticns shook his head. " That is aH 

very well," said he, "but I assure yon that 

the person who told me was a much more 

credible authority." ■

So, again, Scholasticns and his friend, 

who, as it chanced, was bald, having 

occasion to keep watch together, agreed 

to divide the duty between them, each in 

turn sleeping while the other kept watch, to 

be by his partner awakened when the time 

of his own watch arrived. During one 

of Scholasticus's sleeping times, his mend 

played him the trick of shaving his head. 

Scholasticns on awaking, put up his hand, 

and feeling his head bald, called out in 

alarm, that " they had awakened the wrong 

person !" ■

But for the most part the point of the joke 

is purely the simplicity and awkwardness 

of the unhappy subject^ or his ignorance 

of the affairs of common life. Thus when 

he sees a friend who was aboni purdiasing 

a horse, carefully inspecting his teeth, with 

a view, of course, to ascertaining the horse's 

age, he expresses his surprise that his friend 

would take so much trouble, whereas he 

might be satisfied that the horse's teeth 

were all right, as he had just seen him eat 

his com with great avidity. On another 

occasion, having a house to sell, he brings 

with him one of the stones of the w^ 

"as a sample of the house." On another, 

seeing his doctor coming up the street, he 

hides behind a wall, " being ashamed," as 

he says, " to meet the doctor — ^it is so 

long since I have been ill." And when a 

thievish slave continued to steal his wine 

by boring a hole in the bottom of a jar, 

the mouth of which Scholasticns had care- 

fully sealed, and when a friend in explana- 

tion suggested that, although the b^lIs at 

top were safe, perhaps the wine had been 

abstracted from the bottom, " You fool !" 

says Scholasticns, " don't you see that it 

is not the bottom of the wine, but the top 

that is gone !" ■

Such are the jokes of our old friend 

Hierodes. Not very profound, it must 

be confessed, nor of a high order of 

humorous invention. But, nevertheless, it 

is impossible not to recognise in them the 

type, if not the actual germ, of much of 

what passes for humour in our self- 

satisfied age ; and, in common with the 

analogies between the tradition, the legend, 

and the fiction of different races, and of 

ages widely distant in tune from each 

other, they serve to illustrate that com- 

munity, or it may be that mutual iute^ ■

r ■
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comznnnicatioii of thought which is a bond 

of connexion between all literatures, the 

rudest and the most refined, that which 

has hardly emerged from the simplest 

elementary stage, and that which has 

reached the highest degree of culture and 

elaboration. ■

DESERTED. ■

Nirnt a ripple upon the Uke, ■

NeTer « loimd on the lea, 

Never a rustle amid the leaTes, ■

Kor a note from the bbd on the tree. ■

Iferer a stir mid the heather hloom, ■

In its purple, shot with ^Id 

B J the sunset ; nerer a plaintive bleat ■

£^mn the tenants of yonder fold. ■

Silnoe a&r, around, anear» ■

Bilenoe— -eUenoe, and rest ; 

Only a tumult of bitter woe, ■

Stirred in mine own sad breast. ■

Vever a doud in the rose-fleoked sky, ■

Kever a glistenine tear 

In the pure white folds of the lily*eup, ■

Kor a mote in the sunlight dnr. ■

^?hy did he oome, with his low, deep voioe, ■

with hie manly sunburnt faoe, 

With his clear dark eye, and his tender smile. ■

With his manhood's supple grace P ■

Ah m& ah me ! to the bird on the tree ■

Would I tell my old, old, tale; 

From hour to hour, would I sigh to the flower, ■

If but my grief would avail. ■

'Tis past, 'tie gone, that dream of a mom ; ■

I move aa a thing apart, 

From the Joys of summer, of life, of love. ■

Gold wmter is in my heart. ■

OJiD STORIES RE-TOLD. ■

A POETICAL ASSASSIN. ■

On the 14th of December, 1834, about 

noon, two men, one short and pale, the 

other taller and more robust, knocked at 

the door of a room on the first floor. No. 

271, in the Passage du Cheval Bouge, Bue 

St. Martin, in Paris. The rooms were 

inhabited by a begging-letter impostor, 

named Ghardon, lately discharged from 

the prison at Poissy, where he had been 

oommitted for thefl, and even still more 

disgracefol offences. He lived with an 

old mother who received a pension, but 

who was suspected of possessing a secret 

store of money and plate. Chardon, who 

called himself "a brother of the Charity 

of St. Camille," hawked about emblems of 

devotion made of cut glass, and had lately 

been petitioningLouis Philippe's good queen 

Marie Amelie, to establish an almshouse, 

towards which, it was said, the queen had 

already sent ten thousand francs. ■

The two men, the taller of whom had 

sharp, keen features, the other reddish grey 

and cat-like eyes (no one replying when 

they knocked), were coming down stairs, 

when, in the passage, they saw Ghardon 

without his coat, and with a brush in his 

hand. He asked them to come up. The 

moment they had entered, and tne door 

was shut, the shorter man seized Ghardon 

by the throat, while the other stabbed him 

repeatedly in the back and chest with a 

small three-cornered file, which had a cork 

for a handle. Ghardon fell, and in falling 

his feet struck open a sideboard full of 

plate. The shorter man then despatched 

him with an axe, which he found hanging 

near the door; and the taller assassin 

entering the inner room, where Ghardon's 

mother lay ill in bed, stabbed her with 

his poniard. He then threw the mattress 

over the poor old creature's body, and 

drew back the bed to get at a great bureau, 

which he believed contained the treasure. 

He there found five hundred francs in 

silver, some dish-covers, a great furred 

cloak, and a black silk cap. The two 

rascals divided the spoil, and, on the point 

of leaving, they turned and saw under the 

glass of tiie clock a little ivory figure of the 

Virgin, whicb they supposed to be of great 

value, and carried off. At the very mo- 

ment the two assassins were closing the 

door upon their victims, two persons came 

up the stairs and asked for Ghardon. The 

taller man, with fearful calmness, replied 

that he was gone out^ tugging all the time 

at the door, which would not shut because a 

piece of carpet was in the way. £[ad the 

visitors been importunate, and looked in, 

they would have seen the corpse of Ghardon 

lying in a pool of blood near the bufiet. ■

.^er this crime the two men went from 

the Passage du Gheval Rouge to a noto- 

rious caf6 estaminet in the Boulevard dn 

Temple, the taller man in the stolen cloak, 

the shorter wearing the black silk cap. All 

at once each noticed that there was blood 

on the other's hands, and the shorter man 

discovered that his clothes were covered 

with spots of blood. They at once went 

to the Turkish baths on the other side of 

the Boulevard, washed off the blood, then 

went and dined, finished the busy day by 

going to the play, and then parted. This 

double murder pFoduced only five hun- 

dred francs ; the plate, it is true, was dis- 

posed of for two hundred francs, but the 

purchaser paid only twenty; as for the 

ivory Virgin, a curiosity dealer on the Quai 

Voltaire offering only three francs for it. ■

■
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^e shorter man dostrojed it as a ufidess 

and dangerons piece of evidence. ■

The mnrder of the Cheyal Bongo was 

not discovered for two dava. A man 

lodging above the widow Chardon had 

heard groans on the night of the 14th, but 

thought the sonnds came from the shop of 

a baker in the passage. That same nighty 

abont half-past twelve, a young man named 

Brabant, lodging with the Chardons, came 

home, but no one answering his knocking, 

he went away. On the 15th, a notary, who 

usually drew up Ghardon's begging peti* 

tions, was astonished at his client's non- 

appearance. On the 16th, a commissary of 

police broke into the rooms, and found the 

bodies. They also found near the bodies 

the file with the cork handle, and two 

knives, one of which had a broken point. ■

The double murder had made the assas- 

sins thirsty for more blood. The following 

day the taller of the two took a lodging in 

the Bue Montorgueil : three small rooms 

in the fourth story. They installed them- 

selves there as law students on the 17th, 

and paid the quarter in advance. The two 

agreeable tenants had planned to decoy 

bankers' clerks to their den, but on the 20th 

a slight imprudence led to the arrest of the 

man with the cat's eyes. Attempting a 

rescue in a street disturbance he was seized 

by the police, and his tall friend,, who came 

to bail him out, had some dificuliy in es- 

caping. The tall man at once sought for 

another accomplice in Baton, a tailor, a 

supernumerary at the Opera Comique, and 

in his leisure moments a thief. Baton re- 

fused, but pointed out Fran9ois, an old sol- 

dier, with great red whiskers, who had served 

in Africa, and who being looked for by the 

police, was ready to kill any man for twenty 

francs. The plot was soon concocted. On 

the 29th of December the tall man presented 

himself to Messrs. Mallet and Company, 

bankers, and handed in a bill drawn upon 

Mahossier, Bue Montorgueil, by a house in 

Lyons. The trap was aU ready. The 

name of Mahossier had been written up in 

chalk on the door, and the tall man had 

gone to a lodger on the ground floor, 

borrowed some straw for a bed, and begged 

that if a banker's clerk came about a bill 

he might be shown up. He then sat down, 

lit a pipe, and read a chapter in Bous- 

seau's philosophical work, the Contrat 

Social. Fran9ois sat by him, grimly rub- 

bing his dirty red whiskers and listening 

for a step. At three o'clock the ex- 

pected knock came. A young clerk, of 

about eighteen, entered hastily, carrying ■

twelve hundred francs in his Conner's bag, 

and twelve thousand francs in notes. Fraii^ 

gois opened the door and ushered in tlie 

lad. There was a table in the otherwise 

^npty room, paper, ink, pens, and a sack- 

M of straw. All at once the man of 

the Gheval Bouge stabbed him with a file 

through the shoulder into the lungs. At 

the same moment Francois, instead of 

seizing the youth's throat to stop his cries, 

stuck his fingers into his mouth, ae ke was 

ahready shoutmg "Thieves!" The clerk, 

with a blow oi we elbow, struck Francois 

in the face and shouted louder than before. 

The assassins, alarmed, turned and flecL 

The old soldier, eager only to save hiniself, 

slammed the door after hiin, and left his 

comrade trapped. He, neverthielsfis^ soon 

found the latch, and also escaped. The 

young clerk descended the stairs also, but 

on the way fainted with the pain of his 

wound in tibe arms of a lodger, who met 

him. • Soon after the two men went to Issy, 

returned to Paris, committed some thefts, 

and then parted. Soon afterwards Fra&$ois 

was thrown into Poissy. On. the 22iid of 

February, the tali man with the sharp 

features was arrested at Beaune, where 

he had passed himself off as a cleric wftder 

the name of Jacob Levi. ■

The police had all this time been search- 

ing in vain for the assassins of the Cheval 

Bouge. All at once a report arose that 

a convict at Poissy, named Fran9ois, had 

disclosed the name of the murderer of the 

Chardons. The assassin was Lacenaire, a 

man already well known to the police. 

Avril, the short man irhh the cat's eyes, had 

also already betrayed Lacenaire, and con- 

fessed himself as his aocompHce. ■

M. AUard, chief of the Paris detectires, 

informed Lacenaire of these revelatioDS. 

The assassin, enraged at the treachery of 

his comrades and accomplices, at once 

offered to disclose eyerything. ■

The antecedents of this wretch were 

infiunous enough. He was bom in 1800, 

at Prancheville, a village in the de^^ 

ment of the Bhone; his father, an iron 

merchant of Lyons, became bankrupt late 

in life, and his thirteen children grew up 

in a scrambling way. Educated at the 

seminary of Alix, and the college of Lyons, 

where he was studious and docile, he lefl, 

wishing to become an advocate, but at his 

father's wish he entered a silk manufactory, 

then became a notary and a banker's derL 

Tired, by turns, of all these, Lacenaire 

enlisted, and served during the war in the 

Morea, deserting, however, twice before ■

^ ■
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the regiment even sailed. He was dis- 

cb&Tged in 1829, and, on his retnm to 

Lyons, f&axid Ids fitanily broken np, and his 

father departed from France. Hencefor- 

ward, he resolved ixr prey upon society.. 

With five hundred francs, lent him by a 

friend, Laeenaire came to Paris, bnt did 

no good. He very soon turned forger and 

thief, and, by natural downward steps, as- 

sassin. " My only ruling passion," he used 

to say, " is the love of gold. I hare a horror 

of an empty pocket. I can't live without 

money." In 1829 he was sentenced to one 

year's imprisonment. On coming out of 

prison he set to work writing verses and 

political songs against Louis Philippe and 

his obnoxious ministers. In July, 1833, 

Laeenaire was condemned to thirteen 

months' imprisonment, under the assumed 

name of Ghdllaard, one of his twenty-two 

aliases. While at La Force, he became 

acquainted with M. Vigouroux, editor of 

\ Le Bon Sens, and a political prisoner. 

The editor, struck with the elegant lan- 

guage and caustic humour of his com- 

panion in trouble, read the verses he wrote, 

and showed them to his friends. Believing 

Laeenaire to be merely a sufferer from some 

jonthfnl Mly, he tried his best to win him 

back to industry and virtue. Laeenaire 

was cunning enough to appear grateful. 

In a letter of thanks to M. Vigouroux he 

said: ■

" Your kindness proves to me that if I 

cannot aspire to recover the rank to which 

my talents might have raised me, I may 

hope to- reeover the esteem of some en- 

lightened and unprejudiced persons who, 

like you, pcvdon a repaitant man, andf do 

not wish to punish him all his life £dr the 

fault of a naement." ■

M. Vigouroux alee inserted in the Tribune 

des Pifol^taires an artirfo of Laeenaire's 

(not without- sense- and eve* eloquence) 

on the degrading and crime»producing 

prison system of France. The writer drew 

a powerful picture of a young o£^nder 

thrown for his first offenee into that cloaca 

called theDep6t of the Prefecture of Police, 

where, herded with the most degraded of a 

degraded race-, he soon learned the worst 

vices, aaid was urged on to the lowest depth 

of crime. In August, 1834, Lacenarire, dis- 

missed from prison, visited M. Vigouroux, 

and begged clothes and money. In his 

posthumous memoirs Laeenaire says that 

he asked for Kterary work and was offered 

only twenty francs a month. This was a 

He; in plain fact he said to his patron with 

shameless impudence : ■

" I am no unfortunate imprudent fellow, 

I am a thief by profession ;" and M. Vigou- 

roux naturally let him drop for ever. ■

In prison for the last time, Laeenaire 

posed himself in the character of a poet and 

philosopher, a man who had been led away 

by misfortune, despair, and irresistible tem- 

perament. His words were caught up as 

eagerly as if they had been spoken by an 

apostle. He acted the impassible stoic, the 

atheist by conviction, his cold logio, his quick 

replies, were the taUc of Paris — an untiring 

text for the talkers in the salons. Lacenaire's 

favourite topic was the exceptional dispo- 

sition with which nature had endowed him. 

He philosophised over his victims. One day 

a favourite cat of his offended him, so he 

ihrew it on the ground and killed it. Then 

he sat down and analysed his feelings in the 

true maimer of your grand sentimentalist. ■

"Strange," said the polished monster, 

'' I regard the agony of that animal with 

an interest and compassion I never felt for 

my vietimB. The sight of a corpse, or a 

d^th agony produced no effect in me — 

I kill a man just a I drink a glass of 

wa/ter. * » ■

The murderer's only anxiety now was to 

have a speedy revenge on his associates 

who had betrayed him. Thia restless wish 

wad suspended for a time by an, author's 

vanity. On the 30th of November, three 

persons were tried for publishing a volume 

of treasonable songs. Amongst these wsis 

one of Lacenaire's. It was not in his usual 

Byronic manner, but in the Beranger 

strain, bitter and cynieal enough, and 

dipped in the dye of the old revolution. It 

was entitled. The Petition of a Thief to a 

King, his Neighbour, and commences 

tkuB: ■

Ptodon, ycror grace, the mmg I sing; ■

Tm lately from the galley free; 

I Am a thidf and ^ou are king, ■

Let's join then in fraternity. ■

Good people, how I hate the gang, 

My neartr ib hard, I'm rite I feel ; ■

Pity and honour, let tbem hang : 

Make me a Mrgeant*— a sergeuU-de-Tille. ■

To the journalist who had stolen his 

verses he wrote a vindication that com- 

mABoes in the following way : ■

I am a raacal fond of peli^ ■

A wicked thief, there's no den^ring ; ■

Yet when for money I was trying ■

I'd not a son to bless myself ■

Now hunger is a great exeose ■

A poor dog with an appetite, ■

The denl feels that he can noose; ■

But you hare robbed me of my right, ■

My wits. Were you too poor to choose P ■

One day, in the infirmary of La Force, 

Laeenaire was " interviewed" by a crowd ■
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of literary men, avocats, and doctors, and, 

sitting with a cold cynical smile on bis lip, 

the new prophet discoursed on literature, 

morality, politics, philosophy, and religion. 

In Fiance only was snch a levee possible. ■

This was one of Laoenaire's speeches on 

this interesting occasion : ■

" In politics, as in gambling, one mnst 

be either dnpe or sconndrel. If some men 

die for their canse it is because politics, 

like other passions, becomes absorbing, and 

men stake their heads for a passion." ■

The conrersation then fell on the St. 

Simonians and religion. Laoenaire be* 

lieved in the transmigration of the sonl, 

the vital principle passing into bmte matter, 

remaining there withont fixed laws or limits, 

and passing on to animate by turn other 

substances. ■

** In organised beings,*' said Lacenaire, 

" all impressions tend to a common nervous 

centre, and the brain converts them into 

sensations. Interrupt the communication, 

there is no more sensation. You may cut 

and bum a paralysed limb, but the impres- 

sions are not transmitted to the brain, 

the individual feels nothing; that is the 

case with the man whose head had just 

been cut off." The listeners shuddered, but 

Lacenaire's face remained calm and smiling. ■

On another day one of his visitors led 

Lacenaire into a strange conversation upon 

the philosophy of murder. ■

" I asked myself," said Lacenaire, " if I 

was my own victim, or that of society ; and 

I decided that I was the victim of society." ■

" But you struck only the innocent^" re- 

marked the visitor. ■

** That is true," returned the cold- 

blooded ruffian. *'I lamented those I 

killed, but I struck them because I had 

taken arms against all. I made a system 

of assassination — ^a means of preservation 

to insure my own existence. I felt no 

frenzy of crime or pleasure in the deed. I 

committed it as a commercial operation — a 

calculated combination. I am not cruel, 

but the means must be in harmony with 

the end. An uuasfim by system, it was 

necessary for me to stifle all sympathy. I 

felt no remorse, no fear. My head was the 

stake I laid down. I never counted on 

impunity, because I knew that society is 

founded on order. The idea of death does 

not frighten me. iJie to day or to- 

morrow ; apoplexy or the axe, what matter ? 

I am thirty-five years old, and I have 

lived more than a life ; and when I see 

old men trying to prolong their misery, 

I prefer to die suddenly. If I possessed ■

the most active poison now I would not 

swallow it; besides, ia^ not the guiUottne 

the most subtle of poisons ? An assafism, 

I knew I had established between mjself 

and the scafibld a link — a contract. My life 

belongs to the executioner. It is not an ex- 

piation, but a gambling debt that I owe.*' ■

" Do you believe, Lacenaire, that all ends 

with life ?" asked the visitor. ■

" I never wish to think of that. I have 

such a power over my imagination, that if 

I chose I would not think of death till I 

ascended the steps." Then, after a pause, 

he added these strange remarks : ** Do yon 

think they will despise me ? Wliat I hold 

as insupportable is the contempt of otbera." ■

When this strange and ghastly oonversap 

tion was ended, Lacenaire refilled his glass, 

and said : " This is not Falemian. This 

liquor was not ' nata mecum consule Man- 

lio.' " ■

A young advocate, who was going to 

defend Lacenaire, fell ill and died before 

the prisoner. Almost the last words of the 

young lawyer were : ^ Alas ! I shall reech 

there before him." ■

Lacenaire, on hearing of the death, said 

philosophically : " Eh, bien, sooner or later 

it comes to that. No doubt^ he suffered 

much before he went. I shall suffer less— 

I know that well enough." ■

Lacenaire was impatient for revenge and 

for the trial which would secure it. On 

the 1 2th of November the trialB opened in 

the Seine Court of Assizes. He did not 

wish to be defended, but an avocat was 

retained for him by the government. The 

court was full of ladies. Lacenaire wore 

his usual stereotyped smile. His dress was 

careful, his manner elegant and refined. 

Avril and Fran9ois, who seemed mere vnl- 

gar workmen, were silent and depressed. 

When the evidence bore heavily on his ac- 

complices, Lacenaire glanced at them ironi- 

cally ; at other times he read the paper, or 

engaged in smiling conversation with his 

avocat. It was not difficult for Lacenaire 

to prove the complicity of Avril and 

Fi*an9ois. Frechard, a man condemned to 

penal servitude, deposed that he had been 

blinded in attempting to save a turnkey 

at Foissy from being stabbed by Avril. He 

met Avril on the Boulevard after he left 

Foissy, and he and an English woman who 

was called " the Serpent," went and had 

some wine together. Avrii then, to the 

horror of the woman, proposed to him to 

assassinate Chardon, which he said would he 

an affair of ten thousand francs, of which 

he (Frechai'd) was to receive three thousand. ■
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Baton also appeared, and tremblingly con- 

fessed that he had first introduced Lace- 

naire to Fran9ois, and that after the affair 

of the Rne Montorgenil, Lacenaire had 

arrived last, and told Francois that he had 

left him in the Inrch. ■

The doctors, who gave evidence on the 

Cheval Rong^ mnrders, deposed that the 

handle of the file was found covered with 

blood, and the assassin mnst have wonnded 

himself with the violence of the blows. 

Lacenaire admitted this, but Avril said 

that a mere avowal was not sufficient. 

Lacenaire, who was calmly reading a paper, 

then rose, showed a scar on his hand, and 

then renewed his reading with a con- 

temptnons air. The advocate, in his de- 

fence of Lacenaire, pleaded that death 

was an insufficient punishment for his 

crimes. " Death," he said, *' had no empire 

over that diseased or warped organisation, 

for see with what calmness and tranquillity 

he waits your verdict. This trust in atheism, 

this sangfroid in presence of the scaffold, 

this passionate love of letters, overwhelms 

my mind. Death lor such offences ? — death 

for the man who smiles at and derides 

it ? — oh, no, that would be too little--you 

must condemn him rather to live ! When 

you, Lacenaire, have trodden under foot the 

holiest laws of society, you will find that 

there are severities against which even you 

hfive not fortified your soul. In the midst of 

your new sufferings — ^miseries ever renew- 

ing — ^you will open your eyes and recog- 

nise the finger of the Gt>d you have blas- 

phemed; you will at last bend your head 

before His power, and you will accept all 

your sufferings as only an expiation of your 

crimes." ■

Lacenaire was anxious to defend himself 

from any charge of impure motives in de- 

nouncing his treacherous accomplices. Ven- 

geance was his only motive. Life he did not 

want. " For a long time," he said, " I have 

lived only in the past. For eight months, 

every night. Death has been sitting on my 

bed. Those who think I would accept a 

commutation are deceived. A pardon ? you 

cannot give it me. I shall not ask it of 

you ! I don't want it of you — it would be 

useless to me !" ■

When, calm and smiling, he re-seated 

himself, the young advocates crowded 

round him to congratulate him on his 

brilliant d^but. " Ma foi," he said, « life 

is a combat. I have played well, but 

I have been beaten. Society did not want 

me when I was good for something. Whose 

fault was that ?" ■

At last Francois broke out and addressed 

the juiy : " You have heard that orator," 

clenching his teeth and trembling in a 

convulsing rage, " heard him with the soft 

voice, that catches you like bird-lime — 

now I — ^I will show his lies — ^his miserable 

lies." ■

Then turning to Lacenaire, who regarded 

him with an ironical smile, he shouted : ■

"Yes, miserablescoundrel, you who would 

kill every human being, it is you who 

drive me to the scaffold. I know you well ; 

you play the bravo and orator here ; they 

listen, they admire you; these gentlemen 

applaud you — you do not fear justice on 

earth — you don't fear even Heaven — ^you 

believe in nothing. But a time must come, 

nevertheless, when you will appear before 

the Ghreat Judge. You, too, will have an 

account to render ; we shall be all there then 

together. It is there, Lacenaire, that your 

bleeding victims wait for thee. If I go 

with you, at least my conscience will not 

reproach me. You play the bravo, but I 

have less fear of death than thou. I have 

fought twenty times against the enenues of 

my country ; I had no fear of death then, I 

have no fear now ; but what I do fear is 

death upon the scaffold. Hear, Lacenaire, 

I go to death, but I shall go without fear. 

I shall die innocent. But you, you will 

turn coward at the moment of death — 

coward !" ■

Avril, when sentence was pronounced 

only ground his teeth, and said sullenly 

to the jury, "I prefer death to irons in 

perpetuity; but I swear this is a judicial 

assassination." Lacenaire and Avril were 

both condemned to death, Francois to hard 

labour for life. That night Lacenaire ate 

with appetite and talked gaily. ■

" I don't value my life, he said, " a five- 

sous piece. Avril says I sold his head. I 

got nothing. Besides, if both heads were 

sold on equal terms, I should have lost, for 

it must be allowed that his is not worth 

mine — the stuff isn't the same." ■

In prison it was only the smaller annoy- 

ances that seemed to annoy this cruel and 

shameless egotist. He complained of the 

strait-waistcoat that he had to wear the 

night of his arrest. The next day when it 

was removed he told a visitor that he slept 

"like a god." One of his former pro- 

fessors at Alix, writing to the papers to 

deny that Lacenaire as a' boy had been 

irreligious and immoral, the classical assassin 

wrotiC to him in reply. ■

" You exhort me to courage," he wrote ; 

" I tell you frankly and truly that my heart ■
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has ney«r failed, and if I dare I should 

apply to myself iJioso lines of Horace : ■

Si fnusttu Ulabiiur orbU 

Impavidum ferient ruine. ■

Bat I prefer to say, simply : ■

fqnam memesto reboa in aAvani ■

Servare mentem. ■

Yon see, my dear professor, tiiat I haTe not 

quite forgotten all your lessons." ■

The Archbishop of Paris sent the Ahbe 

CoBur to ihe condemned man. Laoenaire 

received him with respect and oold civility, 

bat bade him not talk mere logic or con- 

ventional homilies. He should address the 

reason of a man on i^e threshold of death. 

The abb^ spoke of the religion which had 

been accepted by sach great intelligences 

as Descartes, Pascal, Bossnet, Fenelon, and 

Massillon. ■

** You talk of Massillon,'' said Laoenaire, 

closing the audience, *'who to obtain a 

mitre, had the cynicism to consecrate the 

Cardinal Dubois. One cannot believe in a 

religion into whose sef vice entered a lacquey 

steeped in vice like this Dubois." He soon 

after interviewed sculptors and phrenolo- 

gists, and casts of his hce and head were 

taken. When the sculptor divided the 

mould into the two halves Laoenaire said : ■

"The executioner will make only one 

slice of it." He said afterwards the casting 

nearly killed him, and he almost wished it 

had, for the world would have talked of it. 

Such was the depraved vanity of this mur- 

derer. ■

A few hours before quitting the Con- 

ciergerie, Laoenaire wrote a prayer, whidi 

contains the following remarkable verse : ■

Mais non, mon Dieu, la bont^ patemelle 

N'a pa Touloir enfanter poor punir ! ■

He now wrote one of the most ideal of 

his poems, To Two Friends, which ends 

thus : ■

Oh, met amis, lonque daos la nuit sombre, ■

Un soQge beureax beroera Totre ennui, 

Quand aur yob lits e'etendra un ombre, ■

Beconnaisez Tombre de votre ami ! 

Otti pros de tous je reriendrai pent^dire, ■

Esprit follet, que diasse lo matin ! 

Ah ! pour Yous seuls, puisque je dois renaitre. ■

Sans murmurer je puis mourir domain. ■

The autographs, ihe epigrams, and the 

portraits of this detestable wretch were now 

sought for by half Paris. Laoenaire wrote 

frequently to the papers to claim these 

verses or to disown those. A lady of rank 

wrote him the following request ; ■

" Madame D. begs of Monsieur Laoenaire 

to write for her some lines on an imagi- 

nary subject. She is making a collection ■

of autographs, and would be glad to indade 

that of Monsieur Laoenaire." ■

The following was the reply : ** HouEieiair 

Laoenaire has received Madame D.'s note. 

He has not muoh time left to devote to 

imaginative subjects j but, as he is also 

maJang a collection of autographs, he will 

include in it the handwriting of Ma- 

dame D." ■

On the 26th of January, Lacenaire was 

allowed to invite Avril to a partizig dinner 

of reconciliation. For this agreeable pariy 

roast mutton, a fowl, a dessert^ two bottl^ 

of wine, ooffee, and a chasse "were aUowei 

Lacenaire wrote a eong for the oocasion. 

*' Drink to fiome beauty; no, to Deatli," 

wrote the yoxuig cynic ** Diiuk to wisdom 

and the virtue that sustains our sonk; 

drink to the forgetfulness of our aorrowB; 

drink to all good people, and that will not 

need much wine. Hang MasfiiUon and me 

Babekis." Nevertheless^Iiaoenairehadtho 

forethought to tell the gendaivaes : ■

^ AvrU is quiok as a tiger — daa^i lose 

sight of him, and when I give a look throw 

yourselves on him.*" ■

Two geadarmeB and four soldiere, with 

bayonets fixed, stood behind the chairs. 

The friends drank and laughed. All went 

well, till suddenly, over the oofiee, Avril 

grew serious and began to pl*y ^th his 

fork. ■

*' It is all very w^l. Monsieur Laoenaire," 

he growled, *' but it is you who drive me io 

the scafii^d." ■

That was the moment the gendarmes 

ih^ew' themselves on him emd dragged him 

back to his den. ■

Two days aft^wards the snmmoHS to 

Bicetrc found ihe two assassins sleeping 

soundly. ■

"Better sooner ^an later," was Laoe- 

naire's remark. " To-morrow» if it is to he 

to-morrow." He ih&a wrote a fiaal para- 

graph of his noemoirs, which were to be pnh- 

lished. " Adieu," he said, " to all tiwse 

who have loved me, and even to those who 

have cursed me. They were right. AnJ 

you who read these memoirs, whose ewJry 

page is stooped in blood, though yon will nat- 

read them till the executioner has wi^ 

my blood from his steel triangle. GivG me 

a place in your memory. Adieu !" ■

M. Allard showing emotion at part- 

ing with him, Lacenaire said: "Coar- 

age! we must all go. To-day or to- 

morrow, what mattOT ! Take it gailv, lil^ 

me. Thanks, however, for your offer ta 

take my place," and he laughed violently 

at his own horrible pleasantry. On tht^ii- ■
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way to Bic^tre, Lacenaire and Avril sang 

the Parisienne. The next day Avril wrote 

to his comrade to beg him to compose a song 

that he might sing it on the scaffold. " No, 

men cher Avril," was the reply, " one only 

sings when one is afraid. I hope we shall 

neither of ns sing." After prayers in the 

chapel, Laeenaire asked for a cnp of oofiee 

and a glass t)f cognac, and smoked a cigar. 

" One must not lose one's old habits," was 

his remark. ■

The morning of -execution was cold and 

damp. The doctor of Bio§tre watched 

Laeenaire closely as he stepped briskly out 

of the carriage. His lips were dry, his 

colour came and went, his limbs ^ghtly 

shook; bnt he was calm, his will fixed. 

Avril asoende^ the scaffold with a firm 

step. Akeadj tied to the plank, he cried 

cat : ^* Adieu, Laeenaire, adieu, mem. Tieux i " 

and the Made fell. Laeenaire tried to see 

it M, but the Abb^ Monies said : " Laee- 

naire, ihej will thank it bravado," so he 

drew back. The ntoment eame. ** Courage, 

LacenaiFe,^' said the eonfeesor. Laeenaire 

nodded, as much to say, " Z am all right.^ 

He was strapped £ast, they slid his head 

under the clip. Then came twenty se- 

conds of ineffable horror. The groores.of 

the guillotine had swollen witih t^e damp, 

and the axe would not run. Twenty times 

the axe slipped to within a few inches of 

his throat. Laeenaire, with a despairing 

effort, turned his head to look up with a 

frightful expression at the axe. At that 

moment it fell, and into tiie red basket of 

saw-dust rolled the head of the poetical 

assassin. ■

LORD WESTBOURJ^E'S HEIR. ■

A STORT IN TWO GHAPTEBS. GflAPTEB II. ■

I DO not know how I got to ikie front 

door, and drew the bolts, and turned the 

key in the lode, and opened it for the 

gentleman, fie -came up the path, and 

held out his hand to me. ■

" Don't yon remember me, Mrs. Abbott ?" 

he said ; '* not Master Lionel, as yon used 

to call me P" ■

I dropped a yery low curtsy, though 

my knees were tremUing so I thou^t 

I should fall to the ground. The oid 

lord had been dead these six months, 

and Master Lionel was lord now; and 

there was a talk of him bringing his fiunily 

to live at the Hall again. I had been 

pleased to hear of it; but now I wished 

he had stayed away in foreign parts. ■

" You have a very fine lad here," said ■

my lord, with his hand resting on Victor's 

shoulder ; ** but he tells me he is not your 

son." ■

" No, my lord," I answered. ■

" Whose son is he then ? and how does 

he conra h^re P" he a^ed. ■

" I don't know whose son he is, sir," I 

said, jforgetting in my trouble I was speak- 

ing to his lorctehip ; '* his poor mother died 

here tea years next Jaainary." ■

I soon found that he had more cariosity 

than enough; for he would hear every 

word about my young lady, and Mr. Yemon, 

and Victor. He tamed wldte once or twice 

as I spoke, and looked at my boy with keen 

eyes like a hawk. ■

" Oo away, Victer," he said, " I wish to 

speak to Mrs. Abbott alone." ■

Then my lord began, and gave me a 

strange and cruel history c£ his younger 

days ; only he did not seem to feel how 

cruel and wicked he had been. He told 

nsa kow he had IWen in love with a young 

ghrl, a farmer's daughter, in a village in 

BwxiiKerland, , and how he had tried to get 

her away f^om her &ther's house. But 

when abe was too good and dutiful to leave 

her parents secretly, how his mad passion 

had foreedhim to marry her, none knowing 

of his marriage, save Mr. Vernon; and 

how after awhile he had grown weary of 

her, a&d the quiet home among the moun- 

tains, and left her from time to time, until 

he had gone away altogether, giving her 

no clue where to find him. He supposed 

she must have had Mr. Vernon's address, 

for there aeemed no question in his mind 

that his peasant wife, Annette, and my 

poor young foreign lady, were the same. ■

" Was 'tiie marriage binding, my lord ?" 

I asked, not daring to show my anger at 

his story. ■

" To be sure," he said, "and I would 

give half my estate to have an heir like 

this lad." ■

Then I remembered that he had no heir 

to his estates, save a boy of eight years of 

age, who had been bom an idiot, and who 

every year grew worse and worse. My 

lady had had no other children, and people 

said that this heir would be set aside, and 

the property go to a side branch of the 

&miLy. ■

'^ 1 shall take the boy home at once," he 

said, without giving a thought to me, who 

all these years had been content to work 

and toil for the child whom he had de- 

serted. ■

" My lord," I answered, in a low, quiet 

voice, '' we ought to prove first that he is ■

IP ■
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your son. Leave him as he is till yon have 

got the proofs. What nse would it be to 

anger my lady — ^for you never told her you 

were married before, did you ?" ■

I saw him flinch at that ; and when I came 

to think it over, I found that he had been 

married to my lady only a few days after 

my poor darling's death ; so that if she had 

lived a little while longer, my lord's second 

marriage would have been unlawful, and 

what would my lady think of the risk she 

had run? He owned I was right, and 

he promised to leave Victor with me till he 

could prove him to be his son. Then he 

called the boy in, kissed him on the fore- 

head, and gave him a sovereign; and so 

went away, leaving us in peace for a time. ■

But the next day I made Victor drive 

me in the gig to Newton, where I had never 

been since I went for his poor mother; and 

I bought a railway-ticket, and got into a 

train, and travelled up to London, where I 

sought out a lawyer who could nohow 

know who I was. I told him all the his- 

tory, only keeping back the names ; and I 

asked him if my lord could force me to 

give up the boy unless he produced the 

proofs that he was his father. He assured 

me that no person whatsoever could take 

him from me, after he had been intrusted 

to me by his mother and Mr. Vernon, un- 

less he could establish a claim of near kith 

and kin to him. So I returned home more 

easy in my mind, to wait until my lord had 

collected his proofs. ■

It was some weeks after this that I re- 

ceived a message from my lord, bidding 

me come up to the Hall. It was a long 

time since I had been there ; and oh ! how 

changed it was again ! The stables were 

no longer empty, nor the yard grass-grown; 

the kitchens were crowded with servants 

as thick as blackberries in autunm ; all the 

rooms seemed filled, and there were sounds 

of talking and laughing, with singing here 

and there, and music. It was like the old 

lord's time ; too much like it, I fear. My 

lord had got visitors down from London, 

and they were feasting and frolicking from 

morning till midnight. ■

I was taken into his private room, where 

he lay on a couch, suffering from gout; 

though he was some years younger than 

me. He bade his servant place a chair for 

me near to him ; and when we were alone 

he spoke in a low and cautious voice, as if 

afraid of being overheard. ■

" Mrs. Abbott," he said, " I have pro- 

cured the proofs of my marriage with An- 

nette, and of the birth of a boy, whom she ■

had christened Victor. There can be do 

doubt he is my son." ■

" My lord," I answered, " I beliere he 

is your son ; but that won't make him your 

heir by law. There is no real proof that 

my poor young lady was the same as your 

Annette." ■

He saw that as plainly as I did. We 

might be quite sure that it was so; bnt 

there was the law to satisfy ; and how could 

we do that ? ■

" Did she leave no papers at all ? No 

letters ?" he asked, though he had asked 

that before. ■

" Not one," I answered ; " she must have 

destroyed Mr. Vernon's letters, for he wrote 

to her every month." ■

''There must have been some amoug 

Vernon's papers," he said, grosning either 

from pain or vexation; ''my agent in 

Switzerland tells me she took wit^b her a 

copy of her marriage certificate, and of 

that of the birth and baptism of our child, 

when she left the village. Her fisither and 

mother were dead, and she started off for 

England, with only money enough to take 

her there, and without knowing a word of 

any language but French." ■

" She wrote a few foreigpa words as she 

lay dying," I said. ■

"Where are they?" he exclaimed, im- 

patiently. " Good Heavens ! Mrs. Abhott, 

why did you never tell me before ! They 

may contain some clue, or I might swear to 

the handwriting " ■

" They were written on a slate, my lord," 

I answered, " and got rubbed off in a day or 

two ; but I copied them first, and I belieye 

I could write them this minute, if I tried." ■

" My good woman," he said, groaning 

heavily again, "just go to my desk yonder, 

and see if you can write them so that I can 

make any sense of them." ■

It was a splendid writing-table, and the 

paper had a coronet on it, so my hand was 

more unsteady than usual, almost as tui- 

steady as my poor darling's when she wrote 

them on the slate; but I had pondered 

over the words so often I could scarcely 

make any mistake in them. I wrote them 

down on the paper, and carried it back to 

my lord, as he lay on his couch with a hesTy 

and troubled &ce. ■

"Is that all?" he said, "just glancing 

at it, " is there nothing else?" ■

" No," I answered, " and I don't know 

what that means. Would yon be so good 

as to tell me, my lord ?" ■

" ' Love him, my poor little Victor. 

When his father comes back' — ^that is all, ■

««= ■
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Mrs. Abbott," he said. *' Are yon sure there 

is nothing ebe P Can you recollect nothing 

else?" ■

" Yes," I answered. " I recollect bringing 

her to see the Hall one day, and she walked 

through the room with the baby in her 

arms, till we came to the great gallery, and 

we heard her cry out sharply as if she was 

hurt; and she was standing before yonr 

pictnre, my lord ; and then she sank down 

on the window-sill, and cried as if her 

heart was breaking. She never looked the 

same after that day. But I did not under- 

stand a word she said ; not even her own 

name, poor dear 1 nor her baby's name, till 

she wrote those words, and I fancied Victor 

meant the baby. That is all." ■

'* He is my boy !" he cried, '* he is my 

boy!" ■

" Yes, my lord," I said, " but would the 

lawyers Own him, and the next heir ? IH 

give him up then, but never before. I love 

him too much to give him up, till it is all 

proved and settled ; and I hope you'll not 

he offended at me." ■

I don't think he was offended. Besides, 

he wanted to keep it all close and quiet 

from my lady, unless it could be clearly 

proved according to law, and Victor esta- 

blished as his heir. He had to go cautiously 

and secretly to work, trying to get pos- 

session of Mr. Vernon's papers. In the 

mean time he came often to the farm, and 

grew dotingly fond of Victor ; though the 

hoy remained cold and indifferent to him, 

in spite of all his fine presents. My lord 

wished to send him to a school for noble* 

men's sons, Eton I think it was called ; but 

I was firm against that. I did not care 

how well he was educated, so as he was not 

taken out of his own position as my adopted 

son. I was saving money fiist for him ; and 

he was content and happy in his life, fond 

of the cattle, and the fields, and the work ; 

and fonder than anything else of a young 

niece of mine, who came to live with us, 

when he was twelve years old. ■

She was four years younger than him, 

and was something like his mother, though 

how that could be I don't know. But 

Victor took to her on that account at first, 

for he was passionately fond of the pretty 

young mother he could not remember. 

Annie had the same fair and innocent face ; 

and they two grew up together. I never 

thought of it till he was near upon nine- 

teen, and then it all came upon me in a flash. 

How foolish I had been with all my wise 

doings ! Though nine years had passed by, 

and my lord could not yet prove ms ■

parentage to Victor, it was still possible that 

some day he might be Victor, Lord West- 

bourne. And then how could he marry a 

farmer's niece P I must put a stop to it at 

once. ■

But it was not so easy to put a stop to 

it. There Annie was, and there Victor 

was, as innocent yet of making love to one 

another as two lambs at play in the same 

fold, but quite ready to do it, if there came 

any sudden separation. Besides, if Victor's 

rights could never be proved, and he re- 

mained a farmer, who in the wide world 

would make him a better wife than my 

dear little niece P Perhaps it was best to 

leave them quite alone, to love each other 

or not, as their own hearts prompted them. ■

So time went on; the idiot heir g^w- 

ing worse and worse, and my lady living 

chiefly abroad; and my lord carrying on 

much as his father had done before him. 

Whenever he was at the Ball, he would 

send day after day for Victor, who could 

not bear to go there, and see the wild 

living, and dreary wickedness and waste- 

fulness. He did not know why my lord 

was 80 fond of him, and used to grumble 

and murmur whenever he had to leave 

Annie and me, to spend some hours with 

him. Our farm had been enlarged from 

time to time by my lord, until now it was 

the best on the estate, and a new house 

and buildings had been put upon it; so 

that Victor's position was not a bad one 

even for my lord's son. He rode a good 

horse, and might have joined in with all 

the sports and pastimes of the gentry, had 

he caused to do it ; but he liked work better ; 

above all the scientific farming in fashion 

now-a-days, so different from the farming 

of my young years. ■

Victor was two-and-twenty when he 

asked me for my consent to look upon 

Annie as his future wife. Though I had 

more than half expected it, I did not know 

what to say. How amazed he was that I 

did not say yes gladly. ■

" What is it you object to ?" he asked ; 

" we have grown up together ; and she is 

dearer to me than anything this world 

holds." - ■

" We do not know yet who you are, 

Victor," I said, blundering out an answer ; 

" we do not even know yonr name." ■

" Are you afraid I should be a disgrace 

to Annie P" he cried, his face burning, but 

his eyes cast down to the ground. ■

" No, no, my boy !" I said. " I'm afraid 

you may prove too high for us ; and Annie 

must not wed abovo her station." ■
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" No station would be above her !" be 

answered, smiling^ *' and nobody will claim 

me now, a deserted son ; and I wonld not 

leave 70a, mammy, to be one of the royal 

princes. Give me Annie, and let us all go 

on living together, and I shall be the hap- 

piest man in England." ■

" Victor," I said, after he had urged and 

praye'd of me to say yes, " let us go ob as 

we are till you are nve-ajcid-twenty ; and 

then if we know nothing more, it shall be 

as you aay." ■

As f af as I oould judge he wa« not' far 

off being five-and-twenty, for it was foxus 

and- twenty years since his poor mother died, 

and it was just such anotheir winter, with 

snow lying feet deep over all the fields and 

meadows, when one evening, whilst I was 

sitting in my easy-chair, and Victor and 

Annie were reading one book together, 

just as they had done when they were 

children, one of the maids came in with a 

message for me &9m old Nancy. Her hus- 

band had died long since, but she had lived 

on in the cottage; and Victor had been 

very good to her, £ot he was good to evavy* 

body who coald tell him anyijaing ^bout 

his mother. She was older than n)e, ikud 

had been ailing all the autumn, so it was 

no wonder that the bitter cold should be 

the death of her. The maid said she was 

dying, and begged to see nae once again, 

even to-night, for to-morrow might be too 

lute. ■

I bade the girl bring me my warm cloak, 

and hood, and pattens ; and Victor put on 

his great- coat to go with me. It waa not 

dark, for the snow gave a &int light, and I 

could not help spos^ng to him of his poor 

mother's white face, and the white bed, 

and the white snow out of doors. We 

reached Nancy's cottage whilst I wa^ talk- 

ing; and I went up into the low room 

where Naaicy lay, with the thatched roof 

coming down nearly to the floor on each 

side. The bed looked dark, and the old 

woman's face was dark, and drawn with 

pain. ■

"I've been a good servant to you, 

missis ?" she said, whimpering a litUe 

when she saw me ; " I've done my duty to 

you." ■

" Yes, Nancy," I answered, sitting down 

beside her, " you've been a trusty servant 

to me ; as faithful as a woman could be." ■

" God 'ill set that agen anything I've 

done amiss P" she said, looking eagerly at 

me ; but I scarcely knew what to say, ■

" Missis, come close," she went on, draw- 

ing me nearer to her, and whispering; "it's 

four-and-twenty year since that poor young ■

forln' lady lay dead, and you told me to laj 

her out in your best linen bed-gown. How 

pretty she looked, and still, with her blue 

eyes shot, and her little hands laid across 

her bosom ! Missis, don't be angry with 

poor old Nancy, as 'iU be a corpse herself 

soon. Hearken quiet to me ! There was 

a very little box inside her trunk, with 

sonae gold sov'reigDS, as I thought^ inside 

it ; and the devil, he tempted me. I'd bad 

a deal o' trouble with her, and she'd nerer 

given me a farthing, so I put it on one side. 

If you'd made any noise about it I should 

ha' made believe to find it ; but you never 

said a word, never a word, and i broogbt 

it home with me at last*" ■

" What did you do with it, Naacy ?" I 

asked. ■

" It's never been any good to me," sks 

answ^ed; "thesov'reignsweni'tsov'reigns 

at all. I tried changing one at market^ 

and there was auch a noise made over it 1 

didn't dare to try again. I said it were 

voum, and I'd ti^e it hosie again to yon. 

There's a little hole in the thatch in yon 

Qomer, and it's all there. But I never 

robbed you, missis, never; not one far- 

tiling's worth." ■

" Oh, Nancy, Nancy!" I cried, "lam 

very sorry," ■

I was grieved to the hearty for I had 

trusted her as I never trusted any one else, 

and it wi^ a sore djaappointment to me. I 

went to the ootraor 1^ pointed out, aod 

pulled away a handM of thatch, and found 

a little carved work-boi; I opened it; bm 

there, besides the gold pieo^s, lay two or 

three papers, and the letters Mr, Versos 

had writen to the poor love. ■

I knew in a n[ioment, with a sharp pang 

at my heart, what thosQ letter would do. 

They were all in a foreign language, and I 

could make no sense of them ; but I ^a^ 

sure they were the proofs bo^ lord needed 

to show that Yiotor was his son. I spoke 

a few yrorda to Nancy, ajnd said good*bye 

to her kindly ; for surely Giod was h& 

judge, not me. Then I went down, witl^ 

the little box under my cloak ; and I p&^ 

my arm in Yiotor's^ and wsJked home, 

leaning upon him as aa old mother upon a 

good son, but knowing it would he tbe 

last time. He asked a few questions aboat 

Nancy, but when he heard my voio? 

trembling, he kept silence, only seeming 

more oarefal lest I ^K)uld slip on the snow. 

He whistled as we drew near the house, 

and Annie ran herself to open the door, 

with the light of the candle she carried 

shining on her fair hair and pretty £»ce, m 

she looked out watching for us. ■

!i ■

■«= ■
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" Ah ! she is like thy mother, Victor," 

I said, with a sob. ■

I could not sleep when I went to bed, 

and after awhile I partly dressed myself 

again, and sat over the fire^ with those 

papers on my lap. He was going to be 

taken from me, raj boy, my son i whom I 

bad reared myself, and whom I worked, and 

toiled, and sayed for, these nmnv years. I 

was too old now for any one to taJce his place 

in my heart. His footsteps wonld never 

more go aboni my honse, and his voice 

call me of a morning, and his face smile 

at mc over the table. And Annie, too, he 

could not wed her now, and she would 

fret, and pine, and perhaps fade away, as 

his mother had done before my eyes. If 

he had been brought np with me as my 

joang lord, I should only have looked on 

mjseif as his nurse and foster-mother. But 

be had grown np as my son, and I could 

not tear him all at once from my heart and 

life. ■

At last I took up my oandle and the papers, 

and went to look at him as he slept. Ajinie 

was sleeping in a little room within mine, 

and her face had a smile upon it, and looked 

rosy and happy. His &ce, too, was as 

peaceful as a child's, and his breath cam« 

and went between his lips as softly as when 

be was a baby. I stood shading the light 

&om his eyes, my own almost blind with 

tears, when Victor awoke suddenly and 

started up at seeing me there. ■

" What is the matter, mother ?" he cried, 

for he sometimes called me mother; '^is 

Annie ill ?*' ■

"No, no, Victor," I said, "only I've 

found out who your father is." , ■

Then I told him all this history, very 

nearly as I am telling you, but more fully, 

with other things in it about his mother, 

and her slow fading away, after his father 

bad forsaken her. Victor listened without 

a word at first, aa if he was too bewildered 

to speak. But then he read the letters, for 

be knew several languagfes, and could give 

me the sense of them. There were three 

certificates, of his mother's marriage, and 

of his own birth and baptism; and Mr. 

Vernon's letters left no manner of doubt 

that he knew all her story. It was plain 

from them that she bad written to hina, 

and he had furnished her with money to 

come to England, and bad placed her with 

me as in a safe and suitable home, until 

be could persuade my lord to admow- 

Icdjro her. ■

Still Victor did not say anything, but 

lay silent with his arms tossed above his 

bead and his face very grave. It had ■

all come upon him so suddenly, you see, 

whilst it had been hanging over mo ever 

since my lord first saw hun. Besides it 

was a splendid position to step into, heir 

to forty thousand a year, with grand man- 

sions to live in, and everybody to pay him 

oourt. No wonder he was silent and 

grave* ■

"Mother," he said at last, " do not say 

a word to any person about it. Not even 

Awnie." ■

We were both so quiet at breakfast the 

next morning, that Annie tried her best to 

rouse^and cheer ns, thinking it wa3 all for 

poor old Nancy. After breakfast Victor 

did not go out xoiind the farm as usual, 

but Hngared aboat watehing Annie and 

me busy at our work ; only dainty work 

now, for I kept servante to do all that was 

hard and rough. He listeiied to Annie 

singing in the atoar&^room as she looked out 

the stores for the week, and he looked at 

me washing ih» china breakfast things as 

I sat oomfivtably by the fire. I knew what 

my boy wad thinking. AU this familiar 

home-life was slipping away f^om him, and 

he was crossing the threshold of another 

and a v&rj different one. ■

"Mother," he said, thoughtfully, "I 

think I will go and stay a week at tho 

Hall." ■

My lord wa» always urging him to visit 

there, and just now the Hall was full of 

OhnstmAS guests, thpse who wpuld be his 

friends and oomrades in the years to come. 

I put up his best clothes wilh a very heavy 

heart ; but I kissed and blessed him at the 

door, and Azmie and I watched him till he 

waved his hat at the last turn in the road, 

and we could see him no more. ■

" Why do you cry so, anntie ?" asked 

Annie, "he haa only gone ftway for a 

week." ■

But I knew better, Victor had gone 

away fbr ever. When we saw him again 

he would be my lord's acknowledged son 

and heir, so far above us that we could odly 

see him from a distance. To be sure he 

would always love us and be true to us 

after a £Mhion ; but he could never, never 

be one of us again. It was a lonesome, 

melancholy week, and Annie herself began 

to fret a little ; I feared it was the begin- 

ning of a great sorrow stretching through 

all her life. ■

The last morning of the week brought a 

footman with a note from Victor, asking 

me to go up to the Hall that afternoon. I 

sent word back I would not fail, and at 

five o'clock, the hour he said, I was there, 

and he, almost without a word, led mo to ■
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my lord's room, where I had been once 

before. ■

My lord had aged very mnch since then, 

and looked older than he was, for he was 

not mnch oyer fifty, but his way of living 

had worn him ont. He had the gout badly 

now and oonld not stir from his conch, nor 

set his foot npon the ground. Yet he 

greeted me yexy affably, as he always did. ■

"Well, Mrs. Abbott," he said, "we've 

conqnered this obstinate jackass of a lad 

at last. He has stayed his first week with 

me. ■

" Yes, my lord," I answered, very sad at 

heart. ■

" And I cannot part with him again," he 

went on, "though he is as sober as a 

judge, and as grave as a bishop, and puts 

us all to shame. I'd give all X possess to 

have a son like him." ■

"My lord," said Victor, very gravely, 

" I am your son." ■

" Ah !" he cried, " so good Mrs. Abbott 

could not keep the secret! Yes, you're 

my son, Victor. Would to Ood I could 

only prove it !" ■

" Yon never owned me as a son !" cried 

Victor, his face flushing strangely, "why 

should I own you as a &ther P" ■

" It would ao you no good, if you did," 

said my lord, sharply, for there was some- 

thing haughty and defiant in Victor's 

manner. ■

" Mother," he said, sitting do?ni beside 

me, with his arm about my waist, as if to 

comfort me, and give me heart, " tell Lord 

Westboume all we know." ■

Then I told all about Nancy, and the 

letters, and how Victor had read them, and 

found in them fall proof that he was my 

lord's son. My lord's fiace grew full of 

triumph and exultation as he listened, and 

he swore, with a great oath, it was news 

that would make a young man of him 

again ; for now he would have an heir to 

his estates. ■

" Stay," said Victor, veiy calmly and 

deliberately, " I came here to pass a week 

and see the sort of life I should have to 

lead ; and I refuse to be your acknowledged 

son. You deserted my mother, and let 

her die of a broken heart ; and you would 

have deserted me if you had had any other 

heir. I owe you nothing, my lord. I 

choose to go back to my old life, to my dear 

old mother, and my promised wife, and the 

healthy work of every day, rather than ■

waste my days in riotous living. I refuse 

to be called the son of such a man. My 

mother was a fiemner's daughter, and to her 

station I will betake myself." ■

" Fool !" cried my lord, with a sneer, 

" but you cannot choose. You are my eon 

and heir ; and no folly of yours can alter 

that." ■

" Yes,'* said Victor, rising from his seat, 

and throwing a packet of papers upon the 

fire that blazed m the grate, and stamping 

them down with his heel, " I destroy aJl 

the proofii you have that I am your son. 

I belong to the peasant class; not the 

noble." ■

I saw my lord struggling to ge/b up, his 

face purple with passion, and his tongne 

unable to cry out. Theproofe were hom- 

ing before his eyes, and Victor stood guard- 

ing them, as if afraid of opposition. Then 

my lord fell back with a groan of snch 

utter wretchedness, that I could not hat 

be grieved for him. I ran, and shook np 

his pillows, and put a glass of water to his 

lips. ■

" Victor," I cried, " come and say a word 

of kindness to your fiEither." ■

So my boy came, with his flushed ftce 

full of pity now ; and he took his fiither's 

hand, and spoke kindly to him. But he 

was scarcely conscious of it; and after a 

minute or two we left him, and sent in his 

vaJet. Then Victor and I walked home 

together across the park; happier than 

words can tell. ■

I do not think he ever regretted it. We 

did not think it wise to remain on the 

estate he had thrown away; so we gare 

notice to leave, and disposed of our stock 

well; and with Annie's fi)rtune and mj 

savings, we had near upon ten thouamd 

pounds. Victor and Annie were married; 

and we, even me in my old age, re- 

solved to emigrate across the seas, and 

buy a plot of land in Australia. As Victor 

says, he is going to found a fiunily in the 

name of Abbott, instead of being heir to 

one where all the goodness of the old stock 

is worn out. No ; I do not think my bof 

will ever regret it. ■
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Gtbn Pauline's stoical calmness was not 

proof against the annaancement which she 

end jnst heard from Martin Garwood. 

She staggered back, staring wildly at him, 

and putting her hand to her bead aa 

though doubting the evidence of her 

senses. Martin, thinking she was abont 

to fall, proffered his arm, bat she pat it 

aside gently. ■

" Thank you," she said, " I shall be 

very well presently, the shock was a little 
too much for me. To have one's faith in 

Each a man's charactier mdely shaken ■

is But I will not add to yoor distress, ■

Monsienr Martin, by any ooserrations of 

niine. Ton are going this way ? Then let 

Qs walk together. After a little reflection, 

I shall be better able to comprehend the 

full nature of the diflclosare you have been 

good enough to make to me." ■

llartin bowed. And they set off walk- 

ing towards the village, both silent, and 

buried in their own thoughts. ■

Pauhne had, indeed, need for a little 

qaict, in which she might tarn over in her 

mind the news which she had just heard, 

and calculate its bearing on her futore. 

^Ir. Calverley, under the assumed name 

of Claxton, was living with this woman at 
UcnUon, and of course was in the habit of 

visiting her when ho pretended that he 

was away on business, inspecting the iron- 
works in the North. Pauline saw that at 

iince, and half smiled as sho allowed to 

lit-i-self that Mrs. Calvorloy's hatred of tho ■

Swartmoor Ironworks was not without 

cause. And as for the reverend's etoty that 

the woman had been betrayed by a false 

marriage — bab ! that was to be taken for 
what it waa worth. ■

What a strange old man this Calverley ! 

How rasb, how cunning ! He had deceived 

even her. So quiet and staid, and long- 

suffering as he seemed ! It was not diffi- 

cult to understand now why Mr. Claxton 

had never been formslly presented to the 

household at Great Wal pole- street. She 

was — stay though ! the link connecling 

her with Tom Durham, that was still want- 

ing, and must be found. Could the reve- 

rend help her to it P She would try 1 ■

" Tell me. Monsieur Martin, is this the 

first time you have seen this poor creature 

who has been so cruelly deceived F" ■

When Martin Garwood raised his face 

his cheeks were flashed at the imputation 

which he conceived Pauline's question to 

convey. " This is the first time I have ever 

seen the lady," he said, in a grave tone. ■

"Indeed," said Pauline. "And from 

whom did you hear of her existence — not 

from Madame Calverley?" ■

" Good Heavens, no !" cried Martin. " It 

is of tho utmost importance, for more rea- 

sons than one, that my mother should know 

nothing of this sad affair." ■

" Exactly," snid Pauline, looking at him 

narrowly ; " I perfectly agree with yon. 

Then from whom did you have the infor- 

mation ? You will pardon rac. Monsieur 

Martin," she added, in a soft voice, " but I 
take such int(.-rest in this sad affair." ■

" From Mr. Broadbent, the doctor resid- 

ing in this village. Ho happtued to be 

with Doctor Haughtou when the body was 

found, and recoglli:^ed it aa that of tlie ■
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gentleman whom he bad known as Mr. 

Claxton." ■

"Oh! indeed — how sadly interestiag," 

she said. " This reverend knows nothing 

abont this palc-£Eiced woman," she thought 

to lierself, "and cannot help me in anj 

way respecting her. Why my husband 

left me, where he is now, that torment- 

ing mystery of my life, is still — save thai 

I know that he and this woman are not 

now together — as far from solution as 

ever. That knowledge is, however, a point 

gained, and possessed as I am of this 

secret, I think I shall be enabled not merely 

to prevent their coming together again, but 

to have my revenge on her for what she 

has done already. And now let us see how 

the land lies, and how this reverend in- 

tends to proceed in the matter. His plumes 

were rather ruffled, I thought, just now, 

I must set them straight again." ■

She turned to Martin Gurwood, who, 

with his eyes still downcast, was striding 

by her side, and said, " I have been think- 

ing over what you told me, Monsieur Martin, 

and I do n9t remember ever to have heard 

a sadder story. Ah, Monsieur Martin, it is 

lucky that it is into yonr hands that this 

poor young woman has fallen — you whose 

fife has been so pure and blameless " ■

" Madame I>u Tertre," he interrupted, 

hurriedly, " I must beg of you " ■

" I repeat. Monsieur Martin, you whose 

life has been so pure and blameless — have I 

not heard of it from your mother ? have 

I not watched it for some time myself ? — 

can feel true Christian pity for this girl so 

cruelly betrayed. You are right, too, in 

keeping the mere fact of her existence 

secret from Madame Calverley. She would 

be furious, that good lady, and not without 

cause. She would be furious ; and when she 

is furious she loses her head, and would 

bring trouble and scandal upon the family. 

Do you know what I have been thinking 

about daring our walk, Monsieur Martin r 

I have been thinking that you will require 

my assistance in this matter.** ■

" Your assistance, Madame Du Tcrtre ?'* ■

" Mine, Monsieur Martin. You who cah 

see things so clearly will not require to be 

told that I have great influence with 

Madame Calverley ; that influence shall be 

exercised in your behalf. I will enter into 

a compact with you to help you in aiding 

this unhappy woman, of whom you take so 

compassionate a view, by every means in 

my power, provided you do not interfere 

witli any plans of mine as regards your 

mother." ■

** I — I must first know what those plana 

are before I can agree to your proposition, 

madame,*' said Martin, with hesitation. ■

" Are you in a position to make terms ?" 

asked Pauline, witb a short, hard langfa. 

" I do not know myself what those plans 

are at present — nothing to hurt yom or any 

one, you may be sure ; but you see I am in 

possession of your secret, and can work for 

or against you as I choose. There, don't 

look so scared. Monsieur Martin ; I meant 

no harm. You will find me a tmsty ally ; 

a woman can do more in these cases than 

any man, however well-intentioned; and 

we may perhaps keep the truth of her real 

position from this poor creature for a time. 

And whenever it must be told, you may de- 

pend upon it I should break it to her better 

than you would.*' ■

Martin glanced hurriedly at her as be 

comprehended the full force of what she 

said, as the exact position in which tbey 

stood to each other dawned upon liim- 

He had been taken unawares, when his 

nervous system, always highly strung, was 

at its extreme point of tension after the 

interview with Alice, and scarce thinking 

what he was saying, he blurted out the 

secret which should never have passed his 

lips, and the revelation of which involved 

such dire consequences. What would 

Humphrey Statham say when he knew 

what had happened, as know it he mnst ? 

He, cool, far-seeing, and methodical, would 

be sure to reproach his friend with having 

acted on headstrong impulse. Martin 

blamed his own rashness, but what v^'^ 

said could not be unsaid. Madame Da 

Tertre, as she had remarked, was in posses- 

sion of the facts, and the only way to treat 

her now was to make her a friend instead 

of an enemy, and to give in to her as far as 

was compatible with the plan already laiil 

down. Her tendency was at present un- 

doubtedly amiable, Martin thought, and it 

was best to encourage that spirit. He 

knew that in her assertion of her power 

over Mrs. Qalverley she spoke truth, and i^ 

was all-important that that power shonld 

be exercised in their favour. His mother 

was splenetic and stubborn ; once raised ti' 

a sense of her injuries, she would leave 

nothing undone to sweep this wretchM 

woman from her path, and to crush her 

altogether. For AHce's sake, it was mo^t 

important that the knowledge of her real 

position should be withheld from her a^^ 

long as possible, and that when the an- 

nouncement had to be made, it shonld ly- 

made with due delicacy. He had been ■

^ ■
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wrong in taking any outsider into his con- 

fidence, but under existing circumstances 

it was clear that Madame Da Tertre should 

be won over to their side, and treated with 

the respect which she seemed inclined to 

exact. ■

So his mind heing filled with these 

thoughts, Martin Garwood turned to her 

and said: "You are perfectly right, 

Madame Du Tertre ; your co-operation will 

be most valuable to me; and as to the 

terms which you propose, I am quite wil- 

ling to accept them, recognising the recti- 

tude of the principles by which you are 

governed." ■

Recollecting his warlike declaration at 

the commencement of their interview, Pau- 

line was more than half inclined to smile at 

this utterance, but she checked herself, and 

said : " Then it is understood. Monsieur 

Martin, that our alliance commences from 

this moment. To prove my interest in it, 

I should be glad if you would tell me what 

immediate st«ps you propose taking in re- 

ference to this poor lady. Much will depend 

upon your present action ; I am anxious to 

know what it is." ■

"Well," replied Martin, rather taken 

aback by her prompt decision, " the fact 

is that you will probably be called upon to 

exert your powers of diplomacy at once." ■

" Such powers," said Pauline, " unless 

ready on an emergency, are but little worth. 

This poor creature does not know her 

position; under what circumstances have 

you left her ?" ■

" I had a long and most heart-rending 

interview with her," said Martin, " part of 

which it appears you saw. I had to break 

to her that the man whom she supposed to 

be her husband, and whom she loved with 

all the strength and fidelity of her girlish 

nature, was dead — that was enough for 

once. I had not the heart — ^I had not the 

courage even to tell her that he was not 

her husband, but her betrayer, a being 

whose memory should be loathed and ab- 

horred, rather than worshipped." ■

"There was no necessity for that just 

now," said Pauline ; " that announcement 

can be made later on, and then can be 

made more quietly and delicately. What 

else did you say ?" ■

" I told her when I left her that I would 

return and take her to London, to-night." ■

**To London! To what jmrt of Lon- 

don ?" ■

"To Mrs. Calverley's house, where I 

was compelled to tell her — her husband's 

hody was lying. Of course she had heard ■

of Mr. Calverley as her husband's partner, 

and with this explanation she seemed con- 

tent." ■

"Ah, poor creature," cried Pauline, 

"she does not know then that the body 

has already been buried ?" ■

" No, I did not tell her that, and fortu- 

nately she did not ask me the date of the (( 

death." ^* ■

" And when you made this promise, may 

I ask what plan was in your mind ?" ■

"My idea was," said Martin, blushing 

somewhat, as the vagueness of this same 

idea dawned upon him ; •* my idea was, to go 

to a friend of mine, named Statham, a very 

clever man, kind-hearted, and with a vast 

knowledge of the world, who has already 

helped me in this business, and indeed has 

seen Mrs. — ^the young woman, I mean — 

and first gave me the notion that she was 

not what one might have imagined she 

would have been." ■

" Oh, indeed," said Pauline, eyeing him 

closely, "this Mr. Statham haa seen the 

poor lady, and finds her thus ?" ■

" Exactly," replied Martin. "Well, I 

thought I would go to Statham and tell 

him what I had done, and get him to come 

down with me here this afternoon, and 

then I thought that between ns both we 

might tell her— tell her— all !" ■

" I can imagine how much of the narra- 

tion would fall to Mr. Statham's share," 

said Pauline, with a quiet smile. " Now, I 

don't know Mr. Statham, and cannot there- 

fore judge of his method of treating the 

subject, but I think I have a better plan to 

propose, and as it is one in which I assign 

the principal part to myself, I am perhaps 

qualified to speak about it." ■

" I am erure," said Martin, jumping at 

the idea of any relief for himself or his 

friend, " that we shall be delighted to enter 

into it, provided of course that it is con- 

sonant, as I know it will be, with our idea 

of sparing Mrs. — this lady's feelings as 

much as possible." ■

" For that," said Pauline, " you may de- 

pend upon me, understanding that is the 

mainspring of my motive in offering my 

services to you. As I have told you be- 

fore, in such matters as these, a woman's 

delicacy is of course required, and I am 

convinced that I shall be enabled to do 

more with her than Mr. Statham, even 

with all the honesty and astuteness for 

which you give him credit. My idea is 

that you should not return to this place. 

Your natural candour and straightforward- 

ness prevent your being much of a diplo- ■
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matist, Mondenr Martin, and it is dne to 

your sacred office that yoa should be naized 

up as little as possible in an affair of this 

kind. I have but little donbt that the 

successful commencement of the work is 

due to your kindness and consideration, 

but I think its carrying out should now be 

left to other hands. ■

" And those hands are ?" ■

'* For the present, mine. Instead of 

your going to Hose Cottage this evening, as 

you have arranged, I propose you should 

send me as your representatiye." ■

'* But you are not known to this poor 

girl — she will refuse to see you." ■

*' Not if I bring proper credentials firom 

you. A letter, for instance." ■

" A letter ; to what effect ?" ■

" Telling her that you are unable to 

come, and that you have sent me in your 

place." ■

" In my place," repeated Martin. "But, 

as I have told you before, I had arranged 

with her that she should go to London 

with me." ■

"That arrangement can continue, only 

the letter should say that she ooidd go 

with me, instead of with you." ■

" And what on earth will you do with 

her when you get her to town ?" ■

" I do not intend taking her to town at 

all." ■

"My dear Madame Da Tertre," said 

Martin, looking up, with a shade of annoy- 

ance in his face, " we are evidently playing 

at cross purposes, and I shall be glad if you 

will explain yourself to me." ■

" My dear Monsieur Martin, as I told you 

before, you are too honest and straight- 

forward, not merely to practise diplomacy, 

but, as I find now, to comprehend it. 

Armed with this letter from you, I shall 

go and see this young lady — she will be 

most anxious to start off at once with me, 

and I shall make no opposition. On the 

contrary, I shall express my extreme readi- 

ness, but shall suggest that, as she is weak 

and unnerved by the events of the day, 

she had better take some restorative. Now, 

among other odd varieties in my life, I 

have been a garde-malade, and I know 

quite sufficient of medicine to enable me 

to administer to our young friend, with 

perfect safety, and without the remotest 

chance of doing her any harm, a draught, 

which, instead of being a restorative, will 

be a powerful soporific." ■

*' Soporific !" cried Martin, aghast. ■

" How wrong of me to have used that 

word," said Pauline, who could not refrain ■

from smiling at the horror-struck expression 

of his face ; " it fills your mind with thoughts 

of castles and spectres, and bleeding nuns; 

it is in truth the language of romance. I 

should have said an anodyne, which means 

exactly the same thing, but being a medical 

term, is more proper for use." ■

" Well, but," said Martin, very little re- 

lieved by the explanation, " the effect will 

be still the same. This draught, by whatever 

name you may choose to call it, which you 

propose to give her, will send her into a 

deep sleep." ■

" Unquestionably !" ■

" And what is the object of that ?" ■

" The object of that," cried Pauhne, be- 

ginning to lose patience, "the object of 

that, my dear sir, is to prevent this ladj 

from leaving her house, to give us twenty- 

four or thirty-six hours, as the case maj 

be, to turn ourselves round in, and sec 

what is best to be done." ■

" I do not like it, I confess," said Martin, 

hesitating, " it appears to me a strong pro- 

ceeding." ■

" My good Monsieur Martin, is not the 

whole affair one which necessitates a strong 

proceeding, as you call it? The matter seems 

to me to stand thus : You have told this 

young woman that her husband's body is 

lying at the house in Great Walpole-street, 

you have proi;nised that you will take her 

there this evening. If you do not arrive 

at the time appointed, she will become 

suspicious, and go off by herself, with ivhat 

result we can imagine. If you go there, 

and decline to take her, making what ex- 

cuse may occur to you, she having probably 

had enough of such excuses already, will go 

off just the same— she knows the address— 

with the same result. Suppose yoa ^ 

there determined to reveal the truth ; sup- 

pose you tell her that the man whom she 

worshipped was a villain, that his name 

was not Claxton, but CaJverley, and that 

she was not his wife, what do you ai-rire 

at ? So far as we are concerned, at exactly 

the same result. There is a dreadful scene, 

she refuses to believe anything you say, she 

insists upon going off to Mrs. Calverley. 

and there is, to use your charming fioglisu 

expression, all the fat in the fire ! You will 

not accuse me of exaggeration, Monsienr 

Martin, I am representing things exactly 

as they will happen, am I not ?" ■

" Upon my word, I believe you are,' 

said Martin Gnrwood, " it is a most dii- 

fortunate state of affairs, most unfortunate, 

and I really do not see what we are to do, ■

" Wait," said Pauline, " until you bave ■

I ■
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heard the result of my proposition, which 

joa condemned so qnicklj as dangerous. 

And first, as to the danger. I will guarantee 

that she shall not suffer in the smallest de- 

gree ; hut even if you thought the effects 

of the draught were strong, and it were 

necessary to call in Doctor Broadhent, we 

need not object to that, as he would be 

certain not to betray us. If I am allowed 

to have my own way, I shall so regtilate 

the strength of the draught that she does 

not return wholly and entirely to conscious- 

Qess until after forty- eight hours ; then the 

story can be told to her of the sudden man- 

ner in which she was seized by illness, and 

she can be informed that while she was in 

a state of unconsciousness the funeral had 

taken place ! There is nothing extraordi- 

nary in these circumstances, which are 

simple and coherent, and there is no reason 

to think that her suspicions will be aroused." 

But, though perhaps with less hesita- 

tion than before, Martin Gurwood still 

shook his head. "I do not like it," he 

said; ^it is such an underhand proceed- 

ing." ■

" What have all your proceedings been 

since you first found the position in which 

you were placed with regard to this 

woman ?" asked Pauline. " This is one of 

those matters which it is not possible to 

treat by ordinary means. Bah ! Monsieur 

Martin, let us have no more of this child- 

ishness I Will the plan which I propose 

get you out of the mess in which you are 

involved ?" ■

"Yes — it seems so — I should think ■

Bo- ■

ll ■

" Then leave it to me to carry out !" ■

'* I think I had better consult Mr. Sta- ■

tham in the matter, Madame Du Tertre, if ■

you have no objection," said Martin. " You ■

see, I have taken his advice already — and ■

could see more " ■

*' My good monsieur," said Pauline, im- 

patiently, "I have no objection to your 

consulting Mr. Statham, or any one for the 

matter of that, but do you see that time 

presses ? We are already in the afternoon, 

and it is this evening that action must be 

taken. I confess I do not see how Mr. 

Statham can improve upon my proposi- ■

" No," sai^ Martin, " I do not know that 

he could." His yielding nature was no 

match for this woman's determination. 

" Then the best thing I can do is, I sup- 

pose, to get back to London ?" ■

"Yes," said Pauline, with a smile, "but 

I must trouble you to take me with you. I ■

have sent away my cabman, and I must see 

Mrs. Calverley, and make up some story to 

account to her for the two or three days 

during which I must necessarily be absent 

from her. Ah, Monsieur Martin, what a 

world of deceit it is !" ■

" Did you say tliatyou were coming back 

in my cab, Madame Du Tertre P" said 

Martin, looking rather blank. ■

"Yes," she said, with a laugh, "I must. 

I have no other means of getting back to 

town. But don't fear, Monsieur Martin, I 

will bring no disgrace upon you — ^you shall 

set me down as soon as we reach the out- 

skirts of town, and I will go to Great 

Walpole-street by myself. When you get 

there you must write me the letter to this 

poor girl — you can give it to me as I come 

down-stairs after my explanation with Mrs. 

Calverley." ■

When Madame Du Tertre walked into 

the drawing-room in Great Walpole-street, 

she saw from the expression of Mrs. Cal- 

verley's face that that sainted woman was 

considerably out of temper. Mrs. Calver- 

ley kept her eyes rigidly fixed on her work, 

and took no notice of Pauline's entrance. ■

" Ah, behold a pleasant woman," mut- 

tered the Frenchwoman between her teeth. 

" It is well that I have something to look 

forward to in the future, for the position 

here is not a particularly pleasant one, and 

is sufficiently hardly earned. And how are 

you this evening, my kind friend ?" she 

said at last, gliding into a chair by Mrs. 

Calverloy's side. ■

" If you call me your kind friend, I am 

sorry I cannot return the compliment, 

Madame Du Tertre," hissed Mrs. Calverley, 

spitefully. **I thought the arrangement 

between us was, that you were to bo my 

companion, and endeavour to cheer me up 

with some of the liveliness of your nation, 

at least I know that was suggested by Mr. 

Calverley when he made the engagement ; 

and instead of that, here I have been left 

by myself the whole day, without one crea- 

ture to come and say a word to me." ■

"Ah, my kind friend," said Pauline — 

" for so you have always proved yourself to 

me — ^it is only in a matter of necessity that 

I would ask to be absent from your side. 

My poor cousin, she that I spoke about to 

you, is lying ill at a poor lodging. She 

has no friend in this wide London, does not 

know one creature besides myself ; she has 

no money, she cannot speak your language, 

and is utterly helpless. I am the solo per- 

son on whom she can rely. I have been ■
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with her aJl day ; it is from my hand alone 

that she will take her medicine and her 

drink ; and I have come to ask joa to ex- 

cuse mo for jet a little while longer, nntil 

she has reached the crisis of her malady." ■

" It is nothing catching, I hope ?" said 

Mrs. Calverley, palling her skirts close 

ronnd her. ■

'^ Ah, no ; she is poitrinaire — consump- 

tive, as you call it. I have been talking to 

her about you, telling her how nobly you 

liave borne your present sorrow, and she 

is interested about you, my dear friend. 

She asked permission, when she recovers, 

to come and see you." ■

The coarse compliment acted as was in- 

tended, and Pauline received Mrs. Calver- 

ley's gracious permission to absent herself 

for as long as was requisite. ■

As she came down the stairs she saw 

Martin Gurwood standing at the study 

door. He stepped forward, and without a 

word placed a letter, addressed to Mrs. 

Claxton, into her hands. ■

Then Pauline went to her bedroom, and 

descending there&om with a small bag in 

her hand, hailed a hansom, and for a second 

time that day was conveyed to Hendon. ■

In the dusk of the evening, Alice, long 

since attired in her bonnet and shawl, and 

waiting eagerly for Martin Gurwood, saw 

a woman alight at her door. Little Bell, 

who had been playing about in the garden, 

saw her too, and running up to Alice, cried, 

" Oh, mamma, you recollect what I told you 

about the dark lady ? She has come again. 

Here she is at the gate." ■

SEA- SICKNESS. ■

, HoRATius Flaccus (when rendered into 

English) is of opinion that, " Or oak 

or brass, with triple fold, That hardy 

mortaFs daring breast enroird, Wlio first, 

to the wild ocean's rage^ Launched the 

frail bark, and heard fiio wiuds engage 

Tempestuous, when the South descends 

Precipitate, and with the North contends." 

Assuredly Horatius Flaccus is right ; the 

first man who put to sea was a stout 

fellow ; but in my opinion, a stouter was he 

who first went to sea a second time after 

one exhaustive experience of sea-sickness. 

"Of what," he might ask, "is this the 

presage ? Is it a warning and a menace 

to presumptuous man? Is death to be 

the consequence of perseverance in an 

audacity which almost rivals the stealing of 

fire from heaven ? Ought we not to rest ■

content with our native element, land? 

May not the gods detest the sight of men 

presuming to traverse untracked oceans, 

and in this way manifest their deep dis- 

pleasure ?" ■

Misgivings, most assuredly, must have 

been the consequence of sudi unaccustomed 

and unpleasant sensations. But interest, 

curiosity, pride, would gradually overcome 

all scruples ; and once started in the way 

of maritime discovery, and its money- 

making consequences, men would eoon 

brave the penalties for the sake of the 

prize. But with all our immense progress 

in the art of navigation, wo have not yet 

silenced the original intimation that the 

wisest step is never to set foot on board 

any vessel that floats on the sea, but to 

confine all our steps to the solid shore. 

Doctor Johnson's definition of a ship, " A 

prison, with the chance of being drowned/' 

requires to complete it, "and the proba- 

bility of being dreadfully and helplessly 

ill." ■

How ill, not a few of us know ; so ill that 

this illness makes us forget every other 

sufiering and every danger. The moral 

and the physical prostration are equally 

complete. Far from fearing death, we are 

indifierent to it, wish for it, even pray for 

it. " Oh, do throw me into the sea, and 

drown me!" is not a rare entreaty to 

escape from a despairing victim's lips. ■

" Get up, monsieur 1 Gret up !" shouted 

Jacques Arago's servant — ^himself a saf- 

ferer, though to a less degree— soon after 

they had started on a voyage round the 

world. "A thunderbolt has struck the 

ship. The vessel is on fire !" ■

^ So much the better," groaned Arago, 

" it will put an end to my agonies." ■

Nobody pities you, nobody coniforts you. 

Until absolutely compelled by necessity, 

you are afraid to ask for the official 

assistance of the steward or the cabin- 

boy. The least compassionate companions 

are fresh- water sailors, men who have 

ventured as far as Kew or Bichmond, 

snobs who, for a little while, praoce the 

deck with a cigar between their first and 

second fiugers, singing, " The sea, the sea 

is the place for me !" or discoursing pur- 

posely, in your hearing, of the delights of a 

fat boiled leg of pork ; all because they see 

you have been uneasy and yellow for the last 

quarter of an hour, and they, superior be- 

ings, are not so yet. But their turn comes 

five minutes afterwards, and, if that could 

do you any good, you have your revenge. ■

You are consoled by the hope that you ■
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will get over it in time. Perhaps you will ; 

pcrliaps you won't. The human constitu- 

tion has a wonderful power of adapting 

itself to circumstances, but sometimes suc- 

cess is beyond its strength. Tho aforesaid 

Jacques Arago, during his four years of cir- 

ctimnavigatioD, was certain that, at frequent 

intervals, he would have to " compter ses 

chemises" — the French slang for " feeding 

the fishes." Our distinguished countryman, 

Charles Darwin, suffered a like infliction 

while putting a girdle round the earth, in 

Her Majesty's ship the Beagle. Nelson, 

after passing a month or so on shore, was 

sea-sick when he resumed his professional 

duties. There are jolly jack-tars, worthy 

of Dibdin's muse, who, for the last twenty 

years, have been running backwards and 

forwards between the Channel ports of 

England and France. When the weather 

is fine, they get on capitally; when 

raiddling, they are middling too ; but when 

really rough, they cease to bo jolly, and 

begin to be as sick as landsmen who don't 

know what tar smells like. ■

If naval nausea were inevitable, like 

death, the common lot of all mankind, you 

might bear it without grumbling, though you 

might not like it. What makes you savage 

is, that some people are never sea-sick at all. 

Xor can you guess, before a trial, who en- 

joys this blessed immunity. People who 

can waltz all night without giddiness, or 

swing and see-saw all day without feeling 

^ick, or ride in a close carriage with their 

backs to the horses, may count on a toler- 

able chance of freedom. ■

Sex, strength, and florid health, are no 

certain guarantees. A frail, thin, delicate- 

looking girl will delight to ride on the 

dancing waves, while her ruddy cousin, a 

lad of fourteen stone, will beg for his life 

to be set on shore. A great lady, who 

kept a yacht, was said, when her husband 

did not please her, to propose a trip at sea, 

fur tho benefit of his health and the cor- 

rection of his disobedience. Crazy folk 

are reputed to defy tho stomach-searching 

movements of the sea, making one ask 

which is the worse of the two, the bodily 

or the mental ailment. Physicians who 

have tried the experiment, in the hope of 

curing a crack-brained patient, have 

brought horrible sufferings on themselves, 

while their invalids enjoyed perfect ease 

and comfort. There is a legend of a doctor 

who excursionised, a la Cook, an insane 

party out to sea, in the hope of curing them 

by a marine emetic. They Vere not ill, 

but the doctor was ; so, for fear of catching ■

tho disease, they threw the doctor over- 

board. ■

Ago may have something to do with a 

liability to the visitation. Young people, 

as they grow up, often get over the qualms 

brought on by riding backwards in a coach. 

We knew a person, a capital sailor from his 

boyhood upwards, obliged to desist from 

taking runs out to sea soon after passing 

three-score years and ten. Tho stomach 

had no longer tho same powers of resist- 

ance. On a long voyage, some recover 

from sickness after a couple of days, others 

in a week, Qthers never, so long as they r©. 

main at sea. ■

For short passages, there are sundry 

means and recommendations, more or less 

eflS-cacious, or not efficacious at all| for keep- 

ing the evil at bay for awhile, and perhaps 

staving it off entirely. For instance, by 

swallowing thirty or forty drops of lauda- 

num immediately before going on board, 

assuming a horizontal position at once and 

before the vessel is in motion, and shutting 

your eyes, you may cross the Channel 

(where it is narrow) with tolerable im- 

punity. But you cannot live on laudanum, 

and keep laid with your eyes shut for a fort- 

night or three weeks. For long voyages, 

such measures are nearly useless. They may 

be employed temporarily for the first few 

days. After that, there is no choice but to 

test the enemy's strength, and your own, and 

take your measures accordingly. If you 

are likely to recover from sea-sickness, you 

will by that time have exchanged the short, 

choppy waves of the English Channel for 

the totally different billows of the Atlantic 

Ocean or the North Sea. The latest 

authority on the subject,* who has several 

times crossed the Bay of Biscay, and has 

passed three moni:hs on board a sailing 

vessel, lays stress on the entirely differont 

kind of sea to be met with outside the 

Channel. Ho can understand that any 

relief which he felt on the broad sw^elling 

waves of the Atlantic, would not have been 

so soon experienced had he been still pitch- 

ing about between England and France. ■

Apart from theory, which will be alluded 

to by-and-bye, one or two practical hints 

may be accepted. Do not go on board fast- 

ing, neither the day after a jovial Green- 

wich dinner, followed by a gay ball supper. 

The latter would be the worse preparative 

of the two. Between tho paroxysms, very, 

very weak brandy-and-water, acidulated, ■

* ObMrvfttions on See-mckness, and on ■ome of tho 

Meant of PreTonting^ it. By Sir Jamea^AIdenoo, M.D., 

FJS.S., &o. London : B. Eiudwicke. ■
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perhaps, with lemon - juice (never pure 

brandy), sipped, and plain biscuit? munched, 

may act as a sedative and a supporter. The 

middle of the vessel, where the least motion 

is felt, is evidently the best location. If you 

look at anything, scan the horizon, rather 

than the objects around or the wares be- 

neath you. On deck, the fi^shness of the 

breeze will often avert sensations that would 

overtake you below. Not a few other re- 

medies are inefficacious, because, as we 

shall see, they are based on a mistake. ■

Peter Pindar makes his George the 

Third make a Mem. : " To remember to 

forget to ask Old Whitbread to my house 

one day. Not to forget to take of beer the 

cask Old Whitbread offered me, away." 

Now we are told that sea-sickness is partly 

brought on by thinking about and fearing 

it. So please enter on your Agenda for 

the day of starting, " Mem. : To remember 

to forget everything relating to stomach 

disturbance. Also, like Jack Spratt, to eat 

no fat." With some dry cracknels, with 

others pickled onions, are in&Uible specifics. 

Then there are miraculous belts and girdles, 

charmed globules, magic ice-bags. '^All 

of which," says Sir James, "not being 

based on any true knowledge of the evils to 

be met, are merely empirical." The futility 

of such devices is proved by the fact that 

no one has yet made a fortune by them. ■

Nor is the evil experienced by salt-water 

sailors only. It is perfectly easy to be sea- 

sick on the larger lakes of Europe, and, a 

fortiori, of America. Without crossing tiie 

Atlantic to try the experiment, on the lakes 

of Constance and Geneva people can be 

sick to their heart's content. The affection 

is identical, even in name. The Germans 

call a lake a See ; the malady, therefore, is 

true see-sickness. There is this curious 

difference, however, between the Sees ; See, 

a lake, is 'masculine, while See, the open 

sea, is only feminine. ■

Considering the enormous amount of 

misery inflicted by the heaving motion of 

the waves, medical literature is singularlg^ 

scanty in information, and even in guesses, 

respecting sea-sickness. Medical men ex- 

cuse themselves by the plea that it is not 

a disease, but a mere transient affection 

voluntarily incurred. In French it is the 

"mal," not the "maladie" de mer. As 

servants in an overg^wn household main- 

tain that " it isn't their place" to do this 

or that, so the prevention and cure of sea- 

sickness " isn't the place" of the faculty. 

Everybody can escape it by remaining on 

terra firma. "Now had those children ■

stayed at home," the doctors might urge as 

a case in point, *' or slid upon dry ground, 

a hundred pounds to one penny no cHld bad 

e'er been drowned." Don't go to sea, and 

you will have no occasion to trouble ns. 

The thing does not lie within our depart- 

ment. We study morbid action only, and 

broken limbs, and gun-shot wounds. Sea- 

sickness is none of these. EInock at some 

other office door. ■

Even amongst superstitious nostrums, tbe 

follies or cheats of a bygone time, charms 

or remedies against sea-sickness are rare. 

Perhaps cunning men and women feared 

to risk their reputation on the event. A 

child's caul may fetch five guineas, as a 

preservative from death by drowning. The 

purchaser, if drowned, wUl not complain. 

But to promise that it will save him from 

sea-sickness would be putting it to too 

dangerous a test. ■

The gpreater, therefore, is our obligation 

to Sir James Alderson for having done 

something to supply this want. He traces 

the disturbance to its origin, and contend^ 

that it is not the stomach which is first 

affected, but the brain, through which tbe 

stomach suffers. The vomiting, for in- 

stance, thus induced, is of a peculiar cha- 

racter, very^ different from that proceeding 

from a commonly disordered stomach. It 

occurs in a spasmodic manner, and violent 

retching remains after the contents of tbe 

stomach have been ejected; all which in- 

dicates some more distant and less obyions 

cause. ■

As Sir James's treatise costs only two 

shillings, we will not pillage his advice, nor 

explain why he gives it, although his theory 

of the cause of sea- sickness is the same 

as that propounded by Doctor Woollaston 

more than half a century ago. To tliis 

theory critics have objected that it scarcely 

accounts for the sickness produced by waltz- 

ing, and by whirling in a roundaboat, and 

still less for that occasioned by riding back- 

wards in a carriage. All we can say is, that 

if this be not the true theory, there is none 

better yet offered to the world, and that 

Sir James's means of preventing it are tbe 

best yet known. ■

We may, however, quote a couple of 

hints. It is admitted by all sufferers from 

sea-sickness that they are most sensible of 

the miserable feeling at the moment of the 

descent of the ship. They are also con- 

scious, at that particular time, of an in- 

stinctive effort to sigh or take breath, tbe 

meaning of which is manifest, if the theory i 

alluded to be admitted. Take, therefore, a , ■
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deep inspiration, if standing, at the time of 

the descent of the vessel, when it pitches. 

Also, follow Sir James's earnest advice to 

avoid all stimulants. Brandy would not 

only be likely to disorder the stomach, bnt 

to affect the brain, the very organ which it 

is desii-able to keep in a quiet state. ■

The only specific for sea-sickness is either 

disembarking, or acclimatisation to the mo- 

tion of the ship by the wonderful power of 

accommodation to circumstances possessed 

bj the human frame. The one is certain, 

the other doubtful. But we cannot indorse 

what some writers assert, namely, that the 

evil ceases the moment the patient sets foot 

on land. Far from that, it often takes days 

to set right the derangement of the di- 

gestive organs. Neither does the giddiness 

depart immediately. The present writer 

once underwent the punishment of travel- 

ling from Aberdeen to London by sea. On 

arriving, he was offered admission to the 

House of Lords, whose evening sitting he 

attended. But the Upper Chamber pitched 

so violently, that he wondered how their 

lordships kept their places. Beason only 

told him, against the evidence of his senses, 

that the House of Parliament was not out 

at sea. ■

A word may be added respecting the 

benefits of sea-sickness. It cannot cure 

insanity, if insane people cannot be sea- 

sick. It has been recommended as a means 

of throwing off bilious attacks ; but if its 

continuance is lengthened and violent, the 

remedy is worse than the disease. Doctor 

Andrew Combe (whose admirable Physi- 

ology in Begard to Health ought to be 

known to most of our readers) advised a 

sea voyage of some duration to persons 

threatened with pulmonary disease. The 

nausea induced would excite the skin, and 

the action of the skin would relieve the 

lungs. He tried the prescription upon 

himself, and perhaps prolonged his life by 

the experiment. ■

A friend of the writer, a lieutenant in the 

French navy, has communicated his per- 

sonal experience, which time has only too 

well confirmed. ■

*'I can quite understand,*' he writes, 

" why medical men have not troubled them- 

selves much about this matter. Certainly, 

there are remedies for sea- sickness, but they 

are completely out of the doctors' line, and 

aJl the drugs of their pharmacopoeia are of 

little or no avail. For my own part, I be- 

gan to taste the delights of sea-sickness in 

1850, two-and-twenty years ago, and I am 

still sure that, any d[ay, were I to go to sea ■

in rough weather, I should taste them again. 

I am sea-sick for the same reason that I 

cannot waltz, and that swinging makes me 

ill. From the very outset I was sea-sick, 

just like a City tradesman venturing to 

cross the Channel. I was then a mere boy, 

and it was in passages between Havre 

and Cherbourg that I first experienced the 

indisposition destined to accompany me 

during my professional career. On one 

particular occasion I was so ill tbat, on 

arriving at Havre, my legs could scarcely 

support me, my head was in a whirl, and 

my stomach incapable of taking any 

nourishment. I had to start immediately 

for Paris. The movement of the carriage 

renewed most unpleasant sensations, and 

in the evening, while dining at a friend's 

house, I still felt sea-sick. ■

" As a midshipman, my first cruise was 

in the Baltic, a nasty and most fatiguing 

sea. Gale followed gale, and I was always 

ill. Nevertheless, the last of those gales 

restored me to my normal state of health. 

I need not remind you of the arrangements 

of our old sailing vessels. A formidable 

wave struck me, and for a moment I 

fancied I was washed overboard. But it 

was a false alarm. When I picked myself 

up, the deck was a pond in which four 

hundred men were floundering. Of course, 

I did not want for work to occupy my at- 

tention, and when I went to lie down, I 

had completely recovered as if by magic. 

I thought I had done with sea- sickness for 

ever, but I was very soon undeceived. 

After several months spent on land, I had 

to renew its undesirable acquaintance ; the 

same whenever, in the course of a long 

voyage, rough weather succeeded to fine. ■

"In the beginning I was obliged to 

absent myself from duty ; but before long 

I was able never to miss a day, and that 

through becoming accustomed to sea^sick- 

ness. As soon as I feel my head getting 

heavy, and I remark the movements of the 

vessel — movements which, in health, I 

never notice — I hasten to eat a piece of 

bread and drink a large glass of wine. 

With the stomach thus ballasted, the head 

recovers ; I take the air on the deck, and 

avoid going below as much as possible. 

But the effect of the nourishment soon 

goes off, the head gets confused, and the 

stomach is tortured with peculiar pains. 

Eating and drinking become difficult ; I am 

obliged to search for the spot where the 

wind is most felt, and, by exposing myself 

to it, contrive to keep the enemy at bay. 

At other times, less fortunate, I cannot ■
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escape actual sickness, but that has not 

happened for some years past. ■

" Sea-sickness, in short, always exists 

for me; but its effects are violent head- 

aches and atrocious pains in the stomach. 

At such times, I can neither smoke nor 

work, and the days seem interminably 

long. At night the symptoms are aggra- 

vated, I go to bed and sleep well, but on 

Avaking am obliged to get up in haste, and 

immediately eat something, with a good 

glass of wine; without which, nausea 

would speedily come on. This happens 

especially when I am awakened for the 

watch at midnight, or four in the morn- 

ing, even in very tolerable weather. The 

deck is then my only place of safety. I 

have been partly round the world, with 

sea-sickness in what I call a latent state 

all the while. Strange enough, I have 

never been ill in a boat in the very worst 

weather, even when a child, except when 

the boat was moored, or at anchor. The 

motion then is insupportable. I have also 

remarked that the enormous waves at the 

Cape made me less ill than seas of more 

moderate height. ■

" Tou see that I speak from experience ; 

and yet I have known many individuals 

more ill than myself, because it is an illness 

to which one should not give one*s self up. 

With energy, you may contrive to resist a 

portion of its pernicious effects. The first 

point is not to think about it, by fully oc- 

cupying the mind with other things. The 

stomach should be liberally supplied, and 

the alcoholic stimulus of wine is excellent. 

I should not, however, carry this too far, 

lest it would prove injurious, rather than 

salutary. By day, the deck is the best 

place ; and at £ght a well-suspended ham- 

mock, as a sleeping-place, is far preferable 

to a crib or alcove." ■

THE MOTHER OF MELODY. ■

There is no more fanciful fable in the 

whole Grecian mythology than that which 

tells us that a mountain nymph, the daugh- 

ter of Aer and Tellus, or earth and air, and 

one of Juno's attendants, was employed by 

Jupiter to baffle and mislead the queen, 

while he, faithless husband as he was, 

sported with her sister nymphs in the 

glades of Boeotia. As soon as Juno dis- 

covered the deception she punished the 

nymph by changing her into an echo. In 

this condition she became enamoured of 

Narcissus; and when that exquisite but 

notoriously egotistical youth failed to re- ■

turn her love, she pined away, till at length 

nothing remained of her but her voice. 

Miss Echo's fate ought to be a warning 

to deceitful lady's-maids in all time coming. 

Modem science, however, famishes a less 

romantically poetic account of this unfor- 

tunate young woman of the Cephisns. 

Echoes, as we know well enongh in these 

matter-of-&ct days, are produced by the 

reflected waves of sound. When a snfB- 

cicnt interval exists between a direct and a 

reflected sound, we hear tbe latter in an 

echo. But, as Professor Tyndall has shown 

us, sound, like light, "may be reflected 

several times in succession, and as the re- 

fracted light under these circumstance> 

becomes gradually feebler to the eye, so the 

successive echoes become feebler to the ear. 

The reflection of echoes is also in part dac 

to the fact that the reflecting surfaces an- 

at different distances from the hearer." 

Not only is sound in all respects reflected 

and relucted like light, but it n:iay, like 

light, be condensed by suitable lenses. 

For instance, a bell placed on an eminence 

in Heligoland failed, on account of its dis- 

tance, to be heard in the town. A para- 

bolic reflector, placed behind the bell, so as 

to reflect the sound waves in the direction 

of the long sloping street, caused the strokes 

of the bell to be distinctly heard at all times. 

It is found, too, that curved roofs and ceil- 

ings act as mirrors upon sound, a fact of 

interest to the architect. In some apart- 

ments the singing of a kettle seems, in cer- 

tain positions, to come, not from the fire os 

which it is placed, but from the ceiling, acd 

so with the tickipg of a clock. A rather 

remarkable instance of the same thing is 

cited by Sir John Herschel. In one of the 

cathedrals in Sicily the confessional was so 

placed that the whispers of the penit^nt^ 

were reflected by the curved roof, and 

brought to a focus at a distant part of the 

edifice. The focus was discovered by acci- 

dent, and for some time the person who 

discovered it took pleasure in hearing, and 

bringing his friends to hear, utterances 

intended for the priest alone. The whisper- 

ing gallery of St. Paul's is another well- 

known instance. Here the &intest sound 

is conveyed from one side to the other of 

the dome, but it is not heard at any inter- 

mediate point. In Gloucester Cathedral. 

a gallery of an octagonal form conveys fl 

whisper seventy-five feet across the nave, 

while the ticks of a watch may be heard 

from one end of the abbey church of St. 

Albans to the other. Equally curious effects 

produced by the reflection of sound wen- 

met with in the once celebrated Colosseum ■

-«= ■
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in Regent's Park — a cironlar bidldixig, one 

hundred and tliirty feet in diameter. Plac- 

ing himself close to the upper part of the 

wall, Mr. Wheatstone found a word pro- 

nounced to be repeated a great many 

times. A single exclamation appeared 

like a peal of laughter, while the tearing 

of a piece of paper soxmded like the patter 

of hail. ■

While echoes whisper secrets in the areas 

of antique halls, in the windings of long 

corridors, in the melancholy aisles of arched 

cathedrals and ruined abbeys, they are no 

less partial to cavema and grottoes, and 

reverberate with loudest voice among 

mountains. There are single and com- 

pound echoes. Some repeat only one 

syllable, and sounds of a certain pitch; 

others, knovni as tautological echoes, re- 

peat the same words many times in varied 

tones. The reason of this is, that the echo- 

ing body is fur ofiP, and there is time for 

one reflection to pass away before another 

reaches the ear. Misson, in his description 

of Italy, mentions an echo in the vineyard 

of Simonetta, about two miles from Milan, 

which reflects a word twenty times over. 

Ga^ndi tells of another, near the tomb of 

Cecilia Metella at Rome, winch repeated 

the first verse of the ^neid eight times ; 

and a third near Coblentz repeats seven- 

teen times. There is a deep cul-de-sac, 

called the Ochsenthal, formed of the great 

cliffs of the Engelhomer, near Bosenlaui, 

in Switzerland, where the echoes warble in 

a wonderfid manner. The sound of the 

Alpine horn fdso, rebounding from the 

rocks of the Wetterhom or the Jangfrau, 

is in the first instance heard roughly. But 

by successive reflections, the notes are ren- 

dered more soft and fliite-like, the general 

diminution of intensity giving the impres- 

sion that the source of sound is retreatitig 

further and further into the solitudes of ice 

and snow. A very famous echo is that at 

Lurlei. It is thus described by the author 

of the Rhine and its Picturesque Scenery : 

*' An old soldier, who announces himself as 

Thomme qui fidt jouer I'echo, blows a 

tantivy on his huge French hunting-horn. 

No sooner have the fine brassy notes ceased, 

than you hear them repeated on the oppo- 

site shores, so distinctly, too, that, though 

you know it is but an echo, you can hardly 

persuade yourself that there is not some one 

concealed on the top of Lurlei imitating the 

sounds. The next portion of the entertain- 

ment is with the musket ; and for this the 

old guard waits till the air is perfectly still. 

Then, directly a lull ensues in the breeze, 

click goes the trigger, and the report rattles ■

against the wall of the opposite rock as if 

the crags were tumbling down in a shower ; 

and no sooner has it burst upon the ear 

than you hear a second explosion, almost 

as loud as the first, clattering behind the 

summit of Lurlei. This time, however, 

the echo does not end here, for the moment 

after, the sound seems to be ascending the 

river in a kind of small thunder-peal, mut- 

tering along the opposite clifis ; then comes 

a pause as it leaps across the stream, after 

which you catch it again on the same side 

of the Hhine as yourself, descending along 

the rocks in Winter and fainter peals, till it 

reaches the vineyard adjoining the Falsen- 

bank, by St. Qoar ; and the next instant, 

after another pause, the ear detects it across 

the river once more, where it ultimately ex- 

pires, with a faint puff, just above the ruins 

of Katz." ■

Perhaps no country is more celebrated 

for these remarkable and interesting phe- 

nomena of nature than our own. Visitors 

to Killamey will remember the fine echo in 

the Gbp of Dunloe. When a trumpet is 

sounded in a certain place in the Gap, the 

sonorous waves reach the ear in succession 

after one, two, three, or more reflections 

from the adjacent cliffs, and thus die away 

in the sweetest cadences. One at Wood- 

stock Park, near Oxford, repeats seventeen 

syllables by day, and twenty by night ; an- 

other at Shipley Church, in Sussex, does 

no fewer than twenty-one syllables. We 

get more astonishing effects still at UUes- 

water, lying between the counties of Cum- 

berland and Westmoreland. There used 

to be, and may be now, a small vessel on 

the lake, mounted with brass cannon for 

the purpose of exciting the echoes. A gun- 

shot was distinctly reverberated seven or 

eight times. It first rose overhead in one 

vast peal ; then subduing a few seconds, it 

rose again in a g^nd interrupted burst on 

the right. Presently it rose on the left, 

and thus thrown from rock to rock, in a 

sort of aerial perspective, it was caught 

again perhaps by some nearer promontory, 

and, returning full on the ear, surprised 

you, after you thought all was over, with 

as loud a peal as at first. The grandest 

effect, however, was produced by a succes- 

sive discharge of cannon, at the interval of 

a few seconds between each. The effect of 

the first was not over, when the echoes of 

the second, the third, or perhaps the fourth, 

began. Such a variety of awful sounds, 

mingling and commingling, and at the 

same moment heard from all sides, made 

one imagine that the very foundations of 

every rock on the lake were giving way, ■
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and the whole scene, from some strange 

convnlsion of nature, was falling into gene- 

ral rain. ■

Though the natives of Scotland are gene- 

rally supposed to be extremely reticent of 

speech themselves, their country, as it hap- 

pens, is very loquacions in the matter of 

echoes^ This is accounted for by the 

rugged and mountainous character of the 

northern kingdom. Roseneath, near Glas- 

gow ; Cartlane Craigs, Lanarkshire ; Loch 

Dochart, Perthshire; Arthur's Seat, Edin- 

burgh; Loch Eanellan, Cromarty; the 

castles of Achinduin and Kingerloch, in 

Argyllshire, are all noted for what Doctor 

Tyndall calls wave-motions, and tourists 

linger at these places and listen with 

delight to the curious effects produced. 

At Ro^neath, if a trumpet be played, the 

echo will begin the tune, and repeat it 

accurately ; as soon as this echo has ceased 

another will give the tune in a lower note, 

and, after the second has ceased, a third 

will succeed with equal fidelity, though in 

a much feebler tone. But the most beauti- 

ful echo in Scotland — one of the finest, in- 

deed, in the world — occurs in the ancient 

and ruined abbey church of Paisley. When 

the door of the chapel is shut, the reverbe- 

rations are equal to the sound of thunder. 

Breathe a single note in music, and the 

tone ascends graducdly till it dies away in 

soa and most bewitching murmurs. If a 

good voice sing, or a musical instrument 

be well played, the effect is indescribably 

agreeable. In this chapel, lulled by etherial 

echoes, sleeps Margery, the daughter of 

Bruce, the wife of Wallace, and mother of 

Elobert, King of Scotland. ■

With happy phrase, the Jews were wont 

to call the echo the daughter of the voice, 

and the mother of melody. ■

THE REWARDS OF SONG. ■

I HAVE a little, eoft and plaintive. ■

Mellow, murmttxing lute. 

To which I oft attune mj voice ■

When Earth and Air are mute, 

And though the plodding, busy world ■

Cares not to hear the strain, 

I make mj music to myself ■

A solace to my pain. ■

I reck not though none hear me, ■

More than the nightingale. 

Or lark beneath the morning cloud. ■

High poised above the vale ; 

These seek not men's approval, ■

But sing for love of song. 

As I do in the wilderness ■

When summer days grow long. ■

Perchance a passing stranger. 

That loiters on his way, ■

May hear the distant echoes 

df my rejoicing lay ; ■

And bless the unseen singer. 

Embowered amid the eopse, ■

Or soaring, singing, soaring 

Above Uie mountain tops ! ■

Perhsps — who knows ? — ^a mourner ■

For present grief, or past. 

May hear my hopeful musie ■

Upon the wild winds cast. 

And so take heart and courage ■

To wander less forlorn. 

And turn from evening shadows ■

To sunlight of the mom. ■

The stars rejoice in shining, ■

And I rejoice to sing, 

For sake of love, for sake of song. ■

And not for praise 'twill bring. 

Despise me, if it please you, ■

Ye traders q( the mart ! 

Not all your gold could purchase ■

The freshness of my heart ! ■

COOKS AND COOKERY IN 

BENGAL. ■

This is how I made acqnaiiitaiice with 

my cook. ■

It was evening in Bengal. The sun 

was setting in hot haste, as it always sets 

in the East ; with an effective relation to 

many objects, I dare say, but apparently 

with an especial intention to leave its 

latest rays behind the tope of mango-trees 

which shaded my bungalow. Two travel- 

lers stood in the verandah of that bonga- 

low. One of these was myself, the other 

was a friend from whom I had taken over 

the honse with its establishment complete. ■

We were waiting for onr horses with & 

view to an evening ride. Watching minute 

things, as people do when they are waiting, 

I presently saw issue from a little outhouse, 

on the side opposite the stables, a person 

of singularly unattractive appearance. He 

was an elderly man, with a short, grizzled 

beard. The colour of his skin was some- 

thing between chestnut and bay. And 

there was plenty of skin visible to judge 

by, as ho was unencumbered by any costume 

worth mentioning — unless we may paj 

that mark of attention to a bit of whitj- 

brown cloth about his loins. His head, to 

be sure, was properly provided for by a 

linen turban, bearing obvious indications 

that the white of other days was super- 

seded by "matter in the wrong place." 

His heels supplied the place of a chair «ts 

he accommodated himself in a sitting pos- 

ture, and sucked the smoke from, a rough 

hubble-bubble, evidently enjoying himsSf 

to his heart's content. ■

I was so new in the country that I migbt 

be excused for asking the question I did. ■

" What is that naked brute," I de- 

manded, *' who is making himself at home, ■
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and smoking that sickening pipe in front of 

the cook-honse ?** ■

" That man ?" was the answer. " Why, 

that man is no less a person than your own 

cook. Yon mnst not allow him to smoke 

80 near to the doorway ; but he is a very 

fair specimen of a bowachee. His nndress 

uniform is excusable on account of the 

heat, and I am afraid that yon will do no 

good by making remonstrances on that 

Rcore. He has jnst got our dinner in train, 

and is recreating himself while it develops. 

You would think that he was suffering 

from remorse, that he had killed a child 

perhaps, and did not wish it generally 

known ; but the probabilities are that his 

rich Oriental fancy is running wild among 

mpees, annas, and pie, and certain little 

prospects of peculation. In this way, how- 

ever, he has not much to expect, for the 

khansamah — the major - domo through 

whom you have all your supplies — will 

talce care to have as much as possible the 

monopoly of cheating you. But here are 

the horses at last." ■

A month after I coxdd have told my friend 

about as much as he could have told me con- 

cerning my cook and my kitchen. A little 

experience goes a great way in such matters, 

provided one looks after one's own affairs. 

In the course of three months I had even 

mastered my khansamah's mystic manner 

of keeping accounts, and was able to keep 

him in proper check. Otherwise my friend 

Mohamed All (of course he was a Mussul- 

man, like the cook, though the latter is not 

unfrequently a Hindoo Christian) was apt 

to prove himself an adept in an art not un- 

known in our own happy land, that of in- 

creasing the totals of successive bills for 

similar supplies supposed to be furnished at 

the same prices. He had a happy way, too, 

of charging for the same articles under 

different native names, and even dividing 

compound names into two items, on the 

principle, say, of charging for the bishopric 

of Sodor and Man under Sodor and under 

Man also. When he found this kind of 

thing was not allowed, he became rather 

honest than otherwise. The cook had not 

the same opportunities of making fancy 

charges ; his little frailties consisted mainly 

m confiscating surplus provisions, and per- 

forming his duties too much through the 

medium of an assistant to do credit to his 

own talents. There are cooks who will sur- 

reptitiously take office with a second master 

in the neighbourhood, and endeavour to per- 

form the celebrated feat of being in two 

places at once ; but Elihu Buksh never, to ■

The cook-house in India is apart from, the 

residence, an out-building in the compound, 

with a primitive door consisting of a mat. 

Its interior is suggestive of a stable, and 

about as unlike a kitchen as anybody could 

devise. There is a batterie de cuisine, to 

bo sure, in the shape of a fireplace made of 

clay, the two sides of equal length, and the 

centre naving a convex surface to raise 

the fire, so that the heat may be as near the 

bottom of the cooking utensil as possible. 

The fuel employed is charcoal, enclosed upon 

the same principle as that of a French 

stove, the vessels being ranged of course 

at the top. These vessels are of copper 

(though the poor make clay answer the 

purpose), carefolly tinned inside, the tinning 

being renewed every month, and in the 

shape of round bowls, narrowing at the 

neck and innocent of handles. There is a 

rolling-pin; a long iron flat spoon and 

ladle, and another of the same kind bored 

with holes; a vegetable cutter and scra- 

per ; a flat stone, with roller For grinding 

the curry materials ; and an iron or stone 

pestle and mortar, employed for similar 

purposes. Beyond a common knife or two, 

your cook will scarcely require more ap- 

pliances and means. Left to themselves 

natives use the most primitive methods of 

cooking: a little hole in the ground and 

a couple of bricks are sufficient for their 

private meals, and you may see wonderful 

things done with such resources in travel- 

ling or at a pic-nic. ■

The cuisine is Mussulman, otherwise it 

could not include animal food. In the 

Hindoo Sanscrit receipts meat is never 

mentioned, whereas meat is mentioned in 

the Koran as forming a food of the faithful, 

as well as game, fowl, and fish. But there 

are many vegetable preparations which are 

eaten by Mussulmans and Hindoos in 

common, though not in company, and the 

lower castes of the latter freely take animal 

food, as will indeed most of the Anglicised 

Bengalees, who, without being Christians, 

have been educated out of their own faith. ■

The Hindoo takes delight in cakes of 

wheat and various grains ; rice dressed in 

difllerent ways ; curries prepared with vege- 

tables ; oil, flavoured with spices and the 

acidity of vegetables, and accompanied 

with chutnies of various descriptions ; and 

pickles made with vinegar, oil, or salt, 

and above all, milk, and ghee, or clarified 

butter. The Mussulman prepares his food 

more substantially, using meat freely. But 

Eastern tastes are not those of the West. 

The Franks, say the Mussulman, make ■
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meat raw, and only when it is digested 

is it properly cooked. The Mnssnlmans at 

least take care to err on the other side, 

and in connexion with much of their food 

one would think digestion an open ques- 

tion. Their roast meats are indeed so over- 

done and dry, that nourishment can scarcely 

enter into their scheme of utility, and 

their boiled meat is quite as impoverished, 

and has only one advantage over the roast, 

it is just a httle less indigestible. I need 

scarcely say that it is easily separated into 

portions fitted for the mouth without such 

foreign aids as knives and forks. ■

My Mussulman cook, however, takes 

kindly to Western customs. All ordinary 

English dishes he prepares with fair fidelity. 

For his master he never thinks of roasting 

meat to rags ; and joints of beef, veal, 

mutton, or lamb, are served up by him in 

English style and with thorough English 

success. ■

And here a few words about the raw 

n[iaterial. The beef comes from buffaloes, 

which the high-caste Hindoos greatly object 

to our eating ; but appetite is stronger than 

that Anglo-Indian virtue, " respect for the 

prejudices of the natives," and the animifl 

is still ruthlessly consumed. Anywhere on 

the banks of the saci*ed Ghinges the best 

description of Brahminee bull is to be 

found, and his meat is everything that can 

bo desired when he is properly fed. The 

hump is especially admired when salted 

and boiled ; it is, indeed, the best corned 

beef in the world. The kid is very com- 

monly eaten, but his flash is not considered 

so good as mutton. Pork is not popular with 

fastidious Anglo-Indians, and they must 

be very unfastidious indeed who would eat 

that supplied £rom the bazaar. But some 

people rear and educate the original animal, 

and eat him with as little consideration for 

Mussulman prejudice as for that of the Hin- 

doo in the matter of beef. To home-grown 

ham, somehow, the servants make no ob- 

jection; I suppose they consider it a 

different breed to the native grown, and 

not strictly included in the prohibition of 

the Prophet. ■

The mutton in India is particularly good, 

as Europeans up the country usually com- 

bine in small parties to keep a flock of 

sheep, taking the management of the 

"mutton club*' by turns; ,and with a 

first-rate breed to begin ^ith, and first-rate 

feeding to go on with, the result is meat 

equal to any that ever roamed over Welsh 

mountains. The price has increased of 

late years, but must be still far below the 

English standard. Meat, however, was, ■

in my time, always consumed in less quan- 

tities than poultry — the fowl being the 

stock bird of the Indian cuisine. Boasted, 

boiled, or grilled, he was in continual re- 

quest at such places as d4k bungalows— 

the posting-houses on the road before rail- 

ways. And, making all allowances for |, 

increased demand, he must still be the ■ 

most abundant bird in Bengal. The prices ', 

charged for him used to be ridicnloasly | 

small. A chicken might be had for two 

annas (threepence), and the fuU-grown 

bird cost scarcely double that sum. Eggs 

were charged in proportion. ■

English vegetables abound in Bengal. 

The potato is cheaper than in England, 

green peas are plentiful in the cold weather, 

and as for cauliflowers, tbey are both large 

and numerous, and in quaHty first-rate. 

Artichokes, both of the Jerusalem descrip- 

tion and those of the petalled kind (whose 

failure would be a calamity to a FreQck 

cook), are extremely plentifiil, and there ^ 

are some native vegetables, which find , 

favour principally with determined dwellers | 

in the land. Altogether Bengal is wonder- 

fully well off in this way, and &r more ' 

fortunate than Madras. ■

I need scarcely say that fruit abounds in ' 

Bengal, but not English fruit. Melons and 

pines are in profusion, so are oranges, 

limes, peaches, pomegranates, and plan- 

tains, also a delightful little fruit like a | 

more succulent greengage, called leechees 

(I spell the name according to sound^it 

is an inhabitant of China), and, besides j 

native productions, too minute to mention, I 

there is the gorgeous mango, not so good 

in Bengal as in Bombay, but still ** beauti- 

fol exceedingly*' to the taste, and hsTing 

the solitary di^wback that its fruit is such 

a bore to get at. At a dinner-table yon 

have to scoop out what you can of it (the 

large stone being in the way) with a spoon, 

but enthusiastic admirers of the fruit snck 

at it in undignified fashion, take off their 

coats to the work, and provide for the flow 

of the juice over their hands and arms bj | 

having a bowl (a finger-glass is ineffectoal 'i 

fooling) — ^a big bowl of water to wash in ;i 

during the process. I have heard men saj i 

that when they give up an afternoon to 

mangoes they would not let their best friends 

behold them, not even the wives of th^r 

respective bosoms. Some, indeed, settle 

any question between finger-glasses and 

buckets by getting into their baths at once 

when they court the adored fruit. Such 

were mango-worshippers in past days,, and 

I suppose they have their r^resentati^ea 

in the present, though mango- worshippis^ ■

•«= ■
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went ont, as a rale, with nankeen jackets, 

Dative alliances, hookah-smoking in society, 

and preposterons accumulations of lakhs of 

rnpeea. ■

For such things as apples and pears you 

must depend principally upon the Punjab, 

but itinerant venders bring these fruits 

down country during the cold weather, 

pears especially, in boxes lined with cotton 

wool; they are watery, and somewhat 

tasteless, but good in their way. In Cal- 

cutta plenty of apples come from America, 

in ice, and I dare say that by this time 

thej are imported up country. ■

You must not expect to get oysters in 

Bengal or thereabouts, though they are 

found on some parts of the Indian coast. 

There used to be plenty of English oysters 

consumed in India for sauce and scollops 

(an oyster loaf, by the way, is a delightful 

dish), and they are still to be had by people 

who are able to pay for them. Lobsters 

are also sent out in tins ; but crabs may be 

had in Calcutta, where there are plenty of 

crayfish and prawns. But many persons have 

a not unpardonable objection to these and 

other fish obtained from the Hooghly, on 

the ground that they obtain t^eir nourish- 

ment from dead natives. Turtle is some- 

times sent into Calcutta from some of the 

adjacent islands, but it is a rarity in the 

Indian cuisine. ■

Of fish there is considerable variety, but 

not many kinds are eaten, as a rule, by 

Europeans, for a reason referred to above, 

and some take the safe course of abstaining 

irom the fizmy tribe altogether, except in 

the form of ssdmon from home. The pom- 

plet, white and red, is most esteemed on 

the western coast. It is not unlike a small 

turbot. There is also a fish called sabb, 

which is the nearest approach to salmon 

met with in the East. But the favourite 

of all is the mango fish, called familiarly 

'^topsee mnchlee," so named because it 

comes in with the mango fruit. It is more 

like the smelt than any other fish I can 

call to mind, but of a more peculiar and 

delicate flavour. ■

My Indian cook, aa I have said, gives us 

English dinners, being wonderfully adapt- 

able to strange tastes, and ours must be 

very strange to him in many respects. But 

he makes considerable additions to the 

cuiidne, and foremost among these must be 

mentioned pilaus and curries. ■

The pilau is a purely Oriental dish, and 

may be made, without meat or any other 

adjunct, in a solid state. Thus venison, 

kid, or other meat or poultry, may be 

stewed down, the gravy, conLaining the ■

essence, with onions and spices, being used 

to flavour the rice, and the latter forms the 

principal part of a common pilau. When 

meat is added it is either roasted, grilled, 

or boiled first, and then put into the rice, 

being rather steamed than boiled in it, and 

the same principle applies to fish or force- 

meat balls. When the latter are nsed a 

portion of the meat is generally set aside, 

with savoury additions, for their concoction. 

To make a pilau the prescribed quantity of 

rice is first psj'boiled ; it is then removed 

from the water and strained; the gravy, 

which has imbibed the flavour of the meat, 

is added to it, with spices and onions, and 

occasionally vegetables. The meat, pre- 

viously prepared, is placed in the centre, 

and the saucepan, with its contents, set 

over a charcoal fire to simmer gently, some 

fire being also put on the top of the sauce- 

pan. When the rice is sufficiently dressed 

the pilan is served. Occasionally a part of 

the rice is only flavoured with the gravy, 

the rest being boiled plain, or coloured by 

melted butter or ghee being poured over it 

while yet in the saucepan. But sometimes 

the pilau is sweetened, and mado into what 

is called a charcheneedar, in which case 

acidulated symp is poured over it. ■

Sometimes, for the sake of variety, the 

rice, or part of it, before being boiled, is 

roasted or fried to a light brown colour with 

ghee, in which cloves and sliced onions 

have been fried. But in either case the 

first essence of the meat, poultry, game, 

fish, &c., forms the principal medium for 

flavouring the pilau, and hence a native 

entertainer, in asking you to partake of the 

viand, would refer only to the pilau so 

flavoured, the articles themselves seldom 

appearing in their original state. On a 

European table, however, the pHau usually 

takes the more substantial form, the stan- 

dard arrangement being a whole fowl in 

the centre, with the duly prepared rice 

around it. ■

Curry is also a preparation independent 

of the viand or vegetable to which it is 

adapted ; the Hindoos, for instance, eating 

it uniformly without meat, the rice alone 

being flavoured, as in the case of the primi- 

tive pilan. The solid part of curry may 

consist of meat, poultry, eggs, fish, or 

vegetables. The article selected is first 

dressed until tender, and to it are then added 

ground spices, chillies, and salt in certain 

proportions, when the gravy is used, or the 

curry may be served diy. The meat may 

be fried in butter, ghee, oil, or fat, to which 

are added gravy, milk, the juice of the 

cocoa-nut, vegetables, &c. These prepara- ■
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tions depend for their excellence and whole- 

somcness mainly upon the proper propor- 

tions of the several ingredients. But the 

art is known to every native cook, and 

many travellers in India maintain that no 

better curries could be had in the country 

than those prepared, on the shortest 

possible notice, at the old dak bungalows. 

The " curry stuff,*' as the cooks call it in 

their primitive English — that is to say, the 

foundation of the dish — is always kept in a 

more or less forward state in every Indian 

kitchen. The advantage of eating curry in 

its native land is that the ingredients are 

employed fresh and fresh. In the form of 

curry powder and curry past€, as we know 

til cm in England, the ingredients must ne- 

cessarily be dry, or, at any rate, adapted to 

"keeping;" and some of them, of course, 

cannot be employed at all. An English 

curry, made of fowl or rabbit, coloured to 

a ginger-bread appearance with powder 

from the nearest grocer's shop, is a thing 

not to be recognised, even as an imita- 

tion of its original. The rice alone would 

convict it, even were the latter not placed 

round the meat instead of being served on 

a separate dish, a rule from which there 

is no departure in India. The rice is not 

boiled, in a proper sense of the term, but 

is simply rice pudding. Now boiled rice 

should be dry, and every individual ear 

should stand on end, as much like quills 

upon the fretful porcupine as possible. The 

process of so boiling it is simple enough, 

and is as well understood by every Indian 

cook as the boiling of a potato is under- 

stood by every peasant in Ireland, and in 

England by about one cook out of twenty. 

In the first place you wash your rice in 

cold water, in order to remove from it the 

starchy powder, which would cause the 

grain to adhere. Then you boil it, again 

in cold water, until the grains begin to 

swell. The next operation is to place it in 

a sieve, and pour cold water through it. 

The rice is then replaced in the saucepan, 

from which the water has been ejected, and 

left to finish cooking by steam, a cloth 

being placed over the top of the vessel to 

retain the exhalation. The process, indeed, 

is much the same as that employed in cook- 

ing a potato which is meant to be in a 

properly "mealy" state. ■

i have several receipts for curry stuff 

betbre me. One of them consists of anise- 

seed, allspice, cardamoms, cloves, mace, 

nutmeg, cinnamon, coriander, cummin-' 

seed, black pepper, mustard-seed, chillies, 

tumeric, fenugreek, garlic, dry and green 

ginger, poppy-seed, long pepper, asafcetida, ■

chironjie - nut, almonds, cocoa-nut, and 

salt. ■

Another, in addition to most of the above 

ingredients, includes sliced onions, mango, 

dried or greeu, tamarinds, fresh or salted, 

lime-juice, and curds. Ghee or butter is a 

necessary constituent in all cases. ■

It should be observed, however, that 

although the above articles are the ingre- 

dients of a cnrry, it is unnecessary to dbo 

them all in an arbitrary manner ; some may 

be made to take the place of others. Thns 

the whole of the spices need not be used 

together, unless very cleverly apportioned ; 

the mangoes, tamarinds, and lime jnice 

may be taken as alternative ; the cocoa-nut 

is not necessary if there be almonds, and 

vice vers&; the ginger may be omitted 

when dry chillies are used; the cummin- 

seeds and the coriander may be substi- 

tuted for each other at will, and both of 

these, it may here be remarked, are better 

for being roasted. Cocoa-nut milk is much 

used on the coast in forming the gravy to 

many curries, as well as the oil finely ex- 

pressed from the nut when grated. If the 

curry is to be dry the onions must be fried 

brown in ghee or butter, and the ingredients 

ground to a paste, with the admixture of 

water, the meat and fowl added, and the 

whole stirred up until the butter and gravj 

are absorbed. For a gravy-curry the meat 

or fowl is to be cut into shoes. Then pat 

the ehee into a stew-pan over the fire, with 

the sliced onions, and add the meat, with the 

ground ingredients and some water or broth, 

mix well together, and let the whole simmer 

gently until the meat is properly done. ■

Some idea of the proportions of the in- 

gredients may be gained from the fol- 

lowing, in which I avoid reference to 

native weights and measures : Take three 

table-spoonfuls of ghee or butter ; the same 

of thick or curded milk ; of dried chillies, 

tumeric, roasted coriander-seed, and dried 

ginger, each one drachm and a half; of 

fenugreek, poppy -seeds, black pepper, 

chironjie-nuts, each one drachm; twelve 

sweet almonds, blanched; cocoa-nut, half an 

ounce ; twelve cloves, and half a lime or 

lemon. These ingredients, with the excep- 

tion of the almonds and nuts, are to be 

ground up separately, either on a stone 

or in a mortar, with a sufiGicient quantity 

of water to form a paste. The almonds, 

cocoa-nut, and chironjie must be pounded 

together, and when these are notprocorable 

a tea-spoonful of sweet oil may be substi- 

tuted. Curries may be acidulated with 

dried or green mangoes, green, ripe, or 

salted tamarinds, lime-juice, or vinegar. ■

■
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With a little attention to principles, it 

will be seen that carry is not so elaborate a 

concoction as it appears at first sight. In- 

deed, with a jndicions nse of the prepared 

powder, in conjunction with snch substi- 

tutes for the fresh elements as can be pro- 

cared, there is no reason why the dish 

should not be within our reach in this 

country almost in its perfection, granted, of 

course, care on the part of the cook, and 

that the ingredients shall be mingled by an 

agency something more appreciative than 

a pitchfork. ■

The mention of that implement reminds 

me that it is with a (table) fork and spoon 

that curry is to be eaten — ^the employment 

of a knife is the certain sig^ of a griffin. 

In India, I maj add, nobody thinks of eat- 

ing curry without chutney, pickle, or some 

similar addition ; and you may see it taken 

sometimes with slices of cold ham. Chut- 

ney, it need scarcely be said, is composed 

of all kinds of vegetable substances, made 

hot with pepper, chillies, mustard, &c., 

made in several varieties, the broad dis- 

tinction being between sweet and sour. ■

There are various classes of Indian 

dishes- which are as familiar in men's 

months as curry itself, though not so well 

known by name. In native cookery the 

term boghar is constantly used, and the 

only explanation given of it is that the 

article — whatever it may be — ^is placed, 

with spices and ghee, or some substitute 

for ghee, in & closed vessel over the fire, to 

admit of its imbibing the flavour, and this 

process is sometimes repeated, with dif- 

ferent accessories, two or three times. The 

native idea is that by so enclosing the pre- 

paration, and placing fire over as well as 

under the vessel, a superior flavour is ob- 

tained. A simple way of cooking upon 

this principle is by placing, say, a couple 

of mutton chops, with the chosen condi- 

ments, between two soup plates, tied to- 

gether, and made close by a rim of paste, 

and then boiling the whole in a large sauce- 

pan full of water. ■

One mode of preparation is to rub the 

meat or fowl over with some particular 

article, such as bassun (ground gram, 

^ni being something like our split peas), 

washing it off immediately, and succeed- 

iTig it with another application, in similar 

manner, of something else. Moultan mud 

"^believed to be yellow ochre — ^is some- 

times employed for the purpose ; and 

i^atives, for their own eating, use the pan 

ieaf, and even metallic prepat^ations. ■

Brianees, khubabs, and ash are common 

dishes, and are prepared with many varia- | ■

tions. Brianees are spiced preparations 

resembling a combination of pilau and 

curry. The meat, fowl, fish, or whatever 

it may be, being highly seasoned and 

partially fried, is put into a saucepan with 

other condiments — such as rice, gravy, 

ghee, Ac, in various proportions, covered 

carefully down, and boiled or steamed. 

The native method of steaming is very 

simple : they stretch a cloth across the 

vessel, above the water ; place the article 

to be cooked upon the cloth, and then en- 

close it with the lid ; or sometimes they 

place grass or straw on the top of the 

water, and the meat upon that. Kubabs 

are meat and vegetables, spiced and cut 

into slices, or else pounded into balls; j 

then strung upon silver or wooden skewers, 

and roasted or fried ; they are served dry, 

or with gravy. Ash is composed of meat, 

flour, pulse, vegetables^ fruit, sugar, milk, 

dbc, and spices in various quantities. It 

is sometimes prepared so as to resemble a 

hotch-potch ; sometimes cakes are stewed 

in it ; often it resembles a simple porridge. ■

Bread and cakes in the native style are 

heavy, through the absence of yeast or 

other fermenting adjunct ; but the English 

get a fair imitation of their own bread pre- 

pared expressly for them. The best cakes 

are buka kanah and sher mhal. The native 

bread is the chupattee — the celebrated cake 

which was circulated throughout the 

country just before the mutinies of 1857, 

as a signal, it is supposed, of the impending 

rising. It is generally seen on an English 

breakfast-table, and children take to it 

kindly. ■

Pastry and confectionery are not inclttded 

in the Indian cuisine; their place being 

supplied by sweetmeats in great variety. 

But a native cook usually understands this 

department; and you may cover your 

table if you please with tarts, blanc-manges, 

jellies, creams, ice-puddings, &c., all in the 

English style. ■

In appointments and service an Indian 

dinner-table bears considerable resemblance 

to an English dinner-table; and a burra 

khana in the East will vie not unfavourably 

with a buiTa khana in the West. TIic 

appearance is as bright as the greatest pro- 

fusion of plate, glass, and flowers can make 

it; and in Calcutta, if not generally up- 

country, there is no new fashion in such 

matters which is not adopted as soon as it 

can be imported from Europe. The mode 

of serving the dinner k la Russe became 

general in India long before it was com- 

monly adopted at home. There were two 

obvious reasons why this should be the ■

T ■
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case. In the first place, the relief from the 

si*f ht of your dinner en masse was wonder- 

fully welcome on account of the heat ; in 

the second place, India is strong just 

where England is weak«— in the number of 

servants at everybody's command. Where 

every guest is accompanied by his own 

khitmutgar, or her own khitmutgar, as the 

case may be, there is not likely to be a want 

of attendance. Indeed, the usual complaint 

is of a superfluity in this respect ; for delay 

in service is very likely to occur through 

the eagerness of every man to serve his 

master or mistress before anybody else, 

the competition frequently resulting in 

single combats, varied by an occasional 

free fight. At Government House, either 

in the presidencies or the. provinces, these 

little incidents are avoided ; the rule being 

that guests do not take their servants to 

what I once heard an American gentleman 

call " those august diggings." T^ere you 

arc waited upon by the largest, grandest, 

and most splendid men that the Mussulman 

market can supply, all costumed in Oriental 

liveries of Her Majesty's immaculate scarlet, 

with silver insignia on their pugrees, sug- 

gestive of their relation to a certain great 

lady, living principally at Windsor and 

Balmoral, who is the Padishah of all the 

princes of India. ■

DEPARTED THIS LIFE. ■

I WAS much impressed by a remark that 

frequently fell from my late friend Shrub- 

sole. He said that a man was rarely prized 

by the world until ho had gone from it ; 

that people did not know the value of a 

tiling until they had lost it ; and that, as a 

rule, few were ever really famous before 

they were dead. I am not sure that he 

was the originator of these opinions, nor do 

I profess to have stated them precisely in 

the terms that he was accustomed to em- 

ploy ; but the spirit of his observations I 

think I have fairly preserved. ■

Shrubsolo usually described himself as 

an art critic. It would perhaps be more 

correct to say that he contributed to the 

newspapers articles on various subjects, 

including reviews of picture exhibitions. 

He was not deeply versed in art, and had 

little acquaintance with its practical and 

technical sides and resources. In this re- 

spect, however, ho did not, perhaps, difier 

from other writers similarly occupied. He 

liad mastered what I may call the slang 

phraseology of criticism, and was thus en- 

abled to assume an air of authority in his ■

distribution of praise and censure that was 

sufficiently convincing to a less-informed 

public. But he was not himself, I feel 

sure, capable of producing even the simplest 

drawing or painting. Still, Shrubsole had 

instincts or intuitive perceptions of a really 

valuable kind. He w^as the first to remark 

the merits of my paintings. He was wont 

to assert of them that they woilld assuredly 

compare with the achievements of Michael 

Angelo. That the result of the comparison 

would be favourable to my art, be did not^ 

I own, go so far as to affirm. Bat that he 

entertained a notion to that effect, I am 

almost confident. He was always well 

aware, however, that flattery, or even praise 

in too unmeasured terms, was extremely 

distasteful to me. ■

Shrubsole'e pecuniary means were cer- 

tainly straitened. He wafi not, indeed, of 

industrious habits. He rarely did himself 

or his endowments justice ; for he was a 

man of intelligence, and wrote with fluency. 

He did not care to be referred to as a re- 

porter, or to hear allusion made to the 

accounts of fires, explosions, and street 

accidents with which he occasionally pro- 

vided the newspapers. But I have often 

thought that in these simpie narratives I 

have discerned a grace of style and a felicity 

of diction that were absent from his writ* 

ings upon art. He once disclosed that in 

early times he had been what is called a 

prophet to a sporting journal ; that he had 

attended race-meetings and supplied de- 

scriptions of such events, and even of prise- 

fights. His productions of this class I have 

never seen; but I have little doubt that 

the unpromising nature of the subjects 

notwithstanding, he yet succeeded in treat- 

ing them with a measure of skill and of 

fanciful charm peculiarly his own. His 

wants were few, comparatively speaking, 

and his tastes of a homely sort. He drank 

porter chiefly, and in large quantitiea, fiiom 

a pewter vessel, and was greatly addicted 

to smoking. During his frequent visits to 

my studio I had some difficulty in fully 

satisfying his demand for these &miph 

enjoyments. The immediate cause of his 

death was generally alleged to be deliriuni 

tremens. ISTo symptoms of the approach of 

this malady were apparent to me, however, 

although I had certainly noticed that some- 

times, late at night, he found a difficulty in 

expressing himself distinctly, and was apf 

to lose control over the movements of his 

limbs. Moreover, his appetite failed hiro ^ 

good deal latterly, and he appeared to snb- 

sist almost altogether upon b^er and to- 

bacco. It waa shortly before the end came ■
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that be mentioned mj name in connexion 

with that of Michael Angelo, and reiterated 

his observations npon posthumons distinc- 

tion to the efifect I have above stated. ■

He was not referring to himself, for he 

had little ambition, and was philosophically 

content to be cheaply estimated both by 

his contemporaries and by posterity, bnt 

rather to me and my career as a painter. 

''These works," he had said, waving his 

pipe, with an unsteady action that was 

habitual to him, in the direction of the pic- 

tures in my studio, " will be worth untold 

gold, perhaps, when you're dead, my dear 

Duberly, but not before. You'll never sell 

them, bat some one, when you're gone, will 

reap a harvest by them. There'll be a 

straggle by-4ind-bye to possess a Duberly 

sach as the ^orld has never yet seen any- 

thing like." ■

He was right enough. A great artist 

paints for the future — for all time, indeed, 

except the present. He is famous after 

death ; but he lives unknown, unappreci- 

ated, unrewarded. Such was my case. ■

'' For one man who has seen your Daniel 

in the Lion's Den, there'll be thousands in 

years to come who'll see and admire it — 

proclaim its merits and yours. A little 

more beer, please, and just a pipeful of to- 

bacco." ■

Poor Shrnbsole ! I have devoted these 

few lines to his memory partly out of my 

great friendslsip for him, and partly because 

of the important influence of his observa- 

tions upon the events of my life. I felt his 

loss acutely. He was an expensive friend, 

taxing me perhaps unduly in the matter of 

small loans, and the refreshments he so 

frequently required on his visits to my 

studio; still, he was a friend; he meant 

well, and I will always say for Shrnbsole, 

he thought highly and expressed himself 

strongly on the subject of my paintings, at 

a time when no one else did, and generaJly 

he did me justice as an artist. He might 

not be a tiioroughly competent art critic, 

but he always noticed favourably my per- 

formances. Other writers wantonly lefl 

these unmentioned, but Shrnbsole never. 

I only wished that he had been a contribu- 

tor to organs less obscure than those he 

usually favoured with his literary composi- 

tions. ■

I had lived for years the occupant of 

spacious rooms in an old and decayed house 

situated in the district of Soho. The street 

^ been feshionable in its early youth, but 

now it had fallen into neglect and decrepi- 

tude — an old age of poverty, slovenliness. ■

St-nA ■ Ti. l._Jl 1 ■ J- J 1-. ■ xl--. ■

denizens of the neighbouring parish of St. 

Giles. Its tenements had been converted 

to the purposes of trade, and trade of an 

uncomely character. Publicans had seized 

upon the comer houses, signalising their 

tenancy by glaring inscriptions in the 

largest letters ; the butcher was there with 

his heaps of slain animals sweltering under 

the heat of his flaring flags of gas ; the 

marine store-dealer, with his rusty hoard of 

metallic refuse, was also to be found ; and 

the mouldy, threadbare stock-in-trade of 

the vender of cast-off clothes. Still, people 

of distinction, even famous artists, had 

once resided in this now shabby and de- 

graded thoroughfare. And I, a painter 

whom fame hs^ as yet overlooked, now 

found refuge in it. ■

The house I lived in had been the sub- 

ject of many unpleasant charges. One by 

one my fellow-lodgers had quitted it, until 

at last I was le^ almost its only tenant. 

It was said to be in Chancery, to be 

haunted, to be afficted with dry-rot, to be 

even unsafe. The district surveyor had 

more than once denounced it in explicit 

terms. No vital result, however, had at- 

tended upon his denunciation. The house 

was left to stand or fall as it thought fit. 

It was never repaired, painted, or patched 

up in any way — never even cleaned. An 

agent, a very infirm old man, called periodi- 

caily to inquire for and receive any rents 

that had become due. If no tender of pay- 

ment was nmde to him by any of tho 

tenants he appeared to be in no wise disap- 

pointed ; perhaps rather the reverse, for he 

never brought any receipt stamps with him, 

and the signing of his name was plainly a 

matter of spre inconvenience to him. Ho 

was never surprised to learn of the depar- 

ture of tenants considerably in debt for 

rent ; never took any trouble to follow them 

up or to proceed against them for the 

arrears due. The tax-collectors affected 

greater severity, with no very different re- 

sult. The supply of water was sometimes 

stopped, however, but never for any long 

time. In the interval the tenants resorted 

to a public pump in the immediate neigh- 

bourhood. The water was hard, and was 

reputed to bo unwholesome; it certainly 

seemed to be filtered through a rather 

crowded burial-ground. Still, it was held 

to answer ordinary purposes well enough. 

The district was little given to considering 

water as a drink. ■

In my studio, on the first floor, a vast, 

gaunt, worm-eaten chamber, were painted 

the pictures which Shrnbsole admired, and ■
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They were historical works, executed in a 

broad, grand style, abounding in triumphs 

of design, crowded with scientific studies of 

the nude, the muscular, and the gesticula- 

tory. I do not hesitate to say that they 

were very noble achievements, worthy of 

art in its palmiest days, and such as my 

country should have gloried in possessing. 

But I had fallen upon unhappy times ; I 

lived in the era of cabinet pictures; my 

works were on an enormous scale, and i 

could find no market for them. As Shrub- 

sole once observed, there was sufficient 

canvas in my studio to have famished 

several men-of-war, if not indeed the whole 

British fleet, with sails. I have little 

patience with those pretended patrons of 

art who allege that they cannot find wall- 

space in their houses for great pictures. 

Why not enlarge their houses ? ■

I refrain from cataloguing my works. 

They were very numerous, and of equal, 

and, I will add, of great merit. But per- 

haps the more distinguished, owing rather 

to happy choice and freshness of sub- 

ject, than to any superiority of execution, 

were my Finding the Body of Harold, 

Daniel in the Lion's Den, Wat Tyler, 

Death of Epaminondas, and my De- 

struction of Pompeii. For these produc- 

tions I had vainly sought a purchaser. I 

could scarcely obtain their exhibition. 

Often as I had tendered them to the 

managers of public galleries, they were 

almost invariably refused for want of room. 

No opinion was expressed in regard to their 

artistic qualities ; they were condemned 

simply for their excessive dimensions. 

Certain of them I had even offered to give 

away ; but I could not find any one willing 

to accept them, even on such humiliating and 

desperate conditions. My proposals were 

disparaged and derided. It had come simply 

to this : I could not get rid of my pictures 

upon any terms. ■

Poor Shrubsole departed — and buried, as 

cheaply as possible, for he left little behind 

him but liabilities and pawn- tickets — I 

found myself brooding much in my solitary 

chamber over his opinions upon posthu- 

mous fame. My condition was unenviable 

enough. I had exhausted my resources ; 

I was considerably in debt. Clearly it 

availed not to go on producing works 

which the world so persistently under- 

valued. " Fame will come to you — when 

you're in your coffin,** Shrubsole had said 

solemnly ; " your pictures will be worth 

untold gold — when you're dead, but not 

before.*' What was left for me to do? ■

Plainly, to die. But though my health 

was far from robust, and an affection of the 

liver had long troubled me, I could not 

reasonably look forward to any immediate 

termination of my troubled existence. In 

the natural order of events, many years of 

life were before me. Nor was this a matter 

of regret to me. 1 was wretched, unfortu- 

nate, and hopeless ; still I was not anxious 

for premature demise, so far as I was my- 

self concerned, although for the effect it 

would have upon the estimation of mj 

pictures, undoubtedly I felt that it had 

much to recommend it. Suicide I certainly 

did not contemplate. Sound principles bad 

been instilled into me early in life ; I had 

always cherished my moral sentiments ; I 

was of quite irreproachable conduct and 

character. For these reasons, if for none 

other, the notion of felo-de-se was pecnli- 

arly odious to me. I was not a Pagan, 

but a Christian artist, cruelly treated by 

the world, but still, happily, not yet driren 

to cnme. ' ■

Soon a plan occnrred to me which I 

hastened to put into execution. I deter- 

mined to live, and yet to secure all the 

advantages of death. As a preliminary, I 

purchased a form of will, and duly filled it 

up, and executed it in the presence of two 

respectable tradesmen of my neighbonr- 

hood — my baker and my milkman. I fally 

explained to them the nature of the docu- 

ment they were requested to attest. The 

will briefly set forth that my name was 

Prosser Duberly, that I was by profession 

<an historical painter, and that I gave and 

bequeathed my whole property and estate 

whatsoever and wheresoever, and every- 

thing of which I might die possessed, to 

my dear brother, Purkis Duberly, his ex- 

ecutors, administrators, and assigns, abso- 

lutely. Farther, Purkis Duberly was ap- 

pointed sole executor of that my last will 

and testament. ■

Now, I had no brother. I had indeed, 

so far as T knew, no living relation. My 

design was to die as Prosser Duberly; to 

survive aa Purkis Daberly. ■

There were difficulties in the way of this 

scheme which could only be overcome by 

extreme care and forethought. It was 

easy enough to procure a coffin, to fill i* 

with stones and rubbish, and to obtain its 

proper interment in one of the suburban 

cemeteries. Still the funeral could not 

take place without a medical certificate of 

the cause of death. Moreover, it would be 

necessary to give information of the death 

to the registrar of the district. It was ■
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clear that I had much to consider — many 

intricate arrangements to make. I had 

undertaken a very serious task. It was 

much more difficult to die, legally and 

officially, than I had believed possible. 

Merely to disappear for a time would not be 

sufficient. I had to play the part of an 

executor, dealing lawfully with the property 

lefl by a dead man. I must therefore be in 

a position to prove his death beyond all 

question. ■

Fortune favoured me. I have said that 

I lived almost alone in the house in Soho. 

I had no friends now poor Shrubsole had 

departed. Snch as I had at one time 

possessed, I had long been parted from. 

Some had prospered, outstripped me in 

the race of life, and left me far behind ; 

others had, if that were possible, fiskUen into 

a state still more desperate and forlorn 

than my own. I had long since declined 

all idle acquaintances, and closed my doors 

against chance visitors. The only other 

inhabitant of the house was an old woman, 

purblind, asthmatic, and crippled, who lived 

on the basement, and was supposed to per- 

form the functions of housekeeper. I paid 

her a small weekly stipend, bat I made few 

demands upon her services. I rarely saw 

her. She mounted the stairs with difficulty, 

seldom reached the upper floors of the 

house, and soon crawled back again to her 

dark home in the back kitchen. If I had 

not occasionally heard her coughing in the 

silence of night, I should sometimes have 

forgotten her existence altogether. I knew 

that I should have no difficulty iu deceiving 

Mrs. Negus, for that was her name. ■

My medical attendant lived in the neigh- 

bourhood. He was a general practitioner, 

of advanced age, fairly worn out by a life 

of hard work and scanty remuneration. 

He was himself in a wretched state of 

health ; nervous, feeble, and broken down 

altogether. He suffered, it was evident, 

from insufficiency of food, and rest, and 

wholesome air. At the close of his day's 

work his state of exhaustion was extreme. 

I have sometimes found him fast asleep as 

he stood at the counter in his little surgery ; 

or moving to and fro, with closed eyes and 

drooping jaw, among his bottles, mixing 

medicines like a man in a dream. I was 

careful to call upon him repeatedly, in 

furtherance of my plan. On each occasion 

I gave him an exaggerated account of my 

symptoms. I even invented maladies, and 

described at length a condition of suffering 

which was wholly fictitious. He listened 

to mo in his usual fatigued way : yawning ■

dreadfully, rumpling his hair, and pressing 

his hands upon his forehead. " You're ill, of 

course," he said, in jaded tones. " Who 

can expect to be well in this wretched 

world? I'm ill. We're all ill. It's Hver, 

no doubt. It's always liver, and you've 

got a bad attack of it this time. Tou 

must take care of yourself, you know. 

People should always take care of them- 

selves. If they don't, nobody else will. 

I'll send you something, and then come 

and see me again. * You can't expect to 

get well in a hurry. Ten thousand a year, 

and nothing to do, might cure you, per- 

haps, and me also ; and a lot more besides. 

But there's no medicine of that sort in my 

surgery — ^nothing like it. Take care of 

yourself, and take what I send you, and" — 

He had fallen fast asleep. ■

I was of middle age, but my hair was 

prematurely g^y; was, indeed, almost 

white. I wore it long and dishevelled, 

with a profuse, if untidy, beard. If I may 

say 80, my appearance was of that pic- 

turesque kind, and that redundant hirsute- 

ness not unusually cultivated by artists 

who produce historical works on a grand 

scale. It was necessary for me to make a 

change in the nature of a disguise. Pressor 

Dnberly was a man of poetic temperament, 

and artistic endowment; Purkis Duberly, 

on the other hand, was devoted to business, 

and an executor. He was supposed to have 

come up suddenly to London from the 

manufacturing districts in consequence of 

the grave indisposition of his brother. I 

sacrificed my beard, and assumed a pair of 

spectacles. I had my hair cut close, and 

dyed a deep brown. There was an end of 

the identity of Pressor Duberly beyond all 

question. All that could be said of Purkis 

iu his new suit of mourning was that he 

presented a certain family likeness to his 

deceased brother. It was not thought to 

be a strong likeness, but there it was for 

such as chose to observe closely. ■

I need not linger further over the details 

of my plan and its carrying out. As Pur- 

kis Duberly, I called upon the doctor late 

at night and informed him of the death of 

Prosser, requesting him to supply me with a 

certificate of the usual kind. He did not 

hesitate to comply. He was in a state of 

extreme prostration. " Gone, is ho ?" ho 

said. " I told liim to take care of himself. 

I suppose ho didn't. People don't, some- 

how. Liver, of course. I wish I was gone 

too. I am almost. I've no liver to speak 

of. I don't think I had much to begin 

with; some people haven't, you know. ■
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That's the secret of much that's miserable 

in this world. There's a trifle owing to me 

for medical attendance." " It shall be paid," 

I said. "J[f you conld make it soon it would 

be a convenience. Thanks." He duly cer- 

tified that the cause of Prosser Duberly's 

death was " affection of the liver" of long 

standing. He did not recognise me for one 

moment; entertained no suspicion what- 

ever. He fell back in his chair asleep the 

moment after he had filled up and signed 

the certificate. ■

.With Mrs. Negus I had no difficulty. 

She viewed me as a complete stranger. 

She could not at first understand the pur- 

port of my address to her. "Dead, is 

he ?" she said at length. "Well, we must 

all die. Poor dear gentleman." There 

were tears in her eyes. I could not be 

quite sure whether ^ese were occasioned 

by grief or were produced by a severe fit 

of coughing which just then seized her, 

and troubled her exceedingly. However, 

I gave her five shillings to buy black rib- 

bons for her cap. I found afterwards that 

she had expended the money in some other 

way. ■

The foneral was at Nunhead Cemetery. 

It took place at an early hour, and was of 

a modest kind. I was the chief mourner. 

The doctor accompanied me. "What a 

rest and relief this is," he said, as he leant 

back in the mourning- coarch. He slept 

soundly on his way to and from the burial- 

gix)und, only waking once to make an impos- 

sible request for some brandy and water. 

I was very glad when the ceremony was 

over. It was with a curious shudder that 

I heard the earth patter on the coffin which 

bore my name upon its plate, and was snp- 

posed to contain my remains. I began to 

feci that I was engaged in conduct that 

was shameful, iniquitous, and even sacri- 

legious. Still, there are degrees in crime. 

I was guilty of a fraud upon the public, it 

was true. But the chief sufferer by that 

fraud would be myself. I was cutting 

short my artistic career. It was a sort of 

suicide, but yet, in truth, suicide of a com- 

paratively innocent kind. ■

I registered my death at the office of the 

registrar of the district. I boldly stated 

that I was present at the demise of Prosser 

Dubcrly. I duly proved my will at Doc- 

tors' Commons. I took possession of the 

estate, such as it was, of the late Prosser 

Duberly, and prepared to deal with the 

same as his sole executor. ■

I cansed to bo inserted in the news- 

papers a brief advertisement of my death. ■

For some days I looked for editorial men- 

tion of this ev^nt. I had hoped for expres- 

sions of regret, for some narration of the 

particulars of my life, with an enumeration 

of my various achievements in art I even 

thought it possible that a leading article 

might be written informing society oi the 

loss it had suffered ; descanting upon the 

neglect of art and artists which has too 

long and too systematically prevailed in 

this country, greatly to its disgrace ; and 

aUuding in touching terms to the prema- 

ture decease of one who had devoted years 

of thoughtful toil to the production of 

paintings of the noblest aim and class. It 

even seemed to me probable that a proposal 

might be forthcoming for the erection of 

some public monument to my memory^ or 

for the purchase of my more important 

works, with a view to tiieir becoming the 

absolute property of the nation. I con- 

templated the case of the government, after 

much questioning in parliament, and seri- 

ous expostulation on the part of ^be opposi- 

tion press, taking up the matter, and build- 

ing a Duberiy gallery at South Kensington 

for the exhibition of my works. Nothing 

of the kind, however, appeared in the 

journals. I was dead, and the world did 

not seem to be aware of the fact, or to con- 

cern itself in the least upon the subject. ■

I myself drew up, therefore, an aoconnt 

of my life, labouring to give it in as con- 

densed a form as possible. It would have 

filled perhaps three colunms of the Times; 

certainly not more than four. I made 

copies of this interesting biography, and 

sent them to the different newspaper offices. 

I have a difficulty in accounting for the 

fact, but in no case was my contribution 

fairly published. The majority of journals 

ignored it altogether. One organ — and the 

least reputable — did print in small type a 

brief paragraph referring to me. It was 

of an offensive kind. I vma mentioned as 

"an artist who had suffei?ed firom exag- 

gerated self-esteem, and in that regard had 

fit>m time to time afforded diversion to the 

public." Further, it stated that I had beai 

long in conflict with various fine art insti- 

tutions, on the absurd ground that my pic- 

tures had been unjustly treated, and, owing 

to sinister influences, had been refused the 

honours of exhibition ; that no pretence 

whatever existed for these extravagant 

assertions ; and that a pamphlet I had once 

published on the subject, full of wild as- 

sertions and absurd abuse, had tiierefore 

met with the neglect and contempt it so 

justly merited. It was added that none ■
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conld desire to war with the dead, and that 

it would now be more charitable to view 

me as the yictim, more to be pitied than to 

be blamed) of some strange hallncination, 

and to forget my fntile attempts to decry 

and woiznd the most distingnished painters 

of the epoch. 'I longed to reply to this 

most unwarrantable attack upon my fair 

fame. But I conld not : I was dead. I 

attempted it in my character as my own 

executor. This was nseless, howerer, and 

I was compiled to leave the slanders nn- 

refated. Pnrkis Dnberly conld not speak 

with that knowledge of facts and profes- 

sional authority which pn^rly pertained 

to the late Prosser. ■

I looked forward, however, to a thorough 

re-estabhshment of my reputation, and my 

due recognition as a g^eat painter, by means 

of the public sole of my pictures. I put 

myself in communication with an auc- 

tioneer well known in connexion with the 

disposal of oallections of works of art. " I 

am the executor of the late lamented 

Prosser Dnberly," I said. It was plain to 

me that the auctioneer had never even 

heard of him. I was not surprised, how- 

ever. I was indeed well prepared to meet 

with ignorance of art and its professors on 

all sides in this country. "You'll put a 

reserve price upon the pictures, I suppose," 

he said. " It wiU not be necessary," I re- 

plied. " Let them go for what they'll fetch. 

I haven't a doubt that they will obtain 

very large prices." " We'll hope so," he 

said simply. ■

I forbear to enter into particulars of 

the sale. The result was humiliating in 

the extreme. The auction was a scene of 

wild and infamous ribaldry. The biddings 

for my pictures were of the most shame- 

less kind. Shrieks of laughter resounded 

through the sale-room when my noble work, 

Daniel in the Lion's Den, was knocked 

down, at the price of a few shillings, to the 

proprietor of an itinerant wild-beast show. 

h was stated, with brutal frankness, that 

the purchaser designed to display the 

picture on the outside of his caravan in 

order to stimulate the incoming of admis- 

sion money. Harold and Wat Tyler went 

for mere trifles to adorn the lobbies of 

a music-hall at the east end of the town. 

My Epaminondas and Pompeii were bought 

for ridiculous sums by the manager of a 

hrge lunatic asylum, with a view, it was 

absurdly stated at the sale, to the en- 

tortainment of his patients. Enough. I 

shrink from further and more distressing 

details. The auction was over, and mv fame ■

was at an end. I could not interfere. I 

was Pnrkis — not Prosser. I heard myself 

to my face described as " a dreadful dufler." 

I repeat the exact words. At the end of 

the sale nothing was left in my studio but 

vacancy and ruin. I was even in debt to 

the auctioneer. Happy Shmbsole ! He 

had not lived to see how completely his 

verdict upon my art had been reversed by 

a cruel and sordid world. ■

'^ It's a bad job," said the auctioneer, 

" but what could you expect ? You see they 

were regular daubs — that's what they 

were," This to me ! " Perhaps it's as well 

the public got chafi&ng — ^we made a few shil- 

lings more that way. When bidding begins 

for the fun of the thing, we can often run 

a lot up. To tell you the truth I hardly 

expected *a bid of any kind. You know 

people wofn't give house-room to rubbish ; 

it is not likely ; and between you and me 

rubbish is the only name for your brother's 

pictures. I've knocked down many bad 

lots in my time, but never such uncommon 

bad lots as I put up to-day. But of course, 

you as an executor, and a man of business, 

could only do what you did, Mr. Purkis 

Dnberly. You were bound to seU, but 

then, you see, the public weren't bound to < 

buy — and they didn't — and small blame to 

them. That's all about it." ■

It was cruelly mortifying — ^it was crush- 

ing. But what could I do P If England 

persisted in thus trampling upon art and 

intellect, cultivated industry, and I will 

even add genius, how could the protest of 

an individual avail to hinder the enormity ? 

I was helpless: more, I was dead. My 

dream of posthumous fame was rudely 

ended, and now want of an urgent kind 

confronted me. I must live. I must 

somehow earn a subsistence. ■

I resolved to begin the world afresh. 

Resumption of my defunct personality was 

of course impossible. I had departed this 

life; I could not return to it. Still, as 

Purkis I might succeed, although as Pros- 

ser I had failed. I commenced a new 

career as an artist. For I could not de- 

tach myself from art. It was the one love, 

the sole object of my life. I could not at my 

mature age attempt a new calling. I was a 

qualified painter : surely the world would 

admit that much of me, and presently re- 

cognise and reward my endeavours. ■

I quitted Soho, leaving — but that is a 

mere detail — ^rent owing for several quar- 

ters. I secured unpretending apartments 

in the neighbourhood of Fitzroy-square. I 

set to work assiduously to win fame and ■
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money — of the latter I now stood pwN 

ticularly in need. ■

My labours were ill-requited. I still 

encountered relentless hostility. This was 

in some measure of a new kind, however. 

I was now denounced as a plagiary. I was 

accused of being a mere copyist of my late 

self. My productions met with summary 

condemnation. " Feeble imitations of his 

brother," critics said of them. ** Prosser 

was bad enough ; but there's no standing 

Purkis. See ; the same feilse manner, the 

same incorrect drawing, miserable colour, 

and slovenly execution — only worse — ^much 

worse. No — ^Prosser Duberley at second- 

hand is not to be endured at any price." ■

Such is art criticism in EngUmcL Poor 

Shrubsole ! how much I felt hia loss ! 

Why did I not die when he did — at any 

rate before I founded upon his opinions my 

plan for putting an end to myself, and 

snatching at the fruits of &me ere they 

were ripe for gathering? Perhaps, if I 

had only waited patiently — ^but reflections 

of that kind were, indeed, futile. ■

I was punished!, deservedly, perhaps ; for 

I .now felt that my conduct was unworthy, 

and altogether indefensible. Still my 

punishment had been severe. ■

My existence has become more and more 

precarious. I have been constrained to 

buy bread by following very inferior paths 

of life. Hunger has a curious way of sub- 

duing pride and stilling the invocations of 

ambition. I have been content to ignore 

my high estimate of my own abilities — to 

forget my cravings for fame. I have even 

— I blush as I write — painted sign-boards 

and trade emblems; I have touched up 

inferior photographs with sepia and neutral 

tints, adding streaks of dead- gold to re- 

present watch-guards, bracelets, and jewel- 

lery ; I have plied my brush in decorating 

those cheap illustrations which are sold at 

twopence when coloured, and are vended 

at tiie price of one penny only when left 

plain. I need hardly say that my remu- 

neration for these labours has been of a 

painfully modest description. ■

A more profitable employment has some- 

what failed me of late. For some time I 

derived gain from drawing mackerel, moon- 

light-scenes, and arabesque borders in 

coloured chalks upon the pavement. I did ■

not crouch over these designs in a pictu- 

resque attitude, furtively keen after half- 

pence. That occupation I left to a subordi- 

nate, receiving a share of his emolumentB. 1 

have sometimes accomplished as many as ten 

of these jM^uctions in various parts of Lon- 

don in one day, the weather being favour- 

able, for rain is, of course, fisbtal to this class 

of industry. But as I have said, a fiBLUing 

off has attended this pursuit of late. The 

mackerel trade has Iseen, perhaps, over- 

done — or the public has discovered that the 

fish were not so fresh as they might be. 

The world grows terribly hard, peDurions, 

and incredidous ! ■

For some time I lived in apprehension 

that the fraud I had committed in dying 

prematurely might be discovered. Bat in 

this respect my fears have much abated. 1 

am protected by my obscurity. I was little 

known as Prosser Duberley. I have Men 

beneath notice altogetheras Parkis. ■

With mention of one furtiier misfortune 

I conclude. I read in the newspaper one 

day an advertisement for Prosser Duherlj. 

It stated that if he called at a specified ad* 

dress, he would hear of something to his 

advantage. It was time. Upon inquiry I 

ascertained that a distant kinsman, of whose 

existence I had been previously uninformed 

altogether, had lately died in New Zealand 

in very thriving circumstances, bequeath- 

ing to me a Ufe-interest' in tiie income 

arising from a large sum in the fands. 

Upon my demise the money was left ab- 

solutely to the Ayslum for Idiots. In- 

directly I may some day benefit by mj 

relative's strange bequest ; for I feel tiiat I 

am rapidly qualifying for admission to the 

valuable institution, the object of his bene- 

volence. But in my present character 1 

find I cannot claim under the will. I was 

promptly informed by a solicitor that I 

had, to use his expression, " no locus standi 

whatever.** He was right, of course. 

Alas ! The legacy to Prosser Duberly had 

lapsed ; he had departed this life. ■
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Whek H&rtin Gnrwood knev that Pan- 

le liad started again for Hendon, that 

there vas no posaibiUty of departing &om 

tbe scheme vrhich she had proposed, and 

to the canring into effect of which he 

had given his reluctant coneent, he felt 
more than erer nervooa and nnoomfortable. 

That he had made a great mistake in ad- 

mitting Madame Dn Tertre into his oon- 

fidence at all, and that he had enormoDsIy 

laagnified that error by permitting her to 

tiike a leading part in the plot, and to im- 

port into it mystery and a positive danger, 
he knew fnll vrell. How he shoold be able 

to acconnt for his proceedings to Hum- 

phrey Statham, who, he felt snre, would 

be eminently dissatisfied with all that had ■

. heen done, he did not know. ■

That was a wretched evening for Msrtin 
Garwood. He and his mother dined in ■

, Bolenm stat« together, and daring tbe re- ■

' past and afterwards, when they were seated 

in the vast drawing-room, where Mrs. 

Calverley's work-table and reading-lamp 

formed a mere oasis of light in the midat 

of the great desert of darkness, he had to 

listen to an nnbroken plaint, carried on in 
an QDvaried monotone. " Was there ever 

each a life as her'e ? What had she done 

that she should be so afflicted p Why ' was 

her advice never taken P If it had been, 
Mr. Gnrwood wonld not have killed him- 

self with drink ; Mr. Calverley wonld have 

had nothing to do with the ironworks ■

I worry, which had nndonbtedly cansed his ■

death. What was to become of the busi- 

ness P The arrangements made in 

Calverley's will sonnded all very right and 

proper, hnt she very mnch questioned 

whether they wonld be fonnd to work well. 

Was not too mnch masteiy and power given 

to Mr. Jeffreys P He had been a confiden- 

tial clerk certainly, bnt it was by no means 

to be at^ed from that that he wonld be 
either as indnstrions or as naeM when 

placed in command. She conld bear testi- 

mony to that from her experience of Mr. 

Calverley, whom she had known in both 

positions." And so on and so on. ■

Mrs. Calverley did not require, or indeed 

expect, any reply to har series of wearisome 

qaestions, or comment on her dnll string 

of complaints. She was qoito satisfied 
with the intenectional "Ah!" "Well!" 

and " Indeed ! ' which Martin threw in 

from time to time, and it was well that she 

required nothing more, for her companion 

wonld have been entirely unable to give 

her a rational answer, or, even had he been 

called npoQ to do so, to state what she was 

talking about. Martin Gnrwood's thoughts 

were at Rose Cottage. Madame Da Tertre 

must have arrived there by that time; must 

have seen that poor pretty young creatnre. 

A strange woman Mact^e Du Tertre, 

and, to his mind, not too trustworthy i 

but she had expressed kindly feelings to- 

wards this girl, and when she saw her, 

that kindly feeling conld not fail to be in- 
creased. That was a horrible notion — 

taking advantage of her weakness to give 

her a sleeping draught ! He did not like to 

think of that ; and yet he was compelled 

to admit that he did not see how any- 

thing else conld have been done. Pau- 

line's poBBCBBion of their secret was an 

unpleasant element in the story which he 

had to toll Statham, bnt had he not taken ■
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ber into his confi deuce he felt that he should 

have bungled the business which be bad 

andertaken, and that yery Hkelj by tbat 

time both Mrs. Oidirerley and the tenant of 

Rose Cottage irou)d bave become acquainted 

with the positidnv which they held towards 

each other. How long they conld be kept 

in ignorance of those positions was a matter 

of doubt, bat for the texnpomry respite 

Uiey were indebted to Madame Dti Tertre, 

and Martin thought he wonld put that very 

strongly to Humphrey Statham the neact 

mommg. His last thoughts before drojh 

ping on to sleep were given to Rose Cot- 

tage, and in his dreams he saw the pretty 

pale-faced, tearful girl with the dark-eyed, 

black-browed woman bending over her. ■

He expected a letter from Hendon by 

the early morning's post, but it was mid- 

day before it arrived. Martin sat in the 

dining-room by himself, anxiously expect- 

ing it ; he beard the postman's knock re- 

sounding through the street, and when it 

reached the door, he felt an inclination to 

rush out and clear the letter-box himself. 

Only one letter was brought in to him by 

the footman, but he knew at a glance that 

it was the one he wanted. Martin waited 

until the servant had left the room before he 

broke the seal ; then he seated himself in 

the big arm-chair, and read as follows : ■

Henckm. Thuriday, mxd&iglit. ■

My dbab M. Maetin, — You will, I know, 

be most anxious to learn how I have pro- 

spered in my undertaking, and I would 

willingly have given you earlier informa- 

tion had it been possible. As, however, it 

is advisable to observe secrecy, I shall not 

intrust a messenger with my letters, but 

shall send them by the post, and take them 

to the office myself. This may occasionally 

cause some slight delay, but it will be 

surest and safest in the end. ■

By the place fiom which this letter is 

dated, you will see that I have carried out 

my intention. I am writing at a table by 

her bedside, and as I raise my eyes from 

the paper they fall upon her lying asleep 

close by me. Ah, M. Martin, I told you 

that I was a woman fertile in resources, 

and generally successfal in what I attempt. 

That there was no vanity or boasting in 

this, my present position gives, I tnink, 

ample proof. ■

But to tell you my story from its com- 

mencement. I took the letter which you 

handed me, and, fortified by the inward 

feeling that, though yoa said nothing, you 

bad breathed a silent prayer for my success, ■

I set o«t once more for the place where 'we 

had held our morning's conversation. On 

arriving at the gftte, I perceived mj little 

playfellow of tke morning. Ah, I for- 

got to mention to you thai while yoa 

were in the house, and just befora yon ap- 

peared at the dining-room window, I bad 

made acquaintance with a veiy pretty 

child, whom I had found playing m the 

garden, and bad Ingratiated myself ^ih 

her by returning the ball which she had 

thrown to my side of the bedge. It is 

part of the scheme of my life^ M. Martin, 

to ingratiate myself with everybody ; some 

day they may have an opportoafirf of mak- 

ing themselves useful to me. ■

Behold an exact example of this in tlie 

present instance ! The child saw me at 

once, and ran forward to asmouiice mj 

arrival to her mother. Had I in the morn- 

ing been cross or ungracious, bad I made a 

bad impression, that impression wonld hare 

been communicated by the cbild, and my 

reception would at onoe have been com- 

promised. As it was, the child cried ont 

" The dark lady has come again ; here she 

is at the gate," and went on to mention 

my having returned the bail, and spoken 

pleasantly to her. I heard this, for by 

that time I bad walked m the garden, and 

was close by the door. There she stood in 

the porch, her bonnet and shawl on, ber 

head bent eagerly forward, peering into tbe 

dusk. She was waiting for yon, M. Mar- 

tin, and so intent was she on your coming, 

that she seemed unable to think of any- 

thing else. My arrival did not impre® 

her at all ; until I mentioned your name 

she scarcely looked at or listened to me. ■

The name roused her at once. Where 

were you ? she asked. You had promised 

to be there more than an hour ago to take 

her to London. Why did I speaik of yon ? 

What brought me there P ■

My morning's adventure with the child 

served me just then. I said — do not be 

angry, M. Martin, I was compelled to make 

some excuse — I said that I was the wife 

of your brother (I would have said yonr 

sister, but my French accent would nare 

betrayed me) ; that I had been with yoa 

there in the morning, to be ready in case 

my services were needed; that while yoa 

entered the house I remained outside and 

talked with the child, as she had abeadr 

heard ; that I had come direct from yon 

that evening, and that I was the bearer of a 

letter which would explain my errand. ■

"A letter!" she cried. *'Then he is 

not coming ?" ■

'if ■
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" The letter will show you, madame, that 

he cannot come, but that he has sent me to 

take his place, and to act precisely as he 

would have done." ■

She looked disappointed, but she took 

the letter, and, walking into the little hall, 

where a light was burning, read it eagerly. 

Then she said, *'You know the contents, 

madame. Mr. Gnrwood says that you, in- 

stead of he, will be my guide — let us start 

at once." ■

I suppose she saw something in my face, 

for she changed colour almost immedi- 

ately and said that she begged my pardon, 

that she was acting very inhospitably, and 

that I doubiless required some refresh- 

ment after my drive. Not refreshment, I 

told her, but rest. Five minutes would make 

veryHttle difference to her. If she would 

allow me to sit down for that time, I should 

he ready to start at its expiration. She 

didn't like the delay, poor child, I saw that 

plainly enough, but she was too kind, too 

well-bred to refose, and she took me into 

the dining-room and rang for wine. ■

I was glad to hear her give this order, 

pai-tly because I stood in great need of re- 

freshment myself, for I bad had no chance 

of taking any in- Walpole- street, but princi- 

pally because ever since my arrival I had 

been wondering how I should find an oppor- 

tunity of administering that KtUe draught, 

apon the action of which my hopes for 

successfully carrying out our plans de- 

pended. You know my original idea was 

to give her this draught under the guise 

of a restorative, but when once I saw her, 

I allowed to myself that this plan would 

not do. Partly from the glimpse I had 

caught of her at the dining-room window, 

partly from your description, I had pre- 

supposed ber to be a weak, irresolute crea- 

ture, capable of being easily swayed, glad to 

^cept any suggestion without deliberating 

whether it might be for her good or her 

harm ; a pretty fool, in fact. ■

Mrs. Olaxton — it is a nice sounding 

name, and one may as well call her by it 

as by any other — is pretty and delicate, 

but by no means" weak, and any person 

who would attempt to influence her must 

liavo an exceptionally strong will. I saw 

this at a glance, and recognised the fact, 

that being, as she is, quick-witted, her 

suspicions might be aroused, in which case 

there would be an end to our scheme. It 

was necessary, therefore, to try other 

tactics, and I was beating my brain for 

them, when the entrance of the servant 

With the wine and glasses gave me the ■

requisite clue. The poor girl, with trem- 

bling hand, poured me out a glass of wine, 

and then left the room to fetch some 

biscuits, for whicb I had ventured to ask. 

I took the opportunity of her absence to 

pour some wine into the other glass, and to 

fill it up with the contents of the little 

bottle I had brought in my bag. The 

liquid was colourless and tasteless, and 

though I half smiled to myself as I emptied 

it into the wine-glass, the action reminding 

me as it did of the heroines of M. Eugene 

Sue*s novels, or of the Porte St. Martin 

dramas, I knew well enough that its result, 

though sufficient for our purpose, would be 

harmless. ■

Mrs. Claxton returned with the biscuits. 

*^ See," said I, pointing to the glass, " I 

have poured out some wine for you. You 

have passed a day of intense excitement^ 

and have still a most trying ordeal to go 

through, you will need to have all your 

courage and all your wits about you. Drink 

this, it will give you strength. She smiled 

feebly, sucb a desolate, dreary smile, but 

made no objection ; on the contrary, " She 

had had nothing i^ day," she said, "and 

thought that the wine might do her good." 

So she took the glass and quietly swallowed 

its contents. ■

I suppose if you had been there, M. 

Martin, you would have expected to see 

the girl drop down, her eyes closed, her 

senses gone r That is the way in the novels 

and the drama, but that is not ihe effect of 

the little tisane which I have more than 

once had occasion to prepare. That effect 

never varies. Mrs. Claxton watched me 

with apparent interest as I was eating 

my biscuit, and, though she said nothing, 

she seemed perfectly to understand me 

when I proposed to go. At that moment, 

seeing the narse pass the window, carrying 

the little child, who was being taken to 

bed, I beckoned to ber. The woman 

opened the door, and I had just said to her, 

" Please tell my cabman we are coming 

out," when Mrs. Claxton sank backwards 

in her chair. I had been anticipating this ; 

so bidding the nurse carry the child away, 

and send one of the other servants to me, I 

bent over the poor girl, and with the aid of 

the housemaid, who speedily arrived, went 

through the usual restorative processes 

which are employed with persons who are 

supposed to have swooned. While these, 

which I need scarcely say were of no effect, 

were being carried on, I learned from the 

servant that, owing to the news which had 

been brought to her by the clergyman that ■

\ ■

=»■ ■
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morning, her mistress bad been in a dreadful 

low state all day, and that the wonder of 

the household was that she had kept np 

so long. This state of things exactly 

favouring my purpose, I soon disposed of 

the idea whicn had been started by the 

nurse, that Doctor Broadbent should be 

sent for, and when I had had the poor girl 

carried up- stairs, my announcement that I 

should instal myself as nurse, and pass the 

night by her bedside, excited no great sur- 

prise. ■

Lying there, with her long hair floating 

over the pillow, her features tranquil and 

composed, her breathing soft and regular, 

she is very beautiful ! So beautiful that 

I can quite understand the dead man being 

in love with her. So beautiful that were I 

writing to any one but you, M. Martin, I 

should say I could almost forgive him for it. 

Meanwhile, it is satisfactory to us to think 

that the respite which we have gained by 

her inaction is purchased at the cost of no 

pain or ill suffered by her. Her sleep is 

as sound and as health-giving as though it 

had been natural, and there is no doubt 

that the rest will really be of service to her 

in serving as a preparation for the troubled 

time to come. ■

So here ends my bulletin. What events 

to-morrow may have in store for us, of 

course I know not ; but I think that the 

patient will sleep for at least another 

twenty-four hours, and I knew you would 

be desirous to hear as soon as possible of 

her state. If you have anything to say to 

me you can send it safely by letter ; but if 

I do not hear from you, I shall hold to the 

plan which we arranged together. ■

Your &end, ■

Palmtsb Du Tebtre. ■

Six A-H. ■

P.S. — I have kept my letter open till 

now. She still remains in the same state. ■

The emotions experienced by Martin 

Gurwood when he arrived at the conclu- 

sion of this lengthy epistle were so con- 

flicting, that he thought it advisble to give 

as little personal consideration to the matter 

as possible, and to lose no time in submitting 

his story and the letter to Humphrey Sta- 

tham, and obtaining that clear-headed 

friend's advice upon both. ■

On arriving at Change Alley, and reveal- 

ing himself to the gaze of Mr. Collins, 

Martin was surprised to find that confi- 

dential creature brighten up at his ap- 

proach, and to hear him express pleasure 

at his arrival. ■

" Olad to see you, Mr. Gurwood," he 

said. '* Perhaps now you have come the 

governor will be a little easier in his mind. 

He has been in and out of the room half a 

dozen times in the day for the last three 

days, asking us all if we were quite sure 

that you had not been, and giving direc- 

tions that you were to be sent in to him 

directly you arrived. I will go in and tell 

him at once." ■

The chief clerk passed into his princi- 

paFs room, and returned inmiediatelj. 

** You are to go in," he said, and the next 

moment Humphrey Statham had Martin 

Gurwood by the hand. ■

" Here at last," he cried. '* I have been 

expecting you from hour to hour — what 

on earth has detained you ?" ■

'* Nothing. I came as quickly as I 

could — directly I had anything to say, as 1 

will prove to you in a minute. But what 

has made you so strangely anxious ?" ■

"My dear fellow, I am anxious about 

anything in which I take an interest, 

and I have taken an interest in this matter. 

Now to the point. You have seen this 

lady?" ■

" I have." ■

" And you have broken the truth to her; 

explained to her the fearful position in 

which she stands?" ■

" I have not." ■

"Gurwood!" said Humphrey Statham, 

taking a pace backward, and looking 

steadily at his friend. " Is this the way 

in which you have discharged your mis- 

sion ? Did you not undertake—" ■

"Wait and hear me before you con- 

demn," cried Martin, raising bis hand in 

appeal. " I am as weak as water — ^no one 

Imows that better than myself — ^but I had 

made up my mind to go through with this 

duty, and I would have done so had it not 

been for circumstances against which I could 

not struggle. Have you never heard me 

mention the name of Madame Du Tcrtre r" ■

" Madame Du Tertre ?" repeated Hum- 

phrey, somewhat astonished at what he 

imagined to be his friend's sudden branch- 

ing off from the subject. "No, I have 

never heard the name." ■

" She is a Frenchwoman, who, through 

some strange influence, I never knew ex- 

actly what, has been acting as my mother's 

companion for some little time, living in 

the house in Great Walpole-street, and 

being, in fact, half friend, half servant. 

You comprehend the position ?" ■

Humphrey Statham bowed his head in 

acquiescence. ■

i ■
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" She is a woman of great strength of 

character — little as I know of the world I 

am able to see that — and has not merely 

obtained a vast influence over mj mother, 

bnty as I now believe, has made herself 

thoroTighly acquainted with most of our 

private affairs.*' 

"You don't mean to saj that she ■

knows^ ?" ■

'* Wait and hear me. This woman, from ■

somethiDg that occurred during Mr. Cal- ■

verley's lifetime, seems to have entertained ■

some suspicion of the Glaxton mystery. ■

The morning after his death, when I ■

happened to be alone in the room with her, ■

she found some means of alluding to some ■

partnership in the house at Mincing-lane, ■

and of introducing the name of Glaxton. ■

I tried to pass the thing off as lightly as I ■

could, but I was horribly confused, and I ■

dare say I made a mess of it^^ at all events ■

her suspicions were not abated, for when I ■

came out of Rose Cottage, after my first ■

interview with that poor creature, I found ■

this Frenchwoman waiting for me close by ■

the gate." ■

"She had followed you to Hendon, 

then," cried Statham. " What explanation 

did yon give for your being there ?" ■

" What explanation could I give ? Even 

though I had designed to tell a lie I could 

not have framed one calculated to have 

escaped her detection." ■

" Do you mean to say, then, that this 

intriguing Frenchwoman, who is in Mrs. 

Galverley's confidence, knows all ?" 

"AIJ!" ■

Humphrey Statham shrugged his shoul- 

ders, plunged his hands into his trousers- 

pockets, and sank back in his chair with 

the air of a man for whom life has no 

further interest. ■

" Yon cannot realise my position," cried 

Martin. " It was with this very power 

that she possesses over Mrs. Calverley that 

she threatened me. And she has expressed 

her willingness to aid us in our plans, pro- 

vided I do not interfere with her manage- 

ment of my mother." ■

'*If anything had to be said to hev it 

was better to tell her all," said Humphrey 

Statham ; '* a half- confidence is always a 

mistake. So this charming creature knows 

all about the doable mystery of Galverley 

and Glaxton, and promises to render us 

assistance in our endeavours to do the best 

for all persons concerned ! Well, it is a 

most confounded nuisance that she knows 

anything about it ; but as it is, I don't 

know that she might not be made useful." ■

" She has made herself useful already," 

said Martin Gurwood. ** You should have 

never sent me on this errand, which I was 

utterly incapable to fulfil. I saw this poor 

girl, and, as kindly as I could, told her of 

the death of this man — ^her husband, as I 

called him — ^but when she pressed to be 

taken to him, imagining that he was only 

just dead, I was entirely nonplussed, and 

knew not what to say. You had given me 

no instructions on that head, you know." ■

" By Jove, no ; that was an omission," 

said Statham, rubbing his head. "How 

did you manage ?" ■

"After a struggle I told her that the 

body was lying at Mr. Galverley's house in 

Great Walpole-street, and that as she did 

not know Mrs. Calverley, it would be 

necessary to apprise that lady of her visit. 

So I lefb her, promising to return in the 

evening and take her with me. It was 

then I met Madame Du Tertre." ■

" Well, what did she say ?" ■

" She said that my plan was absurd, and 

that it was all important that the actual 

state of things should be kept from Mrs. 

Glaxton for some time longer. ' ■

" She was right in both instances," said 

Humphrey Statham, nodding. " But how 

did she propose to do it ? I confess I don't 

see my way !" ■

" How she has done it you will perceive 

by this letter which I have just received." ■

And Martin handed Pauline's letter to 

his friend, and watched him keenly as he 

perused it. ■

Humphrey Statham read the document 

through with great attention. Only twice 

he showed symptoms of astonishment — 

once by his uplifted eyebrows, once by a 

low but prolonged whistle. When he had 

finished reading the letter, he still retained 

it in his hand. ■

" She is a clever woman, by Jove !" he 

said, " and a thoroughly unscrupulous one ; 

this letter shows that. I don't like this 

sleeping draught business; that is a re- 

markably awkward feature in the case, 

though it seems to be going on all well, and 

it certainly is giving us the time we required. 

When this poor girl wakes you and I must 

both of us be present to tell her plainly 

the truth ; you in your clerical capacity, 

and I — well — in my worldly capacity, I 

suppose. 'Very beautiful,' eh ?" he said, 

referring to the letter. " She is very beauti- 

ful. A soft, touching kind of beauty which 

appeals to me more than any other. And 

the child," he continued, again glancing at 

the letter. *'You remarked that I took ■
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special interest in this matter, Garwood ! 

You would scarcely fancy now that that 

child is the link between me and the 

Clazton mystery !" ■

" The child !" cried Martin Gurwood. 

"How is that?" ■

" I will tell you the story some day," 

said Statham, looking moodily into the fire. 

"Depend upon it, my friend, not every 

wonaan who is betrayed is so mercifully 

deceived as this poor creature has been I" ■

SEAWEEDS. ■

Seayteeds, it may be supposed, are weeds 

of the sea ; but that name does them great 

injustice. No plants ought to be called 

weeds, where every plant has an equal right 

to grow. A weed is an intruder, a plant 

out of its place. A cabbage in a tulip*bed 

is a weed ; and a tulip in a plot of onions 

is equally a weed. If we could cultivate 

either the deeps, the slopes, or the surface 

of the sea, then superfluous intruding 

alg89 might, with some show of justice, be 

called seaweeds. But as no agricultural 

society has as yet proposed to reclaim the 

bottom of the sea, we ought in fairness to 

regard seaweeds as, in ever^ respect, some- 

thing more than " claimants." They are 

where the Great Author of Nature has 

placed them, holding their own by ancient 

and prescriptive tenure. ■

If antiquity goes for anything, sea plants 

are probably older than land plants, just as 

sea animals were antecedent to land animals. 

We may regard with veneration the famous 

dragon-tree of Teneriffe, lately fallen, 

whose age is calculated at six thousand 

years. Bat still more venerable is the 

gigantic Gulf -weed, Sargassum bacci- 

ferum, the berry-bearing sargasso, which 

frightened Columbus's sailors by the 

obstacles it offered to his vessel's pro- 

gress. They thought it marked the 

limits of navigation. This weed remains 

at the present day exactly as Columbus 

saw it, without the slightest sign of de- 

crepitude. To the eye, at a little dis- 

tance, it looks substantial enough to walk 

upon. Fancy a plant which fills a sea and 

occupies a respectable space in the map of 

a hemisphere 1 Well may Australian 

skippers mention it as "long kelp" in 

their logs. But more about this sargasso 

anon. ■

We can in no sense designate as weeds 

the oyster-trees and cockle^trees which 

Baron Munchausen, during his submarine ■

ride, found flourishing at the bottom of tbe 

sea. They were one of the skits (very 

telling at the time) which the "Baron" 

threw out against certain travellers, Mrnigo 

Park especially, most of whose wondrous 

tales have since bdien proved to be veritable 

facts. The shell-fish-bearing bush is now 

known to botanists as the mangrove, and 

is thus described by an early observer : ■

" Sierra Leonna, part of Guinea, is so 

fertile, that oranges, figs, and citrons grow 

almost without any culture. There is the 

oyster-tree, which has no other fruit but 

oysters; it has a very broad leaf, and 

almost as thick as leather, having small 

knobs like those of the Cyprus. The boughs 

hang down a ^od way into the water, and 

are overflowed by the tide; on the mud 

and slush that sticks to theni, the young 

oysters bred there hsten, and that in such 

vast numbers that one can hardly see any- 

thing almost but long ropes of oysters." ■

Seaweeds are flowerless plants, which 

are nourished throughout their whole sur- 

face by the medium in which they vegetate. 

This accounts for their rapid growth, even 

during the dead season and the chilly 

months. Mr. Stephenson found that a 

rock off the coast of Scotland, uncovered 

only at spring tides, which had been 

chiselled smooth in November, was thickly 

overgrown in the following May with Fncus 

digitatus two feet, and F. esculentus six 

feet in length. ■

The root of seaweeds is not a real root 

like that of non-parasitic land plants. It 

is a sucker, a means of attachment, a moor- 

ing cable ; but it is not a root whose nume- 

rous mouths supply the body of the plant 

with food. The Gulf-weed floats in enor- 

mous masses, without any root at all 

stretching across the sea in ridges from t^n 

to twenty yards wide, and of indefinite 

length. In this situation it continues to 

grow luxuriantly, and appears to multiply 

itself by offsets, at first accidentally broken 

off, and immediately establishing them- 

selves as independent plants. ■

Seaweeds also are propagated by zoo- 

spores— -locomotive seeds which swim abonr 

freely with apparently voluntary move- 

ments, as if they were making the most 

of their liberty and sowing their wild oats 

before settling down in Hfe. The colour of 

the spores affords the means of subdividing 

the class, seaweeds, into three groups or 

orders, namely, MelanospermesB, dark or 

black-spored alg», Rhodosperme©, red" 

spored, and Chlorospermeae, green-spored. 

• Though very dift'erent from each other ■
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in form, colour, and general appearance, 

seaweeds all agree in the important point 

of being composed exclusively of ceUalar 

tissues. They have not continuous vessels, 

like those of flowering plants, but consist 

of cells diflerently arranged, or of gelatine, 

membrane, and endochrome, a hard word 

for the miscellaneous contents of a cell. ■

K you gather a branch of chrysan- 

themum, let it lie on your table till the 

leaves become limp and drooping, and then 

place the broken end of the stalk in a glass 

of water, the leaves and the tip of the stem 

will revive, recovering their former firm- 

ness ; which is a proof that the water has 

risen through the continuGUs vessels of the 

plant. But if one part of a seaweed be 

plunged in water while the remainder is 

exposed to the air, only what is in the water 

remains fresh, the rest withers and becomes 

dry. In the same manner, if a dried 

specimen of seaweed be in part immersed 

in water, whOe the part that is immersed 

becomes filled with the fluid, and assumes 

a fresh appearance, the part that is not in 

the water remains aa dry as ever. ■

The simple structure of these plants, in 

their young state, and while of diminutive 

stature (which with not a few is permanent) 

enables us to look them through and 

through while living in their natural and 

ordinary conditions. They live in glass 

houses, as it were, or rather they themselves 

are glass, transparent, with nothing that 

lies within them hid. With them, the 

microscope penetrates mysteries of organi- 

sation which are either altogether inac- 

cesssible, or only to be discovered by diffi- 

cult dissections, in the higher forms of 

vegetation. And yet seaweed, is both 

strong in its simplicity and capable of 

en<»inous growth. In the space between 

the Azores, Canaries, and the Gape Yerd 

Islands lies the great Sargasso Sea. Cover- 

ing an area equal in extent to the valley 

of the Mississippi, it is so thickly matted 

over with Gulf-weed that the speed of vessels 

passing through it is often much retarded. 

The weed always " tails to'' a steady or a 

constant wind, so that it serves tiie mari- 

ner as a Bort of anemometer, telling him 

whether the wind as he finds it has been 

blowing for some time, or whether it 

has but j ust shifted, and which way. Colum- 

bus, as we have said, first found this 

weedy sea on his voyage of discovery. 

There it has remained to this daj^, mov- 

ing up and down, and changing its posi- 

tion, like the calms of Cancer, as aSected 

by the seasons, the stonns, and the winds. ■

According to Maury's high authority, exact 

observations as to its limits and their range, 

extending back for fifty years, assure us 

that its mean position has not been altered 

since that time. ■

There is also a sargasso to the west of 

the Cape of Good Hope, which, though 

comparatively small, is clearly defined. 

Mention is generally made of it in the logs 

as "rock- weed" and " drift matter." . The 

weedy space about the Falkland Islands is 

probably not a true sargasso. The sea- 

weed reported there most likely comes from 

the Straits of Magellan, where immense 

masses of algsa grow. Those straits are so 

encumbered with seaweed that steamers 

find great difficulty in making their way 

through it. It bo clogs their paddles as tx) 

make frequent stoppages necessary. ■

Seaweed is the mother and nurse of life. 

In all parts of the world, Mr. Darwin 

observes in his Voyage of the Beagle, a 

rocky and partially protected shore sup- 

ports, in a given space, a greater number of 

individual animals than any other station. 

A remarkable instance of the fact is 

aflbrded by the kelp, Macrocystis pyrifera, 

a plant which grows on every rock from 

low- water mark to a great depth, both on 

outer coasts and within channels. During 

the voyages of the Adventure and Beagle, 

not one rock near the surface was dis- 

covered which was not buoyed by this 

floating weed. It thus aflbrds good service 

to vessels navigating near the stormy shores 

of Tierra del Fuego, and has certainly saved 

many a one from being wrecked. ■

Mr. Darwin knows few things more 

surprising than to see this plant growing 

and flourishing, in its simply organised 

strength, amidst the great breakers of the 

Western Ocean, which no mass of rock, let 

it be ever so hard, can long resist. The 

stem is round, slimy, and smooth, and 

seldom has a diameter of so much as an 

inch. A few stems taken iogetiier are 

sufficiently strong to support the weight of 

the large loose stones to which in the in- 

land channels they grow attached ; and yet 

some of these stones were so heavy that, 

when drawn to the surface, they could 

scarcely be lifted into a boat by one 

person. ■

Captain Cook, in his second voyage, says 

that this planti at Kerguelen Land, rises 

from a greater depth than twenty-four 

fathoms ; '' and as it does not grow in a 

perpendicular direction, but naakes a very 

acute angle with the bottom, and much of 

it afterwards spreads many faihoms on the ■
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sarface of the sea, I am well warranted to 

say that some of it grows to the length of 

sixty fathoms and np wards." Does the 

stem of any other plant attain so great a 

length as three hundred and sixty feet, 

as this is stated to do by so -veracious a 

writer as Captain Cook ? Captain Fitzroy, 

moreover, found it growing up from the 

greater depth of forty-five fathoms, or two 

hundred and seventy feet, before it began 

to spread. The beds tff this seaweed, 

even when not of great breadth, make ex- 

cellent natural floating breakwaters. It is 

curious to see, in an exposed harbour, how 

soon the waves from the open sea, as they 

travel through the stragglmg stems, sink 

in height, and pass into smooth water. ■

The number of living creatures of all 

orders, whose existence intimately depends 

on the kelp, is wonderful. On shaking the 

great entangled roots, a pile of small fish, 

^ells, cuttle-fish, crabs, sea-eggs, star-fis^, 

and crawling animals of a multitude of 

forms, all fall out together. Amidst the 

leaves of this plant numerous species of 

fish live, which nowhere else could find 

food or shelter ; with their destruction the 

many cormorants and other fishing birds, 

the otters, seals, and porpoises, would soon 

perish also; and lastly, the Fuegian 

savage, the miserable lord of that miser- 

able land, would redouble his cannibal 

feasts, decrease in numbers, and perhaps 

cease to exist. The kelp is therefore a 

direct check on anthropophagy, and con- 

sequently an indirect sustainer of that 

branch of the human race. ■

Although we have not these colossal 

plants, containing faunsB of their own, 

within our reach, still our native shores 

furnish us with many favourable oppor- 

tunities for the study of marine botany. 

The ocean, and its straits which surround 

us, gwe the seaweeds they produce far 

more easily and liberally than do the tide- 

less Mediterranean or the Baltic. At low 

water, and a little before and after it^ we 

can search at leisure for the species that 

suit our requirements or our taste ; whereas 

in seas where the water is always at nearly 

the same level, the only mode (and that 

imperfect) of obtaining specimens, is to 

dive after them, or grub them up with iron- 

tipped poles or other clumsy instruments. ■

When obtained, they make pleasing and 

interesting objects, not to speak of their 

utilitarian value. Herbaria and horti sicci 

are hay ; useful, botanical, scientific hay, no 

doubt, but very poor representatives, death- 

like images of the living plant or flower ; ■

but seaweeds, well prepared, are pictures. 

Many species, so preserved, are faithful 

portraits of their living selves, and caa 

with difficulty be distinguished, if at all, 

from careful drawings exquisitely colon rei 

Much depends on their arrangement upon 

the paper, and the forms they are made to 

take. The position in which they naturally 

grow is the proper position to place them 

in. Some professioziiBd preparers, however, 

delight in grouping certain singular sea- 

weeds, such as Padina pavonia, in wheels, 

rosettes, stars, and so on — as we see bat- 

terflies and shells arranged to form co- 

loured pattqms; but this very question- 

able taste will not be encouraged, or 

imitated, either by the artist or the true 

zuituralist. ■

The whole secret of their manipulation 

consists in arrang^g them in water. For 

this, the most convenient apparatus is a 

square tin bath, having a slight inclination 

of its bottom towards one of the comers, 

which is furnished with a tap to draw the 

water off. ' Put a square of drawing-paper 

at the bottom of the bath, cover it with 

water to the depth of an inch or two, in this 

put your specimen of seaweed, and arrange 

its branches s^tisfieustorily with the help of 

a couple of knitting-needles. If the sped- 

men be too thick and crowded, cut out super- 

fluous fronds with a pair of scissors. When 

you have made it lie on the paper as jon 

wish, let off the water very gently. For 

want of a bath you may do it in a common 

hand-basin, with your left hand under the 

paper, and arranging the seaweed with 

your right. Place the paper with its spe- 

cimen on a sheet of blotting-paper doubled 

to the same size. Then cover the specimen 

with a piece of plain muslin ; on this pot 

another sheet of blotting paper, and subject 

the whole to steady pressure. If you luTe 

not a regular press, a few heavy books, or 

a board and a weight will do. You msj 

thus press a number of specimens, one 

placed on the top of the other. After adsj 

or two uncover them, to see that the mnsHn 

does not stick to the seaweed, then return 

them to the press till they are gradualij 

dried. You will thus compile a manual 

of algsd, with coloured plates, nature- 

printed. ■

While at the seaside many holidsj' 

makers may wish to taste the seaweeds 

they collect, and so turn them to econo- 

mical and useful, as well as to omamental 

and botanical purposes. As a rule, the con- 

sumption of seaweeds at table is veiylo^t 

depending entirely on custom, example ■

azsc ■
SBS ■
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and popular likings. It may be asserted 

that, generally, throngbont the breadth of 

the United Kingdom, seaweeds are more 

frequently used as medicine than as diet ; 

and yet, in some few places, they are in as 

great request as spr ing radishes or fresh- 

boiled shrimps. "With every item of food 

at its present high price, an additional 

article which may be had for little or 

nothing — a nutritious purifier and a whole- 

some change — is surely worth an impartial 

trial. It requires less courage to partake 

of stewed seaweed than of unaccustomed 

molluscs and reptiles, foreign tit-bits — 

savoury-sauced snails and delicately-dished 

frogs — even including the world-famous 

tnrtle, if we saw the beast before we ate it. ■

Laver, for instance, Porphyra laciniata, 

is an annual plant, growing on rocks 

between high and low-water mark, and 

therefore obtainable by all who choose to 

gather it. Its range extends nearly from 

pole to pole, causing it to vary in form and 

hue, but not hindering its easy recognition. 

Its fronds, . mostly bluish purple, are occa- 

sionally tinged with olive green. Long 

stewing with pepper and butter reduces it 

to a dark-brown mucilaginous pulp of agree- 

able flavour, which, rendered more piquant 

by a dash of vinegar, makes a marine 

sance by no means to be despised. ■

Laver is much esteemed in Cornwall. 

In Scotland and Ireland it probably tastes 

as well under the names of sloke, slouk, 

and slowkawn. Lady Harriet St. Glair 

includes it amongst her Dainty Dishes, 

and tells us, *' Laver is usually bought pre- 

pared in pots, and then merely requires 

beating over a lamp and a squeeze of 

lemon added to it. Serve over a lamp, 

that it may be very hot. If you pick it 

fresh by the seaside, it requires most care- 

fol washing in many waters to get rid of 

the sand. Salt water is best to wash it in, 

if you can get it quite clear. It should 

then be slowly stewed for many hours in 

weak veal broth till it is quite a pulp ; add 

more broth if it gets too dry." ■

This takes rank as a luxury. Another 

seaweed boasts medicinal merits. The 

carrageen, or Irish moss, of the shops is 

a seaweed, Chondrus crispus, which so- 

journers near a rocky coast may gather for 

themselves in abundance. It varies greatly 

in appearance ; one of its specific names is 

polymorphus. The many forms it assumes 

are impossible to enumerate ; nevertheless, 

those who have seen it once will have little 

difficulty in recognising it again. Harvey 

%^u«8 two varieties. The samples sold in ■

the shops are mostly bleached or colourless. 

As it grows, it is of a dull brownish red, 

increasing in depth with age. Spring and 

summer are the best seasons for gathering 

it. When fresh, it requires several careful 

washings and pickings over, separating the 

tufled fronds into sprigs. Boil it down, 

for two or three hours, in plain water, to a 

jelly ; pass it through a cullender, and let 

it stand to settle. Pour it off from the 

impurities at the bottom, and use it for the 

preparation of jellies and blanc-manges 

exactly as if it were isinglass. ■

Carrageen is perhaps one of the restora- 

tives which are assisted by &ith on the 

part of those who take it ; but want of faith 

neutralises almost every mode of medical 

treatment. When rendered as nearly in- 

sipid as possible by repeated steeping and 

washing (in which case much of its virtue 

may also be washed away), it still retains 

a certain flavour of the shore, which is dis- 

tasteful to some, although others get to 

like it by use — just as there are invalids 

who become fond of cod-liver oil. A course 

of Irish moss blanc-mange is worth con- 

tinuing, as it cannot be otherwise than good 

for constitutions with any tendency io scro* 

fulous disease. ■

The BritLsh coasts supply three UIvib; 

latissima, the broadest; lactuca, lettuce- 

like ; and linza, the narrowest, most beau- 

tiful, and least common. What linza 

meaneth, the present writer knoweth not. 

Latissima and lactuca are by some called 

green laver. They are used either raw as 

salad, or cooked like laver. They are pro- 

bably Soyer's laver (unless he confounded 

them with the red), which he says *'is 

merely washed, boiled, pulped, and potted 

by the fishermen's wives. It is considered 

wholesome; but I see nothing particular 

in it that can make it so, unless it is the 

small quantity of iodine that it contains. 

It should be dressed like spinach, and sent 

up very hot" One of Soyer's predecessors 

tells us, in 1807, that "Laver is a great 

sweetener of the blood. It is seldom liked 

at first, but people become extremely fond 

of it by habit." As a rule, old-established 

popular belief in these matters is seldom 

quite without foundation. ■

Spinach-dressed laver is generally served 

with mutton. Soyer introduced a new 

plan of cooking it, which has been liked by 

persons who formerly disliked it. Have 

some mashed potatoes: roll them out to 

the thickness of a quarter of an inch ; cover 

this with some cold stewed laver nicely 

seasoned; put another layer of mashed ■
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potatoes over, and allow the wKole to get 

quite cold. Then cut it into square pieces ; 

egg and bread-crumh the surface, and fry 

or bake them to a nice light brown. ■

Rhodymenia palmata (long confounded 

with Iridcea edulis) is the j^mous dulse, 

remarkable for its sweet violet smell. It 

is red, often parasitical on other algas, 

and flourishes near low- water mark. The 

pinuBB at the base of the frond of Alaria 

esculenta, ladder-locks, as well as the mid- 

rib stripped of its membrane, are eaten in 

the Orkneys. Laminaria saccharina, sweet 

tangle, is washed and laid in the sun xmtil 

the mannite comes out of it. In the north 

of Scotland a kind of sauce for fish or 

fowl, resembling ketchup, is made from the 

cup-like or fungus-like fronds of the sea- 

thong, Eimanthalia lorea. The Gulf- weed 

is eaten in China ; in the East it is used in 

salads, and with vinegar it furnishes a 

pickle. When Punctaria plantaginea is 

fresh gathered it has the perfume of cu- 

cumbers so strong as to fill a room with its 

fragp^ance when the tin box containing it is 

opened. In this respect it is a vegetable 

smelt, and strongly tempts the cook to test 

its qualities. Whether other species of the 

genus have the same odour has not been 

noticed. Molluscs at least find them good 

eating, as the fronds are often found very 

much nibbled. ■

MOON WORSHIP. ■

Oke of the most natural evidences of a 

superior spirit in man, in the ancient un- 

enlightened times, when science and the 

knowledge of facts had not partially re- 

vealed ihe infinite future, is to be found in 

the worship of the moon. The passions, 

vices, and troubles of mankind, emanating 

from sources which in their results alone 

were visible, led the unthinking ancients 

towards a belief in the ruling of events by 

the various unerring paths of the planets. 

Comparatively enlightened as we in our age 

must be consider^, one cannot be altogether 

insensible to the fact that the sun, the moon, 

and the stars do really exercise very subtle 

effects upon the life and destiny of mankind ; 

although not so directly as the ancients 

believed. The record of the weather, as 

given daily in the English press, at various 

parts on the sea-coast and inland, with the 

different directions and forces of the winds, 

the aspect of the sky, and the temperature 

of the air, are collectively the result, to a 

great extent, of the powers which we call 

the planets, and which possess chemical ■

affinities with the earth. If a e&v^ge of 

some five thousand years since were to 

come to life again in our day, and pltunp 

himself down in any part of England 

during its visitation of sunshine, and there 

and then worship the great orb of day, he 

would simply be doing what we do our- 

selves, only in a more indirect and less de- 

monstrative manner. The colours which 

we see around us, and which are simply 

the effects of sunlight, we seek out and 

admire; and, like the savage of old, we 

assign them a cause. The researches of 

recent observations upon the occasion of 

sun eclipses have demonstrated the eiist- 

ence of magnificent colour in the imme- 

diate vicinity of the sun ; and farther stady 

will, no doubt, reveal the exact cause and 

effect of what we call, vaguely, colour. ■

Although the sometime presence of the 

sun and moon in daylight together may hare 

appeared a singular coincidence to those 

races which had no such means of ascer- 

taining causes as we have, still the element 

of thought to a great degree was brought 

to bear upon them, by ascribing to them 

the same emotions as those which form 

the character and events of mankind. 

Thus, the sun was considered the husband 

of the moon, and whenever the eclipse of 

the moon happened, ancient nations be- 

lieved the sun to be angry with his wife. 

Job, in what is considered by some to be 

the oldest book in the Old Testament, 

mentions (chapter thirty-one) the worship 

of the moon in her brightness, by kissing 

of the hand to her. Many nations gifted 

with the faculty of increasing thought and 

observation, txuced the illumination of the 

moon to the sun, and in the worship of the 

moon worshipped the sun also. The 

Greeks and Romans, adapting themselves 

to governmental polity and religion com- 

bined, worshipped, under a multiplicity of ! 

names and meanings, the moon. Thus, as 

Hecate, the moon was adored as a monster 

with three heads, signifying her threefold 

forms as the new, the fall, and the waning 

moon. They honoured her as Luna, at her 

first appearance specially, with white and 

golden garments, and a burning torch to 

show her increasing light, in their repre- 

sentations or figures, as seen to this day. || 

In fact, we may call it " fignre-painting" as 

much as the pictures of the Japanese, and I 

the mystical symbolisms of India and 

China. As Diana, the moon was wor- 

shipped in the habit of a woman, with a 

flaming torch in one hand, in the other 

two snakes, a bow and arrows on her 

shoulders, seated in a chariot harnessed to ■
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night in North America when the surface 

of the world became dry again. ■

In Guiana, the natives believed the moon 

to contain a man, imprisoned there for a 

certain crime ; and our English *' man in the 

moon " may possibly have resulted from 

travellers' Uilea in the time of Drake and 

the early navigators, or freebooters, of 

Europe. The Peruvians, who immortalised 

almost everything useful or natural, held 

great religious festivals to the planets, seas, 

rivers, and natural phenomena; offering 

in the tenth month a hundred sheep 

to tlie moon, burning torches and wash- 

ing themselves, in her honour, and then 

getting drunk for a period of four days. ■

The worship of the moon by the Ger- 

mans was subsidiary to their estimation 

of the earth; whilst Mercury was consi- 

dered by the Guuls the first and chief god. 

The Saxons adored the moon in the form of 

a woman with a short coat, having a hood 

with long ears, and the picture of the moon 

on her breast ; and from the worship of 

the moon is our Monday named. Indeed, 

the sign of the " seven stars" or planets, 

which, besides the sun, were worshipped 

by the Saxons, is even now very common 

in many parts of England. ■

The short review we have given of the 

almost universal idea of man in worshipping 

forms of brightness, leads us naturallv to 

the conclusion that the inherent wish of 

man's heart is not downward, but upward. 

Every nation that has developed into any- 

thing like mental culture, began, in its first 

struggles for emancipation of intellect and 

improvement, by setting up the fairest 

and most polished type- of nature. The 

Germans, English, Indians, French, and 

other learned nations, have been all, at one 

time, open to this remark ; and there is no 

doubt that the worship of the great pheno- 

mena of nature by gradually destroying the 

more brutal superstitions of earlier tunes, 

surely, if slowly, prepared the way for the 

reception of the purer and diviner faith of 

the later days. ■

HEBO. 

Hbs gold-brown hmir in rippling wayeletf flowed 

Adown her tnow- white shoulders : and the light 

Of lore expectant lit her Tiolet eyei 

With Heaven's fire, as glows jon silTer spark 

Upon the sable bosom ot the night ! ■

A tender rose-glow flushed o'er neok and brow. 

An unshed tear-drop quivered on the lash 

Of her far strainM eje, to eatch the form 

Of young Leander, supple-limbed and lithe 

As poplar-stem, whilst o'er the cruel straits, 

The foamy-crested straits, that intervene 

'Twixt him and love, he takes his arrowy way. ■

He oomes not ! And a stifled sobbiog sigh 

LifU the white drspelets on the maiden's bressti 

As higher ^et she liolds love's beacon up, 

A half-eztiDguished torch, and bodings dirs 

Awaken in lur soul. ■

The ravenous sea 

Bolls on, and cares not ; till the dawning finds 

A maiden kneeling by a fair young eone : 

Her torch extinguished : and with piteous iem, 

Heart-broken, wailing, lone, and desolate, 

Moaning the fiat of the ruthless gods ! ■

CHRONICLES OF LONDON 

STREETS. ■

MODERN ST. PAUL'S. ■

Within a year of the Great Fire, a tem- 

porary choir was fitted np at the west end 

of St. PanVs, the east being a mere ruin, 

and Bishop Sancrofb preached there ontbe 

recent calamity. Repairs were attempted, 

and three thousand ponnds wasted upon 

them, but in April, 1668, Sancrofb wrote to 

Wren that what he whispered at his l&st 

visit had proved prophetic. The third 

pillar from the west on the south side had 

fallen with a sndden crash, and the next 

was nnsafe. The whole work of Inigo 

Jones, in fact, threatened to become an 

absolnte wreck. ''You are so absolutely 

necessary to us," wrot^e the bishop, " that 

we can do nothing, resolve oil nothing, 

without you." The rebuilding was at 

once decided upon, but not till 1673 were 

letters patent, announcing the determioa- 

tion, issued by the indolent, pleasure-loving 

king. The new cathedral was to exceed 

the splendour and magnificence of the old 

church, and to be '' the principal ornament 

of our royal city." The king's zeal had 

taken seven years to rouse itself to action. 

Charles, always ready in promises, offered 

one thousand pounds a year from his 

privy purse, but in fact seems to have 

actually given nothing. Sheldon, the High 

Church primate, gave two thousand pounds. 

The other bishops contributed largely. 

Nearly every parish in England subscribed. 

But, best of all, a tax was laid on all coal 

brought to London by sea. The wits said 

as coal smoke had injured the old St. 

Paul's, and fire had eventually destroyed 

it^ it was only fair that coal shonld help to 

rebuild it. ■

All eyfes were now fixed on Wren. This 

great man was, according to tradition, of 

Danish descent. His grandfather was a 

rich London mercer ; his uncle a bishop o( 

Ely, imprisoned by Cromwell for his stub- 

born and aggressive loyalty; his fiitben 

chaplain in ordinary to King Charles, and 

rector of Knoyle, in Wiltshire, a pretty, 

lonely, Swiss-like village on the edge of the ■
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preat downs that run from Anresbury to 

Warminster. At Knoyle the great architect 

was born in October, 1632. Edncated at 

Westminster by Doctor Bnsby, he displayed 

such early genius, that at thirteen he in- 

Tented an astronomical instrument, a pneu- 

matic engine, and a sowing machine. At 

Wadham College he ripened into greater 

distinction. After the Restoration, when a 

perfect fever for scientific experiment began 

to spread among the learned, Wren st^od 

foremost among the philosophers, and 

helped Boyle to improve the barometer that 

GaHleo's pupil had invented. At five-and- 

twenty he was appointed Professor of 

Astronomy at Gresham College, and at the 

Restoration he had already drawn np a se- 

qnence of fifty-three discoveries in various 

arts and sciences, from embroidery to 

whale-fishing, from the air-pump to a pedo- 

meter. Elected in 1659 Savilian Professor 

of Astronomy at Oxford, he soon became 

a favourite of the king, who shared the 

general curiosity in the scientific discoveries 

of the day, and he even exhibited his model 

of the moon to the mocking courtiers and 

unblushing ladies of Whitehall. He was at 

once appointed surveyor to the king, having 

as a coadjutor^ Sir John Denham, the poet. 

The year before the Great Fire, Wren had 

visited Paris, and Bernini had shown him, 

but for a few minutes only, his design for 

the Louvre, which Wren says "I would 

have given my skin for." Charles, whoso 

tastes and morals were both French, had 

invited to England Perrault, the builder of 

anew front to the Louvre. 'Had he come 

Wren would most probably have never had 

the rebuilding of St. Paul's assigned to 

him, and might have gone to Tangiers, and 

died there, superintending the fortification 

of our useless African possession. ■

Wren made two designs for St. Paul's. 

The model of the first was long preserved 

in the trophy room of the cathedral, and 

is now in oouth Kensington. It has been 

injured by mischievous visitors, and the 

long western portico has been lost or stolen. 

The beautiful design, that even in its 

geometric lines is lovely as a flower, was a 

Greek cross surmounted by a dome, which 

the clergy considered unorthodox. The 

effect, Mr. Penrose says, would have been 

like that sensation produced in a grand 

mountain defile, when one passes through 

a confined gorge from one fine opening to 

another. But the courtiers and clergy 

>villed otherwise, and the result was the 

present Latin cross, and those recesses 

along the aisles of the nave, which, tradition ■

says, the Duke of York insisted upon as 

suitable for side chapels when the new 

cathedral should have been reconsecrated 

for the old religion. ■

The first stone was laid without cere- 

mony, June the 21st^ 1675. It was thought 

a singular omen that when Wren drew the 

great circle for the dome, and sent a mason 

to pick out a flat stone from the rubbish 

heap, to mark the exact centre, the man 

brought back a gravestone with the one 

word ** Resurgam" still visible upon it. 

The ruins proved difficult of removal. 

Old walls, eighty feet high and five feet 

thick, still clung together, and the old 

tower, two hundred feet high, although still 

tottering and cranky, required gunpowder 

to bring it down. At last Wren sunk a 

box with eighteen pounds of powder in one 

of the pillars of the tower. This charge 

hfted a whole angle of the tower and four 

dependent arches nine inches in the air, 

and brought down headlong in one vast 

avalanche three thousand tons of stone. 

The people in the neighbouring streets, 

however, complaining of the dangerous ex- 

plosions, Wren, ever ingenious, invented a 

huge battering ram, forty feet long, and 

worked by thirty men. After two day's 

vibration the most obstinate walls fell. ■

Finding the foundation loam and sand, 

Wren's assistant proposed to build on piles. 

" No," said the rebuilder of St. Paul's ; 

" in sand, between wet and dry ! They will 

rot. I desire to build for eternity." The 

foundations, indeed, cost Wren g^at* trouble. 

Below the British graves he found hard pot- 

earth ; towards the south this thinned into 

loose dry sand; below the sand were shells. 

Forty feet down below low- water mark he 

came to hard beach, or gravel, and under that 

he struck the true London clav. He had 

already begun to lay the foundation from the 

west end through the dome, but at the north- 

east comer came to a pit, where potters had 

extract6d all the pot-earth. To avoid this 

he built a square piece of solid masonry 

direct from the hard beach, and then 

turned a short arch to the upper founda- 

tion to support the north-east end of the 

choir. Avoiding the lines of the old 

walls, he declined the work more to the 

north-east. Two-and-twenty years the 

cathedral was building, but it rose during 

one episcopate. In his great plan for re- 

building London on an imperial scale of 

splendour and magnificence. Wren had 

proposed to lay out one vast street ninety 

feet wide, from Aldgate to Temple Bar, in 

the middle of which St. Paul's was to stand ■
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in a large square, with clear elbow-room 

for piazzas, north, south, east, and west. 

The houses were to be all uniform, and 

built on piazzas, like Covent Gbrden, 

and from London Bridge to the Temple 

a broad embankment was to sweep, 

with room for all the halls of the City 

companies, and great warehouses for the 

merchants of London. Wren seems to 

have worked with generous and untiring 

zeal at his great chef-d*OBUYre. For his 

poor two hundred pounds a year he de- 

signed everything, gave all directions to 

workmen and other officers, examined the 

accounts, and agreed for the price of work- 

manship and materials. He selected the 

Portland stone with infinite care, and kept 

his regiment of workmen in such order 

that in ten years he finished the walls of 

the choir and side aisles, with the north 

and south circular poi*ticoe8, and raised the 

pillars of the great dome. By the year of 

the glorious Revolution the timber was 

already purchased for roofing the aisles of 

the choir. ■

On December the 3rd, 1697, twenty-two 

years from the commencement, the cathedral 

was opened for divine service. It was a great 

day, the thanksgiving day for the peace of 

Ryswick, by which France at last, weary 

of fighting, acknowledged William's title 

to the throne of England. The king was 

to have been present, but it was said that 

the crowd of three hundred thousand people 

could never be penetrated by the royal caval- 

cade. " Bishop Compton," says Dean Mil- 

man, "took his seat on his throne, that 

throne, with the whole of the choir, rich 

with the exquisite carvingci of Grinling 

Gibbons. For the first time the new organ 

pealed out its glorious volume of sound. 

The bishop preached the thanksgiving ser- 

mon. He took for his text that noble song, 

'I was glad when they said unto me, let us 

go up into the house of the Lord.' " ■

But this ceremony only initiated new 

vexations for the great designer. Seven of 

the narrow-minded commissioners, inflated 

with their power, ignorant of art, and tak- 

ing advantage of Wren's age, wished to 

thwart and persecute him. They repre- 

sented that the work dragged ; they com- 

plained that Wren insisted on an outer 

railing to the churchyard of hammered 

iron instead of cast; that the great bell 

was unsound, and had to be re-made; 

that the clock was always out of order; 

that Wren's master carpenter docked his 

men's wages, and let them purloin. To 

crown all, as a good practical proof of ■

hatred, they actually suspended the pay. 

ment of the architect's paltry salary. Wren 

may have provoked some of this dislike by 

the almost unavoidable arrogance of genii^ 

when surrounded by petty enemies. He 

petitioned Queen Anne against the suspen- 

sion of his salary, and replied to the chaiges 

against him in a pamphlet, which was at 

once contemptuous and convincing. The 

great bell, he showed, had been craved by 

the greedy fee-takers, who, for money, 

allowed visitors to strike it with an iron 

hammer ; the cast-iron railing of the com- 

missioners was unsuitable in form and 

quality ; the work had proceeded as fast as 

was consistent with strength and beauty; 

the deductions from wages were for short 

hours ; the wood removed waaall acoounied 

for in the clerk's book. Hia defence was 

allowed to be convincing, and in 1711 his 

arrears of salary were reluctantly paid np. 

The next miserable dispute was about the 

organ and organ gallery. Contrary to 

Wren's advice, he was compelled to pile 

organ and organ gallery on the screen. 

The clergy also insisted on a snug en- 

closure of the choir, and especially on an 

outer balustrade of stone, which destroyed 

entirely the effect of Wren's plinth. Wren 

compared the balustrade to a vulg^ edg- 

ing, and condemned it as diametrically 

contrary to his own tasto, as he had 

wished to cro^n the pediments simply with 

four statues. Wren's enemies then took 

the painting of the cupola out of his 

handls, and gave it to a wretched painter, 

Hogarth's &ther-in-law, Sir James Thorn- 

hill. Mosaic decorations, which Wren s^ 

proved, the conmiissioners condemned as too 

costly. The covering of the cupolas was also 

fought over. Wren used lead costing two 

thousand five hundred pounds ; the oommit- 

tee were for copper at three thousand and 

fifly pounds. Wren had designed a splen- 

did baldachino for the east end of St. Paul's, 

and that was ruthlessly abandoned. ■

But the sorest blow was reserved for 

Wren's old age. To the new German 

king Wren was merely a builds whom 

the Stuarts had honoured. The great man 

who reared St. Paul's, and designed Green- 

wich Hospital, and some fifty of the Lon- 

don churches, was placed under an igno 

rant pretender named Benson, the same 

man who erected a tasteless monument to 

Milton in order to insert his own ignoble 

name as large as the poet's. Convicted, 

at last, of ignorance and incapacity, Benson 

would have been prosecuted had not the 

king interposed, and given him some vala- ■

"^ ■
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able sinecures. Wren retired to Hampton 

Conrt, there spent the residue of his days 

in scientific and religious studies, and at 

ninety-two died without a struggle. Horace 

Walpole tells us that once a year, at the 

close of his life, *' the good old man" was 

carried in a sedan to see St. Paul's, " which 

seemed to recal a memory whioli was al- 

most deadened to every other use." The old 

Dnchess of Marlborough, when wrangling 

with Vanbrugh about fiie expense of build- 

ing Blenheim, used to rail at Yanbrugh's 

charges, and tell him that Wren spent 

I half his life being hauled up and down St. 

' Paul's in a basket, and all for two hundred 

pounds a year. The total cost of St. Paul's 

is estimated by Milman at seren hundred 

and thirty-six thousand seven hundred and 

fifty-two pounds two shillings and three- 

pence halfpenny. For the carvings GKb- 

hons received thirteen hundred and thirty- 

seven pounds seven shillings and fivepence. 

For the phoenix in bas-relief over the 

southern door Cibber obtained one hundred 

pounds. For subsequent repairs scanty 

provision was made, the main funds, con- 

sisting of a residue from the coal duty, and 

about five hundred pounds left by a Dean 

Clark. The charge of the fabric, however, 

was handed over to trustees, the Archbishop 

of Canterbury, the Bishop of London, the 

Lord Mayor, and not to the dean and 

chapter. ■

The hostile criticisms on St. Paul's have 

been well answered by Allan Cunningham, 

himself a practical sculptor, and a man of 

refiined taste. The Abb^ May objects to 

the cOtipled colunms of the grand portico, 

as the Corinthian capitals interfere with 

and obscure each other. But there is a 

tradition in Portland that no blocks of 

stone could be shipped large enough for the 

frieze of a portico with single columns ; 

moreover, the meddling clergy are said to 

have decided to have a colttmn for each of 

the twelve apostles — an allegorical but a 

foolish wish* The perpendicular portion of 

the dome is thought deficient in light and 

shade, but it is supposed that Wren feared 

the weight of abutments, and, even as it 

was, thought it necessary to girdle the 

whole dome with a double chain of massive 

iron linked together every ten feet, and 

bound over with lead. The mortar, Oun- 

ningham allows, is very defective, and when 

an outer stone is cut through to erect a 

monument the mortar gushes out in dust. 

Wren's first design, it is allowed, far ex- 

celled his second in '* unbroken grandear 

of outline/' harmony of parts, and "sohd ■

majesty of elevation." The angles of the 

interior, now even somewhat offensive, were 

in the first plan turned into graceful circular 

lines. Yet considering Wren's difficulties, 

the interference of the Duke of York, and 

the stupid obstinacy of the clergy, it must 

be allowed that he produced a magnificent 

building, exquisite in proportion, and, as a 

whole, beautifully harmonious as one of 

Beethoven's symphonies. St. Paul's is 

cramped and crowded, seen from the west 

only through the murky telescope of Lud- 

gate-hill, yet high over the subject City it 

rises a landmark for all the home counties, 

the monarch of London buildings. ■

King William's visit to St. Paul's we 

have already mentioned, but there are other 

royal visits worthy of record. Queen Anne 

virated St. Paul's in state no fewer than 

seven times. In 1702, to give thanks for 

Marlborough's victories in the Low Coun- 

tries, and for Booke's burning the Spanish 

fleet at Vigo ; in 1 704 for the great battle 

of Blenheim; in 1705 for Marlborough's 

forcing the French lines at Tirlemont, 

in the Spanish Netherlands ; in 1706 for 

Bamilies; again in the same year for 

fresh successes; in 1707 for the union 

of England and Scotland ; in 1708 for the 

battle of Oudenarde. In 1718 there was a 

thanksgiving with both Houses of Parlia- 

ment for the treaty of Utrecht ; but the 

queen was too unwell to come. On this 

day the London charity children — ^four 

thousand in number — were drawn up out- 

side to see the arrivals. At these Queen 

Anne festivals the City balconies were hung 

with carpets, tapestry, and blue cloth, and 

the City companies had scaffolds, banners, 

and bands of their own, and stood forth in 

full dignity. In 1715, George the First 

went to St. Paul's in state on the occasion 

of his accession, with a shrewd eye in his 

old German head for Jacobite interruptions, 

but George the Second never visited St. 

Paul's at all. ■

In 1789, King George the Third, good, 

honest man, came with his sensible but 

somewhat snuffy queen to return thanks 

for the king's restoration to health. On 

this occasion, says Mr. Planch^, the Prince 

of Wales's servants wore liveries of scarlet 

and gold ; the Duke of Cumberland's and 

Duke of York's crimson and green ; while 

eight cream-coloured horses drew the king's 

glass-coach, which was attended by six 

pages and six footmen. The lord mayor 

and aldermen daringly bestrode white 

horses decked with blue and white ribbons, 

the bridles being embroidered with the ■

=5* ■
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motto, " God save the king." The streets, 

as far as Temple-bar, were lined with the 

foot-guards, and at Temple-bar the Society 

of Ancient Archers, in green nniforms, 

and with bows, arrows, and qnivers, em- 

broidered with "Long live the king," 

joined the procession. In 1797, the old 

King went again in state to St. Paul's to 

celebrate a general thanksgiving for naval 

victories, amply testified by three artillery 

waggons fall of French, Spanish, and Datcn 

flags, won at Camperdown and elsewhere. 

Marines and volunteer foot and cavalry 

swelled the train, and, above all, Nelson 

and Dnncan were there. The next royal 

visit was in 1814, when the Prince Regent 

attended a thanksgiving for Elba and the 

transitory peace, which ended in the death- 

blow of Waterloo, and the end of all at 

St. Helena. ■

St. Paul's, never really finished, still I'e- 

mained cold, blank, and unfurnished. In 

Dean Newton's time the eyes of English 

artists, eager for fame, suddenly opened to 

this defect; and Sir Joshua Reynolds, 

proud of the young Royal Academy, and 

always full of high aspiration, offered to 

decorate the walls, and even commenced 

designs such as Barry would have longed 

to rival. Dean Newton proposed that 

Reynolds and West should begin by filling 

two compartments over the door near the 

communion table. West, the most vapid 

and inane of pretentious painters, choee 

the Delivery of the Two Tables to Moses, 

Sir Joshua the Adoration of the Magi ; but 

Bishop Terrick became alarmed, had dreams 

of the Scarlet Woman and the pageantry 

of Rome, and finally refused his consent. ■

For a long time the scruples of narrow- 

minded men shut out monuments from St. 

Paul's, and vain Dean Newton's own costly 

cenotaph was packed off to St. Mary-le-Bow. 

These scruples were at last overpowered 

by the national voice and the absolute 

necessity of things, for the Abbey was all 

bat full. The fiiist statue admitted was that 

of the benevolent Howard. The second 

statue was that of Doctor Johnson, though 

he was buried in the Abbey, where, as 

Bos well tells us, he had once wandered 

with Goldsmith, speculating on the possi- 

bility of such future fame. Dean Mil man 

says that, when living in Bolt-court, John- 

son was a frequent attendant at divine 

service at St. Paul's. Sir Joshua, who had 

urged the admission of his friend Johnson's 

statue, was the third who received this 

Honour ; next came Sir William Jones, that 

great Oriental soldier who did so much to 

render Eastern literature familiar to Europe. ■

Daring the great war with France, mili- 

tary and naval heroes were stricken down 

so quickly, that the sculptors were hardly 

able to produce monumental statues for St. 

Paul's fast enough. • The first of these 

heroes whose cenotaph arose in St. Panrs 

was Rodney, and for that heap x)f allegory 

Rossi received six thousand pounds. The 

next was Lord Howe, " Black Jack," as the 

sailors called him, the hero of the battle of 

the First of June, a shattering blow to the 

French navy. The third was Lord Duncan, 

the victx)r of Camperdown, the statae is 

by Westmacott. After him came the Earl 

St. Vincent, with the colossal statues of 

History and Victory, by Bailey. Then 

monuments were erected to some of Nel- 

son'spaladins who fell before him. Cap- 

tain Westcott, who fell at Aboukir, Captains 

Morse and Riou (the last immortalised by 

Campbell), who were killed before Copen- 

hagen, and Captain Miller, who died at 

Acre. ■

Then came a mightier than all, a sea- 

king indeed, the greatest of English ad- 

mirals, the invincible Nelson. All England 

mourned that day when the great conqueror 

of France and Spain was brought from 

Trafalgar to be enshrined under the dome 

of St. Paul's. The body was preceded by the 

Prince of Wales, and all the princes of the 

blood. Sir Peter Parker, the admiral of 

the fleet, was the chief mourner. The co£Bn 

was covered with a union^jack, which the 

bronzed old sailors tore to pieces as relics 

when the coffin was lowered. Dean Mil- 

man, who, as a boy, was present at the 

funeral, says, "I heard, or fancied that 1 

hoard, the low wail of the sailors, who hore 

and encircled the remains of their admiral " 

The body of Nelson was entombed in a 

stately sarcophagus, which Torrigiano had 

designed for Cardinal Wolsey, and which 

had been long lying about as lumber at 

Windsor. On one side of Nelson rests his 

trusty follower, Collingwood, on the other 

Lord Northesk, another hero of Tra&lgar. ■

Opposite to the monument of Nelson 

is that of the Marquis Cornwallis, twice 

govemor-general of India. In dusty im- 

mortality the two Napiers, the conqueror 

of India and the author of the Peninsnlar 

War, fiery souls both, with eagle features, 

stand foremost among the Indian heroes. 

Nor must we forget Elphinstone, who twice 

refused the governor-generalship of India, 

and the brave Sir Henry Lawrence of 

Lucknow. Nor least of all those who hare 

won a name in the East, are Bishops Mid- 

dleton and Heber. There are monuments 

in St. Paul's to many brave soldiers of the I ■
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Peniusnla, who fell in Talavera, Albnera, 

Cindad Rodrigo, Salamanca, Yittoiia, and 

Bajonne; nor have we been ashamed to 

express onr natural gratitnde to men who 

have perished even in repulses and defeats. 

There is a monument to Sir Isaac Brock, 

who fell near Niagara, also to soldiers of 

Bergen-op-Zoom, New Orleans, and Balti- 

more, and the monumental sequence of St. 

PauUs brings us down to the Crimean war, 

which is recorded by a cenotaph to eighteen 

officers of the Coldstream Qnards who fell in 

that all but useless struggle. ■

When Wellington died it was at first in- 

tended that he should lie beside Nelson, 

bat this being found impossible, his body 

was placed in an alcove of the crypt to the 

east. More than thirty years afler Water- 

loo, Wellington, full of years and honours, 

sank into the graye. Dean Milman, who, 

as a boy, had seen Nelson buried, read the 

inneral service over the great duke... The 

pall was borne by eight general officers who 

had fought beside Wellington, and had 

Burvived him. The solemn procession of 

the soldiers who represented the English 

regiments, with the fitful wail of the Dead 

March in Saul perpetually recurring, will 

not easily be forgotten by those who were 

present. The two Houses and the City com- 

panies were present at the obsequies, and 

^m twelve thousand to fifteen thousand 

persons filled the cathedral to see the dead 

hero laid to rest. The sarcophagus is of 

Cornish porphyry, simple, massive, and 

worthy of the man. ■

In the crypt with Reynolds lie many of 

his old friends and enemies : West, who suc- 

ceeded him as president, and Lawrence, 

who succeeded West, quarrelsome Barry, 

whom he detested, Dance, rough Opie, 

Fnseli, the diablesqne ; but a greater than 

all these lies near Reynolds, according to 

his own request, and that man is William 

Mallord Turner. Once, when offered a poor 

price for his great picture of Carthage, Tur- 

ner said, '* Rather than take that I'll use it 

for my shroud ;" but Carthage is now defying 

Claude in the National Gallery, and Turner 

lies here wrapped in less glorious cere- 

ments. In the extreme east of the crypt, 

under a little grated window, and behind 

a bar of prison rails, lies Sir Christopher 

Wren, covered with a black marble slab. 

The famous inscription, *' Si monumentum 

i^uiris, circumspice," was formerly in 

front of the organ gallery, but its place has 

now been changed. ■

The laudable attempt to complete our 

national temple began in 1858, when the 

bishop urged the dean and chapter to ■

originate evening services to draw people, 

whom it might be impossible in any other 

way to attract. Dean Milman, in reply, ex- 

pressed his desire that the interior of the 

cathedral should be made worthy of its 

exterior grandeur and beauty. The dean 

wished for decorations that might combine 

splendour with solemnity, colour with sim- 

plicity. The dome, instead of brooding like 

a dead weight overhead, needed art that 

would elevate the soul towards Heaven. 

The sullen white of the roof arches, cornices, 

capitals, and walls, required to be broken 

and relieved by gilding. The whoje 

adornment it needed demanded a mode of 

parrying out that should be rich and har- 

monious, and suited to the simple Protes- 

tant mode of worship. In pursuance of this 

letter of the dean's a committee was soon 

appointed, supported by many of the lead- 

ing merchants and traders of London, and 

.amongst its active members were the emi- 

nent architects, Mr. Cockerell and Sir 

Charles Barry, a gpreat admirer of Wren's 

genius, Mr. Tite, and Mr. Penrose. Zeal 

and talent soon accomplished much ; a mag- 

nificent organ was purchased, service was 

initiated und^r the dome, and the vast build- 

ing was effectively warmed and lighted with 

gas. Most generous ben(«faotor8 came for- 

ward, and chief among these was Mr. T. 

Brown, who gave a new west window, while 

the committee of the Memorial to Captain 

Fitzgerald presented a marble pulpit. The 

Drapers' Company and Goldsmiths' Com- 

pany gave a window each. Five of the 

City companies g^ded the vaults of the choir 

and the arches adjoining the dome. Other 

private benefJEbctors gave painted windows, 

nine in aU, including those before mentioned. 

The great rings of the whispering and 

western gallery have been gilt, and the 

golden gallery, ball and cross, externally. 

A great picture of the Heavenly Jerusalem 

is to take the place of Sir James Thorn- 

hill's feeble grisailles in the vast cup of 

the dome. Mr. Watt's pictures of Saint 

Mark and Saint Luke have been wrought 

in mosaic for the spandrels of the great 

dome arches ; in the peristyle, statues are 

to be placed in the empty niches, and a 

lar^ cupola over the westernmost bay 

will contain a mosaic painting, represent- 

ing on a gold ground one of the earlier 

miracles of our Saviour. Above all, the 

screen that divided the nave from tho 

choir has been removed, and the choir 

organ removed to the place destined for 

it by Wren; but there are still some 

fifty-two windows to fill with painted glass, 

and part of. the organ-screen is to be re- ■
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erected at the end of the north tranaept, and 

will form an internal porch sarmoonted by 

the well-known and deBerred inscription 

to Sir Christopher Wren. ■

The stone lantern on the* top of St. 

Paul's Cathedral weighs several hundred 

tons, and is carried hy a brick cone of 

eighteen inches thick, with perfect safety, 

as long as the bottom conrse is prevented 

from bursting ontwards. The weight of the 

dome of St. Panl's is over three thousand 

tons, occasioning a horizontal thrust of 

nearly fifteen hundred tons ; the thrusts 

of these arches and of the dome, eminent 

architects say, are incomparably better 

balanced thsji in St. Peter's at Rome. 

St. Paid's has four bells, oneinthe northern, 

and three in the southern, or clock tower ; 

the former is tolled for prayer three times 

a day, and has a clapper, but neither of the 

four can be raised upon end and rung, sa 

other church bells. In the clock-tower are 

hung two bells for the quarters, and above 

them swings the gpreat belL It weighs 

eleven thousand four hundred and seventy- 

four pounds, and its diameter is nine feet. 

It was cast principally from the metal of 

the bell in the dock-tower opposite West- 

minster Hall gate, which before the Refor- 

mation was named Edward, after the royal 

confessor. Subsequently to the time of 

Henry the Eighth, says Mr. Timbs, it was 

called Great Tom, as (iough conjectures, by 

a corruption of Grand Ton, from its deep 

sonorous sound. While being conveyed, in 

William the Third's reign, under Temple 

Bar, it fell from the carringe ; it stood 

under a shed in the cathedral yard for some 

years, and was at length re-cast^ with ad- 

ditional metal, in 1716. ■

The great bell is never used, except for 

striking the hour, and for tolling at the 

deaths and funerals of any of the royal 

&mily, the Bishop of London, the dean of 

the cathedral, or the Lord Mayor, should 

he die in his mayoralty; the sound pro- 

duced in tolling is not so loud as when 

the hour is struck, in consequence ef the 

heavy clock-weight not being attached 

when the bell is tolled. ■

A POISON PLOT. AND ITS ISSUE. ■

It was the year of grace, eighteen hun- 

dred and four, when a dark war-cloud, 

gathering on the coast of France, threat- 

ened to burst in thunder on our shores, 

and would unquestionably have fulfilled its 

menace, but for the existence of one Horatio ■

Nelson, whose inopportune arrival might 

have rendered the passage of the aforesaid 

cloud as difficult, as its return in a con- 

densed form would have been impossibk ■

For many and many a tedious month, a 

vast body of ardent warriors, burning to 

take part in the British *' occupation," were 

compelled to find amusement of aootlier 

kind, and numbers of these gentl^&en 

were received as compulsory but not un- 

welcome guests into fiunilies resident in 

the vicinity of the '^army of England," 

assembled at and near Boulogne. Among 

these, a certain Monsieur Levaillant, cap- 

tain-adjutant in the head-quarters staff, 

was f(nrtnnate enough, as he thought, to 

find himself established in the honee of 

Monsieur Brutinel, a retired merchant of 

some wealth, residing at St. Omer. ■

Adele, tiie only child of Monsieur and 

Madame Brutinel — at this time about 

eighteen — ^was the acknowledged queen of 

b^uiy at St. Omer. Ambitious and self- 

willed, with a somewhat restless and ro- 

nkantic spirit, the girl had, neverthelees, 

many attractive qualities, and, could she 

have overcome the incessant craving for a 

wider sphere of action and enjoyment, and 

a grander career than was c^ered her at 

St. Omer, she might have reigned the 

peace-enjoying and peace-bestowing mis- 

tress of a rich and honourable, if not 

luxurious home. ■

Fate, however, ruled otherwise for Adele, 

and if, with the arrival on the scene of the 

brilliant young officer, she saw dimly, in 

the horizon of her life, certain gleams of 

light whiob might brighten into a fuller 

glory, it is little wonder that Mademoiselle 

Brutinel was prepared to receive his ineri- 

table homage, with all the indulgence 

Monsieur Levaillant could hav« desired. ■

As for the parents, not to mention that 

they were accustomed to exerdse less con- 

trol than is usual with French parents 

over their beautiful daughter, there wss, 

in reality, no cause for interference. Mon- 

sieur Levaillant was extremely handsome, 

with graceful and captivating manners- 

He was, no doubt, rich, since, though on 

active service, or what was so called, be 

had his carriage and servants, and hd 

been heard to speak of valuable honse- 

property in Paris, of which the title-deeds 

had been seen. Already captain, he had a 

right, in those days of r^d promotion^ to 

expect, in two years, to attain the rank 

of colonel, and the protection of Marshal 

Berthier, whose esteem he had won bj a 

fortunate act of gallantry in the field, ■
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seemed to open to him a way to yet higher 

distinctions. ■

Society in St. Omer was not at all snr- 

prised when it was definitely announced 

that the beantiful Ad^le Bmtinel was be- 

trothed to LevaiUant, and that the marriage 

would take place as qnickly as the needful 

arrangements wonld permit. ■

In the mean time, Monsieur Bmtinel, 

deeming it no more than his duty to verify 

the explanations hitherto vouchsafed by 

his intended son-in-law, opened a com- 

manication with the latter's mother, who, 

* having become a widow, had married, in 

second nuptials, a Monsieur Gh^nier, a law- 

agent at Paris. ■

In reply, Madame Chenier informed him 

that the arrangements entered into with 

her second husband forbade the probability 

of anything but a very moderate portion of 

her late husband's fortxme accruing to his 

son. Over and above this disappointment 

to the Brutinels, Madame Chenier, for rea- 

sons not fully apparent, entered a formal 

ohjection to the proposed marriage. ■

But Adele, whose spirit rose with oppo- 

sition, was bent upon the match. She 

declared that she would marry him to whom 

she had dedicated her first and only love, 

or no man else. In a word, she overcame 

with little difficulty the feeble opposition 

of her parents, induced her lover to make 

the thrice-repeated appeal (sommation) to 

his mother, required by the law ; and, this 

done, married him, on, according to the 

republican calendar, the 20th Thermidor, 

A.B. 12, that is to say, August the 8th, 1804. ■

There followed a triumphal progress of 

several months, in which balls and parties 

of every kind, in honour of the lovely 

hride, testified to the renown of her beauty, 

and the devotion of her happy spouse. It 

was lafce in the year when they returned 

once more to St. Omer, and it became 

necessary to decide upon their future 

plana. ■

Monsieur Levaillant, however, had to re- 

turn for a short interval to his military 

daties, while his fair partner, in the repose 

of home, indalged in dreams of coming 

Bplendoar and triumph in the wide saloons 

of Paris, whither, on her lord's return, 

they were at once to repair. ■

A terrible incident awoke her to reality. ■

If a thunderbolt had fallen on the house of 

Monsieur Bmtinel it could not have created 

greater consternation than did the tidings 

that Captain Levaillant, detected in a de- 

grading crime — nothing less than actual 

theft — ^had been displaced from his honour- ■

able position, and sent, a disgraced man, to 

do garrison duty at Strasbourg. ■

Attempts had been made to slur over the 

inquiry, but it wa^ remembered that Le- 

vaillant, while serving under Championnet, 

had been charged with a similar ofienoe. 

His known gallantry, however, and perhaps 

the interest of Berthier, stood him in stead. 

It was resolved to take no farther step 

against the unhappy officer than that which 

should stay his promotion, and remove him, 

in a great measure, from the society of 

honourable men. ■

And Ad^le ! What must have been the 

grief and bitterness of that proud spirit, 

roused from its ambitious dreajns to the 

miserable certainty that she had sacrificed 

herself and her future to a man hopelessly 

disgraced — ^a creature whom, though she 

still loved, she could no longer respect! 

In the coolness of some, in the insulting 

pity of othere — ^her former friends or rivals 

— ^AdMe drank the cup of humiliation to 

the very dregs. ■

A letter addressed at this period of 

anguish to her husband expresses in some 

degree the conflicting passions that agitated 

her soul. It is like the cry of the wounded 

lioness rather than the wail of woman : ■

" I confess to you frankly that, much as 

I love you, I would have rent my heart 

out rather than have yielded, but for the 

absolute certainty that, with your aid, I 

might have realised the ambitious hopes on 

which my heart has fed since childhood. 

I saw you already on the highway of 

honour; in two years colonel, in time 

general, marshal, prince — who knows ! All 

these dreams are vanished — vanished with 

hope and happiness — for ever. Nothing 

remains but a shamed life. If Heaven 

would but take that also, there would be at 

least peace, since I should be nothing (dans 

le neant). Judge, my beloved, if fiends 

are not gnawing at my very heart ! Be- 

proach me if you please. Perhaps I de- 

serve it; but I cannot change myself or 

you, and I feel that I carry in my single 

soul the sorrow and remorse that should 

attach to both. There — I have confessed 

it, and therein lies my bitterest grief." ■

The responses of the miserable man to 

these outbursts from a higher nature than 

his own were of a kind that only irritated 

the burning wound. They were chiefly 

composed of mean projects, sordid calcula- 

tions, pitiful schemes tor obtaining pecuni- 

ary help from their respective families. ■

Adele's haughty spirit recoiled from such 

comfort as this. She had believed him a ■

IP ■
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hero : she fonnd him a mean wretch, de- 

spised hy his superiors, shunned and almost 

disowned by his family ; hateful to hers, 

who imperatively required that she should 

free herself, by divorce, from so degrading 

a connexion. ■

" Your situation," she wrote to him, with 

bitter irony, " is brilliant indeed ! You have 

absolutely seventeen hundred francs. You 

hope for an appointment that will give you 

fifteen hundred francs income more. My 

good friend, this is the pay of a commis- 

sioner ! I would rather die than be the 

wife of one so fallen. With hopes so low, 

with thoughts so mean, as these, how dared 

you maiTy mep Ah, that I can forgive 

yon this wrong, testifies how well I love 

you still ! But my heart would break, only 

for the hope I have that one day, by some 

means, my early dreams will yet be 

realised.** ■

At the close of the campaign Levaillant 

returned to Paris, and found employment 

as a humble clerk in one of the offices of 

the war department. His wife determined 

to join him, and Madame Ch^nier consent- 

ing to receive her daughter-in-law, Ad^le 

arrived in Paris, and took up her abode in 

apartments prepared for her by her im- 

provident husband, at an expense absurdly 

beyond his actual means, his income being 

at this time little more than a hundred a 

year. The Gh6niers, it is true, were in 

easy circumstances, but they kept a large 

and costly establishment, always needed 

money, and Monsieur Gbenier haid been ob- 

liged to refuse to become security for the ten 

thousand francs " caution-money" required 

to obtain for his step- son an honourable 

employ. ■

Madame Levaillant had been attended to 

Paris by her maid, a g^l named Magnier, 

brought up from childhood by the Brutinels, 

and generally known as " Mimi." Her 

husband hsLd, moreover, engaged a valet, 

one Adolphe Rudolphe, a German, a 

drunken, worthless fellow, but who had 

managed, through a pretence of great de- 

votion, to worm himself into the entire con- 

fidence of his master. ■

Things were in this position, when, on 

December the SOth, 1810, Madame Ghenier, 

closely veiled, entered a fiacre, and proceed- 

ing to the prefecture of police, made the 

following statement : ■

'*My daughter-in-law, Madame Levail- 

lant, enraged with me because 1 have re- 

fused to aid my son in his extravagant 

expenditure, has determined to poison me. 

It was on December the 15th that she made ■

known this criminal intention to her maid, 

Magnier. Pretending to connive at it, the 

faithful girl warned my coachman, Ru- 

dolphe — late in the service of my son— of 

what was in contemplation ; and the two, 

in order to see how far the unhappy woman 

would prosecute her purpose, agreed to 

affect complicity. ■

" Feeling thus supplied with two Mth- 

ful instruments, my daughter-in-law hesi- 

tated no longer. On December the Wk, 

she passed the whole morning in endear 

vouring to purchase arsenic at different 

shops, but could not obtain a sufficient 

quantity. It was then that Rudolphe 

thought it high time to warn me of mj 

danger. ■

*' Madame Levaillant's next step was to 

write to her father at St. Omer, requesting 

him to send her certain drugs for expe- 

rimental purposes; and, in consequence, ; 

there was received on the 27th a letter i 

from Monsieur Bmtinel, containing two 

small packets, one of opium, the other of 

arsenic. ■

" In the mean time, hoping to deter the 

unhappy woman from a crime which wonld 

profit her nothing, J[ caused her to he re- 

minded, through Rudolphe, that by rason 

of settlements made on my second mar- 

riage, my son would receive nothing at my 

death. To my horror, this only suggested 

an additional crime. Monsieur Chenier 

must now perish, too ! I accordingly placed 

my husband on his guard, and, together, 

we awaited some further development of ,i 

this murderous project. ! ■

" On the 29th, Madame Levaillant gave 

Rudolphe a little silver box, containing I 

the poison, and thirty-five francs, as the 

first recompense for his intended aid. ■

" January the 1st was then fixed for the 

administration of the poison, and I assure ', 

you, Monsieur lePrefet," concluded Madame i 

Chenier, "the danger is not illusory, nor ■ 

will the plot feil for want of resolution on 

the part of my daughter-in-law, for, some 

days after having broken the matter to her 

maid, Magnier, she tried an experiment on 

the latter, which caused her a very serious 

illness ; and, in fact, endangered her life.' ■

The magistrate listened to this strange 

statement with all the attention it deserved. 

He could not, however, conceal from him- 

self certain unusual features which seemed 

to call for explanation ; such as the re- 

markable patience with which Madame 

Chenier had awaited — not to say encon- 

raged — the development of the crime ; the 

improbability of her son's complicifcy; and ■

ST ■
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the total absence of any well-defined temp- 

tation to such a deed — a deed, moreover, 

prepared with a degree of recklessness and 

audacity hardly reconcilable with a sane 

condition of mind in the intending cri- 

minal. ■

" Do you not feel some little hesitation, 

xnadame," asked the magistrate, gravely, 

"in bringing a charge of so serious a 

nature against, not only your daughter- 

in-law, but, perhaps, your son also ?" ■

Madame Ch^nier shortly replied that 

corroboration should be forthcoming on the 

morrow, and thereupon withdrew. ■

The next day, accordingly, the servant 

Rudolphe presented himself at the pre- 

fecture, and. confirmed his mistress's state- 

ment. ■

Bat Madame Ch^nier, who had a taste 

for intrigue and mystery, even for legiti- 

mate ends, had resolved that her daughter- 

in-law should convict herself, and furnish, 

without knowing it, incontestable proofs of 

her diabolical purpose. ■

Among the persons who visited her 

house, was one who was accustomed, while 

moving in good society, to fulfil the duties 

of agent of police. This gentleman, who 

eiperienced a keen delight in gently and 

gracefully hunting down any individual 

in poUtOT circles who had incurred the 

censure of the law, was accustomed to re- 

gard crime less as an evil to be rid of, than 

as offering opportunities for the skill of the 

detector. It was by his advice that the 

counter-plot had been formed between 

Madame Ch^nier and the two servants. 

He it was who placed a concealed witness 

in a position to overhear the dialogue be- 

tween Madame Levaillant and Budolphe, 

when the latter received the silver box of 

poison. It was at his astute suggestion 

that the man asked Adele for thirty-five 

francs, in order to supply those words, 

needed in an indictment for inciting to 

murder, " by gifts and promises." And 

he it was who, finally, in the last days of 

December, advised Madame Chenier to 

make known her position to two friends of 

the family, men of honour and distinction, 

Monsieur Beaufoil de Saint- Aulaire (Che- 

valier of St. Louis), and Monsieur Bou- 

vard, well-known in the world of science, 

astronomer of the Observatory. ■

At the first mention of the matter, Mon- 

Bieur de Saint- Aulaire burst into a roar of 

laughter. ■

" Aliens done, dear lady, 'tis impossible ! 

From whom, in Heaven's name, have you 

this most incredible story ?" ■

" From my servant Rudolphe." ■

" Who has designs upon your purse. 

My dear madam, his zeal has outrun his 

discretion." ■

** And what if you hear from the woman's 

own lips that such is her intention ?" ■

'* Then, but no sooner," said Saint- Au- 

laire, more gravely, " I shall believe it." ■

"With your leave, then, gentlemen,'* 

said Madame Gh^nier, " I will place you in 

a dark cabinet, where you can overhear 

what passes between Madame Levaillant 

and Hudolphe, at an interview he will pro- 

cure." ■

Monsieur de Saint- Aulaire hesitated. He 

had never taken part in such ambuscades, 

and would fain have escaped the unpleasant 

duty assigned him ; but Madame Chenier 

would take no deniaJ. It was necessary, 

she said, to obtain some incontrovertible 

evidence. This done, the game would be 

in her hands, and indulgence might be 

shown. ■

Saint-Aulaire only yielded on condition 

that the matter should be dealt with by a 

fiimily council, and not a public tribunal, 

and that, by petition to the emperor, the 

unhappy woman should be placed under 

fitting restraint. ■

Tins agreed upon, January the 1st, the 

day of the intended murder, was also fixed 

on for the interview alluded to. ■

It would seem, however, that Madame 

Levaillant had some compunctious visi- 

tings, for a letter from " Mimi" Magnier 

warned Madame Chenier that, though her 

master and mistress would caU to pay their 

new year's compliments, it was not their 

purpose to stay to dinner, unless pressed 

to do so. This looked so much like hesita- 

tion, that Madame Chenier was half in- 

clined to let the matter rest. She was, 

however, overruled in this by her friend, 

the agent of police. ■

The Levaillants arrived in due course, 

and were received with all politeness, 

Madame Chenier actually having the cou- 

rage to imprint a maternal kiss on the fore- 

head of her intended murderess. They 

were invited to dine, and at once accepted. ■

Before sitting down, the man Budolphe 

found an opportunity of speaking apart to 

Madame Levaillant, and told her he had 

something to communicate, that he would 

give her a signal by touching the back of 

her chair, and that she would then find 

him awaiting her in the room below. ■

The dessert was placed on the table be- 

fore Ad^le recognised the expected signal. 

Pale and trembling, oppressed with an ■
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uneasy sense of coming danger, she listened 

to Budolphe's departing steps, and heard 

him enter the room below. A minute 

later, she rose, complaining of the warmth 

of the stove, and, quickly following the 

man, rejoined him in a small apartment, 

separated only by a thin partition from the 

cabinet in which Messieurs Saint- Aulaire 

and Bouvard were concealed. ■

Then Budolphe, speaking loudly and dis- 

tinctly, afiected to remind her of the con- 

ditions of the criminal compact concluded 

between them, accusing her of attempting 

to poison Mimi, and questioning her closely 

as to the complicity of her husband. ■

Again and again the trembUng woman 

begged him to lower his voice. ■

"Never fear," said the traitor, "there 

is no one on this floor, and the doors are 

locked." ■

The dialogue was resumed, when, sud- 

denly, the door of the cabinet flew open, 

and the gentlemen appeared. ■

" Ah, is it you, Monsieur Beaufoil P" 

screamed the ternfled woman. "What 

are you seeking ?" ■

"Nothing," was the sole reply; and the 

witnesses quitted the room. ■

Aware at once of her danger, Adele 

turned, and tried to escape by tibie garden. 

But Budolphe barred the way. She tried 

the court, but there she waa met by a 

group of strange and threatening faces. 

Agents of police now came up, and Mon- 

sieur Chenier himself, advancing in the 

midst, reproached her with her in&mous 

project. ■

She threw herself at his feet : ■

" Ah, monsieur, can you believe that I, 

a girl of twenty, could meditate such an 

atrocity?" ■

She was lifted into a carriage, and con- 

veyed directly to the prefecture. ■

Interrogated by the magistrate, Adele 

endeavoured to cast the burden of guilt 

upon the man who had betrayed her. If 

she had followed him into the apartment 

below, it was for the purpose of prevailing 

on him to abandon the project of poisoning 

Madame Chenier, to which he had been in- 

cited by her cruel treatment of her son, 

Levaillant, to whom he (Budolphe) was 

devotedly attached. ■

But this line of defence proving unten- 

able, the accused presently threw ofl* the 

mask, and confessed that, in a moment of 

hate and desperation, she had conceived 

the murderous idea attributed to her, 

and communicated it both to Mimi and 

Budolphe. That, far from dissuading her, ■

these entered warmly into the sclieine) 

Budolphe even pointing out that t.he death 

of Madame Chenier alone would be profit- 

less, and hinting that it would cost no more 

to poison the coflee-cream for two, than for 

one ! That, failing to procure arsenic among 

the Paris chenusts, i^e wrote for it to her 

father, who, ignorant of her purpose, sent 

her six grains, together with some opium, 

intended for the toothache, &om which he 

knew she had been sufiering. ■

Hardly had she given the poison to 

Budolphe, than she was seized with re- 

morse, and sought in vain to repossess her- 

self of the deadly drug. Budolphe was 

never to be found. It was true she had 

promised to compensate both servants for 

their share in the transaction, and h&d 

given Budolphe thirty-five francs. But 

this sum he had demanded of her, urging 

that he had no money at all. ■

The evidence of Mimi tended to incul- 

pate Monsieur Levaillant, hitherto xma^* 

cused. ■

" At the beginning of December, afier 

a refusal of pecuniary assistance from 

Madame Chenier, Levaillant flew into a 

violent rage, and was heard to say to his 

wife, * You are right. We shall never be 

happy until that ogress is dead !' ■

" Some days later, my mistress put a 

small quantity of poison into a dish of 

haricots, to test the strength. Neither she 

nor my master touched the dish. / did, 

however, and was dreadfully ill.*' The 

witness described, at great length, the 

ordinary effects of arsenical poisoning. ■

"Did you not," she was asked, "men- 

tion this incident to your mistress ?*' ■

" No. Some days after I heard her tell- 

ing my master that she would try another 

experiment upon me. But he objected." ■

** Still, you said nothing Y^' ■

" Yes. One day I said to her, ' Don't 

think me such a fool as not to know that 

there was something in that dish of hari- 

cots.' My mistress coloured up, and sai^ 

it must have been the fault of ^e cook at 

the eating-house." ■

The man Budolphe gave his accoimt of 

the interview with the accused at the bon^^ 

of Madame Chenier. ■

He stated that January the 1st had be^s 

fixed upon for administering the poison, 

because on that day Madame Chenier ^-^ 

likely to receive a visit from her two grand- 

daughters, the Demoiselles Lacotte ; and aa 

she was known to have had a grave mi>' 

understanding with these young ladies, the 

murder might be attributed to them. A} ■

H' ■
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it happened, tbey did not oome, and he, 

Rndolphe, opened the conyersation with 

Madame Levaillant by calling her attention 

to this fact. ■

" * Well, we will defer it to anotiier day.' ■

" ' Is your hnaband, madame, acquainted 

with what is in contemplation.' ■

"* No. But speak lower.' ■

" ' Yon promised me two hundred louis, 

and as yet you have given me only thirty- 

five francs. Do you mean to keep your 

word ?' ■

" * Yes, I do.' ■

" ' But, madame, money and promises will 

not recompense me for the mischief you 

have done my Mend poor Mimi, whom you 

tried to poison.' ■

" * She had no business to eat that dish. 

Besides, the poison was nothing to speak of. 

I was merely testing its strength.' ■

''At this moment," continued Budolphe, 

"there was a movement in the cabinet 

where the gentlemen were concealed. 

Madame Levaillant, alarmed, threw herself 

at my feet, declaring that she was mined, 

and imploring me to return the box of 

poison. Then the gentlemen appeared, and 

she was arrested." ■

Messieurs de Saint-Aulaire and Bouvard 

did not entirely agree as to the conversation 

they h ad overheard. Both declared that the 

accused had denied her husband's com- 

plicity. But Monsieur Bouvard alone had 

h^rd her acknowledge having poisoned 

Mimi. ■

Upon the whole, it was considered that 

ground existed for the arrest of Levaillant. 

His later movements were inquired into. 

It was found that he had removed his 

papers and movables from his lodgings, 

and sought refuge at the house of a friend. 

Kefused this fibvour, he had wandered aim- 

lessly about the city, until apprehended by 

those in search of him. ■

In his examination at the prefecture, he 

was informed that his wife had confessed 

the intended crime, and denounced him as 

the instigator. This he strenuously denied. 

He was then placed in a solitary cell. The 

next morning the unfortunate officer was 

found suspended from a bar of the window, 

having been dead many hours. ■

On the table were several sheets of paper 

closely written, each bearing the address of 

the person for whom it was intended. ■

To the prefect he had written : ■

" What inference will be drawn from the 

manner of my death ? No matter. If a 

belief that I am guilty can be beneficial to 

niy poor Ad^le, let it be so. I entreat you. ■

monsieur, to deal mercifully with that un- 

happy creature, who, if restless and discon- 

tented by nature, has an excellent heart. 

With but a little humanity and considera- 

tion, Madame Ch^nier might have saved us 

all this misery, and bound Ad^le to her for 

ever in love and gratitude." ■

To his mother he wrote : ■

" Farewell, my dear, unhappy mother. I 

know how greatly you are to be pitied. It 

is I who am the cause of your grief. Had 

I followed your advice six years ago, I 

should have now been a happy and pros- 

perous man. But great passions are always 

blind and uncalculatint?. I recommend my 

nnfortanate mfe to yolr pity. I am now 

about to sacrifice to her all that remains to 

me — my life. Imitate my magnanimity so 

&r as to forgive." ■

The following bore no address : ■

" Bather a thousand deaths than a difr* 

honoured life. An. arrest is an ineffaceable 

stain. For you — ^for you, my Ad^le — I am 

now a prisoner here. But I forgive you 

with my whole heart." ■

To his wife : ■

" My first l^ought, and my last, for my 

Ad^le. She is near me at this moment, 

sleeping, it may be, and unconscions of my 

neighbourhood. But for these cruel bars, 

I woxdd imprint one last kiss on her lips. 

Never was wife so fondly beloved. I only 

Hved for her ; now I die for her. My last 

prayer, save one, is for myself. Ad^le, my ■

last of all for thee Midnight. ■

— Farewell. Your name is wrought on the 

very scarf which— Do not grieve. 

Farewell." ■

To Eudolphe and Mimi he had written : ■

'* It is said you are to be married. May 

your union be happy, but I fear it com- 

mences under sinister auspices. Soon or 

late Gbd rewards and punishes. To him 

and to your own consciences I commit you. 

Had you warned me at the beginning, 

crime and misery would have been spared 

us all." ■

To Monsieur Gh6nier he simply wrote : ■

" Knowing what you did concerning 

myself from Messieurs de Saint-Aulaire and 

Bouvard, you should not have pushed the 

affair to this extremity." ■

Madame Levaillant was actually under 

examination, when news of her husband's 

death reached the prefecture. ■

The maid, Mimi, had just produced a 

sealed letter intrusted to her, some days 

before, by her mistress, to put in the post, 

and which, being addressed to Monsieur 

Brutinel, her father, and no doubt contain- ■
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ing some allnsion to the poison obtained 

from him, ehe, Mimi, had retained. ■

But the letter, on examination, contained 

nothing bnt expressions of respect and 

tenderness. ■

At this moment Levaillant's death was 

announced, and caused the unhappy pri- 

soner to sink swooning to the ground. 

Restored to herself, her mind appeared at 

once to grasp tlie new position of affairs, 

and to recognise the path of escape open 

to her. ■

She declared that, her husband being no 

more, concealment was no longer necessary. 

It was he who had conceiyed and directed 

all, her recent confessions being intended 

solely to transfer the guilt from him to 

herself. ■

She was therefore shown a letter she 

had written to her husband, in which she 

accused Rudolphe of the intended crime. 

But this, she declared, was written ex- 

pressly to mislead the authorities, in the 

event of detection. ■

It had been already decided to include 

Monsieur Brutinel in the charge, and 

orders for his apprehension were sent to 

St. Omer. He had quitted home, it was 

found, but only to proceed direct to Paris, 

where, having announced his arrival to the 

police, he occupied himself in making pre- 

parations for the defence of his daughter 

and himself. ■

The trial took place May the 10th, 1811, 

and excited very great interest. ■

Adele was defended by a distinguished 

advocate of the time, Monsieur Coutare, a 

gentleman who, four years later, during 

the Hundred Days, had the courage, in de- 

fending a Bourbon journalist, to declare 

that there could be no French high-treason 

against Napoleon, he being, by bis own 

declaration on the Champ de Mai, solely 

king of Elba. ■

Monsieur Coutare's counsel to Madame 

Levaillant was frank, and to the point. ■

" Voyons, madame, you are guilty. The 

attempt must be, not to clear you, but to 

save your head. You projected and 

arranged this crime. From that, I cannot 

absolve you. But it was suggested to you 

by your husband and your mother-in-law, 

assisted by these servants, who wrought 

for their own profit, enticed you on slowly, 

surely, into the ambush prepared for you. 

More, when you sought to renounce your ■

purpose, they would not suffer it. There 

is the pointr---and that is your defence." ■

So ably and eloquentiy did MonsieiiT 

Coutare work out this idea, that he not 

only contrived to excite an extraordinary 

amount of sympathy for the accused woman, 

but actually, and contrary perhaps to his 

intention, evoked a feeling of indignation 

against Madame Chenier and the police, in 

which the remembrance of the prisoner's 

guilty purpose was all but annihilated. 

As for the two servants, it was with some 

difficulty they were protected from popular 

violence. But for those vile, and ap- 

parently willing instruments, the crime, 

it was urged, would never have passed be- 

yond conception. ■

The verdict of the jury was in accord- 

ance with public anticipation. ■

Monsieur Brutinel was entirely acquitted. ■

AdMe was declared not railfy of the 

attempt to poison Mimi Magnier, bat 

guilty of an attempt to poison Madame 

Chenier; an attempt, however, which had 

not arrived at actual execution, the delaj 

not being attributable to any circumstances 

beyond the prisoner's control. This 

amounted to an acquittal. ■

In dismissing the accused, the president 

addressed Adele as follows : ■

"You have been pronounced guilty of 

an attempt at a horrible crime, and well is 

it for you that it approached no step nearer 

completion. Justice, unable to inflict a 

fitting penalty, leaves you to the chastise- 

ment of your own conscience." ■

Through the action of the police, ex- 

asperated at the failure of the process thej 

had so carefully promoted, a report of the 

case was laid before the emperor, who, on 

bis own imperial autbority, cancelled the 

verdict of the jury, and caused Madame 

Levaillant to be lodged in St.* Lazare. 

Here she remained till 1814^ when, taking 

advantage of the confusion created by the 

entrance into Paris of the allied troops, she 

escaped by nighty through the aid of a 

rope-ladder — escaped, neither to be sought 

for nor heard of more. ■
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BOOK II. ■

OUPTEB IX. THE SUALL HOURS IN LOWON. ■

MiRTm QuBWOOD and Humphrey Sta- 

Iham dined together tbat da; at a cinb, 
of which the tatter yias a member, and eat 

together until lata in the night, diBcnsBing 

memories of old times and the strange oc- 

currences of recent days. When Martin 

returned to Great Walpole- street he waa 

surprised to learn from the servant who let 

Mm ia that Mrs. GalTcrley had not retired 

I to rest, and that she desired to speak nitb 
! him when he came in. A guilty pang shot 

'throngh Hartin's breast aa' he listened. 

I What conld bo the meaning of this? Could 
his mother have discovered the secret of 

the Hendon mystery, and was she waiting 

to objurgate him for the part which he bad 

' taken in concealing it from her P Martin 

] knew that, some day or other, snch a con- 

tingency wonld arise, bnt he hoped that 

. "hen it did he woald have Statbam by his 
I Bide. He looked to Statbam now far ad- 

! vice and assistance in every phase which 

I the matter conld assnme, and dreaded being 
left to his own resources. ■

He fonnd his mother in her bedroom, 

, attired in a skimpy flannel dressing-gown, 

and sitting before the fire with her sUp- 

pcred feet npon the fender. She looked 

I roand on his opening the door, and nttered 

! a sound which was partly a snort of deS 

I ance, and partly a groan of resignation. 

I " Yon wish to see me, motber, Jamei 
; tella me," ' said Martin. " I bad no idea 

i JOB wonld have been np, or I wonld have 
retnmed borne sooner." 

I " I wish to Bce somebody, Martin," 

".- L I ■ 41 k i i . iii w m ■

tamed Mrs. Calverley, qnenilonaly. " I 

thought that my life conld not have been 

tao^ wretched and solitary than it was in 

Mr. Calverley's time, bat even be used to 

come home occasionally, while now I sit 

by myself from moroiag till night. Per- 

sons who are engaged and paid to be my 

companions go away, and even mv own 

son gives himself np to his own devices, 

and does not come borne until close upon ■

idnigbt." ■

" My dear mother," said Martin, " as I 

said before, if I had bad any idea that yon 

were sitting up, I would have retnmed 

sooner. Tell me now," he said, palling 

his chair close to here, " what do you want 
me to do ?" ■

" Nothing," replied Mrs. Calverley j " 1 

never want any one to do anything for me. 

But I wanted to talk to you, if you can 

spare a few minutes to such an unimpor- 

tant person as myself, about the future." ■

" She knows nothing about Hendon," 

thought Martin to himself, " or she would 

not have been able to have kept off from the 

subject for aminute." And greatly relieved 

at this idea, he said, pl^santly, " You 

know, motber, that I should be only too 

glad to carry ont any of your wishes." ■

" And you will have an opportunity of 

proving what yon say, Martin. Yon know 

that by Mr. Calverley's will I am now abso- 

lute mistress of thebusitiess in Mincing-lane. 

On our marriage, Mr. Calverley, in what 

I considered then the most nagenerons 

manner, reserved to himself the power of 

disposing of that business as he thought 

best ; but I suppose he afterwards came 

into a better frame of mind, for he baa left 

it entirely to me. The business as it stands 

at present will, I leam from Mr. Jeffreys, 

bring me in a very large income. Now I 
am the lost woman in the world to set an ■
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undue valae upon riches, and my only care 

for themiB that they may enable mm to do 

more good to my fellow- creatures. A^e* yoa 

attending: to me, IVfiartni ?" she said tx) her 

son, who was lookinig^ Taaantly into the fire. ■

'* Certainly, mother,'' said Martin, start- 

ing. ■

** Perhaps you will favour me with your 

particular attention jiiat nawy" said Mrs. 

Calverley, with some aepeTztrj^E, " wtten I tell 

you that what I have got to say concerns 

yourself. If your character were different, 

you might think to yourself that, rich as I 

shall be, I might take the opportunity of 

Tnaking you independent, but such I know 

would not be your wish. You are one of 

those who rightly think that it is your 

mission to discharge your duty in the state 

of life to which you have been called, and I 

agree with you. There is to me no more 

beautiful sight than that of a minister 

engaged in the exercise of his vocation; 

the only change I would propose to you 

would be one in the scene of your labours. ■

" A change in the scene ?" cried Martin. ■

" Exactly, ' ' answered Mrs. Calverley . " I 

should wish you to relinquish tlie vicarage 

of Lullington, and to establish yourself in 

London.** ■

"In London?" cried Martin. ■

"Certainly," said his mother; "where 

there is money there is influence, and there 

would not, I imagine, be any difficulty in 

obtaining for you an incxmibency in London, 

or if it came to that, there are always pro- 

prietary chapels to be purchased, and in 

them perhaps you would be more unfettered, 

and more able to conduct the services aoi" 

cording to your own views." ■

" But, my dear mother," said Martin, " I 

am by no means sure " ■

" That you would be popular," inter- 

rupted Mrs. Calverley. " xou need not 

fear about that. I fancy there are few 

better judges of preaching than myself, and 

I have always b^n satisfied with the ser- 

mons which I have heard you deliver. It 

would be a great pleasure to me to know 

thatf my son's merits were properly recog- 

nised. And I don't think," she added with 

a slight toss of her head, " that he would 

have any reason to be ashamed of his mother, 

or of the style in which she lived. We 

may not be aristocrats, and our lives may 

not be attended by the sloth, luxury, and 

pomp which surround that portion of the 

community ; but for sofid wealth and the 

comfort which it brings, the home which 

has been raised by British industry need 

be surpassed by none." ■

Mrs. Calverley paused ; and Martin, for ■

want of something better to say, said, " Of 

connie, mother^ I q^te agree withyoiL" ■

"Mynotto%." pumed his mother, "is 

that you shot^ live with me^ and' act as 

my right hand in all mattora* o£ huiness, 

and as a dispenser of my chaeitj|c Mj life 

has been one long martyrdom; it has 

pleased Heaven to afflict me with two un- 

worthy huMiaada^ men incapable of under- 

standing those finen feelings which I po&sess, 

and' which Have been the sole means of 

lightening the burden laid upon me. I &ope 

I may now be permitted in seme degree 

to recompense myself for the aolftiide and 

submission in which I hove lived, and to 

have a little sanshine at the close of a life 

which has been one long sacrifice for others. 

I hope that — Martin, Malinn, what are you 

thinking of?" ■

What was he thinking of,' as he satthne 

with his chin resting on his hands, and his 

eyes fixed intently on the fire? What 

were those words ringing in his ears — soli- 

tude, submission, sacrifice? Ah, how 

hollow and empty they sounded, these 

querulous compMnts, this Pharisaioal self- 

laudation, when he thought of the manner 

in which, nnder the infltience of his wife's 

temper, John Galveriey^s life had been 

warped and twisted unm his weak nature 

had been betraved into the commission of a 

fearful crime, the result of which was yet 

impending over the head of that poor trust- 

ing girl. What was he thinking of ? Of the 

little right he had in the thought even then 

floating through his mind, to condemn the 

dead man whose power of will had been bo 

weak, whose temptation had been so strong ! 

Who was he, to gauge and measure another 

man's sins, and to preach ^be doctrine of 

resistance, when — " What was he thinking 

of ?" Mrs. Oalverley's words repeated for 

the third time recalled him from his reverie. ■

" What was I thinking of? Why of 

course of the proposition yon have jnst 

made to me, mother," he said aloud. ■

" It is one which scarcely seems to me 

to need much reflection," said Mrs. Cal- 

verley, coldly. " In making it I have, as 

usual, not considered myself, but leflthe 

advantages wholly to jou,** ■

** Of course, mother, I fully appreciate 

your kindness," said Martin; "and i^^ 

mere fact of living witfc you, and being 

able to relieve the sohtnde nnder which 

you sufler, would, of course, have much 

weight with me. By the way, yon were 

alluding just now to Madame Du Tertre s 

absence. I have never hitherto had an op- 

portunity of asking you how she first be- 

came an inmate of this house." ■
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"Not through any invitation of mine," 

said Mrs. Calverley, " though I am bound 

to say that as soon as she came here she 

saw the melanGholy life I led, and endea- 

voured to alleviate it to the best of her 

power. One of the few things I have to 

thank Mr. Calverley for is his introduction 

of Madame Du Tertre." ■

"Oh," said Martin, looking very much 

astonished,' " it was through Mr. Calverley 

that yon made her acquaintance P" ■

" Certainly," said his mother. " I went 

down to Mincing-lane one day, and found 

Madame Du Tertre closeted with Mr. Cal- 

verley in his private room. I thought they 

would be canfused at my ontrance, but 

Mr. Calverley, quit» at his ease, presented 

his companion to me* as a French- lady, a 

widow with a small fortune, which she 

bad brought to him to invest. Hie stated, 

at the same time, that sbe wiw> a stranger 

in London, and without friends^ and sug- 

gested that, as he wh» compelled to be 

much away— compelled) indeed," repeated 

Mrs. Calverley, with- a snifi^of defiaince, "it 

might break the solitude of my lifb if this 

French lady, a cheerful person^ playing the 

piano, and that sort of thing, came to live 

with me as my companion." ■

" Oh, that was what Mr. Calverley pro- 

posed," said Martin, reflectively. "And 

you agreed to it?" ■

" I agreed to it as a temporary measure," 

said Mrs. Calverley, " but it seemed to vork 

well, and has continued ever since." ' ■

" You had never seen Madame Dn Tertre 

before? never heard Mr. Calverley mention 

her name ?" ■

" Certainly not ; neither the one nor the 

other. What on earth makes you ask these 

questions, Martin ?" ■

Bat Martin had fallen back again into 

his chair. His eyes were once more riveted 

on the fire, and his ears were deaf to his 

mother's voice. What a curious woman 

his mother was ! How weak, even in the 

grim obstinacy on which she prided herself ; 

how liable to be deceived, in spite of all the 

suspicion which she exhibited ! This Mo- 

dame Du Tertre, then, had been introduced 

into the house by Mr. Calverley, and his 

mother had accepted her as her companion 

on the very slight evidence of the story 

which Mr. Calverley had told her, and 

which might have been concocted between 

him and the Frenchwoman a few minutes 

before her arrival. ■

What had Madame Du Tertre in view ■
• ■

jn seeking for an introduction into this 

nonse? What could be her motive for 

allying herself with suoh a woman as Mrs. ■

Calverley ? Whatever motive it might 

have been, it mast be still in existence, for 

had she not made it a condition of assisting 

him with Alice that he would not interfere 

with her j^ans as regarded his mother? 

What could those plans be ? Madame Du 

Tertre was not at mere wretched creature 

sponging upon anyone who would befriend 

her, and earning with fulsome adulation 

her nightly shdter and her daily bread. 

She had money of her own, as he under- 

stood ; not much, indeed, but sufficient to 

provide her with the necessaries of life, and 

she was the last woman in the world to 

give up her freedom, and to go in fbr mere 

vulgar mercenary scheming A>r a mateiial 

home with such a person as Mrs. Calverley, 

to endure the positkm o€ compsAiion in the 

grim house in Great Walpole-street. She 

must have somethtng* large at stake, must 

be actuated by some ulterior motive of 

vast importance. Wha^ can thai motive 

be ? Who is she P Where didi ske come 

from? When and how commenced her 

acquaiutanoe with Mr. Calverley ? ■

"What on earth makes you ask these 

qUBstions, Martin ?" ■

The havsh grating voice recalled him to 

himself, but even then he was at first a 

little dazed. ■

"These questionB? What questions? 

Oh, I recollect ; about Madame Du Tertre. 

Merely curiosity, mother ; I could not pos- 

sibly have' any other motive." ■

"Well, now ttia* I have satisfied your 

curiosity, and told you all I know — which 

Was little enough, for Mr. Calverley was 

reticent towards me in that as in all other 

matters of his life-^now that I have done 

my best to give yon this inibrmation, 

perhfi^s yon will be good enough to return 

to the subject which I started, and tell me 

whait you think about my proposition." ■

"You won't expect me to give you a 

definite answer at onoe, mother ? Such a 

step as leaving one's parish, with all its 

old friends and associations, and wholly 

changing the sphere of one's duties, re- 

quires much consideration." ■

" I should think when the advantages 

which are offered to you are properly 

weighed, you would not be very long in 

making up your mind. There are few 

young men circumstanced as you are — and 

you must be good enough to remember 

that you have nothing but your living to 

depend upon — ^who have such a chance 

ofi^red to them. I have often noticed with 

great pain that you are devoid of any 

ambition in your profession^ and are quite 

content to live among farmers and people ■

\ ■
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of that kind. But that is not the sort of 

life I choose for my son. It is mj wish that 

yon should come up to town, as I have said 

before ; that you should live here, and take 

up a proper position in society ; that you 

should marry, and " ■

'^ Yes, mother," said Martin, with a faint 

smile, putting up his hand in protest, " but 

surely, as I said before, these are matters 

which require a little consideration. By 

the way, supposing this plan of yours were 

carried out, what do ypu propose to do with 

Madame DuTertre?" ■

" Madame Du Tertre again," cried Mrs. 

Calverley. "Bless my soul, Martin, how 

you do harp upon that woman ; one would 

really think that you had fallen in love 

with her yourself. A nice daughter-in-law 

she'd make ; only if you're going to marry 

her I would rather you would keep in the 

country, if you please. She would quite 

shine at Lullington." ■

Mrs. Calverley g^ve vent to a low sar- 

donic chuckle, the nearest approach she 

ever made to a laugh ; but Martin Gnr- 

wood looked very grave. ■

" I do not understand the point of the 

joke," he said : " it is, perhaps, because I 

have been for some years accustomed only 

to the society of Lullington; but I con- 

fess I do not see anything particularly odd 

in my inquiring what was to become of one 

who is now a prominent member in your 

household, after you had carried out the 

change which you propose to mskke in it." ■

Mrs. Calverley was always a little afraid 

of her son, and there was something in the 

tone of his voice as he made this remark 

which constrained her to be civil. ■

" I did not mean anything xmpleafiant," 

she said, with less than her usual rigidity 

of manner; "I only thought it odd that 

you could be in any doubt about the 

matter. Madame Du Tertre is here as my 

hired companion — when I say is here, I 

should say ought to be, for I hold her 

absence just now to be quite unjustifiable, 

and when it suits my convenience, and I 

have quite done with her, I shall pay and 

dismiss her, as such persons are usually 

paid and dismissed." ■

" You will ?" ■

" Most certainly ! You cannot imagine 

for an instant that I had any idea of 

attaching Madame Du Tertre to the new 

manner of hfe which I propose for myself 

and for you ?" ■

Martin's thoughts were beginning to 

wander again. " No, no, of course not>" 

he said, half vacantly. ■

"Of course not," repeated Mrs. Cal- ■

verW. ** I consented to receive Madame 

Du Tertre as my companion, because 1 was 

shamefully deserted by Mr. Calverley, and 

left to pass all my time in moping solitude. 

I made a home and a comfortable home for 

him, and though, as I have said before, he 

could not appreciate the finer feelings of my 

nature, I would have been content to put 

them on one side. Now, I look forward to 

a very different state of things. You \nll 

be my companion, I shall have you instead 

of Mr. Calverley to deal with, and you will 

be able to understand my ways of life, and 

I shall be able to help you in jrour career. 

Under these circumstances Madame Da 

Tertre would merely be a clog upon hoth 

of us. I am by no moans sure, Martin," 

said Mrs. Calverley, growing ^«ry stiff and 

speaking with great fervour, " I am liy no 

means sure that it is a right thing to han 

a Frenchwoman in the house, even though 

she is a Huguenot; I have experienced it 

already on several occasions, when I have 

found the greatest difficulty in convincing 

the neighbours that she belonged to the 

Reformed Churdi. And with you as a 

clergyman permanently resident in the 

house, a suspicion of that kind would be 

extremely * unpleasant. Moreover, there 

are many other reasons which I think 

would render Madame Du Tertre's further 

sojourn here particularly undesirable, and 

as she is merely one of the household, it 

will be of course easy enough for me to 

rid myself of her when I wish. You seem 

very sleepy, Martin,*" said his mother, per- 

ceiving that he had relapsed into his former 

absent condition, "and I think you had 

better go to bed now that I have given yon 

an outline of my plan, and it is for jon to 

think it over, and see how it will suit you. 

If you agree to it, as I have no reason to 

doubt you will, I shall give Madame Da 

Tertre notice to leave directly after her re- 

tmTi." ■

Then Martin rose from his seat, touched 

with his lips his mother's ear, which she 

turned round to him for the purpose, and 

retired to his own room. ■

Once there he put on his dressing-gown 

and slippers, flung hiu[iself into an arm- 

chair, and resumed at his ease the chain oi 

thought which had been so frequently in- 

terrupted. But now it contained a new 

element, which had been imported into it 

by his mother's last words. Immediately 

Madame Du Tertre returned to the house 

she would receive notice that her services 

would be speedily dispensed with. What 

would be the Frenchwoman's feelings at 

such an intimation? She had given n^ ■
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fiign of any intentioii to leave her present 

quarters in Ghreat Walpole- street ; bnt, on 

the contrary, seemed to consider her- 

-self completely settled there for some time 

to come, and was nnqnestionably desirous 

of retaining her power over Mrs. Calverley. 

That, Martin recollected, she had not 

scrnpled to acknowledge to him. On the 

other hand, inexpefienced as Martin was in 

matters of the world, he had sufficient tact 

to perceive that his mother, for her own 

purposes, had always been particularly civil 

to Madame Du Tertre, and both bv her 

speeches and her actions had led the 

Frenchwoman to believe that her presence 

in Great Walpole-street was indispensable 

to the well-being of the household. When,^ 

then, Madame Du Tertre on her return from 

Hendon is informed by Mrs. Calverley that 

dilferent arrangements are about to be made 

under which her companionship will be no 

longer reqxdred, when she receives that, 

which, no matter how much politeness is 

imported into the manner of giving it, is in 

fact her dismissal, will sh6 not with that 

shrewdness and suspicion which are so emi- 

nently characteristic of her, at once define 

that this is not the act of Mrs. Calverley, 

who has always hitherto been so partial to 

her, but that this conduct on his mother's 

part is due to his influence ? And provided 

that she attaches importance to the retention 

of her position in the Great Walpole-street 

household, as Martin undoubtedly believes 

she does, will she not instantly seek to re- 

venge herself for what she imagines to be 

his interference, and has she not a subject 

for her vengeance immediately to her hand 

in poor helpless Alice P ■

Who was this woman? What were 

the motives prompting her to the game 

she was playing ? And what woald be its 

result ? ■

The foture seemed all dark and vague. 

The mist hung over it as it did ovor the 

sleeping city, a shivering glan ce at which 

Martin took from his bedroom window, and 

saw the first streaks of the wintry dawn 

struggling fitfully through the black clouds 

ere he retired to rest. ■

WAGERS. ■

Whoever called wagers fools' arguments 

was not over complimentary to his country- 

men, since Englishmen have always been 

given to show confidence in their judgment 

by backing their opinion with abet. At the 

beginning of the last century, the Spectator 

complained that rich fledglings of the Bar ■

took advantage of poorer frequenters of 

the coflee-houses, and wagered themselves 

into repute as historians, geographers, 

statesmen, and mathematicians, by capping 

their assertions with the ofier of a bet, 

which their more learned opponents were 

compelled to decline from lack of means, 

and so the long purses came off victorious. 

A little later on, men of quality were ac- 

cused of making such a business of betting, 

that the only genteel way of expressing 

dissent was to risk a thousand pounds, or 

take the chance of being run through the 

body. Heavy sums depended upon the 

most trivial questions, and anything at all 

dubious was made the subject of a wager. 

It was held the correct thing to speculate 

upon the likelihood of one bride attaining 

the dignity of motherhood before another, 

or to lay for or against any rumoured 

match coming off. Thus the birth of a 

child brought pleasure and profit to folks 

not in any way connected with the family 

to which the little new-comer belonged ; 

and the breaking off of a match affected 

the fortunes of many besides the parties 

immediately concerned in the matter. 

Writing to inform a friend of the marriage 

of Lord Digby and Miss Fielding, Gilly 

Williams says thousands might have been 

won at White's upon his lordship not 

knowing such a woman existed. ■

So common was it to crown a dispute 

with a bet, that when, in the course of a 

debate, Mr. Pulteney charged Sir Robert 

Walpole with misquoting Horace, the 

prime minister replied by offering to bet a 

guinea that he had not done so, and the 

wager was accepted. The clerk of the 

House was called upon to decide the ques- 

tion, and declared Pulteney right, upon 

Twhich Sir Robert threw the guinea across 

the House, to be picked up by his opponent, 

with the remark that it was the first public 

money he had" touched for a long time. 

The name of the great Whig leader, Charles 

James Fox, figured pretty often in the 

wager-book at Brooks's. In 1744, we find 

him wagering with Lord Northington that 

ho will be called to the Bar within four 

years' time. In 1765, he received one 

guinea from Lord Bolingbroke, upon con- 

dition of paying him a thousand pounds 

when the debts of the country amounted 

to a hundred and seventy-one millions ; an 

event Fox lived to see come to pass. In 

1774, Lord Clermont staked ten guineas 

with Mr. Crawford, in hopes of Fox one dcay 

being worth a hundred thousand pounds, 

clear of all debts ; upon that far-off con- 

tingency happening, five hundred pounds ■
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were to be .paid in vetnm for the ten 

guineas. In 1792, Sheridan registered a 

couple of bets of twenty guineas a side, 

whereby he asserted his conyiction that 

Parliament would not permit another state 

lottery after that to be drawn in February, 

1793. He made a mistake, and lost las 

money. ■

White's was, however, the great temple 

of wagering, and soxae of the wagers laid 

at White's were oeirtainly -scandaloas. 

Walpole .writes, *' One of the youths at 

White's has committed a murdeor, and 

intends to repeat it. He betted fifleen 

hundred .guineas that a man oould live 

twelve hours under water ; hiv^ a djesfie- 

rate fellow, sunk him in a ship l^ way 

of experiment, and both cihip and man 

have not appeared since. Anotiber man 

and ship are to be tried £or 'tlxeir lives, in- 

stead of Mr. Blake, the assassin." Lord 

Stair -caused some talk in Paris, when 

Louis the Fourteenth was takon ill, by 

betting that bis majesty would aiot live be- 

yond a eertain date. YoHaire said the 

ambassador only followed a custom of his 

.countrymen, an assertion that mi^t (have 

been vindicated by a reference to the wager- 

book at White's ; £>r there it was -qsobI to 

pit one man against another, or in other 

words, back one man to live longer than an- 

other, so that 'i^iere was -soaroely any well- 

known individual upon whose life thousands 

of pounds did not depend. Says a denouncer 

of this fashionable vice of the period : 

" The various ohanges in the health of cme 

who is the subject of mapy bets, occasion 

many serious reflectionB to those who have 

ventured large enmson his life and death. 

Those who would be gainers by hisdeoease, 

upon every slight indisposition, watch all 

the stages of his illness, and. ureas impatient 

for his death as the nndectaker who espeots 

to have the eare of rhis funeral ; while the 

other side are very solicitous about his re- 

covery^ send every hour to Joiow how he 

does, and take as mueh care of him as a 

clergyman's wife does of her husband, who 

has no other fortune than his living. I re- 

member a man with the constitution of a 

porter, upon whose life very great odds 

were laid ; but when the person he was 

pitted against was expected to die every 

week, this man shot himself through the 

head, and the knowing ones were taken 

in." The saine writer says the practice of 

pitting was invented by a nobleman, who 

was also the first to reduce betting to an 

art, and teach the world how to hedge a 

hei, So clever was lie in this way that he ■

so contrived to bet itpon his own life that 

live or die the odds were in his favour. ■

Lord Moontford and Sir John Bland 

staked twenty guineas a side upon the lives 

of two noted men, the former hacking 

Beau Nash to outlive CoUey Gibber. The 

comedian died in 1757, at the age of eighty- 

six, the beau in 1761, at the age of eighty- 

seven, but before the first event came 

about both the wagerers had committed sni- 

oide. Lord March betted Mr. Pigot five 

hundred potmds that Sir William Godring- 

ton would snrvive his (Mr. Pigot's) father. 

Old Mr. Pigot died suddenly the morning 

before the laying of the wager. Lord March 

nevertheless claimed the money. His oppo- 

nent refused to pay, holding that the bet 

was yoid. The parties joined issue in the 

Court of King's Bench, tbe case being tried 

before Lord Mansfield, who xvled in tb^ 

plaintalfirs &vour, and Mr. Fiigot had to pay 

the full amount claimed, and oosts besides. 

Another curious wager, hang^g upon the 

duration of a man's life, found a settle- 

ment in a court of law. At a dinner- 

party at the liouse of Bir Mark Sykes, the 

conversation turned u|K>n the dfuigers to 

w^ioh Bonaparte was reposed, and the 

boat, in a foolish moment, ofibred to take 

a hundred guineas from aaij cme of the 

oompadxy, aud pay back a .guinea a day as 

long as Bonaparte liFed. The Bevereiui 

B. Gilbert accepted the offer, and paid 

down his hundred guineais. jB'or three 

years he received his guinea a day r^- 

larly enough, then the baronet grew tired 

of his bad bargain, aoid refused "to eontinue 

his payments. The olergyman brought an 

action to compel Sir Mark to fulfil the 

agreement, which came on at the York 

assisses in 1812. The counsel for the de- 

fence contended that the transaotion was 

illegal, since it gave the plaintiff a bene- 

fioial interest in Bonaparte'-a life, which 

might induce him, in case of am invasion. 

to do his utmost to preserve ^he life of an 

enemy of his country, and obtained a ver- 

dict in fjBkvour of Sir Mark Sykes. Nothing 

daunted, Mr. Gilbert appealed to the Coon 

of King's Bench for a new trial. Lord 

Ellenborough, seeing nothing immoral or 

impolitic in the agreement, granted a rule 

to show cause, but after hearing the argu- 

ments on either side, the judges decided 

against xe-opening the case, on i^e ground 

that as the wager created an undue interest 

in the preservation of tide Ufe of a pabbe 

enemy, and on the otiier liand held oat an 

inducement to plot his assassination, it 

tended to produce public <mi0chief,.and was ■

■tf ■
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therefore illegal. A mone notable wager 

case still was that fought out in the same 

court, before Lord Mansfield, in 1777. 

The plaintiff, Mr. Hayes, bad given tlie 

defendant, a broker, one hundred guineas 

for a policy, insuring the payment of seven 

times the amount whenever be could prove 

that the mysterious Chevalier d'Eon wae 

a woman. The evidence regarding the 

chevalier's sex was not disputed, the de- 

feDdant relying upon two pleas, that the 

insurance was a ganvbling, indecent, un- 

neoessary proceeding, and that the plaintiff 

had advantage over him. In dismissing 

the latter plea from consideration, Lord 

Mansfield said be remembered two gentle- 

men disputing as to the size of the Yenns 

do' Medici until they came to bet upon it, 

and one said, " I will not deceive yen. I 

tell you fairly, I have measured the statue 

myself;" to wbicb the other returned, 

" Well, and did you think I would be such 

a fool as to lay if I had not measured it P 

I will lay you for all that." While express- 

ing his regret at not being able to make 

both parties to sncb a wa^r suffer loss, 

the Lord Chief Justice ruled that tbe 

agreement was not aii illegal one, and was 

to be carried out, and the jury found ac- 

cordingly. No less than seventy-five 

thousand pounds is said to have depended 

upon the result, many policies of the same 

nature having been issued on the Stock 

Exchange. Tbe brokers eventually got the 

best of it on appeal, by pleading that no 

insurance was valid wben the person in- 

suring could not prove an antecedent 

interest in the person or thing insured — ^so 

that they bad been playing the game 

vulgarly known as '' beads I win, tails you 

lose." After all, however, there was not 

much wrong done, for when the chevalier 

died it was proved beyond all dispute that 

the witnesses in tbe cause bad perjured 

themselves. ■

Wagers like tbe above, depending upon 

circumstances utterly beyond tbe control of 

the wagerers, are pure and simple gambUug 

matters. Wagers depending upon tbe in- 

genuity, skill, or endurance of one of the 

bettors come in a different category, and 

there is some merit in winning them. 

When the Earl of March undertook for a 

wager of a thousand guineas to provide a 

four-wheeled carriage, drawn by four 

horses, and driven by a man, to travel 

nineteen miles within an bour, he did not 

hesitate at spending seven hundred pounds 

in the preliminary experiments, and was 

rewarded for his perseverance by an easy ■

triumph. The earl's carriage was a sort 

of skeleton one, resembling in appearance 

a. gun-carriage, but constructed in the 

lightest possible manner. The slender pole 

was lapped with fine wire ; the driver's seat 

was of leather straps covered with velvet ; 

ihe breecbings were of whalebone, tbe bars 

of thin wood strengthened with steel springs ; 

the harness was of thin leather covered 

with silk, and tbe brass boxes of the wheels 

had oil-tins attached to them to drop oil 

slowly for one bo^ur exactly. Tbe whole 

affair could he easily carried by a man. 

The driver w^as only a driver in name, for 

each horse carried a jockey, and between 

tbem they managed to do tbe nineteen 

miles in fifby-three minutes and twenty- 

seven seconds. Oowper Tbomhill well 

earned bis five bundred guineas, when, on 

tbe 29th of April, 1745, be rode between 

Stilton and Sboredilcb Churcb thrice, 

covering tbereby two hundred and thirteen 

miles in twelve hours and seventeen 

nunutes. In 1791, a Mr. Wilde rode a 

bundred and twenty-seven -miles in nine 

hours and twenty-one minutes, witb the 

aid of ten horses. Neither of these feats of 

horsemanship, however, surpassed Barnard 

Calvert's achievement in 1619, when, setting 

out from. St. George's Church, Southwark, 

at three in the morning, be rode to Dover, 

left bis hoise there, and crossed over to 

Calais in a small vessel; then returning 

the same waj, he took horse again at 

Dover, and reaicbed St. George's before eight 

in tbe evening, tbe entire journey being 

accomplished in seventeen hours and ten 

minutes. Wagerers relying upon their own 

legs have done things equally remarkable. 

In 1773, a lawyer's clerk, named Powell, 

walked from London to York, rested one 

ni^t there, and walked back again all in 

the space of six days. In 1750, a man over 

forty years old ran from Sboreditch to the 

eight-mile stone beyond Edmonton in fifty 

minutes. In 1768, a shepherd ran fifteen 

miles on Moulsey Hurst in one hour and 

twenty-eight minutes, and a militia-man 

walked from London to Bristol in nineteen 

hours and thirty-four minutes. In 1809 

the bells of Newmarket rang in celebration 

of Captain Barclay completing his task of 

walking a thousand miles in a thousand 

hours. At the beginning of the present 

century, men like Squire Osbaldeston and 

Captain Boss were ready to go anywhere, 

and do anything at a moment's notice. 

Let the captain himself, still, as Wimble- 

don knows, to the fore, be called as a wit- 

ness. "A large party were assembled at ■
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Black Hall, in Elincardinesliire, time, the 

end of July or beginning of Ang^t. We 

had all been shooting snipes and flapper- 

dneks in a large morass on the estate 

called Lumphannon. We had been wad- 

ing amongst bnlmshes up to our middles 

for seven or eight hours, and had had a 

capital dinner. After the ladies had gone 

to the drawing-room, I fell asleep; and 

about nine o'clock was awakened by the 

late Sir Andrew Keith Hay, who said: ■

* Ross, old fellow ! I want yon to jump up 

and go as my umpire with Lord Kennedy, 

to Inverness. I have made a bet of twenty- 

five hundred pounds a side that I get there 

on foot before him !' Nothing came amiss 

to the men of that day. My answer was, ■

* All right, I'm ready ; and off we started, 

there and then, in morning costume, with 

thin shoes and silk stockings on our feet. 

We went straight across the mountains, and 

it was a longish walk. I called to my ser- 

vant to follow with my walking-shoes and 

worsted stocking^, and Lord Kennedy did 

the same. They overtook us after we had 

gone seven or eight miles. Fancy my dis- 

gust! My idiot brought me, certainly, 

worsted stocking^s, but instead of shoes, a 

pair of tight Wellington boots ! The sole 

of one boot vanished twenty-five miles 

from Inverness, and I had now to finish 

the walk barefooted. We walked all night, 

next day, and the next night — raining 

torrents all the way. We crossed the 

Grampians, making a perfectly stra igh t 

line, and got to Inverness at one p.m. We ■

I never saw or heard of Sir A. L. Hay (he 

went by the coach-i*oad, via Huntly and 

Elgin, thirty-six miles ftirthor than we, 

but a good road), who appeared at ten a-m., 

much cast down at finding he had been 

beaten." In this extraordmary walking- 

match. Lord Kennedy and Captain Ross 

walked between ninety and ninety-eight 

miles, and Sir Andrew between a hundred 

and twenty-six and a hundred and thirty- 

two, not Imd work in bad weather, after a 

tiring day's shooting, and a hearty dinner ! 

Sportsmen of the last generation cared 

little for consequences so long as they 

won their wagers. Lord Kennedy backed 

Captain Douglas to beat Captain Ross 

across four miles of country. The night 

before the race it was mutually agreed that 

crossing, jostling, or riding down were to 

be allowed. The 'first jump was a five- 

barred gate ; when some forty yards from 

it, Ross saw his opponent's horse intended 

to refuse, and, holding his own well in hand, 

prepared to seize the opportunity. As ■

Radical turned, Ross struck the spnrs into 

Clinker, sending Douglas's horse heels over 

head, and knocking Douglas himself oyer 

the gate. The latter soon recovered tim- 

self and remounted, but by that time Ross 

was so far ahead that the luce was virtnall j 

over. "I suppose," says the victor, "in 

these shopkeeping days, killing a man in 

that way woxdd be brought in wilful mur- 

der ; not* so in 1826 ; the verdict wonld 

have been justifiable homicide." Desperate 

as the act was, Captain Ross was onlj 

acting according to the conditions of tbe 

match ; but no such plea could be raised 

on behalf of the perpetrators of mur- 

der at Chicago in 1866. Two horses 

named Butler and Comey were 'matched 

at trotting, the former being driven by one 

M'Keene. Darkness set in before the 

horses started for the decisive heat^ whict 

there was every probability of Butler win- 

ning. They had not gone far on their 

journey when a crash was heard, aod 

Butler now rushed by the judge driFer- 

less ; by - and - bye came Comey, whose 

jockey quietly observed as he pulled np at 

the winning post, " You'll find M*Keene 

on the track below." He was found there 

with his skull smashed in. A board had 

been wrenched from the track fence, and 

firmly planted near the course in such a 

way that as Butler came up at his best 

pace, his driver's head was dashed against 

the end of the plank, and the match 

won and a life lost. Wagers have some- 

times proved fia.tal to the unconscious sub- 

jects of them. About sixty years ago a 

French nobleman wagered twenty tihon- 

sand francs that he would ride a horse, so 

vicious, that for several months it had been 

fed by pushing its provender through a 

hole in an adjoining stall. The count's 

wife, hearing of her husband's mad bet, 

went one morning into the horse's stable, 

placed a pistol at its head, fired, and the 

animal fell dead at her feet, as she ex* 

claimed, "Thank God, I have done mr 

duty !" Sir Thomas Hoste, of Aston, was 

concerned in a more tragical affair. Hid- 

ing home from the hunting-field with some 

friends, the baronet extolled his cook's 

punctuality in such extravagant fashioiii 

that he was badgered into risking a con- 

siderable sum upon it. Unluckily, for the 

first time, the cook was behind time with 

the dinner. Enraged at the jeers of his 

visitors, the irate Sir Thomas made for the 

kitchen, took up a cleaver lying too readilr, 

and with one blow killed his unhapp/ 

servant. ■
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Few fortunes "would be lost on the turf, 

if all racing-men were as cautions in spe- 

calating as the owner of the famous Bees- 

wing, who was heard taking counsel with 

his jockey just before a race. ** I've taken 

fifteen guineas tp two about the mare, 

Robert; shall I hedge?" To which the 

more reckless Bob replied, " In course, 

nout o* the sort, stan' it out — ^be a man or 

a mouse." Had Mr. Ord been a jockey 

himself, he would never have had the 

courage to back himself to win Derby and 

Oaks, and get married in the same week, 

as Robinson did to his great profit. Let 

who will believe the proverb, second 

thoughts are not always best, though Forth 

the jockey-trainer fonnd them so upon 

one occasion. Crockford had laid him long 

odds against his winning the Derby upon 

Exquisite. Soon afler making the bet, the 

trainer took a strong fancy to another 

horse under his care, and asked Crockford 

if he had any objection to his substituting 

Frederick in place of his first-named 

champion. " None in the least," said the 

bookmaker, " You may ride both if you 

like, for neither has the ghost of a chance." 

Forth proved the better judge ; he did win 

the Derby upon Frederick, and the re- 

jected Exquisite obtained second honours. 

The brothers Dawson once had an odd bet 

about a race. In training Mentor, Mr. 

Thomas Daivson made himself very ob- 

noxious to the horse, who rightly held the 

trainer responsible for the manner in which 

he was worked at exercise. It became 

necessary to give Mentor a rest, and to that 

end he was sent to Mr. Matthew Dawson's 

place, where he was allowed to take his 

ease, and became on the best of terms with 

his new acquaintance. The latter men- 

tioning the fact to his brother, Mr. Thomas 

bet him a new hat that he would not 

dare to approach the horse if' the animal 

heard his voice. A party was soon made 

up to visit Mentor and see the wager de- 

cided. Mentor received Matthew with his 

usual condescension ; suddenly came a loud 

whisper from behind of " Poor old Mentor" 

-^and in a couple of seconds there was not 

a biped in the stable. Another wager de- 

cided by a horse, was one springing out of 

a dispute between two hay-growers as to 

the quality of each other's hay. They 

could not agree in selecting a referee, until 

one suggested that each of them shoxdd lay 

a sample of his hay before a horse belonging 

to an officer of high rank ; this was done, 

&nd after trying both, the animal showed a 

decided preference for the sample provided ■

by the man who suggested the sensible 

test. ■

In September, 1788, says the Annual 

Register, " A young Irish gentleman, for a 

very considerable wager, set out on Mon- 

day the 22nd instant, to walk to Constan- 

tinople and back again in one year;" and 

in June of the following year, Mr. Whalley 

arrived about this time in Dublin from his 

journey to the Holy Land, considerably 

within the limited time of twelve months. 

The wager laid on the performance of that 

expedition was twenty thousand pounds. 

Buck Whalley was a Dublin macaroni, whose 

appearance in a swallow-tailed blue coat» gay 

waistcoat, buckskin breeches, and top-boots, 

created no little astonishment at tTemsalem. 

He was taken for a madman ; and thanks to 

that belief and a stout shilelagh, went on 

his way unmolested, and was enabled to re- 

turn home to clain^ his winnings, and be 

henceforth dubbed Jerusalem Whalley. 

Men have done odd tl^g^ enough for the 

sake of a few pounds. Pepys records that 

Lords Arran and Gastlehaven ran down and 

killed a stout buck in St. James's Park. In 

1 766 a man crossed the Thames from Somer- 

set-stairs in a butcher's tray. In 1826, Mr. 

Henry Hunt drove his father's blacking 

van, four-in-hand, over the frost-bound 

Serpentine. A merchant once paved a 

hundred square yards with common stones 

in less than nine hours. A Berkshire gen- 

tleman felled a hundred and seventy-one 

trees of one sort and another in six hours 

and twenty-five minutes. A naval officer 

rode a blind horse round Sbeemess race- 

course without handling the reins, steering 

his steed safely by fiststening the reins to his 

feet. Mr. Poole, of Hodshi'ove, rode an old 

mare down the steepest part of the Devil's 

Dyke, near Brighton, a descent of three 

hundred yards, idmost sheer in some places, 

without deviating more than three yards 

to the right or left of his starting-point. 

General Charretie, after one perusal of the 

Morning Post, repeated the entire contents 

of the paper from the date to the pub- 

lisher's name, without a single blunder or 

omission. One man ran a mile, walked a 

mile, wheeled a barrow a mile, trundled a 

hoop a mile, and hopped upon one leg for 

the same distance, in fifty-eight minutes. 

Another ran two coach- wheels together for 

a mile, ran a six-inch cart-wheel a mile, 

ran backwards half a mile^ rode two miles, 

and JTunped over twenty five-barred gates 

without touching, in thirty-six and a half 

minutes. A medical student ran four times 

round the railings of St. Clement's Danes ■
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while the church clock struck twelve, and 

chimed the Lass o* Gowrie, the distance 

being altogether six hundred and eighty 

yards, and the striking and chiming oc- 

cupying exactly three minutes, leaving the 

runner twenty seconds to the good. Dur- 

ing the siege of the Crimean stronghold, 

three men of the Ninety-third regiment bet 

they would get a rose from Sebaetopol, imd 

won their wager, after a smart bout with 

a party of Russian sharp-shooters. Some 

years ago a London waterman wagered that 

he and his dog would jump from the centre 

arch of Wesminster Bridge, and land at 

Lambeth together. He leaped from the 

bridge, and the dog followed suit, but tak- 

ing it into his head that his master was in 

danger of drowning, the fatthfal fellow 

dragged him willy-nilly to shore, and by his 

well-intentioned blunder lost the waterman 

his wager. When the false news came to 

England tiiat Sebastopol had &llen, three 

days after the battle of the Alma^ a party of 

Sussexmen dranktothe health of the victors 

at a certain inn, but one ineredulous man 

would not believe the glad tidings, and of- 

fered to give the landlord a sovereign upon 

condition of receiving a billing a day as 

long as the Russians held their own. The 

ofiPer was accepted, and for many a Satur- 

day night did '* the Russian'' look for his 

seven shillings, the unlocky- beHever in the 

prowess of the allies eyentnally paying 

some ei^iteen pounds for his single 

sovereign. Another lost wager was that 

of the impudent rascal who had such fsdih 

in the good lasses of Worcester, that he 

bet he would kiss'fiffy girle in going down 

the High-street of the foithful city. Un- 

fortunately for his speeulation, he caught 

a Tartar the very first attempt, and got 

three wetfka* hard labour for Ms pains. ■

An odd match csme off at York in 

1806, between Thomas Hodgson and 

Samnel Whitehead, the question being 

which of the two could aosume the most 

original character. Whitehead got him- 

self up half man and half woman, one side 

of him representing a fashionable lady, the 

other a negro, booted' and spurred. Hodg- 

son, who- was acQudged the winner, ap- 

peared as a veritable man of mosey; his coat 

and his waistcoat were covered with bank- 

notes, his hat-bend was of the SBone raluable 

material, while a paper affixed to his back 

told those whom it concerned that he was 

John BuQ. Not reckoning a purse filled 

with gold worn on his hat, Hodgson's trim- 

mings were worHi Hbree hundred and 

seventy-five guineas. " We are extremely ■

sorry," says the recorder of the contest, 

" that the whole of the money cannot be 

converted, as it certainly ought, to the use 

of his lawful creditors ! " Brunei once got 

the best of Stephenson oyer a wager. They 

were travelling together in a railway car- 

riage, Stephenson wrapped in a dark plaid, 

on the exact disposition of the folds of 

which he rather plumed himself. '*Yoil 

ai*e looking at my plaid," said he to BmneL 

" I'll bet you ten pounds you cannot put it 

on properly the first time." " I'll bet ten 

pounds against the plaid^" said Brunei. 

'' If I put it on right when we get out at 

the next station, the plaid is mine ; if I 

miss, I pay you ten pounds." " Bone," 

said Stephenson. Brunei sat silent until 

the train stopped, then stepping on the 

platform, he asked for the plaid, which was 

slowly unwound by its owner, and handed 

over; not to be handed back again, for 

Brunei wound it round his own shoulders 

as if he had always worn it. He had 

never tried it before, but when chaHeDged, 

did not like to be beaten, and at once set 

to work to study the folds of the plaid. 

*' I got the thing pretty <dear in my head 

before we reached the station^ and when I 

saw him get out of it^ I knew I wae right, 

so I put it on at once." Brougham con- 

trived to make a holiday pay for itself br 

the exercise of a little riirewdness. It was 

in his oollege days, that, by way of seeing 

a little life, he went one autumn to Dam- 

fries, in order to make one at the Cale- 

donian Hunt meeting. According to the 

then custom, everybody dined at a table 

d'hdte, and after dinner betting set in. 

Brougham offered to bet tiie whole compaDj 

that none of them would write down the 

manner in which he meant to go to the 

races next day. Those who accepted his 

challenge wrote down their conjectures, aod 

Brougham wrote down his intention of tra* 

veiling in a sedan-chair, a mode of oonvej- 

ance no one had hit upon. To the races he 

went, an immense crowd seeing^ him safely 

chaired to the course. The bet was then 

renewed as to the manner of his return to 

Dumfries, the acceptors taxing tiieir wits to 

imagine the most improbable meUiods of 

travelling. Brougham had ci^ealated upon 

this, and won the double event by returning 

in a post-chaise and pair. Equally shrewd 

was the gentieman who, in backing a flock of 

geese to beat a drove of turkeys in a raee on 

a tumpike^road, stipulated for choice of 

place and time. He ^xe6^ upon an boar 

before sundown. At the start, the tnrkejs 

went ahead as if tibey "weee gouig to win in a ■
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walk, bnt as the sun set they broke from 

their ranks, mshed through the hedges in 

search of roosting-places, and spite of all 

their drover coidd do, robst they did; 

while the geese, trayelling along sedately, 

reaohed the end of the oonrse before their 

rivals had finished taking their nap. A 

good story is told of a oonple of wagers 

in which Daniel Webster, Tazewell, and 

General Jackson's secretary for the navy 

were concerned, and of which the last nasned 

was the victim. The three were walking 

together on the north bank of the Potomac, 

and while Webster lingered a little in the 

rear, Tazewell offered to bet Branch a ten- 

dollar hat that he conld prove him to be 

on the other side of the river. " Done," 

said Branch. "Well,'' saad Tazewdl, 

pointing to the opposite shore, " Isn't that 

one side of the river ? " " Yes." " WeU, 

isn't t^ the' oitor side?" "Yes." "Then, 

as yon are here, are yon. not on the ot&eir 

side P " " Why, I declare," said the victim, 

*^ so it is ! but here comes Webster, I'll win 

hack my bet &om him." As Daniel came 

up, Branch saluted him with, "Webster, 

I'll bet you a ten-dollar hat that I can 

prove that you are on the other side of the 

river." "Done." "Well, isn't this one 

side?" "Yes." "WeU, isn't that the 

other side ?" " Yes, but I am not on thaA 

side." Branch had to pay for two hats, 

and learned it is possible to bet both ways 

and win upon neither. Losing a bet may 

be ar very profitable transaction too. When 

a wall-ohalker offered . to chalk Warren^s 

Blacking on every wall ronnd London 

for fifty pounds, ike blacking- maker eoc* 

claimed, " I'll bet you two hundred pounds 

to one thatt it cazmot be done in a month." 

Warren lost the bet, but got the best and 

cheapest advertisement he ever had. ■

Our American cousins are by no means 

chary in the matter of betting. Let one 

instance suffice. Two painters at work on 

a lake steamer under repair appropriated 

some of the white lead provided for their 

use, by tying in their overalls at the ankles, 

and filling the space between trousers and 

overalls with white-lead. To reach the 

shore j&om the vessel they had to cross a 

plank. In doing this, one stumbled and 

fell into the lake, sinking like a mill-stone. 

His friend stood on shore bewailing his 

fate, and crying out, " Oh dear ! oh dear ! 

what will become of his poor wife and 

children?" "What are you blubbering 

about," said a bystander, "don't yon see 

they are getting ready to haul him out ? 

He*8 got to rise three times you know 1 " ■

" Got to rise three times ! " exclaimed the 

paintei^, pulling out his purse, " I'll bet he 

don't come up once !" ■

LOOKING PORWABD. ■

"With hopeful ej«a turned fatuie-wards ym itend. ■

Doing oar work, not bletaad, but content ; 

And though but rarely loving, hand meets hand. ■

From heart to heart love's messages are sent. 

Our present life is twilight, calm and stiU, ■

Wherein we watch and wait the monoVs light, 

And finish dajtime tasks with right goodwill. ■

For this shall make our harvest sunshine bright 

Oh, Messed reaping-time of love Ion||p sown; ■

Oh) golden harvest to be gathered tn ; 

Oh, happy day when love suill claim his own, ■

Oh, penect rest our fearless wills shall win. 

Oh, blessed fliture, dimly seen but desr, 

And blessed time that daily biiligi thee near. ■

We have no tune for foolish ligfas asd teansl ■

No room in all our lives for vain regret; 

' No need to mourn the spring-time of our years. ■

No past to haunt, no sorrow to forget. 

SV>r our gnat loiw ha* drawn a; autam dsMto ■

Across the yean that seem so far away. 

And all our past is hidden, we commence ■

A truer, better living from to-day. 

Not yet the coiHotft of oar lives may meet, ■

And mingling, broaden to a stream of joy, 

But peace is ours ; and love serene and sweet, ■

Shall conquer care, and soothe the world's annoy. 

So on this vjsntage«groitnd of patient love, 

We take firm footing. What shall ua nomove F ■

A SUBKBY SELBOBNE, ■

I AH a great-nephew, on mj mother's 

side, of that weU-'known and delightful 

wiitep on natural history, the Beverond 

Mr. White, of Selbome. In the daytime, 

a colonial broker, in a chimney-pot hat, in 

Mincing-lane, in the erening, in a wide- 

awake hat,< I ruralise down at my pleasant 

HtUe cottage, at Oakhurst, near Dorking, 

and there, in a very humble cockney way, 

I have noted down now and then an ob- 

servation or two on birds, beasts, and 

fishes, and other unconversable fellow- 

creatures with whom, after the manner of 

my revered grea^uncle, I have become, 

from time to time^ more or less acquainted. ■

My little gable-ended cottage stands on 

Bf small platform of tarf, looking down on 

one of the prettiest regions of Surrey. In 

that part of the counly where the chalk 

hills suddenly melt into sand, and flow into 

long, richly-wooded valleys, the roofk of 

Oakhurst camped themselves as long ago as 

the time of the Saxons. Before me, about 

a wfie off, the scarped slopes of Box Hill, as 

I write, brighten in the sunshine, while 

across the sunshine light shadows come 

and go delightfully. In the middle dis- 

tance runs a green wave of elm- trees, par- 

tially hiding the town, from which the 

steeple rises like the lance of a picket per- ■
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manentlj on guard. To the left the hills 

spread along towards Guildford and the 

Hog's Back, and in the veering snn and 

shade the light lands gleam, and the 

hanging woods darken in changing tones, 

which seem to vary, not only from hour 

to honr, bat from moment to moment. On 

thd nearest height above the town a huge 

square house, large as Aladdin's palace, 

rises among its tributary woods, sharp and 

clear in the sun of a July morning, but in 

autumn looking so dim and visionary, that 

I always look Uie first thing in the morn- 

ing to see if it has flown away in the night. 

Down in the valley to the west, beyond 

those rich, chocolate-coloured fields, where 

the brass ornaments on the plough-horses 

glitter like gold, and beyond the ranges 

of tall, rolling, green corn and the park, 

is an old six-gabled, Jacobean house, full 

of old carved furniture and faded state; 

and a mile further spread the beech- woods 

of Wooton, where good Mr. Evelyn, of the 

Diary, once Hved, and planted, and medi- 

tated. Through the centre of this valley 

runs the high road to Guildford (that 

white line to the right is the road), and 

level with it, part of the way, sweeps the 

railway. You see that puff of white cloud 

still lingering half-way up the hill ? That 

is a contemptuous breath cast off by the 

express train that just dashed past, and is 

almuly five miles nearer Reading. Trains 

won't stop for you to study them ; you must 

catch them flying. I may be a cockney in 

my admiration of simple natural beauties, 

which your countryman is too grand (1 

should say blasd) to observe; but thiis 

I will say, that at sunset, when all the 

valley is brimming with golden vapour, 

it is a sight to see that old gable-ended 

house floating like an ark on an enchanted 

sea. ■

My cottage is a mass of honeysuckle 

now, and dusty pedestrians stop to admire 

the countless rosy fingers that extend their 

welcome to the eager bees. My little plat- 

form of turf, where I always feel like the 

manager of a country show, or a candidate 

on a hustings, rises above a sunken road, 

and beyond is a fine park. As I look over 

the road, and on to this park, I naturally 

consider it mine. I get it rent free, I pay 

no keepers, and I have alltiie enjoyment of 

it, the pride, in fact, without the pains and 

perils of proprietorship. The park is, in 

fact, my park, and henceforth let it be so 

entitled. ■

Kow, having thoroughly impressed the 

semi-rural chuucter of Oakhurst upon my ■

reader's mind, let me descend, nay (pardon 

me, spirit of my venerable great uncle) 

rise to my small change in natural history 

and the daily Hfe of my subordinate fellow- 

creatures. And first the squint. In this 

hot July weather, when the earden is brim- 

ming with black*red clove-pmks, and parti- 

coloured snap-dragons (whose mutemouthB 

are made for show and not for use), and 

big standard roses that lift themselves to 

our noses (I did not mean this for rhyme), 

and glowing geraniums, that seem to have 

caught fire in the sun, and bushy cal- 

ceolarias, and golden - orange asoolchias, 

sprung from the gold -beds of Mexico, 

and greBki clumps of Canterbury bells, the 

squirrels (gradually being chased away hj 

builders and masons) do not honour the long 

row of oak, fir, ash, and acacia trees that 

fringes the road on the side of my park 

But in autumn they visit us, and you see 

them, if alarmed, flying (it is as good as 

flying) firom tree to tree in a manner that 

would make an acrobat die of envy. Of 

all wild creatures in England surely the 

squirrel is the most graoeml; and the most 

delightfully capricious in its quick and 

fantastic gambols. One spring morning 

early I went out on my turf platform, and 

looking up saw on the long dry horizontal 

bongh of an acacia on the borders of mj 

park two squirrels in animated but some- 

what controversial conversation. Hiding 

betlind a tall dark lignum-vitse bush, I 

watched the result. Presently the words 

grew higher. They began to make a sort 

of angry chattering noise, and no memher 

who had voted contrary to the wish of his 

constituents ever had to stmggle harder 

for his seat than my outside friend. DriTen 

at last to the end of the branch by the 

older squirrel, a cross-looking senior with 

a light-coloured, almost grey, tail, over at 

last — after some clawing and reluctance- 

over he went. He came down with his 

tail spread out like a parachute (this gave 

me a new sense of the use of squirrels' 

bushy tails), and his paws extended. Out 

I dashed, keen as a moss-trooper to make 

him my prize ; but, no, it was not by anr 

means so easy to secure that mercarial 

creature. He was not half so stone dead 

as I thought he would be after his tre- 

mendous fall, but, on the contraty, darted 

into a hedge and up an ash-tree, as if such 

casualties were to him matters of daily oc- 

currence. Catch him? Catch a swallow on 

the wing. In a moment he was off for the 

wood, literally flying from bough to bough- 

Surely if fairy ever assumed the shape of ■

f ■
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an animal, a squirrel would be the very 

animal it wonld choose. Sometimes, too, 

I have come upon a squirrel in the woods, 

and just as it was raising its forepaws 

to clunb a tree, it has turned and given 

me a half-scared, half -defiant look, very 

pretty to see. These squirrels, have, how- 

ever, been stray adventurers, intruding on 

man's territory ; but once or twice I have 

fonnd myself a poacher on the squirrel's 

own kingdom, and have been, moreover, 

carefully informed of the fact, and as it 

were formally warned off. ■

One day last autnmn, as I walked up 

the long winding hill that, beginning with 

fern and hazle-covered banks, ends with 

the heather ridges that form the base of 

Leith Hill, I v^as looking up at the green 

tent of beech leaves that covered the path, 

when I became aware of half a rough beech- 

nut pattering on my hat, then a second, 

then another. I looked up and saw that the 

trees were peopled with squirrels. There 

they were like ambushed fairies, hidden 

under the leaves, nibbling away or swing- 

ing back downwards, seriously grappling 

with a tuft of nuts. There, like sailor 

hoys, they clung, and bit, and twined, 

happy as children out for a holiday. ■

1 have a predilection for my black 

hrothers— I refer to blackbirds. I like to 

see them on my lawn in the early morning 

puffing out their black velvet feathers with 

all the pride of persons working to support 

a large and young &mily. A beautiful 

hird is the cock blackbird, with his full suit 

of glossy black, varying in texture from 

the soft vehret of the neck and breast to 

tha smooth satin of the vnngs and tail. 

What a clear, bold brown his eyes are! 

What a rich orange stains his strong, 

sharp beak ! How he puffs out his feathers 

and stmts, with his head erect and defiant, 

then suddenly bends down, and strikes at 

a retiring worm, which he draws forth, on 

the give-and-take principle, as cleverly as a 

fishmonger screws out a shrimp. He puts 

on his grand company manners for my 

lawn, and I hardly know him again when 

I see him in the fields, a fluttering fugitive, 

break out of a hedge and skim away with 

a chattering, chinking note, half angry, 

half frightened. Last year I noticed a 

hen blackbird constantly working in and 

out of a row of pollarded hom-b^ms that 

separate my garden from my neighbour's. 

Looking in among the twilled leaves of 

the hornbeam, I at last found the nest. 

It was untidily made in the usual way ; 

but singularly enough the half-diy moss ■

and sprays of roots was made up with 

scraps and shreds of newspapers, such as 

errand-boys throw away from parcels of 

tea and candles, and that then blow like 

SybilUne leaves up and down our sandy 

lane. There was sticking out nearest to 

me a scrap of a love story from the Family 

Herald, with a short poem about moon- 

light preceding it, and on the other side I 

found a shred of a penny number of Dick 

Turpin. I had always thought that bird 

architecture never changed, advanced, or 

receded. I thought they always built nests 

on the same lines, and the same pattern. 

Yet here was a bird using entirely a new 

material, not because moss or tendrils were 

scarce, but because waste paper was more 

plentiful in the neighbourhood. ■

The choice of my blackbird's instinct 

was, however, by no means happy. The 

first heavy rain, after hatching, would have 

so soaked the nest as to kill all the young 

unfledged and chilly birds. It might have 

been the first nest of the young builder. 

The experiment, however, was never feirly 

tried, for one morning, when I went out to 

pace my platform before breakfast, I fonnd 

the fragments of the nest in the rough 

hand oi mv occasional gardener, who had 

spied it while he was mo¥ring. I often 

wonder if the poor bird persisted in her 

theoretical experiments. ■

The curative power of nature is well illus- 

trated by an anecdote of an accident that 

happened some years ago to Bronte, a blood- 

hound that belongs to me. The dog was in 

that lolloping hobbledehoy state of cubhood 

when eating and rough play are the whole 

ends of existence. A great, clumsy, weak- 

legged monster it was, not a bit like the 

solid, stem, sagacious creature it now is. 

One day, when the butcher brought the meat 

for Bronte, I took it from the rosy, blue- 

coated varlet, and carried it to the kennel,, 

where the dog was growling for it like a 

great, greedy schoolboy. All at once 

Bronte made a rush at the trailing meat, 

and snapping it from me, skewer and all, 

dragged it into his kennel, and set to work 

at once, growling and ravening. I had 

forgotten all about the matter, when nearly 

two months afterwards I one day noticed a 

lump on Bronte's right side which he from 

time to timo licked, moaning as he licked. 

I had before this noticed that Bronte had 

looked rather peaky and sickly, and did 

not lumber about with his usual rough 

playfulness. I felt the lump, and fonnd it 

pointed and hard; the top without hair, 

and sore. * All that week, whenever I saw ■
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Bronte, lie was lying down at every spare 

moment, licking his side uneasily. Very 

soon the wonnd developed into a complete 

bole, which at once vexed and puzzled ns. 

One day the hntcher-boy aforementicmed 

came with Bronte's food, laid the dog on 

hid side, and examined the wonnd with 

more than nsnal care. He declared he 

saw something at the bottom of the wonnd 

which he thought he conld ^taw out if he 

only had a pair of pincers. Pincers were 

at once sent for, and, the dog being held, 

he soon laid open the wonnd, and drew 

from it, to onr intense astonishment^ a 

wooden skewer nearly a foot long. It was 

the skewer that had pinned together the 

Inmp of meat which Bronte had snatched 

from ns nearly two months before. ■

Nature had been a great medicine man 

here. The dog must have gulped down 

the whole string of meat in two or 

three mouthfuls, and have swallowed the 

skewer with it. The skewer, which went 

down straight, must have turned in the 

stomach, pierced one of the entrails, and 

worked out at the dog's sida Only a 

vigorous young dog could have endured all 

the agony of that struggle, and have sur- 

vived the perforation of the various tissues 

through which the skewer must have 

passed ; certain, however, it is that the dog 

(one of the Duke of Grafton's breed) soon 

recovered ; it went on licking, the wound 

closed, the animal's eyes grew brighter, its 

spirits returned, and in a fortnight it was 

gambolling about clumsily and vigorously 

as ever. Perhaps in the days of Methuse- 

lah the flesh of xjAan, when cut or pierced, 

healed up as rapidly as this. ■

Oakhurst is celebrated, among other 

things, for a gigantic race of snails. Tradi- 

tion says they all sprang from certain snails 

sent from Italy, to be used as food by a lady 

who was dying of consumption. I some- 

times meet them half-way up the Oak- 

hurst hills, crossing the paths, or down 

under the juniper bushes, where I have 

sometimes seen the common green snake 

basking, and where the large painted but- 

terflies flutter and hover over the patches 

of wild thyme blossom. The snails are cer- 

tainly very large, brown-striped fellows, 

and no doubt, in batter, would form a dish 

fit for a French king. But our Oakhurst 

country people have not yet discovered the 

culinary virtues of the snail. Apropos of 

snails : the other day, in Cumberland, I 

happened to bark my shins clambering up 

a scaur out otter-hunting, and I asked the 

wiry old huntsman what was ik^ best thing ■

to put to the Bore plaoefl. He replied in 

the racy vernacular : ■

'' What thee do P Why, jo0t seek ooia 

big black snail, and let him crawl o'er't; 

^^^1 'g&ge ^e waird, thou^'U find nae mair 

harm o't." ■

I did not adopt the reoeipti but the rongh 

remedy was, perhaps, after all, not con- 

temptiUe, for the mediceval dbetors were in 

the habit of mixing pounded snuls with 

their plasters. In wet irfiftiber the snails 

creep by dozens out of mv flsmery, and 

shoot out their long; wmng horns, and 

drag their greenish fleshy bo&s up eyeiy 

plant they come near, seeldng for Hearen 

only knows what deaoriptioa of invisible 

food. ■

The owls, too, at Oakhuist are fellow- 

creatures I delight to obaorve. I often see 

a white owl under the eliD4rees in my 

park, fluttering about ia the duak like a 

great white moth. The hooting of tiie 

common brown owl here ia not at all the 

" turwhit tu-whoo" of tibye poet, but rather 

a long whistling hoo^ with a prolonged 

accent on the laAt syUaUe. For a wli(^ 

year I used to fanoy it was tiie keepers, or 

their boys, whistling signals to each other 

in the beeoh-woods. Frequently in ihe 

summer evenings I see & brown owl hover- 

ing down the paric hedge, sUemt as a spini^ 

and no cry or flap &6m him disturbs the 

restless field-mioe he is seekiftg in his noise- 

less flight. A more perfectly ghostly, noc- 

turnal bird eould scaicely be imagined, nor 

one more thoroughly adapted for the pur- 

suit it practises. ■

PerhMM of all birds that love the societf 

of man, 1 most affect' the fly-OBitcher and the 

dish-washer. One of thtt former race hai 

built for years in a little nook^of honej- 

suckle boughs ovor my library window. 

The nest fits like an egg-cup in the socket 

formed by two or three transvezBe brancbeB. 

On the edge of a wiio umbieDa, clustered 

with the ydlow canariensis, ia ihe middle 

of my hmiif the cock bird perches aU day 

like a custom-house officer waiting lor tolls ; 

and many a disagreeable fine does he 

extract &om flies carelessiy flitting about 

in the sunshine. It is astonishing with 

what patience he watches^ with what U2le^ 

ring skill he swoops like a hawk on his preji 

and bears it off in triumph to the little 

chattering jnx^ thst sit up expeetant in the 

adjacent nest. The dish«washer is a more 

graceful and fbminine bird, gay, restless, 

and volatile, coquettish in its movements, 

with a little miacing walk and run like a 

French gnsette, jet Quaker*like ia the ■
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colour of its feathers. It is "marvellons 

pretty," as Pepys would have said, to 

watch the bird ran across the lawn, 

^hing its long tail, and darting at a 

casual fly in the slyest and most nnerring 

way, flnttering itself after each monthfnl 

with saacy ^ximpli, with that drcnlar 

motion of the tail by which, it has earned 

its vnlgar name. ■

Nightmgales were tamer and more com- 

mon six years ago, when I first came to 

Oakhorst, than they are now. The new 

yillas slowly drive toem farther back into 

the country. I remember the first day my 

wife and I arrived, the baker's boy in- 

formed me oondaseendinglj that a night- 

ingale bailt every year in a large ivy-hang 

elm half-way down the lane thai leads to 

the station ; bat, as a month or two later I 

saw a knot of errand-boys pelting that very 

tree with all the persietency of besiegers of 

a towDf I conclnde the xughtingale, if it 

survived the voUeya of stones, at once de- 

camped, for I never heard the minstrel of 

night again in that part of Oakhorst. ■

I need Bcaseceky av^, as the smd meets 

the chalk in oar region, and drives before 

its fluid masfles the stabborn clay sea- 

wards (for throogh a gap of the hills a 

white sail can sometimes be seen tut certain 

special hoozs), we swarm with rabbits. 

IJnconscioas of firicassee, careless of carry, 

and heedless of pie,, they dart, and trot, and 

race up and down oar fem-oovered knolls, 

thongh the quick eiaok of a gun, morning 

and evening, is often, mdeed, the knell of 

their sudden decease. It is the prettiest 

sight in the woild, on a sunuaer afternoon, 

to watoh them from behind a golden whin- 

bush at {^y along the edtge of a fox-eovert. 

They creep' out, ran races, and jump in 

the air in pure childish enjoyment of life, 

thoughtless of keeper, terrier, or gim. No 

one knowB tiie rabbifs animal spirits amd 

exuberant playfulness who has not seen 

this sight. ■

A word before I close on my fishy feUow- 

creatures at Oakhurst. Perch abound in 

the Willowfleet stream^ great, big, pugfua- 

cious-looking feliows, orange and black, 

whose back fin, a Ian of spikes, is up in a 

moment when they are angry. A keeper 

here once found a large pike dead with one 

of these well-armed perch dead in its throat, 

the fins having pierced through the pike, 

60 that the perch, alter all, is not unpro- 

vided vnih. armour against its dreaded 

antagonist, ^e river wolf. Before a thunder- 

storm, when the air is heavy and leaden 

grey, and the lunge akatost r^Pose to carry ■

on business, these perch rise at the bait of a 

little red brandling with such absnrd eager- 

ness that I really sometimes believe they 

are eager to be fried a light brown to see how 

that colour would suit their complexion. 

Any bait, even the eye of your last-caught 

fish (when your worms run short), does 

capitally to attract his unnatural young 

brother. As for the monster roach, sluggish 

and stupid, yet sometimes stubborn, they 

lurk in hidden numbers just by the one- 

arch bridge at the Castle Mills. ■

The pike of Oakhurst have been cele- 

brated for generations. What savage 

greedy tyrants of the stream pike are ! 

Surely, in a former sta4ie they must have 

been Jew money-lenders, or Custom-house 

officers, Emperor ITapoleons, or Communists. 

Shoals of silvery young dace they bolt in a 

day. I have Imown them almost leap on 

shore in their eagerness to swallow the 

juvenile minnow I preferred them, and 

on one occasion an old lord mayor pike 

got his ravenous teeth fixed in my float, 

and I drew him out, availing myself of his 

misconception, and afterwfurds baked him, 

with innocent herbs stuffed into his interior 

machinery. The pike lurk under the wil- 

lows, and particularly by thosefioating water 

lilies, whose shining eel-like roots anchor 

in the river bed just where a poor lad was 

drowned last year whilb bathing. ■

Eels, too, those waten-serpents ^ are nume- 

rous in the Willowflee t. At any moment yon 

may see the air-bubbles that indicate their 

presence winding up to the surface, but 

they are sluggish biters, and nibble artfully 

at the safe end of the worm. When they 

do emerge on. your hook they twist and 

wind like snakes, and are only too likely 

to creep back into the friendly river even 

when lauded and appsflrenily yoicrefor ever. 

They take a gr&A deal of killing, and I 

feel somewhat like a murderer when at 

last they lie before me deep notched behind 

the neck and quiet at last. ■

The kingfisher is not often seen on the 

Willowfleet, but in the pebbly shallows it 

sometimes casta a momentaiy rainbow of 

colour across the stream, or dives with the 

rapidity of light, and emerges vrith its tiny 

prey. The otter is sometimes seen gnawing 

at stolen fish on a ledge of the bank, but this 

is very rarely. A moorhen now and then 

scuds about the river-side meadows like a 

bedraggled wild chicken, and the water-rat 

swims between the bull^shes and forget- 

me-nots to some spit of land where his 

spouse and infonts aiwait the hour of dinner ; 

and so, like diffimrant sets of people in a ■

■
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A short, thick-set, irascible-looking man, 

•with grizzled hair cropped close, broad 

bushy eyebrows, and that kind of mous- 

tache and whiskers run together about a 

clean- shaveh chin which gives such a wild- 

beast expression to a face ; a confident, 

aggressive, unsympathetic-looking man ; a 

man to push his own way in the world 

without regard to those he shouldered 

aside, and to hold his own let who would 

want; a man to be wary of in business, 

and with whom it^ would be necessary to 

be cautious how one made him friend 

or foe ; a man strong in his own right, 

and _ standing four-square in his own 

esteem ; but, as Letty said, a man whom 

no girl could love. This was the wealthy 

Mr. Mounsey, who had been pleased to cast 

eyes of admiration on portionless Letty 

Dormer, and to demand her of her mother 

as his wife and the mistress of Mounsey 

Park. And Mrs. Dormer had promised, 

in spite of that " little folly " with George 

Ratcliffe, which she had encouraged eagerly 

enough when no better chances were on 

hand. ■

As he came in, his somewhat cruel face 

lighted up with a kind of mastered smile 

of pleasure, Mrs. Dormer rose and welcomed 

him; but Letty sat pale and rebellious, 

not fearful or trembhng, not shrinking or 

shy, but with a look of set purpose, of un- 

disguised hostility on her face, which her 

very pallor and rigidity seemed to intensify. 

Mr. Mounsey wisely ignored all unpleasant 

signs. His cue was to refer Letty 's resist- 

ance to the coy reserve of maidenly modesty. 

Girls never know their own minds, not to 

speak of their best interests ; he and Mrs. 

Dormer were fully agreed on that point ; 

and as he had mamma's consent, he thought 

it waste of force to attempt an argument 

with the girl herself; trusting to patient 

liolding on to his point, the dazzle of his 

riches, and her mother's influence, for a 

happy issue out of all his perplexities. ■

" To their like," he said curtly, if gal- 

lantly, going straight up to Letty and 

offering her an open case containing a 

costly set of pearls. ■

" For me ? Thank you, no," said Letty, 

coldly. ■

'^It is usual, my dear Miss Dormer," 

answered Mr. Mounsey. He had not got 

yet to the length of calling her Letty — he 

had tried it once, and he had not repeated 

it. ■

" Usual to what ?" said Letty, raising 

her eyes to him. " I know of nothing 

which should make such a present from 

yon to me usual or possible," ■

"My dear child," said Mrs. Dormer, 

sweetly, " it seems to me you are rather 

wandering to-day. The heat probably," 

with an apologetic turn of her head to her 

future son-in-law. ■

" Probably," said that gentleman, a little 

fiercely ; " but I own I should like to hear 

something more satisfactory from the young 

lady herself. All this coyness is very well 

up to a certain point; beyond that it is 

tiresome and annoying." ■

" It will all come right in time," said 

Mrs. Dormer, blandly. ■

"Never!" cried Letty. ■

" Silly little puss," said her mother; but 

her look was not so playful as her words. ■

" Mamma, why will yon force this hate- 

ful pretence on me?" cried Letty, with 

tearful passion. " Ton know I will new 

be Mr. Mounsey's wife." ■

" My dear young lady, I can wait," cried 

Mr.' Mounsey, suddenly changing his tone of 

anpoyanoe to one of the blandest, most flat- 

tering tenderness. " And if I have to wait 

for the beautiful Miss Dormer as long as that 

old fellow in the Bible waited for his wife, 

I will. I have to conquer in the end, and 

you have to be my wife." ■

"Never!" said Letty. ■

" He is doing you too much honour, 

Letty," said Mrs. Dormer, severely. ■

"Honour!" she repeated, scomfiilly. 

" Do you call insolence and tyranny 

honour ?" ■

And with this she rose and lefi the room ; 

and Mrs. Dormer and Mr. Mounsey looked 

at each other not comfortably. ■

Poor and genteel, Mrs. Dormer prided 

herself onher birth and breeding. "Noblesse 

oblige" was her favourite motto, tboncfli 

there were some who said that her nobDitj 

was only a holiday garment worn for show, 

the obligations of which extended no &rtber 

than to kid gloves and silver fish-knires. 

Still, she was a lady; and as such she 

shrank from all things vulgar, perhaps 

more than from things sinful. And one of 

the strophes in her litany of praise ovff 

Mr. Mounsey was that, although he vas 

confessedly a self-made man, he was not 

vulgar. Also, that he had no familj 

belonging to him to show the rougher sid? 

of the web from which he, and fibey, had | 

been originally made. All that was knows 

of him, or, rather, all that he chose to saj 

of himself, was, that he had been an 

Eastern merchant somewhere — locality not 

exactly defined — and that the result was, 

Mounsey Park. And Mrs. Dormer sagely 

concluded to look no closer, and ask no 

more. ■

f ■
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Down in the village lived one Will Cob- 

bold, a slippery, clever ne'er-do-weel, a 

carpenter by trade, a mechanician by genius, 

generally supposed to be capable of any- 

thing to which he chosd to turn his hand, 

bnt who had drank away all his chances 

as fast as they had offered themselves, 

gradually passing from bad to worse till he 

was now the warning example held np as 

a moral scarecrow by parents and advisers. 

Will had a tidy kind of wife, poor body, 

and a son — a decent fellow enough — who, 

partly because the bad name of his father 

clung to him in the old place, partly because 

he hked rambling for its own sake, had gone 

of on his travels, until he had cast anchor 

in a small village in Wales. Its precise 

name does not signify. It was made up of 

a couple of U's, as many r*s, with a y and a 

w as the floating power. No one in M&ur- 

ket Hill knew much about it, anyhow. 

Least of all did Mr. Mounsey of Mounsey 

Park trouble himself to learn where 

jonng Will Cobbold, the drunken carpen* 

ter's son, had bestowed himself. ■

As for old Will, he and Mr. Mounsey 

were always at twos, as the neighbours 

said. As a Christian the gentleman re- 

probated the loose habits of the workman : 

as a magistrate he fined them, and that 

heavily. So that Will's days were, at this 

time, exceptionally evil, and his heart to- 

wards the new magnate of the district was 

bitter. ■

He wrote out his griefs to his son at the 

unpronounceable Welsh village; and ex- 

pressed, as his private opinion, that " Miss 

Letty Dormer, of the Cottage, who was 

agoing to be his wife, and Mr. Ratcliffe 

pnt aside as if he had been nothing better 

iior a dummy, would have her hands full 

when she got the old Radical; and that 

she had better think twice afore she did 

what no one in the world could undo when 

did." ■

This letter young Will read to his wife 

Mary, as he sat by the fireside with her and 

her mother, not a month after his marriage. ■

"What Mounsey may that be?" asked 

Mrs. Jones, Mary's mother. "I was a 

Mounsey myself aibre J saw poor Jones." ■

"Don't know," said young Will, "more 

nor he be a mainly rich gen^eman as hav' 

been in the East somewheres ; but no one 

knows much about him." ■

" His name mayn't be three M's — Mor- ■

ley Magnus ?" asked Mrs. Jones in a vague 

way. ■

^^ " Ay, that I know it is," said Will ; 

and many's the good laugh we've had 

over it in the town." ■

"Why, mother!" cried Mary, who had 

turned qujte pale. ■

"Ay, lass, I know what you'd say," 

said her mother, rising, and speaking in an 

excited manner. " As sure as you're born 

that's the uncle you've heard me speak 

of so often ! Will Cobbold, that Mounsey 

yonder in his fine park is my brother. 

There can't be another such name in the 

world ; for father, he cailed him Morley 

Magnus after his two godfathers, the 

chemist and the draper of Herket. You 

see if your gentleman don't come from 

Herket i^i the Forest, you see if he don't. 

He went to foreign parts better nor twenty 

years agone. Ho was as clever as you 

please, but always a close gripe; and, if 

you'll believe me, he has never once vn'ote 

home since he heard that poor father died, 

and mother and me was in trouble, and 

he was asked to help with a few pounds ; 

and he rolling in riches, as one may say." ■

"Well, mother," said Will, "suppose 

we give them all a start at the old place, 

and travel there unexpected? I reckon 

our fine gentleman won't be quite so down 

on father when his own niece has got 

his son, hey, Mary?" ■

" Not much of a get," said Mary, saucily. ■

But Will gave her one for her imperti- 

nence, and they cried quits over the pu- 

nishment. ■

The preparations for Letty's marriage 

with the rich possessor of Mounsey Park 

were still going on in a languid, inter- 

mittent sort of way: the girl protesting, 

the mother insisting, the man persevering, 

and expressing himself confident as to the 

future. Meanwhile, George Ratcliffe came 

back to Market Hill; and his presence, 

while it comforted Letty, served to make 

all things more confused. Hia firm refusal 

to be dismissed on anything short of her 

expressed desire, and Mrs. Dormer's as 

firm refusal to allow of his prete^isions, 

made a kind of tumult in the place which 

set every one talking. But no one knew 

the exact rights of the case. AH that was 

certain was, that there was a hitch some- 

where; that Letty looked miserably ill, 

and George Ratcliffe miserably unhappy ; 

and that of the whole of the quartette con- 

cerned, Mr. Mounsey of Mounsey Park 

was the only one who kept any appearance 

of •ontent, or who deemed, as the doctor 

said, as if he could eat a mutton chop 

without choking. He never spoke to any 

one in confidence. He was not the kind 

of man to give his confidence. But he 

often said, as a matter of course, to his 

neighbours, " When I am married, I will ■
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do BO and so ;" *' That must wait till we 

have come back from our tonr;" "When 

I have my wife at Monnsey Park, this and 

that will be better arranged ;" all said in 

the quietest and most positive tone imagin- 

able, the tone of a man who, as he himself 

said, "rode to win." ■

One day Letty was sitting in the little 

morning-room, to which latterly she had 

retreated as a place of re^ge, her mother 

having the fine lady's natural disinclination 

to sit in anything but the drawing-room. 

Here she was hiding in sad mood enough, 

thinking over her position, and wondering 

how she should get out of the net that was 

being daily drawn more closely round her, 

when her mother came in. ■

"Letty," she said, abruptly; "things 

have come to a crisis, and now you must 

decide our future." ■

" Mamma ! I have decided !" answered 

Letty, with her weary air. "Why will 

you torture me so cruelly ?" ■

" The cruelty has not been on my side," 

said her mother. " I said so once before, 

and I say so now again." ■

" It would be hard to make me believe 

that," said Letty. ■

" So ? then, I must tell you the whole 

truth. Listen, Letty; if you had been 

obedienti, and had done as you ought, you 

need never have known it. I owe Mr. 

Mounsey several thousands of pounds ; and 

if yon do not marry him he will proceed 

against me. That is all. It is simply a 

question of our utter ruin— yours and mine 

together, Letty — or your consenting to be 

his wife. Now, I leave my fate in your 

hands." ■

" You mean in fact, mammct, that you 

have sold me to this man," said Letty, with 

a strained unnatural calmness ; " and that 

I must pay the price — by myself?" ■

" You may call it what you like, Letty ; 

but why choose such unpleasant terms ? 

The fact is the only thing to be dealt with ; 

unfortunately for us both." ■

" Unfortunately — ^yes, indeed !" sighed 

Letty, still with that fixed, strained look. 

" But I must speak to Greorge. I can do 

nothing, say nothing, without him." ■

" I don't see much good in going to him 

for advice," said her mother, irritably. 

" It is your aflfbir, not his." ■

" Mamma !" remonstrated Letty. ■

" Well, my dear, so it is. The question 

is one which you alone can answer. Will 

you marry Mr. Mounsey, or must I be 

ruined and rendered penniless for the re- 

mainder of my life? That you have no 

love for me, I know " ■

Here Letty raised her large grey eyes 

with a plaintive look, saying, in a depre- 

catory manner, " Mamma^ I do love yon 1 

Ydu know that I do !" ■

"But," continued Mr6. Donuer, in ft 

martyr- spirit, sweetly self-foigetful, "if 

you have no love for me, yotf surely ha^^ 

some kind of family pride;- you would 

scarcely like your father's name (you loved 

him) to be dragged through t^e mire, as it 

must be." ■

"Oh, mamma F mamma )^ cried poor 

Letty, breaking down in sobs and teare, 

" do not mention poor papa's name in the 

business, there is sacrilege enough in it 

without that !" ■

"You are hard oii m^i Letty,'* said 

Mrs. Dormer, tears in her eyes too, " bat 

perhaps I have deserved it; tsad if it will 

make matters better for yon^-^-I am sorry 

for you, my poor child ! " she added, with 

a genuine burst of feeling rare in her. ■

Then the two women, the iee brokei, 

clasped in eaeh others arms, sobbed out their 

grief in concert whioh at least destroyed 

the coldness that had sprung up between 

them, and made them partnen in suflfenng, 

not, as formerly, antagonists and enemieB. ■

While they, were sitting tiieie, bodi 

feeling the sacredneas if the angid^ of 

the moment^ the servant came to tell them 

that Mr. Mounsey was in the dAiwisg- 

room, the time of his daily yisit Bavfaig ar- 

rived. ■

"Letty, what am I to s&y to tim?" 

asked Mrs. Dormer, drying hep ^yes, yet 

stm weeping ; " am I to tell him yes or no ? 

He has come fbr his final' Baasw^ to^j, 

and I dare not put him off any ksngier." ■

" I cannot, mamma, till I have seen 

George," solved Letty. " If it is only a 

question of this mon^, Greorge may help 

us. 8o long as I thought yon wanted me 

to marry for a selfdement only t did wi 

mind refusing you ; and I could not pot 

George forward ; I could only remaili true 

to him, and hope for the future ; bat if it is 

money that can be paid off, mamma, if he 

can raise the sum you want, will not ibis 

set you free ? and then will you not release ■

■

mer ■
^ ■

" Certainly, if I could get out of the 

man's debt I would not press you, my dear. 

But it would be a splendid provision for 

you !" said Mrs. Dormer, regretfully, look- 

ing back to the flesh-pots. "You mnst 

come yourself now, Letty ; I dare not fecc 

him aione any more. Ah, my child, yon 

little know what my life has been of lat*J 

between you both," she added, shuddering- ■

"I will go with you, matnma^" said Le^i ■
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left US to starve, if we'd a mind. He never 

scut ns a new sixpence, or a pair of old 

shoes, thongh he Imew we were bound to 

be in trouble when father died. His name 

is Morley Magnus Mounsey, ladies. His 

poor father, he named him the throe M.'s 

after Mr. Morley — he were the chemist, and 

Magnus were the draper, of our town — who 

was his godfather, and stood for him. And 

this girl of mine, Will Cobbold's wife— and 

a good girl she is, and a tidy wife he have 

got, though I say it as shouldn't, and 

though she has a spirit as would face a lion 

— she's a Mounsey too. For I kept the old 

name to her, as the Mounseys they was 

better blood than the Jones's ; ai^d many's 

the time poor Jones and me have had words 

on the same. And hearing from Will Gob- 

bold there that you had Morley Magnus 

here among you, I made bold to come and 

see if he would help me and mine — for I am 

only a lone widow, ladies — and maybe raise 

Will and his father a bit in the world." ■

" Raise them so high, my fine friends, 

that you will all be indictcfd for conspiracy 

and trying to extort money," said Mr. 

Mounsey. " In seeking to ruin me you 

have only destroyed yourself; and, by the 

Lord, you shall have it hot !" he cried, pas- 

sionately. ■

'* Mamma, this man is too hateful," said 

Letty, indignantly. "A thief, a convict, 

the brother of a woman like this— it is 

surely done with now !" ■

" You will be prepared with that little 

sum I spoke of this day week, when your 

bill falls due?" said Mr. Mouncey, with 

a frigid bow to Mrs. Dormer, and a fiery 

glance to Letty, whom else he ignored. ■

" Yes," said Letty, boldly. ■

Mr. Mounsey raised his eyebrows. ■

" Undeveloped resources," he said, with 

a sneer, still addressing Mrs.^ Dormer. " I 

can scarcely think your young beggar 

friend, Mr. Ratcliffe, can raise the funds ; 

but I presume you know -where to find 

your market. You have missed one good 

settlement, madam; better luck next 

time!" ■

And, with an insolent laugh, he took 

his hat, and passed out. ■

"Pay it?" said George, when Letty told 

him all ; " why, of course I will pay it. 

I can raise the money; never you mind 

how, Letty. We shall only have to wait a 

little longer, and work a little harder, and 

maybe live a little simpler, that is all. But ■

we are safe now, and I think the money 

well spent." ■

" Ah ! what a thing it is to have to do 

with a gentleman," said Mrs. Dormer, 

with languid enthusiasm, and her usual 

happy knack of setting herself just that 

one step in front of her circumstances 

which is the line that separates welcome 

from resignation. ''Now, Mr. Mounsey 

was rich, but he was not a gentleman. 

And to think of Letty being old Cobbold*s 

niece — ^how horrible !" ■

"And the wife of a convict," put in 

George, a little grimly. ■

" I should not have been old Will's niece, 

only his son's wife's mother's," laughed 

Letty; she had begun to laugh again in 

these later times. " That would have been 

near enough, however. Not that I should 

have minded Mrs. Jones, or Will Gobbold, 

or the convict taint either, George, if it- 

had been yon," she added, fondly. ■

" My dear, don't suggest such horrible 

ideas," said Mrs. Dormer, shuddering. 

" There are certain subjects which are not 

to be jested on." ■

" So Mr. Mounsey seems to think," said 

Greorge ; " for I hesu?d that he has left the 

Park, and put it into Brille's hands for sale." ■

" What a blessing," said Letty. ■

But her mother, with a glance in the 

mirror opposite, looked dubious. ■

**' I am sorry it has all oome out so ill 

against him," she said. ''He was not a 

gentleman; but, all the same, Mounsey 

I'ark was a charming domain." ■

" Even with Will Cobbold at the gates, 

and that conviction for sheep stealing to be 

turned up at any time ?" asked George, a 

trifle contemptuously. ■

'' Money can do a great deal," answered 

Mrs. Dormer. ■

" Yes, it can," replied George, drawing 

Letty to him tenderly. '' It can heal two 

broken hearts, and make two despairing 

wretches the happiest people in the world 

—can't it, Letty ?" ■

"Yes, George," said Letty, with her 

arms round his neck. ■
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Ohb o'clock tolled out from the tower of 

HendoQ Choroli as Panline, who, wearied 

cnt by the eventa of the day, hod &lleii 

sound asleep in her ohaJr, opened her eyes, 

tat apright, and, after an involimtar; 

ahadder, quiedy rose to her ieet aod ap- 

proached the bed. ■

I Alice Btill slept peacefnlly ; her hreatbii^ 

wag quiet and regular, and her unruffled 

brow and motionleBs lips proved that she 

was not difitorbed by hannting dreams. 

Paoline bent orer the slnmbering fignre, 

t«ok np the arm that lay ootaide the cover- 

let, and Boftly felt ita poise, bent her ear 

towarda the sleeper's moath to listen to 

, her respiratioji, and then, stealing baoh to 

\ her place as noiselessly aa she hod ap- 

proached, threw herself into her obair, and 

indalged in the Inxory of a long but silent 
, jawn. ■

I " There," she sud to herself, mbbing her 

I eyes, and reenming her nsnal comfortable 
j attitude, " I was right in not denying my> 

Klf the pleasure of that alomber which I 

found coming over me, for I am thoroughly 

Kfreshed, and equal to very much more 

, than I was before. What a day it has 

ibeeu, my faith! And how wonderfnlly 

ererjthing has gone exactly as I could 

tave wiabed it! This. woman sleeping 

straight on, steadily and tranquil, and 

vithoDt a break ; the servants accepting 

>oe ia the position which I took up so 
I promptly, without a mormnr, and only too 

glad to find the responsibility transferred 
I from themselves to some one else. Re- ■

sponnhility 9 That reminds me of that sly 

doctiM— how do they call himP — Broad- 

bent ! It was right of me to send for him ; 

it might have seemed snupioions had I not 
done so ; and as I knew so well that he 

had been perforce admitted into the mys- 

tery of Claxtoa-Calverley, and as I had 
learned &om the servants here that he was 

always most &ieud^ and kind to this poor 
doll, I knew that I conld explain to him 

what I had done, and leave it to bim to 

put the people here at their ease. He was 

ont, though, this sl^ rogue — out, and not 
expected back until the evening, so they 

said, though five minntes afterwards I saw 

a man, who must have been he — black- 

clothed, grave, the ver; semblance of an 

apothecary — oome out of the side-door of 

bis garden, and hurry down the path 
where I stood when I first saw the child. 

Ah, ha ! ho has no longer any desire to 

visit Rose Cottage, this medico so respect- 

able ; he feu« test bis name should be oom- 

promised. I could not help laughing as I 

saw him creep down the path. ■

" Let me see. I am rested now, wid my 

bead is quite dear. Last night there was 

danger of interruption from the servants, 

and they have been iu and ont all day, but 

now they are thoroughly wearied out, and 

I have the bonse to myself. Ifow is the 

time fbr me to look abont me, and gain 

what information I can concerning this 

young woman's previous life. I think I 

saw a box or desk of some kind by the side 

of the dressing-table. Oh, yes, here it is. ' 

What a funny old box !" Pauline walked > 
to the dressmg-table, stooped, and &om < 
underneath the moslin cover drew forth an 

old-foshioned writing-desk, made of ma- 

hogany, and bound with brass, with a small , 

brass plate on the middle of its lid, on which 

were engraved the letters " A. D." This ' ■

]9S ■
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itiflcription catight Pauline's eyes as slie 

took op the deek and placed it on the table 

bj the bedside, withia the rajs of the 

shaded lamp.. ■

"A. D., ske XBuitered to herself. 

^ Wbnt does that mean ? It ODght un- 

doubtedly to have been A. C. Ah, stay ; 

the box is old-fashioned, and has seen 

much service. It is probably the desk of 

ber childhood, that i^e had before what 

she thought to be her marriage, when tlie 

letters of her name were A. D. A. D." re- 

peated PaoHne, reflecting. *' Ah, bah ! It is 

a ooineid^ibsa, nothing more." From her 

pocket she took two bnnches of keys, one 

large, evidently bolongmg to the honse* 

keeping, the other small and neat. From 

the smaller bunch she made two or three 

■elections, and at last hit upon the key that 

opened the desk. ■

The contents of the de^ were two 

packets of letters, one large, one small, 

each tied round with faded riband, two or 

ihree loose sheets of blotting-paper, an old 

diary, and an account-book. Pauline took 

tlie larger packet in h^ hand, and untied 

the string. The letters slipped asauder; 

they were all written in the same band, 

all addressed to " Miss Durham, ears 

of J. Preston, Esquire, HeslingloB-road, 

York." ■

^'Mise Durham !** A mist seemed to 

oome over Pauline's sight, and she rubbed 

her eyes quickly to clear it away. Miss 

Durham ! And A. D on the hd of the 

desk ? Oood Heav^i ! had all the anguish 

of mind which she had endured, all the 

jealousy and rage, all the plotting and 

planning which she had carried on for the 

last few months, had all these sprung from 

an unfounded suspicion, from an absurd 

creation of her own distorted fancy ? Miss 

Durham ! There it was plain enough, in a 

hand that Pauline recognised as Mr. Cal- 

verley's. The letters were those addressed 

by him to Alice before their marriage, were 

signed ^ John Claxton," and were so bright 

smd buoyant, so full of affectionate enthu- 

siasm, that Pauline could scarcely imagine 

they were the productions of the staid, 

grave man whom she had known. Miss 

Durham ! What could it mean P Stay I 

There was the other packet. In an instant 

that was undone, and Pauline had seized 

from it one of the letters. And then there 

was no more to learn, for at a glance she 

saw that they were in her husband's hand* 

writing, tliat they were addressed to his 

" Dearest Alice," by her " Loving brother, 

Tom." ■

The paper dropped from Paohne'a hand 

to the floer^ and she sank into her chair 

with someiliiiii^ like a sense of shame upon 

kor. It waa then as she had jusi ihongbi 

She had been frightened, as It were, by her 

own shadow, had herself orealed the bag. 

bear before which she had fled, or against 

whioh she had fought ; she had been be- 

fooled hj her own suspicions, and her 

foolish faacy had aJlowed her to be jealou 

of Tom's sister. ■

Tom'a sister ! The pala-fJEused giri lying 

there, slaopingon so peaoefoHy and nooon- 

scioufily, was Tom's sister. How eould she 

be supposed to have guesned that? She 

had seen Ae g^ in Tom's embrace, had 

seen her bathed in tears and inconsolable 

at Tom's departure ; how could she know 

that thia waa his sister, of whose exist- 

ence she had never been informed ^ ■

Why had Tom never taken her into his 

confidence on that point ? Why had he 

never told her that he had a sister of whom 

he was so fond ? Why ? And a fierce 

pang of anger shot through her, and her 

face grew dark and hard as the reply rose 

in her mmd. ^e knew the reason weQ 

enough — it was because h^r husband was 

ashamed ef her; artiamed of the nnsern- 

nulousness^ of the underhand ways, which 

he wae nady enough to use, and to call 

into play when they could be of service 

to hJm ; because he thought her not good 

enough to assooiate with his gentia, wo- 

manly, sifly little sister, or to appreciate 

the stupid comfort of the narrow pro- 

prieties of her home. Her home! What 

if Tom ooold see that home &crw, and conld 

know the trath about his sister, as she IftJ 

there, with no name, no home, no position, 

a person fer her, his distrusted wife, to 

pah-onise and befriend if she chose ! ■

So this was the trust he had placed in 

her, his wife, his ally, his colleague, of 

whose fertile brain and ready hand he had 

so often boasted. This one honest honour- 

able association (as he had imagined it) h« 

had kept hidden from her. And &£thi« 

thought gerraanated and broadened in 

Pauline's mind her feelings passed into a 

new diaaffeeL She who had been her 

husband's adviser so long, and who had 

served him so well; she who had fond); 

imagined herself the trusted confidante aotl 

shatter of his inmost thoughts, now foaod 

that she had been sli^ted and oonsidered 

not wwthy to associate with this innocent 

piece of prettiness. The strange nature of 

the woman was roused to d«uliy reiro- 

spective anger, and the kindly contemp ■

■
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tnons liking which she had begun to feel 

for Alice faded away. ■

This pale-faced sleeping girl was her sno- 

ce^sfol rival, though not in the manner she 

had at first supposed. She had felt an in- 

stinctive hatred of her when she saw her 

on the platform at Southampton, and her 

instinct never betrayed her. Tom Durham's 

sister ! Pauline remembered that when her 

husband spoke of his early days, and the 

inmates of his home, it was always with a 

softened voice and manner, and with a cer- 

tain implied respecti as though he were 

scarcely fitted, through his present sur- 

roundings and mode of life, even to mention 

60 sacred a subject. This pale-faced girl 

had been one of those associations ; she was 

too pure and too innocent, forsooth, to be 

mixed up with such society as her brother's 

\yife was forced to keep. She, when she' 

recovered her consciousness, would find 

herself a mark for the finger of scorn, a 

text for the Pharisee, a pariah, and an out- 

cast. ■

And so that weak, clinging, brainless 

thing was Tom Durham's sister, and pre- 

ferred by him lo his wife, with her grasp 

of mind and energy of purpose ? The wife 

was to slave with him, and for him, to do 

the rough work, to be sent off here and 

there, travelling night and day, to lie to 

such a woman, to flatter such a man, to 

be always vigilant and patient, and to be 

punished with black looks, and sometimes 

with curses, if anything went wrong; while 

from the sister all difficulties and dangers 

were to be fended off, she was to be lapped 

in luxury, and her simplicity and innocence 

were to be as strictly guarded as though 

she bad been a demoiselle in a convent. ■

Well, Pauline thought, the new phase of 

circumstances need not cause much altera- 

tion in the line of conduct she had marked 

ont for herself. The girl lying there was 

to her in a different position from what she 

had imagined. So far as she was oon- 

cemed, there was no question of revenge 

now, but it would be as well to keep watch 

over her, and use her as a tool if occasion 

should arise. The interest which Martin 

Garwood felt in Alice would induce him to 

keep up his acquaintance with her, and to 

he en rapport with Martin Gurwood was 

Pauline's fixed intention. Over him she 

bad obtained a strong influence, which she 

did not intend to give up, while the know- 

It'dge that she continued to be acquainted 

■with all that was going on would deprive 

Alartin of those friends of his of whom he 

tliought so much — this Mr. Statham for ■

instance — from attempting to interfere 

vnth the exercise of her power over Mrs. 

Calverley. ■

And now, for the first time since she had 

waited for her husband at the Lymington 

station, Pauline began to believe that the 

conjecture which she had seen printed in 

the newspapers had some foundation, and /( 

that Tom Durham was really dead. Hitherto 

she had imagined that he had deceived her, 

as he had deceived the rest of the world ; 

that the tale which he told her of his intention 

to dive from the steamer at night, to swim 

to the shore, and to meet her the next morn- 

ing, had been merely trumped up in order 

to turn her off the scent, and to prevent 

her from tracing him in his flight with the 

woman of whom he had taken such an affec- 

tionate farewell at the Southampton rail- 

way station. But the identity of that woman 

with Alice Claxton being now settled, and 

it being made perfectly clear that she was 

Tom Durham's sister, all motive for that 

worthy's concealment^ of himself was done 

away with. There was no reason, so far 

as Pauline knew, why her husband should 

not acquaint her with his whereabouts, 

while there was every reason to believe 

that, were he on the face of the earth, he 

would make himself known, if it were only 

for the sake of reclaiming his two thousand 

pounds. He must have been drowned, she 

thought, his strength must have failed him, 

and he must have gone down when almost 

within reach of the shore, to which he 

was hastening. Drowned, dead, lost to 

her for ever ! Not lost as she had once 

imagined him, seduced by the wiles and 

fascinations of another woman into tem- 

porary forgetfulness of her, for then there 

was a chance, and more than a chance, 

almost a certainty, that when those wiles 

and fascinations ceased to charm he would 

miss the clear brain and the ready hand on 

which he had so long relied, and come back 

to claim their aid once more — not lost in 

that way, but totally lost) drowned, dead, 

passed away for ever. ■

To think of her husband in that phase 

was new to Pauline. She had never con- [ 

templated him under such circumstances. 

She had always thought of him with fierce 

jealousy, and a burning desire for revenge, 

as false to her, and neglectful of her. The 

idea that he was dead, had died guiltless of 

deceiving her, and with the full intention 

of carrying out the plan which he had con- 

fided to her, had never before entered her 

mind, And — no, it could not be true ; if it 

had been she would have felt the keenest ■
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grief, the deepest sorrow; grief for his 

loss, regret for the cruel wrong she had 

dose him in suspecting him. She felt no- 

thing of all this now — ^he could not be 

dead. ■

Straightway Pauline's thoughts reverted 

to the circumstances in which she was 

placed, the persons by whom she was sur- 

rounded, and the way in which her future 

should be managed. If the conclusions at 

which she had arrived were correct, if Tom 

Durham were not drowned, but, for some 

hitherto unexplained purpose of his own, 

was keeping himself in biding, it is towards 

his sister probably that, when he considers 

it a proper opportunity, he will make some 

sign. Not to his wife ; Pauline knew her 

husband well enough to understand com- 

pletely how the knowledge that he had 

treated her badly in not keeping his ap- 

pointment that morning, and m concealing 

himself from her so long, would prevent 

him from making his first advances to her ; 

the g^l slumbering there would be the first 

person to whom Tom Durham would reveal 

the fact that he was not dead, and if she, 

Pauline, ever wished for information about 

him, it was through that slumbering girl 

that it must be obtained. ■

She made a sudden change in the plan and 

prospects of her life, a shuffling of the cards, 

an entire revision of the game, all settled 

in an instant, too, as she sat in the easy-chair 

beside the bed, her hands clasped together 

in her lap, her eyes fixed upon the motion- 

less figure. Her sojourn in the wretchedly 

dull house in Qreat Walpole- street should 

speedily be brought to an end. She had 

borne long enough witb that old woman's 

grinmess and formality, with her icy patron- 

age and impassable stiffness, with her phari- 

saical utterances and querulous complaints ; 

she would have no more of such a life of 

dependence. The time during which sbe 

had been Mrs. Galverley's companion had 

not,' indeed, been ill-spent. Had she not 

secured for herself that position, she would 

probably have remained in ignorance that 

the woman of whom she saw her husband 

taking leave was his sister; she would not 

have been intrusted with the secret of the 

Calverley and Claxton mystery, the posses- 

sion of which gave her such power over all 

those concerned in it; she would never 

have made the acquaintance of Martin 

Gurwood. How strangely in earnest that 

man was, how innocent, and void of guile ! 

And yet she was so sure that the suspicion 

which she had originally formed about him 

— that he had a secret of his own — was ■

correct ; hence that impossibility to return 

your gaze, that immediate withdrawal of 

nis soft, beautiful eyes, ti^at quivering of 

his delicate, sensitive mouth. It had served 

her purpose, that position of dependence, 

but now she would have no more of it. 

There is nothing to be gained by continu- 

ing with the g^m old woman except tbe 

money, and Pauline sees her way to an 

equal amount of money, combined witb £ar 

more freedom, and an infinitely pleasanter 

Hfe. ■

A better life, too, if there be anything in 

that, Pauline wonders, with a shrug of her 

-shoulders; for this slumbering girl, this 

mere child in her ignorance of the world's 

ways, is now left to herself, and is hence- 

forth to live alone, with no one to battle 

for her, no one to shield her firom the i 

thousand and one assailants, to guide her 

through the thousand and one temptations 

to which she will be exposed. That shall 

be her task, Pauline thought to herself; to 

undertake it she had a prescriptive right,? 

she chose to declare the truth, and to assert 

her relationship. There would be noo& 

casion, however, to take that step, at all 

events, for the present. She oould trust to 

her influence with Martin Garwood to pro- 

cure for her the 'trust which she coveted, 

the position of Alice's companion and 

guardian. Her influence with Martin 

u-urwood, what did that amount to ? Whj 

did she experience an inward thrill of satis- 

fiiction in reflecting on that influence? 

Martin Ourwood 1 She thought of him as 

she had seen him first, under his mother's 

roof; she thought of him on the last occa- 

sion of their meeting, when they walked 

side by side in the Hendon lanes. Yes, 

her influence with Martin Gurwood was 

undoubtedly strong, and the knowledge of 

its strength gave her inexplicable satisfac- 

tion. ■

At twelve o'clock the next day, Pauline, 

from her position at the bedroom window, 

saw a hansom cab stop at the top of the 

hill, and two gentlemen, one of whom was 

Martin Gurwood, alight firem it Then 

Pauline, whose bonnet and shawl layreadj 

to her hand, put them on without as 

instant's delay, and sallied forth. ■

She had not advanced more than fif^ 

steps when she saw that her approach was 

perceived. Martin Gurwood looked up 

and said something to his companion, who, 

on their meeting, was presented to her as 

Mr. Statham. ■

" The friend of whom I have alreadj ■

I ■

■I ■
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spoken to you, Madame Dn Tertre," he 

said, ''and whose advice has been most 

invalaable to me in this matter." ■

Pauline gave a direct and earnest glance 

at Statham, a glance which enabled a 

woman of her natural quickness to recog- 

nise the presence of the characteristics 

which bis friend had declared him to pos- 

sess. Martin Gurwood was pliant and 

malleable; this man looked hard and un- 

impressionable as granite. If he and she 

were to be thrown much together for the 

future, it would be advisable, Pauline 

thought, that her wishes should agree as 

mnch as possible with his intentions. ■

" I am pleased to see Mr. Statham," she 

said ; " pleased, indeed, to see you both, for 

I have been anxiously expecting your 

arriyal." ■

"There is no change in the patient's 

condition, I suppose P" asked Statham. ■

"None ; she still remains perfectly tran- 

qnil and asleep; but my own experience, 

and two or three signs which I have ob- 

served, tell me that this sleep will soon be 

at an end." ■

" It was in that expectation that we have 

knrried here," said Martin Gurwood. 

" Mr. Statham is of opinion that it would 

bo impossible to conceal the truth from 

Mrs. Claxton any longer, and has accom- 

panied me to assist in breaking the news 

to her." ■

" Ah, exactly," said Pauline. " Will you 

and Mr. Statham be very much surprised, 

very much horrified, if I venture to make 

a suggestion ?" ■

" Not the least," said Statham. " I am 

sure I answer for my friend and myself 

when I say that we are deeply grateful for 

the services you have already rendered 

«s, although the means for the end are cer- 

tainly somewhat strong, and that we shall 

listen readily to anything you may have to 

propose." ■

" Most certainly, yes," assented Martin 

Gnrwood. ■

"Weil then," said Pauline, addressing 

herself to Statham, after a fleeting glace at 

Martin^ ** my proposition is, that this cere- 

mony of the breaking the news, which at 

such pain to yourself, as I know, you have 

come to perform, should be dispensed with 

altogether." ■

" Dispensed with ?" cried Statham. ■

"Altogether," repeated Pauline. ■

" Do you mean that Mrs. — Mrs. Claxton 

should not be made acquainted with what 

has occurred ?" asked Martin, in astonish- 

ment. ■

" With what has occurred," said Pauline, 

firmly, " yes ; with the circumstances under 

which it has occurred, no! She knows 

that the man whom she considered to be 

her husband is dead. Let her be informed 

that, during the unconscious state into 

which she fell on heanng the news, he has 

been buried, but for Heaven*s sake, mon- 

sieur, let her be kept in ignorance of the 

fact that he was not her husband, and that 

by his cruelty she is now a woman without 

name or position, abandoned and outcast. 

Why should we cover her with shame, and 

blight her hfe, with this announcement?. 

A quoi bon ? If we do not tell it to her there 

is no one else who will. She has no friends 

but yourselves and me. She is too inno- 

cent and ignorant of the world to ask for 

any papers — a will, or anything of that 

kind. She has already, without inquiry, 

accepted Mr. Gurwood 's guardianship at 

once and unsuspectingly, and she has not 

the faintest dream that the man whom she 

loved and the position which she held were 

other than she believed them." ■

" Well but " said Martin. ■

''But what?" said Pauline, turning to 

him. " Can you give me one reason why 

this horrible story should be told to her 

in its truth, why one more victim should 

be added to the number of those over whom 

the yellow flag waves, cutting them off 

from all the privileges of social citizenship, 

and dragging them down to the depths of 

misery and shame ? Ah, she is too young 

and too innocent for such a doom ! Am I 

not right, Mr. Statham ? Do you not agree 

with me ?" ■

It was easy to see that the passionate 

earnestness of Pauline's appeal had not 

been without its effect on Humphrey Sta- 

tham. There was a tremulousness in his 

lip and in his voice as he said, " You cer- 

tainly make out a strong case to support 

your views, Madame Du Tertre ; but what 

do you propose should be done with this 

young lady r" ■

"I propose," said Pauline, that she 

should live on in the belief that she is 

Mr. Claxton 's widow ; and as it would be 

impossible, young and unsuspecting as she 

is, that she should be alone, I propose that 

I should live with her. Not on her, mind !" 

she added, with a proud toss of her head. 

" I have a little money of my own — quite 

enough to keep me in independence — but I 

am a woman of the world, Mr. Statham, 

who has learned its ways from dire neces- 

sity, and has come out of the struggle I hope 

unimpaired. I was interested in this girl's ■
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story before I saw her ; since I saw her my 

interest has natnrally increased. Let it be 

as I say, and yon will find yonr tmst has 

not been wrongly bestowed!" ■

The two men stepped aside for a few 

minntes; then Statham, raising his hat, 

approached Panline. ■

"Have yon well weighed the responsi- 

bility yon are abont to undertake, Madame 

DuTertre?" ■

" I have," she said, looking straight into 

his eyes, "and accept it cheerfully." ■

" Then," said Humphrey, " Mr. Gurwood 

consents that it should be as you say. For 

the present only mind, the arrangement is 

but temporary, and is liable to alteration at 

any moment." ■

" I thank Mr. Gurwood most heartily," 

said Pauline, turning to Martin, and hold- 

ing out her hand, " and you, too, Mr. Sta- 

tham. As I said before, you will find in 

this instance that your trust has not been 

wrongly bestowed. I think, perhaps, it 

will be better to leave me to announce to 

Mrs. Calverley my intention of leaving her, 

and I will take an early opportunity of 

doinir so. I must hurry back now, as 

tberl is a chance cf our &>eud waking up 

at any moment. You shall hear from me 

to-mon-ow, with full details of what I 

propose to do," ■

And, as she entered the garden gate, 

the two men regained their cab and were 

driven off to London. ■

COUNTRY LIFE IN CUBA. ■

With my companion and brother-limner, 

Napole6n Rodriguez y Boldu*, I am pass- 

ing the sultry months of August and Sep- 

tember at a sugar estate ten leagues from a 

Cuban town. The plantation belongs to 

my worthy friend Don Benigno de la Vega, 

who, with his amiable wife Dona Mercedes 

and family, have encamped for the season 

at their country residence. Our host's 

party is somewhat larger than usual, con- 

sisting of, besides his wife and family, his 

eldest daughter's intended and his family. 

After our arrival it is found that Don 

Benigno's premises cannot accommodate 

us ; we therefore obligingly seek a lodging 

elsewhere, and as in the tropics any place 

of shelter serves for a habitation, we do not 

greatly sacrifice our comfort. ■

Assisted by a stalwart negro, Napoledn ■

• 8«e Ail. TH« TxAB BouHD, New Sericf, vol. rl, 

p. 201. ' ■

and I improvise a lodging on the hanke of 

the river which flows near Den Beoigno's 

country house. Our rus<ac bower consists 

of a framework of roughly cut branches, 

and has an outer covering formed of the 

dried papyrus-like bark of palms. The 

interior is not spacious, but it meets all 

our requirements. In it we can swing our 

hammocks at night, and assume a sitting 

posture without inconvenienoe during the 

day. Our implements for sketching, to- 

gether with a couple of double-barrelled 

guns and some fishing-tackle, distribated 

about the apartment, form agreeable ob- 

jects for our gase, while, at the same time, 

they are wi'hin our easiest grasp. Plenty 

of good fishing may be obtained in the 

deep, wide river which flows at our feet, 

and our guns may be equally well employed 

with sport in the opposite direction. As 

for our more peaceful instraments of ftrt, 

there is abundant scope for them on every 

side; and thus we can shoot, angle, or 

sketch, as we may feel inclined, without 

moving from 'our shady retreat, which, 

during the sunnier hours of the day, we 

dare not desert. ■

We rise at a very early hovr ; indeed, it 

is not yet daylight when our dark domestic 

brings us our early cup of eafi^ noir and 

cigarettes. After refreshing our bodies in 

the gigantic bath which flows before our 

domicile, we dress: an operation which 

does not occupy much time, as our ward- 

robe consists simply of coloured flannel 

shirts, brown hoUand trousers, Panama 

hats, and buff- coloured shoes. Thus at- 

tired, with ammunition affixed to onr 

girdles, and guns shouldered, we plnnge 

into an adjacent thicket in quest of game; 

the objects of our sport being chiefly wild 

guinea-fowl, quails, partridges, and wild 

pigeons. No game license is required of 

us in these parts, and the sporting compe- 

tition is very small, if indeed it exists at all, 

within ear-shot of us ; at least, at this hour 

of the morning we have the field to our- 

selves. We hear nothing as yet* but the 

rustling of gigantic ferns, bamboos, and 

plantain leaves, together with the occa- 

sional song of the winged tribe, whose 

united harmony it is our purpose soon to 

interrupt. The silence of the grey dawi) 

is eminently favourable to our sport, and 

the low bushes which intercept our path 

screen us from the penetrating gnae of 

our prey. The guinea-fowl, or gallos de 

Guinea as they are styled, occupy our firs* 

attention. At this hour they emerge frmn 

their hiding-places by the score to feed ■

=4 ■
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among the dewy heather. We have to move 

with extreme caution, for the eolonr of their 

soft feathers is scarcely distingiiishable from 

the gronnd which they haye selected as a 

table for their morning meal. Hi^ledn is 

in advance of me, tracking a eompany of 

gninea-fowla, whose melodioas ehnrp has 

canght his accnetomed ear. They are not 

yet visible, hnt my sporting Mend hua halted 

behind a bash, and thrown away his white 

tell-tale Panama. This means mischief. The 

dark-grey clothes and sunburnt &ee of my 

companion blend naturally with the sur- 

roundings, and, as he croucheB motionless on 

the ground, he, like the birds just described, 

is barely discernible. I wutch him with in- 

terest and some impatienoe, for a covey of 

large pigeons challenge my rifle dose at 

hand. Their cooing seems to proceed from 

a great distance, but, conscious of the 

enemy's ventriloquial power, fa&s mufBed 

music does not deceive me. My.oonpanion 

has now levelled his gnn, and, taking 

I steady aim, presently fires. At the sound 

of fire-arms my pigeons take flight, and as 

they rise I fire into their midst. My com- 

panion now discharges his second barrel 

into a covey of quails, which had been 

feeding unobserved within a fbw paces of 

him. I take a shot at one of tAies^ birds 

as it^ flutters incautioasly over my head, 

and it fidls with a heavy thud at my feet. 

The firing has reached the quick ears of 

Don Benigno's watch-dogs, and anon our 

favourite animals, Arempuja and No-se- 

paede, come bounding towards us. The 

sagacious brutes help to bring in our 

wounded, which we are gratified to find 

are more numerous than we contemplated. 

Gathering together our spoil, we remove to 

another spot, where our performances are 

repeated, though scarcely with the same 

success. The snn has already begun* to 

cast broad shadows along the soil, and 

warns us that the hour for our 'Hienta 

pie,'' or early meal, approaches.; so we 

return to our hut, change our damp linen, 

and join the company who are already 

seated on the broad balcony of Don 

Benigno's house, watching the interesting 

process of milking cows. Bowls of warm 

milk are presently banded round by negroes, 

who bring also new milk rolls which have 

just arrived from the village ten miles dis- 

tant. ■

** What luck have yon had P" inquires 

our boat of his sporting friends. ■

We exhibit the result of our morning's 

sport, which gains us much applause and 

approving cries of ** Ay 1 que b(»dto. Ay ! ■

que bueno." The black cook to whom we 

consign our game promises to do culinary 

justice to them at breakfast. We employ 

the interval which precedes that late meal 

in a saunter through Don Benigno's sagar 

works, where some of us are initiated into 

the mysteries of sugar making and mm 

distilling. The operations are conducted 

under a spacious shed in the piazza which 

faces the don's dwelling house, and here 

the whole process, from the crushing of the 

newly-gathered cane to the distilling of the 

aguardiente, or white brandy, is explained 

to us by our host, who apologises because 

he cannot show everything in working con- 

dition at this time of the year. He, however, 

enlightens us as to the uses of all we behold, 

and leaves the rest to our imagination. ■

Here is the store-house where the fireshly 

gathered cane is kept ready fiir the crush- 

ing process. Under that spaoionfi shed is 

the engpine-room in connexion with the 

roUers that crush the cane. Near us are 

the tanks or boilers lor the reception of the 

jugo or cane-juioe. We are shown the 

clarifying pans and the coolers in which 

the boiled liquid, after being skimmed, is 

transformed into sugar grains or crystals. 

One of the most interesting sights is the 

process of separating the molasses, or 

treacle, from the crystalline portion of the 

sugar, which is done by the action of 

centrifogal force. The sugar, still in a 

liquid condition, is poured into a deep cir- 

cidar pan, which contains a movable drum- 

shaped cylinder of wire gauze. The latter 

is whirled rapidly round by means of ma- 

chinery, and in doing so drives the liquid 

against the sides of the gauze drum, through 

the meshes of which the molasses escapes, 

leaving the dry white sugar clinging in 

hard cakes to the sides. Don Benigno 

gives us interesting statistics on his favourite 

subject, informing us how twelve or four- 

teen tons of ripe cane may be converted 

into one thousand five hundred hogsheads 

of sngar.^ ■

The machinery and engine are at present 

taking their periodical doze like a great 

boa constrictor. The engineer — a native 

of Philadelphia — has gone home for the 

holidays, and will not return till October 

or November, when' the cane harvest begins 

and his indispensable services will be re- 

quired. He has unscrewed all the brass 

fittings, taken out the slender and highly 

polished steel work, and stowed them away 

with fatherly care, while he has greased 

whatever is immoveable, and wrapped it up 

tenderly in machinery swaddling clothes. ■
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Being an Englishman, I am looked npon 

by the company as an authority in matters 

mechanical, and my opinion touching the 

merits of the engineering works is con- 

sulted. I accordingly peer into everything 

with the air of a connoisseur, and happen- 

ing to catch a glimpse of the maker's name 

and address on one of the shafts obserre 

grandly : ■

''Ah, Fletcher and Company, I have 

heard of the firm." ■

We have yet to visit Don Benigno's dis- 

tillery, where the molasses or refuse of the 

sugar is converted into white brandy or 

rum* This is a simple process. The raw 

liquid is first boiled, and the steam which 

generates passes through a complication of 

sinuous tubing until it reaches a single tap, 

where it spurts out in fits and starts into 

the cold colourless spirit called aguardiente. 

A glass valve is connected with the tap, 

and by means of this the deg^rees of strength 

formed by the spirit is gaug^. The dis- 

tillers are already at work, as the operations 

in this department are best accomplished 

out of harvest time. One of them invites 

us to test the strength of the precious spirit^ 

which the gentlemen of our party do with 

their mouths, while the ladies are content 

to bathe their hands and temples in the icy 

cold liquid. ■

Everybody takes a deep interest in all 

that is shown by our amiable cicerone, save, 

perhaps, the newly engaged couple, who 

occasionally loiter behind congenial cog- 

wheels, huge coolers, clarifying pans, and 

other objects used in the process of sugar- 

making. The attachment which the happy 

pair conceive for this particular portion of 

Don Benigno*s possessions is so great that 

it is with difficulty that they are induced 

to abandon it. Their repeated visits to the 

same hallowed spot upon subsequent oc- 

casions only confirms our host's theoiy, 

t^at machinery has a strange fascination 

for persons of all ages and sexes ! ■

Our morning's perambulations terminate 

with a visit to the infirmary where the sick 

people employed on the estate are tended, 

and a stroll through the black barracks, 

which consists of rows of neatly built 

cottages occupied by the don's slaves and 

their families. ■

After a substantial breakfiEist, which re- 

sembles dinner in the variety of dishes pro- 

vided, some of our party betake themselves 

to their dormitories with a siesta in view, 

being incapable of any more active service 

till the hot hours have passed. Napoledn 

and I, however, prefer to improve the sunny ■

moments under the grateful shade of our 

improvised wigwam, in which condition 

we may sketch, fish, or shoot without mncH 

exertion: but despite our laudal^le efforts 

to do something useful, our pencils drop 

&om our hands, our angling is neglected, 

and we surrender to the overpowering heat ■

I am awakened by my companion, who 

enjoins me, perhaps because I am indulgiDg 

too loudly in somnolence, to be silent. ■

" What is it ? Fish or feather ?" I ask. ■

"Both," he replies, under his hreatL 

" Hush ! it's a river bird." ■

'* What is its shape ?" ■

" I haven't seen it yet ; bat it has been 

chirping among the reeds and long gnsa 

there, for the last half-hour." ■

My friend's gun is half cooked, in readi* 

ness, and presented through an aperture in 

our hut. After a long pause the bird 

emerges from its hiding-place, and with 

astonishing velocity half flies, half skins 

across the river, and vanishes between the 

reeds on the opposite bank. ■

Bang ! bang ! go both barrels of Nft- 

pole6n^ rifle, and both have missed thor 

mark. My sporting friend is, however, 

determined to secure his game, which is 

an odd-looking creature, with a long neck 

and longer legs, similar to a crane. He 

accordingly fords the river at a shallow 

point, and in spite of my remonstrances (for 

a river bird is not easy to bag) goes in 

quest of his prey. At the expiration of a 

couple of hours, Napole6n, who has fol- 

lowed the bird two or three miles up and 

down the river, returns with it triumphantlr, 

but he is himself veiy wet» footsore, and 

exhausted. ■

Our fishing is not so successful as onr 

shooting to-day, and we have soon to aban- 

don both amusements, together with our 

sketching, for the day is on the wane, and 

the ladies have come down to the river to 

take their afternoon's bath before dinner. 

So we modestly withdraw, and betake our- 

selves to a neighbouring coooral, where we 

refresh ourselves with the cool drink fur- 

nished by the cocoa-nut. ■

Towards nightfall, when dinner, with its 

indispensable accompaniments of cafe and 

cigars, is over, our host invites the gentle 

men to accompany him to the plantations 

of a few friendly neighbours. Horses are 

accordingly saddled, spurs are affixed to 

our boots, and away we gallop. ■

Our first halt is made at a grazing-fium 

belonging to Don Benigno, and kept bj 

his mayoral, or overseer, a stout, bronic- 

faced man, who, we are told, rarely mores ■

tt ■
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during the day from a leatber-bottom chair, 

which he places slopingly against a post 

of the verandah. After inspecting Don 

Benigno's cattle, which consist chiefly of 

oxen, cows, and goats, we ride over to 

some coffee estat^ and tobacco farms, 

whose owners or representatives give ns a 

hearty welcome, and are lavish in their 

hospitality, offering for oar acceptance 

everything they possess except their wives 

and families, whom they, however, present 

to ns as onr " servants.*' ■

Onr time being limited, we cannot par- 

take of their bounty to-nigbt, bnt promise 

to retnm another day. On the road home- 

wards, we dismount at a coffee estate be- 

longing to Don Benigno's kinsman, Don 

Felipe, where we remain for an hour or so, 

and watch the performances of a crowd of 

black labonrers, who are keeping holiday 

in honour of some favoured saint. Dancing, 

with tumba or drum accompaniments, forms 

the leading feature in the entertainments. 

The negroes, in turn, take part in the 

dramming, which is performed by be- 

striding barrel-shaped tambours, and beat- 

ing the parchment side rapidly with their 

hands. The strapge measure of the dance 

is so varied and well sustained that the 

ontiineof an air may be easily distin^^hed. 

This primitive music is accompanied by a 

performance on rattles, by sinnng, and by 

scraping the giiiro. This rouffh instrument 

is inade from a diy calabash, notched in 

such a manner that a hollow grating sound 

is produced by scraping the rough sufEuse 

with a fragment of bone or thick wire. 

The dancers warm to their work, in every 

sense. Only two couples volunteer at one 

time, and when they are utterly exhausted 

others take their place. The partners 

dance independently of one another, and 

only join hands occasionally. The women, 

attir^ in long cotton gowns and coloured 

turbans, assume a shorty shuffling kind of 

step, which gives them the appearance of 

gliding on wheels, while the upper parts of 

their persons oscillate, or sway to and fro 

in manner peculiar to their tribe. The 

men, whose evening costume consists of 

hnttonless shirts and short canvas trousers, 

arc more demonstrative than their partners. 

Sometimes they throw up their arms in 

wild ecstacy, or leap madly into the air ; 

varying these gymnastic performances bv 

squatting, frog-&shion, near the ground, 

or turning pirouettes. They get so ex- 

cited and warm over their gyrations, that 

their Panama hats, which have been doffed 

and donned fifty times, are thrown away. ■

their buff-coloured shoes are kicked off, and 

finally their shirts are disposed of in a 

similar manner. ■

'Napole6n and I contemplate the animated 

scene with painters' eyes, and .d^ftng the 

pauses of the dance we mix and fraternise 

with the swarthy company. ■

Having expressed a wish to immortalise 

on canvas a couple of brown divinities, 

picturesquely attired, our hospitable host, 

Don Felipe, who has already offered us his 

country residence, together with the sur- 

roundings, including horses, cattle, tobacco, 

coffee, and all that is his, does not hesitate 

to add to his list of gifts the model-ladies 

that have attracted our observation; so, 

after his accustomed declaration, " They are 

at your disposal," he promises to have them 

*' forwarded" to Don Benigno's hacienda 

without much delay. ■

The lateness of the hour warns us that 

we must be moving, so, when a parting 

cup with our host and his fiunily has been 

di^xwed of, we remount onr steeds, and 

return homewards. ■

During our absence, the ladies and chil- 

dren have been playing the old-&8hioned 

round game of loto, over which they are 

intently occupied when we join them. ■

Dona Mercedes is calling the numbers 

from a bag, but not in the orthodox way. 

In order to increase the excitement and 

confusion of the game, the playful lady 

invents noms de guerre for some of the 

numbers. Number one is by her trans- 

formed into ''el unicor" (the only one); 

number two, when drawn, is termed '' el par 

dichoso" (the happv pair); and number 

three, " las Gracias ' (the Graces). Simi- 

larly, number fifteen becomes "la nina 

bonita " (the pretty girl); number thirty- 

two " la edad de Cristo," and so on up to 

number ninety-six, which she describes as 

" el arriba para abajo " (the upside down 

number). All the tens she gives in their 

numerioeJ form, coupled with the creoHsed 

adjective "pelas," or shaven, because the 

ciphers in these numbers are thought to 

resemble a bald head. ■

When "Loteria!" has been at last 

shouted by a successful winner, loto is 

abandoned, and cards, in which the gentle- 

men take the lead, are substituted. Don 

Benigno proposes the exciting and specu- 

lative games of monte and burro, and all 

the ready cash of the company is forthwith 

exhibited on the table. The games are 

simple, and easily acquired. Fbur cards 

are first dealt, and placed with their faces 

upwards. The dealer then, when every- ■
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body has staked his or her coin, and care- 

fallj laid it near the oard of his or her 

preference, Don Benigno proceeds to deal 

from the pack he holds until two of the four 

cards on the table hare been '^ casado," or 

mated. A ten of spades or espadaa (swords) 

from the pack mates the ten of bastos 

(clubs), on which money has been staked, 

and consequently wins, while the ace of 

diamonds or oros (golds) drawn, corres* 

ponds with the aoe of hearts or copas (cups), 

which the dealer or banker wins, beoaose 

no money has been staked upon this oard. 

The game is full of exciting incident, such 

as happens when the lucky oard of ihe 

evening turns up. This may be a king, 

or caballo (horse), a figure whioh takes 

the place of the absent queen in the Spa- 

nish pa<^. Long after the children luid 

ladies have retired, the males of our party 

obntinue to gamble over this &SGinating 

game. ■

While we are finishing our last round 

but six, a slave enters the broad airy bal- 

cony where we are assembled, and approach- 

ing our host, whispers mysteriously in his 

ear. Don Benigno directs a look at my 

companion and me, and observes with a 

smile, *^ Senores artistas, your models have 

arrived." ■

True to his word, Don Pdipo has de- 

^Mbtched our swarthy models that same 

evening, so as to be in readiness for to- 

morrow's pictorial operations, and the good- 

natured cofifee-planter begs as a personal 

&vour to himself that we will return his 

.property not lat^ than the day after 

to-morrow. ■

ALPHABETICAL ANECDOTES. ■

WsAT is an anecdote? The term is 

not of English birth, althon^ an English 

household word. It comes to us directly 

from the Greek, withoat having left a trace 

of its passage in the Latin. English dic- 

tionaries denne *' anecdote" as a biographi- 

cal incident, and so forth. It is so, but 

that does not give the real sense of the 

word. * Ayciodoroff, anekdotos, means *' un- 

published," '' undivulged to the knowledge 

of the crowd." An anecdote, thereforcr, is 

one of the. things not generally known, a 

story whispered in the ear, a fact or oc- 

currence confidentially communicated ; al- 

though, like most smch commnnications, it 

is eventually proclaimed at the corners of 

streets — often enlarged, but not amended. ■

When Mrs, A. tells Mrs. B., under the ■

rose, how Mr. C, her next-door neigbbonr, 

came home tipsy irom his pubUc-honge 

club last night, how ha abused and tried to 

beat Mrs. C, and how she gave him a 

Roland for his Oliver, with strict injunc- 

tions not to breathe a word of it to a hving 

soul^->whidi she obeys by giving the same 

injunctions to the orony to whom she re- 

peats ihe fltory-^thait is a boni fide anec- 

dote. ■

For this very reason, poliapsy evetyhodj 

likes anecdote in some shape or another, 

even under its least respectable fbnns. 

Anecdote has heem cidled iAnb small change 

of history ; it certainly is the cnrrent coin 

of private lif ei Gkwsip is anecdote ; scan- 

dal is anecdote. And how many people, 

professing to detest both gossip and scan- 

dal, iisten greedily to all they can contrire 

to hear, salving their oonsci^aoes with "I 

don't believe it ; it can't be true !" All tlie 

sons of Adam and all the daughters of Ere 

possess, at the bottom of i^B&r hearts, a 

germ of innate ouriosity, not to say in< 

nature, which delights to listen to rerda- 

tions of the sayings and doings of odien, 

whetiier above, around, or beneafiii them. ■

The supply of oonglomerate anecdote, to 

massesi is hardly equal to ih» demand. 

Many people h^gin aggregaiicMu of anec- 

dotes, as they do journals of tours or of 

their daily Uves, and give them np in 

weariness aAer the first few days, weeb, 

or months. Bnch abortive attempts (as 

not a few know from their own expedence 

or obserwiition) may be counted by scores. 

Other heapings-up of tit-bits and good 

things whioh are really, truly, and seri* 

onsly being affected at the present date, 

are not made with a view to our enjojinent, 

but Ibr the delect^on of posteril^. Prn- 

deuce prevents their preaant appearance. 

Th^ are too contemponuy to be oon- 

venientiiy published. They will appear 

when we have disappeared. But vbst 

matters it to us what book comes out, 

entertaining or stupid, in 1972 P Aprea 

nous, le deluge I We may feel as indi^ 

ferent to paulo-post4uture amuseoient a& 

to paulo«post-f Qture catastrophes. ■

M. Prosper M6rim^e (himself an accom- 

plished wnter, known through ihe quality 

rather than the quantity of lus prodndaons) 

resembles the legendary boy who cared for 

pudding wAeky on acoonnt of its plains' 

He has the courage to confess, *' Je n'aime 

de rhistoire que les .anecdotes"— " In 1"** 

tory, all I like are the anecdotes." Gouse- 

queatly, he must be a reader who ^^ skips 

pretty finBqoently. Stall, however abQn* ■
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dant the anecdotes, there must be, to make 

a history, a narrative on which to string 

them, just as there must be batter or paste 

to hold raisins, currants, and candied peel 

together, without which there can be no 

pudding proper. The history, or the pud- 

ding, once made, the reader or the eater 

can then amuse himself with picking out 

what pleases him. ■

Collections of anecdotes have at all times 

been popular, from Scholasticus's whimsies 

downwards, through mythical Joe Miller, 

nanghty Tom Brown, and not concluding 

with the Percy Anecdotes.' One reason for 

the favour tney enjoy is, doubtless, that 

you take up a book with, all the skipping 

done for you. The bones and gristle are 

rejected, and you are presented w^ith the 

marrow of a subjectv The husks are 

thrown away, and you get the grain, with 

a sufficiency of the sort of " chaff" which 

suits your literary taste. ■

It is satisfactory, therefore, to receive 

from the Librairie of Firmin Didot Freres, 

Fils et Cie., a Dictionnaire Encyclope- 

dique d'Anecdotes Modemes, Anciennes, 

Fran Raises et Etrangeres, by Edmond 

Guerard, in two stout volumes, with index 

into the bargain, and supplemental alpha- 

hetical arrangement. This plan invites us 

to dip at bazard, from tlie certainty of 

being able to find our wuy about the book, 

if perchance we care to find it. But in 

peeping into a dictionary of no matter 

what, it would be unjust to put a slight on 

the letter A (without which, the alphabet 

would be a headless string of vertebrae), 

althougb sundry ingenious gentlemen have 

tuadc attempts to do without that first of 

letters. An advocate of the name of Mar- 

chant took it into bis head (his heart could 

not have much to do with it, seeing that 

** amour" begins with "a") to write a 

tolerably long love-letter, in French, from 

which he scrupulously excluded the vowel 

A. This letter fexists, in print, but absurd. ■

In 1816, an individual named Bonden 

composed The Piece without A, which 

was played at the Theatre des Variet^s, 

Paris. The public thronged to see this 

tour de force. Tbe curtain rises. Duval 

enters from one wing, Mengozzi from the 

opposite side of the stage. The first words 

the latter utters are, " Ah 1 monsieur, vous 

▼oila !" (Here you are !) The whole audi- 

ence roared with laughter at this curious 

beginning of a piece without A. The 

laugh gave the prompter time to set the 

actor right, and he cox-rected himself with 

"Eh! monsieur, vous voici!" ■

So goes the story; to which there is 

only one objection, namely, that the sentence 

quoted is not to be found in the published 

piece. Certainly, it contains others very 

like it, and the author may have altered it 

while correcting his proofs. Ronden con- 

fesses in his pi*eface that the performance 

was not suffered to proceed to the end. ■

After A, comes B. Together, they make 

Abb6. Apropos to whidb, or whom, Fon- 

tenelle had a brother who was an abb6. 

One day he was asked, " Of what profes- 

sion is your brother ?" ■

" My brother," he answered, "is a priest." ■

" Has he a benefice ?" ■

" 'No ; and he hasn't the slightest chance 

of getting one." ■

" How, then, does he fill up his time ?"' ■

" He says mass every morning." ■

" And his evenings ?" ■

" His evenings ? Oh ! In the evening 

he does not know what he says." ■

An Encyclopasdia of Anecdotes may 

claim the rigbt to be inspected in alpha- 

betical order. I remember an alphabet 

which u€ed to begin — ■

A, WM An Actor, who made s ^eat noue ; ■

B, WM ft BuAter%, hunted hj ooft, Ao, ■

Let us see what M. Guerard has to tell 

us about actors and actresses. ■

Gobert, famous for his impersonations 

of the First Napoleon, while playing the 

Emperor at the old Cirque Olympique, was 

on the stage surrounded by his stafi". They 

had to introduce an old grenadier who de- 

sired to present his son to Napoleon, but 

the actor who pj^y^d the grenadier was not 

forthcoming. The audience began to get 

impatient. Gobert, who had nnished all 

he had to do, not knowing how to con- 

tinue the business on the stage, turned to 

his aide-de-camp, the actor Gautier, and 

saying to him gravely, "Inform me, 

marshal, when the grenadier arrives," im- 

mediately retreated to the wing. Gautier 

made a low bow, in sim of obedience, and 

turning to one of the officers, said, ** Inform 

me, general, when the grenadier arrives," 

and then followed Gobert's example. The 

best of it was, that the grenadier never 

arrived at all. He did not turn up till the 

next dav — ^at the nearest wine shop. The 

rest of the scene had to be omitted. 

Luckily, the audience made no complaint 

about the omission. Perhaps they were 

not aware of it. ■

The actor Hind was remarkable for his 

presence of mind and fertility in expedients. 

One evening, while plajring in some for- ■
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gotten melodrama, he extricated bimself 

with honour from an awkward difficulty. 

He represented the hero of the piece, a 

hardened brigand, caught at last, and 

awaiting his doom in a sombre cell. One 

of his accomplices had contrived to convey 

to him a rope ladder and a file. His busi- 

ness was to file through the bars of his 

prison window, and attempt his escape 

through the opening. At the moment when 

he was getting out of the window, three 

soldiers had to rush on the stage, fire at 

him, and shoot him dead. Hind duly went 

through his part, but at the critical moment, 

instead of the expected fatal catastrophe, 

the g^DS missed fire. The soldiers re- 

treated in disorder, and immediately re- 

turned with fresh muskets, which, not 

being loaded, merely flashed in the pan. ■

Hind's position was becoming unpleasant. 

Suddenly, he fell upon the stage, uttering 

fearful cries, dragged himself to the foot- 

lights in apparent i^ny, and exclaimed, 

'* Merciful Heaven ! I have swallowed the 

file !** Then, after well-performed convul- 

sions, and another loud groan, he fell stark 

dead. The audience, who had begun to 

murmur, were appeased by this improvised 

poetical justice. ■

But we have not yet done with Emperor 

Gobert, who, always at the old Cirque 

Olympique, brought down the house simply 

by entering in his grey frock-coat, raising 

his little cocked hat, and taking his snuff> 

box out of his pocket. ■

(Robert's memory was bad. Conse- 

quently, when he had an order to write, or 

a letter to read, he was carefully supplied 

with the written text. One evening, in 

some military piece of the day, the Emperor 

had to receive a letter from the hands of 

his aide-de-camp, and then read it to his 

assembled officers. The aide-de-camp was 

the above-named Gautier, who, we may 

add, was the wag of the theatre ; and he 

took it into his head to substitute for the 

written letter, which the manager duly de- 

livered to him, a sheet of blank paper pro- 

perly folded, which he gave to the Emperor 

when the moment arrived. ■

Gobert took the letter, broke the seal, 

opened it, and as soon as he became aware 

of the trick, gravely presented it to Gautier, 

saying, " Do you read it, general." ■

Gautier was completely taken aback. 

He did not know a word of the letter; 

and, not having the coolness or the clever- 

ness to invent it, he got well hissed as the 

reward of his joke. ■

Not a few anecdotes are themselves actors ■

of all-work, reappearing over and over 

again, each time under a different disguise. 

Sometimes they pass undetected ; but more 

frequently the reader, after reflection, re- 

cognises them as old acquaintances. ■

A celebrated dramatic artist was playing 

in a country town. Probably not taking 

the trouble to exert himself, he performed 

an ill-written piece in a very bad style, 

and was outrageously hissed. The popu- 

lar actor, accustomed to nothing but ap- 

plause, could not help giving way to lus 

temper. ■

" Imbeciles ! ** he shouted, and strutted 

off the stage. ■

"An apology! An apology!" howled 

the audience. ■

The commissary of police interfered. 

There was no escaping an apology. ■

"Messieurs, I said you were imbecOes, 

it is true. I ask your pardon, I am in the 

wrong." ■

This two-edged sally obtained as mnch 

applause as its cause had provoked disap- 

probation. But— we have seen something 

of the kind related of an individual con- 

demned to unsay a slander, ending witli 

" I called you a liar, 'tis trae, and so I 

leave you." ■

Ill-natured folk said that Mademoiselle 

Laguerre, of the Opera, sought for inspira^^ 

tion in wine, and that the fact was some- 

times perceptible on the stage. One night, 

when she was singing Ipbigenia in 

Tauris, a spectator whispered to bis 

neighbour, " She is more like Ipbigenia in 

Champagne." ■

Some telling points, made by actors, 

have been the result of accident. An 

actor, in the part of Harpagon, happened 

to fall while running, and shouting "An 

voleur! Thieves!" in the scene of the 

strong-box, in Molidre's L'Avare, and 

he had the presence of mind to continne 

his part while still lying on the ground, as 

might happen to a man in actual life wben 

overwhelmed and broken down by despair. 

This fall, in some theatres, has become a 

tradition, and even produces a striking 

effect. Sev<&ral details of theatrical " bnsi- 

hess " have in like manner owed their 

origin to chance. In the Comte d'Essex, 

Baron's garter, on one occasion, became 

unfastened, and slipped off. As the only 

other person on the stage at the time was 

the traitor Cecil, whom he could consis- 

tently treat with haughtiness, he tamed 

the opportunity to account by addressing 

him in a disdainful tone and attitude while 

he was stooping to replace the garter. ■

It ■
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Subsequent actors have tbonght it worth 

their while to repeat the same by-play when 

they personate that character. ■

Of course there are jokes touching the 

Academie Fran^aise, which, however ex- 

clusive and dignified, has not always been 

a calm republic of letters. One day when 

they were disputing so loudly that no one 

could hear a word that was said, M. de 

Mairan called them to order in a short ad- 

dress : " Messieurs, suppose we speak only 

four at a time.*' ■

It is notorious that admission to the 

Academy is the ambition of almost every 

Frenchman of letters. Some, neverthe- 

less, hesitate. Mably, on being urged to 

present himself as a candidate, answered, 

" If I were in the Academy, people perhaps 

wou^d inquire, *Why was he admitted?' 

I much prefer that they should ask * YHiy 

has he not been admitted P' " ■

Every candidate is not so modest. The 

merits of an applicant were discussed in 

the presence of Monsieur V. The majority 

were dead against him. " For my part," 

said Monsieur V., " I give him my vote. He 

is an exceedingly polite and well-bred man. 

The only thing against him are his writ* 

ings, and they, you know, are the merest 

trifle." ■

The addresses of letters are often stran^. 

Victor Hugo one day received a letter with 

the simple address, '* To the greatest poet 

of the epoch." The author of the Feuilles 

d'Automne, immediately sent it, without 

opening it, to M. de Lamartine, Bue de 

rUniversit^, who returned it himself to 

M. Hugo. It is not exactly known which 

of those two illustrious writers ioonsented 

to the task of opening the letter. ■

Age is a fer&le subject of question and 

answer. ■

'* What is your age ?" Louis the Four- 

teenth asked of one of his courtiers. ■

" Whatever age your majesty pleases." ■

The same monarch lamented in Marshal 

de Ghrammont's presence that he was sixty 

years of age. ■

" Ah, sire !" the other replied, " every- 

body is sixty years of age," ■

One day an elderly officer prayed the 

king to retain him in his service, instead of 

sending him to the Invalides. ■

'* But you are very old, monsieur," Louis 

replied. ■

" Sire," pleaded the officer, " I am only 

three years older than your majesty, and I 

hope to serve you at least twenty years 

longer." ■

This flattery in disguise had its eficcty ■

and caused the veteran's request to be 

granted. ■

Louis the Fifteenth, finding Moncrif one 

day with the queen, said to him, •* Do you 

know, Moncrif, there are people who give 

you eighty years ?" ■

" Yes, sire," he replied, " but I do not 

take them." ■

Voltaire was asked what he thought was 

the age of the world. ■

" I don't know," he said, " but I regard 

the world as an old coquette who conceals 

her age." ■

When cabriolets came into fashion under 

Louis the Fifteenth, bon ton required that 

every woman of quality should drive her 

vehicle herself. But the fairest hands were 

not the most skil^, and accidents were 

fearfully numerous. The king sent for 

M. d'Argenson, and begged him to take 

measures for the safety of passengers i;t 

the streets. ■

•'I will do so witk all m^ heart," he 

answered, " but do you wish accidents to 

disappear completely P" ■

" JParbleu ! To be sure I do." ■

*' Leave me to manage, then." ■

The next day an ordonnanoe appeared, 

to the effect tiiat no lady under thirty 

years of age could be permitted to drive 

a cabriolet. Two days afterwards, not a 

single cabriolet conducted by a female 

driver was to be seen in the streets of 

Paris. Not one Parisienne had the courage 

to avow, by driving a cabriolet, ^that she 

was thirty years of age. ■

As we have only skimmed a little from 

A, the reader may imagine the store of 

anecdote which M. Ou^rard has accumu- 

lated under the headings of the rest of the 

alphabet. ■

VOICES IN THE AIB. ■

OvT in the pleasant talk of waking dreama, 

1 hold oommunion wiUi the wooda and atroama, 

Speak to the ganruloiu trees when winds bbw high, 

iuad hear responses 'twixt the eaith and akj; 

I ask old Ocean when he chafes and rolla, 

Whether he ehidea, xejoioee, or condolea. 

And hear, with sjmpathy I deem dmne* 

His awful voice make answer back to mine. ■

Beside the boulder on the rocky ahova^ 

Forlorn old relic of the days of jore, 

Ere earth was trod by foot of human kind, 

1 hear the wandering whispers of the wind ; 

Voices like Memnon's in the olden day, 

I'hat breathed soft music to the morning ray. 

And spoke of mysteries to wonderine men, 

Within their hope, but far beyond their ken. ■

And all the roices, all the sounds and sighs, 

The half-formed questions and the mute replies, 

Breathe but one mingled hymn, and psalm, and song 

Which day and night, and morn and ere prolong. ■

^ff" ■
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In waves of music rippHc^ low and clear, 

Unheard but nf the mmd that seeks to hear, 

One psalm sublime, around, beneath, above. 

Words of s myriad mearnDgs, God ib Lovk. ■

OLD STORIES RE-TOLD. ■

AN INDIAN FORLORN HOPE. ■

Lord Lake's campfiign in 1804, against 

Holkah and his cruel Pindarees, was carried 

on in a way which would astonish a modem 

soldier. Lieutenant Shipp, of the Eighty- 

seventh Regiment, who won his commission 

in that wild warfare, has graphically 

sketched its most picturesque incidents. 

He joined the army jtist as Holkah, 

raising tfte siege of Delhi, crossed the 

river Jumna to escape the English light 

cavalry. His Pindaree robbers were dar- 

ing horsemen, who managed their long 

spears .with extraordinary dexterity, and 

many of their women were skilful both with 

matchlock and sword. Shipp's first service 

against these marauders was to rescue 

Colonel Burn, who, with five companies of 

native infantry, had defended himself in a 

small mud. fort for six days against the 

whole force of Holkah's cavalry. The 

English army, marching eiglity-four miles 

in forty-eight hours, succeeding in rescuing 

Bum and his almost worn-out soldiers, and 

Lord Lake shed tears when the handful of 

men whom he had saved cheered him from 

the ramparts. Some Sepoys being killed by 

shots from the houses, the town was given 

up to plunder. ■

Holkah's line of march was strewn with 

dead elephants, camels, horses, bullocks, and 

bushels of the intoxicating berries on which 

the Pindarees fed their horses. Holkah*s 

rear-guard, wat<3hing the English advance- 

guard, constantly detached parties of horse- 

men to retard and annoy our advancing 

columns. Oiie impudent fellow, mounted 

on a beautiful and richly bedizened horse, 

was especially danng, racing up to within 

two hundred yards of the English soldiers, 

railing at them, and sometimes firing his 

matchlock. At last he wounded a man of 

the native cavalry, and an English officer 

asked Lord Lake if he might ride otit and 

attack him. " Oh, never mind him," said 

Lake, '* we'll oa^^ch him before he's a week 

older.'* Just then an officer, who com- 

manded one of the -six-pounders, came up 

and told Lord Lake if he would permit 

him he would bundle over the fellow at the 

first shot or lose his commission. '* Well, 

try," was the answer. At that moment the 

Pindaree fired his matchlock again, and 

quietly commenoed reloading. Oar gun ■

was at once unlimbered, loaded, and fired ; 

and the ball striking the horse behind, passed 

through the man's back and the horse's 

neck. " So much for the Pin," was the 

officer's only comment, as the gun was 

limbered up. ■

Lord Lake now marched at the rate 

of five-and-twenty milos a day, for Holkali 

was moving on Futtyghur, a rich city, in 

hopes of plunder. The English were only 

one day's march behind. Near Puttyghnr 

Lord Lake, by a night march of twenty. 

eight miles, very nearly succeeded in sur- 

prising and destroying all Holkah's army. 

UnfortuDately, the accidental explosion of 

an ammunition tumbril alarmed a few of 

the robbers, though most of them took the 

report for the morning gun at Futtyghur. 

As it was, the bulk of the Pindarees, caught 

in their sleep, were cut to pieces by the 

Eighth, Twenty.fourth, and Twenty-fifth 

Dragoons, and some native cavalry, and 

the horse artillery mowed them down with 

grape-shot by hundreds. Two thousand Pin- 

darees were slain, and amongst them seve- 

ral poor tradesmen fVom Purrnckabad, who 

had come to Holkah's camp to barter. The 

following morning the fugitives reached 

Mainporee, a station seventy- two miles dis- 

tant. Soon after this battle of Fnrruckabad, 

Holkah's twenty- five thousand infantry were 

also routed by Major-General Praser and 

Colonel Monson. ■

The English next besieged the fort of 

Deig, a stronghold of the Bajali of Bhurt- 

pore. Oil a cold December night, Shipp's 

company advanced with working tools to 

open trenches. Shipp himsdf, sent .to re- 

connoitre an apparently deserted village, 

narrowly escaped capture by a Pindaree 

picket, and had to run the gauntlet of 

some dozen -matchiocks. The village was 

soon occupied by the English, and batteries 

erected. On the 23rd of December the 

breach Was pronounced practicable. The 

storming par ty w as to salty out directly the 

moon rose. When it did rise clear and fall 

over one of the highest bastions, the ram- 

parts were seen to be bristling with spears, 

blue lights were burning on the walls, the 

enemy occasionally discharging a gUD, or 

blazing a rocket, to show they Were vigilant 

The old soldiers among whom Shipp marched 

gave him two useful bits of advice : First, 

never to pass an apparently dead enemy 

without giving him the point of sword or 

bayonet, as it was a common trick of the 

Pindarees to sham dead as an Englishman 

approached, and, directly he passed, to cut 

him down. Secondly, whenever a shell ■

^ ■
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or rocket fell near him, to ran as doRe to it 

as possible, and lie down flat on his i^ce, 

botli of which hints Shipp soon grew 

tired of following. ■

The storming party consisted of about 

seven hundred men, under tEe command of 

Lieutenant- Colonel M'Eae, of the Seventy- 

sixth Regiment, and Colonel Ball, a brave 

old man, who had actually to be pushed up 

the breach, he was so feeble. One of the 

flank companies was led by a sei^eant, who 

being instantly wounded, was succeeded by 

Shipp, who gallantly volunteered. The first 

swords were crossed at an intrenchment 

the enemy had made between the English 

batteries and the breach. The men of the 

Twenty*second Regiment fought through 

this, led by Captain Lindsay, who was 

wounded by a. spear- thrust and a sabrc»-out, 

but still would not leave the field. Seeing; 

the enemy pointing a gun, Shipp, with 

three or four others, dashed forward to 

spike it, but just as he was feeling for the 

touch-hole, a Pindaree artilleryman fired 

the gun, and Shipp was blown back into 

the trench. The man then raised his sabre 

to cut him to pieces, when a grenadier of 

Shipp's company shot the rascal, and saved 

his young comiade's life. Eortunately for 

Shipp and his companions, the Pindaree 

guns were too much elevated, or every man 

of the storming party wouM harve been 

amiihilated. Within sixty paces of the 

breach^ Shipp, atruok on the head by a 

.xaatchlock - ball, fell bleeding profusely. 

Recovering, however, he rose,' and impelled 

forward by the second company, ran, 

stooping to avoid the bullets, which were 

now falhtng uncomfortably thick. .A few 

seconds more and they were in the bastion. 

Here the Pindarees fought desperately, 

throwing huge stones, limbs of trees, stink- 

pots, bundles of flammg straw and speaors, 

and rolling down large shot; but nothing 

could resist the stormers. Inside the forty 

however, there was atUl hard work cut out 

for Shipp and his comrades. The streets 

were narrow, and crossed each other, and 

at every corner guns were blaeiDg away> 

raking the whole approad^. From the loop* 

holed houses, too, the shots came thick and 

fast. In a nook, at the corner of a street, 

Shipp came upon Captain Lindsay, who 

beaten down on one knee, and bleeding 

from several wounds, was defending him- 

self from five or six Pindareea. Shipp was 

just in time to save him, and the Pindarees 

were soon stretched upon the ground. In 

80 intricate a place, the En^ish soldiers 

found it difficult not to shoot each other. ■

Suddenly turning sharp round a corner, 

Shipp and his comrades came upon a column 

of the enemy escorting an open palanquin, 

which contained a fat man of rank. On 

probing the palanquin with bayonets the 

flat oflicer roared out, and fired a matchlock 

at Shipp, the ball of which passed through 

the wing of his coat. In a few minutes 

Shipp's company however killed this man 

and disperseid the column, Shipp carrying 

oflP the officer's gun as a trophy. It proved 

to be a carbine about two feet long, with a 

hatchet handle, and Lord Lake afterwards 

purchased it for two hundred rupees. Out- 

side the principal gate of the fort, Lake's 

men came upon five companies which had 

deserted from Monson in his masterlv retreat 

from Jeypore. They were dressed in full 

English uniform, and stood with their arms 

crossed, and without making any resistance, 

frequently crying out^ '^ Englishmen, Eng* 

lishjnen, for Grod's sake do not kill us!" 

but Lord Lake had ordered that no quarter 

should be given these deserters, and they 

were nearly all of them shot down. ■

When Shipp gave up flighting, he found 

the wound on his skull was a dangerous 

one, being two inches long and one broad, 

and he had also an injury in the side from 

the wind of a cannon -boll, which muai 

have passed under his arm. The place 

was bkck and swollen, with red streaks at 

the margin, and was painful for several 

months.. Few of th« En^Uah were killed, 

but a great many were wounded. Sergeant 

Bury, whose place Shipp had taken with 

delight, had now joined ma company, and 

fought hard all the night. Early in the 

morning he was quietly looking over the 

parapet of the fort, when a cannon - ball 

struck him on the back and killed hdm on 

the spot. He would have been certain of 

a commission. ■

This taste of fighting induced Shipp to 

volunteer to lead tha forlorn hope at the 

attack on Bhurtpore, Lord Lake promising 

him a commission if he escaped, a very 

unlikely contingency. Holkah was lying 

under the wails of this place, with an im- 

mense body of cavalry, employing himself 

in cutting off the arms, ears, and noses of 

all our grass-outters whom he could catch. ■

On the 1st of January, 1805, ground 

was broken against the fortress of Bhurt- 

pore. With wounds scarcely yet closed, 

ohipp again joined the working party, for 

a town said to contain a garrison of one 

hundred thousand men required a formal 

siege, and the supposed treasure of nineteen 

crorea of rupees was worth the winning. ■
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Ten minnies after the first trencli was 

opened a tremendous cannonade began, for 

the enemy feared a sndden attack. Against 

the earth heaps that sheltered onr pioneers 

the little rough iron balls flew as thick 

as bees, and many a cannon-shot was 

brought up by the little mound of defence. 

The night was bitterly cold, the ground 

damp, but the men worked so steadily and 

so hard, that by daylight the trenches 

were completed, and a four-gnn breaching 

battery thrown up within five hnndred 

yards of the town wall. At daybreak the 

forts were again in a blaze, flags were 

hoisted, and the whole line of sun- 

scorched rampart was studded with red, 

yellow, and men turbans. The roar of 

the cannon, &e whistle of shot, the rush- 

ing of rockets, was replied to by lusty and 

defiant cheers from the English trenches. 

Every one, anxious to take a peep at Bhurt- 

pore, stole a glance when he could, bobbing 

his head dire<^ly the warning cry of " Shot !" 

was raised. On the firing slightly slacken- 

ing, the batteries and magazines were com- 

pleted, and the trenches widened to seven 

feet, leaving just room to pass and repass 

under shelter to the principal dep6t. 

Many men were wounded this first day. 

An irishman of the light company, named 

Murphy, was particularly reckless in stand- 

ing on the bank and drawing the fire of 

the enemy. To all remonstrances the dare- 

devil only replied, " If they kill me, bad 

Inck to me if I don't pay them for it^ when 

I get into that same fort." A few hours 

after, the foolish fellow was shot in the 

finger, which, he said, "Was just because he 

happened to be looking another way at the 

time." In the evening we erected two 

small batteries of twelves and sizteens, but 

the enemy kept up a perpetual fire all night, 

burned blue lights at mtervals, to prove 

that the sentinels had not taken their usnal 

opium, and at times their drums sounded 

to testify to their vigilance. At daybreak 

our batteries opening with a tremendous 

salvo, the enemy mustered in force on 

every wall. Sheuing was only then in its 

infancy, or tremendous havoc might have 

been wrought among the Pindarees. It 

was exasperating to see these robbers 

quietly feeding their horses not more than 

a quarter of a mile from the pickets, the 

very evening after they had cruelly sent 

into camp about twenty grass-cutters of 

the Eighth Dragoons with their noses and 

right arms cut off*. ■

Our shot made but little impression on 

the mud bastions and curtainB. The Pin- ■

darees, at first terrified at the balls, soon 

learned to dig holes in the ramparts, and 

so escape. A shell every five minutes was 

at this time thought good firing, and the 

fire made but small impression, though 

now and then houses blazed up, and small 

magazines exploded. One day the rajab, 

being seen on the Rabrooge or royal bastion 

with his suite, reconnoitring, the officer 

commanding our howitzer battery laid a 

shell which struck the wall of the Ra- 

brooge, and soon scattered his highness 

and suite. In this bastion the rajah had 

planted an enormous g^n (about a seventy- 

two pounder), 'but they could not depress 

it enough to bear upon our batteries. The 

report was like an earthquake, but the 

balls went a good quarter of a mile over 

Lake's men. The soldiers gave this use- 

less piece the name of Ciinl Tom. The 

enemy were at first rather pleased at the 

dust their shots kicked up, but soon finding 

they fell harmless, they turned the huge 

muzzle at the camp, and, to the astonish- 

ment of the artillerymen of those days, 

actually threw a ball close to Lord Lake's 

flag-staff, more than two miles from the 

fort. Almost the only fatal shot killed a 

poor water-carrier's bullock, and carried oS 

the driver's right arm, at more than a mile 

distance. ■

The breach was at last pronounced 

practicable, but for two BmuU guns the 

enemy had thrown out for the purpose of 

a cross fire, and to rake and annoy the 

breaching battery. Two six - pounders, 

however, with a dozen or so shrapnels, 

soon blew up and removed this annoyance. 

Shipp was in the battery when the head 

engineer announced that the storm might 

take place the fbllowing evening. ■

'* How do you like that news ?'* said an 

officer to a soldier. ■

" I only wish it was to-night^" was the 

answer. ■

Shipp, who was to lead the first forlorn 

hope, says that a man just befi)re such an 

event does not feel that "indescribable 

elation" that he does in action. He 

becomes thoughtful, sombre, restless, and 

begins to prepare himself for death bj 

religious reflection. The two chosen com- 

panies were relieved for the night in order 

to rest for the attack. Shipp slept soundlj, 

and rose early to clean and' new flint his 

musket, and to grind his bayonet, as the 

thick winter coats of the Mussulman soldiers 

were of quilted cotton, two inches thick, 

and almost ball-proof, and only a boyonet 

or spear could be depended upon to pene- ■

•^ ■
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trate them. In the course of the day 

Shipp took care to walk down to the 

batteries, and to study the path to the 

breach. He longed for night to come. 

The gnn fired as nsnal at eight o'clock ; at 

nine the orders, hithertp kept secret, were 

passed quietly round to the officers com- 

manding regiments and companies. Shipp 

kissed and took leave of his favourite 

pony, Apple, and his dog, Wolf, and took 

his post at the head of twelve volunteers 

chosen to lead the storming party. Young, 

and enthusiastic for glory, he thought 

every eye was upon him. All was still 

as the grave, when in the darkness he 

suddenly heard some one call, *' Sergeant 

Shipp !" It was the adjutant-general, 

with a Hindoo deserter, who had offered to 

betray his countrymen. Shipp tied a rope 

round this man's waist, and prepared to 

shoot him the moment he proved treacher- 

ons or threatened to run away. In solemn 

silence the party marched down to the 

trenches, remained there half an hour, 

then marched to the attack in open columns 

by sections, the two flank companies of the 

Twenty-seventh leading, supported by the 

Seventy-fifbh and Seventy-sixth European 

regiments, and some native infantry. Colo- 

nel Maitland, of the Seventh, commanded 

the storming party, and brave little Major 

Archibald Campbell his own corps. The 

guide was dismissed in spite of Shipp's 

remonstrances. Behind Shipp came the 

pioneers, carrying gabions and fascines to 

throw into gaps. The enemy did not see 

the party till it was within fifty paces of 

the ditch, but then they awoke with a ven- 

geance. In a moment the forts turned' 

into volcanoes of fire and thunder, the 

solid earth shook with the roar of the guns, 

rockets darted in all directions, blue lights 

were hoisted, the reports of the small arms 

rolled like ten thousand drums, while 

through this storm of sound rang the 

angry blare of trumpets. The assailants 

pushed on at speed, but were soon obliged 

to halt. They had come to a ditch twenty 

feet wide and four or five feet deep, which 

branched off from the main trench. Here 

were two guns and a strong post of the 

enemy, who poured a well-directed fire 

apon the front of the assailing column. 

The fascines and gabions proved utterly 

insufficient, and the fire grew every mo- 

ment hotter as the little band of heroes 

plunged into the water, followed by the two 

companies and part of the Seventy-fifth 

Regiment. They soon cleared the ditch 

and made straight for the breach. To the ■

soldiers' consternation they found, however, 

a perpendicular curtain going down straight 

to the moat, and no footing except on pieces 

of trees and stones that had mllen from 

above. These would only bear three men 

abreast. All who slipped (and they were 

many) perished. Close on the right was a 

large bastion which the enemy had craftily 

hung with dead underwood. This they 

now set in a blaze, and it threw a light on 

the breach, so that every figure and every 

bayonet of ours stood out clear as at noon- 

day. The enemy's guns were soon brought 

to bear, and the first sweep of grape struck 

Colonel Maitland dead, wounded Major 

Campbell in the leg, and Shipp in the right 

shoulder. The twelve heroes had nearly all 

fallen. Still the survivors pushed steadily 

three abreast for the breach; but that 

breach was but the gate of death. The - 

damage done by our cannon had been 

repaired by large beams of wood, stakes, 

stones, thorny bushes, and pointed bamboos, 

and through the crevices of these obstacles 

a broad mass of spears was jobbing dia- 

gonally, with a fierce, regular motion as if 

of some new and terrible species of ma- 

chinery. Against this nmss of Indian 

spearmen the assailants soon found they 

could make no head. Our poor fellows 

were mowed down like com, without 

being able to get at their enemies. The 

rear of our column was broken up by 

the Pindarees' shot. In rage and despair, 

a retreat was at last sounded, and many a 

wounded man perished in the wet ditches. 

Not one officer escaped without a wound, 

and Lieutenant Creswell was almost cut to 

pieces. The fact was there was no real 

breach, and the forlorn hope was hurled at a 

forest of spears and a ceaseless avalanche 

of bullets and fire. Our soldiers retired 

almost broken-hearted from the attack, 

mourning for the wounded, who would be 

butchered, as they well knew, the moment 

they turned their backs. Again and acain 

they^ implored to be led back to the 

assault, but the rash request was sternly 

denied. It was all the non-commissioned 

officers could do to restrain our men when 

the Pindarees began to shout triumph as they 

turned back. Pieces of copper coin, iron, 

stone, and glass were extracted from many 

of the wounded. When Shipp returned 

with his comrades to the lines to brood 

over the discomfiture, he found that the 

wound on his head had opened again, 

that the wound on his shoulder had injured 

the bone, and that a spear had struck his 

hand. ■

) ■
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The engineers, finding the spot they 

had chosen impracticable, now ntioTed to 

the eastward, and, preparatory to a second 

attack, the breaching gnns needed to be 

repaired. Lord Lake now determining 

to diase Holkah, captared vast nnmbers of 

his elephants, cavahy, and match k)ck-men. 

A convoy with provisions was also cut off, 

and forty stands of coloars, some treasure, 

and several gniis taken. As one-eyed 

Holkah had commanded in person, a re- 

ward was offered for his head. Many heads 

were bronght in with only one eye, but 

Chigram, onr head spy, knew the chief 

too well to claim aoy c^ them as that of 

Hc.lkab« ■

Shipp's wonnds being now nearly well, 

the intrepid fellow again volnnteered to 

lead the forlorn hope. A night before the 

attack, going into a wood to prfty> he tells 

ns that, to his surprise, he found one of 

the worst men in the regiment, and who 

was killed the next day, on his knees in a 

retired place. Two o clock in the after* 

noon of January the 20th, 1805, was ap» 

pointed for the second attack on Bhnrt- 

pore. To neutralise the obstruction of the 

trench, a bamboo bridge, to be managed by 

one hundred men, was provided, floated 

with oil^ins. Elephants and camels were 

also laden with tents, and bullock carta, 

full of cotton bales, were taken to fill up 

the ditch. Once more Shipp and twelve 

volunteers moved on, supported by two 

companies. A shell from a howitser was 

the signal to mov& The shell bursting, 

however, in the muzzle of the mortar, 

killed two grenadiers — a discouraging 

omen. The bridge, carried on men's 

shoulders, followed the forlorn hope. In 

less than half* way to the fort six of Shipp*s 

men were either killed or wounded, but 

the assailants pressed on only the faster. 

The enemy, encouraged by their l^te sue* 

cess, redoabled their fire, and on the right 

side of the breach had thrown out an 

underwork, in which were several guns 

and a crowd of matchlock-men. Shipp's 

comrades kept fiilling one by one ; and just 

as he was assisting his men at the edge of 

the ditch, which was wide and deep, Shipp 

received a matchlock-ball, which, entering 

over the right eye, passed out over the left. 

The skin of his forehead falling down over 

his eyes, he dropped, bleeding profusely. 

Just then Captain Lindsay was struck on 

the right knee by a two-pound ball from 

a gingall. Looking up, half stunned, 

Shipp, with the only sound eye lefl;, saw 

the bamboo bridge, which had proved, un- 

fortunately, too short, floating down the ■

stream. The ground was strewn with 

killed and wounded, and all hopes of croBs> 

ing the ditch were already abandoned. Two 

small guns were playing on the ditch, the 

water in which was over the men's heade, 

and our poor fellows, standing like sheep to 

be shot at^ were refusing to retreat At 

last a retreat was ordered, but not till seven 

hundred men had been killed and wounded. 

The camels and elephants, alarmed by the 

tremendous firing and shouting, now threw 

off their, loads, and aitiber ran back to 

camp or escaped into the woods. Captais 

Lindsay's leg waaaaiputated in the barbery, 

and Shipp was sent home to the camp, 

where he lay blind in m fever for sevenl 

days, bnt eventually, by the aid of t 

stroDg ooAstitution, recovered. ■

The engpoyeers, finding the eeoond side d 

the fort they had attacked impregnable, now 

resolved to breach a prominent bastion to 

the east^ although every part <^ the place was 

protected by a eroas fire. Oar soldiers had 

become disheartened^and their oenstant talk 

was of the oomrades they had left behiadiA 

the breach. The Pindarees enraged our men 

by dressing in the clothes- of the dead sol- 

diers, and holding up bundles of English 

muskets ; they also pioked out the English 

oannon-shot from the two old breaches, and 

fired them back at our camp. In our tents 

now there was no knghing and shouting; 

all fiaoes were gloomy, for some had lost 

brothers, others comrades, and there had 

been no success to cheer them. In two 

companies alone nearly one half of the 

whole number had been either killed or 

wounded. ■

On the 18th of February the bastion 

again began to yield to the gnns. Defeat 

was fox^gotten, and the one desire now was 

for revenge. On the 20th, the morning 

fixed for the third storming, about four 

hundred desperate Pindarees, mad with 

drink, rushed on our batteries just as the 

men were relieving trendies, carried them 

at a dash, and, for a short time, hdd pos- 

session of them. They were soon, how- 

ever, driven out, and the gpna turned npos 

the mob caused a dreadful carnage among 

them. The fort fired indiscriminately npon 

the English and their own fugitives, and 

few escaped. In spite of the Pindarees 

cruelty, their wounded were sent to the 

native hospitals, were treated with kind- 

ness, and soon grew good friends with the 

English woun&d, and diared tbe sanie 

wards. ■

The third storming party was ordered for 

twelve o'clock. To Shipp's disgust^ <iJ« 

doctor, however, forbade him to join in the ■

•^ ■
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attiick, asthewotmdoti bis forehead threat* 

ened to tnm to inflammfition of the brain. 

The forlorn hope vas therefore led by Lien- 

tenant Templar, of the Seventy-sixth Regi- 

ment. Shipp watched the whole soene, 

longing io loe in the vstn of the attack. It 

was a crnel and hopeless straggle, for no 

sooner did the brave men reach the top of 

the breach than the enemy's fire swept them 

away. The English seemed to Shipp lite- 

rally ha&gisg on the snrfttce of the bastion, 

bnt soon they fell, and scrambled back, 

leaving upwards of five hundred dead or 

wounded. The enemy again thronged the 

breach in swarms, shocitingvictory. Daring 

the whole of this fight, Shipp says he stood 

among the spectators, strilang with imagi- 

nary swords, driving in imaginary bayonets, 

shouting, screaming, and shrielang in pas- 

sionate sympathy with the straggling men. 

For the fourth storming party the follow- 

ing day Shipp, undeterred by the defeat^ 

again volunteered, thongh his wound pre- 

sented a frightful appearance, and ached and 

burned cruelly. Assuring the doctors that 

he felt quite able to fight, and entreating 

them not to stand between him and glory, 

they at last yielded, and Shipp then, feel- 

ing sure be could not escape a fourth time, 

devoted the rest of his time to prayer and 

to writing his will. Two o'clock in the 

aflernoon was fixed fbr the assault. Lieu- 

tenant Temple, of the Seventy-sixth, a 

little man, but with a lion's heart, accom- 

panied Shipp, carrying a small xmion-jack 

to plant on the enemy's bastion. ■

"Shipp,*' he said, oflering his hand, 

"yon're a monopolist of glory, and I'm 

come to rob yon of a bit of it, for I mean to 

fix this flag on the bastion, or die in the 

attempt." ■

On the way from the camp the forlorn 

hope met Lord Lake and his suite. ■

" Sergeant," said his lordship, addressing 

the leader, "it is with sincere regret I 

again see you wounded, and again at the 

head of your little band of heroes. I'll not 

check your praiseworthy spirit; go into 

glory, my lads, and may Heaven prosper 

your zeal, and crown you with triumph. ■

Lord Lake addressed each corps as it 

passed, bat when he saw the mere remnant 

of the two companies of the Twenty- second 

Regiment pass, he turned away his eyes, and 

a tear trickled down his cheek, for he was 

a soldier's friend. Then, fearing his emotion 

might be observed, he took off his cocked 

hat and cheered the brave fellows. ■

The storming party marched in the usual 

steady order, but Shipp soon found that 

there was no heart or spirit in the sol- ■

diers. They had been three times driven 

back, and they seemed now to fully expect 

a fresh repulse. The sight of the breach 

was indeed discouraging enough. The 

dead bodies of the last stormers were lying 

stripped, some without head and arms, 

others literally cut to pieces. A few still 

breathed, raised their wounded heads, 

or fiiintly stirred their legs and arms, and 

faintly cried for help. Our men grew 

frenzied for revenge, and rushed on, but it 

was only to certain death. Every Hindoo in 

the bastion was wrapped in chain-mail, and 

wore breastplates, armlets, and helmets, with 

chain tippets. Many of these fellows were 

struck six or seven times by bullets at six 

or seven yards' distance, and were not hurt. 

Shipp had not been in the breach many 

minutes before a large shot was rolled 

down upon him from the bastion, and he 

slipped back till a bayonet of a grenadier 

stopped him by passing through his shoe 

and the fieshy part of his foot. A man of 

the Twenty - second light company, who 

helped him up, was at the same moment 

shot dead. Shipp regained his place just 

in time to see poor Lieutenant Temple, who 

had planted his flag in the breach, cut 

down, and split almost in two, by a Mus- 

sulnoan soldier. The villain was immedi- 

ately shot dead. Just t^en a fire-pot fell 

on Shipp's pouch, exploding his fifty 

rounds of ball-cartridge. The explosion 

precipitated him to the bottom of the breach, 

and he only awoke to find himself with 

his face scorched, his clothes burnt, and all 

the hair on the baek of his head frizzled ofi: 

Crawling to the other side of the breach, he 

seated himself there, unable to move far- 

ther, till a cannon-ball struck the bank and 

covered him with mud. Just as he crawled 

out of the ditch the retreat sounded, and 

the hopeless contest was abandoned, after 

the loss of several hundred men. Of 

Shipp's twelve gallant comrades not one 

returned for his reward. Of the two com- 

panies scarcely a soul escaped uninjured ; 

and but for the capture of an eleven-gun 

battery of the enemy, few, if any, would have 

escaped the dreadful carnage. ■

Afler some days the fort, however, con- 

sented to pay all the expenses of the 

siege, the Pindarees having lost some 

five thousand men, women, and children. 

The real fact was, that it was absurd to 

attack a fortress like Bhurtpore with 

only four breaching guns; and when 

Lord Combermere, in 1825, marched upon 

the place, he took with him a huge train of 

artillery. For his conduct at this siego 

Shipp was appointed ensign of tho Sixty- ■
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fifth Regiment; Lord Lake sent him a 

tent, two camels, and a horse, and another 

friend's generosity gave him the rest of his 

outfit. ■

The defeats we have recorded ended in 

the loss of three thousand of Lord Lake*s 

men, and were conclnded by the expulsion 

of the Pindarees from under the walls of 

Bhurtpore, and their flight across the river 

Chumlah. ■

The Nepauleso war, in 1815, brouprht 

our Indian soldiers fresh adventures. The 

enemy, astonished at our penetrating their 

vast forests, and ascending their precipitous 

mountains, declared that we descended from 

the skies in cars drawn by flying elephants. 

On a hill near the fort of Muckewanpore, 

Shipp, now an ensign, had a characteristic 

single combat with a chieftain, who was 

trying to rally his men. The light com- 

pany were advancing, and the Nepaulese 

were trying to make a stand. The chief- 

tain, a strong, powerful, black fellow, was 

protected, like Sancho, by two ball-proof 

shields, one of which, tied round his 

waist, hung over his thighs, as low as bis 

knees, and the other was buckled on his 

left arm. Cut and slash — cut and point — 

at it he went with Shipp, who luckily had 

what he called his " twenty-fourther," a good 

old sword newly ground to good shaving 

order. At first, Shipp stood on the defen- 

sive, unable to catch his formidable oppo- 

nent off his guard. He cut, Shipp guarded 

— he thrust, Shipp quietly parried ; till the 

Nepaulese, enraged at the delay, and thirst- 

ing for blood, set to work like a blacksmith, 

and nearly cut the poor twenty-fourther to 

pieces. At last, Shipp feeling his enemy 

was tiring out, though he could see nothing 

of him but the black face above one shield, 

and the black feet below the other, gave 

him cut five across his legs, but he still 

kept dancing round. A cut at his toes, 

however, brought his shield down for a 

moment, upon which up went tbe edge 

of Shipp*s sword under his chin, and in 

trying to throw his head back the chief 

fell dead. This swordsman turned out to 

be one Khishna-Rhannah Bahader, the very 

man who had planned the treacherous am- 

buscades at Summanapore and Pershah, 

in which nearly eight hundred English 

soldiers had perished. Some time afler, 

during a truce, a young Nepaulese officer 

asked Shipp if ho had been at the action 

on the hill of Muckewanpore. Shipp re- 

plied " Yes." ■

" So was I," said the Nepaulese, " and I 

fired three shots at you when you were 

fighting with my cobnel, Sobah- Khishna- ■

Rhannah. I never missed before in my 

life." ■

*' Yon were not far from your man,*' said 

Shipp, '^ for one of your shots struck the 

peak of my cap." ■

The young soldier shook Shipp by the 

hand heartily. "I love a brave soldier/' 

he said, "and the white men are all 

brave." ■

The Nepaulese stockades were formed of 

interwoven green bamboos, which were 

ball-proof. They surrounded these stock- 

ades with concealed holes, larger than a 

man's foot, in each of which was diiven a 

small sharp bamboo. In some streams ■

e>isonouB grasses were placed, till Sir 

avid Ochterlony called upon the Nepanl 

government for satisfaction, and they had 

to stop all such base practSoes. The natire 

wounded, Shipp says, mistook the Engli2>b 

for cannibals, and when their limbs were 

amputated, believed they were removed to 

be eaten by the surgeons. ■

Discipline was severe in India in those 

days, and on one occasion, when the ofm 

repeated order of " Cease firing " was dis- 

obeyed, a soldier firing and killing a man 

who had been shooting from a thicket, the 

colonel instantly ran at the offender with 

his walking-stick, and strack him across 

the nose. Our soldiers, seeing the Nepau- 

lese ferreted out of the underwood by tbe 

shells, would still fire an occasional shot. 

Upon this, the enraged colonel at once 

selected a man of the light company of tbe 

Twenty-fifth, and ordered him to be in- 

stantly shot) and so he would have been, 

had not some one just then come up with 

orders. The man seeing the colonel tarn 

his back for a moment, ran off and escaped* 

Our last Indian war was carried on in 

other ways, and against other enemies, bnt 

our soldiers fought as well as their prede- 

cessors, and, like them, were ultimstelj 

victorious. ■

UNDER THE BLACK BEAM. ■

EvEB a wanderer at heart, I am as fond 

to this day, at the age of sixty-three, of 

tramping about from place to place as when 

I first began to feel my legs, and when a 

certain independence gave me the fiwdom 

to use them as I pleased. Kot as a men' 

pedestrian do I take my walks abroad 

(though I have done my thirty-five mile? 

in a day when necessary), but because 1 

have been of an inquiring turn of tnim. 

liking to see for myself as much as possible, ^ 

at home and abroad, the ways of men and i ■

Y ■
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Cities. Not as a mere superficial observer 

cither (if I may say it of myself) have I 

tramped these many years up and down the 

world. I have always watched with as 

much interest the workings of social, com- 

mercial, Vihd political institutions as I have 

the oater aspect of people, things, and 

places ; making thorough acquaintance with 

the varied conditions of my kind, as cir- 

cumstances or the country's laws beget 

them. ■

Thus, churches, museums, picture-gal- 

leries, and the rest of the hackneyed sights 

of a capital or district, never quite satisfied 

my inquisitive disposition. I, forsooth, must 

posh my personal experiences into courts of 

justice, national assemblies, parliaments, 

and so forth ; the interior of dockyards, 

manufactories, prisons, lunatic a^lums, 

hospitals, workbouseSf institutions rar the 

blind, deaf, lUid dumb : in a word, like the 

oft-quoted French sapeur, nothing to me 

was sacred. ■

Equally attractive, too, have ever been 

the beauties of nature. These, under every 

phase and aspect, have employed as fair a 

share of my attention ana enthusiasm as 

have the abodes of men. The solitudes of 

mountains, forests, or the sea-shore have 

had equal charms, in their turn, with the 

hum and bustle of commercial centres; 

and I believe I hav6 appreciated, with the 

enthusiasm of a painter, all the glories of 

form and colour which nature displays, with 

such prodigal hands, to those who have the 

eye to appreciate and the heart to feel them. ■

But I must stay my pen ; it is not, for- 

tunately for the reader, to give an account 

of my personal predilections that I have 

taken it up ; only thus mucb about myself 

it has been necessary to say, for the under- 

standing of what is to follow. Naturftlly, 

some amount of adventure must have re- 

sulted from such a life; some episodes, 

serious and comic, that may be more or 

less worth the telling. To teU of the most 

serious, however, of all that ever befel me, 

is the purpose of this present writing — so 

serious, indeed, that there was well-nigh 

a chance of its having brought my nomamc 

existence to a premature and ignoble close. 

Very Horrible was that time, and I shall 

never cease to look back at it with a shud- 

der, though nearly thirty years have passed 

since then. ■

Well, it was the merry month of July, 

and upon a gorse and bramble-covered emi- 

nence overhanging a certain retired little 

fishing-town on our south-western coast, 

sat an artist hard at work at his easel. 

Sheltered by his white umbrella from the ■

rays of the fierce but declining sun, ab- 

sorbed in the portrayal of the lovely land- 

scape before him, he failed to obsei*ve the 

noiseless approach of a strolling pedestrian. 

This latter, however, did not (as he at first 

felt inclined) go up and boldly examine the 

sketch, but flung himself down at a little 

distance, and thence contemplated, as his 

strong eyesight enabled him to do, the 

aspect of the painter himself; for there was 

something peculiar about him, at once fas- 

cinating and disagreeable. Fascinating, 

because he was young, good-looking, wild, 

and enthusiastic ; disagreeable, because his 

appearance conjured up some unpleasant 

and at the same time untraceable reminis- 

cence. Wbere had I seen him before ? ■

This was the question that interested me, 

so soon as I came close enough to see his 

face, and to its solution I devoted myself 

unsuccessftillv for nearly a quarter of an 

hour, as I lay there watching him. He 

did not notice me all that while, but at last, 

rising from his camp-stool, and stepping 

back to take a more distant view of his 

work, be glanced in my direction, und, 

apparently annoyed at the unexpected 

presence of a stranger, scowled forbid- 

dingly, and in resettling to his work so re- 

adjusted his umbrella as to shield himself 

from further observation. Taking the hint, 

I immediately rose, and departed towards 

the town, where I was staying. He, too, 

was evidently staying at the same place, 

for, after this first evening's meeting, I con- 

stantly came across him in the neighbour- 

hood. I was there, as I am anywhere during 

my wanderings, for my ewn behoof and 

pleasure; sketching, boating, botanising, 

what not ; but whenever I met this young 

fellow, I somehow seemed to wish I were 

somewhere else, for associated with him 

was always the same vague, unpleasant re- 

miniscence, which I could not account for. ■

One day, reluctantly on his part, but 

determinately on mine, we got into con- 

versation. I had been sketchmg down on 

the shore ; he arrived there, apparatus in 

hand, and seemed casting about in doubt 

as to where he should settle himself for a 

sketch. Very civilly I ventured a sug- 

gestion as to position. He thanked me 

curtly in a grating voice, and with a strong 

north-country accent. I took advantage 

of this introduction, to see if I could, by a 

little talk with him, discover the cause of 

the curious effect his presence always had 

upon me, and find an answer to tiie for- 

ever unduly recurring question, Where 

have I seen him before P ■

*'I am a mere amateur you know,'* I ■
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went on to say, " but I am very fond of art ; 

I have seen a good deal of it, and I know 

very many artists. I can't help thinking 

I must have met you at some time or other, 

but for the life of me I cannot remember 

where." ■

" It may be," he replied, abstractedlv, as 

ho gazed round at sea and sky, clin and 

rock. " 1 don't remember you ; on that 

ledge, there, do you say there is a good sub- 

ject ?" he added, pointing to a spot I had 

indicated. ■

" Yes, I will show you exactly where I 

think it cornea best ; I have been trying to 

do a little daub of it ; it may give you an 

idea of the lines as tliey arrange them- 

selves." And I took the sketch from my 

folio whilst speaking. ■

He gave but the merest glance at it, look- 

ing with his fierce piercing eyes in another 

direction the next instant, reminding me 

of the ever-ahifting, ever far-off gaze ob- 

servable in some birds or beasts of prey. 

We moved towards the ledge of rock. I 

continued, " You have been doing a good 

deal of work here, I imagine ?" ■

No answer. I repeated my inquiry. ■

" I beg your pardon ; what did you say ? 

Oh ! yes, yes," he quickly added, **a great 

deal, a great deal ; there's fine stuff about 

here ; just what I like ;" but as soon as we 

began to walk he bent his gaze upon the 

ground, and became very absent. ■

I was garrulous, however, as is my wont ; 

for having thoroughly got over, from long 

experience, the exclusiveness of the Briton 

with regard to strangers, I am not to be 

put down by a display of that quality in 

my countrymen, and in my time I hav^e 

drawn out and developed the most un^ 

promising, hermit-like people into really 

conversational, pleasant beings. So I went 

on chatting, and as we reached the ledge of 

rock began to point out the subject; but 

he soon cnt me shorty and in an awkward, 

absent manner, and with a strange for- 

bidding look, declared that he had done 

with sketching for the day, and abruptly 

turned away by a path up the face of the 

cliff. Not prepossessed by this little inter- 

view, I endeavoured to aismiss him from 

my thoughts, and in this I fairly well suc- 

ceeded, tor more than a week elapsed ere I 

saw him again. Then we met accidentally 

in the street of the little town, and appa- 

rently determined that I should not forget 

him, he naade as if he were going to stop 

and speak ; then, seeming to alter his miiid, 

ho gave me a sullen scowl and passed on. ■

" Confound the fellow," I thought, " what ■

does he mean by frowning at me ? I wish 

I could remember where I have se^n him 

before." After this I saw him but ouce 

again, but that once was sufficient for a 

lifetime. ■

Far away upon the lonely desolate shore 

which stretches for miles to the west of the 

little fishing-town, I find myself late one 

evening at the end of that same July, appa- 

rently the only living creature to be seen, 

A canopy of heavy storm-clouds, which 

have been welling slowly up from the 

south for several hours, has now obscnred 

the summer sky as with a pall, bringing 

into ghostly relief the chalk cliffs abounding 

on the coast, and the solitary whitewashed 

coast-guard station standiagupon the highest 

promontory. I have strolled thither after 

my usual habit in such neigbbourhoods, 

watching the effects of wind and weather. 

and making notes of the beauties th^t 

strike me. The natural approach of twi- 

light is hafitened by the ever-deepening 

gloom of the clouds; I shall barely sare 

the dayh'ght as it is, and knowing there is a 

short cut across the downs, I ascend a cliff 

path which passes close by the coast-gaard 

station. Ezchcmging a word or two with 

the man on duty at the look-out about the 

coming storm, I make straight off for a copse 

or fir plantation through which the way 

lies. This is scarcely three hundred yards 

distant, but to reach it I have to descend 

into a little cup-like hollow of the hill, the 

bottom of which is not in view until I am 

clos^ upon it. As I reach it, the first 

thing I see is- my artist friend packing up 

his traps, and evidenUy on. the point of 

starting homewards. He has been sketch- 

ing, and I come up with him unavoidahlv, 

as he ifi jast slinging his haversack on to 

his shoulder, and after an awkward sort 

of recognition, we ascend the farther side 

of the little, valley, and enter the wood 

together. The path almost immediate!/ 

becomes so narrow that there is no room 

for us to walk side by side, so we go on ia 

Indian file, he taking the lead, which I h&re 

willingly accorded him. As I do sot 

greatly care for his company, it is mj ia* 

tention to drop well behind, but he proceeds 

so slowly that I cannot keep much distance 

between us. I endeavour to stimulate his 

pace by suggesting that we shall get a 

wetting if we don't push ahead, for large 

rain-drops are beginning to patter solemnlj 

among the trees, which now growing 

thicker and thicker, lend additional gloom 

to the place. i ■
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He takes no notice of what I say, and, as 

now I cannot pass him, we jog on as we 

are for a few paces. I know that presently 

the wood will open a little at a clearing ; 

"then," I say to myself, "I will go on 

independently," Jnst before we reach this 

spot his haversack slips, and appears to in- 

convenience him, laden as he is with easel, 

camp-stool, &c. As he endeavonrs to re- 

strap it, two or three small articles fall ont^ 

—a colour-box, a brush-case, a small pocket 

sketch-book, a sponge, a water-bottle. 

Hastily picking up the two former, and 

cramming them back into the sack, he goes 

on without apparently noticing the book 

and the other things. I come upon them, 

and pick them up. I oall to him. ■

" Brit g them along," he replies/' without 

stopping or looking back ; " put them in 

your pocket ; I don't want them." ■

" Nonsense, my dear sir," I say, hurrying 

np behind him, " here's your book and " ■

" Keep it, keep it," he hastily interrupts; 

" it will be of use to you, it's of none to me. 

There are some useful figures in it. You 

are a dabbling amateur, and amateurs are 

seldom good at figures." ■

Again I remonstrate; again he repeats 

something to the same effect as before ; and 

as 1 cannot get him to stop or turn round, 

I carry the articles for a little way, irre- 

solute, and then, as some overhanging 

branches oblige me to push them aside, I 

drop the sketeh-book, &c., meohanically 

into my shooting-coat pockety in order to 

get the free use of my hand. In another 

minute we are emerging into the clearing, 

where there is more light, and I am about 

to renew my protestations conceming the 

hook, thinking all the while how odd his 

manner is, when he, on a sudden, turns 

ronnd, faces me, and with a jerk and clatter 

flings down his sketching apparatus. ■

I am not less startled by the abruptness 

of this proceeding than by his strange and 

wild expression. His face, always long 

and thin, now looks horribly so, and 

ghastly pale, whilst his eyes, usually bright 

and piercing, have a catlike glaze. over 

them, and glitter rather than shine. The 

nasal and cheek-bones stand out with 

undue prominanoe; one of his thin bony 

hands runs quickly through his wavy brown 

hair, putting off his wideawake; his 

other, raised to his inner breast-pocket, 

nervously clutehes what, to my horror, I see 

is the butt -end of a pistol. There is a 

clammy crust of foam round his thin 

beardless lips, as he gasps out in hia hollow 

grating voice, "You are right; we have ■

met before ; but we shall never meet there 

again ! Villain, blasphemer, perjurer 

though I am, I will not have my steps 

dogged by you, or any one. Never again 

within those walls shall " ■

He is drawing his pistol out now, and I 

am on the point of rushing at him, when he 

steps briskly back a pace or two, turns the 

muzzle straight against his heart, and with 

the loud ringing report that follows springs 

high into the air, and falls face downwards 

at my feet, dead ! ■

With a frantic impulse I turn the body 

over, and then for the first time, as I gaze 

upon his agonised and distorted features, 

I remember with the suddenness of a light- 

ning flash where I have seen him before. ■

It was in the padded room at the Homes- 

kirk lunatic asylum. ■

Aghast, bewildered, unconscious of what 

next happens, I only know that some little 

while later I am surrounded by a small 

group of people, two or three coast-guards- 

men, and a farm-labourer. One of the 

former, a petty officer by his uniform, 

addresses me civilly but firmly. ■

" This is a bad business, sir ! I don't 

know what you may wish to say about it, 

but, if I may make so bold, I'd recommend 

you to say nothing now." ■

" Say nothing now ? Why ? What do 

you mean ?" ■

" Well, you see, sir, it might complicate 

matters. We should have to repeat what 

you say, and it might be used against you." ■

"Used against me?" say I, the truth 

not yet dawning on me ; " explain your- 

self.''^ ■

" Well, my man bere, who was on duty 

at the look-out, saw you and" (here the 

coast-guardsman gives a jerk with his thumb 

over his shoulder) " and the young gentle- 

man that was making the draft come into 

the wood together, and a few minutes after- 

wards he hears the report of fire-arms, and 

as it is his duty to inquire into such things, 

and to prevent 'em, lest they be mif>took 

for signals, why, you see, he runs quickly 

down the hill, and up here into this bit of 

clearing, and what does he find ? Why 

you, kneeling over the unfortunate young 

gentleman, with the pistol in one hand and 

the other a-feeling inside the breast of his 

coat, and then, whon mv man fetches us, 

he says, * That young fellow, when he was 

making his draft this afternoon began talk- 

ing to me, and when I asked him about his 

draftings, and supposed they was worth a 

good deal of money, he replies, ** Money ! I ■
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should think they were too ! see here !" and 

he palls ont of a little book a whole bundle of 

bank-notes, and flonrishes 'em in mj face, 

saying, " I Ve got all these for some draw- 

ings I have made lately hereabouts." ' Well, 

you see, sir, when my man tells me this, the 

first thing we do when we come here is to 

overhaul the yomng gentleman's pockets, 

and then the notes and the little drafting 

book where he had 'em are nowhere to be 

seen, and this being the case I'm afraid I 

must keep my eye upon you till I have 

reported the matter to the police." ■

As the coast-guardsman proceeds with 

this statement I gradually become aware 

of the serious position I am in ; and just 

as he finishes, I recollect that probably the 

sketch-book in question is the one at this 

moment in my pocket. The long-impend- 

ing storm now bursts overhead in a de- 

luge of rain ; the wind rages ; and amidst 

thunder and lightning and a pitchy dark- 

ness, I am taken back virtually in custody 

to the lonely coast-guard station. ■

Committed for trial on the charge of 

wilful murder ! Thus stood I, " under the 

black beam," the shadow of the gallows, 

for the verdict of the coroner's jury and 

the decision of the local magistrates went 

dead against me. ■

That I have long since emerged from it 

is of course pretty evident, but men have 

been hanged upon less circumstantial evi- 

dence than was brought against me. Forty- 

five pounds in notes were stufied into tne 

pocket of that fatal sketch-book which was 

found in my possession. It was impossible 

for me to prove that I had not stolen it, or 

that the pistol did not belong to me. True 

no one had ever seen me with it until the 

coast-guardsman came up, but equally true 

was it that bo one had ever seen the un- 

happv man with such a weapon. We 

could never find out how he came by it, or 

how he had managed so carefully to con- 

ceal it. These were awkward facts which 

told heavily against me, setting aside minor 

details, ifo, there was only one line of 

defence, and this, in the end, was adopted 

successfully. ■

I had to prove that the young artist was 

a suicidal maniac, who had been in con- 

finement in the Homeskirk asylum at the 

time I had visited it some few years pre- 

viously ; that he had been released under ■

the impression that he was cured; and 

that it was quite possible for the malady to 

have returned. I could but rely on my 

position in life, and my hitherto untarnished 

character for having my account of the 

tragedy believed. ■

Sut, ah me ! the anxiety whilst these 

things were pending and the evidence got 

together. The director of the asylum who 

had shown me over it was dead; the 

keepers or attendants changed or dis- 

charged ; the medical men and other 

authorities connected with the case were 

all in the far North, and were subpoenaed 

with considerable difficulty. The fnends of 

the unfortunate lunatic had been greatly to 

blaine in allowing him such unwatohed free- 

dom, but it was thought that, in permitting 

him to travel in pursuit of his much-loved 

art, they wore adopting the surest means of 

restoring him to health. I recollected after- 

wards that lie had been pointed out to me, 

during my inquisitorial visit to the asylum, 

as a peculiar case of monomania. He 

believed that he had committed some dread- 

ful crime, which he could only expiate with 

his life. I recollect that he eyed me dis- j 

trustfully, appeiaring to overhear and 

resent the muttered remarks the doctor 

made about him. He recognised me pro- 

bably from the first, when we again met on 

the height above that little seaside town, 

and my face may have revived in his poor 

demented brain some horrible and myste- 

rious association, and thus became the 

exciting cause of that access of his madness 

which ended in self-destruction. Howerer 

this may have been, it was not difficult to 

account for the strange and disagreeable 

effect his presence always had upon me. 

Could I but have remembered earlier where 

I had seen him before, I should have been, 

of course, on my guard. His life, poor 

fellow, might have been spared, and 1 

should have escaped the fearful suffering I 

endured whilst standing under the shadoir 

of the Black Beam. ■
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WILLING TO DIE. ■

TO THE RBiSEB. ■

FiEST, I moat tell you how I intend to 

relate my Btory. Having never before un- 

dertaken to write a long narrative, I have 
considered and laid down a few rales wbich 

I ahall observe. Some of these are unques- 

tionably good ; otbers, I dare say, offend 

against tiie canons of composition ; but I 

adopt them, because tbey will enable me to 

fell my story better th^ with my imper- 

fect ezperience, better rales possibly would. 

In the first place, I shall represent the 

people with whom I had to deal qnite 

fairly. I have met some bad people, some 

indifferent, and some who at this distance 

af time seem to me like angels in the 

changing light of heaven. ■

My narratiTe shall be .arranged in 
]rder of the events ; I shall not recapitulate 

ir anticipate. , ■

What I bave learnt &om others, and 

lid not ^tnesB, that which I narrate, in 

part, &om the bints of living witnesses, and, 

n part, conjectarally, I shall record in the 

listoric third person ; and I shall write it 

lown with as much confidence and par- 

^icularity as if I bad actually seen it ; in that 

■espect imitating, I believe, all great histo- 

'iann, modern and ancient. But the scenes 

n which I have been an acter, that which 

ny eyes have seen, and mv ears heard, I 

vill relate accordingly. If I can be clear 

ind true, my clumsiness and irregularity, I 

lope, will be forgiven me. ■

My name is Ethel Ware. ■

I am not an interesting person by any 

ncans. Xon shall judge. I shall be forty- 

,wo jny next birthday. That anniversary ■

will occur on the first of May, 1873; and 
I am numarried. ■

I don't look quite the old maid I am, 

they tell me. They say I don't look five- 

and-thirty, and I am conscious, sitting 

before the glass, that there ia nothing sour 

or peevish in my features. What does it 

matter, even to me? I shall, of coarse, 

never marry ; and, honestly, I don't can ■

Iilease any one. If I cared twopence bow I ooked, 1 should probably look worse than 
I do. ■

I wish to be honest. I bave looked i: 

the glass since I wrote that sentence, 

have just seen the faded picture of what 

may have been a pretty, at least what is 
called a piquant Saco ; a forehead broad 

and well-formed, over which the still dark- 

brown hair grows low; large and rather 

good grey eyes and features, with nothing 

tragic, nothing classic— just &irly good. ■

I th'"Tr there was always energy in n: 

face ; I think I remember, long ago, some- 

thing at times comic; at times, also, some- 

thing sad and tender, and even dreamy, t 

I fixed flowers in my hair or talked te ni_ 

image in the glass. All that has been 

knocked out of me, pretty well. What 

I do see there now, is resolation. ■

There are processes of artificial hatehing 

in use, if I remember rightlv, in Egypt, by 

which von may, at your discretion, make 

the bird all beak, or all claw, all bead, or 

all drumstick, as you please to develop it, 

before the shell breaks, by a special appli- 

cation of heat. It is a chick, no donbt, 

bat a monstrous chick ; and something like 

such a chick was I. Circumstances, in 

veiT early days, hatched my character alte- 

getber out of equilibrium. ■

The caloric had been applied quite diffe- 

rently in my mother's case, and produced 

a prodigy of quite another sort. ■
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I Igved my mother with a very warm, 

bnt, I am now oonsciouSf with a somewhat 

contemptuous affection. It never was an 

aii£:ry nor an arrogant contempt; a very 

tender one, on the contrary. She loved me, 

I am sure, as well as she was capable of 

loving a child — better than she ever loved 

my sister — and I would have laid down my 

life for her ; but, with all my love, I looked 

down upon her, although I did not know 

it, till I thought my life over in the melan- 

choly honesty of solitude. ■

I am not romantic. If I ever was it is 

time I should be cured of all that. I can 

laugh heartily, but I think I sigh more than 

most people. ■

I am not a bit shy, but I like solitude ; 

partly because I regard my kind with not 

unjust suspicion. ■

I am speaking very frankly. I enjoy, 

perhaps you think cynically, this hard- 

featured self-delineation. I don't spare my- 

self ; I need not spare any one else. But 

I am not a cynic. There is vacillation and 

timidity in that ironical egotism. It is 

something deeper with me. I don't delight 

in that sordid philosophy. I have encoun- 

tered magnanimity and self-devotion on 

earth. It is not true that there is neither 

nobility nor beauty in human nature, that is 

not also more or less shabby and grotesque. ■

I have an odd story to tell. On my 

father's side I am the grand-daughter of 

a viscount ; on my mother's, the grand- 

daughter of a b£ux)net. I have had my 

early glimpses of the great world, and a 

wondrous long stare round the dark world 

beneath it. ■

When I lower my hand, and in one of the 

momentary reveries that tempt a desultory 

writer tickle my cheek slowly with the 

feathered end of my pen — fop I don't incise 

my sentences with a point of steel, but, in 

the old fashion, wing my words with a 

possibly too appropriate grey-goose plume 

— ^I look through a tall window in an old 

house on the scenery I have loved best and 

earliest in the world. The noble Welsh 

mountains are on my right; the purple 

headlands, stooping grandly into the waves ; 

I look upon the sea, the enchanted element, 

my first love and my last ! How often I 

lean upon my hand and smile back upon 

the waters that silently smile on me, re- 

joicing under the summer heavens ; and in 

wintry moonlights, when the north wind 

drives the awfril waves upon the rocks, 

and I see the foam shooting cloud after 

cloud into the air, I have found myself, 

after long hours, still gazing, as if my 

breath were frozen, on the one peaked ■

black rock, thinking what the storm and 

foam once gave me up there, until, witli 

a sudden terror, and a gasp, I wake from 

the spell, and recoil from the white image, 

as if a spirit had been talking with me all 

the time. ■

From this same window, in the fore- 

ground, I see, in morning light or melan- 

choly sunset, with very perfect and friendly 

trust, the shadowy old churchyard, where 

I have arranged my narrow bed shall be. 

There my mother-earth, at laat, shall hold 

me in her bosom, and I shall find my ano- 

dyne and rest. There over me shall hover 

through the old church windows faintly 

the sweet hymns and the voices in praja 

I heard long ago ; there the shadow of 

tower and tree shall slowly move over the 

grass above me, from dawn till night, and 

there, within the fresh and solemn sonsd 

of its waves, I shall lie near the cease- 

less fall and flow of the sea I loved so 

well. ■

I am not sorry, as I sit here, with mj 

vain recollections and my direful know- 

ledge, that my life has been what it was. ■

A member of the upper ten thousand, I 

should have known nothing. I have honght 

my knowledge dear. But truth is a pnc^ 

less jewel. Would you part with it, fellow- 

mourner, and return to the simplicities 

and illusions of early days ? Consider the 

question truly; be honest; and yon will 

answer " no." In the volume of memory, 

every page of which, like "Cornelius 

Agrippa's bloody book," has power to 

evoke a spectre, would you yet erase a 

line P We can willingly part with nothing 

that ever was part of mind, or memory, or 

self. The lamentable past is our own for 

ever. ■

Thank Heaven, my childhood was passed 

in a tranquil nook, where the roar of the 

world's traffic is not so much as heard; 

among scenery, where there lurks little 

capital, and no enterprise; where the 

good people are asleep ; and where, there- 

fore, the irreparable improvements, that in 

other places cany on their pitiless wori 

of obliteration, are undreamed of. I ani 

looking out on scenes that remain nn- 

changed as heaven itself. The summer 

comes and goes; the autumn drifts o. 

leaves, and winter snows ; and aU things 

here, remain as my round childish eyes 

beheld them in stupid wonder and delight 

when first the world was opening upon 

them. The trees, the tower, the stile, the 

very gravestones, are my earliest friends; 

I stretch my arms to the mountains, ^ " 

I could fold them to my heart. And m ■
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tho opening through the ancient trees, the ■

great estuary stretches northward, wider ■

and wider, into the grey horizon of the open ■

sea. ■

Tha nnkiag sun askance, 

Spreads a dull glare. 

Through eyening air ; 

And, in a happj tranoe, 

Forest and wave, and ^hite diff stand. 

Like an enchanted sea and land. ■

Tho sea-breeze wakens clear and cold, ■

Orer the asure wide ; 

Before whose breath, in threads of gold^ ■

The ruddy ripples glide, 

And chasing, break and mingle; ■

While clear as bells, ■

Each wavelet tells, 

0*er the stones on the hollow shingle. ■

The rising of winds and the fall of the waves ! 

I love the music of shingle and cares, 

And the billows that trave^ far to die. 

In foam, on the loved shor^where they lie. 

I lean m j cold cheek on mj hand ; ■

And as a child, with open evee, ■

Listens in a dim surprise, ■

To some high stoiy ■

Of grief aad glory. 

It cannot understand ; 

So, like that child, 

To meanings of a mosio wild, 

I listen, in a rapture lonely. 

Not understanmng, listening only, 

To a story not for me ; ■

And let my fancies come and go, ■

And fall and flow, 

With the eternal sea. ■

Axid 80, to leave rhyme, and retnm to 

prose, I end my preface, and begin my 

story here. ■

CHAPTEB I. AN ABBIYAL. ■

One of the earliest scenes I can remember 

with perfect distinctness, is this. My sister 

and I, still denizens of the nursery, had 

oome down to take oar tea with good old 

Rebecca TorkiD, the Malory housekeeper, 

Bi the room we called the cedar parlour. 

It is a long and rather sombre room, with 

bw^o tall windows looking out npon the 

shadowy court-yard. There are on the 

Firall some dingy portraits, whose pale faces 

yeep out, as it were, through a background 

>f black fog, from the canvas; and there 

s one, in better order than the others, of a 

^T-ave man in th^ stately costume of James 

lie First, which hangps over the mantel- 

piece. As a child I loved this room ; I 

ovcd the half- decipherable pictures; it 

vas solemn and even gloomy, but it was 

irith the delightful gloom and solemnity of 

no of Rebecca Torkill's stories of castles, 

^ants, and goblins. ■

It was evening now, with a stormy, red 

Icy in the west. Rebecca and we two 

liiidren were seated round the table, sip- 

itig our tea, eating hot cake, and listen- 

:i^ to her oft- told tale, entitled the Knight 

f the Black Castle. 

This knight, habited in black, lived in ■

his black castle, in the centre of a dark 

wood, and being a giant, and an ogre, and 

something of a magician beside, he used 

to ride out at nightfall with a couple of 

great black bags, to stow his prey in, at his 

saddle-bow, for the purpose of visiting such 

houses as had their nurseries well stocked 

with children. His tall black horse, when ([ 

he dismounted, waited at the hall-door, 

which, however mighty its bars and bolts, 

could not resist certain magical words 

which he uttered in a sepulchral voice, ■

" Yoke, yoke. 

Iron and oak ; 

One, two, and three. 

Open to me." ■

At this charmed summons the door turned 

instantly on its hinges, without warning 

of creek or rattle, and the black knight 

mounted the stairs to the nursery, and 

was drawing the children softly cut of 

their beds, by the feet, before any one knew 

he was near. ■

As this story, which with childish love 

of iteration we were listening to now for 

the fiftieth time, went on, I, whose chair 

faced the window, saw a tall man on a tall 

horse — both looked black enough against 

the red sky — ^ride by at a walk. ■

I thought it was the gaunt old vicar, 

who used to ride up novf and then.to visit 

our gardener's mother, who was nek and 

weak, and tronbling my head no more 

about him, was instantly as much absorbed 

as ever in the predatory prowlings of the 

Knight of the Black Castle. ■

It was not until I saw Rebecca's face, 

in which I was staring with the steadiness 

of an eager interest, undergo a sudden and 

uncomfortable change, that I discovered 

my error. She stopp^ in the middle of 

a sentence, and her eyes were fixed on the 

door. Mine followed hers thither. I was 

more than startled. In the very crisis of 

a tale of terror, ready to believe any horror, 

I thought, for a moment, that I actually 

beheld the black knight, and felt that his 

horse, no doubt, and his saddle-bags, were . 

waiting at the hall-door to receive me and 

my sister. ■

What I did see was a man who looked 

to me gigantic. He seemed to fill the tall 

door-case. His dress was dark, and he 

had a pair of leather overalls, I beheve 

they called them, which had very much the 

effect of jack-boots, and he had a low- 

crowned hat on. His hair was long and 

black, his prominent black eyes were fixed 

on us, his &ce was long, but handsome, 

and deadly pale, as it seemed to me, from 

intense anger, A child's instinctive read- ■

■
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ing of countenance is seldom at fanlt. The 

ideas of power and mystery snrronnd 

grown persons in tlie eyes of children. A 

gloomy or forbidding face npon a person of 

great stature inspires something like panic ; 

and if that person be a stranger, amd evi- 

dently transported with anger, his mere 

appearance in the same room wiU, I can 

answer for it, firighten a child half into 

hysterics. This alarming face, with its 

black knit brows, and very blue shorn chin, 

was to me all the more fearful that it was 

that of a man no longer young. He ad- 

vanced to the table, with two strides, and 

said, in resonant^ deep tones, to which my 

very heart seemed to vibrate : ■

'^ Mr. Ware's not here ; bat he will be, 

soon enough; yon give him* that;" and he 

hammered down a letter on the table, with 

a thump of his huge fist. > '* That's my 

answer; and tell him, moreover, that I 

took his letter;" and he plucked an open 

letter deliberately from his great-coat 

pocket, "and tore it, this way and that 

way, across and across," and he suited the 

action fiercely to the words, " and left it 

for him, there !" ■

So saying, he slapped down the pieces 

with his big hand, and made our tea-spoons 

jump and jingle in our cups, and turned 

and strode ag^in to the door. ■

"And tell him this," he added, in a tone 

of calmer hatred, turning his awful face 

on us again, " that there's a God above us, 

who judges righteously." ■

The door shut, and we saw him no more ; 

and I and my sister burst into clamorous 

tears, and roared and cried for a full half- 

hour, from sheer fright, a demonstration 

which, f6r a time, gave Rebecca Torkill 

ample occupation for all her energies and 

adroitness. ■

This recollection remains, with all the 

colouring and exaggeration of a horrible 

impression, received in childhood, fixed in 

my imagination. I and dear Nelly long 

remembered the apparition, and in onr 

plays used to call him, after the goblin 

hero of the romance to which we had been 

listening when he entered, the Knight of 

the Black Castle. ■

The adventure made, indeed, a profound 

impression upon our nerves, and I have 

related it, with more detail than it seems 

to deserve, bediuse it was in truth con- 

nected with my story; and I afterwards, 

unexpectedly, saw a good deal more of the 

awful man, in whose presence my heart 

had quaked, and afl;er whose visit I and 

my sister seemed for days to have drank 

of " the cup of trembling." ■

I must take up my story now at a 

point a great many years later. ■

Let the reader fancy me and my sister 

Helen ; I, dark-haired, and a few months past 

sixteen, she, with flaxen, or rather goldei> 

hair, and large blue eyes, and only fifteen, 

standing in the hall at Malory, lighted 

with two candles ; one in the old-fiishioned 

glass bell that swings by three chains firom 

the ceiling, the other carried out hastily 

from the housekeeper's room, and flaming 

on the table, in the foggy pufis of the 

February night air that entered at the 

wide-open hall-door. ■

Old Rebecca Torkill stood on the steps, 

with her broad hand shading her eyes, as 

if the moon dazzled them. ■

" There's nothing, dear ; no. Miss Helen, 

it mustn't a' bin the gate. There's no sign 

o' nothin' comin' up, and no sound nor 

nothing at all ; come in, dear ; yon Qhonldn't 

a' come out to the open door, with jonr 

cough, in this fog." ■

So in she stumped, and shut the door; 

and we saw no more of the dark trunks and 

boughs of the elms at the other side of the 

court-yard, with the smoky mist between : 

and we three trooped togetiier to the honse- 

keeper's room, where we had taken up onr 

temporary quarters. ■

This was the second fedse alarm thai 

night, sounded, in Helen's fancy, by the 

quavering scream of the old iron gate. 

We had' to wait and watch in the fever of 

expectation for some time longer. ■

Our old house of M^ory was, at the 

best, in the forlorn condition of a ship of 

war out of commission. Old Rebecca and 

two rustic maids, and Thomas Jones, who 

was boots, gardener, hen-wife, and farmer, 

were all the hands we could boast; and 

at least three-fourths of the rooms were 

locked up, with shutters dosed; and many 

of them, from year to year, never saw the 

light, and lay in perennial dust. ■

The truth is, my father and mother sd- 

dom visited Malory. They had a house in 

London, and led a very gay life ; were yen 

" good people," immensely in request, asS 

everywhere. Their rural life was not ai 

Malory, but spent in making visits at os« 

country-house after another. Helen as^ 

I, their only children, saw very little ol' 

them. We sometimes were summoned up 

to town for a month or two for lessons in 

dancing, music, and other things, but there 

we saw little more of them than at home. 

The being in society, judging by its effects 

upon them, appeared to me a veiy harass- 

ing and laborious profession. I alwa^ 

felt that we were half in the way and half ■
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oat of Bight in town, and was immensely 

relieved when we were dismissed again to 

oar holland frocks, and to the beloved soli« 

tndes of Malory. ■

This was a momentons night. We were 

expecting the arrival of a new governess, 

or rather companion. ■

Lanra Grrey — we knew no more than 

her name, for in bis hurried note we could 

not read whether she was Miss or Mrs. 

—my father bad told us was to arrive 

ibis night at about nine o'clock. I had 

asked him, when be paid bis last yisit 

of a day here, and announced the coming 

event, whether she was a married lady. 

To which be answered, laughing, *'You 

wise little woman ! That's a very perti- 

nent question, though I never thought of it, 

and I have been addressing her as Miss 

Grey all this time. She certainly is old 

enough to be married." ■

*' Is she cross, papa, I wonder P" I further 

inquired. ■

*'Not cross; perhaps a little severe. 

* She whipped two female 'prentices to 

death, and bid them in the coal-hole,' or 

something of that kind, but she has a very 

cool temper ;" and so be amused himself 

with my curiosity. ■

Now, although we knew that all this, in- 

cluding the quotation, was spoken in jest, 

it lefl an uncomfortable suspicion. Was 

this woman old and ill-tempered ? A great 

deal was in the power of a governess here. 

An artful woman, who liked power, and did 

not like us, might make us very miserable. ■

At length the little party in the house- 

keeper's room did hear sounds at which 

we all started up with one consent. They 

were the trot of a horse's hoofs and the 

roll of wheels, and before we reached the 

hall-door the bell was ringing. ■

Rebecca swung open the door, and we 

saw in the shadow of the house, with the 

wheels touching the steps, a one-horse con- 

veyance, with some luggage on top, dimly 

lighted by the candles in the hall. ■

A little bonnet was turned toward us 

from the windows ; we could not see what 

the face was like ; a slender hand turned 

the handle, and a lady, whose figure, 

though enveloped in a tweed cloak, looked 

very slight and pretty, came down, and ran 

np the steps, and hesitated, and being 

greeted encouragingly by Bebccca Torkill, 

entered the hall smiling, and showed a very 

pretty and modest fece, rather pale, and 

very young. ■

" My name is Grey ; I am the new go- 

verness," she said, in a pleasant voice, 

which, with her pretty looks, was very en- ■

gaging ; *' and these are the young ladies?" 

she continued, glancing at Rebecca and 

back again to us; ''you are Ethel, and 

you Helen Ware ?" and a little timidly she 

offered her band to each. ■

I liked her already. ■

" Shall I go with you to your room," I 

asked, '' whSe Bebecca is making tea for 

UB in the housekeeper's room ? We thought 

we should be more comfortable there to- 

night." ■

*' I'm so glad ; I shall feel quite at home : 

it is the very thing I should have liked," 

she said ; and talked on as I led her to her 

room, which, though very old-fashioned, 

looked extremely cosy, with a good fire 

flickering abroad and above on walls and 

ceiling. ■

I remember everything about that evening 

so well. I have reason to remember Miss 

Laura Grey. ■

Some people would have said that there 

was not a regular feature in h&r iacOy ex- 

cept her eyes, which were very fine ; but 

she bad beautiful little teeth, and a skin 

wonderfully smooth and clear, and there 

was refinement and energy in her face, 

which was pale and spirituel, and inde- 

scribably engaging. To my mind, whether 

according to' rule or not, she was nothing 

short of beautiful. ■

I have reason to remember that pale, 

pretty, young face. The picture is clear 

and living before me this moment, as it was 

then in the firelight. Standing there, she 

smiled on me very kindly — she looked as 

if she would have kissed me — and then, 

suddenly thoughtful, she stretched her 

slender hands to the fire, and, in a momen- 

tary reverie, sighed very deeply. ■

I left her, softly, with her trunks and 

boxes, which Thomas Jones had already 

carried u{), and ran down-stairs. ■

I remember the pictures of that night 

with supernatural distinctness ; for at that 

point of time fate changed my life, and 

with pretty Miss Grey another pale figure 

entered, draped in black, and palamity was 

my mate for many a day after. ■

Our tea-party, however, this night in 

Mrs. Torkill's room, was very happy. I 

don't remember what we talked about, but 

we were in high good humour with our 

young lady superioress, and she seemed to 

like us. ■

I am going to tell you very shortly my 

impressions of this lady. I never met any 

one in my life who had the same infiaence 

over me ; and, for a time, it puzzled mo. ■

When w^e were not at French, German, 

music — our studies, in fact — she was ■
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exactly like one of oxirselves, always ready 

to do whatever we liked best, always 

pleasant, gentle, and, in her way, even 

merry. ■

When she was alone, or thinking, she 

was sad. That seemed the habit of her 

mind; bnt she was natm-ally gay and 

sympathetic, as ready as we for a walk on 

the strand to pipk up shells, for a ride on 

the donkeys to Penrnthyn Priory, to take a 

sail or a row on the estuary, or a drive in 

our little pony-carriage anywhere. Some- 

times on our rambles we would cross the 

stile and go into the , pretty little church- 

yard that lies to the left of Malory, near 

the sea, and if it were a sunny day we 

would read the old inscriptions and loiter 

away half an hour among the tombstones. ■

And when we came home to tea we would 

sit round the fire and tell stories, of which 

she had ever so many, German, French, 

Scotch, Irish, Icelandic, and I know not 

what; and sometimes we went to the 

housekeeper's room, and, with Rebecca 

Torkill's leave, made a hot cake, and baked 

it ourselves on the griddle there, with great 

delight. ■

The secret of Laura Grey's power was in 

her gentle temper, her inflexible conscience, 

and her angelic firmness in all matters of 

duty. I never saw her excited, or for a 

moment impatient; and at idle times, as 

I said, she was one of ourselves. The only 

threat she ever used was to tell us that she 

could not stay at Malory as our governess 

if we would not do what she thought right. 

There is in young people an instinctive per- 

ception of motive, and no truer spirit than 

Laura Grey ever lived on earth. I loved 

her. I had no fear of her. She was our 

gentle companion and playmate ; and yet, 

in a certain sense, I never stood so much in 

awe of any human being. ■

Only a few days after Laura Grey had 

come bome, we were sitting in our accus- 

tomed room, which was stately, but not 

uncomfortably spacious, and, like many at 

the same side of the house, panelled up to 

ceiling. I remember, it was just at the 

hour of the still early sunset, and the ruddy 

beams were streaming their last through 

the trunks of the great elms. We were 

in high chat over Helen's little sparrow, 

Dickie, a wonderful bird, whose appetite 

and spirits we were always discussing, when 

the door opened, and Rebecca said, " Young 

ladies, please, here's Mr. Carrael;" and 

Miss Grey, for the first time, saw a certain 

person who turns up at intervals and in 

odd scenes in the course of this auto- 

biography. ■

The door is at some distance from the 

window, and through its panes across that 

space upon the opposite wall the glow of 

sunset fell mistily, making the clear shadow, 

in which our visitor stood, deeper. The 

figure stood out against this background 

like a pale old portrait, his black dress 

almost blended with the background ; but, 

indistinct as it was, it was easy to see that 

the dress he wore was of some ecclesiasti- 

cal fashion not in use among Churdi of 

England men. The coat came downs good 

deid lower than his knees. His thin slight 

figure gave him an effect of height far 

greater than his real stature ; his fine fore- 

head showed very white in contrast with 

his close dark hair, and his thin delicate 

features, as he stepped slowly in, with an 

ascetic smile, and his hand extended, ac- 

corded well with ideas of abetinenoe and 

penance. Gentle as was his maimer, there 

was something of authority also in it, and 

in the tones of his voice. ■

" How do you do, Miss Ethel ? How do 

you do, Miss Helen ? I am going to write 

my weekly note to your mamma, and — oh ! 

Miss Grey, I believe?" — ^he interrupted 

himself, and bowed rather low to the young 

governess, disclosing the small tonsure on 

the top of his head. ■

Miss Grey acknowledged his bow, but I 

could see fhat she was puzzled and sur- 

prised. ■

" I am to tell your mamma, I hope, that 

you are both quite well ?" he said, address- 

ing himself to me, and taking my hand ; 

" and in good spirits, I suppose, Miss 

Grey?" he said, apparently recollecting 

that she was to be recognised ; " I may say 

that ?" ■

Ho turned to her, still holding my hand. ■

" Yes, they are quite well, and, I beheve, 

happy," she said, still looking at him, I 

could see, with curiosity. ■

It was a remarkable countenance, with 

large earnest eyes, and a mouth small and 

melancholy, with those brilliant red lips 

that people associate with early decay. Ii 

was a pale face of suffering and decision, 

which BO vaguely indicated his years that 

he might be any age you pleased, from 

six-and-twenty up to six-and-thirty, as pn 

allowed more or less in the account for the 

afflictions of a mental and bodily discipline. ■

He stood there for a little while chatting 

with us. There was something engaging 

in this man, cold, severe, and melaneholj 

as his manner was. I was conscious that 

he was agreeable, and young as I w«as, I 

felt that he was a man of unusual learning 

and ability. ■

I ■
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In a little time ho left ns. It was now 

twilight, and we saw him, with his slight 

stoop, pass onr window with slow step and 

downcast eyes. ■

BOUGHT AKD SOLD. ■

Buying and selling — ancient and legiti- 

mate process though it be — can never, 

perhaps, be reduced to conditions of perfect 

equity. Pity 'tis, 'tis true ; but the truth 

remains intact. The leopard of commerce 

must change his spots, and the Ethiopian 

of trade his skin, before we can be certain 

of a sure pennyworth for a safe penny. 

After all, existence is to nLueteen-twentieths 

of us a struggle to keep alive, and it is 

the instinct of self-preservation that turns 

every market into a wordy battle-field, 

every bargain into a bloodless duel. To 

hny cheap and to sell dear constitutes, no 

doubt, the golden rule of economists, but 

each clause of the double-barrelled precept 

clashes inevitably with the wishes and in- 

terests of those with whom we deal. Most 

people, as a matter of argument, concede 

that a thing is worth what it will fetch, 

and so it is, but to discover that unknown 

quantity is the practical problem. ■

The world, in its onward rush, has got 

Ijeyond Autolycus. That poor old rogue, 

trudging along the dusty road, with pack 

and ell-wand, is hopelessly distanced by the 

panting dragon of steam. Even the rustic 

maid is not to be tempted out of her hard- 

earned shillings, now-a-days, by the glib 

tongue and glittering gewgaws of the 

pedlar. Phillis has too often been an ex- 

cursionist not to know the metropohtan 

price of tawdry ribbons and mock jewel- 

lery. Chloe's penny journal keeps her 

vrell informed as to the value of gown- 

pieces. As the hawker vainly spreads his 

lure in sight of these incredulous customers 

iie regrets the sweet simplicity of an 

earlier generation, and feels himself an 

anachronism. This is, after all, rather 

hard on Shakespeare's packman. The 

poor knave had, after all, some serviceable 

qualities. A little more education would 

have made him invaluable as the pushing 

traveller of some enterprising firm, resolute 

^ take by storm the pockets of the public. 

^et a trifling addition of intellectual polish, 

and Autolycus Smoothly, Esquire, secre- 

tary to the Universal Trust Finance Com- 

pany (Limited), would be worth his weight 

^^ gold at cooking the accounts and re- 

storing confidence to growling shareholders, 

^ut mere coarse, downright lying, un- ■

backed by print and paper, and not bol- 

stered up by columns of statistics and 

imposing lists of directors, is no longer the 

powerful engine that it once was. ■

The seller's vantage-ground is, of course, 

his perfect knowledge of the value of the 

goods he deals in, and of the lowest margin 

of possible profit. The buyer, unless an 

expert, is conveniently ignorant on these 

points. Few men, not being themselves 

tailors, can order a coat with any certain 

knowledge of the quantity of cloth which 

goes to the making of it, the value of the 

materials, or the workmen's hire. Even 

the sharpest-eyed materfamilias is felt by 

the butoher to be helpless in his hands, as 

Mr. Silverside discourses of foot-and-mouth 

disease, and the necessary dearness of 

prime joints. This groping in the dark on 

the part of a customer often brings with 

it a sense of injury that may be wholly un- 

founded. Perhaps no one ever yet bought 

a horse from a dealer without an uneasy 

suspicion of having been somehow im- 

posed upon. And yet this sentiment, in a 

minor degree, is every day a vexation and 

a familiar demon to thousands of prudent 

housekeepers. ■

The strong part of the customer's posi- 

tion is his liberty of action. He has what 

old sea fights used to be called the ■

in ■

weather-gauge, and can bear down to close 

quarters, or keep clear of an adversary, at 

pleasure. Pursuing the simile, a buyer 

can simply give a wide berth to any esta- 

blishment too dear or too bad for him, and 

can carry his cash and his custom else- 

where. If paterfamilias grumbles too 

seriously over the weekly bills, the partner 

of his joys may at last grow tired of 

pompous old Silvcrside's elaborate ex- 

planations as to the costly character of his 

meat, and may order in cheaper beef and 

mutton from the shop round the corner. 

Competition is the natural corrective of 

high charges, and it is equally natural that 

it sho*tild be a hateful thing and sore 

stumbling-block to those who are in haste 

to grow rich. In the good old days of 

legal monopolies the case lay nicely in a 

nutshell. Whoever had need, in the words 

of the royal proclamation, of this or that, 

had to betake himself to a licensed dealer, 

and the licensed dealers divided the profits 

pretty amicably between them. ■

.A,,uthoritative restrictions on the freedom 

of sale having passed away to the limbo of 

racks and thumbscrews, it would at first 

sight seem as if the clashing and jostling 

of individual interests would impart a 

healthy movement to the life-blood of trade. ■

V ■
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It does so, bat not without occasional signs 

of congestion. A partial and qualined 

monopoly is very apt to spring into an nn- 

wholesome existence. Those who have 

commodities — no matter of what sort — to 

sell, have a much keener and more vital 

interest in keeping np the prices of their 

wares than any isolated consumer can have 

in beating them down. We buy once from 

a tradesman who supplies hundreds besides 

ourselves. The passing twinge which an 

apparent overcharge causes to the indi- 

vidual buyer cannot easily become a motive 

to sustained exertion, whereas the seller's 

balance-sheet depends upon the toll taken, 

so to speak, from the pockets of all comers. 

Redress, from the customer's point of view, 

is hard to be obtained. Those who do not 

sufifer under a plethora of spare time and 

spare cash can seldom afford to lay in 

stores at wholesale prices. And the simple 

remedy of exchanging one purveyor for 

another is not always efficacious. In quiet 

neighbourhoods and outlying districts, at 

any rate, a dead level of average prices is 

soon tacitly agreed to. There is a class 

opinion among grocers and fishmongers, as 

elsewhere, and to undersell one's compeers 

of the scoop and steelyard is to be un- 

popular. Now and then some false brother 

of ample means and combative character 

startles a district by painting his name 

over half a dozen shopfronts, and attracts 

oustona by his miraculous cheapness. But 

the benevolent iimovatQr is only a mono- 

polist in disguise, and will prove no whit 

easier to deal with than are his groaning 

rivals, when once the frigate of his rising 

fortunes shall have swamped every poor 

little cock-boat in his own line of business. 

That co-operative stores should have suc- 

ceeded so well, or that their victory should 

have elicited such outcries &om shrieking 

middlemen, from whose tills they diverted 

a very Pactolus, is not surprising. The 

real wonder is that they should ever have 

sprung into being, armed at all points, 

veritable commercial Minervas, ready for 

action. But they have only been organised 

where a number of long-headed workmen, 

like the Rochdale Pioneers, or of educated 

men, with common interests and a habit of 

association, like the members of the Civil 

Service, have been found to club their 

brains and their purses for the remunera- 

tive enterprise. It is Utopian to suppose 

the principle can become one of universal 

application. The groans of the British 

grocer by no means prelude his being im- 

proved off the surface of society. Ordinaiy 

buyers have no cohesion, no bond of union. ■

such as prevails among intelligent fellow- 

workers. A crowd cannot be expected to 

emulate the steady march and dexterous 

evolutions of a disciplined army, and there 

are a hundred influences at work to limit 

the extension of joint-stock store-keeping. 

Are there not ignorant customers, credulous 

customers, customers too deep already in 

the books of the tradesman, like so many 

flies in treacle, to struggle out and be free ; 

lazy customers, who prefer a shop that is 

near, though it be dear, customers who 

resent the lack of obsequious attention, who 

dislike parting with ready money, and are 

furious that they cannot have their pur- 

chases sent home for them in the old ^way ? 

Here are consolations, at any rate, for thi 

hereditary providers of the public. ■

Free trade is, of course, for the general 

good, but then it is equally true that 

monopoly is the royal road to safe and 

selfish money-making. The temptation to 

suppress competition is to some minds all 

but irresistible. If native competition is 

allowed, then, at any rate, the foreigner 

can be shut out. FaUing prohibitive laws 

and heavy duties, other resources remain, 

of which the simplest is to buy up all the 

available stock of some commodity, and 

to raise its price. This is the oldest and 

plainest of the legitimate means of what is 

technically known as rigging the market. 

Thus it was that Joseph, vizier of the 

Pharaoh of Egypt, bought for bread in the 

day of dearth the Icmds and liberties of a 

nation. Thus did Roman proconsuls drain 

the wealth from subject provinces. Lonis 

the Fifteenth was accused of doing what 

his farmers-general and speculative capi- 

talists undoubtedly did, and of using the 

public money to fill his granaries with 

com, which his command of cash and in- 

formation enabled him to buy cheap and 

sell dear. It is not now possible, except in 

Persia or the Barbary States, for prince, 

or satrap, or mighty merchant^ to get into 

his own hands the great staple of the 

national food. But much of the uopopa- 

larity of the Jews in Eastern and Central 

Europe is founded on the minor operatioos 

of this nature, which their keen foresigb* 

and ready money enable them to carry out. 

Forage and horses are the great objecti 

of these " f orestallings and regratingS)*^ 

as our English parliament, which passed so 

many Acts againstforestallers and regraters, 

chiefly Christian, used to style them. ^ 

sure as rumours of war are afloat, and the 

sensitive barometer of the funds oscillating 

in feverish suspense, mounts for the cavaby 

of the rival nations are in high demand. ■
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Bat Isaac, and Samnel, and Benjamin, like 

eagles of commerce as they are, have 

scented the carrion of profit afar off, and 

while the Circnmlocution Offices were re- 

porting and deliberating, they had swept 

up every pnrchasable horse fit to carry a 

trooper or to draw a tumbril, eveiy hay- 

stack easy to bny, every attainable sack of 

oats — nay, if the hoards of the kindred 

money-changers are but enongh, every ox 

or hog disposable in Hungary or Luzem- 

bonrg. ■

To bny np nntmegs, to become master of 

all the cinnamon, or to be the proud pos- 

sessor of all the saltpetre in the world, is, 

for a rich man, to become richer. He is 

bnt caliph for a day, after all, and makes 

bat a mild use of his ephemeral sovereignty. 

One wide-spread tax, of small individual 

incidence, he levies, and then makes haste 

to rid himself of an empire, to win which 

he has emptied his exchequer and strained 

his credit. There are other ways of se- 

eming a heavy purse, not seldom at the 

expense of a conscience that^ in the hour 

of death or sickness, is heavy too. It is more 

profitable to deal with the poor than with 

the well-to-do, as others than the railway 

companies, whose mainstay arc the pence 

and fillings of that third-class passenger, 

for whom they do so little, have discovered. 

Ignorance, grmding need, and the pressure 

of circumstances, force the poor to pay pro- 

portionately more for rent and sustenance 

than the rich do ; and what applies to the 

denizens of London courts and alleys is 

equally cogent as refers to the untaught 

millions of distant countries. ■

Casuists have quarrelled over the law- 

falness of such dealingps with savages as 

have in all ages been common. It has been 

hotly disputed whether it be right to ex- 

change a string of glass beads for a hand- 

fol of gold-dust, to weigh red cloth against 

pearls, to buy an estate for a gross of bright 

buttons, to barter Birmingham cutlery for 

nibies, and Manchester cottons for ostrich 

feathers or costly furs. Perhaps the apo- 

logists of the early discoverers had, in their 

TOTLgh way, logically the best of the argu- 

ment. It was no part of an explorer's 

daty to explain to the wild men with whom 

ho chaffered what was the exact cost price 

of the two-pennyworth of shining trumpery 

for which they eagerly gave their choicest 

yalaables. If iron seemed to the wander- 

ing natives of the Society Islands a precious 

metal, more tempting than were the yellow 

stones of El Dorado to the Spaniard, it was 

excusable in forecastle Jack, or in Mr. ■

bargain possible for the nails and tools that 

commanded such a sale. It might even 

be hinted that a blanket was worth more 

to some poor Indian than the beaver-skins 

or scales of coarse gold which he offered in 

return for it^ and that if an unsophisticated 

islander liked hawks' bells and cut glass 

better than coral and spice, and tortoise- 

shell and ambergris, it was a pity to balk 

his inclination. Yet the ugly fact remained 

that it was precisely because the savage 

knew no better that the bargains struck 

with him were so gainful to the earliest of 

his European visitors. ■

Out of Afirica there either remain no 

savages who have much to sell, or the 

relics of the aboriginal races have grown 

shy and wary, and insist on hard dollars 

in lieu of the old system of barter. But 

African trade goes on still in the old style. 

The ivory merchants of the eastern por- 

tion of the continent pay their way in cloth 

and gunpowder and hardware. Brass wire 

supplies them with small change, and with 

this they unite a brisk traffic in beads, both 

pink and green, in hand-mirrors, needles, 

and brass buttons, and the small cowries of 

the sea-shore, which are to the negro what 

kreutssers are to the Bavarian. There is 

in Africa one other circulating medium — 

slaves, and the traders in ivory not in- 

frequently do a little business in that 

variety of commerce also. The profits of 

even feir trading are very great in a ooimtry 

where the cheapest goods of Europe are 

thought an equivalent for massive ele- 

phant's tusks, for ostrich feathers, gold- 

dust, and such skins of wild beasts as the 

timid natives can contrive to bring in. 

Whole tribes will busy themselves to dig 

pitfiills, to prepare snares and poisoned 

arrows, to provide the hundred-weights of 

ivory, the rhinoceros hides and leopard 

furs, for which the Arab merchants will 

pay in Lancashire long-cloths, in Birming- 

ham toys, and in such gunpowder as is in 

England thought good enough for scaring 

crows, and in Africa for shooting men. 

But if Abou Ohosh of Egypt, and Hajji 

Mehmet of Muscat, realise one, two, or 

three thousand per cent on their absolute 

bargains, there is a debit as well as a credit 

side to the ledgers of these not over-scru- 

pulous believers. Their contingent ex- 

penses are enormous. Their men — and no 

sane trader would, push his way into the 

interior without the protection of an armed 

party of his fellow-countrymen — must be 

highly paid. His goods must generally bo 

carried on the backs of hired negro porters, ■
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ing him in the bnsh, while the proviBions 

for the whole camp, during the slow African 

travel and the many enforced halts, swell 

the estimates considerably. All is not gold 

that glitters, eyen to Abon and Mehmet^ 

in their equatorial biTonacs. ■

The other side of Africa, the dreaded 

west coast, was long a fiftvonrite region 

with specnlatiye ship-owners of Bristol and 

Liverpool. Gninea has a wealthy sonnd, 

and the Gold Coast, the Ivory Coast, and 

the Slave Coast, as we see their names 

marked in old maps, had each their votaries. 

No very great quantity of the sparkling 

yellow grains, washed by negroes from the 

sands of the mountain streams, ever came 

to Europe, and palm-oil, and ground-nuts, 

and the black monkey-skins, of which 

muffs are made, yield a larger value of 

exports than either gold or ivory. The 

western tribes are too distracted by chronic 

war for inland commerce to thrive, and it 

is far, very far, from the muddy outlets of 

the Brass and Bonny rivers to the green 

stretches of rolling forests where the ele- 

phant herds range in numbers not yet 

seriously thinned. But, although the black 

dwellers by the sea are more keenly alive 

to the value of coin than were their great- 

grand&thers, some money is still made, in 

a quiet way, along the coast. Condemned 

muskets, damaged powder, scarlet doth, 

looking-glasses, knives, beads, buttons, still 

rule high. Rum is in eager demand. 

Graudy kerchiefs, glaring shawls, prints of 

violent colour and design, are yet in re- 

quest at the courts of sable kings. For- 

merly a gun would buy a man, and that 

sentient chattel, being shipped and landed 

at Cuba, brought in from three to six hun- 

dred dollars as an average. There are 

yellow old brokers and supercargoes, living 

in rickety little stores near the tidal mud 

of those fever-haunted rivers on whose 

banks so many brave seamen lie buried, 

who sigh over what they call the good old 

days of permitted slave-dealing, when a gun 

could do this. And what a gun it was ! 

Made, probably, at a total cost of from 

eighteen to twenty-four shillings, expressly 

for the African trade, and not unlikely to 

burst before it had fired a score of shots. ■

It is not only for negro use that articles 

arc, like the &mous razors which the Lon- 

don street hawker disposed of to the cre- 

dulous countryman, made to sell. A 

woollen-draper must be pretty well assured 

that much of the cloth which he vends, 

and in the &»bric of which new wool is 

sparingly mixed with the tortured frag- 

ments of old garments, ia certainly not ■

made to wear. Shoddy is a term of elastic 

meaning, and its principle is by no means 

confined to the ingenious manujactarers 

who labour assiduously to transmute old 

into new. The houses which sangnine 

builders, in their own phrase, run up, with 

their green timber, frail roofs, tremulous 

floors, and walls of portentous thinness, 

were built to sell, to let, to mortgage, bat 

not exactly to live in. But plate-glass 

windows, brightly painted doors, and an 

innocent-looking front of spotless stacco, 

suffice to blind a hurried and easily led 

generation to the imperfections of Lum- 

bago-terrace. Whatever may be thought 

of the wisdom of our ancestors, they did, 

at leasts contrive to get a bouse built so 

that it dbould last, whereas whole squares 

and crescents of the whited sepulchres of 

our own time must before many years 

become as Tadmora in the brick and mortar 

wilderness. ■

Sometimes what was originally good has 

passed away, and but the outer husk re- 

mains, the shell without the oyster, or 

rather with a pseudo-moUusk lurking 

within the treacherous bivalve. There is 

no mistake about the merits of Maltbj's 

bitter beer, when we can get it. The other 

far-fiuned firm, Hopper and Company, 

whose vats and tall chinmeya are at Beer- 

borough-on-Brent, even as those of Maltbr 

are, send forth a pale ale of excellent 

virtues. Unhappily, the world-renowned 

trade-marks of these well-known brewers 

do not always protect their thirsty patrons 

from imbibing what is not nice, and may 

not be wholesome. The ooncoctors of the 

amber liquor have done what they oonld. 

There are their genuine labels on the out- 

side of that glass impostor, the bottle. We 

see, and are pacified by seeing, the famous 

yellow crescent of one house, the celebrated 

red star that is the cognisance of the other. 

There is even a legend or inscription, giv- 

ing us the name and address of the priTi- 

leged wight who reverently drew the pnre 

ale from the cask, and consigned it to the 

bottle. But, abM ! it too often happens that 

the frothing liquid within was never at 

Beerborough at all, and haa no right to 

claim cousinship with the clear waters of 

the Brent. The bottle has been sold and 

resold, emptied and refilled, who koo^s 

how often. It may be months since some 

one sipped the real Beerborough nectar 

that it once imprisoned, for see, the label, 

through much handling, is ra^^ and dim. 

and the drink that mantles in our gl»si 

is but the blood of a very inferior John 

Barleycorn. ■

\ ■
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It may be a traditionary precaution, 

some lingering sentiment of the old high- 

Landed days when men hid their gold and 

buried their savings for fear of robber and 

fi'ee lance, of the king's request for a bene- 

Tolence, ^d the abbot's pica for altar dues, 

but it is certain that no retail dealer will 

confess to making a profit. This reluct- 

ance to own to a thriving state of affairs 

is poshed to exaggeration in those conti- 

nental towns where the most manifestly 

prosperous tradesmen do not scruple to 

assure the travelling Briton that the few 

odd sous or groschen which he feebly tries 

to knock off the price of what he buys, 

represent the seller's whole benefit by the 

transaction. 'And yet it is to the large 

^hop, with its long range of huge windows, 

and its sumptuous trophies of goods, that 

even humble and needy purchasers feel 

themselves drawn as by a magnet. It has 

been well remarked that if an intending 

buyer salHed forth to mstke the modest ac- 

quisition of a single egg^ he or she would 

pass the stall where one egg lay in the 

vender's moss-lined basket, timidly mur- 

muring, aa it were, " Come, cook me," and 

would go on to yonder booth where there 

are eggs in chests, eggs in hampers, eggs 

ranged like grape-shot on napkin-covered 

boards, the stock-in-trade of a Croesus 

among egg merchants. And yet the cus- 

tomer would still want but one egg from 

all this abundance. ■

Old-established shops, well situated and ■

well known, have a certain advantage over ■

newer and more brilliant rivals of which ■

their owners are still better aware than are ■

those who deal there. It will be as well if ■

the old-established shop supplies wares of ■

reasonably good quality, though even that ■

is not compulsory. An establishment which ■

was once noted for real merits may go on ■

undeservingly for a long time before it has ■

quite tired out the patience of the public. ■

Much depends, no doubt, on the character ■

and tlie deportment of the old-established ■

shopkeeper himself. He should sell dear, ■

that is bis sheet-ancl^or, for the connexion ■

between what is cheap and, what is nasty is ■

so deeply rooted in some minds that they ■

are prone to draw the illogical inference ■

that wrbat is expensive must be gpod of its ■

kind. The Old-Established himself should ■

bo worthy of his emporium. An imposing ■

presence, a grand air, are not given to all, ■

bnt much may be done by cultivating a ■

certain confident pomposity. A slow, ■

weighty, self-assertive habit of speech, a ■

disdainful manner, go a long way with ■

familias and her daughters. It is no bad 

plan to speak and look as i^ on the whole, 

the Old-Established would decidedly prefer 

to get rid of his customer, and it often 

abashes the meek, and makes them feel as 

if it were a sort of favour to be allowed to 

pay somewhat more than the apstart ten 

doors off would charge for the same goods. 

One uncomfortable effect of the rise and 

fall of prices remains to be mentioned. 

Each time that an article in general demand 

is brusquely raised or lowered as to its cost 

is apt to produce a singular and often per- 

manent inferiority in ite quality. The silk- 

worm disease increased the cost of silk, 

and the cotton famine that of cotton, fairly 

enough; but silken fabrics unmixed with 

a large proportion of baser materials, and 

cotton of the ancient solidity, yearly grow 

rarer, while the prices show no inclination 

to decline. Tea was never so cheap as now, 

but it is all but impossible to buy at any 

cost the dainty well- tasted leaf of which our 

grandmothers made the infusion. "Wine 

has been cheapened till it seems within 

reach of the poorest, but the generous 

grape juice is supplemented by foreign 

matters of every kind, from potato-spirit to 

essence of fruit, and bottles ctow smaller 

by degrees and more beautifully diminutive 

with every decade, until, as we grow puz- 

zled between reputed pints and slender 

flasks of somewhat larger dimensions, very 

thick at the bottom and very slim of neck, 

we read with wonder that our forefathers 

of a hundred years since could buy a 

genuine bottle of port wine for a shilling, 

of claret for eighteen-pence, and that each 

bottle held a &.ir and honest quart. ■

A LESSON. ■

I SAID, my life is a beautiful thing, ■

I will cruwn me with ita flowers, ^ ■

I will sing of its glory all day long, , ■

For my lurp is young, and sweet, and strong, ■

And the passionate power in my song ■

Shall thrul all the golden hours. ■

And over the sand and orer the stone. 

For ever and erer the wares rolled on. ■

I said, my life is a terrible thing, ■

All ruioed, and lost, and crushed. ■

I will heap its ashes upon my head, ■

I will wail for mj joy and my darling dead. ■

Till the dreary dirge for the days that are fled ■

Stirs faint through the dull dumb dust. ■

And over the sand and over the stone. 

For erer and ever the waves rolled on. ■

I said, I was proud in my hour of mirth, . 

And mad in my first despair. 

Now, I know nor earth, nor sky, nor sea. 

Has heed or helping for one like me, 

The doom or the boon comes, let it be. 

For us, we pan but bear. ■

And over the sand and over the stone, ■
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And I thought they ung, " We laugh to the sun ; ■

We •himmer to moon or etar; ■

We foftm to the laah of the furione bleat ; ■

We rage, when the rain falla, fierce and fait ; ■

But we do our day*! work, and at last» ■

We iweep o*er the harbour-bar." ■

And I learnt my leaion mid eand and itoiMi 

As ever and ever the waTei rolled on. ■

A SUMMER CAMP ON A NEW 

ENGLAND LAKE. ■

It is now some years ago that the writer, 

with a party of friends, spent the ^* heated 

term'' of an American snmmer in an obscure 

little village high up among the mountains 

of Vermont, where nothing but a grand 

depth of broad, luminous, buoyant space 

hindered us of the heaven above us, and it 

seemed as if all the kingdoms of this world 

lay spread at our feet. ■

We lived almost wholly out of doors, in 

waggon and saddle, exploring forests, ra- 

vines, and all maimer of mountain jagged- 

nesses ; tracking streams ; saturating our- 

selves with sunshine, stretched whole days 

long on the short, sweet herbage of some soh- 

tary hillside, so that the ancient farm-house 

where we were supposed to be staying 

came to have for us the uses of the house 

in the Australian bush to Kalingalxmga, 

only "good to sleep on the lee-side of." 

Seeing us for ever abroad, wandering over 

hill and dale as if possessed by a nature- 

famine unappeased and unappeasable, all 

about the country-side one and another 

began to say to us : " Oh, you ought to see 

Mr. Y.'s camp at Lake Minoosac. That 

ought, by all accounts^ to be the very thing 

to suit you; all woods an' water, an' 

nothin' else. Seen his gals drivin' through 

the village sometimes, hain't ye? Wear 

flannel dresses made short, like youm, and 

drive a pair o' Kanuck ponies. Pootty 

nigh as black as squaws the gals be, for 

they're mostly either on their lake or in it 

the whole summer through. I hear their 

camp is a gret curiosity, and that Mr. V. 

is as proud on't as if he wasn't wuth a half- 

million, and had to get his livin' a-buildin' 

log-houses. You'd oughter see it, that's a 

fact." ■

Inquiries concerning this camp elicited 

further hearsay knowledge that gave us a 

really eager desire to behold the little 

settlement in the "forest primeval," only a 

dozen or fifteen miles away. ■

We were told that Mr. V. was a wealthy 

manufacturer in one of the largest towns of 

the state; that he had bought this lake, 

from which flowed the stream that turned ■

his mills, that he might control the water- 

power ; thai he had an encampment on the 

shore of the lake that was regarded as a 

sort of show by the whole country round; 

and that in this camp he and his &mily 

spent two or three months of every Buxmner 

in very primitive but jolly finshion. ■

Also, that he was a *' dreadful polite** 

man, making all his visitors most heartOy 

welcome. More trustworthy information 

was of the same tenor, and we were as- 

sured that if we wished to inspect this bit 

of sylvan life our visit would certainly not 

be considered an impertinence. ■

Froally, one crisp morning in September, 

we started for Lake Minoosac, taking with 

us, as pilot and undaunted spokeswoman, 

our landlady of the farm-house, an elderly 

spinster of very majestic bearing. We 

filled two strong waggons, drawn by horses 

with no nonsense about them ; and if ever 

strength and freedom from skittishness 

were desirable, they were for the last half- 

dozen miles of our drive. We had then left 

the region where farming was possible, and 

were up among crags and Made evergreen 

forests, traversing mountain morasses, jolt- 

ing over a ruinous cofduroy road, often for 

a long way quite under water. At last we 

reached a saw-mill a mile from the lake. 

Here we must leave our horses, and follow, 

on foot, a path through the woods to the 

shore. The encampment was on the other 

side of the lake, and there was no way of 

reaching it practicable for our party save 

by boat. We should find a horn hanging 

on a tree at the right hand where the path 

debouched on the lake's edge. We were 

to blow this horn lustily, then wait until 

Mr. y. should send boats across for his un- 

known guests. ■

We found the lake, the tree, and the horn 

thereon. We blew the horn, and when onr 

summons was echoed and re-echoed round 

the lake We seemed to ourselves such utter 

barbarians that we would have liked to ma 

away before any boat should appear. But 

our generalissima landlady knew the ways 

of the camp, and had no nonsense about 

her either. So we stopped, and by-and- 

bye two specks came dancing in sight hr 

out on the silver rippleless mirror, and 

these grew and grew till we could discern 

that one roomy boat was rowed by a stal- 

wart young Canadian, and that the other, 

a dainty skifl*, contained an elderly gentle- 

man, with a bare-headed, dusky half-breed 

girl of eleven or twelve plying the oars. ■

The gentleman was, of course, Mr. V., 

and he came on shore to wdcome us and ■

il ■

^ ■
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get an idea of our quality. He was a stout 

man, with beautiful grej hair Ijing in loose 

rings about his neck, in the shade of a huge 

sombrero ; a &ce pale but for its sunburn, 

and lighted up with brilliant blue eyes, 

keen, yet beaming with humour and kmd- 

ness. Our spokeswoman explained that 

we were boarders at her house, and so en- 

chanted with the whole region round about 

that we proposed fitting up, for use in 

succeeding summers, a rustic retreat of our 

own, and that we desired, if we might so 

far trespass on Mr. Y.'s kindness, to see 

bis encampment^ that we might better 

nnderstand the needs and manner of a 

genuine woods life. ■

In two minutes we were placed wholly 

at ease. "Intrusion? Not a bit of it. 

People of the right sort couldn't intrude, 

and he* was wishing this morning some 

one would look him up, for his family 

were away for a week, and he was lonely 

enough. Our faces were passport enough, 

and he should be glad to help any one to a 

knowledge of a healthful, rational, delight- 

ful way of spending the summer holiday. 

And what's the last news from Sherman ? 

You'll see he'll be at the Oulf in a week ! 

And now for the boats." ■

We were scan stowed away, but just as 

we had pushed off from shore another 

party of visitors came in sight up the path- 

way, and these shouted to stop the boats. 

Mr. Y. ordered his skiff to be stopped, 

assured the new-comers that no more could 

be taken by the boats this trip, but that 

they should be sent for so soon as we had 

reached the other side. ■

The lake was three miles broad; the 

shores a wilderness. While we crossed, 

Mr. V. told the two or three whom he had 

taken into his own boat how he first came 

to think of this kind of summer outing. ■

"I bought this lake," he said, "that I 

might have the right to build a dam at the 

outlet, and so save myself from having my 

mills stopped, and men idle five or six 

weeks every summer. There had -first to 

be a road cut through to the river from the 

turnpike south of us before the dam could 

be touched. I came up myself to oversee 

the work, found the lake full of fish, and 

was so much better in health after three or 

four weeks roughing it in a shanty, that I 

said to myself, * No Saratoga for my wife 

and girls this year; no fishing in the 

Raquette or Saranac for me.' I made the 

men build a landing-pier, a bath-house, 

and what I think you'll say is the hand- 

somest log-house you've ever seen. The ■

girls took to my notion at once, and were 

wild to come ; but my wife wag so ill that 

we brought her on a bed, and by very short 

stages. She got better directly, however, 

put on a flannel gymnastic suit like her girls, 

learned to fish and to row, is only under a 

roof at night or when it rains, and to-day 

looks, and is, ten years younger than the 

first summer she came up here. Since 

then we have done a good deal about the 

camp. We have a log stable now for a 

pair of tough Canadian ponies, and we can 

entertain forty people for a week, giving 

them lake trout and mountain strawberries 

or raspberries every day, and all of them 

good beds under cover. We contrive to 

amuse ourselves, too, so that there is always 

mourning when the order comes to break 

up camp. , We take care of ourselves, 

mostly, for we only bring up the house- 

keeper, this little girl rowing us, and a 

man to look after the horses and boats. I 

fish, and do the heavy carpentering ; my 

wife and daughters have cleared up the 

wood, and put in fia.ncy touches for an acre 

round the camp. The girls have learned 

to shoot and swim ; they have their friends 

here ; they make excursions with the ponies 

for twenty miles round ; things move pretty 

lively, in short." ■

Gay enough the encampment looked as 

we drew near and nearer it. The ground 

rose gently from the water's edge, and per- 

haps twenty rods up the slope stood the 

log-house, with a dozen or more snowy 

tents scattered about it. On its northern 

side a noisy brook sprang from a rocky 

ravine into the lake, the rock at the ravine's 

mouth running out and up into a bold little 

promontory, amid whose crags a hemlock, 

two or three cedars, and a tall birch, found 

footing and sustenance. The white bole of 

the birch and its tremulous foliage, already 

a pale gold, stood out against the ever- 

greens. On one of the black, shaggy 

cedars a Virginia-creeper hung itself about 

in pale pink and crimson masses ; and high 

above this bit of lovely grouping and colour- 

ing a tall flag- staff rose, from which the 

stars and stripes floated lazily in the soft 

air. ■

Quite a little flotilla of boats lay around 

the pier. There was a fish box, and a clever 

contrivance for keeping milk and butter 

cool. ■

The log-house was indeed very beautiful. 

It was built of straight, smooth logs, neatly 

joined, with no interstices to be filled by 

mud or mortar. The ends of the logs were 

fantastically cut and toothed ; the gables, ■

■^ ■
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the window-caps, and ledges, had a rnstic 

decoration of gnarled, knotted branches 

and roots ; and a piazza ran along the whole 

front, whose pillars were of unbarked red 

cedars, and whose floor was of bits of 

branches closely arranged in a pattern that 

nowhere repeated itself, like Chinese straw- 

work. Variations of the same tasteful 

handicraft were to ^e seen in the benches 

and seats scattered abont; in a table, 

whose top was a mosaic of twigs, with a 

many-pronged pedestal of twisted roots. 

Brackets of hardened fnngi, beautifully 

freaked and striped, supported baskets and 

vases of bark and osier, in which ferns, 

red-berried dwarf cornel, and partridge- 

berry vines, and pale orchids, were grow- 

ing. ■

The house had one large living-room. 

" This is our rainy-day retreat," explained 

our cheerful host. " You see we all have 

our diversions." These were an open deal 

case filled with books and papers, a flute 

and violin, cards and chess, a work-table 

with a pretty litter of birch-bark em- 

broidery — this last done with beads, 

coloured quills, straws, and feathers — ^and 

a long work-boich, where all sorts of fairy 

carpentry seemed to be carried on. The 

materials were piled upon it — contorted 

branches and roots — and our host pulled 

out drawers to show us more delicate trea- 

sures — twigs covered with lichens and 

pendent mosses, oak-balls, clusters of seeds 

and dried berries, packets of golden wheat, 

oats, miUct, nodding grasses, tame and wild 

birds' nests, feathers, and eggs, pressed 

ferns and mosses, rolls of bark, red and 

grey cup-moss, all manner of cones, and 

bud-roughened spruce twigs. On a shelf 

above the bench were ranged bits of artistic 

work in varying stages of completion — a 

tiny flower-stand, brackets and photograph 

easels, wall-baskets, and some odd carven 

root faces and figures. The implements 

were simple — some dainty pincers and 

hammers, fine wire and copper nails, a 

watch-spring saw and a glue-pot, for the 

girls' use ; some rougher tools for Mr. Y. 

" I can hardly tell you," he said, " the re- 

creation and delight we take at this bench, 

and in the picking up of our materials. We 

bring back something from every stroll, 

and are always finding out beautiful things, 

and contriving to adapt them to our pur- 

poses. , It has been a constaih training of 

eye, hand, and heart, and as good for us 

elders as for the young ones. ■

" It has been good for others, too, for we 

scatter our works pretty well. Indeed, ■

most of our Christmas presents to town 

friends are hammered, joined, glued, and 

carved in the summers here. They are 

greatly admired, and people begin to imitate 

them and contrive clever designs of their 

own. And it's curious how the simple 

people round about here, the coal-bnmers 

and lumber-mer^ collect odds and ends 

for us. ■

"It's their own notion. Every year 

one brings some queer root, another a 

fungus, or fossil, or mineral, and the small 

farmer who supplies us with milk has taken 

to chair and taible-making, and threatens 

to beat me hollow. I live in hopes that 

some day education'll be more sensibly 

conducted, and people be taught to n^ 

their eyes, and nnd out the wonders and 

glories lying unnoticed aU round us. ■

" Why, when I was a boy it was a little 

reading and writing, a great deal of spell- 

ing and figures, geography that never got 

beyond the dullest statistics, and a little 

philosophy and chemistry as dry as saw- 

dusts, and as valuable — ^for deadening par* 

poses. I wanted to know about the clonds, 

the grasses, why the leaves changed colour 

in autumn ; I watched the ants, bees, birds, 

tadpoles, and caddis-worms; I pestered 

with questions about what nobody knew or 

cared anything till I promise you my own 

father thought me a half-sawny for years, 

and died, I believe, wondering still how it 

was that I had turned out a tolerably 

practical, successful business man. If be 

can look in on me here he certainly finiis 

me clean daft now ! ■

" I see you're looking at our cook-stove," 

he went on presently; '*that stove has 

a smack of civilisation that I'm rather 

ashamed of. You see we have the open 

fireplace, too, and there are two or three 

gipsy-k6ttle arrangements round outside. 

But my wife insisted on the stove. Like a 

true Yankee, she wanted her warm bread 

and pancakes for breakfast, and can't take 

to ash-cakes and johnny-cakes baked on a 

board before the fire. I tell her it's out of 

all keeping here, but she declares anything^ 

better than smoky food, and we aJl eat as i 

if we agreed with her." I ■

A little sleeping-room out of the living- - 

room was fitted up with rude bunks of j 

deal, one above the other, but looking ■ 

very comfortable with their piles of deer- ^ 

skins, and the floor was warmly carpetw , 

with skins also. The walls of both rooms ' 

were lined with birch-bark, and dotted 

with many ingenious contrivances for sup- 

porting household articles with ecobomy of ■
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Space. Eyerything was of the simplest — 

delf, tin, deal. ''I laid down the law at 

first," said Mr. V., " that there was to be 

no carting one way and another of great 

trains of impedimenta. All the bought 

household gear is so inexpensive that it is 

no temptation to any one if left. The house 

has been broken into once or twice in winter, 

bnt only by some night or storm overtaken 

hunters, and they did no damage beyond 

forcing an entrance. ■

" We bring only commissariat stores, a 

little house-linen, books, musical instru- 

ments, and a ridiculously small wardrobe. 

The women have each what they call a 

* decent' suit, which is for railway journey- 

ing part of the way to and from home. 

Here they need only two or three flannel 

suits, full trousers, yo^ know, with short 

skirts and blouses — like your own dress. 

It's the only costume fit for these woods, 

and pretty, too, to my fancy, when it's in 

strong fine colours. We've had several 

'high jinks' here— a strawberry party, and 

one ball with the whole M. band here. All 

our own folks wore their woods' suits, and 

the draggling petticoats on our town guests 

were just ludicrous. My wife has a special 

dispensation to bring silver forks, and a 

feather-piUow, and china cup and saucer 

for herself. But that's the extreme limit 

of luxuries." ■

A large tent near the house was the 

dining-tent. It was thickly carpeted with 

juniper twigs, and furnished with long 

table and benches made of thick planks 

sawn from unbarked logs. The chandelier 

owed a little more to art, but was neither 

gorgeous enough to shame the rustic sym- 

posium, nor weighty enough to endanger 

its slender support. It was only tin — a 

pyramid of slender hoops set with simplest 

sockets, tho lowest round embellished with 

a dangling fringe of Christmas tree orna- 

ments in tinfoil. ■

The other tents were sleeping-tents. 

These were carpeted with sheets of birch- 

bark. The bedsteads were made of sap- 

lings firmly bound together with withes ; the 

beds and piJlows were sacks filled with hay 

or dry moss. The remaining arrangements 

were as Spartan : a miniature looking-glass, 

a deal box standing on .end for washstand, 

a tin wash-basin and can, a great clam- 

shell for soap, a few pegs, a bit of log by 

way of stool. ■

The bath-house was close at hand, a 

roofless log-house built just above the dam, 

the water running incessantly through the 

plungre. The dressing-room portion was ■

quite luxurious in its accommodations and 

joiner's- work, and had an adjustable awning 

for rainy weather. ■

Then we wandered about the clearing. 

There was the spring where the bright 

water bubbled up in a pebble-lined basin 

amid the mossy roots of a huge tree. The 

siuplus water trickled away in no distinct 

channel, but spread itself over several yards 

of depressed ground at one side, making a 

little swamp where marsh-marigold, mint, 

ladies' ear-cfrop, and white hellebore grew. 

In the centre of this a cluster of great 

tree-stumps and their roots made a little 

island, which had been converted into a 

fernery, and was waving now with ferns so 

rich and green they must surely have for- 

gotten they ever grow anywhere else. 

There was moss underfoot ; mossy couches 

and seats devised here and there; steps 

by which to mount into some comfortable 

perch in a tree's elbow; a tan -strewn 

croquet-ground ; an Indian hammock slung 

(" My pew on Sundays," said Mr. V.) ; the 

establisnments of two or three forest pets, 

and a bower coaxed out of a tangle of fox- 

grape, spice-bush, and virgin's bower cle- 

matis — the latter then silvered over with 

the curling hair of the clusters of bearded 

seeds. ■

A great tree had been felled so that in 

its descent it should span the ravine 

through which the brook flowed, and from 

this d^cult, dizzy bridge one got views of 

the lake, and up the winding chasm, till all 

outlines were lost in the green blackness 

of the wood, that were worth no little 

scrambling and fear. ■

We were made free of everything, and 

after we had inspected all, had baths of 

water and sunshine in the roofless bath- 

house ; and then dined from out our bas- 

kets, sitting on the dam, the baby stream 

darting away beneath us toward a career 

in the great world beyond the silence of 

these woods and circumscribing hills. After- 

wards our host rowed us out into the hike, 

where he fished while our artist roughly 

sketched the encampment. ■

The other party of visitors had been 

duly brought across the lake, and they had 

so .entirely taken possession of the place 

that it was a great relief to Mr. Y. and to 

ourselves to have the long reach of shining 

water between us and the ignorant chatter 

of the new-comers. They were illiterate, 

un travelled country folk, harmless enough 

in intention, but unendui*able in cflbct. ■

Mr. V. had taken no notice of them 

further than telling them when they lauded ■
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^ndseted by ■

that if they liked to wander about the 

ground, they were free to do bo ; bnt they 

went everywhere, peeped into eveiything, 

felt everything that conld be handled — Jbe- 

haved, in short, as if the place were a kind 

of rustic inn where they could do and order 

what they pleased, and where there was no 

bill to consider. They had called for milk, 

for lemons, they wanted fish, the little half- 

breed was summoned from her pretty bark 

embroidery to light a fire that they might 

make tea — there seemed no end to their 

wants and demands. The commanding 

spirit of the party was quite a young 

woman, in a voluminous sun-bonnet — a wo- 

man nearly six feet high, with a figure like 

a rail, and a voice impaired by much snuff. 

Her activity of mind and body was some- 

thing frightful. After she had thoroughly 

overrun the encampment she had hovered 

about us, fastening upon any momentarily 

solitary member of the group. She im- 

parted her impressions of Mr. Y. and his 

manner of life with great candour. '* Seems 

a good-natered kind o' man," she thought, 

''though rather down in the mouth, and 

not. over talkative. But who could be very 

chirk a-livin' this way in the woods, with 

nothin' stirrin' .in sight, only a passle of 

boats for company, and nothin' to do but 

fish and whittle out roots. Seems a curous 

kind o* notion, don't it ? 'n leavin* a com- 

fortable home with things like folks, 'n all. 

I declare I can't think o' nothin' all the 

time but my young ones and their play- 

house, and you don't expect to see grown 

folks artakin' to playhouses. And I never 

in all my born days saw such a lot o' 

rubbish gathered together. Folks in towns 

must be put to it to want to hang up 

scraggly sticks 'n toadstools on their 

walls." Then she would know who we 

were, where we came from, and what we 

came for. The hardened elders of our 

number took a little malicious pleasure in 

withholding from her all this information, 

but she pounced upon the lamb of the fiock 

in an unguarded moment — a shy little 

Quaker schoolgirl, and from this defenceless 

victim extracted all she cared to ask. To her 

she confided that she thought our woods' 

costume very peculiar — immodest, in fact. 

Why we coiUd climb round like boys, and 

didn't make nothin' o' showin' our ankles. 

She should die to wear such a dress ! 

When this was retailed to us, and we re- 

called the yard or two of shapeless stock- 

ing we had several times beheld that day, 

in this woman's plunging about over 

" brake, bush, and scaur" in her conven- ■

tional petticoats, it was impossible to help 

the scream of laughter into which we all 

broke. ■

We missed her address to Mr. V., but 

ho assured us he had never undergone &o 

extraordinary a catechism, and that the 

fun of it was quite worth any annoyance 

he had suffered from the party. "Kmj 

women folks had been here they would 

have made them know at once what they 

could and could not do ; but I can't order 

people, who mean no harm, out of the place, 

and after all there's no great harm done. 

They've had a good time, and so have I." ■

Our genial, friendly host accompanied 

us to the other shore when our time came 

to go, pressed us eagerly to return and 

spend a week when his wife and daughters 

should have come back, promising to teach 

us the various accomplishments of a forest 

life ; we should have music by moonlight 

on the lake, we should make excursions 

with his girls to lovely points about. There 

seemed no limit to his profuse hospitality, 

and it was with a real heart- wrench we 

shook his hand over and over again, thanked 

him, said the last good-bye, then watched 

him speeding back again over the lake, his 

pomegranate-cheeked, dusky little serving- 

maiden plying the oars. ■

We found ourselves unable again to ■

Erove Mr. V.'s kindness, as at parting we 

ad half Hoped and promised to do, wish- 

ing to see more of himself and his family, 

and to bo more thoroughly initiated into 

the secrets of wood-craft; so this day's 

vision was our first and last of camp and 

camp's owner at Lake Minoosao. ■

\ ■

THE UMBRELLA. ■

Among the long roll of titles borne by 

the rulers of Ava and Pegu, who tslaimed 

relationship with all the gods of heaven and 

earth, was the seemingly ridiculous one of 

" Lord of the Twenty-four UmbreUas," a 

regal designation by no means so absurd as 

it appears, since the use of the umbrella 

was in ancient times confined to royal per- 

sonages. As symbolical of authority as the 

sceptre itself, it figures among the insignia 

of royalty on Persepolian marbles and 

Assyrian bas-reliefs; more, it was the 

emblem of the vinous deity, too well wor- 

shipped Bacchus. Nor has it titterly fallen 

from its 'high estate yet. A Siamese writer 

on Siamese customs says, "If one be a 

prince ho fares well. If one be the child of 

a prince, he fares well. If one be the on- ■
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spring of the royal familj, he fares well. 

Would such visit any one, he can. Would 

he walk for pleasure in any direction, he 

can. Would he go anywhere, he has four 

men to carry him on their shoulders. He 

has an umbrella spread over him.'' His 

( Great, Glorious, and most Excellent Ma- 

jesty, the King of Burmah, still sends forth 

his missives " to the great umbrella-bear- 

ing chiefs of the Eastern countries," and the 

custom-keeping monarch of Dahomey still 

holds his court in a sort of bam lined with 

a row of twenty-four umbrellas. Those on 

the flanks, apportioned to the officers of 

the amazonian guards, are white ; but the 

central ones, marking the spot where his 

majesty sits, affect the gaudiest hues. 

Some are purple, some green, some scarlet) 

and a few red, blue, and yellow, like the 

three held over the royal hammock when 

it is borne into camp by its twelve female 

bearers. The tricoloured umbrellas are for 

the king's use alone, and he prides himself 

not a little upon their splendour. Captain 

Barton says, in Dahomey the umbrella 

forms a kind of blazonry, so that any one 

skilled in such heraldy can tell ^' the troops 

from the flag." When a new caboceer, or 

chief, is made, he receives a virgin white 

umbrella of palace manu&cture, as the in- 

signia of his rank, its future decorations de- 

pending upon the deeds he performs. When 

strangers go to court they are obliged to 

remove their swords and furl their um- 

brellas before entering the royal presence. ■

The umbrella was fia.miliar enough to the 

eyes of the old Greeks, and Boman dames 

thought their establishments incomplete 

unless they had their due complement of 

umbrella-bearers, to attend them in their 

walks and drives, and guard their com- 

plexions from solar influences. Boman 

playgoers took umbrellas with them to their 

open theatres, the priests of the early 

Christian churches said mass under them, 

and cardinals taking their titles from 

Basilican churches always received an 

umbrella with the red hat. A golden um- 

brella figures in the paraphernalia of High 

Church dignitaries to this day ; and in some 

places the Host is never carried through the 

streets without a decorated umbrella to 

bear it company. ■

Montaigne says the use of the umbrella 

as a protection against the parching heat 

of the sun was common in Italy in his 

time, but the prince of essayists thought 

the encumbrance more than counter- 

balanced the comfort afforded, pronouncing 

the umbrella to be a greater burden to ■

a man's arm than relief to his head. Mon- 

taigne's verdict is certainly justified by 

Coryate, who describes the umbrellas he saw 

in Italy as being made of leather, in the 

form of a little canopy, hooped inside with 

divers little wooden hoops, extending the 

umbrella in a pretty large compass, and 

hfiving a long handle. Whether the Bo- 

mans introduced the umbrella, with other 

devices of civilisation, to our painted an- 

cestors, is more than we can say'; the An- 

glo-Saxons were undoubtedly acquainted 

with the. article, although the earliest men- 

tion of it in English literature occurs in 

Beaumont and Fletcher's Bule a Wife and 

Have a Wife, in which play the hero is 

oddly enough compared to one. Altea, con- 

gratulating her sister-in-law upon securing 

the supposed easy-going fool for her hus- 

band, asks her : ■

Kow IB your heart at rost ? 

Now you haye got a shadow, an umbrella, 

To ke«p the world's aoorching opinion 

From your fair credit P ■

It would hardly be safe, however, to con- 

clude that the umbrella was strange to 

English eyes prior to the sixteenth century, 

merely because earlier writers fail to men- 

tion it. Shakespeare could not tread the 

Globe boards without coming in contact 

with tobacco-smokers, and yet, if silence 

were good evidence, one must suppose he 

had never heard of the popular weed. ■

Florio,in his World of Wonders (1598), 

describes an "ombrella" as "a fan, a 

canopy ; also a testem, or cloth of state for 

a prince ; also a kind of round fan, a shadow- 

ing, that they use to ride with in summer in 

Italy." PhiUps, in his New World of Words 

(1678), gives us umbrello — a screen against 

the sun's heat, used chiefly by the Spa- 

niards, among whom it was known by the 

name of quitasole. Shelton, the translator of 

Don Quixote, adopts another orthographical 

form — ^umbrel — used also by Fynes.Mori- 

Bon, who writes, " to avoid the beams of 

the sun, in some places in Italy, they carry 

umbrels, or things like a little canopy, over 

their heads ; but a learned physician told me 

that the use of them is dangerous, because 

they gather the heat into a pyramidal 

point, and thence cast it down perpendi- 

cularly upon the head." In 1656, an um- 

brella was sufficiently rare in England for 

Tradescant to think one worthy a place 

among the wonders of his Ark at South . 

Lambeth. Eighteen years later umbrellas 

would seem to have got into society, for in 

Blount's Glossographia, umbrello is de- 

scribed as " a fashion of round and broad ■

i ■
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fans, wherewith the Indians, and from them 

onr great ones, preserve themselves from 

the heat of the snn.'< ■

The first hint of the umbrella being 

turned to its present purpose is given by 

Swifb in the Tale of a Tub, written in 

1696, where Jack is said to have had a 

way of working his parchment oopy of his 

&.theF-'s will into any shape he pleased, so 

that it served him for a nightcap when he 

went to bed, and for an umbrella in rainy 

weather. In 1708, Kersey speaks of it as 

commonly used by women to keep off the 

rain. In 1709, Ned Ward, sneering at the 

new-fangled invention, the barometer, says 

by its means gentlemen and ladies of the 

middle quality may be infallibly informed 

when it is right to put on their best clothes, 

and when they ought not to venture in the 

fields without their cloaks and umbrellas. 

Ladies do not appear, however, to have 

taken very kindly to the innovation, for in 

Swift's description of the effects of a city 

shower we are told : ■

To aliops, in crowds, the draggled females flj, 

Pretend to clieapen goods, but nothing buy ; ■

although ■

The tucked-up eeamstress walks with hastj strides, 

While streams run down her oiled umbrella's sides. ■

Guy limits its appearance to the winter ■

season : ■

Good housewires all the winter's raj^e despise, ■

Defended by the riding-hood*s disguise; ■

Or undwneath th' umorella's oily shed, ■

Safe through the wet on clinking pattens tread. ■

Lot Persian dames th' umbrella's nbs display, ■

To guard their beauties from the sunny i|ay. ■

Or sweating slaves support the shady load ' • ■

When Eastern monarchs show their state abroad. ■

Britain in winter only knows its aid ■

To guard from chilly showers the walking maid. ■

A large umbi'ella was usually kept hang- 

ing in the hall at good houses, to keep 

visitors dry as they passed to or from their 

carriages. Coffee-house keepers provided 

in the same way for their frequenters ; but 

men disdained to carry such a convenience 

through the streets. In the Tatler*s verses, 

from which we have already quoted : ■

The Templar spruce, while every spout's abroach, 

Stays till 'tis fair, yet seems' to call a coach. ■

He would not have been guilty of slurring 

his own manhood like the careful young 

gentleman belonging to the Custom House, 

who, for fear of rain, borrowed the um- 

brella of Will's Coffec-House from the mis- 

tress, and was formally advertised that in 

like need he should be welcome to the 

maid's pattens. It was held effeminate, 

indeed, to shirk a wetting. " Take that 

thing away," said Lord Comwallis to the 

servant about to hold the house umbrella ■

over him. *^I am not sugar or salt, to 

melt in a ahower." The marquis would 

have enjoyed the scene at that Metz re- 

view, when an officer, offering his umbrella 

to his unprotected emperor, Joseph the 

Second exclaimed, "I heed not a shower; 

it hurts nothing of a man but his cloihes." 

Whereupon ensued a closing movement all 

round. There certainly is something nn- 

soldierly about our subject, and it is bard 

to imagine the Guards under fire and um- 

brellas at the same time. Such a thing, how- 

ever, was seen once. During the action at 

the Mayor's House, near Bayonne^in 1813, 

the Gh:«nadiers, under Colonel Tynling, oc- 

cupied au unfinished redoubt near the higb 

road. Wellington, happening to ride tbat 

way, beheld the officers of the household 

regiment protecting themselTes from the 

pelting rain with their umbrellas. This 

was too much for the great chief's equa- 

nimity, and he sent off Lord A. Hill b- 

stanter with the message, " Lord Welling- 

ton does not approve of the use of um- 

brellas under fire, and cannot allow the 

gentlemen's sons to make themselves ridi- 

culous in the eyes of the army. ' ' He after- 

wards gave the oolonel a good wiggbg 

himself, telling him, **The Gruards may 

carry umbrellas when on duty at St. 

James's, but in the field it is not onlj 

ridiculous, but unmilitary." Sainte-Benve 

saw nothing ridiculoua in standing fire 

under an umbrella. When he appeared 

as a duellist for the first and last time in 

his life, the critic took his place armed with 

an ancient flint-lock pistol and an umbrella. 

His adversary protested against the ging- 

haui, the seconds remonstrated, but in vain. 

Sainte-Beuve declared he had no objectioD 

to being shot, but preferred to die a drv 

death, so the duel proceeded, until each 

combatant had fired four times withont 

effect, Sainte-Beuve keeping his umbrella 

hoisted to the end. ■

Wolfe, no feather-bed soldier, did not 

think there was any unmanliuess in keep- 

ing one's coat dry. Writing home from 

France, in 1752, he expressed his surprise 

that the Parisian fashion of using um- 

brellas in sunshine, and something of the 

same kind in wet weather, had not been 

adopted in England. With Wolfe's nega- 

tive evidence the one way, and Swift aud 

Gay's positive evidence the other, it is im- 

possible to tell when the umbrella was 

fairly established here. Jonas Hanwaj 

has been credited with being the first man 

courageous enough to carry an umbrella 

regularly in London streets, but it is open ■
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to donbt if he carried an umbrella' at all. 

He is said to have defended his vng and 

face with a " paraplaie"— and Bailey calls 

a "parasol/' a small nmbrella to keep oflp 

the rain. It was something l^igger than 

our modem lady's sunshade, however, 

wherewith Shebbeare's footman shielded 

his master in the pillory; if the doctor 

had not been popular with tho mob, the 

device would have provoked an extra share 

of missiles, for, twelve years later, when- 

ever Macdonald ventured to air a fine silk 

umbrella he had picked up in Spain, he 

was saluted with '* Frenchman, why don't 

yon call a' coach !" — very likely enough to 

be raised by the hadkney-coachmen, who 

counted upon making hay when the sun 

did not shine. The apparition of a scarlet 

uiubrella caused immense excitement in 

Bristol in 1780, and Southey's mother 

could recollect the time when the Bristolians 

made a point of chivying any umbrella 

bearer. A Doctor Spens is said to have 

introduced the umbrella into Edinburgh ; 

and a surgeon named Jameson, in 1781 or 

1 782, made one familiar to the eyes of the 

citizens of Glasgow. Forty years ago, a 

lady lived in Taunton, who could remember 

when but two umbrellas existed there; 

one, tho property of the clergyman, being 

hung up in the church porch every Sunday, 

to be admired by the incoming congrega- 

tion. They did not take such a serious 

view of the innovation as the worthy folks 

of New Haven, who were scandalised at 

beholding a deacon walking to church 

under an nmbrella, and sent a deputation 

next day to reprove him for flying in the 

face of Providence, who evidently intended 

that man should get wet when it rained. ■

Umbrellas, when not on active service, 

used to be carried upside up, not upside 

down, as 'we carry them now, the finger 

being passed through a ring fixed to the 

top of the stick. In 1787, a tradesman in 

Ciieapside Admitted his readiness to supply 

the public "with pocket and portable um- 

brellas, snperior to any hitherto imported 

from abroad, or manufiictured at home ; he 

aLso guaranteed that his ordinary umbrellas 

were so prepared that they would not 

stick tog^ether, a common failing with the 

jiled silk articles then in vogue. Was 

his enterprising shopkeeper the intro- 

lucer of the gingham umbrella, inseparably 

ssociated with Paul Pry, the inimitable 

jramp, and the King of the French ? 

Lhljoug'h banished fi'om the best society, 

here is yet a sort of respectability about 

he giiig'hani. " My dear fellow," said ■

Jerrold, to a popular actor, who was suffer- 

ing from chronic pecuniary embarrassment, 

" I do not despair of living to see the day 

when you will be found, some muddy 

morning, walking up Ludgate-hill with a 

cotton umbrella under your arm, going to 

invest your funds in the Bank of England." 

Lamb's favourite comedian, Munden, was 

seldom seen off the stage without his 

gingham, a very shabby one. Meeting an 

old friend one morning, the latter saluted 

him with, "Alj, Joe, I've been thinking 

of you — I'm off to America ! " " Are you ?" 

said Munden, "then you must give me 

something in remembrance — ^take my um- 

brella and give me yours !" It is un- 

necessary, perhaps, to add that Joe's friend 

sported silk. ■

There was an odd row over an umbrella 

in 1827. The doorkeepers of the Upper 

House were in the habit of admitting 

strangers below the bar, after lelieving 

them of their sticks or umbrellas. A Mr. 

Bell left his umbrella one evening, which 

somebody claimed and carried off ; where- 

upon the defrauded proprietor brought 

an action against the doorkeepers, and 

served the process himself, within the pre- 

cincts of the House. Lord Chancellor 

Eldon called the attention of the Lords to 

this breach of privilege, and the offender 

was ordered to appear at the bar. Tom 

Moore seized upon the incident, and indited 

a rhymed version of Eldon's speech : ■

" Mj Lords, on the question before us at present, 

I9o doubt I shall hear — * 'Tis that cursed old fellow, ■

That bugbear of all that is liberal and pleasant, 

Who won't let the Lords give the man his umbrella !' ■

" I own of our Protestant laws I am jealous, 

And long as God spares me, will always maintain ; ■

That once haying taken med's rights or umbrellas, 

We ne'er should consent to restore them again. ■

" What security have jou, je bishops and peers, 

If thus you give back Mr. Bell his parapluie, ■

That he mayn't with his stick come about all ^our ears, 

And then where would your Protestant penwigs be P ■

" No, Heaven be my judge, wore I dying to-day — 

Ere I dropped in mygrave, like a medlar that's mellow, ■

' For God's sake !' at that awful moment I'd say, 

* For God's sake, don't give Mr. BeU his umbrella !' " ■

As the question of the restoration or non- 

restoration of the missing umbrella was 

never before the House, of course Hansard 

contains nothing bearing the faintest re- 

semblance to Moore's squib. Yet when 

the poet printed the lines, many years 

afterwards, in a collection of his works, he 

added a note for the benefit of posterity, 

explaining that Mr. Bell having left an 

umbrella behind him in the House of 

Lords, the doorkeepers, ** standing upon 

the privileges of that noble body, refused 

to restore it, and the above speech arose ■
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out of the transaction" — a proof how hard 

truth-telling is to a partisan writer. • ■

Umhrellas share with books the peculi- 

arity that they may be stolen with im- 

punity, so long as the thief assumes the 

guise of a borrower ; why this should be 

is an unsolvable mystery. It is just the 

same in America as in England, equally 

low notions on the subject prevailing on 

both sides the Atlantic. "Why buy an 

umbrella ?" asks an American editor ; "all 

you need do is to stand in a doorway until 

some one passes with an article suiting 

your taste, and then step out boldly, seize 

hold of the desired object, with *Sir, I 

beg your pardon, yon have my umbrella !' 

In nine cases out of ten it will be meekly 

surrendered, for how does the bearer know 

you are not the man he stole it from!" 

There are some signs that the world is 

growing better; we saw lately, with our 

own eyes, an advertisement offering to re- 

store an umbrella, left somewhere by the 

forgetful owner ; and a clergyman publicly 

declared his conviction that society was 

improving in morality, because he knew of 

three several instances of borrowed um- 

brellas finding their way back to the owners. 

But then on the other hand, we have the 

testimony of another clergyman that he 

had only married one couple in the course 

of a year; that they did not pay him his 

fee, but stayed to dine with him, as it was 

raining hard; and finally borrowed his 

umbrella when they departed — ^since when 

he has not seen or heard anything of them! ■

THE YELLOW FLAG. ■

By EDMUND YATES, ■

ATJTHOB OF "BLACK SHXIP," " NOBODY'S F0BT17NB,** Ao. ftC. ■
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COMPANION. ■

Within half an hour after Pauline's re- 

turn Alice Claxton awoke to consciousness, 

dully and heavily at first, with dazed eyes, 

with a sense of oppression at her head and 

heart, with an impossibility to collect her 

thoughts, to make out where she was, or 

what was passing around her. Gradually 

this feeling of helplessness and indecision 

subsided. She recognised Pauline, who 

was bending over her, a^d softly bathing 

her forehead with eau-de-cologne, and with 

that recognition the flood-gates of memory 

were opened, and the recollection of her 

widowhood and her grief rushed into her 

mind. ■

In an instant Pauline saw what had ■

happened^ one glance at the patient's &oe 

was sufficient for her practised eye. ■

" You must not move, dear," she whis- 

pered, leaning forward, "you must not 

attempt to speak until we have given you 

something to sustain you. You have been 

very ill, my poor child, and even now mnst 

on no account be subjected to any excite- 

ment. Lie still for yet a few minutes, and 

then I will tell you anything you want to 

know." , ■

Alice did as she was bid, falling back on 

to the pillow from the sitting position in 

which she had endeavoured to raise herseU*, 

and closing her eyes, as though weaiied 

with even that small attempt at motion. 

Meanwhile Pauline rang the bell, gave the 

servant orders to bring some jelly and 

other invalid food, which- had been in 

preparation, and cast her eyes round tk 

room to see that it was in exactly the same 

order as it had been when Alice was carried 

up to it. Everything just the same, the 

old desk replaced under the toilet-cover of 

the table, the books and papers throngh 

which Pauline had searched restored to 

their former position, no difference notice- 

able anywhere. Then Pauline seated her- 

self by the bedside, and, taking the jelly 

from the servant, fed Aiioe with it as 

though she had been a child, proceeding 

afterwards to bathe her £Euse and hands, to 

comb her dark hair from off her forehead, to 

shake and smooth the pillows, doing all 

quietly and with the genUest touch imagin- 

able. ■

" You are better now, dear," she said, ^hen 

she had finished her task, and wa£ again 

seated. " Your eyes are bright, and there 

is some sign of colour in your cheeks. Yon 

may speak now, dear, as I kn6w yon are 

anxious to do. You deserve some reward 

for your obedience." ■

Then Alice raised herself on her elbo^) 

and said in a low tone, quite different from 

her usual clear voice, '* I feel strange jet 

though, and not quite able to make out 

what has happened. Tell me," she said, 

'* is it true about John Claxton, is he 

dead?" ■

"Yes, dear," said Pauline, "it is true." ■

" Ah, you were to take me to him," cried 

the girl, raising her voice. " I recollect it 

all now. Why am I here in bed ? Whj 

do we not start at once ?" ■

" We do not start because it would be 

useless," said Pauline. " You do not know 

what has happened, my poor child. On 

the evening when you were to have gon<^ 

to London with me, just as we were on the 

point of setting out, you, who had fought ■
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60 well against the excitement, gave way at 

last, and fell into a fainting fit.*' ■

"How long ago is that?" said Alice, 

putting her hand to her head. ■

"That is nearly three days ago," said 

Pauline, " and you have remained in a state 

of unconsciousness ever since, and '* ■

" And now I am too late to see him," 

cried Alice, wildly. " I know it by your 

manner, by your averted face. They cannot 

have buried him without my having seen 

him. It is not so ? Oh, tell 9^e at once." ■

" It would be worse than cruel to deceive 

you, my poor girl," said Pauline, softly. 

"It is so." ■

Thenthelittle strength which remained to 

Alice Claxton gave way, and she burst into 

a fit of grief, burying her face in the pillow, 

over which her long dark hair lay stream- 

ing, clutching at the coverlet with her 

hcuids, and sobbing forth broken ejacula- 

tions of misery and despair. Pauline did 

not attempt to interfere with her while she 

was in this state, but stood by the bedside 

calmly compassionate, waiting until the 

paroxysm should be over, and the violence 

of Alice's grief should subside. It subsided 

after a time. Her head was raised from 

the pillow, the spasmodic action of the 

hands ceased, and although the tears still 

continued to flow, the ejaculations soflened 

down into one oft-repeated wail, "What 

will become of me ? What will become of 

me?" ■

Then Pauline gently touched her out> 

stretched hand, and said, *' What will be- 

come of you, my poor child, do you ask ? 

While yoa have been lying here unconscious, 

there are others who have occupied them- 

selves with your future." ■

**My future ?" cried Alice. "Why should 

they occupy themselves with that ? How 

can they give me back my husband ?" ■

" They cannot indeed give you back your 

husband," said Pauline, quietly, "but they 

can see that your life altogether is less 

dreary and more hopeful than it otherwise 

would be ; and it is well for you, Alice," 

she said, caUing her for the first time by 

her Christian name, " that you have found 

such friends. You have seen one of them 

already, the gentleman who came here to 

tell you of your loss — Mr. Gurwood." ■

"Ah," said Alice, "I remember him, 

the clergyman ?" ■

*^ Yes, the clergyman ; he is a kind and 

a good man." ■

" Yes," said Alice, reflectively, " he was 

very kind and thoughtful, I recollect that, 

but why did they send him, he does not 

belong to this parish, why didn't Mr. Tom- ■

r ■

linson come ? Is Mr. Gurwood a friend of 

his ?" ■

" Not that I know of," said Pauline, who 

had not the least idea who Mr. Tomlinson 

might be. " Mr. Gurwood was — is Mr. 

Calverley's step-son." ■

" Mr. Calverley !" cried Alice, "my poor 

dear John's partner? Ah, then, it was 

quite natural he should be sent to me." ■

*' Quite natural," said Pauline, much re- 

lieved by finding her take the explanation 

so easily. "Mr. Gurwood is, as I have 

said before, a very kind and a very good 

man. He will come and see you to- 

morrow or the next day, and tell you what 

he proposes you should do." ■

" I suppose I shall have to leave this 

house ?" said Alice, looking round her with 

a sigh. ■

" I should think so, Alice," said Pauline. 

"I should think it would be better for 

many reasons that you should, but I know 

nothing positively ; Mr. Gurwood will talk 

to you about that when he comes. And now, 

dear, I must leave you for awhile. I have 

to go to London to make some arrange- 

ments in my own affairs, but I will return 

as speedily as I can. I may see Mr. Gur- 

wood, and I shall be glad to tell him that 

you are almost yourself again." ■

" Almost myself," said Alice. " Ah, no, 

never myself again ! never myself again !" ■

Meanwhile the mistress of the house in 

Great Walpole-street had been in anything 

but an enviable frame of mind. It has 

been observed of Mrs. Calverley, that even 

when she was Miss Lorraine, and during 

the lives of both her husbands, her favourite 

position was standing upon her dignity, a 

position which, with some persons, is re- 

markably difficult to maintain. Mrs. Cal- 

verley was of opinion that by the conduct 

both of her companion and of her son her 

dignity had been knocked from under her, 

and she had been morally upset, and that, 

too, at a time when she had calculated on 

receiving increased homage : on taking her 

place as acknowledged head of the house- 

hold. That Madame Du Tertre should 

ask to be relieved from her attendance at 

a time when of all others she might have 

known that her presence would be neces- 

sary to console her friend in her affliction, 

and to aid her in devising schemes for the 

future, was in itself a scandal and a shame. 

But that her son Martin, who» as a clergy- 

man of the Church of England, ought to be 

a pattern of filial obedience and all other 

virtues, should neglect his mother in the 

way that he did, going away to keep what ■
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he called business appointments day afler 

day ; above all, that he should omit to give 

her any definite answer to the generous 

proposition which she had made liim, was 

more scandalous and more shameful. ■

So Mrs. Calverley remained swelling with 

spite and indignation, all the more fierce 

and bitter because she had to keep them to 

herself, and these were the first days of her 

triumph, days which she had thought to 

spend very difierently, in receiving the 

delicate fiattery and veiled homage which' 

she had been accustomed to from Pauline, 

in listening to the protestations of gratitude 

which she had expected from her son. 

Now both of these persons were absent — 

for Martin was so little at Great Walpole- 

street that his mother had small opportunity 

of conversation with him — and she was 

left in her grim solitude, but she knew 

sooner or later they would return, and 

when she did get the opportunity she was 

perfectly prepared to make it as uncomfort- 

able for each of them as possible. ■

It was late in the afternoon, and Mrs. 

Calverley, who had so far given in to the 

fashion of the time, as to take her five 

o'clock tea — ^which was served, not with 

the elegant appliances now common, but 

in a steaming breakfast-cup on an enor- 

mous silver salver — ^had settled herself to 

the consumption of what might be called 

her meal, when Pauline entered the room. 

She came forward rapidly, and toking her 

patroness's hand, bent over it and raised 

it to her lips. Mrs. Calverley j^ve her 

hand, or rather let it be taken, with suffi- 

ciently bad grace. She sat poker-like in 

her stif&iess, with her .lips tightly com- 

pressed. It was not her business to com- 

mence the conversation, and the delay gave 

her longer time to reflect upon the bitter 

things she fuUy intended to say. ■

*' So at last I am able to once more reach 

my dear Mend's side," said Pauline, seat- 

ing herself in close proximity. She saw at 

once the kind of reception in store for her, 

and though the course on which she had 

determined rendered her independent of 

Mrs. Calverley's feelings towards her, she 

was too good a diplomatist to provoke 

where provocation was unnecessary. ■

" You certainly have not hurried your- 

self to get there," said Mrs. Calverley, 

clipping the words out from between her 

lips. " I have now been left entirely to 

myself for " ■

" Do not render me more wretched by 

going into the details of the time of my 

absence," said Pauline, "it has impressed ■

itself upon me with sufficient distinctness 

already." ■

'* I should have thought, madame," said 

Mrs. Calverley, unrelentingly, "that strictly 

brought up as you have always represented 

yourself to be, you would have understood, 

however pleasantly your time may have 

been occupied, that your duty required yon 

to be in this house." ■

*' However pleasantly mv time may bave 

been occupied," cried Pftulme; "each word 

that you utter is an additional stab. It is 

duiy and duty alone which has called me 

away from your side. It is duty wbicb 

imposes a ^rther task upon me, end, 

heart-rending task, which I have yet to de- 

clare to you ! And you, who have been a 

life-long martyr to the discharge of your 

own duty, ought to have some pity for me 

in the discharge of mine." ■

These last words were excellently chosen 

for her purpose. That she was a martyr, 

and an unrecognised martyr, was the one 

text on which Mrs. Calverley preached : to 

acknowledge her in tiiat capacity was to 

pay her the greatest possible complimeni 

So, considerably mollified, she repHed, "If 

I felt annoyed at your absence, Palmyref it 

was for your sake more than for my own. 

The loss of your society is a deprivation 

to me, but I am accustomed to depriva- 

tions and to crosses of all kinds. I devoted 

myseH to my husband— and had he listened 

to the counsel I gave him, he would be 

here at this moment — ^and I am p:«pared to 

devote myself to my son." ■

"Ah," said Patdine, with earnestness, 

" Monsieur Martin !" ■

"Yes, Palmyre," said Mrs. Calverley. 

" Monsieur Martin, as you q>eak of him 

in your foreign way, the Reverend Martin 

Gurwood, as he is generally called. I ^^ 

prepared to devote myself to him. I have 

told him that I vnll remove him from that 

desolate country parish, and establish hn 

here in London in a church of his own, 

that he shall hve with me in this honse, 

share my wealth, and dispense my cha- 

rities." ■

" Martin in London," thought Pauline, 

to herself. " Then it is in London that 

Alice and I must take up our abode." Th&i 

she said aloud, " And what does Mcmsienr 

Martin say to this grand, this generous pro- 

position, madame ?" ■

" Ay, exactly — ^what does he say !" cried 

Mrs. Calverley. " You may wdl ask that' 

You and every one else would have tbongbt 

that he would have jumped at such so 

offer, wouldn't you? And so he woold, ■
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doubtless, if it had come from any one else, 

but it is my lot to suffer !" ■

" lie has not refused it, madame ?" ■

" No, he has not refused ; he has given 

me no definite answer any way." ■

" Ah, ho will not refuse you, I am sure," 

said Pauline, clasping her hands; "the 

prospect of such a life with such a mother 

must overcome even his strict notions of 

self-denial. Ah, madame, if you could only 

know what a thrill of joy your words have 

sent through my heart, how what you have 

said has tended to disperse the black clouds 

which were gathering over me !" ■

"Dear me, Palmyre," cried Mrs. Cal- 

vcrley, in her blank, unimaginative way, 

" black clouds I What on earth are you 

talking about ?" ■

" I told you just now that I had a yet 

further sacrifice to make to duty. It is a 

sacrifice so great, so painful to me, that I 

hardly dared to hint at it ; but what you 

have said just now robs it somewhat of its 

sting. Wiiat a comfort it would be to me 

to know that you had some one to look 

after and cherish you, as you ought to be 

cherished, when I am gone." ■

" What's that you said, Palmyre ?" cried 

Mrs. Calverley, sharply indeed, but nothing 

like so viciously as Pauline had expected. 

"You are gone! What do you mean by 

that ?" ■

" When I am gone," repeated Pauline, 

^* in obedience to duty which calls upon me. 

Ah, dear friend, why are you wealthy, and 

in high position, surrounded by comforts 

and luxury ? If you were poor and needy, 

sick and struggling, I could reconcile it 

with my duty to remain here with you ; as 

it is, I am called upon to leave you, and to 

devote myself to those to whom my poor 

services can be useful." ■

" You must be more explicit, Palmyre," 

said Mrs. Calverley, still without any trace 

of anger. Bold and haughty as she was, 

she had been somewhat disturbed at the 

idea of having to break to her companion 

the news of her dismissal, and now she 

thought the difficulty seemed materially 

lightened. ■

"It is a sad story,'* said Pauline, "but 

it will be interesting to you who have a 

benevolent heart." ■

" It IS about your cousin, I suppose ?" 

said Mrs. Calverley. ■

" My cousin ?" cried Pauline. ■

"Yes," said Mrs. Calverley; "your 

cousin, who was lying ill at the poor lodg- 

ing, she who knew no one in London but 

yourself, could not speak our language, and ■

was utterly helpless ; she is worse, I sup- 

pose ? Perhaps she is dead !" ■

" Tiens," said Pauline to herself, " it is 

lucky she reminded me about the cousin ; 

in all the confusion and plotting I had 

almost forgotten what I had said. No, my 

dear friend," she said aloud, "my poor 

cousin still lives, and is, indeed, consider- 

ably easier and better than when I first 

went to her. A relation of hers, a brother- 

in-law, has found her out, and is being kind 

to her, as the poor are always kind to one 

another ; not, indeed, that this brother-in- 

law can be called poor, except in com- 

parison with persons of wealth like yours. 

He is an old friend of mine ; he knew my 

father, the artillery officer at Lyons, and 

used often to come to my husband's house 

when we were in business there." ■

" He admired you then, and he has made 

an offer now, and you are going to bo mar- 

ried to him ?" said Mrs. Calverley, with an 

icy smile. " Is that it, Palmyre ; is that the 

sacrifice you feel yourself called upon to 

make ?" ■

" Ah, my friend," cried Pauline, " there 

is no question of anything of that sort for 

me ; my heart is buried in grief. No, this 

worthy man, who has known me so long, 

knows that I am what you call in your 

language, but for which we have no word 

in French, respectable. He knows that I 

can be trusted, and he offers to me a place 

of trust ; he asks me to undertake a sacred 

charge." ■

" Dear me," again ejaculated Mrs. Cal- 

verley ; " what might tnat be ?" ■

" This old friend of mine finds himself 

left as guardian and trustee for the widow 

and orphan of his former ward, a wretched 

young man — ^he must have been bom under 

an evil star, for nothing seemed to prosper 

with him — and who has just died of con- 

sumption at Nice. The widow is, as I 

understand, a weak creature, very young, 

very pretty, and utterly inexperienced. 

Her husband during his lifetime never 

allowed her to do anything, and the conse- 

quence is that she is quite ignorant of the 

ways of the world, and would be easily 

snapped up by any one who might choose 

to take advantage of her. Being, as I have 

said, very pretty, and having a small com- 

petence of her own, I need scarcely tell 

you that there would be plenty of wretches 

on the look out for her." ■

"Wretches, indeed!" cried Mrs. Cal- 

verley. "One of the few curses of wealth 

is that it renders one liable to be so beset." ■

" My old friend," then pursued Pauline, ■
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"a warm-hearted man, who preserves a 

grateful recollection of the manner in which 

at the ontset of his life he was befiiended 

by his dead widow's father, and desirous of 

shielding the widow and orphans to the 

best of his power, offered me a modest salary 

to take up my abode with this young 

woman, and to become her protector and 

look after her generally." ■

"WeU," said Mrs. Calverley, with a 

sniff, " and what did you say to that ?'* ■

** I refused altogether. I told him that I 

was already living with one whom fortune 

had cruelly treated in depriving her of her 

only protector, and who from her resigna- 

tion and goodness commanded my deex)e8t 

sympathy. But my old friend refused to 

accept this explanation, and after question- 

ing me closely about you and your position, 

pointed out that if I were doing a good 

action in living with you, who were weiJthy 

and powerful, how much more rigorously 

should I be discharging my duty in giving 

myself up to those who, while equally 

afflicted with you in the loss of those they 

loved, were not endowed with your circum- 

stances, worse than all, were not endowed 

with your patience and Christian resigna- 

tion." ^ ■

A faint flush of pleasure glowed on Mrs. 

Calverley's pale cheeks. " There is some- 

thing in that," she said ; " it was a sensible 

remark. My trouble has been lifelong, I 

have been schooled in it from my youth ; 

but this poor person is only just beginning 

to know the miseries of the world. Well, 

Palmyre, what did you say then ?" ■

'* I felt, dear friend, that, as you say, the 

argument was strong, the appeal almost 

irresistible ; l)ut I said that I could give no 

definite reply ; that, however strongly my 

duty might call me elsewhere, my heart 

was with you ; that I would lay the case 

before you, exactly as it stood, and unless I 

had your free consent I should not separate 

myself from you." ■

Outwardly calm and composed, Mrs. 

Calverley was inwardly in a state of great 

<lelight. Not merely did she see her way 

to getting rid of her companion without 

any trouble, but she would receive the 

greatest credit for her magnanimity and 

self-denial in giving Pauline up to those 

whose need was greater than her own. It 

was, however, i^ecessary that she should be 

cautious and reticent to the last, so before 

pledging herself to anything definite Mrs. 

Calverley said : ■

" You, Palmyre, who know my character 

so well, must be perfectly aware that the 

circumstances which you have narrated to 

me are such as would command my warmest 

sympathies, but before I give you any 

definite answer, I should like to ask jon 

one or two questions. The little household 

over which yon are called upon to preside 

will be established in France I presume ?*' ■

" No," said Paulinp, ** in England. The 

poor widow is an Englishwoman, and de- 

clines to go away with her little child, a 

charming little creature, from the land of 

her birth." ■

"In England?" cried Mrs. Calverley. 

" And whereabouts in England ?" ■

" Nothing is yet settl^" said Pauline, 

" but I have no doubt that I should have 

some hand in deciding that, and all mj 

influence would be used to remain in the 

neigl^bo'urhood of London." ■

Mrs. Calverley was overjoyed at this 

announcement; she thought she saw her 

way to making use of her quondam ally 

witiKout the necessity of recompensing her. ■

She was silent for a few minutes. Then 

she said, in a tone which she tried to modu- 

late as much as possible, but which was un- 

mistakably triumphant, " I have reflected, 

Palmyre, and I find it is again my duty to 

exercise that power of self-denial with which 

I have fortunately been imbued. These 

poor creatures have greater need of you 

than I, and however much I may suffer hj 

the abnegation, I waive my claim upon yoo 

— I give you up to them." ■

" You are an angel," said Pauline, bend- 

ing down to kiss her friend's hand. Her 

face was necessarily hidden, but if any one 

could have caught a glimpse of it ihey 

would have seen on it an expression of 

intense amusement. ■

'* I shall see you again, I suppose ?" said 

Mrs. Calverley. ■

" Oh, certainly," said Pauline ; " I shall 

let you know as soon as anything is settled, 

and I sincerely trust that my duties will 

not be so constant and so binding as to pre- 

vent my frequently coming to visit my best 

and dearest friend." ■

''Does she take me for a fool, this 

woman ?" said Pauline when she had gained 

the solitude of her bedroom, '* or is she so 

blinded by her own folly as to believe tb: 

other people are so weak as she ? Hoir- 

ever, the difficulty, such as it was, has beea 

easily arranged, and all is now clear forme 

to commence my new manner of life." ■
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Add so that odd yision waa gone ; &nd 

loura Grey turned to as eagerly for infor- 
mation. ■

We could not gire her mnch. We were 
DarselTes bo fiuniliar with the &ct of Mr. 

Cannel's eidatence, that it never ooonrred 

to 08 that his appearance coold be a anrprige ■

Mr. Garmel had come about eight months 
before to reside in the smaJl old honse in 

which the huid-st«ward had once been bar- 

boared, and which, bnilt in continuation of 

the side of the honEe, forms a Eort of retreat 

iog wing to it, with a hall-door to iteelf, bat 
under the same roof. ■

This Mr. Carmel was, undonbtedly, a 

Romsn Catholic, and an ecclesiastic ; of 

what order I know not. Possibly bo waa 

a Jesnit. I never was very learned or very 

carious npon snch points; bnt some one, I 

forget who, told me that he positively was 

a member of the Society of Jesns. ■

My poor mother was very High Chnrch, 

and on very friendly terms with Catholic 

personages of not«. Mr. Carmel had been 

'ery ill, and was still in delicate health, 

ind a qniet nook in the country in the 

leighbonrhood of the sea had been ordered 
or bim. Thevacanthonse I have described 

ihe begged for bia use from my father, who 

lid not at all like the idea of lending 

t, OS I conid gather from the partly jocnlar 

Jid partly serions discnssions which he 

naiutained npon the point, every now and 

hen, at the breakfaet-tablc, when I was last ■

I rememberhearingmy father say at last: 

" Ton know, my dear Mabel, I'm always ■

'-.III'' — r* — 1 — ' fi'm ii ■ ■■" --rr ■
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ready to do anything yon like. I'll be a 

Catholic myself if it gives yon the least 

pleaenre, only be sure, first, aboat this thing, 

that yon really do like it. I shondn't care 

if the man were hanged — he very likely 

deeerres it — bnt I'll give him my honse if 

it makes yon happy. Ton must remember, 

thongh, the Cardyflion people won't like it, 

Emd yoa'U be talked about, and I dare say 
he'll make nnns of Ethel and Helen. He 

won't get a great deal by that, I'm afraid. 

And I don't see why those piona people — 

Jcsaits, and that sort of persons, who don't 

know what to do with their money — ahonld 

not take a honae for him if he wants it, or 

what hnsiness they have qnartering their 

friars and rubbish upon poor Protestants 

like yon and me." ■

The end of it was that about two months , 

laterthis Mr. Carmel arrived, duly accredited 

by my father, who told me when he paid ns 

one of his visits of a day, soon after, that he 

was onder promise not to talk to na abont 

rehgion, and that if he did I was to write 

to tell him immediately. ■

When I had toldmy atory toLanraGrey, 

she was thoughtful for a little time. ■

" Are hia visits only once a week P" she 
asked. ■

" Tea," said I. ■

" And does he stay as short a time 

always P" she continued. ■

We both agreed that he usual ly stayed a 

little longer. ■

" And has he never talked on the subject 

of religion?" ■

" No, never. Ho has talked about shells, 

or flowers, or anything he found as em- 

ployed about, and always told na something 

curious or interesting. I had beard papa 

say that ho was engaged npon a work from 

which great things were expected, and 

boxes of books were perpetually coming ■
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and going between him and his correspon- 

dents." ■

She was not quite satisfied, and in a tow 

days there arrived from London two little 

b(H)ks on the great controversy between 

Luther and the Pope ; and out of these, to 

the best of her poor ability, she drilled us, 

by way of a prophylactic against Mr. Gar- 

mcl*s possible machinations. ■

It did not appear, however, to be Mr. 

Carmel's mission to flutter the little nest 

of heresy so near him. When he paid his 

next visit it so happened that one of these 

duodecimo disputants lay upon the table. 

Without thinking, as he talked, ho raised it, 

and read the title on the cover, and smiled 

gently. Miss Grey blushed. She had not 

intended disclosing her suspicions. ■

" In two different regiments, Miss Grey," 

he said, "but both under the same king;" 

and he laid the book quietly upon the table 

again, and talked on of something quite 

different. ■

Laura Grey, in a short time, bec&me less 

suspicious of Mr. Carmel, and rather en- 

joyed his little visits, and looked forward 

pleasantly to them. ■

Could you imagine a quieter or more 

primitive life than ours: or, on earth, a 

much happier one ? ■

Malory owns an old-fashioned square 

pew in the aisle of the pretty church of 

Cardyllion. In this spacious pew we three 

sat every Sunday; and on one of these 

occasions, a few weeks after Miss Grey's 

arrival, from my corner I thought I saw a 

stranger in the Verney seat, which is at the 

opposite side of the aisle, and had not had 

an occupant for several months. There 

was certainly a man in it ; but the stove 

that stood nearly between us would not 

allow me to see more than his elbow and 

the corner of an open book, from which I 

suppose he was reading. ■

I was not particularly curious about this 

person. I knew that the Vemeys, who 

were distant cousins of ours, were abroad, 

and the visitor was not likely to be very 

interesting. ■

A long indistinct sermon interposed, and 

I did not recollect to look at the Verney 

pew until the congregation were trooping 

decorously out, and we had got some way 

down the aisle. ■

The pew was empty by that time. ■

" Some one in the Verneys' pew," I 

remarked to our governess, so soon as we 

were quite out of the shadow of the porch. ■

" Which is the Vemeyd' pew r" she 

asked. ■

I described it. ■

" Yes ; there was. I have got a head- 

ache, dear. Snppotet we go home bj the 

MiU^road ?** ■

We agreed. ■

It is a very pretty, and in places rather 

a steep road, very narrow, and ascending 

with a high and wooded bank at its right, 

and a precipitous and thickly planted glen 

to its left. The opposite side is thickly 

wooded also, and a stream far below splashes 

and tinkles among the rocks nnder the 

darkening foliage. ■

As we walked up this shadowy road, I 

saw an old gentleman walking down it, 

toward ns. He was descending at a brisk 

pace, and wore a chocolate-coloured great- 

coat, made with a cape, and fitting his 

slight figure closely. He wore a bat ydih 

a rather wide brim, turned up at the sides. 

His face was very brown. He had a thra 

high nose, with very thin nostrils, rather 

prominent eyes, and carried his head high. 

Altogether he struck me as a particularlj 

gentleman-like and ill-tempered looking dd 

man, and his features wore a character of 

hauteur that was perfectly insolent. ■

He was pretty near ns by the time I 

turned to warn our governess, who was 

beside me, to make way for him to pass- I 

did not speak ; for I was a little startled to 

see that she was very much flushed, and 

almost instantly tm-ned deadly pale. ■

We came nearly to a stand-still, and the 

old gentleman was up to us in a few 

seconds. As he approached, his prominent 

eyes were fixed on Laura Grey. He stopped, 

with the same haughtv stare, and, raising 

his hat, said in a cola, rather high key, 

** Miss Grey, I think ? Miss Laura Grey ? 

You will not object, I dare say, to allow me 

a very few words ?" ■

The young lady bowed very sligbtly, and 

said, in a low tone, " Certainly not." ■

I saw that she looked pained, and even 

faint. This old gentleman's manner, and 

the stern stare of his prominent eyes, em- 

barrassed even me, who did not directly 

encounter them. ■

"Perhaps we had better go on, Helen 

and I, to the seat; we can wait for yoa 

there ?" I said softly to her. ■

" Yes, dear, I think it will be as well, ' 

she answered gently. ■

We walked on slowly. The bench iras 

not a hundred steps up the steep. I' 

stands at the side of the road, with its back 

against the bank. From this seat I conid 

see very well what passed, though, of course, 

quite out of hearing. ■
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The old gentleman had a black cane in 

Lis fingers, which he poked abont on the 

jrravel. Yon wonld have said from his 

countenance that at every little stab he 

pQDched an enemy's eye ont. ■

First, the gentleman made a little speech, 

with his he«id very high, and an air of 

determination and severity. The yonng 

lady seemed to answer, briefly and qnietly. 

Then ensned a colloquy of a minute or 

more, during which the old gentleman's 

head nodded often with emphasis, and his 

gestures became much more decided. The 

young lady seemed to say little, and very 

quietly: her eyes were lowered to the 

ground as she spoke. ■

She said something, I suppose, which he 

chose to resent, for he smiled sarcastically, 

and raised his hat; then, suddenly resuming 

his gravity, he seemed to speak with a sharp 

and hectoring air, as if he were laying down 

the law upon some point once for all. ■

Laura Grey looked up sharply, with a 

brilliant colour, and with her head high, 

replied rapidly for a minute or more, and 

turning away, without waiting for his 

answer, walked slowly, with her head still 

high, towards us. ■

The gentleman stood looking after her 

with his sarcastic smile, but that was gone 

in a moment, and he continued looking, 

with an angpry fiM^e, and muttering to him- 

self, until suddenly he turned away, and 

walked off ait a quick .pace down the path 

towards Cardyllion. ■

A little uneasily, Helen and I stood up to 

lueet our governess. She was still flushed, 

and breathing quickly, as people do from 

recent agitation. ■

" No bad news ? Nothing unpleasant ?" 

I asked, looking very eagerly into her hice. ■

" No ; no bad news, dear." ■

I took her hand. I felt that she was 

trembling a little, and she had become again 

more than usually pale. We walked home- 

ward in silence. ■

Laura Gb*ey seemed in deep and agitated 

thought. We did not, of course, disturb 

her. An unpleasant excitement like that 

always disposes one to silence. Not a word, 

I think, was uttered all the way to the 

steps of Malory. Laura Grey entered the 

hall, stiU silent, and when she came down 

to us, afber an hour or two passed in her 

room, it was plain she had been crying. ■

CHAPTER III. THE THIEF IN THE NIGHT. ■

Of what happened next I have a 

strangely imperfect recollection. I can- 

not tell you the intervals, or even the ■

order, in which some of the events oc- 

curred. It is not that the mist of time 

obscures it ; what I do recollect is dread- 

fully vivid; but there are spaces of the 

picture gone. I see faces of angels, and 

faces that make my heart sink ; fragments 

of scenes. It is like something reflected in 

the pieces of a smashed looking-glass. ■

I have told you very little of Helen, my 

sister, my one darling on earth. There are 

things which people, after an interval of 

haJf a life, have continually present to their 

minds, but cannot speak of. The idea of 

opening them to strangers is insupportable. 

A sense of profanation shuts the door, and 

we ''wake" our dead alone. I could not have 

told you what I am going to write. I did 

not intend inscribing here more than the 

short, bleak result. But I write it as if 

to myself, and I will g^t through it. ■

To you it may seem that I make too 

much of this, which is, as Hamlet says, 

"common." But you have not known 

what it is to be for all your early life shut 

out from all but one beloved companion, 

and never after to have found another. ■

Helen had a cough, and Laura Grey had 

written to mamma, who was then in War- 

wickshire, about it. She was referred to 

the Cardyllion doctor. He came ; he was 

a skilful man. There were the hushed, 

dreadfiilmoments, whilehe listened, through 

his stethoscope, thoughtfully, to the '' still, 

small voice" of fate, to us inaudible, pro- 

nouncing on the dread issues of life or 

death. ■

''No sounder lungs in England," said 

Doctor Mervyn, looHng up with a con- 

gratulatory smile. ■

He told her, only, that she must not go 

in the way of cold, and by-and-bye sent her 

two bottles from his surga^; and so we 

were all happy once more. ■

But doctor's advices, like the warnings 

of fate, are seldom obeyed ; least of all by 

the young. Nelly's little pet sparrow was 

ailing, or we £uicied it was. She and I 

were up every hour during the night to see 

after it. Next evening Nelly had a slight 

pain in her chest. It became worse, and 

by twelve o'clock was so intense that Laura 

Grey, in alarm, sent to Cardyllion for the 

doctor. Thomas Jones came back without 

him, after a delay of an hour. He had been 

called away to make a visit somewhere, but 

the moment he came back he would come 

to Malory. ■

It came to be three o'clock ; he had not 

appeared ; darling Nelly was in actual tor- 

ture. Again Doctor Mervyn was sent for : ■
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and again, after a delay, tbe messenger re- 

tnmed with the same dismaying answer. 

The governess and Rebecca Torkill ex- 

hausted in vain their little list of remedies. 

I was growing terrified. Intuitively I per- 

ceived the danger. The doctor was my 

last earthly hope. Death, I saw, was draw- 

ing nearer and nearer every moment, and 

\ the doctor might be ten miles away. Think 

what it was to stand, helpless, by her. Can 

I ever forget her poor little &ce, flushed 

scarlet, the gasping and catching at breath, 

hands, throat, every sinew quivering in the 

mortal struggle ! ■

At last a knock and a ring at the hall- 

door. I rushed to the window; the first 

chill grey of winter's dawn hung sicklily 

over the landscape. No one was on the 

steps, or on the grey gravel of the court. 

But, yes — I do hear voices and steps upon 

the stair approaching. Oh ! Heaven be 

thanked, the doctor is come at last ! ■

I ran out upon the lobby, just as I was, 

in my dressing-gown, with my hair about 

my shoulders, and slippers on my bare feet. 

A candlestick, with the candle burnt low, 

was standing on the broad head of the 

clumsy old bannister, and Mr. Carmel, in 

a black riding-coat, with his hat in his 

hand, and that kind of riding-boots that 

used to be called clerical, on, was talking 

in a low earnest tone to our governess. ■

The faint grey from the low lobby win- 

dow was lost at this point, and the delicate 

features of the pale ecclesiastic, and Miss 

Grey's pretty and anxious &ce, were lighted, 

like a fine portrait of Schalken's, by the 

candle only. ■

Throughout this time of agony and 

tumult, the memory of my retina remains 

unimpaired, and every picture retains its 

hold upon my brain. ■

And, oh ! had the doctor come P ■

Yes. Mr. Carmel had ridden all the 

way, fourteen miles, to Llwynan, and 

brought the doctor back with him. He 

might not have been here for Hours other- 

wise. He was now down-stairs soaking 

preparati9ns, and would be in the room in 

a few minutes. ■

I looked at that fine, melancholy, Ener- 

getic face as if he had saved me. I could 

not thank him. I turned and entered our 

room again, and told Nelly to be of good 

courage, that the doctor was come. " And, 

oh 1 please God, he'll do you good, my 

own darling, darling — precious darling !" ■

JjOL a minute more the doctor was in the 

room. My eyes were fixed upon his face as 

he talked to his poor little patient; he did ■

■

not look at all as lie had done on his foraier 

visit. I see him before me as I write; his 

bald head shining in the candle-light, his 

dissatisfied and gloomy face, and his shrewd 

light-blue eyes, reading her looks askance, 

as his fingers rested on her pulse. ■

I remember, as if the sick-room changed 

into it, finding myself in the smell room 

opposite, with no one there but the doctor 

and Miss Grey, we three, in the cold morn- 

ing light, and his saying, " Well, all this 

comes of violating directions. There is 

very intense inflammation, and her chest is 

in a most critical state." ■

Then Miss Grey said, after a moment's 

hush, the awful words, "Is there anj 

danger?" and he answered shortly, ^'I 

wish I could say there wasn't." I felt mj 

ears sing a§ if a pistol had been fired. No | 

one spoke for another minute or more. ■

The doctor stayed, I think, for a long 

time, and he must have returned after, for 

he is mixed up in almost every scene I cv: 

remember during that jumbled day of 

terror. ■

There was, I know, but one day, and 

part of a night. But it seems to me as i£ 

whole nights intervened, and suns set and 

rose, and days uncounted and undistin- 

guished passed, in that miserable period. ■

The pain subsided, but worse followed; 

a dreadful cough, that never ceased— d 

long, agonised struggle against a slow 

drowning of the lungs. The doctor gave 

her up. They wanted me to leave tbe 

room, but I could not. ■

The hour came at last, and she was gone. 

The wild cry — ^the terrible farewell— no- 

thing can move inexorable death. All was 

stiU. ■

As the ship lies serene in the caverns | 

of the cold sea, and foels no more the fniy | 

of the wind, the strain of cable, and the I 

crash of wave, this forlorn wreck lay qniet j 

now. Oh ! little Nelly ! I could not be- 

lieve it. ■

She lay in her night-dress under the 

white coverlet. Was this whole scene an 

awful vision, and was my heart breaking 

in vain ? Oh, poor simple little Nelly, i^ 

think that you should have changed into 

anything so sublime and terrible ! ■

I stoc^ dumb by the bedside, staring at 

the white hce that was never to move 

again. Such a look I had never sees 

before. The white glory of an angel was 

upon it. ■

Rebecca Torkill spoke to me, I think. I i 

remember her kind, sorrowful old face near 

me,, but I did not hear what she said. 1 ■
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was in a stupor, or a trance. I had not 

shed a tear. I had not said a word. For 

a time I was all bnt mad. In the light of 

that beantifnl transfiguration my heart was 

bursting with the wildest rebellion against 

the law of death that had mnrdered my 

innocent sister before my eyes ; against the 

fate of which humanity is the sport; 

against the awful Power who made us ! 

What spirit knows, till the hour of temp- 

tation, the height or depth of its own 

impiety ? ■

Oh, gentle, patient little Nelly! The 

only good thing I can see in myself in 

those days, is my tender love of you, and my 

deep inward certainty of my immeasurable 

inferiority. Gentle, humble little Nelly, 

^ho thought me io excelling in clever- 

ness, in wisdom, and countless other per- 

fections, how humble in my secret soul I 

felt myself beside you, although I was too 

proud to say so ! In your presence my 

fierce earthy nature stood revealed, and 

wherever I looked my shadow was cast 

along the ground by the pure light that 

shone from you. ■

I don't know what time passed without 

a word falling from my lips. I suppose 

people had other things to mind, and I was 

left to myself. But Laura Grey stole her 

hand into mine, she kissed me, and I felt 

her tears on my cheek. ■

''Ethel, darling, come with me," she 

said, crying, very gently. " You can come 

back again. You'll come with me, won't 

jou ? Our darling is happier, Ethel, than 

ever she could have been on earth, and 

she will never know change or sorrotv ■

again. ■

I began to sob distractedly. I do really 

believe I was half out of my mind. I began 

to talk to her volubly, vehemently, crying 

passionately all the time. I do not remem- 

ber now a word I uttered; I know its 

purport only from the pain and even 

horror I remember in Laura Grey's pale 

face. It has taken a long and terrible 

discipline to expel that evil spirit. I know 

what I was in those days. My pilgrimage 

since then has been by steep and solitary 

paths, in great dangers, in darkness, in fear ; 

I have eaten the bread of affliction, and my 

drink has been of the waters of bitterness ; I 

am tired and footsore, yet, though through 

a glass darkly, I think I can now see why 

it all was, and I thank God with a contrite 

heart for the terrors and the mercies ho 

Las shovm me. I begin to discover through 

the mist who was the one friend who 

never foi*sook me through all those stupen- ■

dous wanderings, and I long for the time 

when I shall close my tired eyes, all being 

over, and lie at the feet of my Saviour. ■

CHRONICLES OF LONDON 

STREETS. ■

COVENT GARDEN (CENTBAL). ■

Fob ages a monastic garden and quiet 

semi-rural cemetery for the monks of West- 

minster ; then a deserted plot and noisy 

playground for London urchins outside the 

gardens of Bedford House; at last, four 

years before the Restoration, a regular 

market-place built by Inigo Jones, with 

piazzas along the north and east sides. 

Such briefly are the chief transformation 

scenes which Harlequin Time has with his 

magic wand struck out of this central 

parade-ground of theatrical London — ^the 

"herbivorous parish," as Sydney Smith 

used to call it, of Covent Gkuden. ■

The modem square of Covent Garden 

was first formed in 1631, from the designs 

of Inigo Jones, who took the notion of the 

piazza from a square at Leghorn. In the 

centre, eight years after the Restoration, 

there was erected a colunm, surmounted 

by. a dial, and the whole area was laid 

with gravel. Along the south side ran the 

wall of the garden of Bedford House, with 

a row of trees, under which, three days 

in the week, the first market-stalls stood. 

The square remained fashionable till Han- 

over, Grosvenor, and Cavendish-squares 

arose, and the quality flitted westward. 

Among other celebrities, Pope's Lady 

Mary Wortley Montague lived here in 

1730, and is then mentioned as driving to 

Hyde Park, to take the air after a recent 

indisposition. ■

To perambulate the square on some 

reasonable system, let us conmience with 

Evans's, at the north-west corner. This 

stately old brick mansion, since rebuilt or 

much altered, Was occupied in succession 

by three eminent persons, all of whom 

were known to Lord Clarendon, and are 

drawn by him in his great ffistory of the 

Civil War in grave full length. First of 

all through the new doorway entered Sir 

Harry Vane, the younger, from whom 

Cromwell, with that grim humour of his 

own, prayed so loudly to be delivered. 

Clarendon describes Yane as an ill-favoured 

man of great natural parts, and of very 

profound dissimulation, and of a quick 

conception. In Geneva first, and then in 

New England, he ripened his bitter gall 

against the Church, and with the aid of ■
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Pym hastened the ruin of that dark, reso- 

lute, and dangerous adviser of King Charles, 

Wentworth, Lord Strafford. He married 

a lady of good family, and was for a time 

treasurer in the navy, till the Parliament 

assumed royal power, and led him to that 

current in which he eventually ran foul of 

that greatest bark of all that navigated 

those troubled seas, Cromwell himself. He 

remained refractory, andut the Restoration 

was beheaded on Tower-hill. ■

After Vane, there reigned in this house 

a still more extraordinary man — the great 

patron andfriendof Ben Jonson, Sir Kenelm 

Digby. This great personage was the son 

of Sir Everard Digby, a Buckinghamshire 

Catholic baronet^ who perished in his 

youth for his share in the Ghinpowder 

Conspiracy. Kenelm entered the service 

of Prince Charles during that romantic 

visit to Spain, and on his return to Eng- 

land was knighted \^j the delighted King 

James, who nearly poked out one of his 

eyes during the august ceremony. He 

married one of the greatest beauties of 

the day, Venetia Stanley, an offshoot of 

the Derby family, and by no means of the 

severest virtue. Digby, in his Private 

Memoirs, says that her hair was like a 

stream of sunbeamis converted into solid 

substance, and Aubrey, talking with his 

usual garrulous warmth, describes he'r face 

as being short and oval, with dark brown 

eyebrows, about which much sweetness, as 

also in the opening of her eyelids. She must 

have been beautiful indeed, and deserves 

the following lines of Ben Jonson's, which 

ho wrote after her sudden death : ■

Draw first a cloud, all save her neck, 

And out of that make day to break; 

Till like her faee it do appear 

And men may think all light row there. ■

Then let the beams of that disperse 

The cloud and show the universe ; 

But at such distance as the eye 

May rather yet adore than spy. ■

Pious Feltham and amiable Babington 

also wrote elegies upon her, and Randolph 

composed lines on the same occasion. ■

Bring all the spices that Arabia yields. 

Distil the choicest flowers that paint the fields, 

And when in one their best perfections meet, 

£mbalm her corse that she may make them sweet. ■

On Sir Kenelm, also, the Mirandola of his 

age, who is said to have known twelve lan- 

guages, and to have discovered the art of 

making gold, Ben Jonson lavished much 

praise. In verses to Lady Venetia the 

poet says : ^ ■

He doth excel 

In honour, courtesy, and all the parts 

Ck>urt can call hers, or man coula call his arts. ■

He*s prudent, Toliant, just and temperate; 

In him all virtue is beheld in state, 

And he is built like some imperial room 

For that to dwell in, and be still at home. 

His breast is a brave palace, a broad sfareet, 

Where all heroic ample thoughts do meet; 

Where nature such a laree survey bath ta'eo. 

As other souls to his dwelt in a lane ; 

Witness his aotion done at Scanderoon, 

Upon his birthday, Uie eleventh of June; 

Vrhen the Apostle Bamaby the bright 

Unto our year doth give the longest light. ■

These verses allude to one of Sir Ke- 

nelm's great exploits — the defeat of some 

Venetians at Scanderoon, at a time when 

Venice was still wealthy and still powerful 

at sea. This strange man was also the in- 

troducer into England of that mysterious 

Greek medicine, the sympathetic powder, 

which was not applied to the wound, hnt 

to the weapon that had inflicted it. He 

also wrote poetical criticisms, a book on 

cooking, a book on philosophy, a book on 

botany, translated something of Albertns 

Magnus, proposed to edit BiOger Bacon, be- 

came a friend of Descartes, and dabbled in 

alchemy. His house in Covent Qurden be- 

came a sort of academy for the savans of 

the day, and he had a laboratory in bis 

garden (now the singing-room at Evans's). 

He died five years after the Restoration, 

and was buried in Christ Church, Newgate- 

street. Although Digby fought for King 

Charles, he was very generally supposed 

to have been a go-between used by Crom- 

well to make advances to the CathoHc 

party. He used to boast that Mary de 

Mcdicis fell in love with him when he was 

a young gallant at Paris. His portrait 

by Vandyke, who also painted his dead 

wife, shows a handsome, portly man, full 

of vanity and self-confidence. There is no 

doubt, however, that as an encourager of 

scientific experiments he very materially 

helped forward that great movement that 

soon led to the formation of the Royal 

Society. ■

The next occupier was Denzil Holies, a 

son of the first Earl of Clare. He was one 

of the party who roused the ParUameut 

against the Duke of Buckingham, that 

first evil adviser of King Charles, and was 

imprisoned on that account, a disagreeable 

fact which he by .no means fox^t He 

carried up the impeachment of Archbishop 

Laud, was one of the members who held 

the Speaker down in his chair during a 

dangerous debate against the king's over- 

strained prerogative, and was one of the 

five obnoxious members, the attemptt-d 

seizure of whom led to the outbreak i)f 

the Civil War. Eventually, his party v^cnt 

too far for him, and he helped forwari] the ■

if ■
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Restoration, Charles the Second rewarding 

him with the title of Lord Holies. He was 

our ambassador at Breda, and died in 1680. ■

The next comer was, like Sir Kenelm 

Digby, a laurel-crowned admiral — Russell, 

afterwards Earl of Orford. It was this 

treacherous trimmer between William and 

James, who, brave as he was false, shat- 

tered in 1692 the French fleet of Louis the 

Fourteenth, near La Hogue, a tremendous 

victory, which Anally crushed the hopes of 

the English Jacobites, spread dismay at 

St. Germains, and raised England again to 

the supreme monarchy of the seas. In this 

great conflict sixteen French men-of-war 

(eight of them three-deckers), were sunk 

or burned. Booke aad Sir Cloudesley 

Shovel fought by the aide of Russell. After 

all, Macauiay, who is generally black or 

white, and seldom uses neutral tints, is too 

severe on Russell, who lived in an age when 

all the world was expecting the inevitable 

restoration of the Stuarts, and trimmed ac- 

cordingly. Once steering straight for the 

centre of the French line his patriotism 

never wavered. Before recent alterations 

the facade of Evans's was thought to re- 

semble the forecastle of a ship, the old stair- 

case up which Russell has often walked 

thinking of his last secret letter to James, 

once formed part of the Britannia (one 

hundred gfuns), the vessel the admiral com- 

manded at La Hogue. It is carved with 

anchors, cables, coronets, and the initial 

letters of Lord Orford's name. ■

After Admiral Russell came Lord Archer, 

a nobleman of George the Second's creating, 

who died in 1768, whose title became ex- 

tinct on the death of his son. To Lord 

Archer succeeded James West, a great 

book and print collector, who died in 1772. ■

Then passed away the greatness of the 

house ; it sank into the plebeian rank, 

for in 1774, David Low, a hairdresser of 

Tavistock-street, opened it as a family hotel, 

the first of that description in London^ and 

the enterprising barber distributed medals 

of the house, which procured him many 

lodgers. The place evidently took root 

and flourished, for in 1794 the proprietor, 

a Mr. Hudson, advertised the house as 

'* with stabling for one hundred noblemen's 

hoTsos." ■

Evans, a low comedian of Covent Garden 

Theatre, removed here from the Cyder 

Cellar in. Maiden-lane, and converted the 

cellar, or large dining-room below stairs, into 

a singing- room where refreshments could 

he obtained. The songs were of rather 

a ribald and coarse kind, but the place ■

was snug after the theatre, and soon grew 

popular. It was sketched by Thackeray as 

the Cave of Harmony, and many modern 

essayists have described the same old haunt. 

In 1844, Evans's fell into the hands of Mr. 

John (better known as "Paddy") Green, 

an Irish actor and singer, who raised the 

style of the entertainments, and introduced 

a band of chorister boys, with fresh young 

voices and pleasant young faces. ■

St. Paul's Church, that dull grave Doric 

building in the centre of the west side, was 

built by Inigo two years after the square 

was laid out. Onslow, the Speaker, told 

Horace Walpole an anecdote about this 

church. When the Earl of Bedford sent 

for Inigo, he told him he wanted a chapel 

for the parishioners of Covent Garden, but 

added he would not go to any consider- 

able expense. "In short," said he, "I 

would not have it much better than a bam.'^ 

" Well, then," replied Jones, " you shall 

have the handsomest barn in England." 

The expense of building was four thousand 

five hundred pounds, so that the bam for 

the inhabitants that had not yet arrived 

vras after all not so very cheap. ■

The old church was burned down in 

1796, owing to the carelessness of labourers 

repairing the lead of the cupola, and only 

the bare walls were left. The church a few 

years before had cost ten thousand pounds 

repairing. Inigo' s bam was of brick with 

stone colunms to the portico, and had a 

red tiled roof. On the apex of tjie pedi- 

ment was a stone cross, that gave great 

ofience to the Puritans. The clock (1641) 

was the first long pendulum clock in 

Europe, says Peter Cunningham, " which 

its ftiaker's name was Harris." ■

Around St. Paul's lie buried many 

clever and illustrious persons : Butler, the 

author of Hudibras ; Sir Peter Lely ; Est- 

court the actor, eulogised as such a good 

fellow by Steele; Kynaston, the last and best 

male actor of female parts ; Wycherley, the 

dramatist. Pope's early adviser; Grinling 

Gibbons, the great carver ; Mrs. Centlivrc, 

the dramatist ; Wilks, the actor, the best of 

stage gallants ; Davies, the bookseller, who 

introduced Bos well to Johnson ; Sir Robert 

Strange, the great Jacobite engraver, who 

warred with the Academy for their con- 

temptuous neglect of engravers; Girtin, that 

fine water-colour painter. Turner's early 

companion ; Macklin, the great actor (.f 

Shylock, who lived to one hundred and 

seven (?), and John Wolcot, Peter Pindar, 

the stinging satirist of the foibles of Georgo 

the Third. ■
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In front of this church the Westminster 

election hustings used to be raised when 

Fox or Burdett were candidates for " the 

sweet voices," and hero for seven days 

together the noisy partisans roared like 

the mob of Ephesus. The rubbish of the 

garden was always very useful for political 

purposes, for your tough cabbage-stalk 

or knotty turnip is even more convincing 

than your rotten egg or your decomposing 

kitten. There is a glimpse of the old 

church in Hogarth's print of Morning 

(1737), where the sour old maid is going 

to early prayers before the last ilight's 

revellers have ended their last carouse. 

At Tom Eling's Coffee House, a mere shed 

on the south side of the church portico, 

drunken rakes are fighting with swords 

and fire shovels, while a drunken scape- 

grace stops to kiss and fondle a pretty 

market girl fresh from Fulham. Near 

this was the Queen's Head, afterwards the 

Finish, a garden tavern kept open all night 

for the waggoners and fruit-(»rt men. It 

was only cleared away, says Mr. Timbs, in 

1829. ■

The house, now the Tavistock, in the 

north-east piazza, boasts almost as illus- 

trious memories as Evans's, for there in 

succession four eminent painters dwelt. 

Sir Peter Lely, Sir GJodfrey Kneller, and Sir 

James Thomhill ; and the Tavistock break- 

fast-room was Richard Wilson's chambers 

when he was painting grand landscapes, 

which no one would buy. ■

Lely was a Westphalian ; his real name 

Yanderhaas; but his father, settling in 

Holland, changed his name to Lely, from a 

pot of lilies being the sign of his house. 

It was Lely who, when painting Cromwell, 

was told by the honest Protector to put 

in every wart and pimple in his &ce, or he 

would not pay him a doit. ^ Black-haired, 

saturnine Charles the Second and his 

hatchet-faced brother James sat often to 

him, and his slight graceful kind of paint- 

ing suited that flimsy and meretricious age 

to a T. All the beautiful but frail women 

of King Charles's time came to him for 

their portraits, which are the best illustra- 

tions that exist of De Grammont's amusing 

but dissolute Memoirs. Pretty, good-na- 

tured, naughty Nell GwyiHie, the black- 

browed, unhappy Portuguese queen, and 

Belle Stuart, the Britannia of our half- 

pennies, the outrageous Duchess of Ports- 

mouth, the shameless Mazarine, that beau- 

tiful termagant, the Duchess of Cleveland, 

still live for us on his canvas. Indeed, 

half the people mentioned by Pepys and | ■

Evelyn must have come to Covent Garden 

to sit beside Lely's easel. Friends of 

Newton and of Buckingham, philosophers 

and rakes, wits and playwrights, statesmen 

and buffoons, all showered their guineas on 

Lely, and secured his flattering bmsh. The 

prosperous court painter died of apoplexy 

in 1680, while painting the portrait of the 

Duchess of Somerset. ■

Kneller, a native of Lubeck and a pnpil 

of Rembrandt, shared Lely's later popa- 

larity, and Charles allowed him to paint a 

portrait of him at the same time that he 

was sitting to Lely. He became as great 

a man at the court of William and Qnees 

Anne as his predecessor had been at that 

less respectable one of Charles. The beau- 

ties of Hampton Court testify to the royal 

patronage, and show a chaster and more 

refined loveliness than that which Lely per- 

petuated. The admirable mezzotint workers 

of those days did much to found the&meof 

both men, and through that eminently pic- 

torial art his best works were given to the 

eager public by thousands. His pale neutral 

colour and light sketchy manner acquired 

a certain dignity in pure black and white. 

The fluttering days of ribbon-covered rakes 

had passed away, and broadcloth was 

coming in. No one could throw such a 

grace as Kneller over the flowing lace cnvat, 

or let it &11 in graver lines over the polished 

corselet ; no one could better paint those 

cascades of hair with which men in Q^een 

Anne's time covered their pericraniams. 

Kneller could paint a gentleman well : not 

the ideal cavalier like Vandyke, or tbe 

astute senator like Titian, but still a gentle- 

man and man of sense. Indeed, heiras 

even more fortunate than Lely in his sit- 

ters, for he painted in his time ten monarchs, 

including Louis the Fourteenth, and all 

the wits of the Kit-Kat Club, among 

whom were Steele, Addison, and Congren. 

He mixed, too, in more intellectual society 

than Lely, was a friend of Pope and (hj, 

and knew everybody worth knowing ifl 

his time. He was a good-natured, Uvelr, 

extremely vain man, and it was a well- 

known joke against him as a justice oi 

peace that he dismissed a soldier who haJ 

stolen a leg of mutton, and punished the 

butcher who had left the meat in a pla^' 

of temptation. He used to declare ^ 

should have been a great general, because i 

he delighted in the smell of fireworks; 

and once had a dream, in which he saw 

Saint Peter beckoning*him to a special seat | 

of honour near Saint Luke in Paradise. ' 

Pope often made fun of him, but ou one ■

•f ■
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occasion Sir Qodfrej was too mncli for the 

little crooked poet. ■

" Don't you really think, Sir Godfrey," 

said Pope one day, seriously, after fooling 

him to the top of his ben^ '* that if your 

advice had been asked at the creation some 

things would have been shaped far better 

than they are P" ■

'^ Fore gad," said Sir (Godfrey, pressing 

Pope's deformed shoulder as he spoke, '* I 

think they would," which was a very pal- 

pable hit, and no doubt made the little 

archer put by his satirical arrows for the 

rest of the day. ■

Lely's chef-d'oeuyre was certainly his 

Hampton Court portrait of the Princess 

Mary as Diana, one of the most innocent, 

girlish, joyous faces and figures that exists 

on canvas. Kneller considered his chef- 

d'oeuvre to be the Converted Chinese, now 

at Windsor ; but one certainly of his most 

historically interesting pictures is that of 

James the Second, now in the possession 

of Mr. S. Pepys Cockerell. The king was 

sitting for it when the news arrived of the 

landing of the Prince of Orange, and the 

courtly painter proposed to pack up and 

retire. ■

"No," said the king, '^ I have promised 

Mr. Pepys my picture, and I will finish 

the sitting." ■

It is worth while remembering that a 

Lely may be easily distinguished from a 

Kneller by the fact that in Lely the wigs 

Ml down on the shoulders, but in Kneller's 

portraits the curjs are thrown carelessly 

behind the back. Kneller, who was fond 

of money and careless of fame, used to 

charge sixty pounds for a full length. 

Prices have advanced since then. Sir 

Thomas Lawrence charged six hundred 

pounds for a whole length, and seven hun- 

dred pounds for an extra whole length, 

half the price to be paid down at the first 

sitting. ■

The third possessor of the Tavistock was 

& far inferior painter to either Lely or 

Kneller. He aimed higher, but then un- 

fortunately he did not hit the mark. Sir 

James Thomhill (Hogarth's father-in- 

law) was one of those artists who, from a 

certain academic manner, g^eat self-confi- 

dence, and a certain amount of taste and 

learning, obtained a temporary but short- 

lived fame. With no real sound know- 

ledge, but considerable fluency of composi- 

tion, this big-wig of his inartistic time 

obtained all the more ambitious work of 

tho day. He ornamented the refectory and 

Baloon of Crreenwich Hospital, he copied ■

Raphael's Cartoons, and executed those 

flimsy grisailles (the History of Saint 

Paul) in the dome of Saint Paul's, which, 

we may hope, will soon be effaced. One 

would like to think (and it is not punish- 

able to do so) that it -was at the Tavistock 

that Hogarth courted pretty Miss Thom- 

hill, and behind an easel or a painting 

screen received the plighting kiss. ■

But the scent of flowers draws us like 

bees to the central avenue. There we know 

that we shall find the frnuts and blossoms 

of half the regions of the earth. The 

market, we have already mentioned, seems 

to have continued under the shade of the 

Bedford Gkuitlen trees till 1704, when the 

building of the Tavistock-road forced the 

stall-keepers further into the central area, 

where the stalls gradually grew into houses. 

Good-natured Steele, in the Tatler (Number 

four hundred and fifty-four, 1712), de- 

scribes, in his pleasant airy way, coming by 

boat from Richmond side by side with a 

fleet of gardeners' barges. He describes 

the ruddy maidens of Covent Garden as 

having the air of persons who sometimes 

converse with morning rakes. "I landed," 

he says, ''with ten sail of apricot boats at 

Strand Bridge, after having put in at Nine 

Elms, and taken in melons consigned by 

Mr. Guff*, of that place, to Sarah Sewell 

and Company, at their stall -in Covent 

Gkurden." The old market is described as 

a strange assemblage of shed and pent- 

house^ rude stall and crazy tenement, 

coffee-house and gin-shop, intersected by 

narrow and ill- lit footways. NoUekens 

Smith describes a walk in Covent Gbirden 

in the last century, when he met Mrs. 

Nollekens, the wife of the sculptor, with 

Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, the friend of Doctor 

Johnson, and the learned translator of 

Epictetus. They had come to purchase 

dandelion-roots, and fell into conversation 

with Twig^, of the Garden, a well-known 

character, who sold fruit in the market, 

and knew all the wits of two generations. 

He had been cook at the Shakespeare 

Tavern. Twigg recollected Old Joe, the 

first person who sold flowers in the 

Garden ; his stand was at the north-west 

comer, within the enclosure for flowers, then 

known as Primrose-hill, opposite Lowe's 

Hotel, now Evans's. Mrs. Carter then ob- 

served that she remembered that, when 

Mr. Garrick acted, sedan-chairs were so 

numerous that they stood all round the 

piazzas, ran down Southampton-street, and 

extended more than half way down Maiden- 

lane. She also recollected shoe-blacks at ■
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every street comer, cryiog, as people 

passed, *' Black yoar shoes, yoar honour." 

She had also seen the clergyman of St. 

Paul's visiting the fruit-shops in the Gnr- 

den in fall canonicals, and a very portly 

woman who used to preside at her fruit 

stall in a lace dress which was said to have 

cost more than one hundred guineas. The 

rosy country girls, and the old Irish crones 

with the frilled caps and the eternal 

dudheen between their withered lips, are 

now things of the past. The lumbering 

market-cs^ and the swift railway train 

hay« superseded that; but Sir Richard 

Phillips, that observant bookseller, writing 

in 1817, gives a pretty picture in his Walk 

from London to Kew of the gangs of 

Welsh and Shropshire girls who used to 

carry baskets of strawberries and rasp- 

berries to Covent Gktrden from Isleworth, 

Brentford, and Hammersmith. Their bas- 

ketfals weighed from forty to fifty pounds, 

and they would make two turns in the day 

from Isleworth (thirteen miles), earning 

fourpenoe a turn I He praises their beauty, 

symmetry, and complexion, and says their 

industry was only equalled by their virtue. 

The same writer computes the garden- 

ground within ten miles of the metropolis 

at fifteen thousand acres, giving employ- 

ment to sixty thousand labourers. ■

The present market buildings, designed 

by Fowler, were erected by the Duke of 

Bedford in 1830, and the duke is said to 

derive more than five thousand pounds a 

year from the rent of the area. The outer 

colonnades, the terrace-fountains, and con- 

servatories are now worthy of a great city, 

and of a market where millions are said to 

be annually paid for fruit and vegetables. 

From pears at a guinea each to water- 

cresses at a halfpenny a bunch; from 

bouquets at two guineas (to be thrown at 

the feet of tiie great singer who probably 

paid for them) to the humble bunch of 

violets at twopence, you can here range 

through every grade of luxury ; and if un- 

able to purchase peas at a guinea a quart, 

you can refresh yourself with Barcelona 

nuts at threepence. Here the impecunious 

gourmand, longing for strawberries at a 

shilling an ounce, can solace himself with 

a pennyworth of American apples; and 

here for nothing at all the street boy, all 

eyes, can enjoy the Barmecide feast of 

velvety peaches, rosy cherries, delicious 

grapes, honied apricots, the owner un- 

conscious of the feast he has afforded. 

Here, in silent rivalry, the brown pine of 

Jamaica vies with the scorched banana; ■

the little close-set family of strawberries 

with the portly Ribston pippins ; the 

slender cucumber with the rotund pump- 

kin. Flora and Pomona here are rival 

exhibitors, and they pour their comn- 

copias at our feet. You can stand under 

solid walls of cabbages, and lean against 

yielding sackfals of Brazil nuts. Eyery- 

where there is an Oriental lavishness, a 

boundless Sardanapalian profusion that 

daszles the eye and delights the sense. 

The lady of ftbshion and the street urchin; 

the watercress girl and the great opera 

singer; the busy City man and the 

lounging man about town, all come here to 

ogle or to purchase. Comfortable-looking 

Jews are the high priests of Pomona here, 

and the whole moving picture ia one of 

gay bustle and plavful business, very agree^ 

able to the habitue, and very surprising to 

the foreigner. Covent Gkurden is the para- 

dise of actors, the high exchange of flower 

and fruit lovers — the pleasantest and 

prettiest shopping place in all London. ■

The old Hummums (south-east side) was 

formerly a bagnio or Turkish bath, which 

the Arabic word Hammam signifies. In 

Queen Anne's time the charge was fire 

shillings a time, or eight shillings for two 

friends. It is of this house that Doctor 

Johnson (credulous wherever the super- 

natural was concerned) used to tell with 

entire good foith his celebrated story of the 

ghost seen by the delirious waiter. ■

A waiter at the Hummums, in which 

house Ford died, had been absent for some 

time and returned, not knowing that Ford 

was dead. Gk>ing down to the cellar, ac- 

cording to the story, he met him ; going 

down again, he met him a second time. 

When he came up he asked some people 

of the house what Ford could be doing 

there. They told him Ford was dead. 

The waiter took a fever, in which he hir 

for some time. When he recovered he 

said he had a message to deliver to some 

woman from Ford ; but he was not to tell 

them what, or from whom. Ue walked 

out; he was followed; but somewhere 

about St. Paul's they lost him. He cam 

back and said he had delivered it; the 

wonxan exclaimed, '* Then we are all un- 

done !" A doctor, who was not a creduJons 

man, inquired into the truth of the story, 

and he said the evidence was irresistihle. 

" My wife went to the Hummums (it is a 

place where people get themselves cnppe<l) ; 

I believe she went with the intention t^> 

hear about this story of Ford. At fiist 

they were unwilling to tell her ; but after ■

^' ■
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they had talked to her, she came away 

satisfied it was true. To be sure, the man 

had a fever, and this vision may have been 

the beginning of it. But if the message to 

the woman, and their behaviour upon it 

were true, as related, there was something 

supernatural. That rests upon his word, 

and there it remains." Oh, Doctor Johnson, 

Doctor Johnson, what, after all, did it 

matter what a delirious waiter saw, or did 

not see P Poor drunken Parson Ford, too, 

who himself so often saw double ! ■

In the Bedford GofiTee House, in the 

Piazza, there have been as many bottles 

cracked by clever men as in any tavern in 

London. Qarrick, Quin, Foote, and Murphy 

were especial habitues at this convenient 

spot, and in 1754 Bonnell Thornton de- 

scribes the house as every night crowded 

with men of parts. He says, " Jokes and 

bon-mots are echoed from box to box ; every 

bi-anch of literature is critically examined, 

and the merit of eveiy production of the 

press or performance of the theatre weighed 

and deteraiined." Conversation had not ^et 

become a lost art. In 1765, Murphy, writmg 

to Garrick, whose life he afterwards wrote, 

draws a fine sketch of the tavern bully and 

duellist of those days. ■

" Tiger Boach, who used to bully at 

the Bedford Coffee House, is set up by 

Wilkes's friends for Brentford, to bur- 

lesque Luttrell and his pretensions. I 

own I do not know a more ridiculous 

circumstance than to be a joint candidate 

with the Tigef. O'Brien used to take him 

off very pleasantly, and perhaps you may, 

from his representation, have some idea of 

this important wight. He used to sit with 

a half-starved look, a black patch upon his 

cheek, pale with the idea of munler, or 

with rank cowardice, a quivering Up, and 

a downcast eye. In that manner he used 

to sit at a table all alone, and his soli- 

loquy, interrupted now and then with 

faint attempts to throw off a little saliva, 

was to the following effect: ' Hut! hut! 

a mercer's 'prentice with a bag-wig ; d-^n 

mc, if I would not skiver a dozen of them 

like larks ! Hut ! hut ! I don't understand 

such airs ! How do you do, Pat ? Hut ! 

hut! Odd's blood — Larry, I'm glad to 

see you; — 'prentices! a fine thing, in- 

deed! Hut! hut! how do you, Domi- 

nick ? What's here to do ?' These were 

the meditations of this agreeable youth. 

From one of these reveries he started 

np one night, when I was there, called 

a Mr. Bagnall out of the room, and 

most heroically stabbed him in the dark, ■

the other having no weapon to defend 

himself with. £i this career the Tiger 

persisted, till at length a Mr. Lennard 

orandished a whip over his head, and stood 

in a menacing attitude, commanding him 

to ask pardon directly. The Tiger shrank 

from the danger, and with a £unt voice 

pronounced, * Hut, hut I what signifies it 

between you and me ? Well, well ! I ask 

your pardon.' ' Speak louder, sir; I don't 

hear a word you say,' and, indeed, he was 

so very tall that it seemed as if the sound, 

sent feebly from below, could not ascend to 

such a height. This is the hero who is to 

figure at Brentford." ■

The Piazza in the old time was the scene 

of many rencontres, and in the days when 

swords were worn, blood was not unfire- 

quently spilt upon its stones. Shenstone 

describes, in 1744, a gang of pickpockets 

armed with cutlasses, waiting here at dark 

and attacking persons coming out of the 

playhouse. That jolly bon-vivant, Quin, 

fought two duels here, one with a second- 

rate Welsh actor, named Williams, and an- 

other with that clever scoundrel, Theo- 

philus Cibber. Williams, indignant with 

Quin for ridiculing him on the stage for 

calling Cato, Keeto, laid wait for him in the 

Piazza. Quin, contemptuous, yet unwilling 

to decline a fight, drew his sword and soon 

stretched Williams dead at his feet. Cibber 

also quarrelled with Quin, who had de- 

nounced him for neglecting a beautiful and 

injured wife. They fought in the Piazza, 

when Quin and Cibber slashed and cut 

each other across the arms and fingers till 

they were parted. ■

NOTHING CABEa ■

At, nothing oares: the h«d« peep oat ■

Through the glorf of waTing graesee; ■

The lime«tree flings its passionate breath ■

To the light wind as it passes. ■

The roses cluster, crimson and white. ■

In affluent glow and bloom ; ■

The sunshine lends its careless light ■

To the cradle and the tomb. ■

The wild biids sing mid the wedding chimes. ■

Or the moomers* sobbing prayers ; ■

The seasons keep their stated time, ■

Life passes; nothing cares. ■

Our joy cannot soften the keen grey skies, ■

Or the sting of the elittering frost ; ■

Our cry cannot sadden the spring's sweet sighs, ■

On the merry bxeeaes tossed ; ■

Our woe does not cloud the summer's flush, ■

As it gladdens o'er land and lea ; ■

Our tnumph sinks down when the autumn hush. ■

Claims its graye tranquillity. ■

Oh, noTer a touch of sympathy, ■

Oreat Nature's magic wears. ■

We strive, and stumble, and moan, and die: ■

lifs passes ; nothing oarea. ■
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Ob, loTB tbem, wbile our Aaj§ axo brigbt, 

BeAiity, and life, and flowen. 

Let ibem giro out summer added Hgliftf 

Let them blen our few bright honn. 

And when the certain shadowi creep. 

Over the path we go, 

Let ui turn away from it all, and weep. 

And bear, as we mar, our woe ; 

Asking no eomfort from outward things. 

That but jar and mock our prajers, 

For a bitter truth experience brings. 

We die ; and nothing cares. ■

« GOOSE. ■

99 ■

The bird which saved the Capitol has 

mined many a play. " Goose," " to be 

goosed," " to get the big-bird," signifies to 

be hissed, says the Slang Dictionary. This 

theatrical cant term is of ancient date. In 

the induction to Marston's^ comedy of 

What You Will, 1607, it is asked if the 

poet's resolve shall be ''struck through 

with the blirt of a goose breath ?" Shake- 

speare makes no mention of goose in this 

sense, but he refers now and then to hiss- 

ing as the play-goers' method of indicating 

disapproval. " Mistress Page, remember 

you your cue," says Ford's wife in the 

Merry Wives of Windsor. "I warrant 

thee," replies Mistress PagB, " if I do not 

act it, hiss me !" In the fioman theatres, 

it is well known that the spectators pro- 

nounced judgment upon the efforts of the 

gladiators and combatants of the arena by 

silently turning their thumbs up or down, 

decreeing death in the one case and life 

in the other. Hissing, however, even at 

this time, was the usual method of con- 

demning the public speaker of distasteful 

opinions. In one of Cicero's letters there 

is record of the orator Hortensius, *' who 

attained old age without once incurring 

the disgp:uGe of being hissed." The pro- 

logues of Ben Jonson and Beaumont and 

Fletcher frequently deprecate the hissing 

of the audience. ■

But theatrical censure, not content with 

imitating the goose, condescended to bor- 

row from another of the inferior animals — 

the cat. Addison devoted one of his papers 

in the Spectator to a Dissertation upon Cat- 

calls. In order to make himself master 

of his subject, he professed to have pur- 

chased one of these instruments, though 

not without great difficulty, "being in- 

formed at two or three toy-shops that the 

players had lately bought them all up." 

He found that antiquaries were much 

divided in opinion as to the origin of the 

catcall. A fellow of the Royal Society had 

concluded, from the simplicity of its make ■

and the uniformity of its sound, that it was 

older than any of the inventions of Jubal. 

"He observes very well, that musical 

instruments took their first xise from the 

notes of birds and other melodious animals, 

'and what,' says he, 'was more natural 

than for the first ages of mankind to imi- 

tate the voice of a cat, that lived under the 

same roof with them?' He added, that 

the cat had contributed more to harmony 

than any other animal ; as we are not only 

beholden to her for this wind instrument, 

but for our string music in general." The 

essayist, however, is disposed to hold that 

the catcall is originally a piece of English 

music. " Its resemblance to the voice of 

some of our British songsters, as well as 

the use of it, which is peculiar to our na- 

tion, confirms me in ttiis opinion." He 

mentions that the catcall has quite a con- 

trary effect to the martial instrriments then 

in use ; and instead of stimulating courage 

and heroism, sinks the spirits, shakes the 

nerves, curdles the blood, and inspires 

despair and consternation at a surprising 

rate. " The catcall has struck a damp into 

generals, and frightened heroes off the 

stage. At the first sound of it I have 

seen a crowned head tremble, and a princess 

fall into fits." He concludes with mention 

of an ingenious artist who teaches to play 

on it by book, and to express by it the 

whole art of dramatic criticism. " He has 

his bass and his treble catcall : the former 

for tragedy, the latter for comedy; only 

in tragi-comedies they may both play 

together in concert. He has a particular 

squeak to denote the violation of each of 

the unities, and has different sounds to 

show whether he aims at the poet or the 

pl^er," Ac. ■

The conveyance of a catcall to the theatre 

evidences a predisposition to uproarious 

censure. Hissing may be, in the nature of 

impromptu criticism, suddenly provoked hj 

something held to be offensive in the repre- 

sentation ; but a play-goer could scarcelr 

have armed himself with a catcall without 

a desire and an intention of performing 

upon his instrument in any case. Of old, 

audiences would seem to have delighted 

in disturbance upon very light grounds. 

Theatrical rioting was of common occur- 

rence. The rioters were in some sort a 

disciplined body, and proceeded systema- 

tically. Their plan of action had hcen 

previously agreed upon. It was a rule that 

the ladies should be politely handed out of 

the theatre before the commencement of 

any violent acts of hostility ; and this dis- ■

I ■
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appearance of the ladies fFom among the 

andience was always viewed by the ma- 

nagement as rather an alarming hint of 

what might be expected. Then wine was 

sent for into the pit, the candles were 

thrown down, and the gentlemen drew 

their swords. They prepared to climb over 

the partitions of the orchestra and io carry 

the stage by assanlt. Now and then they 

made havoc of the decorations of the honse, 

and cnt and slashed the cnrtains, hangings, 

and scenery. At Dmry Lane, in 1740, 

when a riot took place in consequence of 

the non-appearance of Madame Ghatean- 

nenf, a favonrite French dancer, a noble 

marqnis deliberately proposed that the 

theatre shonld be fired, and a pile of rub- 

bish was forthwith heaped upon the stage 

in order to carry into effect this atrocious 

suggestion. At the Haymarket Theatre, 

in 1749, the audience enraged at the &mous 

Bottle Conjuror hoax, were incited by 

the CuUoden Duke of Cumberland to puU 

down the house ! The royal prince stood 

up in his box waving Ms drawn sword, 

which some one, however, ventured to 

wrest from his grasp. The interior fittings 

of the theatre were completely destroyed ; 

the furniture and hangings being carried 

into the street and made a bonfire of, the 

curtain snrmonnting the flaming heap like 

a gigantic flag. A riot at the Lincoln's Inn 

Fields, in 1721, led to George the First's 

order that in future a guard should attend 

the performances. This was the origin of 

the custom that long prevailed of station- 

ing sentries on either side of the prosce- 

nium during representations at the patent 

theatres. Of late years the guards 'have 

been relegated to the outside of the build- 

ings. On the occasion of state visits of 

royalty to the theatre, however — although 

these are now, perhaps, to be counted 

among things of the past— Beefeaters upon 

the stage form an impressive part of t|ie 

ceremonial. ■

Theatrical rioting has greatly declined 

in violence, as well it might, since the 0. P. 

saturnalia of disturbance, which lasted 

Fome sixly-six nights at Covent Grardcn 

Theatre in 1809. Swords were no longer 

worn, but the rioters made free use of their 

fists, called in professional pugilists as their 

allies, and, in addition to catcalls, armed 

themselves with bells, post-horns, whistles, 

and watchmen's rattles. The O. P. riots 

may be said to have abolished the catcall, 

bat they established "goose." Captures 

of the rioters were occasionally made by 

IBrandon, the courageous box-office keeper. ■

and they were charged at Bow-street police 

court with persistent hissing, with noisily 

crying " Silence !" and with " unnatural 

coughing." The charges were not pro- 

ceeded with, but one of the accused, Mr. 

Clifford, a barrister, brought an action 

against Brandon for false imprisonment. 

In this case the Court of King's Bench 

decided that, although the audience in a 

public theatre have a right to express the 

feelings excited at the moment by the per- 

formance, and in this manner to applaud 

or hiss any piece which is represented, or 

any perfo4er; yet if a number of persons, 

having come to the theatre with a pre- 

determined purpose^ of interrupting the 

performance, for this end make a great 

noise so as to render the actors inaudible, 

though without offering personal violence 

or doing injury to the house, they are in 

law guilty of a riot. Serjeant Best, the 

counsel for the plaintiff, urged that, as 

play and players might be hissed, managers 

should be liable to their share ; they should 

be controlled by public opinion ; Ghtrrick 

and others had yielded cheerfally to the 

jurisdiction of the pit without a thought 

of appealing to Westminster Hall. " Bells 

and rattles," added the serjeant, " may be 

new to the pit; but catcalls, which are 

equally stunning, are as old as the English 

drama." Apparently, however, the catcall, 

its claim to antiquity notwithstanding, was 

not favourably viewed by the court. In 

summing up. Chief Justice Mansfield ob- 

served : " I cannot tell on what grounds 

many people think they have a right, at a 

theatre, to make such a prodigious noise as 

to prevent others hearing what is going 

forward on the stage. Theatres are not 

absolute necessaries of life, and any person 

may stay away who does not approve of 

the manner in which they are managed. 

If the prices of admission are unreasonable, 

the evil will cure itself. People will not 

go, and the proprietors will be ruined, 

unless they lower their demand. If the 

proprietors have acted contrary to the con- 

ditions of the patent, the patent itself may 

be set aside by a writ of scire facias in the 

Court of Chancery." To the great ma- 

jority of play-goers it probably occurred 

that hissing was a simpler and more sum- 

mary remedy of their grievances and relief 

to their feelings than any the Court of 

Chancery was likely to afford. In due 

time, however, came free trade in the 

drama and the abolition of the special 

privileges and monopolies too long enjoyed 

by the patent theatres. ■

=ff» ■
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Afler the £ulare of his luckless farce, 

Mr. H., Charles Lamb wrote to Words- 

worth, " A hundred hisses (hang the word ! 

I write it like kisses — how different !), a 

hundred hisses outweigh a thousand claps. 

The former come more directly from the 

heart/' The reception of the little play 

had been of a disastrous kind, and Lamb, 

sitting in the front row of the pit, is ssdd 

to have joined in condemning his own 

work, and to have hissed and hooted as 

loudly as any of his neighbours. " I had 

many fears ; the subject was not substantial 

enough. John Bull must have solider fare 

than a letter. We are pretty stout about 

it ; have had plenty of condoling friends ; 

but, afler aU, we had rather it should have 

Bucceeded. You will see the prologue in 

most of the morning papers. It was re- 

ceived with such shouts as I never witnessed 

to a prologpie. It was attempted to be en- 

cored The quantity of friends we ■

had in the house — my brother and I being 

in public offices, <fec. — ^was astonishing, but 

they yielded at last to a few hisses." Mr. 

H. could probably in no case have achieved 

any great success, but it may be that its 

failure was precipitated by the indiscreet cor- 

diality of its author's " quantity of friends." 

They were too eager to express approba- 

tion, and distributed their applause inju- 

diciously. The pace at which they started 

could not be sustained. As Monsieur Au- 

guste, the famous chef des claqueurs at the 

Paris Opera House, explained to Doctor 

Yeron, the manager, '* il ne fallait pas trop 

chauffer le premier acte ; qu'on devait, au 

contraire, reserver son courage et ses forces 

pour enlever le dernier acte et le d^noii- 

ment." He admitted that he should not 

hesitate to award three rounds of applause 

to a song in the last act, to which, if it had 

occurred earlier in the representation, he 

should have given one round only. Lamb's 

friends knew nothing of this sound theory of 

systenmtised applause. They expended their 

ammunition at the commencement of the 

struggle, and when they were, so to say, 

out of range. It was one of Monsieur Au- 

guste's principles of action that public 

opinion should never be outraged or af- 

fronted ; it might be led and encouraged, 

but there should be no attempt to drive it. 

" Above all things, respect the public," he 

said to his subordinates. Nothing so much 

stimulates the disapprobation of the un- 

biassed as extravagant applause. Reaction 

certainly ensues ; men begin to hiss by way 

of self-assertion, and out of self-respect. 

They resent an attempt to coerce their ■

opinion, and to compel a favomable verdict 

in spite of themselves. The attempt to 

encore the prologue to Mr. H. was most 

unwise. It was a strong prologue, but the 

play was weak. The former might have 

been left to the good sense of the general 

public; it was ihe latter that eBpedallj 

demanded the watchful kapport of the 

author's friends. The infirm need crutches, 

not the robust. The playbills announced, 

" The new faroe of Mr. H., performed for 

the first time last night, was received by 

an overflowing audience with universal ap- 

plause, and "vnil be repeated for the second 

time to-morrow." Such are playbills. Mr. 

H. never that morrow saw. " 'Tis with- 

drawn, and there's an end of it,** wrote 

Lamb to Wordsworth. ■

Hissing is no doubt a dreadful sound— ft 

word of fear unpleasing to the ear of both 

playwright and player. For there is no 

revoking, no arguing down, no remedying 

a hiss ; it has simply to be endured. Plaj- 

goers have a giant's strength in this re> 

spect ; but it must be said for them, thaty 

of late years at any rate, ihey have rarelj 

used it tyrannously, like a giant. Of all the 

dramatists, perhaps Fielding treated hissing 

with the greatest indifference. In 1 743, his 

comedy of the Wedding Day was produced. 

Gkrrick had in vain implored him to sup- 

press a scene which he urged would cer- 

tainly endanger the success of the piece. 

'' If ^e scene is not a good one, let them find 

it on t, " said Fielding. As had been foreseen 

an uproar ensued in the theatre. The actor 

hastened to the green-room, where the 

author was cheering his spirits with a bottle 

of champagne. Surveying Garrick's mefnl 

countenance. Fielding inquired, ^' What's 

the matter p Are they hissing me now ?" 

" Yes, the very passage I w&nted yon to 

retrench. I Imew it wouldn't da And 

they've so horribly finghtened me I shali 

not be right again the whole night.' 

" Oh," cried the author, " I did not gire 

them credit for it. So they have found 

it out, have they ?" Upon the fiuluie of 

his farce of Eurydice, he produced an oc- 

casional piece entitled Eurydice Hissed, in 

which Mrs. Charke, the daughter of CoUej 

Gibber, sustained the part of Pillage, a 

dramatic author. Pillage is about to pro- 

duce a new play, and one of his friends ., 

volunteers to " clap every good thing till 1 jj ■

bring the house down." " That won't do. 

Pillage sagaciously replies ; " the town of its 

own accord will applaud what they like; 

you must stand by me when they dislik*-- 

I don't desire any of you to clap unless ■

P ■
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when jou bear a hiss. Let that be your 

one for clapping." Later in the play three 

gentlemen enter, and in Shakespearian 

fashion discnss in blank verse the &te of 

Pillage's production : ■

Third &mtUman, Oh fineadB, all'i lost I Etuydioe 

is damned. ■

Second OeiUUmam, Ha ! damned ! A few short mo- 

ments past I came 

From the pit door and heaid a loud applause. ■

Third GmUUman* 'Tis true at first the pit seemed 

ereatly pleased. 

And loud applauses through the benches rung ; 

Bat as the plot besan to open mora 

(A ihallow plot) the claps lees frequent grew, 

Till by degrees a gentle hiss arose; 

This by a catcall from the gallenr 

Was quicklr seeonded : then followed olaps ; 

And 'twist long daps and hisses did succeed 

A stem contention : victory being dubious. 

S() hangs the conscience, doubtfol to determine 

When honesty pleads here, and there a bribe. ■

. • • . ■

But it was mighty pleasant to behold 

When the damnation of the farce was sure, 

IIow all those friends who had begun the daps 

With greatest -rigour showed who first should hiss 

And show disapprobation. ■

Sorely no dramatifit ever jested more 

over his own discomfiture. In publishing 

Earjdice he described it as "a farce, as it 

was d— d at the Theatre Eoyal Drury 

Lane." Tfads was a following of Ben 

Jonson's example, who, publishing his 

New Lin, nnakes mention of it as a comedy 

'' never acted, but most negligently played 

by some the king's seryants, and more 

squeamishly beheld and censured by others 

the king's subjects, 1629 ; and now, at last, 

set at liberty to the readers, his majesty's 

seryants and subjects, to be judged of, 

1G31." ■

There is something pathetic in the way 

Southeme, the veteran dramatist, in 1726, 

bore the condemnation of his comedy of 

Money the Mistress, at the Lincoln's-Inn 

Fields Theatre. The audience hissed un- 

luercifully. Rich, the manager, asked the 

old man, as he stood in the wings, ** if he 

heard what they were doing ?*' " No, sir," 

^id Southeme, calmly, " I'm very deaf." 

On the first representation of She Stoops 

to Conquer, a solitary hiss was hci^ 

doling the fifth act at the improbability of 

Mrs. Hardcastle, in her own garden, sup- 

posing herself forty miles off on Crackskoll 

Common. "What's that?" cried Gold- 

smith, not a little alarmed at the sound. 

*' Psha ! doctor," replied Colman, " don't 

be afraid of a squib when we have been 

sitting these two hours on a barrel of gfun- 

powder." Goldsmith is said never to have 

forgiven Colman his ill-timed pleasantry. 

The hiss seems to have been really a soli- 

tary and exceptional one. It was ascribed ■

by one journal to Cumberland, by another 

to Hugh Kelly, and by a third, in a parody 

on Ossian, to Macpherson, who was known 

to be hostilely inclined towards Johnson 

and all his friends. The disapprobation 

excited by the capital scene of the bailiffs 

in Goldsmith's earlier comedy. The Good- 

natured Man, had been of a more general 

and alarming kind, however, and was only 

appeased by the omission of this portion of 

the work. Goldsmith suffered exquisite 

distress. Before his friends, at the club in 

Grerrard-street, he exerted him greatly to 

hide the fact of his discomfiture ; chatted 

gaily and noisily, and even sang his 

favourite comic song with which he was 

wont to oblige the company only on special 

occasions. But alone with Johnson he fairly 

broke down, confessed the anguish of his 

heart, burst into tears, and swore he would 

never write more. The condemnation in- 

curred by The Bivals on its first perform- 

ance led to its being withdrawn for revision 

and amendment. In his preface to the pub- 

lished play Sheridan wrote : " I see no 

reason why an author should not regard a 

first night s audience as a candid and judi- 

cious friend attending, in behalf of the 

public, at his last rehearsal. If he can dis- 

pense with flattery, he is sure at least of 

sincerity, and even though the annotation 

be rude, he may rely upon the justness of 

the comment." This is calm and com- 

placent enough, but he proceeds with some 

warmth : " As for the little puny critics 

who scatter their peevish strictures in 

private circles, and scribble at every author 

who has the eminence of being uncon- 

nected with them, as they are usually 

spleen-Bwoln from a vain idea of increas- 

ii^ their consequence, there will always be 

found a petulance and illiberality in their 

remarks, which should place them as far 

beneath the notice of a gentleman, as their 

original dulness had sunk them from the 

level of the most unsuccessful author." 

^his reads Hke an extract from the School 

for Scandal. ■

In truth hissing is very hard to endure. 

Lamb treated the misfortunes of Mr. H. as 

lightly as he could, yet it is plain he took 

his failure much to heart. In his letter 

signed Semel-Damnatns, upon Hissing at 

the Theatres, he is alternately merry and 

sad over his defeat as a dramatist. '^ Is 

it not a pity," he asks, " that the sweet 

human voice which was given man to speak 

with, to sing with, to whisper tones of love 

in, to express compliance, to convey a 

favour, or to grant a suit — ^that voice, which ■
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inaSiddonsor a Brabam ronses ns, in a siren 

Catalani charms and captivates as — that 

the musical expressive human voice should 

be converted into a rival of the noises of 

silly geese and irrational venomous snakes ? 

I never shall forget the sounds onmy night !" 

He urges that the venial mistake of the poor 

author, " who thought to please in the act 

of filling his pocket-s, for the sum of bis 

demerits amounts to no more than that," 

is too severely punished ; and be adds, " the 

pi*ovocations to which a dramatic genius is 

exposed from the public are so much the 

more vexatious as they are removed from 

any possibility of retaliation, the hope of 

which sweetens most other injuries ; for the 

public never writes itself." He concludes 

with an account, written in an Addisonian 

vein, of a club to which he had the honour 

to belong. " There are fourteen of us, who 

are all authors that have been onoe in our 

lives what is called damned. We meet on 

the anniversaries of our respective nights, 

and make ourselves merry at the expense 

of the public. ... To keep up the memory 

of the cause in which we suffered, as the 

ancients sacrificed a goat, a supposed un- 

healthy animal, to JSsculapius, on our feast 

night-s we cut up a goose, an animal typical 

of the popular voice, to the deities of Can- 

dour and Patient Hearing. A zealous 

member of the society once proposed that 

we should revive the obsolete luxury of 

viper-broth ; but, the stomachs of some of 

the company rising at the proposition, we 

lost the benefit of that highly salutary 

and antidotal dish." ■

It is to be observed that when a play is 

hissed there is this consolation at the ser- 

vice of those concerned: they can shift 

the burden of reproach. The author is at 

liberty to say, ** It was the fault of the 

actors. Read my play, you will see that it 

did not deserve the cruel treatment it expe- 

rienced." And the actor can assert, "I 

was not to blame. I did but speak the 

words that were set down for me. My fate 

is hard — I have to bear the burden of 

another's sins." And in each case these 

are reasonably valid pleas. In the hour of 

triumph, however, it is certain that the 

author is apt to bo forgotten, and that tbe 

lion*s share of success is popularly awarded 

to the players. For the dramatist is a 

vague, impalpable, invisible personage; 

whereas the actor is a vital presence upon 

the scene; he can be beheld, noted, and 

listened to ; it is difficult to disconnect him 

from the humours he exhibits, from the 

pathos he displays, from the speeches he 

utters. Much may be due to his own merit ; ■

I ■

t ■

but still his debt to the dramatist is not to 

be wholly ignored. The author is applauded 

or hissed, as the case may be, by proxy. 

But altogether it is perhaps not surprising 

that the proxy should oftentimes forget his 

real position, and arrogate wholly to him- 

self the applause due to his principal. ■

High and low, from Gburrick to "tbe 

super," it is probably the actor's doom, for 

more or less reasons, at some time or another, 

to be hissed. He is, as members of parlia- 

ment are fond of saying, " in the hands of 

the house," and may be ill-considered by 

it. Any one can hiss, and one goose makes 

many. Lamb relates how he once saw 

Elliston, sitting in state in the tarnished 

g^en-room of the Olympic Theatre, while 

before him was brought for judgment, on 

complaint of prompter, " one of those little 

tawdry things that flirt at the tails of 

choruses — the pertest little drab — a dirty 

fringe and appendage of the lamp's smoke 

— who, it seems, on some disapprobation 

expressed by a * highly respectable' au- 

dience, had precipitately quitted her station 

on the boards and withdrawn her BmalJ 

talents in disgust. ' And how dare yon/ 

said the manager, ' how dare you, madam, 

without a notice, withdraw yourself from 

your theatrical duties ?' * I was hissed, 

sir.' 'And you have the presumption to 

decide upon the taste of the town?' 'I 

don't know that, sir, but I will never 

stand to be hissed,' was the rejoinder of 

Young Confidence. Then, gathering up his 

features into one significant mass of wonder, 

pity, and expostulatory indignation — in a 

lesson never to have been lost upon a crea- 

ture less forward than she who stood be- 

fore him — his words were these: *Tbey 

have hissed he !' " ■

It is understood that this argument failed 

in its effect, for, after all, a hiss is not to be 

in such wise excused or explained away ; 

its application is far too direct and personal. 

'' Ladies and gentlenien, it was not I that 

shot the arrow," said Brabam to his andi- 

ence, when some bungling occurred in a 

performance of William Tell, and the feunons 

apple remained uninjured upon the head 

of the hero's son. If derision was moved 

by this bungling, still more did the singer's 

address and confession excite the mirth of 

the spectators. To another singer, failure, 

or the dread of failure, was fraught with 

more tragic consequence. For some sixteen 

years Ado)phe Nourrit had been the chief 

tenor of the Paris Opera House. He had 

created the leading characters in Robert 

Les Huguenots, I^ Juive, Gnstave, and 

Masaniello. Ho resigned his position pre- ■
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cipitately upon the advent of Duprez. 

The younger singer afflicted the elder with 

a kind of panic. The news that Duprez 

was among his audience was sufficient to 

paralyse his powers, to extinguish his voice. 

He left France for Italy. His success was 

( unquestionable, but he had lost confidence 

in himself ; a deep dejection settled upon 

him, his apprehension of failure approached 

delirium. At last he persuaded himself 

that the applause he won from a Neapolitan 

audience was purely ironical, was but scoff- 

ing ill-disguised. At five in the morning, 

on the 8th of March, 1839, he flung himself 

from the window of an upper floor, and was 

picked up in the street quite dead. Poor 

Nourrit! he was a man of genius in his way ; 

but for him there would have been no 

grand duet in the fourth act of Les Hugue- 

nots, no eavatiua for Eleazar in La Juive ; 

and to his inventiveness is to be ascribed 

the ballet of La Sylphide, which Taglioni 

made so famous. ■

It is odd to hear of an actor anxious for 

" goose," and disappointed at not obtaining 

it. Yet something like this happened once 

during the O. P. riots. Making sure that 

there would be a disturbance in the theatre, 

Mr. Murray, one of John Kemble's com- 

pany, thought it needless to commit his 

part to memory ; he was so certain that he 

should not be listened to. But the uproar 

suddenly ceased ; there was a lull in the 

storm. The actor bowed, stammered, stared, 

and was what is called in the language of 

the theatre "dead stuck." However, his 

mind was soon at ease ; to do him justice 

the audience soon hissed him to his heart's 

content, and perhaps even in excess of that 

measure. Subsequently he resolved, riot or 

no riot, to learn something of his part. ■

THE BRITISH TOURIST. ■

PROM MY WINDOW IN THE HIGHLANDS. ■

It is my time for the " dolce far niente " 

—if scaling the Highland Bens, tramping 

through glen and strath thirty miles a day, 

and bathing either in the sea or in the clear 

cold waters of a mountain streamlet, can 

be called doing nothing. I do not shoot, I 

do not fish, I do not stalk the deer; for I do 

not like to kill anything when I take my 

pleasure, or indeed at any other time, un- 

less it be a wasp or a mosquito, and then 

only in self-defence. I am lying fallow, as 

it were, allowing my mind to take a need- 

ful rest ; but, even when fallow, the earth is 

noc idle, nor can the mind of any one who 

has been accustomed to use it ever be said 

to be wholly at rest, unless it be in the ■

deep, happy sleep which comes seldom to 

any one, and which is untroubled by a 

dream. I am enjoying my leisure in the 

bonnie little town of Oban, embowered 

amid the mountains of Argyllshire. ■

Having nothing to do, and intending to 

do it well, I amuse myself by sitting at my 

window, looking over the lovely bay to the 

green hills of Kerrera and the dark moun- 

tains of Mull, watching and studying the 

varied lights and shadows of the ever- 

changing landscape. But it is also my 

fancy to study my fellow - creatures, 

especially if they come in the shape of 

tourists. Whether their object be to kill 

the grouse and call it sport ; to climb the 

hill-sides in search of rare flowers and 

ferns; to scramble over high peaks and 

stony summits, hammer in hand, to chip 

off pieces of rock and think they are mak- 

ing progress in geology; to wade knee- 

deep in streams and rivers and fish for 

trout and salmon ; to sit upon the shore 

and throw pebbles into the sea ; or, if they 

be ladies, to lounge upon the beach and 

dilute their intellects by reading the girlish ■

S rattle of the last new novel by the great 

[r. Slip- Slop— they are all equally interest- 

ing to me. While I am in the position of 

what the Americans call a loafer, it is my 

pleasure to observe the manners and cus- 

toms of these emancipated people, and to 

note how happy they aU seem to be, the 

one sex in being relieved from the trammels 

of their daily business in shop, in mill, in 

bank, or in counting-house, and the other 

from the monotonous round of their home 

existence, and the eternal thrumming of 

their wearisome pianofortes. In the male 

tourist there is a rollicking sense of free- 

dom, which beams on his countenance and 

pervades his whole behaviour. He plays 

truant from his school, and the cold, hard 

eye of Master Business is no longer upon 

him. He gives his nature, mild, or genial, 

or savage, as it may happen to be, full 

scope and expansion. He feels that his 

spirit has been bottled up too long, and 

that civilisation has cramped him, swathed 

him, smothered him, stunted him, and be- 

numbed him. He congequently resolves to 

throw off civilisation to what extent he can, 

and become a *' noble savage," rampant and 

riotous in his newly acquired liberty. The 

same feeling animates the ladies, who revel 

in unwonted extravagance of dress and 

manner. ■

As in other watering-places, one of the 

chief amusements of the day at Oban is to 

go down to the pier to await the arrival of 

the daily steamer, and a beautiful steamer ■

ip ■
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slie is — the Chevalier, sister of the more 

beautiful lona that plies from Glasgow to 

Ardrishaig. The Chevalier takes up her 

passengers at Crinan, the outlet of the 

canal of the same name which cuts through 

the isthmus of Knapdale, and saves the 

long voyage of eighty miles round the Mull 

of Cantyre. It is (to use an old phrase) as 

good as a play to watch the tourists as they 

arrive, and scamper off towards the princi- 

pal hotels to secure lodgings, as if the 

demon of selfishness had taken possession 

of their feet and urged them onwards, to 

snatch the smallest possible advantage over 

their neighbours. One portly old pater- 

familias, who looks as if his climbing 

days had been over a quarter of a cen- 

tury ago, has armed himself with an 

alpenstock, as if he expected to find the 

glaciers and crevasses of Mont Blanc on 

the slopes of Ben Cruachan. Mater- 

familias, more portly still, has not an 

alpenstock merely, but a whole collection 

of different sorts and sizes of alpenstocks, 

wrapped round with a strong leathern 

buckle ; while her daughter — fresh, saucy, 

defiant, with a chignon as big as the bear- 

skin of a Life Guardsman, and a thin disc 

intended for a hat aslant on the top of it — 

steps ashore with a package of walking- 

sticks, a butterfly net, and a geological 

hammer, as if she were, as no doubt she is, 

bent on very serious business in the High- 

lands, and determined, as is the fashion of 

the English, to amuse herself "moult 

tristement." ■

I notice that the vagaries of costume in 

which tourists indulge are pretty equally 

divided between the women and the men. 

The women amuse themselves, and dis- 

please everybody of the other sex who looks 

at them, by making their heads as hideous 

as they can by the fashion in which they 

arrange their hair (and other people's 

mixed along with it), and by the head-gear 

which they stick on the top of it ; while the 

men bestow their chief attention upon their 

legs, which they defiantly display either in 

kilts or in knickerbockers. No man with 

spindle shanks ought to be permitted to 

wear either of these articles of costume, 

under the penalty inflicted for drunken- 

ness in the days before the New Licens- 

ing Act — a fine of five shillings ; and 

if his legs be good and fairly presentable, 

he ought not to be allowed to encase them 

in red, or purple, or parti-coloured stock- 

ings, without incurring some degree of 

public reprobation for his abominably bad 

taste. If the ladies ever take to kilts or 

knickerbockers, something might be said in ■

favour of the daring innovation. But as 

for men — respectable citizens, perhaps, 

who certainly would not think of walking 

up and down Cheapside or Regent-street 

in such a guise — why, oh, why will they 

persist in making laughing-stocks of them- 

selves as soon as they turn out for their 

annual holiday ? Is it necessary for a 

man to play ihe fool because he visits a 

strange country ? and to advertise himself 

to all the innkeepers and shopkeepers cf 

every town which he enters as an ass 

and a simpleton, whom it is hie game to 

plunder ? ■

But who comes here ? A damsel with a 

sailor*shat high perched upon her enormous 

chignon, with a broad band around it on 

which is emblazoned the name of a yacht : 

let me call it the Snapdragon. She is 

followed by five other damsels, and one 

very old lady, all in the same costume, 

and all with sailor's hats, bearing in like 

manner the name of the Snapdragon on 

their head-gear. Clearly this is intended 

for an advertisement of the fact, that these 

ladies either keep a yacht, or are memhers 

of the family of, or perhaps merely friends 

and acquaintances of some one who is ahie 

to indulge in such a luxury. They seem io 

say in vulgar English, " We keeps a yacht* 

we does." But who cares whether thej 

keep a yacht or not ? And of what in- 

terest is it to any one but themselves to 

know the name of their vessel ? And if a 

woman, young or old, ever can be a snob, 

is it not a piece of very vxdgar snobbery 

indeed to parade in this manner the &ct of 

her wealth and importance ? ■

But here comes something of another 

type ; a veritable, a determined, and most 

unmistakable tourist. His grey knicker- 

bockers are very baggy at the knees, Iii^ 

coat is brown, and his stockings are scarlet, 

and he wears a scarlet belt around his 

loins. He carries a knapsack on his hack, 

and an alpenstock in his hand. At his 

back, dangling just above his hips, is slunir 

a miniature liquor-barrel with gkss eiuU. 

through which any one can sec that it '^ 

about half full of whisky or brandy. Im- 

mediately above the barrel, but somewhat 

nearer to his hand, he carries an opera- 

glass. From one of his multitudinous pockets 

projects a telescope, and from his wafcr- 

chain dangles a small aneroid. His head ^^ 

surmounted by a Glengarry bonnet, with ar; 

eagle's plume — though perhaps it is onlr a 

feather from the t^il of a barn-door fo^'- 

Beside him walks his wife, a little rt'Oim 

woman, with blue spectacles, csirrj'nig i-^ 

one hand an inflated air-cushion to soiVa ■
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her seat shotdd she repose npon a crag, and 

in the other an alpenstock, with a great 

ferrule, to dig, it is to be supposed, into the 

soft ice of the glaciers, which she certainly 

will not find either in the highways or the 

byways, the glens or the Bens of Argyll- 

shire. She, too, has her dram-barrel slung 

at her back, as if she snspected that her 

husband wonld not drink "truly and fairly," 

and was determined to shelter herself on 

the right side of her doubt by carrying 

a supply of her own. As the main object 

of your genuine cockney tourist appears 

to be to be looked at, no one need be 

much surprised, howeyer much he may be 

amused, by any oddities of costume or 

manner which any of the class may affect 

for the purpose. Take, for instance, Brown 

of Comhill — ^whom I know but will not re- 

cognise, lest I should laugh in his face — 

who saunters along the esplanade, exhibit- 

ing his legs, which are almost guiltless of 

calyes, and which would certainly look 

better if padded, or, better still, if concealed 

altogether, adorned the one with a mauve 

and the other with a green stocking. The 

ladies look and titter, and Brown walks on 

his way rejoicing, while I mentally ejacu- 

late the well known lines of Bums, " Oh, 

would some power the gifiie gie us," &o., 

which if Brown thought upon the subject 

would, very probably, appear to be as ap- 

plicable to me as to himself. After him 

follows a very tall man, said to be a member 

of parliament, distinguished in the law, with 

a gun-case in his hand. He is bound for the 

moors, evidently, and, by the patches of 

leather on the knees of his knickerbockers, 

seems to notify to an admiring world that 

such small deer as grouse are not what he 

is in search of, and that a nobler creature, 

the mountain stag, is the object of his 

pursuit. Like the Laird of Cockpen, he 

Wears a bluo coat and a white waistcoat ; 

bnt, unlike the laird, he sports purple stock- 

ings streaked with white, and, over all, an 

Ulster great coat, with a marvellous supply 

of pockets and whisky flasks. And not 

ftlone the mountains, but the streams are 

to be visited by this adventurous gentle- 

man, if one may judge from his bundle of 

fishing-rods and tackle. Looking deeper 

mto the crowd, I become aware of the 

presence of Americans, with huge un- 

wieldly trunks, their names inscribed upon 

them in very large and conspicuous letters 

together with their address in New York, or, 

perhaps, in Maine, Vermont, or Ohio. The 

gentlemen are gaunt and sallow, while the 

ladies — very delicate and petite — look as if 

such very small feet as they possess w^ould ■

be utterly unable to support the weight of 

their bodies, if they attempted any great 

exertion of locomotion. They are all fully 

accoutred for travel on the mountains ; in- 

deed, a much higher mountain than they 

are likely to discover in this or any other 

part of Caledonia. The Americans do not 

care for sport. They neither shoot nor fish, 

but are content to roam from place to 

place, and to visit all the spots that are 

celebrated in the abundant romance and 

still more abundant poetry of Scotland. 

They are all well up in their Bums and 

their Scott, and draw additional enjoyment 

from the scenery by their ability to call to 

memory all the legendaiy and historical 

lore connected with it. This is the true 

joy of travelling, and the best recompense 

for the toils which it entails. ■

Five days a week, during the summer 

season, a steamer starts at eight in the 

morning, weather permitting, for an excur- 

sion to Staffa and lona, malting the whole 

circuit of the noble island of Mull, to which 

these smaller islets are but adjuncts and ap- 

pendages. A party of Cook's tourists are 

expected to-morrow, and I make up my 

mind to go along with them, purely out of 

the interest I take in the genus.. For I 

love the tourist in spite of his eccentricities, 

and am rejoiced to see him happy, pro- 

vided he be not a very great snob indeed. 

The wondrous cave of Staffa is familiar 

ground to me, and I make this particular 

visit not for the sake of the cave, but for that 

of studying the tourists. And a joyous 

company they are, as they marshal them- 

selves on the pier of Oban, under the 

guidance of a tall man with a white beard 

and a red fez, who escorts them, to the 

number of forty or thereabouts, on board 

of the Pioneer, the steamer appointed for 

the trip. They are by no means loud, 

either in their costume or their behaviour, 

and have dressed themselves much the 

same as they would have dressed them- 

selves in the pursuit of their ordinary 

business in the streets of London, Man- 

chester, or Glasgow. There is one man 

among them who carries a comet-a-piston, 

but who does not favour the company with 

any specimen of his skill upon the instru- 

ment, reserving the display, as we learn 

hereafter, for the interior of the cave, when 

he intends to try its effect in awakening the 

echoes. And he does so with a vengeance, 

nearly spoiling all the pleasure of a splendid 

trip and a glorious day by his insane love 

of making an ass of himself. But, luckily, 

the man in the fez comes to the rescue, and, 

leading off with the Doxology, is speedily ■

i' ■
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joined by the "whole company, who chant 

the glorious hymn in excellent style, and 

with the best possible effect. A most 

pictnresqne gronp they form as they line 

the dangerons path that leads to the end of 

the cave ; the scarlet and aznre cloaks and 

shawls of the ladies lighting np the gloomy 

grandeur of the abyss with rays of light 

and colour. Not even the fool with the 

cornet-u-piston can spoil the cave of Staffa. ■

THE YELLOW FLAG. ■
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It was probably not without a certain 

amount of consideration and circumspec- 

tion that John Calverley had fixed upon 

Hen don as the place in which to establish 

his second home, to which to take the 

pretty, trusting girl who believed her- 

self to be his wife. It was a locality in 

which she could live retired, and in which 

there was very little chance of his being 

recognised. It offered no advantages to 

gentlemen engaged in the City — it was not 

accessible by either boat, 'bus, or rail ; the 

pony carriages of the inhabitants were for 

the most part confined to a radius of four 

miles in their journeys, and Davis's coach 

and the carrier's waggon were the sole 

means of communication with the metro- 

polis: ■

Also, in his quiet, undemonstrative way, 

Mr. Calverley had taken occasion to make 

himself acquainted with the names, social 

position, and antecedents of all the inha- 

bitants, and to ascertain the chances of 

their ever having seen or heard of him, 

which he found on inquiry were very re- 

mote. They were for the most part Hen- 

don born and bred, and the few settlers 

amongst them were retired tradesmen, who 

had some connexion with the place, and who 

were not likely, from the nature of the 

business they had pursued while engaged 

in commerce, to have become acquainted 

with the person, or even to have heard 

the name of the hedd of the firm in Minc- 

ing-lane. About the doctor and the 

clergyman, as being the persons with whom 

he would most likely be brought into con- 

tact, he was specially curious. But his 

anxiety was appeased on learning that 

Mr. Broadbent was of a Devonshire family, 

and had practised in the neighbourhood 

of Tavistock previous to his purchase of 

old Doctor Fleeme's practice ; while the ■

vicar, Mr. Tomlinson, aflber leaving Oxford, 

had gone to a curacy near Dnrfaam, whence 

he had been transferred to Hendon. ■

So, when he had decided upon Uie 

house, and Alice had taken possession of 

it, John Calverley congratulated himself on 

having settled her down in a place where 

not merely he was unknown, but where 

the spirit of inquisitiveness was unknown 

also. He heard of no gossiping, no in- 

quiries as to who they were, or where 

they had come from. Comments, indeed, 

upon the disparity of years between tbe 

married couple reached his ears; hnt^t 

he was prepared for, and did not mind, 

so long as Alice was loving and true to 

him. What cared he how often the world 

called him old, and wondered at her choice? ■

It must be confessed that concemicg 

the amount of gossip talked about him acd 

his household, John Calverley was veij 

much deceived. The people of Hendon 

were not different from the people d 

any other place, and though they lived re- 

mote from the world, they were just as 

fond of talking about the affairs of thdr 

neighbours as fashionable women round 

the tea-table in their boudoirs, or fashion- 

able men in the smoking-room of thor 

clubs. They discussed Mrs. A/s tantrums 

and Mrs. B.'s stinginess, the doctor's wife's 

jealousy, and the parson's wife's airs ; all 

each others' short-comings were regolarlj 

gone through, and it was not likdy tbt 

the household at Bose Cottage would be 

suffered to escape. On the contrary, it vss 

a standing topic, and a theme for infinite 

discussion. Not that there was the smallest 

doubt amongst the neighbours as to tb^ 

propriety of Alice's conduct, or the least 

question about her being the old gentle- 

man's wife, but the mere fact of Mr. Cbx- 

ton's being an old gentleman, and haring 

such a young and pretty wife, excited a vast 

amount of talk; and when it was foond 

that Mr. Claxton's business caused him to 

be constantly absent from home, ther« 

was no end to the speculation as to vh&^ 

that absence might not give rise. There 

seemed to be some sort of notion among tbe 

inhabitants that Alice would some day ^ 

carried bodily away, and many an innocect 

artist with his sketch-book in his breast- 

pocket, looking about him in search of ^ 

subject, has been put down by Miss M*Ci«' 

and her fnends as a dangerous character, 

full of desperate designs upon Mr. Claxton s 

domestic happiness. ■

Miss M*Craw was a lady who took grea^ 

interest in her neighbours' affairs, having 

but few of her own to attend to, and being ■
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naturally of an excitable and inquiring dis- 

position, she had made many advances 

towards Alice, whicli had not been very 

warmly reciprocated, and the consequence 

was that Miss M'Craw devoted a large 

portion of her time to espionage over the 

Hose Cottage establisliment, and to com- 

menting npon what she gleaned in a very 

vicions spirit. Early in the year in which 

the village was startled by the news of 

Mr. Claxton's death, Miss M'Graw was en- 

tertaining two or three of her special friends 

at tea in her little parlour, from the 

window of which she conld command a dis- 

tant view of the Hose Cottage garden gate, 

when the conversation, which had been 

soroewhat flagging, happened to tnm upon 

Alice, and thenceforth was carried on 

briskly. ■

"Now, my dear," said Miss M*Craw, in 

porsnance of an observation she had pre- 

yionsly made, '* we shall see whether he 

comes back again to-day. This is Wednes- 

day, is it not ? Well, he has been here for 

the last three Wednesdays, always just 

about the same time, between six and seven 

o'clock, and always doing the same thing." ■

^ Who is he ? and what is it all about, 

Martha?" asked Mrs. Gannup, who had 

only just arrived, and who had been going 

through the ceremony known as ** taking 

off her things" in the little back parlour, 

while the previous conversation had been 

carried on. ■

" Oh, you were not here, Mrs, Gannup, 

and didn't hear what I said," said Miss 

M'Craw. "I was mentioning to these 

ladies that for the last three Wednesdays 

there has come a strange gentleman to our 

village, quite a gentleman too, riding on 

horseback, and with a groom behind him, 

well-dressed, and really," added Miss 

M'Craw, with a simper, "quite good- 

looking !" ■

She was the youngest of the party, being 

not more than forty- three years old, and in 

virtne of her youth was occasionally given 

^ ^ggling and blushing in an innocent 

and playful manner. ■

*' Never mind his good looks, Martha," 

Baid one of the ladies, in an admonitory 

tone, " tell Mrs. Gannup what you saw him 

do." ■

Always the same," said Miss M'Craw. 

' He always leaves the groom at some dis- 

tance behind him, and rides up by the side of 

the Claxtons* hedge, and sits on his horse 

staring over into their garden. If you 

wmd up that old music-stool to the top of 

Its screw," continued the innocent damsel, 

and put it into that comer of the window. ■

and move the bird-cage, by climbing on to 

it you can seen a bit of the Claxtons' lawn ; 

and each time that I have seen this gentle- 

man coming up the hill I have put the 

stool like that and looked out. Twice Mrs. 

Claxton was on the lawn, but directly she 

saw the man staring at her she ran into 

the house. ■

" Who," said Mrs. Gannup, " who is she 

that she should not bo looked at as well as 

anybody else ? I hate such mock modesty ! * ' ■

"And what I was saying before you 

came in, dear," cried Miss M*Craw, who 

fully agreed with the sentiment just enun- 

ciated, " was, that this being Wednesday, 

perhaps he will come again to-day. I fixed 

our little meeting for to-night, in order 

that yon might all be here to see him in 

case he should come. It is strange, to say 

the least of it, that a young man should 

come for three weeks running and stare 

in at a garden belonging to people whom 

he does not know, at least, whom I suppose 

he does not know, for he has never made 

an attempt to go to the front gate to be 

let in." ■

"There is something about these Claz- 

tons " said Mrs. Gannup. ■

And the worthy lady was not permitted 

to finish her sentence, for Miss M'Craw, 

springing up from her chair, cried, '* There 

he is again, I declare, and punctual to the 

time I told you! Now bring the music- 

stool, quick !" ■

Her visitors crowded round the window, 

and saw a tall man with a long fair beard 

ride up to the hedge of the Claxton's 

garden, as had been described by. Miss 

M'Craw, rein in his horse, and stand up in 

his stirrups to look over the hedge. ■

So far the programme had been carried 

out exactly, to the intense delight of the 

on-lookers. ■

"Tell us," cried Mrs. Ghinnup to Miss 

M'Craw, who was mounted on a music- 

stool, " tell us, is she in the garden ?" ■

" She ? No," cried Miss M'Craw, from 

her coigne of vantage, " she is not, but he 

is. Mr. Claxton is walking up and down 

the lawn with his hands behind his back, 

and directly the man on horseback saw him 

he ducked down. See, he is off already !" 

And as she spoke the rider turned his horse's 

head, and, followed by his groom, cantered 

slowly away. ■

When he had gone for about a mile he 

reduced his horse's pace to a walk, and 

sitting back in his saddle, indulged in a 

low, noiseless, chuckling laugh. ■

" It was John Calverley, no doubt about 

that," he said to himself. "I thought it ■

=^ ■
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was he a fortnight ago, bnt this time I am 

sure of it. Fancy iJbiat sedate old fellow, 

BO highly thought of in the City, one of the 

pillars of British commerce, as they call 

him, spending his spare time in that pretty 

box with that lovely creature. From the 

glance I had of her at the window just now 

she seems as bewitching as ever. What a 

life for her, to be relegated to the society of 

an old fogey like that — old enough to be 

her father at the very least, and know- 

ing nothing except about subjects in 

which she can scarcely be expected to 

take much interest. Not much even of 

that society, I should say, for old Calverley 

still continues to live with his wife in Wal- 

pole-street, and can onl y c ome out here 

occasionally, of course. What a dull time 

she must have of it, this pretty bird ; how 

she must long for some companio£iship ; for 

instance, that of a man more of her own 

age, who has travelled, and who knows the 

world, and can amuse her, and treat her as 

she ought to be treated." ■

Thus communing with himself, the good- 

looking, light-bearded gentleman rode on 

towards London, crossing the top of Bamp- 

stead Heath, and making his way by a 

narrow path, little frequented, but appa- 

rently well known to him, into the Finohley- 

road. There, close by the Swiss Cottage, he 

was joined by another equestrian, a gen- 

tleman equally well mounted and almost 

equally good-looking. This gentleman 

stared very much as he saw the first-named 

rider pass by the end of the side-road up 

which he was passing, and sticking spurs 

into his horse quickly came up with him. ■

" My dear Wetter," he cried, after they 

had exchanged salutations, " what an ex- 

traordinary fellow you are. You have still 

got the chestnut thoroughbred, I see ; do 

you continue to hke him?" ■

'• I still have the chestnut thoroughbred, 

and I continue to like him," said Mr. Wetter, 

with a smile, " though why I am an extra- 

ordinary fellow for that I am at a loss to 

perceive." ■

" Not for that, of course," said his friend, 

** that was merely said par parenthese. 

You are an extraordinary fellow because 

one never sees you in the Park, or in any 

place of that sort, and because one finds 

you riding alone here, evidently on your way 

back from some outlandish place in the 

north-west, after grinding away in the City, 

and wearying your brain as you must do 

with your enormous business ; one would 

think you would like a little relaxation." ■

" It is precisely because I do grind a^vay 

all the day in the City, I do weary my brain, ■

I do want a little relaxation, that you do 

not see me in the Park, where I sbonld 

have to ride up and down that ghastly How, 

and talk nonsense to the Mbbles and the 

fools I meet there. It is precisely in search 

of the relaxation you speak that I ride out 

to the north-west or the south-east, it little 

matters to me where, so long as I can find 

fresh air and green trees, and the absence 

of my fellow-creatures." ■

" You are polite, by Jove," said his friend, 

with a laugh, '' considering thati have jast 

joined you." ■

" Oh, I don*t mean you, lingard," said 

Mr. Wetter. "My ride is over for tLe 

day. When I reach the turnpike yonder I 

look upon myself as within the confines of 

civilisation, and behave myself accordingly.'' ■

** You certainly are a very extraordinarj 

fellow," said Mr. Lingard, who was one 

of those gushing creatures whom nothing 

could silence. " They were talking of yon 

only yesterday at the Darnley Club." ■

" Indeed," said Wetter, without betray- 

ing the slightest interest in his manner. 

'* and what were they pleased to say of 

me?" ■

" They were saying what a wonderfiil 

fellow you were, considering that whereas 

three years ago you had scarcely heen 

heard of in London, you had made sucli a 

fortune and held such a leading positioa" ■

*' Yes," said Mr. Wetter, with a pleasant 

smile, " they said that did they ?" ■

*' What ifr. Sleiner wondered was, that 

you did not get yourself made a baronet, 

like those other fellows." ■

" Ah, that was Sleiner," said Mr. Wetter, 

still with his smile. ■

" And Mopkinson said you would not caw 

about that. He believed you intended to 

marry a woman of high family." ■

'*Ah, that was Mopkinson," said Hr- 

Wetter, still smiling. ■

" Podlinbury said marriage was not in 

your way at all, and then they all laughed. ■

" Did Podlinbury say that ?" said 3Ir. 

Wetter, grinning from ear to ear. "Noff 

I really cannot conceive what should have 

made them all laugh." ■

" I cannot imagine myself," said Mr. ; 

Lingard, " and I told them so, and theu i 

they all roared worse than ever." , ■

" Let me make amends for your haTW- j 

been laughed at on my account, my dea-' i] 

Lingard, by asking you to dinner. Co^^ 

and dine with me at the club to-night. " '' 

shall have time to wash our hands and to 

get to table by half-past eight ?" ■

"No, not to-night, thanks," said Mr. 

Lingard, " I am engaged, and I mnst push ■

«# ■
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on, by the way, for I dine at eight. Shall 

we meet on Friday ?" ■

" Friday ? Where ?" ■

" At the house of one of your City mag- 

nates. You know him, I suppose — Mr. Cal- 

verley ?" ■

" Mr. Calvcrley ! Is there a dinner at his 

house in Great Walpole-street on Friday ?" ■

" Oh yes," said Mr. Lingard, " a grand 

spread, I should imagine. A case of fort- 

night's invitation. Sorry you are not going. 

Thought I should be sure to meet you 

there. Ta! ta!'* And the young man kissed 

his hand in adieu, and cantered away. ■

" That's a delightful young creature," 

said Mr. Wetter to himself, as he watched 

his friend's departing figure. "If there 

were only a few more like him in the City 

it would not take me long to complete that 

fortune which I am piling together. With 

what frankness and innocence he repeats 

all that is said about one by one's friends, 

and how refreshingly he confides to one 

everything concerning himself, even to his 

dinner engagements. By the way, that 

reminds me of that dinner-party at Cal- 

verley's, on Friday. At that dinner-party 

Calverley will necessarily be present. Fri- 

day would not be a bad day, therefore, for 

me to ride up again to Hendon, make some 

excuse for calling at the nest, and see if I can 

Dianage to get a sight of the bird. I will 

make a mem. to that effect when I go in." ■

The world "was right in declaring Mr. 

Wetter to be a very wealthy man. He was 

the second partner in, and English repre- 

sentative of, the great Vienna bankmg- 

house of Wetter and Stutterheim, with 

hranches in Paris, London, Frankfort, and 

New York. He came to London qmie 

unknown, save to a few of his countrymen, 

but he was speedily spoken of as a man of 

immense capacity, and as a financier of the 

first rank. Perfectly steady- going people 

were Wetter and Stutterheim, doing a 

stmightforward banking and agency busi- 

ness, with its quintupled operations, based 

upon the principles laid down by the old 

house of Kribbs et Cie. to whom they had 

succeeded. Wetter and Stutterheim smiled 

with scorn at the wonderful schemes which 

^ere daily brought forward upon the Stock 

Exchange, and at the status and sup- 

posed success of the persons by whom they 

were "promoted" and "financiered." 

They knew well enough how those matters 

were worked, and knew too what was gene- 

rally the fate of those involved in them, 

setter and Stutterheim were quite con- 

tent with the state of their balance on the 

thirty-first of every December, and content ■

with the status which they occupied in the 

eyes of the chief merchant princes of the 

various cities where their banking business 

was carried on. ■

Mr. Stutterheim managed the parent 

house in Vienna — the parent house, how- 

ever, did not do a fourth of the business 

transacted by its London offspring — and 

only came to London once or twice a year. 

He was an elderly man, steady and re- 

sponsible, but did not combine dash and 

energy with his more solid business quali- 

fications, as did Mr. Henry Wetter, the head 

of the London house. ■

Mr. Wetter lived in pleasant rooms in 

South Audley-street ; that is to say, he 

slept in them, and drank a hurried cup of 

coffee there in the morning when he did 

not breakfast at his club, but in general 

he followed the continental fashion, and 

took his first meal at about twelve o'clock 

in his private room at the bank after he 

had gone through and given his instruc- 

tions upon the morning's letters. He 

returned to his lodging to dress for dinner ; 

he dressed always punctiliously, whether 

he dined in society or by himself at the 

club, and was seldom out of his bed after 

midnight. A man whom no one could 

accuse of any positive excess, who lived 

strictly within his means, and who was never 

seen in any disreputable company ; yet a 

man at the mention of whose name in 

certain society there went round winks 

and shoulder shrugs, and men hinted " that 

they could, and if they would," &c. Hen- 

rich Wetter did not pay much attention to 

these hints, or rather to the men from whom 

they came. They were not the style of 

men whose good or bad words were likely 

to have the smallest influence on his career ; 

his position was far too secure to be affected 

by anything they might say. ■

By anything any one might say, for the 

matter of that. He was full of that thought 

as he rode home after leaving Mr. Lingard. 

He had played his cards well in Bis wildest 

dreams, but he had never hoped to climb to 

the height at which he had actually arrived. 

Wealth ? He did not spend a fifth part of 

his income. His old mother had her villa 

at Kreuznech, where she lived with his 

sister lisbett, while Ernestine was married 

to Domhardi^ who, thanks to him and his 

lent capital, was doing so well as a wine- 

grower at Hochheim. Fritz seemed to have 

settled down at last, and to be establishing 

for himself a business as Domhardt's agent 

in Melbourne. There was no one else of 

his own blood to support. There were 

others who had claims on him, but those ■

=ff» ■
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claims were allowed and provided for, and 

there was still more money than he knew 

with what to do. Position ? Not much 

doubt about that! Men of the highest 

rank in the City allowed his status to be 

equal to their own; and as to his own 

house, the other partners had practically 

acknowledged that he was its backbone 

and their superior. For instance, when 

there was that question, a month ago, 

about the manner in which their New York 

agency was conducted, to whom did they 

refer but to him ? If Rufus P. Clam- 

borough had turned out a rogue, he would 

have had to go otlt, he thought, to settle 

the business there ! Yes ! to have the 

money and to have the position were both 

pleasant things ! To gain them he sacri- 

ficed nearly all his life, and certainly he 

needed some little recreation. What a 

wonderful pretty girl that was at Rose 

Cottage, and how extraordinary that he 

should have discovered old John Calverley 

there ! How lucky, too, that he should 

have met Lingard ! The great dinner- 

party in Ghreat Walpole-street was to be on 

Friday. On Friday, then, he would ride 

out by Hendon once again. ■

But Mr. Wetter did not ride out to Hen- 

don on Friday, as he intended. On that 

Friday night he slept at the Adelphi Hotel, 

Liverpool, going off in the tender at eight- 

thirty the next morning to the Cunard 

steamer China, lying in the Mersey, and 

not returning to England for nearly six 

months. On Ihe evening of his meeting 

Mr. Lingard, on his arrival at South Aud- 

ley-street, he found a telegram which had 

been forwarded to him from the City, in- 

forming him that Rufus P. Clamborough 

had by no means come out as rightly as 

was anticipated, and that it was imperative 

that some one should go out at once and 

look after the New York agency. Mr. 

Wetter was, above all things, a man of 

business, and he knew that that some one 

was himself, so he packed his portmanteau 

and went off. And finding an immense 

deal of business to be done, and life in New 

York city anything but disagreeable, he re- 

mained there until he had placed the affairs 

of Stutterheim and Wetter on a satisfactory 

footing, and then, and not till then, he took 

ship and came home. ■

Three weeks after Mr. Wetter's return 

to England, Miss M'Craw saw him once ■

again in the Hendon lane. It was spring 

time when she had last seen him, but now 

it was deep autumn, and the dead leaves 

were whirling through the air, and being 

gathered into heaps by the old men em- 

ployed as scavengers by the parish. Miss 

M'Craw was alone in her little parlour, and 

had no friends to share her wateh. Never- 

theless, she did not allow her attention to 

be diverted from Mr. Wetter for an instant. 

She saw him ride up, followed by his groom, 

but instead of gazing over the hedge he 

rode straight to the front gate, over which 

appeared a painted board announcing the 

house as to let, and referring possible in- 

quirers to the village agent and to the anc- 

tioneers in London. ■

Miss M*Craw saw Mr. Wetter yield np 

his horse to his groom, dismount, ring the 

bell, and pass out of her sight up the gar- 

den. When he reached the door it was 

already opened by the servant, who was 

standing there, to whom he intimated his 

desire to see the house. The girl asked 

him into the dining-room, and withdrew. 

Five minutes afterwards the door opened, 

and Pauline entered the room. The sen 

had set about five minutes previously, and 

there was but little daylight left, so little 

that Mr. Wetter, glancing at the new comer, 

thought he must have been deceived, and 

made a step forward, staring hard at her. ■

There was something in the movement 

which put Pauline on lier mettle instantly. ■

" May I ask your business ?" said she, in 

a hard, dry tone. ■

" The voice, the accent — ^no doubt abont 

it now !" said Mr. Wetter to himself. Then 

he said aloud, *' I see this house is to let : 

I ask to be permitted to look over it." 

. "The house cannot be seen without a 

card from the agent in the village, Mr. 

Bowles," said Pauline, in her former tone. 

"And I may as well remark that Mr. 

Bowles will not give a card to every one. 

He .vill expect a reference." ■

" I shall be very happy to give him one,'^ 

said Mr. Wetter, with a sardonic smile- 

"My name is Henrich Wetter, formerlr | 

clerk to Monsieur Krebs, the banker, of 

Marseilles ; and I shall be happy to refa" , 

him to an old acquaintance of mine, | 

Madame Pauline Lunelle, dame du comp- 

toir at the Restaurant du Midi in th&t > 

city !" ;i ■

END OF BOOK THE SECOKB. ■
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PoBTH sped Laura Grey's letter to 

Dumma. She was then at Boydon ; papa 
waa with her. ■

The Easter recess had jnst sent down 

Eome distingaiahed Tieitors, who were glad 

to clear their heads for a few dajs of the 
hjua of the Houses and the smell of the 

Tjver; and my father, although not in 
the House, ran down with them. Little 

Nelly had been his pet, as I was mamma's. ■

There was an awkwardmess in post-office 

UTODgements between the two places then, 
and letters had to make a considerable 

cironit. There was a dela; of three clear 

ilsys between the despatch of the letter and 

the reply. ■

I most say a word abont papa. He waa 

aboat the most agreeable and careless man 
on earth. ■

There are men whom no fortune conid 

lieep out of debt. A man of that sort 

Bcems to me not to have any defined want 

"_•■ .enjoyment, but the horizon of his neces- 

Bitiea expands in proportion as he rises in 

fortune, and always exceeds the ring-fenoe 
of his estate. What its peripheiy may be, 

oj his own real wants, eignifies very little. 
His permanent necessity is always to exceed 
nis revenue. ■

I don't think my father's feelings were 

^ery deep. He was a good-natured hus- 
band, but, 1 am afraid, not a good one. I 
loved bim better than I loved mamma. 

•jhildron are always captivated by gaiety 

and indulgence. I waa not of an age to 

jndge of higher things, and I never missed 

the article of religion, of which, I believe, 

he had none. Although he lived so much in ■

aodetj that he might almost be said to have 
no domestic life whatever, no man could 

be simpler, less anspicions, or more easily 

imposed upon. ■

The answer to Miss Orey's letter was the 

arrival of my father. He w&e in passionate 

grief, and in a state of high excitement. 

He lan up-stairs, without waiting to take 

off hia hat ; bat at the door of oar darling's 
room he hesitated. I did not know he had 

arrived tUl I heard him, some minutes 

later, walking up and down the room, 

sobbing. ThoDgh he was selSsh, he was 

affectionate. No one hked to go in to 

disturb him. She lay by this time in her 

coffin. The tint of clay darkened her 

pretty features. The angelic beauty that 

belongs to death is transitory beyond all 

others. I woald not look at her agtun to 

obscure ite glory. She lay now in her 

shroud a forlorn sunken image of decay. ■

When he came ont be talked wildly and 

bitterly. Hia darling had been murdered, 

he said, by neglect. He upbraided us all 

round, including Bebecca Torkiil, for our 
cruel carelessness. He blamed the doctor. 

He had no right, in a country whera there 

was but one physician^ to go so far away as 

fourteen miles, and to stay away so long. 
He denounced even his treatment. He 

ought to have bled her. It was, every 

one knew, the proper way of treating such 
a case. ■

Than Laura Grey no one could have 

been more scrupulously careful. She could 

not have prevented, even if she had sus- 

pected the possibility of sach a thing, her 

stealing out of bed now and thou to look at 

her sick sparrow. All this injustice was, 

however, but the raving of his grief. ■

In poor little Nelly's room my father's 
affectionate nature was convulsed with 

sorrow. When he came down I cried with ■
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him for a long time. I thiak this affliction 

had drawn us nearer. He was more tender 

to me than I ever remfonbered him before. ■

At last the ghastly wait and snspease 

were ended. I aaw no more strange faces 

on the lobbies, and the strange voioeB on 

the stairs and footsteps in the room, and 

the mnfiied sounds that made me feel faint^ 

y^ere heard no more. The funeral was 

over, and pretty NeDy was ffon* for eirar 

and ever, and I would come in and go out, 

and read my books, and take my walks 

alone, and the flowers, and the long summer 

eyemngs, and the songs of birds would 

come again, and the leaves make their soft 

shadow in the nooks where *we used to sit 

together in the wood, but gentle little 

Nelly would never come again. ■

During these terrible days Laura Grey 

was a sister to me, both in affection and in 

sorrow. Oh, Laura, can I ever forget your 

tender, patient sympathy ? How often my 

thoughts recal your loved face as I lay my 

head upon my lonely pillow, and my bless- 

ings follow you over the wide sea to your 

fia^off home ! ■

Papa took a long solitaxy ride that day 

through the warren and away by Penruthyn 

Priory, and did not return till dark. ■

When he did, he sent for me. I found 

him in the room which, in the old-fashioned 

style, was called tiie oak parlour. A log 

fire — ^we were well supplied from the wood 

in the rear of the house — ^lighted the room 

with a broad pale flicker. My father was 

looking ill and tired. He was leaning with 

his elbow on the mantelpiece, and said : ■

'* Ethel, darling, I want to know what 

you would like best. We are going abroad 

for a little time ; it is the only thing for your 

mamma. This place would kill her. I shall 

be leaving this to-morrow afternoon, and 

you can make up your mind which you 

would like best — to come with us and travel 

for some months, or to wait here, with Miss 

Grey, until our return. You shall do pre- 

cisely whatever you like best — I don't wish 

you to hurry yourself, darling. I'd rather 

you thought it over at your leisure." ■

Then Jhe sat down and talked about 

other things ; and turned about to the fire, 

with his decanter of sherry by him, and 

drank a good many glasses, and leaned 

back in his chair before he had finished it. ■

My father, I thought, was dozing, but I 

was not sure; and being a good deal in 

awe of him — a natural consequence of see- 

ing so little of him — I did not venture 

either to waken him, or to leave the room 

without his permission. ■

There are two doors in that room. I 

was standiii^ iiresolutely near thai whidi 

18 next the window, when the oth« opened, 

and the kmg whiAers and good<4umonrcd, 

sensible face of portly Wjnns Williaiiu, 

the town-olerk and attorney ef Oudyllioo, 

entered. My father awoke, with a starl, 

at the sound, and seeing him, smiled and 

ezteifcded ^^ hand. ■

** How d*7« d<s Williams ? It's so good 

of you to come. Sit down. I'm off to- 

morrow, so I sent you a note. Try tint 

sherry ; ii is better than I tlftonght. And 

now I must tell you, that old soonndrel, 

Bokestone, is going to foredoae the mort- 

gage, and they hav« served one of the 

tenants at Darlu> with an ejectment; that's 

more serious; I fancy he means miscbief 

there also. What do yon tUnk ?" ■

" I always thought he might give us an- 

noyance there ; but Mandrick's opinion vts 

with us. Do you wish me to look after 

that ?" ■

" Certainly. And he's "bothering me 

about that trust.*' ■

"I know," said Mr. Wynne Wiffiams, 

with rather gloomy nmiination. ■

*' That fellow has lost me, I was reckon- 

ing it up only a day or two ago, between 

five and six thousand pounds in mere law 

costs ; beside all the direct mischief he has 

dose me ; and he has twice lost me a seat 

in the House, first by maintaining that 

petition at King's Firkins, a thing tkt 

must have dropped bat for his money' ; be 

had nothing on earth to do with it, an^ 

no motive but his personal, fiendish feel- 

ings ; and next by getting up the cont^ 

against me at Shillingsworth, where, JOQ 

know, it was ten to one, by Heavens! I 

should have had a walk over. There is not 

an injuw that man could do me he has oot 

done. 1 can prove that he swore he woulii 

strip me of everything I possessed. It is 

ever so many years since I saw him — joa 

know all about it— and the miscreant pnr- 

sues me still, relentlessly. He swore to 

old Dymock, I'm told, and I believe it,tbat 

he would never rest till he had brought me 

to a prison. I could have him before a jniy 

for that. There's some remedy, I snpposf. 

there's some protection ? If I had done 

what I wished ten years ago, I'd have b^ 

him out ; it's not too late yet to try whethf? 

pistols can't settle it. I wish I had n*^' 

taken advice; in a matter like that, the 

man who does, always does wrong. ^ 

dare say, Williams, you think with me,no^ 

it's a case for cutting the Gordian knot?" 

I " I should not advise it, sir ; he's an old ■

I ■
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man, and he's not afraid of wliat people 

say, and people know he lias fought. He*d 

have joa in the Queen's Bench, and as his 

feelings are of that nature, I'd not leave 

him the chance — I wouldn't trust him." ■

" It's not easj to know what one should 

do— a miscreant like that. I hope and 

pray that the curse of " ■

My father spoke with a fierce tremble in 

his voice, and at that moment he saw me. 

He had forgotten that I was in the room, 

and said instantly : ■

" You may as well mn away, dear ; Mr. 

Wilh'ams and I have some business to talk 

over; and tiresome business it is. Qood 

night, darling." ■

So away I went, glad of my escape, and 

left them talking. My father rang the bell 

soon, and cailod fbr more wine ; bo I sup- 

pose the council sat till late. ■

I joined Laura Orej, to whom I related 

all that had passed, and my decision on the 

qnestion ; which, was, to remain with her 

lit Malory. ■

She kissed me, and said, after a momeoat's 

thought, '' Bat will they think it unkind of 

yon, preferring to remain here ?" ■

"No," I said; "I think I should be 

rather in the way if I went ; and, beside, I 

know papa is never high with any one, and 

really means what he says ; and I should 

feel a Httle strange with them. They are 

very kind, and love me very much, I luiow, 

and so do I love them ; but I see them so 

little^ and jou are such a friend, and I 

don't wish to leave this place; I like it 

better than any other in all the world ; and 

I feel at home with yon, more than I could 

with any one else in the world." ■

So that point was settled ; and next day 

papa took leave of me very affectionately ; 

^d, notwithstanding his excited language, 

I heard nothing more of pistols and Mr. 

Bokestone. ■

Bat many things were to happen before 

I saw papa again. ■

I remained, therefore, at Malory, and 

Laura Grey with me j and the shadow of 

Mr. Carmel passed the window every eveur 

iDg, but he did not come in to see us, as 

he used. He made inquiries at the door 

instead, and talked, sometimes for five 

minutes together, with Rebecca Torkill. 

I was a little hurt at this ; I did not pre- 

tend to Laura to perceive it ; but, in our 

Walks, or returning, in the evening, if by 

chance I saw his tall, thin, but graceful 

figure approaching by the same path, I 

Qsed to make her turn aside and avoid him ■

by a detour. In so lonely a place as Ma- 

lory the change was marked; and there 

was pain in that neglect. I would not let 

him fancy, however, that I wished, any 

more than he, to renew our old and near 

acquaintance. ■

So weeks passed away, and leafy May 

had come, and Laura Grey and I were sit- { [ 

ting in our accustomed room, in the even- 

ing, talking in our desultory way. ■

" Don't you think papa very handsome?" 

I asked. ■

** Yes, he is handsome," she answered ; 

"there is something refined as well as 

clever in his face ; and his eyes are fine ; 

and all that goes a great way. But many- 

people might think him not actually hand- 

some, though vexy good-looking and pre- 

possessing." ■

" They must be hard to please," I said. ■

She smiled good-naturedly. ■

" Manmia ieH in love with him at first 

sigbt, Bebecca Toi^dll says," I persisted, 

'< and mamma was not easily pleased. 

There was a gentleman who was wildly in 

love with her ; a man of very old family, 

Rebecca says, and good-looking, but she 

would not look at him when once she had 

seen napa." ■

" I think I heard of that. He is a 

baronet now; but he was a great deal 

older than Mr. Ware, I believe." ■

" YeS) he was ; but Rebecca says he did 

not look ten years older than papa, and he 

was very young indeed then," I answered. 

" It was well for mamma she did not like 

him, for I once heard Rebecca say that he 

was a very bad man." ■

** Did you ever hear of mamma's aunt 

Lorrimer ?" I resumed, after a little pause. ■

" Not that I recollect." ■

" She is very rich, Rebecca says. She 

has a hon^e in London, but she is hardly 

ever there. She's not very old — not sixty. 

Rebecca is always wondering who she will 

leave her money to ; but that don't much 

matter, for I believe we have more than 

we want. Papa says, about ten years ago, 

she lived for nothing but society, and was 

everywhere ; and now she has quite given 

up all that, and wanders about the Conti- 

nent." ■

Our conversatiun subsided; and there 

was a short interval in which neither spoke. ■

" Why is it, Laura," said I, after this httle 

silence, *' that you never tell me anything 

about yourself, and I am always telling you 

everything I think or remember? Why 

are you so secret? Why don't you tell 

me your story ?" ■
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"My story; what does it signify? I 

suppose it is about an average story. Some 

people are educated to be governesses ; and 

some of XLS take to it later, or by accident ; 

and we are amatenrs, an^ do our best. 

The Jewish custom was wise; every one 

should learn a mechanic's business. Saint 

Paul was a tent-maker. If fortune upsets 

the boat, it is well to have anything to lay 

hold of — anything rather than drowning ; 

an hospital matron, a companion, a g^over- 

ness, there are not many chances when 

^1^9 go wrong, between a poor woman 

and the workhouse." ■

"All this means, you will tell ■

me ■

nothing," I said. ■

" I am a governess, darling. What does 

it matter what I was ? I am happier with 

you than ever I thought I could be again. 

If I had a story that was pleasant to hear, 

there is no one on earth I would tell it ■

to so readily; but my story There ■

ia no use in thinking over misfortune," 

she continued ; " there is no greater waste 

of time than regretting, except wishing. I 

Iftiow, Ethel, you would not pain me. I 

can't talk about those things yet ; I may 

another time." ■

" You shan't speak of them, Laura, un- 

less you wish it. I am ashamed of having 

bothered you so." I kissed her. " But, 

will you tell me one thing, for I am really 

curious about it? I have been thinking 

about that very peculiar-looking old gentle- 

man, who wore a chocolate-coloured great 

coat, and met us in the Mill-walk, and 

talked to you, you remember, on the Sunday 

we returned from church that way. Now 

I want you to tell me, is that old man's 

name Rokestone ?" ■

" No, dear, it is not ; I don't think he 

even knows him. But isn't it time for us 

to have our tea ? Will you make it, while I 

put our books up in the other room ?" ■

So I undertook this office, and was 

alone. ■

The window was raised, the evening 

warm, and the sun by this time setting. 

It was the pensive hour when solitude is 

pleasant ; when grief is mellowed, and even 

a thoughtless mind, like mine, is tinged 

with melancholy. I was thinking now of 

our recluse neighbour. I had seen him pass, 

as Miss Qrej and I were talking. ■

He still despatched those little notes 

about the inmates of Malory ; for mamma 

always mentioned, when she wrote to me, 

in her wanderings on the Continent, that 

she had heard from Mr. Carmel that I was 

well, and was out every day with my ■

governess, and so on. I wondered wlj 

he had quite given up those little weekly 

visits, and whether I could have un- 

wittingly offended him. ■

These speculations would recur oftener 

than, perhaps, was quite consistent witli 

the disdain I affected on the subject. Bat 

people who live in cities have no idea bow 

large a space in one's thoughts, in a soli- 

tude like Malory, a neighbour at all agre^ 

able must occupy. ■

I was ruminating in a great arm-chair, 

with my hand supporting my head, and 

my eyes fixed on my foot, which was tap- 

ping the carpet, when I heard the cold, 

clear voice of Mr. Carmel at the window. 

I looked up, and my eyes met his. ■

CHAPTBB V. THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK. ■

OuB eyes met, I said; they remained 

fixed for a moment, and then mine dropped. 

I had been, as it were, detected, while 

meditating upon this capricious person. I 

dare say I even blushed ; I certainly ^vis 

embarrassed. He was repeating his fialn- 

tation, " How d'ye do. Miss Ware ?" ■

" Oh, I'm very well, thanks, Mr. CarmeV 

I answered, looking up ; " and — and I heard 

fix)m mamma on Thursday. They are yery 

well ; they are at Geneva now. They are 

thinking of going to Florence in abom 

three weeks." ■

" I know ; yes. And you have no 

thoughts of joining them?" ■

" Oh, none ! I should not like to leate 

this. They have not said a word abont it 

lately." ■

" It is such a time. Miss Ethel, since I 

had the pleasure of seeing yon — I don't 

mean, of course, at a distance, but near 

enough to ask you how you are. I dared 

not ask to see you too soon, and I thonght 

— I fancied — ^you wished your walks un- 

interrupted." ■

I saw that he had observed my strategy; 

I was not sorry. ■

" I have often wished to thank you, Mr. 

Carmel ; you were so very kind." ■

" I had no opportunity. Miss Ethel," he 

answered, with more feeling than before. 

" My prpfession obliges me to be kind--- 

but I had no opportunity — ^Misa Gret^ 

quite well ?" ■

" She is very well, thanks." ■

With a softened glory, in level lines, <^ 

beams of the setting sun broke, scatterei 

through the trunks of the old elms, and 

one touched the head of the pale young 

man, as he stood at the window, looking 

in; his delicate and melancholy features ■

i ■

\ ■

^ ■
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Tvere in the shade, and the golden light, 

through his thick, brown hair, shone softly, 

like the ^lory of a saint. ■

As, standing thns, he looked down in a 

momentary reverie, Laura Grey came in, 

and paused, in manifest surprise, on seeing 

1^, Carmel at the window. ■

I smiled, in spite of my efforts to look 

grave, and the governess advancing, asked 

the young ecclesiastio how he was. Thus 

recalled, by a new voice, he smiled and 

talked with us for a few minutes. I think 

lie saw our tea-equipage, and fancied that 

he might be, possibly, in the way ; for he 

was taking his leave, when I said : ■

" Mr. Carmel, you must take tea before 

you go." ■

" Tea; I find it very hard to resist ; will 

yon allow me to take it, like a beggarman, at 

the window ; I shall feel less as if I were 

disturbing you ; for you havp only to shut 

the window down, when I grow prosy." ■

So, laughing, Laura Grey gave him a 

cup of tea, which he placed on the window- 

stone, and seating himself a little sideways 

on the bench that stands outside the win- 

dow, he leaned in, with his hat off, and 

sipped his tea, and chatted ; and sitting as 

Miss Grey and I did, near the window, we 

made a very sociable little party of three. ■

I had quite given up the idea of our re- 

nevTing our speaking acquaintance with 

Mr. Carmel, and here we were, talking 

away, on more affable terms than ever ! It 

seemed to me like a dream. ■

I don't say that Mr. Carmel was chatting 

with the insouciance and gaiety of a French 

abbe. There was, on the contrary, some- 

thing very peculiar, both in his countenance 

and manner, something that suggested the 

life and sufferings of an ascetic. Some- 

thing also, not easily defined, of command; 

I think it was partly in the severe though 

gentle gravity with which he spoke any- 

thing like advice or opinion. ■

I felt a little awed in his presence, I 

conld not exactly tell why ; and yet I was 

more glad than I would have confessed, 

that we were good friends again. ■

He sipped his cup of tea slowly, as he 

talked, and was easily persuaded to take 

another, ■

*' I see, Miss Ethel, you are looking at 

my book with curious eyes." ■

It was true; the book was a veiy thick 

and short volume, bound in black shagreen, 

with silver clasps, and lay on the window- 

stone, beside his cup. He took it up in his 

slender fingers, smiling as he looked at me. 

" You wish to know what it is ; but you ■

are too ceremonious to ask me. I should 

be curious myself, if I saw it for the first 

time. I have often picked out a book from 

a library, simply for its chai^acteristio bind- 

ing. Some books look interesting. Now 

what do you take this to be ?" ■

" Haven't you books called breviaries ? 

I think this is one," said I. ■

"That is your guess; it is not a bad 

one — but no ; it is not a breviary. What 

do you say. Miss Grey ?" ■

" Well, I say, it is a book of the offices 

of the Church." ■

" Not a bad guess, either. But it is no 

such thing. I think I must tell you ; it is 

what you would call a story-book." ■

''Beally!" I exclaimed, and Miss Grey 

and I simultaneously conceived a longing 

to borrow it. ■

" The book is two hundred and seventy 

years old, and written in very old French. 

You would call them stories," he said, 

smiling on the back of the book ; *' but 

you must not laugh at them ; for I believe 

them all implicitly. They are legends." ■

" Legends ?" said I, eagerly ; ** I should 

so lika to hear one. Do, pray, tell one of 

them." ■

" 1*11 read one, if you command me, into 

English. They are told, here, as shortly 

as it is possible to relate them. Here, for 

instance, is a legend of John of Parma. I 

think I can read it in about two minutes." ■

" l*m Sony it is so short ; do, pray, 

begin," I saia. ■

Accordingly, there being still light 

enough to read by, he translated the legend 

as follows : ■

" John of Parma, general of the order of 

Friars Minors, travelling one winter's night, 

with some brothers of the order, the party 

went astray in a dense forest, where they 

wandered about for several hours, unable 

to find the right path. Wearied with their 

fruitless efforts, they at length knelt down, 

and having commended themselves to the 

protection of the mother of God, and of 

their patron, Saint Francis, began to recite 

the first nocturn of the Office of the blessed 

Virgin. They had not been long so en- 

gaged, when they heard a bell in the dis- 

tance, and rising at once, and following 

the direction whence the sound proceeded, 

soon came to an extensive abbey, at the 

^te of which they knocked for admittance. 

The doors were instantly thrown open, and 

within they beheld a number of monks 

evidently awaiting 'their arrival, who, the 

moment they appeared, led them to a fire, 

washed their feet, and then seated them ■
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at a table, where supper stood ready ; apd 

having attended them during their meal, 

they conducted them to their beds. Wearied 

with their toilsome journey, the other tra- 

vellers slept soundly ; but John, rising in 

the night to pray, as was his custom, heard 

the bell ring for matins, and quitting his 

cell, followed the monks of the abbey to 

the chapel, to join with them in reciting 

the divine ofl&ce. ■

" Arrived there, one of the monks began 

with this verse of the Thirty-fifth Psalm, 

• Ibi ceciderunt qui operantur iniquitatem ;' 

to which the choir responded, *Expulsi 

sunt nee potuerunt stare.* Startled by the 

strange d^pairit>g tone in which the words 

were intoned, as well as by the fact that 

this is not the manner in which matins 

are usually commenced, John's suspicions 

were aroased, and addressing the monks, 

he commanded them, in the name of the 

Saviour, to tell him who and what they 

were. Thus adjured, he who appeared 

an abbot replied, that they wcH-e all angels 

of darkness, who, at the prayer of the 

blessed Virgin, and of Saint Francis, had 

been sent to serve him and his brethren in 

their need. As he spoke, all disappeared ; 

and next moment John found himself and 

his companions in a grotto, where they re- 

mained, absorbed in prayer and singing the 

praises of God, until the return of day 

enabled them to resume their journey." ■

"How picturesque that is," I said, as 

he closed the little book. ■

He smiled, and answered : ** So it is. 

Dry den would have transmuted such a 

legend into noble verse; painters might 

find great pictures in it ; but, to the faith- 

ful, it is more. To me, these legends are 

sweet and holy readings, telling how the 

goodness, vigilance, and wisdom of God 

work by miracles for his children, and how 

these celestial manifestations have never 

ceased throughout the history of his Church 

on earth. To you they are, as I said, but 

stories ; as such you may wish to look into 

them. I believe. Miss Grey, you may read 

them without danger." He smiled gently, 

as he looked at the governess. ■

"Oh, certainly, Laura 1" cried I; "I 

am so much obliged." ■

" It is very kind of you," said Miss Grey. 

" They are, I am sure, very interesting ; 

but does this little book contain anything 

more ?" ■

" Nothing, I am afmid, that could pos- 

sibly interest you; nothing, in fact, but a 

few litanies, and what we call elevations — 

yon will see in a moment. There is nothing ■

controvei-sial. T am no proselytiser, Miss 

Grey " — ^he laughed a little — " my duty is 

quite of a different kind. I am collecting 

authorities, making extracts and preci«!, 

and preparing a work, not all my own, for 

the press, under a greater than L" ■

" Recollect^ Laura, it is lent to me — isn't 

it, Mr. Carmel ?" I pleaded, as I took the 

little volume and turned over its pages. ■

"Very well — certainly," he acquiesced, 

smiling. ■

He stood up now; the twilight was 

deepening ; he laid his hand on the window 

sash, and leaned his forehead upon it, as 

he looked in, and continued to chat for a 

few minutes longer; and then, with a 

slight adieu, he lefl us. ■

When he was gone, we talked him otct 

a little. ■

" I wonder what he is — a priest only or 

a Jesuit," said I ; ** or, perhaps, a member 

of some other order. I sliould like so 

much to know." ■

" You'd not be a bit wiser if you did;' 

said Laura. ■

" Oh, you mean because I know nothing 

of those orders; but I could easily make 

out. I think he would have told us to- 

night, in the twilight, if we had asked 

him." ■

" I don't think he would have told ns 

anything he had not determined before- 

hand to tell. He has told us nothing abont 

himself we did not know already. We 

know he is a Roman CatboHc, and an 

ecclesiastic — his tonsure proclaims that; 

and your mamma told you that he is writ- 

ing a book, so that is no revelation either. 

I think he is profoundly reserved, cautions, 

and resolute ; and with a kind of exterior 

gentleness, he seems to m© to be really 

inflexible and imperious." ■

" I like that unconscious air of command, 

but I don't perceive those signs of canning 

and reserve. He seemed to grow more 

communicative the longer he stayed," 1 

answered. ■

" The darker it grew," she replied. " He 

is one of those persons who become more 

confident the more effectually their counte- 

nances are concealed. There ceases to be 

any danger of a conflict between looks and 

language — a danger that embarrasses some 

people." ^^ ■

"Yon are suspicions this evenmfj, ^ 

said. " I don't think you like him." ■

" I don't know him ; but I fancy tha^ 

talk as he may to us, neither you nor 1 

have for one moment a peep into his rea 

mind. His world may be perfectly celestwi ■

f ■

4 ■
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and serene, or it xnaj be an ambitionS) 

dark, and bad one ; but it is an invisible 

world for na." ■

The candles were by this time lighted, 

and Miss Grey was closing the window, 

when the glitter of the silver olasp of tho 

little book caught her eje. ■

'* Have yon found anything ?*' said L ■

" Only the book — I forgot all abant it. 

I am alinost sorry we allowed hia to lend 

it." ■

"We borrowed it; I don't think he 

wanted to lend it^" said I ; ^* bat^ however 

it was, I'm very glad we have gbl it. One 

would fancy you had lighted on a scorpion. 

I'm not afraid of it; I know it can't do 

any one the least harm, for they are only 

stories." ■

" Oh, I think so. I don't see myself that 

they can do any harm ; but I ain almost 

Borry we have gof into that sort of relation 

with him." ■

What relation, Laura ?" ■

Borrowing books, and discussing them." ■

" But we need not discuss them ; I won't 

— and you are so well up in the controversy 

with your two books of tbeology, that I 

think he's in more danger of being can- 

verted than you. Give me the book, and 

I'll find out something to read to you." ■

AN ARABIAN SEAPORT IN WAR ■

TIME. ■

(( ■

i( ■

" Call this 'ere thing a town ? I'U tell 

yer what I calls it — an island o' dirt in a 

hocean o' sand ! To think o' sticking up 

them 'arf-dozen pigsties in the middle o' a 

bi^ waste like that there ! Why, blest if 

th&y don't look as silly as a ha'porth o' 

treacle in a two-gailon jug !" ■

Such is the uncompromising verdict of 

OUT chief engineer upon the little Arab 

seaiport off which we anchored after dark 

last night ; and it must be owned that he 

is not altogether wrong. Perched on the 

boundary line between the great sea and 

the everlasting wilderness, this little speck 

of human life does indeed look mean and 

pigmy. Look where we will, it is tho same 

panorama of unending desolation. Behind, 

tho boundless emptiness of the saiUess sea ; 

above, the bright^ cloudless, cruel sky; 

and, fkr to right and far to left, and miles 

upon miles onward in front, the dull brassy 

yellow of the unchanging desert, melting 

at last into the quivering haze of intense 

heat that hovers along the horizon. Over 

this waste, twelve hundred years ago, ■

Mahomet amd his apostles of the sword 

came rushing like a flight of vultures, 

flinging themselves blindly upon an enter- 

prise whose issue no man oould foresee. 

Since that day almost all the face of the 

world has changed beyond recognition ; but 

tins strange old country, which Time him- 

self appears to have forgfotten, is still the 

same in every feature as when Khaled was 

thundering at the gates of Damascus, and 

Amrou watching the lapping flames of the 

Alexandrian Library. Were we to see the 

Prophet and his host come spurring from 

behind these long, even sand-ridges, we 

could hardly feel surprised; but his first 

glance along the shore would sorely sur- 

prise him. For yonder, behind that low, 

massive white wall that stands up stark 

and bare in the blistering sunshine, scores 

of gaunt, swarthy men in white tunics sit 

watching beside their piled muskets — true 

Moslems every man of them, yet encamped 

as invaders on the soil which every Moslem 

holds sacred — with the creed of the Pro- 

phet on their lips day and night, yet 

dipping their hands in the blood of his 

desoendants. The Yemen insurrection is 

in full blaze, and this part is the Balaklava 

of the TurkLsh armament. ■

In and out, in and out — ^the long whtto 

coUs of the coral reefs showing on every 

side through the clear, still water, as our 

jolly-boat zigzags among them — till at last 

we thread our way out of the labyrinth, 

and run alongride^ long, bw je'tty of 

planks rudely lashed together. Out we 

leap, all five of us, like explorers, landing 

in a new world; the captain, a short, 

square, jolly-looking man with an immense 

brown beard; the engineer, a brawny 

Geordie from South Shields, imbued with 

a thoroughly English contempt for every- 

thing foreign ; myself, with the complexion 

of a lime-bumer and the dress of a scare- 

crow ; our interpreter, a tall, solemn >faced 

Greek, defying the dimate by a complete 

suit of black ; and last, but certainly not 

least, Achmet Boy, the Turkish officer in 

command of our convoy, Attest and laziest 

of the true believers whom we have on 

board, eating for one hour, and sleeping 

for twenty-three. ■

Here, at last, are some living creatures 

coming toward us along the shore — not the 

Prophet and his myrmidons — but a string 

of Arab camel-drivers, whose dark sinewy 

limbs and supple grace of movement would 

gladden the eye of a sculptor. Behind 

them come the djemels, with their long 

noiseless stride, bowing their necks for- ■
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ward, and fixing their large, mild, dreamy 

brown eyes wistfallj upon the oool spark- 

ling water into which they are about to 

plunge. Further back upon the jetty itself 

appear little knots of lounging Arabs, some 

in long white burnouses, some in cotton 

drawers, and not a few perfectly nude ; but 

distinguished, one and all, by a peculiarity 

which our critical engineer is not slow to 

obserye. ■

" Well, by jingo," he remarks, with con- 

temptuous surprise, "I'm blest if them 

there ugly-lookin' red herrins ain't got 

chignons on, every man Jack on 'em (" ■

Such is indeed the case. As if it were 

not sufficient to stand bareheaded in this 

merciless glare (one hundred and thirty- 

seven degrees Fahrenheit)*, these hobgob- 

lins have actually shaved itk&r heads up to 

the crown of the scalp, leaving the occiput 

one great bush three or four inches in 

diameter, the whole effect being irresistibly 

suggestive of a scalded parrot. They give 

us merely a careless glance as we pass by; 

but at the sight of the bey's gorgeous 

uniform, there flits over their lean, wolfish 

fsKsea a momentary gleam which speaks 

volumes. But the stout Osmanli stalks by 

unheeding, looking down upon them as 

they sidle out of his way with a g^rand and 

massive contempt^ which almost savours of 

the heroic. Among these low sand-hills 

and little reed-thatched hovels, scores of 

his countrymen have been foully murdered, 

and the cruel expectation that looks as- 

kance at us out of the eyes of these gaunt^ 

black, silent figures in their white, shroud- 

like dresses, shows that the native thirst 

for blood is still unslaked. Once ashore 

in this hostile region, Achmet Bey's life is 

in his hand, and he knows it^ though the 

knowledge does not- for a moment disturb 

his haughty composure. Heavy, sensual, 

indolent, unprogressive — benumbed by the 

cramping influences of a bigoted conser- 

vatism and a barbarous superstition — ^the 

Turk has still within him the spirit of the 

men who fought at Yermouk and Aleppo ; 

and not without reason does our stalwart 

engineer (himself as brave a man as ever 

breathed) mutter to himself in grim ap- 

probation, " By jingo, that 'ere old dump- 

lung's got some pluck in him arter all !" ■

We unfurl our huge white umbrellas, 

which give us the look of laden merchant- 

men under a press of sail, and plod steadily 

onward, past huge dry fosses, cracked and 

parched like a newly-baked brick; past long 

rows of tents, whence lean, dark, bearded 

&ces stare curiously after us ; past lines of ■

casks and pyramids of flour-sacks, whicb, 

landed weeks ago for immediate transmis- 

sion to the interior, still remain as a momi- 

ment of the zeal and fidelity of the resident 

pasha ("And some poor devils dyin' all 

the time for want of em, belike," remarks 

our skipper, indignantly) ; past concliing 

camels, with their legs wrapped up, and 

tucked away out of sight, and their long 

necks outstretched upon the earth ia lazj 

enjoyment. At last the cool shadowy gate- 

way of the Turkish fort opens before ns, 

and the white-coated sentries, who are 

basking in the shade, survey our burning 

£Aces with a grin of conscious superioritj. 

At this point our paths diverge, the 

Turk strolling off to visit a brother officer 

of the garrison, the engineer plunging into 

the town in search of '* summut to drink" 

(always the first duty of the true English- 

man on foreign soil), and the captain and 

myself, with our interpreter, to make 

obeisance to the pasha. The great man, 

however, like other officials nearer home, is 

anything but easy to fiind whoi wanted. 

I will not burden my readers with the d^ 

tails of our search for, and discovery ot 

him ; our tramp round the barrack square, 

as if we had come to relieve guard ; onr 

game of hide-and-seek with the Turkish 

soldiers, who either profess utter ignorance 

of their chief's whereabouts, or minntelj 

direct us wrong ; our final scramble np a 

kind of foreshortened ladder, and headlong 

tumble into a queer little lighthouse made 

up of half a dozen windows patched to- 

gether, in the midst of which, on a hnge 

wooden tea-tray, squats a little shrivelled 

man, not unlike a smoked haddock, who, 

on inquiry, turns out to be Nazif Pasha 

himself, the Lord of Life and GKverofall 

Good, before whom we have literally fallen 

down. Suffice it to say that we go Uirongh 

all the prescribed foims of the Arabian 

Nights Entertainments, sitting cross-legged 

upon cushions, sipping real Arabian cofibei 

without cream or sugar, black as ink, and 

strong as brandy, served in handleless cnps 

fitted into small silver stands, and admi- 

nistered by a bon& fide tall black slar^ 

whom the pasha (better still !) summons bj 

actually clapping his hands ! At length, 

after an interview of about half an boor, ve 

depart with our business satis&ctorily nn- 

transacted (the usual &te of those who 

have to dead with a pasha), and file off 

through the opposite gate, which opens 

direct into the town. Here we are met bj 

the chief engineer, who announces, in * 

tone of pardonable excitement^ that he has ■

TF ■
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** found a shop, a real live shop, by jingo 1 

and a man in it, selling liqnor." The cap- 

tain and interpreter lick their lips, and 

make haste to follow him, while I bring np 

the rear. ■

And now, for the first time since enter- 

ing the Snea Canal, we see an Arab town 

in its tme colonrs. Port Sa'id is a French 

town with an Arab population. IsmaiUa 

is a European picture in an Eastern frame. 

Suez, uniting all races, belongs distinctively 

to none. Djeddah, despite its motley con- 

flux of pilgrims, and the barbaric pictu- 

resqneness of its wonderful bazaar, is more 

Turkish than Arabic, and more Maltese than 

either. But here, at Koomfidah, we see 

the exact realisation of the ancient Arab 

camp, the symbol of those tameless guerillas 

to whom the proudest of earth's cities were 

but as wayside hostelries, to be each in 

turn used and forsaken. All around the 

fort, sown broadcast oyer the flat sandy 

plain, lie tiny hovels of wickerwork daubed 

with mud,* and rudely thatched with reeds 

or palm-leaves, as though a monster pic- 

nic had suddexily broken up, leaving behind 

sevoral hundred empty hampers. Under 

the shadow of the wall itself runs a line 

of more pretentious dwellings, stronger, 

larger, more solid, with projecting thatcmes, 

which, nearly meeting overhead, fill the 

whole avenue with a kind of semi-twilight, 

through which the black g^rinning skeletons, 

in their long white robes, flit like a proces- 

sion of spectres. A motley throng ! Portly 

traders in fringed burnouses, and half- 

stripped camel-drivers, with thick woolly 

hair ; stalwart Turkish soldiers, marching 

defiantly through the mass of scowling 

faces ; gaunt, wild-eyed dervishes, naked to 

the waist, with little copper chains round 

, their necks, and long white beards flowing 

over their swarthy chests in a way sugg^es- 

tire of a black aoll which has burst and 

let out all its stuffing ; long files of strid- 

ing camels, heralded by a scream of " Wa- 

&h !" (look out !), and seeming, in the 

midst of these little toy houses, doubly 

gigantic. On this side a turbaned Eruit- 

seller thrusts a pulp of crushed dates (with 

the corpses of countless flies adhering to it) 

entidngly towards us in his grimy fingers ; 

on that a fish- dealer is strewing leaves 

over his stock, to protect them against the 

swarming insects that buzz around them. 

A little further on, a villanous-looking old 

grey beard is frizzling some chips of fat ■

* Similar dwellings are oommon among the Coesaeki 

of tbe Don, and the Kirgbii and Kamiacki of the 

Sistem iteppaf , where I iirat law them. ■

meat in a very dirty pan, while a dozen 

grimy customers, crouched on their hams 

around him, eagerly await the promised 

dainly. And yonder, amid a circle of ad- 

miring ragamuffins, appears our Arab pilot 

(who has already made ducks and drakes of 

the first instalment of his hire), in a huge 

yellow turban, which gives him the look of 

a pork sausage with a dab of mustard on it. ■

Ploughing our way through this chaos 

we ree^ at length the shop discovered by 

the chief engineer, in front of which a 

number of tins and small boxes, with the 

London trade-mark upon them, welcome 

us like old friends. A huge broad- 

shouldered man in a Bombay hat, who is 

standing at the door with a half-empty 

glass in his hand, turns round as we ap- 

proach, and he and our engineer bux^ 

forth simultaneously : ■

" Hallo, Jack, is this yourself ?" ■

" Why, BiQ, old boy, what wind's blown 

you here ?" ■

"Just up from Hodeidah, with the 

Turkish despatch-boat, and haven*t we got 

news for the Constantinople folk, just. 

Let's have a drain, and then 111 tell you 

all about it." ■

We seat ourselves in the .doorway, while 

the proprietor (a lithe, keen-eyed Greek, 

sly-looking enough to sit for the portrait 

of either Sinon or Epialtes) serves out to 

my comrades a jorum of brandy, and to 

me a bottle of lemonade. Our new ac- 

quaintance, emptying his tumbler at a 

draught, clears his throat and begins to 

tell us that the rebels have been defeated in 

a great battle by Bedif Pasha, that he has 

driven them back into the interior, and is 

now preparing to besiege Bicydss their 

chief stronghold and principal magazine, 

the capture of which will probably put an 

end to the war. " But mark ye, they've 

got some pluck, them rebels — blowed if they 

hain't, in that 'ere battle I was talkin' 

on, they comed right up to the muzzles o' 

the guns three times over, with the round 

shot a-nppin' through 'em like blazes every 

tune. We've got the 'ead o' the big chiefs 

younger brother on board, sewn up in a 

bag K>r to go to Constantinople; and a 

worry nice present it'll be for Mr. Sultan." ■

" Have jou brought any prisoners up ?" 

ask I. ■

''We hain't; but there's a lot on 'em 

a-oomin' on by land, and I reckon they 

oughter to be here to-morrer or the day 

arter. When they does come, you'll see 

just about the ugliest sight as ever you 

see'd in your life." ■
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I remembered his words three days 

later, when, in the glory of the tropical 

sunset, the long line of miserable objects, 

gannt with famine, and reeling with ex- 

haustion, their tongues lolling out from 

thirst, their unbandaged wounds gnmed 

with dust and black with sand-flies, came 

winding down to the shore.* Most of the 

faces had settled into the Hank i^thy of 

despair; but here and there, in some half- 

closed eye lurked a gleam of hatred which 

no suffering could diminish. A sadder or 

a ghostlier sight no man could look upon ; 

but I hare neither the time nor the incline 

iion to dwell on it here. ■

And 80 the talk proceeds, merrily enough. 

Afber such a march in such a temperature, 

this little chat in the shade, over our 

morning draught, is rather enjoyable, but 

it is a very short-lived enjoyment. The 

apparition of five Feringhees in their own 

outlandish dress is sufficiently rare in this 

remote comer of the earth to gather round 

us a triple ring of curious gasers, bring- 

ing with them a collection of strange 

odours that would astound a drain- digger. 

This, indeed, is only what wo are already 

accnstomed to; but even this is not all. 

The '* real live shop" proves to be so in 

fatal earnest. As I sit in the doorway, a 

spider about the size of an ordinary saucer 

suddenly descends from the lintel, Blondin- 

fashion, by a rope of his own maouflEusture, 

£Uid proceeds to hold a private rehearsal 

of gymnastics on the front of my turban. 

The next moment, a black cockroach, an 

inclL.and half long, &lls with loud splash 

into the captain's tumbler, just as he is 

raising it to his Ups, while at the same in- 

stant our interpreter comes bumping out 

of his oomer with a cry of dismay, hotly 

pursued by an immense scorpion. I begin to 

recal my old friend Gadabout's description 

of a Chinese fair, where ''all my senses, 

sir, were offended at once ; my eyes by ugly 

faces ; my ears by honid din ; my nose by 

a well-selected assortment of all the bad 

smells in the world, and sundry others in- 

vented for the occasion ; my taste by messes 

of dogs, and frogs, and cats, and rats, and 

bats, made worse in the cooking ; and my 

sense of feeling by twenty-seven distinct 

species of vermin in hard training." 

Clearly this will not do. We swallow our 

liquor hastily, and troop off en masse. ■

I need not recount the subsequent ad- 

ventures of the day — how we made the 

circuit of the fort, and found the eastern ■

• Manj of these men were altenrarda forciblj 

drafted into the Turkish umy, with what reeult I have 

not yet heard. ■

angle a mere heap of crumbling stones, 

wiUi one rusty cannon sticking up perpen- 

dicularly from iiie mass, like a holly-twig 

in an over*boiled pudding; how we ex- 

plored the outskirts of the town, till the 

sight of a knot of Arabs dogging ud sug- 

gested the wisdom of * rebreat; how we 

went down to the shore and bad a long 

swim, in the course of which I was neailj 

picked up by a shark, probably the tran»> 

formed spirit of some Turkish castom-honae 

officer ; how we went coral-hunting along 

the reefii, with considerable success; and 

how, in wading throng^ the shallow pools, 

our feet got so smartly scalded by the heat 

of the water, that we were &in to come out 

upon the sand to cool them — causing our 

skipper to remark, not unnaturally, " Weil, 

now, I wonder if I was to tell 'em at home 

as how there's a country where folk goes 

into the sea to get. warm, what kind o' liar 

'ud they call me !'' ■

But the last edght that we saw that day 

is one which I have not yet forgotten, and 

can never forget. As we march across tlie 

skirt of desert on our way back to the town, 

our interpreter suddenly points a little to 

the left, and says, '^ There are the graces of 

the Turkish soldiers !" We halt and look 

at them in silence. Here are no stately 

sculptures or well-turned epitaphs — only a 

few score low mounds of dust, already half 

effaced by the winds of the desert ; yet of 

aU the countless grayes whidi I bad seeo, 

there were none that impressed me bke 

these. I had seen, npon the greea slopes 

of Brittany, the crumbling headstones, 

garlanded with immortelles, beneath whidi 

sleep the countrymen of Duguesdin and 

Georges OadoudaL I had watched the 

shepherds of Switierland, beneath the 

shadow of the everlasting hills, lower into 

its grave, to the sound of a fdaintive Van- 

dois hymn, the coarse pinewood coffin 

which held all that the avalanche bad 

spared of their youngest and bravest In 

the quaint little ohurchyards of remote 

German viUages, I had spelled out half- 

effaced texts of Scripture, or fragments of 

some grand old Lutheran psalm. I had 

stood, in Denmark, on the ground where 

those whom Nekon*s cannon slew before 

Copenhagen, and those who fell by Prussian 

needle-guns at Dybbol, sleep in one common { 

grave, marked with the simple inscription, 

" Died for the Eatheriand," with the sweet - 

spring-flowers blooming above them, and 

bright-eyed children bringing their little 

cans of water to sprinkle the graves of the 

fathers and brothers whom they never knew. ; 

Beneath the forest shades of ancient Sweden, ■

^ ■
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I had gazed upon the grassy mound, that 

held the dust of the aged pastor, surmounted 

hy a simple cross carved bj the hand of 

Lis son. I had seen, amid the endless 

plains of Central Russia, the rough-hewn 

crosses Beneath which lie the men of 

Krasnoe and Borodina. Far away in the 

solitudes of the Arctic Ocean, I had lighted 

upon spraj'lashed slabs of rock on the 

brink of the unresting sea, marking the 

last resting-places of the sailor patriarchs 

of Shetland ' and Faroe. On tixe sunny 

hill- sides of the Danube I had seen 

Russian triumphal oolumns looking down 

upon the buried soldiers of Nicholas, in 

the heart of a region whence the glory of 

Bussia has long since departed. I had 

wandered .through the picturesque grave- 

yards of Constantinople. I had scaled the 

mighty monuments inhuman nothingness, 

which, on the verge of the everlasting 

desert, still preserve the memory of the 

Pharaohs.. But in all the long panorama 

I had seen nothing more sad or touching 

than this. Thousands of miles from home, 

in hostile soil, amid a race which curses 

and spits at their graves every time it 

passes them, they lio unnoticed and un- 

known — ^nameless heroes, who knew only 

how to die in their obedience. ■

Tbae were not stirred by paanon, ■

Nor yet bj wine made bold ; 

'TwM not renown that moTed them, 

Nor did they look for gold. ■

To tliem their leader*! signal ■

Waa aa the yoice of God ; 

XTnawerving, uncomplaining, ■

The way of death they trod. ■

And around the spot where they lie, the 

snakes mstle through the drifting sand, 

and the camels go by with their long, 

noiseless stride in the glory of the sunset ; 

and the ^eat sea and the lonely desert 

keep V7atch over their graves for ever. ■

" Well," mutters our skipper, looking 

down upon the graves, " if this here work's 

agoin' to go on every year, I wonder how 

long *ull the Turks be able to stand it ?" ■

That question is one which Turkey has 

still to answer.* ■

A NOVEL RACE. ■

Thbre is something in a race of any 

kind which appeals at once to the sympa- 

thies of finglishmen. The announcement 

of a fortlicoming "event" awakens a re- 

sponsive chord even in the sternest and 

most business-like bosom. I firmly believe ■

* Since the above was written, I have learned that 

freah diaturbftaees have broken out both in Arabia and 

\n Irak. ■

that, clever aa Mr. OHphant's book un- 

doubtedly is, a .large portion of Her 

Majesty's liege subjects was sorely disap- 

pointed on finding that The Coming Bace 

was only a book, and not even a betting- 

book at that. Is this feeling merely the 

Anglo-Saxon development of the passion 

for gambling, which among Latin races 

contents itself with a pack of cards in a 

stuffy room, but among Englishmen re- 

quires a breezy heath for its board of green 

cloth, and highly-bred horses or highly- 

trained men for its cards or dice ? I think 

not, and am inclined to refer the English 

love for a race of any kind to a healthy 

sympathy with emulation in every walk of 

life, and somewhat also to the grand old 

*' certaminis gaudia" inherited from those 

doughty Norse pirates, our most worthy 

ancestors. ■

It might perhaps have been thought that 

the ingenuity of man had been so thoroughly 

ransacked that a new description of race 

was almost an impossibility; but it has 

been reserved for the enterprising gentle- 

man who rejoices in spiky moustaches and 

the title of the Peoples* Caterer, to de- 

monstrate the contrary. ■

A postman's race was, the other day, an- 

nounced to take place at North Woolwich 

Grardens^ over a three-hundred-yards course 

planted with trees at a distance of about ten 

yards from each other ; to each tree was to 

be affixed a number, a knooker, and a letter- 

box, and the men being started in heats of 

four (each man provided, with the same 

number of letters) the duty of each com- 

petitor was to deUver the regulation post- 

man's knock at each tree, drop a letter in 

the box, and, getting over the ground as 

rapidly as possible, either by running or 

walking, to return to the starting-post. 

To prevent this curious race from resolving 

itself into a mere trial of speed— ^instead of* 

speed and accuracy combined — the whole 

sixty letters representing the number of 

leafy houses to be called at in going and 

returning, were not to be served out to each 

man, but a dozen letters were to be with- 

drawn at random from each batch, while a 

single false delivery among the forty- eight 

remaining numbers waa to distance the un- 

fortunate blunderer. Frizes were to be 

given to the winner of the grand heat^ the 

winners of the trial heats, and also to the 

second and third in each heat. ■

The novelty of the event, and the pecu- 

liarly business-like character of the arrange- 

ment, attracted my attention, and it was 

with some surprise that I discovered a para- 

graph going the round of the papers, nc^ ■

IP ■
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only stating that the chiefs of the Postal 

Department declined to smile official sanc- 

tion on the undertakings but throwing as 

mnch cold water npon it as possible. That 

the authorities should decline to take any 

tronble abont the matter was conceivable 

enongli, but it appeared to yonr contributor 

that they certainly travelled out of the 

record in administering a public snubbing 

to the projector. A postman when he gets 

a holiday — ^no very frequent occurrence — 

has clearly as good a right to attend a race, 

or even to take part therein, as any other 

citizen. ■

Entertaining some grave doubts as to the 

probable effect of the official wet-blanket 

thrown over the project, I betake myself 

on a fine summer afternoon to Fenchurch- 

street Station, and proceed to discover 

North Woolwich Gardens. Even to the 

most florid imagination the scenery by 

the way can hardly appear romantic. Tall 

chimneys, huge factories, long, straight 

rows of dusty brick cottages, acres of linen 

hanging out to dry, and forlorn fields of 

smoky-looking cabbages compose the fea- 

tures of the arid landscape. At length some 

huge gasometers — like mushrooms of a 

monstrous growth emerging from the 

plain — ^heave in sight, and in a few minutes 

we are at the gardens &mous for baby, 

barmaid, monkey, and other shows. Al- 

though some thousands of people are pre- 

sent, there is plenty of room for everybody. 

The blue uniforms of the postmen pervade 

the entire gardens, and the wives and 

families, the friends and adherents of those 

honest fellows, muster strongly. The swings 

are doing a roaring trade, and the pro- 

prietor of a huge iron roundabout of the 

bicycle order of architecture can hardly 

accommodate the numerous customers, who 

seem hugely to appreciate the fun of work- 

ing very hard to spin— like horizontal 

squirrels — round in a circle. Tom Tug — 

gorgeously arrayed in a new and painfully 

shiny hat, and a fearfully and wonderfally 

tight suit of clothes — is walking on the 

river terrace holding forth energetically, as 

it seems, to Wilhelmina, in a neat crisp 

cotton print. I am inclined to suspect 

that T. T. is doing his best to persuade 

his blushing companion to name the 

'^ day, the happy d-a-a-ay," and is asserting 

his unalterable determination to forthwith ■

bu-u-uy the ring." ■

But, perhaps, like Mr. Blenkinsop, I am ■

preematoor," and Tom is only urging his 

ladye-love to join in the antiquated but by 

no means obsolete pastime of kiss-in-the- ■

i< ■

u ■

ring. Wilhelmina proves coy, however, and 

insists on marching Tom up to talk to Jack 

Batchet^ from the engine factory hard by, 

who is making holiday, and having a good 

time with his wife and children, we latter 

rather numerous, but nicely graduated as 

to size, like a set of human pandean pipes. 

It is lucky for those little ones that Jade is 

a skilled workman, and steady withal, as 

his smart broadcloth and gold watch-cbain 

testify, or those poor little pipes would plaj 

a very dismal tune in these days of dear 

beef. Young Sloper and Tom Dasball, 

those rapid youths, who are spending tbdr 

mosaic-golden youth, who revel in ezigaons 

coats, wonderful shut-collars, astounding 

breast-pins, endless champagne, and B. and 

S., are conspicuous by their absence. The 

style of amusement at North Woolwicb is 

too primitive to suit their already jaded 

palates. But the simple, jovial holiday- 

makers are getting on very well without 

these sparks, and the laughter of meny 

children rings sweetly in the summer air, 

especially at the blissful moment when a 

huge tray arrives laden with fragrant i», 

mighty heaps of shrimps in their raddj 

brown armour, whole forests of green 

water-cresses, and bread-and-butter galore. ■

But the postmen entered for the race are 

beginning to collect at the end of the course 

— the dark blue uniforms gradually sifticg 

themselves out of the crowd of merry- 

makers — ^and come to the front with the 

air of men who have a great undertaking 

before them. Some few of the oompetiton 

have gone to the length of laying aside 

their uniform altogetiber, and attired is 

jerseys, with over-coats tied round their 

necks by the sleeves in the approved athletic 

style, contrive, by their would-be pedestrian 

get-up, to slightly soar the symmetry of 

some of the races. ■

The People's Caterer and his meny 

men are busily employed clearing t^ 

course, and the general public relinqnisb 

with evident reluctance, the new and de- 

lightful amusement of trying the different 

knockers, a spout which has kept masj 

youths and maidens in high good hnmoin- 

during the afternoon^ and heavily taxed 

the powers of much-enduring paterfamili^ 

in raising his olive branches to the leyel d 

the coveted noise-producer. The conrse ^ I 

cleared at last, the trees, all duly aceoatred 

with knocker, box, and number, are conntei 

and preparations are made for the stari ■

There is no betting on the postman's 

race. No " monkeys" are offered on the 

field; no perspiring Stentors conjure me to ■
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back one, or proclaim their readiness to 

bet &balonB odds, " bar one." There are 

no qaiet, bnsiness-like inqniries whether I 

know anything ; nor have I been inter- 

Tiewed bj the seedy man of benevolent 

tendencies who is always burning to 

impart his knowledge of a " good thing," 

thus weakly frittering away his preter- 

natural information on others, for the state 

of his hat affords ample evidence that the 

good things profit him but little. No 

private trials have taken place, and no 

straight tip as to the form of the compe- 

titors is volunteered. Dim rumours of the 

prowess of the Walking Postman float in 

the air, but no one is rash enpugh to spend 

his money in making a &vourite. ■

At last all is ready, and the four men 

drawn in the first heat stand ready, each 

man with his packet of cards in his hand. 

One of these, the stalwart fellow in a g^y 

jersey, is a good specimen of that well- 

known character in all racing matters — the 

litigious competitor. He has been in great 

force all the afternoon, asking endless 

questions, and worrying the great caterer 

by propounding to him knotty points as to 

disqualification, the exact meaning of each 

and every one of the conditions, the choice 

of umpires, and such-like tough and un- 

comfortable subjects. I have a great hope 

that he will be beaten ; and my sympathies 

are undoubtedly with the lithe young 

fellow in plain clothes, who says nothing, 

but takes up his letters and his position in 

silence. ■

The word is given, away they go, and at 

a clipping pace. Rat-tat, rat-tat^ rat-tat, 

the air seems full of the postman's knock, 

so rapidly do the rat-tats succeed each 

other. The stout competitor, who went off 

with a tremendous rush, is dropping into 

the rear already, and his interesting family, 

craning over the ropes to " see papa win," 

is doomed to disappointment. I hope the 

discom.fiture of papa on this occasion will 

not shake the faith of the family in its 

head. By Jove, the litigious man is lead- 

ing ; J can see his detestable grey jersey well 

in front. They have turned the corner, 

and are now racing back, but Grey- Jacket 

has lost the pride of place. The quiet man 

leads ; rat-tat, rat-rat, rat-tat; Grey- Jacket 

makes a final effort, but the quiet compe- 

titor wins in a canter. ■

The liti^ous man is placed second; and, 

true to the last, no sooner recovers his 

breath than he lodges an objection against 

the w^ixkner for going on the wrong side of a 

tree. The objector takes but little by his ■

motion though, for Number One has gone 

over the whole course, and delivered all his 

letters correctly, so the objection is quietly 

overruled. But the objector, though dis- 

posed of officially, hovers about for hours 

m a discontented manner, and putting on 

the air of one who has been deeply wronged, 

pounces like a sort of mail-carrying Ancient 

Mariner upon any unfortunate wight who 

may be weak enough to listen to the yam 

of the litigious one. The heats now follow 

each other in rapid succession, and the in- 

terest is well kept up by the crowd of 

families and sympathisers. Meanwhile twi- 

light £Etlls softly over the broad river ; the 

lights gleam brightly from the Woolwich 

shore ; the illumination of the gardens com- 

mences; those excellent comedians "the 

Paynes" are filling a crowded theatre with 

merzy peals of laughter ; music strikes up 

on the platform and dancing begins ; but 

my dancing days, like the postmen's races, 

are things of the past, and stepping into a 

railway carriage, 1 am soon once more in 

London's *' seething cauldron." ■

OCTOBER. ■

GsxT-TnmD glide the eloudi aerois tlie ikj, 

Murky the floaming; and the mut-hound fens 

White frosty wreathe of Taporoue damp exhale, 

Veiling the onward itept of coming nigh^ 

The golden plover wheels aeroia the marah, 

The erooning mallard on hia blue* barred wing, 

Sinki to his reedj Imir: the bittern booms, 

And speckled curlews, ranked in Indian file, 

Flj homewards wailing in harsh monotone, 

The erening dirge that marshals them to zest ■

October's touch j^aints all the maple learea 

With brilliant crimson, and his golden kiss 

Lies on the clustered hasels : scarlet glows 

The sturdj oak, and oopper-hued the beedi: 

A russet glor]^ lingers on the elm, 

The pen^e birch is yellowing anaoe, 

And many-tinted show the wooolands all. 

With autumn's dying splendoun. ■

In the copse 

Crows the cock-pheasant, all his gorgeous breast 

A-glow with emerald and amethyst ; 

His purple neck with crimson gorget hung, 

Outstretched to banquet with his dun-clad mate 

Upon the luscious beech-mast. On the pine, 

The dark* crowned, needle-armM, sombre pine, 

The exultant black-cock tunes his clarion shrill, 

As from the cones he takes his eyening meal. 

And sounds his latest challenge ere the night. ■

'Neath the green leafage rank of turnip-field 

Crouches tue partridge, on her ashen breast 

Her brown wtng folded : and with ears up-pri eked 

Bounds the white-breasted hare from off her form. 

Across the clorer-glade : the acoros ripe 

Are gathered by the dormouse, squirrels crouch 

Warm in their nests, with ample prorender 

For many a wintry aay. ■

Now homeward hiea 

The whistlioff faggot-laden peasant-boy ; 

His daily task is over, and the hearth 

Glows bright before his vision — welcome goal, 

Spurring the tired stripling to his rest ! ■

■
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What tbouf(h Bis eveniDg meal be bomeW fare, 

Brown btead and milk, potatoes, or, perohanoe, 

A scrap of home-cured baoon ? Daintier 'tis 

To tbe toil-hungered palate than the meats 

Unseasoned by the zest of industry, 

That tempt thte jaded appetites of kings. ■

Welcome October ! eorondilled with wealth, 

Of Nature's pure coined gold ! Upon thy biow 

Thou bear'st the mint- stamp of prosperity, 

The almoner of bounteous Providence, 

Thou crownest all the toiliog, teeming year 

With rich fruition : and thy purpled Tines;, 

Thy russet dusters, are but symbols given 

To Earth of His dear love who ruleth Heaven! ■

THE ARMT ON ITS LEGS. ■

Thirty barrels of good Iminmmg ale 

await the gallant Southern army — ^the 

brave, the thirsty, the dusty, the inde- 

fatigable invaders of our English soil. Yes, 

thirty casks, brimming with the sherry- 

coloured extract of English malt and bops, 

oddly enough await the representatives of 

a burning and slaughtering foe, eager to 

^ve our bams and homesteads to the 

flames, and our quiet English vicarages and 

country houses to soldiers* fury and rapine. 

Happy country where all this is mere make- 

believe and holiday show, and not grim, 

bloody, wrathful, earnest war. ■

The thirty barrels, in a portly double 

row, stand on Squire Groveley's green, 

velvety lawn. All round the stately park 

gate the country people muster in wonder- 

ing crowds waiting for the glorious vision 

of gold and scarlet, shining steel, and neigh- 

ing horses. Queer old shepherds, brown 

and gaunt, stand by their homely, sbrewd- 

looking wives in silent expectoncy; the 

big lads reconnoitre the distant roads, 

with their buxom lasses by their side ; the 

children run and play under the trees, 

unawed by the presence of the Bquire*s 

choleric bailifT, of the head-groom, who is 

master of the ceremonies, or of the head- 

keeper, the stem supervisor of their fathers. 

Some country girls, from the next village, 

are picturesquely strewn about under Qie 

park wall, where they laugh, chatter, 

and criticise each other's lovers after the 

manner of youth's golden age. Li a 

tent near the barrels various assistants 

burnish baskctfuls of tumblers, test the 

qualify of the beer, tap casks, and arrange 

seats. Under the trees the gentry of the 

neighbourhood are moored in waggonettes, 

basket-carriages, and traps, while pretty 

girls in Dolly Varden hats exchange kindly 

salutations, and discuss the one subject — 

the arrival of the Southern army on its 

way to its encampment on Fonthill Down ■

a mile away. Th e park looks its best in the 

September suiilight, and across the lake 

there are glimpses of the white tents of an 

advanced post. The deer, careless of such 

intruders, feed on the brow of the valley 

across the lake, and, heedless of approach- 

ing festivities, see no danger to themselves 

in the gathering crowd. Two or three stray 

soldiers talk to the country girls under the 

trees, and point up the road with the 

switches they have just cut on their march. ■

On the battlements of the squire's honse 

fluttering colours mark female guests, who 

look out afar like the lady in the Scotch 

ballad who saw the Earl of Murray " come 

sounding through the town." There is a 

great lunch at Squire Groveley's, and ^e 

country ^milies are arriving fast in yellow 

barouches and snug broughams fall of 

ladies. Every now and then an orderly 

dashes through the park on his way to the 

spot where the camp is to be, and an- 

nounces the speedy approach of the army. 

The excitement is renewed by a stray 

hussar riding as if for dear life^ and is 

culminated by the flight past us of a real 

lancer, the pennon on his spear fluttering 

as he dashes along. By-and-bye a general 

and two or three officers ride up to the 

house, and the host and hostess are seen to 

advance and greet them. The head-groom 

— ^who is running up and down the rows of 

casks, and in and out the tent — upon the 

sight of the general, makes a dsish at the 

ha-ha that separates the squire's garden 

from the park, and two or three grooms 

race after him, to hold their horses. ■

Presently there is a moving of scarlei, 

and round the angle of the road come half 

a dozen of the Coldstream G-oards, with a 

sergeant at their head. Two of the men 

carry on their shoulders poles veith flags or 

pieces of canvas wrapped round them, and 

it is murmured that these are soldiers sent 

forward to mark out the infimtry camp. 

The hospitable head-groom instantly flies at 

them with glasses of ale, and in two minutes 

the men have piled arms, thi'own down 

their grey knapsacks, unfastened their 

belts, taken off* their great black bearskins, 

and posed themselves unconsciously into 

an effective theatrical group. And here, it 

may be observed, that fof the first time we 

discovered that the British soldier on eveiy ! 

possible occasion dons a . red nightcap, j 

Clipped close as he is, he probably (ears j 

cold ; hot as he generally is on the march, 

he possibly dreads catarrh ; certain it is 

that in camp, or on the halt, in trenches, 

or at meals, he literally reveLs in red ■

I ■

f ■
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Bightoaps, a fact by no means to be orer- 

looked by tbe writer on the hnmonrs of 

the ftutumn manoBavres. Here comes 

another laacer, who the moment he has 

seen the thirty barrels, instantly, as if they 

were an enemy's battery, reins his wiry- 

looldng horse on its haunches, and gallops 

back to whence he came, like a scout who 

had made a valuable reconnoissance. In 

vain the head-keeper signals him with a 

frothing ale-glass; away he flies, with a 

spurt of dust on the road, a splash of black 

earth on the spumed turf, and is round 

the comer in no time. ■

But now comes a bitter disappointment. 

To the hasty lancer suooeeds another 

orderly in undress uniform, who reins up 

to where the bailiff's red face glows like a 

friendly harbour-light, and announces that 

the gallant army, tired with a fifteen miles' 

march from Blandford, has gone round an- 

other way to the downs, and that Squire 

Groreley's hospitality has been all in Tain. 

The head-keeper, in sheer vexation, runs 

three times up and down the line of bar- 

rels, and eventually vaults over the ha-ha 

to acquaint the squire with the dismal 

disaster. A group of ladies, led by the 

hostess, emerge on the garden-terrace, look 

forlornly at the line of barrels, then return 

in dismay to the lunch. By-and-bye the 

barrels will be carted away for the coming 

harvest home, and so the squire's good in- 

tentions are frustrated. ■

The sight in Oroveley Park melts away 

like a dream. The country people break 

up into groups. The head-keeper, with 

one arm on a cask, meditatively listens to 

the bailiff's consolation. Disappointod in 

one place, we try our luck in another, 

and urge our fiery dog-cart to the downs 

to intercept, if possible, the advancing 

SouthertL army, in spite of its shabby con- 

duct to our good friend the squire. Up a 

long winding country lane, between fields 

of turnips and half-cut golden barley, we 

drive furiously as did the son of Nimshi. 

We can. see two hussars taking a short way 

up a cart-road towards the downs, where 

the cavalry are already encamped. ■

A gradual sense comes over us of being 

surrounded by soldiers, for we presently 

meet a string of mounted dragoons in care- 

less dress and nightcaps, each man leading 

a horse. Some of the dragoons are rating 

their horses, others coaxing them, nearly all 

are smoking, as they go down to the squire's 

lake for water. Yes, the infantry are ex- 

pected every moment, so again we urge 

on onr wild career, and turn into the by- ■

road after the two avant-courier hussars, 

who seem as inseparable as the two grena^ 

diers of Heine's fine ballad. ■

We debouch at last upon the down, the 

broad rolling, the once lonely down. What 

a transformation ! What ! this the down 

that stretches unbroken for thirty miles — all 

the way from Amesbury and Great Stone- 

henge to Warminster, and the outstretched 

blue plain of Dorsetshire P What ! this the 

quiet range of turf where I used to stretch 

myself on my stomach like a serpent, and 

practise for hours at the five hundred yards' 

range, no one near me but rabbits and 

crows ; my only other visitors the watchful 

wheat-ears, reconnoitring from the little 

grassy ant-hills, purple with flowering 

thyme? Haven't I blazed away whole 

summer afternoons and seen only one white 

awninged market-cart come jogging down 

that white streak of road, which cuts the 

green turf like a chalk-line on a bilHard- 

table, and winds down through the fir- 

wood from Codford. Was there ever any 

sound here to answer the sharp tang of 

my bullets on the iron target but the liimet- 

song from the golden gorse, or the lark's 

blithe hymn in tne blue sky overhead ? But, 

beshrew me, now, the down is ative with 

warlike men and caparisoned horses, and 

long rows of white tents have sprung up 

thick as mushrooms. A canvas city has 

arisen, sudden as a dream-world, and the 

ring of trumpet, the clash of sword and 

scabbard, the shout of soldiers, the cry to 

distant comrades, the stem word of com- 

mand, fill the astonished air. Here is a 

group of lancers, half the men stretched 

out asleep, but still holding the bridles of 

their patient horses. Here a tent round 

which half-dressed soldier-workmen stitch 

at red jcuskets, mend saddles, or tug out 

handfhls from brown trusses of hay. Here 

are soldiers building fires under walls of 

turf, stirring kettles, or tending boiling 

pots. Here stands a group of dismounted 

dragoons beating the horizon with field- 

glasses. The Northern aimy is across the 

Wiley, not fiir ofl*, and the Southern videttes 

are out in all directions. ■

" Been out on the scout^ Baker ?" cries 

an hussar, as a tired dragoon, his l^s still 

bowed with a long scour across country, 

ties up his horse and strides into a tent^ 

growling an affirmative as he disappears. ■

" I hope the infantry will soon be here," 

says another hussar to his comrade, ^* or 

they Northerners might attack us through 

that wood before we could get our men up." ■

" There they come, sure," said a grey- ■
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coated gentleman-fanner of the tme Wilt- 

shire breed, jolly, frank, and hearty, " over 

the brow of that hill, behind those bag- 

iniffe-carts. ■

^iras the Rifles with some guns, followed 

by dark masses of infantry. They flow 

on down the road, rolling like a sluggish 

dark flood, and behind them glows some- 

thing red. Those are the Ghiards. Soon 

the Rifles spread down the valley over the 

turf, and form in long black lines, while the 

red stream behind them widens and widens, 

speckled white here and there with shoulder 

belts and other accoutrements. They are 

to camp down in the valley, in a line with 

my old, now dismantled, rifle-batts. Some 

of the officers come riding np towards the 

cavalry to ask for news. While we look 

with pleasant consternation at this invasion 

of onr native soil, fresh regiments, in solid 

red masses, keep marching diagonally across 

the valley, and draw np here and there in 

close formation. Presently they ground 

arms, and in small companies decant off 

into the lines of tents that have sprung up 

acf we stood there. In a few minutes groups 

of red specks appear at every tent door; 

flags mark out the site of the various regi- 

ments; the canvas city is peopled — the war- 

like nomades have arrived to tenant their 

vagrant homes. ■

And now we steer homeward up a steep, 

stone-strewn hill, and come upon the 

commencement of the two miles of bag- 

gage waggons, one long, jolting, dusty, un- 

broken line. Sturdy, ^ck-set waggons 

they are, each drawn by four strong horses, 

with two soldier-drivers as postilions, 

and escorts of armed men in the true 

military manner, just as if at any moment 

pistols might bang, sabres fliuh, and 

mounted robbers swoop down upon their 

prize. The waggons differ sufficiently to 

be interesting. Here comes a field-tele- 

graph station, and after it drags a huge 

boat on wheels, ready for the engineers 

when they require supports for an im- 

promptu bridge. After the pontoons, 

jumbles by a big waggon full of planks 

and beams, a cart full of tents, or a con- 

tractor's van, with meat, beans, or oats. 

There is great work putting on the massive 

drags that fix the hind wheels down the 

steep hill, and now and then an ammuni- 

tion waggon is interpolated among vans 

full of merry, noisy, country sight-seers. 

It is all we can do to avoid the remorse- 

less wheels, for some of the soldier-pos- 

tilions are careless, some reckless, others 

surly and sullen. Every now and then a ■

hand, held wamingly up, checks the long 

procession, and spreads angiy confusion for 

iialf a mile backwards at least. The soldiers 

on foot, and the dismounted drivers, seem 

as ravenous and unscrupulous as locnsts 

about all green food they meet, and manj 

a rank handful of clean, white, half-grown 

turnips is pulled up and crammed into 

holsters, haversacks, and saddle-bags. ■

"How dare you touch those turnips? 

Put them down directly," cried a yonng 

mounted officer as he rides past a plunderer. ■

" Got permission, sir," is the ready but 

not strictly veracious answer of the snn- 

burnt driver. " Like his cheek," he says, 

as the officer rides away, " to think I was 

going to throw them away after all mj 

trouble." And he crams them into the 

white canvas bag on his left side. ■

Half the old decorated soldiers wbo 

tramp on as escorts of the luggage wag- 

gons wear the undress nightcap, and look 

by no means unlike guerilla banditti 

Among the gallant volunteer escort there 

are faces and demeanours worthy of Punchy 

and one long-faced Highlander, with a glass 

in his rueful left eye, strikes me as pecn- 

liarly droll from the loyal Scotchman's evi- 

dent self-satis&ction at his own appear- 

ance as a veteran on active service. At 

last the final waggon, a sort of sutler's 

venture of tin cans and lemonade bottles, 

rickets past us, and we are on the road 

aJone. The only sign of an army left is an 

empty box turned up at the comer of the 

road, with ^' To the Gamp" chalked upon 

it by some considerate native. Three hours 

later, afber dinner, we go out np one of the 

lanes leading to the downs, and see, stretch- 

ing away for a mile or more, the long line of 

camp fires, in a region where ordinarily o* 

nights a light stronger than a glow-worm's 

would pnzzle and astonish. And when we 

discover, black against the dark horison, the 

long line of Squire Groveley's fir-woods, 

we remember that' a night attack by the 

watchful Northern army is dreaded, and 

that every path and riding is paced by 

the sleepless Southern sentinels. ■

Not long after daybreak the next morn- 

ing I am again on the long stony lane 

leading up to the now popnlous downs, 

riding' by the side of an old Indian officer, 

who takes a veteran's contemptuous view of 

the present system of autunm manceuTres. 

Another moment and the long streets of 

the canvas city will open before our eyes. 

Imagine Aladdin when he woke and fonnd 

his palace flown, and only the drear brown 

desert before him, and you see me standing ■
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up in my stirrups and rubbing my eyes to 

find only half a dozen tents (one of whicb 

drops and is packed away as I gaze), half 

a dozen dragoon horses, and ten or twelve 

cumbrous baggage- waggons, already on the 

moye. Yes, the camp is broken up, and 

Sir John Michel is off to seize the fords 

of the Wiley. There is nothing left but 

some heaps of hay, some sacks of oats, a 

heap of firewood, countless black circles, 

made by the fires we saw last night, and 

long tra mp led lines where the tents had 

stood. We look into one officer's tent, 

still standing, with the owner's towel dry- 

ing on one of the cords, and a pair of 

cavalry boots standing by as if they were 

the officer's legs that had been shot off in a 

morning skirmish. A trumpet sounds, and 

the dragoons saddle their norses that are 

picketed near this tent. One of the men, 

a reckless-looking young fellow, is so tipsy 

that he lets his horse go, and it gallops off 

across the down, luckily soon headed back 

by a fusileer quarter-master who is on escort 

duty. When the horse is brought back, 

the drunken lad lashes it with a bridle 

till it backs into the other horses and 

begins kicking dangerously. Then two or 

three dragoons knock over their inebriated 

comrade, who rolls helplessly under the 

charger's legs, and eventually is thrown 

down headlong on the turf with force 

enough to beat in his brass helmet. ■

*' Seize that man, corporal," cries the 

sergeant, and two or three dragoons ad- 

vance towards the too social youth, who 

however shows fight, and looks savage 

enough to nse his sword or carbine if he 

unluckily has them about him. ■

" D fuss," he cries, " about a little ■

drink ; one would think I was a deserter." 

The ^ood-natured quarter-master comes 

up, expostulates with him, and leads him 

to the straps of a baggage-waggon, whose 

drivers are already mounted for the start. 

The tipsj soldier clings helplessly to the 

waggon. ■

" We are all friends here. Baker," says 

Mentor, the quarter-master; "your only 

enemy is yourself." ■

" Stand off, Davy," said the infuriated 

mutineer ; " none of them will touch me, 

and do yon know why, Davy ? do you know 

why ? Because they're afraid." ■

Just then the officer reads the roll-call, 

the men answer to their names, and at the 

approach of the move off the obstreperous 

dragoon cools down and answers in a 

wandering way to his name. ■

** How these fellows drink," said my ■

friend. " I've seen them bawling for beer 

and cider at every house they pass. The 

gentry and farmers are so hospitable with 

champagne to the officers, and beer to the 

men, that it is enough to demoralise the 

whole army ; and, goodness, how they steal 

turnips and kill hares. I should only like 

to have them at Peshawur for a week ; I'd 

soon let them know." ■

A beery-looking hussar, in very dirty 

undress, came up just then, and explained 

vaguely, but at great length, his views of 

Sir John Michel's tactics. He wanted to 

kuQw if he should get us some porter from 

the canteen, and enlarged on the merits of 

several generals who were never off the 

saddle from two in the morning till 

twelve at night. He told us that a Northern 

spy had been made prisoner in the camp 

last night; his uniform was hidden by a 

waterproof. He added that every one must 

wear a Southern badge (a white band round 

the left arm), and he wants to sell us one. ■

"Disgraceful," said my friend, as the 

fellow at last shambled off to help load a 

hospital waggon ; " a regular cadger, and 

every other word a lie. What. good now is 

a drunken idle rascal like that ?" ■

As we ride on after the army, an old 

farmer trots up to us on his cob, his Wilt- 

shire dialect broader than ever from ex- 

citement. He has just been made prisoner 

in his own turnip-field by two lancers. ■

" A pretty thing," he says ; " and I told 

them Id more right there than they had — 

that's what I said." ■

^ Qoing in for much compensation ?" says 

my friend, dryly. ■

" Compensation is all very well," replies 

the farmer, " but I do hold that one would 

lose half one's time getting the money. But, 

there, I may try for a little." ■

A sharp canter across the downs soon 

brings us up to the rear of the army. 

More long rumbling lines of waggons. 

Here a farrier stopping to nail on a horse's 

loose shoe, there some hopeless-looking 

drunken or tired men, sitting in ambulance 

waggons; and presently a badly packed cart, 

from which, as we pass, fall some tin cans, 

some firewood, and a tent-pole, which no 

one seems to stop for. ■

Then the downs open to a high plateau, 

with rolling blue hUls beyond, clumps of 

wood, slopes, and hollows. Below in the 

valley, hidden by trees, runs the dis- 

puted river, bordered by villages. On the 

plateau several regiments have halted, and 

are lying down, dotting with scarlet the 

broad green turf. The Bifies, too, are here ■
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in dark masses, and the great brazen 

ophicleide of the band glitters in the snn. 

There are rumours that the enemy has been 

seen skirting the distant hills towards 

Amesbury, but we see only a few specks, 

which may perhaps be mounted reoon- 

noiterers. There is no sound of firing. A 

telegraph tent is pitched on the down, and 

the wires, covered with gutta-percha, wind 

from an iron arch across the road, through 

the furze bushes and tufls of flowery 

heather. Some officers tell ns that Michel 

is very anxious to seize the river, as other- 

wise the camp will have to return to-night 

to Fonthill Down. ■

We strike off now across the down by a 

wood, where some merry country people 

are lunching in unhorsed vans, to a good 

point of view. The paths are lined with 

deep and dangerous ruts, and one has to 

be wary in riding. A rainy haze suddenly 

brightens to sunshine as we come upon 

the main Southern army below in the 

valley. The Guards are lying down on the 

stubble in long lines of white - speckled 

scarlet, waiting for the word to advance. 

Behind them is the band, every musical 

instrument sparkling like gold. In a field 

beyond, the Rifles are advancing along the 

edge of a barley-field, and making for a 

gap that leads down to the river. A hare, 

frightened at their approach, is skimming 

across the fallows, watched by many eager 

eyes. Mounted orderlies gallop to and fro 

with orders. 

I This division is scarcely out of sight 

when we see, on a distant hill across the 

river, a great waft of smoke, out of which 

comes the roar of a gun. The fighting has 

commenced. The Southern army is striking 

for the river ford, and the Northern has seen 

them. A quarter of an hour more, and we 

see the Rifles massed on an opposite hill, 

moving in face of a wood, which, it is sup- 

posed, conceals an ambuscade. As wo stay 

our horses to watch, the wood snddenly 

steams with smoke, and half a second after 

comes the rattle of musketry, to which the 

Rifles, nothing loth, reply with equal energy. 

A short sharp tussle, and the Northerners 

come pouring out of the wood in full retreat, 

firing as they retire. The Southern bullets 

have ferreted them out of their covert, and 

they fly to higher ground, above a great 

hollow of the down, diflicult of access. 

Their enemies come scrambling after them. 

Puffs of smoke, upward and downward, 

mark the picturesque struggle. Then the 

battle rolls away over the brow of the hill, 

and passes from our sight. ■

" Pack of nonsense," growls my unap. 

peasable companion. "Why did those 

Northern fellows get miles away from 

th eir supports. Pret ty generalship, indeed . 

Well, I suppose we had better see the end 

of it. They'll give battle now. Hark awaj, 

then.'* ■

We are soon down across the river to 

the right, among the Northerners, into 

Steeple Langford, which we find full of 

soldiers ready for the advance, for the 

Nortb, hitherto on the defensive, is to-day 

to assail the enemy's camp on Codford 

Down. Horsemen are scouring along, 

artillery hurrying to the front, generals 

riding about as if they had lost their staf, 

or scarcely knew where they had got to— a 

very possible oontingency. We nde along 

a dusty road, some fields off the river. 

and find the fords watched bj skirmishers 

behind every tree. To the right the down 

runs steeply up, in some places almost pre- 

cipitously. Mounted officers scour up and 

down the road as if a Waterloo were im- 

^nding. Some grey horsemen dash along 

the road. Those are the Hampshire LigLt 

Horse. Very gallant they look with their 

plumed wideawakes; they are well mounted. 

good riders, and several decorated young 

officers are among them. We clamber up 

over the stubble-fields, and find the hedges 

lined with riflemen, all on the keen out- 

look for the foe; every bank, tree, and 

bush hides a man. ■

•* Well placed," said my friend, conde- 

scendingly; "that's workman-like. Gene- 

rally these fellows care no more for cover 

than if they were facing squirts and pop- 

guns. Now let's go back to the Southern 

lot." ■

So we go. As I cross the boundary, I 

pass a wood tliat looks demurely quiet, 

full as it is of mischief. ■

" They're in there for a dozen," says m 

old colonel. ■

I look in through the green darkness, 

and soon catch glimpses of scarlet behind 

the fir-trees and under the banks. The 

grenadiers, generally with bearskins off- 

nightcaps again — are in twos and threes 

watchful as deer-stalkers. Neither side 

seems anxious to attack. Neither knows 

the other's strength. There they stand. 

like Sir Richard Strachan, waiting witli 

his sword half drawn, while all the while 

the Earl of Chatham ■

la rerj •ager to get at 'am* ■

Bolder at last, the North creeps forward and 

dashes at the wood, which instantly shoots ■
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out tongues of fire and volleys of smoke. 

Bat the stealthy and daring riflemen still 

advance, and the Sontherners, outnumbered, 

begin to pour ont of the rear of the wood, 

firing as tbey go. They dash down a steep 

slope, fire from the hedge in the valley, and 

slowly scatter over a field towards their 

camp. We have dismounted, and left our 

horses with a boy, and the foe, as they 

work through the wood, make for a cluster 

of trees where we stand, urging us forward, 

and sending my friend the colonel headlong 

over a stump, from which he rises with 

many sharp remarks in very choice and 

emphatic Hindostanee. I, too, suddenly 

find my left ear apparently blown away by 

the discbarge of the rifle of a too zealous 

skirmisher, and now ensues a very pretty 

and eflTective episode of the bloodless war. 

The Southern grenadiers, on the opposite 

hill, seeing their camp threatened, snddecly 

spread in a long semicircle through the 

stubble, and intrench themselves on very 

advantageous ground. Quick as moles the 

deft spadesmen dig a long shallow trench, 

and throw up before it a low embankment. 

In a few minutes only a few black heads 

are visible, and the place is ready for the 

supports, who scramble in. ■

The Northern riflemen are all down in 

the lane, lining the hedge, but not willing 

to advance ill front of the rifle-pits, at which 

they keep Tip an incessant and harassing, 

but not perhaps very destructive fire. 

Squadrons of Life Guards, with sparkling 

breast-plates, are stealing round the higher 

downs to turn the flank of the foe, watched 

by the Tenth Hussars, who are down in 

the valley on the right of the camp. The 

North, too, is busy in the Wiley-road, 

trying to turn the enemy's other flank, and 

firing untiringly at the retreating skir- 

mishers. To change our point of sight, we 

stride across the lane, and up the stubbles 

towards the rifle-pits. In the face of a 

heavy and well-nourished fire, we leap on 

tho embankment, and over the trench, and 

get in the rear of the defenders, who are 

bravely preparing for the worst. Below 

we see the Rifles gathering near an open 

gate for the assault, while their supports, 

in masses of scarlet, are hurrying down 

from the wood, a terrible target for th^ 

bullets they too evidently despise. The 

trenches are closely packed with the Guards, 

a serg^eant near us is earnestly directing the 

fire, and urging on the marksmen. All in 

nightcaps again, and the clumsy bearskins 

axe lying anywhere among the torn bine 

paper of the cartridge-packets. Two men. ■

carrying a chest like an enormous cigar-box, 

run along outside the trench, feeding the 

men with blue packets of cartridges. The 

fire is tremendous. Thundering, crashing, 

withering. It rolls and rages in waves of 

sound, and the calm sergeant, equal to the 

occasion, ■

Ridea on the whirlwind, and directs the storm. ■

So, hy-the-bye, does the captain of the 

Rifles, for now the dark green men advance 

in mass through the gate, and swiftly ad- 

vance on the pits. In vain the sergeant 

cries: ■

"Now then, watch that gate. Wait a 

bit, Thompson. Now, then, give it them ; 

let them have it again. Keep it up, boys. 

Now, then, at that clump on the hill ; blaze 

away, my lads ; give it to 'em. We'll teach 

em. ■

Alas ! brave sergeant of the Coldstreame, 

I see three Northern guns jolt down the 

slope, stop, turn, and^ open fire. You must 

retreat, sons of Mars, and retreat in time. 

Waggon-loads of cartridges could not save 

you ; and here come the Rifles, chaffing you 

about your defeat. Fall back. And fall back 

they do, in lonff skirmishing lines, while 

the left side of the intrenchment still hold 

possession against the riflemen attacking 

from the road, the most protected side, and 

there is a grave and angry discussion in 

the pits as to whether they are or are not 

beaten. ■

** I say, sergeant-mfiyor," said one officer, 

not unknown in the West-end, and looking 

singularly helpless in the bearskin that 

covers up his eyes, " they say we are en- 

filaded. What do fellars do when they're 

enfiladed ?" ■

By this time cannon open fire every- 

where, especially to the far right on the 

South and the far left on the North. The 

South still retreats in long skirmishing 

lines, heedless of the most annihilating 

artillery fire. Cavalry charges are ex- 

pected, but do not come ofi^. ■

" Parcel of humbug," says a Scotch 

Fusilier to me. " I haven't had all my 

things off since I left Aldershot. All I 

hope is, the Tenth will get at those Life 

Guards; and if they do there will be fisti- 

cuffs, for they hate each other like mad." ■

And now, by a masterly manoeuvre, 

worthy of Captain Bobadil himself, each 

army turns a flank of the other, so that 

the invaders are now cut off from the sea. 

and the defenders from London, a curious 

kind of scholar's mate. ■

^' Mashallah/' said my friend, slapping ■
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his tliif^li ; " if I don't think any two intelli- 

gent country gentlemen hereabouts, taken 

at random, could haye manoeuyred the two 

armies better than that !" ■

Still the Guards, no one knows why, 

fall steadily back; still on the lefl flank 

the volunteers line the hedges, and blaze 

away ; still through a heavy rain, now set 

in, everybody fires anywhere, at friend 

or foe ; still the Prince, under a haystack, 

gets wet, and seems to enjoy it ; still the 

guns crack like maroons at the Crystal 

Palace ; still they blaze away from the dis- 

iant heights, till the umpires, with the 

white rosettes, red and confused, ride up 

and beg every one to stop firing, and to 

get as soon as possible out of reach of the 

foreign visitors. ■

"Well, I never did," vociferates my 

friend the colonel ; '* bnt there is one thing, 

the worse the fellows do it the more proof 

it is that manceuvres (though not this par- 

ticular sort) are required if we want in 

England to keep up anything but a navy — 

and a navy, mind you, of untried vessels." ■

THE YELLOW FLAG. ■

By EDMUND YATES, ■

AVTHOB OF ** BLACK 8HIBP,*' *^ NOBODY'S rOBTUVBi** AOl ftC ■

# ■

BOOK III. 

CHAPTER I. DULY PRESENTED. ■

The words of recognition uttered by 

Mr. Wetter filled Pauline with the ut- 

most consternation. What ! was this ele- 

gant gentleman who stood before her, with 

an amused smile on his handsome &ce, the 

same Henrich Wetter, the blonde and lym- 

phatic clerk to Monsieur Krebs ? ■

As she stared at him the features grew 

familiar to her, and she saw that he was 

practising no deception. Henrich Wetter ! 

He knew aU about her former life, then, 

and, if he chose, could, with a word, de- 

stroy the neat fabric of invention which 

she had so carefully raised. He could tell 

any one, whose interest it would be to know 

it^ all about her position at the Restaurant 

du Midi, all about her marriage with Tom 

Durham, perhaps even some of the parti- 

culars of her life since her marriage ? It 

would be most advisable to keep on good 

terms with a man of so much knowledge. 

So, all these thoughts having flashed in- 

stantaneously through Pauline's mind, she 

turned to her companion with a look in 

which astonishment and delight were ad- 

mirably blended, and stretched out her 

hand in the frankest and friendliest manner. ■

" You must not be astonished at my not 

recognising you. Monsieur Wetter,'* she 

said ; " it is long since we met, and in the 

interval you are so much changed, and, if I 

may say it, so much improved." ■

Mr. Wetter smiled blandly and eaaly. 

" And you, Pauline " he said. ■

Pauline started as he pronounced the 

name. Her husband was the only man 

who had so addressed her since the old 

days at Marseilles, and, of course, she had 

not heard it since his death. ■

" And you, Pauline," he continued, " how 

well and hioidsome you look ! how pros- 

perous you seem !" ■

"Do I, Monsieur Wetter P" she said, 

with a characteristic shoulder shrug, " do 

I P It must be then because I have a light 

heart and a strong will of my own, for I 

have not been without my troubles, and 

heavy ones too. However, these are matters 

in which you could feel no possible interest^ 

and with which I will not pretend to wony 

you." ■

"I feel no interest in what concerns 

you P" said Mr. Wetter, with elevated eye- 

brows. "Why, what do you imagine 

brought me to this house P" ■

" Information that the house was to let, 

and a desire to see if it would suit yonr 

purpose." ■

" Suit my purpose P" repeated Mr. 

Wetter, with a half-sneering laugh. " And 

what do you imagine my purpose to be, 

Pauline P I am a man of action and of 

business. It would not suit me to drone 

away my life in this rural solitude; mj 

home must be in London, where my time 

is spent." ■

" Perhaps you came to look at the house 

for a friend P said Pauline. ■

" Wrong again," he cried ; " my friends 

are like myself, men to whom this honse^ 

from its situation, would be absolutely use- 

less. Now, what do you say if I were to 

tell you," he said, leaning on the tableland 

bending towards her as he spoke, "that 

the memory of the old days has never 

passed away from my mind, of the old days 

when Adolphe de Noailles and I ran neck 

and neck for the hand of the prettiest giH 

in Marseilles, and when we were both beaten 

by the English escroc who took her away 

from us ?" ■

" Monsieur Wetter," said Pauline, hold- 

ing up her hand, " he was my husband.'' ■

" You are right in saying was, Pauline; 

for he is dead, and you are free. Yon 

see," he added, in amusement at theamaxed 

expression on her face, "I keep myself ■

8 ■
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tolerably well informed as to the move- 

ments of those in whom I have at any time 

taken an interest." ■

"And by yonr — ^your inqniries yon 

learned that T was here ?" she asked. ■

"No," he replied; "truth to tell, that 

was entirely accidental. I have only jnst 

returned from America, and as I was riding 

by here a few days ago I thought I per- 

ceived you at the window. At first I 

doubted the evidence of my senses, and 

even when I had satisfied myself I was so 

completely bouleverse that I could not at- 

tempt to come in. I went home meditat- 

ing on what I had seen, and determining to 

come out again on the first opportunity. 

As I rode out to-day I was debating within 

myself what excuse I could possibly offer 

for intruding upon you without announcing 

myself, as I wished to ascertain whether 

you would recognise me, when the board 

at the gate, advertising the house to let^ 

fortunately afforded me the necessary ex- 

cuse, and how the rest of the little comedy 

was played out you are aware." ■

Pauline looked at him earnestly for some 

moments, as though desirous of ascertain- 

ing whether he had correctly stated the 

motive by which he professed himself ani- 

mated. The result of her survey seemed 

to be satisfiictory, for she said to him, "I 

need scarcely tell you. Monsieur Wetter, that 

I am much flattered by what you have said, 

or that I am very much pleased to see you 

again." ■

" And on my part," said he, taking her 

hand and gallantly raising it to his lips, 

" I need scarcely say that the pleasure is 

mutual. I hope I shall often be allowed 

to visit you in this house ?" ■

" Not in this house," said Pauline. " You 

forget the board at the gate. There is no 

deception about that. This house is verit- 

ably ix) let, and we are about to leave it 

as soon as possible." ■

"Why?" said Mr. Wetter, interroga^ ■

tively. ■

" Why," interrupted Pauline. " I forgot 

to mention that I am not here alone, and 

that this is not my house. There is an- 

other lady with me." ■

" Oh, indeed ; another lady ?" said Wet- 

ter, brightening. " And who may she be ?" ■

The change in his manner was not lost 

apon Pauline. " She is a lady who has 

ust lost her husband," said she, coldly. 

' Her bereaveipent is so recent, and she 

*eels it so acutely, that she will see no one, 

lor will she remain in this house where she 

ived with him." | ■

" Poor creature," said Mr. Wetter, shak- 

ing his head. " No one with any feeling 

would desire to intrude upon her. And 

will you continue to live with her when 

she moves to a new abode ?" ■

" I shall," said Pauline, still coldly. 

" She depends upon me greatly for advice 

and assistance." ■

"And that new abode will be?" he 

asked, insinuatingly. ■

" I cannot say at present," she replied ; 

" nothing is decided ; we have, indeed, 

scarcely had time to look out." ■

" You will let me know when you have 

fixed upon a spot, will you not?" he said. 

" I am going out of town for some shooting, 

but I shall not be more than a month away ; 

and I shoald like to carry with me the 

thought that the renewal of an acquaint- 

ance so dear to me is not a mere temporary 

measure." ■

His manner was as earnest and as gallant 

as before, and his eyes were as expressive 

as his words, but Pauline still answered 

him coldly : " You shall have a line from 

me stating where I have pitched my tent if 

you will tell me where to send it." ■

He gave her his address in South 

Audley-street, and, as there was nothing 

more to be done, rose and took his leave. 

As he bade her adieu he once more raised 

her hand to his lips, and reiterated his hope 

of speedily hearing from her. ■

Pauline walked to the window, and 

looked out afler him. She heard his re- 

treating footsteps, but it was too dark to 

see his figure. Then, as she turned away, 

her fiice was set and rigid, and she mut- 

tered to herself, " Connu, monsieur ! connu ! 

Though I was very nearly being taken in 

by your bland manner and the softly sym- 

pathetic voice in which you spoke of those 

old memories. If it had not been for that 

sly look at the comer of your eyes, which 

you always had, and which I recognised 

at once when you spoke of the subject in 

which you were really interested, I might 

have imagined that it was on my account 

you had taken the trouble to ride out here, 

that to renew your friendship with me was 

the one great wish of your life. It is all 

plain to me now. He has seen Alice, and 

is dying for an introduction to her. He 

tried to avail himself of the circumstance 

of the house being to let, was baffled for 

the moment when he recognised me, but 

had sufficient mother wit to enable him to 

concoct a story by which I was so nearly 

taken in ! I, with whom all vanity ought 

to have died out years ago, whose know- ■
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ledge of tlie world ought to have led me at 

once to suspect the hoUowness of Monfiieur 

Wetter's profession ! ■

"He vanta an introdnction to Alice, 

that is it, undonbtedlj ; and for what end P 

He is amazingly changed, this gar9on ! He 

is no longer Ijmphatici romantic in the 

highest degree, mawkish, or Teutonic ; he 

rides on horseback, and affecta the air of 

conquest. There is about him a smack of 

the gallant, of the oonreur des dames. He 

is a man whom Alice would not like, but 

still it is as well that she did not see him 

at this particular time. He is going out of 

town, he said; when he comes back we 

shall have moved to another house, our 

change of address will not be recorded in the 

fashionable newspapers, and, as I shall take 

care that it is not sent to Monsieur Wetter 

in South Audlej-streety it is probable that 

he will know nothing about it. And so," 

she added, drawing down the blinds as she 

heard Alice's footsteps on the stairs, *' bon 

soir. Monsieur Wetter." ■

And for his own part, Mr. Wetter, as 

he rode back to London, was full of his re- 

flections. ■

*' What a wonderful thing,'* he thought 

to himself, '' that I should have come across 

Pauline Lunelle in that house, and how 

lucky that I recognised her instantly, and 

was enabled, by playing upon ber vanity, 

to put her off the scent of the real motive 

of my visit, and induce her to believe that 

1 had come to see her. Let me see ; all 

the points of the story seem to fit and 

dove - tail together admirably. Pauline 

spoke of her companion as a widow — yes, 

that's right. I saw the notice of John 

Calverley's death just before I left New 

York. She said, too, that her husband, 

the escroc, was dead — that, also, is right. 

I recollect reading the story of his having 

been drowned some time ago. Ay, and 

now I remember that it spoke of him, Mr. 

Durham, as having been in the employ of 

Messrs. Calverley. This would account 

for Pauline's presence in that house, and 

her intended connexion with that pretty 

girl. So far so good, je prend men bien ou 

je le trouve ; and I think in the present in- 

stance I shall not have far to look for it. 

Mademoiselle Pauline Lunelle, ex- dame du 

comptoir, will be too much frightened at 

the idea of having the story of her own 

youth set before her friends to refuse to 

aid me in any way that I may wish." ■

It was curious to note how Alice had ac- 

cepted Pauline's companionship as a matter 

of course, and how she seemed to cling to ■

the frenchwoman for society in that dark 

period of her life. When Martin Garwood 

visited her soon after her convalescence, 

he conducted himself^ under Homphrej 

Statham's directions, with all the formaiitj 

and authority of a duly appointed goardi&n, 

and as such Alice received him. Amongst 

the business matters which were discussed 

between them, the appointment of Paoline 

to her new charge naturally lield a promi- 

nent place. Martin imagined that he might 

have had some difficulty in bringing AHoe 

to his views, but Pauline had already made 

herself so useful and agreeable to the 

broken-hearted girl, relieving her of all 

trouble, and showing, without the least 

ostentation, that she thoroughly sympa- 

thised with her grief, that Alice was onlj 

too glad to learn that for some time, at 

least, her home was to be shared by a 

person so capable of understanding her 

position and administering to her wants. 

And Martin Gurwood himself did not fail 

to notice the alteration in Madame Da 

Tertre's demeanour, the gentleness of her 

manner towards Alice, the delicacy with 

which she warded off any chance allusion 

that n:iight have pained her, and the eager- 

ness and anxiety she exhibited to do her 

service. Martin mentioned these £EtctB to 

Humphrey Statham, who received the com- 

munication in the most matter-of-fact 

manner, and said something to the cfleci 

'* that he was glad to hear that the French- 

woman was earning her money," which 

Martin, who was essentially soft-hearted^ 

and who surrounded everytning connected 

with Alice with a halo of romance, thonght 

rather a bi*utal speech. ■

Uncaring in most matters, assenting not 

languidly — for, poor child, she strove to 

feign an interest which she did not feel, 

and failed most signally in the attempt— 

to all that was proposed to her, Alice had 

yet one real anxiety, and that was to get 

away as quickly as possible from Bose 

Cottage. The place had become hateful to 

her ; everywhere, in the house, in the gar- 

den, there was something to remind her of 

the kind old man who had loved her so, 

and whom she had lost for ever. She 

wanted to be rid of it all, not merely the 

house, but the furniture, with its haunting . 

memories ; and most fortunately there ar- i 

rived one day an American gentlema». , 

whose business compelled him to dwell m , 

England for a few years, during which j 

period he must be two or three times a wet* 

in London, and who was so charmed witn 

the cottage and its contents that he to'i 

the lease of the first, and purchased t^^ ■

^^ ■
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" A worthier canse !" said Mr. Wetter. 

" How conld that be ? There can be nothing 

better than a restoration of an old friend- 

ship, nnless," he added, half nnder his 

breath, ** unless it be the commencement 

of a new one." ■

His tone was so eminently provoking, 

that despite her better reason, Panline 

suffered herself to be betrayed into an ex- 

pression of annoyance. ■

"It is not the restoration of an old 

friendship that brings you here. Monsieur 

Wetter," she said, settling herself stiffly, 

and glaring at him. " Your memory, of 

which you prate, cannot serve you very 

well if you take me for a fool." ■

" My dear Mademoiselle Lunelle, Madame 

Durham, Madame — I beg your pardon, I 

have forgotten the most recent appellation 

— you do me a serious injustice in imagin- 

ing that I take you for anything of the 

kind. The way in which you managed 

your affairs at Marseilles would have pre- 

vented my having any such ideas." ■

" And yet you think to blind and hood- 

wink me by pretending that you are very 

glad to see me." ■

" I am very glad to see you," said Mr. 

Wetter, smiling, " I can give you my word 

of honour of tlmt." ■

" But why — why, I ask ?" said Pauline, 

vehemently. ■

" Because I think you can be of use to 

me," said Mr. Wetter, bending forward, 

and bringing his hand down with force 

upon the table. " It is well to be explicit 

about that." ■

" Of use to you," said • Pauline. " In 

what way?" ■

" By introducing me to the lady who was 

living witb you out in that country place 

where I last had the pleasure of seeing you, 

who is now living with you in this house. 

I have taken a fancy to her, and desire tbe 

pleasure of making her acquaintance." ■

"Monsieur, que d'honneur !" exclaimed 

Pauline, with curling lip, and making him 

a mock obeisance. " How flattered she 

ought to be at this proof of your esteem." ■

" Don't be satirical, Mademoiselle Lunelle 

— it is best to stick to the name which I 

know once to have been really yours," said 

Mr. Wetter, with a certain amount of 

savageness, " don't be satirical, it does not 

become you, and it offends me." ■

"Offends?" cried Pauline. ■

"Offends," repeated Mr. Wetter. "I 

have asked you to do nothing extraordi- 

nary, nothing but what any gentleman 

might ask of any lady." ■

" And suppose I were to refase— suppose 

I were to decide from pique, jealousj, or 

whatever other motive you may choose to 

accredit me with, that it was inexpedient- 

for me to present you to my friend — what 

then ?" ■

" Then," said Mr. Wetter, with smiling 

lips, but with an unpleasant look in his 

eyes, " I should be forced to present my. 

self. I have made up mind to make tins 

lady's acquaintance, and it's a character- 

istic of mine, that I invariably cany out 

what I once undertake, and in making her 

acquaintance, I should have occasion to in- 

quire how much she knew of the character 

and antecedents of the person who was 

domesticated with her." ■

" You threaten P" cried Pauline. ■

"Everything," said Mr. Wetter, again 

bringing his hand down upon the table. 

" And I not merelv threaten, but I execute ! 

Your position at Marseilles, the name and 

social status of your husband, and the 

circumstances under which you married 

him, all these will be news I should think 

to Mrs. — by the way, you have not told 

me how the lady calls herself." ■

While he had been speaking Pauline's 

head had fallen upon her breast. She 

raised it now but a very little as she said, 

" Her name is Claxton, I will present yon 

to her whenever you choose." ■

" Of course you will," said Mr. Wetter, 

gaily touching her hand with the back of 

his. " And there is no time like the pre- 

sent for such a pleasurable interview. She 

is in the house I suppose ?" ■

" She is," said Pauline. ■

" Very well then, introduce me at once. 

By the way, it will be advisable perhaps to 

say that I am your cousin, or something of 

that sort. We are both foreigners you 

know, and English people are not derer 

in distinguishing between Oermsjis and 

French, either in name or accent." ■

Pauline bowed her head and left the 

room. Five minutes afterwards she re- 

turned, bringing Alice with her. Her 

lips trembled, and her face was deadly 

pale as she said, "My dear, permit me to 

present to you my cousin, Monsieur Henrich 

Wetter." ■

t ■
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[ Nbxt day Misa Grey and I were walkuig 

on the lonely road towards Penmtfajn 

Prioiy. The eea lies beneath it on Uie 

right, and on the left is an old grass-grovm 

bank, shaggy with brambles. Round a 

clomp of ancient trees, that stand at a 

bend of this green rampart, abont a hnn- 

drcd steps before ns, came, on a sndden, 

Mr. Carmel, and a man dressed also in 

black, slight, bat not so tall as he. They 

were walking at a brisk pace, and the 

stranger was talking incessantly to his 

companion. ■

That did not prevent his obHerring ns, 
for I saw him slightly tonoh Ur, Carmel's 
arm with his elbow aa he looked at ne. ■

Hr. Carmel evidently answered a qnes- 

tion ; and, as he did so, glanced at ns ; and 

immediately the stranger resumed his oon- 
Tcrsation. ■

They were qniokly np to ns, and stopped. 
Mr. Carmel reisod his hat, and asked leave 

to introduce his friend. We bowed, so did 

the stranger ; bat Mr. Carmet did not re- 

peat his name veiy distinctly. ■

This friend was far from prepossessing. 

He was of middle height, and narrow- 

tbouldered, what they call "putty-faced," 

ind closely abom, the region of the beard 

Lnd whisker being defined in smooth dark 

>Iae, He looked about fifty. His move- 

nents were short and quick, and restless ; 

le rather stooped, and bis face and fore- 

icad inclined as if he were looking on the 

ground. Bat his eyes were not upon the 

Totind ; they were very fierce, but sel- 
om rested for more than a moment on 

ny one object. As he made his bow, rais- ■

ing his hat from bis massive forehead first 

to me, and afterwords to Miss Orey, his 

eyes, compressed with those wrinkles with 

which near-sighted people assist their 

vision, scrutinissfi us each with a piercing 

glance under hia black eyehrowa. It was 

a face at once intellectual, mean, and in- 

timidating. ■

"Walking; nothing like walking, in 

moderation. You have boating here also, 

and you drive, of coarse; which do you 

like best, Miss Ware ?" The stranger 

spoke with a slightly foreign accent, and, 

though he smiled, with a banh and rapid 
utterance. ■

I forget how I answered this, his first 

qnestion — rather an odd one. ■

He tamed and walked a little way with ■

" Charming country. Heavenly weather. 

But you mnat find it raUier lonely, Uving 

down here. How vou most both long for 
a week in London ! ' ■

" For my part, I like thia better," I an- 

awered. " I don't like London in summer, 

even ia. winter I prefer this." ■

"Ton have lived herewith people you 

like, I dare say, and for their sakes yoa 

love the place ¥" he mnaed. ■

We walked on a httle in silence. His 

words recalled darliog Nolly, ■

Thia was our favourite walk long ago ; 

it led to what we called the blackberry 

wilderness, rich in its proper fruit in the late 

autumn, and in May with banks all covered 

with cowslips and primroses. A sudden 

thonght, that finds simple asaociations near, 

is a&cting, and my eyes filled with tears. 
But with an effort I restrained them. The 

presence of a stranger, the sense of pub- 

licity, seala those fouatains. How seldom 

people cry at tlie funerals of their beloved ! 

They go tbroagh the poblic rite like an exe- ■
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Guiion, pale and collected* and return home 

to break their hearts alone. ■

" You have been here come montbe, MisB 

Grey. Youifind Mias Ware a very amenable 

pupil, I veoiure to believe. I think I know 

something of physiognomy, and I may con- 

gratulate you on a very sweet and docile 

pupil, eh ?" ■

Laura Grey, govemees as «he was, looked 

a little haughtily ai this officious gentle- 

man, who, as he put the question, glanced 

sharply ior a moment at her, and then as 

rapidly at me, as if to see how it told. ■

" I think — I hope we are very happy to- 

gether," said Miss Ghrey. " I can answer 

for myself.'* ■

" Precisely what I expected," said the 

stranger, taking a pinch of snuff. " I ought 

to mention that I am a very particakir 

acquaintance, friend, I may say, of Mrs. 

Ware, and am, therefore, privileged." ■

Mr. Garmel was walking beside his 

friend in silence, with his eyes apparently 

lowered to the ground all this time. ■

My blood was boiling with indignation 

at being treated as a mere child by this 

brusque and impertinent old man. He 

turned to me. ■

^* I see, by youroountenanoe, yoving lady, 

that you respect authority. I think your 

governess is very fortunate ; a dull pupil is 

a bad bargain, and you are not dull. But 

a contumacious pupil is utterly intolerable ; 

you are not that, eiUier ; you are sweetness 

and submission itself, eh i'" ■

I felt my cheeks flushing, and I directed 

on him a glance which, if the fire of ladies* 

eyes be not altogether a fiible, ought at 

least te have scorched him. ■

^* I have no need of submission, sir. Miss 

Grey does not think of exercising authority 

over me. I shall be eighteen my next 

birthday. I shall be coming out, papa 

says, in less than a year. I am not treated 

like a child any longer, sir. I think, Laura, 

we have walked far enough. Hadn't we 

better go home? We can take a walk 

another time — any time would be pleasanter 

than now." ■

Without waiting for her answer, I 

turned, holding my head very high, breath- 

ing quickly, and feeling my cheeks in a 

flame. ■

The odious stranger, nothing daunted by 

my dignified resentment, smiled shrewdly, 

turned about quite unconcernedly, and con- 

tinued to walk by my side. On my other 

side was Laura Grey, who told me after- 

wards that she greatly enjoyed my spirited 

treatment of his Ul-bieeding. ■

*Hhe walked by my side, looking stnigbt 

b^ore ksct W) I did. Out of tbe oorBers 

of ^my e^vs 1 eawthe impudent oM smn 

marching an as if quite Anaonsaofls, or, at 

least, careless of having givan the least 

efienoe. Beyond him I saw, Ao, in the 

same obUque way, Mr. Carmel, wsBdag 

with downcast eyes as before. ■

He ought to be Ashamed, I thought, of 

having intvodmoed such a person. ■

i had not time to think a great dflftl, 

before the man of the hanh voioe «ifl test- 

less eyes snddenly add u a se d JBfiagsin. ■

^* X ou are cx)miiig out, fon ivy, Miss 

Ware, when you are eighteen^*' ■

I made him no answer. ■

" You are now seventeen, and a year in- 

tervenes," he continued, and turning to 

Mr. Garmel, '' Edwyn, run joa'down to the 

house, and tell the man to^nt my horse to.'' ■

So Mr. Garmel crossed the stile at tk 

road-side, and disappeared by the path 

leading to the stebles of Malory. ■

And then turning again to me, the 

stranger said: ■

" Suppose your father and mother have 

placed you in my sole charge, with a di- 

rection to remove you from. Malory, asd 

take you under my immediate care and 

supervision, to-day ; you will hold yoorseli 

in readiness to depart imuKediatoly , attended 

by a lady appointed to look after yon, with 

the approbation of your parente, eh P" ■

" No, sir, I'll not go. I'll remain with 

Miss Grey. I'll not leave Maloiy," I re- 

plied, stopping short, Mid turning toward 

him. I folt myself growing very pale, bat 

I spoke with resolution. ■

" You'll not ? what, my good young ladj, 

not if I skew you your father'^ letter ?" ■

"Certainly not. Nothing but violence 

shall remo^pe me from Malory, until I see 

papa himself. He certainly would not do 

anyliiing so cruel," I exclaimed, while mj 

heart sank wi^in me. ■

He studied my fooe for a moment widi 

his daik «nd fieiy eyes. ■

" You are a spirited young lady ; a will 

of your own !" he stad. " Then yon woa't 

obey your parente ?" ' ■

'' I'll do «s I have said,*' I answered, in- 

wardly quaking. ' ■

He addressed Miss Qrey now. ■

" You'll make her do as she's ordered r 

said this 'man, whose looks seemed to ib- ; 

more, sinister every moment. ■

" I jwOly can't. Bemde, in a matter ot 

so muoh importance, I think she is rip^ 

not to aet without seeing her father, or. &• || 

least, hearing directly from him." ■

r ■
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" Well, I mnsfc take my leave," said he. 

" And I may as well tell yon it is a mere 

mystification ; I have no antboiity, and no 

wish, to disturb your stay at Malory ; and 

we are not particularly likely ever to meet 

again ; and you'll forgive an old fellow his 

joke, young ladies ?" ■

With these brusque and eccentric sen- 

tences, he raised his hat, and with the 

activity of a younger man, ran np the bank 

at the side of the road ; and, on the sum- 

mit, looked about him for a moment, as if 

he had forgotten us altogether ; and then, 

at his leisure, he descended at the other 

side, and was quite lost to view. ■

Laura Grey and I were both staring in 

the direction in which he had just disap- 

peared. Each, after a time, looked in her 

companion's face. ■

" I almost think Ws mad !" said Miss 

Grey. ■

" What could have possessed Mr. Carmel 

to introduce such a person to us P" I ex- 

claimed. ■

** Did yon hear his name," I asked, after 

we had again looked in the direction in 

which he had gone, without discovering 

any sign of his return. 

'* Droqville, I think," she answered. 

'* Oh ! Laura, I am so frightened ! Do 

you think papil can really intend any such 

thing ? He's too kind. I'm sure it is a 

^Isehood." ■

*'It is a joke, he says himself," she an- 

swered. " 1 can't help thinking a very odd 

joke, and very pointless ; and one that did 

not seem to amuse even himself." ■

" Then do you think it is true ?" I urged, 

my panic returning. ■

*^ Well, I can't think it is true, because, 

if it were, why should he say it was a joke ? 

We shall soon know. Perhaps Mr. Carmel 

can enlighten us." ■

** I thought he seemed in awe of that 

man," I said. ■

" So did I," answered Miss Grey. " Per- 

haps he is hi; superior." ^ ■

*' I'll write to-day to papa, and tell him 

all about it ; you shall help me ; and I'll 

implore of him not to think of anything so 

horrible and cruel." ■

Laura Orey stopped short, and laid her 

hand on my wnst for a moment, thihking. 

" Perhaps it would be as well if we were 

to turn about and walk a little further, so 

as to give him time to get quite away." ■

*' But if be wants to take me away in 

that carriage, or whatever it is,- hell wait 

any time for my return." ■

** So he would, but the more I think over ■

it, the more persuaded I am that there is 

nothing in it." ■

"In any case, I'll go back," I said. 

" Let us go into the house and lock the 

doors; and if that odious Mr. Droqville 

attempts to force his way in, Thomas tfones 

will knock him down, and we'll send Anne 

Owen to Cardyllion for Williams, the police- 

man. I hate suspense. If there is to be 

anything unpleasant, it is better to have 

it decided, one way or other, as soon as 

possible." ■

Laura Gh^y smiled, and spoke merrily 

of our apprehensions; but I don't think 

she was quite so much at ease as she as- 

sumed to be. ■

Thus we turned about, I, at least, with 

a heart thumping very fast, and we walked 

back towards the old house of Malory, 

where, as you have this moment heard, we 

had made up our minds to stand a siege. ■

CHAPTER Vn. TAS80. ■

I DABE say I was a great fool ; but if you 

had seen the peculiar and unpleasant face 

of Monsieur Droqville, and heard his harsh 

nasal voice, in which there was something 

of habitual scorn, you would make excuses. 

I confess I was in a groat fright by the 

time we had got well into the dark avenue 

that leads up to the house. ■

I hesitated a little as we reached that 

point in the carriage-road, not a long one, 

which commands a clear view of the hall- 

door steps. I had heard awful stories of 

foolish girls spirited away to convents, and 

never heard of more. I have doubts as to 

whether, had I seen Monsieur DroqvUIe or 

his carriage there, I should not have turned 

about, and run through the trees. But 

the court-yard, in front of the house was, 

as usual, empty and still; on its gravel 

surface reposed the sharp shadows of the 

pointed gables above, and the tufts of grass 

on its surface had not been bruised by 

recent carriage wheels. Instead, therefore, 

of taking to flight, I hurried forward, ac- 

companied by Laura Grey, to seize the 

fortress before it was actually threatened. ■

In we ran, lightly, and locked the hall- 

door, and drew chain and bolt against 

Monsieur Droqville ; and up the g^reat stairs 

to our room, each infected by the other's 

panic. Safely in the room, we locked and 

bolted our door, and stood listening, until 

we had recovered breath. Then I rang 

our bell furiously, and up came Anne Owen, 

or, as her countrymen pronounce it, Anne 

Wan. There had been, after all, no attack ; ■
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no haznan being had attempted to intrude 

npon our cloistered solitude. ■

"Where is Mrs. Torkill?" I asked, 

through the door. ■

" In the still-room, please miss." ■

" Well, you must lock and bolt the back 

door, and don't let any one in, cither 

way." ■

We passed an hour in this state of pre- 

paration, and, finally, ventured down-stairs, 

and saw Rebecca Torkill. ■

From her we learned that the strange 

gentleman who had been with Mr. Carmel 

had driven away more than half an hour 

before ; and Laura Grey and I, looking in 

one another's faces, could (lot help laughing 

a little. ■

Rebecca had overheard a portion of a 

conversation, which she related to me ; but 

not for years after. At the time she had 

not an idea that it could refc^ to any one 

in whom she was interested, and even at 

this hour I am not myself absolutely certain, 

but only conjecture, that I was the subject 

of their talk. ■

I wiU tell it to you as nearly as I can 

recollect. ■

Rebecca Torkill, nearly an hour before, 

being in the still-room, heard voices near 

the window, and quietly peeped out. ■

You must know that immediately in the 

angle formed by the junction of the old 

house, known as the steward's house, which 

Mr. Carmel had been assigned for a resi- 

dence, and the rear of the great house of 

Malory, stand two or three great trees, and 

a screen of yews, behind which, so em- 

bosomed in ivy, as to have the effect of a 

background of wood, stands the g^ble of 

the still-room. This strip of ground, lying 

immediately in the rear of the steward's 

house, was a flower-garden ; but a part of 

it is now carpeted with grass, and lies under 

the shadow of the great trees, and walled 

round with the dark evergreens I have 

mentioned. The rear of the stable-yard 

of Malory, also mantled with ivy, runs 

parallel to the back of the steward's house, 

and forms the other boundary of this little 

enclosure, which simulates the seclusion of 

a cloister ; and but for the one well-screened 

window I have mentioned, would really 

possess it. ■

Standing near this window, she saw Mr. 

Carmel, whom she always regarded with 

suspicion, and his visitor, that gentleman 

in black, whose looks nobody seemed to 

like. ■

"I told you, sir," said Mr. Carmel, 

" through my friend Ambrose, I had ■

arranged to have prayers twice a week at 

the church, in Paris, for that one soul." ■

" Yes, yes, yes ; that is all very well, very ■

good, of course," answered the hard voice; ■

" but there are things we must do for onr- ■

-selves — the saints won't shave us, you ■

know." ■

" I am afraid, sir, I did not quite trnder- 

stand your letter," said Mr. CarmeL ■

"Yes, you did, pretty well. You see 

she may be. one day, a very important ac- 

quisition. It is time you put your shoulder 

to the wheel — d'ye see ? Put your shoulder 

to the wheel. The man who said all that 

is able to do it. So, mind, you put jonr 

shoulder to the wheel forthwith." ■

The younger man bowed. ■

**You have been sleeping," said ih 

harsh, peremptory voice. " You said there 

was enthusiasm and imagination. 1 tab 

that for granted. I find there is spirit, 

courage, a strong will ; obstinacy — imprac- 

ticability — no milksop — a bit of a virago! 

Why did not you make out all that for 

yourself ?' To discover character yon mast 

apply tests. You ought in a single con- 

vei'sation to know everything.'' ■

The young man bowed again. ■

" You shall wiite to me, weekly, bnt 

don't post your letters at Cardyllion. Til 

write to you through Hickman, in the olii 

way." ■

She could hear no more, for they moved 

away. The elder man continued talking. 

and looked up at the back windows of 

Malory, which became visible as they 

mpved away. It was one of his fierce. 

rapid glances ; but he was satisfied, acd 

continued his conversation for two or three 

minutes more. Then, he abruptly turned, 

and entered the steward's bouse quickly; 

and, in two or three minutes more, was 

driving away«from Malory at a rapid pace. ■

A few days after this adventure — for in 

our life any occurrence that could be talked 

over for ten minutes was an adventure-l 

had a letter in mamma's pretty hand, acd 

in it occurred this passage : ■

" The other day I wrote to Mr. Carmel 

and I asked him to do me a kindness. If 

he would read a little Italian with you, and 

Miss Grey I am sure would join, I shoald ^ 

be so very much pleased. He has passed 

so much of his life in Rome, and is so ae- 

complished an Italian^ simple as peopk , 

think it, that language is more difficult to ,^ 

pronounce correcSy even than French. 1 ; 

forget whether Miss Grey mentioned Italian 

among the languages she could teach. Bnt 

however that may be, I think if Mr. CanneJ ■
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will take that trouble, it would be very de- 

sirable." 

Mr. Carmel, however, made no sign. 

If the injunction to " put his shoulder to 

the wheel" had been given for my behoof, 

the promise was but indifferently kept, for 

I did not see Mr. Carmel again for a fort- 

night. ■

During the greater part of that interval 

he was away from Malory, we could not 

learn where. ■

At the end of that time, one evening, 

just as unexpectedly as before, he presented 

himself at the window. Very much the 

same thing happened. He drank tea with 

ns, and sat on the bench — ^his bench, he 

called it — outside the window, and re- 

mained, I am sure, two hours, chatting 

very agreeably. You may be sure we did 

not lose the opportunity of trying to learn 

something of the gentleman whom he had 

introduced to us. 

Yes, his name was Droqville. 

"We fancied," said Laura, "that he 

might be an ecclesiastic." 

. "His being a priest, or not, I am sure 

you think does not matter much, provided 

he is a good man, and he is that ; and a very 

clever man, also," answered Mr. Carmel: 

"he is a great linguist : he has been in almost 

every country in the world. I don't think 

Miss Ethel has been a traveller yet, but you 

have, I dare say." And in that way he led 

US quietly away from Monsieur Droqville 

to Antwerp, and I know not where else. ■

One result, however, did come of this 

visit. He actually offered his services to 

read Italian with us. Not, of course, 

without opening the way for this by direct- 

ing our talk upon kindred subjects, and 

thus deviously up to the point. Miss Grey 

and I, who knew what each expected, were 

afraid to look at each other; we should 

certainly have laughed, while he was lead- 

ing us up so circuitously and adroitly to 

his "palpable ambuscade." ■

We settled Monday, Wednesday, and 

Friday in each week for our little evening 

readings. ■

Mr. Carmel did not always now sit out- 

side, upon his bench, as at first. He was 

often at our tea-table, like one of ourselves; 

and sometimes stayed later than ho used 

to do. I thought him quite delightful. 

He certainly was clever, and, to me, ap- 

)carcd a miracle of learning ; he was agree- 

iblc, fluent, and very peculiar. ■

I could not tell whether he was the 

coldest naan on earth, or the most im- 

)assioned. His eyes seemed to me more ■

enthusiastic and extraordinary the oftener 

and the longer I beheld them. Their strange 

effect, instead of losing, seemed to gain by 

habit and observation. It seemed to me 

that the cold and melancholy serenity that 

held us aloof was artificial, and that under- 

neath it could be detected the play and 

fire of a nature totally different. ■

I was always fluctuating in my judgment 

upon this issue ; and the problem occupied 

me during many an hour of meditation. ■

How dull the alternate days had become ; 

and how pleasant even the look- forward to 

our little meetings ! Thus, very agreeably, 

for about a fortnight our readings pro- 

ceeded, and, one evening, on our return, 

expecting the immediate arrival' of our 

"master," as I called Mr. Carmel, we 

found, instead, a note addressed to Miss 

Grey. It began : " Dear Miss Eth," and 

across these three letters 9. line was drawn, 

and " Grey" was supplied. I liked even 

that evidence that his first thought had 

been of me. It went on : ■

"Duty, I regret, calls me for a time 

away from Malory, and our Italian read- 

ings. I have but a minute to write to tell 

you not to expect me this evening, and to 

say I regret that I am unable, at this 

moment, to name the day of my return. 

" In great haste, and with many regrets, ■

" Yours very truly, ■

" E. Cabmel." ■

" So he's gone again 1" I said, very much 

vexed. " What shall we do to-night ?" ■

" Whatever you like best ; I don*t care 

— I'm sorry he's gone." ■

" How restless he is ! I wonder why 

he could not stay quietly here; he can't 

have any real business away. It may be 

duty ; but it looks very like idleness. I 

dare say he began to think it a bore coming 

to us so often to read Tasso, and listen to 

my nonsense ; and I tliink it a very cool 

note, don't you ?" ■

" Not cool ; a little cold ; but not colder 

than he is," said Laura Grey. " Ho '11 

come back, when he has done his business ; 

I'm sure he has business ; why should he 

tell an untruth about the matter ?" ■

I was huffed at his going, and more at 

his note. That pale face, and those largo 

eyes, I thought the handsomest in the 

world. ■

I took up one of Laura's manuals of 

The Controversy, which had fallen rather 

into disuse, after the first panic had sub- 

sided, and Mr. Carmel had failed to make 

any, even the slightest attack upon our ■

■^ ■
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faith. I was fiddling with its leaves, and 

I said: ■

" If I were an inexperienced yonng priest, 

Lanra, I should be horribly afraid of those 

little tea-parties. I dare say he is afraid 

— afraid of your eyes, and of falling in love 

with you." ■

" Certainly not with me," she answered. 

" Perhaps you mean he is afraid of people 

talking r 1 think you and I should be the 

persons to object to that, if there were a 

possibility of any such thing. But, we are 

talking folly. These men meet us, and 

talk to us, and we see them ; but there is a 

medium between, that is simply impassable. 

Suppose a sheet of plate glass, through 

which you see as clearly as tbrougk air, but 

as thick as the floor of ice on which a Dutch 

£ur is held. That is what their vow is." ■

" I wonder whether a girl ever fell in 

love with a priest. That would be a 

tragedy !" I said. ■

"A ridiculous one," answered Laura; 

" you remember the old spinster, who fell 

in love with the Apollo Belvedere ? It 

could happen only to a mad woman." ■

I think this was a dull erening to Laura 

Grey; I know it was for me. ■

THE WHITE HAT AND ITS OWNER. ■

Stdnbt Smith, in a letter to Francis 

Homer, tells him of the arrival of Jeffrey in 

London, and adds, that the editor of the 

Edinburgh Review "has brought his ad- 

jectives with him." Jeffrey's predilection 

for that particular part of speech, whether 

in writing or in conversation, was the sub- 

ject of amiable joke among his friends. 

Similarly, Mr. Horace Grreeley*s white hat 

has become a sort of proverb among Ameri- 

cans. His individuality appears almost to 

have merged into this article of attire. Wo 

read in the New York papers that " The 

white hat and its owner (Mr, Greeley) 

arrived" at such and such a place. And 

second only in importance, in the eyes of 

his countrymen, to the Sage of Chappaqua's 

hat, are his boots and his trousers. At the 

present moment all three are playing a 

prominent part in the politics of the United 

States, and it is both curious and amusing 

to note how these personal belongings and 

peculiarities of the Democratic candidate 

for the presidency are regarded and dis- 

cussed by his fiionds on the one hand, and 

his foes on the other. It would seem as 

if Mr. Greeley's eccentricity in dress were 

held by his enthusiastic supporters to be 

one of the many merits of their candidate. ■

They consider it a mark of his genius, a 

sign of his disinterestedness of self, which 

they like. The Republican canvass, if Tre 

are to believe the Democrats, consists of 

derision of Mr. Greeley's clothes ; but say 

they jocularly, " a white hat and the White 

House go very well together." Per contra, 

the Republicans retort, that the editor of 

the Tribune is opposed as a candidate, not 

because of his hat and his boots, but 

because he is peculiarly unfit for the office. 

Even in this matter of costume, howeyer, 

he is not, we are told, the " simple child of 

nature" his friends would have us believe. 

There is a method in his negligence ; and 

his careful carelessness in dr^, like his 

arrival at public meetings in the middle 

of the proceedings, when his appearance 

will be most remarked and cheered, is set 

down as merely a sign of a harmless vanitr 

and restless desire for notoriety. Indeed, 

one candid friend bqldly asserts that he 

saw Greeley, " in 1860, in Chicago, while 

in company with two other gentlemen, 

who also laughed at him, go behind the 

door of the barber's shop in the hotel, and 

carefully adjust his trousers in the inside of 

his boots." Whatever may be the motive 

power which prompts him to adopt this 

singular pantaloonic arrangement — and we 

do not profess to know it — certain it is, that 

Horace Greeley's old chapean blanc and 

boots bid fair to become as historicallj 

celebrated, on the other side of the Atlantic, 

as Lord Brougham's plaid tronsers or Bean 

Brummell's white cravats are on thLs. ■

No less amusing is it to read the political 

estimates of the man as drawn by rival 

politicians. Among his admirers Greelej 

is familiarly and affectionately known as 

Old Horace, Old Hone6ty, Old Honest 

Horace, the Honest Old Farmer, the OU 

Man, Old White Hat^ Old Tree Chopper, 

Our Honest Old Uncle, the Sage of Chap- 

paqua, the Doctor, Our Later Franklin, and 

Our Modem Cincinnatns. His enemies have 

added any number of less endearing epi- 

thets to the list ; as for example. Old Bail- 

bonds, and Old Four Hundred Millions 

suggestive of the offer to Mr. Lincoln to 

buy peace ; Old Let 'em Gro ; Old A^rav 

with Lincoln, playfully significant of the 

Greeley proposition to set that presidert 

aside in 1864; Old Villain-you-lie, epi- 

tomisine: the ioumalist's direct and sinewy 

Saxon familiarly addressed to those wi^ii 

whom he differs. The wit here is not of a 

very brilliant order, it must be confessed, 

but it serves to show the manner in whica 

electioneering contests and journalistic war- 

fare are conducted in the United States, ■
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where party feeling mns mnck higher than 

with ns, and where personalities are heaped 

upon opponents with a liboralitj altogether 

foreign to English notions. Here, for 

insfcanoe, is a pen and ink portrait of ihe 

man whom his friends delight in designat- 

ing as Old Honesty and Our Later Frank- 

lin. The sketch is by the present Mayor of 

New Yoric. ■

'^ He (Greeley) is feeble of purpose, tre- 

mnlons injadg^ent, unstable ard incon- 

sistent in thought and deed, doing motive- 

less things, telling motiveless falsehoods, 

fnendly with a man one moment and un- 

friendly the next, eccentric in dress, eccen- 

tric in eating and drinking, devoured by 

I the worm of self-consciousness, full of un- 

accountable idiosyncrasies and prejudices 

and awkward affectations ; uncertain of re- 

ligions opinions, he is one day prayerful, 

and the next day wildly blasphemous ; one 

moment he is cairn, the next furious. His 

craving for notoriety is a- symptom of a 

madman. . . . He must periodicaUy run 

for some office every autmnn, and it don't 

much matter what it is. The last time he 

ran for Congress it was in a lower district. 

He once had some idea of going to Vir- 

ginia to run for United States senator. All 

these erratic movements show insanity." ■

Verily there is license as well as liberty 

of speech among our American cousins. 

The great indictment against Greeley is 

that of being a turncoat politician ; that, 

having nearly all his life written bitterly 

and uncompromisingly against the Demo- 

cratic party, which he has compendiously 

described as "lovers of mm and haters 

of niggers/* "shoulder -hitters," "cock- 

fighters," " dog - fanciers," *' rowdies," 

" burglars," " thieves," and so forth, he is 

DOW the chosen candidate of that very 

party whose motto is " Anything to beat 

Grant." With the truth or untruth of 

this charge we are not concerned. ■

To quote the memorable saying of Mr. 

Jefferson Brick, Mr. Greeley is undoubtedly 

" one of the most remarkable men in the 

country, " as he certainly is just now the best 

abused and caricatured man in it. He is, 

in every sense of the word, self-made. 

Bom at Amherst, "New Hampshire, on the 

3rd of February, 1811, his father, a poor 

farmer, was only able to give him the ad- 

vantages of a common education, and very 

little of that. Bat his energy, ambition, 

and capacity supplied all deficiencies, and 

enabled lum to push his way from obscurity 

to the prominent position he now occupies. 

He lived vnth his parents until he was 

[ifteen years of age, " going to school a ■

little, and working on the farm a great 

deal," when, in consequence of his father's 

failure, and the enforced sale of the farm, 

young Greeley became an apprentice in a 

newspap^ office, the Northern Spectator, 

at East Poultne^, Vermont, whither the 

family had migrated. After remaining 

here for four year«, ho went to New York, 

and obtained employment with a printer in 

Chatham-street. This was in 1831. Two 

years subsequently Greeley made his first 

business venture as a partner in a daily 

paper, the Morning Post, which, however, 

only lived for about a month. He next 

started the New Yorker, a weekly, and in 

a. short time became widely known as a 

newspaper writer. But neither was this 

paper a success financially, and we find 

that on the 10th of April, 1841, Mr. 

Greeley, almost moneyless and unaided, 

issued the first number of the journal with 

which his name is so intimately associated. 

It is noteworthv that six years previously 

the New York Herald had been established 

by the late Mr. James Gordon Bennett, 

under even less enoouraging circumstances. 

In 1848 Greeley was elected to Congress, 

and served from December of that year till 

March, 1849. His congressional career was 

not a brilliant one. In 1857 he made a 

voyage to Bxirope, and during his visit to 

England acted as a juryman at the Great 

Eiiibition. On his return to America he 

published a not very remarkable volume, 

giving his impressions of the Old World. 

During the political excitement which im- 

mediately preceded the outbreak of the 

Southern rebellion, Mr. Greeley, in common 

with many prominent members of the De- 

mocratic party, says one of his critics, 

"took the ground that the disaffected 

states should be permitted to depart ia 

peaoe, if a majority of their inhabitants 

desired separation, and form a new govern- 

ment for themselves. On the actnal oc- 

currence of hostilities, however, he gave 

the national administration a warm sup- 

port; though several times during the 

progress of the war, when disasters had 

overtaken the national forces in the field, 

and the issue of the campaign was waver- 

ing in the balance, he appeared to lose heart 

and to be ready to give up the contest on 

almost any terms that could be obtained. 

It is fortunate for the nation," adds this 

Republican journalist, " that his views were 

not shared by the dominant party at the 

North ; and doubtless Mr. G^reeley himself 

is now well satisfied that his counsels were 

disregarded." His History of the Straggle 

for Slavery Extension and Restriction ■
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from 1787 to 1856, and his Hints toward 

Keform, are nevertheless considered im- 

portant contributions to the political litera- 

ture of his country. Greeley's latest work 

is called, What I Know About Farming, 

an unlucky title, as events have turned out, 

inasmuch as the author's political foes are 

never weary of parodying it in a humorously 

effective manner as a weapon of the cam- 

paign. Thus, not a number of Harper's 

Weekly has appeared for many months 

without a cartoon from the trenchant pencil 

of Thomas Nast, with some such title as, 

What I Know About Stooping to Conquer ; 

What I Know About Resisting Temptation ; 

What I Know About Splitting ; What I 

Know About Honesty ; What I Know 

About Myself; and, What I Don't Know. 

As a specimen of the banter indulged in, 

take the following, apropos of the agri- 

cultural experiences of the modem Cincin- 

natus : ** In an agricultural essay on tobacco, 

H. G. asserts that the fine-cut will not 

ripen well unless the tinfoil is stripped from 

the growing bud early in the spring, and 

that plug tobacco ought to be knocked off 

the trees with dubs, instead of being picked 

off with the hand." This is not a bad 

illustration of the truth of the remark that 

it is the essence of an American joke that 

it should be read like a dry solemn state- 

ment of fact. ■

Among Mr. Greeley's other accomplish- 

ments it seems that good penmanship can- 

not possibly be included. In fact his hand- 

writing must be atrociously and irremedi- 

ably bad, if half the stories told about it 

are true. He once, it is said, wrote an 

editorial headed "William H. Seward," 

and was highly enraged when the proof 

came to him under the title of "Richard 

the Third." Again he wrote about "free- 

men in buckram," and the prosaic type- 

setter converted the phrase into "three 

men in a back room." Yet it is stated 

as a fact that two compositors of saga- 

city and experience are employed in the 

office of the Tribune at an extra salary, be- 

cause they can read his copy. His brother 

journalists have been for years cracking 

jokes at the expense of Old Honest Horace 

on this score. One says that the editor of 

the Tribune once tried to make a living as 

a writing-master, and failed. His copy was 

"Virtue is its own reward," and the scholars 

got it, " Washing with water is absurd." 

Another journalist describes a letter of his 

as looking " as if somebody had smashed a 

bottle of ink on the paper, and tried to wipe 

it off with a curry-comb." We must leave 

the reader to judge for himself whether the ■

!i ■

subjoined correspondence from an American 

paper gives any countenance to the very 

original description just quoted. ■

FROM H. GBESLBT TO M. B. CASTLE, SAHD- ■

WICH, ILL. ■

Deab Sib, — I am overworked and grow- 

ing old. I shall be sixty next Feb. 3. On 

the whole, it seems I must decline to lec- 

ture henceforth except in this immediate 

vicinity, if I do at all. I cannot proouse 

to visit Illinois on that errand — certainly 

not now. Yours, ■

HOBACE GbeBLET. ■

FBOM M. B. castle TO H. GBEBLET, KBW TOBE ■

TBIBUNE. ■

Deab Sib, — ^Your acceptance to lecture 

before our association next winter came to 

hand this morning. Your penmanship not 

being the plainest, it took some time to 

translate it, but we succeeded, and would 

say your time, " 3rd February," and terms 

"sixty dollars," are entirely satis&ctory. | 

As you suggest, we may be able to get 

you other engagements in this immediate ' 

vicinity ; if so, we will advise you. | ■

Yours respectfully, , ■

M. B. Castle. ■

If the above be genuine, the clerks at tlie 

White House may, should Mr. Greeley be 

successful in the presidential contest^ bare 

some trouble in store to decipher their 

chiefs despatches. Some time ago a casbier 

of the New York Post-office turned out a 

de&ulter, and the United States (Govern- 

ment came down on his securities — among 

whom was Horace Greeley — for about 

thirty thousand dollars. Greeley was very 

restive under this obligation, and he is so 

much in fear of debt that he wanted, it ii 

said, to give a cheque for the whole soni, 

and get the matter off his mind. Finally, 

a meeting of the indorsers was held, and 

Greeley put on his spectacles, took up his 

bond, and dolefully read over the condi- 

tions. " They say I write an infernally* 

bad hand," remarked the journalist, " but ■

* ** I find maoy of our orthodox Sepublioasi haxe t)tf 

notion that G^reeley is an infidel. Noir, I believe hm 

to be a Chriitiaa. He ia a oommiinicaat oi Doctor 

Cbapin'e ohurch, and belieres in the ultimate restontiofi 

of ali Gbd's children, here or hereafter. I suppose he hai 

uaed aome profane Ungoag^. But so has Grant, a^ 

so has Wilson [the Bepublican candidate for Yiee-IVe- '^ 

sident] to a far greater extent than erer Mr. GreeW i 

did ; for he is not habitnally profane; eren Wasbior ' 

ton and Jackson were guiltj of the same. I do b^ 

consider this an eridenoe of pietj, but neidier ii ittn- 

denoe that one is not right at heart, and manr a Chiis- 

tian, witnessing great injustice, feels swear if ha ^^ 

utter it," — LeUsr of the Mweretid Btmry »w 

Btcker, ■
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they can read it plain enough when it gets 

on one of these things." Our Later Frank- 

lin had the best of it on that occasion. 

Altogether this man is an interesting study, 

and we shonld like to hear Mr. Carlyle's 

opinion of him from a Von Teufelsdrbckh 

point of view. ■

AT LES HIRONDELLES. ■

■

/ ■

I SAID, " If there's peace to be fonnd in 

the world, the heart iJiat is weary might 

hope for it here !" ■

The remark conld not strictly lay claim 

to originality; but really it was justified 

by the appearance of the place. Perhaps 

it would have been more to the purpose to 

say, ** the brain that is weary ;" for that is 

more generally the weariness for which we 

ninteenth century men seek alleviation. 

Well, the brain that is weary could hardly 

seek repose and recreation in a more pro- 

mising spot than that which I am about 

very briefly to introduce to the notice of 

the readers of All T^E Yeab Round. ■

Take a ticket to Lausanne on the shores 

of Lake Leman — a little more than twenty- 

four hours will carry you thither from 

Charing Cross — then take the rail from 

Lau'sanne to the little station and town of 

Aigle, some seventy minutes, and then 

" lirsfc turning to the left !" This sharp 

first turn, on leaving the rail at Aigle, takes 

you out of the great •valley of the Rhone, 

along which the rail runs, into the narrow 

fiido valley known as Les Ormonts. The 

journey fix)m Charing Cross thus far will 

cost^ it may be mentioned, travelling, first 

class, by Dover and Calais, about six 

pounds. ■

Thus far the traveller will have seen 

much beautiful scenery ; but he will have 

found nothing of rest, or peace, or repose. 

The wbolc of the lovely northern bank of 

Lake Lieman is, in the months of July, 

August, and September, one huge Vanity 

Fair. liuxurious and really admirably con- 

ducted hotels by the dozen invite the holiday 

maker to bed and board at about seven 

francs a day. Young men and maidens, al- 

penstock in hand, and got up with rigorous 

care according to the most approved Alpine 

Club prescriptions, are continually making 

ascents of the smooth little hills on the 

shores of the lake ; and belles from Broad- 

way are always on view, exhibiting three 

or four ^undeniable Parisian toilets per 

diem. in. the promenades. There is Clarens, 

the birtbplace of deep love ! And how 

should, it be anything else, when you saunter ■

through its groves in company with a pair 

of bright eyes under a coquettish Swiss 

hat, and a trim Uttle figure on boot-heels 

three inches high, steadied by a very ne- 

cessary alpenstock ? There is the Bosquet 

de Julie — Rousseau's Juhe — ^turned into 

the sign of a cabaret, where you may sip 

parfait amour, while you gaze over the 

deep blue waters towards Meilleraie. All 

very admirable and charming. Observe, 

however, that lovely Leman lies under a 

blazing sun ; that in the holiday months 

all this beautiful south-looking coast is 

frightfully hot ; and if you wish for fresh- 

ness and cool bracing breezes, as well as 

for peace and rest^ you will do well to treat 

all this dusty and crowded region with a 

Dantescan guarda e passa, rush on per rail, 

and take, as I have said, the first turn to the 

left at Aigle. ■

Here, if you are disposed for as delightful 

a walk of twelve miles as ever you saw in 

your life, consign your impedimenta to the 

post-master to be sent after you, and take 

your way up the valley on foot. If that 

don't suit you, hire a one-horse car for 

sixteen francs to make the journey, which 

will in either case occupy about four hours. 

For almost the whole of the twelve miles 

is up hill, some of the distance very steep, 

and the car will rarely go iaster than a 

walk. No sooner have you turned your 

back on the valley of the Rhone than you 

find yourself amid scenery of a totally 

different character, and ve^ shortly in a 

totally different .climate. You very soon 

begin to ascend very rapidly, zig-zaging 

up the almost precipitous side of the narrow 

valley, amid extensive pine-woods, through 

which you constantly hear the roaring of 

the stream finding its troubled way into 

the Rhone, at a great distance below you. 

This stream is La Grand' Eau, so called, it 

must be supposed, on the lucus a non 

lucendo principle, from the smallness of its 

body of water in proportion to that of the 

great river towards which it is hurrying 

with such headlong haste. This Grand' 

Eau has its rise in the glaciers of the 

Diablerets at the head of the valley. For 

some six or seven miles from Aigle, the 

traveller continues his rapidly ascending 

route through almost continuous fir- woods, 

mingled, to the great increase of their 

beauty, with some patches of beech. The 

sides of the narrow gorge, for it is nothing 

more than that, are in this part of the 

valley almost precipitous ; and the road has 

been carried up and along the left-hnnd 

side (going up) not without considerable 

engineering difficulties, and at a cost which ■
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was a Terj heavy one for the resources of 

the canton. At every step the character 

of the scenery becomes more grandiose; 

and an increasing feeling of plunging into 

mountain fastnesses which shut him out 

from all the world behind him comes over 

the stranger. ■

At the end of six or seven miles the 

mountain village of Le Sepey is reached, 

most picturesquely niched into the angle 

of the valley formed by the embouchure 

of a gorge faUing into the main valley on 

the left. Le Sepey is the capital of Ormont 

Dessous. It has two or three very &ir 

little inns, and its position is tempting. 

^Nevertheless the traveller would do well to 

resist the temptation of drawing rein (save 

for the slaking of his thirst with a bottle 

of the white wine of Yvome, price one 

franc, or a draft of the beer of Lausanne, 

or a teetotaJish pull at a flagon of limonade 

gazense), and push on into the upper valley 

of Ormont Dessus. ■

After Le Sepey the road mounts rapidly 

for about half an hour; then makes a 

sudden plunge downwards through the 

black shades of a thick pine-forest, till 

it comes upon a solitary saw-mill, turned 

by a torrent from the mountains on the 

left, and then proceeds to mount almost 

uninterruptedly, though less rapidly, all 

the way to the head of the valley. The 

traveller is now in Ormont Dessus, and the 

character of the landscape is again changed. 

The valley opens itself somewhat more; 

the sides are less absolutely precipitous; 

and the dark fir-woods are alternated by 

stretches of pasturage of the most brilhant 

green. Before long the magnificent peaks 

and glaciers of the Sezrouge, and the 

Diablerets, the glory of the valley, open on 

the view. And a little further on, the 

grand and veiy remarkable bare walls of 

the precipitous Tours d' Ay come into view 

above the hills enolosizvg the valley through 

which the traveller has been passing, and 

appear to complete the absolute shutting 

in of this high and remote region. The 

little upland valley of Ormont Dessus is 

thus a little world by itself ; a land really 

flowing with milk and honey. The steep, 

but not for the most part precipitous, sides 

of the lower hills are studded with innu- 

merable chalets, the homes of a numerous 

but widely-scattered population, engaged 

almost entirely in the rearing and care of 

their cattle. These mountain homes are 

sown broadcast, as it were, over all the 

green slopes with the utmost irregularity, 

and apparently motiveless caprice in the 

choice of each situation. Lmumerable riUs ■

of the purest water, in some cases rising 

to the dignity of torrents, rush down 

through the pastures and fir-woods, sing- 

ing their eternal song in treble or in bass, 

according to the volume of water each is 

contributing to the Qrand' Eau, which is 

60 busily carrying their united contribn- 

tions to the Rhone. Each of these water- 

courses, small or great, is fringed as it de* 

scends from the bare upper mountains bj 

a border of wood, sometimes pines, and 

sometimes plane-trees, which diversify 

and divide the pastures in the most chaarm- 

ing manner. ■

Such are the main leatoreB of the locality 

in which I discovered the haven of rest 

from city noise, and refuge from summer 

heat, which I wish to reoonunend to the 

notice of my readers. ■

There are aever&i pensions in thevallej— 

as in what valley throughout this play- 

ground of Europe, are there not ! All of 

them are of modest pretensions save one, 

the great Hotel of the Diablerets. It is 

not this to whi<^ I wish to draw my 

readera' attention. *' Mega biUion, mega 

kakon !" '* A big book is a big evil !'* said 

an ancient philosopher. And a tolerable 

large and long experience of hostelries of 

all sorts has led the writer to the concln- 

aion that the axiom is about equally trae 

of inns. Most of these big Swiss hotels arc 

owned by companies of shiu^eholders— im- 

palpable and invisible powers, against 

which it is impossible to do battle. Mine 

host is at least a being with human virtues 

and failings. But a company cannot hear 

reason. I have that afiection for my owe 

human individuality, that I like haman 

beings to recognise me nominatim as one 

of themselves. It is an abominable ofi'ence 

to be known only as Number 110 ! Then 

the aggregation of large crowds necessitates 

discipline — Procrostian rules — ^laws which 

know neither turning nor change! Yoo. 

must go here ; and you must not go th^- 

You must do this at such an hour, and 

something elae at another hour! Take 

your ease in your inn, quotha ! Such s 

notion will soon become itiQ dim tradition 

of a better time. It wece as well to live 

in a penitentiary as in some of these over- 

grown caravanserais ! ■

Therefore, when you come near to the 

head of the valley having all the peaks and 

glaciers of the Diablerets in full view in 

front of you, and when you can see the 

big hotel lying law beneath you among 

the flats at the very extremify of tiie valley, 

about a mile in advance of you, do not go 

on towards it, but turn short off from the ■

I ■
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road to tlie lefl^ and try Les Hirondelles. 

The steep zig-zag, which, in abont four 

minutes' walk, leads to the chalet so called, 

from the road, may be ascended by one 

of the country cars ; and if yon have much 

or many impedimenta, they may be thus 

dragged np to the gateway of the little 

garden in front of the house. Bat you 

will do well to climb to the swallow's- 

nest on foot. You are sore not to miss the 

turning. It is a few yards after yon 

have passed the bright whitewashed little 

tower of the church of Vers TEglise, the 

capital (!) of Ormont Dessus, lying to your 

right down in the bottom of the valley; 

and it is marked by a large green direction- 

board bearing the pompons inscription, 

Ayenne de la Pension des Hirondelles. ■

Haying accomplished the ascent you find 

yourself in front of a chalet, built of pine- 

wood exactly on the same architectural pkm 

as all the other chalets in the yalley ; some- 

what neater, cleaner, brighter, and in better 

ordq;r than those of the general inhabitauts 

of the yalley, but essentially the same in 

construction and idea. Two flights of ex- 

terior stairs lead to the first floor ; the whole 

of the ground floor is deyoted to a yast 

salle-a-manger, which seryes also as a draw- 

ing-room to the inmates, so that when the 

latter pass from their chambers to the 

public room, they come out of the front of 

the building by a door on the first floor, 

and descend by the al fresco staircase, pro- 

tected from any inclemency of the weather 

only by the huge far-projecting gabled roof 

of the chalet. As for the chambers which 

occupy the entire two floors aboye the 

ground floor — conceiye a huge deal pack- 

ing-case, as white as cleanliness can make 

it, containing a white deal bedstead, 

2Uid other needful appurtenances, all of 

white deal, and all as clean as hands can 

make them. That is your own priyate 

domain, where you may do anything you 

like saye jump. Should you attempt the 

latter exercise, howeyer bad a jumper you 

may be, the contact of your head with the 

top of your packing-case will cause the 

gentleman who inhabits the packing-case 

aboye you to wonder what you are bumping 

the floor for ! And if you neyer experienced 

an earthquake, you will know exactly what 

one feels like, if any stout gentleman in the 

iiouso should moye himself from one side 

of his box to the other. As to the sleeping 

accommodation, it is all that can be desired ; 

and, strange as it may seem, the present 

>vriter can testify to the fact that repose as 

profound may be had on a white deal bed- 

stead as on the most splendidly French- ■

polished one of mahogany. And how one 

sleeps in this delicious air afber a day spent 

in rambling among the mountains ! Sleep ! 

Why eyen if the man overhead should 

turn in his bed, you only dreain that you 

are on board ship, and that the vessel has 

made a tremendous lurch ! ■

But exquisitely balmy as the air may be, 

and lovely as a dream though all the sur- 

roundings may be, you cannot altogether 

live on them. And it is necessary there- 

fore to say something about the catering. 

The big inn at the Diablerets boasts, it is 

rumoured, a French cook, which assuredly 

our Marie at Les Hirondelles cannot pretend 

to be. But then the advantage of a French 

cook, though he may be a cordon bleu, 

depends very greatly upon what he has to 

cook. To be sure there is the honour of 

the thing, as the Irishman said, whose 

sedan-chair had no bottom to it ! But as 

far as could be judged by the murmurs of 

certain of the inmates, this did not seem to 

suffice to make up for certain details of 

short-commons, which assuredly contrasted 

very unfavourably with the housekeeping 

of our host at Les BUrondelles. Monsieur 

Schneiter his name is. And certainly that 

must be admitted to have been a day of 

triumph for his notable and liberal wife, 

when a party of ladies at the gr-r-rand 

hotel at the Diablerets sorrowfully con- 

fided to a lady friend located at Les Hiron- 

delles the miserable fact, that they never 

had any cream, either with their tea, or 

with their fruit, and begged the happy 

Hirondellian to bring from the abundance 

of the unpretending chalet a supply of 

cream for a strawberry feast ! Surely 

Madame Schneiter may be excused if she 

was a proud woman, when in obedience to 

this request, she prepared a goodly bottle 

for the purpose, taking care to fill it to the 

cork, lest the journey to the Diablerets 

should chum it into butter P Ah ! if only 

the cream-bowls, which daily leave our 

table unexhausted, could be dispensed to 

these unhappy victims of splendour at the 

grand hotel ! ■

And then the butter ! To think that such 

sad secrets of domestic sorrows should burst 

their prison-house in those lofty walls, and 

go, as it were, echoing down the valley in 

sorrowful reverberations I But there are 

murmuring voices, which speak of Vaux- 

hall-like pats of butter, mere superficies 

without thickness, served out i^umerically 

according to the counting of noses, with 

reply made to any, who, OHver-like, should 

rebelliously ask for more — in terms very 

similar to those used to him. Whereas wo ■
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at Les Hirondelles revel in butter ad libitum 

brought forth in* a lordly dish ! In short 

it is sufficient to observe that in the matter 

of provisions, the Hirondellian scheme of 

life is most irreproachably liberal ; and it 

is but justice that intendiug pensionoaires 

should be told as much. ■

Of course no pension would suit the 

views of those whose purpose it is to see 

as much of Switzerland as they can within 

the limits of their holiday. But to those 

who are content to seek the repose of a 

life as contrasted, as it is possible to con- 

ceive, with that of the heat, turmoil, noise, 

and business of cities — a life which is espe- 

cially adapted to recreate the overtasked 

brain and weary nerves — a purity of atmo- 

sphere, which is in itself a delight never- 

ending, and is half the battle as regards 

repairing the wear and tear of town life — it 

is doing a real service to bid them try Les 

Hirondelles. ■

And, by-the-bye, in these days of meat 

costing a shilling a pound, and coals worth, 

according to the last quotations, something 

near about their weight in gold, it may not 

be amiss to mention that all the advantages 

above promised may be enjoyed for the 

sum of three francs and a half per diem, 

which tibgether with, say, another franc for 

your wine — very fair Macon — and your 

chamber-lights, and a modest tip to the 

neat-handed PhQlis who waits on you, 

makes all expenses told just forty-five 

pence per diem. ■

MIGNONETTE. ■

That low white wioket I As the sun went down, ■

I bent aboye it, drawn by such a wadt 

Of iweet, soul-freshening uagranoe, as is blown ■

From yon small graye. A single golden shaft, 

Thridding the daskj cedars, touchea a form ■

Still, snowj'Tcstttied, ghostly in the gloom. 

Peace, lilence, fragrance I In the troubled storm ■

Of such unresttul life as is my doom, 

Those hours at least were halcyon. Let me yet ■

Steal solace from their memory. Mignonette \ ■

That small soft hand, warm, white, the yery doye ■

Of peace to me, how shyly forth it stole 

With its sweet burden. Ah ! my little loye, ■

How shouldst thou know the yalue of thy dole ? 

A bunch of brown sweet blossoms ; and they turned ■

The current of a life that set to death, 

Thou didst not guess the bitter fire that burned ■

Within my bosom, while thy peaceful breath 

Fanned the uplifted hand those sweet dew-wet 

Brown blossoms made to tremble, Mignonette ! ■

Thou wert not loyely little one, thy face ■

Was but a simple face with soft brown eyes. 

Thou wert but dowered with a bird-like grace, ■

A silver y^oe low-set to pure replies. 

Tet sweet, yet stainless, yet serene and strong, ■

The spirit that informed thee. Thou to me 

Art ever as thy flower ; to thee belong ■

Sweetness, and solace, and sure constancy. 

Mj little darling ! Would these eyes, tear-wet. 

Might see thee through the shadows. Mignonette ! ■

Thou wert no April girl, whose smiles and tears ■

Were swift as sun and shadow on a plain 

Wind* blown in gusty sprinjjf. Nor soulless fears. ■

Nor shallow joys were thme. So didst thou gain 

Sweet empiro o er a soul that passion's wan ■

Had scarred and stained. Oh ! darling, would thst I 

Could lift my eyes to yonder stainless stars, ■

And feel no sting in their calm purity. 

Say, dost thou know this anguish of regret 

That wrings the heart that loyed thee. Mignonette? ■

And thou didst loye me I Doth the bruisM flower ■

Loye the black storm that breaks and beats it bir ? 

What had I worthy of that priceless dower ? ■

What brought me near theie? Sweet thy blossoms lib* 

And sweetly thou hadst grown, oh I flower of msidi, ■

But for my ill-starred coming. Were these arms 

A nest for thee ? If those soft erenin^ shades ■

Had hid thee from me sweet, thy winsome charms 

Full flowering now, though bud-like modeatyet, 

Had blessed a happier loyer. Mignonette I ■

I loyed thee, but the corse of early years ■

Clung to me. May he hope for anjr gnce. 

Who filled those tender eyes with patient tears. ■

Who stole the bloom from that ]>athetic face? 

Loyed thee and left thee ! Not again to see ■

The wee brown blossom ; let it fade and fall 

Though its the sweet soul-heaUng purity ■

That might haye won me firom a cursM thralL 

Nay m^ dead darling, that shall win me yet. 

For dying thou hast conquered, Bfignonette I ■

And now I sit beside thy lonely graye, ■

Wreath'd with the dun-hned flower that was thine on, 

Blest at the heart of grief once more to haye ■

The faint familiar uragranoe round me blown. 

Sweet, puro, so constant ! Oh my darling, bend ■

From those blue heights and bless me ere I go ; 

That dear dead hand shall hold me to the end, ■

Lo ! loye, I pluck one fragrant spray. I know 

That when we twain shall meet, this fierce regret 

Shall pass at thy sweet welcome, Mignonette. ■

BENJAMIN'S DREAM. ■

"In the Annala of the Thirty Years'^ 

War," said Lanrence, " the ancient dtj oi 

Magdeburg always maintains an nnhappj 

pre-eminence, through the treatment it re- 

ceived at the hands of the Imperialists." ■

" Ay, it was there that old Tilly earned 

a bad notoriety, that has done more to 

render his name immortal than all his ex- 

cellent qualities as a general," remarked 

Maximilian. ■

"Tilly is as naturally associated wiU 

Magdeburg as the Duke of Alva with \k 

Netherlands, or Judge Jeffreys with the 

county of Somerset," observed Edgar. ■

"And no wonder," said Maximilian. 

" When an ancient and magnificent city J5 

so completely destroyed that nothing ^ 

left but the cathedral, one convent, and ^ 

few houses ; when men, women, and chil- 

dren are slaughtered and tortured withoai 

distinction, by ruffians drawn from the 

most uncivilised parts of Europe; when 

the general is, after awhile, asked bj hi* 

own officers when the scene of horror is to 

close, and he replies that his soldiers shal 

have another hour's amusement — when aJi ; ■

t^: ■
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this takes place, I say, neither the general 

nor the town deserves to be forgotten." ■

" Nay, if I remember right," interposed 

Edgar, "care has been taken to prevent 

the memory of man from being gnilty of 

any such injustice ; and there is an inscrip- 

tion in the principal street of Magdeburg, 

bidding the passengers remember the 10th 

of May, 1631, the day on which the mas- 

sacre occurred." ■

** There was not much occasion for the 

inscription," returned Maximilian, with a 

sigh ; " the human memory is naturally 

more tenacious of evil than of good. I 

I will venture to say that for a thousand 

persons who are tolerably familiar with the 

crime of Tilly and the misfortunes of Mag- 

deburg, there ar^ not ten who are aware 

that at the time of the massacre, Otto 

Gnericke, the inventor of the air-pump, 

and, consequently, one of the fathers of 

modern science, was burgomaster of the 

city." ■

*'Your opinion is tho same as mine," 

said Laurence; *'but with respect to the 

particular inscription to which Edgar refers, 

I think it is intended to denote that the 

traitor who betrayed his fellow-citizens to 

the enemy was a former proprietor of the 

house which it adorns. By-the-bye, I have 

lately read a legend relating to this very 

massacre, which, perhaps, you would like 

to hear.'* ■

Maximilian and Edgar having nodded 

assent, Laurence proceeded thus : ■

" Early in the morning of that terrible 

1 0th of May, tho cduldren at one of tho 

schools of Magdeburg were all on their 

knees praying that Heaven would avert the 

threatened calamity. Before the clock had 

struck eight the alarm-bell informed them 

that the besieging army had already forced 

an entrance into the town, and, dismissed 

by their master, they took up their books 

and endeavoured to reach their respective 

homes with all possible speed. One of 

them, a boy of about ten years of age, 

named Benjamin Kohl, found the streets 

so crowded that the prospect of reaching 

the house of his father, a fisherman, who 

resided on the banks of the Elbe, was alto- 

gether hopeless. To escape the throng o^ 

soldiers and fugitives, ho left the main 

tliorougfhfare, and threaded the narrow 

lanes and alleys, until he came to the court- 

yard of a brewery, where he was about to 

hide himself in a vat, but found it already 

occupied by a young girl, who implored 

him to bring her a suit of man's clothes, as 

a protection against the possible outrages 

of the soldiery. He gallantly set out to ■

comply with her request, and presently en- 

countered a number of Croats." ■

" Of all the peoples who composed the 

motley imperial army," interposed Maxi- 

milian, " the Croats had the reputation of 

being the most cruel." ■

"These particular Croats," said Lau- 

rence, " seem to have been less sanguinary 

than the rest. They merely compelled the 

boy to carry a heavy basket, laden with 

spoils, to their quarters, and he proceeded 

thence to his father's house, which was in 

the immediate vicinity. It was empty, 

and had evidently been pillaged. An old 

suit of male jipparel had, however, been 

left behind by the marauders, and taking 

possession of this, he returned to the 

brewery, which was now in flames. Never- 

theless, he succeeded in finding the girl, who 

put on the welcome disguise, and they both 

went to his father's house, one of the few 

that escaped the ravages of the fire. On 

the following morning they both fell into 

the hands of the Croats, who took them to 

their encampment, where they were com- 

pelled to do all sorts of hard work, and 

after the lapse of a few days suffered them 

to depart." ■

" Benjamin and his female friend were 

lucky in their Croats," exclaimed Edgar. ■

"They betook themselves to a town 

called "VVanzleben," continued Laurence, 

" where one of Benjamin's cousins carried 

on the trade of a locksmith, and in the 

house of this worthy man they sojourned, 

the girl still retaining her male attire, till 

one line day a Swedish officer chanced to 

arrive, who, discovering that she was his 

sister, took her away in a carriage, and 

allowed Benjamin to accompany her as a 

servant. The three persons thus strangely 

brought together, had not gone far, when 

they were attacked by some fugitives of 

the imperial army, who were retreating 

from the King oi Sweden, and made pri- 

soners. Benjamin, however, soon contrived 

to escape, and returned to the house of 

his cousin the locksmith. When he had 

remained there for about a week, he 

dreamed one night that an angel, robed in 

white and with golden wings, stood at the 

side of his bed and called him by name. 

When, as ho thought, he awoke, he saw a 

small bedchamber, which was brilliantly 

lighted up, and from the open door of 

which proceeded the sound of a chorale com- 

monly used on funeral occasions. Rising 

from his bed he approached tho door, and 

looked into the room, where he saw a 

black bier, upon which stood a coffin con- 

taining an elaborately decorated corpse, ■

=ff» ■
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and Bnrrounded bj a number of male and 

female mourners, in whom be recognised 

bis own parents and otber acquaintances ; 

but among them was a priest, who stood 

with an open Bible, and whose face was 

altogether strange. As for the corpse, it was 

evidently that of the young lady whom he 

had found in the brewery. In her hands, 

wliich were folded over her bosom, she held 

a wreath of myrUe intertwined with roses, 

which presently budded, and produced a 

large Christmas-tree, lit up according to 

the prescribed fashion with small candles, 

but adorned with warlike implements, in« 

stead of the customary toys and dainties, 

and surmounted b;^ white and black flags. 

When the hymn was ended, the priest 

approached the coi^pse and seemed about 

to speak, when the angel with golden wings 

who had previously called him, reappeared, 

and in the bright light which he spread 

around him, could be easily recognised as 

the young Swedish officer. Placing him- 

self between the corpse and the priest, the 

angel touched the lifeless forehead with his 

finger, declaring that the damsel was not 

dead, but only sleeping, and the truth of 

his words was proved when she arose from 

the coffin, took his arm, and left the as- 

sembly." ■

" This is very like the reproduction of a 

well-known miracle recorded in the New 

Testament." ■

" It is probable that from the New Testa- 

ment the words of the angel's declaration 

are borrowed," replied Laurence, " but you 

will see that the two histories are essen- 

tially different, and that we are now treat- 

ing, not of a real, but of an allegorical death. 

When the girl had departed with her celes- 

tial companion, the whole scene vanished, 

and Benjamin, still standing at the door, 

heard the footsteps of the mourners in the 

distance. He returned to his bed, and on 

the following morning described all that he 

had seen to the locksmith's wife, who, in 

spite of his earnestness, was convinced that 

he had been only dreaming." ■

** And her opinion was quite correct, no 

doubt," remarked Edgar. ■

"No doubt," echoed Laurence, "but 

hear how the dream was fulfilled. When 

Benjamin returned to Magdeburg, or, more 

properly speaking, to its scanty remains, 

he found in the possession of several of his 

friends a picture representing the open 

coffin, with the maiden's corpse therein, 

just as he had seen it at Wanzleben, and 

he heard that a monk had preached a 

funeral sermon over the city, in which he 

declared that the Virgin Magdeburg had ■

been removed from this valley of tears, and 

had been buried with fire, drums and fifes, 

in true military style." ■

"That monk, I suspect, had imperial 

proclivities," suggested Edgar. ■

** The sermon was answered by a pam- 

phlet," proceeded Laurence, "which bore 

the title Magdeburgum Redivivum (Mag- 

deburg Revived), and had an engraving of 

the curious picture for its frontispiece. In 

the following year the Swedish officer came 

to the city, and his sister was married to a 

Swedish councillor. Benjamin, of course, 

was munificently rewarded for his valuable 

services." i ■

" Whencesoever he derived his reasons," '• 

observed Edgar, " the author of the pam- I 

phlet decidedly had the better of the monk • 

Magdeburg, as we all know, is now one of | 

the most important cities of Northern Ger- 

many." ■

" But observe," said Maximilian, veiy 

seriously, " how remarkable is the structure 

of the whole story. Benjamin could not , 

tell where his dream left off, and we arc in ;i 

much the same predicament as Benjamin, j^ 

for a dreamy nature seems to be imparted 

to the obvious realities of the story. Wbj 

should the young lady, who marries a conn- 

cillor in the most prosaio manner, be cbosen 

as an allegorical representation of Magde- 

burg ? Why should the Swedish officer, 

who does not appear to have achieved any- i 

thing remarkable, take the form of an 

angel P And how did Benjamin's vision 

find its way into the brain of the artisi 

who designed the picture ? — if, indeed, there 

was an artist, and the picture did not paint 

itself." ■

" I thought I would tell yon something 

you had never heard before," said Lau- 

rence. " By way of amends, I will give 

you a story with which you are familiar, 

dressed up in a strange costume, and for 

the purpose I have no occasion to stir an 

inch from Magdeburg." ■

" We are ready to accept the boon or 

endure the infliction," returned Edgar, 

whom Maximilian accompanied with a nod | ■

" You must know then," proceeded Lau- 1 

rence, "that in our beloved Magdeburg 

there are now three houses in the vicinity 

of each other, respectively named the Blact i 

Raven, the White Dove, and the Goldeo 

Sun." I ■

" Names that would at once go to the !^ 

heart of any licensed victualler," exclaimed | 

Edgar. ^ ■

" Towards the end of the sixteenth cen- 

tury," proceeded Laurence, "a vealthj 

brewer, who resided on the Stephens ■

r ■
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Bridge (StephoQ's Briicke), married his 

daughter to a merchant, likewise wealthy, 

who lived in thd house in Bone-hewer 

Bank (Knochenhaner-Ufer), which is now 

called the Black Bayen. When the wed- 

ding feast was oyer, and the bride, leaving 

the house of her parents, had reached her 

own home with the bridegroom, she oan- 

signed her rings and a valuable necklace 

to the care of her waiting-maid, who care- 

lessly left them on the dressing-table. On 

the following morning the precioud articles 

were missed, and as no one had entered 

the apartment, suspicion naturally fell upon 

the servant. To the poor girl's protesta- 

I tions of innocence no attention was paid, but 

I she was taken before the magistrates, who, 

finding that she persisted in denying the 

theft, pat her to the tortura The first 

pressure of a thumbscrew gave her pain so 

exquisite that she at once pleaded guilty, 

a sufficient proof of guilt, as you well know, 

according to the old law of evidence. When 

she was aeked what she had done with the 

jewels, she was unable to reply, till the 

threat of a repetition of the thumbscrew 

compelled her to say something, and she 

asserted that they were to be found in her 

mistress's house. She was accordingly con- 

ducted back to the merchant's residence, 

which was duly searched, but, as of course 

jou expect, nothing was found. More 

exact information was required, and unless 

the girl was prepared to give it, she must 

be content to pay another visit to the 

magistrates. ■

'' I think I can see what is coming," in- 

terposed Edgar. ■

^' Looking round in despair," continued 

Laurence, " the g^l, seeing through an open 

dormer window the bright sunny sky, raised 

Zier hands in supplication, and fervently 

prayed that Heaven would grant some sign 

ix> prove her innocence. Suddenly a white 

dove, which had been sitting in the chimney 

comer, flew through the dormer window, 

and settled on the roof of a neighbour's 

house. In the rapidity of its flight the 

biz'd had loosened a piece of wood in the 

chimney, which had fallen to the ground, 

and under this the lost necklace was dis- 

covered. While all were looking with 

amazement at the unexpectedly restored 

treasure, in hopped an old raven, who be- 

longed to the house, and endeavoured to 

carry off the necklace in his beak. The 

real thief was now evidently found, and a 

search anaoug the nooks in the chimney led 

to the discovery of the other articles. The 

girl was, of course, released." ■

^' And I hope compensated for all that ■

she had undergone," added Maximilian. 

" Well ; here clearly enough we have the 

story which we once called the Maid and 

the Magpie, and which we now call La 

Gkiizza Ladra, stripped of its domestic in- 

terest, and embellished with new scenic 

effects, the once popular melodrama having 

fallen into oblivion, while everybody knows 

more or less of Rossini's opera. But I 

was taught to believe that the French 

piece, from which the others were taken, 

was itself founded upon an incident that 

actually took place in the village of 

Palaiseau, not far from Paris, and not so 

very long ago." ■

" Good," said Maximilian. " You have 

started a point that well deserves investiga- 

tion, though it is by no means impossible 

that the known thievish propensities of 

magpies and ravens have led to false accusa- 

tions of robbery in more places than one." ■

"Not at all," rejoined Laurence; "I 

can only say that the Magdeburg tale is 

told with* great apparent accuracy of date 

and circumstance. The wedding of the 

brewer's daughter is said to have taken 

place on the 6th of December, 1598, a day 

rendered memorable by the shock of an 

earthquake, which woke up all the citizens 

at six o'clock in the morning." ■

" Those excellent folks of Magdeburg," 

interposed Edgar, " seem to have had most 

severe teachers of chronology. I wonder 

whether they have any cause to remember 

the 5th of November ?" ■

" then," pursued Laurence, " there are 

the three houses, the names of which record* 

the principal o/ents in the poor girl's 

history." ■

" Stop a moment," objected Maximilian. 

'* The house called the Black Raven is, of 

course, that which belonged to the newly- 

married merchant ; and the house called 

the White Dove is that on which the real 

white dove settled." ■

" I should have added," interposed Lau- 

rence, "that the proprietor of that house, 

who does not appear in the story, was the 

owner of that dove." ■

"Very good," said Maximilian; "but 

we have not as yet heard why the third 

house is called the Golden Sun." ■

" True ; there is one paridcular I had 

forgotten," returned Laurence. " The third 

house belonged to the brewer, the bride's 

father, who, on the night before the dis- 

covery, dreamed that he saw over his house 

two suns, one bright and golden, the other 

dull and red as blood. These suns ap- 

proached each other till they at last merged 

1 into one glorious luminary, and the brewer ■
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believed that the proof of the girl's in- 

nocence was thus prefigured." ■

"Stop," shouted Edgar. "There is a 

limit to human forbearance. I am ready 

to admit that the story of the thievish 

raven and the helpful dove is founded on 

fact, and that two of the three houses 

derive their names from their association 

with these birds ; and I will own that the 

triumph of truth over falsehood is prettily 

symbolised by the union of the two suns 

into one. But I am convinced that the 

brewer's dream is a spurious addition to 

the original record. So little has it to do 

with the tale that it almost escaped the 

memory of friend Laurence. The girl is 

acquitted because it is proved that the theft 

with which she is charged has been com- 

mitted by a raven ; and it did not matter 

to her one jot whether the brewer had 

dreamed his dream, or had sat up all night 

drinking his own beer." ■

" Then why should the house be called 

the Golden Sun ?" asked Laurence, with a 

sulky expression of countenance. ■

"A ta-uly innocent question," cried 

Edgar. " Can you conceive a more likely 

subject for a sign ? Or are we to believe 

that the Ghreen Dragon in Bishopsgate is so 

called because a former proprietor dreamed 

that a monster of the kind inhabited a cave 

in Great St. Helen's P" ■

THE BEST MARKET. ■

But cheap, but sell dear ! such is the 

golden rule, the keystone and root-principle 

of that important branch of political economy 

which has reference to a nation's commerce. 

No apothegm of Adam Smith, no maxim 

"^of Bentham or Ricardo, is more firmly ad- 

hered to by the faithful among their fol- 

lowers than is this pithy formula, the Open 

Sesam^, if rightly used, wherewith to un- 

lock the treasure-chamber of the world's 

wealth. The soundness of the principle, 

from a mercantile point of view, is beyond 

cavil. If we could all deal at enormous 

profits, and with solvent and constant cus- 

tomers, for what we had ourselves pur- 

chased at small cost, a commercial mil- 

lennium would certainly have been realised. 

Unhappily, however, what is bought cheap 

is often not worth the buying, while, on 

the other hand, the auriferous harvest 

of high prices is apt to be terribly choked 

by the crop of bad debts that spring 

up, weed-like, amid the golden grain. 

Prejudice, ignorance, bad laws, and the 

tyranny of custom, combine to keep the ■

wheels of the chariot of commerce very 

much in the old ruts, and the choice of a 

market, like that of a profession or a wife, 

is not always to be justified on reasonable 

grounds. ■

It is to the Momin gland that we mnst 

turn for the earliest conception of a market. 

The East was indeed the true cradle of 

trade, and to the Semitic race, above all, 

belongs the palm of early mercantile enter- 

prise. In the days of Herodotus, as in 

ours, the hardy Arab traders were wont 

to push their way deep into Africa, and to 

plod across the limitless plains of Asia. 

The Moormen's flotillas swarmed among 

the Spice Islands, or flew down the Persian 

Gulf before the breath of the monsoon, 

long before a Venetian keel had traced its 

silvery furrow in the blue Adrian Sea. 

Every year saw their caravans crossing 

desert and mountain to exchange African 

ivory and Tyrian purple, the pearls of 

Ceylon, and the frankincense of Nejd, 

for the silver and the wool of Europe, In- 

dian gold, and Chinese silk. Samarcand 

and Bassora, Yashkend, and Trehizond, 

and Bagdad, had their gigantic hJn, 

mighty gatherings of travelled merchants 

and valuable merchandise, at a time when 

European commerce was bnt in a humble, 

huckstering way of business. ■

The best markets, at the dawn of history, 

must certainly have been Assyria acd 

Egypt: Both of these, but especially the 

latter, were importing countries, not ex- 

porting ones. No doubt they paid, in 

wheat, in the precious metals, and perhaps 

in cloth, for the raw materials and the 

simple manufactures of their ruder neigh- 

bours ; but what drew venders to Mempnis 

and Nineveh was the steadiness of the de- 

mand for commodities suited to the dense 

population of a wealthy and orderly em- 

pire. Persia, rising on the ruins of Egyp- 

tian and Babylonish supremacy, was next 

the emporium of the trading world. The 

Turkish pashas — ^those three-tailed hashavs 

of whose pomp and pride our forefather? 

used to talk so much — were but plagiansi^ 

of those magnificent bureaucrats, thi^'^ 

glorified placemen, who, under Xerxes ant. 

I)arius, exercised viceregal sway over Wef- 

tern Asia. Whatever could minister to t.^ 

pleasures of these potent personeges v-' 

welcome at their provincial seats of govern 

ment, and still more so at Persepolis, wber: 

the several streams of tribute flowed fro'^^ 

a hundred subject lands into the monarcJ -^ 

treasury. ■

Grecian wars and Macedonian conqot"?^; 

having been followed by the corruption m-^ ■

|l ■
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the fall of Persic and Hellenic powers alike 

before the Roman eagles, Old Rome and 

New Rome, the hanghty mother-city on her 

seven-hilled throne, and her more beanteous 

jj daughter, Inlled to sleep by the mnrmar of 

the Bosphoms, could boast of such markets 

as till then the world had never seen. 

The immense accumnlation of capita], 

which was a common feature of both By- 

zantium and the hoary city of Ro- 

mulus, turned, to nse a modem phrase, 

the exchange in favour of the seats of 

Roman sway, and long after Constantinople 

had been hemmed in by the tide of Turk- 

ish incursion, her mart competed advan- 

tageously with those of the commercial 

republics of Italy. The Middle Ages awoke 

to a conception of the real nature of a 

market, diifering from any that had been 

known to the ancients of the classic world. 

Imperial Home, for instance, had been a 

good customer alike to the sword-cutlers and 

clothiers of Spain, and to the goldsmiths 

j and statuaries of Greece, absorbing the 

wool and wine of one country, the ivory 

and ostrich-feathers of another, and the 

marble and jasper of a third ; buying slaves 

and corn, purple and bulUon, indiscrimi- 

nately. But then Rome, the hive whence 

poured forth an endless swarm of harpy- 

oflScials, took with the right hand what she 

paid with the left, and her purchases were 

for her own consumption, and made with 

no view to re-exporting. The shrewd 

traders of Grenoa and Venice, the long- 

headed chapmen of the Hanse Towns, were 

ratlier brokers and middlemen than ca- 

terers, as their pagan predecessors had 

been, for the supply of a privileged class, 

and throngh their industry the productions 

of East and West were for the first time 

freely bartered wherever merchants could 

safely congregate. ■

The meddling of mediaeval kings and of 

mediaeval parliaments with the due course 

of trade caused much of actual harm, and 

inconvenience to a still greater amount. 

These an^st persons and dignified as- 

semblies had yet to be taught that com- 

merce finds its level with the same cer- 

tainty as "w^ater, and that it is almost as 

idle tQ make laws for the regulation of 

trjifl&c, as to legislate against the ebb and 

/Tow of the tides. Yet every year or two 

8:1 w a fresh crop of enactments, forbidding, 

uiider pains and penalties, the buying of 

commodities that were cheap or good, 

and enforcing the most stringent doctrines 

of protection on behalf of such native 

monopolists as were licensed to sell what 

w.is for the most part artificially dear, and ■

not infrequently bad. It is to be hoped 

that the London citizen of the Middle Ages, 

for example, was used to vexatious inter- 

ference with his business, as eels are said 

to be familiar with the process of skinning, 

for in theoryj at least, he was never out of 

leading-strings. Parliament kindly pre- 

scribed with whom he should deal, and on 

what terms, often fixing a maximum price, 

which it was punishable to exceed. Par- 

liament considerately settled the wages of 

his journeymen, and the treatment of his 

prentice. The collective wisdom of the 

country regulated aUke his bargains and 

the number of dishes at his dinner, just as 

it allowed his wife to wear certain furs and 

laces, and no others, and ordained what 

materials and trimming should be employed 

in his daughter's Sunday kirtle. ■

Had not trade been a patient, good- 

tempered beast of burden, and somewhat 

stiff-necked to boot, the poor thing would 

certainly have been worried and fretted to 

death during that long period which she 

passed in statutory harness, with privilege 

for ever cracking a legislative whip around 

her unoffending ears. The nation's rulers 

were always decreeing some fresh prohibi- 

tion, and, 80 far as foreign commerce went, 

seemed to be animated by a strong desire 

to eat the cake of profit and to have it too. 

Wool, the great staple of English exports, 

was often subject to a writ of ne exeat 

regno. Then, on pain of fine, imprison- 

ment, ear-cropping, and the pillory, nobody 

was to carry "the king's coin" fortttof the 

realm, so that, had not blundering laws a 

wholesome tendency to lie fallow, all deal- 

ings beyond sea would have come to a 

dead-lock, on account of the impossibility 

of paying the foreigner for his goods. ■

Patriotism, or rather prejudice, masque- 

rading under the garb of that noble quality, 

has often thinned the attendance at a good 

market, for the benefit of an inferior one. 

The Methuen Treaty, in which, by one 

stroke of a pen, whole generations of well- 

to-do Britons were doomed to port wine 

and the gout, is a salient instance of this. 

So w^as the Spartan severity with which our 

grandfathers flogged the Master Tommys 

and Master Jackys of a bygone generation 

until they consented to eat fat, for the good 

of their country, as they were told. The 

British grazier and the British butcher 

took a professional pride in the rearing 

and sale of extravagantly fat beasts — of 

tallow at the price of meat — and the British 

schoolboy was expected to adapt, under 

the gentle persuasion of cane or whipcord, 

his youthful palate to the adiposities of the ■

F ■
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national roast beef. Long before this there 

had been a fierce fight to keep calico and 

muslin, fabrics woven by tawny heathens 

in outlandish parts, ont of the country. 

And then came the long wars against 

France, the century or so of high charges, 

confirmed insularism, and warped taste, 

when we learned to be actually proud of 

the ill - assorted colours, the grotesque 

bonnets and queer gowns in which ladies 

figured, and were vain of our hideous orna- 

ments and heavy furniture, our dock-tailed 

horses and quaint music, shut out as we 

then were from wholesome interchange of 

ideas with the world beyond. ■

Thanks to free trade and fkcilities for 

travel, we in England are now creditably 

free from prejudices that were dear to our 

fathers, and the counterparts of which exist 

among our neighbours. Our very millers 

admit that American flour is more nu- 

tritiouB, weight for weight, than the best 

wheat meal that Kent or Norfolk can pro- 

duce. Much of our paper now comes from 

Angoul^me, and some from Berlin, whereas 

our ancestors indited their close - written 

letters on no paper that did not bear the 

stamp of Bath: French ribbons and gloves, 

and all those pretty toys and trifles which 

Paris so well supplied before her cunning 

workers exchanged their tools for torch and 

rifle, we were always ready to buy, but 

the purchase of locomotives from a Gallic 

factory argued some originality on the part 

of the importer. The French, who believe 

in Manchester shirtings and glossy Melton 

cloth, and who prefer to lay down our 

cheap rails, and to warm themselves by 

our sea-borne coal, have been slow to re- 

cognise the merits of our Staflbrdshiro 

china. That Sheffield eclipses St. Etienne 

in razors and penknives they admit, but 

the careful French housewife has not yet 

learned to keep her jams and preserves in 

earthenware from the potteries, and »to 

abandon her own greasy jars, glazed with 

villainous lead. English lace adorns the 

most splendid of French brides, but then 

it is the real hand-made article from the 

bobbins of Honiton maidens, and the 

artistic web from the Nottingham looms is 

disregarded by economical buyers in favour 

of an inferior imitation from Roubaix. ■

It would be very hard to persuade any 

one belonging to a French speaking race, 

Gaul, Belgian, or South Swiss, that fairly 

good silks and velvets can be bought in 

England or in Italy. The belief in Lyons, 

and in Lyons alone, is one too deeply rooted 

to give Macclesfield, and Genoa, and Spital- 

fields a chance in most continental markets. ■

And beyond doubt the silken city on the 

banks of its two fair rivers is willing to 

furnish any client, who will pay like a 

prince, with a robe that a princess might 

be proud to wear. Let money be no object, 

and Lyons is the best mart for stiff bro- 

cades, gorgeous with flowers, for sheeny 

glaces at ever bo much a yard, and for 

velvets as glossy as a bird's plumage. But 

each year beholds a larger admixture 

of thread^ wool, and cotton in the inferior 

qualities that leave the gigantic manufac- 

tories, and their humble competitors on the 

wrong side of the frontier vamly base their 

claims on the fact that they are actually 

silk, as well as nominally. It is not only 

in Athens that an audience sometimes 

prefers the squeaking of the accustomed 

mimic to the unsophisticated squeal of the 

genuine pig. ■

That jewellery sells well in Russia and 

the United States is pretty well known by 

those who are chiefly concerned, although 

few diamonds reach St. Petersburg without 

being immediately reset, the preference 

being always given to the native taste of 

Muscovite jewellers. But it is perhaps 

more remarkable that the price of precious 

stones should rule higher in the East than 

in Europe. A Stamboul pasha pays more 

for the diamonds that encircle his pipes and 

coffee-cups than if he had bought them in 

Paris, while many soldiers who broughtba^rk 

their hoarded " loot'* to England, dPter the 

Indian mutiny, were disgusted to find the 

large emeralds and rubies taken from slain 

enemies valued at perhaps a third less in 

London than in Calcutta. Birds'-nests 

and sea slugs, the' most profitable cargo 

that can be shipped to a Chinese port, were 

dainties little regarded in their habitat of 

the Malayan Archipelago, and opium, on the 

Chinese consumption of which our IndLin 

government, with some uneasy qualms of 

conscience, relies as a main prop of the 

exchequer, was once hardly worth cultivat- 

ing. Cornish copper, once commanding a 

fancy price, has been cruelly undersold br 

South American and Australian metal, ami 

kelp has withered in the imposing presence 

of barilla. Nobody dreams, now-a-days, of 

planting a vineyard in Britain, yet the old 

English monks contrived to press a sort oi 

petit bleu from old English grapes. ■

Unpleasant newspaper statements hari 

been current, now and again, as to the dirt j 

and matted condition of the hair, itself in- 

trinsically coarse, which North Germaiiy 

and Kussia send us to be wrought into chiiT' 

nons. But then London, wdth all its wcaltlt, 

is by no means the best market for Lumau ■
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hair. Almost all that is dainty and delicate 

in the way of these capillary wares finds 

itself bespoken for Paris. The great French 

dealers are like so many commercial cuttle- 

fish, throwing ont their prehensile arms into 

every land where fine hair is to be bought, 

and their agents hnnt especially for ex- 

ceptionally long tresses of the fashionable 

tints, snch as saffron yellow, golden, red 

gold, and flaxen, in every nook and comer 

of Central Europe or the north of Italy, 

whence comes many a snnny look, snch as 

the great masters of the brush loved to 

paint. John Bull has commonly to put up, 

for the wear of Mrs. and the Misses Bull, 

with an article of inferior quality, shorn 

from the heads of unwashed dwellers beside 

the Baltic, and shipped in the rough. ■

England has, however, a magnetic at- 

traction fbr all eatable commodities, and 

we undoubtedly depend more on foreign 

sources of supply for the furnishing forth 

of our tables, than any country of modem 

times has done. It might be oyei-cnrionB 

to inquire whether there is any mysterious 

connexion between the Celtic races and 

the rearing of poultry, but what eggs we do 

not buy from Prance we draw from Ireland. 

The British Dame Partlet does but little 

towards satisfying the Gargantuan appetite 

of the nation for eggs. Our consumption 

of butter is enormous, and although there 

is comparatively a far greater acreage of 

grass land in the British isles than in any 

part of Continental Europe, still does the 

produce of our dairies need to be supple- 

mented by incessant importation. For us 

the hardy little Breton cows crop the sweet 

grass of the uplands of Armorica. For us 

the Flemish churns are busy throughout 

the sandy stretch of the Campine flats, and 

all along* the low sky-line where the grey 

' sea and the yellow dyke-mounds border 

I the monotonous expanse of the green 

grazing pounds, the peasant knows that 

his milk-pails are filled for the behoof of 

his English customers. The red kine 

feeding" in the rich meadows of Holland, 

the fairy cattle scrambling among the 

Kerry mountains, even the classical-look- 

ing herds of white or dappled cows that 

stand fetlock deep in the tall rye-grass of 

Lorn bar dy, contribute to the supply of the 

British butterman. Sheep and cattle, 

turkeys by the drove, and geese by the 

flock, corn and cheese, Norman apples and 

Toaraine wall- fruit, Flanders rabbits and 

Dutch wild- fowl, early potatoes from Portu- 

gal and garden stuft' from Ghent, are all 

bwept, like small fish in a net, into the 

omniverons maw of wealthy London. ■

For som& edibles, no doubt, Paris, the 

old, lavish, glittering Paris of the ancient 

days of piping peace and prosperity that 

now seem so far remote, afforded a better 

market than even London. Probably some 

three-fourths, at a moderate computation, of 

the truffle crop of Europe found its way to 

Paris kitchens. Almost all the ortolans were 

sent up from the vineyards, where they 

feasted, to gratify the palates of Parisian 

diners- out. Mushrooms and shell-fish, and 

sea- fish in general, and early vegetables and 

untimeous fruits from Africa, were all sure 

to command the highest price in Paris. A 

lobster in Paris was worth a great deal 

more than a lobster in tiondon. The living 

Crustacea, in their black armour flecked 

with gold, sprawling and feebly closing 

their impotent pincers on the marble 

counter of a West-end fishmonger, might, 

unboiled, have Hushed a glowing scarlet 

at the contrast between their price and tho 

fancy value which such a restaurateur as 

Chevet set upon their brother lobsters. 

Lutetia bought our trout and salmon, too, 

in and out of season, with a noble contempt 

for f(Mice months ' and fishery laws, and if 

there was danger of killing the goose that 

laid the golden eggs, or, in other words, 

of improving the breed of sajmon out of 

our waters altogether, so much the worse, 

doubtless, for the goose. It will need some 

breathing time, however, before the Paris 

market again becomes what it has been, 

the Mecca of every enterprising purveyor. ■

Trade with absolutely savage countries 

is necessarily gainful in the extreme, but 

with heavy drawbacks as to risk, fatigue, 

and contingent expenses. The immense 

profits so quietly made by the Hudson's 

Bay Company are a more creditable ex- 

ample of this than any which New Spain, 

with all its dazzling accounts of silver bars 

piled up, and g'^.ld dust measured forth in 

gourds, can point to. It is better to ex- 

change blankets and gunpowder for bear- 

skins and beaver fur, with tribes of orderly 

Indians, not discontented with the bad 

bargains they made, than to wring trea- 

sure from the enforced toil of myriads of 

gentle slaves, poor human gnomes driven at 

the sword's point to the fatal labours of the 

mine. Ivory and ostrich feathers are per- 

haps the most profitable articles of the le- 

gitimate trade with Africa, and the former 

is especially lucrative, but then it must be 

sought for by large armed parties, in ma- 

larious wildernesses, where provisions have 

to be painfully carried ' on men's backs, 

where the pestilence stalks in the noon- 

day, and where barbarous wars, probable ■
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muiiny, ccrfcain desertion, sickness, and 

the caprice of negro Neros, mad with 

drink and nncontroiled power, and in- 

flnenccd for eyil by the African nightmare 

of witchcraft, have to be set down on the 

debit side of the acconnt. ■

'No doubt the nearly extinct slave trade 

of the west coast, and the yet flourishing 

brancli of that shameful traffic which 

has its seat on the east coast, of the 

African continent, had singular attractions 

for the greedy and unscrupulous dealers, 

Christian or Mahometan, who are engaged 

in it. The simple fact that a miserable 

gun of the cheapest make, some fifteen 

shilling musket from Birmingham, not 

proved at the Tower, and with great capa- 

bilities of bursting, would in Guinea pur- 

chase a powerful man in the prime of 

youth, and that the same man would fetch 

a hundred pounds, hard cash, in Cuba, was 

of itself a great temptation to those who 

were eager to grow rich speedily. Human 

flesh and blood that are unlucky enough to 

be covered by a black skin, are still only 

too saleable, and Arabia, Persia, and Egypt 

are now the best customers in this iniquitous 

traffic, as BrazU and Jamaica once were. ■

The strangest instance of an opportunity 

for sudden- gain which the world has 

known since the discoveries of Columbus, 

was probably afforded by the re-opcning of 

commercial intercourse between long- sealed 

Japan and busy, btistling Christendom, 

when it was discovered that the relative 

value of silver, as compared with gold, 

which had risen so greatly for hundreds of 

years in Europe, was stiU, with those pe- 

culiar islanders, at the old standard familiar 

to ourselves in the days of the early Plan- 

tagenets. Some fortunes, no doubt, were 

rapidly and silently made, but Japan is a 

strictly-governed land, and her people a 

quick-witted race, and the harvest of silver 

itzebucs at base price soon came to an un- 

timely ending. ■

THE YELLOW FLAG. ■

By EDMUND TATES^ ■

AUTHOK OF "BLACK BBESP," *'K0BODT'8 FORTUNE,** &C. *0. ■

BOOK III. 

CHAPTER II. THIKKING IT OUT. ■

Mr. Henhicu Wettee did not remain 

long in Pollington- terrace on the day of his 

introduction to Mrs. Claxton. He saw at 

ouce that Mrs. Claxton was delicate and 

out of health, and he was far too clever a 

man of the world to let the occasion of his ■

first visit be remembered by her as one 

when she was bored or wearied. While 

he remained, he discussed pleasantly enough 

those agreeable nothings, which make up 

the conversation of society, in a soft melli- 

fluous voice, and exhibited an amount of 

deference to both ladies. ■

On taking his leavOj Mr. Wetter rather 

thought that he had created a favour- 

able impression upon Alice, while Pauline 

thought just the contrary. But the fact 

was that Alice was not impressed much 

either one way or the other. The man was 

nothing to her, no man was anything to 

her now, or ever would be again, she 

thought, but she supposed he was gentle- 

manly, and she knew ho was Madame Dn 

Tertre's cousin, and she was grateful for 

the kindness which Madame Da Tertrc 

had shown to her. So when Mr. Wetter 

rose to depart, Alice feebly put out her 

little hand to him, and expressed a hope 

that he would come again to see his cousin. 

And Mr. Wetter bowed over her hand, 

and much to Pauline's disgust declared he 

should have much pleasure in taking Mrs. 

Claxton at her word. His farewell to Pau- 

line was not less ceremonious, though he 

could scarcely resist grinning at her when 

Mrs. Claxton's back was turned. And so 

he went his way. ■

It accorded well with Pauline's notions 

that immediately after Mr. Wetter*s de- 

parture, Alice should complain of fatigue, 

and should intimate her intention of re- 

tiring into her own room, for the fact was 

that she herself was somewhat dazed and 

disturbed by the occurrences of the day, and 

was longing for an opportunity of being 

alone and thinking them out at her leisure. ■

So, as soon as she had the room to her- 

self, Pauline reduced the light of the lamp 

and turned the key in the door— not that 

she expected any intrusion, it was merely 

done out of habit — ^and then pushing the 

chairs and the table aside, made a clear 

path for herself in front of Jbhe fire, and 

commenced walking up and down it 

steadily. Pauline Lunelle ! She had not 

heard the name for years. What scomfol 

emphasis that man laid on it as he pro* 

nounced it. How he had boasted of his 

money and position : with what dire ven- 

geance had he threatened her if she refused 

to aid him in his schemes ! Of what those 

schemed were he had given her no idea, 

but they were pretty nearly certain to be 

bad and vicious. She recollected the 

opinion she had had of Henrich Wetter in 

the old days at Marseilles, and it was not ■
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a flattering one. People considered him 

an eligible match, and were greatly as- 

tonished when she had refused his hand, 

she, a poor dame du comptoir, to give up 

tho opportunity of an alliance with such a 

rising man ! But she had her feeling about 

it then, and she had it now. ■

It was, then, as she suspected during 

their interview at Rose Cottage. Wetter 

had seen Alice, had been attracted by her 

beauty, and had found, as he imagined, in 

Pauline an instrument ready made to his 

hand to aid him in his purpose. That ac- 

quaintance with her past life gave him a firm 

hold upon her, of which he would not hesi- 

tate to avail himself. Was it necessary that 

she should be thus submissive, thus bound 

to do what she was bid, however repulsive 

it might be to her ? There was nothing of 

actual guilt or shame in that past life which 

Monsieur Wetter could bring against her ; 

she had been merry, light, and frivolous, as 

was usual with people of her class — ah, of 

her class — the sting was there ! Would 

Martin Gurwood have suffered her to hold 

the position in that household, would he* 

have trusted or borne with her at all, had 

he known that in her early days she had 

been the dame du comptoir at a restaurant 

in a French provincial town ? ■

How insultingly that man had spoken of 

her dead husband ! Her dead husband ? 

Yes, Tom Durham was dead! She had 

long since ceased to have any doubt on that 

point. There was no motive that she could 

divine for his keeping himself in conceal- 

[ ment, and she had for some time been con- 

' vinced that all he had said to her was true, 

and that his plan of action was genuine, but 

that be bad been drowned in attempting to 

carry it out. Where was the anguish that 

six months ago she would have experienced 

in acknowledging the truth of this convic- 

tion ? Why does the idea of Tom Dur- 

ham's death now come to her with an 

actual sense of relief? Throughout her 

life Pauline, however false to others, had 

been inexorably true to herself, and that 

she now feels not merely relief but plea- 

sure in believing Tona Durham to be dead, 

she frankly acknowledges. ■

Whence this change, this apparently 

inexplicable alteration in her ideas ? She 

must Have- been fond of Tom Durham, for 

had she not toiled for him and suffered for 

bia s&ho ? How is it, then, that she could 

bring berself to think of his death with 

something more than calmness ? Because 

ilio love^ another man, whom to win 

vvoulcl be life, redemption, rehabihtation. ■

to keep whom in ignorance of the contami- 

nation of her past she would do or suffer 

anything ! There was but one way in 

which that past could be learned, and that 

was through Wetter. He alone held tho 

key to that mystery, and to him, therefore, 

must the utmost court be paid— his will 

must be made her law. Stay, though ! If 

Monsieur Wetter *s projects are as base as 

she is half inclined to suspect them, by aid- 

ing them in ever so little, even by keepinr^ 

silence about her suspicions, she betrays 

Martin's confidence and injures some of his 

best feelings ! ■

What a terrible dilemma for her to bo 

placed in ! In that household she has 

accepted a position of trust, and is, as it 

were, accredited by Martin as Alice's 

guardian. In that position it was her duty 

to shield the young girl in every possible 

way, and not even to have permitted such 

a person as she believed Monsieur Wetter 

to be to have been introduced into the 

house. Being herself the actual means of 

introducing him, had she not virtually be- 

trayed the trust reposed in her, and yet — 

and yet ! Let her once set this man at de- 

fiance, and he would not scruple to utter 

words which would have the effect of exiling 

her from the house, and taking from her 

every chance of seeing the man for whom 

alone in the world she had a gentle feeling. 

A word from Wetter would be sufiicient 

utterly to annihilate the fauy palace of hope 

upon which during the last few days she 

had been speculating, and to send her forth 

a greater outcast than ever upon the 

world. ■

No, that could not be expected of her, 

it would be too much ! The glimpse of hap- 

piness which she had recently enjoyed, 

unsubstantial though it was, a mere figment 

of her own brain, a di*eam, a delusion, 

had yet so far impressed her, that she could 

not willingly bring herself to part with it ; 

nor, as she felt after more mature reflection, 

was there any necessity for her so doing. 

She might safely temporise; the occasion 

when she would be called upon to act de- 

cisively was not imminent ; the performers 

were only just placed en sc^ue, and there 

could be no possible chance of a catastrc)phe 

for some time to come. There was very 

little chance that Alice Claxton, modest 

and retiring, filled with the memoiies of her 

" dear old John," to whom sh^e was always 

referring, would be disposed to accept the 

proffered attention of such a man as Mon- 

sieur Wetter. Whether Monsieur Wetter 

succeeded or not with Alice would entirely ■
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depend upon himself. He could not possibly 

know anything of her former life, and conld 

therefore bring no undne influence to bear 

in his favour, amd Pauline thought, even 

suppose, as was most likely, that Alice re- 

pulsed him, he could not turn round upon 

her. She had done her best, she had given 

him the introduction he required, and if he 

did not prosper in his suit no blame could 

be attached to her. Matters must remain 

so, she thought, and she would wait the 

result with patience. ■

And Martin Gurwood, the man for whom 

alone in the world she had a gentle feeling, 

the roan whom she loved — ^yes, whom she 

loved ! She was not ashamed, but rather 

proud to acknowledge it to herself; the 

man with the shy retiring manner, the 

delicate appearance, the soft voice, so dif- 

ferent from all the other men with whom 

her lot in life had thrown her — ^the very 

atmosphere seemed to change as she 

thought of him. How well she recollected 

her first introduction to him in the grim 

house in Great Walpole-street, and the dis- 

trust, almost amounting to dislike, with 

which she then regarded him ! She had 

intended pitting herself against him then ; 

she would now be only too delighted for 

the opportunity of showing him how faith- 

fully she could serve him. Distrust ! Ay, 

she remembered the suspicion she had en- 

tertained, that there was some secret on his 

mind which he kept hidden from the world. 

She thought so still! It pleased her to 

think so, for in her, with all her realism and 

practical business purpose, there was a 

strong impression of superstition andSma- 

gination, and that unconscious link be- 

tween them, the fact that they each had 

something to conceal, seemed to afford her 

ground for hope. ■

Yes, her position towards Martin, though 

not quite what she might have desired, was 

by no means a bad one. He had had to 

trust her, he had had to acknowledge her 

intellectual superiority; he, a lonely man 

gradually growing accustomed to women's 

society. He hated it at first, but now he 

liked it ; missed it when he was forced to 

absent himself; she had heard him say as 

much. She seated herself where Alice had 

previously sat, and leaned her arm upon the 

table, supporting her chin with her hand. 

Might not he, she thought, might not he 

come to care for her, to love her — well 

enough? That would be all she could 

expect, all she could hope — ^well enough ! A 

few years ago she Avould have scorned the 

idea ; even up to within the last few weeks ■

she would not have accepted any half- 

hearted affection. A passionate domineer- 

ing woman, with the hot southern blood 

running in her veins, unaccustomed, in that 

way, at all events, to be checked or stayed, 

she must have had all or none ; but now 

what a difference! Her love was now 

tempered by discretion, her common sense 

was allowed its due influence ; and she was 

too wise, and in her inmost heart too sad 

to expect a passionate attachment from tbe 

man whom she had set up as her idol. In 

the new-bom humility which has come from 

this true love she will be satisfied to give 

that, and to take in return whatever lie 

may have to offer her. ■

Married to Martin Gtirwood, to the man 

whom she loved ! Could such a lot pos- 

sibly be in store for her ? Could she dare 

to dream of such a haven of rest, after her 

life-long suffering with storms and trials ? 

She was free now ; of that there was no 

doubt ; and he himself had acknowledged 

her energy and talent. The position whicii 

she then held was in the eyes of the world 

no doubt inferior to his — ^would be made 

more inferior if he accepted his share of 

the wealth which his mother had offered 

him. But he is not a man, unless she has 

read him wrongly, if he would otherwise 

marry her, to be deterred by social con- 

siderations; he is far beyond and above 

such mean and petty weaknesses. In kr 

calm review of the position occupied by 

each of them, Pauline could see but one 

hopeless obstacle to her chance of inducing 

Martin Gurwood to marry her — that sole 

obstacle would be another affection. An- 

other affection. Gk>od Heaven ! — ^Alice ! ■

The suspicion went through her hke a 

knife. Her brain seemed to reel, her arm? 

dropped powerless on the table before her, 

and she sank back in the chair. ■

Alice ! Let her send her thoughts back 

to the different occasions when she h^ 

seen Alice and Martin Gurwood together: 

let her dwell upon his tone and manner fr^ 

the suffering girl, and the way in which 

she appeared to be affected by thenL When 

did they first meet ? Not until compara- 

tively recently, their first interview to? 

confessedly that which she, unseen by item, 

had watched from the narrow lane. ^ 

the room at Pollington-terrace, by tie 

dull red light shed by the expiring emhors 

Pauline saw it as plainly as she had seen -' ' 

in reality ; the pitying expression in il*r- 

tin's face on that occasion, the eyes full ^ 

sorrowful regard, the hands that sought to 

raise her prostrate body, but the motion d ■
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wliich was checked, as they were folded 

across his breast. He was not in love with 

her then. Pauline recollected making the 

remark to herself at the time, but since 

then what opportunities had they not had 

of meeting, how constantly they had been 

thrown together, and how, as proved by 

the anxiety he had shown, and the trouble 

he has taken on her behalf, his sympathy 

and regard for the desolate girl had 

deepened and increased ! ■

Why should she doubt Martin Gurwood's 

disinterestedness in this matter? Why 

should she ascribe to him certain feelings 

/ by which he may possibly never have been 

influenced ? He was a man of large heart 

and kindly sympathies by nature, developed 

hy his profession and by his constant inter- 

course with the weak and suffering. He 

7 would doubtless have befriended any wo- 

man in similar circumstances who might 

/ have been brought under his notice. Be- 

friended ? Yes, but not, as Pauline honestly 

allowed to herself, in the same way. His 

words wonld have been kind, and his purse 

would have been open ; but in all his kind- 

ness to Alice there was a certain delicate 

consideration, which long before she even 

thought it would trouble her, Pauline had 

frequently remarked, and which she under- 

' stood and appreciated all the better, per- 

haps, because she had had no experience of 

any such treatment in her life. That con- 

sideration spoke volumes as to the charac- 

ter of Martin's feelings towards Alice, and 

Pauline's heart sank within her as she 

thought of it. ■

Meanwhile she must suffer quietly, and 

hope for the best ; that was all left for her 

to do. She was surprised at the calmness 

of her despair. In the old days her fiery 

jealonsy of Tom Durham had leapt forward 

at the slightest provocation, rendering her 

oftentiTneB the laughing-stock of her hus- 

band and his ribald friends; now, when 

the first gathering of the suspicion crossed 

her mind that a man, far dearer to her than 

ever her first husband had been, was in love 

with anoiher woman, she accepted the 

Dosition, not without dire suffering, it is 

:rne, bat "with calmness and submission. 

\t might not be the case after all. From 

vhat little she had seen of Alice, Pauline 

carcely suspected her of being the right 

tamp of i^oman to understand or appre- 

iato Martin Gurwood. She had been ac- 

iistomed. to be petted and spoiled by an 

Id man, "who was her slave ; she was not 

tended hy nature to be much more than 

spoilt cluld} a doll to be petted and played ■

with, and the finer traits in Martin's cha- 

racter would be lost upon her. She was 

grateful to him as her benefactor, of course, 

but she had never exhibited any other feel- 

ing towards him, and Pauline did not think 

that she would allow her gratitude to have 

much influence over her future. Moreover, 

— but, as Pauline knew perfectly well, 

little reliance was to be placed upon that — 

she professed herself inconsolable for her 

recent loss, and talked ef perpetual widow- 

hood as her only possible condition, so 

that Pauline thought that there were two 

chances, either of which would suit her — 

one that Alice would never marry again, 

the other that she might marry some one 

else in preference to Martin Gurwood. ■

It was growing late, and Pauline, wearied 

and exhausted, extinguished the lamp, and 

made the best of her way up the staircase 

in the dark. As she passed by the door of 

the room in which Alice slept, she thought 

she heard a stifled cry. She paused for an 

instant, and listened ; the ci'y was repeated, 

followed by a low moan. Alarmed at this, 

Pauline tried the door ; it was unfastened, 

and yielded to her touch. Hurrying in, 

she found Alice sitting upright in her bed, 

her hair streaming over her shoulders, and 

an expression of terror in her face. ■

"What on earth is the matter, poor 

child?" cried Pauline, putting her arm 

round the girl, and peering into the dark- 

ness. " What has disturbed you in your 

sleep ?" ■

" Nothing," said Alice, placing her hand 

upon her heart to still ite beating ; " no- 

thing — at least, only a foolish fancy of my 

own. Do not leave me," she cried, as 

Pauline moved away from her. ■

" I am not going to leave you, dear, be 

sure of that," said Pauline ; "I am only 

going to get a light in order that I may be 

certain where ^ I am and what I am about. 

There," she said, as, after striking a match 

and lighting the gas, she returned to the 

bed. " Now you shall tell me what 

frightened you and caused you to cry out 

so loudly." ■

" Nothing but a dream," said Alice. " Is 

it not ridiculous ? But I could not help it, 

indeed I could not. I cried out involun- 

tarily, and had no idea of what had 

happened until you entered the room." ■

" And what was the dream that caused 

so great an effect ?" asked Pauline, seating 

herself on the bed and taking Alice's 

trembling hand in hers. ■

"A very foolish one," said Alice. "I 

thought I was in the garden at Hendon, ■
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walking with dear old John and talking" 

— here her voice broke and the tears 

rolled down her face — "just as I used to 

talk to him, very stupidly no doubt, but ho 

enjoyed it and so did I, and we liked 

it better, I think, because no one else 

understood it. We were crossing the lawn 

and going down towards the shrubbery, 

when a cold- chilling wind seemed to 

blast across from the churchyard, and im- 

mediately afterwards a man rushed up — I 

could not see his face, for he kept it averted 

— and pulled John away from me and held 

him struggling in his arms. I could not 

tell now how it came about, but I found 

myself at the man's feet, imploring him to 

let John come to me. And the man told 

me to look up, and when I looked up John 

was gone, vanished, melted away ! And 

when I called after him the man bade me 

hold my peace, for that John was not what 

I had fancied him to be, but, on the con- 

trary, the worst enemy I had ever had. 

Then the scene changed, and I was in an 

hospital, or some place of the sort, and long 

rows of white beds and sick people lying 

in them. And in one of them was John, 

so altered, so shranken, pale, and wobegone ; 

and when he saw me he bowed his head 

and lifted up his hands in supplication, and 

all he said was, "Forget! forget," in such 

a piteous tone, and I thought he did not 

know me, and in my anguish, I screamed 

out and woke. Was it not a strange 

dream ?*' ■

" It was indeed," said Pauline, meditor 

tively, " but all dreams are " ■

" Stay," cried Alice interrupting her. 

" I forgot to tell you that when I was strug- 

gling with the man who kept me away from 

Jolm, I managed to look at his face, and 

it was the face of the gentleman who came 

here last night — your cousin, you know." ■

" Ay," said Pauline, looking at her 

quietly. ** There is nothing very strange 

in that. You see so few people that a fresh 

face is apt to be photographed on your 

mind, and thus my unfortunate cousin was 

turned into a monster in your dream. Do 

you think you are suflSciently composed 

now for me to leave you ?" ■

" l*d rather you would stay a little longer, 

if you don't mind," said Alice, laying her 

hand on her friend's. " I know I'm very 

foolish, but I scarcely think I could get to 

sleep if I were left just now." ■

"I am not at all sure," said Panline, 

gently, " that we have been right in keq>. 

ing you so much secluded as we have done 

hitherto, and in declining the civilities and 

hospitalities which have been offered to us 

by all the people here about. I am afraid 

you are getting into rather a morbid state, 

Alice, and that this dream of yours is a 

proof of it." ■

" I cannot bear the notion of seeincr aiy 

one else,' said Alice. ■

" That is another proof of the morbid 

state to which I was referring," said Pauline. 

" You would very soon get over that if the 

ice were once broken." ■

"But surely we see enough people! 

Whenever he is in town, Mr. Garwood 

comes to see us." ■

Pauline's eyes were fixed fiill on Alice's 

face as she pronounced Martin's name, bot 

they did not discover the slightest flush on 

the girl's cheeks, nor was there the least 

alteration in her tone. ■

" True," said Pauline; "and Mr. Sta- 

tham comes to see us now and then." ■

" Oh yes," said Alice. " I suppose when- 

ever he has nothing more important to do; 

but Mr. Statham's time is valuable, and 

very much fiUed up, I have heard Mr. Gar- 

wood say." ■

" But even Mr. Statham and Mr. Gar- 

wood," said Pauline, forcing herself to 

smile, " seen at long intervals, give as 

scarcely sufficient intercourse with tbe 

out^r world to prevent our falling into 

what I call a perfectly morbid state, and 

on the next visit paid us by either of these 

gentlemen, I shall lay my ideas before them, 

and ask for authority to enlarge our circle. 

Now, dear, you are dropping with sleep, 

and all your terror seems thoroughly sab- 

sided. So, good-night. I will leave th 

light burning to drive away the evil 

dreams." ■

As Pauline bent over Alice, the girl thret? 

her arms round her friend's neck, and 

kissing her, thanked her warmly for her 

attention. ■

" A strange dream, indeed," said Fan- 

line, as she walked slowly up the stairc3>£ 

to her own room. " She was told that old 

John, as she calls him, instead of being 

what she always imagined, was really ^^ 

worst enemy. And the man who told b^f 

so proved to be Henrich Wetter ! A ve^J 

strange dream, indeed !" ■

i ■

' I ■
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W£ saw or heard nothing for a week or 

more of Mr. Carmel. It was possible that 

he wonld never return. I was in low 

spirits. Laura Grey had been shut up by 

a cold, and on the day of which I am now 

speaking she had not yet been ont. I 

therefore took my walk alone towards 

Penmthyn Priory, and, as dejected people 

not nnfreqnently do, I was well enough 

disposed to indulge and even to nurse my 

melancholy. ■

A thunder-storm had been for hours 

moving upwsurd from the south-east, among 

the grand ranges of distant mountain 

that lie, tier beyond tier, at the other side 

of the estuary, and now it rested in a wide 

and lurid canopy of cloud upon the sum- 

mits of the hills and headlands that over- 

look the 'water. ■

It was evening, later than my usual 

return to tea. I knew that Laura Grey 

minded half an hour here or there as little 

as I did, and a thunder-storm seen and 

heard from the neighbourhood of Malory 

is one of the grandest spectacles in its way 

>n earth. Attracted by the mighty hills 

)n the other side, these awful elemental 

rattles seldom visit our comparatively level 

hore, and we see the hghtniug no nearer 

ban ahont half-way across the water, 

rivid against blackening sky and purple 

aountain the lightning flies and shivers. 

^rom hroad hill-side, through rocky gorges, 

eflected and returned from precipice to 

irecipice, through the hollow windings of 

fie moan tains, the thunder rolls and rattles, 

ies away, explodes agaiu, and at length 

ibsides in * the strangest and grandest ■

of all sounds, spreading through all that 

mountainous region for minutes after, like 

the roar and tremble of an enormous seeth- 

ing caldron. * ■

Suppose these aerial sounds reverberating 

from cliff to cliff, from peak to peak, and 

crag to crag, from one hill-side to another, 

like the cannon in the battles of Milton's 

angels ; suppose the light of the setting sun 

through a chink in the black curtain of cloud 

behind me, touching with misty fire the 

graves and headstones in the pretty church- 

yard, where, on the stone bench under the 

eastern window, I have taken my seat^ near 

the grave of my darling sister ; and suppose 

an uneasy tumult, not a breeze, in the air, 

sometimes still, and sometimes in moaning 

gusts tossing sullenly the boughs of the old 

trees that darken the churchyard. ■

For the first time since her death I had 

now visited this spot without teard. My 

thoughts of death had ceased to be pathetic, 

and were, at this moment, simply terrible. 

'' My heart was disquieted within me, and the 

fear of death had fallen upon me." I sat 

with my hands clasped together, and my 

eyes fixed on the thunderous horizon before 

me, and the grave of my darling xmder my 

eyes, and she, in her cofiin, but a few feet 

beneath. The grave, God's prison, as old 

Rebecca Torkill used to say, and then the 

judgment ! This new sense of horror and 

despair was, I dare say, but an unconscious 

sympathy with the vengeful and melan- 

choly aspect of natura ■

I hearid a step near me, and turned. ■

It was Mr. Carmel who approached. He 

was looking more than usually pale, I 

thought, and ill. I was surprised, and a 

little confused. I cannot recal our greet- 

ing. I said^ after that was over, some- 

thing, I believe, about the thunder-storm. ■

"And yet," he answered, "you under- ■

■

1 ■

ititBm ■ mt ■ fc^r, ', r,r, i ■

VOla, vui. ■

■
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stand these awful pbenomena — their causes. 

You remember our little talk sibout eleo- 

tricity — here it is ! We know all* that 

is but tiie restoration of an equilibrium. 

Think what it will be when God restores 

the moral balance, and settles the equities 

of eternity ! There are moods, times, and 

situations in which we contemplate justly 

our tremendous Creator. Fear him who, 

after he has killed the body, has power to 

cast into hell. Yea, I say unto you, fear 

him. Here all suffering is transitory. 

Weeping may endure for a night, but joy 

Cometh in the morning. This life is the 

season of time, and of mercy ; but once in 

hell, mercy is no more^ and eternity opens^ 

and endures; and has no end." ■

Here he ceased for a time to speak, and 

looked aoroBS the estuary, listening, as 

it seemed, to the roll and tremble of the 

thunder. ■

After a little while, he said : " That you 

are to die is most certain; nothing more 

imcertein than the time and manner; by" a 

slow or a sudden death ; in a state of grace 

or of sin. Therefore, we are warned to be 

ready ai> all hours. Better twenty years 

too soon than one' «noment late ; for to ■

jrish once is to be lost for ever. Your ■

^ath depends upon your life. Such as 

your life is, such will be your death. How 

can we dare to live in a state that we dare 

not die in ?" ■

I sat gazing at this yoxmg priest, who, 

sentence after sentence, was striking the 

very key-note of the awful thought that 

seemed to peal and glare in the storm. He 

stood with his head uncovered, his great 

earnest 'eyes sometimes raised, sometimes 

fixed on me, and the uncertain gusts at 

litful intervals tossed his hair this way and 

that. The light of the sinking sun touched 

his thin hand, and his head, and glimmered 

on the long grass ; the graves lay around 

us ; and the voice of God himself seemed 

to speak in the air. ■

Mr. Carmel drew nearer, and in the 

samo earnest vein talked on. There was 

no particle of what is termed the contro- 

versial in what he had said. He had not 

spoken a word that I could not subscribe. 

He had quoted, also, from our version of 

the Bible ; but he presented the terrors of 

revelation with a prominence more tremen- 

dous than I was accustomed to, and the 

tone of his discourse was dismaying. ■

I will not attempt to recollect and to 

give you in detail the conversation that 

followed. He presented, with a savage 

homeliness of illustration, with the same ■

simplicity and increasing force, the same 

awfiil view of Christianity. Beyond the { 

naked strength of the facts, and the terrible 

brevity with which he stated them in thdr 

different aspects, I don't know that there 

was any special eloquence in his disconrse, 

but, in the language of scripture^ his words 

made " both my ears tingle." ■

He did not attempt to combat mj Pro- 

testant teaets directly; that might haTe 

alarmed nae; be had too much tact for ^i 

Anything he said with that tendeDCj was 

in the way simply of a disdloaiire of tlie 

teaching and practice of his own Church. ■

" In the little volume of legends yoa 

were so good as to say yon would like to 

look into," he said, "you will find the 

prayer of Saint Louis de Gonzaga ; yon will 

also find an anonymous prayer, very pa- 

thetic and beautiftil. I haive drawn a line 

in red ink down the margin at its side, so 

it is easily found. These will show you 

the spirit in which the- iaitibfhl approadi 

the blessed Virgin* They may interest joil 

They will, I am sure, interest your 8jn>> 

pathies for those who have suffered like 

you, and have found peace and hope in 

these very prayers." ■

He then spoke very tonchingly of my 

darling sister, and my tears at last hegu 

to flow. ■

It was ihe strangest half-hour I hadcTC? 

passed. Religion during that time bad 

appeared in a gigantic and ternMe aspect 

My grief fbr my sister was now tinged witli 

terror. Do not we fttnn our Lutheran 

pulpits too lightly i^peal to that poteo( 

emotion— fear ? ■

For awhile this tall thin priest in hlack, 

whose pale face and earnest eyes seemed to 

gleam on me with an intense and aliQ(»t 

painful enthusiasm, looked like a spirit m 

the deepening twilight ; the thunder rattled 

and roUed on among the echoing moan* 

tains, the gleam of the lightning gn^ 

colder and wilder as the darkness increased, 

and the winds rushed moumfulljf ^^ 

tossed the churchyard grass, and bowed 

the heads of the great trees about ds; 

and as I walked home, with my head m 

of awful thoughts, and my heart agitated, 

I felt as if I had been talking with a me^ 

senger from that other world. ■

CHAPTE& IX. AWAKEKfiD. ■

' Wb do these proselytising priests gr^ 

wrong when we fancy them oold-blwHiw 

practisers upon our credulity, who sci*; 

for merely selfish ends, to entangle ns by 

sophistries, and inveigle ns into those ■

I ■

^= ■
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mental and moral catacombs from which 

there is no escape. We nnderrate their 

danger when we deny their sincerity. Mr.^ 

Carmel sought to saye my sonl ; nobler or 

purer motive, I am snre, never animated 

man. If he acted with cantion, and even 

I by stratagem, he believed it was in the 

direct service of Heaven, and for my eternal 

weal. I know him better, his strength and 

his weakness, now— his asceticism, his reso- 

lution, his tenderness. Th^t young priest 

— long dead — ^Btands before me, in the 

white robe of his purity, king-like. I see 

him, as I saw him last, his thin^ handsome 

featm'es, the light of patience on his faxse^ 

the pale smile of suffering and of victory. 

His tmnulta and his sorrows are over. 

Cold and quiet he lies now. My thanks can 

never reach him ; my unavailing blessings 

and gratitude follow my true aad long-lost 

friend, and tears wrung from a yearning 

heart. ■

Laura Ghrey seemed to have lost her sus- 

picions of this ecclesiastio. We had more 

of his society than before. Our readings 

went on, and sometimes he j6ined us in our 

walks. I used to see him from an upper 

window every morning early, busy with 

spade and trowel, in the tiny flower-garden 

which belonged to the steward's house. 

He used to work there for an hour puno- 

tnally, from before seven to nearly eight. 

Then he vanished for many hours, and was 

not seen till nearly evening, and we had, 

perha^, our GFemsalemme^ Liberata, or he 

would walk with us for a mile or more, and 

talk in his gentle but cold way, pleasantly, 

on any topic VTQ happened to start. We 

three grew to be great friends. I liked to 

see him when he, and, I may add, Laura 

Grey also, Httle thought I was looking at 

his simple garden work under the shadow 

of the grey wall from which the old cherry 

and rose-trees drooped, in picturesque con- 

fusion, under overluLnging masses of ivy. ■

He and I talked as opportunity occurred 

more and more freely upon religion. But 

these were like lovers' confidences, and, by 

a sort of tacit consent, never before Laura 

Grey. Not that I wished to deceive her ; 

but I knew very well what she would 

think and say of my imprudence. It would 

have embarrassed me to tell her ; but her 

remonstrances would not have prevailed; 

I would not have desisted ; we should have 

quarrelled; and yet I was often on the 

point of telling her, for any reserve with 

tier pained me. ■

In this quiet life we had glided from 

mmmer into a.utumn, and suddenly, as be- ■

fore, Mr. Carmel vanished, leaving just 

such a vague little note as before. ■

I was more wounded, and a great deal 

more sorry this time. The solitude I had 

once loved so well was irksome without 

him. ^ could not confess to Laura, scarcely 

to myself, how much I missed him. ■

About a week after his disappearance, 

we had planned to drink tea in the house- 

keeper's room. • I had been sitting at the 

window in the gable that commanded the 

view of the steward's garden, which had 

so often shown me my hermit at his mom- 

ing's work. The roses were already shed- 

ding their honours on the mould, and the 

sear of autmnn was mellowing the leaves of 

the old fruit-trees. The shadow of the 

ancient stone house fell across the garden, 

for by this time the sun was low in the 

west, and I knew that the next morning 

would come and go» and the next, and 

brixig no sign of his return, and so on, and 

on, perhaps for ever. ■

Never was little garden so sad and 

silent 1 The &llen leaver lay undisturbed, 

and the weeds were already peeping here 

and there among the flowers. ■

" Is it part of your religion ?" I mur- 

mured bitterly to myself, as, with folded 

hands, I stood a little way back, looking 

down through the open window, " to leave 

willing listeners thus half - instructed ? 

Business ! What is the business of a good 

priest ? I should have thought the care and 

culture of human souls was, at least, part 

of a priest's business. I have no one to 

answer a question now — ^no one to talk to. 

I am, I suppose, forgotten." ■

I dare say there was some afl*ectation in 

this. But my dejection was far from 

affected, and, hiding my sorrowful and 

bitter mood, I left the window and came 

down the back stairs to our place of meet- 

ing. Bebecca Torkill and Laura Grey 

were in high chat. Tea being just made, 

and everything looking so delighfally com- 

fortable^ I should have been, at another 

time, in high spirits. ■

'* Ethel, what do you think ? Bebecca 

has been just telling me that the mystery 

about Mr. Carmel is quite cleared up. Mr. 

Prichard, the grocer, in Cardyllion, was 

visiting his cousin, who has a farm near 

Plasnwyd, and who should he see there but 

our missing friar, in a carriage driving with 

Mrs. Tredwynyd, of Plasnwyd. She is a 

beautiful woman stiU, and one of the richest 

widows in Wales, Bebecca says; and he 

has been living there ever since he left 

this ; and his last visit, when we thought ■
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he was making a religions sojourn in a 

monastery, was to the same house and 

lady ! What do yon think of that ? Bnt 

it is not near ended yet. Tell the rest of 

the story, Mrs. Torkill, to Miss Ethel — 

please do." ■

" Well, miss, there's nothin' very par- 

ticnlar, only they say aU ronnd Plasnwyd 

that she was in love with him, and that 

he's goin' to turn Protestant, and it's all 

settled they're to be married. Every one 

is singin' to the same tune all round Plas- 

nwyd, and what every one says must be 

true, as I've ofben heard say." ■

I laughed, and asked whether our tea- 

cake was ready, and looked out of the win- 

dow. The boughs of the old fruit-trees in 

the steward's garden hung so near it that 

the ends of the sprays would tap the glass, 

if the wind blew. As I leaned against the 

shutter, drumming a little tune on the 

window, and looking as careless as any girl 

could, I felt cold and faint, and my heart 

was bursting. I don't know what pre- 

vented my dropping on the floor in a 

swoon. ■

Laura, little dreaming of the efiect of this 

story upon me, was chatting stiU with 

Rebecca, and neither perceived that I was 

moved by the news. ■

That night I cried for hours in my bed, 

after Laura Grey was fast asleep. It never 

occurred to me to canvass the probability 

of the story. We are so prone to believe 

what we either greatly desire or greatly 

fear. The violence of my own emotions 

startled me. My eyes were opened at last 

to a part of my danger. ■

As I whispered, through convulsive sobs, 

" He's gone, he's gone — I have lost him — 

he'll never be here any more ! Oh ! why 

did you pretend to take an interest in me ? 

Why did I listen to you P Why did I like 

you ?" All this, and as much more girlish 

lamentation and upbraiding as you please 

to fancy, dispelled my dream and startled 

my reason. I had an interval to recover 

in ; happily for me, this wild fancy had not 

had time to grow into a more impracticable 

and dangerous feeling. ■

I felt Tike an awakened somnambulist at 

the brink of a precipice. Had I become 

attached to Mr. Garmel, my heart must 

have broken in silence, and my secret have 

perished with me. ■

Some weeks passed, and an event oc- 

curred, which, more than my girlish pride 

and resolutions, turned my thoughts into 

a new channel, and introduced a memor- 

able actor upon the scene of my life. ■

CHAPTER X. A SIGHT FROM THE WDTDOWS. ■

We were now in stormy October; a 

fierce and melancholy month ! August j 

and September touch the greenwood leayes 

with gold and russet, and gently loosen the 

hold of every little stalk on forest bough ; 

and then, when all is ready, October comes 

on, in storm, with sounds of tramp and 

rushing charge and fuiy not to be argued 

or dallied with, and thoroughly executes 

the sentence of mortality that was recorded 

in the first faint yellow of the lea^ in the 

still sun of declining July. ■

October is all the more melancholy for 

ihe still, golden days that intervene, and 

show the thinned branches in the simlighi, 

soft and*clear as summer's, and the boiighs 

cast their skeleton shadows across brown 

drifts of leaves. ■

On the evening I am going to speak d \ 

there was a wild, threatening sunset, and i 

the boatmen of Gardyllion foretold a coming 1 

storm. Their predictions were verified. | ■

The breeze began to sigh and moan 

through the trees and chimney-stacks of 

Malory, shortly after sunset, and in another 

hour, it came on to blow a gale fixnn the 

north west. From that point the wind 

sweeps right up the estuary from the open 

sea ; and after it has blown for a time, aod 

the waves have gathered their strength, the ' 

sea bursts grancUy upon the rocks, a Uttk 

in front of Malory. < ■

We were sitting cosily in our accustomed 

tea-room. The rush and strain of the wind ;{ 

on the windows became momentarily mm 

vehement, till the storm reached its highest 

and most tremendous pitch. ■

"Don't you think," said Laura, aflersi 

awful gust, " that the windows may borss 

in ? The wind is frightfuL Hadn't ve 

better get to the back of the house ?" ■

*'Not the least danger," I answ^; 

"these windows have small panes, and 

immensely strong sashes, and they bav? 

stood BO many gales, that we may timst 

them for this." ■

" There, again !" she exclaimed. ^'Hov 

awful !" ■

" No danger to us, though. These walk 

are thick, and as firm as rock ; not Hte 

your flimsy brick houses, and the chimnep 

are as strong as towers. You must come 

up with me to the window in the tawny- 

room ; there is an open space in the te^ 

opposite, and we can see pretty well. I- 

is worth looking at; you never saw (^^ 

sea here in a storm." ■

With very Httle persnasion, I indaoea 

her to run up-stairs with me. Along the ■
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corridor, we reached the chamber in qnes- 

tion, and placing onr candle near the door, 

and running together to the window, we 

saw the grand spectacle we had come to 

witness. ■

Over sea and land, rock and wood, a 

dazzling moon was shining. Tattered bits 

of cloud, the " scud" I believe they call it, 

were whirling over ns, more swiftly than 

the flight of a bird, as far as your eye could 

discern : till the sea was lost in the grey 

mist of the horizon it was streaked and 

ridged with white. Nearer to the stooping 

trees, that bowed and quivered in the sus- 

tained blast, and the little churchyard 

dormitory that nothing could disturb, the 

black peaked rock rose above the turmoil, 

and a dark causeway of the same jagged 

stone, sometimes defined enough, some- 

times submerged, connected it almost with 

the mainland. A few hundred yards be- 

yond it, I knew, stretched the awful reef 

on which the Intrinsic, years before I 

could remember, liad been wrecked. Beyond 

that again, we could see the waves leap- 

ing into sheets of foam, that seemed to fall 

as slowly and softly as clouds of snow. 

Nearer, on the dark rock, the waves flew 

up high into the air, like cannon-smoke. ■

Within these rocks that make an awful 

breakwater, full of mortal peril to ships 

driving before the storm, the estuary, near 

the shores of Maloiy, was comparatively 

quiet. ■

At the window, looking on this wild 

scene, we stood, side by side, in the fascina- 

tion which the sea in its tumultuous mood 

never fails to exercise. Thus, not once 

turning our eyes from the never-flagging 

variety of tbe spectacle, we gazed for a 

full half-hour, when, suddenly, there ap- 

peared — was it the hull of a vessel shorn 

of its masts P No, it was a steamer, a large 

one, with low chimneys. It seemed to 

be about a mile and a half away, but yi^s 

driving on very rapidly. Sometimes the 

hull was quite lost to sight, and then again 

rose black and sharp on the crest of the sea. 

We held our breaths. Perhaps the 

vessel was trying to make the. shelter of 

the pier of Cardyllion; perhaps she was 

simply driving before the wind. ■

To me there seemed something uncertain 

and staggering in the progress of the ship. 

Before her lay the ominous reef, on which 

many a good ship and brave life had 

perished. There was quite room enough, 

I knew, with good steering, between the 

head of the .reef and the sandbank at the 

other side, to make the pier of Cardylhon. ■

But was there any one on board who knew 

the intricate navigation of our dangerous 

estuary? Oould any steering in such a 

tempest avail ? And, above all, had the 

ship been crippled ? In any case, I knew 

enpugh to be well aware that she was in 

danger. ■

Header, if you have never witnessed such 

a spectacle, you .cannot conceive the hys- 

terical excitement of that suspense. All 

those on board are, for the time, your near 

friends; your heart is among them; their 

terrors are yours. A ship driving with 

just the hand and eye of one man for its 

only chance, under Heaven, against the 

furv of sea and wind, and a front of deadly 

rock, is an unequal battle; the strongest 

heart sickens as the crisis nears, and the 

momenta pass in an unconscious agony of 

prayer. ■

Rebecca Torkill joined us at this moment. ■

" Oh, Rebecca !" I said ; " there is a ship 

coming up the estuary ; do you think they 

can escape P" ■

" The telescope should be on the shelf at 

the back- stair head," she answered, as soon 

as she had taken a long look at the steamer. 

" Lord ha' mercy on them, poor souls ! that's 

the very way the Intrinsic drove up before 

the wind the night she was lost; and I 

think this will be the worse night of the 

two." ■

Mrs. Torkill returned with the long sea 

telescope, in its worn casing of canvas. ■

I took the first " look out." After wander- 

ing, hither and thither, over a raging sea, 

and sometimes catching the tossing head 

of some tree in the foreground, the glass 

lighted, at length, upon the vessel. It was 

a large steamer, pitching and yawing 

frightfully. Even to my inexperienced 

eye, it appeared nearly unmanageable. I 

handed tne glass to Laura. I felt faint. ■

Some of the Cardyllion boatmen came 

running aW the road that passes in front 

of Malory. 1 saw that two or three of them 

had already arrived on the rising ground 

beside the churchyard, and were watching 

events from that wind-swept point. I 

knew all the Cardyllion boatmen, for we 

often employed them ; and I said : ■

" I can't stay here ; I must hear what 

the boatmen say. Come, Laura, come with 

me. ■

Laura was willing enough. ■

'* Nonsense ! Miss Ethel," exclaimed the 

housekeeper. " Why, dear Miss Grey, you 

could not keep hat or bonnet on in a wind 

like that. You could not keep your feet in 

it!" ■
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Remonstrance, however, was in vain. I 

tied a handkerchief tight over my head 

and under my chin. Laura did the same. 

And out we both sallied, notwithstanding 

Rebecca Torkill's protest and entreaty. 

We had to go by the back door ; it would 

have been impossible to close the hall-door 

against such a gale. ■

Now we ware out in the bright moon- 

light under the partial shelter of the trees, 

which bent and swayed with the roar of a 

cataract over our heads. Near us was the 

hillock we tried to gain; it was next to 

impossible to reach it against the storm. 

Often we were brought to a standstill, and 

often forced backward, notwithstanding all 

our cflPorts. ■

At length, in spite of all, we stood on 

the little platform, from which the view 

of the rocks and sea beyond was clear. ■

Williams, the boatman, was close to me 

at my right hand, holding his low-crowned 

bat down on his head with his broad hard 

hand. Laura was at my other side. Our 

dresses were slapping and rattling in the 

storm like the craibking of a thousand 

whips*; and such a roaring was in my ears, 

although my handkerchief was tied close 

over them, that I could scarcely hear any- 

thing else. ■

WONDERS. ■

A BOOKCASE, the great delight of my 

boyhood, was enriched with sundry volumes 

of the Wonderful Magazine, a work the 

more to be ever-regretted, because its re- 

vival and continuation would be difficult, 

if not impossible, now. Not but that we 

have wonders too, but they are wonders of 

a different character. We have true won- 

ders ; humbng wonders ; scientific wonders ; 

wonders of organic and inorganic matter, 

despised by an amiable First Commissioner 

of Works ; speculative, moral, and social 

wonders, undreamt of when that magazine 

appeared. The marvellous periodical, true 

to its mission, gave the good, old, last- 

century wonders, besides whatever startling 

&.cts or things could be raked up to the 

surface from all past time. ■

This compilation of all that was extra- 

ordinary gave, of course, the seven wonders 

of the world in minute detail, including an 

accurate view of the Colossus of Rhodes. 

There was FingalFs Cave, and also the 

Derbyshire Peak Cavern ; the latter under 

a coarser name, connecting it with satanic 

personality. There was the Cock Lane ■

Ghost; Mrs. Tabitha Tibbets's safe de* 

livery of a large little family of rabbits; 

Old Farr and the Countess of Desmond, 

with portraits — of the latter frisky cente- 

narian after her climbing the apple-tree 

and breaking her leg by the fall therefrom. 

For the magazine, you should know, was 

an "illustrated," with coarse engravings 

not devoid of vigour. There was Elw» 

the miser, Mrs. Brownrigg the apprentice- 

killer, and numerous other personages who 

distinguished themselves by departing 

widely from the common run of man and 

womankind. ■

The serial stories — ^no invention of the 

current century — ^were Gulliver's Travels; 

the Adventures of Moll Flanders, in spite 

of Defoe's genius much too realistic for 

modem ears polite ; the life and death of 

Eugene Aram, a history which Lord Lytton | 

has subjected to the Yoltairean rale of 

taking what he wants where he happens to [• 

find it. Nor, in truth, is that novel the sole ll 

product of contemporary literature whose 

germ I remember to have noted in the 

Wonderful Magazine. ■

I cannot, if I would, turn it to the same 

account, for, alas, poor books ! they are lo>n 

to me for ever, unless I could find them in 

the British Museum ; and then they wonid 

be, not mine, but the nation's. At the 

distribution of the paternal chattels, the 

Wonderful Magazine fell not to me, Ite 

mach-loved volnmes are now dispersed, 

unfortunately nobody can tell me where, 

pining, separately, on ' distant book-stalb, 

perhaps at the antipodes, or torn up into 

curl-papers for some dirty-faced child. Who 

will restore my Wonderfol Magazines ? ■

Didn't Sancho say, " It's no use crying 

over spilt milk"? The Wonderful being 

gone and out of print, and most assuredly 

past reprinting, all one can do is to wipe 

one's eyes. They are hereby wiped, and 

strongly recommended to look out fi'f 

another series of wonders. In short, having 

resolved to make a New Wonderful Maga- 

zine for my own perusal, I have already 

commenced collecting the materials, ^o 

matter what they are, so they be bat 

wonderful. ■

Mj-first contribution to my own mlscd- 

lany is a wonderfully affectionate fish. 1^ 

comes from Jacques Arago's Voyage Round 

the World,* and, pray you mind, is tbr 

account of an eye-witness. Be it recorded, j 

by the way, that the distinguished traveller. ^ 

after a fit of sea-sickness that lasted four ■

• Vojaee Autour do Monde, par M. Jaoq»»<ArtlP>' 

Edition Illustr^. Bruzelles, 1840, p. 17. ■

"V ■
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years, became blind on his return to France,* 

and consoled his hours of darkness by re- 

calling whaihe had seen. ■

" A shark !" shouted one of the sailors, 

all of a sudden. " A shark at the stem !" 

And, in fact, there the monster was, 

watching with his glassy eye for anything 

that might fall oyerboard. It was a wel- 

come episode to break the dead oalm, at 

which the orew were beginning to swear 

with their usual flowers of rhetoric. ■

In no time, an iron hook of the largest 

size is stack into an enormous bit of bacon, 

and lowered into the sea by tackle of suffi- 

cient strength. Before the bait has been 

two minutes in the water, the little pilot- 

^ahf the shark's provider, has frisked and 

darted to and fro, to inform his master 

what an easy prey is there. The shark, 

without waiting to be invited twice, turns 

on his back, and bites so well that the point 

of the hook comes oat, red with blood, 

through his upper jaw. His struggles are 

unavailing ; he is fairly caught. In vain 

does he plunge and tug fiercely at the 

rope. Hi8 captors are too many for him ; 

before long he is writhing on deck. But 

it is well to approach him cautiously ; 

an oar stuck into his mouth is crunched 

like a straw. And the affectionate pilot- 

fish has not abandoned him. Faithful to 

the lord of his choice, he still dings to 

him when hauled out of the water, and 

refaseB to quit him, even in death. ■

The said pilot-fish, a member of the 

mackerel family, is a pretty little creature 

about a foot long. The confiding fami- 

liarity -which subsists, from whatever mo- 

tive, between itself and the adult shark, is 

proved by evidence beyond a doubt. For 

want of a shark to attach itself to, it will 

accompany ships during their course at 

sea, and that for weeks and months to- 

gether. It is met with occasionally in 

Monnt's Say, Cornwall,^ and so gets in- 

clad ed in the Hst of British fishes ; but, Mr. 

Coxich informs us, its presence can always be 

traced to the arrival of some foreign vessel, 

aronnd vT'hich it constantly continues. ■

Nor is the shark's tenacity of life less ■

extraordinary than its power of attracting ■

the pilot-fish, although one is a physical, ■

while the other may be called a moral ■

quality. Two hours after the operation of ■

cutting it up, the heart of Arago's shark ■

fitiii beat so violently as to force open the ■

hand that tried to grasp and hold it; ■

while the mutilated remains of the carcass, ■

plunged in water to keep them fresh for ■

eating, shcvred signs of life the next day. ■

Still more wonderful are the perform- 

ances of another little fish. If true, the 

same Jacques Arago may well tell us that 

the sea around Guham (one of tho 

Marianne, or Ladrone Islands), is even 

more productive than the land. The in- 

habitants make war on the finny tribes 

with the help of an auxiliary taken from 

themselves, whose name our voyager un- 

fortunately forgot. It is a small fish which 

is kept in a reservoir, and tended with the 

greatest care. When his education is sup- 

posed to be complete, the fisherman takes 

him out to sea, and turns him loose. Little 

fishey then mingles with a shoal of his 

brethren, the bigger the better, so long* as 

they do not eat him. At a signal given 

by striking certain knocks on the boat, 

the intelligent pupil forthwith returns, 

bringing with him his new-made a<xiuaint. 

anoes into the net which is ready to re- 

ceive them. ■

The nameless fish thus shows a capacity 

— *and it is Arago (p. 261), not I, who is 

responsible for the statement — equal to 

that of the Norfolk decoy-ducks, which 

really do entice wild fowl to their destruc- 

tion. The call-ducks of the Continent, 

canards de rappel, are not decoy-ducks at 

all. They merely, by continuous quack- 

ing, arrest the attention of passing wild- 

fowly and induce them to come within 

range of the gunner's shot. The most cla- 

morous are therefore the best, whatever 

their plumage. Colonel Hawker tells us 

that the call-ducks employed in France 

are partly of the wild breed ; " and three 

French ducks, like three Frenchmen, will 

make about as much noise as a dozen 

English." ■

Is a fish, playing the part of a dcooy- 

duck, more wonderful than a bird under- 

taking the duties of a shepherd's dog ? A 

pair of the birds in question, the trum- 

peter agami, Psophia crepitans, were lately 

brought to Paris, from Pemambuco, to 

replace their predecessors in the Jardin dos 

Plantes, who had died out, or disappeared 

during the siege. Their presence excited, 

for a day or two, more curiosity than tho 

trials of Communist prisoners for life or 

death. We are not informed whether an 

opportunity was given them of exercising 

their undoubted talentp, which are vouched 

for by M. Isidore Geoffrey Saint- Hilaire,* 

and have been signalised for some time 

past. "This bird," say Daubenton and ■

• Aedimatation et Domestication des Animaux 

nti]«fl, p.67. Paha, 1861. ■
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Bemardin de Saint Pierre, " has the in- 

stincts and the fidelity of a dog. It will 

keep a troop of poultry, and even a flock 

of sheep, by whom it makes itself obeyed, 

although it is not bigger than a hen" (bat 

considerably taller). The wood-cat repre* 

sents a stack-ap, long-legged creature, 

having a very good opinion of itself. M. 

Saint- Hilaire has seen it make itself as 

useful in the poultry-yard as it is said to 

be in the open fields. It maintains order 

there, protecting the feeble from the strong, 

and distributing to the chickens and the 

ducklings food of which it refrains firom 

touching a morsel itself. No creature, 

perhaps, is easier to tame, or more natu- 

rally attached to man. But the propa- 

gation of this valuable species has never 

been obtained in the cool climate of Paris. 

Attempts in the south of France might be 

more successful. And not only has M. 

Saint-Hilaire had personal oogpiisanoe of 

these facts both with the common and the 

white-winged agamis, but he caused them 

to be witnessed by the persons who attended 

his lectures, during the visits to the me- 

nagerie which concluded every annual 

course at the museum. ■

One more word about fishy wonders. 

" Mute as a fish" must be dropped as ob- 

solete and, what is worse, erroneous. In 

many parte of the world fishes are known 

to make peculiar noises, which are de- 

scribed in some cases as being musical. 

A South American fish called the **ar- 

mado" (a Silurus), is remarkable from a 

harsh grating noise which it makes when 

caught by a hook and line, and which can 

be distinctly heard when the fish is be- 

neath the water. Very little has been as- 

certained with respect to the means by 

which such sounds are produced, and even 

less about their purpose. The drunmoing 

of the Umbrinas in the European seas is 

said to be audible from a depth of twenty 

fathoms. The fishermen of Ija Bochelle 

assert that the males alone make the noise 

during the spawning time ; and that it is 

possible, by imitating it, to take them 

without bait. Consequently, Mr. Darwin 

interprets those sounds as a love-call, thus 

attributing to the lowest class of the Yerte- 

brata habits prevailing throughout the 

other vertebrate classes, and which we 

know to prevail even with insects and 

spiders. ■

There are fish (tunnies) which put their 

heads out of water, and cry like a child ; 

which sing in chorus like a distant organ ; 

which make noises like the creaking of a ■

wheel, the rolling of a drum, the humming 

of a top. One fish imitates the lowing of 

a cow, another the quacking of a dock. I 

have heard trapped cuttie-fish, when the 

tide was leaving them, make noises like 

pigrs g^reedilv eating their swiU. In the Bay 

of Pailon, tnere are fishes called *' musicos," 

from their vocal accomplishments. Their 

performances remind tibe hearer of hymns 

that might be chanted in a submarine 

church. ■

Fish, too, can be listeners as well as 

executants, .^lian says that the shads 

appear to take pleasure in the sounds of 

musical instruments ; but if it happen to 

thunder when they are ascending riyers, 

they rapidly return to the sea. But more 

than that; the shad is fond, not only of 

music, but of dancing. Is this the rem- 

nant or the continuation of an ancient and 

deeply-rooted belief ?• According to Aris- 

totle, as soon as the shad has heard the 

sound of music, and seen people dance, it 

is irresistiblv impelled to imitate them ; in 

doing which, it cuts capers on the sur- 

face of the water. Bondelet tested, at 

Vichy, the truth of Aristotle's assertion. 

One moonlight night, armed with bis 

violin, he strolled along the banks of the 

Ailier. On reaching a spot where he 

knew there were fish, he strack up a bril- 

liant waits. The effect was immediate and 

magical. The shads stood upright on their 

tails, and leaped out of the water, keeping 

time to the music. Not a fish invited to 

the fllte left off dancing as long as tiie 

fiddle played. ■

The supernatural may finirly be taken to 

comprise the wonderful. I have snper- 

natural marvels to dispose of by wholes^e. ■

In the cemetery of the P^re Lachaise, at 

Paris, there is a granite tomb, severe and 

simple, striking and original^ being an 

imitation of a Druidical monument, in- 

scribed with the name of Allan Eardec, and 

raised to his memory by his disciples- 

This personage (who claimed the privilege 

of interrogating and conversing with the 

dead of all ages past as well as with th^ 

world of spiritual beings) published a 

volume, Le Livre des Esprits, The Book of 

Spirits, which, in 1863, claimed to hav? 

reached its tenth edition, expounding what 

it called spiritism. ■

The essential point of spiritism is a heliet 

in the exist.ence of spirits — a belief whicli 

most minds will accept — ^and in the com- 

munications of spirits with the visible 

world ; respectbg which, cautious intellects ■

P ■
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will refrain from coming to any rash con- 

clusion. The spirit-doctrine is fonnded on 

the assumption that the material world can 

bold intercourse at will with spirits or beings 

belonging to the invisible world. Adepts 

in spiritism rejoice in the title of spiritists. 

The Book of Spirits professes to contain 

nothing which is not the expression of the 

spirits' thonghts, and which has not nnder- 

gone their supervision. The order and 

distribution of the contents, with some other 

editorial details, are all that is due to the 

favoured person who received the mission 

to give them to the world. The superior 

spirits (with the aid of divers mediums) 

deigned — ^we are seriously told — ^to teach 

tbe peculiar principles of the spirit doctrine. 

Amongst thenumerous spirits who have co- 

operated in the work, several have lived on 

earth at sundry epochs, when they preached 

and practised virtue and wisdom. Others 

do not belong, by name, to any personage 

mentioned in history; but their rank is 

said to be attested by the purity of their 

doctrine, and their association with well- 

known venerated spirits. ■

One of their editorial directions is, " Thou 

shalt place at the head of the book the vine- 

branch which we have drawn for thee." A 

fac-simile of the spirits' drawing is accord- 

ingly given. In style it resembles the 

sketches made by young gentlemen on the 

whitewashed walls and doors of the es- 

tablishment where they receive all the 

comforts of a home (whipping included) 

from seven to thirteen years of age. '* It 

is the emblem of the work of the Creator. 

All the material principles which best re- 

present the body and the spirit are found 

therein nnited. The branch is the bodv ; 

the juice is the spirit; the stones are the 

soul, or the spirit united to matter. ■

'' Allow not thyself to be discouraged by 

criticism. Thou wilt meet with furious 

contradictors, especially amongst people 

interested in maintaining abuses. Thou 

wilt even find some amongst the spirits ; 

for those who are not completely de- 

materialised often seek to scatter doubts 

out of malice or ignorance. But pursue thy 

way and walk in confidence. The time is 

at hand when the truth shall burst forth in 

all directions." ■

The spirits' charge, of which the above 

is an extract, is attested by the signatures 

of Saint John the Evangelist, Saint Vin- 

cent de Paul, Saint Louis, the Spirit of 

Trathy Socrates, Plato, Fenelon, Franklin, 

Swedenboorg, and others; and then, the 

prologue concluded, the curtain draws up, ■

and the farce — I beg Allan Kar^ec's 

ghost's pardon — the Book of Spirits begins. ■

The body of the work is a catecMsm, 

strictly after the Pinnock pattern, in which 

Kardec acts the catechist. But however 

interesting may be their answers respect- 

ing Infinity, Pantheism, the Properties of 

Matter, and other grave and lofty topics, 

the general reader will be more curious to 

know what the spirits tell about themselves. 

For instance : ■

Have spirits a determinate, limited, and 

constant form ? ■

" In your eyes. No ; in ours. Yes. They 

are, if you will, a flame, a light, or an 

etherised spark." ■

Is this flame or spark of any colour P ■

** For you it varies from a dark hue to 

the brightness of the ruby, according as the 

spirit is more or less pure." ■

Do spirits employ any length of time in 

traversing space ? ■

"Yes, but they travel as quidc as 

thought." ■

Has the spirit who betakes himself from 

one spot to another any consciousness of 

the space traversed; or is he suddenly 

transported to the locality whither he 

wishes to go P ■

" Both one and the other. The spirit can 

take cognisance of the distance travelled ; 

but that distance can also be completely 

efikced. It depends upon his will, and also 

on the greater or less purity of his nature." ■

Do there exist, as has been stated, worlds 

which serve wandering spirits for stations 

and resting-places ? ■

*' Yes, there are worlds specially allotted 

to wandering spirits ; worlds in which they 

may temporarily dwell, a sort of bivouacs 

or camps in which they can take their re- 

pose after a too long spell of travel, which 

is always more or less fatiguing. Conceive 

flocks of birds of passage alighting upon an 

island, in order to gain strength to pursue 

their journey." ■

Peter Wilkins saw something of the kind 

long ago, and described it in more enter- 

taining style. But we have here two wonders 

rolled into one: First, that any one should 

have the hardihood to print, as serious 

truths, such a tissue of absurdities; and, 

secondly, that^ in 1863, people have Veen 

found to believe in and patronise the author 

of the said absurdities. What a relief to 

know that there are real wonc|ers to which 

we can return after our disgust at those 

connected with spiritist philosophy ! ■

It is not by doubling a thing that you ■

^ ■
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always increase its power or its intensity. 

Yon may overdo it, as often happens. Two 

negatives, in the English language, make, 

not a stronger negative, bat a positive. 

And two transparencies may make an 

opacity. Not to be obscure myself, it will 

happen in this wise : ■

White sunlight, we know, is composed 

of coloured rays. Now there are trans- 

parent substances which will allow some 

only of those coloured rays to pass through 

them, while they stop the rest. Look 

through a piece of red glass, and every- 

thing you see through it will appear 

coloured red, because the glass stops all 

rays except the red ones, which only strike 

your «ye. ■

Lay down the red glass, and take a piece 

of greei^ glass. Look through it, and every- 

thing will appear green. But red and 

green are called complementary colours, 

because, mingled together, they produce 

white. Place, then, a piece of transparent 

green glass upon a piece of transparent 

red glass, and you will have obscurity more 

or less complete, according to the intensity 

with which the glass is tinted. The ex- 

planation is obvious. As the red glass re- 

fuses all rays except the red ones, and the 

green gkws arrests all rays except the green 

ones, and as those two colours contain all 

the elements which constitute white light, 

darkness is the necessary consequence. ■

This also shows that the colour of objects 

is merely a relative^ and not an absolutely 

inherent, quahfy. It depends entirely on 

the circumstances in which the light they 

receive is produced, and on their power cf 

reflecting certain rays and their inability 

to reflect certain other rays. A body whidfi 

reflects all the rays of snnli^t, is white. 

The body which reflects only some of them, 

is red, bine, or yellow, as the case may be. ■

This is curious enough ; but the wonder 

is that sound presents somewhat similar 

phenomena ; which is taken as a oonfirma* 

tion of the belief that both sound and light 

are produced by waves or undulations. It 

is a fact that, by making more noise, you 

do not necessarily get louder sounds. Two 

sounds combined may make silence. Not 

only is the extinction of sound by sound 

possible, but Doctor Tyndall shows how it 

may be done, and gives the reasons for that 

extraordinary result. It is entirely an 

affair of waves. ■

In the case olf water-waves; when the 

crests of one set of waves coincide and 

unite with the crests of another set of 

waves, higher waves wUl be the result of ■

the combination of those two sets of waves. 

But when the crests of one set of waves 

coincide or fall in with the hollows or 

furrows of the other set, the water will 

be smoothed or levelled ; the two sets of 

waves will wholly or partly destroy eack 

other. This mutual destruction of two 

sets of waves is called, by the scientific, 

Interference. ■

We can conceive ihe same thing happen- 

ing with waves of sound. If, in two sets 

of sonorous waves, the moment o£ conden- 

sation (whioh corresponds to the crest of 

a water-wave) in the one ooin<udes with 

the moment of condensation in the other, 

the sound produced by such ooincidence 

will be louder than that produced bj 

either set of sound-waves taken singly. 

But if the condensations of the one set of 

sound-waves coincide with the rare&c- 

tions (answering to the hollows or troughs 

between water-waves) of the other set of 

sound-waves, a destruction, total or partiflJ, 

of both sets of sound-waves is the oonse* 

quence. That is, httle or no sound is 

audible. The case may be illustrated hj 

two organ-pipes of the same pitch placed 

near each other on tlie same wind-cbest, 

and thrown into vibration. They so in- 

fluenoQ each other that, as the air enters the 

embouchure of the one, it quits that of the 

other. At the moment^ therefore, the one 

pipe produoea a oondensation, the other 

produaes a raxe&cticm. The sounds of two 

such pipes mutually destroy each other. ■

From soientifio shift we to oommerciai 

wonders* Stepping in to gossip with & 

friend who keeps a shop, where, besides 

" novelties," you can buy such everyday 

utihtiea as blouses, blankets, and ready- 

made clothes, known in that neighbonrhood 

as '* confections," I found a commercial 

traveller displaying his sample patterns. 

The counter was covered with what I took, 

at first, for jewellery, but which provedt 

on inspection, to be only buttons. Amazed 

at their variety, I tried to classify tbem 

into families, orders, genera, species; huu 

giving it up, I asked their proprietor 

kindly to point out those which he cos- 

aidered the most noteworthy. ■

*^ This modest-looking speoimen,'* he , 

said, *' which we call an agate button, ^ \ 

perhaps as remarkable as any. It is neat, 

lustrous, you see, and of a pearly ct | 

opaline white throughout its whole surface ^ 

Now, £t, we are able to sell twelve times 

twelve dozen of these white agate buttons, 

each pierced with four holes, for tweo^* ■

-5= ■
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three 'boub — one £rano, fifteen ceniimes 

(elevenpence halfpenny English) ; that is, 

twelve dozen buttons for less than one 

penny, with a profit for the manufacturer 

and the retail shop-keeper. Of course I, 

the oommis voyageur, must also live. Is it 

not a remarkably cheap button ?" ■

" It is a wonder of cheapness !*' I ex- 

claimed. " But — is it possible ?" ■

^' Yon have only to give me an order to 

be convinced." ■

From .the abore specimens, gentle reader, 

it will be allowed, I think^ that my New 

TTonderfnl Magazine is in the way of ■

j progress. ■

^CONSULS PLANOO. ■

jkM xxnjna ssvixia. ■

Bibb grow tlio tieei, the yellowliig ahowen ooom ■

down, 

Aiid pamnfi luabeanu fleck witH Automn'B gold 

The quiTeniig red loATes of the forest o&k ; 

And M adown the rusaet lane I ttniT, 

That ikirta tha boundair of the garden* wall— 

My sparse ^^ locks, slow liftedbj the bieeae— 

Come back in Bright kaleidoscope to mo 

The meoioriea of forty yeua agooe ! ■

White-bloomed magnolias^ grouped npon the lawn, 

With roee>aoacias, and grtat cedar kings. 

Shading, with pennons black, the sharen turf, 

Whereon we played at bowls ; whilst laa^bing gttis, 

Whito-miialiMd, witb bloe ribbons in thmr wealth 

Of rippling goldon locks, looked on, and smiled 

l/jpon OUT prowess. And some twain would steal- 

er pastime weary — ^to the friendly shade 

Of sereening laurels, and 'neath June's bine skki^ 

WhiBper the ^ nothings" sweet, of dawning kre. ■

Ah, me ! I know not, whether it be well 

To dwell too much upon the hawthorn days, 

And memoriee of youth's sweet blossom-tune, 

Lest we repine, that winter's tnowa have chiliad 

The fire <» Spring. And yet^ and yet 'tis sweety 

For slurunken limbs, in fancy once again. 

To feel the wftrm glow of their Aprif tide ; 

Por age-dinuned eyes, to brighten with youth's Kghft^ 

\t these fond pictures — aa the war-horse neighs, 

>Vhen paat hie work, at stirring trumpet sound. 

ih yea, ah yee ! though but in fancy's dream, 

?o trea^ agftm yo«th^ flowery path, u well I ■

THE CUPBOARD PAPERS. ■

FIN-BEG EXPLAINS. ■

I ■

Fiit-Bec begs to offer the reader a few 

trelimiziary words of explanation.- These 

'npboard Papers are a series of observa* 

ons and reflections on the sort of living, 

rhich he has gathered in many places ; and 

'hichy it ipvill be sxu^ly conceded, have the 

est hope of being considered attentively 

ist now. He who has seen hnmble and 

igacions ])eople living comfortably on 

laterials that would represent something 

iry close upon starvation to an English 

>or faxnily» and has made the dismal oon- 

%st his study, in the hope that he mif^ht ■

presently observe npon it with profit to 

many thousands in these dear times, now 

submits his labours to all who have a desire 

to know the thrift that secures the plenty, 

and knowing it, to impart it to their neigh- 

bours, who hunger through ignorance, 

rather than through poverty. ■

I. POOB DEVILS ! ■

*' I CANNOT bear the way they live on 

the Continent. Messes, I call them." ■

This observation was provoked by the 

broad stretches of colouring vine that broke 

upon UA as we sped through the rocky way 

of the railroad, between Bern and Onchy. 

The hater of messes had been moved by 

the grapes to observe that he was of opinion 

that a Kentish hop-ground was more pic- 

turesque than a vineyard. They were a 

good British oouple. ■

We were travelling through, the vine- 

yards of La Cote, along the Jorat range 

between the Alps and the Jura, and the 

blue waters of the lake were lapping the 

roots of the vines, and casting diamond 

spray upon the ripening fruit. It was a 

rare day along the banks t>f the Leman. 

Not a film between us and the Alps, that 

stretched in white and purple glory into 

the deep blue of the sky. Lateen sails 

swept like snowy wings upon the water, 

and a gay packet was puffing out of Evian 

opposite^ making for our side. In the 

vineyards, men and women, swarthy with 

the fierce heat, were at work, giving a last, 

loving attention to the grape, over which 

the leaves were reddening fast. Many a 

traveller remembers that all the beauty of 

Lake Leman, where the vines creep to its 

liquid fringe, almost from Qeneva to the 

Castle of Chillon, bursts upon the sight on 

iflsuing from a tunnel. ■

•* Nor I. They wouldn't do for ua. I 

don't say I can't eat them for a week or 

two when I'm travelling, but lire on them, 

u§^ !" The lady shivoied expressively, as 

though some horrible proposition in the 

way of cannibalism or a train-oil r^g^e 

had been submitted to her. ■

The gentleman, being hugely satisfied 

with the emphatic verdict in his fitvour, 

grasped a bunch of alpenstocks he had 

held, beefeater fiishion, all the way from 

the Federal capital, and leaned forward to 

substantiate his position. ■

" Mary can't bear them either, nor 

Anne — I mean our Anne." ■

" Our Anne would be sure not to like 

them," the lady observed with qAiet firm« 

ness ; indicating hereby that none of her ■
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race could possibly derogate from the dig- 

nity of the family by liking the messes of 

the Continent, or even tolerating them, 

while one of the Dothems, the butchers of 

Chalkstone, who had served generations of 

Anne*s kindred, liyed to cut a mntton-chop, 

or trim the Sunday leg of mutton. ■

'*Tou deal with Gheathem now, don't 

you ?" ■

** The idea !" the lady exclaimed. "< Really, 

Reginald, you ought to know that nothing 

would ever induce us, nothings— after oyer 

forty years ! Why the Dothems must hare 

had thousands out of our fiunily. But you 

know that as well as I do." ■

" Of course," Reginald said apologeti- 

cally, glancine round the carriage to see 

whether his rollow-passengers were fully 

impressed with the dignity of a ^Eimily that 

had dealt with the same butcher for over 

forty years. ■

" Tou like omelettes, though P" Reginald 

inquired, in the manner of a man who, in 

the generosity of his heart, was trying to 

insinuate an extenuating circumstance in 

mitigation of sentence upon an unfoirtunate 

culprit "Yes, you like omelettes, of course." 

The lady was not to be cajoled. She 

was a Derson of firm convictions, which 

had been instilled into her, just as they 

had been instilled into her mother and 

grandmother before her. They were as 

much part of her as her back hair — possibly, 

more so. They were part of the eminent 

gentility of Ghalkstone, and no more to be 

rooted out of a member of one of the 

genteel fisunilies of that eye of the universe, 

than the comer-stcme of the parish church 

was to be dislodged by a toothpick. ■

'* Omelettes ! I don't think there can 

be any very strong objection to them." 

The pale-blue grave eyes of the speaker 

wandered quietly over the vineyards, the 

lake, and the mountains, while she gave 

the subject her deepest consideration. 

"But John always says he doesn't see 

' the pull ' (as he calls it) they have over 

English fried eggs, after all. Omelette, 

too, is very difficult to digest." ■

" There you are right." Reginald caught 

at the objection, and, while he described 

an imaginary pattern upon the carpet with 

the point of an alpenstock, continued: 

" John sees straight through things. Still, 

they can do an omelette in a way that we 

can't touch." ■

** Perhaps it's as well we can't, for the 

waste of butter is positively wicked. Our 

next station is Lausanne, I think ?" ■

Reginald sought his guide-book, and ■

compared it with the name of the little 

vine and flower-covered station at whicli 

we were drawing up. Satisfied with the 

correctness of his book, the punctuality of 

the train, and of the exact number of miles 

yet to be traversed, he turned his back 

on lake, mountains, and vineyards, and 

searched his mind for another divertiiig 

topic, appearing to have an idea that he 

would find it in the empty lamp-socket in 

the roof of the carriage. ■

'* You don't see much g^d fimit on the 

Continent," was the bright result of his 

exploration. "Indeed, I call their fruit 

flavourless. And Boltt is quite of mj 

opinion." ■

" John is a judge," said the lady, natu- 

rally, the gentlemen being, as it snbse- 

quently appeared, her husband. " He rather 

likes their mdons." ■

** Bless me !" responded Reginald; **he 

never told me that. But, of course, yon 

know. As to melons, they can't help their 

being fine ; they grow in the fields like 

swedes, or mangold. You see them lying 

in heaps upon the pavements. I bought 

one for two sous at Lyons, and took it up 

to my room at the hotel, and we ate it all 

to ourselves." ■

" You greedy creatures !'* was the play- 

ful rebuke to the beaming Reginald, who 

was quite of the opinion that he had said 

something uncommonly witty, and pre- 

sented himself to the company in the light 

of a supremely knowing one. ■

'' With a little brandy from my fl&sk, 

and part of a roll which Anne — ^my Anne, 

I mean — ^had saved from the breakGast, ve 

made quite a cosy lunch, for two sons-a 

penny !" ■

" I am afraid not a very wholesome one. 

At what time do you lunch now ? Since 

we've moved into our new house (yon 

know John has bought it outright?), and 

we are nearer John's office, we Innch 

every day at half-past twelve, as the clock 

strikes." ■

Reginald was intensely interested, and, 

by a series of questions, elicited £rom the 

lady the further information that Jolio 

still liked Cheshire cheese as much as ever, 

and was very cross one day whrai North 

Wiltshire was put upon the table ; that rt 

was very difficult to get exactly the hlack 

crust John liked from the baker; that 

cheese remained at about the same price t^ 

Ghalkstone ; and that John's eldest boy- 

being a lad of extraordinary discernmeDt ■

—was «s fond of Cheshire as his &th«^' 

which made, altogether, a very diverting ■

t- ■
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and sprightly narrative for a company of 

fitraogers, who had travelled many hun- 

dred miles to gaze npon Lake Leman, and 

were now gliding along its shores, on the 

loveliest day of a brilliant summer. ■

A Spanish lady and gentleman who 

were in the carriage with ns drew be- 

tween them a trim square basket, daintily 

tied with black riband. The gentleman 

untied the basket, and then left the lady 

to operate. ■

The senora unfolded a white napkin, 

that sent a cool perfume as of sweet herbs 

I through the carriage, and spread it upon 

her knees ; then a second, which she spread 

upon the kneeff of the gentleman. Then 

some silver knives were unfolded. Then 

two bright goblets appeared. Intense 

excitement on the part of Reginald, who 

answered eveiy movement of the senora by 

an exchange of glances with his relative. 

Then a delicious bunch of grapes; two or 

three kinds of breads — ^the croissant, the 

brioche, the pain-gruau, Ac. — a cake or two 

of Ooloniale chocolate (the chocolate, let 

me tell the &stidious reader), and a little 

Bordeaux. ■

Reginald shrugged his shoulders, raised 

his eyebrows in pity, and muttered, *' Dear 

me ! dear me !" ■

That was a luncheon. What possible 

good could it do the benighted couple who 

were about to consume it? Bread and 

grapes ! Why, they were actually munch- 

ing chocolate and bread ! Reginald's rela- 

tive pulled her waterproof clofiJk about her, 

and drew down the ample folds of her blue 

veil. She seemed to fear that the ignorance 

was catching. ■

** Did you ever see such a lunch as that 

before ?** Reginald presently whispered. ■

The lady pressed her lips together, and 

with intense conviction replied, "Never." ■

" They do make such extraordinary com- 

binations. Just think of this — roast kid 

served with stewed greengages ! I actually 

had it the other day at Cologne, or 'MfLjence, 

I forget which. But chodblate and bread 

for luncheon beats me, I confess. And, 

look, they seem to be enjoying it. Quite 

their usual lunch, I've no doubt." ■

•* Yea ; but you must remember, Regi- 

nald" — the gentle lady's heart was filled 

with pity — "you must remember; you 

have been accustomed all your life to the 

very best English living. It strikes you 

as veiy dreadful, of course. But look, the 

French gentleman in the opposite corner 

doesn't seem to think it in the least degree 

strange." ■

Reginald observed the Frenchman, and 

recognised him as the passenger who at 

the bufiet had taken a glass of ordinaire 

and water and a cake, and observed that 

thus fortified, he should last to the journey's 

end. " It wouldn't do for us," Reginald 

reflected. " I wonder what John would say 

to a cake of chocolate and a roll for his 

luncheon P" ■

John's wife put on her most scornful 

expression, and vowed that she was afraid 

to think what the consequences would be 

if she were to put such a luncheon before 

him, under any circumstances. ■

*' They seem to enjoy it, and are as 

merry as troutlets," Reginald observed, 

after having given a few minutes to minute 

watching. " Actually, they seem to enjoy 

it." ■

"It's their ordinary way of living, you 

may be sure," the compassionate lady of 

the family that had enjoyed uninterrupted 

dealings with one butcher for over forty 

years, observed. " I dare say chocolate is 

meat to them." ■

" But think of putting water with that 

wine. It must be abominable; I fiiA it 

difficult to manage, pure." ■

" I never touch it," said the lady." ■

The train drew up at the Ouchy station, 

and, while a trim girl ofiered the passen- 

gers who were continuing the journey to 

Ueneva baskets of fruity John appeared to 

help his wife out of the carriage. ■

"Reginald and I have had such fun, 

John," was her greeting; "seeing some 

Spanish people at lunch." ■

" What do you think of those for lun- 

cheon-hampers ?" Reginald asked, pointing 

to the baskets of fruit. " Awfully heavy, 

n'est ce pas ?" ■

"Poor devils!" was Mr. John Boltfs 

sole but significant rejoinder. "I hope 

they've ^ot bottled beer at the Beau Rivage, 

that's all I can say. I could drink one of 

Mr. Bass's vats dry." ■

"If they haven't, as you say, Boltt» 

' poor devils !' " chimed Reginald. ■

U. AT TABLB-D'HOTB. ■

In these days there are plenty of people 

who are ready to pronounce on the sylla- 

bub, the instant their lip breaks the nearest 

bubble of the 'froth. They are judges of 

all vintages ; are familiar with every vine- 

slope from the Pyrenees to Fontainebleau, 

and woald not yield in opinion to the oldest 

taster of the Halles aux Vins. No joyous 

wine-dealer by the banks of the Graronne 

has their £amiiiarity with the many quali- ■

^» ■
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ties of incomparable Bordeaux. Institn- 

tioDS come as easily to them as eggs. They 

apply their learned spoon, crack the shell, 

and approach their infallible nose to the 

yolk. It is bad or it is good. I and yon, 

diffident souls 1 have been endeavouring to 

work by study and experience to a just 

decision; but they jump over our backs, 

and beckon to us to follow. They approve 

or disapprove, after a morning's stroll, the 

fabric of a thousand years. ■

A constitution is as open to their instant 

understanding as a washing-bill. They 

look upon a range of Alps as familiarly as a 

market-woman handles a rope of onions. 

You speak with awe of the terrible vastness 

of a crevasse; to them it is a convenient 

place where they usually light their cigar. 

Mont Blanc is tneir Gipsy Hill, and states- 

men and ambassadors and princes are, to 

them, just capital fellows to chum with. ■

There are people, again, who will not be 

taught. Their mind is made up and bolted 

at all points. Nothing on earth would 

induce them to receive the smallest addi- 

tional parcel of knowledge. They are in- 

tellwtual all-in-alls in their family, and 

among their acquaintance ; and their fami- 

liars pity the benighted wretch who is 

foolish enough to differ from them. They 

knew it would rain; they were prepared 

to hear the down- mail had run into the 

five P.M. from Birmingham ; they had 

given poor Brown, who died yesterday, 

exactly the span of life he ran, to half an 

hour; and barometers and thermometers 

are superfluities, wherever they take up 

their quarters. Not that they have ever 

studied, or travelled much. Unyielding 

dogmatism is their moral back-bone. ■

The two gentlemen are of British growth. 

The latter is, shall we say, a Lancashire 

man ; the former, an unmitigated child of 

Cockayne, and they are both in the habit 

of appearing at table-d*hdtes on the tourist 

lines of the Continent. I came upon them, 

among other places, at that cross between 

a railway-station, a booking-office, and an 

hotel, the Metropole at Geneva. ■

One man, who knew everything, I re- 

cognised at once. It was John Boltt, for- 

tunate possessor of the lady whose fSftmily 

had dealt with the Dothems of Chalkstone 

for over forty years. The table-d*h6te was 

just over, and he had settled into a con- 

versation with a tourist opposite, who was 

quite familiar with the Kaiser Wilhelm, 

and could drop in on Bismarck, whenever 

he felt inclined, for half an hour's chat 

before dinner on the destinies of Europe. ■

Reginald was an enraptured listener ; and 

Mrs. Boltt, like Pauline Deschappelles, hung 

upon the honey of the eloquent tongue of 

her beloved John. Hers was genuine ad- 

miration, poor, narrow little soul ! but 

what were the two oontroversialiflts-in-chief 

thinking of each other, while they boasted 

and laid down the law, talking at the com- 

pany who still lingered at the tables with 

their toothpicks? Mr. Boltt pronounced 

the dinner, in his elegant^ gentlemanly 

way, to be a series of makeshifts ; to which 

the friend of Kaiser Wilhelm and dropper- 

in on Bismarck replied, with equal taste, 

that when Boltt had had his experience ot 

the tables of the worlds he would be better 

able to adapt himself to the diets of the 

nations, the repasts of the races; to the 

substantial steak of the Teuton, and the 

light lark of the Latin. Mr. Boltt had 

not the smallest intention of adapting 

himself to anything. He observed that 

it was not likely his tastes would change, 

and hinted that he would take care they 

shoald not. Any change from perfection 

is deterioration. The cockney, who was, 

let me note, a traveller and an observing 

man, curled his lip^ and glanoed round, 

while he replied that argument was thrown 

away upon a disputant who avowed that 

he was not open to reason. He maintained 

that the dinner was^—well, not a good one, 

judged by a London or Paris club standard, 

but a wonderful advance on any general 

dinner ever served in hotel or restaurant 

in the British metropolis. ■

"That I deny," was Mr. Bdtt's re- 

joinder. ■

*' That is, yon refuse assent to my asser- 

tion. I don't know that your refusal anni- 

hilates it. I am not sure that it weakens 

the authority of it." ■

" I say that a cut from the joint, a bit of 

fish, and a tart, is a better dmner than aU 

this gastronomic tomfoolery which lasts 

nearly two hours, and leaves a man of 

healthy appetite almost as hungry as when 

he began. ■

Mrs. Boltt and Reginald exchanged 

glances of admiration. ■

" The whole of it," Reginald timidly in- 

terposed, ''doesn't come up to a good 

English joint." ^^ ^ ■

" It is not so wholesome at any rate," [ 

Mrs. Boltt simpered^ half afraid of the j 

sound of her voice, in the presence of the 

oracle John. ■

Mr. Baker (I saw his name afterwards 

— Bloomsbury Baker — sign-board si2e» 

upon his portmanteau in the hall) smiled ■

•^ ■
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and fioftened his voice, a lady having 

entered the lists. " As for the wholesome- 

ness, the highest authorities are in favour 

of less eating, that is, less substantial and 

a greater variety, than in England. For 

instance, you can't get such a salad" — it 

was Romaine, and Baker was right—-" as 

we had just now, in all London." ■

"I'll mix a salad — with — with anybody 

in the world; I don't care who he is," 

said Boltt. ■

" To your liking, possibly," Mr. Baker 

replied. "But does that dispose of my 

question ? The salad you would make the 

Spaniard and the Frenchman would hold 

in abhorrence. Not a single Genevese, I 

take it, would put his lips to it." ■

" That's because they don't know what a 

good salad is, and we do." ■

Both Mrs. Boltt and Reginald took this 

to be a home thrust on the part of their 

oracle, an^^ laughed outright. ■

"You have a good audience," Baker pre- 

sently continued, quite unabashed, glancing 

with a quiet eye through his last glass of 

Burgundy ; " but I hold to my opinion, 

and your remark confirms it very strongly 

in my mind. Here, or in Paris — ^nay, go 

almost where you will on the Continent— 

and you will find a good salad all the year 

round, for something like twopence, because, 

in the first place the French, the Swiss, the 

Germans, the Italians,, and the Spaniards, 

have a score of wholesome, nay medicinally 

valuable, plants or growths, of which they 

make use in their soups or salads, and 

which we throw away, or leave to rot in the 

fi^elds." ■

" Sorrel, you mean, I suppose," was Mr. 

Boltt's contemptuous observation, which 

was supported by a wry grimaoe, dutifully 

and lovingly drawn by his wife. ■

" Aniong other things, yes ; and a very 

wholesome plant." ^. Baker took no 

notice of the lady's shudder. " I was in 

the loarket this morning, on the Place de 

la Fusterie, having a talk with the country 

people, and looHng after my morning 

peach, which I eat regularly as I watch the 

rushing of the Rhone under the bridge, 

when one of the women was good enough 

to point out to me the many varieties of 

her staU, down to what you would call her 

basket of toadstools. These, you know, our 

learned men have taught us, approach, like 

salmon, in nutritive qualities, to our Eng- 

lish beefsteak. You are aware that they 

have inspectors of fungi in Rome?" ■

" Inspectors of fiddle-sticks !" was Mr. 

Boltt's superb rejoinder. " I suppose our ■

toadstools are part of the precious food wo 

waste." ■

" Undoubtedly. Then again, we take 

no trouble about growing mushrooms. 

Why, under Paris, there are miles of mush- 

room-beds." ■

" In the catacombs, I suppose," quoth 

the wit Boltt, while Reginald rubbed his 

hands in his ^ delight at the victory of his 

oracle. ■

" Boltt's a trifle too strong for him," he 

whi^ered to Mrs. Boltt. ■

"I have met the inspectors. I have 

eaten twenty varieties of fungi— toadstools 

as you are pleased to call them — and I was 

very sony indeed tp see that there were 

none for dinner to-day, for there were large 

quantities in the market this morning." ■

" I think I should have been obliged to 

leave the table," Mrs. Boltt observed. ■

" Ladies," Mr. Baker gallantly responded, 

" are permitted to have prejudices ; but we 

men, it appears to me, are bound to examine 

for ourselves. It is a good many years 

ago now since Doctor Barham dedicated his 

book on Esculent Funguses to the Bishop 

of Norwich, because its chief object was to 

furnish the labouring classes with whole- 

some nourishment and profitable occupa- 

tion, and his lordship was distinguished 

from all others, as the doctor said, by re- 

cognising the claims and furthering the 

interests of the poor." ■

" A queer way of feeding the poor !" 

Mr. Boltt said, a little more quietly than 

usual. Was Mr. Baker getting too strong 

for him ? ■

" And yet," said Mr. Baker, " it is the 

clergy who have been foremost in what I 

presume you would call the toadstool 

movement. Perhaps you remember a very 

popular book that came out a few years 

ago called something like Contributions to 

Natural History, mainly in relation to the 

Food of the People." ■

" Never heard of it," was Mr. BoUbt's 

answer, given as though he were for ever 

establishing the mediocriiy and poorness of 

the volume. ■

"We have some thirty esculent fungi 

which our poor fellows who go home every 

night to dxy bread or a mess of porridge, 

kick with their hobnails." ■

" They may be poorly off and underfed, 

sir" — ^here Reginald took courage to in- 

terpose — "but you'U never get them to 

feed on fungus." ■

" At least let us hope not," Mrs. Boltt 

said in support. ■

"A charming dinner — toadstools for ■
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** meat, and sorrel for vegetables !" Mr. Boltt 

threw in, setting the little audience in a 

roar. ■

"Yon conldn't have anything much 

better in this weather,** the calm philoso- 

pher from Cockayne went on, " than a dish 

of the bright yellow fnngi I saw a woman 

selling in garlands this morning at the 

comer of the Rne des Allcmands. She 

was a perfect picture, and I wish some 

English artist^ say Mr. Frith — would 

paint the fangns-seller fpr the next Royal' 

Academy. She was hooded in the charm- 

ing white cap, with a red kerchief and 

short bine skirt; and slnng upon both 

arms were threaded fnngi of a rich yellow 

brown, which she sold readily, I can tell 

yon^ for the people here know something 

more about eating than chops and steaks, 

and potatoes and cabbages.*' ■

" I wish them joy of their knowledge," 

was Mr. Boltt's benevolent remark. ■

"You have good reason to do so, sir. 

By their knowledge, they live handsomely 

on what our thriftless labourers would call 

a starvation wage. Don't we see in the 

papers evexy day that the ploughmen of 

this county and of that, can get only a 

bit of bacon by way of meat ; that their 

children grow up, underfed; that the 

whole race is deteriorating ! At the same 

time we know that in Kent, for instance, 

flourishes the very finest and most nu- 

tritious of the esculent fungi, which would 

give blood, and bone, and muscle to the 

cowherd and his brats, and is destroyed 

and thrown into the road by the ignorant 

farmers. Teach the farmers — ^they are to 

blame ; their servants have never had any 

opportunity of knowing any better." ■

"How would you have them eat the 

delicacy p The more it was disguised, the 

better I should like it, for my own part." 

It need hardly be added that this was Mr. 

Boltt's sally. ■

Mr. Baker was a man not to be moved 

from his point or purpose ; and he was 

fully equipped with authorities. " It will 

mince alone, capitally ; it will double the 

nutritive value of a fricassee. A vol-au- 

vent of it is magnificent. But, as a dish, 

in its native majesty, with a little bacon, 

butter, and pepper and salt, it would not 

disgrace the stew-pan of the proudest 

cordon-bleu. We have a mushroom, too, 

of which you can make delicious fritters !'* ■

" Beignetfi de toadstool," muttered Regi- 

nald in the lady's ear. ■

"The Romans have a prejudice as strong 

as yours,'* Mr. Baker said, turning with ■

cool severity upon Reginald. "They look 

upon our common mushroom— the only 

one we eat, with horror and detestation, 

and it is flung into the Tiber by the in- 

spectors. * The morell, again ; we import it^ 

and pay a high price for it ; yet when we 

find it in our own fields we destroy ii But, 

as I told you, I saw this morning, in the 

Place de la Fusterie, and in the market- 

streets round about, a score of varieties of 

food which are never seen in an English 

market, which are wholesome and nu- 

tritious, and which grow abundantly in our 

fields — nay, occasionally in our hedges." ■

"Well, sir," Mr. Boltt said, rising, and 

determined to break up the sitting, before 

his fiEime as an oracle could be farther 

weakened by Mr. Baker (whom he de- 

scribed afterwards in the smoking-room as 

" a well-informed person from London")— 

" well, sir, I hope the people of England 

will never be reduced to a diet of toadstoob 

and weeds. They may be, as you say, nn- 

derfed — ^though, on another occasion, I 

should like to go into that subject with 

you ; they may be ignorant, though I hare 

yet to learn that familiarity with fungi 

comes under the head of learning; they 

may be degenerating, though I never saw 

the foreigner who could stand up to a 

Northumberland farm-lad. But you will 

excuse me, if I decline to believe all yoor 

doctors, and professors, and inspectors, be 

they Roman or Parisian, who tell me 

Englishmen don't know what's g^ood and 

what's bad, and cannot put upon the table 

any day, ay, and in any town in the thi«e 

kingdoms, a more wholesome and satis- 

factory meal than this table d'hote, with 

its menu, and dab of ice-pudding, and its 

mouthfuls k lathis, that, and the other." ■

''I should like some tea, John," said 

Mrs. Boltt, as this triumphant Briton led 

her out of the salle- i^manger. ■

'* A demi-tasse," said Mr. Baker, to the 

head-wditer, who had been listening ]Htr- 

in^y to the conversation, " and let it be 

very hot. Yes, and a kirsch ; you hare it 

good here. At any rate your Evian eaa 

de cerise has the real cherry flavour." ■

A DASHING EXPLOIT. ■

When the Revolution of 1830 set h 

Alexandre Damas, then a very youog vm- 

and seeing nothing in life but one series ot 

tableaux, took his share in the more stir- 

ring scenes in the capacity of a skirnusher. [ 

Ue tells the whole story in his m^noirs, ■

4 ■
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and his account seems an anticipation of 

the best portions of Rabagas. Bnt his narra- 

tive of his expedition to Soissons to seize 

some powder will be found one of the most 

stirring bits of adventure in modem times. 

He had heard Lafayette say that if the 

king were to advance on Paris there would 

be no powder to meet him with. Alex- 

andre conceived a bold scheme, and pro- 

posed to the general to set off for Soissons 

— a town he well knew — and seize on 

the magazine there. Lafayette laughed 

at the idea, but consented to give him a 

pass to General Gerard, to which Dumas 

coolly added, "and we recommend his 

scheme to you." From Gerard he, with 

some difficulty, obtained a requisition ad- 

dressed to the authoritdea of the town for 

the powder. In this he ingeniously in- 

terpolated the words " minister of war"— 

a rank which no one but himself had con- 

ferred on the general. With this official 

document he returned to Lafayette, and 

persuaded the old patriot to write him a 

sort of letter of introduction to the citizens 

of Soissons, recommending them "Alex- 

andre Dumas, one of our combatants," as a 

fit and proper person to whom they should 

hand over the powder. Then our hero — 

for such he was on this occasion — ^prepared 

himself for as spirited and dramatic an 

adventure as can be found in the books of 

romance. ■

It was about three o'clock in the after- 

noon of the 30th of July, 1830. As he was 

hurrying away, be met a young painter 

named Bard, who was only nineteen. He 

asked bim to join. The other agreed 

with alacrity, and Alexandre sending him 

back for bis double-barrelled pistols and 

his horse, set off himself in a cabriolet for 

Le Bourget, then the first post on the road 

to Soissons, and which has since obtained 

such a disastrous notoriety. Arrived there, 

he exhibited his Lafayette and Gerard 

letters to the post-master, and demanded a 

chaise and horses for his mission. The post- 

master was friendly, and even empresse, and 

supplied bim at once with what he asked. 

He went out to buy some pieces of calico-^ 

red, wbite, and blue — which were sewn into 

a tricolour flag fixed to a broomstick, which 

latter was tied on to the chaise. With this 

ensign they started, in hopes of getting 

to Soissons about midnight. The post- 

master shook his head, but, as he saga- 

ciously remarked, " so many miracles had 

been performed during the last three days 

that it might be possible." As they 

hurried through the various villages the ■

flag caused the greatest excitement. His 

fellow-traveller, dolfghted, declared that all 

was going splendidly, *'but that they ought 

to have some sort of cry." ■

" Shout away, then," said Dumas, " and 

while you are shouting I'll take some 

sleep." ■

The only difficulty was what was to be 

the cry, and with some hesitation the now 

well-worn and tattered " Vive la Repub- 

lique" was decided on. Accordingly, the 

young painter, bis head out of the window, 

and his flag waving, roared on. On the 

high road they met a chaise going to Paris, 

and a traveller of some fifty years old asked 

for news. ■

"The Louvre is taken; the Bourbons fled ; 

Provisional Gevemment established — ^vive 

la Republique !" the excited painter poured 

out. The gentleman fifty years old scratched 

his ear, and continued his journey. For 

the next stage they had an old postilion, 

who persisted in going at a steady trot, 

and at every remonstrance, answered dog- 

gedly, *' Leave it all to me. A man knows 

his own business best." Dumas at last from 

the chaise window laid on the backs of the 

horses with a stick, and made them gallop. 

In a rage the man pulled up, swore he 

would unyoke his beasts, and actually pro- 

ceeded to do so. Dumas fired at him with 

blank cartridge, and so scared him that he 

rolled on the ground in terror. Alexandra 

then put on the huge posting-boots, and, 

mounting, galloped on to the next post. 

They soon reached the old familiar Yillers- 

Cotterets — ^the whole town, as may well be 

imagined, being thrown into intense excite- 

ment by the appearance of the chaise with 

the tricolour and the excited Alexandre 

Dumas. Late as it was, every house 

poured out its inhabitants, who rushed to 

the post-house. A thousand ei^er ques- 

tions were put to him — what did it mean, 

this flag and the guns ? He knew all the 

townspeople, and told the story of the last 

few days. It was insisted that he should stay 

a short time, and have something to eat, and 

he was carried off to the house of an old 

friend, where a hasty supper was got ready. 

A number of old companions, who had 

been boys when he was in the little town, 

gathered round, listening eagerly as their 

old friend declaimed and recounted between 

every mouthful. As he dashed in for them, 

which he could do admirably, vivid sketches 

of these thrilling scenes, the rustics lis- 

tened with delight and wonder; but when he 

came to explain the object of his present ex- 

pedition — '* when I announced that I meant ■
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to capture, single-handed, all the powder 

that was in a military town, oontaining 

eight thousand inhabitants, and a garrison 

of eight hundred men" — ^they looked at 

him donbtfally, and thought he was crazed. 

This was, of course, welcome to Alexandre, 

who always delighted to put himself in a 

theatrical attitude, and be the centre of a 

dramatic situation. He turned to his com- 

panion Bard : ■

" What were my words when proposing 

this expedition to you ?" ■

" You asked," was the reply, " was I in- 

clined to get myself shot with you." ■

" And what do you say now ?" ■

" That I am ready still." ■

All were confounded at such gallantry. 

One of his friends now stepped forward, and 

offered to get him into Soissons, as he had 

a friend at the gates. Then Alexandre, al- 

ways anticipating his D'Artagnan, raised his 

glass, and drank to his own return to them 

on the next evoung. " Have dinner ready," 

he called to the host^ " for twenty people, and 

it is to be eaten just the same, whether we 

are alive or dead — here are two hundred 

.francs." The other answered he might 

pay on the morrow. " But if I should be 

shot?" "Then / shall pay." A shout 

arose, "Hurrah for Cartier !" Dumas 

drank off his wine, and, we might add, the 

act-drop fell. ■

It was now about eleven o'clock. The 

horses were put to, the chaise was wait- 

ing, and the bold trio, Dumas, Bard, and 

Hntin (who was to pass them through 

the gates), drove away on their daring ex- 

pedition. By one o'clock they had reached 

the gates of Soissons, through which they 

were allowed to pass, "the door-keeper 

little dreaming," says Alexandre the great, 

" that he was admitting the Revolution." ■

They went straight to the house of 

Hutin's mother, where their first business 

was the manufacture of a huge tricolour 

flag. She contributed her blue and red cur- 

tains, with a tablecloth, and all the women 

of the household were set to work to sew 

the pieces together. By daybreak the task 

was completed. The pole, of course, gave 

no trouble, as the one from which the 

Bourbon white flag was floating would 

answer. '* The flag-staff," as Dumas says, 

" had no political opinions." ■

The plan they had arranged was really 

Quixotic in its extravagance, and indeed 

seems almost incredible. Making all allow- 

ance for Dumas's bombast, it will be seen 

that at the most he has only been guilty of 

the novelist's exaggeration ; and though at ■

the time the story of the adventure was all 

but scouted, it could not be disproved in 

its facts, which are given with the most 

minute details of dates, names, and places. 

It was settled that Bard and Hutin were to 

take the flag and contrive to get into the 

cathedral under pretence of aeeing the snn 

rise from the tower. If the sacristan made 

any resistance he was to be flung over the 

parapet. Then having dragged down tke 

white flag, and set the tricolour floating 

^m the tower. Bard was to hurry on to 

lend his aid to Dumas, who would be 

engaged at the powder magaiana Such 

was the dashing plan of these three men. 

They started at daybreak, and Dnmas 

made his way to the Fort St. Jean, wheie 

a small pavilion, dose to the gateway, was 

uaedasthemagasine. He dared not attonpt 

the gate, but steeling round, climbed up 

the waU cautiously, and took a peep into 

the fort He saw two soldiers hxaj hoeisg 

in a little garden at tiie comer. He Ie( 

himself down again, looked over at tiie 

distant cathedraL He saw distinctly against 

the sky a dark outline of some figures; 

then the white flag, after being tossed about 

in an extraordinary fashion that could not 

have been owing to the wind, finally dis- 

appeared, and the tricolour took its place. 

Now was the moment : his oompanioas bad 

done their part. He slang his double- 

barrelled gun about him, and began to 

climb the wall. When he got to &e top 

he saw the two soldiers staring with 

wonder at the strange flag on the cathe- 

dral, then, cocking both barrds of E« 

gun, he leaped down and stood before 

them. One was named Captain MoUard; 

the other Sergeant Bagou. He advaoced 

on them, presenting his piece, and made 

them a courteous bat hurried speech, ex- 

plaining who he was, and his errand. He 

was Monsieur Alexandre Dumas, son of 

General Dumas, &c. He came in the same 

of General G«rard to demand the surrender 

of the powder, and there was his order 

signed by the general, which he presented 

with one hand, and holding his cocked gns 

in the other. The pair were much taken 

back, and knew not what ix> do, when toe 

colonel, D'Orcourt, who was in oommanfl. 

was seen approaching. The matt^ ^^' 

explained to him, and after i^any conrteoc^ 

phrases, a treaty was arranged, by whicb 

the three ofiGicers promised their neatnbtT. || 

and engaged to keep within doors. Tbc^ > 

the powder magazine would seem to havt* 

been captured by Dumas single-handed. 1^ 

has the air of a very biilHant achierement, ■
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and the picture of the hero alone in the 

fort, his finger on the triggers of bis gan, 

courieonslj bat firmly controlling bis three 

opponents, is a most dramatio scene. When 

WTJiing the account of bis adventnre, from 

which we take these particnlars, however, 

Dumas forgets that in the official report, 

famished to the Monitenr twenty-three 

years before, be bad stated that three of bis 

friends were waiting at the gate. ■

Thus successful, he - opened tbe gate and 

found his friend Bard. To him be banded 

oyer tbe charge of tbe magazine, and went 

away to deal witb the commandant of the 

fort, Liniers. He found tbis officer just 

risen, and discussing tbe news of tbe 

. sadden appearance of the flag on tbe 

cathedral. Dumas laid down bis gun at 

the door, in4ax)duGed bimsdf, and made 

his demand for an order to remove tbe 

powder. The otber declined to acknow- 

Jedge General Gerard's order, and said that 

there was scarcely any powder in the 

magazine. Tbe commandant seemed, in 

&ct, rather amused, and smiled soomAdly 

when Dumas answered that the parfy at 

the magazine were bis prisoners. Alexan- 

dre replying that he would go back at once 

/ and bring proof under their hand that tbe 

powder was there, made bis bow, and 

retired. He flew back, found that be was 

light, and returned presently witb satis- 

factory proof that a large quantity of 

powder was in tbe magazine. But wben be 

I reached the commandaxit's office be found 

that the x^rty bad been increased during 

bis absence, and that Lenfema, an officer 

of gendarmes, and BonviUiers, colonel of 

the Engineers, were there^ in full uniform, 

and armed. Tbe commandant addressed 

bim in a sort of bantering tone, telling 

bim that ho bad sent for these oflicers, wbo, 

with him, were in command of tbe towi^ 

in order that they might have tbe pleasure 

of hearing* M. Dumas explain bis mission. 

The yoTiJig man saw that boldness was bis 

only resource, and coolly told them that be 

had been engaged by Lafayette to bring 

the powder to Paris, or to lose bis Hfe, and 

that he insisted on the commandant band- 

ings over that powder to bim. Tbe officers 

passed on Gerard's order from one to tbe 

other with, a sort of smiling contempt. ■

^' And BO," said tbe commandant, in tbe 

?anie tone — " so, single-handed. Monsieur 

Dnznaa — X think you said that was your 

same — you propose to force xne to do 

his. 'Y'CfCL see that we are four." ■

The yoxLng man saw that matters were 

oming" to a crisis, and took a prompt re- ■

solution. He stepped back, pulled bis 

double-barrelled pistols from bis pockets, 

and presented them at the startled party. 

" You are four," be said, " gentlemen. But 

we are five. If that order be no|i signed in 

five seconds, I give you my word of honour 

I will blow your brains out, beginning witb 

tbe commandant's there !" ■

He owned be felt a little nervous, but be 

was determined. ■

"Take care," be went on; "I mean 

what I say. I am going to count. One — 

two — three——' * ■

At tbis critical moment a side door was 

flung open, and a lady flung herself among 

them in a paroxysm of alarm. ■

"Agree! agpreeJ" lE^e cried. "Ob, this 

is another revolt of tbe negproes ! Think 

of my poor father and mother, whom they 

murdered in St. Domingo !" ■

Alexandre owned that tbe lady's mis- 

take was excusable, considering bis own 

natural tint (deepened by violent browning 

from tbe sun), and tbe peculiar charactei* 

of hair and voice. But we may wonder 

at tbe insensibility to ridi^le which could 

prompt bim to set down sucb a jest at bis 

own expense.* Tbe truth was, he was so 

filled witb vanity, that all the nicer senses 

became blunted, and be was even uncon- 

sdous of tbe roars of laughter which these 

foolish confidences produced. Tbe com- 

mandant oould not resist the entreaties 

of bis wife. Alexandre declared that be 

bad infinite respect for the lady, but 

entreated her husband to send her away, 

and let tbe men finish tbe business. The 

poor commandant protested that his self- 

respect must be respected. He could not 

decently yield to a single man. Alex- 

andre then ofiered to sign a paper, to the 

effect that the order bad been extorted at 

" tbe mouth of the pistol-barrel." " Or 

would you prefer," be added, " that I 

should fetch two or three of my com- 

panions, so that you should seem to have 

yielded to a more respectable force P" The 

commandant accepted this proposal, and 

Alexandre left bim, bluntly declaring that 

no advantage must be taken of the delay 

or he would return and " blow M their 

brains out," and that tbe whole party must 

give their parole of honour that they would 

remain exactly as they were. ■

"Yes, yes," cried tbe lady. Alexandre 

made her a low bow, but declared that it 

was not her parole that be wanted. Tbe 

commandant gave what was required of ■

* ** O, mpn ami, c^de I c'est une secoode r6?olt>e dea 

ndgres." ■

^ ■
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bim, and Alexandre hnrryiDg away, speedily 

returned with two or three of his men, 

whom he placed in the court. Opening the 

window he called to them, and bade them 

inform the gentlemen inside that they were 

ready to fire on them at the first signal : 

an appeal answered by the significant 

sound of the cocking of g^ns. The com- 

mandant understood, and going to his desk, 

wrote out a formal order. ■

After this the rest was comparatively 

easy. The magazine was broken open, carts 

were procured and loaded, and at about 

five o'clock they were outside the town. 

Dumas was so exhausted that he sank down 

on the grass, under a hedge, and fell fast 

asleep. Roused up presentiy, he started on 

his journey, and by eight o'clock reached 

Yillers - Gotterets, where they found the 

supper ready, which had been ordered the 

evening before. After a jovial meal they 

set out once more, and by three o'clock 

in the morning were close to Paris, at the 

post-house whence they had started. At 

nine he had presented himseli^ with his 

powder, at the Hotel de Yille, having 

triumphantly accomplished the daring ex- 

ploit he had undertaken. ■

When Alexandre told this adventure, 

there was many a shrug of the shoulders and 

loud-scoffing laugh ; such a romance as this 

was not thought worth serious refutation, 

as coming from so amusing and notorious 

a gasconader — an unoomplimentaTy ap- 

preciation which he owed to the incurable 

vanity which always made him set his own 

figure in the most effective and dramatic 

positions. But the story is perfectly true, 

abating some harmless exaggeration. It is 

to be found set forth in a modest official re- 

port addressed to Lafayette, published by 

his direction in the Moniteur of August the 

9th, 1830, and signed by Dumas and the 

friends'who assisted him in the expedition. 

The names of the various officers whom 

he forced to submit to him are given at 

length . When the memoirs were published 

in 1853, the son of the commandant, 

Liniers, did, indeed, come .fbrward with 

an indignant " reclamation," to. clear the 

memory of his father, who was then dead, 

but his testimony, for he was actually pre- 

sent at the scene in the commandant's 

cabinet, only confirms Dnmas's account. 

The purport of the son's letter is merely 

this : that the town was already ripe fOr re- 

volt before Dnmas's arrival, and that when 

the latter returned with his friends, these 

were assumed to be chiefs of the National 

Guard, already known to be disaffected. In 

ehort^ that the officer yielded not to Dumas, ■

but to an overpowering force behind bim. 

His son describes Dumas parading his 

pistols, and menacing the commandant, 

but declares that the presence of the f onr 

officers armed, and intimidated, was a 

fiction of the novelist. He admits, how- ' 

ever, that he himself and the secrdaiy— { 

with Madame de Liniers— were present i 

On the whole, the adventure may he ac- 

cepted in all faith, and reflects credit on 

the great raconteur. ■

THE YELLOW FLAG. ■

Br EDMUND YATBS^ ■

▲VTBO» or **BL4CX BBIEP,** "* MOtODTl rOBTDVI,** ^ AC ■

BOOK IIL ■

GHAFTBB in. HUHPHRBT 8TATHAM OBOWS ■

UNEASY. ■

What has come over the ruling spirit 

of the offices in Change-alley P The part- 

ners in the great mercantile houses, whose 

ship-broking is there carried on, cannot nn- 

derstand it^ and the men in the tall flnff^ 

hats, the firock-ooats, and the shepherds' 

plaid trousers, whom no one would sus- 

pect to be the captains of merchant Tes- 

sels fully certificated, long serviced, and 

ready to sail on any navigable water in the 

world, shrug their shoulders and nanUer 

hoarsely to each other in the luncheon-room 

at Lloyd's, that *' something must he up 

with Mr. Statham." The clerk who gives 

a maritime flavour to the office by wearing 

a pea-jacket, and who in de&mt of anj 

possible boating on the Thames or Se^ 

pontine is, during the winter, compelled to 

give vent to his nautical tendencies bj 

vocal references at convivial supper parties 

to his Lovely Nan, his Polly of Ports- 

mouth, and other of the late Mr. Dibdin's 

creations, opines that there is a young 

woman in the case, and that his governor 

has " got smote." Another of the clerks, 

an elderly man with a wooden leg and a 

melancholy mind, who had more than once 

failed in business on his own acconnt, 

began to hint in a mysterious manner that 

he foresaw bankruptcy impending, ao^ 

that they should all have to look out for 

new situations before the spring. *^- 

Collins, to whom all the querists addressw 

themselves, and at whom all the indirect 

hints were levelled, said nothing; he even 

refused to admit to the general public that 

there was any perceptible difference w 

Mr. Statham 's manner. Only in conjngal ^ 

confidence, as he smoked his affceivsapp^^ 

pipe in the neatly furnished parlour of 

his residence in Balaclava-buildings £>^ ■

««= ■
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Lower Clapham - road, he confessed to 

Mrs. C. that the chief had somehow lost 

his reh'sh for business, and that he did not 

think Mr. 8. was the man he had been. ■

If yon had asked Haraphrey Statham 

himself if there were any real foundation 

for these whispered hints and innaendoes, 

he wonld have langhed in yonr face. The 

forebodings of the melancholy man as to 

there being a decline in the bosiness, he 

would have settled at once by a reference 

to Mr. Collins, who would have shown that 

never since he hf^d been connected with the 

firm had its dealing^ been so large, and 

apparently so safe. As to Mr. GoUins's 

connubial confidences, Humphrey Statham, 

if he^ had been made aware of them, would 

have said that they were equally ridiculous. 

Perhaps it was true that he did not care so 

much for business, was not so constantly 

at his desk, or such a dead hand at a bar- 

gain aa he used to be, but it was natural 

enough that he should begin to slack off 

a little. lie had been an adle dog in his 

early days, but ever since he settled down 

in the City, there were few men who had 

worked bunder than he. The ten thousand 

pounds originally lefl him by his father he 

had more than trebled, and his personal 

disbursements certainly did not amount to 

more than six or seven hundred a year. 

Why should he slave away every moment 

of his life ? Why should he be at the 

beck and 6b1\ of every one who wanted his 

advice ! They paid him for it, it was true ! 

But be wanted something else besides 

payment now — ^amongst other things a 

certain amount of leisure for day-dreaming. 

But what about -the suggestion thrown 

out by the young gentleman of nautical 

tendency, the suggestion involving the idea 

that his principal's absence of mind was 

referable to his thoughts being occupied 

with a young woman ? Day-dreaming was 

surely in favour of the nautical young 

gentleman's theory. When Humphrey 

Statham, after giving strict orders that he 

was not to be disturbed, no matter who 

might want him, threw himself back in his 

chair, and indulged in a long reverie, his 

thoughts reverted not to any business 

transactions in which he might have been 

engaged, but to the day when he first 

went to Hose Cottage in the assumed 

character of a charity agent, and to the 

person with whom he had the interview 

•-here. To Alice, as he saw her then for 

;he first time, with the look of interest and 

tnxiety in her pale, wistful fece, with the 

ears standing in her large hazel eyes. How 

let 'ant and graceful were all her move« ■

ments ; in how tender and woman-like a 

manner, regardless of her own trouble, 

which though not absolutely pronounced, 

she felt to be impending, she sympathised 

with him in the presumed object of his 

mission, and promised him aid ! Then she 

would rise before his mind as he had seen 

her fiince, chilled, almost numbed with 

sorrow, caring for nothing, taking no in- 

terest in all that was proposed to her, 

though always grateful and recognisant. 

That look of hopeless, helpless sorrow 

haunted Humphrey Statham's life ! Could 

it never be banished from her pale fiskce ? 

Would her eyes never brighten again with 

joy P The sorrowful look was a tribute to 

one who had cruelly deceived her, who had 

merited her bitterest hatred for the manner 

in which he had treated her. A word, pro- 

bably, would disperse those clouds of grief, 

would turn her m>m a weeping mourner to 

an outraged woman, would show her how 

terrible was her present position, and would 

probably render her wildly anxious to 

escape from it. But to speak that word 

to Alice, to acquaint her with John Calver- 

ley's crime, would be to point out to her 

her own degradation, to inflict upon her 

the sharpest wounds that brutality could 

devise, to uproot her faith in honesty and 

goodness, and to send her forth cowering 

before the world. The man who could do 

this would prove himself AHce Clazton's 

direct enemy ; it was Humphrey Statham 's 

hope to take rank as one of her dearest 

friends, and in this hope he suffered and 

was silent. ■

One of her dearest friends ! Nothing 

more than that! He had never dared to 

hope that he should be anything more to 

her. She was likely to remain constant 

to the memorv of him whom she believed 

to have been her husband, and no one who 

had her welfare at heart would attempt to 

shake her in that constancy. With the 

exception of the doctors, indeed — who were 

not likely to trouble themselves — there was 

no one capable of giving her the informa- 

tion so fatal to her peace of mind, save the 

three tried friends who were occupying 

themselves in watching over her. Three 

tried friends ? Yes, he thought he might 

say that, for this Frenchwoman, whom he 

had distrusted at first, seemed to be fulfil- 

hng her self-imposed duty with strictness 

and singleness of purpose. Humphrey 

Statham was not a man likely to be imposed 

upon by specious assurances unless they 

were carried out by correspondiug acts. 

When Martin Gurwood had made him ac- 

quainted with Madame Du Tertre*s pro- ■
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posals, he had agreed to their acceptance, 

only as a tempoi*ary measure, and without 

an J opinion of their lasting qualities. How- 

ever, since Pauline's association with the 

Pollington-terrace household he had care- 

fnllj watched her, and in spite as it were of 

himself, found himself compelled to give 

her credit for unselfish devotion to Alice's 

cause. What might be her motive, what 

the guiding-string of her conduct, so 

long as it involved no danger to Alice, 

was no concern of his. Humphrey Statham 

was too much a man of the world to 

ascribe it entirely to the sense of wish- 

ing to do her duty, or the gratification of 

an overweening affection which she had 

taken for the deserted girl. He argued 

rather that she herself had been the victim 

of some treachery or some disappointment 

similar to that unconsciously suffered by 

Alice, and that hence arose her sympathy 

for Mrs. Glaxton, which, added to a dis* 

like of the world, had induced her to seek 

for the position of Alice's companion. But 

this idea Humphrey Statham kept to him- 

self, as being one rather likely to frighten 

a man of Martin Gui'wood's simplicity, and 

to render him distrustful of the woman 

who was really of very great use and as- 

sistance to them. ■

Mai tin Qurwood had returned to Lul- 

lington, the affairs of his parish, as he stated, 

demanding his' presence. Mrs. Calverley 

had demurred to his going, objecting to 

beinff left alone. Martin fuad employed a 

cutato during his absence, she said, a man 

sufficiently qualified to attend to the spi- 

ritual wants of the &rmers and persons of 

that kind, of whom the parish was com- 

posed. But Martin thought otherwise. 

He had been away quite long enough ; too 

long, he argued, for a proper discharge of 

his duties. There might have been many 

occasions on which the parishioners who 

knew him well would have come to him 

for assistance, while they would have been 

.diffident in appealing in the same way to 

a stranger. His mother retorted that, al- 

though he had not chosen to give her any 

exphcit answer, she had made him an offer, 

the acceptance of which would remove him 

firom Lnllington, and then the farmers and 

labourers would be compelled to pocket 

their pride — if it could be called pride in 

such persons — and either seek aid from the 

stranger or go without. To which Martin 

had replied that if he were to yield up his 

living, his successor, from the mere fact of 

his position, would not be a stranger, but 

would be the proper person to apply to. 

So Martin Garwood had g^e back to ■

"§ ■

[^e ■

Lnllington, leaving his mother highly in- 

censed at his departure, and his friend, 

Humphrey Statham, had no one to talk 

to about Mrs. Claxton's beauty, patience, 

and forlorn condition. ■

It was on that account that Humphrey 

chiefly missed Martin. There was nut 

much else in common between the two 

men ; indeed, they had been acquainted for 

years without the acquaintance ripening 

into intimacy. From other persons and 

common friends Martin Gnrwood had heard 

of Statham's cleverness and tact. On the 

occasion when he wanted a friend possess- 

ing such qualitieB he had sought out his 

old acquaintance, and found that rumour 

had not belied him. On his part Statham 

had to admire Martin Gurwood's simplicity 

and earnestness, and having the Hendou 

mystery to deal with, and a certain number 

of complicationB to steer through, the 

alliance between them was close and firm; 

but it had Alice Claxton and her wel&re 

for its basis and its mainspring, and no- 

thing more. Not that Humphrey Statham 

wanted anything more; he would have 

liked Martm Gurwood, howevBr the con- 

nexion with him had been brought about; 

but associated as it was with Alice, this 

most recent friendship had a most appre- 

ciable value in his eyes. ■

Martin was gone, and there was no longer 

any one to whom Humphrey Statham 

could indulge in confidential converse, so 

he took to reveries and day-dreaming, and 

thus gave rise to all the odd talk and specu- 

lation about him which was rife in the City. 

He had settled with Martin before he left, 

however, that he should go up, for a time 

at least, twice or thrice a week perhaps, 

to Pollington-terrace, to see how Mrs. 

Claxton was getting on, and write folij 

and candidly to Martin his impressions of 

what he saw, and for a time nothing conld 

be pleasanter reading to one interested in 

the success of the new establishment thaa 

these letters. Alice seemed gradually to , 

be gaining health and strength, and if it 

could not be said that her spirits were 

much improved, certainly in that waj 

she had suffered no relapse. Madame Da 

Tertre had come out infimtely more favour- 

ably than Humphrey had expected of her. 

She was unwearying in her devotion to 

her young friend, and her affectionate sur- 

veillance was just exactly what was wanted 

to a young woman in Alice's position. Tk | 

matter offending off neighbourly acquaint- 

ance, which they had so much dreaded, lia" 

been admirably managed by Madame V^i 

Tertre, who had pleaded heryoungfriciiJ "^ ■
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recent bereayement and ill health as an 

excuse for their not entering into society ; 

while she had rendered herself most po- 

pular by the conrteons way in which she 

Lad made the ajinonncement, by her kind- 

ness to the children, and her savoir faire 

in general. Martin Gurwood read all this 

with as great a pleasnre as Humphrey 

Statham wrote it. All things taken in 

consideration, nothing could be progress- 

ing more favourably than the establishment 

in PoUington-terraoe, built though it was, 

as both men knew, upon a quicksand, and 

liable to be engulfed at any moment. ■

Thes6 visits to PoUington-terrace were 

the holidays in Humphrey Statham 's life, 

the dsLjB to be marked with a white stone, 

to be dwelt upon both in antioipation and 

recoUeetion — days to be made much of, too, 

and not to be carelessly enjoyed. Hum- 

phrey Statham, since his early youth a 

prudent man, was not inclined to be pro- 

digal even of such delights. Inomediately 

after Martin's departure for ihe country, 

he had been a pretty constant visitor at Pol- 

hngton-terraoe, for the purpose^ of course, 

of keeping his friend properly posted up in 

all the movements of its denizens, but after 

a little he thought it better to put in an 

appearance less frequently, and he mortified 

himself accordingly. One night, after a 

ten days' interval, Humphrey thought he 

should be justified in paying his respects 

x> the lady, and providing himself withsub- 

ect-matter for another letter to-morrow. 

Being, as haa been said, a man of worldly 

visdonif it was his habit to dismiss his 

ab at the end of the terrace, and proceed 

n foot to his destination, hansom cabs 

eing looked upon by the staid neighbour- 

ood as skittish vehicles, generally sub- 

ersive of morals. When Humphrey 

cached the house, he saw upon the window- 

find the unmistakable shadow of a man's 

ead. Had Martin (jurwood suddenly re- 

irncd to town? No — as the thought 

ished across his mind, the head turned, 

towing him the profile, with a hook nose, 

id a flowing beard, with neither of which 

>nld the vicar of LuUington be accredited, 

umphrey Statham stopped short, scarcely 

ring to believe his senses. An instant s 

flection convinced him of his folly. What 

1g was there forbidding these ladies to 

ieivo their acquaintances in their own 

use ? "Who was he to be startled at the 

fi I miliar silhouette on a window-blind ? 

liy should such a sight cause him to stop 

idenly in his walk, and set his heart 

impinge Tvildly beneath his waistcoat? 

irtha, the little maid- of-all- work, was at ■

all events not influenced by anything that 

had occurred. She grinned, when she saw 

Mr. Statham, in her usual friendly manner, 

and introduced him into the parlour with 

her accustomed briskness of bearing. ■

Mrs. Glaxton wa£u there, so was Madame 

Du Tertre, so was the original of the sil- 

houette on the window-blind. A tall man 

this, with a hooked nose, and a blonde 

silky beard, and an easy, pleasant manner, 

introduced as Madame Du Tertre's cousin, 

Mr. Henrich Wetter. A deuced sight too 

easy a manner, thought Humphrey Statham 

to himself^ as he quietly remarked the 

way in which the new-comer paid to Alice 

attentions, with which no &ult could be 

found, but which were unmistakably 

annoying to the looker-on, and to that 

looker-on the behaviour of the strange 

visitor was so inefiably, so gallingly patro- 

nising! Mr. Statham^ did he catch the 

name rightly? Was it Mr. Humphrey 

Statham, of Change-alley ? Oh, of course, 

then, he was well knovra to everybody. 

They were neighbours in the City ! He 

was very pleased to make Mr. Statham's 

personal acquaintance ! ■

" Confound his patronising airs," thought 

Humphrey Statham to himself. " Who is 

this German Jew — ^he is a German, un- 

doubtedly, and probably a Jew — that he 

should vaunt himself in this manner ? And 

how, in the name of fortune, did he find 

himself in this house ? Madame Du Tertre's 

cousin, eh ! This Wetter, if he be, as he 

probably is, of the firm of Stutterheim and 

Wetter, ought to have had sufficient re- 

spect for his family to have prevented his 

cousin from taking the position occupied 

by Madame Du Tertre. Bah ! what non- 

sense was he talking now ? They had all 

reason to be grateful that Madame Du 

Tertre was in that position, and she was 

just the woman who would keep her family 

in ignorance of the circumstances under 

which she had achieved it." ■

Exactly as he thought ? The subsequent 

conversation showed him how wrong ho 

had been. It turned accidentally enough 

upon the number of foreigners domesticated 

in England, a country where, as Mr. Wetter 

renaarked, one would have thought they 

would have experienced more difficulty in 

making themselves at home than in almost 

any other. ■

"Not that," he said, pleasantly, "not 

that I have any reason to complain ; but I 

am now a naturalised Englishman, and all 

my hopes and wishes — mere business hopes 

and wishes; alas, Mrs. Claxton, I am a 

solitary man, and have no other matters of ■

1 ■
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interest — are centred in thia conntry. It 

was here, thongh I confess with astonish- 

ment, that I found my cousin, Madame Dn 

Tertre, a permanent resident." ■

"Yon were not aware, then, Monsieur 

Wetter," said Statham, finding himself 

addressed, " that your cousin was in Eng- 

land ?" ■

"Family differences, common to all 

nations, had unfortunately separated us, 

and for some years I had not heard of 

Pan — Palmyre's movements." ■

"You cftn easily understand, Mr. Sta- 

tham," said Pauline, speaking between her 

set teeth, " that as my cousin's social posi- 

tion was superior to mine, I was ayerse to 

bringing myself under his notice." ■

" We will say nothing about thai," said 

Mr. Wetter, with his pleasant smile. ** I 

think Mr. Statham will agree with me, 

that the social position which brings about 

a constant intercourse with Mrs. Glaxton is 

ono which any member of our sex would, 

to say the least of it, be proud P" ■

Humphrey Statham glanced round the 

circle as these words were uttered. Alice 

looked uncomfortable ; Madame Du Tertre 

sayage and defiant ; Mr. Wetter bland and 

self-possessed. There was silence for a 

few minutes. Then Pauline said : " You 

have been a stranger for some time, Mr. 

Statham; we had been wondering what 

had become of you." ■

" I am delighted to think that the yoid 

caused by my absence has been so agree- 

ably filled," said Humphrey Statham, with 

a bow towards Mr. Wetter. The next 

nainute he cursed his folly for haying made 

the speech, seeing by Wetter's look that he 

had thoroughly appreciated its origin. ■

" The regret at your absence indicated 

by Madame Du Tertre I fully share," he 

said, with a polite smile. " It is my great 

loss that I have not met you before in this 

charming society. At this dull season of 

the year, when every one is out of town, I 

need scarcely say what a godsend it has 

been to me to have been permitted to pass 

an evening occasionally with two such 

ladies; and the knowledge that I might 

have had the chance of an introduction to 

Mr. Humphrey Statham would have been 

indeed an additional inducement to drag 

me firom my dreary solitude." ■

That was an uncomfortable evening for 

all persons present. Even to Alice, dull, 

distraite, and occupied with her own sorrow, 

there was an evident incongruity in the ■

meeting of the two men. Pauline was 

furious, partly at Wetter's cool treatment 

of her, partly at the idea that Statham 

had cross-qaestioned her as to wbj she 

had permitted the intimacy with Wetter 

to arise. Wetter himself was annoyed at 

Statham's presence on the scene, while 

Humphrey Statham went away sorry and 

sick at heart at all he had seen and heari 

The old stories concerning Wetter floatiiig 

about society had reached his ears, and the 

recollection of them rushed fall upon him 

as he sat in the cab on his homeward drive. 

" How had this man managed to get a 

footing in Alice's house ? A footing he had 

evidently obtained, for he spoke of frequent 

visits there, and his manner was that of an 

habitu^ of the house. He was introdnced 

as Madame Du Tertre*s cousin ; but if that 

were so, that fact» instead of inspiring 

confidence in him, was simply sufficient to 

create distrust of Madame Da Tertre. He 

was the last man with whom any woman, 

young and inexperienced, more especiailj 

any woman in Alice Claxton's position, 

should be brought in contact." ■

What was best to be doneP For an 

answer to this question Humphrey Statham 

racked his brain that night. In any case 

he must write a full account of what he 

had seen, and of the inference he had 

drawn therefrom, to Martin Garwood. 

Martin may not be able to give him any 

advice, but it was due to him to let him 

know what had occurred. He, in his 

simplicity, may see nothing in it ; but at all 

events he must never be able to plead that 

he was unadvised and unwarned. So before 

retiring to his rest that night, Humphrej 

Statham sat down and wrote to his friend 

a full account of his visit, with a candid 

statement of the fears and reflections which 

the presence of such a man as Mr. Wetter 

in Alice Clazton's household had aroused 

in him. ■

"To you," he said, "to you who have 

nothing in year life to repair, all this tmj 

seem very strained ; but I, who have passe' 

par la, and have failed to save one whom I 

might have saved, know what a sting a 

failure may come to mean for all the dajs 

of a man's life." ■

"Nothing in my life to repair!" cried 

Martin Gurwood, after he had read the 

letter, clasping his hands above his head. , 

" Great Heaven, if there were butanyplaa , 

for repentance, any possibility of repara- 

tion !" ■

I ■
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Thb steamer looked very near now and 

large. It 'was plain it had no longer any 

> cliEince of clearing the rocks. The boat- 

men were bawling to one another, bat I 

could not nnderetand what they said, nor 
' hear more than a word or two at a time. 

The ateamer moanted ver^ bigh, and 
then seemed to dive headlong into the sea, 

and was lost to sight. ■

Again, in less Uian a minnto, the black 

mass was toppling at the smnmit of the sea, 

and again it seemed swallowed np. ■

" Her starboard paddle ! ' ' shonted a broad- 

shouldered sailor in a pilot-coat, with his 

palm to the side of his month. ■

Thomas Jones was among these men, 

withoat a hat, and on seeing me he fell 

bock a litlie. I was only a step or two be- 
hind them. ■

" Thomas Jones," I screamed, and he in- 

clined hia ear to my shrill qoeation, "is 

there no life-boat in Cardyllion P" ■

"Not one, miss," he roared; "anditconld 

not make head against that if there was." 

" Not an inch," bawled Williams. 

" Is there any chance ?" I cried. 
" An anchor &om the stam ! A bad 

bold there — she's draggin' of it!" yelled 

Williams, 'whose voice, thoagh little more 

than two feet away, sounded laint and half 
imothered in the storm. ■

Just then the steamer reared, or rather 

iwooped, like the enchanted horse, into the 

lir, and high above its black shape shot a 

inge canopy of foam; aud then it stag- 

rered over and down, and nothing but 

aging- sea was there. 

" Oh, GK>d ! are they all lost ?" I shrieked. ■

's fast. All right 

the pilot>coat. ■

In some seconds more the Teasel emerged, 

pitohing high into the brilliant moonlight, 

and nearly the same thing was repeated 

again and again. ■

The seafaring men who were looking on 

were shouting their opinions one to another, 
and &om the Uttle I was able to hear and 

understand, I gathered that she might ride 

it ont if she did not drag her anchor, or 

"part," or "founder." But the sea was 

very heavy, and the rocks just under her 
bows now. ■

In this state of suspense a quarter of an 

hour or more must have passed. Suddenly 
the vessel seemed to rise nearer than before. 

The men crowded forward to the edge of 

the bank. It was plain something decisive 

had happened. Nearer it rose again, and 

then once more plnnged forward and dis- 

appeared. I waited breathless. I waited 

longer than before, and longer. Nothing 

was there but rolling waves and springing 

foam beyond the rocks. The ship rose no ■

The first agony of suspense was over. 

Where she bad been the waves were sport- 

ing in the ghastly moonlight. In my wild 

horror I screamed — I 'nrung my bands. I 
could not turn for a moment from the 

scene. I was praying alt the time the same 

short prayer over and over again. ■

Minute after minnte passed, and still my 

eyes were fixed on the point where the ship 

had vanished ; my hands were clasped over 

my forehead, and tears welled down my 
cheeks. ■

What's that ? Upon the summit of the 

bare rock, all on a sudden, the figure of a 

man appeared ; behind this mass of black 

stone, as each wave burst in saccession, the 

foam leaped in clouds. For ■

vou vui. ■
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figure was seen sharp against the silvery 

distance ; then lie stooped, as if to olimb 

down the near side of the rock, and we lost 

sight of him. The boatmen shouted, and 

held Tip each a hand (their others were 

holding their hats on) in token of suocour 

near, and three or four of them, with Thomas 

Jones at their head, ran down the slope, 

at their utmost speed, to the jetty, under 

which, in shelter, lay the Malory boat. 

Soon it was moving under the bank, four 

men pulling might and main against the 

gale ; though they rowed in shelter of the 

reef, on the pinnacle of which we had seen 

the figure for a moment, still it was a 

rough sea, and far firom safe for an open 

boat, the spray driving like hail against 

them, and the boat pitching heavily in the 

short cross sea. ■

No other figure crossed the edge of the 

rock, or for a moment showed upon the 

bleak reef, all a,long which clouds of foam 

were springing high and wild into the air. ■

The men who had been watching the 

event from the bank seemed to have aban- 

doned all further hope, and began to de- 

scend the hill to the jetty to await the 

return of the boat. It did return, bearing 

the one rescued man. ■

Laura Grey and I went homeward. We 

made our way into the back yard, often 

forced to run, by the storm, in spite of 

ourselves ; we had hardly reached the house 

when we saw the boatmen coming up. ■

We were now in the yard, about to enter 

the house at the back door, which stood in 

shelter of the building. I saw Mrs. Torkill 

in the steward's house, with one of the 

maids, evidently in a fuss. I ran in. ■

" Oh, Miss Ethel, dear, did you see that ? 

Lord a' mercy on us ! A whole shipfal gone 

like that ! 1 thought the sight was leav- 

ing my eyes." ■

I answered very little. I felt ill, I was 

trembling still, and ready to burst again 

into tears. ■

" Here's bin Thomas Jones, miss, to ask 

leave for the drownded man to rest himself 

for the night, and, as Mr. Carmel's away, I 

knew your papa and mamma would not 

refuse ; don't you think so, miss ? So *I 

said, ay, bring him here. Was I right, 

miss ? And me and Anne Wan is tidyin* 

a bed for him." ■

" Quite right, I'm sure," I said, my in- 

terest again awakened, and almost at the 

same moment into the flagged passage 

came Thomas Jones, followed by several of 

the Cardyllion boatmen, their great shoes 

clattering over the flags. ■

In the front rank of these walked tlte 

<me mortal who had escaped alive from 

the ship ihaA was now a wreck on the 

&tal reef. Yon may imagine tlie interest 

with which I looked at kim. I saw a 

graceful, but manly figure, a young man 

in a short sailor -like coat, his dress 

drenched and clinging, his hat gone, his 

forehead and features finely formed, veiy 

energetic, and, I thought, stem — ^browsed 

by the sun ; but, allowing for that tint, do 

drowned face in the sea that night was 

paler than his, his long blade hair, lank 

with sea-water, thrown back ^m his face 

like a mane. There was blood oozing from 

under its folds near his temple ; there vas 

blood also on his hand, which rested on tk 

breast of his coat ; on his finger there was 

a thick gold ring. I had little more than 

a moment in which to observe all this. He 

walked in, holding his head high, vcrr 

faint and fierce, with a slight staler in his 

gait, and a sullen and defiant countenanoe. 

and eyes fixed and gazing straight hehre 

him, as I had heard somnambulists de- 

scribed. I saw him in the candle-light fnr 

only a moment, as he walked by, with 

boatmen in thick shoes, as I said, clatter- 

ing beside him. I felt a strange longing to 

run and clasp him by the hand ! ■

I got into our own back door, and fonnd 

Laura Grey in the room in which we usn&lly 

had our tea. ■

She was as much excited as I. ■

" Could you have imagined," she almost 

cried, " anything so frightful ? I wish I 

had not seen it. It will always be b^ore 

my eyes." ■

" That is what I feel also ; but we could 

not help it, we could not have home the 

suspense. That is the reason why peopk 

who are least able to bear it sometune^ 

see the most dreadful sights." ■

As we were talking, and wondering 

where the steamer came fix>m, and whiU 

was her name, and how many people were 

probably on board, in came Rebecca 

TorkiU. ■

" I sent them boatmen home, miss, that 

rowed the boat out to the rock for that 

poor young man, with a pint o* strong a^t 

every one round, and no doubt hell gi^ 

them and Thomas Jones something in hacd 

for taking him off* the rock when he cot^ 

to himself a bit. He ought to be thanfc? 

the Almighty with a contrite heart." ,; ■

" He did not look as if he was going t^ ,( 

pray when I saw him," I said. \ ■

" Nor to thank Ood, nor no one, for aav- 

thing," she chimed in. " And he sat dovfn ■

\ ■

^ ■
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sulky and black as yon please, at the side ■

o' the bed, and said never a word, bnt stnck ■

out his foot to Thomas Jones to nnbntton ■

his boot. I had a pint o' mnlled port ■

ready, and I asked him if I should send ■

for the doctor, and he only shook his head ■

and shmgged his shoulders, as he might ■

tnrn up his nose at an ugly physic. And ■

he fell a-thinking while Jones was takin' ■

off the other boot, and in place of prayin' ■

or thanksgiving, I heard hun muttering to ■

himself and grumbling ; and, Lord forgive ■

me if I vnrong him, I think I heard him ■

cursing some on& There was a thing for ■

a man just took alive out o' the jaws o' ■

death by the mercy o' God to do ! There's ■

them on earth, miss, that no lesson will ■

i teach, nor goodness melt^ nor judgment ■

frighten, but the last one, and then all's ■

too iafce." ■

It was late by this time, and so we all ■

got to our beds. But I lay long awake in ■

ihe dark, haunted by the ceaseless rocking ■

of that dreadful sea, and the apparition of ■

that one pale, bleeding messenger from the ■

ship of death. How unlike my idea of ■

the rapture of a mortal just rescued from ■

shipwreck ! His face was that of one to ■

whom an atrocious secret has been revealed, ■

who was fall of resentment and borror; ■

whose lips were sealed. ■

In my eyes he was the most striking 

figure that had ever ap]3eared before me. 

And the situation and my own dreadful 

ezcitezaent had elevated him into a hero. ■

CHAPTER XII. CUE QUEST. ■

The first thing I heard of the stranger 

In the zaoming was that he had sent off 

oarly to the proprietor of the Yemey Arms 

i messenger with a note for two large 

boxes which he had left there, when the 

racht Foam Bell was at Cardyllion about 

L fortnight before. The note was signed 

7ith the letters B. M. ■

The Foam Bell had lain at anchor off the 

der of Cardyllion for only two hours, so 

ID one in the town knew much about her. 

^wo or three of her men, with Foam Bell 

cross the breasts of their blue shirts and 

a the ribbons of their fiat glazed hats, had 

'alked about the quaint town, and drunk 

icir beer at the George and Grarter. But 

icre had not been time to make acquaint- 

ice 'with the townspeople. It was only 

fio-wn that the yacht belonged to Sir Dives 

^harton, and that the gentlemo^ who left 

e boxes in charge of the proprietor of 

o VeTTiey Arms was not that baronet. 

The ban <^ writing was the same as that ■

in the memorandum he had left with the 

hotel-keeper, and which simply told him 

that the big black boxes were left to be 

called or written for by Edward Hath- 

away, and mentioned no person whose 

initials were B. M. So Mr. Hughes, of 

the Vemey Arms, drove to Malory to see 

the gentleman at the steward's house, and /[ 

having there recognised him as the very ^ 

gentleman who left the boxes in his charge, 

he sent them to him as directed. ■

Shortly after, Doctor Mervyn, our old 

friend, walked up the avenue, and saw me 

and I^ura at the window. ■

It was a calm, bright morning; the 

stomr had done its awful work, and was 

at rest ; and sea and sky looked glad and 

gentle in the brilliant sun. Already about 

fifty drowned persons had been carried up 

and laid upon the turf in the churchyard 

in rows, with their &ces upward. I was 

glad it was upon the slope that was hid 

firom us. ■

How murderous the dancing waves 

looked in the sunlight! And &e black 

saw-edged reef I beheld with a start and 

a shudder. The churchyard, too, had a 

changed expression. What a spectacle lay 

behind that familiar grassy curve. I did 

not see the incongruous muster of death. 

Here a Liverpool dandy; there a white- 

whiskered City man; sharp bag-men; 

little children — strange companions in the 

churchyard — hard-handed scalers ; women, 

too, in silk or serge — no distinction now. ■

I and Laura could not walk in that 

direction till aU this direful seeking and 

finding were over. ■

The doctor, seeing us at the open win- 

dow, raised his hat. The autumn sun 

through the thin leaves touched his bald 

head as he walked over to the window- 

stool, and placing his knee on the bench 

on which Mr. Carmel used sometimes to 

sit, he told us all he knew of the ship and 

the disaster. It was a Liverpool steamer 

called the Conway Castle, bound for 

Bristol. One of her paddles was disabled 

early in the gale, and thus she drove to 

leeward, and was wrecked. ■

"And now," said the doctor, "I'm going 

to look in upon the luckiest man in the 

kingdom, the one human being who es- 

caped alive out of that ship. He must 

have been either the best or the worst man 

on board ; either too good to be drowned 

or too bad, by Jove ! He is the gentleman 

you were so kind as to afford shelter to, 

last night in the steward's house there, 

round the comer, and he sent for me an ■

«■ ■
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honr ago. I dare say he feels queer this 

morning; and from what Thomas Jones 

says, I should not be surprised if he had 

broken a bone somewhere. Nothing of 

any great consequence of course ; but he 

must have got a thundering fling on those 

rocks. When I've seen him — if I find you 

here — I'll tell you what I think of him." ■

After this promise, you may be sure we 

did wait where we were, and he kept his 

word. ■

We were in a fever of curiosity ; my first 

question was, " Who is he ?" ■

*' I guessed you'd ask that, the first mo- 

ment you could," said the doctor, a little 

pettishly. ■

" Why ?" said L ■

" Because it is the very question I can't 

answer," he replied. " But I'll tell you 

all I do know," he continued, taking up 

his old position at the window, and leaning 

forward with his head in the room. ■

Every word the oracle spoke we de- 

voured. ■

I won't tell his story in his language, 

nor with our inteiTuptions. I will g^ve its 

substance, and in part its details, as I re- 

ceived them. The doctor was at least as 

curious as we were. ■

His patient was up, sitting by the fire, 

in dressing-gown and slippers, which he 

had taken with other articles of dress 

from the box which stood open on the 

floor. ■

The window-curtain was partly drawn, 

the room rather dark. He saw the young 

man with his feet on the fender, seated by 

the wood fire. His features, as they struck 

the doctor, were handsome and spirited; 

he looked ill, with pale cheek and lips, 

speaking low and smiling. ■

"I'm Doctor Mervyn," said the doctor, 

making his bow, and eyeing the stranger 

curiously. ■

**Ohl Thanks, Doctor Mervyn ! I hope 

it is not a very long way from your house. 

I am here very ridiculously circum- 

stanced. I should not have had any 

clothes, if it had not been for a very lucky 

accident, and for a day or two I shaU be 

totally without money — a mere Robinson 

Crusoe." ■

" Oh, that don't matter ; I shall be very 

happy to see after you in the mean time, if 

there should be anything in my way," 

answered the doctor, bluntly. ■

"You are very kind, thanks. This place, 

they tell me, is called Malory ; what Mr. 

Ware is that to whom it belongs ?" ■

" The Honourable Mr. Ware, brother of ■

Lord H. He is travelling on the Conti- 

nent at present with his wife, a great beanty 

some fifteen years since ; and his daughter, 

his only child, is at present herd with her 

governess." ■

" Oh, I thought some one said he had 

two ?" ■

The doctor reasserted the fact, and for 

some seconds the stranger looked on the 

floor abstractedly. ■

" You wished a word or two of advice, 

I understand P" interrupted the doctor at 

length. " You have had a narrow escape, 

sir, a tremendous escape ! You must have 

been awfully shaken. I don't know how 

you escaped being smashed on those nasty 

rocks." ■

" I am pretty well smashed, I fancj," 

said the young man. ■

"Thats just what I wanted to ascer- 

tain." ■

" Prom head to foot, I'm covered with 

bruises," continued the stranger ; " I got off 

with very few cute. I have one over my 

temple, and half a dozen here and there, and 

one here on my wrist ; but yon need not take 

any trouble about them — a cut, when I get 

one, heals almost of itself. A bit of conrt- 

plaster is all I require for them, and Mrs. 

Something, the housekeeper here, has given 

me some ; but I'm rather seedy, I must 

have swallowed a lot of salt water, I fttncy- 

I've got off very well, though, if it's tree 

all the other people were drowned. It was 

a devil of a fluke ; you'd say I was the 

luckiest fellow alive, ha, ha^ ha ! I wish I 

could think so." ■

He laughed a little bitterly. ■

" There are very few men glad to meet 

death when it comes," said Doctor MeiTyn. 

" Some think they are fit to die, and some 

know they are not. You know best^ sir, 

what reason you have to be thankful." ■

" I'm nothing but bruises and aches all 

over my body. I'm by no means well, autJ 

I've lost all my luggage, and papers, and 

money, since one o'clock yesterday, when 

I was flourishing. Two or three socb 

reasons for thankfulness would inevitably 

finish me." ■

"All 'except you were drowned, sir," 

said the doctor, who was known in Car- 

dyllion as a serious-minded man, a lit^^ 

severely. ■

" Like so many rats in a trap, ^ i 

devils," acquiesced the stranger. ** The? 

were hatched down. I was the onlf , 

passenger on deck. I must have been i 

drowned if I had been among them." 

"All those poor fellow - passengers o( ■

\ ■
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yours," said Doctor Mervyn, in disgust, 

"had souls, sir, to be saved." ■

" I suppose so ; but I never saw such 

an assemblage of snobs in my life. I really 

tliink that, except poor Haworth — ^he in- 

sisted it would be ever so much pleasanter 

than the railway ; I did not find it so ; he's 

drowned of course — I assure you, except 

ourselves, there was not a gentleman 

among them. And Sparks, he's drowned 

too, and I've lost the best servant I ever 

had in my life. But I beg your pardon, I'm 

wasting your time. Do you think I'm ill ?" 

He extended his wrist, languidly, to 

enable the doctor to feel his pulse. ■

The physician suppressed his rising 

answer with an effort, and made his ex- 

amination. 

" Well, sir, you have had a shock." 

" By Jove, I should not wondei*," ac- 

quiesced the young man, with a sneer. ■

"And you are a good deal upset, and 

your contusions are more serious than you 

seem to &,ncy. I'll make up a liniment 

here, and I'll send you down something 

else that will prevent any tendency to 

fever ; and I suppose you would like to be 

supplied from the Vemey Arms. You 

must not take any wine stronger than 

claret for the present, and a light dinner, 

and if jon give me a line, or tell me what ■

name " ■

" Oh, they know me there, thanks. I got ■

these boxes from there this morning, and ■

they are to send me everything I require." ■

The doctor wanted his name. The town ■

of Cardyllion, which was in a ferment, ■

wanted it. Of course, he must have the ■

name ; a medical practitioner who kept a ■

ledger and sent out accounts, it was part of ■

his business to know his patients' names. ■

How could he stand before the wags of the ■

lews-roona, if he did not know the name of ■

lis own patients — of this one, of all others. ■

" Oil ! put me down as R. M. simply," ■

aid tlie young man. ■

" But wouldn't it be more — more usual, 

' yon liad no objections — a little more at 

'ngth ?" insinuated the doctor. ■

" ^Vell, yes ; put it down a little more at 

ngth — ^say R. R. M. Three letters in- 

cad of two." ■

The doctor, with his head inclined, 

iglied. patiently, and the stranger, seeing 

03. about to return to the attack, said, 

[ittio petnlantly: "You see, doctor, I'm 

t going* to give my very insignificant 

no liarG to any one. If your book- 

jper liad it, every one in the town would 

:>TV it 5 and Cardyllion is a place at which ■

idle people turn up, and I have no wish to 

have my stray friends come up to this place 

to bother me for the two or three days I 

must stay here. You may suppose me an 

escaped convict, or anything else you please 

that will amuse the good people ; but I'm 

hanged if I give my name, thank you." ■

After this little interruption, the strictly 

professional conversation was resumed, and 

the doctor ended by directing him to stay 

quiet that day, and not to attempt to walk 

out until he had seen him again next morn- 

ing. ■

The doctor then began to mix the ingre- 

dients of his liniment. The young man in 

the silk dressing-gown limped to the win- 

dow, and leaned his arm upon the sash, 

looking out, and the doctor observed him, 

in his ruminations, smiling darkly on the 

ivy that nodded from the opposite wall, as 

if he saw a confederate eyeing him from its 

shadow. ■

" He didn't think I was looking at him," 

said the doctor ; " but I have great faith in 

a man's smile when he thinks he is all to 

himself ; and that smile I did not like ; it 

was, in my mind, enough to damn him." ■

All this, when his interview was over, 

the doctor came round and told us. He 

was by no means pleased with his patient, 

and being a religious man, of a quick tem- 

per, would very likely have declined the 

office of physician in this particular case, if 

he had not thought, judgmg by his " pro- 

perties," which were in a certain style that 

impressed Doctor Mervyn, and his air, and 

his refined features, and a sort of inde- 

scribable superiority which both irritated 

and awed the doctor, that he might be a 

"swell." ■

He went the length, notwithstanding, of 

calling him, in his conversation with us, an 

" inhuman puppy," but he remarked that 

there were certain duties which no Chris- 

tian could shirk, among which that of 

visiting the sick held, of course, in the 

doctor's mind, due rank. ■

OLD STORIES RE-TOLD. ■

ON THE BRINK OF STARVATION. ■

On the 17th of November, 1780 (dur- 

ing the American war), J. "W. Prenties, an 

ensign in the Eighty-fourth Regiment, em- 

barked from Quebec on board the St. Law- 

rence, brigantine, with despatches fi'om 

General Haldimand to Sir Henry Clin- 

ton, at New York. The frosts were fast 

setting in, and it was necessary to get 

off quick before the sharp teeth of the ■

=jp ■
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ice closed upon the Canadian rivers. A 

schooner, on board of which were dupli- 

cate despatches, started at the same time. ■

The brigantine was detained six days at 

Orleans Island by a contrary wind, during 

which time the ice began spreading so fast 

across the river that a few days more would 

have altogether prevented the vessel's de- 

parture. On the 24th of November, how- 

ever, the brigantine, wafted by a fair wind, 

got down the St. Lawrence as far as the 

Brandy Pots, small islands about forty 

leagues from Quebec. The ship soon after 

made the island of Anticosti, at the mouth 

of the St. Lawrence, and beat about be- 

tween there and Cape Boziere for four 

days, a fast-increasing leak keeping two 

pumps constantly at work, and the ice be- 

ginning to gather thick about the vessel. 

There were nineteen souls on board the 

brigantine, six of these being passengers, 

the remainder very indifferent seamen ; 

and during all this emergency the master 

remained continually drunk in his cabin. 

On the 29th the wind, veering to the north- 

west, took them down the Gnlf of St. 

Lawrence, but it soon increased to a gale, 

and the crew, worn out with cold and 

fatigue, and finding four feet of water in 

the hold, unanimously resolved to work no 

more at the pumps. They declared they 

were quite indifferent to their fate, and 

preferred going quietly to the bottom 

rather than suffer such severe and inces- 

sant labour. By Prenties's timely distribu- 

tion, however, from his own private stock, 

of a pint of wine per man, the sailors 

were at last persuaded to resume work at 

the pumps, though they still declared that 

whether the vessel filled at once or not, was 

entirely indifferent to them. The sullen 

brute of a captain still sat drinking reck- 

lessly in his cabin. ■

On the 2nd and 8rd of December the 

gale blew fiercer than ever. The leak 

gained ground, and the ice was so thick 

on the ship's side that it had to be sawn 

and hewn off by the wearied and despond- 

ing men. The schooner in company of 

the brigantine could render no assistance, 

for, through the carelessness of the pilot, 

she had struck in a heavy snow-storm on 

the rocky island of Coudres. Shortly 

afterwards she foundered, and all the six- 

teen persons on board perished. On the 

4th the gale grew fearful, and the snow fell 

so heavily that ttie look-out man could see 

only twenty yards ahead. The sailors were 

faint and tured, and the water in the well 

had risen to between four and five feet. ■

The mate, a clever, intelligent fellow, now 

judged, from the distance the cranky vessel 

had run, that they were not far from the 

dangerous Magdalen Islands, which lie 

about midway in the Gkdf of St. Lawrence. 

In fine weather, seamen try to make these 

half-sunken rocks, to take a new departure 

from them ; but in fogs and storms they are 

as carefully avoided. The mate was right ; 

less than two hours the sea conld be ■m ■

heard breaking on these rocks, and the 

brigantine, with great difficulty, avoided 

Deadman Island, Qie largest of the group. 

Escape still seemed impossible, for the snow 

fell fast, and they were in the midst of the 

small hidden islands, in a vessel that drove 

on where it chose. Miraculously, however, 

the vessel ran through them all withoat 

damage. This extraoidinary escape aronsed 

the despairing sailors, who had all bnt re- 

solved a second time to abandon the pumps, 

and tiie momentary relief fi!X)m an over- 

whelming anxiety cheered them. They attri- 

buted their escape to the immediate interpo- 

sition of Providence, and gladly set to work, 

cheered by the wine which Prenties agJffli 

distributed amongst them. ■

That night the sea ran very high, and, 

as the seamen had expected, the vessel was 

pooped. About five a.m. a tremendous sea 

stove in the dead-lights, filled the cabin. 

and washed the drunken master out of 

bed. The result was terrible; the leaks 

increased, and it was soon discovered that 

the stern-post had started. Therq was so 

other resource but the singular one of stop- 

ping the leaks abaft with small pieces of 

beef. This remedy soon proved ineffectixaL 

and the crew again abandoning the piunpSt 

refused to work any longer. Again Prenties 

and the passenger^, men of cooler heads and 

more collected courage, persuaded them 

to make another efibrt to clear the vessel, but 

the pumps were found to be frozen so hard 

that it was impossible to move them. Ail 

hope of preventing the ship from filling was 

now abandoned, and Prenties and the re^ 

resigned themselves, with as much forti- 

tude as possible, to what seemed their 

inevitable fate. Nevertheless, though tie 

vessel almost filled, she sank very liw^^ 

deeper in the water than before, and then 

every one remembered (what teiror had at 

first driven from their minds) that the bn- 

gantine was laden with lumber, and that sb? | 

could not well sink. Again hope retumed; | 

for if the vessel could only he prevented 

from upsetting, they might still make S^ 

John's, or some other island in the/srnJf. 

Having no guns on deck, and no top-loadicg- ■
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the sailors contrived to keep the slup directly 

before the wind, thongli the waves fre- 

qnently washed over the decks. Great 

care also was taken to prevent the only- 

boat being washed overboard. The cabin 

being raised above the level of the main 

deck, there was little water in it, and it 

famished shelter from the weather. The one 

man who w.as on dnty at the helm, and kept 

the ship before the wind, was lashed fast, 

as the sea made a free passage over the 

deck, for the gale still continned, and the 

snow was so thick as to hide the mast-head. 

They were evidently not far from land, 

for the waves grew shorter, and broke 

higher, and gulls and dncks came in sight. 

But where were they ? The captain, rons- 

ing himself, thonght, from their course 

SLQce they filled, that they were nearing St. 

John's, which lies between the Magdalen 

Islands and the Gut of Canso. If they conld 

run ashore on some safe sand, there was 

yet hope ; bat the face of the snilen captain 

darkened as he told them that the side of 

the island where they were was one un- 

broken reef of rocks, and that the only 

harbonr lay on the opposite side. So they 

were perpetually rising in hope, and sink- 

ing in despair. Prenties, like a brave, calm 

man on an important mission, at once 

thonght of his despatches, and, taking 

them ont of his trunk, put them into a 

handkerchief, and tied them about his 

waist. His servant, more thoughtfol of the 

money, stored away safely on his x>erson 

one hundred and eighty guineas. ■

Suddenly the weather cleared, and land 

showed three leagues off. Not St. John's, 

however, but a long dreary line of snowy 

mountains and ghastly precipices. The sea, 

too, broke high on a reef Erectly in their 

course, and the prospect seemed dismal 

enough even to the bravest and most hope- 

ful. Luckily, however, the water was deep 

enough, and the light-laden vessel rode 

over the breakers safely. The land, also, 

on nearer approach, proved not so terrible 

after all. The sea did not ron so high 

as on the reef, and there was a fine sandy 

beach on ^rhich to strika The water still 

continned deep, and allowed the brigantine 

to float within fifty yards of the shore 

before she struck. Now came the awful 

Enoment. At the first shock the main- 

mast, ' and at the second the foremast, 

[umped ont of the step, but neither went 

Dverboard,* the deals in the hold giving 

them no room to play. At the same time 

^he rudder was unshipped so violently as 

x> nearly kill one of the sailors. Every ■

wave now lifled the vessel four or five feet 

nearer the shore. The stern was soon 

stove in, and the men were driven to the 

shrouds, till the vessel presently beat higher, 

and they could again venture on deck. 

The ked, too, was broken, which seemed 

to threaten the instant dissolution of the 

vessel, but the boards in the hold were 

frozen so fast together, that they still lent 

a certain solidity to the shattered ship. ■

The first thing to be done was to get out 

the boat, which was full of ice, and frozen to 

the ship. Themen, many of them drunk, were 

unwillmg at first to venture on shore, for 

the sea ran so high that no boat seemed 

likely to live in it. Prenties, having passed 

round some wine to those who had not yet 

had any, asked who were willing to venture 

with him. His servant, the mate, two 

sailors, and a boy passenger, were all who 

offered. The boat was somewhat sheltered 

by the vessel, which had broached to with 

her broadside to the wind, but the surf 

broke every moment over Prenties and his 

fellows, and covered their clothes with 

sheets of ice. Throwing in an axe and 

saw, Prenties, his servant, and the mate, 

jumped into the boat. The boy, in attempt- 

ing to follow, fell into the water, but 

was dragged out. The two sailors joined 

Prenties, who now shoved off from the 

ship's side, as all the crew were crying to 

be admitted. Half-way to the shore, a 

huge wave almost filled the boat, but the 

next billow drove them safe on dry sand. 

The boat was beaten high upon the sand, 

the sea was raging crudly, and it was not 

in the power of man to offer the wretched 

men who had been left on board any assist- 

ance, at least for the present. ■

The land proved inhospitable and repul- 

sive enough. Stiff with cold, Prenties and 

his x)arty had to wade up to the waist in 

snow to reach the shelter of a thick wood 

about two hundred and fifby yards from 

the beach. This was some relief, but they 

now wanted fire. They had brought a 

tinder-box, but it was wet and useless. 

Freezing as they stood, the men, urged 

by Prenties, kept their blood faintly in 

motion by exercise. Presently the boy, 

chilled to the bone by his immersion, threw 

himself down to sleep, nor could Prenties 

rouse him either by persuasion or force. 

After walking about for half an hour, re- 

sisting the deadly inclination to rest, Pren- 

ties went to the boy and touched his face. 

It was quite cold, and Prenties observed 

to the mate that he believed he was dead. 

The lad immediately answered in a low ■
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voice that he was not yet dead, bnt would 

be so very shortly, and begged Prenties, 

if he survived, to write to his fatlier at 

New York. In about ten minutes the poor 

lad expired, apparently without any violent 

pain. Even the death of the boy could not 

deter the sailors from sleeping, and three 

of them lay down in spite of Prenties's en- 

treaties. He and the mate, finding it im- 

possible to keep them on their legs, then 

broke off some fir-branches, and spent the 

remainder of the night in beating the men 

continually to keep them awake. The 

much<>wished for daylight at length ap- 

peared. Prenties then looked at the men*s 

legs — they were frozen half-way up, and 

the rubbing with snow did not, at first, 

seem to restore them. ■

Prenties and the mate, on going down 

to the beach, found, to their surprise and 

delight, that the ship had not yet gone to 

pieces. The vessel had driven in nearer 

the shore, and at low water the sailors con- 

trived to throw on land a rope, which 

they had fastened to the jib-boom. With 

this rope they managed to swing them- 

selves near the shore, and, when the waves 

receded, to scramble on land. The car- 

penter being drunk, refused to venture. 

There was great delight at the re-meeting, 

as the captain, haying fortunately a dry 

tinder-box, soon Ut a comfortable fire. 

The luxury, after the cruel cold, was great, 

but those who had been partly ftt)zen 

suffered excruciating pain when their limbs 

began to thaw. Only one man besides the 

carpenter was missing, and that was Cap- 

tain Green, a passenger, who had been 

frozen to death while sleeping in his berth. 

That night the men, hungry and without 

suflficient covering, suffered torture from 

frost-sores. ■

The next morning, at low water, Prenties 

and the mate persuaded the carpenter, who 

was weak and frozen, to also venture on 

shore. Between the 8th and 9th, the vessel 

went to pieces from the stem to the main- 

mast ; and some salt beef, fresh meat, and 

onions washed on shore. The rehef was 

very acceptable, for the crew had been now 

four days without any food whatever. 

They coUected all the provisions scattered 

on the beach, and then set to work in 

earnest to build some form of shelter, how- 

ever rude. The task was hard, for of the 

seventeen men left, many were frost-bitten, 

and unable to move, and only Prenties and 

the mate seemed capable of real active ex- 

ertion. They dragged two hundred and 

fifty deals, that had floated on shore, into ■

the wood, and by night had completed a 

rough hut twenty feet long and ten feet 

wide. With great anxiety, examining tkir 

store of provisions, they found that they had 

about three hundred pounds of salt beef, 

and a good stock of onions ; but the hrcad- 

casks had all been stove in with the 

vessel. They were in a finozen wilderness, 

far from all human help, in a deserted 

comer of the world, and it was necessary 

to carefully husband their small store. 

It was therefore determined that each man, 

sick or well, should be limited to a quarter 

of a pound of beef and four onions per day. 

This allowance, only just enough to pre- 

vent starvation, was cheerfully accepted 

by all. ■

On the 11th of December, the gale at 

length abating, three of the survivors con- 

trived to clear the boat of sand and ice, and 

to reach the wreck. They had only one axe 

to force the hatches, and the cables being 

frozen over tiiem in one solid rock of ice, 

it took a whole day to obtain an entrance. 

On the 12th, however, they managed to 

clear the cable, cut away peurt of the deck, 

and get out two small casks of onions, 

a small barrel with one hundred and 

twenty pounds of beef, and three barrels 

of apples. They likewise got up a quar- 

ter-cask of potatoes, and a bottle of oil, 

which proved very serviceable in dress- 

ing the frost-sores, another axe, a large 

iron pot, two camp-kettles, and twelve 

pounds of candles ; this supply, with some 

difficulty rowed to shore, cheered the 

men on land. On the 13th, in stowicg 

away the provisions in their extemporised 

hut, and opening the apple casks, they 

were found to contain not apples, bnt 

bottles of Canadian balsam, which set 

the men cursing the Jew merchant at 

Quebec whose consignment they were. On 

the 14th, Prenties, and the men be s) 

bravely led, went on board and cut away 

some sails from the bowsprit, to cover the 

hut, and make it tolerably warm and coiu- 

fortable. But now new miseries began; 

the sores of the frost-bitten men mortified, 

and the toes and fingers of many of them 

began to rot ofiT, causing intolerable angaish 

to the sufferers. The carpenter, who had 

lost his sight, soon became deHrions, asd 

died. E[aving neither spade nor pickaxe ^^ 

hew out the rocky ground, his comrades 

covered the body with snow and branches i 

On the 17th, the second mate expired is ' 

delirium. Very Httle concern was feltai 

their death, for it seemed a happiness fe> 

escape such miseries as all were snfering; ■

V ■
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moreover, there was a secret terrible satis- 

faction felt that there were fewer mouths 

le{b to feed. The groans of the frost-bitten 

men were dreadful to hear, and vermin 

from their sores infested everything and 

every one. Several, however, of the sHghtly 

frozen began to recover about this time, 

with the loss of a few toes or fingers. 

Prenties alone entirely escaped the frost. 

On the 20th, another sailor died, reducing 

the number to fourteen persons. ■

On the 24th, Prenties and the mate 

ventured twelve miles up a river on the 

ice. They saw moose-deer, but had no 

guns to loll them; and, to their infinite 

delight, observed some trees which had been 

chipped hj an axe, so that, as they con- 

jectured, Indians must be at hand. They 

also fou'nd a wigwam of fresh bark, and 

ttie skin of a moose-deer hanging on a pole. 

As a signal to the Indians in case they 

should return, Prenties stuck a pole in the 

ice, and on the top fixed a piece of birch 

bark shaped like a hand, with the forefinger 

extended in the direction of the hut. They 

then took with them the moose-skin, and 

returned to the hut to communicate the 

glad news to their companions. ■

Twenty days had now elapsed, and the ■

provisions seemed much more reduced ■

than they ought to have been. Prenties, ■

watching all night, soon discovered that ■

the thieves were the captain and two ■

sailors, who had already stolen no less than ■

seventy pounds of beef besides onions. To ■

prevent this for the future, the mate or ■

Prenties always remained in the hut. No ■

Indians appearing after several days, and ■

only six weeks' provisions remaining, ■

Prenties now resolved, as many of the men ■

had recovered, to sally out in the boat, ■

in search of succour. The great difficulty ■

was how to repair the boat^ every seam of ■

which had been beaten open. Dry oakum ■

was fonnd nseless, and, moreover, there was ■

no pitch. Prenties at last struck out a new ■

idea. They would try the Jew's Canadian ■

balsam, first boiling it till it grew thick. ■

The balsam perfectly answered, and stopped ■

all crevices. They then rigged a small saU, ■

a>nd selected the crew. Only six were able ■

\o bear the fatigue, namely, Prenties and ■

servant, the captain, the mate, and two ■

sailors. Prenties, the indefatigable, made ■

lis companions twelve pairs of Indian shoes ■

)f canvas, nsing the handle of a pewter ■

:poon as a needle. They then divided the ■

bod into fourteen equal parts, and started ■

hron^h the floating ice, wliich was now fast ■

locking np the bays. They were almost ■

blown out to sea, but by hard rowing at last 

got into a deep bay, and after landing, cut 

some pine branches to form a wigwam. It 

was a sandy beach where they landed, 

chips of wood and poles were scattered on 

the land, and a mile along the beach they 

found a half-burnt Newfoundland fishing- 

boat. At last, from a high point of rock, 

they discovered some houses, and, full of 

inexpressible joy, made straight for them. 

How their hearts sank when they found 

they were only old store-houses that had 

been used for curing cod-fish, and seemed 

to have been deserted for many years! 

Two days the wind blew from the north- 

west, and prevented their second departure. 

Rising in the middle of the second night, 

Prenties saw, to his extreme astonishment, 

that though the wind was blowing harder 

than ever, the sea remained entirely calm. 

Rousing the mate, his faithful ally, and 

going down to the beach to observe the 

cause of this extraordinary phenomenon, 

he discovered the sea to be one vast 

sheet of ice for leagues around. This was 

alarming, as it was impossible to return by 

land without snow-shoes. Two days after, 

however, the wind suddenly changed to the 

south-west, and by the afternoon every 

piece of ice was blown out to sea. The 

return was difficult, as if the wind had 

changed they would have been driven on 

the rocks; but at last they contrived to 

land on a stony beach, which started several 

planks in the bottom of their boat. They 

were now in great straits ; there were no 

woods for shelter, no firing but some 

pieces of drift timber, which just kept 

them from freezing. The storm lasted for 

eight days, with a prodigious fall of snow, 

which did not make things pleasanter. At 

length the weather grew more moderate, 

and they were able, amid three feet of snow, 

to cook some provisions. On the 22nd of 

January, they turned over the boat, and 

to their grief found the damage apparently 

beyond repair. But again the quick mind 

of Prenties thought of an expedient. If 

the oakum laid in the seams of the boat 

could be frozen, it would keep out the water 

as well as pitch. The men derided the 

idea, but reluctantly assisted in the xmder- 

taking, which, however, when tried, was 

found entirely successful; for the boat, 

seamed with frozen oakum, kept out every 

drop of water. ■

On the 27th they cautiously launched the 

boat, and kept the four oars continually at 

work. They rowed twelve miles only that 

day, for the boat was heavy with ice, and ■
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the men were extremely weakened and 

reduced. At night they landed on a small 

sandy beach, and lit a fire, Prenties haying 

to cut off half his shirt to make more 

tinder. The next day bronght fresh misfor- 

tunes : all the ice melted from the boat^ and 

they could proceed no further. To crown 

their misery, there were only two pounds 

and a half of beef left for each man. The 

next morning the mate, wandering from 

the fire, came back with the glad news that 

he had seen a partridge on a neighbouring 

tree, and he thought it might be caught, as 

it seemed tame. Prenties instantly started 

with a long pole, that had a running loop 

at the end. The amiable bird sat patiently 

fourteen feet from the ground, and, walk- 

ing sofUy up, Prenties fixed the loop round 

the bird's neck, and with a sudden jerk se- 

cured his prey. For the first time since the 

shipwreck Prenties and the mate laughed, 

pleased at their success and the simplicity 

of the bird. They then boiled the paiiridge 

in melted snow, seasoned with salt water, 

to give the broth a relish, and dividing it 

into six equal parts, cast lots for each, and 

sat down to what seemed to those half- 

starved men a most delicious meal. On 

the 29th the frost again stopped the boat's 

leak, and they launched forth ; but on 

the 1st of Febniary, as they coasted slowly, 

the ice closed so fast upon them that one 

of the party had to incessantly break the 

ice with a pole to clear the bows. Then 

the boat began to leak again, and to re- 

quire constant baling; nor till the 3rd 

could they resume their journey ; the wind 

was fair, and they then ran under sail 

alone at the rate of about five miles an 

hour. At the end of sixteen miles they 

suddenly saw very high land, with moun- 

tains and bays ; the coast became high and 

rocky, and presently an island showed about 

twenty miles from the main. The island 

they set down as St. Paul, the high 

land as the north point of Cape Breton. 

At dark they doubled the Korth Cape, and 

were all but blown out to sea. Just before 

daybreak, hearing the sea run on the shore 

very long and heavy, they concluded they 

must be off a sandy beach, and, in spite of 

the sur^ effected a landing. They then 

hauled up the boat, and got into the 

friendly woods. There kindling a fire, 

they were so overcome with fatigue that 

they were under the necessity of keeping a 

continual watch lest the fire should go out, 

and they should be all frozen to death 

while sleeping. ■

And now came down, beavy upon the ■

suffering men, the worst misefy of all. The 

provisions were all gone, and Despair 

stretched out her hands towards ihem. The 

island, however, they knew, was inhabited, 

and could they but subsist till they conld 

reach some hnt^ there was yet hope. 

Weighing the necessity of the case, and the 

horrors of perishing by hunger, Prenties 

and the mate now agreed that it was adri- 

sable that one man should perish to preserve 

the rest, and that the unfortunate victim 

must be chosen i>y lot. But they all agreed 

to put off this dreadful expedient to the 

last possible moment. Two of tbe men 

were therefore set to work to stop tiie 

leaks in the boat and to clear her of 

sand, while the others wandered in search 

of provisions. The mate and Prenties 

plodded along the sandy beach till tber 

were stopped by an inlet of water, which, 

to their surprise, ebbed and flowed gybtj 

ten minntes. Not much in a mood to dis- 

cuss these or any other natural phenomena, 

the two men searched diligently for oysters, 

as there were many oyster-shells on the 

shore ; but all proyed empty. Then they 

sat down and cursed their destiny in 

having been cast on so barren and miserable 

a country, and at a time of year when even 

the animals of sea and land had taken 

shelter in holes and hiding-places from the 

savage climate. Prenties, however, con- 

trived, by scraping away the snow, to 

gather about two quarts of rose-hips, with i 

which th^ partially allayed their gnawing I 

hunger. They then pushed off again, till 

again forced on shore by the ice; bat 

I^nties, letting his tinder-box &U in the 

water and get wet, they had to take boat 

and return to the first landing to see if anj ; 

fire was still left. With great difficnltj 

they broke a way through the ice, and , 

finding some ashes still hot, Prenties cat 

up the rest of his shirt for tinder. The 

next day they pulled along the shore, and 

the day aft^ had the misfortune to lose 

two of their oars in the surf. The followinf 

day, with oars double manned, they made 

six miles, but were so fiunt when thejgot 

on shore that they could scarcely walk thirtj 

yards. On the 11th they found a few hips. 

and on the 12th they divided a doien tallow 

candles, which they had used in stopping 

the leaks in the boat. On the Uth and 

15th they coasted, searching for hips, hot 

in vain. On the 17th t^ey began the k<t 

candles, and, finding a flat sandy bead j 

landed, resolving to perish there. ^? < 

were too debilitated now to draw up tbe j 

boat) so they left her to the mercy of tbe s^ ■

•«= ■
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saving only an axe, a saw, and a sail. The 

poor wretches, bj a last effort, cleared some 

snow from the entrance of a wood, and cnt 

some pine-branches to lie on, and some to 

stick in the snow near them. All hands 

then went in search of hips, and finding 

abont a pint, boiled them up with almost 

the last couple of tallow candlesi thus ob- 

taining what they, in their utter misery, 

thought a really tolerable meal. The next 

dismal day was spent without any food ; 

they employed their remaining strength in 

cutting or piling wood to supply the fire ; 

and that night the waves beat the boat so 

high upon the beach that they could put to 

sea no more, as they were too weak to move 

her down a single foot. ■

The 19th was again spent in searching 

for hips, bat without success. They could 

not use the axe, but had to creep about by 

turns, breaking off small rotten branches 

for fuel, and the fire they kept up was so 

small as only just to preserve them from 

freezing to death. EEaving now only two 

candles left, and being too weak even to 

search for hips, the sufferers resolved to eat 

the kelp-weed from the shore. They soon 

boiled sonae, and melted a candle in the 

liquor. Tliis brought on fit« of vomiting, 

which, after lasting four hours, left them 

exceedingly exhausted. On the 21st they 

ate more kelp and the last tallow candle, 

and BufiTered less than before. On the 2Srd, 

a severe frost setting in, they took heart, 

I and tried to launch the boat, but were too 

weak to move it even an inch. The kelp- 

weed now began to have an alarming effect. 

They began to swell, and were almost de- 

prived of their sight, so that it was with 

difficulty they could crawl in turn to gather 

wood. ■

The tkne had now arrived, Prenties 

thought, for the last resource, and he there- 

fore proposed it, but some stiU remained 

averse, the desire of life prevailing over 

the pangs of hunger. On consulting with 

his friend the mate, however, he found 

that, though the men objected to casting 

lotSy they concurred in the necessity of one 

being sacrificed to preserve the rest. They 

had agreed that the captain was that man ; 

for he was so reduced that it was evident he 

would be the first to sink under the final 

complication of miseries ; he was the uni- 

versally recognised cause of their misfor- 

tunes ; and, moreover, he had been the most 

remiss in his exertions for the general good ; 

above all, from some of his papers washed 

on shore softer the shipwreck, Prenties had 

discovered tiiat the rascal was really bound ■

to the West Indies, which would have 

baffled General Haldimand's intentions 

about the important despatches. ■

The determination was kept secret from 

the captain, but it was fast ripening for 

execution, when, on the morning of the 

28th of February, as they were all lying 

languidly round their starved fire, they 

at first thought they heard voices in the 

wood, and soon after two Indians ap- 

proached with guns in their hands. Help 

had come at last. The Indians were dumb- 

founded at first at their ghastly appearance, 

as the sailors approached them, some weep- 

ing, some laughing from joy. Prenties 

shook them by the hand, and one of the 

Indians ran and cut wood for the fire. Then, 

after hearing the narrative, these stoics of 

the wood started away without a word. All 

the men except Prenties were alarmed at 

this; but the Indians had only gone for 

food, and they returned in three hours with 

some smoked venison and a bladder of seal- 

oil. This they cooked, and distributed in 

very small quantities ; Prenties felt but little 

incHnation to eat, but revelled in the good 

fire. The Indians then took the suffering 

men in their canoe to their huts in the 

woods about five miles distant. The sailors 

were then offered broth, but refused any 

more substantial food. ■

The next day Prenties, ever mindful of 

his fellow-sufferers, offered the Indians fifty 

guineas to eo and rescue the other sur- 

vivors of tne brigantine. The Indians 

consented, and returned in about thirteen 

days with three men. They had also gone 

through terrible sufferings. At first th ey h ad 

lived on pieces of the moose-skin. When 

this was consumed three of them died in a 

few days of hunger, the others subsisted on 

the flesh of their dead comrades till relieved 

by the Indians. One of the five, when help 

came, ate so much meat as to die in agony 

in a few hours, and another shot himself 

accidentally with one of the Indian's guns. ■

For a fortnight Prenties remained resting 

among the Indians, till his health was re- 

established, and he could proceed with his 

despatches. On the 2nd of April he offered 

two Indians forty-five pounds to conduct 

him. to Halifax, and he set forth, living 

in the woods on the moose-deer they shot. 

He eventually reached Halifax in safety, and 

two months later started for New York, 

where he delivered the now rather ragged 

despatches £edthfully to Sir Henry Clinton. ■

Prenties's companions in these almost 

unprecedented sufferings also reached Hali- 

fax in due course. The captain, afraid to ■

\ ■
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meet his owners, sailed for London, and 

tamed Thames pilot, while the mate, 

applanded by all for his fidelity and good 

conduct, was appointed by a Hali&x gentle- 

man commander of a stout ship bound to 

the West Lidies. ■

THREE ON THE PBAIRIE. ■

Thsbb on the prairie: LilUn Wynne, ■

Bold Will Bray, and Geoffirey lyle, 

LoTen both. Ii it parlous tin, ■

If ahe for each hath a elance and smile P 

Will is brawny and bearded black, ■

Geoff has eyes of a quiet grey ; 

Which of the two it were but to back, ■

For touch of honour or test of fray, 

Cool Geoff Lyle, or bold black Will, 

Who could tell P Not light-heart lil. ■

Will has the front of a swart-lock'd JoTe, ■

Geoff has a quiet Pythian face ; 

Who in the dance like Will can moTe P ■

Geoff has wit and a winsome grace. 

Will would charge like the wind-lashed sea, ■

Geoff stand firm while an earthquake shook ; 

Will's bold eyes hare a conquering glee, ■

There is steadfast siege in GeoiTs still look. 

Which of them nearest her heart doth dwell. 

How should brown-eyed Lilian tell P ■

Meanwhile, pleasant it is to ride, ■

Quietly over the rolling plain ; 

Three on the prairie^-side by side. ■

Such a gallant at either rein, 

Who might boast of the township's girls P ■

Lilian Wynne hath witch-brown eyes. 

Glancing under her tumbling curls, ■

Now to the right, now left, there fliee 

A smile- winged dartlet. What if it kill 

Cool Geoff Lyle, or bold black Will ! ■

Noble quarries the twain in sooth, ■

Wortny the lure*of a town coquette ; 

Softest creatures have least of ruth, ■

Beattty*s weapons are dart and net. 

Flattery bold from bold black Will, ■

Wakes LiVs laugh in a musical rush ; 

Tet quiet l<M>ks are the looks that kill. ■

Is it GeofTs cool glance that brings the blush, 

When Lilian tumetn her eyes *^^^t 

And smiles her sweetest on bold mil Bray P ■

Doth Geoff^ chafe P Nay, never a whit. ■

He smiles aeep down in his still gre^ eyes ; 

SteadjT and straight on the roan he'll sit, ■

While Will, the dare-devil, stoops, an4 tries 

To trap the little white hand that plays ■

With the snowT mane of the matcmess mare. 

Quietly wanders his steadfast gaxe. ■

Hold ! what is it he seeth there P 

His frame is fire, and his glance a knife, 

A conchant statue stirred to life ! ■

Prattle and dalliance done with now, ■

StiUed the laugh, and the blush gone white. 

Fire in their rear, like fire they go, ■

With loosened reins, and teeth set tight. 

Not one tick of the clock to spare. ■

Fire hath wings, and they can but ride ; 

Geoffrey's roan and the milk-white mare^ ■

Pound o'er the prairie stride for stride. 

Stout, but no flyer is Bray's black nag, 

The spurs bite deep, but the hoof will lag. ■

Fire hath wings, and the black clouds roll. 

And the red flames chase them like tongues from 

helL ■

Now pest ! for the mare sets foot in a hole. 

And is down and crippled. Ere tongue can tell ■

Black Will hath stooped to her saddle-how. 

And lifted lil unsMthed to his own. ■

Cool Geoff checks rein, for the bkck is slow, 

And grips Will's bridle and leapeth down. ■

But black Will hisses: «« Fool! loose your hand, ■

Or by Heaven, I'll brain you where yon stand." ■

There is masterful light in the cool grey ejei, ■

*' My horse for her, Will." is all he'll say. 

As he ufts her on to his roan, *'Now fly! ■

Two may be saved, not thre»— I stay ! 

Off,WUl,off!" But th^ panse-dmnb, cbiU, ■

Irresolute. Ah, but i£e flames pause not! 

The grey ejres glitter, " Good-bye dear lal!" ■

One burning aisson her month. A shot! 

And prone on nis Um lies GaolBEey— dead. 

By tne short sure meant of an ounce of lead. ■

Saved P Oh! ay. Geoff's rattling roan ■

Carried her safe, and the black made shift 

To beat the flames, b^ some lengths alone, ■

For a prairie firs, sns, fidlloweth swift. 

Lil's brown eyes dxopt many a tear. ■

For the lover that^s dead— for a tim»— looks bal| 

And Geoff was dust on his prairie biar. ■

They tell me a suicide never may net; 

But I'd rather lie with Geoi&ey low. 

Than stand in the shoes of many I know. ■

And Lil's brown eyes, well, they qniddy dried, ■

One can't weep on till the crack of doom. 

In sooth she mane the bewitchingest bride. ■

And bold Will Bray was a dadiing mom* 

But whether she finds him in heart or Drain, ■

All that my cool-eyed Geoff could be. 

Who died for her on that biasing plain, ■

is a thing you must question of Lil, not wn. 

Was she WOTthy of Geoff P Well, aearcely so ! 

It's the way of this thing called love you know. ■

PLAOUB-STRICKEN. ■

Two o'clock on a glorious summer aft^- 

noon ; a clondless blue sky, brif^bt with all 

the short-lived glory of a Russian August; 

a belt of green waving woods, from which, 

every here and there, peep coyly, like shy 

children, the little white log-hnis that 

form the village of Alezandrovsk ; and 

outstretched on every side, for many a 

mile, the soft, dreamy, snnny uplands d 

Central Russia. A pleasant scene, alto- 

gether, as eye can look upon ; but in the 

face of the old man beside me (the sta. 

rosta, or bailiff of the hamlet) there is a 

depth of utter sadness which harmonises 

ill with the bright holiday landscape. ■

" Everything's sorely changed since jon 

were here, Barin (master)," says he, shaking 

his grey head dejectedly; " God is angry 

with us, and we are wasting like snow in 

the sun." ■

Sadly changed, indeed, is the cheery 

little hamlet, smce I saw it last, one short 

month ago, in all the glow, and bustle, and 

careless jollity of its harvest merry-mabng. 

Then, the air echoed all day long with 

songs, and jokes, and boisterous laught^J 

whSe every nook of the village strarmej 

with figures that would have gladdened ■
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the eye of a painter. Bearded labourers 

in greasy red shirte/with baggy tronsers 

stufied into their bigh boots; shouting 

children, brown a^ hazel-nuts and shaggy 

as bears, with nothing on but a pancake- 

coloured night-gown, warmly lined with 

dirt; short-skirted women with scarlet 

handkerchiefs round their heads,* and 

round, flat, wide-mouthed faces, that look 

Hke a penny with a hole through it ; sallow 

students, with straggling black hair, and 

an earthy, unwashed look about them, 

ogling the brown-cheeked, barefooted lasses 

who came tripping by with their pails of 

spring- water ; and spruce village police- 

men, covered with a rash of brass buttons, 

survejring the whole scene with an air of 

fatherly superiority. Yonder, where the 

rickety pump stands sentinel in front of 

the "shop of all sorts," the village par- 

liament and &.8hionable lounge used to be 

held in the cool of the evening. There the 

elders of the hamlet discussed things in 

general, with their mouths full of black 

bread and salted cucumber ; there matrons 

compared notes on family matters, or drove 

hard bargains among themselves ; and there 

children of every age amused themselves 

with the national sports of rolling in the 

gutter, and throwing dirt in each other's 

eyes, with an occasional bout at knuckle- 

bones, by way of variety. 

! But this is all over now. Of these light- 

hearted merry-makers, fully a third are 

cold and stark, flung like carrion into a 

hastily dug pit, by men doomed themselves 

to follow a few days later ; while the few 

survivors of the great carnage slink about 

like shadows, eyeing each other, when they 

meet, with a ghastly curiosity, as if watch- 

in g for the fatal signs that mark the presence 

of the destroyer. No merry laughter now 

— ^no ringing choruses — ^no hearty greet- 

ings; all is grimly silent. Many of the 

hnts are altogether without occupants, and 

tHeir open windows (swinging loose in the 

Tvind since the hands of dying men, gasp- 

ing for one breath of pure air, flung them 

outward) stare blankly at us a£i we go by. 

The cholera is abroad in his might, and 

levies his toll right royally. ■

And terrible it is to think that the same 

destraction which is so awfully present 

liere, is at the same time doing its worst, 

for thousands of miles, through every pro- 

vince in Russia. Over the whole land, as ■

^ The fondnesfl of the Buasian peasant for g^ay colours 

ri-vals that of the oegro ; even his word for *' beautiful" ■

I, UteraUy, ** bright red." ■

well as over the village in which we stand, 

looms weirdly the shadow of the great 

destruction which has smitten Russia from 

the White Sea to the Black. There have 

been years of dearth, of sickness, of ravage 

by flood and flre ; but these, for the most 

part, devastated only a limited region, and 

vamshed as suddenly as they came. It is 

not so now. North and south, east and 

west, feel the same stroke. For six months 

the long agony has torn its way through 

the life of the nation; and now that the 

cool autumn weather, long prayed for and 

hungrily desired, has come at last, the pest 

still rages as mercilessly as ever. From 

log-built hamlets in the far east, and stately 

cities in the far west — from bleak, northern 

moorlands untraversed by road or railway, 

and sunny hill-sides that look down upon 

the Black Sea, comes the same grim, fune- 

real tale— death, death, and nothing bub 

death. In the suburbs of Moscow, at this 

moment, private houses are being turned 

into hospitals, and the overworked doctors 

barely suffice to deal with one-half of their 

patients. In the Government of Penza, 

twelve hundred cases have declared them- 

selves within the last week, fully one-fifth 

of which have already proved fatal. At 

Nijni-Novgorod the pest nafa done its worst 

for three weeks together, and the full extent 

of the havoc is still unknown. At Krasnoe 

Selo whole regiments have been disbanded 

in consequence of the growing mortality. 

At Eharkoff, where the epidemic was be- 

lieved to be abating, one hundred and 

seventy-eight fresh cases have appeared 

during the last three days, forty-eight of 

which have ended in deat^. But it is use- 

less to prolong the sickening catalogue of 

destruction. Any one may imagine for 

himself the spectacle of a deadly epidemic 

sweeping the length and breadth of a land, 

where poverty, ignorance, and superstition 

have already prepared the way for it. The 

Russian peasant has at best but a scanty 

and unwholesome diet ; but even this is yet 

farther diminished by the innumerable fasts 

of the Ghreek Church, occurring twice, and 

occasionally even three times a week.* In 

this way the labourer is drained of all the 

strength which should protect him against 

disease ; and when disease comes, it finds no 

lack of victims. They perish by thousands 

and tens of thousands, and the fashionables ■

* No fewer than two hundred and ten days in the 

year (of course including the forty days of Lent) are 

marked as fasts in the calendar of the Greek Church, 

and scrupulously observed by the bulk of the popula- 

tion. ■
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of St. Petersburg yawn over the printed 

statistics of destmction, and wonder lan- 

guidly "how it is that the lower classes 

are so careless of their health." ■

The old st^rosta, mindful, even amid 

these accumulated horrors, of the unfailing 

Russian hospitality, insists upon my coming 

home with him to take " bread and salt ;" 

but our sitting is not a long one. It will 

always be found that men who are face to 

face with an overwhelming calamity, how- 

ever fully assured that they can avail 

nothing to lighten it, find it literally im- 

possible to remain passive spectators, and 

fling themselves into action — no matter of 

what nature — ^as a kind of desperate relief. 

So it is with us. We make a pretence— a 

wretched one enough. — of eating and con- 

versing : we ignore, as if by tacit consent, 

the one prevalent subject. ^ But its haunt- 

ing presence is not to be shaken off; and, 

bef(»^ half sui hour is over, we sallv forth 

agaiB. driven by that strange resiLmess 

that impels men upon the very sights 

which revolt them the most. But look on 

which side we will, it is the same dismal 

panorama of despair, and agony, and death. 

All the dreadful minutisd of a great epi- 

demic meet us at every step. ■

" Can nothing be done to stop this ?" 

ask I, at length, finding it impossible to 

remain silent any longer. " I had heard in 

Moscow that the cholera was rather bad 

down here, but I never dreamed of any- 

thing like this !" ' ■

" Ah, Barin ! you haven't seen the half 

of it yet, I can tell you *' (and he sinks his 

voice to a whisper) ; " we've had to get 

help from the town yonder to bury our 

dead, because we had neither men nor 

coffins enough to do it ourselves !" ■

And then he proceeds to tell me how, 

during the first few days of the epidemic, 

the dead were decently interred; but, as 

the havoc deepened, they were at length 

flung, pell-mell, into one great pit, and 

hastily covered up ; how all work came 

to an end weeks ago, the peasants count- 

ing themselves doomed to certain death, 

and losing all heart for labour ; how clergy 

and doctors alike have failed to deal with the 

countless sick, and how the priests can only 

offer the poor consolation of carrying from 

village to village the sacred images revered 

by the peasantry, toward which the poor 

sufferers turn their dying eyes wistftdly, 

just before closing them for ever. ■

At length the st&rosta halts in front of 

rather a neat-looking hut, with a little pali- 

sade round it, and, pushing open the door, ■

enters without ceremony. The room i? itluD, 

though cleaner than I had expected, pre^ 

sents in every point the usual interior of a 

Russian cabin ; the huge, white-tiled gtove, 

with its sleeping-place on the top ; the big 

cumbrous bed, covered in with a qnili of 

many-coloured patchwork ; the mdely- 

daubed picture of some national saint 

hanging on the wall, with a candle bnming 

in front of it, and a pious cockroach 

making a laborious pilgrimage round its 

frame; and, in the further comer, tk 

enormous ** soondook," or wooden cbest 

(painted bright red, and clamped with 

iron), which is the Russian peasant's 

greatest pride. The only tenants of the 

hut are a man and woman, ihe latter spio- 

ning, the former smoking his pipe. Both 

are of the common, rough-bewn mnjik 

type ; but there lies upon the two &oes a 

look which, once seen, is not easily forgoit«ii 

— ^that look of dreary, hopeless apathy 

which marks the man to whom some shod 

of overwhelming ruin has left nothiag to 

hope or fear — such a look, till now, I had 

seen but once — on the face of a man sen- 

tenced to die, and knowing that the s^- 

tence was unchangeable. ■

" Qood morning, Pavel IvanovitclL'' 

(Paul, the son of John), says the starosta, 

striving to make his voice as cheery as 

possible. " God be with you, Maiya ¥&• 

silievna !" ■

The man rises to greet him, and offers 

me a seat^ with the heavy, mechanical 

action of a sleep-walker ; while the womaD< 

in the same automaton fashion, replenisfaes 

the charcoal in the little tea-urn, and pre- 

pares us a tumbler of tea apiece, alwajs 

the first thing in a visit of this kind. ■

" And how g^oes it with you, Pavel Ivin- 

ovitch?" asks the starosta, clappmg him 

on the shoulder with an affected cheerfid- 

nese which his face signally belies. ■

" Everything's in order, Ivan Nickohde- 

vitch," answers the poor fellow, in a M 

tuneless voice that harmonises terribly with 

his apathetic face. " We've got all ready 

for our g^est^ and now he may oome as 

soon as he likes." ■

Following the direction of his c«^ 

stretched hand, I catch sight of two cotf^ 

deal coffins standing against the wall, JQ^ , 

behind the stove. The man nods his W 

at them significantlj, and continues: "1 

got them when this first began, and thejVe 

been here ever since." ■

Thus, then, these doomed wretches, k*^ 

alive among the dead, have sat awaiung 

for weeks together the coming of certain ■

SF ■
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death, with their own coffins staring them 

in the face night and day ! Dante himself 

could have imagined no deeper horror. ■

^' Bah, bah ! Pavel Iv&noyitch,'' says the 

stiLrosta, with a desperate attempt at en- 

conragement^ '* there's time enough to talk 

of that yet." ■

"Who knows?" rejoins the other, 

wearily. ''He may come any day; but 

when he does come, we're ready." ■

" And what have you been at with that 

spade on the floor ^ere ?" asks my com- 

pam'on, evidently wishing to tnm the oon- 

versation. 

' "Trimming my poor Alexey's grave," 

replies the peasant, a momentaiy gleam of 

tenderness softening his gloomy Bskce at the 

mention of his dead son. " So long as I'm 

left Uving, I mean to go and tidy it np 

every day, so that it may be green and 

beantifhl when his spirit oomes to look at 

it." ■

There is a moment's silence. Paol lays 

his hand on the st&rosta's wrist, ajid looks 

earnestly in his face. ■

"Look ye, IvHn Nikolaievitch, yon're a 

good man, and know how things ought to 

be done. Promise me now, as God hears 

yon, that, r£ my Masha (Mary) and I die 

one after th.e oiher, instead of both together, 

yon'U have ns buried in the same grave ; 

for I shouldn't be happy yonder, if I were 

to wake np and not find her there !" ■

And again the momentary sunshine of 

unspeakable tenderness ^onfies his hard 

features. Coarse, ignorant, drunken sa- 

vage though he be, unable even to write his 

own name, or to comprehend the simplest 

fact which lies beyond his own narrow ex- 

perience, there is yet in him, for this single 

moment, more true pathos and true poetry 

than in the most elaborate sorrow of Moore 

or Byron. The st&rosta hastens to give the 

required promise — a pledge £a.ted to be re- 

deemed only too soon — and, that done, we 

both feel it time to rise and depart. The 

deep-dra^m breath of relief with whidi my 

companion emerges into the outer air, 

speaJcs volumes in itself. ■

Silently and moodily we go onward 

through the village, but are suddenly ar- 

rested by the sight of a man seated on the 

threshold of a seemingly empty hut, with 

bia head bowed upon his hands, rocking 

himself alpwly to and fro. The lonely, 

silent, forsaken-looking hovel makes a 

dreary background for the solitary figure, 

the whole aspect of which — ^bent, nerveless, 

shmnken together— is suggestive of un- 

utterable deiipair. ■

" What's the matter with you, brother ?" 

asks the st&rosta, kindly. ■

" They're all gone but me," replies the 

man, slowly raising his head, "and I'm 

waiting my turn to go too." ■

" But why wait here to be cut off"?" ask 

I, hardly knowing what I am saying. " If 

you have a chance of life, why not take 

it ?" ■

" Nobody can avoid his fate," answers the 

mujik, with that ingrained fatalism which 

is not a whit less strong in the Bussiau 

than in the Turk. "And, besides," he 

adds, dropping his voice to a dreary moan, 

" I don't care to hve now ; it's lonely now 

that they're all gone !" ■

Who can venture to parade stale phrases 

of consolation in the face of such a calamity 

as this ? We wisely hold our peace, and 

pass on; but, a few minutes later, my 

companion suddenly slackens his pace, 

and begins to snuff the air with a look of 

disgust. ■

"There's something burning," said he, 

" and a horrid stench it makes. I'm half 

choked already." ■

We halt and look round. We are by 

this time at the very end of the village, and 

only one dwelling lies ahead of us — a dis- 

mal, ruinous cottage, standing all alone, 

as tiiough its comrades had shrunk away 

from it. Through its half-open door a 

thin blue smoke is slowly oozing, tainting 

the air witih a strange^ horrible, stifling 

reek, altpgether new to me. ■

" Something's wrong here," mutters my 

companion, shaking his head. " Let us go 

in and see." ■

The scene disclosed by our entrance I 

shall not easily forget. A bare, desolate 

room, wholly without furniture; a huge 

tiled stove, &om the open mouth of which 

oosed the fetid smoke above mentioned, 

flecked ever and anon by a tongue of fire ; 

a tall, gaunt, wild-looking man, in the last 

stage of raggedness and filth, dancing and 

shouting in furious intoxication. As the 

red hght plays on his ghastly features, in- 

flamed with drink and convulsed by 

delirium, he presents a picture which the 

foulest fiend ever imi^;ed by superstition 

could hardly surpass. ■

The st^rosta attempts to speak, but his 

voice fails him. The spectre steps forward, 

and greets us with a frightful grin. ■

" Come to see me, eh, good people ? 

The folks in. the village are all dead, but 

I've outhved them all ! What do you think 

I've been doing ? The last of my brats died 

this morning, and I've been making a fire ■
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of the body to keep myself warm. I get 

my fuel cheap — ha, ha !" ■

The short sharp laugh echoes weirdly 

through the empty house, as though some 

unseen presence were repeating it in 

mockery. ■

I remain literally tongue-tied with horror, 

my stalwart comrade shivers from head to 

foot. ■

" I used to pray once," pursues the mad- 

man, putting his hand to his forehead with 

a bewildered air, " but now that's no use ; 

there's nothing but death and the devil 

now — death and the devil, death and the 

devil! Gt>d has forgotten us, but Satan 

has not !" ■

But it would be revolting to quote the 

dying wretch's frantic blasphemies. When 

we passed the hut on the following morn- 

ing, the door still stood open ; the man lay 

coiled up before his extinguished fire, but 

he was cold and stiff. What agonies he 

endured in his lonely death-struggle none 

but God can tell, but his distorted features 

showed that the poor creatures over whom 

he had exulted had little cause to envy him 

his brief respite. ■

On my return to Moscow two days later, 

the first newspaper that I light upon (after 

dismissing the cholera in two lines and a 

half) filb two columns with the glorifica- 

tion of a projected canal from the Sea of 

Azoff to the Caspian, which is to cost only 

sixty million roubles — **a trifle compared 

with the consequent increase of our trade, 

the doubling of our naval strength, and the 

opening, for the first time in history, of our 

great inland sea." All this is very brilliant 

and gratifying, but somehow it jars a little 

upon my recent experiences, and moreover, 

on glancing a little fruiher down the broad- 

jsheet which proclaims these glorious tidings, 

I light upon sundry things which do not 

quite harmonise therewith. For instance, 

I read that " the ravages of drunkenness 

and profligacy among the lower classes 

have more than doubled the number of 

their victims within the last eight years ;" 

that "the want of district hospitals and 

schools is being felt more and more severely 

in the interior;** that "the number of acci- 

dents caused among those employed in the 

great factories by the want of railings round 

the machinery transcends all calculation.'* 

It seems, then, that there are other objects 

beside monster canals and eleven-inch 

cannon upon which the wealth of the state 

might be advantageously spent. The gun 

that burst at Cronstadt the other day cost ■

forfy thousand roubles, or upwards of five 

thousand pounds — a higb prio6, surelj, for 

a plaything broken as soon as used. Might 

not a small part of this sum have been 

used to build a village scbool or hospital, 

which would cost iMtrely one-tenth of tlie 

amount expended on the veiy gun-carriage 

of the shivered cannon ? Might not another 

fraction have been used in endeavourisg 

to keep men from dying at the rate of 

" one hundred and twenty a day " in one 

of the most considerable towns of Southern 

Russia ? And, perhaps, might not a few 

stray hundreds have gone toward the relief 

of we " ninety thousand persons " yearlj 

left homeless oy flood or fire ? It would, 

however, be un^r to Russia to regard her 

as habitually lavish ; there are times when 

she can be prudent enough. A recent 

report of the Board of Public Instruction 

speaks with honest exultation of having 

effected an " economy " of three hundred 

and ten thousand and thirty-five roubles 

sixty and three-quarter kopecks upon the 

amount allotted to their department during 

the last four years. One knows not 

whioh to admire most, the tender benevo- 

lence or the scrupulous accuracy of these 

worthy people, who thus note to the 

fraction of a kopeck the amount which 

they have contrived to scrape from the 

du^ of ministering to the bodies and 

souls of their counti^rmen. It is doubtless 

in such niceties as these that the genius of 

the true financier shows itself, for there 

is no thought of economy when Russia is 

projecting monster canals from sea to sea, 

or sending her helmeted missionaries to 

preach the gospel of annexation throngb- 

out Central Asia from the mouths of twenty- 

thousand breech-loaders. Standing annies 

and cuirassed flotillas may be good, bnt 

public health and intelligence are better. 

Russia has abolished the penalty of death 

only to substitute the penalty of life. 

Stories enough are abroad of the ctuelties 

once inflicted upon political offenders, but 

the worst state criminal is happy com- 

pared with the poor workmen who are 

condemned to penal servitude for life in 

gasworks and sugar £ax)tories, or the starr- 

ing mechanics who are weekly drawn and 

quartered by ill-guarded machinery. We 

hear great things of the "progreaa of Russian 

civilisation f has it progressed &r enongli 

to rescue the labouring class fi:om the 

worst forms of immorsSity and disease: 

We hear constant boasts of " the t^ririns! 

condition of native manufactures;** have 

any of these thriving manu&cturers thought ■

i ■
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it; worth their while to purify the air of 

their factories, or to put railings ronnd the 

machinery that weekly — sometimes almost 

daily — shears away its pound of flesh, 

killing, or maiming, or crippling some poor 

fellow w^hose only resource is the work of 

his own hands ? We hear of costly arma- 

ments and fortified camps ; will these save 

Russia from the heavier conscription levied 

hy a ruler ^hose recruiting officers are 

fever, and cholera, and famine ? As Jeru- 

salem stood before the legions of Titus, so 

does Russia stand now. There is no sign 

of breach or crumbling in the great ram- 

part which looks down so defiantly upon 

the encircling enemy; but within are 

famine, and pestilence, and vice, and miseiy, 

and despair, sucking the life-blood of the 

garrison. There was a time when these 

terrible social problems could be conve- 

niently forgotten; but this is no longer 

possible. ilussia needs men — ^men who 

can work and who can fight; she finds 

only poor, enfeebled, dying beasts of bur- 

don, too brainless to do the one, and too 

strengthless to have a hope of success in 

the other. ■

ODD PliANTS : WINDOW PETS. ■

Thebe arc odd men, oflen very useful, 

in many an important establishment; and 

there are odd plants which are not, though 

they ought to be, found in every large or 

pretentions garden, while they are not 

seldom cheerfully harboured in small and 

unpretending ones. And as the odd man 

is sure to be called for at any serious 

emergency or press of business, so the odd 

plant is sought for at critical moments 

of accident or disease, when life itself 

may depend, if not on its healing powers, 

at least on the faith the sufferer places ■

in it. ■

Odd plants are required for other pur- 

poses : to embellish a balcony, to complete 

a window-garden, to finish a pickle, to 

lieighten a perfume, to fill a gap in a her- 

barium, to give the last touch to a rockery, 

to illustrate a lecture, to exhibit their tricks, 

to astonish by their costliness, and even 

to display their ugliness and emit their 

stenches. ■

Who has not known occasions when 

houseleek, pot-marigold, white lily, buck- 

bean, feverfew, balm, have been sought for 

as eagerly as if they were panaceas that 

would resuscitate the dead ? The pos- 

sessor and provider of the odd plant re- ■

quired becomes, then, a real benefactor. 

Odd plants wanted may be the commonest 

things, and yet you may not be able to lay 

your hand upon them at once. If you had 

only the canary-bird nasturtium, the painted 

lady runner bean, or the crimson major con- 

volvulus, to run up the strings stretched 

round your window, how charmmg the 

effect would be ! Odd plants, discovered 

during pleasant excursions, are doubly, 

trebly valuable. They are healthy food 

for memory, they stock your window 

with specimens neither common nor vulgar, 

and they give lessons in domestic horticul- 

ture. ■

The true maiden-hair fern, for instance, 

Adiantum capillus- veneris, is a choice pot- 

plant, evergreen and extremely elegant, 

rare in Great Britain (and, consequently, 

much sought after), because it cannot re- 

sist frost. It grows wild, at the sea-level, 

in Cornwall, Devonshire, and a few other 

mild localities^ in shore-side caves, in 

gullies between cliffs parted in twain, and 

in the crevices of shady, dripping rocks. 

Could such a denizen of darkness and 

dampness as this be made to thrive in my 

south-aspected window ? Not having to 

offer it a " Stygian cave forlorn," pretty as 

the plant is, I gave it up, believing the 

attempt to grow it there hopeless. ■

One sultry autumn, while walking from 

Genoa to Mentone, along the Riviera di 

Ponente, commonly called the Corniche, 

from the &ncied resemblance of the road 

to a cornice on a wall, I saw a dark- 

brown rock, exposed to the full glare of 

a Mediterranean sun, down the fieice of 

which ran a stripe of bright green. The 

green proved a plant ; the plant, maiden- 

hair fern. There it was, with its delicate 

fronds, heedless of stewing, baking, and 

broiling — ^because, like Paris during the 

siege, it was stewing in its own gravy. 

Along the face of the rock trickled a 

threadlet of water. The maiden-hair strictly 

followed the thread, by whose aid it had 

defied, uninjured, the burning rays of an 

Italian August. ■

The secret of maiden-hair culture was 

mine. I coaxed a little bit of the fern out 

of its fissure, wrapped it in moistened rag, 

and kept it damp till its journey's end. 

When it reached home it looked like a tufl 

of black bristles extracted from a worn-out 

clothes-brush. Planted in a pot of common 

mould, set in a saucer half full of water, 

covered with* a footless wineglass, and ex- 

posed to all the sunshine at command, it 

soon showed signs of life, then grew beau- ■
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tifal, and then allowed of increase by 

divisions, enabling me to make perenially 

green the interior sills of other window- 

gardeners. ■

Not a few ferns will prosper tinder similar 

in-door cnlture. Most of the maiden-hair's 

relations are too fond of the hot-honse to 

succeed in living-rooms, but one of them« 

Adiantum affine, from New Zealand, is 

still more elegant and admirable as a 

window plant. With increasing years it 

increases in beauty, till it becomes a speci- 

men plant of considerable value. And it 

is so easily propagated ; such a little bit will 

grow ! With one pot of maiden-hair you 

may soon have twenty. Not only may it 

be parted with great facility, but, after a 

time, on the suid^ce of other pots in your 

window you will see little seedling maiden- 

hairs come up, sprung from the invisible 

spores dispersed in the air by the mother 

plant. ■

If you have no chance of finding A. 

capillus-veneris wild, and wish either to 

possess it or to give it away, you can ob- 

tain of professional fern-growers nice little 

plants at a moderate price. But carefully 

note that with ferns in general the water 

supply must be nn&iling. When the 

leaves of a thirsty geranium flag, water it, 

and they will soon come right again. 

Flagging, thirsty fern-fronds are mostly 

lost for ever. All you can do is to cut 

them o£r, and entreat new ones to take their 

places. ■

For flowers and fibshions we often return 

to the old love, as well as invent and dis- 

cover the new. One of my old flowers, in 

the course of its adventures, has literally 

seen the ups and downs of life. The Epi- 

phyllum truncatum, formerly Cactus trun- 

cata, a peculiar - looking, flat -stemmed, 

jointed plant, of drooping habit, produces 

its pendent, cherry-red blossoms in the 

dead time of the year, enlivening the gloom 

of the winter solstice. Why it should have 

fallen into neglect I know not, except that, 

pushed aside by novelties, all succulents, 

including the whole cactus family, have 

been, not laid on the shelf (where, if an 

upper one, they would thrive very well) 

but tossed on the compost heap to rot, in 

company with worn-out cinerarias and ex- 

hausted Chinese primroses. New floral 

stars on the exhibition stage make men 

look coldly on its former ornaments. '' Sic 

transit gloria mundi" is a motto for pot- 

planta as well as for popes. Horticulturists, 

like Athenians, are always craving for 

something new. The most astounding in- ■

stance of which is that the dahlia, for a 

while, eclipsed the rose. ■

Poor Epiphyllum could plead a special 

reason why it should not be pushed out 

into the cold. Unlike so many of its 

brethren, it has none of those ugly prickles 

which a magnifying-glass shows to be 

jagged pot-hangers, or narrow saws witlia 

recurved set of teeth, and which, when once 

they enter your flesh, are not easy to get 

out again. Epiphyllum has no such mis- 

chievous fangs, but is as innocent as it is 

pretty. All that can be said against it 

is that greenhouses (often cboked up with 

unpruned vines) are hardly hot and dry 

enough to make it flower freely. But even 

there it will do its utmost to please, if 

moxmted high and fully exposed to light 

The same on a bracket in a sunny window. 

And a few extra degrees of heat are well 

worth bestowing, to be repaid by bright 

blooms in dark December. ■

Epiphyllum, thus neglected, betook iisdf 

to a refage with a few kind friends who 

vouchsafed it a shelter for the sake of oM 

times, as well as for the services it still coald 

render. Somebody discovered that, by 

grafting it on the stifi* stem of some other 

cactus, it became a little tree, not very im- 

like a miniature weeping ash, which tree 

flowered fi-eely in winter time, that is, 

during the rise and climax of the Paris 

season. So Parisian salons and boudoirs 

took it up, paying ten and twelve francs 

each fot well-grown specimens. A spedfe 

of Pereskia (aculeata) afibrded a slenderer 

stem for grafting it on than another cactus, 

and was adopted as more sightly, although 

less congenial (by natural afliniiy) as well 

as less robust in supporting less tempera- 

tures and undue moisture. ■

I had possessed an epiphyllum growing 

on its own proper roots, but I must needs 

have it also perched up aloft. Ladies were 

wearing high heels, why shouldn't cactuses ' 

Mounted, therefore, it was, on a pereskia 

stock. For a little while all went well; 

soon, symptoms of foiling health appeared. 

The roots of the pereskia decayed, in con- 

sequence of a too severe course of hydro- 

pathy. The defunct root was amputated, 

and the stem, fresh planted, struck a ne*" 

one, with the help of a little extra h®t. 

All went well again ; but again the paraatic 

head showed signs of distress by shrivelling 

fast, and by the emission, as a last resonrc^ 

of roots at the junction of the scion ac" i 

the stock. On examination, the st^m ^ 1 

dead, doubtless from chilbl&in caugfct Ia>t 

December. Poor stilted plant ! The earth ■

^ ■
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was far below its reach. We had to let 

it down again. With the useless pereslda 

stem removed, planted in earth and left to 

its own resources, cnred of all ambition to 

ape arborescent stature, my humbled epi- 

pbyllam, returned to its natural sphere of 

life, promises to prove its contentment by 

blooming by-and-bye. ■

With ordinary attention to its health, 

especially avoiding cold moisture at the 

root, you may keep the epiphyllum for 

years and years, and enjoy its annual tri- 

bute of flowers. Indeed, its term of life 

seems indefinite. And that is saying not 

a little when we remember that there are 

cactuses, its family relations, existing, whose 

age is known to be certainly not less than 

five or six hundred years. I shall be 

satisfied if mine gets half as far as that, 

and will try if we can't manage it. ■

A more ephemeral new old plant that 

delighted my childhood, is still pleasant to 

behold in — well, my maturer years. An 

egg-plant is basking in the sunshine of my 

window. Hatched in a hotbed, reared in 

a crystal pa.lace of a smaller size than that 

at Sydenhaxn, it now proudly displays its 

produce, a f^U-sized egg and a smaller 

one; and 1}hat is all I may expect from 

it, although, the French call it poule pon- 

dense, or laying hen. The longer and 

hotter summers of its native south would 

render it a little more prolific. But as it is 

only an annual, the circle of its existence is 

soon run through in the north. Indeed, it 

onght to think itself lucky if it can com- 

plete it by ripening its seeds. ■

'Oardeners sometimes label the egg-plant 

Melongena ovifera, assigning to it the dig- 

nity not only of a species but of a genus. 

But, being simply a white or albino variety 

of the striped aubergine of Qnadaloupe, 

itself a variety of the common purple auber- 

gine, we may prefer the name of Solanum 

melongena — seeing that it is evidently a 

branch, or rather a twig, of the potato's 

grandly ramified genealogical tree. Save 

in colour, size, and number, the flower and 

the berry are the potato's own. Tubers 

only are wanting to complete the affinity. 

The egg-plant's slightly thorny leaves are 

much more robustly represented by several 

other species of solanum. Like the auber- 

gine, the egg-plant's eggs are both eatable 

and eaten ; but they are so pretty and so 

few that they are more frequently suffered 

to hang on the mother-plant as long as 

they can. I have heard of the feat of 

decorating a table with egg-plants in pots, 

the eggs on which were ready cooked. ■

Most people know and have admired the 

naked-flowered, or winter jessamine, Jas- 

minum nudiflorum, which displays such a 

profusion of yellow flowers some time be- 

tween December and February, according 

to the quality of the season. There are 

ugly, dull, displeasing yellows, and there are 

bright, clear, attractive yellows. The winter 

jessamine's yellow is the right sort of hue. 

The flower is also scentless — a great merit 

in a pot-plant admitted to the honour of 

growing inside our windows, or decorating 

our rooms. And as flowers exhibit good 

and bad shades of colour, so do they emit 

noxious and unbearable, as well as whole- 

some and agreeable, odours ; noxious and 

unbearable, that is, in closed apartments ; 

for many flowers that are insupportable 

by many persons in-doors — such as helio- 

trope, lilies of the valley, several Japan 

and other lilies, carnations even, and not a 

few besides — are delightfdl out of doors, 

when we catch a wave of perftime floating 

on a passing breeze. ■

Apropos to which, hear what Francis 

Bacon, erst Lord High Chancellor of Eng- 

land, saith while discoursing of gardens. 

He never smelt Japan lilies or heliotrope, 

but he had already fixed their proper 

places. ■

'* And because the breath of flowers is 

far sweeter in the air (where it conies and 

goes, like the warbling of music), than in 

the hand, therefore nothing is more fit for 

that delight^ than to know what be the 

flowers and plants that do best perfume 

the air. Boses, damask and red, are fast 

flowers of their smells ; so that you may 

walk by a whole row of them, and find 

nothing of their sweetness ; yea, though it 

be in a morning's dew. Bays, likewise, 

yield no smell as they grow, rosemary 

little, nor sweet marjoram; that which, 

above all others, yields the sweetest smell 

in the air, is the violet; especially the 

white double violet, which comes twice 

a year, about the middle of April, and 

about Bartholomew-tide. Next to that 

is the musk-rose; then the flower of the 

vines ; then sweet-brier, then wall-flowers, 

which are very delightful to be set under a 

parlour or lower chamber window; then 

pinks and gilliflowers, especially the matted 

pink and clove gillifiower ; then the flowers 

of the lime-tree; then the honeysuckles, 

so they be somewhat afar off." ■

Somewhat afar off, therefore, let all op- 

pressive-scented flowering plants be kept, 

amongst which I am obliged reluctantly to 

include narcissuses and hyacinths. They ■

1 ■
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are not suited for window-pets. But there 

are also flowers which, without any decided 

odour perceptible by the dull nose of the 

careless smeller, yet give out an inodorous 

gas or emanation, which very perceptibly 

aiTeets the nerves and the head. Such 

floral emanations are analogous, amongst 

smells, to the invisible rays radiated by 

the sun ; which latter we cannot see, 

but of whose existence we have undoubted 

proof. ■

The list of sweet-smelling flowers which 

wo may admit to our domestic intimacy 

without fear of headache, giddiness, and 

fainting — of danger even in a sleeping- 

room — is less numerous than those we may 

not. Amongst the former I may mention 

roses and mignonette as especially worthy 

to talce the gold medal. But if a flower 

has not a scent which can be borne with- 

out uneasy feelings,* it deserves honourable 

mention when it is scentless. ■

Hence my recommendation of winter 

jessamine as a window-pet. There are 

several plants possessed of the specific 

name "radicans," or freely rooting. It 

might have been appropriately bestowed 

on our jessamine, wUch takes root when- 

ever it touches ground, or comes into a 

much less promising contact. My mother- 

plant, growing against a wall, thrust a 

branch into a chink between the bricks, 

which branch, rooting, has established 

itself there, become independent, and will 

doubtless flower when its hour arrives. ■

Is not this a hint for decorators of ruins 

and rocks, natural or artificial ? The win- 

ter jessamine is perfectly hardy, having 

resisted without injury the winter of 

1860-1, and that terrible night about the 

middle of December last. It promises to 

become a first-rate wall-plant, rivalling even 

the caper-bush in beauty, and robust instead 

of tender in constitution. ■

The begonias are old-established window 

favourites. More species than are popularly 

known are well adapted to this line of life, 

with scentless, wax-like flowers, sometimes 

quite pretty, with singular, highly orna- 

mental, and strangely-coloured stalks and 

foliage. Their promulgation and distribu- 

tion would be a benefit conferred on win- 

dow-gardeners. The very handsome king 

begonia, B. rex, likes an atmosphere moister 

than that of living rooms; nevertheless, 

there are amateurs who succeed in grow- 

ing it well. The fuschia-like begonia, B. 

f uschioides, very bright and elegant, wants, 

to bring it forward, a hothouse or bed, 

which it well deserves, as it blooms dur- ■

ing the winter months. When on show, 

it may be removed thence to the win- 

dow, and cosseted there as long as it de- 

serves. ■

A newer arrival is the Bolivian begonk, 

B. boliviensis, with bright-green tranBh. 

cent stems aud leaves, and brilliant scarlet 

flowers, which are produced in pairs in a 

singular fashion. Like the couples in a 

quadrille, each gentleman has his lady- 

flower beside him, who may be known at 

once by being suspended from an embryo 

seed-vessel, while her male companion has 

nothing of the kind. Their form, too, is 

unusual in the genus — ^pointed petals form' 

ing a drooping bell, a little flattened, as 

if some very light fairy had sat on it for 

awhile. Its lofty mountain origin makes 

it coibparatively hardy ; and if it dies down 

to its tuberous stump in autumn, it will 

shoot up in spring with pristine vigour. ■

But window-gardeners, who love grace- 

ful form and vwdure, putting gaudy hne 

on the second rank, will find resources they 

little expect, by experimenting largely with 

native and foreign ferns. ■
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CHAPTEB IV. MARTIN GUEW0OD*S BECKOKCfG 

WITH HIMSELF. ■

It was full time that Martin Gurwood 

returned to Lullington, for his parishioners 

had begun to grow impatient at his absence 

Although, as we have already shown, tbe 

vicar could not be called popular amongst 

them, having no tastes in common with 

theirs, and rather awing them with 

his dignified reserve, the good people of 

Lullington had become accustomed to tlieir 

parson's ways, and were disposed to over- 

look what they thought the oddity of his 

manners in consideration of his boontifsl 

kindness and the strict fidelity with whicu 

he discharged the duties of his office. He 

was not one of their own sort ; he was 

not a " good fellow;" there was nothing at 

all free and easy about him ; no )ok& 

were cracked before him ; no harvest-honse 

suppers, no Christmas merry - makings 

found him among the assembled oompanj- 

But the farmers, if they did not like their 

vicar, respected him most thoroughly, aiiu 

thought it something to have among^j 

them a man on whose advice on all spirit^^ , 

matters (and in all worldly matters, f^^^ ■
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deed though they be, in which hononr and 

honesty are alone concerned) they could 

M\j and firmly rely. So that when Martin 

Gnrwood, on his mother's invitation, went 

up to London in the autumn of the year, 

intending to stop there but a very few 

weeks, the churchwardens and such others 

of his parisliioners as he deigned to take 

so far into his confidence, were sincere in 

expressing their wishes for his speedy 

return. ■

But if the inhabitants of Lullington were 

sorry for their pastor's departure at the 

time of his leaving them, jnuch more bit- 

terly did they regret it after they had had a 

little experience of his locum tenens. The 

gentleman who had temporarily under^ 

^en the spiritual care of the Lulling^ 

tonians was a man of birth and ability, an 

old college friend of Martin Gnrwood, and 

emphatically a scholar and a gentleman. 

He had married when very- young, and had 

a large family; he was miserably poor, 

and it was principally with the view of 

helpxig him that Martin had requested him 

to fill his place during his absence. Mr. 

Dill was only too glad to find some place 

which he could occupy rent free, and where 

he had a better chance of being able to 

work, undisturbed by the racket of his 

children, than in the noisy lodging in town. 

^o he moved all his family by &e third- 

class train, and in less than an hour after 

their arrival the boys were playing hockey 

on the lawn, the girls were swinging in 

the orchard, Mrs. Dill wa? in her usual 

state of nncertainty as to where she had 

packed away any of the " things," and Mr. 

Dill, inked up to his eyebrows, and attired 

in a ragged grey duffel dressing-gown, was 

seated in Martin Gurwood's arm-chair, 

hard at work at his Greek play. ■

AlthoQgh not much given to cultivating 

politeness, the Lullington feumers, out of 

respect for Martin Gurwood, thought it ad- 

visable to tender a welcome to their vicar's 

representative, and appointed two of their 

number to carry out the determination. 

The deputation did not succeed in obtaining 

admittance, Mr. Dill's old servant, a kind 

of female Caleb Balderstone, meeting them 

in the hall and declaring her master to be 

"atw^ork" — a condition in which he was 

aever to be interrupted. The deputation 

retired in dudgeon, and that evening at the 

Dan Cow described their reception amidst 

:.he sympathising groans of their assembled 

riends. It was unanimously decided that 

vhen Mr. Dill called upon any of them, he 

ihould be accommodated with that species ■

of outspoken candour, which was known in 

those parts as '' a piece of their mind." It 

is impossible to say what effect this intended 

frankness would have had upon the tem- 

porary occupant of the Lullington pulpit, 

inasmuch as, during his whole time of 

residence, Mr. Dill never called on one of 

the parishioners. Many of them never 

•saw him except on Sundays ; others caught 

glimpses of him, a small homely-looking 

man, striding about the garden dressed in 

the before - mentioned ragged morning- 

gown, very short pepper-and-salt trousers, 

white socks, not too clean, and low shoes, 

gazing now on to the ground, now into the 

skies, muttering to himself, and apparently 

enforcing his arguments with extended fore- 

finger, but so entranced and enrapt in his 

cogitation as to be conscious of nothing 

passing around him, or to gaze placidly into 

the broad countenances of Hodge or Giles 

staring at him over the hedge, without tho 

least notion that they were there. On 

Sundays, however, it was a very different 

matter. Then Mr. Dill was anything but 

preoccupied. He gave himself up entirely 

and earnestly to the duty of addressing his 

congpregation ; but he addressed them with 

such ferocity, and the doctrine which he 

preached was so stem and uncompromising 

— so different from anything that they had 

been accustomed to hear from the gentle 

lips of Martin Gurwood — that the congrg- 

gation, for the time struck rigid with awe 

and dismay, no sooner found themselves 

outside the porch than they gathered into a 

knot in the churchyard, and determined on 

writing off at once to their vicar to request 

him to remove his substitute. ■

The letter, in the form of a round<robin, 

was duly signed and despatched, and pro- 

duced a reply from Martin, counselling 

moderation, and promising the exertion of 

his influence with Mr. Dill. That influence 

had a somewhat salutary effect, and, on the 

next Sunday, the discourse was incompre- 

hensible instead of denunciatory in its tone. 

But there was no sympathy between Mr. 

Dill and those with whom his lot was cast, 

and spiritual matters in Lullington had 

come to a very low ebb indeed when 

Martin Gurwood returned to his parish- 

ioners. Then they revived at once. The 

vicar's arrival was hailed with the greatest 

delight ; he was greeted with a cordiality 

which he had never before experienced, 

and, after the celebration of service on tho 

ensuing Sunday, there was quite a demon- 

stration of affection towards him on tho 

part of the warm-hearted, if somewhat ■
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narrow-minded, people, amongst whom lie 

had not laboured in vain. ■

Bat, when the gloss of renewed confi- 

dence and regard began to wear off, it 

was noticed among the farmers that the 

vicar's reserve, which had been the original 

stnmblinc^-block to his popularity with his 

parishioners, had, if an^h^g, rather grown 

than decreased since his visit to London. 

Martin Gnrwood did his duty regnlar as 

heretofore; attended schools, visited the 

sick, was always accessible when wanted, 

but he seemed more than ever anxions to 

escape to his solitude ; the services of the 

Irish mare were brought into constant 

requisition, and she was ridden harder 

than ever. All this was not lost upon the 

observant eye of Farmer Barford. ■

" It's pride, that's what it is, my boy," 

said the old man to his son; **it was so 

when parson first came down here, and 

though he got the better of it, it is so again 

now. It's after having been up to London, 

and seeing the ways, and wickedness, and 

goings-on of the grand folks, that leaves the 

sting of envy behind, mebbe ; and he knows 

it's not right, and flies from the temptation 

back to these quiet parts; and then the 

thought of what he has seen, and what he 

has to give up, rankles and galls him 

sorely." ■

Farmer Barford was by no means strictly 

correct in his impression. There was a 

temptation in London for Martin Gurwood, 

indeed, but it was not of the kind which 

the worthy old churchwarden imagined; 

and though the vicar devoted the greater 

portion of his thoughts to it, it had not, at 

first, at least, the effect of goading or ha- 

rassing him in any way. Indeed, instead 

of attempting to expel the subject from his 

mind, he loved to brood and ponder over it, 

turning it hither and thither, dwelling 

upon it in its every phase, and parting from 

it to enter once more upon the work-a-day 

duties of the world with the greatest re- 

luctance. ■

Yes, however much he had attempted to 

deceive himself when in her presence, to 

tell himself that the interest he felt in her 

merely arose from pity for the position in 

which, by a sad combination of circum- 

stances, she had been placed, Martin Gnr- 

wood no sooner found himself in the peace- 

ful retreat of his own home, no longer 

surrounded by the feverish excitement of 

London, no longer compelled to be con- 

stantly on his guard lest he should betray 

the Claxton mystery to his mother, lest 

even he should betray to his friend Statham ■

the secret of his heart, than he acknov- 

lodged to himself that he loved Alice. 

Loved her with a depth and intensity snch 

as no one would have accredited himm&; 

loved her with a power of love snch as j 

he had never dreamed of possessing, and 

which astonished him by its force and 

earnestness. He, the man of saintly r^u- 

tation, loved with his whole heart ihk 

woman, whose name and £une — ^innocent, 

and even ignorant, of it as she was — were 

tarnished in the eyes of the world, and 

quite humbly put to himself the question { 

if he could win.her. In the silent watdies 

of the night, or when riding far away bm ' 

home, he would bring his horse to a stand- { 

still on wind-swept common or Ixuren 

moorland, and ask himself if he dared— 

having reference to his own -pBst life-4o i 

hope for such happiness. Surely, ^ere 

could be little to cause trouble or anxietj 

to such a man ? He, if any one, oould afford 

to stand the scrutiny of the world, oould 

ignore or laugh at what the worid might 

say respecting his choice of a wife ! And 

what oould the world say ? The secrecr 

which had been maintained about the 

whole matter, had been perfect, so perfect 

as to make him easy about the fact that 

the dead man whom Alice had believed o) 

be her husband, was his step-father, ^c 

one will ever know that but Statham, V&o 

is to be trusted, and — and Madanfe De 

Tertre. He had forgotten her, and some- 

how, at the thought of her, his heart tamed 

chill within him. She could be relied upos. 

however, and Alice would never be troubled 

by any one or anything more when once k 

had the right to protect her. ■

To protect her, to watch over and tend 

her ! To listen to the outpourings of ber 

mind, simple and innocent as those of anv 

village girl ; to mould her soft nature and 

note the growth and development, under 

his tuition, of the common sense and right 

feeling which were her undoubted nainial 

gifts. To solace the dead duU level of bis 

daily life with her sweet companionship • 

to listen, as he had never hoped to Hsteo^ 

to words of love addressed to him, to hm 

whose celibate life had been so Ion? ^' 

cheered by fond look or word of affection: 

Could it be possible that this girl — of irboni. 

as he recollected with something hke <ie* 

may, he had at first conceived so distorted i 

an idea, of whom he had spoken with i»^ J 

much harshness, and to whom he had * |i 

grudgingly extended the common Chrisiis^ .i 

charity due from him in his position to acj ! 

fellow-creature, however erring— could she. ■

■
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by the mjsterions dispensation of Provi- 

dence, be the one woman reserved as his 

haven of rest from the buffets of the world, 

as the hope and comfort of his declining 

dajsP Could such a blessing come to 

him ? The whisper of his fate within him 

seemed to answer, " No !" ■

And yet why should such happiness be 

denied him? However lonely had been 

his own life, there were few men who had 

greater opportunities of studying the plea- 

sures of domesticity ; fewer still more cal- 

culated to enjoy the calm blessings of the 

married state, all sufficient, all engrossing 

in themselves. -And Alice, what response 

could she make to this affection ? She was 

surely heart-whole so far as the present 

was concerned ; she loved no other man ; 

her affection, such as it was, was buried in 

the grave. Such as it was! Yes, the 

phrase was harsh - sounding, but true. 

Communing with himself, Martin Gur- 

wood came to the conclusion that Alice, 

daring her life long, had never known what 

it was really to love. There could be no 

doubt, from all he had heard, from all he 

liad seen, that she had been devoted to 

John Calv&rley, but it was the devotion of 

a young ^irl to a man jnBnj years her 

senior — to a man with whom their disparity 

of years prevented her having much in 

common. The feeling which she had en- 

tertained for John Calverley was respect, 

' gratitude, affection if you will, but it was 

not love. Even if it had been, even if 

those philosophers, according to whose dicta 

the first impression made upon a woman's 

heart bj a man, no matter of what age or 

position, remains for ever branded and in- 

effaceable, were right — ^if Alice had been 

devoted to John Calverley in a sense other 

than that which he felt inclined to believe 

— ^Martin Gurwood acknowledged that he 

would be only too glad to take her as she 

was. He would accept with infinite thank- 

fulness snch a love as she could give him, 

and perhaps it would be better so. The 

dangerous passion which might have been 

he would not ask for ; he woald not dream 

of. A quiet, trusting love, such as her 

gentle nature could feel so truly, could give 

so freely, would amply satisfy him; and 

notwithstanding the never-ceasing whisper 

of his fate, ho inclined to hope that he 

eventually might obtain it. ■

This hope, not arrived at until after many 

days anxious self-communing, brought with 

it a different train of thought — a better ■

train of mind. He was no longer inclined 

to be solitary now ; he took a pleasure in ■

going among his parishioners ; in chatting 

with the old dames and young lasses ; in 

listening to the farmers and discussing 

future plans with them. That was to be 

the scene of his future labours ; that was 

to be the place where his life with Alice 

would be passed. He pictured her to him- 

self dispensing her charities, aiding him in 

his work, proving herself, as she was certain 

to do, kind, patient, active, exactly fitted 

for a parson's wife. Far removed from 

London and its "temptations ; out of the 

reach of any who might chance to know 

her previous history; worshipped and pro- 

tected by him ; the benefactress of the poor 

and sick; the kindly friend of all; her 

life at Lnllington would be as it ought to 

have been from the first. And his life ? 

It was almost too much happiness to specu- 

late upon it. With the new hope came 

renewed health, fresh brightness, unac- 

customed geniality. His village friends 

had never before seen their vicar so 

radiantly happy, and farmer Barford bade 

his son Bill remark that all the direful 

effects of the visit to London had passed 

away, and that the Lullington air and the 

return to his congregation had made their 

parson a man again. ■

This happy frame of mind was, how- 

ever, not destined to last long. One bright 

winter's morning, when Martin Gurwood 

was walking briskly up and down the long 

gravel path leading to the garden gate, 

now and then diverging for a moment to 

speak to the old gardener, who was potter- 

ing away in the conservatory, and who had 

as yet scarcely got over his grief for the 

damage done to his favourite shrubs by 

Mr. Dill's mischievous children, the heavily 

laden village postman saluted the vicar, 

and handed him two letters and his weekly 

copy of the Guardian. There was a time 

when Martin, in his eagerness to plunge 

into his journal, would have laid the letters 

aside for a more favourable opportunity, 

but now the postman had become a person 

of the greatest interest to him. On several 

occasions he had received a letter from 

Alice, quietly, simply, and naturally written, 

describing the domestic events of her daily 

life, and always speaking gratefully of his 

kindness towards her. This morning, how- 

ever, there was nothing from Alice ; one 

of the letters was written in his mother's 

narrow, cr«imped charactersr; the other in 

the bold flowing hand of Humphrey 

Statham. ■

Martin now never recognised his mother's 

writing without a certain amount of ■
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nervous apprehension. However cleverly 

their precautions had been taken, there 

was always the chance of Mrs. Calverley's 

discovering the story of the Claxton 

mystery, and her son never opened one of 

her letters without the dread of learning 

that that discovery had been made. The 

perusal of the first lines, however, reassured 

him on that point, though the letter on 

the whole was not especially gratifying. 

Thus it ran : ■

Great Walpole^Btreet, Wednetday. ■

Mt dear Martin, — Although I have been 

gifted with a singularly patient disposition, 

and with the power of enduring a large 

amount of weariness and suffering without 

complaint,' yet, as a worm will turn, so do I 

at length lift up my voice to protest against 

my son's treatment of me. There are not, 

I imagine, many mothers in this world 

who have made such sacrifices for their 

offspring as I have for you, Martin ; there 

are certainly very few sons who have re- 

ceived such an offer from their parents as 

that made by me to you when last you 

were in London, and yet the treatment 

which I receive at your hands is in exact 

conformity with what has been my lot 

during my ill-fated life. My long suffer- 

ing has been overlooked, my kindness un- 

appreciated, my actions misunderstood. ■

Alartin, are you or are you not going to 

take advantage of the offer which I made you 

to take your position in my establishment, 

give up your country parish, and become 

a shining light in the metropolis ? One 

would have thought such an opportunity, 

combining as it would an admirable 

position in society, not vain and frivolous, 

but solid and respectable, and eminently 

fitted for a clergyman, with the command 

of wealth, which would have placed you 

entirely at your ease, would have been such 

a one as you would not have hesitated to 

avail yourself of, and yet weeks, I may 

say months, have passed since I first 

broached the subject to you, and I have as 

yet received no definite reply. I must ask 

you to let me hear from you at once, 

Martin, upon this point. I always thought 

the late Mr. Calverley the most dilatory of 

men, and I do not wish to see his bad ■

example imitated by my own flesh and 

blood. ■

. I suppose that, independently of other 

considerations, the son of any other woman 

would have thought of his mother's loneli- 

ness, and done his best to console her eYcn 

under much less agreeable circumstances; 

but I am fated, I know, and I do not re- 

pine. One thing, however, I am determined 

on, and that is, I will not bear this solitude 

any longer ; I must have a companion of some 

kind, and upon your answer will depend 

what steps I shall take. By the way, talk- 

ing of companions, Madame Du Tertre li^ 

called here once or twice lately. She seems 

very comfortable in her new place, and 

talked a great deal about yon. But I have 

no fear but that my son will always kaow 

his proper position in socieiy. Write to 

me at once, Martin, and. ■

Believe me. 

Your affectionate mother, ■

Jans Galveblet. ■

A faint smile played oyer Martin's lips 

as he perused two or three portions of 

this letter, and when he come to its con- 

clusion he laid it aside with a shrug of the 

shoulder. "Poor mother," he muttered, 

" she is right so fiu*. I certainly ought to 

have given her an answer upon that matter 

long since. I will write to her to-nigbt. 

Now let's see what Statham has to say." ■

The letter from Statham wa8 that de- 

scribed in the previous chapter. Martin's 

exclamation on reading it has been aheadj 

recorded. Afber a little time he placed 

both letters in his pocket, clasped his hands 

behind him, and walked up and down the 

gravel path. ■

" I must go to London at once," he 

said. " I will answer this letter in person. 

Statham would not have written in thfi 

way if he had not imagined that there were 

some danger. This man must be paying 

Alice no ordinary attention, if Humphrey's 

suspicions are excited ; I will go to L^ 

don at once, and take the opportmiity of 

seeing my mother at the same time." ■

The next day Martin Ghirwood presented 

himself in Change-alley, and was told bf 

Mr. Collins that Mr. Statham was in and 

would see him. ■
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I WA8 a little Bhy, 

md, cnrioos as I wg 

1 1 heard that the shipwreoked stranger had 

[ bees ordered to keep his quarters fitrictlj-, 
for that day, at least. So, bj-and-bje, as 

I Lsora Orey bad a letter to write, I pat on 

I mj hat, and not caring to walk toward 

the town, and not daring to take the Pen- 

rnciiyn road, I r&n ont to the garden. ■

The garden of Malory is one of those 
monafitic enclosures whose frnit-trees have 

long grown into venerable timber, whose 

walls are stained by time, and mantled in 

some places with ivy; where everything 

has been allowed, time oat of mind, to 

iiare its own way ; where walks are grass- 

grown, and -weei choke the intervals be- 

tween old atandard pear, and cherry, and 

apple-trees, and only a little plot of ground 

is kept in caltivation by a dawdling, desal- 

tory man, who carries in his daily ^sket of 

vegetables to the coolc. ■

There was a really good ribston-pippin 

)r two in this antidy, bat not nnpictareaqne 

{arden ; and these trees were, I need 

icarcely tell yoa, a favoarite resort of oars. 

The gale had nearly stripped the treed of 

beir ra^dy honours, and thrifty Thomas 
ones had, no doabt, carried the spoil away 

jstore them in the apple-closet. One pippin 

nly dangled still within reach, and I was 

'hackings at this particnlarly good-lookiDg 

■ pic witb a long stick, but as yet in vain, 

hen I sndd-enly perceived that a yoang 

an, whom I recognised as the very hero 

the ehip^VTeok, was appi-oaching. He 

alked alowly and a httle lame, and was 

luiuf^ on s, stick. Ho was smihng, and. ■

detected in my andignified and rather 

greedy exercise — I had been jumping from 

the ground — I was ready to sink into the 

earth with shame. Perhaps, if I had been 

endowed with presence of mind, I should 

have walked away. But I was not, on that 

occasion, at least ; and I stood my ground, 

stick in band, afiecdng not to see hia slow 
advance. ■

It was a soft sunny day. He had come 

out without a hat ; he had sent to CardjI- 

Uon to procure one, and had not yet got it, 

as he afterwards told me, with an apolo^ 
for seeming to make himself bo very much 
at home. ■

How he introdaced himself I forget ; I 

was embarrassed and disconcerted ; I know 

that he tiianked me very much for my 

"hospitality," called me his "hostess," 

smiling, and told me that although he did 

not know my father, he yet saw him every- 

where during the season. Then he talked 

of (he wreck ; he described his own adven- 

tures very interestingly, and spoke of the 

whole thing in terms veir difierent from 

those reported by Doctor Mervyn, and with 

a Kreat deal of feeling. ■

He asked mo if I had seen anything of 

it from our house ; and then it became my 

turn to speak. I very soon got over my 

shyness ; he was so perfectly well-bred, that 

it was impassible even for a rustic, such as 

I was, not to feel very soon quite at her 

ease in his company. ■

So I talked away, becoming more ani- 

mated, and he smiled, looking at me, I 

thought, with a great deal of sympathy, 

and very much pleased. ■

I thought him very handsome. He had 
one point of resemblance to Mr. Carmel. 

"HiB face was pale, bat, nnlike his, as dark 

as a gipsy's. Its tint showed the white of 

bis eyes and his teeth with fierce effect. ■
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Wliai was the character of the face I saw 

now P Very different from the c[«»tli>4ike 

phantom timt had croesed my eigh^ the 

ni^t before. 1^ waaa fia(» of paec^n and' 

daring. A bpoad, low fbnehead, and resolute 

mDnth, witk thai pronounced under-jaAv 

which indicates sternness and deoisnon. I 

contrasted him secretly with Mr. Carmel. 

But^ in his finelj-cut featores,. and dark, 

fience eyes, the ascetie and/ noble intarert of 

i^ sadder face was wfratlng ; b«t €twre vrwr, 

fy»ao jonug a person as I, a- different a«d 

a nii»»'pow«r&l faseination iiv the heaxdf 

of idtis young jnsn of the world. ■

Before- WB parted I allowed him toknoefe 

down the npple I hadi been trying at^ and 

this imstic service improved our acquaint- 

ance. ■

I began to thizsk, howevets'tha^onrifiter-^ 

view had lasted quite long* enovgh ; so I' 

took my leitve, atnd I am: certidn' he would 

hwm aooottpaoied me to i^ h^ase", he^d I' 

not taken advaratage- of hii^* lamenesB^, and 

wa^lked away very qtdckly. ■

As I let myeeb out at ih^ gaii^ett door, 

in ttn*ning I was'able^ uneuspeeted^ to steal 

a parting look, and I saw him watehiiig- 

me icrtently a» he leaned agaitnt the stem 

of a gigantic old peaxuk-ee. It wea rather' 

pleasant to my vaniiy to thii^' thatr I had 

made a ftivoura^le impreBsion upon the- 

interesting strangei*! ■

Next day our guest met me again, near 

the gate ol the avenue^ as I W8b returning 

to the house. ■

"I had a call this morning from' ytmr 

clergynMin," he said. "H^ seems « very kind 

6^ gentleuMMD, the rector of Gardyllion; 

and the day is so beautiful, he proposed a- 

soil upon the estuary, and if you were 8atis'> 

^edt with him, by w»y of escort,' and my 

steering — ^I'm an^ old sailor' — I'm sure you^d' 

find it just the day to enjoya little boating:" ■

He looked at me, smiling eageriy. ■

Laura Grey and I hud agreed that 

nothing would tempt ub to go upon the 

waiter, until all risk of lighting upon one of 

those horrible diseoveries from the wreck, 

that were now beginning to come to ih& 

sm'lkce from hour to hour, was quite over. ■

So I made our excuses as best I could, 

and told him that since the storm we had 

a horror of sailing. ■

He looked vexed and gloomy. He walked 

beside me. ■

" Oh, I imderstand, Mise Qrey^? I was not- 

aware — I ought, of course, to have included 

her; Perhaps yourfriend would change her 

mind and induce you to reconsider your 

decisien-. It ie such a charming day," ■

Itbanked him again, but oar going if» 

qpiita out 431% the cgiestion. ■

Eb smiM and l^\i«d a little, bit loobd 

very muo^ cliagriiied. ■

1 fancied that he thffogM Vwmi to 

smab him, fitr proposing any soiir Uticg os 

so very e^ght an acquaintance. I daresay : 

if I had I should have been qnite^ right ;f 

but you must remember how young I ira% I 

and how uiife8Ciied» in the world's warn. ; 

Nothing,-!!!' ftet, was farther from my ia- 

tontioik; Te aeften matterv a little» I said: ■

" I am very sorry we caa^lTgai "^ahoiki 

hMFe likedi it, I am amDe^ so-mnrit; but itid 

qTOte-i mpossibl e-./' ■

Ho walked: all the way to the haU^doo; 

with me; and then he asked ill did not 

intend continuing my wait a little. IW 

him good-bye, howeveui and went in, 

very foil* of ' the agreeable idfea that I had | 

made a conquest. ii ■

Laura Grey and T, walking to Cardyllion | 

later, met D6ctor Mervyn, who stopped to 

tell US' that he had* just* seen * his 3fa<ffy ] 

patient, "R. B. M.," steering Wiffians's : 

boat, with'theoldvicaE on: board. I ■

"By Jove! onewoidd have fiaciedbei 

had got enough of thewaterforsometiiD? ] 

to come,'* remarked the doctor, in cocdii- 

sion. "Tha* is'the most reBUeBarcreatwe. 

I ever* encountered in all' my professional 

experience! If' he had kept himsrif q«^ ' 

yesterday and to^dayhe'd have been pret^J I 

nearly right by to-morrow; but' if he g«s 

on like tbia- 1 shAould not wonder if ^ ■

woriced* MmselF into a ffeverr"* I ■

1 ■

If BIT nwTBtiigiatf about nineo'dock, wboB 

do I see but? the restless stranger, to is^ 

surprise, again upoir tiieaveirae-ael rettir 

toward the house; I httd nm* dfliwn to tfe 

gate before* breakfiust to meet oar vaesr 

senger, aaid learn- whether any letters ]d 

come by the post. H^, like mysetf, ^ j 

come out before his brea&fast: He tttms 

on Ufieotingi me^ and walkB tcmcrda ^ | 

house ait my- side. JN"everwae maa nw* : 

persistent: He httd got' Wtliiams's bnt ; 

again, and not ondy thevicwr, but tbevit* ; 

wife waa coming for a sail ; surdy I ^^"^ 

venture with' her? I wae to mnemifj 

beside, that they were to sail to <*e sideof 

ihe estuary fttrthest from the wredt; ti«^ 

could be no possiMe danger fliwe of ^ j 

I feared — and thus he continued to art* , 

and entreat. l ■

I really wished to go. I s«id, Bawt^ ( 

that I must ask Miss Grey, wbom, up » , 

some excuse which I nofr forge*, h^ ^ ' ■

^ ■
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gretted very much he could not invit© to 

come also. ■

I had given* him a conditional promise 

by th^ time we parted at the hall-door, and 

Laura saw no objection to my keeping it, 

provided old Mrs. Jermyn, the vicar's wife, 

were there to chaperon me. ■

We were to embark from the Malory 

jetty, and she was to call for me at about 

tliree o'clock. ■

The shipwrecked stranger left me, evi^ 

dently very well pleased. ■

When he got* into his quarters im the 

steward's house and found himself alone, I 

dare say hia dark faee gleamed with the 

smile of which Doctor Mervyn had formed 

so ill an opinion. I had not yet seen, that 

smile. Heaven help me 1 1 have had reason 

to remember it. ■

Lauxsi and I were' sitting together, wlion 

who should enter the room but Mr. CacmeL 

I stood up and shook hands. I felt very 

strangely. I was glad the room, was a 

dark one. L was less observed, and there- 

fore lesa embarrassed. ■

It was not till he had been in the room 

some thne that I observed how agitated he 

looked. ETe seemed also very much dejected,, 

and from tinie to time sighed heavily. ■

I saw that something had gone strangely 

wrong. It was a vague suspense. I was 

secretly very mueh frightened. ■

He would not sit down. He said he had 

not a moment to stay ; acd yet he hngered 

on, I fancied, . debating something within 

himself. He was distrait, and, I thought, 

irresobite. ■

After a little talk, he said, " I came just to 

ook in on my old quarters and see my old 

riends for a few minutes, and then I must 

lisappear again for more than a montiv &nd 

i find a gentleman in possession." ■

We hastened to assure him that we had 

Lot expected him home for some time, and 

hat the si»:uuger was admitted but for a 

3VV days. We told him, each contributing 

Dmething to the narrative, aU about the 

hipwreck, and the reception of the forlorn 

arvivor in the steward's house. ■

He listened without a word of comment, 

[most without breathing, and with his 

fes fixed in deep attention on the floor. 

"Has he made your acquaintance ?" he 

(ked, raising^ them to me. 

'* He introduced himself to me,'* I an- 

v^ercsd, " but Miss Grey has not seen him.'* 

Sometbing seemed to weigh heavily upon 

s'mind. ■

" What is your father's presentuddress ?'* 

) asked. ■

I told him, and he made a note of it in 

his pocket-book. He stood up now, and 

did at length take his leave. ■

'* I am going to ask you to do a very 

kind thing. Yon have heard of sealed 

orders, not to be opened till a certain point 

has been reached in a voyage or a march ? 

Will you pvomise, until I shall have left // 

you fully Ave minutes, not ta open this 

letter ?" ■

I almost thought he was- jesting, but I 

perceived very quickly that he was per- 

fectly senoua» Laura Grey looked at him 

curiously and gave him the desired pronuse 

as she received the note. His carriage was 

at the door, and in another ndnute h& was 

driving I'apidly down the avenue. ■

What «had led to* these odd* precautions, 

and what had they to do with the ship-* 

wrecked stranger ? ■

At about eleven o'clock, that is to say, 

about ten minutes before Mr. Carmel's visit 

to us, the stranger had beeu lying on a 

so^Qk in his quarters, with two ancient and 

battered novels from Austin's Hbrary in 

Gardyllion, when the door evened uncere- 

moniously, and Mr. Carmel, in travelling 

costume, stepped into the room. The hall- 

door was standing open, and Mr. Carmel, 

on alighting from his conveyadee, had 

walked straight in without encountering 

any one in the halL ■

On seeing an intruder in possession he 

stopped short ; the gentleman on the sofa, 

interrupted, turned towards the door. Thus 

confronted, each stared at the other. ■

" Ha, Marston !" exclaimed the eccle- 

siastic, with a startled frown, and an almost 

incredulous stare. ■

"Edwyn.! by Jove!" responded the 

stranger, with a rather anxious smile, which 

faded,. however, in a moment. ■

" What on earth brings you here ?" said 

Mr. Carmel, sternly, after a silence of some 

seconds. ■

" What the de^l brings you here ?*' 

inquired the stranger, almost at the same 

moment. ** Who sent you? What is the 

meaoing of it?" ■

Mr. Carmel did not approach him. He 

stood where he had first seen him, and his 

looks darkened. ■

" You are the last man living I should 

have looked for here," said he. ■

" I suppose we shall find out what we 

mean by-and-bye," said Marston, cynically ; 

" at present I can only tell you that when I 

saw you I honestly thought a certain old 

gentleman, I don't mean the devil had 

sent you in search of me." ■
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Carmel looked liard at him. " IVe grown 

a very dull man since I last saw yon, 

and I don't understand a joke as well as I 

once did/' said he ; '* bnt if jon are senons 

yon cannot have learned that this house has 

been lent to me by Mr. Ware, its owner, 

for some months at least; and these, I 

suppose, are your things? There is not 

room to put you up here." ■

'* I didn't want to come ; I am the famous 

man you may have read of in the papers — 

quite unique— the man who escaped aHve 

TTom the Conway Castle ; no Christian re- 

fuses shelter to the shipwrecked ; and you 

are a Christian, though an odd one." ■

Edwyn Carmel looked at him for some 

seconds in silence. ■

" I am still puzzled," he said ; ** I don't 

know whether you are serious ; but, in any 

case, there's a good hotel in the town ; you 

can go there." ■

" Thank you — without a 'shilling," 

laughed the young man, a little wickedly. ■

" A word firom me will secure you credit 

there." ■

" But I'm in the doctor's hands, don't 

you see P" ■

" It is nothing very bad," answered Mr. 

Carmel ; " and you will be «iearer the 

doctor there." ■

The stranger, sitting up straight, replied: ■

*' I suppose I should ; but the doctor likes 

a walk, and I don't wish him a bit nearer." ■

"But this is, for the time being, my 

house, and you must go," replied Edwyn 

Carmel, coldly and firmly. ■

" It is also my house, lor the time being ; 

for Miss Ware has given me leave to stay 

here." ■

The ecclesiastic's lips trembled, and his 

pale face grew paler, as he stared on the 

young man for a second or two in silence. ■

" Marston," he said, ** I don't know, of 

all men, why you should specially desire to 

pain me." ■

" Why, hang it ! Why should I wish to 

pain you, Edwyn ? I don't. But I have 

no notion of this sort of hectoring. The 

idea of your turning me out of the — my 

house — the house they have lent me ! I 

told you, I didn't want to come here ; and 

now I don't want to go away, and I won't." ■

The churchman looked ^at him, as if he 

strove to read his inmost thoughts. ■

" You know that your going to the hotel 

could involve no imaginable trouble," urged 

Edwyn Carmel. ■

** Go to the hotel yourself, if you think 

it so desirable a place. I am satisfied with 

this, and I shall stay here." ■

" What can be the motive of your ob- 

stiuacy ?" ■

"Ask that question of yourself, Mr. 

Carmel, and you may possibly obtain an 

answer," replied the stranger. ■

The priest looked again at him, in Btem 

doubt. ■

" I don't understand your meaning," he 

said, aft last. ■

" I thought my meaning pretty plain. 

I mean that I rather think our motiyes 

are identical." ■

" Honestly, Marston, I don't understand 

you," said Mr. Carmel, after another panse. ■

" Well, it is simply this ; that I think 

Miss Ware a very interesting young ladj, 

and I like being near her — don't you ?" ■

The ecclesiastic flushed crimson; Marston 

laughed contemptuously. '! ■

"I have been away for more than a ' 

month," said the priest, a little paler, look- 

ing up angrily : " and I leave this to-day 

for as long a tune again." ■

" Conscious weakness ! weakness of that 

sentimental kind sometimes runs in fami- 1 

lies," said the stranger, with a sneer. It 

was plain that the stranger was very angry : 

the taunt was wicked, and, whatever it 

meant, stung Mr. Carmel visibly. He 

trembled, with a momentary quiver, as if 

a nerve had been pierced. ■

There was a silence, during which Mr. 

Carmel's little French clock over the chim- 

ney-piece, punctually wound every week by 

old Kebecca, might be heard sharply tick, 

tick, ticking. ■

" I shall not be deterred by your cruel 

tongue," said he, very quietly, at length, 1 

with something like a sob, " from doing 

my duty." ■

"Your duty! Of course, it is always ! 

duty : jealousy is quite unknown to a naan ,, 

in holy orders. But there is a difference. 1 

You can't tell ^he least what I'm thinking j 

of; you always suppose the worst of every ,| 

one. Your duty ! And what, pray, is jonr || 

daty?" li ■

" To warn Miss Ware, and her go^^ ; 

ness," he answered promptly. t ■

" Warn her of what ?" said the stranger. 

sternly. ■

" Warn her that a villain has got into ; 

this house." ■

The* interesting guest sprang to his fee*- 

with his fist clenched. Bnt he did not 

strike. He hesitated, and then he said: | ■

" Look here ; I'll not treat you as i » 

woujd a man. You wish me to stnK ^ 

you, you Jesuit, and to get myself jnto 

hot water. But I shan't make a m « ■

ISr ■
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myself. I tell yon what I'll do with you. 

If yon dare to injure me in the opinion of 

any living creature, by one word of spoken 

or hinted slander, I'll make it a police- 

oflSce affair ; and I'll bring out the whole 

story you found it on ; and we'll see which 

suffers most, you or I, when the world 

hears it. And now, Mr. Carmel, you're 

warned. And you know I'm a fellow that 

means what he says." ■

Mr. Carmel turned with a pale face, and 

left the room. ■

I wonder what the stranger thought. 

I have often pondered over that scene; 

and, I beJieve, he really thought that Mr. 

Carmel would not, on reflection, venture to 

carry out his threat. ■

CHAFTEBXV. A WABMITG. ■

We had heard nothing of Mr. Carmel's 

arrival. He had not passed our windows, 

but drove up instead by the back avenue^ 

and now he was gone, and there remained 

no record of his visit but the letter which 

Laura held in her fingers, while we both 

examined it at all sides, and turned it over. 

It was directed : '* To Miss Ware and Miss 

Grey. Malory." And when we opened 

it we read these words : ■

Dear Young Ladies, — ^I know a great 

deal of the gentleman who has been per- 

mitted to take up his residence in the 

house adjoining Malory. It is enough for 

me to BAsmre you that no acquaintance 

could be much more objectionable and un- 

safe, especially for young ladies living 

alone as you do. You cannot, therefore, 

exercise too m^ch caution in repelHng any 

advances lie may make. ■

Your true friend, ■

E. Carmel. ■

The shock of reading these few - words, 

prevented my speaking for some seconds. 

I had perfeat confidence in Mr. Carmel's 

warning. I was very much frightened. And 

the vagueness of his language made it the 

more alarming. The same thoughts struck 

us both. What fools we were!- How 

is he to be got out of the house ? Whom 

have we to advise with ? What is to be ■

done ? ■

In onr first panic we fancied that we 

had got a burglar or an assassin under our 

roof. Mr. Carmel's letter, however, on 

consideration, did not bear out quite so 

violent a conclusion. "Vfe resolved, of 

course, to act upon that letter; and I 

blamed myself too late for having permitted ■

the stranger to make, even in so slight a 

way, my acquaintance. ■

In great trepidation, I despatched a note 

to Mrs. Jermyn, to say I could not join her 

boating party. To the stranger 1 could 

send neither note nor message. It did not 

matter. He would, of course, meet that 

lady at the jetty, and there learn my 

reselve. ■

Two o'clock arrived. • Old Rebecca 

came in, and told us that the gentleman in 

the steward's house had asked her whether 

Mr. Carmel was gone; and on learning that 

he had actually driven away, hardly waited 

tiU she was out of the room " to burst out 

a-laughing," and talking to himself, and 

laughing like mad. ■

*' And I don't think, with his laughing 

and cursing, he's like a man should be that 

fears God, and is only a day or two out of 

the jaws of death !" ■

This description increased our nervous- 

ness. Possibly this person was a lunatic, 

whose keeper had been drowned in the 

Conway Castle ! There was no solution of 

the riddle which Mr. Carmel had left us to 

read, however preposterous, that we did not 

tiy ; none possible, that was not alarming. ■

About an hour after, passing through the 

hall, I saw some one, I thought, stsmding 

outside, near the window that commands 

the steps beside the door. This window 

has a wire-blind through which, from out- 

side, it is impossible to see. From within, 

however, looking towards the light, you 

can see perfectly. I scarcely thought our 

now distrusted guest would presume to 

approach our door so nearly ; but there he 

was. He had mounted the steps, I suppose, 

with the intention of knocking, but he was, 

instead, looking stealthily from behind the 

great elm that grows close beside; his 

hand was leaning upon its trunk, and his 

whole attention absorbed in watching some 

object which, judging from the direction of 

his gaze, must have been moving upon the 

avenue. I oould not take my eyes off him. 

He was frowning, with compressed lips, 

and eyes dilated ; his attitude betokened 

caution, and as I looked, he smiled darkly. ■

I recovered my self-possession. I took, 

directly, Doctor Mervyn's view of that 

very peculiar smile. I was suddenly 

frightened. There was nothing to prevent 

the formidable stranger *from turning the 

handle of the door and letting himself into 

the hall. ■

Two or three light steps brought me to 

the door, and I instantly bolted it. Then 

drawing back a little into the hall, I looked ■
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again through the window, hut the intend- 

ing visitor was gone. ■

Who had occupied his gaze the moment 

before? And what had determined his 

retreat ? ■

It flashed npon me suddenly again, that 

he might be one of those persons who are 

described as "being known to the police," 

and that Mr. Carmel had possibly sent 

Constables to arrest him. ■

I waited breathlessly at the window, to 

see what would come of it. In a minute 

more, from the direction in which I had 

been looking for a party of burly police- 

men, there arrived only my fragile friend, 

Laura Ghrey, who had walked down the 

road to see whether Mr. and Mrs. Jermyn 

were coming. ■

Encouraged by this reinforcement, I in- 

stantly opened the hall-door, and looked 

boldly out. The enemy had completely 

disappeared. ■

" Did you see him P" I exclaimed. ■

** See whom ?" she asked. ■

" Come in quickly," I answered. And 

when I had shut the hall- door, and again 

bolted it, I continued, "The man in the 

stewasrd's house. He was on the steps this 

moment." ■

" No, I did not see him ; but I was not 

looking toward the hall-door. I was look- 

ing up at the trees, counting the broken 

boughs — ^there are thirteen trees injured on 

the right side, as you come up.*' ■

" Well, I vote we keep the door bolted ; 

he shan't come in here," said I. " This is 

the second siege you and I have stood to- 

gether in this house. I do wish Mr. Carmel 

had been a little more communicative , but 

I scarcely think he would have been sonn- 

fiiendly as to leave us quite to ourselves if 

he had thought him a highwayman, and 

certainly, if he is one, he is a very gentle- 

man-like robber." ■

" I think he can merely have meant, as 

he says, to warn us against making his 

acquaintance," said Miss Grey; "his letter 

says only that." ■

"I wish Mr. Carmel would stay at 

home," I said, " or else that the steward's 

house were locked up." ■

I suppose all went right about the boat- 

ing party, and that Mrs. Jermyn got my 

note in good time. ■

No one called at Malory ; the dubious 

stranger did not invade our steps again* 

We had constant intelligence of his move- 

ments from Kebeeca Torkill; and there 

was nothing eccentric or suspicious about 

them, so far as we could learn. ■

Another evening passed, and anotber 

morning came ; no letter by the post, 

Rebecca hastened to tell us, for our in- 

voluntary guest ; a certain sign, she con- 

jectured, that we were to have him for 

another day. Till money arrived he could 

not, it was plain, resume his jonmey. ■

Doctor Mervyn told us, with his cus- 

tomary accuracy and plenitude of informa- 

tion respecting other people's afiairs, when 

he looked in upon us,, after his visit to his 

patient, that he had posted a letter the 

morning after his arrival, addressed to 

Lemuel Blount, Esquire, 6, Brunton-Btreet, 

Regent's Park, and that on reference w 

the London Directory, in the news-room, 

it was duly ascertained by the subscribers, 

that ''Blount, Lemuel" was sinply entered, 

as " Esquire," without any mrther due 

whatsoever to guide an active- minded and 

inquiring community to a conclusion. So 

there, for the present, Doctor Mervyn's 

story ended. ■

Our panic by this time was very mcch 

allayed. The unobtrusive conduct of the 

unlaiown ever since bis momentary ap- 

proach to our side of the house, had 

greatly contributed to this. I could not 

submit to a blockade of any duration ; so 

we took heart of grace, , and ventured to 

drive in the little carriage to CardjUion, 

whore we had some shopping to do. ■

THE CUPBOARD PAPERS. ■

III. A FLBMISH STARKET. ■

Round about the famous Antwerp black- 

smith's masterpiece in iron, wrought with- 

out the help of a file, some four hnndi^ 

years ago, there is chattering and chaffering 

under the sauare-cut Flemish hats and ihe 

prodigious lappels, very much as there was 

when Quentin Matsys set it up in the gretit 

market-place over the well, crowning it with 

Antigen's hand, cast by Salvius Brabon. ■

Marketing is everywhere. It stretches 

away from St. Anthony's Hotel through the 

Place Verte, round the cathedral, and up all 

the darkand tortuous streets that lie handj: 

by the Canal au Fromage, the Pont am 

Tourbes, the Rue de la Musette Blene, the 

old Bourse and the English Bourse, the Rtie • 

du Fagot ; and it broadens all over Uie ' 

vast old Place of the Town Hall, flanked 

by the quaint, elaborately ornamented cor- 

poration houses, tlie drapers', the cooper? , 

the masons', the joiners', the grandest I'l 

them all ; and with the highest cathedral 

tower in Europe for background. Oter the 

extraordinary area of hucksterers, ihe sweet ■

1 ■
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bells Ting out Uvely passages 'from 'Martha 

on the fltimizier menming. It is' seven o'clock, 

and the bargaining is «t its height all over 

the Places, and the length of the winding 

streets, ^he maTket^oarts are drawn tip in 

rows ; the dogs, who hanre bronghiihe milk 

to town, -are lying panting in their heayy 

harness, while their mistresseB dispose of 

the cream «nd butter; thehea^y country 

yokels, with their whips elirag by the thong 

round their neoks, are hvggiiig the beer- 

shops ; Md the country women, m their 

becoming lappele, or crowned with the old 

Flemish hads, are doing a 4ittle 4mmble 

marketing on their own «cooimt, with tlie 

venders of oombs «nd zmrrora and poma- 

tnm, at a few sons. ■

The Plaee Yerte -presents tiie prettiest 

picture. It is enrroirnded by groves of 

trees, to begin with. By these groves are 

two lines of white«booded coontry carts, 

the horses in the diafbe, and before eaoh 

animal a monnd of fresh-oiit olover. They 

are ranged as regiiilarlya.s 'troops on petrade. 

While contemplating the trimness of me 

arrangement and tl^ daassling brightness 

of the sce3e, I pereeive a meuntain of 

flowers moving oat of a side street towards 

me. Preeeoitly I oatoh sight of two feet 

paddUng nnder the mountain, and discover 

that tbdfi is the ^tartHng way in which cat- 

flowers iare oaovied to market at Antwerp. 

It is simple, and thoronghlysenmbla An 

immense perforated frame, light as a babble, 

is spread before the bonqnet-bmlder ; and, 

as she binds her flowers, she drops them 

in the rows of holes, the monniadnons nose- 

gays ts^cing the central places, and ibrming 

the pyramid:. The floral moimtain conk- 

plete, a lad oan carry it easily to the Place 

Verte, npon his head. ■

The groves of the Place Verte serve as a 

market-place for the flower^sellers of Ant- 

werp ; and there is no prettier sight within 

the boundaries of this town of abounding 

pictures, and happy surprises of Flemish 

and Spanish tricks of light and shade and 

colour, than the stalls under the trees, 

massed with rough branches, ponderous 

nosegays (a yard and a half in circum- 

ference, I measured) and dainty bouquets, 

with a butterfly fastened in the centre of 

the sweetness. The flowers in pots ate of 

all sizes, and the variely is extraordinary. 

Fudisias nearly six feet high ; the dearly- 

beloved oleander laughing with bud and 

bloom, and scattering its fragrance far and 

wide ; the golden shafts of &e sword lily ; 

the sentimental myosotis (which we Bnglish 

never grow in pots) ; pink and oamation ; ■

gigantic margnerites, with eyes large and 

fall as Juno's ; snperb shafts and plumes 

of variegated grasses, which the market- 

women hold in a stately way. With green 

leaves And boughs for roof to such a 

market, the buyers and sellers vicing with 

each other in picturesqueness of costume, 

and Rubens's stately figure towering in 

bronze in the background; the observw 

who has ordered an anchovy, an omelette 

aux pognons (amd hopes it may approach 

the perfection of that dish at the Moulin 

Rouge in Paris), a peach, and a Httle 

Deideshehner Riesling, to reward him for 

his ramble, may say that he has opened 

the day on a pleasant picture. ■

The importance of the opening of the 

day well is not considered in my country. 

I am not sure that it is in Switzerland, or 

Germany, or IPramce, or Belgium ; but then 

in these countries .ihe opening is .good, 

as a rule. People are out into the open 

at once. The streets are alive directly 

people are awake. Everybody gets a taste 

of fresh air betimes. The Frenchwoman 

trots out at six for her -milk, for the coffee, 

and for the roll. Indeed, 'this is the rule 

everywhere. The centinental milk par- 

Tcyor stations herself under a gateway, 

or at a street comer, and her customers 

•flock to her. Tbey are active and merry, 

in the fresh morning air. And their masters, 

too, are abroad hours before the British 

man of business has put aside his morn- 

ing paper and slippers, and got dear of 

the breakfast - parlour. Observe the dif- 

ference between the man who lias stolen 

half an hour on the break&st-time, and has 

been sniffing and weeding about his gai'den, 

and the members of the household who 

have come direct from their dressing-rooms 

to table. The latter are flabby and gloomy ; 

the blood has not yet got beyond a crawl 

througli their veins ; whereas he who has 

been hustHng the roses and picking the 

snails from the wall, is fall of brisk life. ■

The scene on the Place Verte before eight 

o'clock in the morning, is delightftilly in- 

spiriting. Even the old crones and the worn- 

out men who beg, are not down-hearted. 

The market-folk chatter so cheerily, they 

appear to be doing business for the plea- 

sure of the thing, under the vivifying in- 

fluence of the sparkling air. Not that they 

are to be moved by any consideration to a 

sentimental ^bargain. They are bom sol- 

diers of the centime ; and every day fight 

the gallant battle of the rouge Hard 

toughly. A transaction in a pot of forget- 

me-not is eonducted with surprising spirit. ■
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The purchaser is an old gentleman of mili- 

tary aspect. What can he want with 

myosotis, you wonder ; but he does want 

it, and this badly, to judge by the vehe- 

mence of his manner in bargaining. You 

see there is a difference between the buyer 

and seller, of two sous — ^an entire penny ! 

You wo aid; as a stranger observing the 

contention, imagine that the buyer had 

shamefully closed a mortgage of the seller's 

estate, and turned the seller's bedridden 

mother into the streets. The storm rises 

and falls ; the Spartan seller closes his arms 

and shows his back; the martinet buyer 

.shrugs his shoulders to express his con- 

tempt, deposits the flower-pot in its place 

between a pink and a marguerite, and is 

moving off; when the seller, with the air 

of a man suddenly yielding to a soft im- 

pulse — as a holy feeling of pity for in- 

stance — tells his enemy to take the flower. 

The bargain ended, and the forget-me-not 

nodding under the old , man's arm, the 

enemies laugh together. ■

The business is much more serious in the 

Canal au Fromage, behind the cathedral, 

albeit the flower buying is as much part of 

the marketing in Antwerp as selecting the 

salad, or obtaining a pan plentifully en- 

dowed with cream-cheese. Stacks of birch- 

brooms (they are wonderfully in request 

here) and brushes, piles of hen, pigeon, 

duck, and rabbit coops, enormous baskets of 

fresh eggs, and stands of creamy butter in 

wet leaves that were picked this sunrise, 

line the narrow streets. You can hear 

the Babel of buyers and sellers in the 

cathedral, while you stand before the 

green cloths that cover Bubens's awful can- 

vas. People come through the cathedral 

from the Place Verte to the real business 

of the market-day. The faces of the towns- 

folk are beaming, their tongues are wagging 

merrily, and everybody is deeply interested 

in his neighbour's bargain. I ventured, 

with some timidity, to open a little trans- 

action in greengages, having made up 

my mind to have just a half quarteron of 

them in a shady spot I had noticed in the 

Square of Flowers. While I applied my 

fingers to the bloom on the soft cheeks of 

the fruit that had tempted me, I perceived 

that a country girl had fixed her eyes upon 

me. In another moment an idle lad 

peeped over her shoulders, a bonne leading 

a bouncing Flemish boy came upon the 

other side, a workman smoking a pro- 

digious black pipe paused behind the fruit- 

woman, a soldier shaded his eyes from the 

sun, and stood at ease to observe how the ■

little matter would end. Of course I. gave 

the woman the sum she asked, amidtk 

contemptuous smiles of the audience; 

because I was anxious to cease being the ob- 

served of twenty observers in so trifling a 

bargain. But I had no reason for my em- 

barrassment or ill-temper. My positioi 

as purchaser of fourteen greengages wj^ 

solitftry when compared with tbat of s 

lady who presently opened negotiatioss 

near me for the purchase of a barn>doo: 

cock, whose rich plumage had seen better 

days, and whose air of gallant misery, whfle 

he was being passed round tbat a genenJ 

opinion might be offere^ tts to his weight 

and consequent worth in sous, marked him 

for the Don Qnixote of some wild poaltiy* 

run on the banks of the Scheldt. The 

gaunt, hard-featured, hungry-looking ladj 

who held him by the wings, then by the legs, 

then thrust her bony fingers round his 

gorgeous throat, and peered into his proad 

eyes; who screamed her price at the 

countryman who had drawn the bird out 

of the coop for her inspection ; and then, 

while he was going through the byplay cf 

scorn and anger at the lowness of the ofier, 

took counsel of the excited bystanders, and 

passed Chanticleer round again to hare hii 

breast pinched and his spurs examined 

anew ; this leading lady was^an old per- 

former in the Canal au Fromage^ and able 

to hold her own with the most tnrbulest 

old butterwoman on the Grand' Place. 

After an exciting contest, the noble bird 

went for two francs and twenty-five cen- 

times ; and the purchaser received the 

congratulations of the bystanders, vhile 

she was hanging the prize on her arm br 

a string tied about his ancient shaiO^s, and 

the countryman was carefully depositing 

the money in his leather pouch. ■

I remark that the cooks who are on 

the Grand' Place, vigorously treating for 

vegetables with the morning dew upon 

them, carry metal market-baskets, or p"k 

tapering to the bottom. When I add that [ 

these are often painted green without, and | 

a warm or very fair tint within, I shall be 

excused, by the English reader at least, 

for observing that they cut an odd fignre 

to English eyes in a market-place. But 

they are very sensible pails. They teep 

the produce which is deposited in them 

cool, they are always clean and swe«, i 

and they are not as heavy as that wicfc«^ 

fortress in which the Anglo-Saxon house- .| 

wife will often carry a bunch of turmp^ ;( 

The bearers of these market-pails art 

exquisitely clean, their feces shine mw ■
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beam, their caps dazzle. Sturdy and brisk 

withal, they collect the day's dinner, the 

materials for the sonp, the carrots, iamips, 

herbs, leeks; the salad, of which there are a 

dozen varieties ; the fruit, stiU warm wkh 

the snn's kisses; the batter straight from 

the dairy ; the eggs direct from the hen- 

house; a black radish for hors-d'cenvre 

(deh'ghtfnl with mnstard, oil, or cream, and 

vinegar) ; a dish 'of new cards sweetened in 

cream for the children ; and are trotting, 

gossiping, and laughing on the way home 

before monsieur leaves for his bureau, and 

that is at eight o'clock at the veiy latest. ■

Bread also is sold in the market^ from 

tilted carts, and this country baking is stout 

wheaten food of the wholesomest descrip- 

tion. While I stand watching the weigh- 

ing of it, and enjoying the cool, mraly 

odour that comes from the handling of itr 

a soldier steps over from the smoky little 

gaard- house of the Hotel de Ville, and buys 

a lump, with which to enjoy a feed of the 

popular fromage a la crdme, which he 

carries in & cabbage-leaf. I shall have a 

great deal to say on bread presently. ■

The best proof of the thrifty way m which 

this bright and busy crowd on the Ghund' 

Place hveSy lies in the economical soup, a 

soup composed of meat and vegetables, 

which is distributed to the indigent at the 

rate of eight centimes a litres-say, two 

£Eui;bing^ a quart. He who desires to 

know how domestic economy may be prac- 

tised, and the kind of lessons which our 

wasteful pe6j^e want just now, more than 

any of the School Boards are likely to g^ve 

them, should explore the God's houses here, 

where the aged and infirm are oared for ; 

or take a round with one of the little Sisters 

of the Poor, kindred of those heroic wo- 

men who travel about London in their little 

green carts, collecting the scraps finom com- 

fortable tables to feed the old men and 

women they have drawn firom bare garret 

or cellar nnder their holy roof. But the 

demand for the economical soup, which 

gives all the necessary elements of food 

to the human . being, is prodigious, this I 

know. 

I had earned my omelette. 

In the court-yard of St. Anthony's Hotel 

a Scotch family were assembling, one by 

one, to break&st at a round table in the 

open air. Thus far they had conformed to 

continental prejudices, but not an inch 

fai^ther would they go. They were in 

solemn committee on the bacon which had 

been served to them. Could it be called 

bacon at all P Was it bacon like that Mac- ■

pherson sold at Aberdeen, was it even as 

good as MacSawney's? The feminine 

<^ief of the party, with a toss of her head, 

bade her gudeman to take his seat, and ■

S' st be content for the moment with what 
eaven had sent him, and return thanks it 

was no worse. The worst was — ^my on^e- 

letteaux rognons, cooked to a turn ! ■

I was ready to make a spring upon the 

party, but it was toa late ; the gudeman, 

with a sweep of the spoon, had taken two- 

thirds of it upon his plate, and in an in- 

stant I heard him burring over it that it 

was nae sae bad; but honest eggs and 

bacon were better. ■

That family will clamour for cock-a-leekie 

somewhere about Bingen. ■

IV. DINING WITH AJIELIE. ■

At Janodet's. A filet of sole with mus- 

sels, a outlet Italienne, half a partridge 

aux chouz, and a parfiut-— with some of the 

cheery host's excellent Bordeaux. The ad- 

dition, nine fittncs five centimes. Change 

out of a twenty-franc note: five-franc 

piece, a two*fnnio piece, two pieces of one 

franc, two pieces of fifty centunes, and one 

sou. Now why is this change brought to 

me P It is the result of peif ect order, in 

the minds of master, dame du comptoir, 

and waiter. ■

I hope the reader has observed by this 

time that these Cupboard Papers of mine 

are a random series of observations I have 

made on eating and drinking, and cognate 

subjects — ^in many places, and sometimes 

under extraordinary circumstances. To- 

day I am at Stockholm (where, by the 

way, I once ate a delectable fish-pie, at the 

end of a dinner to which one of the minis- 

ters did me the honour of inviting me), 

next week I am in Brussels, or London, or 

before a dish of ferraz by Lake Leman ; or 

assisting at the crowning of the pumpkin 

of the year, among the jovial ladies — 

a trifle, it may be, too muscular in the 

elbow, of the HaUes Centrales ; or con- 

ducting the dissection of a Yorkshire gie in 

my Fin-Becquerie at home. But wherever 

and whenever I have made notes, be sure 

I have had some fiur object in view. It 

has generally been the instruction of my 

poor feUow-countrymen in the art of living 

Doth reasonably and with refinement. Why 

have I taken notes, for instance, of my 

dinners enjoyed under the intelligent aus- 

pices of Amclie ; and why did I take the 

trouble to make a memorandum at Jano- 

det's, when most people would have given 

themselves up wholly to the task of ddges- ■
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lion, and looked idly out of the window, 

air the fidlen foiineoieB of the Rotonde, 

where so many of us ha^e enjoyed the ad- 

mirable oofiee thai wa« brewed there before 

Baron Haofimann took Paris in hand? Now 

I hear the eiinking of the trowels where 

they are oobbling the empty sh^ of Prinoe 

Napoleon's palaee (Ghevet's window hard 

by, let me interpose, has aJlowed none of 

its glories to pale, though who buys that 

prize froit, and ihoBe quails and plovers, 

and trout^ now, I cannot make out) ; and 

the crowd ronnd the band and the fountain 

are dispersing iam«ly with patckes of 

monming upon many of them. ■

Well, I see in. the change lying before 

me the solution of a problem that has been 

puzzling the heads of writers and talkers, 

and traveUers generally, for many years 

past. ■

''Why, sir," Mr. Bloomsbory Baker 

observes, over an- ezeeraUe caricatnTe of a 

yol<an»vent, whick with landable enter* 

prise he has insisted npea havin^ont of 

his kitchen at Merton in Surrey ; '^ why, 

sir, is it not possible to dine in London^ 

as you and I dined one day on the- Bunle* 

yards — at the Diner de Paris, for instance ; 

and at the same price ? The materials are 

as cheap — the fisk and flesh dieapexk«^in 

this country. We have some plaoes where 

yon may dine at so much a head ; bnt^ ugh ! 

Think of^the paaty entries, the leathery 

fritters, that greasy mess thef call an ome- 

lette ! What salads I Bless me, a French 

concierge' wonkki't p«t his lips to the best 

of them a seoooid time. Why can't it. be: 

done ?" ■

Let me enftreat "Mx, Baker to remark the 

change fear twenty francs that lies- before 

me. It is the result of orderly minds, all 

acting together. Observe that Felsz^ the 

waiter, who has just broogfat itto me npon a 

shining* |datev does not wait and leer about 

in the mean fiwhion of his British confs^re^ 

but is briskly off to serve the other guests. 

He has canned- tkrough his plan of choige, 

and he lewves it confidently to be worked out: 

Yon see I have a sou, ten sousv twenty- 

sous, forty seas, a hnndsed sous before ma. 

I cannot leave one sou as thcr indieation of 

my approval of the manner in whieh Felix 

has served me^ nor can I get off with the 

excuse that I han^e no small dwnge. I 

must give him ten sous. Then, again, I 

may be in a generous mood ; I may fnlQl 

his idea of a milord, or, better still, I may 

be an AmeiiooB^ or, best of all, a Wat- 

lachian, or a« Moldavian* GKving bimRidf 

full advantage oi every probabiiity, he has ■

nnde the change handy to every mood of , 

the f orei^ diner. An En^shman, if a 

miiord, might give a franc, a spendthrifi; ' 

American two francs, a WaDadbian or a '' 

Moldavian five francs. ■

Now all MoDsiear Janodet's anaoige* 

mente axe of this methodieal kind. Each 

detail haa been profoundly pondered. The 

morning's marketing has been tsmsacted 

with thi»t si«traBr— become second ostore 

—which usderlisa all Freneh commeical 

operaAiooflb All dassss fiall in -with it, 

understand the complex " corrsspondenoe ' 

arrangemente of the omnibases (which 

failed utterly in London^ becanse 1^ con- , 

duotors could net beep aoooonts on the 

steps o£ the vehicle' as the French god- ' 

duotenr will, gossiping tkoi winle), are 

patieat members of a qisRue to see the last 

mt at a theatrsi or to snbseribe to ti» new 

loon, and sit oonieni in the homble saUes 

d'attente of the raitwaya. ■

The ohaam of French order is that its ^ 

rules don't j«mp to yonr eyea. You see 

the swan upon the waiter, easyv majestic, 

white ae a* summer doud, but you are Bever i 

pemttted to catek sight of the dk^ 

shanks that are peddling- undenieath* The 

service of aiFrem^ dinner, Uka the Queen 

of Spainy has nn lega. This ease, upoo 

prolbmidiy meditated order, is a deiightfnl 

quality, to be enjoyed seldonL save in Paris. 

At the great Swiss hotels, where throe or 

four hungry touiists sit down to dinner in 

the< season^ at the BamerlHrf, or Bean 

Ilivage, fiDFinstancst theseis osder, but yon 

see- the springs^ you mark the- dsiti, yon 

bear tho- word of oomnmnd^ A man of 

military* aspect staaidB' at. thse end of i^ 

rooHK andf watoliBS- his army of waiters 

march along the taibVes with the soup. Then 

he retires to a . side- roook, Hb- winch his 

troops IbUow him at. the' tinkling of a heU. 

They are ranged in files, and at a agnoi 

each takes up. the disk of fish placed iff 

him; another sagnalv and they pass out in 

liav^ each to his exact spot, atta table wfaei« 

he is to begin serving. Li the resr the 

comsBBndant returns, and watches keeolj 

the evolutions of his troops. And soon 

to the end of the dinBor, to the cmdeps^ , 

and peaches^ and the Huntiey and pymc 

biscuits, whinh are servedfor dessert eTe& 

in the best hotels, inxitses? thaii disptar ic 

the maidcet«>plaoes the. most Inscions tot»- 

The drill is too evident^ i^ march of the 

men is too formal ; in short, the machiii^fj ', 

showsi ItiB'eiseileut,it maghtbeeopiedint^ ,; 

advantage even firom the- coarser modaisci 

Swiiaeijasid, bujt it ia not that ease with ■

P ■
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perfeot order of which Felix is a type, nor 

of deftly-regulated insouciance which pre- 

vails in the establishment of which Amelie 

is the favourite attendant. ■

Let me premise that Amelie is a fairly 

educated young lady, of Norman descent, 

I fancy, who has agreed to put aside, while 

in business, the fripperies of fashion, and 

to wear a pretty white-spotted net cap, 

white linen sleeves and apron over a dark 

grey alpaca dress. Neat as ninepence ! She 

is full as neat as tenpence. But she has no 

touch or air of th» coquette. She is bent 

on. business, with a pencil tied to her 

girdle, and the section of tables to which 

she is told off, freshly laid out before her. 

Her customers aie eeonomists^ who know 

what is good — a very dif&cnlt company to 

cater for. She has a vast amount of re- 

sponsibility on hand, what with her ac- 

counts with her guests and her settlements 

with the comptoir. She knows the price 

of everything, can recommend the best fish 

and plat of Uie day, has a happy suggestion 

for the flagging appetite, and can pick out 

everybody's stick, umbrella, parasol, or hat. 

Her movements are swift, but noiseless. 

I never saw her drop a plaite, or spill 

gravy, or get the least bit in the world 

out of temper, with all the head and hand 

work she nas to perfom by the hour to- 

gether. ■

As you enter Amelie'sy a person, dressed 

severely, like a valet, presents you with a 

slip of paper upon which the plat, the hors- 

d'oeuvre, the fish, the wine, the dessert, 

vegetables, serviettes, iee, bread — all the 

separate elements of a dinner — are printed, 

with prices attached. Against each item 

is a ruled space. This paper is placed upon 

the table beside you. ■

Amelie brings you the carte du jour in 

a little frame, and observes that you look 

well after your country jaunt, and that it 

is too bad of you to have gone away for a 

fortnight without telling her. This, not said 

in the least coquettishly, but as a pleasant 

introdxiction to your littte conversation as 

to dinner. ■

" Some good mdon to-day," says Amelie. 

** Yes, and the veau Mai*engo is good — 

you shall have a bon morceau ; well, with 

tomatoes au gratin, and some grapes, you 

will have eaten well, if you have no great 

appetite." ■

As Amelie bricgs the dishes, she makes 

a mark upon the slip of paper— on the plat, 

or fish, or vegetable line, as the case may 

be. In this way she will wait upontweniy' 

quests at separate little tables, without the ■

lea^t hurry, or the most distant approach 

to a mistake. The diners are all, ov nearly 

all, Parisians, and mostly of the middle 

class. They all know what a good dinner 

means; and there is a peremptory return 

of any item served to them that is not up 

to their standard of fair cookery. Old 

gentlemen are very fond of dining under 

Amelie's auspices; and they are grateful 

when she pets the caniche that huddles 

Tinder their chair. Amelie is a favourite 

with her own sex ; for she will be at great 

pains to coax the appetite of any lady who 

cannot decide upon a dish. The dyspeptic 

are her peculiar case. ■

The establishment is comfortably fitted 

up; the tables are white marble. I re- 

peat, the cooking is decidedly superior to 

that of an average table d'hote^ and good 

men feast to the right and left of you. 

Now let us look at my account on two 

occasions when I was accompanied by 

Petit-Beo» a young gentleman who gives 

promise of becoming — well, neve* mind. 

I intend to leave him my blessing, and 

something else into the bargain, when I 

die. Here is our first account : ■

Sexrietitefl ■

Glace k raifrtichir • ■

firtad • ■

2 melom (auperb tlicei) • • 

Veau Marengo (2J . . • • 

TomatoM au gratin (1) . • 

Glaee, TaaiUe (I) . 

Qrapea ...... ■

Peach (a noble one, with sugar) . 

1 bottle of Bordeaux (a sound wine) ■

Total . • . • ■

10 centimes. 

10 „ 

20 „ 

Ifra&o. ■

1 „ 

80 centimes. 

80 

40 

40 „ ■

1 franc. ■

4^ centimes. ■

n ■

I handed the paper, with AmelieV marks 

upon it, to the severe person at a desk by 

the door ; four sous to Amelie (if I gave her 

six that has nothing to do with my conten- 

tion, since none of her customers, except 

milords, exceed two sous a head as her 

gratuity), and stood on the boulevards, not 

a stone 8 throw from Brebant's, with Petifc- 

Bec, the pair of us having dined for five 

francs. ■

"That experiment, sir, must be tried 

again," quoth Petit-Bee to me some days 

after our first trial, or rather after his first 

introduction to Amelie. ■

" A la bonne heure l" Amelie chirruped, 

bringing our bread and serviettes. " You 

are going to eat," she said authoritatively to 

me, *' some fresh sardines." ■

Grilled they are very good — as they have 

them at Biarritz and thereabouts. Well 

what was the bill Amelie made up for us 

that day ? ■
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2 Soup— 1 ate d'ltmlie . 

1 SAraines, eriiled 

1 Lobeter, fiemoolade (Petit-Beo 

can never pasa it) . . , 

1 T#te de Teau, vinaigrette . ■

1 Rotat veal, potatoes ■

2 Macaroni au gratm (excellent) . 

1 Confiture of aprioota . ■

1 Ghrapes ■

2 Semettea (aome of the old gentle- 

men tie up theixt, and aave the 

daily roll) .... ■

2 Breads ■

Bordeaux, one bottle and a half . ■

,40 eentimes ■

SO ■
ti ■

75 ■
ti ■

60 ■
n ■

60 ■
»» ■

60 ■
>« ■

20 ■

>' \ ■

80 ■
»f ■

10 ■
$t ■

20 ■
«t ■

1.60 ■ n ■

ToUl ■ 5.36 ■

Amelie received thirty-five centimes in 

token of our content ; and so we made onr 

dinner five francs fourteen sous, whereat 

Petit-Bee was led to observe that we must 

draw in. ■

"Now, why can't this be done in Lon- 

don, I confess I should like to know?" 

Mr. Bloomsbury Baker observes. " It 

does seem to me to be preposterous that 

with all the appliances and means about 

us ■

" Pardon me, dear friend," I interpose. 

" But we haven't all the ways and means. 

Don't you see that we haven't got Amelie, 

and we haven't got Felix. We are deficient 

in what a renowned waiter once described 

as chalk-heads. The deficiency is every- 

where — in our homes, in our want of 

markets (two more have just been ordered 

in Paris as I write), in our slatterns of 

housewives. Only think of a public dinner 

in London ! All the waiters wrangling and 

getting tipsy with the drainage of the 

bottles ; tumbling over each other, swearing 

in whispers behind your back; obliging 

you with an aperyu of the dinner in a suc- 

cession of spillings upon your coat ; serving 

the caper-sauce — caper-paste is nearer the 

mark — with the haunch of mutton. Only 

think of these things, my dear Mr. Baker, and 

then ask yourself why, to dine with Amelie, 

I or or yen must go to Paris ; or to enjoy 

a table d'hote Vre must travel to the banks 

of Lake Leman. .We want chalk-heads 

among us, as the famous waiter observed. 

Instead of flaunting, impertinent barmaids, 

we want Amelie's sisters, who will buckle 

to their business in aprons and caps, and 

not make eyes at us while we are consider- 

ing whether to-day we will eat kidneys 

h, la brochette." ■

" We waste most, and we want most. I 

have travelled very much ; I stick to 

that," said Mr. Baker. ■

"Yes. But think what would happen 

at Janodet's, if some afternoon you took off 

Felix, and the rest of his servants, and ■

obliged him with half a score of British 

waiters." ■

" He would go mad !" Mr. Bloomsbuiy 

Baker said, dolefully. ■

And I think he would go mad, I confess. ■

THE B£IMHAM CRAGS, ■

AwAT, away unto Heaven'e own bound, 

Swept dale, and hill, and moorland. 

The winda ruahed over the mightr radu 

That crowned the graaay fore-una ; 

The winda aang over the wild xnoor-firuit. 

Pale bud and gloaay berry ; 

And ahook the blue-beM'a fairy aUtt 

Till ita chime woke, Ughl and rafeny. 

The aunahine alept on the laviah Uoom, 

Where warmth and aoent together. 

Blent in a atrange, aweet, fubtle cham, 

Abow the purple heather, i ■

I ■

What wild eonvulaion of el ■

Had piled thoee grim, grey ■

Where Dacre Banka lit nth and fair. ■

Amid the Craven paasea? ■

Gaily the Torkahire automn gikb ■

The lovely valleya hiding, ■

Mt4 beck, and broom, and wavin|f fenu» ■

All in the gieat Weat Riding. ■

And never a nobler country brought ■

Grandeur and reat together. ■

Than that which planted Bximham Craga ■

Amid the purple heather. ■

She loved their aolemn glory well. ■

She folt her heart-atringa thrilling, ■

Aa the hand of her own brave £auier-Iand, ■

The beauty-bowl waa filling. ■

Yet, ay, aa the aunahine flmed A, ■

And the lark aang, aweet and ahriUy, ■

And the bee hummed over hia bounteooa fare, ■

And f he aoft wind murmuved ttiily^ - ■

She aighed, " Alaa, that joy and hqpe^ ■

From love and life mnat aever, ■

While the aun ia gleanung on higli^piled cn§t, ■

And fluahing the purple heather. ■

CHEVY CHASE. ■

This famous old ballad stands nearly in the 

same predicament as Bobin Hood.* No one 

knows when, or by whom, it was written; 

nor, among many versions, which was the 

earliest; nor, with strictness, the circnm- 

stances or events which it was meant to 

illustrate. ■

Was Chevy Chase a battle or a huating 

party ; or did two incidents become xnixe^ 

up in the same ballad, so as to confuse cor 

ideas of both ? ■

In 1888 was fought the Battle of Ott«^ 

bourne, on or near the border- land between 

England, and Scotland. The Borderers '; 

were generally fighting in those days, some- , 

times for honour and glory, sometimes ftf * 

cattle and pelf ; and it was not always > 

that the permission of the sovereigns of ji 

the two countries was asked for these en- j ■

• See All thb Yeab Kound, New Seriea, voL nt P- ■

S& ■

f ■
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counters. The Percy and Douglas families 

were the great leaders in that battle. 

Henry Percy, of the honse of Northnmber- 

land, was then a chivalrous young man of 

twenty-two ; and the Scottish Douglas had 

also his blood hot within him. Froissart, 

the French chronicler, obtained a narrative 

of the facts from three knights and two 

esquires who took part in the battle ; and 

there is no reason to donbt that the sub- 

stance of the current story was correct. We 

are told that James, Earl of Douglas, witb 

i bis brother, the Earl of Murray, invaded 

Northumberland at the head of three thou- 

sand men; while at the i^ame time the 

Earls of Fife and of Stratheam ravaged the 

Border further west, near the Cumberland 

coast. Douglas penetrated as far south as 

Newcastle - on - Tyne, where Henry Percy, 

Shakespeare's Harry Hotspur, commanded 

the garrison. Douglas captured Hotspur's 

pennon, shook it aloft, and boasted that he 

would carry it back to Dalkeith Castle. 

Hotspur, enraged at this, collected his men 

around him, and made a night attack on 

the Scottish camp at Otterbonrne, about 

thirty miles from Newcastle. There was a 

desperato fight by moonlight. Douglas 

rushed to the front with an iron mace, 

accompanied by his chaplain and two 

squires ; but all four were killed. There 

are still castle ruins at Otterbonrne ; near 

the spot is Fawdon Hill, now called Battle 

Cross, supposed to be the site of Douglas's 

camp. All admit that Douglas was killed ; 

but the Scotch narrators of the story say 

that their side was victorious, losing only 

three hundred killed and prisoners, and 

killing and virounding nearly three thou- 

sand English ; whereas other versions are 

silent aboat a defeat of the English. As 

to numbers, Percy seems evidently to have 

been stronger than Douglas, especially in 

bowmen. Of the four leaders, Douglas 

was killed on the spot, Muri*ay was 

mortally wonnded, while the two Percys 

(Harry and Balph) were taken prisoners 

by the Scotch. Froissart affirms that 

" Of all the battajles and encounterings 

that I have made mencion of here be- 

fore in all this hystery, great or smalle, 

this battayle that I treat of no we was one 

of the sorest and best foughten, without 

cowardes or faynte hartes ; for there was 

ayther knygbte nor squyer but that dyde 

his devoyee, and foughte hande to hande. 

rhis battayle was like the battayle of 

Becherell, the which was valiauntly fought 

uid endured." Douglas was buried at 

Vff»]roRc- beneath the hicrh altar. " His ■

obsequyc was done reverently, and on his 

bodje layde a tombe of stone, and his dag- 

ger hanging over hym." ■

Thus far, then, we tread on ground 

tolerably historical. Sir Walter Scott, 

when (in Marmion) he describes De Wilton 

as being knighted by Douglas, speaks of 

the new knight being dubbed by the 

veritable sword once worn by the Douglas 

of old. It was the sword ■

iniat onee did turn 

The tide of fight at Otterbume, 

And Harry HoUpur forced to yield, 

When the dead Bouglas won the field. ■

Otterboume, Otterburne, Otterbum— 

spe!l it how we may — there was clearly a 

battle fought there nearly five centuries 

ago, between the Douglas and the Percy. 

On this history has been founded the ballad 

of the Battle of Otterbourne, of which at 

least four versions are known — one in the 

Harleian Manuscripts, one in the Cptton 

Manuscripts, one in the Minstrelsy of the 

Scottish Border, and one in Hurd's Scottish 

Songs. It is observablo that national 

vanity has been at work here; the two 

Scottish versions are more favourable to 

Douglas than to Percy; whereas in the 

English versions the leaning is in the other 

direction. There is also reason to believe 

that in one of them an English minstrel 

doctored up a Scottish version, and gave a 

little southern twist to the end of the nar- 

rative. In the Cotton Manuscript, the 

Battle of Otterboume is a ballad of seventy 

stanzas of four lines each. The language 

shows plainly that it must have been 

written many centuries back, though the 

date is not known, nor the name of the 

writer. It begins : ■

Yt felle ahowgfht the LamatM tyde, ■

When hutbaodf wynn ther haje. 

The dowghtje Dowglane bowynd hjm to ryde ■

In Ingland to take a praye. ■

And then all the incidents of the encounter 

are given, including the deaths, the mortal 

woundings, and the captures. The con- 

cluding verse of the seventy looks verv 

much as if it proceeded from an English 

pen: ■

Now let ui all for the Pereye praye ■

To Jesu man of myght, 

To brjng hjs lowle to the bWaie of hoTeo, ■

For he was a gentyll knyght. ■

And now we turn to Chevy Chase, a 

much more celebrated ballad than the 

Battle of Otterbonrne. Chevy Chase means 

Cheviot Chase, a hunt upon the Cheviot 

hills ; and that there was really one special 

hunt which crave rise to the ballad, seems ■
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probable enongb. In tbose lawless days, 

compacts were witb diflBculty enforced. 

It was one of tbe tifiages or agreements cf 

the Marcbes, or Border districts between 

England and Scotland, tbat the Scots shonld 

not hunt on the English side of the dividing 

line, nor the English on the Scottish side, 

withont the consent of the respective nobles 

or clan leaders. The Borderers were always 

prone to break this compact ; and it was 

one of these instances of daring that gave 

rise to the ballad. A Donglas encountered 

a Percy, as at Oijjberbonme ; bui the battle 

was about thirty miles from Newcastle, 

whereas the hunt was in Teviotdale; 

Douglas was the offender in one case, and 

Percy in the other ; moreover, there was a 

period of something like half a century 

between the two events ; lastly, the second 

Douglas was the son of the first, and the 

same relationship existed between the two 

Percys. Nevertheless, we have every 

reason to believe that the old balladists, 

or minstrels, mixed up the two events 

together, putting some of the incidents of 

the battle into a ballad which professed to 

describe only the chase ; or, perhaps, using 

some stanzas from the still older ballad of 

the Battle of Otterboume. ■

When Addigon wrote his celebrated 

criticism on Chevy Chase in the Spectator, 

he made use of the only version known to 

him, which he supposed to be the original. 

The story tells us that Percy, Earl of 

Northumberland, vowed to have three 

days' hunting over the Border, and kill' 

Scottish deer, despite all opposition from 

the Douglas. Addison admires the open- 

ing stanzas : ■

God proaper loDf; our noble kiaff ■

Our liTes and safetyes all ; 

A wofull hiuiting onoa tbtradid ■

In Cheyy Chaae Wall* ■

The stout Earl of Norlfanmberland, ■

A T0# to God did make, 

Hifl pleasure in the Scottish woods ■

Three summer*s days to take. ■

With fifteen hundred bowmen bold. ■

All chosen men of might. 

Who knew AiU wel^ in time of need, ■

To aim their shafts aright* ■

Douglas, hearing of this, sent to forbid the 

hunt ; but Percy disregarded the message, 

and set forth : ■

The hounds raw swrfdy through the woods, ■

The nimbl» deer to take ; 

And with their cries the hills and dales ■

An echo shnll did make. ■

They killed a hundred deer by noon, then 

dined, and then hunted again. News came 

that Douglas was approaching with twenty ■

hundred Scottisb spearmen; and Percj 

rallied his hunters for a fight : ■

Earl Bouelae oa * mSk-white steed, ■

Most like a baron bold. 

Bode foremost of the company, I ■

Whoe» amour shooe like gold. ■

And when he confronted his antagonifitj I 

he addressed him : ■

'' Xre thus I wiUoal*bi»Ted im, ■

One of us two shall die : 

I know thee well, an earl thou art, ■

Load Persy, so am I.** ■

Douglas had som^^hing of the nobility of 

chivalry in him. : ■

•* But traafe^me, Fsroy, pitr il'were, ■

And greaioflfii&oe to Jmi 

Any of these our hazmiesa rneBy ■

For they have done no ill. ■

" Let thou and I the battle try. ■

And set our men aside ;" 

<* Aeoaxit be he^" Lord Perojr. sad, ■

" By whom it is deoy'd." ■

They fought, as two such men were wont 

to fight ; bttt during a temporaiy parley, 

something like treoeheiT' took place among 

Percy's followers, for — ■

With Utfit theia came an aROw*keeiH ■

Out of an English bow; 

Which struck £ari Douglas U> &» hesrt ■

A deep and d e a d l y blow. ■

Who neve* epoW more word* thai -ttn^ 

** Ftgbi on my menj memall ; ■

For why, my Hie is at an end, 

Lord Perey sees my Mi/' ■

Percy, thongh willing to have fongbt to 

the death with his antagonist in a gallant 

way, grieved that he should have Men in 

this fashion hy another hand : ■

Then leMOBf Ulb-Bail Perey ttoiD ■

The dead maa by thehaiid. 

And said, '* Earl Douglas, for thy sake ■

Would I had lost my land, ■

" Oh, Christ ! my Tery heart doth bleed ■

With eoopow for thy sahski;« 

For sure a moi» renewned kaigbl ■

Mifiohanoe did neyei tak^" ■

The Scotch, sewng their leader fill, «^ 

vaooed wiik fdry to the aiteok, and tte 

English met them wi^ foU dt^ionmia^' ■

They clos*d fall fast on eT*rr side, 

No slaekiiese there thfifibuad^ ■

And many a- gailaatgentleniaB 

Lay gasping on the ground. ■

Sir Hugk Moatgomery, » *»t*J 

kzdght, resolved on revenging tto lo» <^ 

DoTigka^ galloped np to Pewjy, mA rtf 

liim through the body. An BugM !»»• , ■

man, seeing this, singled out the assailas^: i ■

II ■

He had a bow bent in his hand, < ■

Mad« of a trusty tree ; I ■

An arrow of a clo^*yanl long ■

Unto the head drew he. i ■

^ ■
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Againft Sir Huffh Mont^mery ■

So rrght his shaft he set, 

Th» gre J goow wing that was thomm ■

la Itis Mftft't bloM was wat. ■

And sOi one hy one, they fell — Douglas^ 

Montgomery, Sir Charles Carrel, Sir Charles 

Marrell, Sir David Lamb; and on the 

other side Bgerton, Batoliff, Bussell, and a 

host of otAiers. Banons, knights, esquireB, 

all joined in the sangainary enooniiter. ■

Then stept a galfamt 'squire forth, ■

Witheringtoii was hit name. 

Who said "I would not hav» it told ■

To Henrj our king for shame, ■

'* That e'er my captain fought on foot, 

And I stood looking o&.*^ ■

And then comes a stanza which has been 

much discussed. ■

For Wifcherington needs must I wajle. ■

As one in doleful dumps ; 

For when his legs were smitten off, ■

He foQgbt npoD his stunp^ ■

These ^' doleful dumps'* were considered 

to be beneath the dignity of the subject ; 

and Addison avoided quoting the stonsa 

because Butler had raade fun of it. We 

shall see presently, however, that the 

original stansas had no such words as 

** doleful dumps." Down they sank, leaders 

and retainers alike : ■

Tfars figlit did last from break of day ■

Till seMiDf of theaun^ 

For when they rang the er'ninff ball ■

The battle scarce was done. ■

Of the fifteen hnndrcd whom Percy 

brought to the fray, all fell but fifW*three. 

Of the two theiasand followers of Dougla8« 

only fifty-five lefb the field alive. And 

then the sorrow of the women : ■

Ifext-day did many, widow oonie ■

llieir nusbands to bewail; 

They wash'd their wounds in brinidi tean, ■

At all wt>uld not prevail. ■

Their bodies batlfd in purple lAood, ■

They bore with them away; 

Th^kiss'd them dead a thousand times ■

When they were clad in clay. ■

The King of Scotland mourned the day : ■

This news was brought to Edinburgh^ 

Where Sootland's king did reign, ■

Thskt faEava Batl Bovglassttddonly 

Was with an arrow ■

'* Oh. beavy sewst" King James did say, ■

" Scotland can witness be, 

I hsre not any captain more ■

Of aveh: aceouat as he V* ■

The- Englisb monarch breathed ven- 

geance: ■

Litb tidings to Eing Henry eame ■

Within as sbert a >paee« 

That Percy of Iforthumberland ■

Waa slam in Ckevy Chase. ■

" Now Qod be with htm t" said our king, ■

•* Sith 'twill no better be, 

X tnsat I hare withm my realm ■

Fire huodaed good as he. ■

" Yet shall not Soot nor Seotknd aay« ■

But I will yengeanoe take. 

And be roTenged on them all ■

For brave £ord Percy's sake." ■

And so the balladist winds up with : ■

Gkid save the kin^ and blesa the land. ■

In plenty, joy, and peace ; 

And grant henceforth that foul debate ■

'Twixt noblemen may ■

Addison did not know (and no one seems 

to have known in his time) that the real 

ballad of Chew Chase was much older, 

mack more quaint and rugged in structure, 

than the version which he so admiringly 

criticised. He adduced Ben Jonson's de- 

claration, that he would ratbw have been 

the author of Chevy Chase than of all his 

works.; and Sir Philip Sidney's words, " I 

never hoard the old • song of Perede and 

Donglas, that I found not my heart more 

moved than with a trumpet; and yet if 

sung . by some blind crowder with no 

rougher voice than mde style, which being 

so evil apparelled in the dust and cobweb 

of that uncivil age^ what would it work 

trimmed in the gorgeous eloquence of 

Pindar ?" Addison believed that Ben Jon- 

son and Sir Philip Sidney were speaking 

of the ballad which he had under notice ; 

but it is now oonsidered almost certain 

that they treated of an earlier version. 

Bishop .Percyy satber more tfcan a oentury 

ago^ brought to light a copy of the ballad 

at least as old as the reign of Henry the 

Seventh, with the name of Richard Sheele 

as the author, or rather transcriber. The 

bishop expressed a belief that the version 

which Addison eulogised could not have 

been earlier than the time of Queen Eliza- 

beth ; and that it was written after (per- 

haps consequent upon) Sir Philip Sidney's 

praise of the original. ■

Look at the difference between the two 

versions. The later has more suavity of 

diction, bnt the earlier has more fire and 

rough vigour. The old version starts off 

thus : ■

The Pars^ out of 19'orthombasiBnds^ ■

And a vowe to God mayde he, 

That he wolde hunte in the mountayni. ■

Off Chyviatt within dayec thre, 

In the manver of dou^ht^ Dogi^ ■

And all that ever with him bo. ■

Percy's aeeeptance of the challenge of 

Douglas run» thus : ■

Thus Syr Hary toke the fyide, ■

For 80th, as I you eaye ; 

Jesu Crjrste in hevyn on hyigfat ■

Dyd hcipe hjm well that daye. ■

The killing of Percy by Montgomery is 

stern indeed : ■
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Thmnirli Srie Pereje't body then ■

He thniit hit hatefttl ipere ; 

With such Tehement force and might ■

His bodje he did ipnre, 

The tUff nn throurh the other lida ■

A large cloth yara and more. ■

TLe achievement of the gallant Wither- 

ington reads better, though more rugged, 

than in the new version : ■

For 'Wetharyngton mj harie wai wo, ■

That ever he elajno' thalde be ; 

For when both hjs lefirgit were hewyne in to, ■

Yet he knyled and Ibught on hye kne. ■

Percy's lament over the death of Donglas 

18 fine : ■

The Pen^ leanyde on hia branda. ■

And Mwe the DuglAs de ; 

He tooke the dede man be the hande^ ■

And eayd " Wo ji for the, 

To have layed thy lyfTe I wodd hare partyd with ■

My landet for years thre ; 

For a better man of hart, no re of hande, ■

Was not in the north eountre,'* ■

The news to the two king^s is tersely pat : ■

Wordeys eommyn to Eaden-biinowe^ ■

To Jamy the Bkottishe kyng. 

That dougheti Dugl&a, Ijff-tenaunte of the Merehis, ■

He lay slayn Cheryat within. ■

Wordeyf eommyn to lorly Loodon, ■

Till the fourth Harry oar kyng. 

That Lord Pers&, lylT-tenaunte of the Merchis, ■

He lay slayn Cheryat within. ■

The scene of the monming widows is 

tonchingly told : ■

Their bodyea bath'd in purple bloda^ ■

They bore with them away ; 

They kist them dead a thousand times, ■

Ere they were eladd in clay. ■

Researches since the days of Bishop 

Percy have bronght to light other versions 

of Chevy Chase, and evidence that some of 

the ballads mix np incidents of the hnnt 

with incidents of the Battle of Otterbonrne, 

despite the interval of half a century 

between them. The earliest known ballad 

has the title, The Hunting o' the Cheviot, 

which name by degrees became altered to 

Chevy Chase; it has forty-five stanzas, 

mostly of four lines each, but some of six, 

and is divided into two fyttes or sections. 

A second version is in the Cotton Library, 

and a third in the Harleian Collection, 

differing in length from eacb other, and 

from the older ballad, and mixing up in a 

more confused manner the battle with the 

hunt. The ballad known to Addison was 

probably a modernisation of all three, with 

such changes of incident as the balladists 

chose to make. A Latin translation of the 

modem, or best known Chevy Chase, was 

written by Wold of Oxford about two 

centuries ago ; but the Chevius, is a poor 

substitute for our good old Chevy. ■

Sir Walter Scott was of opinion that the ■

changes made in Chevy Chase were many 

and f reqnent ; and that Bishop Percy did 

not hit the truth when he supposed the 

modem ballad to be a new copy of the 

original, expressly modernised by some 

later bard. The current version, he thinks, 

was ** produced by the graduiil alten- 

tioDS of numerous reciters, daring two 

centuries, in the course of which the 

ballad has been gradually moulded into i 

composition having only a general r& 

semblance to the original, expressing the 

same events and sentiments in much 

smoother language, and more flowing and 

easy versification, but losing in poetical 

fire and energy, and in the vigour and 

pithiness of expression, a great deal more 

than it has gained in suavity of diction." ■

Mr. W. Chappell, notwithstanding much 

search, has failed to discover any tnne 

associated with this lengthy ballad; bnt 

he nevertheless believes that it was at one 

period sung as well as recited. He points 

to a passage in a play of the seventeenth 

century, in which a husband includes 

among the good qualities of his wife, " the 

curious voice which she used to sing Chevy 

Chase." The days of long ballads are so 

completely past, that we can hardly imagine 

a singer wending his way throiigh sixty or 

seventy verses. ■

A theory has recently been started that 

there was no chase or hunt concerned in the 

matter at all, the only real incideilt being the 

Battle of Otterbonrne. The process of 

reasoning adopted is a curious one among 

the oddities of etymology. There was an old 

word, chevaohie or chevachee, applied to 

a cavalry skirmish, troopers* raid, or ex- 

pedition of horse. Chaucer mentions it, in 

relation to the Young Squire : ■

He hadde be tometime in diereeliie, 

In Flandriee* in ArtoiB, and in Piotxdi^ 

And borne him weL ■

The French chevaucher and chevauchee, 

riding on horseback, may have given origin 

to chevachie and chevachee, as a name for 

a raid or foray. There is among English 

boys a game of chevy or chivy, a kind of 

imitative raid against an enemy. The pro- 

pounder of the new theory sug^^ests ih»^ ' 

in the course of time, the first half of tbe 

word chevachies gradually changed from 

cheva to chevy, chevet, cheviat, cheviot, 

without the real Cheviot hills having an;- . 

thing to do with the matter; while tf j 

second half gradually changed firom chitf i 

to chees, chays, chase, without any i^ 

hunt or chase being involved. And thn* ] 

chevachies, or troopers* forays, becaia^ ■

1 ■

ii ■

^ ■
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Chevy Chase. It may be so ; but we are not 

well content to lose our old Chevy Chase in 

this way. ■

PRIMITIVE BUILDERS. ■

It is not often or sufficiently considered 

how closely allied, in their first principles, 

are the arts as practised by even the most 

barbarous races inhabiting this earth, with 

those which are the pride of the most civi- 

lised nations. It may be explained that this 

is due to the obvious truth that all arts, to 

whatsoever perfection they may have been 

developed, must have had their origin in 

the rude ideas of uncultivated times, and 

this is probably true ; but the explanation, 

though a good one so far as it goes, does 

not go far enough. We have to seek the 

complete elucidation of so remarkable a 

fact in human instinct adapting itself not 

merely to human wants, but also to the 

available materials at hand. Thus, in 

stony countries, timber structures are rare, 

while in forest regions, naturally, wood is 

employed in building. In hot latitudes, 

i*oofs are flat ; in rainy climates, they are 

sloping ; ixi cold, as thick as they can be 

made. W"e perceive these characteristics 

in nearly every part of the world. Again 

with respect to floors. The savage who 

lives in a swamp, or within reach of a river 

or an overflow, elevates his dwelling on 

posts ; he who inhabits a dry place is con- 

tent with beating the earth hard ; while he 

whose home is exposed to the attacks of 

wild beasts, perches his cabin amid the 

branches of a tree. These rules, of course, 

are not universal ; yet they are sufficiently 

general for the purpose. And it is curious 

to observe that, in the construction of their 

abodes, the simplest people upon this globe 

are governed by a common- sense reference 

to circumstances; the fisherman planting 

his house as near as possible to his boat ; 

the tiller of the soil in spots most favoured 

by the sun ; the hunter on the edge of the 

wood or prairie. Instinct taught the war- 

like New Zealander to erect his village in 

the most inaccessible position, as it did the 

Bed Indian in the most remote. The same 

innate sagacity told the Bedouins of Arabia 

and the Tartars of the Great Desert that it 

was in vain for them to dream of founding 

a permanent settlement ; they must follow 

the seasons with their flocks and herds, and 

stay in one neighbourhood only while its 

pastures are unexhausted. The necessity 

of frequent journeys dictated, moreover. ■

the choice of materials. They could not be 

heavy, solid, or unelastic, but light, pliable, 

and in a portable form ; hence the tent and 

wigwam, the use ^of skins and woven tis- 

sues, of slender bamboo, palm, and withy 

frames. In some of the less-known islands 

of the East, a man spends all the summer 

in his canoe, on the sea, or the waters of 

streams, and in the winter, hauling his 

crafb up a little creek, covers it in and con- 

verts .it into a floating cottage, wherein, for 

a few months, he and his £^mily enjoy a 

sleepy leisure. Where earthquakes are 

frequent, the savage is careful not to con- 

struct his habitation in too ponderous a 

style ; firstly, in order that its sudden over- 

throw may not crush him ; secondly, that 

it may be worth little, and be easily re- 

placed. Thus, we perceive a subtle mean- 

ing in these apparently spontaneous and 

accidental varieties of edifice in which 

these tribes of mankind, self-taught in the 

strictest sense of the term, or rather taught 

by nature, shelter themselves. Numerous 

definitions have been given of man ; one of 

them might be that he is essentially a 

house- building creature, though not alone 

in that respect, as the animal kingdom tes- 

tifies by a thousand illustrations, from that 

of the beaver to that of the bee. Scarcely 

any tribe has ever been found, in the worst 

of wildernesses, entirely homeless. Even 

that most miserable of beings, the aboriginal 

of Australia, sleeps beneath a canopy of 

woven branches ; and the very Doko of Nor- 

thern Africa, though he has not wit enough to 

fasten two boughs together, scoops for him- 

self a cavern in the side of the hill. The open 

sky, by the common consent of humanity, 

was never intended to suffice as a roof, nor 

would it, except for a time, no matter how 

healthy the climate, or how genial. C6n- 

sequently, the inventive faculties of our 

species have, from ages inmiemorial, been 

engaged in devising methods for the crea- 

tion of more or less comfortable homes. 

Of course, among savages, there are not 

fewer distinctions as to aptitude and re- 

sources than among civilised communities. 

This one simply understands how to raise a 

wall of clay, rammed hard, and roofed over 

with rough wood ; while the other compre- 

hends the value of regular door and win- 

dow-frames. Mr. Muster, whose Recently 

published work on Patagonia describes a 

vast interior territory never before trodden 

by the Etiropean foot, gives some most in- 

teresting, and even surprising, particulars 

upon this subject. He was astonished to 

find, not only extensive structures, capable ■

■
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of accommodating several hundreds of per- 

sons, bnfc excellent carpentiy, tlie -work of 

mde tools, planned and finished as if by 

the European hand. The doors were not 

hinged, it is true, nor were the windows 

glazed ; bjit both might have been adapted 

to those purposes wifchout the slightest 

difficulty : more tlmn this, so accurate was 

the fitting of parts that nails were unneces- 

sary, and the whole edifice, in the course of 

an hour or two, might be made portable. A 

similar, though less remarkable, account 

has just come to us, also, from the hitherto 

unexplored islands of the North Pacific, 

where, in the course of a hundred years 

since their discovery, only one Englishman 

has ever taken up his abode. ■

A curious circumstance is that aaTage 

races, though they frequently bake clay far 

the manufacttxre of faoosehold utensils, 

have never put it through this process in 

order to make bricks. If they want an 

earthen wall, they raise it in a mass upon 

a wooden or wattled frame, and rely upon 

compression, as well as the heat of the sun, 

to insure durability. But this depends 

very much upon the chareoteiistics of the 

region they inhabit. The fixed tribes 

inhabiting the oases, or scattered expanses 

of wood and verdure in the Great Sahara, 

have little else to do than to bend a 

circle of pakn branches to a head, tie 

the tops together, plaster over the ske- 

leton with a mixture of ^d and nmd, and 

the house is complete, since chimneys are 

I not necessary, and the earthen floor is 

always dry. Far otherwise with the peo- 

ple of countries in which periodical rains 

occur, as in the hill distriots of India, 

where, and, indeed, on the plains also, long 

as we have been established in that r^on, 

as its mastte*s and civilisers, there aire 

thousands upon thousands of villages which 

no Englishman has ever seen. They do 

not allow the season of deluges to take 

them by surprise. On the contrary, select- 

ing the gentlest slopes, and ihoae least ex- 

posed to the concentrated rush of a torrent, 

they drive their foundations of piles deep 

into the earth, so that no sudden gathering 

of the waters, unless it be of extraordinary 

violence, shall shake them. These piles, or 

posts, rise high enough to support the roof. 

But, twin with each, so to speak, is another 

solid post, only two or three feet high, and 

from one of these to another are laid rough 

plankings, covered over with a specks of 

basket-work, to form the flooring. Before 

this is placed, however, the ground below is 

carefully 8nK>othed, hardened, and fuirowed ■

'I ■

with little channels, bo that^ when the in- 

undation comes, instead of being obsiracted, ' 

it is actually aided on its way, and all ; 

flftTigpr to the .Btractare above is prevenk-i ; 

This is a remarkable example of ingenuity 

taught by experience. On the other hani . 

there are countries which, rarely visited h 

an excess of water, are exposed to tremec- 

dous periodical winds. Without any but the 

rude science which has been acquired by ob- 

servation, or which has been transmitted to 

him from his forefistthers, the savage builder 

looks for a sheltered spot, and, if he be tk , 

denizen of a wood, is careful to avoid thi ^ 

side on which the great trees, torn Dp k 

tropical gusts, may be expected tc&ll, for. 

except in the region of whiriwiuds, ther 

invariably, season after season, fall in o&e 

direction, a cirdumstance noticed hj nu- 

merous travellers. This is especially tm 

of what are called the forest f^es of 

South Amerioa, where the natif?e dwdlisgs. 

though picturesque, are exceedingly priisi- 

tive. The inhabitants of those 'immense soli- 

tudes, living far apart, entirely dependrat 

for their subsistence upen the woodland and 

the river, and rarely brought into oontset 

with strangers, exhibit e. 4eep appredatioo 

of com&rt in the oonstruotion Mid amDge- 

ment of their houses, the fashions of which 

have not changed, we may presume, for un- 

counted centuried. But, of all sarage triks 

— to use the word savage in its oonven- 

tional sense, as meaning primeval, and us* 

influenced -by -association with Europeans 

— ^the South 6ea Ifilaadears have ^excelled 

as domestic builders. We do net speak 

of them as th^ ha»ve been since the mis- 

sionaries became their teachers, and altemi 

their costumes ; we refer to the time when 

they led their own iree island life, w<i 

when their only occupations were tk 

gatharing — not the cultivaticn, for it wa$ 

not needed — of food, the fabrioation of ers^ 

mente — not clothing — ^for iheir bodies, ^^ 

the construction of their simple dwellings 

Anything more elegant^ light, and artistic, 

better adapted to its purpose and tk 

climate, or ^mere in union with the j»^^ , 

surrounding it, than the Otelieitian cot- 

tage, «s it stood amcHBg the palms, befdi^ 

civilisation had sailed that way, it n^ 

be impossible to conceive. Latdeed, boo^ 

with mat-l^incbi, floored and voofed for coui- 

ness, always exquisitely situated, peHa^ 

in outline, fragile as a hut of rushes, jfi^ \ 

its interior fresh -as marble, it was f!^ \ 

oisely what the luxnrions islander, flio(>B^ | 

Uiose happy forests, wanted— and lii* ^ 

a consideration not always attaded v> - ■
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even in countries which haye been steeped 

to the lips in ciyilisation for ihe last 

thousand years or more. It is a mig- 

fortane, perhaps, tiiat in stodjing arts we 

are so apt to £orget onr instincts, and in 

this respect there arc savages enou'gh left^ 

perhaps, still more or less nnsophisUcated, 

to revivi£f your memories. For that is 

the essentud of nearly all savage aichitec- 

tnre, if architecture it may be called — 

the adaptationef their w<M?k to their neces- 

sities. Of this we ha^ve already iinggeBted 

illustrations. But the Europeans intro- 

duced formality*-' chapel-shapes and other 

abominations, oast-'iron school^ houses, model 

cottages, huddled together in ilUplaoed 

hamlets for i^e sake pf holding congrega- 

tions, azid gaining a lerverage f or authority, 

and the prettiest piotares of Pacific life 

are rapidly fading from -view. Directly in 

contrast witli ^e manners of these gentle 

people, who loved each to buHd his roof 

where the position |^leased him, are th^we 

of the iar' more 'barbarous islanders of the 

Malayan archipelago. They, like the 

Patagomams, to whom we have alluded, 

rejoice in enormous buildings, capable #of 

coDtaining gxeat numbers. A house, in 

certain parts of Borneo, means a village. 

It is one long structure, raised on posts, 

approaehed bj ladders, and divided by 

{Kkrtitions, ^th one common open platform 

running the entire length in front. There 

is frequently much solidity and good work- 

manship in these edifices, notwithstanding 

the inferiority of the materials. But here, 

again, we notice an object to foe attained, 

and therefore kept sedulously, though in 

all likelihood unconsciously, in sight. The 

region is one of incessant warfare between 

the several tribes. Every " village-house" is, 

therefore, in some sort, a fortress, and the 

fighting men are thus rarelyf ar dispersed — 

precantions never required in those islands 

of peace in i^e Southern Pacific, until 

strangers visited and vexed their shores. 

The same porisiciple, though under a differ- 

ent form, appears in the Andamans, in the 

interior of Fecmoaa, in the minor groups 

ofi* the AnstraliBin coasts, and among the 

Kafiir tribeB of Sonthem A&iea. But turn 

to other latiiudes, utterly in oontrast with 

these, and vnhat ehall we see ? The Lap, 

or the Samoyede, erects no fortifications. 

He confltnzots his abode solely for 'the sake 

of warmth ; his weapons are made for war- 

fare against -tiie ^ah of the sea, and the 

amphibioiis crsatnoeB that in summer-time 

supply hia wasits for the year. Hence 

Lhosc hoBfirjf rode, mole -hill buildings, ■

whence the grand necessity is to exclude 

all the air, and retain all the heat that is 

possible. ■

One &ict of interest should be noticed in 

connexion with this subject. The savage, 

thongli he may possess iron, seldom, if 

ever, employs it in the construction of his 

dwelling'hoase. He deems iron too valu- 

able for such an application. It is su- 

premely useful to him in the manufacture 

of arms, axes, knives, harpoons, fish-hooks, 

and other articles, which enter into the 

very essence of barbarian existence. Con- 

sequently, he thinks it wasteful to lock up 

a material so precious, by burying it in 

posts, |]Aanks, and beams. In the most 

elftborate of "his structures, therefore, such 

as those of Patagonia, he employs pegs of 

wood, which, again, are more easily re- 

moved. But a rude method of dove-tailing 

is exeeedingly common, and still more so 

are lashings of fiexible bamboo, or strong 

grass, or interweavings of rushes, to hold 

the slight framework together. Often, ho 

depends upon the mere weight of his ma- 

terials to keep them in their places ; and, 

when this is insufficient, he steadies his roof 

by heaping it with stones. Again, as we 

have seen, he binds the parts together witli 

strongly adhesive clay, occasionally mixed 

with sand, since, though the savage has no 

notion of a brick, he now and then exhibits 

his idea of' mortar. By every one of these 

signs the traveller can tell, upon entering 

into a territory new to him, what manner 

of peoplo inhabit it, even without seeing 

the people at all. Supposing the country 

to have been swept clean of its population, 

leaving its human habitations intact, an 

intelligent and practised eye, without the 

slightest previous information, could de- 

termine whether the climate was hot, cold, 

or temperate, dry or damp, apt to engender 

reptiles or insects, liable to storms, or 

balmy in all seasons, overrun by periodical 

floods, or for ever tropically arid ; whether 

the inhabitants Imd been peaceful or war- 

like, simple-minded or suspicious, innocent 

or bloodthirsty — ^for there are many indi- 

cations on this point scarcely less emphatic 

than the scalps in the red man's wigwam ; 

whether they were fishermen, hunters, or 

husbandmen ; whether they had been poor 

or prosperous, since the difference between 

misery and comfort is never more distinctly 

marked than upon the house in which a 

&mi]y lives ; and whether they were com- 

pletely primitive, or had been tampered 

with by the little finger of civilisation — 

which is about the only finger usually ■
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stretched oat to them. And is this pe- 

culiar to the savage ? So far from it that 

it is true of every community in the world. 

We may judge of the population any- 

where, in London as in Abyssinia, by the 

nature and condition of its abodes. There 

is not less to be judged from a hovel in 

Bethnal Green than from a mud-hut in 

the valley of the Upper Nile. So that 

there is some affinity, afler all, between 

the laws of life in every land. Another 

point deserving notice is that, though 

we have, for the sake of generalisation, and 

of convenience, employed the term archi- 

tecture in relation to this topic, we have 

been compelled to restrict our observations, 

for the most part, to wooden and clay 

structures ; for the savage rarely piles one 

stone upon another. Indeed, your true 

savage is never- found inhabiting a rocky 

region. He is a creature of the woods and 

prairies. There are barbarians, of the most 

brutal character, it is true, who swarm 

where the earth is stony and barren ; but 

they do not avail themselves of the ma- 

terial lying at their feet ; they are the 

dwellers in tents, who change the place of 

their location with every fluctuation of the 

season. A stone village, tenanted by pure 

savages, is a thing unheard ofi In fact, a 

tribe of Bechuanas, or Charlotte Islanders, 

or even New ZoEdandcrs^ set down in 

Arabia Petrea, and bidden to build them- 

selves homes there, would, even if food 

were forthcoming, infallibly perish, to the 

last man, within the course of a single 

year. No ; they must have trees, and 

water, and a soft soil, and game, and flsh, 

and vegetable substances, to supply the 

apparatus of their home, or they wither 

away like grass during a drought. All the 

marbles of Greece, ready quarried, would 

be worthless to the builder of basket-work 

cottages in the valley of the Upper Amazon. 

The New Zealander fights among rocks, 

but he never uses them except as a cover 

against the enemy's fire; his house and 

his fortifications are invariably constructed 

of timber. Even where stone has been 

used by the savage, it has never been in 

the construction of his home ; but always 

in the rearing of his altar or his temple. 

Had ho the disposition to build in this ma- 

terial, he has not the tools ; he could not 

afford the time ; he has, generally, to earn, 

each day, sustenance for himself and his 

family ; or, still worse, to do that and lay 

by for the barren season. Moreover, house- 

building, in the primitive regions we speak 

of, is as much an affair of women's and 

children's industry, as of men's, or ev«n ■

more. The foundations once driven into the i 

earth— where there are such fonndatioDs, < 

as often there are not — ^the running up of 

the superstructures, especially in a warm 

and dry climate, is a comparatively light 

task, involving only the putting together 

of slender frames, the weaving of mats, ik 

sewing together of leaves— eqmTalent t 

tiles or slates, over many a broad space of 

this earth — the finding of palm poles, and 

the fabrication of wattled screens. It has 

struck some travellers as singular that 

these fragile habitations, thus composed, ^ 

are not continually destroyed by fire ; bat i 

a conflagration in a true savage village is ' 

the rarest event in the world, because, 

whatsoever fires are neceesaxy, are kiodled , 

in the open air, away from the honse— a 

practice which it is impossible to recom- 

mend for imitation among ourselves, mccb 

as we may admire the simple safety of the 

plan. Upon the whole, however, there 

can be little doubt but that these first-barn 

children of the earth, if so we may beliere 

them to be, did intuitively discover, or, t) 

use a familiar expression, hit upon, exactly 

the architecture which was suited to their 

several needs, whether they roamed the 

Arctic snows or the Tartar pasturages, 

drove the elk through the American forest 

or idled upon yam and banana feasts in tiie 

rich isles of the Pacific. And a race irhicii 

can do this, no matter whether throngii 

mere instinct, or otherwise, may not be » 

utterly savage after alL ■

THE YELLOW FLAG. ■

By EDMUND TATES^ ■

AUTBOB or **BX.AOK SBBV," "NOBODTl VOaTUn,'*i&te ■

BOOS IIL 

CHAPTEB V. AN EXPLOSIOK. ■

In what he called his dreary solitude io 

South Audley-street (the landlord wa« oi 

a different opinion, and was accustomed 

to mention it as el^ant quarters for ^ 

nobleman or private gentleman, and (<? 

charge three hundred a year for the &^ 

commodation), Mr. Henrich Wetter ttss 

walking to and fro, just ^ Martin Gar- 

wood, tired out by his night's joumcj.vas 

beginning to open his eyes and to reansf 

the fact that he was in the Great Nonhc:^ 

Hotel.' Now sipping his coffee, now nibhls-* 

at his dry toast, while all the timeacfaieT';^' 

his toilet, Mr. Wetter commimedinthlt^ 

self. His thoughts were of a plea*^' i 

character, no doubt, for there was a sit'* 

upon his face, and he occsMCsai^J ^^'' 

pended his operations, both of break&saa? ■

««= ■
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flastby promoters of Iraiidiileiit companiea, ■

and steady-going, sober bunk directors, ■

men from the West-end, who, filled with ■

stories of the fabulona fortunes made by ■

City speonlations, believed ' in Heurich ■

Wi'tter's widespread renown, came to him ■

for ndvice and assistance ; membera of ■

parliament and peers of the realm — all of ■

these bad interviews with Mr. Wetter ■

during- the two hours which he chose to ■

devote to bnsinesa that day, and all found ■

bim clear-headed, and apparently without ■

thought for any other matter thaa that ■

which each submitted to him. But whea ■

the clock OQ bis mantelpiece pointed to the ■

hour of one, thei:e was scarcely any occa^ ■

sion for him to look to it, for the great ■

rush of pattering feet down the court, ■

which his window overlooked, and in ■

which a celehtated cbop-honse was aitaate, ■

informed him that the clerks' dinner bonr ■

etter rang bis ■

secretaiy, and ■

striking work ■

t yonng geDtl»- ■

y anything at ■

1 his ranplojer's ■

to avoidi ex- ■

u elevation of ■

it which Nt, ■

ire, thongh he ■

bnt be closed ■

lands leisnrelj, ■

aeanwhile, and ■

17 the private ■

iaable that the ■

chiers depar- ■

le street, and, ■

away to Pol. ■

inga while rid- 
the sane kind 

;d him daring 
ad directed his 

I as to avoid the 

onld be seen by 

m to the City ; 

so little traffic 

in the grim old 

lassed, that hia 

I, and the cur- 

ttle disturbed, 

eclaiation that 

ipon tbati he 
;d her, that be 

st the passion. 
bis breast the 

saw her, now 
,rdeu at Rose 

m, blush, and 

it she would ■

talk abont marriage of course, that vu '' 

always the way with women iaherpoainn, || 

and he should fence lightly with the sub- 1 

jeot, giving her no positive aesaiaDce^W I 

way. Not that the ideaof marryiiigAkt 1 

had ever entered into hia mind, bnt thA ht j 

thought it would b* batter tn avoid tlie 4 1 

cossion, certainly to avoid the troableu 

having to prova to her how impotable n 

wonld be for bim to take sooh a step, lod 

be had established himself moiefiimlfu ^ 
her favoor. There wonld be little dif- 

ficulty in the matter he thought, thaul 1 

mora than if she were a woman, of eipts- 1 
aive tastes and Inzonoos habits. Thti ba 

maimer of life, aimpleandjuodeet asitwis. 

seemed to satisfy her, Mr. Wetter repiiri 1 
as the mnst adverse element to the sncoa 

of bii campaign i bat she wonld natarallT^ 

aixato beoncamorvthsmistrsHiof aprei^ 

house, anch as she bad inbabitsd nbai i«- 

first saw bee, and to be &ee»lfrt>intli«cciiD- , 

nanionship and sapernmcn of MadimeDi 

Tertre. To auggeat that by aoctptiig b 
offer she could be released from tha enfont^ 

company of that lady was, Mr. Wdar 

thought, a great strdkext geBaraisbip. ■

He alighted'fixmi the cab ab the cons 

of the terrace, according to his custom, fif 

bis tact told him, that the ireqaant urinl 

of gentlemen visitots in bamwm oibB ra> 

likely to scandalise Mrs. Olaxton in in 

neighbours' eyes, and walked quietly op '• 
the street. To Mr. Wetter sach eip^ 

ditions were by do mea&s ran, and if ^f 
one bad told bim be would bare bem 

nervoua, ha would have lai^^wd in bis ii>' 

fomumt's face ; but, to do him jnstiMi ^ 

felt a certain inward trepidatioD, and, thin^li 

a cool wintry breeze waa blowicgt he TSEn 

his hataud wiped tLe pempora^on &"»> '"' 

brow es ha stood i^n. the doei^step aiW 

ringing at the bell. Be asked far Usdu* 

Du Tertre at ^rst, and bis sorpiiM »M 

slight annoyanoe at learnang that she ">! 

&om home were admirably feignad. Tpai 
he asked for Mre. Claxton. The uewx 

recognised bim as one of the feir regal" . 

visitors to the house, aa tbeonlyweii'''^ ' 

over, who bad been in the habit of pl>^ 

largess in her aooty ]wlm, and »b'<^ 
weU-dressed, good-looking gBatlBmeD itw 
times. ■ " Mrs. Claxton waa at borne," »" 

said. " Would he walk in P" ■

Mr. Wetter's nervons tw^ditioB * 
creased as he beard tiie atnet-doN t^, \ 

behind bim, and he was glad wfaeobe lix^ 
himself alone in the rocMn, to wMcb b« " 

ushered, the servant Tetiring ud jmrni^ 

to let her mistress know of hia sdff^ 
Examining himself in the glass bs nvt'*' ■
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lie was paler tban nsnal, and that his nether 

h'p tremblpd. ■

" It's a denced odd thing," he muttered, 

" I never felt like this before. I wisli there 

was a glass of brandy handy. What can 

there be in this woman to upset a man like 

myself, so perfectly accustomed to such 

matters ?" ■

The next moment Alice entered the 

room. Mr. Wetter had admired- her firom 

the first time he set eyes trpon her, but 

thought he had never seen her looking so 

lovely as now, with her healthy red and 

white complexion set off by her black 

dress; her shining" head with its crisp 

ripples of dark brown hair and her hazel 

eyes, in which a deep, settled^ somewhat 

mournful look had succeeded to the ever- 

flashing bright glances of yore. There was. 

something of an air of constraint about her 

as she bowed to Mr, Wetter, and timidly 

held out her hand. ■

"You are surprised to see me, Mrs. 

Claxton, are you not?" said Wetter, doing 

his best to conqaar the norvousneev which 

still beset him. " To see me at svch a 

time of the- day, I mean. I h»ve hitherto 

availed myself of tho privilege of calling 

upon you in the evening, which, on aoeount 

of my being, a busy man, you were gfood 

enongh to extend to. me ; but, haviiig oo-- 

casion to be in this neighbourhood, 1 took 

advantage, of the opportunity to inqxdre 

after your health/' ■

Alice munoured something to the effect 

that she was much obliged to him, but 

Mr. Wettcr's quick eye detected that she 

too was nervous and uncomfortable. And 

Mr. Wetter thought' this • was not- a bad 

chance. ■

'* I am sorry/' said Alice, afber a slight 

pause, ''that Madame Du Tertre is not 

within." ■

"I am also sorry to miss my cousin," 

said Mr. Wetter, " she is always so spi- 

rituelle, so amiable. But, to tell the truth, 

my visit of to-day wag not to her, and even 

had she been at home I should have asked 

to see you.'* ■

" To see me, Mr. Wetter ! And why P' ■

*' Because, Mrs. Claxton, I have some- 

thing to say to you, and to you alone. A 

woman even of your small experience," he 

continued with the faintest sneer playing 

round his mouth, ** cannot fail to have ob- 

served that you have made upon me more 

than an ordinary impression ; that . even 

during our brief acquaintance you have 

inspired me with feelings such as we are 

not oflen permitted in our lives to ex- 

perience.'* ■

Alice was silent. As she listened to his 

first words, as the tone in which he spoke 

fell upon her ear, the scene then passing 

seemed to fade away, and there arose be- 

fore her mind a vision of the river- walk 

along the banks of the Ouse just abreast of 

Bishopthorpe, where in the calm summer 

evening Arthur Preston had insulted her 

with his base proposal. Mr. Wetter augured 

well from this silmice, and proceeded more 

volubly. ■

" I have known you longer than you 

imagine," he said, '' and ha^e admired you 

from the fibrst instant I set eyes upon you. 

I was so captivated that I determined at 

all hazards 'to 'make your acquaintance, and 

when I had done soy I discovered that yon 

wove more charming than ever, that I was 

more hopelessly enslaved. And then came 

the fierce desire to win you, to take you all 

to myself^to hold you as my own, my only 

love." ■

She was silent still, her eyes fixed on 

vacancys though her lips trembled. Hen- 

rich T^MBtter bent forward and laid his hand 

upon her fingers as they twitched nervously 

in her lap. " Alice," he whispered, " do 

you hear me ?" ■

The touch roused hpr at once. " Yes," 

she said, quickly withdrawing her hand 

&om< his as though she had been stung, and 

rising from her chair, " I do hear what 

pains and grieves me in the highest 

degree." ■

" Pains and grieves you, Alice " ■

" My name is Mrs. Claxton, and I desire 

you will call me- by it. Yes, pains and 

grieve»me, Mr. Wetter," she continued, m 

a bresJdng voioe, and with a sudden aljne* 

gration of her dignity; "it is cruel of you; 

it is not like a gentleman to speak to me 

in this way without the slightest encourage- 

ment>, and within six months of my hus- 

band's death." ■

Not like a gentleman ! That phrase, 

quietly spoken as it was, and without anv 

attempt at dramatic emphasis^ cut Henrich 

Wett^ to the souL He was not a gentle- 

man by birth or breeding, by nature, or 

even by education — and he knew it. His 

lifiB was one long struggle to deceive on 

this point those with whom he was brought 

into contact. He was always suspecting 

that his position as gentleman was being 

called in question, and often he would sit 

with lowering brow and flaming cheek 

construing the most innocent observations 

into personal reflections on himself. Not 

a gentleman ! For an instant he winced 

under the phrase, and then with his blood 

boiling he determined to be revenged. ■
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He had his voice perfectly under his 

command as he leant lazily back in his 

chair, and looked np at her. ■

"Your hnsband*8 death!" he echoed. 

" Don't you think, Mrs. — Mrs. Claxton, you 

had beUer drop all that nonsense with 

me?" ■

Alice scarcely understood his -words, 

but there was no mistaking the marked 

insolence of his tone. " I — I don't under- 

stand you," she said, ij\ amazement ■

"Oh, yes you do!" said Mr. Wetter, 

with the same lazy air. " I am not Mr. 

Statham, you know, nor one of your neigh- 

boars in tile terrace here. I am a man of 

the world, and understand these matters. 

Don't talk about dead husbands to me !" ■

For an instant Alice stood petrified. For 

an instant a vague idea flashed across her 

that John might not be dead after all. She 

had never seen him after deatll. Gould 

there by any possibility have been a mis- 

take in his identity ? ■

" I don't understand you, Mr. Wetter," 

she said, in alow, hurried voice. " Do you 

mean to say that my husband, tfr. Claxton, 

is not dead P" ■

"I mean to say," said Wetter, "what 

you know very well, that the man with 

whom you lived in the cottage at Hendon 

— I saw you there — was not your husband 

at aU !" ■

Alice bent forward, leaning her hands 

upon the table, and looking at him for an 

instant with parted lips and heaving breast. 

Then she said, " Not my husband ! John 

Claxton not my husband !" ■

" John Claxton, indeed !" cried Wetter. 

" Now, how perfectly ridiculous it is in you 

to attempt to keep up this nonsense with 

me. Call the man by his right name — 

acknowledge him in his proper position !" ■

She bent nearer to him, with her eyes 

fixed upon his, and said in a low voice, 

" Are you mad, or am I ?" ■

Li an insi^nt Wetter's intelligence 

showed him the real state of the case. This 

woman was not what he had supposed. 

She believed herself what she professed to 

be, the widow of a man named Claxton, 

not the mistress of dead John Calverley. 

What should he do ? His rage was over, 

his reason had returned, and ho was pre- 

pared to act in the way which would best 

serve his purpose. Should he withdraw 

from the position he had advanced, getting 

out of it as best he might, or should he ■

point out to her how matters really stood, 

the fraud of which she had been the victim^ 

involving her degradation and her shame. 

That would be the better plan, he thoaght, 

for the end he had in view. To destroy 

her worship of John Calverley 's memorj, 

to point out to her how low she had fallen, 

and then to ofier himself as her consoler. 

That was the best game in his power, and 

he determined to play it. ■

His manner had lost all its insolence, all 

its &miliarity, as he conrteously motiODcd 

her to a seat, and said, " Sit down, madam, 

and hear me. Either you are wishing to 

deceive me, or, as I rather believe, yoa 

have yourself been made the. victim of a 

gross deception. If the latter be the case, 

you will require all your nerve to bear what 

I am going to tell you. The man whom 

you knew under the name of Claxton, and 

whom you believed to be your husband, 

was in reality John Calverley, a married 

man, married long since to a woman of 

double your age." ■

She did not start, she did not cry. She 

looked hard at him, and said in a voice that 

seemed to force itself with difficulty throogh 

her compressed lips, " It is not true ! It is 

a lie !" ■

" It is true — ^I swear it ! cried Henrich 

Wetter. " I knew Mr. Calverley in bnsiness 

years ago. Some months before his death 

I saw him walking with you in the garden 

at Hendon, and recognised him at once. I 

determined to see you again, but Mr. Cal- 

verley's death intervened, and— ^" He 

paused as he saw Alice pointing towards 

the door. ■

" Go," she said, " if you please—leare 

me at once, I must be left alone." ■

Mr. Wetter rose. He had made his 

coup, and he knew that then at least there 

was nothing further to be done. So he 

took up his hat, made a quiet and respect- 

ful bow, and lefl the room without uttering 

a word. ■

Then Alice flung her arms upon the 

table, and burying her head between them, 

gave way to the violence of her griei. 

What wild exclamations of rage and de- 

spair are those which she utters amidst her 

bursts and sobbings ? What reproaclies, | 

what maledictions against him now dii- 

covered to be the author of her misery ? ■

The only distinguishable words are, " Ob, 

my poor' dear John ! Oh, my dear old ' 

John!" . ■

I ■
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IierB*8 fk mce kettle o' fish, if he should die 

here, poor, foolish jt>iniig Man, atd •wtf not 

knowing so znnch as wlnre his people K-ftes, 

nof eveoi his a&flieu lis ft iBystenbas thing 

0* Providenee to dou t oan*t see how 'twas 

Mnortih wMIe ttM^g Ilim from drown- 

ittg, only to^br)^ him here to die of timt 

headache. Bnt all works together, we 

know. Thomas Jonae is>awaj down at the 

fenrf ; a nice things laiaong a parcel o* 

women, a strange g^iitleman. dyiiig on a 

sOiftt, and Bot a man in the ho«9e ! What 

do jom. think ia best to be done, Jdias 

Greyr ■

"If he gKTws worse, I think yon shovM 

send for the doctor, without asking his 

leave," she answered. "If it is dangerous, 

it would not do to have no advice. It is 

very unlncky." ■

" Well, it is what I was thinking ttsy^ 

s€9f," said the housekeeper; **foBBB wotild 

be talking, as if we let him -die w^htmt 

help. FH keep Ihe boiler fall is caM be 

sbould want a bath. He said his eknll wm 

fractured once, where that mark is, near 

his temple, and ti!iat the wound has BOtte- 

tfiing to do tnth it, and by efnl chance, it 

was just there he got ^le knock in the 

wreck of the Oonway Ceg^ ; tiie Lord be 

good to US all." ■

So Mrs. Torkill fn^Bed out of ihe room, 

leaving ns rather nnoomfbr%able ; but 

Laura Ghrey, at least, was not sotry , i^tliofigh 

she did not like the cause, that i^ve was 

no reason to apprehend his yentoring o«t 

'iStat evening. ■

Our early tea-things came in. A gloK^ 

ing autumn sunset was declining-; t)»e birds 

were singing their ftit^welt c^artHi &om 

tlhick ivy over branch and waB, and Laora 

and I, ^ach wi^ her own seeret, were ^&^ 

cussing the 'chances of the sla«nger'B 31^ 

ness, with exaggerated despondency and 

alarm. ■

Our talk was intermpted. Througli %he 

window, whidi, the evening being waMi, 

and we, secure from inlarusion, had lelto 

op^n, we heard a clear, manly vaio» i^ 

di'ess ns as *' Miss Btbel and Miss Orey/' ■

Could it be Mr. OaittncA come bA(^ 

again? ■

Good Heavens ! no ; it was the siaunger 

in Mr. Carmel's place, as we had grown lo 

call it. The same window, his hands, it 

seemed, resting on the very same epo* on 

/the window-stone, and his knee, just ad Mr. 

Carmel used to place his, on the slione beneh. 

Ihad no idea belore how stemthe fitrangor'e 

&ce was; the contrast between t^e fea- 

tmres I had for a nH>ment expeoted, and ■

Ikoa^ of our guest revealed the ebaraeier 

<t Ms wjli^ a force assisted by the bm^ 

i«d keamlftBJt^lbnMl on it, witha tertk 

melanch(4f| ifciim^ the l»ee& . ■

HiA appearance was at nnccsypt^td as if 1 

he had been a ghost. It omtemltm midgi 

of a dieenstion as to what shocdd lie dcm 

if, 1^ ill chance, he should die in the 

steward's iioosa. I "Can't s^ how Laun 

(xDByfidIt; I^nlyJcftowthat I staredatkig 

smiling "ftee for some seconds^ touoeSj 

knowing whether the sffmXkm. was a 

reality or ip. ■

"I hope yon win teg^ ne; I hepel 

am vtn ^ffF^ ttspeBBBflBs '; vq.v x svro jftSE 

goi up from an astounding headache all 

right again ; and, in consequence, in sucK 

spirits, uiat I never thought hownndaoitna ' 

I was in Twniiinj^ thie iiltle rait.nntil it 

was too lale.*' ■

Miss Otey and I WBre bcHSi 'to» nuch 

confounded to say a word. But he rattled ■

on ■

*' I h»^ iMd a visitor mmoejaa^mmeso 

good as to gire me vheltor in mj Ap 

wrecked Btttt&'-'^Mie qtnte tmeipealed. I 

don't mean my doctor, of course. I Jnd a 

catt t»-d9rtniieh mom Gwbns, aad-whoHj 

ilnloefced rar; cn^ldacqtariwhaiMb, afdkir , 

namei OMnieL I knew him a* Osf ord, 

and { cartanily iiairer eapwrted te m&t kin ' 

again." ■

"Ok! TottkiiowMr. OaRMlf'' iJBJi 

my oiiri w rity overeMiiBg a kisd of id»- 

tsmce to talk. | ■

"KMwIiimf I rsltor liiiiik I ^" k I 

laraghid. ^Tk^ywikmmham?*' 1 ■

«*Yee," LsBBWQMd; ^tlnt is, notverj 9 

well ; there is, of course, a litAe fcnaafitj 

in oar aocpninlHMMio-HBiove, I«ntti,thao i^ 

he were wcft a* deigymuk" ■

"Bu% da yon xwdly know Mm? I^ 

' flmoied hB'-wmh6aalmg «4ian te said sa" ' 

Tire geiifiiHMtiappaared0str8Bieifan6>e<i* ■

^Yies; wiB kMwiMa ^ireHy^wiifi. Bal 

why trkotfUl il ^ ■# taXkdfyf^ tlmg, car 

knowvag MuLf*^ ■

" Ok, >I «i VM* ny 4iiat " a» ^ 

seemed 4A nack aaMMBtd -m- a una cm 

quietly bi». -"* Bail KsmMs^ had ooi^ 

kttfiA idaa i shvald ov^ iaehiAag«iA,iir 

he ov^fiB aae 4, hMe uoney . Be -o^^ ^^ 

money, «nd ^a gnui|fe Imldei Tln*«i* ' 

some men ywa cannot Jobow anj^biiigaheei | 

without fMr ha«bg ycm, liiat is, «it^>^ / 

their bdiig abwdc^yoo, winch is Ikeaao' 

thing. I imlaekily hattr4 sooelkiDg *bo6{ ■

honoitr, ^» I nartanly n»f«r had *^ Pj't J 

aare of kn#«nng him intiniataly- ^ '** " ■

■
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think he woald exactly come to me for a 

character. I bad not an idea tliat he could 

be the Mr. Carmel who, they told mSy had 

been permitted by Mr. Ware to reside in 

his honse. I was a good deal surprised 

wheu I KuwLe the discoyeiy. There can't 

have been, of course, any inquiry. I should 

not, I assure you, haye spoken to Mr. Car- 

mel had I miet him anywhere else ; but I 

could not help telling him how astonished 

I was at finding him established haoe. He 

begged very hard that I would not make a 

fuss about it, and said that he wa^ going 

away, and that he would not wait evvn to 

take off his hat. So, if that is trae, I 

shan't trouble any one about him. Mr. 

Ware would jtatnrally think me yecy im- 

pertinent if I wei« to inter&se." ■

He now went on to less wMxmfortable 

subjects, and talked very pleasantly. I 

could see Laura Grey looking at him as 

opportunity oeourz^d ; .she was a good deal 

farther ipu the shade than I and he. I 

fancied I aawhna smile to himself amnaed 

at bafiUng her ouriosiiy, azid he «»t back 

a little further. ■

'' I am qiute sorry, Miae W«re^" he said, 

"that I am about to be in funds again. 

My fnends by this time must be weaving 

my wiogB — ^those wi^gs of tiasve-xi&per that 

come by the post^ and take us anywhere. 

I'm awfully sorry, for I've &lleii in love 

with this place. I i^all never Ibcget it." 

He aaid these latter words in a iove so 

low as to leajch me only. I waB 6ittiQg,as 

I mentioDed, vaiy muoh nearer the window 

than Laura Grey. ■

There was ia this stxHuogBr £ar mo - a 

country miss, quite iaeiqmrieiiced in the 

subtle flatteries of voioe, ma«nw» looks, 

which town-bred youai^ ladieB acoept lat 

their true valine — a ftaoiBatioii before which 

suspicionB and alanns melted away. His 

voice was low and sweet ; he was animated, 

good-kanaonred, and playful ; and his fea- 

tures, though sii^nlar, and citable of very 

grim expression, were handsome. ■

He talked to me in the same low tone 

for a few mumtea. Happening to look at 

Laura Gh^y, I was struck by the aoiger ex- 

pressed in her nenally seveBB and gentle 

face, I fanmed that she was vexed at his 

directing his attentions exchudvely to me, 

and I waa ra^er pleased at my triumph. ■

"Ethel, dear," ehe said, "don't you 

think the air a little oold ?" ■

*^Ofa, I so very much hope not," he 

almost whispered to me. ■

'' Cold ?" said L ''I think it is so very 

sultry, on the contrary." ■

" If you find it too cold, Miss Grey, per- 

haps you would do wisely, I think, to sit 

a little further from the window," said 

Mr. MarstoB, considerately. ■

*' I am not at all afraid for myself," she 

answered, a little pointedly, *' but I am un- 

easy about Miss Ware. I do think, Ethel, 

you would do wisely to get a little further 

from that window." ■

" But I do assure yon I am quite oom- 

fortable," I said, in perfect good faith. ■

I saw Mr. Marston glance for a moment 

with a malicious smile at Laura Grey. To 

me the aignifioanoe of i^t smile was a little 

puzzling. ■

" I see you have got a piano there;,'- he 

said to me, in his low tones, not meant for 

her ear. '* Miss Grey plays, of course P" ■

" Yes ; vevy well indeed." ■

'* Well, then, would yimmind asking her 

to play something 2 " ■

I had no idea at the time that he wanted 

aisGiply to find ocoupation lor her, and to 

fill her ears with her own mnsic, while he 

talked on with me. ■

^ Laura^ will you play that pretfy thing 

of Beethoven's that yon tried last night P" 

I asked. ■

"Don't aak me, Ethel, dear, to-night; 

I don't think I coold," she answered, I 

thought, a little oddly. ■

*' Perhaps, if Miss Grey knew,^' he aaid, 

smiling, "that she would oblige a poor 

shipwrecked strainer extremely, and bind 

him to do her «ny eervioe she pleases to 

impose in return, she might be induoed to 

oomply." ■

" The more you expect from my playing, 

the lesB ooiu«^ I have to play," she said, 

in reply to his appeal, which was made, 1 

fanGie<^ in a tone of &init irony, that seemed 

to suggest an oblique meaning; and her 

answer, I also fanmed, was spoken as if 

mawering that hidden meaning. It was 

very quietly done, but I felt the singularity 

of those tones. ■

" And why so P Do, I entreat— do play." ■

*' Shouldn't I interrupt your oonversa- 

tion ?" she answered. ■

" I'll not allow you even that excuse," 

he said^ "I'll promise (and won't you, 

Miss Ware P) to talk whenever we feel in- 

clined. There, now, it's all settled, isn't 

itP Praybegm." ■

**No, I am not going to play to*night," 

die said. ■

" Who would suppose Miss Grey so reso- 

lute ; so Kttle a friend to harmony P Well, 

I suppose we can do notliing; we can't 

I prevail ; we ean only regret." ■

1 ■
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Hooked curiouslT at Laura, who bad risen, 

and was approaching the window, close to 

which she took a chair and sat down. ■

Mr. Marston was silent. I never saw 

man look angrier, although he smiled. 

To his white teeth and yivid eyes his dark 

skin gave marked effect ; and to me, who 

knew nothing of the situation, the whole 

affair was most disagreeably perplexing. 

I was cnrions • to see whether there wonld 

be any sign of recognition; bnt I was 

.sitting at the side that commanded a fall 

view of onr gnest, and the table so near 

me, that Lanra could not have introduced 

her chair without a very pointed disclosure 

of her pnrpose. If Mr. Marston was dis- 

posed to snarl and snap at Miss Grey, he 

very quickly subdued thiat desire. It would 

haye made a scene, and frightened me, and 

that would never do. ■

In his most good-humoured manner, 

therefore, whioli speedily succeeded this 

silent paroxysm, he chatted on, now and 

then aunost whispering a sentence or two 

to me. What a contrast this gay, reckless, 

and, in a disguised way, almost tender talk, 

presented to the cold, peculiar, but agree- 

able conversation of the ascetic enthusiast, 

in whom this dark-faced, animated man 

of the world had uncomfortably disturbed 

my £uth ! ' ■

Laura Orey was restless all this time, 

angry, fright^ed. I fancied she was jealous 

and wounded ; and although I was so fond 

of her, it did not altogether displease me. ■

The sunlight failed. The reflected glow 

from the western sky paled into grey, and 

twilight found our gaeet stiU in his place 

at the window, with his knee on the bench, 

and his elbows resting on the window- 

stone, our ,candles being lighted, chatting, 

as I thought, quite^ delightfully, talking 

sense and nonsense very pleasantly mixed, 

and hinting a g^eat many very agreeable 

flatteries. ■

Laura Grey at length took courage, or 

panic, which often l^s in the same di- 

rection, and rising, said quietly, but a little 

peremptorily : ■

'* I am going'now, Ethel." ■

There was, of course, nothing for it but*^ 

to submit. I confess I was angry. But it 

would certainly not have be^n dignified to 

show my resentment in Mr. Marston's 

presence. I therefore acquiesced with 

careless good humour. The stranger bid 

us a reluctant good-night, and Laura shut 

down the window, and drew the little bolt 

across the window-sash, with, as it seemed 

to me, a rather inconsistent parade of ■

suspicion. With this ung^racious disnussBl 

he went away in high good humour, mA- 

withstanding. ■

" Why need we leave the drawing-room 

so very early," said I, in a pet. ■

" We need not go now, as that man is 

gone," she said, and quickly closed tk 

window-shutters, and draw the curtains, f ■

Laura, when she had made these arrange- f 

ments, laid her hand on my shoulder, and 

looked with great affection and anxietjin 

my face. ■

" You are vexed, darling, because I got 

rid of that person." ■

*' No," said I ; " but Fm yexed, because 

you got rid of him rudely." ■

" I should have prevented his staying at 

that window for a single minnte, if I had 

been quite sure that he is the person I sup- 

pose. If he is — oh ! how I wish he were a 

thousand miles away." ■

,1 ■

"I don't think you would be quite flo jj 

hard upon him, if he had divided his cod- |. 

versation a little more equally,'*! said with |i 

the bluntness of vexation. 'I ■

Laura hardl;^ smiled. There was a || 

pained, disappointed look in her &ce, bnt 

the kindest you can imagine. ' ■

*' No, Ethel, I did not envy your good 

fortune. There is no one on earth to whom 

I should not prefer talking." ■

" But who IS he P" I n^;ed. ■

" I can't teU you." ■

*' Surely, you can say the name of tiie 

person you take him for P" I insisted. ■

" I am not certain ; if he be the person 

he resembles, he took care to place himself 

so that I could not» or, at least, did not, see 

him well; there aire two or three people 

mixed up in a g^reat misfortune, whom I 

hate to name, or think of; I thought at 

one time I reoogpiised him ; but afterwards 

I grew doubtful. I never saw the person 

I mean more thsoi twice in my life ; bnt I 

know very well what he is capable of; his 

name is Marston ; but I am not at all ce^ 

tain that this is he." ■

" You run away with -things," I said. 

*' How do you know that Mr. Carmel's ac- 

count may not be a very unfair one F" ■

" I don't rely on Mr. Oarmers account of 

Mr. Marston, if this is he. I knew a great ^ 

deal about him. You must sot ask nie j 

how that was, or anything more. He is „ 

said to be, and I believe it, a bad, selfisk ^ 

false man. I am terrified when I think of j 

your having made his acquaintance. If he - 

continues here, we must go up to town, i ', 

am half-distracted. He dare not gin ns 

any trouble there." ■
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" How did he quarrel with Mr. Garmel ?" 

I asked, fall of curiosity. ■

" I never heard ; I did not know that he 

was even acquainted with him ; bnt I think 

yon may be perfectly certain that every- 

thing he said about Mr. Garmel is nntme. He 

knows that Mr. Carmel warned us against 

making his acquaintance ; and his reason for 

talking as he does, is simply to discredit 

him. I dare say he'll take an opportunity 

of iDJuring him also. There is not time to 

hear from Mr. Ware. The only course, if he 

stays here for more than a day or two, is, as 

I said, to run up to your papa's house in 

town, and stay there till he is gone." ■

Again my belief in Mr. Marston was 

shaken ; and I reviewed my hard thoughts 

of Mr. Garmel with something like com« 

punction. The gloom and pallor of Laura's 

face haunted me. ■

OVERWORK ? OR OVERWORRY 9 ■

A GREAT amount of very pernicious 

twaddle has lately been published on the 

subject of the alleged overwork in which 

many of tLe greatest, and possibly some 

of the least, men of the present generation 

indulge in the pursuit either of wealth and 

fame, or of high social position. The ten- 

dency of th.ese publications has been to un- 

popidarise and discourage labour, and to 

exalt the doctrine that the true duty of a 

man to himself in these days, is to do as 

little as he can for the largest possible re- 

ward. Such teaching is highly mischievous, 

and if generally practised would speedily 

send the world back again into the barbarism 

from which it is not too rapidly emerging. 

Work is divine. Without work, human life 

would be intolerable, and a man would be 

little better than a sponge, an oyster, or a 

limpet upon the rock, which only exist to 

imbibe the nourishment that they are too 

imbecile or too powerless to seek. But like 

all the abundant blessings spread around 

mankind, work is only beautifiil and good in 

its degree. It must be used, and not abused. 

Too much of anything is not good for us. 

Vice itself is but virtue degenerated and 

dissipated by being forced into extremes. 

Ferocity is nothing but excess of courage. 

Extravagance is but excess of liberality. 

Penurioosness is but excess of prudence. 

Anarchy is but over much liberty. Cow- 

ardice is but excess of caution and the inor- 

dinate desire of self-preservation. Jealousy 

springs from the excess of love. Rashness is 

bat another name for excess of bravery, and ■

stagnation is but rest, when carried to the ne 

plus ultra of its possibility. In like manner, 

work, if not carried beyond the point at 

which all the functions of mind and body 

are exercised without undue strain upon 

either, is one of the greatest, if not the very 

greatest of all the blessings that are showered 

upon the human race. Carried beyond this 

point, it degenerates into toil, and takes 

more out of nature than it puts in. But — 

if we are to believe some of our modem 

teachers who moralise upon the melancholy 

death of the late estimable Judge of the 

Gourt of Gommon Pleas, whose over- 

wrought nervous system was the propelling 

cause which induced him to lay violent 

hands upon himself — work is a thing 

which in our age brings the best and 

wisest of us prematurely to death, and is 

alike the symbol and the punishment of the 

overstrained mental activity of our day. 

Vox et preterea nihil! Windy blethers, 

uttered by men who have given no proper 

thought to that of which they write, and 

who are at the best blind leaders of the 

blind, or parrots who repeat words without 

knowledge ! ■

There is far too great a predisposition in 

all countries to look upon labour as some- 

thing inflicted upon man as a curse for his 

disobedience, to interpret literally, and not 

according to the spirit, the penalty laid 

upon Adam, and to take advantage of the 

misinterpretation to shirk labour altogether, 

or to impose it unduly upon the weaker. 

This doctidne requires not only discourage- 

ment, but disproof; for the inevitable 

result of its adoption would be either to 

reduce men to the state of savages, when 

the only labour undertaken would be that 

of the chase of wild animals, or the cap- 

ture of birds and fish to provide food for 

the sustenance of life ; or the establishment 

of slavery, when none but slaves would 

work upon the compulsion of their lords 

and masters. But work looked upon with 

the eye of reason, is the choicest advantage 

of our mortal state, the only motive power 

that keeps not only men, but the solar 

system, and all the countless orbs of the 

boundless universe which God has made, 

in a condition of healthy and progressive 

perpetuity. And the greatest men in all 

ages and countries have always been the 

greatest workers. It is only the poor, weak 

physical natures that break down amid 

their work — creatures whose loss to the 

world is no loss, but a gain. The average 

duration of human life is scarcely fifly 

years, and its almost extreme natural limit ■
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lias been declared, on tbe highest autho- 

rity, to be three score years and ten ; bnt 

if we search the history and biography of 

the most illastrions men of all ages, who 

have done most for the benefit and improve- 

ment of their kind, we shall find that nine 

of ten out of them have exceeded some- 

times by a decade or more of happy kmg 

life their less induBtriona and less gifbed 

fellow-stmgglers. ■

If we would know the length of days 

attained by the great thinkers and workers 

of Greece and Rome, we hare only to turn 

to the eyer-attractive pages of Plutarch's 

Liyes for the gratification of oar cariosity, 

where we find that Solon, Lycargus, Plato, 

Socrates, Sophocles, and other lights of the 

ancient world, all obtained a green old age. 

AmoDg the modems, men who lived in the 

comparatively reoent time since the inven- 

tion of the benignant art of printing, or who 

have but recenfly passed away from among 

us, it will be foond that those who have done 

the most and the hardest intellectual work 

have lived long : whether their work was 

that of the statesman, the soldier, the 

lawyer, the historian, the philosopher, or 

the poet. Shakespeare died comparatively 

young ; bat so little is known of his life, that 

we cannot say what his physical conlktitu- 

tion was, or what were the causes that led 

to his removal from the world, at an age 

when he ought to have been in the full use 

of all his intellectual and bodily faculties. 

Bums and Byron died at an age still earlier, 

and in the very flow^ and bloom of their 

manhood, from causes with which hard in- 

tellectual labour had nothing whatever to do, 

and which the world knows too well to render 

a reminder necessary. Sir Walter Scott, 

at the age of sixty-one, diedrnot from over- 

work — though few men ever worked so 

hard — ^but from mental distress caused by 

his pecuniary misfartunes. Voltaire, a 

very giant for labour, and whose works 

in almost every department of literature 

fill a considerable library, died an octo- 

genarian. (Goethe long exceeded the three 

score years and ten. Sir Isaac Newton, 

to whom the hardest work was amusement^ 

Immanuel Kant, who had the same healthy 

stamina of mind, William Wordsworth, and 

Walter Savage Landor, who all exercised 

their intellects without stint or weariness, 

and with the serene regularity which we 

may imagine in a planet rolling and rolling, 

unresting and unceasing in its appointed 

course, either reached or exceeded four 

score. Doctor James Copland, the author 

of that most laborious and comprehensive ■

work, the Cyclopedia of Medicine, attained 

the age of seventy - nine^ retaining his 

mental faculties clear and unloaded to tbe 

last. Lord Lyndharst, Lord Brongbam, 

and the great Duke of Wellington, who, as 

labourers in their several departneiits of 

activity, performed tasks thai may be tmly 

called herculean, were all nonagenariiuis; 

and never seemed as if time, carcnmstftDce, 

or duty could find them work enough to 

do. Wellington's despatches alone area 

marvel, and a ma^ifioent monument to 

his fiune. And it was a charaoterislic of all 

these g^eat men, that they did their work 

as if they loved ii; that they nerer got 

into flurries or worries, but took the world 

and lis business calmly. They knew their 

strength and nev«r exceeded it. Tfaey knew 

that the body was the woikmanship of 

God, and must be jGurly treailed, as became 

the habitation of the mind, and the only 

means by which mind could -work, and 

declare itself. Healthy and clean bodj, 

healthy and clean mind, was their mle of 

life ; and to keep the body fit for the mental 

work required of it^ tbey practised all 

the bodily virtues comprised under the 

names of exercise, moderation, purity, and 

sufficiency of sleep and relaxation. The 

thinker's brain, hke the blacksmith's arm 

or the pedestrian's foot, becomes strong in 

proportion to its work. The whole secret is 

told in the ancwnt fable of larchus, the 

wise physician, and his three gold rings. 

He taught his disciples that if they wore 

these rings with trusting fidth, and reli- 

giously followed the precept attached to 

each, they would preserve the fireshness 

and the flower of bodily and mental yonth 

to the latest limit of man's allotted time 

upon the earth. Their virtues are thus set 

forth by a modem poet in Studies from the 

Antique ; and the aptness as well as beauty 

of the quotation wQl render unuecessaij 

any apology for its length : ■

Who WMirs the flnt, miut keep his body parp, ■

From feoe toerown, by daily dalllaBee ■

With cleaoaioff waters, Heaven's most predou gi% ■

A duty and a mxary both in one. ■

Who wean the seoond mosl avoid excess ■

In every appetite: in food and drink. ■

In passion, m desire, in toil, in sleep. ■

Who wears the third must train himself to use ■

All fiMSuIties the bountooos gods bestow : ■

Must teach his eyes to see, his ears to iMsr, ■

His hands to toil, his feet to run and leap, ■

His lungs to breathe the invigorating sir; | ■

Must train his head te think, hie heMt to M. ■

And ezereiae eadi power of life and limb ■

To full efkiency, nor overs^teh ■

Even by a hair tbe tension of the string. ■

Lest it should jar and snap. Who wsart tfas tbis* ■

Shall be a perfect man, exoept in sonl ; ■

A physical noble — safe from all but time, ■

And accident, and chastening of tbe godt. ■

t ■
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To ibis oompreihesiflive foFmula iieed 

only be added the snggestiTe -waning that 

nervous imtation, piodoeed eithdr by alco- 

holic intempevance, er by the depn/ratioii 

of the proper and natfwral anoQnt of deep, 

are the main causes of the pkysical break- 

down, too often wvengfiilly atlribated to 

excessive bsain work. The late Mr. Jmtiee 

Willes, whose xLHitiiiiely end has produced 

so many quemloiia aend misplaoed homiikliefi 

on ovep-mental exeiHoon as one of the oha- 

racteristibs of the age, never did half aa 

mnoh work aa Lord Brougham or Lord 

Lyndhnrsi, or aa Lord Palmerston, who 

lived to upwaida of eigfal^,. and looked 

upon work as recrea^n. The labours so 

cheerfuUj borne b[f "hL Thierei ai the age 

of sevcoity-fivey might break dow& a muoh 

younger man, if the vonn^r xnan waa m- 

wise enough not to talce to the taak easily, 

and deprive hirns^ of his peae^l sleep 

by fretfulneBs and worry. Worry, not 

work, is the thing to be aiK>ided by iil who 

value heaiitli and atreagih, and leBgth of 

happy di^e. ■

AMBEB AI^D AMBER0BIS. ■

Which is which ? Are they both alike ? 

Is one named from. the other? Does gris 

mean grey, and ambergris grey amber? 

Is tbe one substance, as well as the othar, 

used for aorticles of ornament and personal 

decoration ? Multitudes of persons who 

have never seen ambezgris aak these ques- 

tions, or would do S0| if it were not for the 

foolish pride which revolts from showing 

one's ignorance. Again : ifi amber a stone^ 

or is ambergris ? Do they both grow, or 

does either of them ; aaad. if they grow, is 

it in the water or on dry land ; and how do 

inseots and bits of bone get into them ? ■

Ambergris, to lookatand handle, is alight^ 

inflammable, greyish, variegated substance, 

fusible and fragrant when gently heated. 

It is lighter than water; its grey colour 

varies from yellowish to brown; ihis tast^ 

less and odourless when cold, and is some* 

thing like wax in consistency ; it is soluble 

in many acid and alkaline liquids ; and it 

imparts, by distiUation, many cf its pro* 

perties to tinctares, balsam^ and other 

medicinal preparations. The substance it- 

self wa!3 known long before its history. 

People found it, but they did not know 

how it got to the spots where it was formed. 

On the northern and eastern coasts of 

Africa, on some parts of the Mediterranean 

shore, in the East Indira and the West ■

Indies, ocoasionaljty on the west coast of 

Ireland, ambergris is met with — floating on 

the surface of the sea, adhering to rocks, or 

thrown upon the beach. One eelehrated 

pieoe was bought by the Dutch East India 

Company, in 1693, from the King of Tir 

dore, to whom they gave eleven ^ousand 

thalera for it; it waa almost spherical, 

measnred two feet in dianuater, and weighed 

a hundred and dighty-two pownds. The 

Grand Duke of Tuscany otfered filly thou- 

sand crowns for i1>-*-with what result we 

know not. Another famous piece, found 

off tbe Gape of Good Hope, is said to 

have weighed no less thaa three hundred 

pomods. ■

Kenandoiv in a translation of an Arab 

book of travels, notioes the ocourrenoe of 

ambergris on the African coasts and then 

says: "The inhabitants of this country 

have camels trained up to tike bneinesB, 

which they mount, and go in seardli of 

ambergris by moonlight^ riding for that 

parpose along the shore. The camels are 

broken in to this, and as they perceive a 

piece of ambergris, they bend their knees 

and their rider picks it up." But then 

cornea a strange story — ^veiy like a whale ! 

''There is another sort, which swinos in 

great limips upon the sucface of the sea, 

like the body of aa otx, or a little less^ and 

weigh a great deal. When a certain fish 

of the whale kind, called tal, sees these 

floating lumps, he swallows the same, and 

is killed thereby. Then the whale is seen 

floating on the snifaee ; and instantly the 

men, who are aocnstomed to this kind of 

fish, and know when these whales have 

sw^lowed ambeffgria, g^ out to him in their 

boats, and darting him with iron harpoons, 

they tow him to shore, where they split 

him down the back, and take out the 

ambergris." ■

Now this account, suggesting a oonnezion 

between ambergris and the whale, was cor* 

roborated to some extent by the testimony 

of Kampfer, who, in his voyage to Japan, said 

that a good deal of ambergris was found on 

that coast, chiefly within the bodiesof whales. 

Hence arose many theories to account 

for the origin of this singular substance. 

The theories ware in answer to such ques- 

tions as the following : Is ambergris formed 

on the shore, melted by the heat of the sun, 

floated out into the sea, swallowed by 

whales, and again returned by them ? Does 

it spring from the bottom of the sea in the 

form of a bitumen, which gpradually rises 

to the surface, and haxrdens m the sunshine ? 

Is it a kind of sea mushrocHU, torn up from ■
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the bottom by the violence of tempests ? 

Is it a vegetable production, issuing oat of 

the root of some tree whose roots always 

shoot towards the sea ? Is it a species of 

wax or g^m which distils from trees, drops 

into the sea, and cong^ls into a solid form ? 

Is it a spongy kind of earth, washed off the 

rocks by the action of sea waves, and lefb 

floating on the surface P Is it mainly com- 

posed of honeycomb which ' fiJls into the 

sea from overhanging rocks where bees 

have taken up their abode P Is it a bitu- 

minous substance, which flows to the sea 

from the shore in a liquid form, and is 

there hardened and solidified P There 

was thus, it will be seen, no lack of in- 

genuity in the speculations concerning the 

origin of ambemis, or the theories based 

upon them. The bituminous hypothesis 

was believed to receive some support from 

the fact that at Madagascar, where 'much 

ambergris is found, the soil under the sea 

coast, and under the adJAoent bed of the sea, 

is believed to be more or less impregnated 

with bitumen. Any true theory of amber- 

gris, it was admitted, must account for the 

fact that the pieces are frequently com- 

posed of many strata^ with pebbles and other 

bodies enclosed between them, and the 

strata sometimes full of little shells. A 

safe conclusion, under any hypothesis, was, 

that ambergris is originally in a fluid state, 

or at any rate sufficiently soft to envelope 

such small substances as &11 in its way. ■

One by one numerous ingenious theories , 

fell to the ground ; it was seen that they 

would not suffice to account for the appear- 

ances presented. The whale, it was evident, 

must be associated with ambergris very in- 

timately, in any explanation suited for the 

phenomena. When a whaling captain 

came from the South Seas, and brought 

homo three hundred and sixty ounces of 

ambergris, which had been taken out of the 

body of a whale, this fiEtct led to further 

inquiry, from which it appeared that the 

substance was contained in a little bag in 

the interior of the huge leviathan; lending 

probability to a supposition that amber- 

gris is, in some way or other, produced 

within the whale. About a century and a 

half ago, Doctor Boylston, of Boston, wrote 

thus: "Our whale-fishers of Nantucket, 

in New England, give me the following 

account. On cutting up a spermaceti 

whale, they found in him about twenty 

pounds weight, more or less, of ambergris ; 

jvfler which, they and other such fishermen 

became very curious in searching all such 

whales as they killed ; and it has since been ■

found in lesser quantitiea in several whales 

of that kind, and in no oiiher. They add 

further, that it is contained in a cyst or bag, 

without any inlet or outlet to it, and ibt 

they have sometimoB found the bag «aiptj 

and yet entire." ■

These American fishermen were on the 

right track. The experiments and ob8em> 

tions of naturalists have led to a pre^ 

general opinion that ambergns, although it 

has its origin within the body of the whaie, 

is not produced by the animal from any 

foreign source. One circumstance seems 

to show that it is probably the lesuH of 

disease.* The number of whales which 

contain ambergris bean but a small pro- 

portion to the whole number caught ; and 

moreover, the whales which contain this 

peculiar secretion appear more weak and 

sickly than the generality of those captured. 

There are sevend species of whale ; but it 

is the spermaceti kind which, so &r as is 

known, alone yields ambergris. Nearlj 

always small remains of whale food, haid 

and undigested, are found in the ooucre^ 

tion ; and no doubt is now entertained that 

ambergris is connected with the digestiTe 

apparatus of the sperm whale — ^perhaps a 

penalty for eating his dinner too heedle^j. ■

As to the designation, some lang^uages 

give the name amber, or a word very similar 

to it, to ambergris ; applying to the necklace 

and pipe-mouth material a very difierent 

designation. Thus, in German, our amber- 

gris is amber, and our amber bemstein; 

and the word amber itself, in the form 

ambar, is the Arabic for ambergris. There- 

fore, it* may be, ambergris is the real 

original, and amber only the owner of the 

name by a kind of stealth. In some dic- 

tionaries the definitions are so managed as 

to rest upon the distinction betweei\yelloir 

amber and grey amber, the latter being 

ambergris. There may perchance be many 

readers who surmise that, as amber is a 

material for personal ornament, ambergns 

in like manner occupies a place in the list 

But such is not the case. Ambergris, al- 

though not exactly sticky, is squeezable, 

and unfitted to be wrought into definite 

forms. It is used in the East as an article 

of food, or, more correctly, as a flavonnng 

ingredient, and an aid in cookeij. ^ 

similar use of it formerly prevailed in Eng- 

land. There are old books in which t& 

substance is called ambergrease, and in 

which it is mentioned in connexion ^^ 

the rich brown gravy of roast meat^ as cod- ^ 

tradistinguished from fat gravy. Milton» 

in his Tempter's Feast, speaks of— I ■

r ■
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BeaaU of chaee, or fowl of ffamo 

Tn pastiy built, or from tbe spit, or boird, 

Gni«amber tfeeam'd ; all fith firom Ma or ihore, 

SVMbet, or pariiii(f brook. ■

Macaulay says tbat^ on the death of Charles 

the Second, mmonrs spread abroad to the 

effect that " Something had been pnt into 

his broth, something added to his favoorite 

dish of eggs and amberg^." The sab- 

stance is more generally nsed, however, as 

a pastile, or an ingredient in perfumery. 

Mncb ambergris is taken to Mecca by the 

Hajjis on their annual pilgrimage, pro- 

bably for nse in fumigating the holy places, 

much as frankincense is nsed in Catholic 

countries. In Europe, it i^employed by per- 

fumers in scenting pastiles, candles, wash- 

balls, bottles, hair-powder, Ac.; while its 

essence, with or without the addition of 

musk, is mixed with powders, pastes, skin- 

softeners, and other of those toilet mysteries 

which men-folk are not permitted to in- 

quire about too minutely.' ■

And now for amber. The late Sir 

George Gornewall Lewis, a statesman whose 

mind was stored with a sing^ar medley 

of erudite notions, ransacked ancient writers 

with a yiew of ascertaining how far amber 

was known in remote days. We cannot 

follow him in his search, but must be con- 

tent with stating that, like ambergris, this 

substance was nsed long before its origin 

was known. The jewellers and trinket- 

makers of the East tempted their onstomers 

with elegant ornaments — for the person, the 

dress, and the table-— made of a substance 

unlike aziy other in nse; presenting all 

shades of yellow, from nearly white to 

almost brown, for the most part transpa- 

rent when polished, though occasionally 

opaque or clouded ; inflammable, and ex- 

haling a white pungent aromatic smoke 

when burning; slightly resinous in taste 

and smell when oold ; found in nodules or 

lumps from the sioe of a pea to that of a 

child's head. The well-to-do Orientals pur- 

chased their necklaces, bracelets, amalets, 

pipe-stems, &c., without inquiring very 

minutely from what source the material 

bad beeir derived. Those who took interest 

in the matter were divided in opinion. 

Some supposed amber to be an animal sub- 

stance resembling bees-wax, secreted by a 

peculiar kind of ant inhabiting pine forests. 

Some, thinking the vegetable kingdom to 

be a more probable source than the animal, 

regarded it as a gum which oozed out of 

pine-trees, and gradually solidified. A 

third party, looking to the mineral rather 

than to either of the other two kingdoms 

of nature, pronounced amber to be a fossil ■

mineral, of antediluvian origin. All, how- 

ever, admitted that the theory, whichever 

was adopted, must be such as would ex- 

plain the presence of insects, flies, bits of 

leaves, &c., in many of the specimens ; such 

extraneous matters must have entered 

when the amber was in a viscid, if not fluid 

state, for the insects are, in numerous in- 

stances, preserved with all their deUcate 

details uninjured. ■

Inquiry gradually led to a knowledge of 

the &ot that amber is found in the sand 

and day near sea-shores, as also exposed on 

the shore and near the mouths of a few 

ham rivers. It has been found in Sicily, 

Poland, Saxony, Siberia, Greenland, on 

the ooBst of Yorkshire, and once in a gravel 

pit near Hyde Park Comer. But the great 

storehouse is the Baltic shore of East 

Prussia^ in the neighbourhood of Memel, 

Pillau, Konigsberg, and Dantzic. The 

usual mode of searching for it is to explore 

the sea-coasts after storms, when the amber 

is found in rounded nodules near the shore. 

Another mode is to wade into the sea, and 

scrape the sea-bed with a ring-mouthed net 

attached to a pole. A more hazardous 

method is to go out in a boat, scrape the 

precipitous cliffs of the coast with hooked 

scrapers, and examine the fragments thus 

brought down ; pieces of amber often re- 

ward the search. There are occasions, 

after a storm, when much lignite is found 

floating on the sea, oontainiAg amber en- 

tangled among it. ■

Amher has quite a fancy value. Large 

pieces will fetch a price bearing no sort 

of regulated relation to that obtained for 

smaller specimens. A piece one pound in 

weight is sought after by dealers as a trea- 

sure; and when it comes to ten pounds 

weight (which is in rare instances the case) 

its price rises to thousands of pounds ster- 

ling. The largest mass at present known 

weighs eighteen pounds ; it was found in 

Lithuania, and is preserved in the Boyal 

Museum at Berlin. Some connoisseurs 

prefer the specimens which present a 

beautiful transparency of colours; others 

look out for those in which insects are most 

perfectlypreserved. It is all a matter of 

taste. Wise men tell us, however, that we 

must not always rely on the genuineness of 

particular specimens. Artificers, whose in- 

genuity is in advance of their honesty, take 

small pieces of amber, smooth the surfaces, 

moisten them with linseed oil, and press 

them together over a charcoal fire. And 

the same folks know how to insinuate a 

tiny insect, or a fly's wing, for a possible ■
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pnrchAfier who m kn<ywn to have It pemohant 

for pieces of amber thos adorned. The 

great mnseniii of jewels aihI minerals at 

Dresden oontainft many snch bnilt-np spe- 

oimenfi. Onr orwn British Museum con- 

tains many cnrions pieces of amber, en- 

closing insects of nnmeroas species ; while 

at the SovLth Kensington Mnsenm, and at 

the International Exhibition of the present 

year, there are nnmerons works of art 

cnnningly wionght ont of this snbsteace. 

We will believe that these consist of real 

ambm*, and not of the gnm copal which 

ocoasionaUy does duty as snch. Yeritable 

or fiictitions, the pieoes of gam preserved 

in mnseams disclose plentifal bits of bees, 

wasps, gnats, spiders, and beetles, more or 

less penect — ^suggesting the couplet: ■

The thion, we Imow, are neither rich nor rare ; 

The wonder'B how on enrth they entered thetv. ■

It is no longer a wonder. All now 

agree that this amber is an indurated 

resin which oozes from old pine and fir- 

trees, and accumulates into nodules large or 

small as the case may be. The Baltic pro- 

vinces are rich in the kind of trees which 

produce it — just as Canada is rich in the 

species which yield turpentine. ■

Amber requires to be handled with care 

in fabricating it into articles of ornament. 

In making necklaces, ear-rings, bracelets, 

snuflf-boxes, mouth-pieces for pipes, A;c., 

the nodules are spm; on a turning-lathe, 

smoothed into shape by whetstones, po- 

lished with chalk and water, then ^th 

vegetable oil, and completed by rubbing 

with flannel. Amber is one of the most 

electrical substances known ; indeed, elec- 

tricity derived its name from elektron, the 

Greek name for amber. The pieces be- 

come so hot and excited while being ope- 

rated upon, that the workmen find it neces- 

sary to give them intervals of rest, or they 

would fly into fragments. Kay, the work- 

men themselves are subject to tremors; 

they are, in feet, electrified, without exactly 

knowing it. By cautious treatment, the 

substance can be bent into various forms 

while warm. ■

The commodity known in the trade as 

artificial musk is nothing more than amber 

dissolved into a viscid wax with nitric 

acid. The coarser kinds of amber, which 

would not be much valued in the solid 

state, are used in making several sorts of 

varnish, some of which are highly useful 

to coach-painters. Pharmaceutists procure 

from it, by distillation, a volatile oil useful 

as an antispasmodic. ■

We might be tempted, by the title of thi^ ■

paper, to say something abont Wemhold's 

extraordinary story of the Amber Witch; 

but let it pass — amb«r had not so much to 

do with that igMat ba sldlM wiitng: the 

ottenapt of a clever zaaa to deoeiTe dsm 

critiot into a belief thai* a merelj inTented 

story was really a saatter of laek 

, ■

PABTA DOVXTS-ICAGITA QtTIBS. ■

A VASBOW homOi but fetj ttO! it aeemetli ; ■

A eflent home^ no etir or Cnnintt hen. 

Who wiot that pillow of BO eoRow dzvaaietk, ■

No whirling echoes jar hi« aealM emr ; 

The tired hand liea rery calm and auiet, ■

Hie weaiy foot M> rnoM hard patha wffl ^«td, 

The gtaai warU Biay lefolva ia alaali aiMl ml, ■

To ita loud amnmona leapa nor heart nor heid. ■

Tfe^Iata Uoom abvvia the *Maiq«a alaeper, ■

ISm aaonuB^ dewa faU gently on the gnm, 

Amid the daisies kneels the lonely weeper ; ■

He kaoim not when her Ku g efiag footaten p^ 

Ifee aaAuMn winds sigh aaftly o'«r ak alwantr, ■

Xha winter piles the snow-driAa o*er hia nA ; 

He does not care the flying years to nnmber, ■

The narrow home eontenfe ita aileBt gnert. ■

TSo baffled hope can haunt, no doubt perplexes, 

ISo patted lOTB nie deep repoae can ehafe, ■

Ko pettpr^ara caa irk, no toovUa vm»& 

From miaoonatruction hia hnabed haart ii Mfe, ■

iVeed from the weariness of worldly frettia;, 

S^om pain and failure, hoetieaa tofl and Arife, 

pom the dull wraiicliadiiaas of Tain nigpnHiiig 

He lisB, whoaa aonne haa pasaad away from ]i£?« ■

THE MAN m ABMOUB. ■

Tha¥ the Age of Chivalry is gone for 

evfft Ihe world ieamt, a good wxay jesrs 

ago, upon the tnthority of Mr. iamond 

Burke. The kai^tij pageaatiy, biwever, 

whk^ WHS Ihe deoorwtiTS product or ont^ 

ward show of ohmdryi survited its da- 

piirlux« for a ooKidmbia period :jiutai 

iry IS seen in fiounsh, atthcnigh tlieoakit 

dings ix> may be dead, or ae a dress of rkA 

brocade will Kor awhile stGuid erecl after 

its weairer has oeaaed to animata it, m^ 

has wi<^ toiwvi Mm its folds. Its priw 

wor^ and e^ufioaaoe lost, obiTdby j^ 

existed opoik its meivto as a spectMle. I^ 

was esteemed as a Taiid ercmse for sp^ 

dow of oOBtnme, for the eadiibition d goW ; 

and miter embroiderieB, for chain roani 

and burnished steel, Ibr silken haims az» 

heraldic insignia, for pompous music «» 

superb processions. But this is a pwfi»* 

age, a utilitanaa and a busy. Sbowi^^ ■

A acROW bema, aodfStf bcToad it lialb ■

The land whwanf no mortal lipa ean telL 

We strun our sad eyes as the spirit flieth. ■

Oat fairer lorea on faearen's hrigfat hi!lstoda«]L 

Ood shnta the dow^ no aagel Up mcfeais ; ■

ThMT whomChrist raised no wordof gnidaaee nid. 

Only the Cross speaks where our dust xeposM, ■

"Trust Bim who eaUs unto hia rest cw dead." ■

r ■
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pageants are now for tbe mostparfc relegated 

to the playhouse. They are felt to be shams, 

and in soch wise assagned to that licensed 

mart and empoiinni. of the nnreal. In these 

times royal state i^pears shorn of its beams, 

pronedy dimmed, a shadow of its former self. 

The divinity that hedges a sovereign is bo 

longer symbolised by groups of attendants 

gorgeonslyclad in medjSBYal raiment. Pomp, 

even of a modest kind, is held to be in-^ 

convenient, obstrnotive, and somehow In- 

dicroos. Even oar King of Cockaigne — 

the Lord Mayor*— gp^eat oonservator and re- 

presentative of old cQstoms and traditions 

though he 'be, now p^ormshis annaal pil- 

grimage to Westminster with redaced re- 

tinae and diminished solemnity. Once he 

ventured so far as to discard his state 

coach, shrewdly sospioioos, perhaps, that 

ridicule rather than respect attached to 

that magnificent but combrous vehicle. On 

this head, however, he was judged to be, for 

a L(»rd Mayor, too mnoli in advance of the 

current of p«blic opinion. His reform was 

accounted suicidaL It was perceived that 

if the state coaoh were to be driven to limbo, 

there was real danger lest tiie civic poten- 

tate himself should be constrained to be 

its inside paesenger on that lethal journey. 

The fates of the man and the conveyance 

were bound up together, and conterminate. 

If the laws of strict reason and common 

sense were to be invoked, then the mayor 

could as eaeiiy be dispensed with as his 

state coaoh. So the gilded carriage still 

travels westward every year, jolting and 

ix>liing uneasily on its way like a dumsy 

or even a tipsy monarch, whose progress 

is much incommoded by the excess of his 

trappings, or the surplusage of his train. 

But for majay Novembers £e Lord Mayor 

has elimiiuUed from his procession that 

spectacular joy of past years, that last 

remnant of the departed age of chivalry, 

the Man in Armour. Never more, it would 

seem, is that warrior in complete steel or 

polished brass to illumine the fog of Cheap- 

side, or amaaa the approaches to West- 

minster. He was a strange apparition 

even in that* pageant of curious figures, 

that gathering of mystic beadles, marshals, 

nratermeD, longshoremen, and other am- 

Dignous functionaries which deck a Lord 

^layor's triumph; he was out of place, 

iomehow, jostled by the modern hussar on 

he one hwad, and the still more modem 

>olice conotable on the other ; and he was 

he subject of some derision, which yet 

coasted an afibctiouatc and admiring lea- 

en on the part of the populace. Wheii ■

his place knew him no more he was cer- 

tainly missed. It was felt by many that a 

better institution could better have been 

spared. His abotition was the severest 

blow yet dealt to civic authority. , He was, 

in his way, a grand creature. ■

The Cify had but ft>Uowed, -i^ler a con- 

siderable ijiterval, the example of the 

Grown. The royal man in armour was 

seen in public for the last time on the 19th 

of July, 1821, at the ooronatioa of King 

G^rge the Fourth. In the ceremonies 

attending h,Ufr enthronements the cham- 

pion was permitted no part The public 

banquet of the sovereign in Westminster 

Hall was dispensed with, and the presence 

of the champion, mounted on a white 

horse, and cl<>thed in complete armour, to 

deliver his challenge shortly before the 

serving of the seoond course^ was held to 

be unneoessaxy. The holder of the office 

was rewarded by Lord Melbourne, in 1841, 

with a baronetcy : in consideration, it was 

understood, of hia having waived his lawful 

claim to fig^ore as a knight in armour at 

the coronation of Queen Victoria. The 

championship, it may be noted, is an here- 

ditary post of great antiquity, annexed to 

the feudal manor of Sorivelsby, near 

Homcastle, in Lincolnshire, and has de- 

scended in the house of Dynu^e for many 

generations. The estate was anciently 

vested in the Mansion &mily, said to have 

been hereditary champions to the Dukes of 

Normandy long prior to the Norman con- 

quest. Upon the death of Philip de Mar- 

mion, without male issue, in the reign of 

Edward the First, the manor of Scrivelsby 

became the property of his younger 

daughter. By marriage with her heiress 

Margaret^ Sir John Dymoke acquired the 

estate and the hereditary office^ and duly 

performed the duties of champion at the 

coronation of Richard the Second. Since 

then, and to the date of his last i^pear- 

ance in public, the royid man in armour 

has always been a Dymoke. George the 

Fourth's champion was allowed to act by 

deputy, however. The Beverend John 

Dymoke, owner and rector of Scrivelsby, 

and prebendary of Lincoln Cathedral, 

pleaded his clerical character when called 

upon to deliver the customary challenge. 

Upon his petition to the Court of Claims, a 

tribunal constituted on the eve of every 

coronation to dispose of such matters, his 

son was permitted to act on his behalf. ■

Haydon chronicles in his diary the last 

ride of the royal champion in Westminster 

Hall. Court dress was indispensable on ■
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the aagnst occasion, apd the painter, with 

a view to his becoming appearance, had to 

levy contribntions upon his friends, a pro- 

ceeding &,r from nnnsnal with him. ** Sir 

G^eorge Beanmont," he writes, " lent me 

rnffles and a frill ; another friend a bine 

velvet coat ; a third a sword — the rest I 

had." He was at the door of Westminster 

Hall at half-past one in the morning, ob- 

tained admission abont four, and promptlv 

secured a front place in the chamberlain^ 

box. "Many of the door-keepers were 

tipsy ; quarrels took plaCe. The sun began 

to light up the old Gothic windows, the 

peers to stroll in, and other company of 

all descriptions to crowd to their places." 

He descrioes admirably the whole gorgeous 

ceremonial, the imposing procession, the 

blare of the trumpets, the distant shouts of 

the crowd without, and the entrance of the 

king. "Something rustics, and a being, 

buried in satin, feathers, and diamonds, 

rolls gracefrilly into his seat. The room 

rises with a sort of feathered, silken 

thunder." The king withdraws to the 

Abbey, and after two or three hours re- 

turns to the hall, " crowned, and under a 

golden canopy. The banquet over, came 

the most imposing scene of all — the cham- 

pionship. . . . Wellington, in his coronet, 

walked down the haU, cheered by the 

officers of the Ghiards. He returned 

shortly, mounted, with Lords Howard and 

Anglesea. They rode gracefully to the 

foot of the throne, and then backed out. 

Lord Anglesea's horse was restive. Wel- 

lington became impatient, and, I am con- 

vinced, thought it a trick of Lord Angle- 

sea's to attract attention. He never 

paused, but backed on, and the rest were 

obliged to follow him. This was a tonch 

of character. The hall-doors opened again, 

and outside, in twilight, a man in dark 

shadowed armour appeared against the 

shining sky. He then moved, passed into 

darkness under the arch, and suddenly 

Wellington, Howard, and the champion 

stood in full view, with the doors closed be- 

hind them. This was certainly the finest 

sight of the day. The herald read the 

challenge ; the glove was thrown down. 

They all then proceeded to the throne. My 

imagination got so intoxicated that I came 

out with a great contempt for the plebs, 

and as I walked by with my sword I in- 

dulged myself in an odi profanum !" He 

had forgotten by this time that his sword 

and other finery had been merely borrowed. 

He concludes characteristically, "How soon 

should I be ruined in luxurious society !" ■

*The coronation of Greorge the Fouriili 

was a copy, with perhaps increased 

magnificence, of the forms and ceremonies 

observed upon the enthronement ofliis 

father, George the Third, in 1761. This 

followed hard upon the royal wedding, and 

tBe two events appear to nave had a verj 

intoxicating effect upon all concerned. 

Walpole wrote to his friend Gheorge Mon- 

tagu : " All the wines of Bordeaux, and 

all the fumes of Irish brains, cannot make 

a town so drunk as a royal wedding and 

coronation. I am going to let London cool, 

and will not venture into it again this fort- 

night. Oh, the buzz, the prattle, the crowds, 

the noise, the hurry ! . . . For the coronar 

tion, if a puppet-show could be worth a 

million, that is. The multitudes, balconies, 

guards, and processions, made Palace-yard 

the liveliest spectacle in the world; the 

hidl was the most glorious. The blaae of 

lights, the richness and variety of habits, 

the ceremonial, the benches of the peers and 

peeresses, frequent and fuU, was as awfol 

as a pageant can be ; and yet for the king's 

sake, and mine own, I never wish to see 

another. . . . The champion acted his part 

admirably, and dashed down his gauntlet J 

with proud defiance. His associates. Lord ' 

Effingham, Lord Talbot, and the Duke of j 

Bedford, were woeful; Lord Talbot (the ' 

Lord High Steward) piqued himself on 

backing his horse down the hall, and not 

turning its tail towards the king; bnthe 

had taken such pains to drill it to that 

duty that it entered backwards; and at 

his retreat the spectators dapped. A 

terrible indecorum, but suitable to sncb 

Bartholomew Fair doings." ■

This backing of their horses, in a literal, 

not a sporting sense, by the champion and 

his companions, seems to have been a 

matter anxiously considered at the tune. 

What may be called a dressed rehearsal d 

this part of the ceremony took place in 

Westminster Hall some few days previoas 

to the coronation, to insure complete pe^ 

formance on the part of both men and 

horses. In the Public Advertiser of Sep- 

tember 19th, 1761, appeared this cnrioos 

paragraph : " Last night Westminster Hall 

was illuminated, and John Dymoke, Esq, 

put on his armour and tried a grej horse, 

which his late majesty rode at the battle of 

Dettingen, before His B^yal Highness the . 

Dnke of York, Prince Henry Prederid; ^ 

the Duke of Devonshire, Earl Talbot, and 

many other persons of distinction. Th«^ 

were also another grey and fonr otoej' • 

horses, which were walked and rode seTera* ■

•^ ■
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times up and down the hall. Earl Talbot 

rode one of them, a very fine brown bay 

horse, which his lordship proposes to ride 

on the side of the champion on the corona- 

tion day." This mnst nave been the steed 

of which Walpole makes mention, which 

learnt its duties too well, or like an actor 

over-anzions to arrive at the most im- 

portant scenes of his performance, missed 

its cues and '* entered backwards.'* It is 

to be observed that if the champion really 

/ bestrode the charger which bore King 

^ George the Second at Dettingen, his 

'^ mount" had certainly arrived at years 

of discretion; for Dettingen was fought 

in 1743. The horse was then probably a 

youthAil creature, for it ran away with its 

august rider, and with difficulty was stayed 

from carrying him into the enemy's lines. 

It is well known that the king was forced 

to descend from the impetuous animal, and 

that crying bravely, '* Now I know I shall 

not run away," he drew his sword, placed 

himself at the head of his foot-guards, and 

in imperfect English, but with abundant 

spirit, urged them to follow his lead and 

attack the foe. Eighteen years had pro- 

bably tamed the fire of this charger of King 

George's. ; at any rate there is no record 

that at his grandson's coronation there was 

any misconduct on the part of the horse 

ridden by the royal man in armour. ■

Was it, as a measure of economy, that so 

old a steed was allotted to Mr. Dymoke 

upon this solemn occasion? Possibly. 

The Dettingen charger could have been 

but of small value in 1761. The champion 

had his fees or perquisites due upon the 

performance of his functions. By prescrip- 

tive right be was entitled to " one of the 

king*B great coursers, with the saddle, har- 

ness, and trappings of cloth of gold ; one 

of the king^'s best suits of armour with cases 

of cloth of gold ; and all other things be- 

longing to the king's body when he goes 

into mortal battle; and the gold cup in which 

the king drinks to him, with its cover." The 

arms provided for the royal champion at 

the coronation of King James the Second 

in 1685, are very particularly enumerated. 

" A complete suit of white armour, a pair 

of ganntlets, a sword and hanger, a case of 

rich pistols, an oval shield with the cham- 

pion's arms painted on it, and a gilded 

lance fring^cd about the handles. Also a 

£eld saddle of crimson velvet with breast- 

plate and other caparisons for the horse, 

richly laden with gold and silver, a plume 

:>f red, white, and blue feathers, consisting 

^f cighte&o, falls and a heron's top, another ■

plume for the horse's head, and trumpet 

banners with the champion's own arms de- 

picted on them." All this magnificence 

was the lawful fee of the champion, upon 

the understanding, however, that certain 

compensation money would be allowed upon 

re-delivery of the property to the Master of 

the Boyal Armoury for the time being. ■

The champion's cup receives particular 

mention from Mr. Pdpys in bis account of 

the coronation of Charles the Second, and 

the banquet in Westminster Hall. " I 

went out a Httle while before the king had 

done all his ceremonies, and went round the 

Abbey to Westminster Hall, all the way 

within rayles and ten thousand people, with 

the ground covered with blue cloth ; and { 

scaffolds all the way. Into the hall I got, 

where it was very fine with hangings and 

scaffolds one upon another, full of brave 

ladies ; and my wife in one little one on 

the right hand. . . . And the king came 

in with his crown on, and his sceptre in 

his hand, under a canopy borne up by six 

silver staves, carried by Barons of the 

Cinque Ports, and httle bells at every end. 

And after a long time he got up to the 

further end, and all set themselves down at 

their several tables ; and that was also a 

brave sight; and the king's first course 

carried up by |he Knights of the Bath. 

And many fine ceremonies there was of 

the heralds leading up people before him 

and bowing ; and my Lord of Albemarle's 

going to the kitchen and eating a bit of tho 

first dish that was to go to the king's table. 

But above all was these three lords, North- 

umberland, and Sufiblke, and the Duke of 

Ormond, coming before the courses on 

horseback, and staying so all dinner time, 

and at last bringing up the king's champion, 

all in armour, on horseback, with his spear 

and target carried before him. And a 

herald proclaims, ' That if any dare deny 

Charles Stuart to be lawful King of Eng- 

land, here was a champion that would fight 

with him;' and- with these words the 

champion flings down his gauntlet, and all 

this he do three times in his going up to- 

wards the king's table. To which when he 

is come, the king drinks to him, and then 

sends him the cup, which is of gold, and he 

drinks it off, and then rides back again 

with the cup in his hand. I went from 

table to table to see the bishops and all 

other at their dinners, and was infinitely 

pleased with it," &o. It seems that the 

champion's cup was not of gold, however, 

the Court of Claims having decided, " the 

word in the record being d'orie," that the ■
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cup could not be otherwise than gilt. At 

the coronation of William and Mary, the 

champion claimed as his fee two caps, '* be- 

cause his service was now double, for he was 

to maintain by battle the titles of the king 

and queen." The court, howevw, by its 

judgment bade him be content with cme 

cup. A curious daim for *' twenty yards 

of crimson satin*' was disallowed by the 

Court of Claims appointed at the coronation 

of James the Second. The claim, it seems, 

had not been made by the champioa's 

ancestor at the Itot ooronatioB, and he now 

" showed nothing to m&ke good his pre- 

tensions thereto." What could the man in 

armour want with these yards of satin P ■

The champion long continued to be an 

esteemed figure in the coronation pageant, 

not merely because of his individual splen- 

dour, but by reason of a popular belief 

that claimants to the crown, in person or 

by their adherents, would surely avail 

themselves of the opportunity offered to 

assert what they held to be their rights, 

lest judgment should go against them, as it 

were, by de&ult. Possibly many spectators 

were in hopes that a mortal combat would 

really ensue upon the delivery of the 

champion's challenge. At least it was ex- 

pected that his gauntlet would be lifted up, 

or another glove flung doim be^de it. But 

coronations have always furnished food to 

the credulous and imaginative ; signs and 

portents have invariably been looked for 

on such occasions. A heavy storm on the 

evening of Charles the Second's corona- 

tion brought distress of mind to many. 

*' Strange it is to think," writes Pepys, 

" that these two days have held up fair tiU 

now that all is done, and the king gone 

out of the hall, and then it fell a raining 

and thundering and lightening as I have 

not seen it do for some years ; which people 

did take great notice of; God's blessing of 

the work of these two days, which is a 

foolery to take too much notice of such 

things." Aubrey observes : " King Charles 

was crowned at the very conjunction of the 

sun and Mercury; Mercury being then in 

corde soHs. As the king was at dinner 

in Westminster Hall, it thundered and 

lightened extremely. The cannons and the 

thunder played together." And Baxter, in 

his Life, makes mention of the storm on 

Charles the Second's coronation day with 

reference to a portent of earher date: 

" There was very terrible thunders when 

none expected it, which made me remember 

his father's coronation, on which, being a 

boy at school, and having leave to play f<u: ■

the solemnity, an earthquake, about two 

o'clock in the afWnoon, did afiriglit tbc 

boys and all the meighJbourhood. 1 intend 

no coramenUry on these, bot only to relate 

the matter of &ct" ■

Supply is ruled by demand, and crednlitj 

generates fables. There is no lade d 

stories setting forth the acceptance of ^ , 

champion's challenge. Miss Striddand, is 

her Lifo of Queen Mary the Seoond, refers ', 

to a '' gossip's tale*' oi this natter as ;j 

associated with enrery ooroaation of the las i 

century, which took plaiie while anbeirof ; 

James the Second existed. A woman is j 

usually described aa poshing her ^t 

through the crowd, talang up the diam- 1 

pion's gausilet, and leaving har own glove , 

m its place. Sometimes the wtunsn is said I 

to be old and infirm, aappoorted by cnitdies; ;' 

then she is dedared to be yonng ud 

beautiful ; while one verskm of ihe storr , 

has it that the Pretender hinueH, dispra^d \ 

in fmnale attire^ acoompUshed the duii^ \ 

feat. It may be remembered that in hi^ I 

novel of Bedgavntlet, Sir Walter Scott , 

has availed himself of this curioBS legemi 

applying it to the coronation of Qwt^ J 

the Third, and apparently unaware iki 

it had been referred to previous oorooar 

tions. Obedient to the coxmaand of iier 

unde, Bedgauntiet, Lilias, the heroioe d , 

the novel, upon the third aomading of tk 

champion's diallenge, ruahee tiiroogh tlit , 

crowd, a lane being opened for her is , 

though' by word of oommand, picks i^^ ;! 

" the psfader's gage," and leaves anoiber 

in h'eu of it. "I have d^b&a heard," sap . 

Darsie Latbner, to whom ^e relates is 

ftdventure, " that a female, supposed to \» 

a man in disguise — and yet, I^iias, yon dc 

not look very masculine— had bfled up tbt 

ohampion's gauntlet at the present bng» 

coronation, and^left in its place a gage d 

battle with a paper, offering to accept tl)t 

combat, provided a fair field ahonkl be , 

allowed for it. I have hitherto considered ^ 

it as an idle taJe. I have littie thougi^ , 

how nearly I' was inta-ested in the ac^ 

of a scene so daring." In a note & ,| 

Walter apologises for what might be c^ j 

sidered a violent infraction of probftbibtT 

in this exploit of his heroine's, and mi^ 

tradition " which many people mj ^ 

collect having heard" as his excuse. B- 

is disposed to regard the story, however. 3-* 

one ci the numerous fictions whii^ ^^ | 

circulated from time to time to keep Qp^' i 

qnirits of a sinking Action. ■

The presence of the Young Pretender a > 

-disguise at the corcmation of George ^ | ■

^ ■
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Third may perhaps also be accounted a fable 

of similar natnre and object. Bnt the legend 

long enjoyed credence, and was even snp- 

ported by some show of evidence. David 

Hnme, writing to Sir John Pringlenpon the 

snbjeot, says, "Ton see thae story is so 

nearly traced from the fountain-head as to 

wear a good deal of probability." Further 

he inqnires, " What if the Pretender had 

taken np Dymoke's gauntlet?" And 

Horace Walpole, in a letter to Miss Berry 

in 1791, writes: '^^adame d* Albany. . . . 

chose to go to see the king in the House of 

Lords, witk the crown on bis bead, pro- 

roguing the parliament. What an odd 

encounter. Was it philosophy or insensi- 

bility P I believe it is certain that her 

husband was in Westminster Hall at tito 

coronation." ■

To the Lord Mayor's man in armomr no 

historical value or interest attaches. He 

was not required to deliver a challenge on 

behalf of bis civic superior, or to fulfil 

other knightly duties than were comprised 

in vrearing his mail suit with sneb ease and 

grace as migbt be, in keeping bis seat on 

horseback, and in lending to the annual pro- 

cession the lustre of bis presence. Com- 

pared vnth the royal champion be was 

but as a street performer by the side of a 

leading actor at a patent theatre. His ex- 

hibition WBS presented in the open air, and 

had to be acoom|^bed let the November 

weather be what it would. His office was 

not hereditarj ; be had probal^y no pedigree 

to boast of, and no golden cup or other 

splendid perquisites rewarded his labours. 

Some few shillings, perhaps, were deemed 

sufficient reoompense for his share in the 

show. And then the royal champion 

was prized by reason of the rarity of 

his appearance ; he waa to be seen only at 

coronations, spectacles that a man could 

reasonably expect to witness bnt once or 

twice in his lifetime. Whereas the City 

man in armour bloomed not at long inter- 

vals, like an aloe, but annually with the 

chrysanthemum, and in such wise came to 

be popularly classed among other street 

shows, snch as the May-day sweeps, the cha- 

rity children upon Ascension Day, and the 

effigies of Qny Fawkes. And, resplendent 

and gorg^ons as be was, a certain histrionic 

suspicion clove to bis aspect. He seemed 

to have recently escaped from the footlights. 

The glow of rouge was oftentimes discern- 

ible upon Ufi cheeks, and bis moustaches 

were frequently mere streakings of burnt 

oork. He might feirly have been taken for 

& theatrical eupemumerarytampoimly en- ■

listed in the service of the Lord Mayor. Even 

his suit of burnished mail, though generally 

understood to be kindly lent for the occasion 

by the custodian of the Tower armoury, 

seems now and then to have been borrowed 

from the playhouse. Possibly for the reason 

that the imitation accoutrements were more 

showy and superb than the real. ■

This was at any rate the case in 1611, 

when Sir Claudius Hunter was Lord Mayor, 

and Mr. EUiston was manager of the Surrey 

Theatre. A mdodramatio play was in 

preparation, and for this the manager had 

provided, at considerable outlay, two mag- 

nificent suits of brass and steel armour of 

the fourteenth century, expressly manu- 

factured by Mr. Marriott, of Fleet-street. 

No expense had been spared in rendering 

this harness as complete and splendid as 

could be. Forthwith Sir Cla;!iditffi applied 

to Elliston for Hke loan of the new armour 

to enhance the glories of the civic pageant. 

The request was acceded to with a proviso 

that the suit of steel could only be lent in 

the event of the ensuing 9th of November 

proving free from damp and fog. No such 

condition, however, was annexed to the 

loan of the brass armour; and it was 

understood that Mr. John Kemble had 

kindly undertaken to furnish the helmets 

of the knights with costly phimes, and per- 

sonally to superintend the arrangement 

of these decoiations. Altogether it would 

seem that the mayor stood much indebted 

to the managers, who, willing to oblige, 

yet felt that their courtesy was deserving 

of some sort of public recognition. At least 

this was EUiston's view of the matter, who 

read with chagrin sundry newspaper para- 

g^phs, announcing that at the approach- 

ing inauguration c^ Sir Claudius, some of 

the royal armour from the Tower would be 

exhibited, but ignoring altogether the loan 

of the matchless suits of steel and brass 

from the Surrey Theatre. The manager 

was mortified ; he could be generous, but 

he knew the worth of an advertisement. 

He expostulated with the future mayor. 

Sir Claudius replied that he did not desire 

to conceal the transaction, but rather than 

it should go forth to the world that so high 

a fanctionary as an alderman of London 

had made arequest to a theatrical manager, 

be thought it advisable to inform the pub- 

He that Mr. Elliston bad offered the use 

of his property for the procession of the 

ninth. This was hardly a fair way of stating 

the case, but at length the following para- 

gnph, drawn up by Elliston, was agreed 

upon for pubHcation in the newspapers: ■
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" We understand that Mr. Elliston has lent 

to the Lord Major elect the two magnifi- 

cent snits of armour, one of steel and the 

other of brass, mannfactnred by Marriott 

of Fleet- street, and which cost not less than 

six hundred pounds. These very curious 

specimens of the revival of an art supposed 

to have been lost will be displaced in the 

Lord Major's procession, and aflerwards 

in Guildhall, with some of the rojal armour 

in the Tower. ' ' It would seem also that the 

wearers of the armour were members of tbe 

Surrej oompanj. ■

On the ninth, Elliston was absent from 

London, but he received from one left in 

charge of his interests a particular account 

of the proceedings of the daj. ■

" The unhandsome conduct of the Lord 

Major has occasioned me much trouble, and 

will give jou equal displeasure. In the 

first place jour paragraph never would 

have appear^ at all had I not interfered in 

the matter ; secondlj, cropped-tailed hacks 

had been procured without housings, so that 

I was compelled to obtain two trumpeters' 

horses, from the Horse Guards, long-tailed 

animals, and richl j caparisoned ; thirdlj, 

the helmets which had been delivered at 

Mr. Kemble's house, were not returned 

until twelve o'clock on the daj of action, 

with three miserable feathers in each, 

which appeared to have been plucked from 

the draggle tail of a hunted cock ; this I 

also remedied bj sending off at the last 

moment to the first plumasier, for the hire 

of proper feathers, and the helmets were 

ultimatelj decorated with fourteen superb 

plumes ; fourthlj, the Lord Major's officer, 

who rode in Henrj the Fifth armour, 

jealous of our statelj aspect, attempted to 

seize one of our horses, on which jour rider 

made as gallant a retort as ever knight in 

armour could have done, and the assailer 

was completelj foiled." ■

The narrator makes further revelation of 

the behind- the-«cenes secrets of a civic 

pageant ^ixtj jears ago. On the arrival 

of the procession it was found that no 

acconmiodation had been arranged for " Mr. 

EUistou's men," nor were an j refr^eshments 

proffered them. "For seven hours thej 

were kept within Guildhall, where thej 

seem to have been considered as much re- 

moved from the necessities of the fiesh as 

Gog and Magog above their heads." At 

length the compassion, or perhaps the 

sense of humour of certain of the diners, 

was moved bj the forlorn situation of the 

knights in armour, and bumpers of wine 

were tendered them. The man in steel ■

discreetlj declined this hospitable offer, 

alleging that after so long a fast he feared 

the wine would affect him injuriously. It 

was whispered that his harness prisoned 

him so completelj that eating and drbking < 

were alike impracticable to him. His ccfs- 

rade in brass made light of these ohjectioni 

gladlj took the proffered cup into his 

gauntleted hands, and '* drank the red 

wine through the helmet barred," as though 

he had been one of the famous knighti^ of 

Branksome Tower. It was soon apparent 

that the man in brass was intoxicated He 

became obstreperous; he began to red 

and stumble, accoutred as he was, to the 

hazard of his own bones and to the great 

dismaj of bjstanders. It was felt thit 

his fall might entail disaster upon manj. 

Attempts were made to remove him, when 

he assumed a pugilistic attitude, and reso- 

lutelj declined to quit the hall. The vm 

in steel sided with the man in brass. Ther 

were onlj overcome at last bj the onset of 

numbers. The scene altogether was of a 

most scandalous, if comical, description. It 

was past midnight when Mr. Marriott, tbe 

armourer, arrived at Guildhall, and sdc- 

ceeded in releasing the two half>dead 

warriors from their coats of mail. ■

Aflber all, these famous suits of annoa; 

never returned to the wardrobe of theSarreT 

Theatre, or gleamed upon its stage; from 

Guildhall thej were taken to Mr. Marriott's 

workshop. This, with all its contents, vts 

accidentallj consumed bj fire. Bnt ^ 

armourer's trade had taught him chiraL7 

At his own expense, although he bad lo^ 

some three thousands pounds bj the £res 

he provided Elliston with new snits & 

armour in lieu of those that had be& 

destrojed. To his outlaj the Lord Haj<? 

and the citj authorities contributed- 

nothing; although but for the procession 

of the 9th of November the armonr W 

never been in peril. ■

" THE YELLOW FLAG. ■

Bt EDMUND YATES, ■

AUTROB OF *' BLACK BHBBP/* " HOBODT'8 rOBTCXl." ^ *■ ■

» ■

BOOK IIL 

CHAPTER VI. THOU ABT THE MAIf. ■

Humphrey Statham looked up from ^^ 

writing in astonishment at the sight oi^ 

friend. ■

" Whj Martin," he cried rising and'^; , 

tending his hand, " this is an uneipec:^ 

pleasure. I thought I might hare a "^j 

from JOU some time during the daj, ^^ ■

««= ■
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sever anticipated that the letter which I 

sent yon would have the effect of drawing 

jou from yonr peaceful retreat, more espe- 

cially, as in your last you spoke so strongly 

in praise of your tranquil existence, as con- 

trasted with theexcitement and worry here." 

Martin Ghirwood recollected that letter. 

It was written but a few days previously, 

when his hopes of winning Alice were at 

their highest, before this element of discord, 

this stranger of whose presence Statham 

had warned him, had come into the field. 

In his friend's remark, however, Martin 

found something which instinctively set 

him on his guard. It would not do, he 

thought, to let it be seen how acute was 

his interest in the subject on which Statham 

had written to him ; mere friendship, mere 

regard for Alice's welfare would have con- 

tented itself with some far less active de- 

monstration, and, though there was no 

reason that he knew of for concealing the 

state of his feelings from his friend, as he 

had hitherto kept them to himself, he 

thought it was better not to parade them 

until some more fitting opportunity. ■

So with something like a blush, for the 

smallest prevarication was strange to him, 

Martin said: ''You must not look upon 

yonr spells as so potent^ my dear friend; 

the same post whicn brought me your letter 

brought me one from my mother, request- 

ing- an immediate decision on a matter 

which has been for some time in abeyance, 

and as this rendered it necessary for me 

to come to town, I took advanta^ of the 

opportuniiy to drop in upon you. 

I ''I am too well pleased to see you to 

' ask what has brought you here," said 

Snmphrey, with a smild*, " and am grateful 

to Mrs. Calverley for her maternal des- 

potism. And now tell me, what did you 

think of the news I sent you ?" ■

In spite of the strone effort to the 

contrary, the flush rose in Martin's cheeks, 

contrasting ill with the assumed calmness 

of manner with which he said, " I hear it 

iwith great regret." ■

** By Jove, Martin, regret is a mild term ■

to express the feeling with which I am ■

ixiBpired in this matter," said Humphrey ■

St&tham, vigorously. " You have seen ■

iiot>liing of what has been going on, nor do ■

X think it likely that with your ignorance ■

o£ the world and its ways you would have ■

2^eexi able to understand it if you had ; but ■

X fhink it desirable that you, whom we ■

lieu^e all tacitly placed in the position of ■

A.I ice's — of M rs. Claxton's — gnardian, ■

slioiild take some immediate action." ■

Martin coloured afresh. " This — this 

gentleman," he said. ■

" Do not misuse a good word," said 

Statham, interrupting him. '' Henrich 

Wetter, the person of whom we are speak- 

ing, is by no means a gentleman in any 

sense of the term. He is a sharp, shrewd, 

clever knave, always keeping within the 

limits of the law, but witnin those limits 

thoroughly unscrupulous. He is good- 

looking, too, and wonderfully plausible ; a 

more undesirable visitor for our friend in 

PoUington-terrace/ could scarcely be ima- 

gined !" ■

" And yet he is a cousin of Madame Du 

Tertre's, and came there through her in- 

troduction, I thought you said," remarked 

Martin. ■

*' Yes," said Huniphrey, with some hesi- 

tation ; " that is a part of the business which 

I don't quite clearly understand, and on 

which I have my doubts. There is one 

thing, however, certain ; that is, that he is 

there very frequently, and that it is ad- 

visable he should have a hint to discontinue 

his visits." ■

" And by whom is that hint to be given 

to him?" ■

"Of course by Mrs. Glaxton. But if 

her ignorance of the ways of the world 

prevents her from seeing the necessity of 

taking such a step, that necessity should 

be made clear by some one who has the 

right of advising her. In point of fact — by 

you!" , ■

" It is my ignorance of the ways of the 

world upon which you were speaking just 

now," said Martin, with a half-smile. ■

" And no one could have a finer theme 

on which to discourse; but in certain 

matters you are good enough to be guided 

by me." ■

" And you say that—" ■

"I say," interrupted Humphrey Sta- 

tham with vehemence, " that Mr. Henrich 

Wetter is the last man who should be on 

intimate visiting terms at Mrs. Claxton's 

house. He is known not merely to have, 

but to boast of a certain unenviable repu- 

tation, which, notwithstanding his un- 

doubted leading position in the .business 

world, causes him to be shunned socially 

by those who value the fair fame of their 

womankind." ■

" This is bad hearing, indeed," said 

Martin Gurwood, nervously. ■

*'Bad hearing," interrupted Statham, 

emphasising his remark with outstretched 

hand, " for any one to whom Alice is — I 

moan to say for any one who has Mrs. Clax- ■
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ton's interest at heart, it is, indeed, bad 

hearing." ■

Somethiag in the tone of Humphrey 

Stathaan'fl voice, scnnethisg in the nn* 

nsoally earaest ezpressioB of kis &oe, 

caused Martin to keep his ejes fixed npon 

his friend with pecnhar intensity. What 

was the reason of the thrill which passed 

through him as Humphrey had stumbled 

at the mention of Alice's name? What 

reyelation to sting and oyerwhekn him 

was about to be made by the man whose 

placid and unruffled natuce he had often 

envied, whose heart he had always regarded 

as a part of his anatomy which did its work 

weU, beating, indeed, warmly for his fxiends, 

but otherwise giving him little or no trouble. ■

Humphrey Statham did not keep him 

verykuD^insuepeiiae. ''Look hare, Martin," 

said he^ ''if you were to tell the peop^ 

at Lloyd's, that I, Humphrey Siotham, 

of Change-alley, Wisa in some reepeote a 

fatalist, they waald siu^y laugh at you, 

and tell you that fatalism and maone in* 

surance did not go veiy .well together. And 

yet it is to a certain extent the ftiot. Tour 

arrival here this morning was no chance 

work, the spirit which prompted you to 

answer my appeal in person instead of by 

letter waa— There, don't laugh at me — I 

felt it when I saw you enter the room, and 

determined on my course of aotion, deter- 

mined on making a olean breaat (^ it, and 

telling my old fiimijd what I have for some 

time now been wearing in my heart of 

heaiis." ■

He pansed aa though expeoting his com- 

panion to make fiome remark. But Martin 

Garwood sat silent, merely inclining his 

he^ with hia hands nervously clutching 

at the table before hun. ■

" I hardly know how to teU you, after 

all," said Humphr^^ with something like 

a blush on auoh portions of his oheeks as 

his beeflxl left unoorered, " and you do not 

give a feUow the slightest helpi You will 

think it strange in me, queer, odd sort of fish 

that I am, having lived for so many jeum 

— for all my life as &r as you know — ^a Bohr 

taiy, seif-oontained, oyster-like* ezistenoe, 

to acknowledge that I am as vulnerable as 

other men. But it is so ; and on the prin- 

ciple of there beix^ no fool like an old fool, 

I imagine that my hurt is deeper and more 

deadly than in ninety-nine other cases. No 

need to beat about the bush any longer, 

Martin ; I tell vou, as my old firiend, that I 

am in love witn Alice Glaxton !" ■

Martin Ourwood started. !From the time 

that Humphrey commenced to hesitate, a ■

stnuBge expression bad crept over tlie &oe 

of hia friend listening to him, boifaeitt 

so enwrapped in the exposition of kis ova 

feelings tluU^ he soaredy noticed it ■

" You — Humphrey Statham— in ht 

with AlioeClaxton?" ■

" Yes, I ! I, whom every oae badsup I 

posed to be so abaorbed in bnsiaeBs u n \ 

have no time, no care for what id j Citj j 

friends would doubtless look upon as sen* j 

timentftl nonaense ! I knew better tim | 

tibat myself; I knew that my heart had bj | 

nature been oreaited capable of feding love 

— I knew that £:om experienee, MarUR- 

but I thoi^ht that the power of bnogiiid 

died out, never to «ome«gain. Imsimn^. 

It has come again, thank Heaven! KeTerin 

my life have I bem nndar the iBfloeoee of 

afeeling so deep, so tmecttd tender, as tbt 

which I have for Alice Glaxten." ■

Aa Humphrey eeaaad apfwkiTig» Mr. Cd- 

lias put hia head into the room flnd told bk 

chief that Mr. Brenpoort was in his oarmge 

at the and of thecenrt, and deeked to see 

him. In an instant finaophsey resuMi 

his busineasplike manner. ■

" Excuse mean instant, Maiiin; Kr. B^^ 

voort is half panalyaed and cannot Inn i 

his carriage, so I muet go to hiBL 1 fi^ 

be back in five nunutes. Wait here td 

think over what I have jnat said to joa! . 

Now, Collins i" And he waa^gone. ■

Think over what had jnat been eiidifi f 

him I Martin Gurwood oonU do ^ .| 

urithout a saeond bidding. The vods 

were ringing m his ears, the sense Hfl 

conveyed saraaed dogging and deadeoiof 

his brain. Humphrey StaSiam in lovewitli | 

Alice Claxton — with his Ahne— vitli tbt 

woman whon^ he had ^ome to look npona 

his own, and in whose sweat companioosiu? . 

he had foodfy hoped to paas theremaioda I 

of his life. Her attaeiiQiL mnst be great n 

indeed if she could win tbe afiections d 

sack M man as Statham^ oahn, direvd,tf<^ 

practical, nat Ukefy to be influenced mere^ 

by a pretty faoe or an intCTeating jxasDa- 

The news came upon Martin like athfu^ 

bolt! In aU the long honia mioA ^^ 

had devoted to the oonaideratioa of ^ | 

love £or Aiioei, to self-probing and e>^ j 

nation, the idea of any nvalry had ne^ 

entered into his mind. It was not ^ ^ 

he had imaginad himself aeeuie^ oim ^ , 

Alice's sednded li& or peculiar po^^' 

the idea had never eroased his naind. ^ || 

was there, and he loved her, that was t^ ^ 

knew. Something like a pang of jeeloo^' 

indeed, he experienced on reading Hois' 

phrey's letter, tdling of Mr. Heazidi Was* ■

4 ■
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ter's visits to Pollington-tarrace ; but that, 

thoDgh it had the effect of xndnciDg him 

to start for London, was but a temporary 

trouble. He had gwessed from -what 

Hompbroy wrote, he y/mb anre from what 

Humphrey said, that this Wetter was not 

tbe st^le of man. to captivate a woman of 

Alice's refinement; azid he felt that the 

principal reason for patting a stop to his 

visits wonld be to prevent Miy chanoe of 

Alice's exposure to annoyance or insult. ■

Bat what he had joat heard placed xnattera 

in a very different light. Here was Hum- 

pbrey Statham avowing hia love for Aii4ae; 

Eomphrey, his own £uniliar friend, whom he 

bad consolted in his trouble when the etory 

of the Clazton mystery was first reviealed to 

him by Doctor Haughton. Humphrey, who 

had been ike first to see Aiiee with a view 

of opeaioig nqgotiationa wiih her at ik» 

time when they so jniajuclged her real cha- 

racter and poflition, and who, as Martin 

well recollected, was even them impressed 

with her beauty and hen* xDodesty, and ne* 

turned to %ht her battles with Mm. Yee^ 

Hnmpbrey Statham had been her £rst 

champion, but that was no reason he should 

be her last. That gave him 3ao monopoly 

of right to love and tend her. Was there 

any baseness, any treaoheiy, Martin won- 

dered, in his still cherishing his own feel* 

ingfi towards Alice after having heard his 

friend's confession ? Jjet him think it out 

then and there, for tlmt was the cjooynujag 

moment of his life. ■

He sat there for some aoiaxites, his head 

bowed, his hands clasped together on his 

knees. All that he had gone through sinoe 

he first heard in the drawing-room at Great 

Walpole-street the trae story of John Cal- 

verley's d^tfa, his first feelings of repulsion 

and aversion to the woman whom he be- 

lieved fo hsye bain thelbane of Ids motfier's 

life, his colloquies with Statham, his first 

visit to Hendon, his ^Meting with Pauline, 

and their plo% far keeping Alice in ignorance 

of the fact that the funeral had taken place, 

all this passed through Martin Gurwood's 

mind during his reverie. Passed through 

his mind also a recollection of the gradual 

manner in which he softened to the heart- 

broken, friendless girl, recognising her as 

the victim instead of the betrayer, and find- 

ing in her qualities which were rare amongst 

those of her sex who stood foremost and 

fearless in the approbation of the world. 

W'as tbe day-dream in which he had of late 

permitted himself to indulge to vanish in 

fcliis viray ? Was he to give up the one great 

hope of gladdening his life, the mere anti- ■

cipation of which seemed to have changed 

the current of his being ? No ! That was 

his detennination 1 Humphrey Statham 

was the best, the truest, the dearest fellow 

in the world, but this was almost a matter 

of life and death, in which no question of 

sentimental friendship should have weight. 

He w^tild tell Humphrey frankly and 

squarely what were his own feeliugs for 

Alice -Claxton, and they would go in then, 

in rancourless rivalry, each to do his best 

to win her. And as he arrived at 'this de- 

cision, the door opened and Humpdirey 

Statham returned. ■

*' Well," he Dried, rumxingup in his bois- 

terous way with outstretched hands, " you 

have beenlostin reflection, I sn^pose, chew- 

ing the oud of sweet and bitter fancy ! 

Kot bitter though, I hope; there is no bitter- 

ness to yooL, Martin, in my avowal, nor to 

any one else, I fancy, for the matiter of 

that, unless it be that precious artiole, Mr. 

Wetter !" ■

" I have been thinking over what you 

told me, Humphrey, and I was going 

to " ■

" No, no^ not yet I haven't told you 

half I have to say,"interrapted Statham, 

pushing his friend back into his chair, and 

seating himself. " Of course you're asto- 

nished, living the life you do — ' celiisate as 

a fiy in the heart of an a^ple,' as Jeremy 

Tavlor hae it — at any one's falHng in love, 

and at me more than any (me eke. Xou 

think I am not foroaed for that sort of 

thing, that I am hard, and oold, and prao* 

tical, and that I have been so all my life. 

Tou little dream, Martin, for I have never 

said a word 4^beat it even to yon» that 

some years ago I was so devoted to a woman 

as to be nearly heart-broken when she abaof- 

doned me." ■

*' Abandoned you I" ■

" Yes." He shuddered, and passed has 

hand across his &ce. ** I don't like to 

think about it even noW| and should not 

recur to it if the circumstances had not a 

connexion with Alice Claxton." ■

" With Alice," exclaimed Martin, and 

bending forward eagerly. ■

•* Yes. I must tell you the whole story, 

or you will not understand it, bat I will 

tell it shortly. Some years ago, down in 

the North, I fell in love with a pretty girl 

below my own station in life. I pursued 

the acquaintance, and speedily let her know 

t&e state of my feelinge towards her. Not, 

as you will readily understand, with any 

base motives, for I never, thank Heaven, 

had any desire to play the Don Juan ■
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What*B the matter, Martin? How white 

you look ! Are you faint ?" ■

"A little faint — ^thank you, it's quite 

over now ! You were saying " ■

" I was going to say Siat I meant 

fairly and honourably by this girl. I was 

not able to marry her immediately, how- 

ever. I was poor then, and her friends 

insisted, rightly enough, that I should show 

I was able to maintain her. I worked hard 

to that end," said Humphrey, after a short 

pause, " but when I went down in triumph 

to claim her,' I found she had fled from 

Headingly." ■

" Prom where ?" cried Martin, starting 

forward. ■

'* Headingly, near Leeds; that was where 

she lived. She had fled away from there 

no one knew whither. A week before I 

reached the place she was missed, had va- 

nished, leaving no letter of explanation, 

no trace of the route she had taken. And 

I never saw her more." ■

He paused again, but Martin Ghirwood 

spoke not, bending forward still with his 

eyes fixed upon his friend. ■

" Poor girl, poor darUng girl I" muttered 

Humphrey, as though communing with 

himself. *' What an awful &te for one so 

young and pretty." ■

'* What &te?" cried Martin Ghirwood. 

•« Where is she now ?" ■

" Dead !" said Humphrey Statham, so- 

lemnly. " Found killed by cold and hunger, 

with her baby on her breast! It seems 

that my poor Emily, deserted by the 

scoundrel who had taken her away — ^may 

the eternal " ■

" Stay !" interrupted Martin Gurwood, 

wildly throwing up his arms. " Stay ! For 

mercy's sake do not add your curses to 

the torture which I haVe been suffering 

under for years, and which culminates in 

this moment !" ■

" You !" said Humphrey, starting back. 

"You! Are you mad?" ■

" I would to Heaven I were, I would to 

Heaven I had been, for I should have had 

some excuse ! The g^rl you speak of was 

called Emily Mitchell. 1 was the man wLo 

entrapped her from Headingly ; I was tie 

man who ruined her, body and soul !" ■

Humphrey Statham fell back in Lis 

chair. His lips parted, but no sound came 

from them. ■

"It is right that you should bear all 

now," said Martin, in a dull, low tone, 

" though until this instant I never knew 

who was the man whom I had wronged so 

deeply ; never, of course, suspected it was 

you. She told me that there was a gentle- 

man far above her station in life who in- 

tended to marry her, but she never men- 

tioned his name. I was on a visit to a 

college friend when I first saw Emily, and 

fell in love with her. I had no evil inten- 

tions then, but the thing went on from bad 

to worse, until I persuaded her to elope 

vrith me. Ah, my Qt)d," he cried wildlj, 

" bear witness to the one long protracted 

torture which my subsequent Hfe has been, 

to the struggles which I have made to 

shake off the hypocrisy and deceit uoder 

whose dominion I have lived, and to stand 

confessed as the meanest of Thy creatures! 

Bear witness to these, and let them plead 

for me !" ■

Then he flung himself forward on tbe 

desk, and buried his face in his hands. 

There came a knock at the door. Hmn- 

phrey Statham, all horror-stricken as be 

was, rushed forward to prevent any intra- 

sion. But he was too late, the door opened 

quickly, and Pauline entered the room. ■

■
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" Wxti, sir, and so yon have conclnded 

to fix yonrself in onr city ! I gness yon 

conldn't do better ! This is the place for a 

live man, this Chicago, jnst beginning to 

feel its feet, not half played ont like yonr 

old Manchester and Yorkshire on the other 

side. No, sir, and not like St. Lonis, a 

one-horse place, which we conld pnt into 

one of onr grain elevators, bnt which is 

never tired of blowin' and crackin' itself 

np. Yes, sir, Chicago is the Qneen of the 

West, you bet." ■

" Then yon think I have done right in 

making np my mind to settle herei^" ■

*' Yes, sir, that is so ! I am acquainted 

with this continent. I was down to Besting 

when I was a lad, and was located in 

New York at the Grand Central Hotel 

for two weeks when James T. Heffeman 

run for mayor. Likewise Philadelphia 

and Washington, but they don't amount 

to much. Don't you believe what the real 

estate brokers tell you about them cities ; 

it won't wash, it's quite too thin; but 

plank down your pile in Chicago, and 

you'll have no need to move stakes never 

agen." ■

The speaker was a man standing two or 

three inches over six feet in heic^t, lean- 

ribbed and wiiy in frame, and giving one 

the idea of gpreat strength. His clear grey 

eyes, looking even lighter than nature had 

originally intended them to be, in the deep 

bronzed complexion in which they were 

set, had a frank, earnest, and withal some- 

what humorous expression; hi3 nose waft 

large and aquiline ; his lips thin and 

compressed ; and his square chin was 

covered with a long hay-coloured beard. I ■

A slight stain at the corner of his mouth, 

an occasional abstraction of manner under 

the influence of extra enjoyment, and an 

unremitting attention to the china jar 

which, placed on the floor of tiie car, 

served for a spittoon, showed that Rufus 

P. Creffut followed the practice still 

common among his western countrymen, 

and regularly invested a certain portion of 

his doUar in Bagley's Mayflower, which 

he held to ^e the best chewing tobacco 

made in the States. His companion was a 

good specimen of the average middle-olaas 

,En^lishman, young, good-looking, and in- 

telbgent) and the place where the con- 

versation just recorded was carried on 

was a drawing-room car — a large saloon 

on wheels, elegantly fitted with easy-chairs, 

tables, mirrors, &o., running over the 

Pennsylvania Central Railroad, and now 

nearing Chicago, the time being about 

eleven on the night of Sunday, the 8th of 

October, 1871. ■

"Blows, don't it?" said Rofas P. 

Croffut,^ pulling his coat tightly round 

him; "wind seems to snake in at every 

crack, and that nigger" — ^looking at the 

negro who was trimmini^ one of the sus- 

pended lamps — "that mgger is powerful 

weak at keeping the door shut. Say, Peter, 

pret^ tall wind outside, ain't there P" ■

"Ueg'lar storm, colonel," replied the 

negro ; " 'nuff to blow de smokestack out of 

de locomotive." ■

" Fall weather is all ^one, I guess, and 

we're going in for wmter right away. 

Well, Mr. Middleton, since you're deoideid 

to squat in Chicago, I can recommend you 

to a boarding-house where you will be com- 

fortably located." ■
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" I'm not sncli a stranger in Chicago as 

yon seem ti> ibiiik," said Harry Middleton, 

with a laugh. " IVe been there once be- 

fore, thongh only for 4 Aw days, and I have 

some friends there, one friend especially, 

who — in point of fact.," he added, with 

cheeks flushing under bis companion's 

searching gaze, *' I am going to Chicago to 

he inamfid ■

**Why, thunder!*' cried Otoffnt, with a 

broad grin. "Why, then, in oourse you 

won't want no boarding, but will go right 

away to hou^ekeep ! Say, mister, who is 

tkls gal of yours P" ■

Middleton started at the abruptness of 

the question, but imme4ia.te]y recollecting 

that his companion had no intention to 

offend, said, '* She is Miss Otis, daughter 

of Judge Otis, and " ■

" WhatMyra?" interrupted the Western. 

" Guess I've known her since she was 

bom ! Guess I know'd the jedge when 

he was sent to lobby a new appropriation 

fbr our post-oflBce through Congress. She's 

the right sort is Myra, Tou're in luck's 

way, mister, and I give you joy ! Ha, 

what's that !" ■

His exclamation was caused by a tre- 

mendous gust of wind, which came sweep- 

ing over the open plain, and seemed to 

shake the train of cars as it passed along. ■

" Dat's de wind dat I told you of," said 

the negro, pausing by them, and looking 

out of the window. " Bress my soul, it's a 

reg'lar wild night." ■

" That's suijbin more than wind, Peter," 

said Croffut, following his look. "Keep 

your eyes skinned and see straight over 

there. I've done too much pamping out 

not to know the streak of fire, and by 

O— it's there." ■

He pointed as he spoke to a light on the 

horizon, now dull red, now flaring bright 

at each successive gust of wind. ■

" Dev're got anoder fire in Chicago, I 

guess, said the negro, grinning and show- 

ing all his white teeth ; " dey had one last 

night, so Adams's express-man in Pitts- 

burg was telling me just now. Bums 

bright, don't it, Mr. Croffut P" he added, 

shading his eyes with his hand ; " dey do 

everything in Chicago better than any- 

where else — even to nres." ■

" Tell you what it is," said Croffiit, still 

looking straight before him, "this ain't ■

foing to be just one of your match-box 

laees, this ain't. It means going, this does, 

and everything is in its fisivour. There has 

been no rain all summer, and the sun has 

■oerched all the sap out of the trees, and 

baked the airth and the houses till they're ■

as dry as tinder, and as ready to fire. And 

there's thia here dxivin' grie of wind, 

surging vp from the eoutb^west. Look at 

the lake under ii It'e whjppipg the waters 

until Old Nick is growing reg'lar mad." ■

He pointed as he spoke to the lake, along- 

side 01 which the train was running, and 

on whose troubled surface the waTes were 

rising high and white - crested, like tie 

breakers on an ocean beach. ■

" Guess de fire department will be pretij 

tired with last nignt's work, and won't 

care about turning out again in a hurry," 

said Peter. ^' Flakes seem to walk along 

strong, don't they, Mr. Croffut ?" ■

" They du, that same," said Croffct; 

" the way it flares is a caution !" ■

" Have you any idea," asked Harry Mid- 

dleton, who, while eagerlv scanning the 

distant horizon, had listened to this couTer- 

sation with blanched cheeks, "have yon 

any idea whereabouts the fire is ?" ■

" Looks somewhar round by the de-pot, 

I should say," said Peter, straining his 

eyes under the shade of his hand. ** Don't 

you think so, Mr. Crofiut ?" ■

** More than that, I guess," said Crofat. 

"It would take all ten or twelve blocks 

to make that light. It's making tracks 

through them wooden buildings and shan- 

ties in the West Division, that a what's the 

matter. What makes you take such au 

interest in it, young manP" he asked, 

turning to Middleton. ■

" 1 — I was anxious for Myra." ■

"Lord, I forgot about the gal," said 

Crofiut. " Whar is she stayin* ?'* ■

*' At the Sherman House, or at the 

Pacific — I don't know which," said Hany. ■

** Don't you be skeared, my lad. I gaeu 

the jedge ain't easily taken by a deadfnlL 

Tou can't come any gum-games over him: 

and if he saw the fire creeping up to his 

diggings, aud thought he was going to he 

crowded out, he'd move stakes at once. 

He ain't one to bark up the wrong tree, 

ain't the jedge." ■

As he spoke the engine, utteriog its 

deep intermittent groans, and with the 

hu^e bell suspended midway over its boiler , 

loudly clanging, was already running 

through the outskirts of the town, acd 

nearing the scene of devastation. Al- 

ready the narrow streets and alleys, rigb: 

through the centre of which the railraatl 

ran, were beginning to overflow, aud to 

be choked with people driven from ih&r 

houses, whose terror-stricken fa^es were 

silent witnesses of the anguish throng^ 

which they had passed j women,* tt&ntic 

with terror, and only half dressedjjrho bad ', ■

■■
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been roused from their threatened homes, 

and dragged into the streets; children, 

only half awake, and dazed and deafened 

by the roar and tnmnlt ; men, laden with 

such hasty waifs and strays of their de- 

seii;ed hearths as they had been enabled 

to snatch np in the moment of flight — all 

drifting about, in hopeless uncertainty, in 

search of any place of refuge. Already the 

ti'ain was forcing its way through an atmo- 

sphere alive with showers of sparks and 

swirling flakes of fire, which went hurtling 

through the air, borne upon the wings of 

the tornado then raging : an atmosphere so 

rarefied by the intense heat as to cause the 

cooler air from beyond to rush in with 

eddying whirlwinds. Already the engine, 

with its iron-tongucd bell booming out the 

knell of doom, was coming to a standstill 

far in advance of its usual halting-place, 

and the afirighted passengers, leaping forth, 

saw before them a deep, dull, red glow 

fringed by two lively tongues of brilliant 

flame, which leaped forth, and lit up and 

swallowed all with which they came in 

contact. ■

Harry Middleton was one of the first to 

alight, and hurried on for a few steps, but 

he soon found anything like swift pro- 

gress impossible, and stood, more than 

half dazed, gazing on the scene around 

him. Far into the broad channel of the 

main road, fed on cither side by innume- 

rable intersecting streets and courts and 

alleys, each coniyibuting its quota of 

terror- strickeia people to the general mass, 

oame pouring a shrieking, yelling, gesticu- 

lating crowd, only to be numbered by 

thousands, and making its way it scarcely 

knew whither, in a mad frenzied stampede. 

Away from the fire they were rushing — 

away from the burnt-up beggars' homes 

and the scenes of horror which they had 

just witnessed; men, women, and children, 

all for the most part laden with some 

articles of value, which they had hastily 

secured, each trying to outstrip the other 

in the frantic flight. Crushing down into 

the midst of this mass were vehicles of 

every description, which had been hired at 

fabulous prices, and which were stacked 

with furniture and goods, amongst which 

not nnfrequently lay crying women and 

cowering children, the drivers yelling at 

their frightened beasts, and fighting their 

way through the human mass, which 

was too weak to repulse them, and yet 

too dense and serried to escape. But 

this escaping crowd, numerous and power- 

ful as it was, did not have it all its 

own way. For directly opposed to it, ■

and hurrying from the very direction 

towards which it bent its steps, came 

another seething, struggling mass of hu- 

manity, composed of merchants and pro- 

prietore who, living far out in the extreme 

suburbs, had only just learned the disaster 

of the night, and were now hurrying into 

the city in hot haste eager to learn what 

amount of ruin had fallen upon them. 

Where these opposing bodies met, the 

scene was most frightful ; men seized upon 

each other and endeavoured to clear the 

way and pursue their progress by sheer 

brute force; the old and feeble were 

knocked down and trampled upon ; chil- 

dren were torn from their parents, and the 

heavy lurid air, echoing from time to time 

with a dull roar as the gunpowder did its 

useless work, was pierced with childish 

shrieks and female lamentations. ■

" Say,** said a voice in Harry Middle- 

ton's ear, as he stood gazing at these 

frightful sights, " I*ve seen more fires than 

you could shake a stick at, but nothing like 

this ; this livens np, this does, out of pure 

cussedness. Now, see here, I*m my own 

boss, and haven't got woman nor cnild to 

look after. You're too young to count for 

much in a skear like this, and I'll stand 

by your side and see you through it. Now 

come along with me, we'll make our track 

to the Sherman House and see after Myra 

and the jedge." ■

It was Crofiut's deep-toned voice that 

spoke ; it was Croffut's hand that gripped 

liarry Middleton's arm, and pulled him for- 

ward. The young man made no attempt to 

resist, but pulled himself together with an 

effort, and followed his conductor down a 

broad street branching 05" from the main 

thoroughfare. Here the crowd was much 

less dense, though, even as it was, the street 

was terribly thronged, while the scenes 

enacted in it were of an equally painful and 

extraordinary character. For while, at the 

outbreak of the fire, the professional thieves 

had taken advantage of the public excite- 

ment to carry on a certain amount of petty 

pilfering, as the night wore on and the 

terrific extent of the impending disaster 

became apparent, they dropped all pretence 

of concealment, and aided by thousands of 

poverty-stricken loafers, who only needed 

the opportunity to drop from idleness into 

crime, began to pillage indiscriminately. 

Such stores and warehouses as were closed 

were speedily broken open and gutted of 

their contents, while in others, where the 

owners and their servants were busying 

themselves in packing up the property 

ready for transportation, the influx of a ■
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band of desperadoes would be the signal 

for a band-to-band figbt, at tbe conclnsion 

of wbicb, tbe legitimate occupants, out- 

numbered and overpowered, wonld be cast 

maimed and bleeding into tbe streets, wbile 

the robbers would give themselves np to 

their work of plunder and destruction. ■

It was obvious, however, from the nature 

of the booty which, in many cases, be- 

came theirs, that all their boldness and 

success would have been thrown away had 

they been unable to obtain the means of 

transport. In league with the robbers, 

however, were a large number of rascally 

** express-men" (who are the recognised 

agents for the conveyance of goods and 

luggage in America), corresponding to the 

Pickfords and other great railway-carriers 

in England, who, in consideration of a 

share of the proceeds, placed their wag- 

gotis and horses at the disposal of the 

thieves, and waited as composedly at the 

doors of houses which were being ran- 

sacked, as though they were there upon a 

legitimate errand. Nor was the robbery 

confined to the sacking of shops and pri- 

vate dwellings. Raids had been made on 

the liquor stores, and the effects of the 

drink were beginning to be painfully pro- 

minent. While maudlin wretches, male 

and female, lay stretched upon the streets 

hiccuping forth their drunken songs and 

ribald blasphemy, others, who had not 

drunk so deeply, stood at the comers of 

the streets banded together in groups of 

three or four, and stopping all the women 

and children, and the weaker men that 

passed by, bearing money, jewellery, or 

any small article of value, compelled them 

to yield it up. ■

JXot unprepared, apparently, for scenes 

of this kind, and certainly totally un- 

daunted by them, was Ruftis P. Croffut. 

Scarcely had they started on their walk 

when he stopped short, and putting his 

hands behind him and pulling a Derringer 

from each of those two hind-pockets which 

are so universal in American, so uncommon 

in European trousers, handed one to his 

companion, as he said : ■

" I reckon I git the drift of this pretty 

cl'ar. They're keerless of human life about 

here, these demed rowdies, and will draw a 

bead on you at onct if you hevn't the savvey 

to draw on them first. But there's a few 

of them know me, and I guess they'll dry 

up when they see me, so keep your shoot- 

ing-iron handy, and come along." ■

Whether it was that Croffut was known 

to these desperadoes aa the hero of certain 

adventures in the early days iu which very ■

rough though even-handed justice had been 

dealt forth, or whether, as is far more pro 

bable, his gaunt wiry frame, and resolute 

face, aided by the appearance of the Der- 

ringer in his right hand, had that effect, 

it is certain that he and his young coia- 

panion pushed through the crowd nn- 

moisted, and made their way to the 

Sherman House. ■

On their arrival there they found the 

mansion in a blaze ! ■

Nevertheless it was the only place where 

a certain amount of discipline seemed to be 

preserved. The people who were gathered 

together in front of the burning pile were 

gazing idly on because they had nothing 

better to do ; having been utterly ruined 

some honrs previously, they could with 

equanimity contemplate the snfferings of 

their neighbours, but the residents in the 

hotel, having had due notice, had all long 

since been removed to places of shelter. ■

All? ■

" All, sir," said the clear-headed, ener- 

getic hotel clerk, who since tbe estabhsh- 

ment was first threatened had been activelT 

engaged in providing for the safety of 

those confided to his care, and to whom 

the question was addressed by Croffut ; *' all 

sir, inclnding a number of ladies as hadn't 

any male escort, and down to fi.Te ladies 

who were sick, and whom we just carried 

out of their rooms, and have placed in these 

hacks," pointing to some cabs just by the 

pavement and just about to start off. ■

" Five ! There's only four women there," 

said Croffut ; ** but they look sick enough 

for fifty.** ■

" There are five, sir," repeated the clerk, 

passing along, and looking into *khe cabs. 

"Why, my Gt)d!" he exclaimed, turning 

rapidly round to two or three of the 

porters who, scorched and blackened bj 

the smoke, were standing by, silently 

watching the progress of the flames and 

momentarily expecting the bmlding to fell 

in, ** didn't any one go for the lady in 

Number Thirty-two, Judge Otis's room?'* ■

" What's that P" cried Harry Middletoa, 

pushing past his fidend; "what name did 

you say ?" ■

" Nonsense, stay ; no matter, now," said 

Croffut, laying his heavy hand ou the 

young man's chest, " the whole place is 

full of flames." ■

"Let me go," cried Harry, shakiDg 

him off, and seizing an axe from a firemat. 

" It's Myra's life that's in danger." ■

« Wal," said the hotel clerk, qTueth-, 

picking up a large overcoat that lay on tl» 

ground, and enveloping his head and arms ■

"^ ■

^' ■
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in it, "if you go, I'm going too, jest to 

show you the way.'* ■

" So am I," said Grofixit, taking similar 

precaniiona. " If the poor girl is there, 

you'll want some one pretty strong to help 

heft her." ■

So, with a loud cry from the crowd, 

which was half a shout of encouragement, 

half an expression of horror at their bold- 

ness, the three men dashed forward into 

tho now trembling structm-e. Through 

great flaring bursts of flame, that leapt 

and glowed aQ round them, through thick 

columns of smoke, they made their way, 

now halting for an instant before the hot 

breath of the fire, now pressing on with re- 

newed energy, until the hotel clerk touched 

Croffut, who was leading, on the shoulder, 

and silently pointed to a door. At a blow 

and a kick from the western man's foot 

and hand, in it crashed, leaving an aperture 

through which Harry Middleton was the 

first to spring. ■

It was her room ! Harry recognised the 

heavy blue serge dress hanging in the open 

wardrobe as one which he had himself 

ordered from England, for Myra — ^but the 

room was emptv — she was not there ! He 

ran hither and thither shrieking her name in 

tones of anguish, then overpowered by the 

smoke and flame, but worst of all by the 

deadly sinking of his heart, he succumbed 

and fell senseless on the floor. ■

When Harry Middleton came to himself, 

the first thing he felt was an acute pain in 

his right arm, and looking at it he found 

that the sleeve of his coat had been cut 

away, and that the limb was enveloped in 

strips of wetted rag. Where was he? 

How came he to be lying there stretched 

out on his back, propped up against a 

mound of turf, and, as far he could make 

out through the gloom, with trees not 

yet entirely stripped of their autumnal 

foliage waving above him ? What was 

this strong smell of charred wood ? What 

was the meaning of that red lurid light in 

the sky above and all around? Ah, he 

remembered now, the burning city, the 

crumbling walls of the hotel, the — the 

search for his lost love ! And this beneath 

him on which he was lying, this substance 

half singed, half soaked, was her serge 

dress, the last thing on which he had 

looked before his senses left him ! What 

had happened to him that he had aban- 

doned the search and lay idle there ? He 

must get np at once and learn what had 

occurred ! He strove to raise himself, but 

there was a dead numbness through all his ■

limbs and he fell back helpless. At that 

moment Buftis P. Groflut's honest &ce 

was interposed between him and the sky. ■

" Say," cried the kindly western giant, 

" why you ain't crazy no longer, but have 

corned right away to yerself ! Lay right 

still and listen wlule I talk to yer ! I know 

what ye're going to ask — about Miss Myra^ 

ain't it ? She's safe, you bet !" ■

" Safe I" cried Harry, with a groan. ■

" Wal, she wasn't folded up in the fire at 

the Sherman House, anyhow. This is all 

about that. When you caved in on the floor, 

I thought youwas clean rubbed out. Me and 

the hotel clerk, who is cl'ar grit all .through 

— me and the hotel derk throwed a pitcher 

of water over this here gownd, and fixed 

you up in it, and snaked you out as best we 

could. It wem't such cruel easy work, bat 

we got through with it, and while I was 

wondering whether you'd passed in your 

checks or was still good for a hand, one of 

the hackmen came up and told me he see'd 

Jedge Otis and his gal pass out of the hotel 

more than an hour before. I told him he lied, 

but he fixed it up right enough, for he says, 

' I'm from New Hampshire, and I've know'd 

the jedge ever since he was a long*legged 

galoot at East Goncoifi — ^the gal she's sick, 

ain't she ? Wal, the jedge he comes out, and 

he makes a trade with James M'Nulty, one 

of the hackmen, to take him and a lady out 

of the reach of the fire : anywhere, he says, 

ont of the reach. Sixty dollars M'lfulty 

asked, and the jedge never dickered, but 

agreed to give it, and went back into the 

house to fetch the lady. While he was 

gone, Natey Dodge, of the jewellery store in 

the next block, came round saying he'd been 

trying evervwhere for an express waggon 

and couldn t get one, and he give the £^k- 

man a five hundred dollar bill to let him 

pack the coach full of his goods as many 

times as he could between then and the 

time the fire got to his store. '* That's good 

enough for me," said the driver, and 

though the jedge just then arrove at the 

door with the sick gal in his arms, tho 

hackman was driving ofl*, when three men 

in the crowd standing by had a word 

together. Then two of them went for the 

driver, knocked him into the road and held 

him there, while the third helped to hand 

the jedge and the lady into the carriage, 

jumped on to the box, seized the reins, and 

struck a bee-line for a place of safety.' " ■

"Thank God," said Harry Middleton, 

faintly. '* But has nothing more been heard 

of her ?" ■

**Wal, no," said Grofiut, after a short 

pause. ^* It ain't no use lying, and so far ■

^r ■
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I am cornered. I brought yon out here, 

mostwise on my back, to this here Lincoln 

Park, where all the poor skeared homeless 

orittnrs has fled to, and where, if yon could 

only look round— so, gently, let me give you 

a heft imder the shoulder, now, down again 

— ^you would see yourself s'rounded by the 

curiousist lot of humans, Qermans, French, 

and all sorts. Doom's ]3ay Gamp some of 

'em calls it, and I ain't surprised that many 

of 'em think the very last day's come for 'em, 

poor wretches. I spoke to two or three of 

them, for though they had misery enough 

of their own 1 know'd they'd look after 

you, and they did so, while I went and 

looked all round the park. Sech heaps of 

trouble I never see; men, women, and 

children all down in it, but the jedge 

weren't among them, nor Myra neither." ■

" What shall I do, oh what shall I do ?" ■

" Don't go back on your luck, sonny," 

said Croffut, cheerily; "nothing can't be 

done till daybreak, and there's hours till 

then, when 1*11 set about a further search. 

See, here's two of your nurses coming to 

speak to yer," he added, as a man and a 

woman drew near. ■

" QtJtt sey dank, the young herr is 

better," said the woman, a fresh, whole- 

some-looking German, with rather sad grey 

eyes, hurrying to Harry's side. ■

And before Harry could thank her 

several of the other sufferers came up, 

haggard, and worn, and smoke-blackened, 

but all, even in their own misery, suffi- 

ciently human-hearted to find a kind word 

for the suffering lad, of the loss of whose 

love, and of whose bravery in the search for 

her, they had heard. ■

They grouped themselves around, and 

after discussing for the thousandth time 

the incidents of the fire, as personally 

affecting themselves, drifted into indifferent 

topics. At last one of the men lying on 

the outside edge of the circle struck a key- 

note by saying : ■

" This here park jines on to the cemetery, 

I guess. I hope no catawampous vampires 

will be out grazing there to-night." ■

"Ach Himmel, don't talk of such dread- 

ful things as vampires," cried a fair-haired 

German girl, burying her head in her 

mother's lap. ■

"And yet they are not so dreadful as 

those who think they have to deal with 

them," said a grave French gentleman 

from his place close by Harry. " I know a 

story " ■

" A story !" cried Croffut, " Hyer, hand 

it round." ■

Instantly there was a chorus of exclama- ■

tions in various languages, all clamoariDg 

for the story. ■

" Well," said the Ffench gentleman, re- 

laxing into a grave smile, " I will tell you 

the story. It may»oerve to send some to 

sleep, or for a time to distract the thoughts 

of others from matters of which, HeaTen 

knows, they will have enough." ■

And so, without farther preface he com- 

menced — ■

THE FATE OF MADAME CABANEL. ■

Progrrss had not invaded, science had 

not enlightened, the little hamlet of Pienr- 

rot, in Brittany. They were a simple, 

ignorant, superstitious set who lived there, 

and the luxuries of civilisation were knoini 

to them as little as its learning. Thef 

toiled hard all the week; they went regnlarlj 

to mass in the little chapel ; believed im- 

plicitly all that monsieur le cure said to 

them, and many things he did not saj; 

and they took all the unknown, not as 

magnificent, but as diabohcal. ■

The sole link between them and the out- 

side world was Monsieur Jules Oabanel, 

the proprietor par excellence of thepLice; 

maire, juge de paix, and all the pnblic 

functionaries rolled into one. And he 

sometimes went to Paris, whence he re- 

turned with a cargo of novelties that 

excited envy, admiration, 6r fear, accord- 

ing to the degree of intelligence in those 

who beheld them. Monsieur Jules Ca- 

banel was not the most charming man of 

his class in appearance, but be was gene* 

rally held to be a good fellow at bottom. 

A short, thick-set, low-browed man, vitb 

blue-black hair cropped close like a mat, 

as was his blue-black beard, inclined to 

obesity and fond of good living, he had 

need have some virtues behind the bnsh io 

compensate for his want of personal chanm 

He was not bad, however; he was onlj 

common and unlovely. ■

Up to fifty years of age he had remained 

unmarried. Perhaps his handsome honse* 

keeper, AdMe, had something to Ao irith 

his persistent celibacy. They said she had, 

under their breath as it were, down ia 

the village ; but no one darvd to so mndi 

as hint the like to herself. She iras a 

proud, reserved kind of woman, and had 

strong notions of her own dignity, which 

no one cared to disturb. So, whatever the 

underhand gossip of the place might bfi 

neither she nor her master got wind of it ■

Presently, and quite suddenly, Jnlfl ' 

Cabanel, who had been for a longer tiffl« 

than usual in Paris, came home lA^ * ■

r ■
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wife. Adele had twenty-four hours' notice 

only to prepare, and the task seemed heavy. 

Bnt she got through it ; arranged the rooms 

as she Imew her master would wish them 

to be arranged, and eren placed a Tolnn- 

tary bnnch. of flowers on the salon table. ■

" Strange flowers for a bride," said to 

herself little Jeannette, the goose-girl who 

was sometimes brought into the honse to 

work, as she noticed heliotrope — called in 

France " la fleur des venves'*— scarlet pop- 

pies, with a bunch of belladonna, and an- 

other of aconite — scarcely flowers of bridal 

welcome or bridal significance. Weverthe- 

Icss, they stood where Adfele had placed 

them ; and if Monsieur Gabanel meant any- 

thing by the passionate expression of dis- 

gust with which he ordered them out of his 

Biffhty madame seemed to understand no- 

thing, as she smiled with the look of a 

person who is assisting at a scene of wbich 

the true bearing is not understood. ■

Madame Cal:^nel was an Englishwoman ; 

young, pretty, and fair as an angel. « ■

** La beaut^ du diable," said the Pieur- 

rotines, with something between a sneer 

and a shudder ; for the words meant with 

them more than they mean in ordinary 

use. Swarthy, ill-nourished, low of sta- 

ture, and meagre in frame as they were 

themselves, they could not understand the 

plump form, tall figure, and fresh com- 

plexion of the Englishwoman. Unlike 

their own experience, it was therefore 

more likely to be evil than good. The 

feeling whicb had sprung up against her 

at first sight deepened when it was ob- 

served that, although she went to mass 

with praiseworthy punctuality, she did not 

know her missal, and signed herself k 

travers. La beaut6 du diable, in faith ! ■

"Poufl" said Martin Briolic, the old 

grave-digger of the little cemetery ; " with 

those red lips of hers, her rose cheeks, and 

her plump shoulders, she looks like a vam- 

pire, and as if she lived on blood." ■

He said this one evening down at La 

Veuve Prieur*s, and he said it with an air 

of conviction that had its weight. For 

Martin Briolic was reputed the wisest man 

of the district, not even excepting monsieur 

lo cur6, who was wise in his own way 

which was not Martin's, nor Monsieur 

Cabanel, who was wise in his, which was 

neither Martin's nor the cure's. He knew 

all about the weather and the stars, the 

wild herbs that grew on the plains and 

the wild shy beasts that eat them, he 

had the power of divination, and could find 

where the' hidden springs of water lay far 

down in the earth. He knew, too, where ■

treasures oould be had on Chris ttnn,s Eve 

if only you Were quick and brave enouffh 

to enter the clefb in the rock at the riipt 

moment, and come out again before too 

late ; and he had seen with his own eyes 

the White Ladies dancing in the moon- 

light, and the little imps, the lutins, playing 

by the pit at the edge of the wood. And he 

had a shrewd suspicion as to who, among 

those black-hearted men of La Or^che-en- 

bois, the rival hamlet, was a loup-garou if 

ever there was one on the face of the earth 

— and no one doubted that ! He had other 

powers of a vet more mystic kind ; so that 

Martin BrioHc's bad word went for some- 

thing. ■

Fanny Campbell, or, as she was now, 

Madame Cabanel, would have excited no 

special attention anywhere but at such a 

dead-alive, ignorant, and gossiping place 

as Pieuvrot. What history she had was 

commonplace enough. She was simply 

an orphan and a governess ; very young, 

and very poor ; whose employers had 

quarrelled with her, and left her stranded 

in Paris, alone and almost moneyless, and 

who had married Monsieur Jules Cabanel 

as the best thing she could do. Loving 

no one else, she wad not difficult to be 

won by the first man who showed her 

kindness in her trouble and destitution; 

and she accepted her middle-aged suitor, 

who was fitter to be her father than her 

husband, with a determination to do her 

duty cheerfully and faithfully. She did 

not know, however, of the handsome 

housekeeper, Adele, nor of the house- 

keeper's little nephew, to whom her master 

was so kind that he allowed him to live at 

the Maison Cabanel, and had him well 

taught by the our6. Perhaps if she had 

she would have thought twice before she 

put herself under the same roof with a 

woman who for a bridal bouquet offered 

her poppies, heliotrope, and poison-flowers* ■

If one had to name the predominant 

characteristic of Madame Cabanel, it would 

be easiness of temper. You saw it in the 

round, sofb lines of her face and figure, 

in her mild blue eyes, and placid, un- 

varying smile; which, however, some- 

times irritated the more petulant French 

temperament, and especially disgusted 

Adele. It seemed almost impossible to 

make madame angry, or even to make her 

understand when she was insulted, the 

housekeeper used to say with disdain. 

But madame accepted all Ad^le's haughty 

reticence and defiant continuance of mis- 

tresshood with unwearied sweetness; in- 

deed she expressed herself gratified that so ■

^ ■
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mucli irouble waa taken off her hands, and 

that AdMe so kindly took her duties on 

herself. ■

The consequence of this placid lazy life^ 

-where all her faculties were, in a manner, 

asleep, and where she was enjoying the re- 

action from her late years of privation and 

anxiety, was, as might be expected, an in- 

crease in physical beauty that made her 

freshness and good condition still more re- 

markable. Her lips were redder, her cheeks 

rosier, her shoulders plumper than ever ; 

but as she waxed, the health of the little 

hamlet waned ; and not the oldest inhabi- 

tant remembered, so sickly a season, or so 

many deaths. The master, too, suffered 

slightly, and the little Adolphe desperately. ■

This failure of general health in undrained 

hamlets is not uncommon in France or in 

England; but Adele treated it as some- 

thing out of the line of normal experience ; 

and, breaking through her habits of reti- 

cence, spoke to every one quite fiercely 

of the strange sickness that had fallen 

on Pieuvrot and the Maison Cabanel ; and 

how she believed it was something more 

than common ; while as to her little nephew, 

she could neither give a name nor find a 

remedy for the mysterious disease that had 

attacked him. There were strange things 

among them, she used to say ; and Pieuvrot 

had never done well since the old times 

were changed. Jeannette used to notice 

how she would si^ gating at the English 

lady, with such a deadly look on her hand- 

some lace, when she turned from her fresh 

complexion and grand physique to the pale 

face of the stunted, meagre, fading child. 

It was a look, she said afterwards, that 

used to make her fiesh get like ice and 

creep like worms. ■

One night AdMe, as if she could bear it 

no longer, dashed down to where old Martin 

Briolic lived, to ask him to tell her of his 

knowledge how it all had come about — ^and 

the remedy. ■

" Hold, Ma'ame Adele," said Martin, as 

he shufiSed his greasy cards, and laid 

them out in triplets on the table ; " there 

is more in this than one sees. One sees 

only a poor little child become suddenly 

sick ; that may be, is it not so ? and no 

harm done by man p Heaven sends sick- 

ness to us all. But the little Adolphe has 

not been touched by the Bon Dieu. t see 

the will of a wicked woman in this. Hein !" 

Here he shnffled the cards, and laid them 

out with a kind of eager distraction of 

manner, his withered hands trembling, and 

his mouth muttering words Adele could 

not catch. " Saint Joseph and all the saints ■

protect us !" he cried, " the foreigner — ^the 

Englishwoman ! Ah, misery !" ■

** Speak, Father Martin ! What do you 

mean !" cried Adele, grasping his arm. 

Her black eyes were wild, her arched 

nostrils dilated, her lips, thin, sinuous, 

flexible, were pressed tight over her small 

square teeth. " Tell me in plain words 

what you would say !" ■

" Broucolaque ! Vampire !*' said Martin, 

in a low voice. ■

" It is what I believed !" cried Adele. 

" It is what I knew. Ah, my Adolphe ! 

woe on the day when the master brought 

that &ir-skinned devil home !" ■

" Those red lips don't come by nothing, 

Ma'ame Adele," said Martin, nodding his 

head. " Look at them — they glisten with 

blood ! I said so from the beginning ; and 

the cards, they said so too. I drew * blood' 

and a ' bad fair woman' on the evening the 

master brought her home, and I said to 

myself, * Ha, ha, Martin ! you are on the 

track, my boy;' and, Msk'ame Adele, 1 

have never left it ! Broucolaque ! that's 

what the cards say, Ma'ame Adele. Watch 

and see; watch and see; and you'll find 

that the cards have spoken true." ■

"And when we have found, Martin?" 

said AdMe, in a hoarse whisper. ■

The old man shuffled his cards again. 

" When we have found, Ma'ame Adele ?" 

he said slowly. " You know the old pit 

out there by the forest ? the old pit where 

the lutins run in and out, and where the 

White Ladies wring the necks of those who 

come upon them in the moonlight ? Per- 

haps the White Ladies will do as much 

for the English wife of Monsieur Cabanel ; 

who knows ?" ■

"They may," said AdMe, gloomily. ■

" Courage, brave woman ; they shall," 

said Martin. ■

The only really pretty place about Pieuv- 

rot was the cemetery. To be sure there 

was the dark gloomy forest, which ^as 

grand in its own mysterious way; and 

there was the broad wide plain, where yon 

might wander for a long summer's day; 

but these were scarcely places where a 

young woman would care to go by herself; 

and for the rest, the little patches of cnl- 

tivated ground, which the peasants had 

snatched from the surrounding waste and 

where they i*aised their poor crops, were 

not very lovely. So Madaone Cabanel, who, 

for all the soft indolence that had invaded 

her, had the Englishwoman's love for 

walking and fresh air, haunted the prcttj 

little graveyard a good deaL She had 

no sentiment connected with it. Of ^^ ■

IP ■
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tho dead who laid there in their narrow 

coffins, she knew "none and cared for 

none ; bnt she liked to see the flower- 

beds, and the wreaths of immortelles, and 

tho like. The distance, too, from her own 

home was just enough for her; and the 

view oyer the plain to the dark belt of 

forest and the mountains beyond was fineT* ■

The Pieuvrotines, however, did not 

understand this. It was inexplicable to 

them that any one, not out of her mind, 

should go continually to the cemetery ; not 

on the day of the dead, and not to adorn the 

grave of one she loved ; only to sit there 

and wander among the tombs, looking out 

on to the plain and the mountains beyond 

when she was tired. ■

"It was just like—-" The speaker, 

one Lesouef, had got as far as this, when 

he stopped for a word. ■

It was down at La Veuve Prieur's, where 

the hamlet collected nightly to discuss the 

day*s small doings, and where the main 

theme, ever since she had come among them, 

had been Madame Gabanel. ■

"Wander about among the tombs just 

like what, Jean Lesouef?" said Martin 

Briolic. Then rising, he added, in a 

low but distinct voice, every word fall- 

ing clear and clean, "I will tell you 

like what, Lesouef — like a vampire ! La 

Fcmme Cabanel has red lips and red cheeks, 

and Ma'ame Adelc's little nephew ia perish- 

ing before your eyes. La Femme Cabanel 

has red lips and red cheeks, and she sits 

for hours among the tombs. Can you read 

the riddle, my friends ? For me it is as 

clear ets the blessed sun." ■

" Ha, Father Martin, you have found the 

word — like a vampire !" said Lesouef with 

a shudder. ■

" Like a vampire !" they all echoed with 

a groan. ■

" And I said vampire from the first," said 

Martin Briolic. " Call it to mind ; I saad 

it from the first." ■

"Faith, and you did," they answered; 

" and you said true." ■

So now the seed which Martin and Adele 

had dropped so sedulously had at last taken 

root ; and the Pieuvrotines would have been 

ready to accuse of atheism and immorality 

any one who had doubted their decision, 

and had declared that pretty Madame 

Cabanel was no vampire at all, bnt only a 

young woman with nothing special to do, 

a naturally fair complexion, and superb 

health. ■

The little Adolphe grew paler and paler, 

thinner and thinner ; the fierce summer sun 

told on the half-starved dwellers within those ■

foul mud huts surrounded by undrained 

marshes ; and Monsieur Jules Gabanel's 

former solid health followed the law of the 

rest. The doctor, who lived at Creche-en- 

bois, shook his head at the look of thinn, 

and said it was grave. When Adele 

pressed him to tell her what was the 

matter with the child and with monsieur, 

he evaded the question, or gave her a word 

she neither understood nor could pro- 

nounce. The truth was, he was a (xredu- 

lous and intensely suspicious man ; a man, 

too, who made theories and then gave him- 

self to the task of finding them true. He 

had made the theory that Fanny was 

secretly poisoning both her husband and 

the child ; and though he would not give 

Adele a hint of this, he would not set her 

mind at rest by a definite answer that went 

on any other line. ■

As for Monsieur Cabanel, he was a man 

without imagination and without suspicion ; 

a man to take life easily, and not distress 

himself too much for the fear of wounding 

others ; a selfish man, but not a cruel one ; 

a man whose own pleasure was his supreme 

law, and who could not imagine, still less 

brook, opposition, or the want of love and 

respect for himself. Still, he loved his wife 

as ho had never loved woman before. 

Coarsely-moulded, common-natured as he 

was, he loved her with what strength and 

passion of poetiy nature had given him. 

But the quality of his love was sorely 

tried when, now Adele, now the doctor, 

hinted mysteriously, the one at diabolical 

influences, the other at underhand pro- 

ceedings of which it behoved him to be 

careful — especially careful what he eat and 

drank and how it was prepared, and by 

whom ; Adele adding hints about the per- 

fidiousness of Englishwomen, and the share 

the devil had in fair hair and brilliant oom- 

plexions. Love his young wife as he mighty 

this constant dropping of poison was not 

without some effect. ■

One evening, when Ad^le, in an agony, 

was kneeling, at his feet-— madame had 

gone out for her usual walk — crying, 

" Why did you leave me for such as she 

is? — I, who .loved you, who was faith- 

ful to you, and she, who walks among 

the graves, who sucks your blood and our 

child's — she who has only the devil's 

beauty for her portion, and who loves 

you not ?" — something seemed suddenly to 

touch him with electric force. ■

" Miserable fool that I was !" he said, 

resting his head on Ad&le's shoulder, 

weeping. Her heart leapt with joy. Was 

her reign to be renewed ? Was her rival ■

■
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to be disppftseiafed p And might she 

dare ? ■

From that eyening Monsieur Cabanere 

manner changed to his young wife, bat she 

was too eaaj^tempered and unsuepioioue to 

notice anjthing ; or if she did, there was too 

little depth in her ownleye for him-^it was 

go much a matter of untroubled fiiendli- 

nesB only — ^that she did npt fret, but ao- 

oepted the coldness and bmsqueness that 

had crept into his manner as good-na- 

turedly as she accepted all things. It would 

haye been wiser if she had cried, and made 

a scene, and come to an understanding with 

Monsieur Gabanel. They would haye nnder- 

stood each other better ; and most Frenoh- 

men like the excitement of a quarrel and 

a reconciliation. ■

Naturally kind-hearted, Madame Cabanel 

went much about the yillage, offering help 

to the siok. But no one among them all re- 

ceiyed her oiyilly, or accepted her aid. If 

she attempted to touch one of the children, 

the mother, shuddering, withdrew it hastily 

to her own arms ; if she spoke to the adult 

sick, the wan eyes would look at her with 

a strange horror, and the feeble yoioe would 

mutter words in a patois she could not un- 

derstand. But always came the same word, 

'* Broucolaque !*' ■

It was the same at home. If she wanted 

to do any little act of kindness to the child, 

Ad^le passionately refused her. Once she 

snatched him rudely from her anns, saying 

as she did so, " Infamous broucolaque ! 

before my yery eyes ?'' And once when 

Fanny was troubled about her husband, and ■

f proposed to make him a cup of beef-tea a 

'Anglaise, the doctor looked at her as if 

he would haye looked her through, and 

AdMe upset the saucepan, saying inso- 

lently — but yet hot tears were in her eyes 

— " Is it not fhst enough for you, madame P 

Not fiister, unless you kill me first !" ■

To all of which Fanny replied nothing ; 

thinking only that the doctor was yery rude 

to stare so fixedly at her, and that Adele 

was horribly cross ; and what an ill-tem- 

pered creature she was, and how unlike an 

English housekeeper. ■

But Monsieur Oabanel, when he was told 

of the little scene, called Fanny to him, and 

said in a more careflsing yoioe than he had 

used to her of late : " Thou wouldst not hurt 

me, little wife P It was loye and kindness, 

not wrong, that thou wouldst doP*' ■

" Wrong ? What wrong could I do P" 

answered Fanny, opening her blae eyes 

wide. ** What bat loye should I giye to 

my best and only fr*iond ?" ■

" And I am thy friend then, to thy mind P ■

Thou loyest me, dear ?" said Monsieur Ca- 

banel. ■

'* Dear Jules, who is so dear P who so 

near ?*' she said, kissing him ; while he said 

feryently : ■

'' God bless thee I" ■

The next day Monsieur Cabanel, who 

was a little better, was called away on 

urgent business; he might be absent for 

two days, he said, but he would try to 

lessen the time; and the young wife was 

left alone in the midst of her enraaaies, 

without eyen such slight guard as his pre- 

sence might proye. ■

Adele was out. It was a dark, hot sum- 

mer's night, and the little Adolphe bad been 

more feyerish and restless than usual all 

the day. Towards eyening he grew worse ; 

and though Jeannette had strict commands 

not t6 aJlow madame to touch kim, she 

gfrew frightened at the condition of the 

boy; and when madame came into the 

small pvlour which Adele called her own, 

to offer her assistance, Jeannette gladly 

abandoned a charge that was too neary 

for her» and let the lady take him from her 

arms. ■

Sitting there with the child in her lap, 

cooing to him a low, soft, nursery song in 

English, the paroxysm of his pain seemed 

to her to pass ; and it was as if he slept 

But in that paroxysm he had bitten both 

his lip and tongue, and the blood waa now 

cosing from his mouth. He was a pretty 

boy, and his mortal sickness miCde him at 

this moment pathetically loyely. Fanny 

bent her head and kissed the pale still face, 

and the blood that was on his lips was 

transferred to hers. ■

While she still bent oyer bim, her 

woman's heart toached with a mysterioos 

force and preyision of motherhood, Ad^le, 

followed by old Martin and some others of 

the yillage, rushed into the room. ■

"Behold herP' she cried, seizing Fanny 

by her ai*m, and forcing her face upward 

by the chin — "behold her in the act! 

Friends, look at my child — dead, dead in 

her arms, and she with his blood on her 

lips ! Do you want more proofs ? Vam- 

pire that she is, can you deny the eyidenoe 

of your own senses ?" ■

" No ! no !" roared the crowd, hoargelji 

" she is a yampiro — a creature cursed by 

God, and the enemy of man ; away wita 

her to the pit ! She must die as she has 

made others to die 1" ■

"What is the meaning of all this?" 

said Madame Cabanel, rising and facing 

the crowd with the trae courage of an 

Englishwoman. " What harm haye I done ■

I ■
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to any of yon that you should come about 

me, in the absence of my husband, witih 

these angry looks and insolent words ?'* ■

" What harm hast thou done !" cried old 

Martin. " Sorceress as thou art, thou hast 

bewitched onr good master, and, vampire 

as thou art, thou nourishest thyself on our 

blood. Have we not proof of that at this 

very moment P Look at thy mouth — cursed 

broucolaque ; and here lies thy victim, who 

accuses thee in his death !** ■

Fanny laughed scornfally, "I cannot 

condescend to answer such folly,*' she said, 

lifting her head. " Are you men or chil- 

dren ?" ■

"We are men, madame,'*i said Legros, 

the miller; ** and being men we must pro- 

tect onr weak ones. We have all had our 

doubts — and who more cause than I, with 

three little ones taken to heaven before 

their time ? — and now we are convinced." ■

" Because I have nursed a dying child, 

and done my best to soothe him !" said 

Madame Cabanel, with unconscious pathos. ■

"No more words 1" cried AdMe, drag- 

ging her by the arm she had never let go. 

*' To the pit with her, my friends, if you 

would not see all your children die as mine 

has died, as our goodLegros's have died !*' ■

A kind of shudder shook the crowd, and 

a groan that sounded in itself a curse 

burst from them. ■

"To the pit!" they cried. "Let the 

demons take their own !" ■

Quick as thought Adele pinioned the 

strong white arms ; and before the poor girl 

could utter more than one cry Legros had 

placed his brawny hand over her mouth. 

Though this destruction of a monster was 

not the murder of a human being in his 

mind, or in the mind of any there, still they 

did not care to have their nerves disturbed 

by cries that sounded so human as Madame 

Cfabaners. Silent, then, and gloomy, that 

dreadful cortege took its way to the forest, 

carrying its living load, gagged and help- 

less as if it had been a corpse, among them. 

Save with Adele and old Martin, it was 

not so much personal animosity as the 

instinctive self-defence of fear that ani- 

mated them. They were executioners, not 

enemies ; and the executioners of a more 

righteous law than that allowed by the 

national code. But one by one they dropped 

oil', till their numbers were reduced to six ; 

of whom Legros was one, and LesouSf, who 

had lost his only sister, another. ■

The pit was not more than an English 

mils from the Maison Cabanel. It was a 

dark and lonesome spot, where not the 

bravest man of all that assembly would ■

have dared to go alone after nightfall ; but 

a multitude gives ooui%ge, said old Mjartin 

Briolic ; and half a doeen stalwart men, led 

by such a woman as Adele, were not afraid 

of even lutins or the White Ladies. ■

As swiftly as they could for the burden 

they bore, and all in utter silence, the 

cortege strode over the moor, one or two 

of them carrying rude torches; for the 

night was black, and the way was not 

without its natural dangers. Nearer and 

nearer they came to the fiital bourn, and 

heavier grew the weight of their victim. 

She had long ceased to struggle, and now 

lay as if dead in the hands other bearers. 

But no one spoke of this or of aught else. 

Not a word was exchanged between them. ■

The way got darker, the distance be- 

tween them and the place of execution 

shorter; and at last they reached the 

border of the pit where this fearful 

monster, this vampire — poor innooent 

Fanny Cabanel — ^was to be thrown. As 

they lowered her, the light of their torches 

fell on her face. ■

" Grand Dieu !" cried Legros, taking off 

his cap ; " she is dead !" ■

"A vampire cannot die," said Ad^le. 

"It is only an appearance. Ask Father 

Martin." ■

" A vampire cannot die unless the evil 

spirits take her, or she is buried with a 

stake thrust through her body," said Martin 

Briolic sententiously. ■

"I don't like the look of it," said 

Legros ; and so said some others. ■

They had taken the bandage from the 

mouth of the poor girl, and as she lay in 

the flickering light, her blue eyes half- 

open, and her pale face white with the 

whiteness of death, a little return of human 

feeling among them shook them as if the 

wind had passed over them. ■

Suddenly they heard the sound of horses' 

hoofs thundering across the plain. They 

counted two, four, six ; and they were now 

only four unarmed men, with Martin and 

Adele to make up the number. Between 

the vengeance of man, and the power and 

malice of the wood-demons, their courage 

faded, and their presence of mind deserted 

them. Legros rushed frantically into the 

darkness of the forest, and Lesouef followed 

him; the two others fled over the plain, 

while the horsemen came nearer and nearer. 

Only Adele and Martin Briolic stood their 

gi'ound; Adele holding the torch high 

above her head, to show herself in her 

swarthy passion and Avenge, and the dead 

body of her victim, more clearly. She 

wanted no concealment ; she had done her ■
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work, and she gloried in it. Then tlie 

hoTsemen came planging to them; Jules 

Cabanel the first, followed by the doctor, 

and fonr gardes-champ^tres. ■

"Wretches! murderers!** was all he 

said, as he flung himself from his horse, 

and raised the pale face to his lips. ■

" Master,** said AdMe, " she deserved to 

die. She is a yampire, and she has killed 

our child.** ■

" Fool !** cried Jnles Cabanel, flinging off 

her hand. "Oh, my loyed wife, thou who 

did no harm to man or beast, to be mur- 

dered now by men who are worse than 

beasts !** ■

" She was killing thee,*' said Adele. 

" Ask monsieur le docteur. What ailed the 

master, monsieur ?'* ■

" Do not bring me into this infiimy,'* said 

the doctor, looking up from the dead. 

" Whatever ailed monsieur, she ought not 

to be here ! You have made yourself her 

judge and executioner, Adele, and you must 

answer for it to the law.*' ■

"You say this too, master ?*' said Adele. ■

" I say so too," returned Monsieur Caba- 

nel. " To the law you must answer for the 

innocent life you have so cruelly taken — 

you and all the fools and murderers you 

have joined to you.** ■

" And there is to be no vengeance for our 

child?" ■

" Would you revenge yourself on God, 

woman ?'* said Monsieur Cabanel, sternly. ■

" And our past years of love, master ?** ■

"Are memories of hate, Adele,** said 

Monsieur Cabanel, as he turned again to 

the pale face of his dead wife. ■

" Then my place is vacant,*' said Adfele, 

with a bitter cry. " Ah, my little Adolphe, 

it is well thou went before !** ■

" Hold, Ma'ame Adele !'* cried Martin. ■

But before a hand could be stretched out, 

with one bound, one shriek, she had flung 

herself into the pit where she had hoped to 

bury Madame Cabanel ; and they heard her 

body strike the water at the bottom with a 

dull splash, as of something falling from a 

great distance. ■

" They can prove nothing against me, 

Jean,** said old Martin to the garde who 

held him. " I neither bandaged her mouth 

nor carried her on my shoulders. I am the^ 

grave-digger of Pieuvrot, and, ma foi, you^ 

would all do badly, you poor creatures, 

when you die, without me ! I shall have 

the honour of digging madame*s grave, 

never doubt it ; and, Jean,*' ho whispered, 

"they may talk as they like, those rich 

aristos, who know nothing ; she is a vam- 

pire, and she shall have a stake through her ■

body yet. Who knows better than I ? If 

we don*t tie her down like this, she will 

oome out of her grave and suck our blood." ■

" Silence there !'* said the garde com- 

manding the little escort. " To prison with 

the assassins, and keep their tongues from 

wagging.*'^ ■

" To prison with the martyrs and the 

public benefactors!" retorted old Martin. 

" So the world rewards its best." ■

And in this faith he lived and died as a 

for9at at Toulon ; maintaining to the last 

that he had done the world good service 

by ridding it of a monster. But Legros, 

and also Lesouef, his companions, doubted 

gravely of the righteousness of that act of 

theirs on that dark summer's night in the 

forest ; and though they always maintained 

they should not have been punished be- 

cause of their good motives, yet they grew 

in time to disbelieve old Muiin Briolic aiid 

his wisdom, and to wish that they had let 

the law take its own course unhelped 

by them — reserving their strength for 

grinding the hamlet's flour and mend- 

ing the hamlet's sabots, and leading a 

good life, according to the teaching of mon- 

sieur le cut6 and the exhortations of tiieir 

wives. ■

As the French gentleman had proceeded 

with his story the hsteners had increased 

in number, and now, when he ceased speak- 

ing, and looked around him with a hriie 

gesture to intimate that he had come to the 

end of Madame Cabancl's sad history, there 

was, as Mr. Bufas P. Crofiut remarked, 

" quite a crowd." ■

"And what's more,*' said that gentle- 

man, who seemed to take the foremost 

place in the company, as if it were a mere 

matter of course, " that's not only a demcd 

good story of yours, mister, but it wns a 

derned good idea of yours to start tilling 

of it. Here we are, dead fixed in this ali- 

fired Doom's Day Camp of oum, and can't 

do nothing till daybreak nohow, and as for 

sleep, I guess there ain't many of us readr 

for that to-night. S'pose somebody follcis 

on, and tells us another story? I aiat 

good at literatoor and that myself, but Tm 

death on listening, and like a story just &$ 

a child likes candy; so do a lot more 

here, I dessay. As for talkers, why ther 

ain't in general hard to find, and ihert 

must be plenty of good stories knockin' 

round here somewhere. What d'ye saj:** ■

The suggestion was received with ererj 

mark of favour, and it was unanimon^^i/ 

resolved that an attempt should be made ■
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to while away the tedium of the night in 

the manner suggested. But a little diffi- 

culty threatened to mar the project at the 

Tcry outset. Nobody seemed inclined to 

begin. Everybody seemed to be in Mr. 

Croffufc's case, and to bo ready for any 

amount of listening, but for nothing else. 

There was an awkward pause, and a dead 

silence. ■

**Whafs the matter now?" said Mr. 

Croffut, with his deep laugh. ** All afraid ? 

Wal, I s'pose I shall have to act president 

of this meeting, and order somebody to 

make a start. What do you say, colonel ?" 

he added to the man whom he had intro- 

duced to Harry as one of his nurses ; " you 

look as if you'd travelled a bit-, and seen a 

thing or two." ■

" That's true," said the man, a big, 

broad - shouldered Englishman ; " that's 

true, though I don't think I'm as good at 

story-telling as I am at sheep-farming and 

that. However, if you like, I'll try my 

best, and tell you what happened to a 

neighbour of mine in Australia, when he 

chanced to meet a famous bushranging 

rascal they called-^ ■

JINGLING GEORDIE. ■

"I WONDER when John will be back? 

Oh, I wonder when?" thought Lizzie Arm- 

strong, a pretty trim north-country lass, as 

she stood by the open window of the Aus- 

tralian farm-house, round which clustered 

a large-leaved creeper with great yellow 

flowers ; " he is so bold and daring, that 

I know if the blacks or bushrangers tried 

to carry off any of father's sheep, John 

would fight for them, though there w^ere 

a hundred against him. But there, how 

foolish I am, there's no danger about here." ■

Lizzie was busy ironing, and as she 

thought of her lover's danger she put 

down her iron on its stand, sat down with 

one hand on the pile of snowy -white linen, 

and thought over John's last words before 

he started for the sheep-run, thirty miles off. 

Not a syllable, not a tone of the voice had 

escaped her : for were not the words and 

music of them printed on her heart? 

** Lizzie, darling, I have served your father 

well and faithfully these seyen years now, 

and when I return I mean to ask him for 

you. I think he likes me, and though ho is 

a hard, stern man, and despises my educa- 

tion, and my * high-faluting Oxford talk,' 

as he calls it, I do not think ho will refuse, 

for he knows I love you dearly, and he 

knows you love me." There had been a 

kiss between several of these words, and ■

those kisses, too, Lizzie had not forgotten. 

Presently she rose, looked out at the great 

sun sinking fast in a fiery ocean of cloud, 

leant her cheek on her hand, and still 

thought of John. ■

All at once the face of a brown-bearded 

man pushed through the leaves, and its 

lips flew to hers. Yes, it was John himself ! 

She gave a little startled scream, then the 

two lovers stood face to face at the window, 

and he held her hands. There were many 

inarticulate words expressive of joy and 

delight. ■

'* Why, John, this is the very spot where 

we parted." ■

" Do you think I forget it, Lizzie ?" ■

" Nine weeks ago ; oh, such long weeks, 

John, they have been. But what has ' 

brought you back, dear, so soon ? Nothing 

bad I hope." ■

The young bailiff*'s face fell. ■

" Yes, bad, Lizzie — very bad. Bob 

Wilson is losing sheep on his run every 

other day, and we can find no tracks of 

them. There are no black fellows near 

there, and a bushranger hasn't, as you 

know, been seen in this part of the colony 

for three years. We have had no floods. 

It bafiles me, and I've come back, at Bob's 

request, to try and smooth matters for him, 

and to ask whether wo shall not change 

our runs, and see if that betters it. One 

more kiss, Lizzie, then I'll go and put up 

my horse, and come in and lay the whole 

aflair before your father." ■

The one kiss grew into several. ■

" I thought 1 heard talking in the par- 

lour, Lizzie, as I came round ; who is with 

your father ?" ■

" Why it's that horrid Mr. Travers from 

Melbourne. He came yesterday after some 

wool." ■

Churton's face darkened. " He has 

come after you, Lizzie. I hate that fellow. 

Let him look out. Good-bye, dearest, I 

shall feed the horse and be in directly." ■

The moment after he left, a little bright- 

eyed girl of twelve ran in and caught hold 

of Lizzie's apron. It was Lizzie's younger 

sister, Kitty. ■

" Lizzie," said she, "father and Mr. 

Travers have been talking about you. Mr. 

Travers wants to marry you, and he says 

he's very rich, and they're drinking the 

champagne he brought like anything. Oh, 

he's such a beautiful singer, Lizzie, and 

he's brought you such a beautiful blue silk 

gown !" ■

" I don't want his gown," said Lizzie, 

ironing viciotisly, wishing it was over Mr. 

Travcrs's face. ■

f ■
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" Lizzio, my lass," shouted a harsh, 

coarse, north-country voice, from the next 

room, " bring us in my silver tankard, and 

come and see the beautiful gown Mr. Tra- 

vcrs has brought thee." ■

" If he dares to leave it 1*11 tear it to 

pieces," said Lizzie, her eyes kindling as 

she went to a cupboard ajid brought out the 

tankard, a prize long ago at an agricultural 

show at Carlisle. When she entered the 

parlour she found her father and the detest- 

able sleek, vulgar, false- looking Mr. Travers, 

seated at a rough table, on which stood two 

empty champagne bottles. Both men 

looked flushed, and Mr. Travers had one leg 

thrown carelessly over the arm of the chair 

on which ho sat. He at once unhooked him- 

self, and rose with vulgar politeness to hand 

a third for Lizzie, an act of politeness which 

her father greeted with a saturnine smile. ■

" Only hear the news, Lizzie lass. Master 

Travers has brought. The Melbourne 

Argus says that Jingling Gcordie, the 

famous bushranger, has threatened to cross 

over to our part because our police had 

said that we shouldn't put up so easy with 

his ways as the New South Wales police 

have done. Ah, he's a lish yen (supple 

one), but he'll no* baffle our side long. 

We're not the lads to be stuck up like those 

soft cakes over t'other way. I bet ye he'll 

repent before he's ridden many miles, and 

just liike back." ■

" Pray take my chair, my dear Miss 

Armstrong," said Travers, with a manner 

he considered of the first elegance. ■

But the invitation appeared to have no 

charms for Lizzie ■

" M'appen, lass, thou'dst like to see the 

present Mr. Travers has brought thee," 

interposed her father, with as insinuating 

a tone as he could assume. ■

" I must first see to the pigs, father, and 

feed the chickens,'* said Lizzie, wdth a toss 

of her head, that did not augur well for 

Mr. Travers's hopes, and off she ran. ■

"Ah, they're kittle cattle, the lasses," said 

old Armstrong, as the door slammed behind 

her. " You must get quietly near them, or 

they're off like a hurt grouse ; they're shy 

birds, and there's no rule for trapping *em. 

Winning a woman is for all the world like 

catching a colt; you shake the oats, and 

jast as you think you've got the bridle all 

but on, away she goes, with a kick of her 

heels, and you've got to begin again. But 

w he's that ?" (There was a knock at the 

door.) " Come in, man, come in. Why it's 

John. Hoo is't, John ?" ■

John entered with a glower at Travers, 

and a warm greeting to the old farmer. ■

" And hoo are the ship (sheep) ? All 

going weel ?" ■

" Not so well as I could wish, Mr. Ann- 

strong. Bobert Wilson has lost six in a 

fortnight, and how they're gone we can't 

either of us even guess." ■

The farmer's face seemed to contract, 

and his mouth quivered. " Mcbbe," he 

said, with his teeth closed, '^ you and lie 

have been kangaroo-hunting wten vou 

ought to have been minding themi. Yon 

mind what the Scripter says about the 

hireling that loved not his ship because Le 

was a hireling ? That's the way all my 

pi'ofits go. You've left them, and been 

idling and hunting, or some mischief or the 

other ; but I'll stop it out of your wages, 

man, nevei fear." ■

John's brows knit, and his lips com- 

pressed. " You know no one but you, Mr. 

Armstrong, dare call me an idler. We have 

not beep hunting at all ; we have kept as 

close to our work as if we had been slaves." ■

" Mcbbe, then," said the old man, scorn- 

fully, " some black fellars have taken thtm 

from under your noses, and you hadn't the 

mettle to try and save them. When I first 

came out and began to serve, I had to fight 

for my master's ship. Look here." Ana- 

strong tore open his waistcoat, and showed 

two broad scars where black men's spears 

had pierced his chest. '* But yon lads are 

nowt, now. Ye'ro all for lying about 

smoking, and making a fortune soontr 

than in my time wo could earn enough 

to buy a damper : but why do you coico 

back now? You've come here, I 'spcct, 

only to get a word with my darter, who, 

1 can tell you plainly, is for a richer man 

than you." ■

Travers lolled back in his chair, arJ 

sipped his champagne with infinite compla- 

cency. Already he felt himself the son-in- 

law of the rich colonist. ■

John did not condescend to notice lliis 

man's impertinence, but he turned on Ann- 

strong. " Mr. Ai'mstrong," he said, " I hare 

served you faithfully for seven years, and 

during that time, except by flood and 

murrain, you know you haven't lost tun 

sheep. I have not fought for yon, becaiue 

there has been no one to fight; but when 

the time came, I dare say I should sbuw 

better pluck than this pen-driver here." ■

** I won't have you sneaking away from 

work," said Ai'mstrong, "and trying to 

wheedle away my darter. She is only £t 

for a rich man, who can make a lady of 

her, and you're wasting your time to ihmk 

of her ; and mai*k yo this, and mark it 

weel, Mr. John Churton, I'll not stand ■
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mucli more of your stuck-up ways and 

gentlefolks* airs. I'm a plain man, mysel', 

a Coomberland farmer's son, and I M^ant 

men who'll work, and keep my ship to- 

gether, and cam their wages. If you don't 

think my pay enough, and tho bush is too 

warm for your delicate skin, you can go 

when you like. Your quarter's up next 

week, and you have your remedy. I'll 

stand none of your fine gentleman's airs. 

They may do in Lunnon, though they 

didn't stand much for you there ; but they 

won't do at Gillsland.' ■

"Very well, sir," said John, whose hand 

was already on the door-handle. "You 

have said it, and so it shall be ; but re- 

member that I came back hero only from a 

sense of duty. If I had been perishing in 

the bush, and the sheep had been in danger, 

I wouldn't have come back here, even to 

put my dying band in Lizzie's." ■

" I was once foolish enough to say some- 

thing about you and Lizzie when the wool 

had sold well a year ago ; but now I unsay 

it. Here is her future husband. You can ■

go." ■

John kept a firm look on the old man, ■

though his face was pale too. ■

" I come for my wages to-morrow," said 

Churton, " and start for Melbourne by the 

drays in the morning. There's the re- 

volver you have lent me ; your rifle is in 

the kitchen." ■

" Go, and be hanged. I'll have no more 

fine gentlemen here." ■

" God bless you — ta ta," said Travers, 

with his champagne to his lips. ■

As Churton opened the door Lizzie Arm- 

strong rushed into his arms, and hid her 

tearful face upon his shoulder, ■

" Oh, that's it, is it ?" said Armstrong, 

bursting into rage. ^' Let go my daughter, 

you sir, and don't darken my doors more 

than once more, when you come for the 

wages you haven't earned." ■

One passionate kiss, and Churton re« 

leased Lizzie, and slammed the door behind 

him. ■

" And weel shut o' him," said the old 

farmer. " Go to your room, Lizzie. I'll 

have no blubbering here for a stook-oop 

fine gentleman. And now, then, Travers, 

drink to my toast — * Bonny auld Coom^ 

bcrland, its lads and lasses,' and if you can 

sing John Peel, let's have it, for it stirs my 

blood as weel as one of the auld Border 

songs." ■

An hour later, and Just before the place 

was bolted up for the night, there came a 

trcmendpus blow at the ftront door, as if ■

with the butt-end of a heavy whip op 

pistol. ■

" It's that sneaking fellow John oome to 

beg my pardon, I suppose," said old Arm- 

strong. ** I thought he had more spirit." ■

It was getting dark, and snatching up a 

great flaiing tallow candle, ho threw open 

tho door. ■

It was not John. It was a short, thickset, 

bearded man, mounted on a strong black 

horse, spotted with foam, its eyes blood- 

shot, and its mouth in a thick lather. 

The rider wore a deep - brimmed wide- 

awake, and a digger's stained red shirt, 

over which streamed four or five heavy 

cables of gold chain. He had a short double- 

barrelled rifle slung at his back, and a six- 

shooter stuck on either side of the digger's 

belt. His long boots were splashed with 

mud. He was a hard, ill-favoured man, 

with a thick, matted black beard, small, 

quick eyes, thin, pale lips, and promi- 

nent, cruel-looking cheek-bones. He swung 

himself lightly from his horse, and stood 

with one hand on his horse's tangled 

mane. ■

" You've maybe heard of Jingling 

Geordie, the bushranger," said the man, in 

a hoarse, harsh voice ; " has he been here 

lately?" ■

" I've not seen owt of the rascal," said 

Armstrong. "You're one of the police, 

mebbe, and are after him ? You'll doubt- 

less want a night's rest ? Walk in." ■

" And take some fizz with us, like a jolly 

good fellow," hiccuped Travers. ■

" So you've never seen Geordie ?" asked 

the man again, with a dry laugh, as he tied 

up his horse. ■

" What is he like ?" ■

" Why, to tell the truth, he's the very 

image of me," said the man, puIHng out a 

revolver as quick as lightning, and cocking 

it, " for I am him, and he's me, axKl we're 

partners for life. Now I mean to stick you 

up ; so up with you." ■

The old man sullenly, Travers pale and 

trembling, instantly threw up their arms 

in the approved Australian manner, and 

backed into the parlour as the bushranger 

pushed them before him into the room, first 

locking the front door, and turning the key 

after him. ■

"Now, gentlemen," he said, thrqwing 

himself insolently intoa chair, and tossing on 

Travers's full glass, '^ I don't waut money, 

for I've stuck up three parties to-day, and 

I've as umch as I can carry ; but what I do 

want is some grub and lush, a night's shake- 

down, and a certain good mare I've lieard 

of. Call the whole crew- ■
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" If youVo got a revolver on you, fire 

at him," whispered the old man to Travers, 

as they stood with their arms np. ■

"Come, no whispering," said Geordie, 

" or I shall have to pnt a ballet throngh 

one of ycJu, and I've blood enough on my 

hands already. Do as I tell you, old man ; 

quick, and pipe all hands — I want to give 

them a short sermon. Never mind my 

horse; he's good for nothing; ho can go 

to the devil his own way." ■

Armstrong did as ho was bid, and called 

Lizzie. Kitty had already heard the alarm, 

and hidden herself in a wood cupboard in 

the kitchen : Lizzie came down stairs pale 

and crying ; she gave just one scream when 

she saw the rough man, whom she guessed 

at once to be fSter no good ; then, like a 

brave girl, collected herself for the worst. ■

" So this is the whole lot, all told. So far 

so good. You needn't bo afraid, my pretty 

lass. I won't hurt you," said the bush- 

ranger. ** Come, old man, what shooting- 

irons have you about you ? It is always 

as well in these cases to be careful." ■

As he said this the man began to rum- 

mage Armstrong's pockets with all the 

practised care of a custom-house searcher. ■

" I tell you I don't carry any." ■

" But don't you wish you did ?" said 

the fellow, with an odious sardonic grin. 

" Yes, I see that by the red in your eyes, 

and the white of your lips. You keep your 

temper, old man. I won't touch your 

shiners. I've got enough of my own. And 

don't you be frightened, miss ; I'm not going 

to hurt the old father, though he does look 

mischief. As for that counter-jumper, I 

won't search him, for I can see he hasn't the 

pluck to use a pistol, even if he had one." ■

Lizzie shuddered as she saw the wretch's 

rough hands laid upon her father, a man 

of such rough temper and such uncon- 

trollable passions, and every moment she 

expected to see a blow struck, and to hear 

the return shot that would stretch her 

father dead at her feet. " Oh, that John 

were here," she thought, and the next mo- 

ment she trembled to think what might 

have happened had her lover flown at the 

rufi&an, as he would surely have done. ■

" Come, now," said Geordie, " one of 

you, and we'll go round and bolt all the 

doors. ' I don't want any of the neighbours 

to know who's here ; and we'll have it all 

snug to ourselves. Come, I say, one of 

you, d'ye hear, and no nonsense^ for I'm 

rough and ready, as you'll pretty soon find, 

if my blood once gets up. Where are the 

guns and powder ?" ■

" Well, I suppose we must e'en make tho ■

best of a bad bargain," said Armstrong. 

" So come, and we'll shut the doors first 

Lizzie, this gentleman will want some 

supper ; you lock the back door, and see to 

it^ while we go up- stairs and collect the 

guns. He is here, we are at his mercy, 

and we must just make things as pleasant 

as we can. He knows well enough I would 

kick if I could. Travers, you come with us 

up-stairs, and help to overhaul, and you, 

Lizzie, cook some steaks and get some 

toast ready." ■

Travers, with a very pale face, said he 

would rather stop where he was. He was 

evidently overcome with fear. All at once 

Geordie turned his cold keen eyes upon 

him, drew a revolver, and held it to his 

head. ■

" Come," he said, " none of that. I 

know your game. You want to sne^ be- 

hind, and then, when we are busy up there, 

you'll make a rush for it, and ride oflT for 

the poHce. No, no, my gentleman, you go 

first, or I'll make cold mieat of you at one 

touch of the trigger." ■

With very shaky steps Travers staggered 

forward, and the three men proceeded 

up-stairs, having first locked the lower 

doors. ■

The moment she was left alone in the 

kitchen, Lizzie opened the wood cupboard 

door, and called softly to her sister. She 

had resolved on a bold step. ■

" There is no danger now, Kitty, but 

.keep there till he is at his meal, then I 

want you to do something that may save us 

all." ■

" I'll do it, Lizzie, whatever it is," was 

the reply. " But, oh ! don't let that dread- 

ful man see me. I'm so afraid of him. 

I'm sure he is going to kill ua alL" ■

Just at that moment there were sounds 

of feet on the stairs, a loud coarse laugh, 

and, just as Lizzie closed the cupboard, the 

man entered the kitchen with two or iiiree 

guns and a bag of powder under his arm. ■

*'I thought I heard some one talking 

here," he said. He looked suspiciously 

round, and a murderous look come into his 

eyes. ■

'*! was only talking to the cat^" said 

Lizzie, stooping down and stroking a qat, 

that sat gravely and sleepily on a kangaioo 

skin that served as hearth-rug. ■

The bushranger stepped to the window, 

and looked out, but there was no one to be 

seen. ■

" You look alive, my girl, with the supper, 

and don't turn sulky, it ain't no use," he 

said, roughly. " I have been riding since 

daybreak, and two dampers in twelve ■

"^ ■ :A3 ■
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Hours is poor allowance. Lots of buttered 

cakes, mind. Yon are good at those things, 

you north-country folks, and I'll have some 

tea. Look alive, now, and after tea you shall 

give us a tune on the pianner, and we'll 

make a snug little party — ^and you leave all 

the doors open, so as I can hear everything.'' ■

" Get the supper soon, Lizzie," said her 

father. " We must just make the best of 

things, lass." ■

The moment the steak was cooked, and 

while Jingling Geordie was intent on 

ravenously devouring it, his revolver cocked 

by his side on the table, and the fire-arms of 

the house stacked safely in a comer behind 

the sofa on which he sat, Lizzie ran back te 

the kitchen, opened the cupboard door, and 

called in a low voice to Kitty. ■

" Kitty," she said, " you must drop 

out of the window here, and go in search 

of John. If he is not at Jerry Lot's he'll 

be at the wood-shed out beyond the last 

clearing, by the Gelt creek. You'll know 

your way when the moon rises. Tell him 

we're in danger here, but he must not come 

near the place to-night, or the wretch will 

murder us all. It is Jingling Geordie, the 

bushranger, for whom government has 

offered two hundred pounds, dead or alive. 

John mustwateh this window, and if there 

is awful need for him I will hang out a 

white handkerchief; mind, if I do not do 

that he must not come near us. Will you 

remember all this, Kitty ?" ■

" Yes, Lizzie, I am ready. Whatever 

hapx>ena I'll do whatever you toll me." ■

Softly, on tip-toe, the two sisters crept 

to the window, first softly closing the door; 

the little girl was then quickly lowered by 

Lizzie. She had scarcely descended before 

Geordie entered, pistol in hand. ■

" Why do you shut that door," he said, 

''when I told you not? You take care, 

young woman, or I shall get rough. I 

don't half like your looks. Come into the 

parlour, d'ye hear ; no nonsense with me." ■

Again he looked out of the window, but 

Kitty had cowered down under shelter; 

he shut it, and closed and bolted the 

shutters. " If I thought you was carrying 

on any tricks, I'd shoot you like a dog. 

Come, lass," he said, as he threw himself 

on the sofa, and mixed a glass of brandy- 

and-water, " you play us a tune — you look 

like one of the musical sort. Play Let 

me Kiss Him for His Mother, or the 

Mocking Bird. I used to sing them, when 

I was a lad, to my young woman. Ah, 

she little thought I should ever be a lag 

out here, no more cared for than a dead 

dog on a dunghill." ■

" Take some more brandy, messmate,' 

said old Armstrong with an almost imper- 

ceptible glance at Travers, who was smoking 

with the most rueful face possible, and 

casting constant and frightened glances at 

the pistol. ■

Geordie leaped up, snatehed the bottle 

irom Armstrong's hand, and dashed it on 

the floor. " You try that on again," he 

said ; " you get your fingers once more as 

close as that to my six-shooter, and I'll 

fire a barrel straight into both of you. 

Don't fancy, oldbuft'er, you'll catch a weasel 

like me asleep. I want no more of your 

drink. If I'd often drunk, I should have 

been at the wrong end of a rope long ago. 

Gome, to business. Have you got any good 

horses, old man?" ■

" Not one ; only rough horses for haul- 

ing timber." ■

" That's a lie," said Geordie, beating his 

fist on the table. " Keep on playing, lass 

— something sentimental, mind. That's a 

big lie ; you've forgotten Fan, the fastest 

chestnut mare this side of Melbourne. 

Well, hear me now. I want her early to- 

morrow, and her I'll have whatever I do 

for it," and he gripped his pistols. ■

" I see you've heard of my mare," said 

Armstrong, with a sigh, "but she's too 

slight for your work — she's almost a racer, 

and nearly thoroughbred." ■

" I always ride racers when I can got 

them. Play on, lass ; play us I am Leaving 

Thee in Sorrow, Annie — that's a good 

song, that is. My sister Nelly used to 

sing that. Your girl plays well, old man. 

Mind, the first thing to-morrow you drive 

the horses into the corral, and I'll see if 

there is anything better than the mare." ■

" You must take what you like, we are 

at your mercy," said Armstrong. ■

** And as for you," said Geordie to Tra- 

vers, who was too frightened to speak, " you 

haven't a word to throw to a dog. Come, 

drink a tumbler of that brandy, or, by the 

Lord, I'll force it down your throat. I 

dare say you'd have been a lag yourself 

before now if you'd only had the courage." ■

Every now and then Lizzie took a 

frightened but steady look at the man, to 

see if fatigue was overcoming him, deter- 

mining, upon the instant he fell asleep, to 

hang out the signal in the moonshine. The 

deserted hut to which John would have 

gone was a mile off along the wood. Kitty 

would have reached there by this time. A 

quarter of an hour more, and John would 

bo watching the window. But nothing 

could disarm the man's suspicions, though 

from time to time he grew jovial, and ■
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stmok in "mih a rough oborns to the 

popular tones Lizsie played, with affected 

readiness. ■

" Whenever yon Kke to go to yonr room, 

mister, it is ready," said Armstrong. ■

" Thank yon, cap'en," he said, stretching 

his dirty boots on the neat sofa ; " yon may 

go when yon like, this'll do for me. I always 

sleep, mind, with one eye open, and all my 

friends ready ronnd me." As he said this 

he pnt a six-shooier by him on the table, 

with half a dozen cartridges, and placed a 

second nnder the so^ cnshion. ■

** Thanks, my darling, for yonr mnsic. 

Don't be afi^d of me. We old lags don't 

often get a treat in the bnsh like that. 

Take my advioe ; don't yon go and marry 

that dandy counter-jnmper there ; he hasn't 

the plnck of a monse. Leave all yonr 

doors open, and we shall do very well. Be 

off with ye. Breakfast at five*thirty, please, 

and if yon don't wake I'll start yer." ■

" If John had been here, and I hadn't 

been so harsh towards him," said Arm- 

strong to his daughter, as they parted for 

the night, " things might have gone dif- 

ferent. As for that fellow Travers, he's 

the greatest sknnk that ever crawled, and 

he shouldn't have yon now if he was the 

only man lefb in the world. Ah, if we 

conld only have drugged that rascal's 

tea I" ■

'* No more talking np there," shouted a 

fierce voice from the parlour. " Go to bed. 

Yon've got to turn out early." ■

What a night of agony Lizzie spent, lying 

awake in the moonlight that streamed over 

her bed, and listening to every sound ! 

Once, when all was still, she almost re- 

solved to steal down, bare-footed, to the 

kitchen, and listen at the window if she 

could hear John. Then a dreadful thought 

seised her that he might have ridden far 

awav, and never met Kitty at all. She 

might never see him again. He was proud 

and high-spirited, and would never brook 

an insult. Then, as she sat up and listened, 

she heard some night bird call, and the 

man below rose, strode to the kitchen, 

opened the window, and looked out I Sup- 

pose he saw John, and fired at him I It 

seemed endless, tbat night of miserable, 

anxious watching. ■

But she was not forsaken. All that night 

John, whom Kitty had found lighting a 

fire in the desolate hut preparatory to 

starting early in the morning, was watch- 

ing the house from a clump of trees some 

two hundred yards off. Sometimes he re- 

solved, unarmed-*^for he had no revolver*- ■

to go up boldly, knock at the door, and, 

when the man came, to at once grapple 

with him. Then the certainty of this 

scheme being fruitless made him roll in 

anguish on ^e gi'ass. All at once a sudden 

thought seized him. He remembered that 

Wilson, when they both started for the 

bush, had hidden away an old duck-gnn 

in the roof of the hut they used to oc- 

cupy. He scarcely knew what use the gun 

could be ^against a man like Jingling 

Geordie, triply armed, and ready for mur- 

der ; but in the dim light, for the moon vfab 

now setting, he went back and searched 

and searched in vain. Then he lay down 

and slept, and at the first streak of light 

he rose, and, with feverish eagerness, 

searched again in every nook of the roof 

All at once, at the gable end, his hand 

touched a long packet. It was a gun 

wrapped in oil-cloth. He had powder lefl, 

but no bullets. If even flames broke out 

of the roof, or Liisie's signal appeared 

waving at the first light, he was powerless 

still to strike a blow in her defence. Again 

he went out, threw himself down jnst in- 

side a clump of stringy^bark trees, and 

watched as intently as a deer-stalker, who 

knows the moment for a shot is near. ■

As he watched a figure came through the 

dim light slowly towards him. It was an 

old stableman of Armstrong's, riding along 

with a melancholy air. As he passed the 

wood John called out to him : ■

" Where are you going to P" ■

" Whatj is that you, Mr. John P I heard 

you was back. Why, going on a bad 

errand. Going to get the horses for that 

rascal to choose from^a bushranger that 

got in last night. Mr. Armstrong was 

round for me with him before daybreak. 

He is going to take our chestnut mare." ■

^* Have you got any bullets, Ned P" said 

John, in a quick dry voice. " I may want 

one or two." ■

" I don't think I have one,** said the 

man, searching both his pockets in vain. 

** Yes, I have," he cried out, with a sudden 

burst of delight ; ** yes, I have got three 

here, and a pinch of powder, but. Lor' a 

muBsy, don't venture your luck against a 

bom devil like that^ who's murdered a dozen 

men. A bullet is no use for an old rusty 

fowling-piece like that ; and if he even sees 

you lurking about near the horses he'll kiO 

you before you can throw up your hands." ■

" We shall see," was Churton's answer, 

and the words hksed through hie dencdicd 

teeth. ■

" This isn't ttvtB that I hear about yonr ■
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going, Mr. Churton P What, leave Miss 

Lizzie, and yon so fond of each other.'' ■

''It is no time to talk of that, Ned;" 

then he grasped the man's shonlder so 

that he winced. *' How did Mr. Arm- 

strong seem when he came to jou this 

morning ?" ■

" He seemed sulky ahont Jingling 

Geordie. Bnt he knewrery well that if he 

kicked at anything, there was a bullet ready 

for him." ■

'* He is not a man to have borne much. 

4nd the man himself — Geordie ?" ■

" He was devil-may-care enough. Like 

a fellow who had got the game in his own 

hands. I heard him telling Master Arm- 

strong that he had been living on his sheep 

at Bunyong Creek." ■

"Bunyong Creek P Then it was he," 

said Chnrton^ hammering down savagely a 

bnllet which he had been biting into shape. 

'' Oh, I'll speak to him 1 When will they be 

here ?" ■

'' In about ten minutes ; but for God's 

sake don't provoke Jingling Geordie, or 

threaten him. I heard him boast of the 

murders he has committed, more than he 

could count on his ten fingers ; he has two 

six-shooters in his belt, and he'll kill you 

with no more heed than if you were a rat. 

Take my advice, and let him alone." ■

" The God who sent David with a sling 

and a stone against the giant will help mo. 

It is no use talking to me." ■

" A wilful man must have his way," said 

the old m&n ; " but mind, I warned you. I 

shall never see you alive again, Mr. Chur- 

ton ; yon might just as well put your hand 

in a lion's mouth as threaten that man." ■

''It is Lizzie's favourite mare," said 

Churton ; " and he shan't have her till he 

has walked over my body." ■

With hands uplifted, in mute protesta- 

tion, the man rode off to drive in the 

horses, and left Churton there, still driving 

at the refractory bullet, which had stuck 

in the gnn, and would not go down close 

upon the powder. If the bullet could not 

be forced down, he would have to meet the 

man , he was determined to confront, helpless. 

Besides, was it not cowardly to lurk there, 

even for a murderer ? Again, if he stepped 

forward and met Geordie, perhaps, suspect- 

ing treachery, the rascal's first act would 

bo to shoot down Lizzie's father. Tom to 

pieces by these conflicting feelings, John's 

mind finally settled down to a determina- 

tion to join the old stableman, leave his gun 

behind, take his place in driving in the 

horses, and once in the paddock, to get as ■

near as possible to the bushranger, and act 

as circumstances required. ■

But Churton wavered too long. At that 

very moment, as he lay down behind a 

huge trunk of a gum tree, not sixty yards 

from the paddock into which the horses juHt 

then raced, hurried by the stableman's 

shouts, Jingling Geordie and Mr. Arm- 

strong came down a field-path from the 

hoase. They walked side by side ; Geordie 

was talkative and triumphant, Mr. Arm- 

strong silent and gloomy, like a prisoner 

in cnstody. ■

" I hear this mare of yours is a clipper ; 

but I shall see what metal she has in her 

before half an hour's over." ■

" I tell you the truth, man. It is hard 

to part with her. My girl, Lizzie, is fond of 

her, and she is fond of Lizzie, and I allow 

I'd sooner you'd take all the paddockful 

than her." ■

" Come, I think you have got off pretty 

tidy," said the black-bearded fellow, with 

malice in his small, half-closed eyes, as he 

swnng his six-shooter nearer to his hand 

and surveyed the path before him with a 

caution and suspicion evidently habitual. 

" I've taken none of yonr shiners. I've not 

hurt anything, and now you grudge mo 

this mare. That's hardly gratefhl of yon, 

old man. At some houses I've lodged at I 

can tell you I've come away with rather 

fuller pockets. Suppose, now, I'd carried 

off your daughter ?" ■

The old north-countryman's brow dark- 

ened. " And do you think I'd have let her 

go without a struggle P" ■

" Struggle. Look at these arguments 

of mine," and Geordie langhed a wicked 

laugh, and tapped the two six-shooters 

in his belt. " Much good your struggling 

would have been. I know where your brains 

would have been by this time. Now, look 

here, do you know what this ugly head 

of mine is worth P" and Gkordie took off his 

wideawake, and shook his coarse fell of black 

matted hair with a certain vulgar pride. ■

Armstrong said, " I know there is a re- 

ward offered for you.' ' ■

" Two hundred pounds ; more than's 

been offered for any one since my old com- 

rade Morgan. It is w^rth having. Try 

and earn it. Here, I'll give you a revolver. 

Have a crack at me ; but mind I shall fire 

first, old pal." ■

At that moment Armstrong oanght a 

glimpse of a gun-barrel pointed dead at 

Gbordie, and seeing it he drew back, to let 

the man, whoever it might be in ambuscade, 

get a clear shot. Geordie did not see the ■
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barrel glitter, but ho observed Armstrong 

fall back a step, and quick as lightning ho 

put his hand to his belt and drew his re- 

volver. A second ; and the old man would 

have been killed ; but before Geordie could 

cock the six-shooter, there was a crack, a 

thin gush of fire, and, as he turned, a heavy 

bullet struck him full in tho lower part of 

the chest. He threw up his arms, uttered 

half a curse, and fell dead upon his face. ■

Almost before the body could touch the 

ground, Churton had risen from behind 

tho tree, and with clubbed gun, ran like a 

deer to where the corpse lay. He knelt, tore 

open Geordie's shirt, and felt his heart 

— it had ceased to beat. He snatched 

the revolver from the ruffian's stiffening 

hand, and rose and stood before Arm- 

strong. ■

" He is dead," he said. " I was loth 

to kill him that way, but when I saw the 

villain put his hand to his belt, I knew he 

meant murder, and the odds were too 

much against you for mo to spare him." ■

" You've saved my life, John Churton," 

said Armstrong, '* and I thank you. I 

dare say you only value me for Lizzie's 

sake, and I don't know that I deserve more 

of you, for I was rough and ungrateful 

last night, and I forgot what I owed you 

for good service." ■

" I never felt such a terrible moment," 

said Churton, *' as that was when I took 

aim at the wretch that lies here; for I 

knew if I missed it was sudden death for 

you, and I didn't know how this old shot- 

gun would carry a bullet; but it went 

straiglit, and tho men this wretch mur- 

dered are at last avenged. Still, somehow, 

I wish it had been a fair up-and-down fight, 

when he was stealing your sheep." ■

** Tut, man, there is nothing to regret," 

said the old farmer, grasping Churton's 

hand warmly ; " tho two hundred pounds 

reward will help to buy some sheep to start 

you and Lizzie." ■

" I'll not touch a penny of the blood- 

money. I killed him to save Lizzie's 

father." ■

" Well, you were always a queer lad. 

Let who will have it, Lizzie is yours." ■

John Churton pressed his hand. Then 

he said: "It was a lucky shot, but I'd 

rather have struck him down in fair fight, 

bad as he was ; and after all, but for brave 

little Kitty, I might have been in the hut 

by the old clearing, and never have known 

till I was fifty miles away that you had 

been all murdered." ■

" John Churton, you're a brave fellow, 

and you deserve my daughter," said Arm- ■

strong, " and you shall have this old place 

when my time comes." ■

Need I describe the meeting of Lizzie 

and John ? Never was happiness so sudden, 

so complete, so deserved. A brave man 

and a brave girl had long since exchanged 

hearts, and if ever there was an hour of 

perfect happiness in this wicked world it 

was that first hour of their re-meeting. As 

for Travers, he sat silent^ cowed, and de- 

spised. ■

The next morning Armstrong, going out 

very early to the shed where the body lay 

awaiting the inquest and the gathering of 

the jury from far-off stations, found a man 

with his back towards him, kneeling over 

the body, and busy in removing the beard 

for a trophy to show at Melbourne. ■

Armstrong indignantly pushed the man 

over the body. It was Travers. ■

*' I see what you want," said the old 

farmer, "to go off with that and tell lies 

about it at tho bar-rooms at Melbourne. 

A cur like you, too 1 Get up, saddle your 

horse, and be off; my daughter is only fit 

for a brave man. I'll send out your break- 

fast to you when you're on horseback. Be 

off, quick — d'ye hear. You can tell lies 

^enough without wanting a proof." ■

So Travers slunk away. ■

" Thank you, sir-r-r," said the president. 

"Any way, that story just settles one 

p'int, and proves what a good thing it 

is never to stir without your shootin'- 

irons. If your friend had followed onr 

fashion this side, and always carried his 

six-shooter around with him, he'd have 

held a stronger suit than an old played- 

out duck-gun. Who's next ? A lady this 

time. What do you say, ma'am ?" he con- 

tinued, to the quiet German woman with 

the strange sad yearning look in her large 

eyes, who sat on Harry Middleton's other 

side, gently arranging the bandages on his 

wounded arm. " Sorry I don't know your 

name, so as to speak civiller, but p'raps 

you've got a story you can tell us ?" ■

"They call me Sister Johanna," she 

said, in a composed voice, which had a 

touch of melancholy and something of 

weariness in its tone. " My story, such as 

it is, is but a sad one; but it wiU be a 

relief to me to put into words what is for 

ever passing through my brain, and if you 

wish it, I will gladly speak." ■

Then, afkr bringing her kindly duties 

to her patient to an end, she b^;an to speak, 

at first with some hesitation, but presently 

with a curious earnestness, very different ■

?= ■
=^ ■
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to the ordinary composure of her manner. 

And this was— - ■

SISTER JOHANNA'S STORY. ■

Ip you have ever heard of the Grodnor 

Thai, then you will also have heard of the 

village of St Ulrich, of which I, Johanna 

R«derer, am a native, and in which I 

lived all my life until I crossed the 

ocean. And if, as is more likely, you have 

never heard of either, then still, though 

without knowing it^ many of you have, 

even from your earliest childhood, been 

familiar with the work by which, for many 

generations, we have lived and prospered. 

Your rocking-horse, your Noah's ark, your 

first doll, came from St. Ulrich — ^for the 

Grodner Thai is the children's paradise, 

and supplies the little ones-' of all Europe 

with toys. In every house throughout the 

village — I might almost say in every house 

throughout the valley — you will find wood- 

carving, painting, or gilding perpetually 

going on; except only in the haymaking 

and harvest-time, when all the world goes 

up to the hills to mow and reap, and 

breathe the mountain air. Nor do our 

carvers carve only grotesque toys. All the 

crucifixes that you see by the wayside, all 

the carved stalls and tabernacles, all the 

painted and gilded saints decorating screens 

and side altars in our Tyrolean churches, 

are the work of their hands. ■

After what I have said, you will no 

doubt have guessed that ours was a family 

of wood-carvers. My father, who died 

when my sister and I were quite little 

children, was a wood-carver. My mother 

was also a wood-carver, as were her mother 

and grandmother before her ; and Katrine 

and I were of course brought up by her to 

the same calling. But, as it was necessary 

that one should look after the heme duties, 

and as Katrine was always more delicate 

than myself, I gradually came to work less 

and less at the business, till at last, what 

with cooking, washing, mending, making, 

spinning, gardening, and so forth, I almost 

IcH it off altogether. Nor did Katrine 

work very hard at it, either ; for, being so 

delicate, and so pretty, and so much younger 

than myself, she came^ of course, to be a 

good deal spoiled, and to have her own 

way in everything. Besides, she g^ew 

tired, naturally, of cutting nothing but 

cocks, hens, dogs, cats, cows, and goats ; 

^Yhich were all our mother had been taught 

to make, and, consequently, all she could 

teach to her children. ■

*' If I could carve saints and angels, like ■

Ulrich, next door," Katrine used sometimes 

to say ; " or if I might invent new beasts 

out of my own head, or if I might cut 

caricature nutcrackers of the Herr Purgcr 

and Don Wian, I shouldn't care if I worked 

hard all day; but I Eate the cocks and 

hens, and I hate the dogs and cats, and I 

hate all the birds and beasts that ever 

went into the ark — and I only wish they 

had all been drowned in the Deluge, and 

not one left for a pattern !" ■

And then she would fling her tools away, 

and dance about the room like a wild 

creature, and mimic the Herr Purger, who 

was the great wholesale buyer of all our 

St. Ulrich ware, till even our mother, 

grave and sober woman as she was, could 

not help laughing, till the tears ran down 

her cheeks. ■

Now the Ulrich next door, of whom our 

little Katrine used to speak, was the elder of 

two brothers named Einazzer, and he lived 

in the house adjoining our own ; for at St. 

Ulrich, as in some of the neighbouring 

villages, one frequently sees two houses 

built together under one roof, with gardens 

and orchards surrounded by a common 

fence. Such a house was the Finazzers' 

and ours; or I should rather say both 

houses were theirs, for they were our land- 

lords, and we rented our cottage from them 

by the year. ■

Ulrich, named after the patron saint of 

our village, was a tall, brown, stalwart 

man, very grave, very reserved, very re- 

ligious, and the finest wood-sculptor in all 

the Grodner Thai. No madonnas, no angels 

could compare with his for heavenly grace 

and tenderness ; and for his Christs, a great 

foreign critic, who came to St. Ulrich some 

ten or twelve years ago, said that no other 

modern artist with whose works he was 

acquainted, could treat that subject with 

anything like the same dignity and pathos. 

But then, perhaps, no other modern artist 

went to his work in the same spirit, or 

threw into it not only the whole force of a 

very noble and upright character, but all 

the loftiest aspirations of a profoundly 

religious nature. ■

His younger brother, Alois, was a 

painter — fair-haii*cd, light-hearted, plea- 

sure-loving ; as unlike Ulrich, both in ap- 

pearance and disposition, as it is possible 

to conceive. At the time of which I am 

telling you, he was a student in Venice, 

and had already been three years away 

from home. I used to dream dreams, and 

weave foolish romances about Alois and my 

little Katrine, picturing to myself how he 

would some day come home, in the flush, ■
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perhaps, of his first success, and finding 

her BO beantifal and a woman grown, fall 

in love with her at first sight, and she with 

him; and the thought of this possibility 

became at last snch a happy certainty in 

my mind, that when things began to work 

ronnd in quite the other way, I conld not 

bring myself lo believe it. Yet so it was, 

and, much as I loved my darling, and 

quick-sighted as I bad always been in 

everything that could possibly concern her, 

there was not a gossip in St. Ulrich who 

did not see what was coming before I even 

suspected it. ■

When, therefore, my little Katrine came 

to mo one evening in the orchard, and told 

me, half laughing, half crying, that Ulrioh 

Finazzer had that day asked her to be his 

wife, I was utterly taken by surprise. ■

** I never dreamed that he would think 

of me, dear," she said, with her head upon 

my bosom. '^ He is so much too ggpod and 

too clever for such a foolish birdie as poor 

little Katrine." ■

" But — but my birdie loves him ?" I said, 

kissing her bright hair. ■

She half lifted her head, half laughed 

through her tears, and said with some 

hesitation : ■

" Oh, yes, I love him. I — ^I think I love 

him — and then I am quite sure he loves 

mo, and that is more than enough." ■

" But, Katrine " ■

She kissed me, to stop the words upon 

my lips. ■

" But yon know quite well, dear, that I 

never could love any lover half as much as 

I love you ; and he knows it, too, for I told 

him so just now, and now please don't look 

grave, for I want to bo very happy to-night, 

and I can't bear it." ■

And I also wanted her to be very happy, 

BO I said all the loving things I could think 

of, and when we went in to supper we found 

Ulrich Finazzer waiting for us. ■

'^ Dear Johanna," he said, taking me by 

both hands, " you are to be my sister now. ■

And then he kissed mo on the forehead. 

The words were few ; but he had never 

spoken to me or looked at me so kindly 

before, and somehow my heart seemed to 

come into my throaty and I could not 

answer a word. ■

It was now the early summer time, and 

they were to be married in the autumn. 

Ulrich, meanwhile, had his hands full of 

work, as usual, and there was, besides, 

one important task which he wanted to com- 

plete before his wedding. This task was a 

Christ, larger than life, which he designed 

as a gift to our parish ohuroh, then under- ■

going complete restoration. The com- 

mittee of management had invited him, 

in the first instance, to undertake the 

work as an ord^, but Ulrich would not 

accept a price for it. He preferred to give 

it as a free-will offering, and he meant it 

to be the best piece of wood-sculpture that 

had ever yet lefb his hand. He had maie 

innumerable designs for it, both in ckj 

and on paper, and separate studies from 

life for the limbs, hands, and feet. In 

short, it was to be no ordinary piece of 

mere conventional Grodner Thai work, but 

a work of art in the true sense of the word. 

In the meanwhile, he allowed no one to see 

the figure in progress— not even Katrine; 

but worked upon it with closed doors, and 

kept it covered with a linen cloth when- 

ever his workshop was open. ■

So the summer time wore on, and the 

roses bloomed abundantly in our little 

garden, the corn yellowed slowly on the 

hill-sides, and the wild white strawberry 

blossoms turned to tiny strawberrieSy ruby- 

red, on etery mossy bonk among the fir- 

forests of the Seisser AJp. And still 

Ulrich laboured on at his great work, and 

sculptured many a gracious saint besides ; 

and still the one object of all his earthly 

worship was our little laughing Katrine. 

Whether it was that, being so grave him- 

self and she so gay, he loved her the better 

for the contrast, I cannot tell; bat his 

affection for her seemed to deepen daily. 

I watched it as one might watch the growth 

of some rare fiower, and I wondered some- 

times if she pmod it as she ought. Yet 1 

scarcely know how, child that she was, she 

should ever have risen to the heights or 

sounded the depths of such a nature as his. 

That she could not appreciate him, how- 

ever, would have mattered little, if she had 

loved him more. There was the pity of it. 

She had accepted him, as many a verr 

young girl accepts her first lover, simply 

because he was her first. She was proud of 

his genius — proud of his preference, proud 

of the house, and the lands, and the worldly 

goods that were soon to be hers ; but for 

that far gpreater wealth of love, she held it 

all too lightly. Seeing this, day after day, 

with the knowledge that nothing I oould 

say would make things better, I fell, wilii- ' 

out being conscious of it, into a sad and I 

silent way, that arose solelv out of my 

deep love for them both, and had no root 

of selfishness in it, as my own heart told 

me then, and tells me to this day. ■

In the midst of this time, so fnll of ' 

happiness for Ulrich, so full of anxiety for 

me, Alois Finazjser came home suddenly. ■

:^^Jii ■

i' ■
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Wo had been expecting lum in a vague 

way ever since the spring, but the sur- 

prise, when he walked in nnannoaneod, 

was as great as if we had not expected him 

at all. He kissed us all on both cheeks, 

and sat down as if he had not been away 

for a day. ■

"What a rich feUow I am!" ho said, 

joyonsly. " I left only a grave elder 

brother behind when I went to Venice, and 

I come back finding two dear little sisters 

to welcome me home again." ■

And then he told ns that he had just 

taken the gold medal at the Aca4emy, that 

he had sold his prise piotnre for two hun- 

dred florins, and that he had a pocketful of 

presents for us all — ^a necklace tor Katrine, 

a spectacle-case flbr our mother, and a house- 

wife for myself. When he put the neck- 

lace round my darling's neck he kissed her 

again, and praised her eyes, and said he 

should some day put his pretty little sister 

into one of his pictures. ■

He was greatly changed. He went 

away a curly-headed lad of eighteen, he 

came back a man, bearded, self-confident. 

Three years, at certain turning-points on 

the road of life, work with us more power- 

fully, whether for better or worse, than 

would ten years at any other period. I 

thought I liked Alois Finaexer better 

when he was those three years younger. ■

Not so Katrinei however-*-not so our 

mother — not so the St. Ulrich folk, all of 

whom were- loud in his praise. Handsome, 

successful, gay, generous, he treated the 

men, laughed wi& the girls, and carried 

all before him. ■

As for Ulrich, he put his work aside, 

and cleared his brow, and made holiday for 

two whole daysi going round with his 

brother from house to houde, and telling 

every one how Alois had taken the great 

gold medal in Venice. Proud and happy 

as he was, however, he was prouder and 

happier still when, some three or four days 

later, at a meeting of the church committee 

of management, the commune formally in- 

vited Alois to paint an altar-piece tor the 

altar of Sant' Marco at the price of three 

hundred florins. ■

That evening Ulrich invited us to supper, 

and we drank Alois's health in a bottle of 

good Barbera wine. He was to stay at 

home now, instead of going back to 

Venice, and he was to have the large room 

at the back of Uhrich's workshop for a 

studio. ■

"I'll bring your patron saint into my 

picture if you will sit for her portrait, 

Katiinc," said Alois, laughingly. ■

And Katrine blushed and said,, *' Yes ;" 

and Ulrich was delighted, and Alois pulled 

out his pocket-book, and began sketching 

her head on the spot. ■

** Only you must try to think of serious 

things, and not laugh when you are sitting 

for a saint, my Kttlomadchen," said Ulrich, 

tenderly ; whereupon Katrine blushed still 

more deeply, and Alois, without looking up 

from his diawing, promised that they would 

both be as grave as judges wh^iever the 

sittings were going on. ■

And now there began for mo a. period of 

such misery that even at this distance of 

time I can scarcely bear to speak or think 

of it. There, day after day, was Alois 

painting in his new studio, and Katrine 

sitting to him for Gatarina, while Ulrich, 

unselfish, &ithful, trustful, worked on in 

the next room, absorbed in his art, and 

not only unconscious of treachery, but in- 

capable of conceiving it as a possibility. 

How I tried to watch over her, and would 

fain have watched over her still more 

closely if I could, is known to myself alone. 

My object was to be with her throughout 

all those foetal sittings; Akiis's object was to 

ipake the appoLutments for houra when my 

household duties compelled me to remain 

at home. He soon found out that my eyes 

were opened. From that moment it was a 

silent unacknowledged fight between us, 

and we were always fighting it ■

And now, as his work drew nearer to 

completion, Ulrich seemed every day to 

live less for the people and things about 

him, and more for his art. Always some- 

what over silent and reserved, he now 

seemed scarcely conscious at times even 

of the presence of others. He spoke and 

moved as in a dream ; went to early mass 

every moi*ning at four ; fasted three days 

out of seven; and, having wrought him- 

self up to a certain pitch of religious and 

artistic excitement, lived in a world of 

his own creation, from which even Katrine 

was for the time excluded. Things being 

thus, what could I do but hold my 

peace? To speak to Ulrich would have 

been impossible at any time ; to speak to 

my darling (she being, perhaps, wholly 

unconscious) might be to create the Yevy 

peril I dreaded ; to appeal to Alois, I folt 

beforehand, would be worse than useless. 

So I kept my trouble to myself, and prayed 

that the weeks might pass quickly, and 

bring their wedding-day. ■

Now, just about this time of which I am 

telling (that is, towards the middle of 

August) came round the great annual fite, 

or Sagro, as we call it, at Botsen ; and to ■

0^ ■
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this f^he Katrine and I had. for some years 

been in the habit of going, walking to Atz- 

wary the first day by way of Castelmth, 

sleeping near Atzwary in the honse of our 

aunt^ Maria Bernhard, whose husband kept 

the gasthaus called the Schwarzen Adler, 

taking the railway next morning from Ate- 

wary to Botzen, and there spending the day 

of the Sagro, and returning in the same 

order as we came. This year, however, hav- 

ing the dread of Alois before my eyes, and 

knowing that Ulrich would not leave his 

work, I set my fiice against the Botzen 

expedition, and begged my little sister, 

since she could not have the protection of 

her betrothed husband, to give it up. And 

so I think she would have done at first, 

but that Alois was resolute to have us go, 

and at last even Ulrich urged it upon us, 

saying he would not have his little madchen 

baulked of her f esta simply because he was 

too busy to take her there himself. Would 

not Johanna be there to take care of her, 

Alois to take care of them both ? So my 

protest was silenced, and we went. ■

It is a long day's walk from St. Ulrich 

to Atzwaiy, and we did not reach our aunt's 

house till nearly supper-time, so that it 

was quite late before we went up to our 

room. And now my darling, after being 

in wild spirits all day, became suddenly 

silent, and instead of going to bed, stayed 

by the window, looking at the moon. ■

"What is my birdie thinking of P" I 

said, putting my arm about her waist. ■

" I am thinking," she said, softly, " how 

the moon is shining now at St. Ulrich, 

on our mother's bedroom window, and on 

our father's grave." ■

And with this she laid her head down 

upon my shoulder, and cried as if her heart 

would break. ■

I have reproached myself since for 

letting that moment pass as I did. I 

believe I might have had her confidence if 

I had tried, and then what a world of sor- 

row might have been averted from us all ! ■

We reached Botzen next morning in 

time- for the six o'clock mass, and went 

to high mass again at nine, and strolled 

among the booths between the services. 

Here Alois, as usual, was very free with his 

money, buying ribbons and trinkets for 

Katrine, and behaving in every way as if 

he, and not Ulrich, were her acknowledged 

lover. At eleven, having met some of our 

St. Ulrich neighbours, we made a party, 

and dined all together ; andafber dinner the 

young men proposed to take us to see an 

exhibition of rope-dancers and tumblers. 

Now I knew that Ulrich would not ap- ■

prove of this, and I entreated my darling for 

his sake, if not for mine, to stay away. But 

she would not listen to me. ■

"Ulrich, Ulrich!" she repeated, pet- 

tishly. " Don't tease me about Ulrich ; I 

am tired of his very name !" ■

The next moment she had taken Alois's 

arm, and we w^e in the midst of the 

crowd. ^ ■

Finding she would go, I, of course, went 

also, though sorely against my inclination : 

and one of our St. Ulrich friends gave 

me his arm, and got me through. The 

crowd, however, was so great that I lost 

sight somehow of Alois and Katrine, and 

found myself landed presently inside the 

booth, and sitting on a iront seat next to 

the orchestra, alone with the St. Ulridi 

people. We kept seats for them as long 

as we could, and stood upon the bench to 

look for them, till at last the curtain rose, 

and we had to sit down without them. ■

I saw nothing of the performance. To 

this day I have no idea how long it lasted, 

or what it consisted of. I remember no- 

thing but the anxiety with which I kept 

looking towards the door, and the deadly 

sinking at my heart as the minutes dragged 

by. To go in search of them was impos- 

sible, for the entrance was choked, and 

there was no standing-room in any part of 

the booth, so that even when the curtaia 

fell we were fully another ten minutes 

getting out. ■

You have guessed it, perhaps, before I 

tell you. They were not in the market^ 

place ; they were not at the gasthans ; they 

were not in the cathedral ■

" The tall young man in a grey and green 

coat, and the pretty girl with a white rose 

in her hair?" said a bystander. "Tush, 

my dear, don't be uneasy. They are gone 

home; I saw them running towards the 

station more than half an hour ago.'* ■

So we flew to the station, and there one 

of the porters, who was an Atzwary man, 

and knew us both, confirmed the dreadfiil 

truth. They were gone \ndeed, but they 

were not gone home. Just in time to catch 

the express, they had taken their tickets 

through to Venice, and were at this 

moment speeding southwards. ■

How I got home — not stopping at aD at 

Atzwary, but going straight away on foot 

in the broiling afternoon sun— ^never rest- 

ing till I reached Castelmth, a little after 

dusk — lying down outside my bed, and 

sobbing all the night, getting up at the first 

glimmer of grey dawn, and going on again 

before the sun was up — how I did all this, 

fisdnt for want of food, yet unable to eat; ■

'6' ■
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weary for want of rest, yet unable to sleep — 

I know not. Yet I did it, and was home 

again at St. Ulrich, kneeling beside our 

mother's chair, aind comforting her as best 

I could, by seven. ■

" How is Ulrich to be told ?" ■

It was her first question. It was the 

question I had been asking myself all the 

way home. I knew well, however, that I 

must be the one to break it to him. It was 

a terrible task, and I put it from me as long 

as possible. When, at last, I did go, it was 

past mid-day. The workshop door was open 

— ^the Christ, just showing a vague outline 

through the folds, was covered with a sheet, 

and standing up against the wall — and 

Ulrich was working on the drapery of a St. 

Francis, the splinters from which were flying 

off rapidly in every direction. Seeing me 

on the threshold, he looked up and smiled. ■

" So soon back, Hebe Johanna ?" he said. 

" We did not expect you till evening." ■

Then, finding I made no answer, he 

paused in his work, and said, quickly :' ■

" What is the matter ? Is she ill ?" ■

I shook my head. " No," I said, " she 

is not ill." ■

" Where is she, then ?" ■

" She is not ill," I said, again, " but — 

she is not here." ■

And then I told him. He heard me out 

in dead silence, never moving so much as 

a finger, only growing whiter as I went on. 

Then, when I had done, he went over to the 

window, and remained standing with his 

back towards me for some minutes. ■

"And you?" he said, presently, still 

without turning his head. " And you — 

through all these weeks — ^you never saw or 

snspected anything ?" ■

" I feared — I was not sure " ■

He turned upon me with a terrible pale 

anger in his face. ■

"You feared — you were not sure!" he 

said, slowly. " That is to say, you saw it 

going on, and let it go on, and wonld not 

put out your hand to save us all ! False ! 

false ! false ! — all false together — false love, 

false brother, false friend !" ■

" You are not just to mo, Ulrich," I said; 

for to be called false by him was more than 

I could bear. ■

" Am I not jast ? Then I pray that 

God will be more just to you, and to them, 

than I can ever be; and that His justice 

may be the justice of vengeance — swift, 

and terrible, and without mercy." ■

And saying this he laid his hand on the 

veiled Christ, and cursed us all three with 

a terrible, passionate curse, like the curse 

of a prophet of old. ■

For one moment my heart stood still, 

and I felt as if there were nothing left for 

me but to die ; but it was only for that one 

moment ; for I knew, even before he had 

done speaking, that no words of his could 

harm either my poor little erring Katrine 

or myself. And then, having said so as 

gently as I could, I formally forgave him 

in her name and mine, and went away. ■

That night Ulrich Finaaszer shut up his 

house and disappeared, no one knew 

whither. When I questioned the old 

woman who lived with him as servant, 

she said that he had paid and dismissed 

her a little before dusk ; that she then 

thought he was looking very ill, and that 

she had observed how, instead of being, as 

usual, hard at work all day in the work- 

shop, he had fetched his gun out of the 

kitchen about two o'clock, and carried it 

up to his bedroom, where, she believed, he 

had spent nearly all the afternoon cleaning 

it. This was all she had to tell; but it 

was more than enough to add to the burden 

of my terrors. ■

Oh, the weary, weary time that followed 

— ^the long, sad, solitary days — the days 

that became weeks — the weeks that became 

months — the autumn that chilled and paled, 

as it wore on towards winter — the chang- 

ing woods — the withering leaves — the 

snow that whitened daily on the great 

peaks round about ! Thus September and 

October passed away, and the last of the 

harvest was gathered in, and November 

came with bitter winds and rain ; and, save 

a few hurried lines from Katrine, posted in 

Perugia, I knew nothing of the fate of all 

whom I had loved and lost. ■

"We were mamed," she wrote, "in 

Venice, and Alois talks of spending the 

winter in Rome. I should be perfectly 

happy if I knew that you and Ulrich had 

forgiven us." ■

This was all. She gave me no address ; 

but I wrote to her at the Poste Res tan tc, 

Perugia, and again to the Poste Restante, 

Rome ; both of which letters, I presume, 

lay unclaimed till destroyed by the autho- 

rities, for she never replied to either. ■

And now the winter came on in earnest, 

as winter always comes in our high valleys, 

and Christmas- time drew round again ; and, 

on the eve of St. Thomas, Ulrich Finazzer 

returned to his house as suddenly and 

silently as he had left it. ■

Next-door neighbours as we wei'e, we 

should not have known of his return but for 

the trampled snow upon the path, and the 

smoke going up from the workshop chim- 

ney. No other sign of life or occupation , ■

'■^r ■
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was to be seen. The shutters remained 

unopened. The doors, both front and 

back, remained fast locked. If any neigh- 

bour knocked, he was left to knock unan- 

swered. Even the old woman, who used 

to be his servant, was turned away by a 

stern voice from within, bidding her begone 

and leave him at peace. ■

That he was at work was certain ; for 

we could hear him in the workshop by 

night as well as by day. But he could 

work there as in a tomb, for the room was 

lighted by a window in the roof. ■

Thus St. Thomas's Day, and the next 

day, which was the fourth Sunday in Ad- 

vent, went by, and still he, who had ever 

been so constant at mass, showed no sign 

of coming out amongst us. On Monday 

our good cur^ walked down, all through 

the fresh snow (for there had been a 

heavy fall in the night), on purpose to 

ask if we were sure that Ulrich was really 

in his house ; if we had yet seen him ; and 

if wo knew what he did for food, being shut 

in th*cre quite alone ; but to these questions 

we could give no satisfactory reply. ■

That day, when we had dined, I put 

some bread and moat in a basket, and lefl 

it at his door ; but it lay there untouched 

all throngh the ,day and night, and in the 

morning I fetohed it back again, with the 

food Bt2l in it. ■

This was the fourth day since his return. 

It was very dreadful — 1 cannot toll you 

how dreadful — to know that he was so near, 

yet never even to see his shadow on a 

blind. As the day wore on my suspense 

became intolerable. To-night, I told my- 

self, would be Christmas Eve, to-mori'ow 

Christmas Day. Was it possible that he 

would let botn anniversaries go by thus ? 

Was it possible that his heart would not 

soften if he remembered our happy Christ- 

mas of only last year, when he and Katrine 

were not yet betrothed; how he supped 

with us, and how we all roasted nuts upon 

the hearth, and sang part-songs after sup- 

per ? Then, again, it seemed incredible 

that he should not go to church on Christ- 

mas Day. ■

Thus the day went by, and the evening 

dusk came on, and the village choir came 

round singing carols from house to house, 

and still he made no sign. ■

Now what with the suspense of knowing 

him to be so near, and the thought of 

my little Katrine far away in Rome, and 

the remembrance of how he — he whom 

I had honoured and admired above all 

the world my whole life long — had called 

down curses on us both tho very last ■

time that he and I stood hoe to &oe — 

what with all this, I say, and what with 

the season and its associations, I had such 

a great restlessness and angniBh upon me 

that I sat up trying to read my Bible long 

after mother had gone to bed. Bui my 

thoughts wandered oontinuaUy from the 

text, and at last the restlessness so gained 

upon me that I oould sit still no longer, and 

so got up and walked about the room. ■

And now suddenly, while I was pacing 

to and fro, I heard, or fancied I heanl, a 

voice in the garden calling to me by name. 

I stopped — I listened — I trembled. My 

very heart stood still ! Then, hearing no 

more, I opened the window and outer 

shutters, and instantly there rushed in a 

torrent of icy cold air and a flood of brilliant 

moonlight, and there, on the shining snow 

below, stood Ulrich Finaeaer. ■

Himself, and yet so changed ! Worn, 

haggard, grey. ■

I saw him, I tell you, as plainly as I see 

my own hand at this moment. He was 

standing close, quite close, under tbe win- 

dow, with the moonlight fill upon him. ■

" Ulrich r* I said, and my own voice 

sounded strange to me, somehow, in the 

dead waste and silence of the night — 

" Ulrich, are you come to toll me we are 

friends again r" ■

But instead of answering me he pointed 

to a mark on his forehead — a small dark 

mark, that looked at this distance and by 

this light like a bruise — cried aloud with a 

strange wild cry, less like a hunmn voice 

than a far-off echo, " The brand of Cain ! 

Tho brand of Cain !" and so flung up his 

arms with a despairing gesture, and fled 

away into the night. ■

The rest of my story may be told in a 

few words — the fewer the better. Insane 

with the desire of vengeance, Ulrich Finazzer 

had tracked the fugitives from place to 

place, and slain his brother at mid-day in 

tho streets of Rome. He escaped un- 

molested, and was well nigh over the 

Austrian border before the authorities even 

began to inquire into the particulars of the 

murder. He then, as was proved by a 

comparison of dates, must have come 

straight home by way of Mantua, Verona, 

and Botzen, with no other object, ap- 

parently, than to finish the statue that he 

had designed for an offering to tbe church. 

He worked upon it, accordingly, as I have 

said, for four days and nights incessantly, 

completed it to the last d^roe of finish, and 

then, being in who can toll how terriUe a 

condition of remorse, and horrox*, and de- ■

r ■
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spair, sought to expiate his crime with his 

blood. They found him shot through the 

head by his own hand, lying quite dead at 

the feet of the statue upon which he had 

been working, probably, up to the last 

moment, his tools lying close by, the pistol 

still fast in his clenched hand, and the 

divine pitying face of the Redeemer, whose 

law he had outraged, bending over him aa 

if in sorrow and forgiveness. ■

Did I indeed see Ulrich Finazzer that 

night of his self-murder ? If I did so with 

my bodily eyes, and it was no illusion of 

the senses, then most surely I saw him not 

in life, for that dark mark which looked to 

me in the moonlight like a bruise was the 

bullet-hole in his brow. ■

But did I see him ? It is a question I 

ask myself again and again, and have asked 

myself for years. Ah ! who can answer it P ■

The buzz of comment which followed 

Sister Johanna's story had scarcely sub- 

sided, and Mr. Croflfut had not had time to 

thank her in the name of the company, 

when a qaeer-looking man, with a wander- 

ing eye, and a strangely restless manner, 

started forward and addressed the president 

abruptly : ■

" Sir," he said, " I should Hke to tell you 

and this honourable company about Nettle- 

fold." ■

" Nobody wants to stop you, stranger," 

returned Mr. Croffut. " You can begin as 

soon as you like, and go right on till you've 

got through with it." ■

"About Nettlefold," continued the 

stranger, taking no notice of Mr. Croffut, 

" Nettlefold and that clock. I am EngHsh, 

as you will doubtless perceive. It occurred 

in England. This was how it happened." ■

And, without fm'ther preface, he plunged 

into the following strange story of— • ■

THE QUEER CLOCK. ■

There are some people who seem to 

thrust their friendship peremptorily upon 

one, much as a coniuror, in furtherance of 

his impostnree, forces tho receipt of a par- 

ticular card. There is no escape; persis- 

tence triumphs, unless one adopts a course 

of opposition of an unusually obstinate 

kind. Thus Augustus Nettlefold called him- 

self my Mend, aoid assumed an intimate 

air in relation to me quite in spite of myself. 

I had little liking for him ; I had no respect 

for him ; we had few sympathies in com- 

mon ; no real bond of union existed be* 

tween us j still, there he was — ^my friend. ■

He claimed to have known me for very 

many years ; and this was true enough : 

our acquaintance dated, in fact, from a 

remote period when I had been his school- 

fellow. But what of that? I had for- 

gotten all about Augustus Nettlefold. I 

had completely lost sight of him for a 

very long while ; and I could never call 

to mind that, even at school, I had cared 

particularly about him. No doubt I had, 

at that time, certain special cronies and 

comrades. But I don't think that intimate 

relations of this nature had ever subsisted 

between Nettlefold and myself. I had 

some dim memory of a lean, freckled, 

light-haired boy, usually wearing a frill 

round his neck, and intemperately fond of 

jam-puffs. Could that have been Nettle- 

fold ? or had I confounded him with some 

other boyP I couldn't bo sure. And 

perhaps it didn't much matter. ■

But we have really need of a Statute 

of Limitations in regard to friendship. 

Claims of that kind, if not fully sustained 

by proof of periodical recognition and 

mutual agreement, should be barred by 

lapse of time. The intimacies of schoolboy 

life cannot be supposed to last for ever. 

When a florid, middle-aged man — ^bald, 

except as to a few weak locks of hair 

scantily streaking his cranium, with oily 

auburn whiskers and a protuberant white 

waistcoat — inquired of me one day whether 

I had not been, in my youth, a pupil at Doctor 

RodwelFs academy, at Turnham Green, 

and forthwith proclaimed himself my old 

schoolfellow, Augustus Nettlefold, I own 

that I did not feel very cordially moved 

towards him, or greatly interested in the 

recollections he laboured to revive. I 

frankly stated, indeed, that I did not 

recognise him. "I should have known 

you anywhere," he said ; " you're not 

in the least altered. You're thin, you 

see," he went on, **and thin men don't 

alter much. No, you're just the same as 

you always were. For me, I know i m 

changed. I've grown stout and rather 

bald; and, of course, that makes a diffc- 

renoa I'm uncommonly glad io see you 

again, old fellow ; it brings back the past 

so pleasantly to me. Ah ! there are no 

friends like the friends of one's boyhood ! 

Happy boyhood ! Why can't we have it 

all over again ?" ■

I did not feel equal to answering this 

question. Eor my own part I sympathised 

but indifferently with Nettlefold's senti- 

ments, and experienced no particular desire 

for the recurrence of my days of imma- 

turity. To my thinking, the happiness of ■
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boyhood has been on all sides very con- 

siderably over-estimated. I take it that 

there are unhappy boys just as there are 

unhappy men. 1 know that great part of 

my own youth was a state of extreme exer- 

tion and misery to me. My health was 

weakly. I was nnable to find pleasure in 

the rougher practices of the playground. 

I was subjected to rather oppressive treat- 

ment at the hands of my more robust 

schoolmates; and I was, I think, under- 

valued and inconsiderately viewed by my 

preceptors. I could not contemplate, there- 

fore, with any special enjoyment, the period 

of my existence that had been passed at Doc- 

tor Rodwell's academy, in company with 

Augustus Nettlefold, as he alleged. I did 

not think it worth while, however, to ap- 

prise him of my opinions in this regard. ■

Of myself I desire to say little further. 

I possessed a modest fortune, and, up 

to the period of my being resuscitated, 

as it were, by Nettlefold, I had led a 

life of quiet and seclusion. I was un- 

married, and saw little of society. I in- 

habited a small but comfortable house — 

it happened to be my own freehold — in an 

unfashionable suburb of London. I was 

devoted to a particular branch of literary 

study. I hasten to add that this was in 

no sense of a popular kind, or one that 

would, however sedulously I might prose- 

cute my labours, entitle me to any kind of 

general fame or public recognition. Some 

credit I might earn from a select and 

very limited class of students, sympathising 

with the nature of my inquiries, but not 

more than that. I should state, perhaps, 

that my toils had not attained any very 

definitive issue, or acquired much distinct- 

ness of form. I had really done little more 

than test and digest the results of previous 

dealings with the same subject, and amass 

materials for proceeding with it further and 

conclusively when the proper time should 

arrive for so doing. Meanwhile, I had 

collected a large and valuable library of 

books. ■

Nettlefold was a City man; but, that 

said, I have no clear information as to the 

precise nature of his occupation. He 

rented an office near the Bank of England, 

and employed a clerk or two ; was versed 

in the mysteries of the money-market, 

skilled in the slang of 'Change, and ap- 

peared to be much interested in financial 

operations, and especially those of a specu- 

lative character. He had nothing about 

him, as I perceived) of the old-fashioned, 

plodding, City merchant. He dressed 

gaily, seemed to have abundant leisure, ■

conducted his calling, whatever it may 

have been, after a curiously light-hearted, 

not to say frivolous, fashion, and comported 

himself altogether much more as a man of 

pleasure than a man of business. He ap- 

peared td me greatly to prefer the gratifi- 

cations of the table to the toils of the desk. 

He was a great consumer of glasses of 

sherry at all hours, devoted much time and 

thought to his meals, and generally laid 

stress upon the attractions of good cheer. 

He had the appearance of rather an over- 

fed person. His appetite was hearty, and 

his digestion seemed to be in a very per- 

fect state. I know that, in these respect's 

I viewed him enviously. My own health 

was infirm, and any departure from a strict 

regimen was to me a serious matter. ■

My acquaintance with Nettlefold had 

been resumed in this wise. We had both 

attended in the character of diners at 

a public banquet given in honour of a 

certain distinguished man, with whose 

career I had sufficiently sympathised to 

quit for the occasion my secluded method 

of life. Nettlefold was present simply, as 

I beHeve, because he liked to dine and to 

advertise himself in a prominent sort of 

way. I chanced to sit next to him. We 

fell into conversation, in the course of which 

occurred that reference to Doctor Rodwell's 

establishment for young gentlemen, which 

I have already set forth, and we exchanged 

cards. ■

After this Nettlefold called upon me; 

and called again and again. I am not a 

rude man, and have, perhaps, little rral 

decision or energy of character. My life 

has been one of contemplation rather than 

of action. I could nof dismiss my visitor, 

or Recline to see him ; so gradually rela- 

tions, such as I entirely disapproved, were 

established — or, as he preferred to say, re- 

established — ^between Nettlefold and my- 

self His motive in thus thrusting himself 

upon me I have a difficulty in comprehend- 

ing. I remember that he sometimes bantered 

me— rather coarsely, as his manner was — on 

the nature of the investment of my small 

fortune. I had old-fashioned and, perhaps, 

timid preferences for Government stock 

over other forms of securities. He ridiculed 

Consols, describing them as '* an old wo- 

man's stocking,'' and hinted that he could 

show me how to turn my means to better 

account. He often recurred to this sub- 

ject, but never pressed it nndnly. Of 

himself he spoke little. I gathered, how« 

ever, that he had been abroad during some 

years of his life, and that his fortunes had 

fluctuated somewhat. But altogether Lc ■

I ■
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gave me the idea of his being now 

thoroughly prosperous, and his expenditure 

and his mode of living certainly seemed to 

be on a very liberal scale. ■

The new kind of existence into which I 

was forced by Nettlefold inconvenienced 

me gravely. I was taken from the society 

of my beloved books ; my cherished studies 

wero interrupted. I feel that I ought 

to have resisted the blandishments of 

my " newly-fouijd old friend," as he de- 

scribed himself. What to me wero his 

perpetual " sherries," his profuse turtle- 

soup luncheons, his elaborate * kittle din- 

ners?" They only made mo ill. Even 

his choice cigars that he forced me to 

smoke — my recourse to tobacco having 

hitherto been of a very limited and 

occasional kind — did but disturb my ner- 

vous system. It was plain that his method 

of life was very ill-suited to me ; and I 

found no real pleasure in the nmn's com- 

pany. 'After all he was nothing to me, 

except that he persistently asserted himself 

to be " my friend." How could I possibly 

interest myself in his commercial pursuits 

and City talk ? In one point only was I 

successful in opposing this importunate 

man. " Call me Gus," he would some- 

times say; "you always used to at old 

Rodweirs." JBut call him Gus I could not, 

and would not ; it was as much as I could 

do to address him plainly as Nettlefold. 

On his part no such scruples existed. He 

called me by my Christian name. He even 

abbreviated this to " Alf." He said that 

I had always been "Alf/* to him at 

RodwelFs. I felt that this wasn't true. 

But I had mot courage enough to say so. 

To the best of my recollection, no human 

being had ever before addressed me as 

" Alt'; " on that subject I was prepared to 

make oath ; still, I let Nettlefold have his 

way. ■

One day I found myself pledged to dine 

with Nettlefold " down the river." I had 

vainly sought to escape from this engage- 

ment. I was ill, nervous, shaken altogether. 

The weather had been exceedingly sultry ; 

I was suffering from previous dinners with 

Nettlefold — to him simply everyday matters 

probably, but to me shameful dissipations. 

And my discomforts wero mental, as well 

as of the body. I was vexed at my own 

feebleness of will and instability of cha- 

racter; I was the victim of severe self- 

reproach. Still, Nettlefold would take no 

denial. ■

"You must positively come, Alf," he 

said ; " a very quiet little party, in a snug 

piivate room. The dinner shall be of the ■

simplest — you shall choose every dish 

yourself, if you like. No ; I really can't 

spare you. This is an important occa- 

sion; in fact, a crisis in my fate has 

arrived — I*m going to be married! The 

guests are to be my intended bride, her 

&ther and*mother, and an intimate friend 

of her family, that's all. With yon and 

myself we shall be six in number. Now, 

you know, you can't refuse me — you 

can't, at such a time, desert the friemd of 

your boyhood. Say you'll come. Indeed, 

I won't listen to a refusal. You must 

come." ' ■

Again I let Nettlefold have his way. 

What else could I do ? ■

It was, as I have said, most sultry 

weather. The " snug private room " he 

had spoken of, proved to be a confined 

chamber that had been scorched all day 

long by the sun, and was swarming with 

flies. They were buzzing and clustering 

everywhere. The chandelier was cloudy 

with them, and they had so congregated 

about the looking-glass frame as to give 

it quite a piebald look. They had freely 

settled, too, upon a French bronze clock 

that stood on the mantelpiece. It was a 

quaintly-fashioned clock, purposely tinged 

here and^ there, after a modem fashion, 

with verdigris patches. A cadaverous 

figure of Time, very long and attenuated, 

and twisted of limb — I took it at first for 

Mephistopheles, but it was clearly meant 

for Time — ^was pointing a grisly forefinger 

at the dial, grinning sardonically the while. 

That clock caught my eye directly I entered 

the room ; and it attracted my attention in 

a curious way again and again. ■

The window opened on to a narrow iron 

balcony, with all its paint shrivelled and 

blistered by exposure to the sun. The river 

was a glare of light. It was low water, 

and an expanse of smooth, shining, noisome 

mud lined the shore. The distant horizon 

seemed to be veiled in steam. The sun 

was sinking into a misty bed of angry, 

thunderous-looking clouds. There was not 

a breath of wind stirring. The heat was, 

indeed, almost unendurable ; even reclin- 

ing motionless in an easy - chair, placed 

between open door and open window, 

one grew fevered, panting, and faint. I 

felt as though some heavy weight were op- 

pressing my heart, as though a cord were 

tightly bound round my temples, hindering 

the circulation of my blood, and distend- 

ing all my veins in a painful degree. My 

voice was weak and husky when I tried to 

speak ; my hands were strangely tremulous. 

I had never before felt so completely ■

-f" ■
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shaken and npset. There was a floating 

parti- coloured mist before my eyes; my 

mind even seemed to be at fault. I ex- 

perienced a difficulty in connecting my 

ideas, in controlling my memory and per- 

ceptions. Even now, as I look back upon 

it, that little dinner down the river has to 

me the yagne, weird air of a fantastic 

vision. ■

I was introduced to Nettlefold's friends. 

I roused myself with an effort to take 

some measure of interest in his mtcnded 

bride. She was richly dressed; a tall, 

thin, faded woman, with lustreless eyes, 

thin lips, and rather prominent teeth. She 

spoke with a drawl, and her manner struck 

me at once as arrogant and affected. 

" Alicia, my dear," said Nettlefold to her, 

" this is my old friend, Alf, of whom you Ve 

heard me speak. Alf, old boy. Miss Car- 

berry.'' She slightly inclined her head as 

she surveyed me through her gold-rimmed 

eye-glasses. Her expression I judged to 

be hard, insolent, and cruel; yet I was 

prepared to learn, as I presently did from 

Nettlefold, that she was generally esteemed 

to be a lady of great personal attractions. 

She drew off her light kid gloves^ and re- 

vealed her thin, sallow, rather sinewy, 

and claw-like hands, with many valuable 

rings circling her long bony fingers. Mr. 

Carberry — "great contractor, engaged in 

enormous undertakings," whispered Nettle- 

fold — was a stout, mottled-faced, elderly 

man, with blank glassy eyes and -a ginger- 

bread-coloured wig. His wife, the mother 

of Alicia, was a large, fierce- browed woman, 

who did httle but fan herself violently, 

setting all her many bracelets clinking and 

rattling till it almost seemed as though she 

were being fanned by some noisy system of 

machinery. The friend of the Carberry 

femily — he was Alicia's cousin, I believe, 

— was called Major Meggott, a gaunt, 

jaded-looking man, with an erect military 

figure, bowed " cavalry" legs, and a dyed 

and much-waxed moustache. He was 

dressed in tightly-fitting dark clothes, and 

moved stiffly, as though buckled and trussed 

up in excess even of War Office regula- 

tions. He made no complaint of the heat ; 

it was understood that he had frequently 

sojourned in tropical climes. His face 

wore a hard, artificial smile, as though to 

make revelation of his white, even teeth, 

of which he was, perhaps, proud. They 

also were artificial. ■

We sat at a circular table. Nettlefold 

had his future wife and mothev-in-law on 

either side of him. I was placed between 

Mrs. Carberry and her husband. The ■

5= ■

major sat next his cousin, and frequently j 

interchanged talk with her, I noticed, in 

a subdued tone; otherwise we were but s ' 

silent party. A curious air of restraint ^ 

and embairassment seemed to oppress us. , 

The dinner was of the most profuse and 

luxurious description ; the courses seemed 

interminable, and the supply of wine of 

all kinds was excessive. Glasses were filled ■
I ■

and emptied incessantly; yet no elation 

came to the party, but ratiier more and more < 

of stupefaction and depression. ■

We were desperately dull; a kind of 

lethargy succeeded to our superabundant 

meal. We were gorged, in fsust, with Net- 

tlefold's little dinner. Some few attempts 

he made to animate us, by forced clamor- < 

ousness of speech and laughter ; but tiiese 

proved futile. We sat for the most part 

mute and sleepy, twiddling our wine- , 

glasses, or trifling with a superb dessert. 

My sufferings, I know, were acute. ■

The heat was still intense; the day had 

departed, but the night was close, sultrj, 

and storm-laden. Not to add to the almost 

stifling temperature of the room, the lights 

of the chandelier were kept as low as pos- 

sible. Now and then the murky sky without 

was quivering and aflame with lightning, 

which seemed to flash a white glare upon the 

faces round the table, and reduce Uie gas* 

lights above us to a dull, yellow hue. And 

now the thunder, that had long been rum- 

bling and muttering fiercely in the distanoe^ 

drew nearer to us. Presently it was roll- 

ing, and roaring, and crackling with tho 

utmost violence close at hand. ■

" Shut the windows, for God's sake !" 

cried some one. All looked pale, I thought ; 

but it might have been only the white 

flashing of the lightning in our faces. ■

Nettlefold ordered some more wine, 

" We must have something to cheer us,*' he 

said, with a hollow laugh. Wine was ^ith 

him a panacea for all maladies ; a remedy 

to be resorted to on every occasion. ■

" It's really the devil of a storm, you 

know," remarked the major. He added, 

however, that he had experienced many 

worse in the tropics. " Don't be fTighteued," 

he said to Alicia ; but she foas frightened. 

Old Mr. Carberry helped himself to pine- 

apple; Mrs. Carberry fanned herself* vio» 

Icntly, but less regularly than before. It 

was as though the machinery which kept 

her fan in motion wanted oiling, or had got 

somehow out of -gear. ■

A waiter, pursuant to Nettiefold's bid- 

ding, filled us up glasses of sparkling red 

burgundy. The dark-hued wine, with its [ 

creaming head of light purple, bad a J ■
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clogged, dragged, redtindaptly rich flavonr. 

Ifc was Tery potent liquor. "We seemed to be 

drinking foaming landannm. The man was 

I particnlarly oar^l to fill onr glasses to 

the brim. ■

This was not the waiter who had pre- 

viously attended npon ns. I was strack 

by a certain strangeness in this new man's 

aspect. He was tall and painfnlly thin, 

with long, grim, attennatcd features, his 

pale face wearing an acrid, sardonic expres- 

sion. He was very bald, save that on his 

brow there grew a solitary lock of dark, 

twisted hair, the shape of an inverted 

comma. I felt snre that he and I had met 

before. Suddenly it occurred to me that ho 

bore a startling resemblance to the grisly 

Mephistophelean figure of Time, pointing 

to the dial of the green bronze Frencn 

clock on the mantelpiece. ■

The wind had now risen, and an angry 

gust flung the windows wide open. The 

liglitning appeared to play about the room, 

and especially to be attracted to the bronze 

clock. It was lit up again and again, as 

though it had been smeared with phos- 

phorus ; there was, moreover, a prevalent 

odour of sulphur in the atmosphere that 

overcame all the fumes of the dinner and 

the wine. The air was dense and heavy, 

as though loaded wi€h the vapours of some 

narcotic drug. ■

Then came a deafening peal of thunder. 

The house seemed to be shaken to its foun- 

dations. This was followed by an awfbl 

silence ; even Mrs. Owberry's fan was still. 

Wo were all in truth too scared to speak. 

The wind had gone down for the moment ; 

no sound was audible, save only the ticking 

of the French clock. During the hum of 

dinner this could not have been heard; 

now it was — distinctly, almost noisily. Sud- 

denly all was still ; the clock, after a kind 

of gasp and, so to speak, a death-rattle in 

its throat, had stopped. ■

The strange waiter re-entered very 

quietly, and proceeded to set the clock 

going again. He wound it up very delibe- 

rately; it seemed quite a long process. 

Wo sat motionless and dumb, watching 

him the while. ■

The waiter quitted the room. What 

had he done to the clock P Something 

strange. Its tick had quickened marvel- 

lously, and the hands were whizzing round 

the dial with scarcely conceivable rapidity. 

Faster and faster they whirled round, until 

they were now almost imperceptible. A 

faint blur could be discerned upon the 

whit^e face of the clock, but nothing more. 

Time was flying, indeed, at express speed ! ■

Hours, days, months, years, were hurrying 

away at a frightful pace ! ■

Still we sat silent; no one moved. I 

glanced round the room. Immediately 

I perceived that an extraordinary change 

was coming over my fellow-gueste. Time 

was telling upon them most strangely and 

rapidly ; so rapidly that his work could 

no longer be described as gradual. If for 

a minute I chanced to avert my eyes from 

one of them, during that brief interval the 

work of years had been wrought. Even as 

I looked at them, I could plainly note the 

process of change surely going on. I 

could see them grow old — old — very old, 

indeed ! I could watch and note each step 

of natural decay ; I was only disturbed 

by the rapidity of the operation. Colour 

fled, hair was stripped off*, light wrinkles 

deepened into furrows, faces fell in, forms 

withered and bent, eyes dimmed and faded, 

and expired like burnt-out candles ; dotage, 

and senility, and decrepitude did not creep, 

but fell suddenly, as it were, upon all. It 

was horrible, it was appalHng, this extra- 

ordinary spectacle of certain and swift 

decay ! I was trembling all over ; my brain 

seemed on fire. Still, though my trepi- 

dation was extreme, and scarcely to be 

borne, in the midst of this frightful scene 

I felt that I preserved consciousness. I 

was perfectly sane ; my recollection of that 

strange scene, even to minute points, is 

still vivid. ■

I turned to look at Nettlefold ; he was a 

wizen, bent wreck of a man, with only a 

mere flicker of intelligence left upon his 

face. Presently it was clear to me that he 

was hopelessly insane. The change that 

had occurred m him during the long period 

that had elapsed between my quitting him 

at school and meeting him again a middle- 

aged man, was nothing to this, though it 

had been effected in some few minutes only. ■

Still the hands of the clock were whirl- 

ing round and round, and time went flying 

on. The grim bronze figure was pointing 

to the dial, as though boasting of his han- 

diwork, and grinning defiance at our dis- 

comfiture and decline. The storm raged 

on without, the lightning flashed ftiriously, 

and the wind was roaring and dashing hail 

and rain into the room. Nettlefold, I 

fancy, said or tried to say something, I 

know not what ; I saw his jaws work spas- 

modically, but he mumbled from loss of 

teeth, or my sense of hearing was lost to 

me. For I grew old with the rest ; I felt 

my head droop until my chin rested on my 

chest; my limbs were shrunk and enfeebled, 

and ached with age, and I could see that ■

F ■
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my hands were as the hands of a very old 

man — thin, tremulous, nerveless, and 

swollen at the joints. As to the other 

guests — ^but indeed I cannot continue. It 

was horrible ! ■

I was in a strange bed, in a strange room ; 

the windows were barred, and I could dis- 

cern snow upon the housetops without. A 

strap bound me to my couch. Ice was being 

applied to my forehead ; my hair had been 

cat quite close ; shaved off, indeed. ■

" What has happened ? Where am I ?" ■

I was told afterwards that these were 

the first intelligible words I had spoken 

for many months. ■

" You're all safe — ^in St. Thomas's Hos- 

pital." ■

"What's been the matter ?" ■

"Well, we'll caU it brain fever. But 

you'll do now." ■

I was forbidden to ask any more ques- 

tions. It was some time before I could 

find any who would reply to me, or give 

me information I much desired upon cer- 

tain points. ■

" Nettlefold ?" I was able to inquire at 

length of one who consented to supply me 

with intelligence of a concise kind, provided 

that I promised not to excite myself. 

" Nettlefold ?" ■

" In Newgate, charged under the Frau- 

dulent Trustee Act." ■

" Carberry ?" ■

" Bankrupt — absconded." ■

"Alicia?" ■

"Eloped with her cousin. You've no- 

thing more to ask ?" ■

I had not. My mind was in an incoherent 

and shattered state. ■

" A drink of water, please." ■

" Here it is ; now try and go to sleep, 

and don't, bother yourself with thinking — 

there's a good fellow — and you'll soon get 

well ; that is, as well as you've ever been." ■

I don't know sometimes whether I have 

ever got well or not. ■

Uttering these last words in a dazed 

manner, and with a nervous hand playing 

idly about his chin, the speaker turned 

quickly round and disappeared in the dark- 

ness, leaving his hearers convinced that 

they at least had very clear notions as to 

his chances of ultimate recovery, whatever 

his own doubts on the subject might be. 

Indeed, Mr. Croflfut seemed to express the 

general sentiment when he gave it as his 

opinion that two, or at the most three, 

more drinks of Bourbon whisky would be ■

more than enough to bring on a recurrence 

of the singular symptoms experienced by [ 

the stranger at Nettlefold's dinner. ■

"And," continued the presidcnti "as we 

shall want somethin' pleasant after that, I 

shall ask another lady to volanteer for next , 

turn." ■

" I heard a pretty little story in a strange 

old Flemish inn where I stayed last year," > 

said the lady to whom he turned as he i 

spoke. This was a self-possessed yonng 

American, who, with her mother, had just i 

returned from Europe in time to lose 

everything in the great fire, and who 

seemed to think there was nothing very 

remarkable or out of the way in her pre- 

sent strange surroundings, and who began, 

with as much calmness as if she had been 

still sitting in the Sherman HoTise drawing- 

room, this story : ■

I ■

A WILL 0' THE WISP. ■

" Ring, ding I tinkle, tinkle, ting !" rang ' 

the chimes in the cathedral tower, begin- 

ning to play their airy tune in the donds, 

as a bewitched old lady came into the town 

of Dindans one evening, following a will o* 

the wisp. f ■

Dindans is a dreamy old Flemish town, 

with canals full of yellow-green water, and 

brown boats with little scarlet fla^ ; with 

strange old beetle-browed houses over- 

shadowing the streets; with a market- 

place and fountain, a multitude of pointed 

gables, a cathedral covered with saints and 

angels, little children in muslin caps, and 

bells that make delicate music aloft in 

the air. A real traveller stopping at Din- 

dans is a rare^ apparition, and people came 

out of their houses that evening to gaze 

at the little old Englishwoman who trotted 

behind the truck which jolted her lug^gage 

along the pavement. ■

When the tired little woman stopped 

before the wide entrance of the queer old 

inn. La Grue, there was no one abour> 

and she walked into the sanded hall and 

glanced through the opening at the other 

end down the long, ancient court-yard, 

with its vines and gallery and rows of 

little windows, and on to where appl«y 

trees and scarlet geraniums were bloshicg 

through the sunlight from the garden. A 

curious stone staircase wound out of the 

hall, and there were doors on each side of 

her. She hesitated, and glanced all round 

the unpeopled interior, until the sound of 

a voice came out of the nearest door. ■

" With her hands on her knees, and the 

knitting lying in her lap," said the shrewish ■

't3= ■
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voice of a woman in clumsy Flemish 

Frenct, " though I told her yesterday that 

the stocking must be done immediately." ■

''Thou hearest," said a man's voice, 

" thou must be more industrious.** ■

" And with a look on her face that would 

sour the wine,** continued the woman, 

" enough to make people think one was 

unkind to her.** ■

" Thou must be more cheerful,'* grum- 

bled the man. ■

" And see ! There are travellers at our 

door, aud here she is gossiping, so that we 

do not even perceive them !'* ■

A door, which had been ajar, was quickly 

opened, and a young girl came out with a 

pale face, and eyes heavily encircled with 

the redness of suppressed tears. The young 

figure looked so much more refined than 

anything one could have expected in the 

place, that the traveller forgot her own 

business in the surprise. At the same 

moment a waiter came running to take the 

luggage, a little man, with a keen and per- 

turbed face, and something like a hump on 

his shoulders. This was the oldest inn in 

Dindans, explained the girl. There were not 

many chambers ready, for travellers did not 

often stop to pass a night in the town. There 

was a suite of small rooms running round 

the court-yard, but they were at present 

used as fruit-lofts or lumber-closets. Over 

the archway into the garden was a little 

apartment, like a glass case, which was 

occupied by a gentleman who had been 

long established here, and must not be 

moved. But madame should have the best 

chamber, occupied by monsieur and his 

wife when nobody came. It should be 

made ready for the Dame Anglaise at a 

moment's notice. ■

The stranger had had an intention of 

trying to escape, but something in the girl's 

manner mysteriously vanquished her. She 

took possession of an ancieJit-looking room, 

with heavy, dark wainscots and one window, 

in which the only things noticeable were two 

well-painted portraits on the walls. They 

were Monsieur and Madame Van Melcke- 

lieke, explained Jacques, the waiter, painted 

by Monsieur Lawrence, the English artist, 

who lived in the little glass chamber, and 

studied all his evenings in the painting- 

room of the Cercle des Beaux Arts, up above 

in the tower ; a very respectable club, which 

reflected credit on the house. Their meet- 

ing-room for social purposes was behind 

the salle-a-manger. ■

Madame the stranger got rid of her dust, 

and made herself at home in l^er chair by 

the window, feeling herself to be .^i disap- ■

pointed old woman, who had been flitting 

about the world for years, seeking an object 

which it now seemed folly to think of finding. 

In the pleasant court-yard the evening 

sunlight was gilding the peaks of the little 

windows, and the grapes that hung from 

the vines, but leaving a cool well of shadow 

about the old archway, through which 

flamed softly the illuminated garden, bril- 

liant with scarlet and 'green, and bristling 

with gold-tipped apple-trees. As madame 

looked, a man's head was thrust from one 

of the queer little windows in the glass 

chamber, an English head, brown-haired 

and thoughtful! V intelligent. It leaned out 

of the gulden background, glanced at a 

deserted ironing- table, which stood under 

the vines below, withdrew itself quickly, 

and disappeared. This was Monsieur 

Lawren'ce, no doubt. ■

Our little old woman had returned to 

her own perplexities, when the maiden 

who had received her again appeared at 

her door, a ray from the window touching 

the girl as she announced that madame 

wa^ served. Her face shone upon the 

traveller out of the shadows under the 

doorway — a pale, delicate- featured face, 

with a distinct . beauty of its own, which 

was partly owing to its subdued intensity 

of expression. The eyes had still that 

look of sufiering fi'om unshed tears ; the 

mouth had a look of heroic patience. She 

hovered on the threshold, while' madamo 

fixed a sudden stare upon her, and made a 

sharp ejaculation in English. ■

" Madame's dinner !" said the girl, think- 

ing that she had not been understood in 

French. But the stare was not removed 

from her face till she fell back abashed 

across the threshold, and closed the door. ■

"What is it?** cried the little EngHsh- 

woman to herself, with piteous energy. " A 

likeness ? No, not a likeness ! Yes — no — 

yes. Certainly not ! With brooding over 

this matter I am becoming silly !'* ■

Madame reflected, and made up her mind 

that she was teo hungry and tired to think 

to any purpose. She dined, and Jacques 

brought her some cofiee in her chamber. ■

Madame could not refrain from question- 

ing Jacques. For many long years it had 

been the business of her life to question. 

Stine was the girl's name. She was the 

niece of monsieur, and her fato was sad. ■

" Why do they treat her badly ?" ■

"It seems to come by nature," said 

Jacques. " At present she is in great disgrace 

because she refuses to marry me ; although 

I have declared to monsieur that I will not 

have her.** ■

■^ '- 1^ '*■ ' ■
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'' But is slie not good and nice P" cried 

madame. ■

" Cependant," persisted Jacques, " I will 

not have her. She likes me as it is ; she 

would hate me if I pressed her to marry 

me. Mon Dieu ! Heaven must do some- 

thiug better for her than that. ■

Our traveller was on her way to Eng- 

land, and had broken her journey to rest 

but a night ; yet she had already become 

curiously interested in the inhabitants of 

La Grue. She decided that she would make 

an indefinite stay at Dindans. That night 

she wrote some letters, and looked over 

papers, in her chamber. She was very 

much excited, and did not settle to rest 

until it was another day. ■

She was only in her first sleep when 

Stino got up to begin her daily work. 

No one in the house was awake but her- 

self as she went into the garden, fetched 

vegetables, and prepared them for use, 

placed saucepans on the stove, and then 

went into the court-yard to make, ready 

her laundry table for an honr'B ironing. As 

she trotted about the dewy garden and the 

cool, grey court-yard, she held up her head 

and moved lightly, delighting in the taste 

of fresh air, space, and peaoe. Her crisp, 

white bodice rustled with freshness, and 

smelt of lavender ; her little apron fluttered 

as if enjoying itself. She went to her iron- 

ing unaer the vines, but had hardly plaited 

a frill when she remembered that she had 

not put the things straight in the painting- 

room of the club. In a minute she was 

busy folding up the tangled drapery that 

had been used in costuming a model the 

night before. The next moment some one 

came into the room, and Stine seemed all at 

once in a great hurry as she said : ■

" Good day, Monsieur Lawrence; you are 

up early ;" turning away as she spoke, and 

making haste with her work. ■

" Stine, will you not put that away for a 

moment, and speak to me P'* ■

** I have spoken, monsieur : I have said 

good day." ■

The young man looked half sad and half 

angry, as she opened the door, curtsied, and 

disappeared. The painter sat down, and 

began to work at his picture. ■

"This place is not good fbr me,'* he 

reflected; "I shall leave it as soon as 

possible. Elsewhere I shall have greater 

advantages, and be rid of heartache. Ah J 

why do I love her, when she does not care 

for me P Yet what a Hfe I see before her 

in this place ! Worked to death, or wedded 

to JacquM, or to the owner of the nearest 

estaminet. I have not much to offer her, ■

but in time I shall succeed ; we could be 

frugal. She need not work for two of us as 

th^ work her here." ■

Lawrence was alone in the world. His 

art was his delight, and he had left England 

for the purpose of studying in one of the 

best continental schools. Passing through 

Dindans he had been attracted, flrst by the 

quaintness of fhe old inn, and afterwards 

by Stine's sad face ; and here be had been 

content to follow his art studies, with- 

out pushing on ftirther to the higher 

point of his ambition. He had been able 

on occasions to save the girl from harsh 

treatment, and he recalled now her amaze- 

ment at being so shielded, her grati- 

tude so simply shown, and the frank, warm 

friendship that had sprung up between 

them. He had watched her at ber daily 

work in the kitchen, in the conrt-jrard, 

everywhere, and had made sketchea of 

her by stealth under every aspect. I^atcr 

there had come upon him dreams in which 

he fancied her flitting about in a home 

which should be her own, and also his; 

and one day, when she had been in trouble, 

he had spoken to her, and then he had 

found his mistake. His love had appeared 

to vex her, and their friendship was at an 

end. She was now as sad and reserved as 

when he had first set eyes on her. "It must 

be that I am quite unlovable,'* thought 

Lawrence, " since she will rather endure 

unkindness than share my lot." ■

Meanwhile, Stine was working with 

nimble fingers at her ironing-table ; linens 

were folded, and muslins crimped, while 

now and again a few tears flashed out of 

her eyes like sparks of fire, and burnt her 

cheeks. She remembered one day when a 

kind face had come into the inn and some- 

body had saved her from a beating ; she 

being then considered young enough to be 

so punished. She remembered how light 

had become her tasks after that won- 

derful day, how the consciousness of being 

protected had grown habitual to her, while 

the wonder swelled within her at findinsr 

herself a person to be so deeply respected. 

She began to think that even a life like 

hers might come to have a beautiful side 

to it, till that first dreadful night, when 

she had told herself it would be better if 

she should never see ^Monsieur Lawrence 

again. The next day had brought the 

trouble of her disobedie^ice about Jacques, 

as weU as that strange, supreme moment 

when Lawrence, having heard of it, had 

asked her to be his wife, and had been i^ 

fased. Yes, and she would refuse him 

to-morrow again, if put to it ! Flash ! came ■

'^- ■
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a tear on the frill she was ironing, bo that 

she YfBA obliged to crimp one inch of it 

over again ; and Madame Van Melckelicke 

came scolding into the conrt-yard. ■

The little Dame Anglaiso dined at the 

table d'hote that day. Monsieur sat at 

the top of his board, and his wife and 

step-daughter, a giffgling girl \vith sharp 

features, sat beside him. After dinner, mon- 

sieur, his wife, and daughter went out to 

take coffee in the gai'den, sitting under an 

apple-tree, with a tiny table between them : 

monsieur in his white linen coat and scar- 

let skull-cap, the girl in a gay muslin with 

flaming bows, madame in brilliant gown and 

enormous gold eai*- rings. The ladies chatter, 

monsieur smokes and drinks his coffee, 

and Jacques comes into the garden and 

announces that the Dame Anglaise wishes 

to join their circle. She comes, she is agree- 

able, she gossips familiarly over their con- 

cerns, and tells them a great deal about her 

travels. ■

So agreeable did she make herself, that 

next aftei^oon the stranger was invited 

once more to join the circle in the garden. 

Never had been known so pleasant an 

Englishwoman. ■

** Monsieur and madame,*' said the 

stranger, by-and-byc, " I am going to tell 

you a story. Yesterday I spoke of my 

travels, and you were good enough to be 

amused ; to-day I will try to relate to you 

some of the most important events of my 

life. I have lived undor the shadow of a 

great trouble for many yejirs. For sixteen 

years I have been following a will o* the 

wisp. ■

*'A will o' the wisp!" cried all the 

listeners. ■

" It has led me from country to country, 

and from town to town. I arrived hero the 

other night utterly disheartened, when, 

lo ! it sprang up again ; here— under this 

roof— as soon as I entered." ■

" Here !'* cried the Van Melckeliekes. ■

Madame sliifted her chair so that she sat 

facing monsieur, who had taken his cigar 

from his mouth, and sat gazing at her in 

amazement, with his sparlet skull-cap a 

little on one side, and a slight look of ap- 

prehension on his stolid countenance. ■

" Let madame proceed I" ■

The strange old lady paused before she 

began her tale, and a tragic look swept 

across her dim blue eyes. ■

"My friends," she said, with a quiver in 

her voice, " sixteen years ago there were 

living in a pleasant part of England an 

English gentleman and his wife, who had 

very great wealth and a beautiful home, ■

and up to the time of the beginning of 

my story they had scarcely known what it 

is to grieve. They had one child, a little 

girl of three years old, the idol of both 

parents. They were fond of travelling 

abroad, and it happoned once that they- 

were in Paris on their way home ; with 

them the child and three servants, includ- 

ing the nurse, a strange and wild-tempered 

woman. The lady was half afraid of 

this nurse, yet shrank from sending her 

away. The nurse was savagely fond of the 

child, and jealous of its mother. One day 

there was a quarrel, springing from this 

jealousy, and that evening the woman 

walked out of the hotel carrying the child 

in her arms, as if to give it an airing. She 

did not return, and the fathpr and mother 

never heard of their child again." ■

Monsieur had turned on his seat and 

looked askance at the stranger. Madame, 

his wife, sat with open mouth gazing at 

her husband. ■

" Think of it, good people," wont on the 

little old trembling lady. " I was the 

friend of that young mother, and I came to 

her in Paris in her affliction. We spent 

months traversing Paris, and we advertised, 

offering largo rewards; but no tidings of 

woman or child were to be had. We gave 

up the search in Paiis, and went moving 

fn>m place to place, lingeiing so sadly, and 

making such frantic inquiries, that people 

began to point to my friend as the * poor 

crazed mother who was looking for her 

child.* Ah, mv friends, if you had seen 

her as I did — her eyes dim, her cheeks 

wasted, weeping herself to death over a 

toy, a tiny garment, a little shoe ! Search 

was useless, and by the time we could pre- 

vail on her to give it up the poor thing was 

so broken in heart and body, that we only 

brought her home to die. She died in my 

arms, and I promised to keep up the searoh 

so long as I lived. She had a firm belief 

that her child was not dead, and the horror 

of its growing up among bad people 

haunted her perpetually. Her husband lived 

ten years after her death, and though he 

never kept up such a constant search as I 

did, yet he could not forget that there was a 

chance of his lost daughter's being alive 

somewhere. I think his heart was broken 

too — more by the loss of his wife, perhaps, 

than by that of his child. Both parents 

had been rich, and when the father died he 

willed all their possessions to their child, 

who might yet be discovered living in 

ignorance of her parentage. After a cer- 

tain time, if nothing has been heard of the 

girl or her descendants, the property will ■
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be broken up and divided in charity. 

Since the father's death I have never for 

one moment relaxed my efforts to dis- 

cover some trace of the child of my friends. 

I now begin to grow old, and I fear I shall 

not be able to keep it up mnch longer. I 

have cheered my heart many a time, tell- 

ing myself that the girl would be a daugh- 

ter to me in my advancing age, and would 

repay me with her love for all the labour 

I have had for her. She would now be 

nineteen years of age. When a child, her 

hair was dark; it would now be darker 

still. Her eyes, I think, would bo grey, 

the colour of her mother's. I have often 

fancied I saw a face like what I had pic- 

tured her to myself, and spent feverish days 

in finding out my mistake. Now you know 

what I meant by a will o' the wisp." ■

The faces of the innkeeper and his wife 

had changed so that they did not seem to 

bo the same persons who had sat there half 

an hour ago. They now nodded their 

heads, while neither spoke. ■

" But why say that the will o* the wisp 

had appeared under our roof?" asked 

Rosalie, sharply. ■

The old lady trembled wildly, and looked 

raund on the three faces. At this moment 

Slino appeared coming down the court- 

yard with a fresh supply of coffee. ^ ■

"My friends! my friends!" cried the 

little old lady, stretching out her hands to 

them, " I believe that there" — pointing 

to Stine — " comes the child I have been 

seeking for these many years !" ■

Monsieur Van Melckelieke sprang to his 

feet, while his wife pushed back her chair, 

and stared furiously at the stranger. ■

"Madame has lost her mind!" cried 

monsieur, eyeing the lady with terror. ■

" Ah no, monsieur ! Tell me that I am 

right, or help me to the proof of it. My 

child has in some strange way been thrown 

upon your charity. Some feeling of honour 

makes you wish to keep a secret." ■

" Madame is all wrong," said the man, 

a little mollified. " The girl is my niece. 

I will bring you face to face with her 

mother. She lives at some distance, but 

she shall be brought here to satisfy you." ■

" Bring her at once," said the old lady. ■

Next morning a coarse, loud-voiced 

woman came into the inn, and Madame the 

Stranger was summ^^ned to meet her in 

the garden imder llle apple-tree. All the 

family were present at the interview — 

monsieur, madame, Rosalie, Stine, and 

Jacques. ■

" She ig my daughter," said the coarse 

woman ; " but I gave her up to my brother ■

for the good of the &mily. Speak out, 

Stine, and say if I am not your mother." ■

" I have always known you as my ano- 

ther," said Stine, shrinking from her. 

" Dear madame»" to the Englishwoman, 

" give up this fancy. I am grieved to be 

such a trouble to you." ■

** Help me, good Jacques, to get back to 

my chamber," said the poor old lady, faintly. ■

That night, very late, when Stine was 

wearily toiling up her tower staircase, a 

door opened, and the English madame 

came out, wrapped in her shawl. ■

" My dear," she said, " take me up to 

your tower room to see the view from your 

window. It must be fine this starry night. 

Besides, I want to talk to you." ■

S tine's little room seemed situated in a 

star, so high was it above the peaks of the 

Flemish houses away down in the town 

below. The cathedral tower looked over 

at her in ghostly magnificence. Her small 

lattice lay open, and the music of the 

chimes came floating dreamily in as they 

played their melody through in honour of 

the midnight hour. The room was cool, 

dark, and quiet. Madame sat down on 

Stine's little bed, and the cathedral clock 

struck twelve. ■

" My dear," she said to Stine, " I am 

not going to afflict you with my trouble, 

I am used to disappointment, yet there is 

something in this case which is different 

from all my former experiences. I cannot 

shake off the interest I feel in you. Granted 

that I am a crazed old woman, still I would 

like to leave my mark, a good mark, upon 

your fate. Do not be afraid to speak freely 

to me, my child. They are harsh to you in 

this house." ■

" They are not very kind." ■

" You would wish to get out of th^ 

power, and yet not marry Jacques.*' ■

"I will not marry Jacques — Heaven bless 

him !" ■

"Yet a husband could protect you." ■

" They are not going to kill me ; and I 

am able to bear my life." ■

The little old English madame was silent, 

reflected a minute, and then began again. ■

"I went out this evening to calm my 

heart in the cathedral. I found it almost 

deserted, and full of a solemn peace. I 

prayed, and became resigned. BEaving 

finished, I was resting myself, when I 

found the painter. Monsieur Lawrence, 

standing beside me. He addressed me as 

your friend, and we had some whispered 

conversation. He talked about you. He 

loves you. You have repulsed him. Is ii 

possible that you are so hard I" ■

^= ■
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"Madame, I am not hard," gasped Stine, 

after a pause. ■

" I can believe it." ■

" Madame, before I knew Monsienr Law- 

rence I had never loved anything ; now it 

seems as if I conld love the whole world 

for bis sake. He is to me all that one lives 

for, lives by. He is absolutely as my life. 

I speak extravagantly, madame; but re- 

member, at least, that I did not wish to 

speak at all." ■

" Go on," nrged the little lady. 

" There was a time," said Stine, leaning 

on the sill, and gazing over clasped hands 

into the starry enter dimness, " a time 

when I never thought of checking my love, 

seeing nothing in it that was not beantiful 

and good. But I was forced to change my 

mind. Madame, I will tell you about it. 

I was sitting one evening in the court-yard 

at my knitting, and the students were sup- 

ping in their club-room ; the blind was 

down, the window open. I heard the 

men's voices talking, but I was not minding 

what they said. I was thinking of Mon- 

sieur Lawrence, of some words that he had 

said to me, and of the beautiful look that 

always came into his eyes when he saw me. 

He was away that day, and I always' 

allowed myself to think of him most when 

he was at a distance ; it seemed less bold, 

somehow, than when he was near. Sud- 

denly I heard his name mentioned in the 

club-room, anfl he became the subject of 

conversation among the students. They 

spoke of his noble character, and of his 

genius, and some one said, * If he only 

keeps out of harm's way he has a fine 

career before him.' Then there was con- 

fusion of voices, and by-and-bye I learned 

that the chief thing he had to fear was 

marriage with a woman as poor as himself. 

Then my own name was brought into the 

conversation, and there was more con- 

fusion, till a voice said severely, * That, in- 

deed, would be his total min.* Madame, 

the words came out through the window to 

me, and buzzed about my head like fiery 

gnats, and then made their way inward, 

and settled and burned their way down to 

my heart. When I came up here that 

night I sat down here, and thought about 

it. At first I said to myself, * It is un- 

true ; I should help, and not hinder him ; 

I should work so hard, and privation 

wonld be nothing to me.' But soon my 

mind came round to see the truth. The 

poorest bread costs money, and a woman 

is often in the way. A man of genius must 

not be fettered. If he drudges to boil the 

pot how shall he soar to his just ambition ? ■

After that I used to go about saying to 

myself, to keep up my courage, * I will not 

be his ruin. 1 will not spoil his life.' And 

then, when one day he found me in trouble, 

and asked me to marry him, I had strength 

to refuse him. This is the whole of my 

secret, madame. I love him, and will pro- 

tect him from the harm that I could do 

him." ■

" My dear," said the Englishwoman, " I 

believe you are indeed the stuff to make a 

good wife ; and I warn you not to let your 

honourable scruples carry you out of reach 

of a well-earned happiness that may be 

yours. You and Monsieur Lawrence are 

young, and can wait. Meantime, you need 

not give the lie to your hearts. Take the 

word of an old woman ; there is nothing so 

precious in this world as love, when it is 

wise ; and especially if it has been made 

holy by passing through a little pain." ■

Next evening Stine went to the convent, 

a mile out of the town, to fetch eggs and 

melons for the inn housekeeping. Coming 

back again, along the canal under the 

poplars, she sat down to rest a minute, 

with her basket by her side. The sun 

had set, the brown sails in the canal had 

still a red tinge on their folds, and the 

spires and peaks of the town loomed faint 

and far through an atmosphere as of gold- 

dust. Stine's heart bounded with a painful 

delight, as she saw Monsieur Lawrence 

coming towards her, under the shadow of 

the poplars. She would have liked to run 

away, but that was not to be thonght of. ■

She rose, however, to her feet, and ho 

came beside her, and they stood looking at 

each other. ■

" I did not mean to frighten you," he 

said ; " and I am not going to annoy you. 

I have come to bid yon good-byo, as I leave 

the town to-morrow. After all that has 

come and gone, Stine, you will not deny 

me a kind word at parting." ■

" It is better for you to go, Monsieur Law- 

rence. I hope you will succeed, wherever 

you are." ■

"I shall do pretty well, I suppose. I 

should have done better, I think, if your 

love had blessed my Ufe. But I will not 

vex you about that any more. One thing 

I ask, that you wiU let that good old English 

lady have a care over you." ■

"Do not be uneasy about me. Gk)od- 

bye. Monsieur Lawrence. I suppose you 

are now going further up the road ? I am 

already late ; I must get home." ■

"Hard to the last!" said Lawrence, 

bitterly. ■

The reproach was too much for Stine ; ■

-^■ ■
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madame; "I catmot like a creature who 

keeps zne in fear and stands in my way." ■

" It is true/* groaned monsienr, " she is 

a bright-eyed marmot, bat she keeps ns in 

deadly fear." ■

Whatever the fear was, it preyed upon 

the master of La Grue. From bein^ merely 

a bmtishly sulky man, he became irritable 

and violent ; even madame, his wife, began 

to moderate her temper, lest, being both 

in a flame together, they should burn 

their establishment to death. He began 

to vow often to his wife that he would 

not have that Anglaise in the house a 

week longer; that he would have Jacques 

popped into the canal, and Stine shipped 

off to the antipodes. He would wait on 

his guests himself for the future j his wife 

should do the cooking, and let Bosalio 

work at the ironing and keep the books. 

His wife soothed him as well as she was 

able, but monsieur was hard to soothe, and 

when quiet he was timorous and moody. 

He left off eating much, and his flesh began 

to fall away. ■

'*! feel that I shall have a fever," he 

complained, ^'and when I am raving I 

shall be sure to tell the 3tory." ■

'^ Nobody shall come near you but me," 

said his wife; and, when his fears came 

to be verified, and she put him to bed 

in a state of delirium, she sufiered no one 

to help her in the task of nursing him. 

The little Anglaise came once on tip* toe 

to the chamber door to ask how monsienr 

fared, but madame greeted her with a face 

so dark that she never cared to venture 

on this mission again. The crisis of the 

fever passed, and monsieur w^ restored to 

his senses, without having betrayed in 

his ravings any secret that might be 

rankling in his mind. The inn became 

more lively, and madame the landlady 

was persuaded by her daughter to take 

a drive out of the town for change of 

air. Monsieur was not able to speak much, 

and Jacques was allowed to sit by him till 

his wife returned. ■

''Jacques," said the sick man, faintly, 

''they think I am getting better, but I 

know I am going to die." ■

"No, monsieur, no," said Jacques. ■

" I have not long to live, my friend, and 

you must go for the cure and the maire. 

Bring them to me quickly, before my wife 

comes back." ■

" But, monsieur-—" ■

" Go, or I shall die on the instant, and 

my death will be on your head," ■

Stine had quiet times just now, and she ■

with her knitting-needles clinking in her 

fingers. The Anglaise sat opposite to her, 

ana they were talking of Monsieur Law- 

rence. While thus engaged, they saw 

Jacques, the cur6, and the maire coming 

down the court-yard. Monsieur desired to 

make his will and prepare for death, they 

said to one another ; and both were shocked. ■

Some time afterwards Jacques came 

running through the archway into the gar- 

den, his face and manner so excited that 

the women stood amazed. ■

" Come, madame," he said to the An- 

glaise, "yon are wanted immediately in 

monsieur's chamber." The Englishwoman 

followed him wondering, and Stine went 

back to her kitchen to prepare for supper. ■

Half an hour passed. Stine was stand- 

ing at the window straining the soup, when 

she saw the little Anglaise coming hurry- 

ing down the court-yard, white-feced, her 

head hanging as if with weakness, missing 

a step now and then, striking her foot 

against the stones of the pavement, and 

feeling, as if blindly, for the door as she 

entered the kitchen. She snatched the 

ladle out of Stine's hand and flung it on 

the floor, seized the girl by the shoulders, 

laughed in her face, gave a sob, and fell 

bacK swooning into the arms of Jacques ; 

all of which meant that the will o' the 

wisp had turned out a veritable hearth- 

light at last. ■

"Ah, monsieur le maire, monsieur le cure! " 

she cried, recovering ; " let them come here 

and tell the story, for my head is still astray, 

and I want to hear it again. Come out of this 

place, girl ! thou art not Stine, thou art 

Bertha, daughter of Sir Sydney Errington, 

and Millicent his wife, both of broken-hearted 

memory, in Devonshire, in England. It 

is all written down. Jacques, wo saw it 

written down. Will the gentlemen come 

and read it to us, or will they not ?" ■

The our6 and maire came in with solemn 

faces. Madame sat on a be.nch, and dmnk 

from a glass of water, while Jacques stood 

on guard by her side. Stine retreated, and 

leaned with her back against the wall, look- 

ing doubtfully at these people who had come 

to change her life. There was no mistake 

at all about the innkeeper's d}ing state- 

ment. The nurse who had stolen the child 

had been his first wife, from whom ho had 

separated for a time that they might earn 

somo money r When she came home to 

him with the child he, being afraid of her, 

had helped her to conceal it. He was then 

a waiter in Paris, and they took up house 

together, and prospered. She assured him ■
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been revenge, and that one day, after the 

parents had snfTered enongh, a large r^vrard 

should be obtained for restoring her to 

them. With this he had been obliged to 

be satisfied. His wife set np business as a 

clear- starcher, and made money enough for 

the child's support and her own. She 

used to smudge the child's face with brown, 

and dress it in boy's clothing ; but she died 

suddenly when it was &ye years of age. 

Then had monsieur thought of ridding 

himself of the burden, but had been 

frightened out of his senses by some one 

whom he had consulted on the subject. 

He became afraid* for his very life at 

thought of any one discovering the iden- 

tity of the girl. Heaviest punishment, 

he feared, must be the reward of his 

daring to restore her to her sorrowing 

friends. When he came to Dindans as 

owner of the inn, he brought with him 

Stine as his niece, and a strange woman 

came to live in a cottage outside the town 

who pretended to be his sister-in-law, and 

the mother of the girl. He had trained 

Stine to be useful, and, by marrying her 

to Jacques, had thought to turn her to 

still further account in his service. No 

one but his second wife and the pre- 

tended mother had ever shared the secret 

which had sat for years on this cowardly 

soul. Now that he was going to die 

he would shuffle it off. He had always, he 

declared, meant to tell the truth before he 

died . If the Dame An glaise had not arrived 

then, he would have left the story and its 

proofs with the cure of the town. ■

" Gentlemen," said Stine, coming out of 

her comer, " let us not disturb the house 

of death. Madame Van Melckelieke re- 

turas, and these things will not please her." ■

The landlady's voice was here heard, and 

the maire and the cure disappeared 

very willingly, while Stine brought the 

Anglaise away to her chamber. The poor 

little lady was beside herself, and kept 

caressing^ Stine, and telling what fine things 

were waiting for her. " My child, my little 

queen!" she said, " my lady of the manor ! 

Ah, wait, my love, till you see your English 

home !" ■

Stine was quite confotmded by the news ; 

sat silently leaning her face on her hand, 

and gazing at her friend. ■

"I do not understand it^" she said. 

She was not willing to follow the idea of 

any change so complete. It seemed to 

break up her expectation of that striving 

and hopeful life with Lawrence in Paris. 

She did not es yet perceive how good it 

would be for him. ■

Suddenly the Anglaise gave a shriek. 

" Mon Dieu ! child, you are plighted to a 

humble artist. Ah! how fate has been 

cheating us ! Why was I such a fool as 

to counsel such a step ? But it is not yet 

too late. Monsieur Lawrence must give jou 

up. You shall marry in your own rank " ■

"Madame!" cried Stine, springing to 

her feet ; " I know not anything of your 

England, and I will have nothing to do 

with it. If my husband is not fit to be a 

nobleman there, why, we will be noble 

after our own fashion in our grenier in 

Paris." Then, suddenly perceiving the 

prosperity which her transformation would 

bestow upon Lawrence, she burst into a 

passion of delight, and knelt, laughing and 

sobbing, by the side of the bed. ■

" Forgive me, my dear," said the old ladj, 

half terrified ; " my senses are coming 

back to me, and I love you for that speech. 

Lawrence is now in London ; let us set oat 

at once, and take him by surprise." ■

Lawrence had finished his business in 

London, and was on the eve of starting for 

Paris when, returning one night to his lodg- 

ings, he found a note, in a lady's handwriting, 

waiting for him on the table. The writing 

was not S tine's, and it was not a fbrcii^n 

letter. It announced that Miss Eirington 

begged him to visit her at her manor-house, 

in Devonshire. Now, who was Miss Erring- 

ton ? for Lawrence had no acquaintance 

with Erringtons, nor yet with manor-houses. 

He considered the matter gravely, and 

finally wrote to Stine, at Dindans, teDing 

her of the occurrence; also that he h&d 

accepted the invitation, hoping to find that 

some wealthy connoisseur had taken a 

^ncy to his pictures. Between his para- 

graphs was inserted a comical sketch of this 

possible patron ; a lady of venerable aspect, 

with nut- cracker features, and leaning on 

a long staff. ■

It was evening when he arrived at the 

manor-house, jast so light that he could 

see the rich country through which he 

was travelling— could discern, with his 

artist- eyes, the beautiful wooded lands, 

which he was told had belonged to the 

Erringtons for numberless genera4doni. 

He dressed for dinner in a handsome, 

old - fashioned chamber, and was * con- 

ducted to the drawing-room. The door 

closed behind him, and he was in a room 

softly lighted, in which everything was 

rich, antique, tasteful, beautiful. A ^^J 

sat by the fire alone — a young and graoefol 

figure, clothed in soft white draperies. She 

rose as he approached, but kept her &ce 

averted. He saw the lovely and fioniliar ■

'Ki ■
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outline of a cheek, a head with a crown of 

braided hair, yet for one moment more he 

did not know that npon this home-hearth 

burned for him, now and evermore, that 

life-light which had once been called a 

will o* the wiap. The lady turned her 

face, and Lawrence, bowing, advanced a 

step. Then, suddenly, there arose a sort of 

cry from two voices, rent by passionate 

surprise, and joy took eternal possession 

of the lives of these happy lovers. ■

LOOEINQ round the circle as the lady's 

story ended amidst a general burst of 

approbation, Mr. Rufus P. Croffut de- 

tected one exception to the general rule. 

This was a fat, heavy-looking German, 

who stood bard by, shaking his head with 

vast solemnity, and who, on being ques- 

tioned, declared that love stories were only 

fit for boys and girls, amd that for his 

part he preferred something stronger. The 

president saw his opportunity at once. 

*• Then, I guess," he said, " you can tell us 

something bette? yourself ?" A grim smile 

for a moment lighted up the German's 

features. " Ja wohl," he nodded. " You 

shall see. I shall make the ladies' flesh 

creep. So." And removing the great 

pipe which had hitherto adorned his lips, 

he continued, somewhat to this eflect : ■

URSULA'S MATE. ■

It was just a week afler the wedding of 

the rich farmer, Michael Straus and Ursula 

Hiinwitz, the belle of the small old town of 

Meitzberg, when the first adventure, in the 

story I am going to relate, occurred. ■

A peaceable man of forty, short, and very 

fat, who loved his neighbour and loved 

good liquor, and a pipe, at least as well, 

was trudging home to this town of Meitz- 

berg, at about ten o'clock at night. ■

Uis name was Peter Schmiedler, and he 

was on this particular occasion sober; 

for he ^ had been supping with a rich old 

. aunt, who lived at the other side of the 

pine-wood, and who, although in other 

respects an excellent old woman, was a 

rigid stickler for temperance. ■

From this repast he had taken his 

departure, as I mentioned, sober; and 

specially regretted being in that state of 

disadvantage while on his solitary night- 

march, through a mile and more of thick 

forest, which was reputed to be haunted 

by all sorts of malignant sprites ; and then, 

for a good half mile more, by the margin 

of a lake, infested by no less formidable 

Nixies, or water-demons. ■

Clouds were slowly drifting across the 

sky, and spreading a curtain, broken only 

at intervals, over the moon. The darkness 

was profound as the path entered the forest, 

and the light wind, before which the clouds 

were driving, made a melancholy moaning 

in the tops of the trees. ■

Peter Schmiedler's courage^ melted quite 

away, as he stole along the haunted path, 

which at times, when the clouds became 

denser, grew so dark that he could scarcely, 

as they say, see his hand before him. ■

Holding his breath ; sometimes listening ; 

often stopping short, or even recoiling a 

step, as if some sudden noise among the 

branches, or the screech of the owl &om its 

** lonely bower" in the forest nooks scared 

him ; thus he had got on, till he had reached 

about the midway point in his march. ■

As the wind subsided a little, to his 

inexpressible terror, he became distinctly 

aware of the sound of a footstep accom- 

panying him, within a few feet of his side. ■

When the wind lulled again, the stride 

of his unseen companion was more plainly 

audible upon the dry peat, or crunching the 

withered sticks that lay strewn over the 

pathway. When he first perceived the step 

that accompanied him, Peter once or twice 

stopped short, as I said, to ascertain whether 

the sounds might not be but the echo of 

has own steps. But, too surely, they were 

nothing of the kind, for they were on each 

occasion continued, for some few paces, 

after he had come to a stand-still ; and then 

his silent companion also stopped. ■

Whatever this being might be that 

walked by his side in the dark, Peter 

could endure the suspense no longer. He 

stopped again, and made an efibrt to speak, 

but his tongue clave to the roof of his 

mouth; and it was not until he had i*e- 

peated his effort twice or thrice that he 

found voice to adjure his companion to 

declare who he was. ■

Hereupon this unseen companion spoke 

suddenly, in a harsh and vehement voice : ■

" I'm a deserter," replied he. ■

There was nothing very human in the 

tone ; c^nd even assuming the speaker to be 

a creature of flesh and blood, a deserter 

was likely to be a desperate character, and 

by no means a pleasant companion for a 

fat little fellow, with some silver in his 

purse, to light on in such a lonely path. ■

Peter and his unseen companion walked 

on for nearly five minutes more, side by 

side, before Peter spoke again. Every mo- 

ment he fancied that the stranger would 

spring at his throat and strangle him. ■

Having got his hand against the stem of ■
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a tree, he halted Bttddenly, stepped behind 

it, and, thus protected, addressed his un- 

seen companion once more. ■

" A deserter ?" he blurted ont, " a de- 

serter from "where P a deserter from what?** ■

"A deserter from hell!" answered the 

same fierce, coarse voice, and something 

smote the gronnd — a fnrions stamp or a 

blow of a club — that made the hollow peat 

tremble with its emphasis. ■

Peter's heart jumped; he had vague 

thoughts of backing softly away among 

the trees and losing himself in the forest, 

till morning. But he had heard, or had 

fancied, such unearthly sounds among the 

firs, such boomings and hootings from the 

distant glades that night, and was still so 

uncertain as to the powers and purpose of 

the unknown, that he preferred his chance 

on the path he knew, to embarking in new 

and, possibly, more terrible adventures 

among the solitary recesses of the forest. ■

It now occurred to him, that he might 

possibly steal a march on his persecutor. 

jEIe listened ; there was no step now ; the 

wretch was waiting for him. ■

Very softly, he made one short step on 

the light mossy ground, and another, per- 

fectly noiseless step, and a third as cautious, 

and so on, till he had made some forty or 

fifty yards. But, as with throbbing heart 

he was half congratulating himself on his 

supposed escape, and was tip-toeing along 

at a swifter pace, close beside him the same 

startling voice said : ■

" You shall see me presently." ■

If a cannon had gone off within a yard 

of Peter's elbow, the sound could not have 

astounded him more* He staggered side- 

ways, with a gasp ; and when he recovered 

himself a little, he made up his mind to 

walk steadily along the path, the line of 

which he could only trace by looking up- 

ward, and watching the irregular parting 

of the trees overhead. Guided by this 

fjiint line, he stumped on, with knees bend- 

ing with fear; and, at last, just as the 

moon broke through the driving clouds, 

and shone clear over plain and lake, and 

on the qfaaint little town of Meitzberg, not 

a quarter of a mile away, he emerged from 

the forest, with his companion by his side. ■

That companion was a tall, broad-shoul- 

dered grenadier of Vanderhausen's regi- 

ment of musketeers, dressed in the old-world 

uniform. His blue coat, with red facings, 

and garniture of yellow, worsted lace, was 

obscured by the dust of his journey, as 

were his long gaiters; his small three- 

cornered hat was powdered with the same ; 

his ruffles were soiled and disordered, and ■

his white vest nothing the better for his 

long, forced march. In his hand he car- 

ried an enormously long musket. His 

fece looked grim and savage beyond de- 

scription, and there was a straight red scar 

along his cheek, from his nose to his ear. 

A fine smell of brandy accompanied this 

warrior ; and the very smell infrised courage 

into the heart of Peter Schmiedler. ■

He was satisfied that the grenadier was 

a mortal; but a hang-dog, dangerous-look- 

ing mortal as ever he had set eyes on. ■

The soldier took Peter in the grip of 

his right hand, a little above the elbow, 

and held him, while he questioned him, 

staring all the time savagely in his eyes. ■

*' Look ye, comrade, you had best speak 

truth, and shortly, for I don't oare the spark 

of a flint for man or devit, and I'd shoot 

you through the head as soon as wink." ■

He struck the butt of the long musket 

furiously on the ground, and Peter recog- 

nised the sound that, in the forest, he had 

mistaken for the stroke of a club. ■

" As I hope for meroy, I'll answer yoa 

truly, ask what you will," whimpered he; 

'* but pray, sir, don't hurt me so ; you're 

pinching my arm like a thousand devils." ■

** Is it true," said the grenadier, squeei- 

ing his arm tighter as he went on, ^' that 

Ursula Hiinwitz has married Michael 

Straus ? Yes, or no — quick 1" ■

" Yes, yes ; it is true ! " screamed Peter. 

" They are married — a week ago. I saw 

it ; I was at it ; I supped there and drank 

their healths." ■

"Ay, I guessed it would so turn out," 

said the man, in a tone no longer of anger, 

but of deep dejection. "The news came 

that it was fixed. It came in a letter to 

Nicholas Spielman, the halberdier." ■

The soldier still held Peter fast by the 

arm, but no longer with a grip that hurt 

him so much. ■

" I left my quarters," resumed the sol- 

dier, "the night I heard it; I knew I 

should not be missed till beat of dram, in 

the morning. I have travelled, on foc.t,, 

every day, twelve leagues since. Thirty- 

six leagues, a long march, and, for a reason, 

I carried this with me." He knocked the 

butt of his musket, this time, lightly on 

the ground. " Come down here, Peter 

Schmiedler, with me ; I must show joa a 

thing or two, and give you a messag-e." ■

His hand tightened as he said this, and 

he marched Peter about two score yards, 

down to the margin of the lake. ■

" Ho !" said Peter, to himself, in won- 

der, " he knows nay name, and to my know- 

ledge I never set eyes on him before." ■
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"It is four years and a half." said the 

soldier, " sinco I shouldered tnis musket 

and parted with Ursula Hiinwitz, on this 

yery spot. She was eighteen ; I had been 

courting her for two years; man never 

loved girl as I loved her. She said she 

loved me with aU her heart, and here we 

two swore to be true, each to other, till 

the hour of death. You know me, now, 

who I am," he said, suddenly pausing. ■

Peter gave him a good hard stare. ■

** N-no, I can't say I know vou — unless 

— ha ! No, it couldn't — it isn^i " ■

** Yes, it is ; I'm Hans Wouverheim." ■

" By my soul, Hans, I didn't know you ! 

How awful ugly you've grown ! I mean 

manly; you're a foot taller, almost — and 

that devil of a scar !" ■

The moon had now got out of the cloud- 

banks into blue sky; and her light was 

steady and brilliant. ■

" I'm Hans Wouverheim, that left this 

spot, a recruit, four and a half years ago. 

Look at the butt of this musket; here, 

where I show you. With her bodkin 1 

scratched the first letters of her name. 

Look ! U. H. Look here ! Here's her 

hair." ^ ' ■

He pulled out from his breast a little 

cloth bug, true-blue, like his coat, and in- 

side it was another, of silk ; and within 

that a long look of golden hair. ■

" There it is," he cried, " I kept it ever 

since ; it has been with me in battle and 

bivouac. Curse it !" ■

He thrust it back quickly. ■

" I told her," he continued, « I'd fight 

my way up the hill ; that she'd hear of 

Hans Wouverheim wherever thunder and 

laurels were going. I have seven musket 

wounds and this thing," he drew his finger 

along the scar. " I have led the Ufe of a 

dog, I've slept in the mud for weeks, I've 

been half starved, I've been a month at a 

time without bread or biscuit — with no- 

thing but mushrooms and onions — some- 

times acorns and apples. I bore all — I 

feared nothing — ^what cared I for bullets P 

I'm a corporal, yon see, and I'm first on 

the list for sergeant, and I have two 

hundred and eighty rix- dollars, prize- 

money, and — ^I did all for her sake ! What 

do you think I deserted for, and marched 

nigh forty leagues in three days ? I came 

to see Ursula, and to shoot her through 

the heart. But I'll not shoot her, I'll let her 

live, and think on what she has done. She'll 

have her punishment time enough." ■

The wild * manner in which this mus- 

keteer was talking made Peter Schmiedler 

very uncomfortable indeed. It was plain ■

the man was either mad or desperate ; and 

there he was, breathing death and slaughter, 

with his firelock in his hand, his bandoleer 

on, with its powder charges dangling from 

it in a row, and the bourse of bullets 

apparently well fiUed. ■

" There's a round dozen of lives there !" 

thought Peter with a qualm, " and I'd wager 

a pot of wine his matchlock is charged. 

And, then, his rapier ! A powerful fellow 

hke that, driving right and lefb with a 

sword, why he could take Meitzberg, and 

all that's in it, if it only came into his 

head to trv !" ■

" Look r fiiend Peter," said the soldier, 

" you live in the High-street of Meitzberg, 

here, opposite the sign of the Cheese and 

Flagon, and, you think, before ten minutes, 

you'll be sitting there telling your story. 

Now, mark me, you'll never sit there again, 

for I'll club my musket and knock your 

brains out here, unless you swear to give 

my message and do as I tell you. What 

do you sayp" he shouted, in his wild, 

startling tones. ■

" Himmel ! why need you be excited, 

Hans ? I swear with pleasure," said Peter. ■

" Well, when I paxt with this firelock, 

which will be in a few minutes, you take it, 

and show the letters U. H., and tell all the 

rest I told you, and all you are going to 

hear and see, faithfully to Ursula Hiinwitz 

— Straus, Ursula Straus ! curse them both 

— and tell her she has been the ruin of me, 

body and soul, and that Hans Wouverheim, 

when he was leavin&r you, said that he would 

<^ke her hair ..ith'^lSm [where h«'B going, 

and will never forget her oath. She swore 

her heart was mine, and sooner or later 

her own false heart will work out its own 

punishment. There's my message to her. 

Do you understand it ?" ■

" Perfectly," said Peter. ■

"And now another shorter message," 

resumed the grenadier. " I have been an 

honourable soldier, up to this, and it shan't 

be said I wronged my sovereign. Take my 

firelock, when you have seen Ursula, to the 

magistnite, to keep for the military com- 

missioner; place m his hands, moreover, 

this sum" — he put an old leathern purse 

in the hands of Peter Schmiedler, as he 

spoke — " which is the official price of my 

uniform and my sword ; tell him I owe no 

man anything, having paid that price to 

my sovereign, and paid my life to Death, 

to whom alone I owe it. And remember, 

if you &.il to fulfil your promise to me, 

so sure as ever man returned to the living, 

I will come and plague you for it." ■

With these words he dropped his musket ■

P ■
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to tlie ground, drew bis sword, and oaiohing 

it in both hands by the blade, drove the 

point with a fierce stab into his breast, 

staggered back a step or two and fell over 

the bank headlong into the lake, whioh is 

there very deep, with a loud splash. ■

Peter, throwing up both his hands, 

uttered a howl of terror as he witnessed the 

catastrophe. Half a dozen steps brought 

him to the water, and ho saw the circles 

that still chased one another outwards 

from the centre of disturbance, glimmei'ing 

in the moonlight ; but no sign of the un- 

happy musketeer was visible. ■

He watched for a few seconds ; a little 

longer; for a minute — for two or three 

minutes ; the chill horror that was silently 

stealing over him culminated at length, 

and with a shudder, and something like 

a prayer, he recoiled. He picked up the 

musket, which, if it had not been for the 

threat of the soldier, he assuredly would 

not have teuched, and ran homeward as 

f&ai as a fellow with short legs and a con- 

siderable paunch, carrying a heavy musket 

beside, could well be expected to do. ■

At the town, late as it was, he soon had 

a large and eager audience about him. ■

He was so anxious te acquit himself of 

Hans Wouverheim's commission, and so 

hprribly afraid of a visit that veiy night 

from his vengeful ghost, that, musket in 

hand, and accompanied by half a dozen 

townsmen, ho without delay knocked at 

rich Farmer Straus's door. ■

The farmer and his wife were at supper ; 

but, on a very urgent message, the Herr 

Pastor and Peter Schmiedler were ad- 

mitted. ■

The bride was dressed in a rich shot 

silk, such as you sometimes see in old Dutch 

pictures. She had -lace and golden orna- 

ments on, for it was the pride of the old 

fellow, her husband, that his wealth should 

declare itself in the dress and decoration of 

his beautiful bride. ■

The farmer, a short square fellow of 

some four-and-£lfly, with big hands, an 

iron-grey bullet-head, beard and mous- 

tache, and a solemn face, with small sus- 

picious eyes, rose from his seat, with his 

Deard dripping with gravy, and a tall glass 

of Rhenish wine beside him. ■

Both wife and husband looked surprised, 

and their eyes turned from Peter to the 

Herr Pastor and back again, for it was not 

easy to divine what had brought them 

together, Peter being by no means a meet 

companion for a holy man. ■

The farmer invited his visitors to supper, 

but the Herr Pastor had already had his ; ■

and Peter, after the sights he had seen, 

had no appetite left. ■

Straus pointed towards Peter's hands. ■

"What*8 that for?" said the fermer, 

who had been eyeing the musket jealously. ■

Upon this invitation Peter started, and 

when he had shown the initials scratdisd 

upon the stock of the gun, and reported all 

that Hans Wouverheim had narrated : ■

*' What a wicked pack of lies !" exdaimed 

the lady, with a scornful toss of her head. ■

" What a queer story P' said her husband. ■

" Hans Wouverheim, indeed I" she ex- 

claimed. ■

" Done with a bodkin I" said the farmer. ■

" Why, Michael, my love ! you don't 

mean to say you believe that bundle of 

rubbish ?" ■

The farmer scratehed his head slowly. ■

" Well," said he, " perhaps he has done 

the most sensible thing he could." ■

** If he has killed himself he must have 

been out of his mind ; and being so, his stoij 

isn't worth a pin ; and why should you or 

I, dearest, let it vex us P" said the lady. ■

*' It don't vex me," said the farmer; 

*' but I think his friends should fish up tbe 

body, and have it buried, decently, in the 

churchyard. I only want to be sure he 

did kill himself; a rascally deserter is so 

full of tricl^ ; they'd stop at nothing." ■

"There, there," said Peter, uneasily, 

" don't — pray, don't He's at the bottom of 

the lake, as dead as that stone jar. In the 

name of all that's good let us speak with 

respect of the dead." ■

*' And as to laying him in the church- 

yard," said the Herr Pastor, ** I fear that 

would hardly consist with our laws, seeing 

that the unhappy man has committed, as 

Peter Schmiedler assures us, deliberate 

self-murder." ■

" I don't see why, with all reverence, 

even so, he should not have a grave in a 

comer of the churchyard, where no one 

else wants to lie," said Peter, who felt 

that Hans might hold him accountable for 

his exclusion from holy ground. " And as 

you were so good as to offer me a glass of 

that kirschwasser, I'll change my mind 

and take it, with your good leave," he 

added, addressing himself to ihe farmer. ■

Peter had never drunk so many drams 

before in so short a time as he had since his 

last look at the ill-starred musketeer, yet he 

was not tipsy, and he could not expel tbe 

unearthly terror that lay cold and heavr 

as death at his heart. Never did he wish 

so fervently to be drunk, and never had 

he experienced the same difficulty in ap- 

proaching that generally facile goal. ■

^ ■
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The beantifal Frau Ursula Straus was 

never so gay and animated. The good 

minister was shocked at it, and it even 

increased Peter's nervous horrors. Every 

possible thing was being said and done 

to exasperate the offended spirit of Hans 

Wouverheim, and Peter was sure that, 

however innocent he might be, to him the 

dead soldier's first visit would be paid. ■

Shrewder people would, perhaps, have 

suspected that the pretty and heartless bride 

was concealing her own anxieties and en- 

deavouring to mislead her husband's 

awakened jealousy by this demonstration 

of more than usual hilarity. ■

It was growing late, and the Herr 

Pastor took his leave, accompanied by 

Peter Schmiedler, gprown on p. sudden 

from one of the most insignificant to be 

one of the most important of the inhabi- 

tants of Meitzberg. ■

In the kitchen of the Cheese and Flagon 

thii*sty souls made an excuse of the amazing 

occurrence which Peter had witnessed, to 

sit up later than usual over their cans and 

pipes. The rest of the town slept as 

nsual, and poor Hans Wouverheim, more 

soundly, let us hope, than he had done 

since the fatal news of the marriage of 

Ursula Hiinwitz had reached him. ■

That beautiful young lady and her hus- 

band, it was said, had some uncomfortable 

and rather sharp talk that night over Peter 

Schmiedler's odd revelations, and early 

next morning, before daybreak, the rich 

man went off in a huff to one of his 

farms, about eight leagues distant from 

Meitzberg. ■

The Fran Ursula sent to beg the minister 

to pay her a visit, and when he came he 

found the lady in tears. ■

" Only think, good Herr Pastor," cried 

she, ''my husband has been upbraiding 

me ever since that drunken rogue Peter 

Schmiedler came in here last night, under 

your protection, to tell that cock-and-a- 

bull story, not one word in fifty of which 

has even a colour of truth. All he al- 

leges Hans to have said of me, and those 

scratches on the firelock — which I am cer- 

tain Peter made with his own penknife — is, 

from beginning to end, an arrant lie, as you 

will see in a moment if you reflect. Hans 

Wouverheim, you know, never had a crown " 

piece to bless himself with. Why should I 

have listened to him ? I hope it was ne^er 

supposed that I was reduced to look at 

such as he ; and now here's my fool of a 

husband gone off from his comfortf^ble 

\iome, fancying I don't know what, with 

his head full of windmills — and all for ■

what ? Just this ; because you came here 

to gain admission for that notorious sot^ 

and countenance him while he seeks to sow 

dissension in honest families ?" ■

" But, madam," said the minister " part 

of Peter Schmiedler's narrative has proved 

tmdoubtedly true, for the body of the 

musketeer, with the sword still stuck 

through his ribs, has been got out of the 

lake only half an hour ago ; and it has been 

identified by Kielwitz the waggoner, and 

by old Martha Plaatz, who nursed him, as 

undoubtedly that of Hans Wouverheim. 

And, what is more, they found the two 

little bags, one of silk and one of cloth, one 

inside the other, containing the lock of hair 

as described by Peter." ■

"It is no lock of mine," said the lady, 

" and I don't care a rush whether it is t^p 

body of Hans or of any other trumpery 

soldier ; there is not so much truth as would 

fit in a gnat's eye in the ridiculous story that 

drunken Peter chooses to put into his mouth . 

It could have had no effect if you had not 

come with that rascal under your wing, 

and you have done mischief, Herr Pastor, 

and are sowing quarrels in your parish. 

And, with all respect, I say, you had no 

business to come here, as you did, last 

night." ■

And with this Madam Uri^ula showed 

the reverend gentleman the door with an 

excellent air of injured innocence and 

offended virtue. ■

Shortly after, somewhat inconsistently, 

she sent to beg a visit from Peter 

Schmiedler. She had dried her tears and 

recovered her coolness, and she received 

him in a dignified and stand-off way. In 

this style she subjected him to a strict ex- 

amination on the subject of the prize-money 

to which her old lover had alluded, and 

after which I think she had a hankering. 

It had occurred to her that he might pro- 

bably have intrusted these very rix-doUars, 

by way of a legacy for her, to the care of 

Peter, who was not unlikely to have appro- 

priated them. ■

A private purse would have been rather 

a convenient resource, while her husband 

continued contumacious ; but there was no 

witness but Peter himself, and that hope 

proved barren ; and Peter made his bow, 

relighted his pipe in the hall, and returned 

to his pot of beer in the Cheese and 

Flagon. ■

Hans Wouverheim, having been fully 

identified, was shrouded and coffined at the 

expense of the town. He was the last 

scion of a family, once importont^ whose 

namd figures not obscurely in the old ■

^ ■
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records of Meitzberg. Being a Buicide, lie 

was buried with all those somewhat revolt- 

ing precautions necessary to prevent his 

reappearance among the townsfolk as a 

vampire, for, in those days, the superstition 

to which the gentleman who told the first 

story has already alluded, still lingered in 

Meitsberg, as in other places, here and 

there, throughout Germany. ■

I don't know that Ursula was quite so 

hard-hearted as she affected to be. People 

said she was fond of Hans, altlK)ngh she 

played him the unlucky matrimonial trick 

that cost him his life. Her husband, being 

a jealous fellow, however, she was obliged 

to stifle her regrets, and pretend to be gay 

and careless. But the servants said she 

was sometimes found crying alone; and 

she undoubtedly grew more and more sour 

and sharp with Michael Straus, who used 

to fight his battles, at first, stoutly enough, 

but, in the long run, was worn out, and 

became, it was believed, henpecked and 

unhappy. ■

Thus, four years passed, and Ursula 

had lost nothing of her beauty — nothing of 

her high spirits and giddy vanity — ^nothing 

of the cruelty and pride which people 

ascribed to her ; and she had gained a good 

deal, it was thought, in two qualities that 

don't always go together — cunning and 

audacity. ■

The town of Meitzberg, I must tell you, 

has its fete day. It is known as the eve of 

Saint Berthilda, who, in Catholic times, was 

the patroness of the pretty little town, and 

is still held in respect as an excellent 

excuse for a holiday, and a feast and dance 

in the evening on the grass, between the 

old wall and the margin of the lake. ■

On the day before this gala, which 

occurs toward the end of September, the 

town was in consternation ; for a hurricane, 

unexampled, in that region, for suddenness 

and violence, had visited Meitzberg, strip- 

ping roofs, dislodging weathercocks, smash- 

ing windows, and whirling wooden pigeon- 

houses, garden-palings, tubs, and all sorts 

of incongruous articles, high into the air, 

and strewing fields, for half a mile east- 

ward, with their fi*agments. ■

But the storm had not stopped at these 

fk'eaks ; it consummated in a few moments 

of fury, what the short surge of the lake, 

under the influence of the west wind, had 

been pottering over for years. The bank 

of the churchyard overhanging the lake 

had long been partially undermined by the 

water. The civic authorities had inspected, 

cogitated, planned, and done everything, in 

fact, but repair the old wall which had fiir ■

centuries resisted the wear and tear of that 

oeaseleis ripple. ■

The gaJe had cut the loatter short 

A great piece of the bank had tfombleJ 

into the lake, carrying with it the grat^ 

headstone, and coffin of the unfortunate 

Hans WouvBrheim, who had been buned 

in that out-of*the-way comer of the ancient 

cemetery, and the outcast lay now manj 

fathoms under the level of the water, in 

his rotten coffin, never to be brought to 

light again. ■

There was a good deal of disgust and 

indigrnation. There were also many gloomy 

inquiries of a superstitious kind ; and some 

people, learned in that sort of lore, declared 

that although Hans, so long as he lay in 

the churchyard, could not return to plague 

his survivors, yet that now, released from 

stake and cross, and immersed in another 

element, he might emerge among the de- 

mons who sometimes appeared on the 

margin of the lake, to affright or hart the 

solitary passenger. ■

These spectral conjectures, however, were 

interrupted by the bustle of preparation, 

and the anticipation of a general merrj- 

mnking, and the sunshine of a glorious 

day, filled men and girls with other 

thoughts, a^d chased away the lingering 

vapoxu*s of superstition. ■

The young Baron Yon Bamer, hand- 

some, courteous, and immensely rich, had 

arrived at the ch&teau at the oiher side of 

the lake, and a whisper had reached tht 

town that he was not unlikely, in strict 

incognito, and as if quite accidentally, to 

drop in, in the course of the evening, to 

take part in the innocent gaieties of this 

rural festival. The chiteau of the rich 

young baron, of whose splendour and 

generosity they had heard so much, was 

about two and a half miles distant across 

the water; and as the tents were being 

erected, and other preparations were pressed 

forward, in the course of the afternoon, 

many telescopes were directed toward thaX 

particular point ; and it was reported that 

a boat was being manned at the steps of 

the terrace, under the vralls of ihe baronial 

castle. ■

This interesting inspection was, however, 

intorrupted ; for a thin mist that had been 

rising at the other side of the lake, grew 

rapidly denser, and, just at the most in- 

teresting moment^ wnen people had ap- 

peared at the top of tiie steps, and hid 

begun to descend, it ceased to be trans- 

parent, and half a dosen ourioua glares, 

that had been directed to that poin^ wefp> 

one after another, reluctantly lowered, «nd ■
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only wifitfxil looks were turned, now and 

then, in that direction. ■

The onrtftin had fallen. The fog spread 

and tliickened, and now it lay npon the 

water like a white barrier of olonda be- 

tween Meitsberg and the distant shore. ■

The sky above was beanUfiilly clear, and 

a fall moon, that night, would lend all its 

peculiar splendour to the fite. It was to be 

hoped that this fog, whioh seemed steadily 

advancing, would not spoil all by invading 

the grassy platform on whioh the tents and 

lamps were placed, and envelop the town 

itself. ■

Farmer Straus was away at the great 

fair of Loenthal buying and selling stook ; 

but that did not prevent his gay and beauti- 

ful young wife from coming down, attended 

by her maid, to enjoy the festive scene. ■

It would certainly have been no harm, if 

that pretty young matron had been a little 

more circumspect. ■

Dancing, on these occasions, usually 

began about sunset, and was continued by 

torch and lamplight, or under the beams of 

the moon, as the case might be, till about 

ten o'clock ; and now the evening was clos- 

ing in a gorgeous sunset, the beams of which 

bad just streamed forth, dyed crimson in 

the edge of the mist ; and as this glorious 

light flooded the scene, a distant blast of 

trumpets, and other wind instruments, 

cftme sweetly over the waters. It was 

probably a mile away, and the boat* and the 

musicians were still hid in the mist. Ur- 

sula was secretly delighted ; she had set 

her heart on winning the admiration of the 

young baron, whose visit they had been led 

to hope for. All was going well ; the fog 

bad ceased to advance, and was now 

thinning. The dancing had begun ; people 

were absorbed in the stirring soene, and had 

all forgotten the barons'—all except Ursula. ■

And now the sun was down, torohes 

blazed redly under the edge of the forest^ 

and coloured lamps gleamed ftam thetents ; 

virhile, over all, the glorious moon shed her 

silvery lustre. ■

The quick ear of Ursula caught the 

sound of music on the lake again, much 

nearer, but also fainter. She saw a boat 

pulled by four men in livery, and contain- 

ing a number of musicians in a fentastic 

uniform, and one handsomely-dressed gen- 

tleman in velvet and gold lace. ■

He disembarked, followed bv two ser- 

vants, one carrying a violin, the other a 

fife. The rest remained in the boat. ■

Ursula's heart beat quick a& she saw 

this cavalier approach. He drew near the 

linden tree, round which was the principal ■

gathering, and introduced himself in a 

manner so courtly, shaking hands with 

everybody in the friendliest way, that all 

hearts were won in a moment; and at 

length he came to Ursula, smiled, offered 

her his arm, and walked with her, back 

and forward in the moonlight, along the 

edg^ of the bank. His two servants fol- 

lowed, and his boat, some little way out, 

rowed also slowly back and forward, now 

and then sendiDg forth a plaintive swell 

of music. ■

Ursula and the young stranger seemed 

soon to become deeply interested, and 

talked with their heads close together. 

More eyes were watching than she gus- 

pected, and they saw the courtly stranger 

and Ursula exchange rings. ■

This was, certainly, an odd proceeding, 

and we can't wonder that a little buzz of 

surprise, and even consternation, from the 

decorous townspeople of Meitzberg greeted 

this piece of by-play. ■

Presently the stranger led his beautiful 

partner towards the linden tree, and signed 

to his two servants, who instantly struck 

up a merry tune ; and he and she, hand-in- 

hand, began to danoe to the music with 

such exquisite grace, lightness, and spirit, 

that the admiration of the assembly drew 

them nearer and nearer. The dancers, 

meanwhile, were moving in the direction 

of the lake; they were now footing it on 

the very bajik. More fimtastic and won- 

derful grew the dance the ' nearer they 

drew to the edge, over which suddenly, 

with a bound, both dancers disappeared ; 

the fife and viol each emitting a wild, mock- 

ing scream, that chilled the listeners with 

horror. From the boat a strange thunder of 

music swelled, and the hollow laughter of 

many shrilly voices. As the crowd rushed 

forward, the mist came rolling in like the 

dense smoke of cannon. Everything was 

veiled from view by the white fog that had 

broken its bounds, and was already surg- 

ing half-way up to the town. ■

The fog became so thick that one could 

not see the blaze of a torch more than two 

yards away ; and then only like a red halo. 

The firolio was over; no search was possible; 

and knocking their noses against walls and 

trees, the crowd in consternation groped 

its way slowly back to Meitzberg. ■

Next morning the lake was dragged; 

and, later in the day, two bodies were 

found ; one was that of Ursula, it is alleged, 

with a dreadful rent in her breast, at the 

left side, through which her heart had been 

torn ; her wedding-ring was gone, and in 

its stead a ring of iron, such as was fixed, ■
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in old times, to the pommel of a soldier's 

sword. ■

The other was the black and swollen 

corpse of a tall man^on whose finger, im- 

possible to be removed, without cutting it 

off, was found the wedding-ring of Ursula 

Straus. ■

Farmer Straus was, he declared, incon- 

solable; and certainly he never married 

again. He declined reclaiming the bridal 

ring, so horribly pro&ned; a^od the iron 

one is still to be seen in the armoury of the 

old town-house of Meitzberg. ■

The executioner of Spieldaam, crossing 

the lake just then, said that the corpse, 

which had been taken out of the lake with 

Ursula's, was that of a man whom he had 

himself hanged a week before, and which 

had been stolen off the gallows at night. ■

The prevailing opinion, however, in his 

nhtive town was, that the mysterious 

stranger was no other than Hans Wouver- ■

heim. ■

As the German replaced his pipe between 

his lips, with a grim chuckle, a man in a 

slouched hat and a heavy overcoat ap- 

proached the outer edge of the circle, and 

shading his eyes with his hand, peered 

eagerly forward, as though in search of 

some one. An instant afterwards Groffut 

quietly rose, and joining the stranger 

enter^ into eager tcJk with him, and they 

walked away together. ■

This action had not passed unnoticed by 

Harry Middleton, who, associating it, he 

scarcely knew how, with the idea of news 

of Myra Otis, felt his heart sink within Ifim, 

and did not dare to think of the errand on 

which his friend had been summoned. The 

narration of the stories had had on Harry 

just the effect which the first speaker, the 

French gentleman, had intended. Listen- 

ing to them he had temporarily forgotten 

the pain he suffered and the anxiety under 

which he was labouring, but now his mind 

had reverted to the old theme, and was 

pursuing it with painful activity. ■

Was it possible that there oould be any 

foundation for the story which the hack- 

man had told to Crofot ; was it not more 

likely that the whole thing had been in- 

vented by his ready-witted, new-found ■

friend fbr the purpose of quieting liitti^ and 

preventing him, in his burnt and jaded 

«tate, from attempting to proaecnte his 

search ? The hotel clerk could not have 

been wrong, and Harry had distinclir 

heard him say that a lady had been left 

in the rooms occupied by Judge Otis. In 

that case Myra must have perished. ■

The thought was too much for Harry 

Middleton, and he made up his mind, come 

what might, to go among the people whose 

dim, shadowy forms he saw stretched out 

aU round him, and ascertain for himself 

whether or not Myra was there. He oould 

slip away unobserved now, for the eyes of 

all were fixed on the story-teller who had 

succeeded the German, so he rose quietly, 

and, though with infinite pain, managed 

to drag himself along for abont fifty 

yards. Then he stumbled and feU, and 

there he lay helpless. He had not 

strength enough to rise again ; a drowsy 

numbness was stealing over him, and he 

felt as though his senses were leaving him. 

Once again he dashed through the raging 

flame, scaled the sinking staircase, and 

gained the room. But this time M3^Ta was 

there, there in the &r comer of the room, 

between which and the spot on which he 

stood yawned an abyss of fire. She 

screamed aloud ; she stretched her hands 

imploringly towards him, and then ■

And then — ^he felt two soft arms placed 

round his neck, .two warm lips pressed 

upon his own. " My darling," were the 

words to which he woke, and saw Myra 

kneeling by his side. ■

*' The hackman wam't lying after all," 

said Rufus P. Crofiht^ who, with Judge 

Otis, was standing by. ^* But you see the 

man drove the jedge and the gal to the 

lake side, where there was thousands of 

others a-refugin' — he am't listenin' to me 

one bit, and it am't like he should 1 But 

that's a pooty sight, jedge," he added, 

pointing to the lovers. '* I like to see young 

Bull in the arms of his American beauty ! 

That's what's the matter! Take about 

Allybarmers and sechlike gas I He had 

direct claims on the gal, and went through 

fire and water for her I" ■

" And got consequential damages,*' said 

the judge with a smile, pointing to Harry's 

wounded arm. ■
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